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COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
STATES SENATE, 
ON THE 
CONDITION OF THE INDIANS IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 
AND OTHER RESERVATIONS, ETC. 
IN TWO PARTS. 
· PART 1. 
WASHINGTON: 









IN THE SEN \TE OF THE U.NITED STATBS. 
JUNE 4, 1886.-0nlcred to lJe printed, wit,h test.imony abd accompanying documents. 
Mr. DAWEs, in behalf of Mr. MoRGAN, from the ·uommittee on Indian 
Atfairs, submitted t,he following 
1\ E P 0 R T: 
[To accompany Senate resolutions of June 11 and December 3, 1884, and February 
I ~:~, 1H85.] 
rnw rJorn-rnittee on Indian A.ffai1·s, which wa8 directed by the 8enate, under 
resolutions arlopterl June l1 a.nd Dect!mbnr 3, ~~~4. and FebruarJJ 2.3, 
1885, to inquire into the condition of the Indians in the ,Indian Territory 
and other reservations, &c., has att~::nded to that duty, and reports in part 
as follows: 
'rhe resulutious nuder which the iuvestigations were pursued are as 
follows: 
Resolution of June 11, 1884. 
Re8olved, That the Co111mittee on Indian Affairs, or any snbcommittee thereof ap-
pointed by its chairman, is hereuy instructed to inquire into the condition of the 
several tribes and bands of Indians in the l11dian Territory, the tenure by which 
the lands in the se\7 eral resenrations in said Territory are now held, and the charac.:.. 
ter of their aetnal occupatiou and use, the condition and rights of the freP.clmen 
among Aaid Indians. a.nrl the rela.tion of said tribes to the United States and to each 
other, and tho llPerl. if any, c f lBgislation in r es pect. to rhe same; and for that pur-
pose shall have po\>'Cr to sc•1l(lf11t persons and paJJer.s , exa1nine witnesses under oa.th . 
employ a stenographer, a.nd sit dnring the recess of the Senate at such times and 
places as the comrui ttee may determine; and shall report their proceedings and auv 
recommendations they may Ree tit to make to the Senate at its next session; and 
tllat the actn<Ll and necessary expenses of said investigation be paid, on the approval 
of the chairman of the said committee, ont of the contingent found of the Senate. 
Resolution of December 3, 1884. 
Resolved, That the Committee on Indi~:m A:lfairs be instructed to inquire what leP.ses: 
of lands in the Indian Territory or Indian reservations for grazing and other purposes 
haYe been made l>y tho tribes of Indians therein, the nun1ber of .acres embraced by 
each of Raid lea se~->, the terms thereof, nnrl thP pen;rm~', corporation<;, or assoc iations 
nam ed tlwreiu as ]e,.:se!:'S . Also, that, the cnJ"\mit,tee inquire as t . ., t.he circumstances. 
uucler which said leases were umde, aud the t.Icaus u ·ed for •>btainiug tlw Hame, an<ll 
wh ether ~aiel leasd> are anthorizcd Ly existing legislation, or are eonclucive to the 
" 'l'lfare of the Indians in sai<l Territory or Indian resen-ati.ons. 
'['ha.t th e eommit.tee haYe power to send for persons anrl papers, and employ a stenocr-
rnplwr, nud report by Lili or ot.lwrwisP. and that the actual and necessary expens~s 
of s:Lid invt>stigation be paid, on the approval ~f the chairman of said committee ou 
o~ the contingent fund of the Senate. ' 
Resoltttion of I!'ebnta1·y 23, 1885. 
Resol1•ed, That the Committee on Indian Affair~ be authorized to continne during 
the recess the in\'estig·ation, anthorized by t.lle resolutions of tlw Senate of Jnne 11 
and of December:~. 181:34, in the ma, oner aiHl to thn extent., an<l with the same au~ 
thority eoutn,ined in ~nid r··~olntion<:, nllfl witl1 t.lu~ fnrtlwr ::tnt.horit.y to inquire what 
chaug<'S, if an~' , are 11ece:ssary ancl pro1h~r iu the uonudary liue:s of any of the r eserva-
tions therPin describecl; and that. they report the resnlt of such examinatious to th~ 
next regnlar scssio11 of Congress. · 
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The investiganon in reference to leases of lands in the Indian Terri-
·tory was pursued in part before the full eommittee in the city of Wash-
ington, and in part b~r a subcommittee, consi~ting of the chairman and 
Messrs. Ingalls, Maxey, Morgan, and JOJJ('S, in tbe Indian Territory. 
The testimony tal~:en by the full and by the subcommittee that visited 
the Indian Territory accompanie~ tbit) report. 
A subsequent. report will be made of the proeeedinp;s of a suucom-
mittee which vi~ited the Territories of Dakota :tlld l\'Iontana, a.nd ex-
amined tbe condition of the Indians therein, in accordance with the 
~<senate resolutions. 
'The Yisit of a t;ubcommittee of the Committt•e on Indian Affairs, 
by direction of the Senate, to the Indian Territory, in May, 1885, and a 
·careful examination into tile matter~ included in their instructions, en-
ables them to present the interesting staternrnts of witnesses that are 
respectfully submitted with the following report. 
The principal subjects investigated by the committee are the pres-
ent indm:;trial, social, moral, and politicttl condition of the Cherokees, 
and the Delaware::) and Shawnees, now uuited with that nation ; the 
Choctaws and Chickasaws, the .Muscogces (Ureck:s), and the Seltlinoles, 
who are lmown as the :fixe ciYilized tribes. I11Cidentally the other 
smaller tribes, not so advanced in civilization, ha,·e receive<l the at-
te:ntion of the eommittee in this part of their inquirie:::;. 
The leading and more important facts touching the cla.ims of the 
Creeks aud Seminoles, in that part of their lauds called Oklahoma, tllat 
were ceded conditionally to the United States, and the preteuses of a 
right of entry upon these lands by bands of colonists, who claim that 
they were open to settlement as part of the public domain, are set forth 
in the evidence herewith submitted. 
Without entering upon an extended discussion of a matter that Con-
gress and the Executive Departme11t have so thoroughly examined, the 
committee present the facts as they understand tllem, and unite in the 
conclusion that the United States have no right to dispose of the own-
~rship in the soil in tb:-it ceded tract without further agmeme11t with 
these tribes, except for the purpose of settling other friendly Indians 
upon those lands. And the duty of preventing any intrusion upon 
those lands, which is a distinct treaty obligation, is only increased by 
the trust which we have accepted to settle friendly Indians there. 
The committee also examined into leases made by the Cherokees, the 
Kiowas and Comanches, Wichitas, aud other confederated bands, of lands 
for grazing purposes, to various persons, and submit the evidence col-
leeteu by them for tbe inforwation of tlw Senate. 
The decision of the President, acting on the opinion of the .Attorney-
General, that all such leases, made by Indian tribes, were of no effect 
in Jaw, bas left the subject to depend on a question of law rather than of 
fact, as to which the committee are not required to eYpress their Yiews. 
The most interesting and important iuquiry the committee were di-
rected to make relates to the present condition of the five civilized 
tribes. The;y are so conspicuously in advance of all other North Amer-
ican Indians, in all that relates to moral and meutal advancement, aud 
in their industrial progress, and in their success in self.goverumeut, 
that it is instructive to understand the real canses of their elevation 
.and pleasing to con tern plate its resultR aud its future prospects. 
'rhe promise made in our statutes in 1835, when we instructed the 
President to prot.ect the five trihes then emigrati11g to a new borne ''"est 
of the Mississippi against the hostility of other Indians and from intru-
sion by our own people, has been kept in good faith. They have had a 
permanent home in a good country, and 011 tllat foundation they have 
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diligently built up commonwealths that are honorable proofs of their 
genius for government and of their ability to cope \rith the severe tasks 
that. a high civilization requires nations to undertake. 
Especially burdensome are these labors when they come not as a 
growth from an establisbed coudition and in harmony with it, but as a 
resolution in opinion, which is complete, and buries the past with all 
its traditionR, and buH<1s upon it a new and uutrierl system. '.rhese In-
dhws had all thii-; to contend with in a new and Ktrange country, and 
with the consciousness that tlwir ancient. power a~ a brave and power-
ful nation had vaui~hed, and that tLeir nutubers were sensibly dimin-
ishillg, tLey wisely yielded to the inevitable, aud 'H're tlte first to kindly 
aceept our guardianship, which they bad no power to refuse, thus truly 
and nobly '·makiug- a \'irtue of necl'ssity." 
Gradually but certainly the growth of the power of the whire race in 
the States and Territories has coutrolled the political relations of tlle 
Indian tribes towards the United State._-, nntil the original theory of the 
British Government, that the ludian tribes in this conutry were from 
the beginning a subject race, bas been realized as a practical result. 
We have ue,·er ceased to assert in legislation, in judicial (lecisions, 
and iu the conduct of our wars with Indian t.ribe~, the rightful political 
supremaey of the United States over tilem as indiviLluals aud as local 
goYei'lllJltJ II t S. 
Tlle I11di~UJS have not at any tinw within a century asserted that 
tlley, as self-goveru\ng commonwealths, were independent f the United 
States. 
Except as we ban\ in several instances made al.>solnte grants of lands 
to Indi <:Ln tribe~, their rig·hts to the public lands have ouly been rights 
of oecnpaucy. Their titles to the lauds gra.uted to thern as tribes in 
absolute rigbt by statute and by treaty are not the rightt; or titles owned 
by sovereigns, such as the States have or as the United States have. 
The idea of sovereigu ownership or of emiuent domain-is uot included, 
in any sense, in any of the land grants we have made to the lndian 
tribe~, whether by statute or treaty. '.rhe States, m,~eu, have not that 
degree of sovereignty which excludes the supremacy of the United 
States where their lcwds are needed for governmental purposes and are 
sougllt to be eoiHlemned to sueh purposes iJJ virtue of the right of 
eminent domain. 
'Ihe Constitutiou of the United St::.tes extends to every foot of the 
territory of tbe United States wllere the laws, civil or military, are iu 
force. 
Its pff'ect is alike ou all tlw people of the United Statt•s, \\'beuever tbey 
are placed where its provisions are opera.t.ive t.hrougb the laws. 
Tlle uegro l'<ICP, imported iuto thi~ country as slaves, becawso of their 
docility iu accepti11g any form of government, whether slave or free, 
that the AmPricau people chose to give them, have been elevated tu the 
high t-· :st privilege~ of eitizeuship. The Iudiau race, iu tl.wir 11ati\e land, 
because they have refu~ed our in:stitutiom; in preference to tlleir own, 
have been kept in a state of outlawry so far <:lS the tlnties aud responsi-
bilities of eitizeuship are concerned. 
The Imlian race has now at la:st been compelled to yield the de-
mana for race gO\'ertJmf'nt aud for tribal independence, and their only 
remaining tribal right is in tbe o<.:eupaucy of their lauds. 'Ibey have 
certain privileges of tribal goven1meut, which we concede to them, . 
temporarily, but 110 rigbts that approximate to so\ereigil(y. They are 
shut in Oll all sides by cordo11s of white population, aud their resonrces 
of food and raiwent, which the plaius aud forests supplied to them for 
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ages past, have been utterly destroyed. Many of the wi1der tribes are 
mere pri~011ers of war, ll(·ld UJH.ler military control, and are awaiting 
the plellsure of the GoYer11ment of the United States, while li,·iug• on 
its bounty, as; to what shaH be done with them. 
Indifference to their condition would be eriminal, and is not to be im· 
puted to any class of thP American people, but the demand is now 
pressing for au early and eousiderate plan that shall accompli~h tbis 
high and unaYoid able dutr of prov-iding for tlteir proper goYPrmneut. 
'fhe expenditures of the Go\·ernment baYe ueeu as Iibera 1 towards 
this purpose as the most sympatlletie eare for tlleil' unfortunate eotldi-
tion could have demanded. But the progress made by most of the 
tribes bas been by uo mean~ equal to the cost of the effort. There u1ust 
be D. defoot iu the plans for imluet.ing the Indians i11to the labors and 
benefits of our system of civilization, which is to be found elsewhere 
than in a want of mental capacity or physical power on the part of the 
Indians. 'J'lwy are a stalwart awl health.)' race, witlJ great powers of 
endurance, aud are distinguished for acth'ity iu all pursuits that are 
agreeable to their taste~. They are, as a rule, possessed of strong men-
tal powers, and are skillfnl in mm1y respects in certain orders of mech-
aniHm. 
We ltave among:st the five ci Yilized tribes, and others, comprisiug 
smaller commuuitie:s, the eompletfj demonstration of the capacit_y of the 
Indians of the United States for attaining to a very a l \ auced civiliza-
tion. Within a half century these Jndian:s were as wild and more un-
tutored in the arts of civilization and the principles of Uhristianity than 
tbe Sioux or the Utes are now. 
Reluctantly, and against a strong pres~ure. of race aYersion, and 
while they baYebeen confroHted witlJ the rlespairing conviction that they 
bad no hope of ever becommg a prosperous people witlJ a government 
based on their own free con~ent, they yielded to the inevitable, without 
loss of spirit or vigor, aud have adopted our civilization and Christian-
ity as the best means of buildiug up their people into self-supporting 
communities. 
'These fi.\e tribes are not essentially different in tbeir mental or phys-
ical characteristics. Their capacity for goverurnent and f0r utilizing 
the advantages of a ltigh civillzation is much the same. Their differ-
ences ii1 language, and tlwir tribal and family attachmellts, have kept 
them so distinct from each other, tltat, while they have been close neigh-
bors for centuries, they have not intermarried to any considerable ex-
tent, and each tribe has preserved its distinct nationality. They have 
bad few wars or quarrels to drive them apart, but have been kept apart 
by reason of a strong seuse of tribal individnality, which is a quality 
largely developed in the character of all the North American Indians. 
A people possessing this trait, when they are united and harmonious 
in governmeut, are always strong and enterprising. 
The Cherokees, Chickasa\1'1::1, au<l Choctaws, are more ad\Tanced in civ-
ilization than any Iudiaus in the U nite<l States. But they are followed 
closely by the Creeks, Seminoles, o~ages, Poncas, au(lmany other smaller 
tribes, the fragtllentary remains of nations that were once powerful. 
The light is the same that is shining upon the pathway of many tribes, 
but some of tllem are nearer its meridian than others. It may Wl'll be 
called tile ligbt of Christian civilization, for that is the true and essen-
tial foundation of tbis work of Indian regeneration. 
· The committee present tlle following table, taken from the Couneil 
Fire, a paper <levoted to the civilization of tlle Indicws, showing statis-
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tics of population and land areas of the tribes in the Indian Territory, 
compiled from the report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for 1884. 
Name of agency and tribe. 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency. 
Cheyennt3 .. ........ ... .......................... . 
.Arnpaho ..................................... .. . 
Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita Agency. 
Kiowa . . . .... .... . .. .......... . ......... .. . . 
Comau che .. ..... .. ........ . ......... ......... .. . 
Apacht3 ................................... . . 
Wichita....... . ..... .. . . .................... . 
Waco .......................... ... ......... .. . 
Towaconie ...... . ..... . ................... . 
Keechi ...................... . .... . ..... ....... . 
Penetheka Comanche .............. .. ... 0. 0 •••••• 
Delawai·e .... ·········o·· .... oo .. o ... o .. ... ... 0 • • 
Caddo .................... ·· o· .. . . ... . . 00 0 0 ••• 
Osage Agency. 
~::.·~~. • ••••· .•• ·•••· • •• •• •·•·••· • • •. • •.• ••• •. ·I 
Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency. I 
~~~~a~"~::····::: :: ::::::: : : : · :::::::::::::::::::: / 
Otoe anrl :Missouria. .......... 0 •••••• 0 •••• 0. 0 ••••• 
Nez Perce ......... oo oo•·. ···o·· 000000 0000 o• .. o 
Quapaw Agency. 
Seneca. . ................... 00.00 ••••••• o· 0 •••• 0 
Jl[iami (Western) . o ••••••••••••••••• •• •• 000 o• 0 ••• 
Peoria . . . ... .......... .. o· ..... o. 0 •• o····· .. o. 
Modoc .... ··o··· .......... o ............. ........ . 
Wyandotte .o .. oo ··-········· ··o····-·o··-·o ·· ·· · 
Ottawa ... .. ··o··· · ·- · •o····· ...... .• ooooo• ··o·· · 
Quapaw .............. • o••·· · _ •..•••..•••.•••• 
Eastern 8hawnee ................... ...... . 
Sac and Fox Agency. 
Sac and Fux of the Mississippi . 0 0.. . • • • • • • •• 0 •• 
Iowa . ......... . ............. . ..... . o•···· ..... . 
Absentf'e Shawnee .... 0 ••••••• 0 _ •••••• _ ••••••••• 
Mexican Kickapoo . .. . .......... . ............... . 
Pottawatomie (citizens) o o ..•.......... o . . . 
Mokoboko band of 8ac and Fox .. . _ ... . ........ . 
Otoe ......... o 00 •••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••• • ••• • 
Union Agency. 
Cherokee __ . . . ........ .. .... 0 ••••• 0 0. _. 
Creek ..... _ . _ . . . _ ..................... . 
Choctaw . . . . . . . ... . ....... . ... _ . ........... . 
Cbicknl'aw .. ............... 0 ••••••••••• 00 ••• 0 •• 
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23, 000 I 5, 031,351 2, 500, 000 Le" th•n 109 
14, 000 I 3, 215, 495 I 1, 000, 000 7lf 
18, 000 6, 688. 000 3. ooo. 000 I 166f 
6, 000 4, 650, 925 2, 300, 000 • 383~ 
3, ooo 1 200, ooo : 7o, ooo 23t 
TribeR west of the five civilized tribes consoli-
Total . . . . . . . . ........ . ... . -s2,334131, 238, li21 1 !l, 649, 406 ~---117-fr 
dated. . .. . ................ . .................... . 18, 334 11,453, 050 i 779, 406 L ess than 43 
The following is a census of the Cherokee Indians, taken in 1880 by 
their owu g·o,erument. The committee insert it in full in their report, 
with the letter of the chief, submitting it to Congress, because it is an 
epitome of 1be l::!tatistics of Cherokee civilizatioiJ, which is more con vine-
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mg and more impressive as a proof of tbeir progress than any comment 
that we could make upon it: 
Summm·y of the censtcs of the Cherokee Nation, taken by tl1e authority of the national 
council and in conf01'ntity to the constitlttion, in tne ycal' of 1880. 
(Prepared for and submitted to the n ation:tl cotlncil iu compliance with an act approved by D. \V. 
:Jmi?.~ Bushyhead, pl'iucipal chief, Cherokee Nation, on the 3d day of December, A. D. 1879.] 
WASHINGTON, D . C., January 17, 1tlt:ll. 
To the Cong1·ess of the United States: 
GENTLEMEN: \Ve herewith submit to yon a summary of the CherokeP. ceusns for 
18RO, takeu under authority of our law. It exhibits a Chc!'okee and mixerl popula-
tion of 20,3:3o, and an actual popnlation in the country of 27,001. Among the st.atis-
ticR :it will be observed that the number of children attending schools and semi-
naries i~-; equal to at.tendance in the arljoining- Stat<:>s, while the number of acre~!> in 
cnlt.ivation ancl products of corn, wheat, cotton, and potatoes will compare favor-
ably with thew, alt.bougll this cen.,ns " ·as taken in the year of (h·onght .. Onr cattle, 
as yon will SPe, nnml!er Hi,400; bogs, 108,i"J5~ ; aml horses, 13,G4:3. Dnri11g the war 
onr great. h erds of catt.Je were stoleu or dl:'st.rosed, and we are bnt recovering from 
the effects of it. In a very few years our live stock will be fnlly np to tl>e grazing 
capacity of those portions of our reserved lands not in culthation. The occupations 
of all our people are given, and it will be seen that only sixteen ~He hnnter.~ aurl tive 
fish ermen, the farmt>rs being :~, fJ ·l9 iu a populatiou of 5,169 males over eighteen. This 
year a single district. (Canadian) exported 1,200 bales of cotton, the cotton crop hav-
ing only been introduced the past few 3·ears. 
About one-half of our people can speak ille English language, and, as in our 107 
scllools the English langnag-e is now t.be only medium by law, in one generation this 
distinction may be exp ected to pass away. Besides the intercom-. o laws, which ex-
clude liqu•>r from f.he Indian Territory, we l1ave now stringent prohibitory laws of 
onr own, and to these and the exclnsion of an aggressive fi·ontier population the 
preserYation of t h e Jess intelligent. portion of Ollr population is :in a grea.t measure <lue. 
Our own systems of law alld laud t.enure are aclmirably suited to our people. The 
statements made to yon tha.t we, or any of the Indians, are communists and bold 
property :in commou are entirely erroneons. No people arc more jealous of tbe JWr-
sonal rigllt to property than Indiau~. The i111provements on farms may be, and often 
are, sold; they may descend in families for generations, aud so long a~ occupied can-
not be invaded, nor for two years after abandonment.. These farms ancllots are prac-
tically jnst as much the property of the individuals as yours are. He who does not 
wish to keep can sell to all lawful citizens. The only difference bet.wel'n your laud 
systems and onrs is that tlle unoecnpiell ~mrface of the earth is 11ot a chattel to be 
s<,]d and specnlated in by men wllo do uot use it.. If your syste lll of allotment. were 
iutroclnced, the resnU. in the end -wonlcl be t l1at a. few " ·onld ahsorb the land, a.nd. the 
poorer half of the people wonl<l soon be tenants, paying annnal re uts to a few men. 
As it is, so long as one acnl of onr domain if!> nn ocn1pied any Cherokee who wishes to 
cultivate it can do so, and make a. home, v .. ·bi ch is his. vVe iuvit.e your attentiou to 
the fact that. the five nations of the Imlian TerrHory wuo have atlopted this sy~tem 
baYe wade the most rapid progress, ani! so loug as yon clo not by snpe 1ior force vio-
late j' Onr neatieR with ns onr people are seenre. · 
The alleg-ations that. there is more crime :in tlle Indian Territory than in the adja-
cent. States are entirel3• erroneous. In our pt>nitentiary there are but tweut.~' -ei~ht 
persons. Among our own ]Jeople crimn is even less common than in tbe \Vestern 
States. A large nnruber of t h e CllS<' S of violeuce rep(Jrted come from v;·hite mmJ law-
lessly in the Territory, a11cl who have :.1ot 1een prowpt1y removed b~· yonr \)fncials, a,s 
our treaties obligate the Uniterl States to tlo. Eveu these reports a.re persistently ex-
aggerated. The Cherokee authorities assist in arresting fngitives from justice ft·om 
other States. 
We snbmit these statistics to yon to show yon that. the allegations made to yon and 
the presA by ini Prest ecl lH"r son s who wish to seize our country-that we are not pro-
gressing-, aud that we do not nse our cnuntl'j' -are entirely fa.lse and erroneous. Our 
population ha.s increa.seflnearly 25 per cent. s iu ce the wu.r. 
D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
P1·incipal Chief. 
P. N. BLACKSTONE, 
GEORGE SANDERS, 
Che1 okee Delegation. 
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SUMMARY OF THE CHEROKEE CENSUS, 1880. 
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----- -------------- -- --------I 
926 1 eescoowee . . 790 3, 458 1, 733 , 1, 725 1, 797 1,661 3, 458 899 1, 825 I, 63~ 
ware ... .. .. . 652 3, 030 1, 562 1, 4U8 2, 474 556 3, 030 767 786 1 1, 553 1, 477 
llf' 420 1. 353 673 I 680 1, 212 141 1, 353 386 365 7!'il 602 
g Snake . .. . :.Ill 2, 1:.13 1
' ¥~i I 1, 05:2 :2, 015 JJ 8 2, 133 ~i: I 
5(() l, O!Jil I, 035> 
t 332 1. 5t0 719 1, 318 222 1, 540 366 1 755 785 
lequah . ..... 630 2, 888 1. 4:.!2 I 1, 456 2, 208 590 2, 888 788 76:> l. 553 1, 36~ 
oi::~ .. .... . 536 2, 341 1, 139 1, 202 1, 556 785 2, 341 618 587 1 1, :.!05 1,136 
wyab ......... 304 1. 41~ 734 G78 1, ~~I 1!Jl 1, 412 316 !!~ I 750 tJ62 dian ..... .. 
281 I 1. "" I 89.1 684 J. _. )9 I 3~1 I, 580 414 i 854 726 ----- --
'otal.. ........ 
1












'fABLR B.-Ract'B . 
. -------------------- ---- -
~. I ~ ~ II 
,.. f 1' t . -~~0 • • ~ co """ ._, arutJ 0 ( IS l'I CtS. - .; ~ ~ ~ a:i 
1
, ;:::: 
~::0 -~ ~ «l ~ ~ ~ ~ 
~ ..d o Q3 ] f: 1 .~ o 
0 ~ 0 H 1 oo o ~ ~ H 
1. Cooweescoowee .......................... -I I, 797 ------;;1 ~ ~~--;-~--1-~~-4- - 3, 45S. 
2. Delaware . ..... .... __ . . .... .... . __ . . .. . 2, 371 274 101 72 209 . . . . • . 3 3, 03() 
3. saline . ..... . . · ·······-· · ·-···· -·········- 1,212 19
1 
122 ·--··· ..... • -·--- ~ - --· 1,35~ 














· · ·_ · 2
1
,. 1534~0 ...5. Flint--···--·-·· ······· ···· ·-·· · · ···- · ---- 1,469 





1 456 . . . . • . . .... 
1 
41 I -- 2, 88&-
7. Illinois .... _ .... ....... __ ... . .. . . . . . . . . . 1, 556 I 539 . -I 4 155 
1
... . 2. 341 
8. Seqno.vah . ..... . .... .. ...... . ..... ... ..... 1,217 54 125 ...... 1 ••••. 12 4 1,412 
9. Canadian····-·- ··· ·· ··- ·················- 1,372 128 1 70 .. ... ······ ! 8 i 2 1,58() 
Total ... ... ... . . . ... ... -............ - - ,15.mf 1;-032f l,976 /672; 503~-232 1 3 -19;-735 
TABLE C.-Occupation of adults. 
I I I ~ I 
-~ ' t I I ~ I a:i ri ~ ~ ~ g 
I 
~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ I ~ I ~ ~ I g :~ ] ~ g 
I ~ s ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . £ e ~ t5 ~ 
--~----------'- ----
Names of districts. 
1. Cooweescoowee .......... --·-··1 478 I 24 G i 11 15 1 4' I 2 1 13 1 14 6 12 24 
~: ~~\~:~~~~.:::: ::.:·. ::.::::::::: : ~~~ I i~ I ~ ~ g 1· ::·1 :: I -~ :: ~ 1 2{) 
4. Going Snake................... 406 4 - ·· I 81 i ·-- ~ --- - ~ ···· ··· 
5. Flint·-·············-·-· - -- · -·-· 434454 I 22oo ·a· I 2,.,8, g l 12 ~ ----. · --·. --5- -4- 11()() 6. Tahlequah .................... _ 
7. Illinois . ................ . . .. .... 551'l I 28 l 2111 I 41 3 .. 1 -··- ~ 2 1 17 
8. Sequo.vah _ ..... ____ . . . . . . . . . . . 319 .... _ ... _ _ 3 _ _ .. _ 1 _ I 1 1 _. . . . . 2 
9. Cauadian ···· · -· ····· ·· --- · --- - _::2_1 __ 5 __ -_- ' -~ '~-...:__:_ l--~-~ ~_:.__2_ ~~-~ 
Total _.............. 3, 549 133 12 ! 82 I 5 36 11 1 2 1 16 1 24 1 20 5 13 81 
' 
VIII CONDITION OF CERTAIN INDIAN TRIBES. 
TABLE D.-Live stock. 
I ! I J 
1. Cooweescooweo ................................. ~ ~ -~.~3 -----;;~  
~ .. ~~~~=a~·~:::::::::::::::·.::::::::::::::::::::::: ::g~~ 1~;l~~ ~:~~~ 2~l l 1, ~~: 
4. Going Snake .... :............................ .. 2. 568 7, 294 2, 304 114 I 961 
5. l<'lim .. . ... ........ _......... ... .... .. . . .. .. . . . ~. 809 5, 978 · 1, 40R 83 1 828 
~- Tahlequah......... .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. 5, ti67 8, 792 1, 706 118 1, 722 
'7. Illinois .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. 8, 938 12, 740 1, G93 120 2, 090 
8. ~equo~·ah. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. 6, 7~2 13, 100 I 760 97 \ 87~ 
~- Canaiian ..................................... --;;87,,413051 -10181,,9556: -141,,:0749 ~ -1,123579 _113·,~~63 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . u _ v U'± 
I ____ '__ __ 
Names of districts. 
'rABLE E.-Agricultnral productions. 
rD rD ~ 
~ s .£ .5 ;:i 
Names of districts. 2 0 rD ti 
~ 
0 A A 0 A ..., 





ce ~ !:::! 4) ce 
0 0 H en H rn ~ 
- --------- -·--- ----------- ----
1. Coowcescoowee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B1tsh. Bush. Bmh. Bull h. Bmh. Bush. Pounds. Tons. 
2 . Delaware . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. 185, 750 18, 959 8, 102 1, llfi 793 518 1, 400 2, 726! 
:3. Saline .............. .. . . . ...... 222,R82 19,421 11,60~ 4,305! 1,270 2.044 6,409 4,167 
4. Going Snake . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37, 725 2, 949 2, 443 624 1, 077 923 3, 095 786 
-5. Flint....... .. ... . ........ .. . 45,019 9, 322 7, 978 1, 442 J, 076 1, 108 3, 370 109:1 
~ - Tahlequah . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35, 489 4, 583 7, 081 1, 082 1, 523 1, 089 20, 104 30 
7. Illinois....................... 34,477 2, 071 5, 640 8021t 205! 426 7, 528 258 
-8. Sequoyah .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. 57, 511 1, 009 5, 527 2, 559£ 1, 235 901 246, 071 87! 
:ll. Canadian . . . ................... 41, 356 150 2, 360 1, 143 1, 012 549 1, 480, 15\1 282 
71, 392 654 3, 160 3, 213 2, 298 1, 483 681, 703 993 
Total .. . ............ . ..... ------------------------
731, 601 1 59. 118 1 sa. ~93 16, 286! 10, 489! 9, 041 
1
2. 449, 830 
1
10, 222:1 
TABLE F.-Imp1'0'!!ements and ja1·ms. 
~ ~ ~ Acres in cultivation. 
E .§ '\; = · 
rD ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·;;; § 
b.() ~ ~ • .s 9) 0 . 0 ~-~ 
;§ "" ,:; ] ~ ~ d : ; ~ : [l ~ -~ 
~ ~ g e... e ~ 2 ti ;; -~ .... ~ ~ ~ 3 
A i o ~_£ ~_!___~ 8 ~ _ _:' -~ ~~ 
-~-c-------~--9-13- ~ 1,o52 713 29,521 15 781 2,os4 1 814 2s5 no 121 3o 19,815 . ooweescoowee ... 
!!. Delaware . . . . . . . . 751 1, 142 I 703 25, 387 14,413 3, 160} 1, 469 129 476i 91i 33§
1
19, 762 
3. Saliue. 406 553 291 6, 453 4, 005 31'3 I 144 11 759 18 34 5 354 
4. Going Snake . . . . 536 903 362 9, 729 4, !<91! 2, 150 11, Oil6 43 269 84 58 !<, 532 
5. Flint.... . . . . . . . . 443 I 642 I 325 7, 679 :1, R:l7 1, 140 5!;3 1 !>9~ 365i 60!
1 
76! 6, 221 
~- Tahlequah........ 685 11,007 415
1 
8, 7H 4, 359 67! 738 128 1 255 48 32 6, 234 
7. Illinois ... ....... .. 880 530 
1 
610 8, 139 5, 198 281 332 1, 21() 208 112 93 7, 440 
s. Sequoyah . . . . . . . 485 5ll3 3il6 7, 1~4 2, 748 2~ 126
1
1. 1~5 387 24 15 4, 489 
~- Canadian .. . .. . . . . 407 711 349 8, 2o0 4, 247 3.{ 178 2, o, 1 307 71 67 6, 974 
Total ... _ ... _ .. 5, 506 17, 103 
1
4, 10! 1110,955 1 59, 486 
1
9, 899 5, 420 6, 307!
1
3, 757tt 529~~ 438i 84,821 
Names of districts. 
, 
CONDITION OF CERTAIN INDIAN TRIBES. IX 
TABLE G.-Orphans nnd&r sixteen yeaTS of age. 
~ 0 ~ 
.a . 0 ~----' s ~ ~ ~ ~ -~ 
p ~ "' ~ ~ - ~ ~g Names of districts. ;::; u5 .:= ~ · ~ t: ~ J,j _e ~ ~'§ 
! ~ ! I ~ ~ ~ II ~ ~ ~ ~ ~., 
1. Coowee
1
scoowee. ..... . ...... 43 ----;~1 30 --~--~~~ --~~ --~ 26 
~- lJelaw,tre........... ... .. .. 36 2l 15 32 1 3 ····· · ------ ~ 16 20 
3. Saline . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 120 I 53 67 111 3 . .. . . . . . . . . . *113 7 
4. Going Snake.... .. ... ..... .. 17 6 11 17 ...... ...... .... 12 5 
5. Fli u t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17 !J 8 17 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7 10 
6. Tahlequah... .. ............ 35 23 12 24 ..... . 1 2 20 15 
7. lllinois ............... . ..... . 24 9 15 23 1 ..... .... . . ..... . 10 14 
8. Reqno.yah.. .. . .. ....... ... 27 12 15 2:\ 2 . ..... . .... . .... .. ------ ~ 12 15 
9. C•n::~::···:::::·:: I~ I:~~ ~~ :.::.;;y:.~~~-~~~-i,~~J~ 
*The 113 orphans attending school in Saline district are the inmates of the Cherokee Orphan Asy-
lum. 
TABLE H.-School pop11latiou of the Cherokee .Natio11 under ftcentl} yem·s of age. 
· · years. 
Under 6 years olfl I Betweu (l and 20 I 
Names of district~. Males. Females. Total. 
~ales. Females. ~ Males. Females. 
1. Cooweescoowee .. · ·····-- 1~~~----;-------:;--:-~ 
~: ~ai!~:a~~ ..... :::.: .. :::: ~~~ g~g ~~~ i~~ f~~ J ~~~ 1' ~~~ 
4. Going Snake ... .. . ....... I 610 555 229 201 il81 I 354 1,165 
5. Flint . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 399 383 18l 172 21H I 211 782 
6. Tahlequah...... .. ....... . . 670 676 297 292 373 3H4 1, 346 
7. Illinois . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . 528 524 231 226 297 298 1, 052 
8. Sequoyab.................. 305 3~7 126 134 179 193 632 
9. Canadian . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. 425 371 195 140 230 231 796 
TotaL ............ ... . 4, 700 4, 582 2, 002 
TABLE I.-Schools. 
Name of school. 
Male High School .. .......... . .................. . 
Female H11rb Rcbool. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 
Cherokee Orphan Asylum........ . . . . . . . . . .. . 
Baptiflt Select School at Tahlequah .. .......... . 















2, 707 2, 70() 9, 291 
I Average 
. No. of I salary. 

















TotaL ....... . ...................... . . ..... . ,--107~--3-, 507 --2-, 15~ ,--107 ~~~ 
* Per pupil per session. 
X CONDITION OF CERTAIN INDIAN TRIBES. 
TABLE J.-Non-dtize11 population. 
[The families of "rejected claimants" are not iuc.luded in the enumeration of this class of th e popu-
lation.] 
Names of districts. 
Claimants of citizenship rejected. Having clai:ns pending . 
• ~~ <P ri: • 
~ B e~ ~ e 
~ a3 ~ '1:l ~-g. ~ '§ ~ 
'S ~ ""c; ;.:g '8 ~ .;: 
::l - ~ 0 0 ::l 0 0 
~ ~ ~ ~'g.-d ~ rD ~ ~ t 
'3 0 -~ t ~.£~ ~~ '3 ~ s 
~ ~ ..... ..o ::so"" as ~ I ;:l ::s 
~ 8 [::: oz z ~ z z 
1-.- U-' -oo- w- ee_s_c_o_o_w_e_e_ .. - .-----. _- _-__ - _-_-_ -__ -_-_ -_ .-.-. · .. --.-. -.. - .·l--3-7- 30 - - - - 74 4 ---;,--8-~  
2. DE-laware................................... 90 62 28 675 31~ 1185 1 241 3.Snline ............ . .......... ... ....... .. ... 2475 275 ~ ---4·0-- 214603 5" 18 1 4 
4. Going Snake ....... _ .... __ ....... : .. ..... . 
5. "Flint 00 ............. 00.. • .. • .. • .. .. .. .. • .. .. 20 7 I 13 13 H 
6. Tahleqnal}.................................. 48 32 16 216 25 5 I 1 l 




2 ~509 11 1~.93 292424 4270 1562 1 142 229 8. Sequoyab.... ....... ...... . .. ......... ...... . <- ~ 
9. Canadian . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32 7 j 25 216 25 7 1 1 
Total .............................. _..... 521 ""249\--m-2, 588 15of 265158 32 
TABLE K.-1\on-citizen population . 
- ------- --- - --------·- ----------
Intruders. Number of ''permitted" persons. 
/ 
- ----~--~~-[---~---~-----~-~----
~ .S a.i I I i; 
~ '- <>l I I ~ 
Names of districts. / ~ $-d f§ ~ 
s sA} o~ 1 B-
1 i J 1 ~ i] I jf r ! I ! ! 1 I I 
1. Cooweescoowe~~~ 564 1 327 ---; 237 ; - 84~ ----;; --2-~ ---;; --9- 220 1 ~7 
2. Delaw:ue ...... .. . 
1 
79 3 75 1 216 1 715 215 1 210 6 190 / 26 
3. Sal~ne .. .... - .. .. .. :!9 ? 1 24 29 I 73 29 .. .. .. 1 1 25 4 
4. Gomg Snake...... 48 2 1 46 .. .. . 49 161 1 49 .. 48 1 44 1 5 
5. Flint . ........ 00.. 46 1 4!i ... . .. 29 9-l 
1 
:!8 1 28 1 27 2 
6. Tahlequah ... _ ... _ 66 15 I 50 1 37
1 
1~0 36 1 37 -.. -- - 28 1 9 
7. Illinois............ 362 97
1 
164 101 20 42 20 ... oo- 20 ___ 12 8 
8. Seqno_yah _ .... _.. 173 35 136 2 9:l 312 1 90 3 87 6 90 3 
9. Cauadian . . . . . . . . 106 35 6-l 7 129 386 128 1 123 6 122 7 
Total ....... 00 • 1, 821 ---:w1 i 931 133 839T-2,mi"""830 --9- ----s;)9 30 ~~1 ---sJ: 
·1 I 1 
CONDITION OJ!' Cl<.:RTAIN INDIAN TRIBES. XI 
TABLE L.-Representalion in the cotmci.l h1 ·auch of tile ruttional conncil or the serernl dis-
t?·icts acco1·diug to the censns ·ndu?'n!J of ltiSO, and ·in conformity to the coustruction hel·eto-
fure giren to tile constitution. 
~ s·s 
~ - ~= 
~ == ..... <;; 
Names of districts. '0 0 Remarks . ... ~.ci a5 ... 
Q) Q) "' s ,::::;; ~l:; ""' ~ ;: Q);... «! 
D ~..c; ;:l z z ~ U1 
1. Cooweescoowee . !)26 By authority of national council 
of 1830 chan_gerl to 7. 
2. Delaware .. .. . . 786 By authority of natioual council 
of 1'880 clnmged to G. 
3. Saline .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .... ...... .. 365 2 
4. Going Snake ............................... . 
5. Flint ...... . ... ................... . ........ . 
560 2 
~6li 2 
6. Tahlequah .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . 
7. Illinois ........... . ........................ . 
765 5 ::! 
587 4 2 B.v authority of national conncil 
of 1880 chang ... d to 5. 
~: ~~~~aT:~ : :::::: :::::: ::::- -:: : : :: . ::::: : : : : 374 3 440 4 
----
Total ........... . ..................... . 5, 16!) 37 18 ' Vholcnnm ber of representatives 
in conncii according to la '~'~'. 40 
member~> . 
'fABLE M.-Agg1·egcrte population. 
rn 
Citizen population . Non-citizen population . .., § 
1------------- -----;------ % ~ ai 
e1 r11 t M ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ·o 2 
~-~ -~ g. ~ § ~ ..; ~ a5 '0 ~ 
Names of districts. ..:S"' I ~ ~ : . a E ~~ ~ ~ ... '9 
~ !~ I : ~ 1 li ] ~ ~ ]] ~ ~ ~! 
,!4 <:) c: s::, I '-'~ I <:) ~ Q) -'"Cl s:: s:: l::l o ~ - , ea ~ b ... 'g .,.... ~ _.. c:e ... I 0'~ ..<::1 <:.! • Q) (fJ ... E c;;s c: d 
~ ~~ I e- ~ ·2 2: ~ ~ ~ o 
l_o_I~2__1_H __ ~-~ ~~-o.. ____ H __ ._H __ 
1. Cooweescoowee ..... 1,797 1,661 j 4~ i ~.501 1 37 31 !H2 1 842 i 1,822 5,323 
2. Delaware...... . ... . 2, 371 I G59 36 1 3, 066 90 118 79 715 1, 002 4, 068 
3. Saline .. . .. .. .. .. I, 212 1 141 120 I I, 473 25 5 2!l 73 132 1, 605 4. Going Snake .. . . 2, 015 11R 17 2, 150 47 1R 48 161 I 274 2, 424 
5. Flint .... ........ 1,469 71 17 1,557 20 13 46 i 94 I 173 1 1,730 
6. Tahlequah .. . . . . . . . . 2, 298 I 590 I 35 2, 923 48 5 66 120 2il9 3, 162 
7. Illinois . . . . . . . . . . . . 1, 556 785 24 2, 365 42 52 362 42 J 498 2, 863 
R. Sequoyah...... .. . 1, 217 195 27 I 1, 439 180 16 173 312 I 681 2, 120 
9. Canadian .... .. ...... l_2:,372 -~~-1·~~ --7-_106 1_~1-531 · --=~~ 
Total...... .. .. .. 15, 307 [ 4, 428 I 351 
1
*20, 08(; I 5~1 I 265 1, 821 [ 2, 745 1 5, 352 I 25, 438 
*By .ioiut rt'solution in council, 601 names wel'e added to col'rect the censud, that number having 
been omittl'd, maldng a total population of 20,336. 
NOTE.-See Table .J. Allowing each rejected claimant to represent four in family, the total popula.-
tion of Cherokee Nation as reported iu census would be 27,001. 
I, William P. Rasmus, assistant executivfl secretar.v of the Cherokeo Nation, do 
hereby certify that the foregoing" sn nrnar.v ," cousisting of t.hirteeu ( 1:~) tn.llles, llHtrked 
respectively A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L, and M, of t,he census of the Cherokee Na-
tion in tbe year 18130, is a true and literal copy of thA ori~inal now on .file in the office 
of the executive departrue11t of the Cherokee Nation . 
Given nuder my hand and the seal of the Cherokee Natiou, at Tahlequah, C. N., 
this the 6th day of .January, A. D . 1881. 
lSEAL.] WM. F . RASMUS, 
Assistant Executive Secretary, C. N . 
XII · CONDITION OF CERTAIN INDIAN TRIBES. 
We also insert from the report of Robert L. Owen, Indian agent at the 
Union Agency, the following statemeut as to the schools in some of th('. 
nations. He says: 
The const.itntion of the Cherokee Nation declares as follows: 
"R~-"ligion, moraJir.y, a.nd knowledge being necessary to good goYernment, the pre-
servation of liberty, and the happiness of mankind, schools and the means of education 
shall forever be euconraged in tllis nation." . 
Th"' sl'hool system of the Cherokee Nation is quite complete. The l.Joard of e(luca-
tion, eompos1~d of three per!ions of liberal literary attainments, moral and temper-
ate, appomted l.Jy the principal chief and confirmed l.Jy the r.;euate, has entire charge 
of the schools, vYith power to adopt rules and reguhLtions not inconsistent wit 11 the 
laws for its own government, and for the govmnment of the ma.le and female semi-
naries, orphan asylum, and primary schools; to prescribe and enfo:;:-ce a series of uni-
form text-books, &c., and they have accordingly adopted and enforced complete rules 
and regulations. Teachers must have proper certificate of examining Loard Lefore they 
can be appointed, aml a~'! a class they average about as well as the teachers of adjacent 
States. Iu 1880, December 10, the natiomtl conucil apportioned the primary schools 
according to the population at that time, as follows: 
District. Number I Numl:.f'r of children. of schools. 
------------------------------1---------,-- -----
Cooweescoowee. _. . __ ...... __ .......... _ .. .. ....... _ ................ . .... . .. . 
Delaware ................................................................ . ... . 
Saline. _ . .. _ ... -- .. - .... - - ... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ - .... - .... . 
Going Snake .. -·._ ................................................ _ ......... . 
Flint .... . ·················-· ··· ········· · --···-· ··· ···· · ···············-···· · 
Tahlequah ........ ·--· ................ ·--· . ............. .. ........ - . ... .. ... . 
Illinois ....... . .............. . ....... . ............... .. ........ . .. -···. · ·· ·-· · 
~~~~~\=~ :::: : : : . :::: . ::: :: : : : ::. : :: :: : : ::: :: :: : ::: ::: ::::: ::::::: : ::: : : : : : : : : 





















The enrollment last year was over 4,000, or about 70 per cent., and the average at-
tendance was about 2,600, or about 42 per cent. of the total school population of 18~0, 
when the census was taken. This average is very high, considering that the chil-
dren have to walk from a quarter to 4 miles to attend school, and is partly due, prob-
ably, to the fact that the la.w of the Cherokees in paying teachers stimulates the at-
tendance, as the salary is fixed at. $30 per month for an average of 15 pupils or under, 
and $1 extra per month for each when the average rises above 15 till it reaches 35, 
when $50 per month is paid, the maximum salary for primary schools. 
The Cherokee Orphan Asylum, where the nation furnishes everything-medical at-
tendance, clothing, &c.-is a splendid and commodious building with a large farm 
attached. It. can care for abont 175 children, and does average about 150. Its course 
of study is from the merest elements to a high-school course of a medium order. It 
had last year at its June commt>ncernent a very nice display from the kindergarten 
department-, introduced some two years ago, to the great advantage of the younger 
children, the small full-bloods taking hold of its lessons with great a.ptitnde, and 
wit.h muc.D rnore spirit than they do with the ordinary school branches. 
The male and. fema.le seminaries near Tahlequah ha\·e excellent large brick build-
ings, '"ith first-rate high-school co urse of st.udy, wit.h good facnlties, are beautifully 
situated, and in a. flonrishing condition. They average ahout 125 pupils each. Tbe 
nation in each supports absolur.ely 50 boarders, and furoisbes board, lodging, fuel, 
lights, washing, text-books, and instructions, for $5 per monrh in national scrip . I 
have directed catalogues of t.hese schools to be sent you. and desire to submit then• 
as a pa.rt of this report, as they will give a Letter idea of the actual ad. vancement of 
thes(;l people than many words of general comment. 
The Cherokees have a national jail of sandstone rock, three stories high, nuder the 
charge of the high sheriff and his guard. It is smrouuded by a close board fence 
about 10 feet high, and hag a ver~· well-built gallows in the inclosure, which is not 
the worse for wear, as the authorities incline to be very merciful. There are over 
twenty prisoners, whu are required to work and who wear the zel.Jra suit. There is 
also a uational blind asylnm, n.t which are kept and cared for the blind and infirlll, 
and also a few demented persons. This building is of brick, four stories high, and 
must have cost $15,000. 
This ontline of the Cherokees illustrates the general condition and tendency of the 
five civilized tribes. 
CONDITION OF CERTAIN INDIAN TIUBES. XIII 
SCHOOLS. 
Muscog•~e or Creek Nation: Nati(lnal schools. 
Eufala district ......... .... ................................................. 9 
\Vewoka di:;trict ............... ... ................................. ........ 5 
Deep Fork distri ct . ......................................................... 4 
Okmnlgee district ..................... : ........ . ........................... . 
ArkansHsdistrict ............................................................ 6 
Coweta district ............................................................. 1 
All these must average at least. 20 chiluren. 
Baptist University, near Muscogec. 
Howell Institute, iu .Mnscogee. 
Kane School, near Mwo~eog«-'e. 
Tallalul.ssee Mission School. 
vVeala.ka .Mission SchooL 
Levering Mi :1Rion School. 
Asbnrv Mission School. 
New Yorker Mission School. 
The Choctaw Nat.ion have three large academies and many primary schools and mis-
sions, of whof:'e n:1u1rs aml locations, &c., I have no clata at a,ll a.dequate at present. 
Chickasaw Nation uas fonr large academics, a number of primary schools and wis-
sion schools, of which I have no adequate data at present. 
Cherokee Nation: 
'three biglt ~'chools, as stated 
One hundred primary schools, as stated, 
The Worce:ster Aca.lleu1y, Vinita, 
The Baptist Mission, Tahlequah, 
The Presbyterian Mission, Tablegnah, 
The Moravian Mission, o~Lks, 
The Presbyterian Mission, Childer's Prairie, 
Episcopalia11 School, Prairi e City, 
Others of which I have no adequate data. 
A large per cent. of the teachers are nati vcs, and the schools are taught in English, 
though in fnll-blood settlements the teachers generally spPak hoth langnag-es, n, very 
necessary accomplishwent in teaching to those ·who speak only tue Indian langnage. 
Mr. Owen estimates tlle entire population of the fi'iTe Territories oc-
cupied by civilized tribes at 90,000. So many people, uf whom 65,000 
are the childre11 and g-rand-children of barbarians, enjoying the ad vaa-
tages shown iu these figures, is a great eneoura.gcment to all who rare 
for the 1 udian race. 
What lias been accomplished by thP. Cherokees and the other civilized 
Indi<:tn~ in tha,t Territory, it may be safely assumed, can be done by tlwse 
who are less advanced under conditions equally favorable. The time re-
quired for thiH degree of progress will be shortened lJy the many favoring 
influences that are now present and at work. Amongst these, tht-> Yalne 
of the example which bas been set hy the five civilizecltribes before the 
eyes of their kindred races is most important, and will be most instruct. 
ive and encouraging. 
It is believed by the committee that a study of the facts and C0IH1i-
tious tbat ba,-e led the Cilerokees aud tile other four tl'i bes up to their 
present posi tion as a ci \Tilized people will furnish a safe guide to tbe best 
method of giving assistanee to the other tribes in tile Indian Territory. 
The In<liatls e\erywhere are a race \vlw ha,-e some objects of wor.shi p, 
aud they are usually in,·isil>le or spiritual. vVith this iustincti,Te trait 
and in tue absence of auy settled opinious as to a theocracy, they are 
not difficult to impress with correct ideas of Uhri~tiau worsuip aud faith. 
Tiley have uot many race predilections to yield in order to become 
Christian in their ideas of good morals, reverence to p:uents, love of 
the truth, and faithfulness to their obligations an<l duties. 
For this reason the influence of Christian missionaries amongst them 
has been great and beneficent. 'fheir success has been every way worthy 
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of their higL calling, anu bas for its fruits five nations who were pagans 
:fifty years ago, now blessed with a Christian civihzatioll in which many 
thousands are active and intelligent workers, wuile tue common senti-
ment of the whole people reverentially snpports tlteir efforts and ap-
prove~ their influence. 
\Vith this sort of assistance from a few missiouarie~, and from a small 
number of educated men of ludian extraction, tlwse five tribe,;; began, 
about the year 1836, the work of foundiug civil goYeruments, modeled 
after the :plan of our 8tate governmeuts. 
AJl the work the,y IJa ve uone aud all tile results they have arcom-
plh;hed are based on tbe fact that in our treaties with them we give 
them the right Df self-government in all their relations with each other. 
To better protect thern in the eujoymeu r of this right, tlw United States, 
in treaties and in statutes, coutrolle<l their owu citizeus by severe re-
strictions in all matters rela.ting to their intercour.;;e with the Indians. 
These five trib~s were better prepared for this liberty of self-govern-
ment than any of the other large tribes are now, but this was because 
thPy had advanced to a higher state of 'Indiau civilization tuan tile 
Sioux, Utes, Apaches, Arapahoes, Cheyennes, Kiowa:s, and Comanches 
haYe yet reached; HTHl the duties of a civilized governnwnt were easier 
to them than they would be to tribes like tlwse just mentioned. 
Nevertheless, the United States have practically conceded to all the 
Indian trihes tbe right to go-vern themselves under their own laws, al-
most absolutely, and without exerting any direct control o\·er their gov-
ermnents. 
The United States do not interfere, hy law, with tlw judgments that 
Indiau authority may impose upon persons under tribal jurisdiction. 
Our courts held that they had no jurisdiction, even of the gravest 
crimes, when committeLl by one Indian towards ~mother, uutil Con-
gress extended their jurisdiction by a recent statute to certain grave 
offeuses. We abandoned. them to their own devices in ruling each other, 
retaiuing over them only such control as was necessary to prevent them 
from doiug harm to the white people. Our agents keep them under 
sun·eillance and constraint, as pulicemtm do prisoners or suspects, but 
our jndges ltave bad till recently 110 power to try them for ordinary of-
feuses tow·ard each other. 
The strongly contrasted coudition uf tile civilized Ind.ians, exercisiug 
self-gm-ernmeut in a0cordance with plans that have proved so success-
ful, and tlle wilder Indians who ~:~till hold to the oltl systems of tribal 
gow•rnment, lwth hadug been left to th_eir owu domestic government 
by the United States, presents tlH-\ question whether some coutrolliug 
element bas b<:'ell operating to a<.lsance the civilized Indians wbich h.as 
bet'll denied to tbe other tribes. 
The :five civilize•l tribes each bold their land.::; under grants from tile 
United States, evidenced in treaties aurl confirmed by statutes. The 
boundaries are definite, a.n<l their lands are protected in the most solemn 
manner against any 'Tiolation by intruders, or change of ownership, by 
tbe enactments of Uo11gress. The titles being in the ttibes, respectiYely, 
the right of disposal was necessarily gi,·en to tile tribnl goveruments, so 
that wbatevei· individual rights any Indian might acquire in the lands 
must be regulated by Iudian laws. 
lt cannot be rationally donbtN.l that this uecessit.y for tribal legisla-
tion and the certainty tbat tbe lands held by the tribe~ were l:lecured 
to them beyoud question inspired these Indians with a higher sense o 
the necessity for regular and permanent government than could hav 
been done by any other means. 
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Left to their own free will as to the man11er of disposing of these 
}a.ntls as a trust for the benefit of all their people, they adopted toe 
plan that all Indian communities have preferred, of leaving thf'. title in 
the tribe, as at! estate lteld ill inviolable trust for eYery Indian, and giv-
ing to each family a home~:;tead to be held in st•parate right of occu-
pancy and nse <luring the plrasnre of the oecupant, but to revert to the 
government in case of abaJHloument. 
'l'lle boundaries of the occupant's estate -;vere defined by the di~::~tance 
within which the ocenpant of auoLller aud ~Hljoining tract of laud could 
not mtrnrle with his improvements. This dista11c<~ the Uherokees fixed 
by law at a quarter of a mile. 
With a large, fertilP, and well-timbered and well-watered region from 
which to select tllese homesteadti, each Indian family was auxiou:::; to 
locate on son}c ellORPn lr~wt ns a pl::~ce of perm ~tncnt abodt> . They eould 
consult their oq-n wi~hes as to the place on which they would settle aud 
what ::trea thry wonl1l oecnpy all(l improve, so that the inducements to 
quit the village life and to make ~Ppara.te homes on separate tracts of 
laud were Yety stroug. It was in this way tlHtt these five tribes acquired. 
the pt>rm:meut occupancy of home~tearls in ~ev'='ralt.v, leaving the title 
in the tribes, aud were prese11ted with the hig·hest iuducemeut for hold · 
ing- their laud~ aud impro,·illg tllem, becan~e they could Hut be sold 
either b~~ themselves or by ere<litors so as to pass a title to tbe land. 
It rn~ty he tllat the time is m•arly approachiug wheu the Indian govern-
meut~ 'idll adopt fue policy of couferring the title to tl.Jese land~ i11 sev-
eralty and in ab::-;olnte right of ownership upou tiJeir people, but it is 
eettai11ly trne that up tu tlJe preseut time their s_ystem has l>eeu the 
be~t for the welfare of tht'Se five tribes. 
'l'he cornmi ttt->e wPre infornwfl hy men worthy of credence tbat there 
was not au Indian family anwug· tbe ti ve tribes tllat did not bave its 
separate homestead, and the.Y saw abundant evidence of the fact that 
these homes were creditably iw pro,·ecl, aud :::;urruuuded. aud supplied 
with mauv comforts. 
The entire absence of pauperism amongst these tribes and t.lle gen-
eral tll rift, of the people are most. powerfnl arguments in favor of their 
sy~ten1 of ~audholdiug, <~~ beiug- tl.Je IJe.st to <levelop autl buihl up iuto 
a11 rtgTicultural veople a ram~ of meu who bave formerly subsiste<l by 
bm1ting· wilrl g-a111e. . 
\Vith the luuiam; the fat11ily ties are the strouge8t iuflueuces tl.mt 
a:ft't->ct them. Ju order to kecpt heir kiudred iu bamls that t~re easily 
distiugui~hable from all other~, the mother, instl"rttl of tLe father, i~ re-
garded by lll(lians geuerally as t.he real ancestor iu matters relatiug to 
iulleritance and to famii,Y lineage, tile rule extending even to the trau:::;-
missiou of the go\·eruiug power in civil and military authority . 'l,heir 
cowrunual laud s,ystt>m, nuder " ·Lich they, as familie~, a11d iu eYery 
tribe, hold and cultivate lands in common. is a part of this family system 
of guYerume11t. No lrulian is thru~t away from the common store or 
harvest, or from tlle comm011 field, to work out ltis own li,-ing or e lse to 
stane. Bauisllmont from his tribe i::; considered, alllong tlte wilder 
tribes, as the se,·erest punishment that can be intlicted on an Indian. It 
is the n·ry brand of Caiu, and his outlawTy is so cumvlete tltat uo 
hdiau of any trilw dares to openly extend to him any help or sympathy 
after he is driYen a.way from his own kindred. 
E'Te1·y ludiau tepc is always hospitably opeu to every friendly visitor, 
au d. they set before their guests as often as they come a part of the food 
tltey may haYe, however poor ic m~y be. They prmri<le for their poor 
aud helpless peop)e with assiduous care. These traits are still strongly 
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characteristic of the eivilized tribes, and the,v account for the apprehen-
siows felt by all classes of Indians as to placing their lands in ..separate 
ownership, with the }>Ower of sale eitller i11 tlle Indian, his creditor, or 
the tribe. They fear that the ignorant and the thriftless among-st them 
will lose their inheritance ancl become paupers and outcasts, or the 
slaves, virtually, of the white people who may employ them. 
The long aud pt•rsistent efforts of tlle Goverumeu r. of the United States 
to induce Indians to take lauds in s~veralty, each owner to hold a fee-
simple title, have failed to remo,'e these impressious from the minds of 
the Indians. Our efforts have rather confirmed them. It has not been a 
prejudice agaiust, civilizatiou, nor au aversion to the lal>ors that it re-
quires, tbat bas caused the Iudian8 to refnse to accept these offers, so 
much as it bas been the fear that their la.nd~, as soon as. the.v beeame 
the subjects of traffic, would be a,bsorbed by the more astute and diligent 
white pt>ople. Uougress bas always admitted that their fears were well 
grounded, uy proviuiug a. limit of time within which no sa1es of their 
}arl(_l~ for clebts or taxes or by the consent of the Indians could be 
made. 
Congress bas only differed with the Indians as to the time that was 
needed to protect the Indian bolder in his right of occuparH'Y before 
that should ripen iuto a complete title to the land, which they conld 
sell. Cougress has uuiformly a.umitted thu,t (luring a period of twenty-
fi. ve years of separate oecupancy the lntliaH policy wa:-5 tbe be:st, for the 
Inrli.:~ns. If they are uot satisfied with that period, experieuce will 
teach them aud us within twenty - fh~e years who is in error as to this 
matter, so that our dealing with tilis subject should be prospective and 
tentative during the period we may assign to the experiment of giving 
them separate holdings. 
Many of the Indians in the civilized tribes are seriously contemplat-
iug· a chauge in their land system, so tbat eacb person eutitled to lanus 
Ly title of occupancy shall receive a complete title in fee-simple. 
'fhey begin to realize that tlley have outgrown tbe old system. Two 
que8tions of a difficult nature interrupt the progress of this idea. One 
is the fear that the more ignorant of their race are not prepared to take 
care of their homesteads after they are giV('n a title in fee, and that they 
will be tempted to sell them, or get iu deut aud yield them into the 
bands of their creditors. The otber is that some htrge holdings of im-
proved and grazing lands that have grown up under their rights of 
occupaucy will be difficult to reduce to the a.vPrage that justice may 
require. 
The ei vilized tribes, llaving a very large domain as compared with 
their population, have not been snfficieutly ea,ntions in limitin g the area 
that one man may include iu his right of ocenpluwy. All of them have 
a fear that Congress will ultime:ttely usurp tlJe })1'wer to diYide tbeir 
lautJs between the Indiaus and sell the remainder to white people or 
negroes. 
vVitb this general view of the situation of the Iwlian tl'ibes, autl the 
motives aud purposes that influence tht•ir IIJOYCrncuts, your committee 
·will now present, a:s uriefly as may be propet', tile factH i11 respect of the 
tribes in the ludiau Territory, as thl:'y haYe been ga,therecl from tile per-
son~tl observation of tlJe committee aud from the statements appended 
to this report. 
Appended to this report will ue found copws of the constitutions of 
the civilized tribes and the principal statutes enacted ~y their legi8la-
tures in organizing and conducting their respecti n~ gO\'ernments. They 
are modeled a1ter the general plan of our ~tate govei'luuentR, mod.ifi.ed 
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to suit their land system, their methods of admitting persons to citizen-
ship in the tribes, their intermarriage with white people, and other re-
lations and conditions peculiar to each tribe. '£he Indians, as a body 
of free people, have had a full an<l intelligent participation in ordaining 
these fundamental and organic laws: and have built upon them an elabo-
rate system of statutes that are wisely adapted to their condition. 
These laws and the decisions of their supreme courts are printed in the 
English language, a.ud sometimes also in the Indian dialect, and the 
printing and binding is done in the Indian Territory. 
To have acceptetl such a civil organization at our hands, with an in-
telligent comprehension of its principles, would have itself established 
the capacity of these tribes for a high order of civilization. But they are 
not indebted to us for more than the general plan after which they 
modeled their governmeuts. The various details of the several sy '-
terns, and tbeir wise adaptation to the wants of their people, wa 
almost wholly tlle work of the Indians. 
These institutes of government mark these four distinct tribes of 
Indians, w iclely differing iu language and habits from each other, as a 
representati,Te group of nations, that prove the capacity of the North 
American Indians for self-government, as that idea is understood by 
the people of the American States. 
Taking tlJe difference between the Pottawatomies (a small tribe resid-
ing next to the Seminoles) and the Cherokees, we find every shade of 
the actual progress of civilization amongst the Indians. This tribe sub-
sist by grazing cattle, aided by a rude form of agriculture. They are 
elf-·supporting, but poor. Their government is patriarchal and their 
laws are not written. Their country is a resort of outlaws, wlwm they 
scarcely endeavor to control; but they are moving npward slowly, and 
if they were united in t,he same government with the Seminoles or the 
.l\fuscogees, they would speedily become as civilized a.- they are. Such 
a policy should be earnestly encouraged as to v.ll the fragmentary bands 
that have been settled by tlle United States on lands acquired for that 
purpose from the civilized tribes. It has worked well in the case of 
.other tribes, and has resulted iu the absorption of the Delawares and 
Shaw11ees into the Cherokee Nation. 
Ultimately, this policy could well be extended to include the wilder 
tribes on the reservations in the western half of the Indian Territory, 
if we will employ Indian schools in educating· their children, and Chero-
kee metllods of making civilization enticing to them. ':rhe Seminoles, 
wbo are tlJe next race in point of advancement, elect a chief and vice 
or second chief by a viva, voce vote. They have uo written constitution, 
but their laws are written, bound in a book, and explained to the people. 
They live in towns, which are political divisions for municipal purposes 
and the general council is composed of three delegates from each of the 
towns. TlJis council enacts laws and tries offenders. They have a 
mounted police, under the control of the cllief. Being only 2,700 strong 
in population, they are ea,sily controlled by direct authority of the cen-
tral council. They have three neighborhood schools, and two seminaries 
for boys and girls, each supported by the Seminole government, and all 
but one taugllt by white persons. The instruction is in English. Their 
citizen:sllip is either native, or acquired through marriage or by adoption 
of the council, and iJ?-heritance is throngh the line of the mother instead 
of the father. They kill men who commit murder, after a trial by a 
judicial committee. Larceny is punished with whipping; fifty lashes 
for the first offense, sixty-five for the ~:;econd, eighty for the third, and 
death for the fourth offense. The right of marriage is recognized b _, 
S. Rep. 1278--n 
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law' and is the foundation of their system of inheritance. rrhis tribe is. 
emerging from the old Indian system, and represents the first distinct 
and well-established stage of actual progress. They respect their own 
laws, and take pride in their institutions. of learning, and are working 
upward with an earnest desire to become as enlightened as the Chero-
kees. No Indian in the five tribes ever forgets that high example. 
The negroes amongst them were their slaves, but are now citizens 
and voters. 
The Muscogee nation, the next most advanced in civilization, has a. 
written constitution aml statute laws that are carefully adapted to the 
condition and wants of the people. Their system of gmTernment is not 
quite so elaborate as that of the Choctaws and Chickasaws or of the 
Cherokees, but it distributes the powers of government into three de-
partments, and carefully defines the powers of each. 
It bas a supreme court aud district courts, a code of laws for the pun-
ishment of crimes, a Wl'll-arranged public-school system, and, indeed,. 
every provision of law and organization requisite in a state founded on 
the consent of the governed, controlled by officers chosen by the people, 
and suited to an advanced civilization. 
The Choctaws and Chickasaws are one family of people, separated 
into two states, but having certain rights in common in the public do-
main. 
Each state has its separate constitution and government. Their sys-
tem of government is more fully developed than that of the Muscogees,. 
and is nearly as complete in the details of statutory arrangement as that 
of the Cherokees.* 
The Cherokee Nation is modeled upon the plan of our State govern-
ments, and bas developed into a high type of republi~an government. 
It is difficult, after a searching criticism, to point out any serious de-
fects in their constitution or statutes. In some respects several of our 
State constitutions could be amended with advantage, by adopting some 
of the provisions of the Cherokee constitution. Their situation, and 
that of each of the five tribes, was full of difficulties, hut they have met 
them skillfully. 
None of the officers of these tribes are sworn to support the consti-
tution or laws of the United States. They are sworn to obey tlte con-
~titutions of the respective nations, when any oath of office is required. 
These oaths mark t,he distinctive points of departure from the Pagan 
towards the Uhristian plan of government. Following these solemn 
recognitions of the Supreme Diety in many parts of their organic and 
statute laws, the Christian religion, with its institutions and worship, is 
carefully recognized as the moral basis of society and government. 
This fact puts tbe problem of Indian civilization in a new light. 
But the fact that no express recog·nition of allegiance to the United 
States, its Constitution and laws, is found in their governments, is a 
significant proof of the difficult and ill-defined relations that all the 
Inuian tribes bold to our Government. They recognize, as we do, that 
their relations to our Government are not iu accordance with any 
theory of government that our people have established for themselves. 
Their consent has not been required, in more modern times, to author-
ize the United States to exert supreme political control over their gov-
"Their school system is a.s complete as that of the Cherokees, is as well supplie(l 
with means of support, and is as well managed. In respect of opening mines and con-
ducting commerce they are in ad vance of the Cherokees. There is less of jealonsy, fac-
tion. and schism among them than there is am.ong the Cherokee~, having escaped the-
family feuds that bave disturbed tbe peace of the Cberokee Indians for many years. 
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ernmeuts or people, because they have become as conquered nations 
within our natiouallimits. It is equally true that. we have sedulously 
refrained from requiring of Indian tribes or people any expression of 
loyalty to the Uuited States, and have denied to them the rights of eiti-
zensbip, on which all allegiance is based. 
Whatever fault or difficulty is found in this curious condition of gov-
ernment is the fault of the dominant power, and not of those who are 
subdued aud dependent. With this embarrassment always present, 
their succe~s in building up their people from a low a.nd impoverished 
condition of semi-barbarity into prosperous commonwealths where 
peace is maintained, national integrity and honor are ohservect, personal 
rights are respected, laws are enforced, edueatiou is encouraged, and 
religion is honored, is entitled to the respectful attention and sympathy 
of mankind. 
Four of these five commonwealths that have thus grown up into ci\il-
ized ~states as the true expression of the thought and character of the 
people are well prepared to take their places among the States of the 
Union If they were all united under one constitution they could be 
admitted into the Union as a State without any d~nger of disturbiug 
the harmony of the great sisterhood of American Stat.es or of dero· 
gating· from the honor or welfare of the Federal Go,Ternment. The 
time is near at lland when their interests and ours will require that thi 
further &tt>p must be taken, and onr policy in dealing with these peo-
ple should now be carefully adapted to this result. They have ad-
vaneed nearly as far as they can go without a helping hand from the 
United Sta.t,es. Their relations to the General Government should be 
such a~ to sustain and eucourage their noble efforts to accomplit;h their 
.great task. At present our piau of dealing with them, wLich was 
proper and useful while they were bnilding up, is repressive and injuri-
ous to them. We caunot affon1 eitller to check their progress or to per-
mit our people to go iu upon tllem and supplant tllem in the control of 
their own governments. 
Oitizenship iu either of the th~e civilized tribes, with its attendant 
bounty in the enjoyment. of rights of property in the lands of a beauti-
j'ul an<l fertile country as a result of intermarriage, is a strong tempta-
tion to our peovle. The race aversions between Indians and white peo-
ple have never strongly implied that either class waH degraded by in-
termarriage with the other. Their aversions have been those that have 
grown out of national hostilities, iutensifiefl by barbarous treatment on 
both sides during· times of war. As these Indians have advanced in 
education tbe white people haYe sought alliances with them in mar-
riage, nutil now these five tribes are largely controlled by white men 
who are respectable. Their loyalty to their adopted country is as ap-
parently earnest and inflexible as that of the Indians of full blood, and 
they are received into citizenship without exciting the jealousy of the 
Indians in any marked degree. • 
Still, the fear is ever present with the Indians that they, as a people 
will lose control of their la,nds, aud tha,t they will soon pa.ss into the 
ownership of the white people when they become subject to the dis-
posal of individuals, by sales and conveyances of the fee, and they will 
thu1s lose their rightful iufiuence in the governments they have built 
up and to wbiclt they are de,Totedly attached. They believe that their 
being admitted into political relations with the United States, either as 
a State or Territory, would destroy their right as a government to hold 
their lands as they are now held, by the tribes, in trust for their people, 
..and the power to regulate the right of oecupaucy by th~ir own laws. 
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Thi fear cause a feeling of uneasiness amongst the Indiaus of these 
tribes as to any 'Bpproach to nearer relations with the U uited States, which 
i is our duty to allay l>y decisive declarations. It is their right, as 
tribes and in their own way, to regulate the disposal of the soil we 
have conveyed to them in fee-simple iu their tribal capacity. vVe could 
only interfere to prevent an :-~ buse of the trust to secure which the title 
was conveyed to the tril>es, and in doing that we s!Jould so provide that 
our conrts should bear and determine the controYersies that may arise 
a" ubjects of purely judicial coguizance. 
Legislation by Congress that would change the nature or incideuts of 
the title we ba,·e eonYeyed by patent to these Indian tribes, if within 
our constitutional powers, would not be wise or in accordance with our 
methods of dealing with our owu people. In this matter we hould be 
scrupulously just for the sake of our own honor, as well as to give confi-
dence to these people that they will incur no risk of ~uffering a wrong 
at our hands by drawing nearer to us. Tllese questious cannot l>e 
avoided much longer, and their decision should be provided for. The· 
authority of the Constitution of the United States berM'S directly on all 
these subjects, and is the power that must ultimately control in every 
question that will arise under the Indian ownership and power of dis-
posal over these lands. It controls alike the powers of Congress and 
the Indian governments, and protects the Indians, as triues, in what-
ever rights they have o-ver these lands, and, as individuals, in whatever 
rights they ha-ve in the lands or may hereafter acquire in tllern under 
valid Indian laws. 
Controversies involving these and other important questions and re-
lating to property rights of much ntlue are already <;au ing serious 
eru barrassment, but the Constitution of the United States does not 
now operate to effect or control their decision. We ba\7 e no J)fO\isions 
of law by which any court, organized under our Oonstitntion, can hear 
and decide any such controversies. 
The su[)reme law exists in and pervades the Indian country, but in 
these areas our political power has no support of the judicial authority 
through which it can be applied to these important subjects. 
We have withheld from these people the direct operation and force or 
our Constitution, in order that they, having no laws superior to their 
own, might be "a law unto themsel\es." Under this freedom of oppor-
tunit~- they have now developed to a condition where their best inter-
est~:; and the welfare of the United States require that they· should be 
brought directly within the just and protecting influence of the po-
litical and judicial powers of the United Stat~s as far as may be con-
sistent with their welfare and the rigllts of local governmeut guaranteed 
to them. 
Their governments should be recognized as being in every way law-
ful as far as they do not violate the Constitution of the United States, 
and sho lld continue under their own control. 
It would neither be wise Dr just to supplant the present governing 
power of these tribes by forcing upon t,hem a new body of -vott>rs, or 
their methods of government by suustituting in place of them Terri-
torial governments responsible directly to Congress, as our Territorial 
governments are under our laws. Such a course would violate our 
reaties witll them. But the ~ecurity of their property rights, of their 
rightful control over their tribal lands, of the rights of individuals to 
protection against any power exercised by the local governments that 
would violate the liberties secured by the Constitution of the United 
States alike to all the people, demand that the supreme judicial author-
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1ty of the united States should be extended O\er and enforced among~t 
the e civilized tribes. 
The executive power of the Uniterl States is extended over these 
.ribes under the intercourse laws, in \irtue of which the Indian agent 
and the Department of the Interior have some control over persons and 
JJroperty, but this control is confined to those questions that arise be-
tween the Indians and perRons who are not citizens of those nations, 
and ca mot reach the questions which vitally concern the Indians 
hemselves. 
Tlte judicial powers of the United States within the Indian Territory 
are confined to cases of crimes committed by lndians against citizens 
of the United States, or by such citizens against each other and against 
Indians, and to violations of the internal-revenue laws. These laws 
exclune the power of the Iud1an court~ to puuish a citizen of the 
Uniterl States for any o:tl:'ense, and, as the laws that punish such citizeus 
are few and include only certain offenses of a grave nature, a citizen of 
he United States may with impunity commit in the Indian Territory 
many offenses against persons, property, religion. public morals, de-
cency, and the public peace, for which there can be no punishment, 
either under the Indian laws or those of the United States. Such 
offenses only expose the culprit to removal from the Territory by the 
order of the Indian agent-a remedy that is inefficient, and, in practice, 
seldom resorted to. 
The enforcement of the law in these nations bas been greatly embar-
rassed by the presence of a con~iderable part pf the population who are 
btl.: left at lil>erty to disregard and defy all civil authority. This state 
of afhtirs has naturally invited lawless men, fugitives from justice, ab-
conding debtors, and thieves anrl marauders to flock to these nations. 
The railroads distribute them along their lines in such numbers and 
under sueh circumstances that the greatest vigilance of our agents, and 
of the United States police force, is not adequate to prevent their com-
ing into this Territory, and remaining there, in defiance of all legal au-
hority. 
Neither the Indian tribes nor the United States judicial autboritie · 
have any power to arrest and extradite criminals who have committed 
crimes in the States, so that this whole country is a place of compara-
ively safe refuge for persons 'who escape into it from the States to avoid 
trial or punishment for crime. 
Under such conditions nothing coulrl protect the Indians against the 
most erions troubles, except the wise, discreet, and j nst conduct of the 
officers charged with the enforcement of their laws, and the patient for-
bearance of the people. 
What the United States h_ave done to assist these people in their 
efforts to become civilized and to establish and build up their local gov-
ernments, to suppress crime, protect property, and to maintain peace 
and order, has been far sbort of the duty we owe to them and to our own 
citizens. 
Judge Parker, who presides over the "Gnitecl States court at Fort 
Smith, Ark., on page 400 of the testimony accompanying this report, 
states that its jurisdiction is confinerl to offenses between white men, 
or negroeR, and Indians. 
The erirnes committed in the Indian country, of which the court bas 
'urisdiction, are murder, manslaughter, assault with intent to kill or 
maim, rape, larceny, arson, and robbery, besides offenses relating to 
the re,enue and the illicit traffic in liquors. 
Thi' juri diction i. derh·ed from, and limited by, the act of :March 3, 
' 
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1855, and is wholly inadequate, in the present condition of the civilized 
tribes, to control the conduct of citizens of the United States in their re-
lations to the Indian people. 
'1 he scope of th1s legislation is too narrow for the new state of affairs 
that the progress of civilization there has brought about. 
With this limited field of jurisdiction the court at Fort Smith ha 
been closely occupied almost every working· day in the entire year for 
several years past in the trial of causes. Of these more than seven out 
of eight are cr1minal cases arising in the Indian Territory. On the 30th 
June, 1885, 552 cases had been disposed of in that court during the pre-
ceding fiscal year, leaving 87 cases pending; in all, 639 cases. About 
500 of these were criminal cases from the Indian Territory, in which 
witnesses were summoned. No United States commissioners have been 
appointed in that Territory, so that all preliminary examinations are 
held at Fort Smith. In the greater number of cases persons are arrested 
on suspicion, or on private information, by the deputy marshals, who 
go out on expeditions in search of offenders, and arrest and bring them 
to Fort Smith without warrant or affidavit. After their arrival they 
.are usually confined iu jail until the witnesses can be summoned, and 
the preliminary examina,tion had before the United States commission-
ers. Frequently the deputy marshals carry a squad of prisoners about 
over the Territory under guard, camping out at night, until they have 
collected enough to make the excursion profitable, without regard to the 
in con ,·enience or loss of time to the prisoners. In this way long distance · 
are traveled before they reach Fort Smith. 
This method of administering the law is the most efficacious and the 
cheapest to the United States, and could scarcely be dispensed with 
while the court is so distant from the persons accused. 
In almost every case the wituesses must make two journeys to }...,ort 
Smith, and in many three or four journeys. 
The witnesses on this investigation testify that it is equivalent to 
bankruptcy in many cases for a witness to be summoned to },ort Smith 
to testify in a criminal case. As a consequence, many guilty person,' 
go unpunished, the persou injured by the crime being better able to 
~tand the damag-e inflicted by the thief or outlaw than he would be to 
incur the expense and loss of time in attending the court. 
The United States prison, in which these people are confined awaiting 
trial or punishment in minor cases, is thus described by the Attorney-
General in his annual report to this Congress: 
These are confined in what. is commonly dignified by the title of the'' United States 
jail," but which is reality little bet,ter than a pen, in which white, Indian, and 
negro prisoners are indiscriminately huddled, with no arrangement for separation 
from each other, and with none of the conveniences of modern prisons, such as hos-
pital facilities, p1·oper ventilation, &c. The plac'e is, however, as its narue indicates, 
the United States jail, and is under the exclusive control of the Government, to which, 
it must be admitted, it is a standing reproach. The expenses of its management are 
a,ll paid by the Government, and it is under the immediate snpervision of the United 
States marshal. This officer has done the best he could with the materials at hanO., 
and it is not his fanlt tha.t he is the nominal warden of the most miserable prison, 
probably, in the whole country. 
The jail consists of two rooms, partially under ground, with barred doors and win-
dows, but with no cell arrangements whatever. The rough st<me .floors are damp, 
and the air is fetid in spite of the plentiful use of lime and whitewash, as, indeed, it 
must he, where fifty or more prisoners are confiued, the sick and the well together, in 
a small space almost utterly devoid of any of the modern sanitary appliances. It is 
not snrprisiug, therefore, that the reports of the Detroit house of correction, in which 
United States prisoners sentenced from the western district of Arkansas are confined, 
are said to show that many of the deaths in that institution are among those convicts 
who were held in jail at Fort Smith previous to their trial and sentence. 
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This picture of the condition of this prison is not nearly so bad as is 
thP: real fact, as it was seen by the committee, as the evidence will show. 
The distribution of this jurisdiction in the United States courts of the 
States bordering on the Indian Territory would remedy in part the in-
convenience resulting from the long distances over which persons must 
t ravel in reaching tlle place of trial; but the boundaries of their juris-
diction would be difficult to establish, and the escape of culprits from 
one jurisdiction to another would lead to difficulties that might be sUll 
more serious. 
The committee have carefully examined the question of creating two 
divisions in the western judicial district of Arkansas, and the establish-
ment of a court for one of the divisions at some central point,, on or near 
the railroad which extends through the Territory; and they recommend 
uch a law as beiug· proper and necessary. 
Two objections of importance have ueen urged against this measure: 
first, that the Indians would be hostile to its location in their midst; 
second, that it would be difficult to obtain proper juries. 
The first objection is met by the uniform statement of every Indian 
who was asked about the matter~ including the chiefs and leading men 
of some of the nations, that the court would be gladly welcomed by the 
people; that they would regard it as the best security for the preserva-
tion of their rights against intruders and outlaws, and for peace and 
good order. 
The Cherokee council instructed its delegates to favor the establish-
ment of such a court in the Indian Territory, and approved the plan 
presented in a bill iutroduced in the Senate by the Senator from Mis-
ouri, Mr. Vest. 
'rhe agent of the Union Agency, Mr. I. L. Tufts, on page 139 of the 
testimony, makes a strong statement as to the necessity of a court in 
the Territory. 
G. W. Stidham, a Creek Indian of intelligence, a former judge of the 
supreme court, and a member of the national council, testifies earnestly 
as to the wisdom of establishing such a court (P· 154). 
J. M .. Perryman, chief of the Muskogees, states the same opinion (p. 
170). Mr. G. W. Grayson gives strong testimony to the same effect (p. 
186). 
General Pleasant Porter, a Creek Indian (p. 207), on being asked how 
the Indian tribes would receive a Federal court, replied, "I think they 
would receive it as a matter they had been expecting under the treaty." 
To the question whether there would be any probability of a mob or a 
raid upon the United States court. he replied, ''No, sir; I can put on a 
Federal uniform and defy this nation. Tiley would never touch me; I 
can appreciate that, for I have seen it done. It would never be driven 
out of here, I can say that; never in the world." Many other state-
ments of this eulighteued gentleman are of much value on this subject. 
Your committee belie,·e that a Federal court in the Indian country 
would be as thoroughly respected as it is in Fort Smith, or in any of the 
States, and that its presence there would remove any lingering prejudice 
the Indians may feel towards the United States. 
Second, as to juries. Mr. Tufts estimates the numl>er of white people 
in the Indian country at from twenty-five to thirty thousand. Mr. 
Owen, the present Indian agent, at the Union Agency, estimates the 
white population at 21,500. If only this class, who are citizens of the 
United States, are admitted as jurors there would be no lack of proper 
per"ons to select from. 
But the Indians in these nations are, many of them, educated men, of 
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high character, possessing valuable e tates, engaged in civil pursuits, 
competent men of busineRs, excellent legislators, lawyers and judges of 
ability, merchants.and miners, educators and preachers, who have built 
up churches, schools, factories, and all that pertains to a high civiliza-
tion; men who are accustomed to sen~ice on juries, and support the 
laws, maintain order, form and enforce a just public opinion, and have 
a sincere regard for all social duties. They are of the vicinage and are 
not strangers to the accused when they come to trial. No g·ood rea~on 
can be found why such men are not as qualified for jury duty, as the 
average population of white and colored people, native and foreign. a -
are found in the adjoining districts in the States. 
The placing of enlightened Indians on the jury in the Federal court 
would be the first distinct recognition of their capacity to exert the 
duties of citizenship in the United States in the enforcement of the laws, 
a.nd would inspire them with an earnest zeal in support of the authority 
of tlle Government. 
No other privilege of citizenship has caused the negro race in the 
United States to more earnestly labor for self-improvP.ment than that 
of composing the juries that decide the great questions that arise in our 
courts. It wil1 be tbe best means of giving to each Indian a correct 
idea of his personal value to tile Go-,~ernment, as a factor in it most 
important work and its highest duties. 
This is the true path of progress in which to ask the Indians to take 
their next firm step towards the front. 
Under proper guards tllere should be a right of appeal from thi~ court 
to the Supreme Court of the United Statef-1. The revisory power of the 
Supreme Court should also be extended to controversies which have 
been decided in the Indian courts of last resort, as is done in like cases 
in respect of the judgments of the State courts. 
The jurisdiction of every Indian court i made to depend on the citi-
zenship of the parties to the suit, whether the proceeding is civil or 
criminal. The question of citizenship is one that arises nuder the 
treaties with the United States, iu the case of the Indian citizen, and 
under the laws of the United States, in the case of the citizen of that 
or some other Government. 
When rights of property, personal liberty and security, and of life, 
depend on such jurisdictional questions, it cannot be a proper adminis-
tration of justice, under our system, that would exclude the power of 
the Supreme Court of the United States from settling snell gra\.,.e mat-
ters by a final and supreme judgment. 
Less important, but not less difficult, questions as to the po"er of 
these nations over the real estate lleld by a conveyance to the tribes as 
bodies corporate and politic, and as to the nature aud value of grants, 
made by their legislative councils and adjudicated by their court:s, 
are now pending amongst these people. 
Being the only power that can settle these questions finally an<l en· 
force the decree, we would be derelict iu our high duty to aid and 
encourage their progress, so graGifying to mankind, should we neglect 
or refuse to exert our highest powers to that end. 
These two measures seem to be what are most needful at this time to 
open the way to the union of the civilized Indian:s under a Territorial gov-
ernment, such as is forecast in the treaties with them, and through that 
union to attract the other less civilized tribes within reach of organized 
civil government, from whieh they will soon reap, in good measure, the 
ad vantageR that are lifting up their kindred race to a high position in 
the respect and sympathy of all enlightened nation . 
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THE CONDITION OF THE FREEDl\fEN IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY. 
Vrhen the war broke out there were a large number of slav-es held by 
the Iuuians of the civilized tribes. The Cuerokee Nation, hy an act of 
its own legislature, in 1863, and by force of the treaty of 1866, abolished 
.:lavery. The pro\ision of the treaty is as follows: 
The Cherokee Nation ha.Ying voluntarily, in February, 1863, by au act of their 
national council, forever abolished slavery, hereby covenant and agree that never 
here:tfter shall either slaYer.' or involuntary servitude exist in their natiou, otherwi~;e 
than in the punishment of crime, whereof the party shall have been duly convicted, 
in accordance with laws applicable to all the members of said tribe alike. 
They further agree that all freedmen who have been liberated by voluntary act of 
their former owners or by law, as well as all free eolored persons who were in the 
country at the commencement of the rebellion, and are now residents therein, or who 
ma;v re tu rn within six months, and their descendants, shall have all the rights of 
native Cherokees. 
Unuer this article, not only were the slaves made freedmen, but the 
Cherokee Nation agreed therein with the United States that those 
thus made free should have "all the rights of native Cherokees." Those 
entitled to these rights were all freedmen who were liberated by the 
voluntary act of their former owners or by law, as well as all free col-
orf'd persons who were in the country at the commencement of there-
bellion or returned there within six months _ after the proclamation of 
the treaty, and their descendants. There bas been much trouble in 
the Cherokee Nation between its authorities and those claiming the 
benefit of this provision. Those that were admitted by the nation as 
coming within the provision have been admitted to all the political 
rights of uative Cherokees and have enjoyed substantially the same 
privilege of schools and other advantages. No substantial complaint 
with reference to this class appeared to the committee to exist, but a 
large uumber of negroes came into the Territor,y at the conclusion of 
the war, some within and some after the expiration of the six months 
pecified in the treaty, and claimed the benefits of this provision. The 
nation has devised various plans for determining \Yho of this class are 
entitled to the benefits of the provision. They have established from 
time to time a commission to settle the citizenship of those claiming 
this benefit. There has been constant complaint, however, by the freed-
men as to the manner of adjudicating these claims, the details of which 
complaint will appear in the testimony accompanying this report. Ap-
peals have beeu made from time to time to the United States, and the 
Department of tile Interior has interfered in order to secure the just 
and equitable determination of these claims. 
These complaints have been greatly aggravated of late by an act of 
the Cherokee Nation, by which it distributed per capita to "Cherokee 
cit izens by blood" the sum of !;300:000, paid ,to it by the United ~tates 
on account of land purchased of them for friendly Indians. This distri-
bution to Cherokees by blood excluded the freedmen from all participa-
tion in the benefits of that fund, and was claimed by them to be in vio-
lation of their rights under the treaty. This act was vetoed by the prin-
cipal chief becaw;;e of this exclusion of the freedmen. It was passed, 
however, by the council o'rer the veto. The freedmen haYe appealed to 
the President of the United States to enforce the provisions of the 
treaty in this regard, and a bill bas been reported from this committee 
intended to enforce the treaty in the distribution of these funds. There 
i , however, a strong determination on the part of the nation to exclude 
from participation in the funds not only the freedmen, but the Delaware 
and Shawnee Indians. who were incorporated into this nation by treaty 
S. Rep. 1278--ui 
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with them and the United States, upon a stipulation that they should 
be entitled to the privileges and immunities of native citizens of the 
Cherokee Nation. If, however, the United States, by the enactment of 
the bill before mentioned, or in any other way, should enforce this pro-
vision of the treaty, without doubt the Cherokee Nation will ·in the 
future conform to the interpretation given by this Government to it, 
and this cause of complaint will then be removed. 
The condition of the freedmen in the other "civilized nations" does 
not differ materially from the condition of those in the Cherokee Na-
tion. In the Choctaw Nation there has been complaint as to the man-
ner in which citizenship has been determined under similar provision · 
of the treaty made by them with the United States. The Government 
of the United States, however, has manifested a determination to secure 
the full measure of their rights under the treaty to the freedmen, and. 
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ROOM COl\iMITTEE ON INDIAN AFF A. IRS, 
UNITED STATES SEN.A.'l'E, 
lVashington, D. 0., December!), 1884. 
The cornn~ittee met at 10.30 a . rn., pursuant to call of the chairman, 
arid Senator Vest, upon invitation, addressed the committee i11 expla-
JJation of the scope c:;>f the inquiry coutaiued in a resolntion preseute<l 
to the Senate hy himself, which passed the Senate on December 3, 1884. 
Mr. VES'l'. This resolution instruct~ tueOomwittee on lndim: Aft'airs-
To inquire what leases of lamls iu tho In1liau Territory, or Indian reserva.t~ons, for 
grazing or other purposes, JJn.ve been m::ule by the trihes or Iudiaus therein, the num-
ber of acres embraced by each of sa.icl lenses, the terms thereof, and the person~:;, corpora-
tions, or associations named therein a,, lessees. Also, that the committee inquire as to 
the circumstances under whieh saitl leases were wade, andt;he means used for obtain-
ing the same, aud wllether said leases arc ant.horized by ex isting· h•gislation, or are 
conducive uo the welfare oi the Indians in said Territory or Indian reservations. 
On the 4th of December, 1883, Senator Walker offered a resolution, 
which was adopted by the Senate, directing the Secretary of the In-
terior-
To furni~>h, for the information of the Senate, copies of all documents and corre-
spondence in his office I'elating to leases of lands in the Indian Territory to citizens of 
the United States, for cattle-grazing and other purposes. 
On January 12, 1884, the Secretary of the Interior sent to the Senate 
a mass of papers, which were priuted as Senate Ex. Doe. No. 54, mak-
ing 160 pages, together with a map showing t.he leases. The leases as 
shown by that document aggregate 3,117,880 acres. In addition to this 
3,117,880 acres, 6,500,000 have bee:J. leased from the Cherokees, and 
several hundred thousand acres from the Osages and other Indians 
since that time. Here is a cop~· of the Cherokee lease, sho\Ying that it 
is a lease within the legal meauing of the term.· (See Documents.) 
The Secretary of the Interior makes a distinction l1et.ween the rig-ht to 
graze cattle and a lease. 'The statute uses the language \Yith particu-
larity, of liceuse to graze upon Indian lawls, aud that license could only 
be for one year under the rules and regulations governing the reserva-
tion. In this paper the words indicate a legal lease from these Chero-
kees: 
That the said. party of the first part., for and in consideration of the rents, covenants, 
and agreements hel'einafter mentioned, reserved, and contained on the part and in 
behalf of the party of the second part and their suecessors in trust and assigns, to be 
well and faithfnlly kept a.nd performed, doth, by authority of law io him vested as 
principal cpief, by and through an act of the national council, &c., lease for grazing 
purposes only-
And all the way through the word '' lease" is used. This lease is for 
five years, and that with the Obeyennes and Arapahoes is also for five 
years. 
The CHAIRMAN. Does the lease give the exclu&ive use of the land~ 
Mr. VhST. Of course. This lease is 1_nade between Bushyhead, prin-
cipal chief of the Cherokee Nation, and the directors of the Cherokee 
Strip Live Stock Association, and embraces- . 
All and sin.gular, the unoccupied lands of, nud belonging to, the Cherokee Nation 
* * "' the said portion herein leased for grazing purposes, containing 6,000,000 acres 
of land1 more or less1 and lying east of the one hundredth meridian. 
(3) 
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Mr. CAniERON. What rent do these parties pay for the land~ 
Mr. VEST. One hundred thousand dollars a year, in two equal semi-
annual payments. In this document (Senate Ex. Doe. 54) the Secretary of 
the IntArior and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs speak of these trans-
actions as leases, and not as permits to graze. But they are leases with 
exclu~ive power to control the land-nobody else has a right to go upon 
it. This brings us in front of the proposition whether a power to lease 
exists, or whether it is a permit. (See " Documents" for S. Ex. Doc. 54.) 
To ascertain the number of acres in each lease accurately tt wouid be 
necessary· to send for . the agents of the several tribes. Th,e Interior De-
partment has a loose way of ascertaining this. In fact, they don't 
know ; their maps are not accurate. The only way to get at the figure~ 
would be to send for the agents of the several tribes. As to the cir-
cumstances under which these leases were made, I know nothing per-
sonally about the matter, and I m~ke no individual attack. I do not 
·belie'e in Indian reservations as a system. I believe these immense 
reservations are a source of more trouble to the country than anything 
else. An Indian is nomadic, and if he has a horse and a gun and ten 
or fifteen millions of acres he roves everywhere. In Montana, where I 
was last year, that is the great defect in the system. If they did not 
have a horse they walked, moving aimlessly over the country like sav-
ages, and as long as they have reservations they will continue to do it. 
The next question is whether the Secretary of the Interior, or the 
Commissioner of· Indian Affairs, should exercise the supervisory con-
trol over this matter. To-day we have the anomalous condition of affairs 
in the Indian TerritDry of immense reservations, where notwithstand-
ing this supervisory control over the reservations these leases are made 
(I am not saying whether it is right or wrong), without any control of 
the Secretary of the Interior at all. He says he will not approve of the 
leases, but be will protect the lessees. He does not propose to have 
anything to say about the terms of the leases. That is one of the ques-
tions for the committee to inquire into and determine upon. I am free 
to say that I think, as I have said before, it is an outrage to allow this 
country to lie there, unproductive to anybody, by continuing the system 
of reservations, to whieh I am opposed. If the reservations are to con-
tinue, then we ought to let them make their own bargains and stand by 
them, or have the Secretary of the Interior ·overlook them, and pass 
upon them, and protect the Indians. I do not mean to say that it is 
best to let them rent these lands, but it ought to be done fairly and 
justly. Some end should be put by Congress to the complaints that are 
made. 
I do not blame any lessee for going and getting the best terms he can, 
and I do not know, personally, anything about the way in which these 
leases are obtained. I have received letters over and over again stat-
ing that the leases were improperly obtained. They are certainly enor-
mous and in the nature of monopolies. I have been to the Secretary 
of the Interior with constituents of mine who ha.ve leases in the Terri-
tory, and he would say that he would have nothing- to do with the mat-
ter. Here are men occupying exclusively large bodie::; of land. If the 
land is to be nsecl for the benefit of the Indians, these leases should be 
fair to both parties, and the Interior Department should see to it. 
As to the manner in w bich these leases haYe been made, I do not 
know. I have looked through Ex. Doc. 54, and on page 22 there is a 
letter of James Charley, senior chief of the Peorias, to Mr. Price, in 
which he says: 
Our agent t.akes a, very active part in trying to get our people to sign this lease, 
and we are afraid you would grant this lease. 
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Then the protest of Ed. H. Blaci{, chief, and others of the Confeder-
ated Bands of Kaskaskias, Peorias, Piankeshaws, and Wea Indians, 
against the lease of the same lands. Also, in the same document, 
page 32, there is a petition and protest of widows and mothers of orphan 
children belonging to the Uttawa tribe; and they say, in speaking of 
the agent: 
We think he will be partial, for the main object here is to get lands for grazing 
purposes, and he has a father and brother-in-law in the stock business, and we think 
that he has something to do with the Baxter Springs Stock Association himself. 
The names of the widows are given, and they charge that leases 
have been made without consulting the tribe at all. On pages 44 and 
45 of the same document is the petition of the Pottawatomies against 
the lease of their lands, and the statement of their former chief that he 
was intimidated into signing the lease. Also, on page 48, the petition 
to the Secretary of the Interior of t Osages, charging tha,t improper 
means were used to obtain a lease from them, and offering to pay to 
their own nation 3~ cents per acre per year, in advance, for the use of 
said lands for grazing purposes, rather than surrender them to cattle-
men; ibey also, in their protest against fencing in t.heir land, say that 
the proceeds of the lease went to a few persons only. I also read in 
the Senate a letter written by Mr. Augustus E. Ivey, who edits a news-
paper at Vinita, in the Indian Territory, in which he charges that the 
lease of the "Cherokee Strip" was obtained by fraud and corruption, 
and claims that he can produce the proof. 
The 0HAil~MAN. What is the first step yon propose~ 
.l\1r. VEST. Well, that is for the committee to determine. 
The OHAIRJVIAN. Since this report was sent to the Senate, 6,000,000 
acres of the "Cherokee Strip" bas been leased~ 
Mr. VEST. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN . .And you propo~e that we first call on the Secretary 
of the Interior to supplement that report. 
Mr. INGALLS. The resolution defines our duties. A formal request 
on the Interior Department. ":ill do; and after that we can procceed to 
a further inquiry. 
Mr. VEST. I have here a list of witnesses who live there and profess 
to have knowledge upon the sn~ject [submits list]. I also have the 
names of a number of Cheyenne and Arapahoe chiefs who made a state-
ment at .Fort Reno. Stone U2lf, I.Jittle Robe, Spotted Horse, Sitting-
Medicine, Club Foot, White Horse, Big Jake, \Vhite Shield, Bob-Tailed 
Bull, Little Chief, Crow, Big- Black Dog, and Stone. They are all chiefs, 
and some of them ha\e sent papers to Mrs. Belenti, at Fqrt Reno. 
Capt. Luther Pike is here to-day; he bas been all through the Terri-
tory, and can give the committee information upon the snbject. 
As to tlte legal questions involved in this matter, I suppose the com-
mittee do not want to bear me. The sec.tions of the Revised Statutes 
which give t.he law upon the subject are 2116 and 2117. And there 'is 
a difference of opinion as to whether tJ1e power exists to make these 
leases. Section 2116 ]s as follows: 
No purchase, grant, lease, or otLer conveyance of lands, or of any title or claim 
thereto from any Indian nation or tribe of Indians, shall be of any validit.y in law or 
equity, nnless the same be made by treaty 'or convention entered int.o pursuant to tl1e . 
Constitution. Every person who, not being employed under the aut.hority of the 
United States, attempts to negotiate such treaty or convention, directly or indirectly, 
or to treat with any such nation or tribe of Indians for the title or purchase of any 
lands by them held or claimed, is lial.Jle to a pe'ua.lt:v of one thonsanrl dollars. The 
agent of any State who may be present at any treaty held with Indians under the au · 
thority of the United States, in the presence and with the approbation of the commis-
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sioner of the United States appointe(l to hold the sa.me, may, bowev~r, propose to and 
adjust with the Indians the compensation to be made for their claim to Janus within 
such State, which shall be extinguished by treaty. 
Section 2117, under which the power to lease is claimed to exist, reads 
as follows: 
Every person who drives or otherwise conveys any stock of horses, mules, or cattle 
to range and feed on any land belonging to any Indian or Indian tribe, without the 
consent of such tribe, is liable to a penalty of one dollar for each animal of such stock. 
That obviously refers to the simple permission to graze. Whether 
these instruments are permits or leases of course can be determined. 
This is all I have to say. I have no personal feeling or interest iu 
the matter, and I am not attacking anybody or any corporation. It is 
for the interest of the lessees and of all parties concerned that this mat-
ter should be settled. That Territory now, as Captain Pike knows, for 
he has been there, and I have let .rs to show, is in. a terrible condition 
on account of this very thing. any of the Indians claim that the 
power to lease does not exist, and that the money does not go to them. 
On the other hand, the cattlemen are fencing in large tracts of land, 
and Congress is confronted with the question whether these leases are 
to be made for all time or not. 
That is all, gentlemen, I desire to say. I want to lay before the com-
mittee this paper from Fort Reno. It is from an Indian woman up 
there. It is a specific statement made by her, but I do not know any-
thing about the facts : 
THE WAY THE LEASING OF INDI+N LANDS WORKS. 
The folJowing is a copy of a lett er addressed by a ' Cheyenne Indian woman to the 
Secretary of the Interior. It explains itself. The writer was known as "Chey-
enne Belle," but is now Mrs. Beliuti, wife of a former soldier of the Fourth United 
States Cavalry: 
" FORT RENO, INDIAN TERRITORY, May 19, 1884. 
"To the Secretary of the Inte·rim·, Washington, D. C. : 
• "SIR: After I have tried my best to have j nstice done me without troubling you, I 
come to the conclusion that it is impossible, and, therefore, I beg your pardon for in-
truding on yon, pleading dire necessity as the cause. I am a Cheyenne Indian; have 
been going to school, can read and write, and wear white women's garments. I have 
had often opportunity to listen to the counsel given to my people by white men, who 
claimed that it was the will of the Government that we should work for ourselves, 
farm, raise cattle, and live like white men. Having this advice in my mind, and the 
future of my children at heart, I i:J.ducecl my hnsbawl to go with me to the Washita, 
on our reservation, where, in September of 1882, !laid out a claim, made every neces-
sary arrangements to procuTe a stock of cattle, and spent a part of the winter cutting 
pickets foT corral and house and other improvements. Early in tbe spring I reported 
the facts to Agent Miles, but I was almost thnnderstrn0k when he exclaimetl, appar-
ently very angry, 'You must not stay at the Washita; you must have no claim there; 
go in the vicinity of tbe Cantonment; there are plenty of good claims there.' I 
could not understand the agent's action in this, as at the same time there were a num-
ber of white men havi•ng claims and cattle on the Washita River; among others one 
Seger, an employe of the agency; one Hopkins: of the Prairie Cattle Company; one 
Clark, au employe at J:<'ort Reno, and others. Mr. Seger, when we moved to the 
Washita, told my husband that if we persisted in taking that claim, Mr. Agent Miles 
would make it kind of unpleasant for us. Why it should be so I do not know! I 
was under the impression that Mr. Seger had no right there whatever, but it seems I 
was mista.ken, as he is stil'l there, althongh no longer in the employ of the Indian 
Department, having made, it is commonly reported, an independent fortune since he 
came to the Cheyenne Agenc)T, carrying· all his pos~<essiom; in a gunu~y-sac k. Mr. 
Miles's prohibition to occupy my cla.im discouraged. us very much, and we finally 
thought best to follow his advice and locate on the south side of the North Fork of 
the Canadian Rivert about 15 miles below the Cantonment. This was in May, 1883, 
when we commenced aga in to make improvements, and my husband ·was jnstmaking 
preparations to go to Texas after some cattle when 1 to our great discomtit,ure and 
astonishment, and to the prejudice of onr work, Agent Miles sent the Indian police 
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after him with orders to come at once to his office. In obedience to his summons we 
started to the agency, and found Mr. Woodward, a son-in-law of Agent Miles, in· 
charge of the office. He accused us in very iiJ}polite language of holding cattle for a 
white man, and collecting pay for it. He was talking of a herd which belonged t<> 
one Torey, or his son, a concern keeping large herds of cattle, formerly on tho Washita, 
under one Clark's name, and now in Oklahoma. This was explained to Mr. son-in-
law, and was found to be correct, when Clark was sent for. That seemed to change 
the situation very much, and we could depart without being snubbed any more for 
that t.ime. Coming back to our claim on the Canadian, one Bwkford, a white man 
from Leavenworth, who had a large herd of cattle there evidently with the agent's 
and his son-in-laws's consent, told .ns that we could not stay there, but had to move, 
!Jecause he, Bickforu, hau a better right to that part of the reservation. Under these 
circumstances I concluded to postpone getting the cattle, as I was afrairl, being sur-
I'ounded by big hertls of white people, who all seemed to be on very good terms·with 
Agent Miles and his sou-in-law, my small herd would soon be absorbed by t he big 
ones, and as it did not look like having any rights compared with the white stmn-
gers, I did not know what to do. A bout that time a circular issued by Agent Miles, 
and dated May 22, 1883, came under my notice. It referred to the lease made by him 
of3,000,000 acres of our reservation to Fenlon, Hunter, Evans, and others, at 2 cents 
an acre per year, and closed as follows : 
"'The leases or agreements above referred to embrace all the lands the Indians of 
this agency desire to lease for grazing privileges, and at their request, a.nd in con-
formity with the instructions and letter above referred to1 notice is hereby given to 
all persons who are not parties to said leases or agreements and who are holding 
cattle or other animals on this reservation, unde1· any pretext whatever, whe~her it be 
in the lands embraced in said lease or not, to at once remove said cattle or animals 
from and beyond the limits of this reservation.' 
"This gave me a little hope again, as I expected that the whites would be made 
to remove their cattle from my claim, bnt nothing of the kind. To the .contrary, 
rumor reached rue soon after t.hat' Mr. Bickford,' above-mentioned, had made a lease 
with Agent Miles and George Bent for a large tract of land on the North Fork of the 
Canadian River, including rny claim. Afterwards I learned that Agent Miles had in-
duced 'Bickford' to let one George Reynolds, formerly an Indian trader at the Chey-
enne Agency, have the lease, or they probably got Agent Miles's promise for that laud 
in partnership. I then wrote a letter to the agent, stating t.hat I and my children 
wanted to keep the claim and that we rlid not want to lease. This letter was not an-
swered. Everythiug being so unsettled, I was afraid to do anything and left for 
Fort Reno, where my husband could get work. I have marked my claim in the 
mean time by puttiug up stakes with my name on them. Some time ago Mr. Rey-
nolds told me that be would make a survey of the lease, and that be would pay me 
for my claim what it was worth. My husband saw I.Ir. Reynolds to-day, and was 
told that he bttd leased the land and that it was his. Please tell me what to do." 
D. B. DYER. 
D. B. DYER examined. 
W .A.SHINGTON, D. C., December 19, 1884. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your full name '-Answer. D. B. Dyer. 
Q. Have you had much experience with the Indians of the Indian 
Territory ~-A.. I have been with the Indians for a great many years. 
My first efiorts were at the Quapaw Agency as clerk. I. have lived on 
the border about fourteen years altogether. I was appointed cletk at 
the Quapaw A.genc,_y about five years ago through Mr. Haskell, whom I 
presume you knew well. 
Q. When were you appointed agent there ~-A.. After I had been 
there a year as clerk I was appointed agent. 
Q. Are they civilized Indians 0~-A. Yes, sir; most of them are civil-
ized. 
Q. Did they execute any leases while you were agent there r~-A.. 'Yes, 
sir; the Ottawas made a lease to Mr. Crowell, of Baxter Springs, for 
5,0~0 acres of land. 
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Q. At what price per acre ~-A. At 12~- cents per acre. 
Q. For how long a time was this lease made 0?-A. For five years. I 
could give the nature of that lease and the causes that led to it. 
Q. I would like to have the whole of it.-A. Mr. Crowell used to be a 
merchant in Baxter Springs, which is near the agency. I might say 
here that the Quapaw Agency embraces eight small tribes-the Qua-
paws, the Peorias, the Miamis, the Ottawas, the Shawnees, the Wyan-
dottes, the Modocs, and Senecas. 
Q. Are thereanyPoncas at that agency~-A. No, sir. We11,during 
the time llfr. Crowell was a merchant in Baxter Springs the Ottawas, 
expecting to receive a large sum of money from the sale of their lands 
in Kansas, incurred bills with him, and as they were disappointed .in 
getting the money they failed to pay these bills. So being thus indebted 
to him they made a proposition to let him have 5,000 acres of their un-
occupied land in order to cancel this debt. 
Q. That is, they propm;;ed to let him have the uRe of it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
So that is the way t.hey became interested in the lease business; put I 
don't think Mr. Crowell has utilized it to make n dollar. Cattle were 
high at the time the lease was made, an<.l have kept up untH lately, and 
he has never occupied the range; but they are canceling their debt 
with him. 
Q. Is it good grazing land ~-A. No, sir; the greater part of it is ag-
riculturalland. 
Q. It is not what goes as grazing land then °?-A.. No, sir; the Chey-
enne and Arapho land is better grazing land; it is out on the plains. 
Q. Did the Quapaws make any other leases ~-A. Some parties from 
Uhicago made a lease with the Qua.paws for 20,000 acres at 10 cents per 
acre. 
Q. Did you have anything to do with that lease ~-A. No, sir; I 
did not. 
Q. For how long a term was this lease ~-A. I think it was for a 
term of two years with the privilege of extension if they paid as much 
as ~ny body else. · 
Q. What is the character of this land ~-A. That is agricultural land 
but they use it for grazing entirely. 
Q. What part of the Indian Territory is that ~-A. That is the 
northeastern part of the Territory; and the land is like that in the 
oostern part of Kansas. 
Q. Are those all the leases you know of~-A. No, sir; the Miarnies 
made a lease of 8,000 acres on the same terms and with the same par-
ties. It is not mnch of a cattle country, and is only fit for small herds. 
Q. Those are all the leases you kuow of~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When were you appointed agent for the Cheyenne aud Arapaho 
Indians ·?-A. Last April I was promoted and sent to relieve .John D. 
Miles at the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency. I took charge there 
Aprill. .. 
Q. Have the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians made aHy leases ~-A. 
Yes, sir; they have made leases, but it was done before I went there. 
Q. vVheu were these leases made ?-A. In the neig·hborhood of two 
years ago. 
Q. Have the parties fenced in the land they ha\c leased ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. How much land have these Iudians leased ~-A. About 3,800,000 
acres. Nearly all of the Cheyenne and Arapalw lands arc leased. 
Q. Have you copies of these leases ~-A. No, sir; I have not. 1 t.hink 
there is one copy in the office. 
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Q. Could you forward a copy to the committee ~-A. Yes, sir; I can. 
Q. There are different leases ~-A. They are all the same with the ex-
ception of the nameR. 
Q. Who were the lessees ¥-A. You will find their names in the last 
report of the Commissioner. They are a l\1r. Fenlon, of Leavenworth, 
Kans., Denman, f this city, Hunter, of Saint Louis, Evans, of Saint 
Louis, Malaley, of Caldwell, Kans., J. S. Morrison, of Darlington, Ind. 
T., and Briggs, of Mascotah7 Kans. · 
Q. You say they were all executed before you came there 1-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Are they executed in two parts 1-A. Let me understand you. 
Q. That is, do the Indians hold one copy and t,he lessees another 
copy ~-A. Yes, sir; I think so. There is a copy on file, I think. I 
never paid much attention to it. There is a drawer full of them at the 
agency. , 
Q. Do you know who acted for the Indians ~-A. I think they acted 
for themselves. The,y held general councils for that purpose. 
Q. Did you ever talk with them about these leases ~-A. [have had 
a great many talks with them upon the subject. 
Q. Do you know the circumstances under which these leases were 
finally agreed upon ~-A. No, sir; I only know what the Indians told 
me. 
Q. Did you understand that any white men acted in their interest~­
A. Only their agent. 
Q. That is what I want to know.-A. I believe their agent, John D. 
Miles, acted for them. 
Q. vVhere is be now ~-A. He is at Lawrence, Kans. 
Q. What are the terms of the leases ~-A. The terms are 2 cents an 
acre per year for ten years. 
Q. How much land is left for the use of the Indians ~-A. About 
400,000 acres, or perhaps over that amount, is left to the Indians. 
Q. Where is it in reference to the agency ~-A. It is right about the 
agency. . 
Q. vVhat kind of land is it ~-A. It is, I think, about all that you 
can consider agricultural land; but there is a difterence of opinion as 
to what is agricultural land. They made a reservation on the North 
Canadian bottom, along the Oklahoma country, and all the land that 
can bB farmed is on the North Canadian. 
Q. How much of the 400,000 acres cannot be used ~-A . . A vast 
amount of it is grazing land, and sandy and rocky, and covered with 
prairie-dog towns. 
Q. What use is made of it ~-A. The Indians graze their ponies on 
it, and the agency has about 800 bead of cattle there, and the contract-
or who supplies beef to the agency has his herd upon it. 
Q. Does he pay anything for grazing· his herd upon it ~-A. No, sir; 
be does not pay anything for it. The Government requires him to keep 
the beef within a reasonable distance, and they give him, under con-
tract, the privilege to keep his cattle there all the year. 
Q. Where does be get llis cattle ~-A. He buys the cattle in Texas 
and Colorado. 
Q. And briugs them there and appropriates the land ~-A. That 
privilege is given him. 
Q. How is the money due for these leases paid to the Indians ~-A. 
The money is paid to the Indians every six months. 
Q. Who acts for the Indians~- A. I have been present twice and 
witnessed the payment. The Indians are issued tickets at the agency 
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for beef and flour; the beef tickets by bands, and the .flour tickets by 
families. They present the family tickets to the lease-men. A ticket 
is presented representing so many men, women, and children, and they 
pay the money out per capita to the man, or woman, or whoever pre-
sents it. 
Q. If it is a boy, do they pay him the same way ?-A. It is the same 
whether the ticket is presented by a man, woman, or child. 
Q. About bow much is it per capita every six months ?-A. I think 
it was $6.25 per capita the last time. 
Q. What do they do with tlle money ?-A. They buy bacon, sugar, 
coffee, clothing, and other necessaries that we do not issue to them. 
Q. " There do they buy these things ?-A. They buy them at the 
traders' stores at the agency. . 
Q. Do the Indians do any work themselves ?-A. No, sir-; not much. 
Q. Do they have any disposition to herd cat.tle themselvP-s ?-A. 
Very few work at anything. 
Q. Had you known them before you went there ?-A. No, sir; I was 
never in that country before. 
Q. You do not know, then, how their condition compares now with 
what it was five years ago ?-A. No, sir r I cannot tell you how it coni-
pares with what it was then. 
Q. Please state their present condition.-A. I do not know whether 
you want that in connection with the matter of leases or not, but I can 
state it and you can ten about it. 
Q. Well, we will for the present continue the inquiry into the matter 
of leases. Do these men who made the leases ocenpy the land them-
solves, or do they sublet ?-A.;· I think t.hey occupy themselves. 
Q. How many bead of cattle have they ~-A. I could not tell; but the 
leases are not .stocked up at all . 
Q. Are these leases inclosed ~-A. Yes, sir; they are inclosed. 
Q. With barbed wire ~-A. Yes, 8ir. 
Q. Are they· iu different inclosures ~-A. Yes, sir; each lessee has 
his own inclosure. . 
(<l. Who makes the fences ?-A. The lessees make the fences, and 
they agree to give these fences to the Indians at the expiration of the 
lease. 'l'he lease gives the lessees the privilege of fencing the land, 
and of doing such other things as are necessary to maintain the lease. 
Q. Where do the~- get the timber they use ~-A.. They cut the timber 
on the resen-ation. 
Q. Is the timber plentiful ?-A. No, sir; the timber is scarce. 
Q. Is the agency well located ?-A. Yes, sir; the buildings might 
have been 1-2- or 2 miles further north, near where the new school build-
ing is. 
Q. Is it not much better land where the new school building is~-A. 
It is more healthy there, lmt I don't know that the land is better. The 
brst interests of the Indians can be served where they are now~ as well 
as anywhere else. As long as they have the !)est improved arms, and 
are allowed to roam over the country, and are fed, nothing more can be 
done for them. 
Q. lJOes it contdbute to their advancement to furnish them money to 
purchase all they waut, or would it be more likely to advance them if 
they were taught to earn mone-y ~-A. Any man must be taught the 
value of money in order to 1nake any progress; a.nd it is the same with · 
an Indian. 'I hey must be ·controlled before they ever will do anything. 
For years and years they have roved over the plains from their present 
location t.o New Mexico and Colorado, and have been their own masters. 
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(~. Have they many ponies ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would they not be better off without them ~-.A. If they are going 
to continue doing what they have been doing they would be better off 
without; but if you insist that they must do something for themselYes 
it would be well to let them keep the ponies. rney have no more ponies 
than would be necessary for farming. 
Q. · What about their arms ~--A. I wm say that out of the 6,200 In-
dians at the Cheyenne and .Arapaho Agency there are 1,200 men, prob-
ably, who are armed witll Winchester and Remington rifles, pistols~ and 
revolvers, and well supplied with ammunition. 
Q. Where do they get tbese arms and this ammunition ~-A. They 
can go to Cal d. well and buy all they want. 
Q. Where do they g·et the mone.v ~-A. From the leases, from freight-
ing, the sale of ponies, and in different ways. 
Q. The rental from these leases is enough to supply them with arms, 
is it not ~-A. It keeps them in clothing, and they spend it for all pur-
poses, except to buy beef and flour. 
Q. That the Government supplies ~-.A. Yes, sir; that is all. 
Q. Do you think they ought to be disarmed ~-A. Certainly. 
Q. By force 0~-A. Yes, sir; •r would insist upon it. 
Q. Would you try to induce them to exchange their arms for cattle¥-
A. I would give them agricultural implements, help them to build houses, 
and teach them to farm. . 
Q. How much in the aggregate would this rental money be ~-A. 
About $80,000 a year. 
Q. Could not that be better used to tea~h them to take care of them-
selves tban by distribnting it per capita~-A. I don't kn~w what they 
would live on if they didn't get it. Without this money they could not 
clothe themselves. 
Q. Why, if taught to work, would they not be able to earn some-
thing ~-A. Of course, by that time they would be better able to use 
this money to ad vant;1ge. 
Q. Don't you think a wise, benevolent white man could better spend 
it for them than they can for thernselves.~-A. I have no doubt he could. 
Q. What is the inducement to self-support if the bread comes from 
the Government, and they continue to receive this rental ~ Would they 
ever make any advance out of this condition of things ~-A. No, sir; 
not until forced to. 
Q. So nothing now offers any inducement to lift th(nn out of their 
present condition ~-A. Not the slightest. 
Q. Would it not be better to make some effort to appropriate this 
money in a way that would promote their civilization ~-A. That ques~ 
tion could be better answered if we had these Indians under our con-
trol. If they were, then 1 do not think there is any question but what 
the Go\ernment coul<l expend that money for supplying agricultural 
implements, sugar, coffee, and other necessary articles, so that it would 
go much further than now. I <lo not think there· is any question about 
that. 
Q. Opuld it not he so expended as to hold out an inducement to them 
to work ~-A. I do not know whether it couhl or not. 
Q. You haven't much courage in that line~-A. Yes, sir; lots of it. 
Q. Much faith is a better word ~-A. Yes, sir; I ba\e a good deal of 
faith. l\ly experience with t.Ue lVIodoc~, \Yho had jnst come out of the 
lava be<ls, was such that 1 haYe unbouncle<l faith that the Iudians can 
be made self-supporti'Qg. I ha\·e stated my policy to the Department, 
aml if they would adopt it in a few ye·ars I could make the Cheyenne 
and Arapalwes self.supporti11g. · 
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Q. If you had the Cheyenne and Arapahoes on your hands, and had 
the meam;.; of the Government and the power of the Government, what 
would you do with them ~-A. First I would disarm them, and theu I 
would say to every man who was able·bodied (I should not expect 
women, children, and cripples to do it), here is a plow; I am at yonr 
back to help you as long as you help yourselves. If you don't go to 
work you can starve. 
Q. What would you do with the rentals ~-A. I think I should pay 
them per capita, for a few years at least. 
Q. vVould you do anything towards making them homes ~-A. Oh, 
yes ; I would build houses for them. 
Q. Why not take some of this money for that purpose ~-A. Because 
they need it to buy the necessaries of life with-sugar, coffee, &c. 
Q. Could they not be induced to raise a bushel of something· if you 
would furnish them from tl1is money as much more~ Could they not 
be induced to do something for themselves by a system of rewards~­
A. So long as an Indian bas a rifle, and is allowed to roam over the 
country, I don't think it could be done. 
Q. I am assuming that you have disarmed them ancl have control of 
them ~-A. Well, 1 would assi~t them fn agriculture, in cutting logs, 
hauling them from the mill, and in putting up fences. Of course I 
would have to have means tor that purpose. I should not expect the 
Government to withdraw all support. If these people were disarmed 
we could force t.hem to work, and those who could work should be 
helped until they could make a support for themselves. I am ~atisfied 
that this can be done from a few examples. There was a Pawnee man 
who had a farm of 8 or 10 acres; he came to me and said, "I want 20 
acres in that field." I told him it woulrl be better to stake oft' 40 acres. 
I said, "You get your posts, anrl I will get the wire, and help you to 
build the fence and bouse, and I will help you until you can take care 
of yourself." The idea struck him favorably at once. 
Q. Is he a blanket Indian ~ - _A_ . No, sir; be is not a blanket Indian, 
but most. of them are. vVell, be said he would do as I said, and started 
out to get the posts, but the dqg soldiers went to him and said, "You 
are talking about starting a farm." 
Q. Who are these dog soldiers ~-A. They are Indians who rule the 
police of the tribe. 
Q. Do you mean the police appointed by the Government ~-A. No, 
sir; not the Government police. We have Government police also. 
Q. How many have you ~-A. I think we have twenty now. When 
I went there there were more. I discharged them because they were of 
no value whatever to the Government. 'fhey can only arrest women. 
They cannot arrest the men. 'Ibis Indian I was speaking of came to me 
and said, " The dog soldiers say if I do get the posts they will take my 
ponies, and if that don't do that they will kill me." They shot his dog 
and his cow, and be said to me, ''Unless yon give me some protection I 
can't do this thing." 
Q. Can't be find out wlw did it ~-A. Oh, yes; but we would be per-
fectly powerless to punish them. · 
Q. Are not these men made stronger in their insuborctination by 
having this money paid to them per capita ~-A. I can't say so posi-
tively, but possibly they are. It bas been growing on them. Each 
year they go a little further. Three or four years ago when Major 
Miles was making an issue on the other side of the agency corral, an In-
dian named Mad Wolf told him he wanted an extra beef ration. Miles 
said, ''I can't do it." Mad Wolf said, ''You have got to do it," and he 
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drew up his gun and pointed it at Miles, and told his dog soldiers to 
take charge of the teams. And Miles said he had to do it. The agency 
police undertook to take this man and be rallied his dog soldiers. The 
military from Fort Reno came out and tlle Indians surrounded them 
and told them they had better go back to the fort, which they finally 
did. Things have gone from bad to worse. 
Q. If the Government disarmed these Indians, and took this $80,000 
renta.l and managed their supplies entirely, with personal supervision 
of them, do you think they could be brought into the ways of self-sup-
port ~-.A. Most assuredly; I haven't a doubt of it. 
Q. Do you think the Indians capable themselves of making fair and 
just contracts in relation to their land ~-A. Yes, sir; if the matter was 
thoroughly understood ; I think they understand the value of these things 
more thau they did a few years ago. 
Q. Do they receive as much rental as the htnd is worth ?-A. I don't 
t,hink the price they receive is as much as they could receive, provided 
the situation was different from what it is, roving as they do, and liv-
ing on this leased territory. going to the camps to receive supplies, and 
killing beef wherever the~' pleased. These men who take the leases 
make some sort of an estimate of what the expense is going to be to 
them under all these circumstances. If tlley were under control, as 
in the eastern part of the Territory, the land ~ould be worth $160,000, 
and the cattlemen would pay it. The Government ought to take con-
trol of the matter. 
Q. Would it be wise to make these Indians herders ~-A. Not at 
present, sir. 
Q. Do you think they could be brought with an effort to be herd-
ers ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How would you go to work ~-.A. I would adopt the same plan I 
have mapped out for self-support, and I think many of them would be 
glad to go to herding cattle. 
Q. Would they have a salutary influence upon the others ~-A. No 
doubt they would. 
Q. The present condition of the Cheyenne and Arapahoes is that of 
insubordination °~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. They control the agency instead of the agency controlling them~-
.A. Yes, sir; and they do so most effectually, t.oo. 
Q. How many Indians are there at the agency ~-A. About 6,200. 
Q. The Northern Cheyennes have left ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. "\Vho were the best, the Northern or Southern Cheyennes ~-A. 
The Southern Cheyennes were supposed to be the best, but they have 
taken up all the mean things done by the Northern Cheyennes. 
Q. The effect of the Northern Cheyennes upon them has been very 
bad, then ~-.A. Yes, sir; very bad indeed. 
Q. Mr. Dyer, are there any other suggestions you desire to make 
in connection with tlle Cheyennes and .Araphoes ?-A. 'J'he main points 
you want are in connection with these leases. 
The 0HA.IR1VI.AN. No; everything about these Indiaus whic~ you think 
we ought to know and don't know. If you have any further suggestions 
as to t.lle leases themsei\7 es, the propriety of them, or what modifications 
should be made, we would be glad to hear them. We want to know 
anything that would be of benefit to the Indians or the Government.-
.A. Well. I think it a ver.v important thing that the Government should 
control the matter and supervise the making of leases. It should ap-
prove them, and, if not, they should be rejected. It appears to me that 
we ought to have some control o-ver tile business, and the money to be 
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paid to the Indians should be paid to the agent or to whatever officer 
the law may indicate; and then, if it seems to be best to disburse that 
money per capita, let it be disbursed upon a regular Government pay-
roll. As to the propriety of the leases, my opinion is this: If you don't 
}Jropose to take this land a way from the Indians-that is to say, if you 
propose to recognize the fact that they own or control this land, then I 
say the leasing- is the next best thipg that can be done, for the land is of 
no value to them unless they can lease or do something of t·his kind 
with i~. They have not the stock themselves, and if they get a fair 
price, and the money is properly used, of course it is a good thing. 
The only parties I have heard object to these leases at all are some few 
Indians who, before the leases were made, were deriving two or three 
hundred dollars for allowing white men to graze on the land. Some 
particular Indians were doing this and protecting the white men, and 
they knew that if this money was divided per capita, they would not get 
as much as they were getting the way they were managing it. I heard 
two or three of them say in one of their councils, when we were talking 
about the lease-money, that they were not getting ~nough . I told them 
that if everything was made as 1 would like to see it made, they ought 
to have more. They said they were told they could get five or six times 
as much money for the land. Squawmen and other irresponsible per-
sons told them this. The only persons who objected to leases generally 
have been men who were deprived of a range by some one leasing it; 
that is to say, they were parties who were sore because they did not get 
the leases themselves, and they have done the talking about the busi-
ness. 1 am satisfied the Indians have been paid every dollar of this 
money, and I am satisfied it could be made a better thing if the_ Gov-
ernment would take bold of it. They could get a good deal more 
money than these men have been paying them. 
Q. Do you know of anything unfair about the getting of the leases ~­
A. I do not. When the lessees came to make one of their payments 
the Indians said: "We have be~n told that we can get more mouey for 
our land." A couucil was held in the commissary. Tlw Indians said 
in my presence: "We ought to ha"~e more money," and then the lessee 
said: ''Here is your agreement. We propose to give you every dollar 
of this money, and give it to yon as it is due, twice a year; and we 
want you to live up to your part of the agreement." 
Q. Do you think the Indians understood the agreement ~-A. I was 
satisfied from their conversation that they understood the agreement, 
and had not been misled from want of understanding; and I am just 
as well satisfied that nobody bas been unduly influenced in the matter. 
That is, that there has been anybody bought up, or anything of that 
kind. They went into a general couucil and made this contract. Some 
of them feel that they ought to have more, but they all said they under-
stood it. 
Q. You tllink it is not practicable in the present condition of the In-
dian to make him a herder ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What do you say to beg~nning with small herds ~-A. It will not 
do. · 
Q. Will you give the reasons ~-A. For years and years they hunted 
the bufl'alo~ and did not know the cost of raising a. herd of cattle; and 
they llaven't an idea of values, and haven't the patience to wait for a calf 
to be three years old. It must be something that they don't have to 
wait so long to get a return from. It is different with the Indians I 
had charge of before; the,y are so far advanced as to be self-support-
ing. They live on good farms and have good houses, and could produce 
good herds. The difficulty with the Indians here is that they are wild. 
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Q. Can't you suggest any method that would aid in getting them on 
their feet ~-A. I don't know of anything in the world; I have thought 
of the matter earnestly, carefully, and prayerfully. 
Q. Do you mean to say that they are hopeless-~ -A. No, sir ; I believe, 
as I said this morning, that if they were disarmed so that we could have 
control, I will put a plow in their hands and get something out of them. 
The first thing is to disarm them. 
Q. Could it be accomplished without an outbreak ~-A. Yes, sir; it 
only requires a sufficient force. 
Q. What would binder their going to Kansas and getting new 
arms ~-A. Simply this, tell theJ::q. we have taken your arms once, and if 
you buy more we will take them again, and you will lose the money. 
They know the difference between rig ht and wrong. Even · these 
Indians with blankets on could be put under the United States law, and 
would obey it as readily as any white people in this Union. 
Q. Would it be wise to extend the criminal laws of the United States 
over these Indians ~-A. l\fost assuredly; to the full extent of the laws. 
Q. Do they practice polygamy ~-A. Yes, sir; some of them have two 
or three wives, but Powder Face, the leading chief of the Arapahoes, 
has only one wife, and has not h ad but one for a good mauy years. 
Q. Could the laws against polygamy be enforced ~-A. Yes, sir; they 
would obey it. 
Q. They keep up the medicine dance, I believe ~-A. Yes, sir. Last 
spring after some of the Indians had plowed up pieces of land contain-
ing from a quarter of an acre to 10 acres and had planted it in corn 
the dog soldiers told them they were going to have a medicine dance, 
and they went off and left it, and the weeds choked it out. 
Q. This was on account of the medicine dance ~-A. Yes, sir. They 
left their crops and didn't come back at all. The dog soldiers insisted 
upon their going. The Pawnee man and some others didn't want to go, 
but hey shot his chickens and cows, and frightened him into going. 
Q. Has not ' the Uomtnissioner issued an order to have these things 
stopped ~-A. Yes, sir; but you might issue an order to take your 
equals and tell me to lock them up, and I could just as easily do it. I 
haven't the power. The Department has urged all their ag·ents to break 
up the medidne dance, but I am so situated that I can't do anything. 
Q. Have you communicated .these things to the Department -A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Do you know whether your predecessor did so, too ~-A. I can't 
say whether my predecessor communicated them to the Department or 
not. 
Q. How about the schools ~-A.. Well, we have schools, but there is 
not so much interest taken in them as there ought to be. Still we have 
four schools running at the present time, two conducted by the Mennon-
ites and two agency schools. The Mennonites have about thirty schol-
ars in each of their schools, and we have accommodations for one hun-
dred scholars in the Cheyenne school and for about the same in the Ar-
apaho schooJ. 
Q. Have any of the Cheyenne and Arapahoes been to Carlisle 0?-A. 
There are fifty-four at Carlisle at present. 
Q. How many have come back ~-A. I suppose twenty young men 
have come back. · 
. Q. Do they go back to their old life again ~-A. If the Government 
can't give them employment they go back to their blankets; and I want 
to say here that t,he fact that these Indians are under no control has 
the effect, when these boys come back home, to· drive them back to their 
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old life. The other Indians compel them to take up their blankets. I 
had a boy named White Bufl:'alo, whose hair, by the way, is as white as 
yours; and I put him in my tin-shop. One of the dog soldiers cursed 
him, and told him he must come back into the camp. He told him the 
Government would support him if he didn't work. The boy came up to 
the office crying, and I told him to gQ back to work. I sent for the dog 
soldier and told him not to bother him again. · The boys generally go 
back into camp and make meaner [ndians than the blanket Indians. 
One of them led a scouting party which he had organized, and. they 
found a big lot of oxen which were freighting through the Territory; 
and he said, "We will play buffalo hunting;" and they shot seven of 
them, and didn't take a piece of the meat. These things occur because 
we can't control the body of the Indians, and we can give employ-
ment to only a few of the boys. I suggested in my last report that if 
we had control of these Indian's I could give every boy a farm. The 
radical defect is not in the boys, but in the condition of the tribe. The 
schools are a success; and if Captain Pratt could keep our boys five 
instead of three years, it would be much better. 
Q. Have any girls come back ~-A. Well, I suppose fifteen or twenty 
have come back. . 
Q .. Have they gone back into the camp, too ' -A. Yes, sir; they have 
gone back into Indian life; some of them are wearing our garb, but 
most of them have put on blankets. 
Q. This is because the Indians are not under control ~-A. Most as-
suredly. 
Q. If you had them under control could you not set these boys up as 
herders ~-A. Yes, sir; but it would be better, instead of trying to teach 
them to raise cattle, unless you give them only a cow or two, to make 
farmers of them. They will come nearer to that than anything else; 
and in the farming line they will gradually get into stock-raising. I 
wish to say before concluding my testimony that besides our agency 
schools I have sent ninety-five children to the new school at Lawrence, 
Kansas, this fall. 
Q. Your idea is that the schooling will be lost unless something is 
done at home to put the Indians under discipline ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you say to Mr, Price that I would not send for you unless I 
thought of something more of importance .~-A. Yes, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. If you will send me copies of those leases I will be 
obliged to you. 
The WITNESS. I will do that, sir. 
JOHN W. SCOTT. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1885. 
JOHN W. ScoTT sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. Where do you reside ~-Answer. I reside in the Indian 
Territory. 
Q. What is your business ~-A. I am at present agent at the Ponca, 
Pawnee, and Otoe Agency. 
Q. When did you take possession of that office ~-A. First of last 
January. 
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Q. Had you any experience with Indians before that time ~-A. Very 
little, sir. 
Q. How many Indians are under your control ~-A. I could not state 
exactly, but there are in the neigh borbood of 2,500. 
Q. Are they of different tribes ~-A. Yes, sir; of four different tribes. 
Q. What are those tribes ~-A. The Pawnees, Poncas, Otoes, and 
Nez Perces 
Q. About bow much land is in the reservation to which these tribes 
are assigned ~-A. I have a memorandum here which will aid me in 
answering that question. . 
Q. Very well, if your memorandum gives the number of Indians, 
please give that at the same time.-A. Yes, sir; the ' Poncas have 
101,894 acres. 
Q. How many Indians are there ~-A. There are 560 Poncas. 
Q. Well, now go on to the next.-A. The Otoes have 129,113 acres. 
Q. How many of them are there ~-A. About 265 or 270. 
Q. Take the next.-A. T.be Pawnees have 283,0.20 acres. 
Q. How many of them are there '-A. Eleven hundred and fifty-five, 
I think, by the last census. 
Q. Well, give us the rest,-A. The Nez Perces have90,711 acres. 
Q. How many Nez Perces are there 1-A. There about 250 Nez 
Perces. 
• Q. What is the character of the land occupied by. the Poncas '-A. 
The Ponca Reservation is a beautiful piece of land. It consists mainly 
of four townships, and there is no better land in the Territory. 
Q. Is it agricultural or grazing land ~-A. A great portion of it is 
agricultural land; quite a portion is good agricultural la.nd, some of it 
is not, but half of it is good agricultural land. The other half is not 
prairie but not by any means bad land, but very good for grazing; 
more than half of it is susceptible' of cultivation. 
Q. Is it pretty well timbered '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And well watered ~-A. Yes, sir; well timbered and well watered. 
It lies on the west bank of the Arkansas River, and the Salt Fork runs ~ 
nearly through the middle of 1t. There is considerable timber on it, 
although of scrub character. 
Q. What is the character of the land in the other reservations ¥-A. 
None of it is near so well as that on the Ponca Reserve. The Otoe land 
is poor. 
Q. What portion of the Otoe land is suitable for agriculture ¥-A. 
Well, I will say less than one -fourth of it. That is mainly confined to 
the Red Rock stream and to another small stream calJed Greasy. The 
balance is not broken and is poor, but still it is good grazing land. 
Q. Now describe the other two.-A. The Pawnee Reservation is 
rougher than the others; it is also the largest. The best land is in 
Black Bear Creek Valley, which is very narrow and along a little creek 
called the Skee-dee, but the land is not broken. I am not as well ac-
quainted with the Pawnee Reservation as I am with the others. I could 
hardly state the proportion of tillable land in that reservation, but I 
would say that one-fourth could be reduced to cultivation. 
Q. How far apart are these reservations~ How•much travel do you 
make in going from one to the other ~-A. I have to travel about 50 
miles from one extremity to the other. 
By Mr. HARl{.l:::lON : 
Q. They are contiguous, are they p.ot, ~....,.A. Yes, sir; the Nez Perces 
~;r~ .located up the t)alt Fork. · 
iS. Rep. 1278-2 
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By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. The agency buildings at the different agencies are in charge of 
assistants, are they not~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you are the general agent for them all ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The four are consolidated ~-A. The Nez Perces we never con-
sidereil to have a separate agency. 
Q. How many Nez Perces did you say there were 0!-A. About 250, 
I think. · 
Q. Of Joseph's band~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much land have they~-A. I have forgotten; but I think 
70,000 and some acres ; no, 90,711 are the figures. 
Q. Take them together, is there enough agricultural h'tnd on each of 
them to give each head of a family 160 acres in condition to go to farm-
ing ~-A. As regards the Nez Perces, Poncas, and Otoes, that is true. 
· I thmk if it could be consolidated together land could be obtained for 
them. It is also true of the Pawnees that each family could get 160 
acres of good land. · 
Q. You do not think there is enough to give each man over twenty-
one years of age 160 acres, do you ~-A. Yes, sir; r. would say there is. 
Q. Are they disposed to do that thing 1-A. A good many are so dis-
posed and are proceeding in that direction as well as could be expected. 
The Poncas are doing very well, a larger portion are engaged in agri-
culture than any of the other tribes. They ·are disposed to set them- • 
selves up, and each one has made improvements on his <?Wn farm. They 
do not want it in severalty, but they are willing to take certificates. 
They say the Government will sell the balance if they take it in sever-
alty, and they do not want that done . 
. Q. That is the objection that they have to taking land in severalty~ . 
-A. Yes, sir; they are afraid that the result will be the rest of the 
land will be disposed ot: They say tliat their children will need it all. 
Q. If they could have the title to the balance, could they understand f 
-A. Yes, sir, pretty well, but there was a good deal of talk last winter 
about a bill bejng passed to give Indians land in severalty and open the 
balance to settlement. The Pawnees do not feel that way, and some of 
them have taken severalty and some of them have taken certificates of 
allotment which the Department issues. It is not a patent exactly, but 
it is of the force of the patent. It is the title of the individual as against 
the tribe. 
Q. Have any of these Indians under your charge made any lease of 
land ~-A. Yes, sir; all have made leases, every tribe. 
Q. Take the Poncas; when did they make the lease 1-A. Well, the 
arrangement was made before I went there and the lease was executed 
afterwards, in February or March, 1884. · 
Q. Have you a copy of the lease with you ~-A. Yes, sir; I have. 
Q. Will you give us a copy ~-A. Yes, sir. 
(Witness submits lease.) 
Q. Who was the agent when the lease was made ~-A. L. C. Woodin 
was agent at the time. 
Q. How much land did it cover ~-A. About 50,000 acres. 
Q. All in one body ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q . . Who selected the land ~-A. The Indians and lessees together. 
Q. vVbat portion ot the reservation was leased ~-A. They took that 
portion south of the Salt Fork, which runs east and west through the 
Ponca Reservation. 
Q. What is the character of the land which is embraced in the lease 
as compared with what is left ~-A. It is the poorest and highest and 
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driest land 011 the reservation, and it is the only high prairie 011 the res-
ervation. 
Q. Is it best suited to grazing ~-A. Well, JJO; it is the best suited to 
farming. That portion the Indians do not occupy and never did oc-
cupy. 
Q. •How much did it leave to the Indians ~-A. It leaves them some 
50,000 acres. 
Q. Is it bordering on a stream ~-A. Yes, sir; the Salt Fork is the 
boundary. 
Q. It leaves the best land to the Indians ~-A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you examined this lease ?-A. I have not looked into the 
leases very carefully. 
Q. For what number of years ·was it made ~-A. It runs for five years 
fi'om the 1st of June last, I think. 
Q. It is executed on the part of whom ~-A. Of certain chiefs of the 
tribe and J. H. Sherburne, or lessee. 
By lVlr. HARRISON : 
Q. Who did you say ~-A. Joseph H . Sherburne. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What did you call his name ~-A. Joseph H. Shelburne; be is 
the license<l trader at the Ponca Agency. 
Q. lias he sublet it ~-A. No, sir; he keeps and stocks it him~elf. 
Q. And yon say he is one of the traders at the agency ~-A. There is 
only one; he is the sole trader. 
Q. vVhat renta,l does he pay 1-A. Seventeen hundred dollars a year. 
Q. He pays that for 50,000 acres ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How dic1 you ascertain the amount of land contained in the lease 0?-
A. \Veil, sir, it is ra.ther au estimate; it is done by taking the map and 
estimating the amount of land in the reservation; it is s'ubstantially 
near the amount; it occupies a little more than one-half the reserva-
tiou. 
Q. How often is the rental paid; once or twice a year~-A. I think he 
pays only once a year. 
Q. Ha.ve yon been present when the payments were made ~-A. He 
has only paid the Indians once. 
Q. Were you present on that occasion ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Describe the method pursued in paying the Indians ?-A. We have 
a roll with tlJe name of every family, and adult without a family. The 
lessee takes that roll, and, in the presence of myself and clerks, the In-
dians are collected at his store, and the name of each individual is called, 
and the amount due to him or to a family is counted out and handed to 
them. It is ascertained by dividing the amount of the rent by the 
number of in<lividua1s in the tribes, and the number in each family con-
stitutes tlw amount. 
Q. Is it paid to the bead of the family ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. HARlUSON: 
Q. It is paid in money, I believe ~-A. Yes, sir; always in money. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Is it paid in anything else ~-A. No, sir; nothing else is ever paid, 
and if they owe him a bill he does not take it out, but leaves it to them 
to pay -it if they choose. 
Q. What season of the year was it ~-A. It was last June, I think; 
I think that is the date. 
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Q. Did you have any knowledge of what the Indians did with their 
money after they got it~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did they do with it ~-A. They used it in buying such things 
as they needed; these Indians ba-v~c gotten ov-er the gewgaw state. 
Q. Where is the money paid ~-A. Sometimes the money is paid at 
Sherburne's and sometimes at Arkansas City, which is 35 miles from the 
agency; when they have enough money they go up there, but they do 
their trading, generally, with Sherburne. 
Q. What do they generally buy ~-A. They nearly always buy some-
thing to eat; ·they buy canned vegetables, fruits, flour, coffee, sugar, 
and calico. 
Q. They have a proportion of these articles issued to them annually, 
I believe ~-A. Yes, sir; but it does not half supply their wants. 
Q. Do they live in houses ~-A. Yes, sir; most of them live in 
houses. 
Q. You mean the Poncas~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does the Government build the houses for them ~-A. A few 
houses have been built by the Government, but the Indians themselves 
built most of the others, with the assistance of the agency employes. 
Q. What kind of houses do they build ~-A. Some frame and some 
of hewn logs. . 
Q. Are they generally disposed to go into houses ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And to separate on the land ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They do not huddle together, do they ~-A. A few do, but I do 
not allow that, and in summer they all live on their places. 
Q. Has War Eagle a farm 0!-A. Yes, sir; be bas a farm of his own. 
Q. Does he work it bimselfl-A. Yes, sir; he works pretty well him-
self, some perhaps do more work, but he raises good crops. 
Q. HaYe you a school 0~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And have you land enough for all agricultural purposes they could 
wisely use it for ~-A. Yes, sir; they have abundance of agricultural 
land left so far as the tribe is concerned. ' 
Q. This lease does not infringe upon them, then ~-A. No, sir; they 
have plenty of land left for agricultural purposes and for raising their 
own stock. 
Q. Does having all this money have any tendency to make them idle 
and make them rely upon this, rather than upon their own personal 
efforts ~-A. No more than the money they get from annuities. All 
that, of course, tends to lower their feeling of independence, and take 
away, to some extent, the inducement to effort. 
Q. Have you any suggetions as to a change of method, or are you 
satisfied that the one now pursued is, on the whole, the best ~-A. Do 
you mean in regard to land ~ 
Q. Yes; that is what I mean.-A. Well, I think, it is best as it iR. 
Before the leases were made there was cattle running everywhere over 
the reservation. After the leases were made it was provided in them 
''that the land shall be securely fenced," and they (the lessees) have this 
land fenced with barbed-wire that keeps the cattle within bounds. 
Formerly it was next to impossible for an Indian to r~,ise anything, be-
cause the cattle ate up their small crops, and in that respect the le.ases 
are an advantage. 
Q. Is that a sufficient rental, do you think ~-A. Well, sir, I am not 
prepared to judge of that. I do not know what the profits of the bus-
iness are. 
Q. How much per acre do the lessees pay "?-A. It is estimated at 
3 cents per acre, and that seems to be agreed upon as a fair rental. 
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By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. Would it not bring more if it were open to competition ~-.A. Cer-
tainly it would, sir. 
By Mr. CAMERON : 
Q. How many cattle are there on this land ~-A. There are two past-
ures. The lease covers the south half of the reservation and the stage-
route runs through it, and Mr. Sherburne makes two fences, leaving the 
stage-route entirely, and he has, I think, in the neighborhood of 2,000 
head of cattle in the two pastures. 
Q. How many head of cattle do they allow upon this land ~-.A. The 
cattlemen claim that the land will not carry more than six or eight 
head to the 100 acres, winter and summer, and, therefore, they say they 
are not able to pay more for the land. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. How much of. the negotiations for the lease transpired after you 
came there ~-A. The bargain had been made before, but the papers 
were drawn afterwards. Nothing was said about a bargain after that; 
it was understood before that time. Mr. Sherburne and the Indians 
went to Winfield, Kans., and executed the lease. 
Q. You were not present ~-.A. No, sir ; I was not present. 
Q. Have you any knowledge as to how the lease. was obtained ~-.A. 
No, sir; I have no knowledge as to how the lease was obtained. . 
Q. You have heard no talk among the India s about it~- .A. No, sir; 
but I believe they are entirely satisfied. They make no objection; they 
seem to be satisfied. .A few days ago a little paper called The Coun-
cil Fire, which is circulated through the Terrritory, contained an arti-
cle upon leases, and it has been suggested that the price was too low. 
(Vhite Eagle said to me the other day, that the rent ought to be 4 cents 
nacre. 
Q. Do yon know anything about this Mr. Sherburne having any com-
munication with the Interior Department about this lease previous to 
its being made ~-A. No, sir ; I do not. · 
By Mr. HARRISON·: 
Q. Has he any associates in business ~-A. I do not know that. 
Q. Have you ueard of it ~-.A. No, sir ; I have not heard so. I have 
an idea. be may have some associates, but I do not know that. He 
may have more money than I expected be bad. 
Q. How much capital does it require to carry on one of these ranches~ 
-A. It will, of course, be in proportion to the stock; and, I think, 
his fencing cost seven or eight thousand dollars, and his buildinings · 
something more. Then add to that the amount of stoek. 
Q. Who is this Mr. Sherburne ~-A. He is the trader at the agency. 
Q. How long bas he been there ?-A. He bas been trader there for 
five years. 
Q. Is be licensed by the Interior Department ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is be tlle only trader there ~-.A. Yes, sir; he is the sole trader. 
Q. Being the only trader there, and the Indians being compelled to 
purehase of him or go to .Arkansas City, does he have any advantage~- · 
A. I do not think he takes any advantage. He is very accommodating. 
Q. But he is in a position where he might take advantage ~-.A. Well, 
the Department watches over that. He has to furnish a list of prices 
and pastes it up, and ·that list is subject to examination. That list 
covers nearly all the leading or staple articles. 
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Q. Do you know of any money being pai<J. to any individual to aid in 
getting these leases ~-A. I do not, sir. 
Q. Did White Eagle· get anything more than the rest~-A . I have 
never beard an intimation of that. 
Q. Did the other chiefs ~-A. I have never heard that one of them re-
ceived a dollar, excepting his share. .. 
Q. Now about the others~ I wish you woulu tell us about the 
others in the line I have indicated. Describe each lease.-A. I have a · 
copy of each lease with me. 
Q. Well, now band me the next one and tell us all you know about 
that, without my asking you ~-A. Well, this lease was made by the 
Otoes with Ct M. McClellan. That embraces bPtween 60,000 and 65,000 
acres, I think; that is the estimate, and it is for ten years. 
Q. What is the rental 6?-A. Twenty-one hundred dollarsi in two semi-
annual instalments. 
Q. Was it executed after you went there ~-A. Yes, sir; it was exe, 
cuted after I went there, and the bargain was made afterwards, also, 
and the whole thing arranged. There was quite a good (leal of discus-
sion and some competition. A young man llamed vVarren, who had 
an open lease before, and who paid so much to the Indians for it, com-
peted with lYir. McClellan. Wel1, the Indians were not satisfied with 
the amount he (Warren) paid them, and they wanted to get more, and 
Mr. McClellan offered a larger amount. There was a contest, and War-
ren withdrew, and they made the lease with McClellan. ln the first 
place, they agreed to l~ase their entire reservation and let the cattle 
run everywhere to Mr. McClellan. 
Q. What amount did they receive under the orjgjnal arrangement?-
.A. Five or six hundred dollars. They made that arrangement, and 
sent for me to see the money paid. I went to the agency aud found Mr. 
McClellan there with his money, and I looked over the lease tlley h 
made, but I was not satisfied with their aUowing his cattle to run t 
large. I told them that the Government expected them to go to farm-
ing, and tllat if 3,000 or 4,000 bead of cattle were allowed to run over that 
reservation they could not do this; and I told them they must make a 
new lease and require Mr. McClellan to fence it in, else I would not wit-
ness it. They then said they would not lease it. 
By the CHAIRl\fAN : 
Q . .And they followed your advice ?-A. Yes, sir; they followed my 
ad vice. .A few days afterwaru they got together, and Mr. McClellan 
agreed to fence the land, and the lease was made to him. 
Q. What part of the reservation did they lease ~-.A. They leased 
the southern portion of the' reservation, running east aud west, and the 
boundary lines were marked by certain points lmowu very well to 
them, but which I did not know. Mr. McClellan fenced it in and paid 
the money. 
Q. Describe the quality of the land leased compareu with the other 
land in tlle reservation.-A. It leaves ont all the land worth anything 
for cultivation. 
Q. You say it takes in the southern portion of the reservation. What 
is tbe character of that laud ~-A. lt is broken. On Greasy Creek 
there might be a few patches of good land, bnt generally the reserva-
tion is broken, high and dry. 
Q. Was there nobody else by but you and the lessees when the lease 
was made 0~-A. Nobody else, sir. 
Q. No other white man ?-A. No other white man was about. 
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Q. Did Mr. McClellan visit Washington during or before that time~­
A. Not to ·my knowledge. 
Q. Do you know of any communication between him and any offi-
cials of the Interior ~-A. I do not, sir. 
Q. Did you get the ad vice of the Department in reference to it?-
A. No, sir. 
Q. You were under no instructions ~-A. No, sir. I found when I 
got there the lease under consideration, and, of course, I thought with 
the consent of the Department, but I never communicated with the 
Department, nor did I ever receive any instructions, except some 
general instructions contained in a circular, and the only circular Ire-
ceived was one recently; not long ago, at least. 
Q. What did it say ~-A. It said that it was not deemed advisable 
for licensed traders to use the influence of their position to secure 
leases; and if there had been any such cases after that I should have 
objected on that ground. 
Q. Have you reported this lea~e to the Department, and what has 
been done in regard to it ~-A. I have not reported in regard to any of 
them. 
Q. What meam; are there when the lease has terminated of ascertain-
ing whet~~er the lessee has fulfilled his part of the bargain 1 Is there 
nobody but the Indians who have any knowledge of it ~-A. Well, sir, 
I took it as my duty to see that the contract is properly and fairly car-
ried out. I witness the payments; I see that the payment is properly 
made. 
Q. Is it always paid in money ~-A. Yes, sir; it is made in money at 
all times. 
Q. Have you ever known anything else to be given except money~­
A. I know that nothing elSP, has been paid. 
Q. Is it best to pay it per capita or spend it for the· amelioration of 
the condition of the Indians antl set them up themselves, &c. ~-A. 
Well, sir, I think it is better distributed among them. 
Q. Why ~-A. Because they need it, and I think, on the whole, they 
get as much out of it as in any other way. 
Q. Do they spend it in a bad way, that is, for whisky ~-A. No, sir; 
they never. I wHl say for my Indians they understand the value of 
money, and spend it, I think, as prudently as the average white people 
will do. 
Q. Now, sir, take the Pawnees--
By Mr. HARRISON: 
. Q. Is Mr. McCelellan a citizen of the Indian Territory ~-A. I think 
not, sir. 
By Mr. WALKER: 
Q. What is his Christian name ~-A. C. M. McClellan. 
By Mr. CAMERON : 
Q. Did be have any cattle prior to the making of the lease ~-A. Yes, 
sir; he had a ranch south of us on the Cherokee outlet, which he sold 
out, but rented the A toe Reservation. · 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Yon do not know what State Mr. McClellan is a citizen of~~A. I 
think he is a Southern man. I think he is from Arkansas. 
Q. Did be have any ,associates in the Cherokee lease ~-A. I do not 
think he had. He sold out his interest there. 
------ -----------
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By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Now we go to the Nez Perces. 'Fell us about theiQ..-A. The Nez 
Perces made a lease to a Mr. R. A. Houghten. 
Q. Was that made after you came there ~-A. It was talked of before · 
I came there, but the agreement was made and the papers drawn after-
wards. 
Q. How much land is contained in tllat lease, and it is what portion 
of the reservation ~-A. It em braces the larger portion, probably fifty 
or sixty thousand acres out of ninety thousand. 
Q. What is the character of the land ~-A. It takes the larger portion 
of the unoccupied high prairie land, and it touches the Salt Fork and 
takes in so1Jle timber. It is entirely outside that portion occupied by 
the Indians. 
Q. What does he pay for it ~-A. He pays $~,000 a year. 
Q. Were you present when it was negotiated ~-A. It was negotiated 
in the State of Kansas. The lease was drawn and acknowledged in 
that State. I was not present. 
Q. What Indians acted in the matter ~-A .. Joseph, Yellow Bear, 
Yellow Bull, and Tom Hill, the interpreter, and one or two others. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. You say it was executed ·iu ·Kansas ~-A. Yes, sir. They seem to 
have an idea if made and acknowledged before a court of record, it has 
more validity than if executed among themselves. They went to Kan-
sas and had it done. 
Q. You did not see it. executed ~-A.. No, sir; I did not see it exe-
cuted. 
Q. Did you have any knowledge of the negotiation ~-A. None what-
ever. 
Q. How many payments have been made since you have been there ~­
A. The first payment was due last July. 
Q. Did you witness that payment ~-A. Yes, sir; I witnessed that. 
Tile other payment is due now and would have been paid if this investi-
gation had not been ordered .. 
Q. This is paid per capita in money ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How do they spend it ~-A. They use it for their necessities, cloth-
ing, food, and other artieles. 
Q. Did they make a prudent use of it ~-A. Yes, sir. They don't 
. buy gew-gaws and spend their money foolishly~ but spend it quite ju-
diciously. 
Q . Do any of them lay up any money ?-A. Well, not many of them 
have laid up any money, but one or two brought their money to me· to 
be kept in the safe. 
Q. Do you know of anybody outside who used any irifiuence in con-
nection with obtaining this lease~-A. No, sir ; I do not. 
Q. You never heard of anything of the kind ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Was anything paid to any individual Indian ~-A. No, sir; noth-
ing was paid to any individual Indian. 
Q. Did you ever hear anything of the kind ¥-A. I have heard noth-
ing of the kind. 
Q. Have you heard it suggested around amongst the Indians ~-A. 
Never., sir. 
Q. Is there a.nything about that lease that you would improve, if you 
had it your own way~ Anything that you could improve a?-A. No, sir; 
unless it were that the consideration is too low. Otherwise it is all 
right. 
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Q. There is generally a rise in the value of grazing land, is there 
not ~-;-A. We11, sir, that is on account of attention being called to it. 
1 t is not of more vp.lue now than before it was talked ot; but there is 
greater demand. · 
Q. Have t.hey the same inducements to set themselves up as farmers 
and try to support themselves with these leases as they would have 
without them ~-A. I think so. 
Q. You think there would be no advantage in that respect~-A. No, 
sir; it is a protection to their little crops. One or two things must be 
done; either fences must be made or the cattle driven out of the Ter-
ritory. Previous to these leases the cattlemen occupied the land at 
large and did not pr.t:Y anything for the use of it, except in a few in-
stances. Nothing was paid except in the Cherokee Stri!J. They would 
go around in the spring and round-up everything .they saw. If they 
found cattle without a brand they took the cattle, and in this way the 
Indians lost their stock, and they would pay no attention to the com-
plaints of the Indians. I think it is better to appropriate the land to 
this purpose than to let the Indians keep it as they do. 
Q. Do yon mean to rent it ~-A. Yes, sir. They have no means to 
stock H. They have left! the outside unoccupied. 
Q. Do these cattlemen employ any Indians as herdsmen ~-A. No, 
sir. I think they have a few employed in making fences. 
Q. Where do these men get the posts for their fences ~-A. The 'posts . 
come from the Indian land ; that is a part of the contract. It provides 
that they shall make no waste, and at the end of the lease they release 
the fences and everything connected with the leases to the Indians. 
Q. Does this cutting timber cause any material injury to the land~­
A. No, sir; tllere is plenty of timber and t.hey would not miss what 
timber the lessees take off. 
'l'lle CHAIRMAN. Now tell us about the Pawnee lease; what is the 
character of that~ 
A. Wel1, its character is like the others. The amount involved is 
larger. · 
Q~ How much land does it involve ~-A. It involves between sixty 
and seYenty thousand or about sixty-five thousand acres; that is the 
estimate. 
Q. That is 65,000 out of how much ?-A. Sixty-five thousand out of 
283,000, but I base not looked over this matter for a long time. 
The UHAIRl\iAN. Well, go on. What was the rental paid~ 
A. Three cents an acre, which amounts to $4,000 a year. 
Q. W llat is the term of the lease v?-A. The term is ten years. I think 
the amount paid for the land was $3,545. 
Q. Was tl.Jat lease executed after you came there, and was the con-
tract made after you came there ~-A. The whole transaction was made 
subsequent to my taking charge. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, describe it. 
A. There was a good deal of trouble about it, and considerable com-
petition; other parties from Kansas wanted it and talked to me about 
it. There were two or three parties. I did not interfere in the matter 
at al1, and the different parties had "talks" with the Indians in coun-
cil, and finally Mr. Bennett seemed to have offered the better terms and 
they made their fiual n<:'gotiations with him . 
. Q. Were you aware of the terms offered by the dHferent parties 1-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. Have you any means of saying whether, in your judgment, Mr. 
Bennett's terms were better than those offered by the others ~-A. As 
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regards rental the terms were similar, but the Indians seemed to prefer 
him, because, perhaps, they were better acquainted with 1lim. Finally 
they all concluded to allow him to take the lease. 
Q. vVho executed the lease on the part of the Indians ~-A. All the 
chiefs and headmen. It was determined in full and open council. The 
question was put to a vote and there was almost no opposition. 
Q. Was there much discussion about it "?-A. Yes, sir; they discussed 
it for days. At first there \Yas some opposition to leasing at all, but 
there were only a few of these parties, and finally, when it was put to 
a vote, only two or three were ~gainst it and they haYe become satisfied. 
Q. Does it leave agricultural land enough for t1letn to engage in 
farming '!-A. Yes, sir; i~ leaves the best land, also a. good deal of bad 
land. It is a poor broken reservation generally. · 
Q. Well, now, who is Mr. Bennett ~-A. Be is a cattleman by pro-
fession. 
Q. Is be a trader on the reservation ~-A. No, sir; he is not a trader 
at all. 
Q. Where does be live .~-A. He lives in Kam:a.s-Oaldwell-and he 
manages this lPase. He is there hack and forth. . I do not think he stays 
there. ~ 
Q. Has he a partner ~-A. Yes, sir; he has a partner, a lVIr. Dunn. 
Q. Where does he live ~- A. I think he lives in Texas . 
. Q. Does he personally v1sit this reservation ?-~-'\... I can not say, sir; 
I have never seen him but once or- twice. 
Q. Mr. Bennett then controls the lease •l?-A. Yes, sir ; it is under his 
control. 
Q. How many men bas he under him "?-A. I do not know how many 
men tb(>re are under him. 
Q. How much stock has he ~-A. I do not know, sir. 
Q. Does be employ Indians as herdsmen at all ~-A. I think not. 
Q. Did you witness the payment of the rental ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it paid in the same manner as the others~ - A. It differed in 
no respect from the others. 
Q. Did yon know of any neg-otiations between these parties, these 
lessees, and the Department here in relation to them "?-A. I did not. 
Q. Have you known of any official down there haYing anything to do 
with it~ Do you know of auy negotiation between thes(> men and any 
official at all ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. HaYe ;you heard of any parLicnlar Indian getting something ~-A. 
I never have, sir. 
Q. Yon sa..y they are entirely satisfied ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it your opiuion that they got at the time what was a fair 
rental ~-A. Yes, sir; it was about what was the ruling price at the 
time. 
Q. Do yon think higher rental could be obtained now ~-A. Yes, sir; 
I have no doubt of it. Competition, of course, would run the price up, 
but if they W('re still unfenced I do not think that would be the case. 
The fences would run the prices up. 
Q. What does it cost to fence this land ~-A. One hundred and 
twenty-five dollars a mile of the kind they have-barbed-wire fences. 
Q. About bow many miles of fencing are there on this reservation, in 
the rough ~-A. I think Mr. ~herlJurne has ~ibout sixty miles of fencing, 
but I have uo means of knowing the exact nnm ber. I desire to sa.y 
further, Mr. Chairman, that there is another lit,tle lease that I did not 
think of before on the reservation. It was made to Davis aud Gillespie. 
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It contains one township and is on the same terms as the others. 
These parties were employes in the school at the time the lease was 
made, and I did not tltiuk that was consistent with tlle usage of the 
Department, and they are not 11ow employes. . 
Q. Did yon know auytlting about their negotiations ?-.A. I heard 
about and I told Mr. Davis that being an employe of the school I would 
prefer his not doing it. Un that tlte money was given up and then I 
discharged l\~r. DaYis from tthe school. Well, tltey are holding the 
lease. They paid the money on just the same terms. I <lid not think 
it proper as employes of the Government for them to hold a lease. 
By Mr. ll.ARRISON: 
Q. That is for ten years and at 2 cents an acre ?-.A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. How are those leases regarded~ What is the general. talk and opin-
ion ~-A. The general opinion of the white people is that the leasing is 
a good thing for the Indians. That is the unanimous opinion of the 
white people. Possibly they are more or less interested, but it is be-
lieved to be a good way to dispose of the lan~l that they do not arid can-
not occupy, and there are some incidental advantages. For instance, it 
is a protection to their crops and stock. 
Q. Do you tltink that so far as your Indians are concerned it is bet -
ter to pay this money per capita or to the agent to be paid according to 
his discretion ~-A. I think it is decidedly the better to pay it to the In-
dians. We have beeu keeping them like infants too long. I think that 
some of the payments that are now made by the Go,Ternment in goods 
would be better if paid in money. It contributes to self-reliance. They 
cannot get what they really need ~nd what is better for them. 
By 1\-Ir. il.ARRISON : 
Q. Do you not think it would be better to systemize in some way this 
matter~ ln some w:1y that would induce competition °?-A. Yes, sir; 
I think it \Vould be better it' the matter was· settled in some way so that 
the men who bold tlle leases would know what they are doing. In the 
present state of uncertainty there are some disadvantages. 
Q. Do you 110t think it advisable tbat there should be some supervis-
ion ou the part of the Government over tlle Indians in making these 
leases rather than leavin g tbe neg-otiation directly to these white 
men ~-A. I tllink they ought. toha\e som e advice. If my Ill<lians were 
going· to make a lease t hat I did uot think right I would advise them 
against it. Some indivi<lua1R wanted to make a lea e in tl1e northwest 
corner of the reservation, two miles wide and six long on the north line. 
I ad vi ed them that they onght not to do it, that they wanterl that land 
for their own use, and they luwe not made the lease, and I do not think 
I will permit them to make it. I think every agent should take that 
much interest in tlte matter. 
Q. Is that a part of yonr instructions ?-A. No, sir; we have no in-
structions from the Department npou the subject. 
Q. So far as yon ltave interested yourself you only interfered ~s a 
friend to tlte Indians ~-A. Tllat is :111, sir. 
Q. If tlley should make these leases without your advice, would you 
witness them ~-A. I do not think I would, sir. If I thought it was not 
right I would not permit it. The agent's advice is almost invariably 
taken by the Iudi.:tus. 
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By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. How far are you from Cheyenne and Arapahoes' reservation~­
.Ao Some 100 miles east of it. 
Q. Do you know anything of the condition of that ::t gency ~-A. No, 
sir; they are a different character of Indians from tho:;;e I have charge of. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. vVby was it that you did not report dnring- the penuenc~~ of these 
negotiations ~-A. I supposed it was a m::~tter all along ti.uderstood and 
was nothing new. Leases had been made 011 otller reservations, such 
as the Usap;e and some other reservations, and I thought it was under-
stood by all parties. · 
JOHN Q. TUFTS. 
JOHN Q. TpFTS sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. You are the agent at the Union Agency, Indian Territory~­
Answer. Yes, sir. 
· Q. What does th at constitu~c ~- ..... L\.. The five civilized tribes, tlle 
Cherokees, Creeks, Seminoles, Chickasaws, and ChoctaTI"s. 
Q. Row long have yon been agent of these tribes ?-A. Nearly six 
years. 
Q. Where is your agency located ?-A. At Muscogee. 
Q. How far is that from the Cherokee Strip ?-A. About 140 or 150 
miles . . 
Q. Have you any knowledge of any of the laud which tbe Cherokees 
have leased to cattlemen for grazing purposes ~-A, The lands on the 
Cherokee Strip have been leased. · 
Q. Has any other part of the Cherokee lands been leased ~-A. No, 
sir; there bas been no lease on their lands proper. 
Q. It is the Cherokee Strip alone to wbich these leases apply ?-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. What knowledge, if any, have you of these leases and tile negotia-
tions in connection with tllem ?-A. I have no official knowledge what-
ever. The Department has recognized that these Indians have the 
right to transact their own business without our interference. It is the 
constant instruction in all matters pertaining to their bnsiness. 
By Mr. INGALLS.: 
Q. That applies to the five civilizAd tribes 0~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And they are the Cherokees, Creeks, Seminoles, Chickasaws, and 
Choctaws ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Describe, before further passing on, the area and location of the 
Cherokee Strip ~-A. This [indicating on map] is known as the Uberoh:ee 
strip. It begins in the northwest corner of tlle Indian r:rerritory and goes 
56 miles south, then east until it strikes the Pawnees. It originally 
extended to the 96th meridian, but the Government granted ·some land 
here to the Osages ·and Pawnees. 
Q. What is the distance frorn the eastern line to -the western line~­
A. It was to the 100th meridian, and is about 200 miles long. 
·Q. It js a rectangle 56 by 200 ?-A. Yes, sir; except what was taken 
out for the purpose of locating friendly Indians; it runs from 97 to 100, 
and is 56 miles wide. The whole of that land was covered by treaty by 
which these Cherokees agreed to let us have it, as we wanted it. 
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By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. Did that apply to the whole strip ~-.A. It applied to all the lands 
on the west of the Cherokees. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q . .A certain portion of the Cherokee lands were released to the United 
States Government in trust, with the consent ofthe Cherokees, for the 
location of friendly tribes f-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CH.A.IRl\'IAN: 
Q. For which the Government was to pay a certain price as it was 
used ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does that apply to all of this strip ?-A. It applies to ever.vtbing 
west of 96 as far as 100; and the Government bas appropriated for the 
benefit of the Cherokee Nation so much per acre for the land these In-
dians have settled upon; and the balance is left as the treaty made it. 
Q. The balance is subject to those leases ~-A. It is all under one 
lease. 
By J\fr. INGALLS: 
Q. This land was released by the Cherokees to the Government of the 
United States upon the conditions I have mentioned ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: • 
Q. Was that under the treaty of 1866 ~-A. I think the Cherokees 
made the release before that. The Seminoles made a treaty in 1866 in 
regard to tl1eir land. I think tbc Cherokees made their treaty before 
_that time. 
Q. Are these lands now under one lease ~-A. Yes, ~ir; they are un-
der one lease. 
Q. How many acres are tllere ~-A. I don't remember bow many 
acres there are. 
Q. Have ~~ou any personal knowledge of that lease ~-A. None what-
ever. Only mere talk. I have no official knowledge whatever in re-
gard to it. 
. Q. Have you any knowledge of the manner of leasing this land ~-A. 
No, sir; I was not present at the council, or when any of the negotia-
tions were made. 
Q. Do you know the parties to the lease ~-A. I know the parties by 
reputation, and I have met a few of them. 
Q. Do you know the terms of the lease ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you a copy of the lease ~-A. I have no copy here; but there 
is a printed copy in the report called for from the Secretary of the In-
terior. 
Q. _A_ copy of the lease will come in that report from the Depart-
ment ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know the less<~es by name ~-A. I know a few of them. 
Q. Will you state the names of those you know ~-A. Mr. Miller, Mr. 
Davis, :Major Drumm (I don't know his given name), and Mr. B ennett, 
whose given name I don't know, but I think he is one of the parties. 
Q. That Cherokee Strip is leased to these parties, one or two of whom 
you have already named ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the term of the lease ~-A. It is for five years, at $100,000 
a year. 
Q. Is it divided ~-.A. I believe it is; that is, I understand the les-
sees have divided it among themselves. 
Q. Is it inclosed ~-A. A part of it was inclosed when I was there, 
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but I don't know whether it is now or not-I think it is an in fence, 
though. They haYe a large map of their reservation-a well-executed 
map of the lease and of the parties occupying the· land. 
Q. Do you know anything about how it was negotiated ~-A. No, 
sir, I do not. 
Q. Where was it negotiated ~-A. It was done by an act of the Cher-
okee council, at a special session in June, 1883. This act autllorized 
some one to negotiate jt. 
Q. Did the act provide for a direct lease to these parties ?-A. Yes, 
sir; I think so. 
By })ifr. HARRISON: 
Q. Is t.here not a copy of that lease in th.e report of the Secretary~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do yon know of any Government official being concerned in the 
matter~-A. There were no Goverument officials about, to my kuowl-
edg~ · 
Q. Have you beard among the the Indians anything of the kind~­
A . No, sir. 
Q. Have yon beard of the payment of any money otherwise tbau for 
the rental ' -A. Only from common report. After the council adjourned 
parties who wanted leases and were disappointed were talki11g about 
corruption, but uothiug definite was asce taine<l . 
Q. 'fhese were parties who were seeking, but did not get the lease::; &?-
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. \Vhat was the rumor ?-.A. They claimed that money had been 
used at Talequab . 
Q. Did they make any spccificcharges~-A. Noue whateYer; I could. 
not get enough out of it to make a. report of the facts to the Depart-
ment. 
Q. They were oBJy general charges ~-A. Yes, sir; I tried to get 
somethi1ig definite, but could not. . 
Q. Did you ever hear of Busllybead's receiving any money at all~­
A . It was claimed th.at the council, without naming persons, bad been 
paid sometLing. 
Q. Of whom was the council composed ~-A. The council was com-
posed of Cherokees, regularly electerl. 
Q. How large a body is it 0?-A. There are twenty-two senators and 
about double that number of members of the bouse. 
Q. That is the council ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Busby head is the chief of the nation, is he not t-A. Yes, sir; he 
is the chief, regularly elected . . 
Q. Does be have a veto ~-A. He has the same power that a goYernor 
has in a StatP. 
Q. How is this rental paid ~-A. I don't know; I only know that on 
two occasions the parties who made the lease stom)ed at Muscogee on 
their way through wit.h $50,000 for tbe Indians. It is not my duty to 
interfere, except when I discover something wrong, and then I must re · 
port the fact. There are thirty or forty tbousaud white people in t.he 
Territory and sixty thousand Indiaus, and we have no law but that 
whieh comes from the Indian Office. In case of trouble between the 
whites and the Indians the agent must put the whites out. That is the 
business of the agent. . 
Q . Do yon tbink tLe rental paid is a fair one 0?-A. I think it was a 
fair rental at tbc time tlw lease was made, bnt there has been more de-
mand for leases since, and I think a higher price could now be ob-
tained. 
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By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. How much higher ~-A. I could not estiriJate that; but I think 
$50,000 more could be bad. It would come pretty high to the present 
lessees, because they have fenced it iu. l n ma,king this lease the sym-
pathy was undoubtedly with the parties to wbom the lease was made, 
for the reason tha.1J for several years uefore these parties bad ca.ttle upon 
tbe land, and paid anuual taxes. Then tbere was a large number of 
cattlemen who· did not pay anything. So, naturally, the sympathy was 
for those who did pay, and that led to the lease. 
Q. Were there any outside parties at the council ?-A. I know of no 
responsible pa.rties being present. 
Q. What change bas this lease made in the actual occupancy of the 
land ~-A. Under the system which prevailed before the lease was made 
the Indians got $40,000 a year. Now they get $100,000. 
Q. Is aU of the strip used for grazing '?-A. Yes, sir; there is no farm-
ing on the strip that I know of. 
Q. Your understanding is, that the land was not separated, but that 
the lessees divided it among themselves ~-A. That was my understand-
iug. It may be tllat some leases were made to other parties, but my 
understanding was tllat all who had leases, and had paid the taxes to 
the Cherokee Nation, were parties to this lease. 
Q. And then they divided the land and the rental among them-
selves ~-A. That was my urfderstanding, but they may have let other 
parties in. 
Q. How many persons were concerned in it ?-A. There were a large 
numher. 
Q. Nobody has ever questioned the right of the Cherokees to make 
tile lease ~-A. I have no doubt that tlley have that right. 
Q. It was the act of the Cherokees in their natioual capacit.y, and 
was discussed for a long time in their legislative bodies, was it not 0?-
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And approved by tlleir executive officers ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. There was no question as to 'their understanding it ?-A. No, sir; 
not only the council understood it, but the nation at large. 
Q. It was a matter of public interest debated for a long time, and 
finally adopted f_,.A, Yes, sir; it was. 
Q. And they receive for this land $100,000 in lieu of $40,000 which 
the~r previously received ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the 0HAIR11fAN : 
Q. This lease excludes from occupancy those parties who were in the 
habit of occupying the land and not paying anything for it ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. These parties have fenced their laud, and it excludes everybody 
else wllo don't pay taxes ~-A. Yes, sir; that is the condition of the 
matter, and in that way the Indians realize more than double for their 
land. Before the leases were made we were called upon for troops to 
go and put off parties ·who would not pay the taxes. 
By l\1r. HARRISON: 
Q. How many years does this lease run ~-A. It runs for five years. 
By Mr. CAMEl~ON : 
Q. How many cattle are there on this lease ~-A. I could not tell 
how manythere are on it, but itisnearlyoccupied to its full capacity--
ten acres to the steer, or something of that kind. 
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Q. Who were these parties who charged corruption ~-A. I coul<l not 
tell you their names; I only questioned them at Musco gee. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Were they persons who had applied for leases and failed to get 
them ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They charged corruption on the part of the men who succeeded~­
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Could you furnish the names of the parties who made that 
charge ~-A. Perhaps I could get the names. 
Q. Don't you recollect the names of any of them ~-A. I do not; if I 
ever knew them I have forgotten them. I did not think there was any-
thing in it at all. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Did you say that you did not know of any officer of the Govern-
ment who had any direct or indirect interest in this lease ~-A. None 
whatever. 
Q. Is Major Dunn an Army officer ~-A. No, sir; he is not. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Did you report the story of these Ifarties to the Department~­
A. No, sir; there was nothing to make a report on. 
Q. Did you make an investigation at the time ~-A. I only ques-
tioned the parties themselves. 
Q. You can't remember the names of any of them, though ~-A. No, 
sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Can you get the names now and furnish them to the committee~­
A. Parties who were at the council may know them. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Did you make any special investigation into the charges at. the 
time ?-A. I only t,alked with the parties who made the charges, and 
they could not give me any points-the names of any persons, or any-
thing to go on. 
Q. 'iVas t.hat the only report of corruption which you heard ~-A. 
Yes, sir; that was the only report I heard. They were evidently very 
much excited about H, having just come froil1 the couutil at Talequah. 
I think I can ascertain their names. 
Q. Will yon furnish the committee with the uames if you get them~­
A. Yes, sir; I will. 
H. L. NEWMAN. 
H. L. NEWMAN sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. 1\fr. Newman, where do you reside ?-Ans~er. In Saint 
Louis. 
Q. What is yonr business f-A. I am n uanker, and I am also inter-
ested in cattle ranches. 
Q. vVhere ar~ these ranches located ~-A. Well, sir, I have some in · 
terests in ]\fontana, Nebrat;ka., and some in the Indian 'l'erritory, aud 
some in Texas. · 
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Q. Are your iliterests in Montana on Indian reservations ~-A. No, 
sir ; my interests there are not on Indian reservations. 
Q. You have interests, though, in some leases on Indian reservations, 
have you not ~-A. Yes, sir. J\1:y interests on Indian lands are all in 
the Indian Territory. 
Q. All the interests you have on reservations are in the Indian Ter-
ritory ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In what part of the Indian Territory ~-A. I am interested in a 
company partly located on the Cherokee Strip. 
Q. What company is that ~-A. It is the Comanche Land and Cat-
tle Company. · 
Q. You have interests in that company ~-A. Yes, sir.; and my brother 
and myself own a part of the lease made to R. D. Hunter in the Chey-
enne and Arapaho Reservation. 
Q. Have you a copy of that lease with you ~-A. No, sir; but I think 
Mr. Evans has. 
Q. You say you are a part owner ~-A. Yes, sir; the lease was exe-
cuted to Mr. Hunter alone and I became interested afterwards; al-
though when Mr. Hunter applied for the lease he said it was for him-
self and associates. It was understood then that I should be interested 
from the beginning. . 
Q. The lease is made to Mr. Hunter individually, but after that he 
transferred a part to yoursef.f and your associates ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who are your associates ~-A. My brother, Mr. Parker, and myself 
are associated. 
· Q. Is a specified part fenced to itself~-A. Yes, sir; dictinctly and 
apart from others. 
Q. Mr. Hunter was the sole lessee~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much land does his lease embrace ~-A. Well, I don't know 
the exact number of acres, but something over 400,000 acres. 
Q. Something 0\7 er 400,000 acres ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much over~-A. Well, Mr. Hunter and Mr. Evans together 
have a lease covering something about 770,000 acres and less than 
800,000 acres; but I am not interested in that. It was of Colonel Hun-
ter we took about 33G,OOO acres, leaving him only a small portion. 
Q. You got nothing from Mr. Evans ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Put all together, how much does Mr. Hunter's whole lease em-
brace ~-A. Something like 448,000 acres, I think. 
By Mr. BowEN: 
Q. How much land did you say you got ~-A. We got about 336,000 
acres, leaving something over 100,000 acres. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Who are " we" ~-A. My brother, Mr. Parker, and myself. 
Q. Are you tbe only persons interested ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you took this from Mr. Hunter's lease '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you have your ranges distinct from them Y-A. Yes, sir; we 
are separate, except that we· own a part of the stock. 
Q. Is there nobody else but you interested in these subleases Y-A. 
At this time; yes, sir . 
. Q. ~7ho is interested ?esides you there ~-A. Mr. Maybry. 
Q. Where does he reside ~-A. In Kansas City. . 
Q. Has no other person; no one at any other time ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. There was no one but you there until 1\fr. Maybry came in ~-A. 
No, sir. 
S. Rep. 1278-3 
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Q. When did lle become interested ~-A. He became interm.:ted very 
recently; this last fall. 
Q. Are you lessees of Mr. Hunter or of the Indians ~-A. We are 
lessees of Mr. Hunter. 
Q. What do you pay him ~-A. We pay him 2 cents an acre. 
Q. Do you know what be pays tile Indians ~-A. Yes, sir; he pays 
them 2 cents an acre. 
Q. Were you present when he obtained his lease ~-A. No, sir; I 
have never been in the Territory. 
Q. Who was with him ~-A. I do not know who was with him. 
Q. Can you tell how your separate part ofthe Territory is bounded~­
A. No, sir; I cannot without having a map. We have a western por-
tion of Colonel Hunter's. 
Q. How is the Hunter lease bounded 1 Describe it.-A. It takes the 
western portion of his whole lease. 
Q. Yours is separate from his ~-A. Yes, sir; we have 336,000 acres 
separated from his by a fence. 
Q. It separates everybody's 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know how this land is defined in boundaries ~-A. No, 
sir; I could not give the lines .of it. I have never been there. 
Q. How much stock ba,ve you ~-A. We haven't a hoof on it and 
never had. We have paid two year's rental and haven't bad a hoof on 
it yet. 
Q. Why ~ -A. In the first place, we expected to stock the ranch last 
spring, but finances became close and we did not feel like buying cattle. 
It took the first year to fence it, which took a large amount of money. 
We intended, as I said , to stock it last spring, but the financial trouble 
came on. 
Q. What is the term of the lease ~-A. It runs for ten years. We 
have leased it for ten years for a rental of 2 cents an acre, payable 
semi-annually~ and we have paid rental from the beginning in advance. 
We pay six months in advance, and have made four payments. 
Q. You say the lease was made for ten years ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it for ten years without condition ~-A. I do not know tllat 
there is a condition. I have not read the lease recently. 
Q. Is there a copy of it h ere '~-A. I Suppose there is, possibly. 
Q. What do you understand is the title these Indians have to the 
land ~-A. I do not know; it is a part of the Indian reservatiou, and I sup-
pose they would have the same title as is usually invested in Indian 
reservations. · 
Q. What is a title by executive order 1f What do you understand 
that that means ~-A. I do not know what it is. 
Q. Has Mr. Hunter stocked his range a?-A. Yes, sir; partly. 
Q. How many head of cattle has he ~-A. They have between twenty 
and twenty-five thousand bead, which they put on this fall. They did 
not stock it until this year. We have arranged to stoek ours in the 
spring. · 
Q. How ·much money have you spent on this land ~-A. We have 
spent over $28,000. 
Q. Wllat did the fencing cost ~-A. Our expenses for fencing and 
everything have been over $28,000. 
Q. How many cattle <lo you suppose this range will support ~-A. We 
have generally made an estimate of 20 acre~ to the animal. 
Q. What is the character of the land ~-A. One part of it is said to 
be very poor. The grass is said to be not very good. I have a letter 
here from a gentlema-n who has seen it. 
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Q. On whose judgment did you become lessee for ten years of this 
land ~-A. Well, we acted upon what we learned from Mr. Hunter and 
Mr. Evans. 
Q. Is your brother acquainted with the land ~-A. My brother has 
not seen the Territory. 
Q. Has either of the other gentlemen ~-A. No, sir; none of the three 
have seen either the Indians or the Territory. I think my brother went 
through this country some years ago on his way to Texas. 
Q. Yet you have bound yourselves to pay these Indians this sum of 
:::noney and have put no stock on it ~-A. No, sir; we have put no ~:;tock 
upon it. · 
Q: Who did you deal with in taking the sublease~-A. With Evans 
and Hunter. They are joint partners, and Evans has a lease and Hun-
ter bas one adjoining. We took our part from Mr. Hunter. 
Q. What did Evans have to do with the leases ~-A. WeU, nothing, 
except as a partner of Hunter's. They took the lease as partners and 
they fenced the land, in a common fence. 
Q. Where was the contract made ~-A. The contract was made in 
Saint Louis. 
Q. Did you have any correspondence with the Department upon the 
subject of leases o~...:_A. I was here for several days before and during 
the time the leases were made, and I bad written some letters to. the Sec-
retary of the Interior and to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs con-
cerning these leases. I had applied for a lease on this land. 
Q. What information did you get from the Interior Department ~-A. 
The information fi·om the Secretary was that whatever arrangement we 
made should be made directly with the Indians ; and that if we made 
that arrangement, while he would not formaUy approve the leases, yet 
if we made them in good faith and paid what we proposed to pay, he 
did not see any objection to it, .and as far as it was in his power we 
should be protected. It was something about in that way. That is the 
inference I drew from it. 
Q. Did you have more tlian one conversation with the Secretary~­
A. Yes, sir; I had several conversations with the Secretary. 
Q. He assured you that you should be prote~ted so long as you con-
formed to the terrus of the lease~-A. Yes, sir; that was the understand-
ing, that if we paid our renta.I and carried out our portion of the bargain 
he would see that we were protected, but be would not formally approve 
the leases. 
Q. Did he make a distinction between assuring protection and for-
mally approving these leases~ 
The WITNESS. How is that, sir~ . 
Q. Did he make a distinction between assuring you protection and 
forma1ly approving the leases ~-A. Well, sir, he made a distinction in 
the way I have mentioned. He said he would not formally approve 
them. 
Q. Then he did make a distinction ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was that before the leases were :rpade ~-A. Yes, sir; this was 
before the leases were made. Then I had a conversation with him after-
ward. In company with Mr. Hooker, my attorney, I caUed upon him 
several times. We had applied several years before, both in writing 
and verbally, to Secretary Schurz for leases. 
Q. What answer did you get from the present Secretary ~-.A. We 
had encouragement from him to lease the property. We had assurances 
that we should be protected as far as he could do it. 
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. Q. He made a distinction between assuring you iu the occupation of 
of the land and formally approving these leases ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What distinction was it that he made ~-A. He said he had no 
authority for approving them, but that he would protect us from others 
if we paid the rental; that is~ he would protect us from others who did 
not pay. 
Q. Did you show him what you were going to pay ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he express an opinion as to that ~-A. No, sir ; we made the 
application to him, and he said it should be made directly with the In-
dians. 
Q. Did you at the time state the terms of your leases ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he reply in writing or verbally ~-A. I think there was npnh-
ing in writing. . 
Q. Then he stated to you verbally what you have stated to us ~­
A. Yes, sir; after the leases were made there was a letter to l\1r. Fen-
Ian from the Secretary covering- this matter. It was a response to all. 
Colonel Hunter had written a letter to him and he referred him to a 
letter written Mr. Fenlon, in which he had expressed himslf, as I have 
said; and that is what we take as the position he would hold. 
Q. How do you understand that to be now ~-A. Well, we thought 
that having complied with the terms of the leases and prepared to oc-
cupy the land, that we had the assurance of protection as far as the 
Department could give it to us. That is the way I understand it. 
Q. Did he indicate how far that was ~-A. The letter expressed that 
very distinctly, but I could not repeat it now. We felt very safe after 
receiving the letter, and commenced making our investments and im-
provements. 
Q. Suppose the executive order establishing this reservation should 
be revoked ~-A. Well, sir, I do not know what could prevent it. We 
would of course then be losers, but we took that risk. We put our 
money into it in good faith, believing that the Government would act 
in good faith toward us. vYe understand that the Government had 
pledged its good faith to protect us. 
Q. Did you understand it went so far as to preserve the Executive 
order ~-A. We had made the leases, and the price was known by the 
Secretary, the head of the Department of the Interior, representing the 
Government. 
Q. They knew the terms upon which you took the leases ~-A. Yes, 
sir; and they also knew that we intended to fence the land and go to 
a great deal of expense, and that we intended buying cattle, which we 
have done, and we did not believe that we would be encouraged in this 
matter unless the Government would protect us. Otherwise '"e would 
not have done it. We would not have done it unless we felt the certain 
assurance of our protection, and that we had from the Secretary of the 
Interior. 
Q. Did you have an assurance that he would keep other people off~­
A. Yes, sir; to the best of his ability. 
Q. What did you rely upon for the continuance of this protection 
when this Secretary has left his office ?-A. We relied upon the good 
faith of the Government, that what one Secretary had done would be 
carried out by his successor. We expect protection from his succe~sor, 
the same protection that we had received from Mr. Teller. We intended 
doing our part in perfect good faith. The Secretary stated plainly that 
while he could not approve of the leases, yet that he would not disap· 
prove of them, and that he ·would protect us in these leases as far as it 
was possible to do so against others occupying the Territory. 
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By Mr. BoWEN: 
Q. Mr. Newman, you made a statement about the assurances of pro-
tection from tho Secretary. Did he give you an as~mrance of general 
protection, or simply against, or persons occupying this land ~-A. He 
assured us against other parties occupying the land. I do not know 
that he gave us auy assurances again~t Indians. It was more against 
other partie~, without regard to Indians. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Have you read the letter to which you have referred, which the 
Secretary wrote to Mr. Ingalls ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you receive froin the Secretary of the Interior any assurances 
other than those contained in that letter ~-A. Well, I do not know of 
anything that we relied upon specially. I went several times to see 
him, and on one of those occasions he asked if we had stocked our terri-
tory. I told him that I did not know whether it was safe to do so. 
Q. You paid rental ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I understand you to say that after the leases were made the Sec-
re.tary wrote a letter to Mr. Fenlon, which em bodied the suggestions 
that the Secretary of tho Interior wished to make with regard to these 
leases, and that it covered all of them. Although addressed to Mr. 
Fenlan it was regarded by all of you as an authoritative statement upon 
the subject ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you received from Mr. Teller any assurances outside of those 
contained in the letter addressed to Mr. Fenlon ~·-A. Yes, sir; we re-
ceived verbal assura11ces. 
Q. Of course you can answer this question "Yes," or" No," whether 
you receiveq from Mr. Teller any assurances or guarantees or pledges 
other than those contained in the letter to Mr. Fenlon ~-A. Yes, sir; 
I received assurances verbally, but they were to the same effect. 
Q. I asked you whether he gave you any additional guarantee beyond 
that contained in the letter to Mr. Fenlon. 
By Mr. CAMERON : 
Q. Anything whatever~ 
By Mr. INGALLS : 
Q. Yes ; anything whatever in addition to what was contained in the 
letter of Mr. Fenlon ~-A. I cannot say that. We had a number of 
conversations with the Secretary. After that we felt that we were safe. 
Q. What I want to know is whether the letter to Mr. Fenlon embodied, 
as you understand it, the representations the Secretary made to you 
upon this subject ~-A. I think so. . , 
Q. Then you are prepared to say that the Secretary never gave any 
additional assurances or pledges, other than those contained in that 
letter~-A. I do not recollect that there were any other assurances. 
Mr. INGALLS. Of course, Mr. Chairman, if there is a written state-
ment from the Secretary as to the views of the Government on this sub-
ject that would be the best evidence. 
Mr. HARRISON. If the witness has given the conversation with the 
Secretary, then the question whether the letter comports with the con-
versation, or goes further, or is short, is an important question. 
Mr. INGALLS. It is important to know whether these gentlemen re-
ceived any personal assurances outside of the written guarantee. 
1\Ir. HARRISON. You will get to that when he tells us what the Sec-
retary said to him, 
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The CHAIRMAN. Ask him to construe rather than to state what was 
said . 
.1\fr. CAMERON. Before the letter was written, be and Mr. IInnter had 
a conversation with the Secretary of tho Interior, in which he made 
certain statements, and afterwards this letter was written to Mr. Fen-
lon, and, as I understand, it is substantially what the Secretary hacl 
previously stated to them. 
By Mr. WALKER : 
Q. Did the Secretary say anything in addition to what yon have al-
ready stated ~-A. I will say in a general way, that in all the conversa-
tions with the Secretary, I felt that we were perfectly safe in making 
the lease and making preparation to occupy the territory, believing 
that we would receive all the protection that could be given us by the 
Government. These are the assurances that I felt that we had-that 
we would be perfectly safe in making the lease, and to the extent of 
his ability we should be protected. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. The letter was written in summer of 1883 ~-A. It was written 
some time in the summer months or late in the spring. 
Q. Won't you look at the letter there [banding witness Senate, Ex. 
• Doc. 54J, and see if that is the letter to which you refer 0?-A. l Witness 
examines document]. Yes, sir; that is substantially the same. It is the 
letter I refer to. 
Q. Mr. Chairman, let that letter be identified. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. You allude to the letter of April 25, 1883, on the 99th page of 
Senate Ex. Doc. 54, first session Forty-eighth Congress ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Having read that letter, what I ask is, Did the Secretary give 
you any additional assurances other than those contained in that let-
ter ~-A. Only to about the same effect. 
Mr. INGALLS. That is alii desire to say. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. You said you made four payments of rent ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did you make them 0?-A. We gave the money to Mr. 
Hunter and Mr. Evans, and they sent a party with it to the Territory. 
Q. Do you know the manner in which it was paid ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You have no personal knowledge in regard to the manner ?-A. 
No, sir; none whatever. 
By Mr. CAMERON : 
Q. What_ improvements, if any, have you put up ~-A . .b'ences, and 
some cabins; in fact, all neces.sary improvements for occnpying the land 
as a range. The improvements we have put up and the expenses up to 
this time have been about $28,000. 
Q. ,Poes that include the rental ~-A. Well, there is still one pay-
ment-the last one-we made-which is not included in that statement. 
That was before that last payment was made, and the money we ex-
pended amounted to over $28,000. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. How large is a ·half-year payment~-A. Our part is about $3,600. 
I would like to make a further statement; you ask why we have not 
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occupied our range. We felt at one time that we would be glad to get 
rid of it. We have oftered to let parties take it off of our hands. Large 
cattlemen went there and looked at property. ..A letter I have here shows 
the inspection they made of it. 
Q. That was entirely a business consideration ~-A. Yes, sir. A large 
amount of the land is covered with coarse grass, which is· not a winter or 
a very good summer grass; and a large portion of the land is not good 
for grazing. The letter I speak of gives the views of the party who have 
been over the land. I would like permission to read it. 
TERRELL, TEX. , May 7, 1884. 
GENTLEMEN: We have examined your lease in Indian Territory. The r ange is com-
paratively poor, and the risks of fire by the Indians very great. After careful exami-
nation and considerations of the surroundings, we decli.ne to accept your offer of lease. 
In fact we would not put onr cattle on this Territory free of charge, with the present 
surroundings. 
Yours, respectfully, 
CHILDRESS & DONNELL BROS., and E. P. DAVIS, 
Messrs NEWMAN & FARR, 
Saint Louis, Mo. 
Per A. J. C. 
They went over the reservation and examined it, and this is their 
report. We felt that if they would take it off of our hands, we would 
be glad to get rid of it, but we are now ready to stock it. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. What is the date of that letter ~-A. May 7, 1884. 
A. G. EVANS. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1885. 
A. G. EVANS sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. Where do you reside ~-Answer. In Saint Louis. 
Q. Have you any interest in the lease of Indian lands ~-A. Yes, sir. 
CHAIRMAN. State your interest. 
WrrNE::::iS. I hold a lease in the Cheyenne and Arapahoe reservation. 
Q. Is it a separate lease in your own name "?-A. Yes, sir; it is in my 
own name. 
Q. How much territory do you occupy ~-A. Pour hundred and fifty-
six thousand and some hundred acres, adjoining J\fr. Hunter. I have 
the lease in m~r pocket. 
(Witness submits lease.) 
Q. What is the date of the lease ~-A. January 8, 1883. 
Q. For how many years does it run ~-A. Ten years. 
Q. At what rental ~-A. Two cents per acre. . 
Q. Did you negotiate it yourself with the Indians ~-A. Yes, sir ; I 
negotiated it through the agent, Miles. 
Q. Were you there at the time ~-A. Yes, sir; I went there to get a 
lease, but I was not there when the Indians signed, or when the terms 
were agreed upon. 
Q. Who represented you ~-A. Mr. Miles did jt for me. It was done 
in council, December, 1882. 
Q. Did you pay Mr. Miles anything 0?-A. No, sir. 
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Q. Did Mr. Miles have any communication with the Department on 
the subject~-A. Yes, sir; I think he did. 
Q. To what purpose~-A. I do not know exactly; but it was in rela-
tion to this Janel. 
Q. You do ·not know what the import of the letter was '-A. No, sir. 
Q. What did he say of the view of the Department in reference to 
leases ~-A. I do not remember that he expressed any view in regard 
to .them. · 
Q. What do you understand to be the attitude, of the Government of 
the United States towards the transaction ~-A. I understand the Sec-
retary was in favor of the land being leased. 
Q. Do you know whether Agent Miles communicated the terms of 
the lease to the Department before its final execution ?-A. Yes, sir; I 
think so. 
Q. Did you understand that it met the approval of the Depart-
ment-did not object to the terms of the lease ~-A. That was my under-
standing. 
Q. Which was ~-A. That the Department did not object. 
Q. Did you understand that the Department did as much as to ap-
prove the terms ~-A. My understanding was that the Secretary of the 
Interior objected to approving the leases. 
Q. How did you come at a proper rental~ What was the negotia-
tion that led to that '-A. We had a talk in -council with the Indians. 
Q. Was there anybody in competition with you ~-A. Do not think 
there was any competition. 
Q. There was quite anum ber of persons trying to get leases at the 
same time. Did not that lead to competition °~-A. lt might be termed 
competition. 
Q. What othm· name could you give it ~-A. Well, sir, the price offered 
hy us was the highest price that was paid at the ~ime. 
Q. How did you succeed in getting the lease ~-A. I suppose we made 
our application first. 
Q. Had you had dealings with them before ~-A. We bad furnished 
beef to the Government before. 
Q. So you were to some extent familiar with the Indians' life and 
character of their land ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you go over this land ~-A. Yes, sir. I had never been over 
the particular part where the leases are, but I had been over other por-
tions of the country. 
Q. How many payments of rentalhaveyou made '-A. We have made 
four payments. We have the receipts here. 
Q. Did you make the payments in person ~-A. No, sir ; we sent par-
ties down there to make the payments and get receipts. 
Q. Do you know the method in which the payments were made ~--A. 
No, sir. I have no personal knowledge of it. 
Q. Have you been disturbed by the Indians '-A. Well, sir, they 
have only depredated on our stock, killing the beef occasionally. 
Q. But I understand a considerable number of cattle have been killed 
by Indians. What do you do to stop it ~-A. We feel helpless in re-
gard to protection. 
Q. Have you appealed to the Department ~-A. Informally; we have 
made complaints to the agents. 
Q. What has he done ~-A. He said he had written freqtlently to the 
Department in regard to it. 
Q. Do you mean the present agent ~-A. Yes, sir, 
Q. What is his name ?-1\... D. ,B. Dyer, · 
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Q. Did you write to Mr. l\iiles upon the subject, also~-A. Well, we 
had no stock there when he was in office. 
Q. What does Mr. Dye"'· say he gets in reply to his communications 
to the Department ¥-A. He said he had written several letters, but had 
never received a reply. . 
Q. Did he say he bad done anything in order to protect you ~-A. 
Nothing other than that. 
Q. Is anybody else besides you interested in this lease ~-A. Yes, sir; 
Colonel Hunter. 
Q. No one else~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know enough about the character of the land to be able to 
say how much stock it will support ~-A. Yes, sir; an animal to every 
twenty acres. 
Q. That would -be five to a hundred acreR, or fifty to a thousand 
acres ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have to feed the cattle in winter, do you not ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What buildings have you put up ~-A. Only ordinary shanties 
made of poles. 
Q. How many employes have you ~-A. We employ about _fifteen 
men. 
Q. Any of them Indians~-A. No, sir; tve have never employed any 
Indians. 
Q. Where do you get the timber you have to use ~-A. On the land. 
Q. What kind of timber is there there ~-A. There is quito a variety-
cedar, oak, elm, and ash. 
Q. Has any timber been taken from· tho land you have leased for any 
purpose, except for fencing ~-A. No, sir ; not that I kiww of. 
Q. Did you pay anybody to aid in getting this lease~-A. No person 
whatever, sir. 
Q. Did you know of any of these Indians getting any more than any 
other Indians ~-A. No, sir. · 
Q. You do not know of any Indian getting any more than the rest 
for the part he took in getting the lease for you ~-A. No, ~ir; I never 
beard of any one getting anything. . 
Q. Did any official at the agency receive auytbing from you ~-A. No, 
sir; not from me. 
Q. Or from anybody else, to your kuowledge ~-A. Not that I have 
ever heard. 
By Mr. WALKER: 
Q. Two cents is all you ever paid or agreed to pay for obtaining the 
lease or for the lease itself~-A. That is all, sir. 
Q. You never agreed to pay auything more than that to any one~­
A. No, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Do you allude to your leases anywhere else when you state that 
you have never paid anything, or neYer agreed to pay anytbingf-A. 
We have land on the Cherokee Strip. 
Q. From whom do you lease it ~-A. From the Cherokee Strip Live 
Stock Association. 
Q. Did the parties who are contesting with you agree to pay a~ much 
as two cents per acre ~-A. I do not know, sir. 
Q. Did they offer to pay two cents per (.tcre ~-A. I do not know what 
they did offer, 
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By Mr. INGALLS : 
Q. How mnch fencing have you done v?-..A. About one hundred miles 
of fencing. ·' 
Q. What portion of the 450,000 acres is inclosed ~-A. All is inclosed. 
Q. What kind of fencing ~-A. vVith wire fmlCes of four strands. 
Q. Barbed wire ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the expense per mile of such fences ~-A. In the neigh-
borhood of $200 a mile. . • 
Q. Then it has cost nearly $20,000 ~-A. Yes, sir ; and more than that, 
taking our fencing and other expense together. 
Q. How much do all of your expenses aggregate ~-A. About $35,000. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. What number of cattle have you on the Cheyenne and Arapahoe 
lands ~-A. About 8,000 head. Of that we brought a part there, and 
then we have some cattle we have taken to pasture for the winter in 
addition to thi~. 
Q. What inducement did Mr. Miles hold out to the Indians to cause 
them to consent to the execution of the lease ~-A. I do not know, sir, 
further than that it would be a good thing; that it would bring them in 
revenue. He said he told them in the council that the lands were idle; 
that the grass was burning up, and that they got nothing for the land. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
· Q. Is there such a :firm as Hunter, Evans & Slaughter~-A. Yes, sir; 
Mr. Slaughter is interested with us in the cattle we have on the leases. 
Q. He is not'' interested. in the lease ~-A. No, sir; only in the cattle. 
The CHAIRMAN. I see this lease reads: "It is agreed and unders~ood 
that the rent shall begin ninety days from date of the approval of 
this lease by the Secretary of the Interior." 
The VVITNESS. Yes, sir. 
Q. It was never approved by the Secretary ~-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. It was not to take effect without his approval. Did you get the 
approvaU-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How ~-A. The leases were brought on to Washington by Mr. 
Hunter, and he interviewed the Secretary of the Interior, an·d the Sec-
retary said he could not approve them officially, because he had no 
authority to do so. 
Q. Did he make a distinction between a tacit consent and official ap-
proval ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And so you concluded to waive that point and take the chances' 
-A. Yes, sir; we determined to take the chance · and we paid the 
rental in advance. It was not in the contract to pay any rent in ad-
vance, but we have done it and have made all our payments in advance. 
Mr. HARRISON. Again the lease reads, "ancl it shall be the duty of 
the Indian Department and the Indians to see that the said Albert G. 
EvanR, his heirs or assigns, shall have the exclusive privilege of hold-
ing cattle on the within described tract of land as long as he or they shall 
faithfully comply with the terms of this lease." So far as that expressed 
an obligat.ion on the part of the Indian Department, you had no guar-
antee~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You expected the Indian Department would undertake that obli-
gation and that the Secretary would give his formal approval ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. And not getting that, you went on with it anyhow ~-A. Yes, sir. 
\ 
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By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Was it the understanding of the Indians that the lease would be 
approved ~-A. Yes, sir; I suppose it was. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. How did you derive the information that the Secretary and the 
Indian Department approved the lease ~-A. Well, sir, just from the 
fact that we thought the Government would eudeavor to do what they 
could for the Indians, and what they thought was the best thing. 
Q. You had no assnrances ~-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. What became of Mr. Miles ~-A. His term expired or he was re-
moved, I do not know which. 
Q. Did he remain there ~-A. No, sir; he lives at Lawrence, Kans. 
Q. Is he in th'3 cattle business ~-A. I do not know. 
Q. You negotiated this lease through him ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. WALKER: 
Q. You pay semi-annually in advance ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But you are not required by the terms of the contract to pay in 
advance ¥-A.. No, sir. 
Q. Why do you pay in advance ~-A. Because the Indians seem to 
need the money. We made one payment of $6,500 in May. 
Q. Is that the only reason you paid in advance ~-A. Yes, sir; be-
cause we thought they needed it; and we would make friends by it. We 
made the first payment in May and the last was made in January. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Do you suffer by depredations-to what extent~ Have you any 
estimate ~-A. No, sir; we have lost a good many cattle, and before 
the fences were made a good many drifted among the Indians, but we 
do not know how many. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. You have not paid any part of the rent in cattle ~-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. CAMERON : 
Q. Was the agent present at the time the payments were being 
made~-A. That is my understanding. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Dyer stated that he was present when the rents 
were pajd, He was here before the recess and I took his deposition. 
A. Yes, sir; Mr. Dyer bas been present at the payments, but I do 
not know whether he was present at this particular one or not-that is, 
the first payment. 
Q. Do you know any of these other firms who have gotten leases ~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would you give the names of some of them ~-A. Well, there are 
Fenlon & Company and the C. and A. Cattle Company. 
Q. What does that stand for ~-A. Cheyenne and Arapahoe, and the 
Wichita Cattle Company is another .. Mr. York is the general manager 
ofthe company. 
Q. Who comprises that company ¥-A. York and Parker. I do not 
know the others. 
Q. Do you know the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Company ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Who comprises that company ~-A. I know Mr. Fenlon is one of 
that company. He is here. 
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Q. Do you know any other of these parties '-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know the firm of Wood and Bagley 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who comprises that firm ~-A. Thomas Wood and T. Bagley. 
They are sub-lessees. 
Q. Of whom 0?-A. I do not know. 
Q. Do you know the firm of Cromwell & Van Eaton ~-A. No, sir; I 
do not know them. 
Q. Do you know the firm of Bennett, Reynolds & Company ~-A. 
Yes, sir. They have the land east of this lease of ours. 
Q. Do you know the Austin Cattle Company ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know the Dickey Brothers ~-A. I know them. They are 
on the northern part of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation ; partly 
in the Cheyenne and Arapaho, and partly in the Cherokee Strip. It is 
the firm of Dickey Brothers, and some one else I do not know. 
Q. Do you know the firm of W oo<l, Plumb & Company ?-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Is any one connected in any capacity with the Government inter-
ested in these leases ~-A. I do not know. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. What led to Mr. Miles acting as your agent ~-A. We asked him 
to do so. 
Q. What were your relations with him ~-A. We had no business 
whatever. He was the agent of these Indians and we thought he could 
transact the business better than any one else. 
Q. He became your agent to the exclusion of all the others, was he 
not~-A. I do not know. He might have been agent for others. 
Q. But he acted as your agent ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. At the same time others were making a bid for the Territory?-
A. Probably there were others. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
. Q. How could he act for you and for others too ~-A. Well, we ju~St 
asked him to act and we put in our application to him. We made our 
application to him, or to the Indians through him. 
Q. Did you have any communication with Mr. Miles before this time 
in regard to the leases ~-A. He wrote that he was going to calJ a coun-
cil and wanted us to come down, but we could not go. Mr. Fenlon went 
down; I got there a little too late to see the Indians in council. 
Q. Who was 1\ir. Miles acting for in council ~-A. For the Indians, I 
suppose. 
Q. If these men were not there in person the Indians had their own 
way ~-A. Their applications were in, and I suppose they acted on that. 
Q. If these parties were not there, who was there for the Indians to 
negotiate with ~-A. Mr. Miles was present, representing the Indians, 
standing in their shoes, speaking for them and for their interests. 
Q. But who was there speaking for the other side ~-A. We put our 
applications in, and be represented the matter to them, and they agreed 
to make the leases. 
Q. I want to know whether you consider him as acting for you ~-A. 
Not especially; only we put in our applications to him as agent. 
Q. Were other applications put in ~-A. There might have been other 
applications put in. 
By Mr. CAMERON : 
Q. Did you bargain for the particular tract of land '-A. Yes, sir; 
but we did not get exactly what we wanted. 
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Q. Who was there to represent you in determining what particular 
tract of land you would come out as lessees of~-A. Well, sir, there was 
no one to represent us particularly. My understanding was that Agent 
Miles represented to the Indians that be thought it would be a good 
idea to lease three millions of acres, embracing a certain scope of coun-
try, dividing it np among parties who would take it in plots and pay for 
it. Mr. Fenlon, I believe, got the choice of the land. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Who prepared the agreement, and so forth ~-A. They were pre-
pared at the agency, I suppose, by Miles. He prepared the agreements 
for all the lessees, I think. 
Q. Do I understand that the lessees made any acknowledgment to 
him for this service in presents, or any compensation of any kind ¥-A. 
I do not remember anything of the kind. 
Q. Was anything offered ~-A. I did not offer him anything. 
Q. Did he do it gratuitously or in his capacity as agent ~-A. I sup-
pose he did it as agent. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. This lease was made in January, 1883 0?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did the agent leave ~-A. I do not know when he left, but 
probably about a year ago. I am not certain, but some time last year. 
Q. Did he resign ~-Yes, sir; I think he resigned. 
Q. Has the Secretary a copy of this lease ~-A. I do not know, sir. 
Q. Are ·an the leases of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe lands alike D? 
Do you know whether the Secretary has a copy of any of them ~-A. I 
think the agent sent him a copy of the lease. 
'Ihe CHAIRMAN. ProbablJ· there is a copy in~he papers which came 
to the committee to-day. If so, I do not know whether they have been 
presented to the Senate or not. 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. Did you say you bad some pay-rolls or receipts~-A. Yes, sir; 
we have the receipts for the ·money we have already paid. We have 
not the receipts for the last payment which was made in November. 
Agent Dyer was absent and he has not sent us the receipts yet. 
By Mr. BoWEN: 
Q. State whether or not it is the custom of persons having business 
with the Indians to apply to the agent 0?-A. I think it is the custom. 
The application was made first to the Secretary of the Interior, and he 
referred us to the Indians as the proper ones to get a lease from. 
(Mr. Harrison examines the receipts.) 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. The receipts I have here seem to be signed by the chiefs and bead-
men 0?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is the money pai<l to them or divi<led up 0?--A. It is divided among 
the families. That is my understanding. The money is paid, so much 
for a family, on the regular pay-roll of the tribe. 
By Mr. GORMAN: 
Q. Has Agent Miles any interest in these leases~-A. None that I 
know of. 
Q. Has he any interest in the cattle ~-A. None that I know of. 
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By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. You know whether he has any interest in your own cattle¥-A. 
No, sir; he has no interest in · our cattle. 
Q. He had a family, had be not a son-in-law, for instance ~-.A. Yes, 
sir. He was a clerk in the Department there-
Q. Did he have any cattle in the range 0f-A. I never heard so. 
Q. Have you heard of anybody around the agency who bad herds in-
dependent of the,se lessees ~-A. I do not know of any one. 
Q. Is there · not a school herd ~-A. There was, but I do not know 
whether they kept it up or not. I know they did have such a herd, 
which ·they call the school herd ; that they grazed near the agency. 
Q. Did you know anything about the herds the individual Indians 
have ~-A. No. sir. 
Q. Do you know a half-breed Indian who had a large herd tbere~­
A. I understand a Mr. Bent had a herd; also some other half-breeds 
have some cattle. I believe. 
Q. Are they lessees ~-A. I do not think they are. 
Q. Where do -they herd their cattle ~-A. Some distance from the 
agency, on the reservation. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. They are members of this tribe ~-A. That is my understanding. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. There is some land not leased, I believe ~-A. Yes, sir; there is 
land outside the leases, and on this land these men have their cattle. 
Q. With what success do they herd cattle ~-.A. I suppose those half-
breeds are prosperous with their stock; they ought to be; they under-
stand how to manage attd handle them. 
Q. Do they employ other Indians to help them·~-A. Yes, sir; I sup-
pose they employ other Indians to help them. Their Indian blood en-
ables them to work a full-breed better than a white man could. 
Q. Could an Indian himself be brought about to be a successful 
herder¥-A. I do not think they could, sir. If taken young and away 
from the tribe they might possibly make good herders; but I would 
hate to trust one of them as herdman. . 
Q. Could they be employed under white men ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Wo1_1ld they make as reliable herders. as white men ~-A. No, sir; 
not as reliable. 
Q. Would they be willing to work for wages~-A. We have hired 
some to do hauling, but it is hard to get them to work. 
Q. You mean the Cheyenne and Arapahoe 0?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They are not very industrious, then-that is, comparatively speak-
ing~-A. No, sir. 
H. L. NEWMAN (recalled). 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1885. 
Question. Mr. N cwman, we understand that yon ue~ire to make a 
further statement ~-Answer. Yes, sir; a word, Mr. Chairman. I de-
sire to say that I also made leases in rrexa.s from the Texas Pacific Rail-
road Company at the same price we paid for this land in the Territory. 
We could have gotten all we waute<l at 1~- cents in Texas. 
Q. What led you, then, to take holu of the Indian Territory land~-
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A. On account of there being large bodies of .it, its good location, and 
it is a. fair grazing country ; and we found that it had a different kind 
of grass than what we supposed; while that land we leased in Texas 
is in the mountains, but of excellent quality. 
Q. How much land did you have there ~-A. Probably 50,000 or 60,000 
acres; but we could have leased a good deal more at t.hat time, because 
it was before the State law was changed. 
Q. What is the change ~-A. The law advanced the price of land. 
They have made it now from 8 to 20 cents an acre. 
Q. The land you leased was railroad land ~-A. Yes, sir. Since that 
time they have advanced the price, but are renting very little of it. 
Eight cents for arid or dry land, or 20 cents where the land is immedi-
ately on the water. I only spoke of the price we did pay, and that we 
could have gotten all we wanted. 
W. E. M.A.LALEY. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1885. 
W. E. MALALEY sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your full name ~-Answer. W. E. Malaley. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. At Caldwell, Kans. 
Q. What is your b.usiness ~-A. I am in the stock business. 
Q. Are you a lessee of any of the Indian lands "?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What lands ~-A. In the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation. 
Q. What is the name of the lease ~-A. It is a lease made directly to 
me. 
Q. Was it made to anybody beside you ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. To you alone~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many acres does it contain ~-A. About 500,000 acres. 
Q. Have you the lease with you ~-A. No, si.r. 
Q. What date does it bear~-A. It was given in 1883. 
Q. For how long a term ~-A. For a term of ten years. 
Q. At what rental ¥-A. At 2 cents an acre. 
Q. Payable how ¥-A. Semi-annually. 
Q. Five hundred thousand acres, you said ~-A. About that. 
Q. In what part of the reservation is it ~-A. It is the northwestern 
part of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation. 
Q. Is it close by the Cherokee Outlet, or Strip ~-A. No, sir; it joins 
the east boundary of the Pan-Handle of Texas, and south of theCa-
nadian. 
Q. What was your business before taking the lease ~-A. I have been 
connected with the stock business ever since I went West. I went to 
Kansas in 1870 from Indiana, and I have been handling stock ever 
since. 
Q. Have you been among the Indians handling stock before this lease 
was made ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have yon lived among the Indians ~-A. I have been in 
and out of that Indian country for ten or eleven years. 
Q. Were you in business there before you obtained the lease ~-A. I 
was buying cattle in Texas and shipping them. 
Q. You owned cattle yourself¥-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. ·was anybody else interested in your lease butyonrself,-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Did you make the trade with the Indians yourself~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who did 0?-A. The agent down there. 
Q. What is his name 0?-A. 1\ir. Miles. 
Q. There were a number of leases made at the same time,-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. The reservation was apportioned among several of you, was it 
not ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you there at the time ~-A. Yes, sir. 
, Q. Did you select your own territory '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was it your personal examination that led to your making this 
lease '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were y-ou at the council '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did Mr. Miles say to the Indians ~-A. He suggested to 
them that they needed something more than they were getting from 
the Government to support them, and he ad vised them to lease some 
of their country to the stockmen, and he said the Secretary of the In-
terior was in favor of it. 
Q. Well, go on and tell us everything he said to them.-A. Well, I 
could not remember all that he said. . 
Q. Will you tell us all he said to them about leasing the land "to the 
stockmen ~-A. He did not encourage them to lease it except in the 
way I have said. 
Q. Will you repeat the way in which he put it to them ~-A. I could 
not do that. . 
Q. Dicl they agree to do it at once ¥-A. No, sir ; they counseled 
among themselves for several days. 
Q. Did they have several meetings ~-A. I suppose they did. 
Q. How many did you go to '-A. Two or three. 
Q. Well, what was said at the different meetings '-A. Some of them 
seemed to think they ought to have more, and some thought it was quite 
enough. 
Q. Did any of them think it was best not to lease at all ~-A. A few 
thought so. 
· Q. What was said to them ~-A. They talked among themselves. 
Q. Was Mr. Miles the only white man who talked to them ~-A. I 
talked with some of the chiefs myself. 
Q. What did you say to them '-A. I told them I thought it would be 
a good thing to lease some of their country, as I understood it was 
favored by the Secretary of the Interior, and I understood other Indians 
were going to do the same thing. 
Q. You told them this to induce them to make the lease ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. You told them the Secretary was in favor of it, and you understood 
other Indians were going to do the same thing '-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Did you represent to them that anybody thought that 2 cents was 
enough ~-A. Yes, sir; I told them that I had been talking with the 
cattlemen and they seemed to think that was a sufficient rental. Taking 
into consideration the risk we would run in turning our cattle in there 
amongst these Indians, many of whom were pretty wild yet, we thought 
that a sufficient rental. We also offered to employ all the Indians who 
would work for us. 
Q. You were there when the lea.ses were made ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q: Who made your lease for you-that is, who made out the paper' 
-A. We had a clerk. 
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Q. Was it the clerk of the ageucy~-A. Yes, sir; I think it was the 
clerk of the agency. 
Q. The leases were made at the agency ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. After the leases were drawn did the Indians have a council ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Who read the lease to the Indians when they were ready to sign 
their names to it "?-A. Tbe agent. 
Q. Was it done through an interpreter ~-A. I believe be talks their 
language ; but I believe they had an interpreter also. 
Q. Wa::; the whole matter explained to the Indians ~-A. The agent 
explained all the advantag·e~ they were goiug to receive, and he would 
try and see that tltey got their rental. 
Q. Did he put his name on the lease ~-A. I believe he did. 
Q. Did he approve of them in writing on the leases themselves 1-A. 
Well, I could not say. 
Q. How mueh stock have you on your range ~-A. Well, I have turned 
it into a company, and the company has it partly stocked. 
Q. Your land is stocked by a company ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By l\Ir. HARRISON: 
Q. Did you assign your lease to a company ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRl\iAN: 
Q. \Vito uow is interested beside yourself in this lease ~-A. I could 
not tell you to save my life. The books are all in New York. 
By l\h. CAMERON: 
Q. You know some of them, don't you ~-A. Mr. Fenlon is one of 
them. . 
Q. W(~ll, who are the officers ~-A. That is more than I know. 
Q. vVhat is the company cal1ed ~--A . It is called the Cheyenne· and 
Arapahoe Cattle Company. 
By tbe CHAIRMAN : 
Q. That is the name of it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But you don't know who the officers are ~-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. How much stock lJave you in the company ~-A. Probably $40,000 
or $50,000. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What is the whole amount of the stock .~-A. Well, I don't know 
just what that is. 
Q. You don't know what share belongs to you ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who employed you to get the lease "1-A. I employed myself. 
Q. Did you get it for anybody beside yourself~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Yon got the lease of 500,000 acres, but it has slipped into some-
body else's bands whom you do not know ~-A. Yes, sir; it is pretty 
near that way. 
Q. To whom did you talk about putting it into a company ~-A. I 
talked with Mr. Fenlon. He was acquainted East and I was not. 
Q. Well, is be the only one you know of~-A. Yes, sir, he is the only 
one I am acquainted with. 
Q. Is he the only one whose name you know ~-A. Yes, Sir; about 
the only one. 
Q. Well, now, Mr. Malaley, how near can you come to telling us and 
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other man's name, if be is about the only one ~-A. I don't know the 
others. 
Q. In the company iu which you own $50,000, where you originally 
owned the whole, you state the Mr. Fenlon is about the only one you 
know ~-A. Well, sir, there are other names, but I am not familiar with 
them~ 
Q. Can't you pronounce them ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do not you know the name of a single individual to whom you 
parted with this property~-A. No, sir; I am not well enough acquainted 
with the matter to say. 
Q. Do you mean to say that you do not know the names of the men 
to ''hom you sold it ~-A. I left it mostly to Mr. Fenlon. 
Q. Did you sell it to Mr. Fenlon "?-A. No, sir. 
Q. To whom 'did you sell it ~-A. It was turned over to Mr. Fenlon . . 
Q. Who turned it over to him ;?-A. I did. 
Q. Did you sell it to him c?-A. I turned it over in such a way that he 
could put it into a company. 
Q. Now, just tell ns how that thing is doue. I would like to know 
hmv that was done. Is tltere any other way except to sell it to him 
that you know oH-A. I do not lrnow, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I do not know, either. 
The WITNESS. I know I put in some money. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Did you put in it the whole amount in money, or did they allow 
you something for the lease '~-A. I turned it in in stock. 
Q. The lease was yours ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, you organized the company with Mr. Fenlon ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did the company pay you in stock partly, and then :you took more 
stock, or bow was it ~-A. It was turned over to the company in stock. 
Q. You know how much you had in it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much ·~-A. $50,000. 
Q. Have you only $50,000 in stock ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So they did not give you anything for your lease. Did you get 
the lease for these gentlemen ~-A. No, sir ; I got it for myself alone. 
Q. Then you went and organized a company.-A. Yes, sir; Mr. Fen-
lon did. 
Q. Did this compauy give you any stock for your lease, or did you 
pay cash for all the stock yon took in the company ~-A. Well, sir, I 
hardly know bow we stand. 
By Mr. WALKER: . 
Q. At whose ~uggestion did you go and obtain the lease~-:A. At 
my own suggestion, sir. 
Q. No one suggested it to you ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You went of your own free will ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say you put about $50,000 into this company ~-A. Yes, sir; 
I put in $50,000. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
·Q. What was that $50,000 made up of ·~-.A. Money. 
Q. Did you pay in $50,000 in cash ~-A. Yes, sir; it was in cash. 
Q. Your own cash ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Yon connted out $50,000 and put it into the company ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. How long had you had the money ~-A. Some time, sir. 
Q. Well, how long ~-A. Probably some five or six months. 
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Q. From whom cUd you get it ~-A. I got it by selling cattle. 
Q. Your own cattle ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. INGA.LLS: 
Q. Mr. Malaley, how much of this land is fenced ~-A. It is all in-
closed now. 
Q. How many cattle are there on the lease ~-A. I presume the com-
pany has tweuty-:fise or twenty-eight thousand head of cattle. 
By lVIr. \VALKER: 
Q. Did you purchase this cattle you spoke of with your own money~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. From whom did yon get the money to purchase ~-A. I made the 
money by dealing in the business. 
Q. Have you been engaged in the business for some time ~-A. Yes, 
·sir; some thirteen years. . · 
Q. Did yOti pay anything for the purpose of obtaining this lease~-
A. No, sir. · 
Q. You did not agree to pay anything ~-A. No, sir; we did not 
agree to pay anything further than what we agreed to pay the Indians. 
Q. Mr. Miles said the Secretary of the Interior favored the lease~­
A. Yes, sir; he talked that way. 
Q. vVltat did J\1:r. Miles say in regard to the statement of the Secre-
tary of the Interior ' ?-A. I do not recall what he said, but the impres-
sion I got from outside parties was that he said the Secretary of the 
Interior favored tbe lease. In fact it seemed to be the general feeling 
that the Indian country would be leased. That impression prevailed 
all over the country. Tlte stockmen got to feeling that way. 
Q. Is that the only lease you are interested in ~-A. No, sir; I have 
a small lease on the Cherokee Strip. 
Q. From whom do you lease it ~-A. From the Cherokee Strip Live 
Stock Association. 
By Mr. HA.RRTSON : 
Q. How much land have you in the Cherokee Strip 0?-A. Somewhere 
about 16,000 or 17,000 acres. 
Q. Is anybody interested with you in this Cherokee Strip lease ~-A. 
No, sir; that I have myself. 
Q. Is it stocked ~-A. Yes, sir; I have a few cattle and horses on it, 
but it is mostly a beef range. I buy and sell cattle right along, and put 
them on there for a while and then sell them off. 
Q. What do you pay for that lease ~-A. Two cents an acre. 
Q. To whom do you pay it; to the Indians or to the Live Stock As-
sociation ~-A. I pay it to the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association. 
By Mr. BOWEN: 
Q. Were the Indians utilizing these lands for any purpose prior to 
the lease ~-A. No, sir. · 
Q. Did they derive any income from them ~-A. Not a bit, sir. They 
were only deriving benefit from collecting catt~e which strayed from 
the different ranges. 
Q. Well, in point of fact, lVIr. Malaley, you turned this lease over to 
Mr. Fenlon, and he got up a company ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that is the reason you know so little about the organization 
of the company ~-A. I never had anything to do with the company's 
business, and do not want to. I do not know and do not care to know 
anything about it. 
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By Mr. GORMAN : 
Q. Before you made the lease I suppose you bad a meeting with other 
cattle-men who were going into the same business. Did not you ha-ve 
an understanding with the balance of the cattle-men as to what part 
you were to get~-A. No, sir. I did not baYe this under~tanding on tl1e 
Cherokee Strip. 
Q. Now, sir, in reference to this 50,000 acres. Did you not have an 
understanding that you were to have that portion of the reservation, 
and Messrs. Evans and Hunter and others were to have other por-
tions ?-A. W ell, sir, I believe I did. 
Q. Who was that understanding with ~-A. We had no understand-
ing before the lease was made. Of course I spoke to Mr. Evans about 
that afterwards. 
Q. Did not you consult with some of these gentlemen and each of 
you agree on the number of acres wanted and a selection of them 6?-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. You had no understanding at all ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. How did you get at the price ~-A. We obtained that by driving 
over the land, and seeing what it was really worth. 
Q. Then you had an understanding, did you not, that you were get-
ting this, aad some one else that portion of the land~ Did not you have 
an understanding with any one '-A. No, sir; with no one. 
Q. Now, you have seen a great deal of the Cherokee Indians, have 
you not ~-A. Well, sir, I am not very well acquainted with them. 
Q. Were you not in some of the councils, and did you not sign some 
of these leases on the part of the Cherokees-! mean the leases of the 
Cherokee Strip ~-A. Yes, sir; if you refer to the lease by the Cherokee 
Live Stock Association. 
Q. So you were acting for them, and at the same time interested in · 
the strip. 
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. Chairman, he did not mean to say that. 
The WITNESS. I signed the lease for myself and not for the Chero-
kees. 
Q. You never acted for the Indians at all 0?-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. BoWEN: 
Q. Mr. lVIalaley, do you wish to make any further statement than the 
statement that you made responsive to these questions ~-A. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. State anything in relation to the lease that you de-
sire. 
The WITNESS. I only wish to state that we had no protection from 
the Indians killing our ~tock and burning the grass. 
Q. What did you expect in that regard when you took the lease~­
A. I was under the impression, and the others were also, that our 
leases would be approved by the Secretary of the Interior and sus-
tained by the D epartment. We took them with that understanding. 
We all went into this lease in good faith. 
Q. What led you to suppose they would be approved by the Depart-
ment ~-A. Well, sir, the Indians were not tilling the lands; there was 
no game upon them. 
Q. For this reason you supposed the Indians would not care to trouble 
;you ~-A. Yes, Rir; we took it for granted that they had so much land 
left they would not bother us, and we understood from the conversations 
of the Secretary--
Q. What do you allude to by conversations of the Secretary~-A. 
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Well, the ouly knowledge I haYe gained is, that he bas been in favor 
of these leases. 
Q. What did yon learn about his beiug in favor of the leases ~-A. 
Well, we understood he said this country was lying idle and the In-
. dians getting nothing for it, and it ougllt to be utilized in some way. 
Q. What number of acres are there in the Cherokee Strip lease you 
spoke of a while ago~-A. I could not tell, sir. 
Q. Cannot you approximate ~-A. I am not familiar enough with the 
size of the Strip to a.pproximate. 
Q. How mnclllaud is in your lease~-A. Some 16,000 or 17,000 acres. 
Q. Have you any idea as to the total number of acres in the Chero-
kee strip ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you any idea as to the size of the territory covered by the 
leases ~-A. I think it is some 57 miles wide in a portion of it. I do 
not know much about the country. 
EDWARD FENLON. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 6, 1885. 
Enw ARD FENLON sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your !nll name ~-Answer. Edward Fenlon. 
Q. Where do yon reside ~-A. I reside at Leavenworth, Kans. 
Q. What is your business ~-A. I am engaged in the cattle business. 
Q. How long have you been in that business ~-A. About 15 years. 
Q. Have you had much to do with the Indians ~-A. I have been a 
good deal in t.he Indian country. 
Q. Have you had mnch to do with the Indians in the Indian Terri-
tory~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. In what capacity~-A. As a Government contractor. In this ca-
pacity I furnished flour and other articles. I was also a quartermaster 
in the Indian Department, and I freighted goods from the end of the 
railroad to the Cheyenne and Arapaho and Kiowa, and the Wichita 
Agency; and I freighted from the military post down. 
Q. Where is the end of the railroad ~-A. The railroad stops at Cald-
well, Kans. 
Q. Have you any interest in any of these leases ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In what lease ~-A. I have a lease of the Cheyenne and Arapal10. 
Q. Was it made at the same time the others were ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How umch laud does it embrace ~-A. Five hundred and sixty-
four thousand acres. 
Q. Where does it lie r~-A. It is just north of Mr. Malaley's lease. 
Q. vVere yon clown there when the lease was obtained ~-A. I was 
there, but not present at the council at the time the lease was made. 
Mr. Malaley was there, and Mr. Evans came there after we got through. 
But there were other leases made to people who were not there. 
Q. Who represented them ~-A. I do not know; I represented one 
myself beside my ow11. 
Q. Whose was that "?-A. That was the lease given to Mr. Denman. 
Q. HmY Imwh land did it contain ~-A. Somewhere between four and 
five hundred tltou~and aer·es. 
Q. vVhere is Mr. Denman ~-A. He is here in the city. 
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Q. For how long a term was your lease made ~-A. Ten years. 
Q. For what price ~-A. Two cents an acre. 
Q. Is it fenced in ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it stocked ~-A. It is not fully stocketl. I put my lease into the 
company Mr. Malaley was talking about. We put both of ours in. 
Q. Were any other leases put in ~-A. Only these two leases. 
Q. Yours and Mr. Malaley's ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What company is it ~-A. It is a corporation, with the office in 
New York, and incorporated under the laws of the State of New York. 
Q. Who are the officers ~-A. Dr. R. W. Raymond, president; A. F. 
Childs, secretary and treasurer; and I am manager of the company. 
Q. What is the name of the company ~-A. Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Cattle Company. 
Q. Where do the officers reside ~-A. The president and secretary 
are in New York. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Is R. W. Raymond the Raymond who was employed by the Gov-
ernment ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is his name Rossiter~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. BowEN: 
Q. Is he the mining expert ~-A. I do not know, sir . 
• 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. R. W. Raymond is the president of the company, you say~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know the stockholders ~-A. I knew some of them; but a 
good deal of the stock has been sold. 
Q. What is the nominal capital of the company ~-A. One million 
dollars. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Who were the original stockholders~-A. They were H. B. Den-
man, Calvin Hood, William E. Malaley, an~ the estate, I think, of Peter 
Cooper; but I do not know. that positively-! un~erstand they sub-
scribed originally for stock-and then the other stockholder is myself. 
I have mentioned Malaley, have I not~ 
Tbe CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. 
The WITNESS. And Denman, Calvin Hood, estate of Peter Cooper, 
and myself. 
Q. Then, under the original stockholders, how much did the estate of 
Peter Cooper have ~-A. The original stock was $250,000 subscribed by 
the estate of Peter Cooper. 
Q. Does that represent so much cash money ?-A. Yes, sir. ·we aU 
put in our proportion of cash money out of the bonds sold. We organ-
ized with $1,000,000 of bonds. Five hundred thousand dollars of bonds 
were cashed and $500,000 not disposed of, but still in the hands of the 
treasurer. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. A half a million was sold at par ¥-A. Yes, sir;· a half a mi1lion 
was sold at par, and the stock was given as a bonus to the first pur-
chasers at 60 cents on the dollar. 
Q. Sixty per cent. of $500,000 went proportionally to those who sub-
scribed half a million ~-A. Yes, sir; that is, they got 60 per cent. bonus. 
Q. You sold $500,000 worth of bonds and issued 60 per cent. of 
stock; that is, 60 per cent. of $500,000 ~-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Then you took to yourself anu l\ir. l\1 alaley 40 ver cent. 1-A. W c 
are using only one-half of the funds. A half of the .J-0 per cent. has 
only been given to us. I do not mean 40 J'er cent. of the whole, but 
40 per cent. of tbe $500,000. Two lnmclred thousand dollars' worth of 
stock has been balanced up. 
Q. Then 40 per cent. of boJl(1S are what wbat you and })fr. Malaley 
have for your lea:-;e in the stock of the company ~-~I\. Y e~, ~ ir. 
Q. Have yon pnid any dividends "?-A. No. Rir. 
Q. Did you and Mr. :Malaley t.alre an_y _ bouds "?-A. I subscribed 
$75,000. I do uot know what Mr. Malale~' put in. 
Q. Did he put in cash 0~-A. Yes, sir. The wh.ok $500,000 has been 
expended in cattle and horses, and other expem:>es. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. How many times did you go down there in couuection with getting 
the lease "?-A. I only went that time. 
Q. How long were you there ?-A. About ten days or two weeks. 
Q. You weut there to make the lease "~-A. Yes, sir. I first reported 
to Agent :1_\,Iiles aud told him ruy business, what I came down there for, 
and he said he was glad to see me and that he wal:l in favor of leasing 
the lands, and be hoped good meu would get the land. He said be 
would call a council if I wanted to talk to the Indian:;; and make an offer. 
He did call a council. I proposed to the Indians to lease some of their 
lands, and all the leases made were based upon what I did at that time. 
Now, gentlemeu, I would like to give a full account of the transaction. 
The CHAIRMAN. Very we~l ; go on. 
The WITNESS. Well, a council was called, and nearly all the chief:~ 
and headmen of both tribes were present; 97 per cent.. were present. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. How many were there in all '-A. Two or three hundred. I told 
them I understood they wanted to lease a portion of their la.nd. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. How did you become aware that they desired to lease their 
land ~-A. I had been trying for several years to make a lease, and we 
bad word through Mr. Hunter or some one else that these parties de-
sired to lease their land, and I went down there with the idea to make a 
lease. I made a proposition to these Indians tQ pay 2 cents an acre. 
Q. Was it in open council ~-A. Yes, sir; it was in open council. 
Everybody was invited to be present. We sent to Fort Reno andre-
quested tbe commanding officer to be present. 
Q. Did he come '-A. Yes, sir. The council was called; as I have 
said, these chief parties being present, and after a session of two or three 
hours they said they wanted to council among themselves. So the 
council was adjourned. Two or three days after this, they said to Mr. 
Miles that they wanted to talk further about the matter, so a second 
council wat:~ called. They had an idea that we wanted to buy their land ; 
they did not understand how they could lease the grass without selling: 
the land. I explained through an interpreter that all I wanted was to 
lease the grass, and I proposed to pay them 2 cents an acre. Some of 
them asked more. One, I think, who was either a Cheyenne or a Arap-
aho, asked me $1 an acre for a piece of land in the northwest cor-
ner of the reservation. I replied that the land was not worth that price, 
gra:-;s ·and all, and I had nothing· further to say. And I said if they 
could not do any better I could not make the lease, and I took my hat and 
left them there, and started for the Kiowa and Comanche Agency, thinking 
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I could make a lease with these Indians. Two or three hours after I 
arrived there, a messenger came, and said the Indians at the Cheyenne 
and Arapaho Agency wanted me to lease the land. I went back the 
next day, and we consummated the lease. 
Q. Was this the first lease made~-A. Yes, sir; mine was the first 
lease signed, and the other leases were based upon it. In the selection 
of the land I tried to .lease a good piece of land, and I told l\1r. Miles I 
would pay a little more if he would allow me to pick out a more desirable 
locality. He said he was going to make the lines so that all the lessees 
would have good grass and good water. 
Q. He made these leases out himselH-A. Yes, sir; he made them 
himself. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. The original idea was to lease the whole thing, was it not~-A. 
Yes, sir. After the agreement had been made, and the agent having 
blocked it out, I made mJ selection and Mr. Malaley made his. And I 
do not know but what I made a selection for 1\:fr. Denman. I know he 
requested me to get a lease for him. 
Q. Have you paid your rental ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many payments have you made ~-A. Four. 
Q. Did you make these payments personally ~-A. Yes, sir; all but 
one. 
Q. Describe the manner in which the payments were madc.-A. 
Well, sir, the Indians are paid on ration tickets, which are issued by 
the agent to every family. These tickets give the number of persons 
in the family and the amount of money due to such family, and the 
money is divided per capita. So that if $60,000 was divided up among 
6,000 persons, each person would receive, at a semi-annual payment, 
about $5; or if a family consists of ~ix persons, the person who pre-
sented the ticket, usually the squaw, would receive $30; and where 
there were ten persons in a family $60 would be paid. 
Q. How often are these tickets issued 1-A. I do not know how·often 
they are issued, but I think once in ninety days, or six months. 
Q. Has the agent always been present at these payments~ 
A. Yes, sir; he bas always been pres~nt and witnessed the pa:yments, 
but be has never taken any official action in the matter. 
Q. Has the money never been paid ov·er to him, to be paid to the In-
dians. 
A. No, sir; be bas declined to have the money turned over to him. 
Q. So this action of his is a voluntary action, is it not~ 
A. Yes, sir; it is a voluntary action on his part. 
Q. Who pays this money ~ 
A. The various lessees in the Cheyenne and Arapaho Company have 
formed an association, and they all send their money to some committee 
appointed to receive it, which committee attends to the payment of the 
money. I have been chairman of the executive committee, and the 
money has always been sent to me. 
Q. So the association pays through you ~-A. Yes, sir; but there 
was one payment I did not witness. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of the use they make of the money~­
A. Yes, sir; the first payment they squandered in drinking, but the 
last two they appeared to use the money very jmliciously. The last 
payment I noticed especially; they bought hlankets, shoes, clothing, 
and other necessary a:vticles, and they appeared to understand better 
than before bow to use the money. 
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Q. Have they had any cash annuities from the Government ~-A. 
~o, sir; they Lave never had any cash annuities from the Government 
from the beginning. 
Q. Do they spend any of this money for arms and ammunition '~-A. 
I could not tell; I know that the . parties are forbid from selling arms 
and ammunitiDn to the Indians, but the Indians go to Arkansas and 
Kansas and they can find on the border men who can get these things 
for them. 
Q. Would it be advisable to take their arms away from them ~-A. 
Yes, sir ; but it cannot be done without force. 
Q. Could they be induced to sell their arms ~-A. No, sir; the dear-
est things they have are their arms and ponies. , 
Q. Do you know of any money being paid, or of any promise to pay 
money, in connection with obtaining these leases ~-A. Well, sir, I made 
no promise. I did not use a dollar, and have not paid a d-ollar. 
Q. Do you know whether it was done or not ¥-A. No, sir; of course 
there were rumors, but I have no reason to think that it was done. 
By :Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Did Agent Miles receive anything for the part he took in obtain·-
ing the leases ~-A. Well, sir, it was stated in the newspapers and 
otherwise that Mr. Miles received money, but I was present at the time 
the leases were talked about and negotiated, and I know all about it. 
And I will say that, as far as I know, he did not receive a dollar from 
anybody. 
Q. Did the Indians pay him anything ~-A. They would not be likely 
to do so, sir. 
Q. Do you know of any Indian's receiving more than any other In-
. dian ~-A. The only payment I know over and above the amount due 
to each individual was $500 apiece, paid to two of the chiefs by the rest 
of the tribe in order that they might build a couple of houses. 
Q. Now, sir; you have had a good deal of knowledge of Indians~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you think there is any better way to dispose of this money 
than to distribute it per capita~ vVould it not be better to give it to 
somebody to build houses and to use any other necessary ways for the 
Indians~-A. Not now, sir. 
Q. Well, then, in the outset could a better plan have been devised~­
A. I did think that if it had been invested in cattle it would have been 
better, but I do not know but what it is better now. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Have you encouraged them to take it in cattle ~-A. Yes, sir; and 
I believe that if the Indians bad more cattle our cattle would be safer. 
Q. I see that the cattle are to be branded, but the branding-iron is to 
bekeptbythelesseef!; why is this~-A. Well, sir, we do not want these 
men to take our irons to brand cattle with. 
Q. Do not you think that ifthis thing were to be regulated bylaw, it 
would be better to make them take cattle in payment ~--A. Yes, sir ; and 
L believe that these Indians want the next payment in cattle. The agent 
has fenced up the unleased lands, and if this is so, at the end of ten 
years these Indians could have a fine herd of cattle; in fact they would 
not have enough laud to hold their cattle if they would, instead of eat-
ing them, take eare of them, and for thiR purpo~e having prudent. herders 
to look after them, tbe eattle would i1w1·eaHe enormously, after a few 
~·eart>. I have onw interest myself in trying to keep these Indians in 
good shape. 
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Q. Instead of paying in money you would invest it in cattle, would 
you not ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have the Indians said wllat kind of cattle they want ~-A. Well, 
sir, I clo not know that the.Y have. 
Q. When you made this lease, you thougLt it would be beneficial to 
the Indiaus '~-A. No, sit·; I went down there to make money. 
Q. You do not understand me. I mean the vayment in cattle.-A. 
Oh! yes, sir. I thought you meant making tLe lease. [Laughter.] 
Q. Is there a fair prospect that the Indian might be turned into a 
successful herder ~-A. Yes, sir; I think so. But in the first. in8tance 
they must be compelled to do it. · 
Q. Now, jf these Indians were in your hands, as a private individual, 
and you had the power to do with tLem as you liked, what would you 
do ~-A. To answer that question, I would have to consider it. [Laugh-
~~] . 
Mr. HARRISON. Well, sir; I do not think you look like a man who 
delights in dead Indians. 
The WITNESS. Well, sir; one thing would be for the Government to 
have a showing of sufficient force to make them do what the rules of 
the Department require. As it is now, the Government is raising up 
thieves and bandits. 
Q. To wha,t Indians does this apply ~-A. It applies to the Cheyenne, 
Arapaho, and the Kiowas and Comanches. 
Q. Are the Indians under Mr. Scott different from these ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
( 
Q. Are these Indians increasing in number ~-A. No, sir; I think 
not. I do not think they have increased in the last three or four years. • 
By Mr. BOWEN: 
Q. In case yon should pay the entire rental in cattle, about how many 
would they have per year in 1)ayment ~-A. Well, sir; I think they 
would get about 2,000 head of cattle a year; at any rate it is enough 
to s~y that they won't have laud enough to hold them at the end of a 
few years. That is, if they would sell only four-year-old cattle and in-
vest in yearling cattle. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
_ Q. If they sell off' the four-year -old they would still have a large in-
come ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Woql(l this 2,000 bead of cattle l>e enough to support. them ~-A. 
No, sit·; it would not he enough. 
(~. How many does it take to support, them uow ·~-A. It takes about 
G,500 head, I think , t o support th em now. 
Q. r his is for the Cheyenne and Arapahoes ~-A. Yes, sir. 
. Q. If they knew how to take care of their cattle, would they, at the 
·end of ten years, be in a position to sustain themselves entirely ~-A. I 
ftbink 1::10; that 1s, with proper management. . 
} By Mr. BOWEN: 
f Q. Do they attend to their bmdness 1-A. No, sir; they have no dis-
~osition to do auytbing that I ever fonud out. 
By the Cn.AIRl\:IAN: 
"'· Q. How do they diff'er from t,he other Iuuiaus iu respect to their eon-
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dition and habits of life u~ I mean between the Cheyennes, .Arapahoes, 
and the Kiowas, Comanches on the one side, and the Poncas, Pawnees, 
and Nez Perces and other Indians on the other side.-.A. Well, sir, I 
understand that the whole of those Indians are getting along towards 
civilization very rapidly. 
Q. What bas *wrought the change ~-.A. Well, sir, I do not know ex-
actl.r, but I have beard that the Quapaws and the ·Nez Perces have 
been making leases for several years. 
Q. You do not understand what I am inquiring about. vVbat has 
made these Indians so much better off' than the Cheyennes, .Arapahoes, 
and the Kiowas and Comanches ?-A.. Well sir, I am not exactly pre-
pared to state. 
By Mr. INGALLS : 
Q. Will you look at page 99 of the document that lies before you on 
the table ~ Is that letter of .April 25, 1883, the one referred to in the 
previous testimony ~ 
(Witness examines letter.) 
.A. Yes, sir; that is the letter. 
Q. Have you ever received from the Secretary of the Interior, or from 
any officer in the Department of the Interior, any assurances or guar-
antees other than and beyond those contained in that letter '-A.. No, 
sir. 
Q. You have noU-.A. No, sir. 
Mr. INGALLS. That is all. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Yon do not know of any Government officer's being concerned in 
• any of these leases ~-.A. No, sir. 
Q. Indirectly or directly?-..A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of anyt.hing of the kind ~-A.. No, sir. 
By Mr. GORMAN: 
Q. Who is your counsel and attorney "?-A.. Mr. Peck is attorney for 
the association. 
Q. Now, Hir, have you not claimed, through attorney, that the Depart-
ment bad recognized these ]eases, and that they were valid, and that 
the Indians had a right to make them ?-A. No, sir; I have not. 
Q. You have never taken that ground yourself?-..A. No, sir; but, 
of course, I have always taken this ground: I understood the Secretar,\T 
was favorable to the leases, and if the Executive order were not rescinded 
that the lea-ses would be approved officially. 
Q. You understood that you were subject to any change of the Execu-
tive order '?-.A. Yes, sir. Of course our leases are subject to "'~hat the 
Executive might do in reference to changing the oruer. 
Q. What asSUl;H:llces have you received from the Department u?-A. 
That we should be given reasonable time if the lauds were to be used 
for any other purpose. 
Q. Do you think it is advisable to attempt to regulate by la,w this 
whole system of leasing Indian lands ~-A. Yes, sir; I do. 
Q. HaYe yon any plans you 0ould suggest "?-A. No, Hit·; I do not 
know tltat 1 haYe any matured plans, hut I think it wonld he better to 
have the wlw]e matter regulated by law, and put in the charge of some 
ofllchtl here ·who would see it properly done. 
Q. Do yon tltiu k the I ndiam; nnder~tood the leases wheu they were 
rnade~-A. Yes, r;ir; I believe they alJ understood it, anu not only 
signed it but insisted upon me smokiug with them. 
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Q. Did you think you were paying enough rental at the time the 
leases were made ~-A. Yes, sir; at the time of the lease I thougllt I 
was giving all the land was worth. At the same time cattle were being 
herded on the Cherokee land at 35 and 40 cents per head, and I thought 
that my offer of 2 cents per acre was sufficient at the time. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. As to the number of acres in these leases, could ~bey not be taken 
in smaller tracts ~-A. Well, sir, I think it is more desirable to ltave 
them in reasonably large tracts, because those holding these leases would . 
be more careful, having more at stake, to get along with the Indians, 
and the Department would have less trouble than if there were four 
hundred or more lessees to look after. The fact that we have $500,000 
invested is an incentive for us to keep the Indians in good condition in 
reference to our leases. 
Q. Is the land generally good ~-A. Well, sir, out of the two leases I 
think two hundred and :fifty or three hundred thousand acres are value-
less, for the reason that at certain times of the year t~ere is no water, and 
the cattle must have ground where there is water. 
R. D. HUNTER. 
WASHINGTON, D. 0., January 7, 1885. 
R. D. HUNTER, sworn and examined: 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your name ~~Answer. Robert D. Hunter. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. Saint Louis, Mo. 
Q. What is your business ?-A. I am engaged in the cattle business. 
Q. How long have you been in that busines~o; ~-A. About eighteen . 
years. 
Q. Have you had anything to do with the Indians iu that time ·~ 
Have you dealt with them or lived with them ~-A. I have never ljved 
with them, but I have had dealings with them for the Government. 
Q. In what wa.y ~-A. l1'urnishing supplies. 
Q. Are you interested in any lease in the Indian Territory ~-A. Yes, 
sir; we have a lease in the Indian Territory. 
Q. Did you furnish supplies for the Indians in the Indian Territory, 
or to the Western Indians ?-A. We furnished supplies to the Indians 
in the Indian Territory and elsewhere. 
Q. You say you have a lease ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Describe it; with what Indians was it made ¥-A. "VVith the 
Cheyenne and Arapahoes. 
Q. When was it executed ~-A. It was executed at the same time the 
others were. 
Q. Have you a copy of the lease with you '~-A. Yes, sir [ witnei-s 
submits lease]. 
Q. Is the lease substantially the same as the others~-A. Yes, sir, it 
is substantially like the others; in fact, it is just the same as the others, 
Mr. Senator. 
Q. Was the lease made to you alone ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many acres does it contain ~-A. It embraces abont 500,000 
acres; the lease was made to myself and assoeiates. 
Q. Was the word "as~ociates" in the le~&e7-.l\.. l don't remember. 
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By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Was the lease made simply to Robert D. Hunter~-A. Yes, sir; 
the lease was made to me. 
Q. What part of the reservation is it located in ¥-A. It is located 
immediately north of the Evans' lease and east of Fenlon, Deman & 
Mallaley's lease. It runs to the north line. 
Q. How far does it run along the northern line ¥-A. I think it is J 8 
miles wide on the extreme north line. 
Q. How far south does it run °?-A. If I am not mistaken it runs some 
41 miles. 
Q. What streams is it watered by¥-A. The Wacbita, South Cana-
dian, and Deer Creek ate the principal streams. I am speaking· of both 
Mr. Evans' and my own lease. The principal1·unningthrough my lease 
is the South Canadian; that is the only stream of any note. 
Q. Are you personally acquainted with the charaeter of the land f-
A. Well, yes, sir. 
Q. Well, describe it, please.-A. The land is very hilly, broken coun-
try on the Canadian, and there is a good deal of" black jack" country, 
as we term it. 
Q. What is "black jack" country f-A. Well, the ''black jack" is 
the scrub timber on high, sandy land. 
Q. Is there any good timber on the land ¥-A. Well, no, sir. On the 
Canadian there is some burr oak and some walnut, and there is some 
red cedar, also, in the breaks and canons. 
Q. Do yon cut timber on the lease f-A. Yes, sir ; we cut all ne~es­
sary timber. 
Q. What is the rental ~-A. Two cents per acre. 
• Q. Were you present when the lease was obtained ~-.A. No, sir; I 
was in Washington. 
Q. Who represented you ~-A. My partner, Captain Evans; he was 
down there. 
What is his full name f-.A .. A. G. Evans. We made our application 
there, and I asked the Secretary of the Interior here about the feasibility 
of the matter. 
Q. What did the Secretary of the Interior tell you "?-A. He did not 
consider that he had the power to approve the lease, but he did not see 
any reason, if the Indians were agreeable and we could make the leases 
with these Indians, why there should be an,y obstacle. He said the lands 
were idle, and if the Indians could make money out of them, without 
detriment to their interest, he did not see why they should not do it; 
and he advised us that the only way to get the leases was from the In-
dians. He also stated that as long as we could get along with the In-
dians he did not see why we should not occupy the fands. The lands 
at the time were occupied by parties who did not pay anything. 
Q. In what way were you to obtain exclusive use of the lands if the 
matter was left to the Indians alone ¥-A. Well, we were to make our 
own arrangements. 
Q. How were you to secure to yourselves the exclusive occupation of 
these lands during the term of your lease ¥-A. Well, sir, it was under-
stood from the letter the Secretary wrote to Mr. Fenlon in regard to 
the lease that we were to be protected in the occupancy of these lands 
during the term of our lease. 
Q. Did you understand that you were to have the aid of the Depart-
ment in keeping others off ~-A. Yes, sir; we understood that we were 
to be protected in the enjoyment of the rights under the lease as long 
as we obeyed all the laws governing_the Indian country. 
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Q. You were here and your partner was in the Indian Territory ne· 
gotiating the lease ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Did you communicate to your partner what assurances you bad 
obtained ~-A. No, sir; not at that time. I did not have the opportu-
nity to do so. 
Q. You took your lease under the impression you obtained here ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Since then have you had further conversation with the Depart-
ment 0~-A. Yes, sir. After obtaining the lease I went to the Secretary 
and tried to have him approve all our leases. 
Q. Did he approve them ~-A. No, sir; only in the way indicated in 
the letter to 1\ir. Fenlon. 
Q. But he did not disapprove of them ~-A. No, sir. He thought it 
a good thing·, and he did not see why we should not occupy this land 
as long as we obeyed all the laws goYerning the Territory. 
Q. Did he give assurance that you should have the countenance of 
the Department ~-A. He only stated about what the letter contained. 
The CHAIRMAN. No matter about that. 
The WITNESS. That was the substance of tlle conYersations, that as 
long as we lived up to onr agreement with the Indians we should be 
protected as against other parties who bad no leases. 
Q. And it was that assurance that you have gone on ~-A. Yes, sir; 
we would not have spent the amount of money we 1Jave if we had not 
understood it in that way. 
Q. Nmv, sir, who are interested with you ~-A. Uaptain Evans, l\ir. 
Newman, Mr. Fair, and their associates. 
Q. Who do you mean by their associates '-A. Mr. Newman bas a 
brother interested with him. 
Q. But Caf>tain Evans was the only person originally interested with 
you in the lease ~-A. Yes, sir; we were regular partners, but it was 
understood before we got this lease that Mr. Newman and Mr. Fair, who 
had been there together, should have their portion of the land. 
Q. Has the interest in the lease changed hands in any respect 
lately ~-A. No, sir; not in the least. These parties have an interest 
in the cattle we have upon the lease but not in the lease itself. 
Q. Could you give the names of all the pa.rties interested in your 
lease ~-A. I think so. 
The CHAIRMAN. 'IV ell, do it, please. 
The WITNESS. Evans, Hunter, Newman and Fair, and the brother of 
Mr. Newman bas an interest, too; and I think Mr. Newman has also an 
associate himself, a Mr. Maybry. 
Q. Is that all ~-A, Yes, sir; that is all as far as I know. 
Q. You are not a corporation "?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you stocked this land ~-A. Partially. 
Q. When did you commence to stock it ~-A. Last M:;ty we put the 
first cattle on there. 
Q. How many payments have you made ~-A. Four. 
Q. Have you been present at these payments ~-A. I was only pres-
ent at one, the first one. · 
Q. Describe the method in which that payment was made ~-A. We 
have paid them all in silver dollars, which they desired. We carried 
the money there and they were paid in the commissary department 
upon tickets issued to them. The head of every family gets so much 
ratiohs, and that depends upon the number of persons in the family. 
These Indians pass through one door into the cornmiRsary building and 
receive their money per capita and pass out the other dom\ 
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Q. Who was your paymaster ~-A. Mr. Fenlon was our paymaster. 
Q. Who was there to see that the Indians were fairly treated ~-A. 
The agent, the agency employes, and the commanding officer from Fort 
Reno; lle and some of his officers. 
Q. Suppose any of the lessees were dishonest men and were disposed 
to cheat, was there any provision made for the protection of the Indians 
in the lease ~-A. I think so. I think it was that if the lessees did not 
obey the tenor of the lease they forfeited the lease. 
Q. Who is to enforce it ~-A. It is supposed the Goverment will en-
force it. 
Q. Suppose the Government refuses to have anything to do with it, 
how can it be enforced ~-A. We feel that we can rely upon the Gov-
ernment, but if we fail there we must enforce it amongst ourselves. 
Q. I am supposing the possibility of some one practicing upon the 
Indians. In such a case, who can enforce the rights of the Indians~­
A. If the Government takes no cognizance of it, I do not know how that 
is to be done. 
Q. If the Indians should refuse to acknowledge your rights, who could 
enforce them ~-A. We have no protection now against the Jndians. 
That is the great trouble. It makes our lease almost valueless, but we 
feel that we have some protection from the outside. We rely upon the 
Government. 
Q. What assurances have you from the Government ~-A. We rely 
upon the implied promise of the Secretary of the Interior. 
Q. I thought you said it was an expressed promise.-A . .I do not 
know whether you would call it so or not. We received that assurance 
from the Secretary of the Interior, but it is the same thing that is con -
tained in the letter to Mr. Fenlon. 
Q. Will you please state the words from which you inferred that 
assurance.-A. Well, sir, to the best of my recollection, he said there 
was no reason why we should not lease the lands and occupy them aR 
long as we kept good faith with the Indians, but th~t as far as the De-
partment was concerned it could not approve of the leases, yet it would 
protect us against intruders. 
Q. You .said you paid the first six months before due ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether any money was paid before the lease was 
executed ~-A. Not that I ever knew of or heard of. 
Q. Did anybody promise any ~-A. I know that neither my partner 
nor myself promised any ; I only speak for ourselves. 
Q. Why do you limit it to yourself and partner¥ -A. Because I am 
responsible for nobody else. 
Q. I am not inquiring as to the responsibility, but as to the fact¥-
A. Well, sir; I never heard of anything of the kind. 
Q. Did you never bear of any money or any other thing being of-
fered ¥-A. ~ o, sir; I never did. 
Q. This agent must have spent a good· deal of time in preparing the 
lease and IJOlding the half a dozen councils ; did he get any remunera-
tion for this ~-A. Not from us, sir. 
Q. Did you pay anytlliug to any one ¥-A. We paid the clerk for 
drawing up our leases. 
Q. How much ~-A. Oh, a very small amount; I do not remember the 
exact amount; but nothing more than a lawyer would have charged, or 
not so much, perhaps. 
Q· Previous to the execution of this lease did you apply to tlw Inte-
ior Department to obtain a lease ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. With what result~-A. Well, sir, we applied to the Department 
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for a lease, but were refused. We came to Washington to see the Sec-
retary of the Interior in regard to the matter. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Will you be kind enough to fix the date ~-A. That was in the 
month of November, 1879. 
Q. Where did you expect to get this lease ~-A. Our first attempt 
was _in reference to the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation, 1879, and 
then again we applied through the military department to rent the 
Oklahoma lands. We made an application for the Oklahoma lands 
through the War Department. In furnishing the contract for the Gov-
ernment at Darlington, and at Anadarca, I bad become acquainted with 
Agents Miles and Hunter. I talked with Miles and Hunter about rent-
ing some of their unoccupied lands. They thought it a good thing if 
the money could be properly applied, and they expressed the opinion 
that if the money were properly applied in ten or twelve years the In-
dians would be self-supporting. When Mr. Fenlon went into the Terri-
tory and had a council with these Indians and proposed to lease their 
lands, and after the Indians had agreed to lease them and did lease 
them, then Colonel Miles wrote to us at Saint Louis, Mo., stating that 
the lands had been leased. 
Q. v"Vho did you say wrote~-A. Colonel Miles wrote that a portion 
of the reservation bad been reserved for us, as we had been the first to 
talk of leasing the land, and it would be retained for us if we wanted it. 
Captain Evans wired me, and I in return wired him back to go and see 
about it. · The council was then over, and the whole thing had been 
amicably arranged, and Mr. Fenlon and others had obtained their leases. 
Arrangements having been completed in reference to leasing to us, Cap-
tain Evans came home, and in the course of a week or two they leased 
us a portion of the reservation. 
Q. Were these negotiations for leases instituted before you got the 
assurances you spoke of from the Department~ 
The Wrl'NESS. How is that~ 
Q. Were the negotiations with the Indians commenced before you got 
the assurances from the Department ~-A. No, sir; these assurances 
I had before the leases were pledged or before any attempt was made 
to secure t.he lease; of course we did not know what the others were 
doing. I did not know that Mr. Fenlon was trying to obtain a lease. 
My idea was that the Interior Department was the proper place to go 
in order _to negotiate 'for a lease, and after the Department had taken it 
under consideration Major Pollard, my attorney, came here with me 
and we visited the Department together, and then the Secretary of the 
Interior said he did not see why \Ye should not have the lease, but he 
considered that the Department bad no rjgbt to make these leases, and 
referred us to the Indians them:::;elves, and he said it was a question 
whether the Department could officially approve them or not. He saw 
no reason, if we made a lease and lived up to the agreement we made 
;with the Indians, the sa1ne as we would do with anybody else, he did 
not see why we should not do it; he did not see why these Indians 
should not be receiving money for their waste lauds which had been un-
occupied for years. 
By the CH.A.IRl\i.A.N : 
Q. I see that these leases recite that they shall be subject to the ap-
proval of the Secretary of the Interior ~-A. Well, sir, the Secretary 
was not sure whether he could approve them or not, but it was ex-
pected that they wonld be approved. 
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Q. Then this lease of yours was executed under the idea that it should 
be approved~---\.. Yes, sir; fll1 of these leases were made subject to 
the approval of the Secretary, but that I knew nothing about until the 
lease was made. 
Q. Had these other parties any assurances when they were ngotia-
ing their leases that they would l>e permitted to enjo,Y the land without 
the approval of the Secretary, that i8, as far as you know 1-A. No, 
sir; I know nothing about it., except what I have already stated. 
Q. I do not understand that you communicated your assurances to the 
others ~-A. No, sir; I did 11ot. 
Q. But, so far as you know, were they not negotiatiug under the idea 
that to make them effective they must have the approval of the Depart-
ment~-A. Well, sir, I do uot think my partner thought so until after-
wards. 
Q. ~r ere not all the leases negotiated under the idea that they were 
ot' no use unless approved ~-A. I think so, as far as I know; of course, 
I did uot know how these other parties were uegotiating their leases 
vLile I was here. I do not know anything about that; I was not there. 
Q. I wish to inquire, but I do not desire to be misinterpreted, whether 
you paid any money to get this lease, that. is, if you have paid any 
money outside of the amou11t you have named in. the lease, since the 
execution of the lease ~-A. No, sir; we have paid no consideration 
wllate,-er, Mr. Senator. 
Q. You ne\er told any body that you bad ~-A. No, sir; we ha,'e paid 
notlling: but our legal fees. 
Q. We1J, I do not allude to your attorne:y's expenses or anything of 
that kind. Did yuu go to New York and try . to dispose of your lease 
at auy time f-A. No, sir. · 
Q. llaYe you Ht:Hle a.uy offer to dispose of it ~-A. Well, we haYe 
mnde ~e\('ral propositions to try to get parties to join ns and help us to 
stock onr rang·e. 
Q. Yon never told anybody that you were obliged to pay so much 
blood· money that you could not afl'ord to hold this lease ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Diu you ever hear auy of these lessees make auy such state-
111Cllt ?- .A .. No, sir. 
Q. You spoke of a conversation with Colonel Miles in reference to 
th(• rent a I being in ,-ested in cattle ~-A . Yes, sir. 
Q. II as it been dmw ~-A. No, sir; it has not been done. 
(~. Is it possible to do this if yon pay tlle money per capita ~-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Is it your opinion that it is a wise way to pay it ~-A. W cl1, sir; I 
think if it were put into the bands of some GoYernment agent and ap-
plied to the purchase of cattle, and if some good man in the Govern-
ment. employ ~mperintended the growing and management of the herd 
.uutil it would increase and grow so that the cattle could ue divided up 
amougst families, it would be a better plan, but I think it is a great 
deal better to pay the money per capita than to pay it to any one In-
dian in gross. It would haYe been better in the outset to have paid it 
to somebodv to in\'est for the Ind ians. 
Q. ·would it be more difficult now than in the beginning to change 
tllat method. ~-A. 1 tlo uot think so. 
Q. vVonld they be willing to give up the per capita payment ?-A.. 
\i\ycll, sir, I understaml that the Indians requested the next payment 
in cattle. They lJave a right to demand money or cattle. I think it 
would be better for the lessees if the GoYernmeut had a good agent t(} 
receive or buy this cattle for the Indians, rather than to have the cattle· 
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men furnish them to the Indians. This business should be conducted 
by a regularly appointed agent and a good business man under the 
control of the Government. 
Q. Do you think that. under proper management the Indians could be 
made good herders ~-A. I do, if they were forced to work, and if they 
refused to work they should not receive anything· to eat; their rations 
should be stopped immediately. 
Q. Do you think that it would be better for the lessees and the In-
dians too, to have their money in vested in cattle for them ~-A. Ye~, 
sir. 
Q. Have the Indians used their money judiciously ~-A. Well, sir; 
the last payment I think they did use judiciously. But I think that if 
this money were used by the Government to supply their wants a few 
years longer-in ten years' time these Indians would be self-support-
ing. 
Q. Have they still remaining sufficient land to hold their cattle for 
that time ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Under the present condition of things, is it your opinion that it 
would have been the wiser plan to have had the Secretary of the In-
terior take supervision of this latter matter in the outlet ~-A. Yes, sir; 
it would have been rpuch better to the Secretary to have taken super-
vision of the matter in the beginning, and to have used the money for 
the benefit of these Indians. 
Q. Does any legislation suggest itself to you by which some uniform 
system of leases could be adopted ~1-A. Yes, sjr; we would like to 
have some Congressional action upon the subject. We look to Con-
gress to give us some relief. 
Q. Suppose the committee should request of the cattlemen to have 
their associations out in that country devise some sort of plan which 
would commend itself to them for the permanent disposition of this 
country ~-A. Well, sir; we would all be very glad to assist in any way, 
because it is a vexed question as it is now. The spend large sums of 
money there and we have derived no benefit yet, and we have no protec-
tion from these Indians. The Indians kill a great many cattle, and 
they are getting very impudent and saucy. There are not enough troops 
to restrain them, and we haYe no guarantee of protection. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Mr. Bunter, I notice that tlJis lease that I hold in my hands does 
not require yon to fence the land.-A. No, sir; but we could not keep 
our lease without fencing. 
Q. Have all of these lessees fenced up their rauges ~-A. Yes, sir; I 
think so, except, perhaps, in the southwestern portion of the reservation, 
where they are putting up fences now. It was essential that the land 
should be fenced; it was better for the Indians and better for us. The 
Indians raised small patches of melons aud roasting-ears, and different 
kinds of vegetables, and if we did not fence our lands, whatever little 
crops they attempt to raise would be a.t the mercy of our herds. 
Q. Was this essential stipulation put in ~-A. I think not, sir. 
Q. \Vby was it that it was not put in °t-A. Well, sir; I suppose it was 
not thought of. I was going to add that, for our owu protection, and 
to avoid such difficnlties, we thought it necessary to fence our lands. 
Q. Do you not think that any careful representative of the Indians 
would have absolutely bound the lessees to fence their leases ~-A. Yes, 
sir; if he had thought of it. 
Q. Otherwise any attempt to encourage farming amongst the Indians 
~.: 
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would have been rendered futile, would it not ~-A. Yes, sir. :Mr. Chair-
man, I do not think that there is a foot of this land, unless it be in the 
southwestern cornf'r, and there they are fencing, or preparing to fence. 
Q. What company is in that section of the reservation ~-A. The 
Standard Cattle Company. 
Q. Is tbere any stipulation in the lease providing for a forfeiture~­
A. Yes, sir; I think it is specified that we should not introduce liquor 
or fire-arms, or things of that kind. 
Q. But there is no stipulation in regard to the forfeiture of the lease 
for not fenciug ~-A . No, sir. I think that is included in a general way, 
though. 
Q. Well, l\fr. Hunter, will you please read to u~ any stipulation in 
the lease which relates to this matter~ I think the only stipulation 
is what purports to be a lien upon .vour cattle for the rent. 
JOHN W. SCOTT (recalled). 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. Mr. Scott, do you desire to make any further statement~­
Answer. Yes, sir. I would like to modify my answer to two questions. 
First, as to whether I reported the leases on the reservation to the De-
partment. I answered that I did not. I think I should have added, 
that while I made no specific report, I reported them incidentally in 
my regular monthly reports as they were made. The next is the reason 
why I did not report. My answer was substantially correct, but not as 
clear as it might have been. The reason was, that when I assumed 
charge, I understood that it was a matter that the agent had nothing to 
do with officiaUy; that the Department neither approved nor disapproYed 
of these leases, but simply permitted the Indians to make them. 
Q. Mr. Scott, what do you mean by "reported incidentally"~-A. 
Well, sir, I make a monthly report to the Department, and in the monthly 
erports I have made I referred to the fact that leases had been made. 
Q. Do you consider that everything you have done there in reference 
to these leases has been voluntary on your part ~-A. Yes, Rir. 
Q. Have you ever been instructed by the Department to take any 
part in the matter whatever ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have yon ever been advised in respect to what you have done~­
A. No, sir; I have had no instructions whatever. 
Q. Is the Department at this moment aware of what you have 
done ~-A. Yes, sir; the Department understands that leases have 
been rn ad e. 
Q. Has the Department been entirely silent as to what you have 
been doing ~-A. Well, sir, I have received no instructions. 
Q. Has it been silent in respect to what you have done, so far as you 
know ~-A. I thiuk I may say so. 
Q. So the Department has ueither approved nor uisapproved of these 
leases ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you ever suggested to the Department the idea that the 
money should be invested in a different way than being paid per cap-
ita ~-A. No, sir; never. 
Q. Have you ever suggested an idea in reference to the wisdom of 
this proceeding ~-A. I have not. 
Q. Nor the Dfpartment to you ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You were guided by your own judgment ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And accountable to nobody~-A. Yes, sir; I suppose I am account-
able. 
• 
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Q. In what rf'spect are you accountable to the Department, if what 
you have done bas been entirely voluntary and a.u unofficial proceeding 
on your part~-A. Well. sir~ if I voluntarily undertook something the 
Department disapproved of, of course I would be responsible. 
Q. Is there anything you do, in reference to the Indians, that is not 
your official duty ~-A. Well, sir, I do not lmow how to answer that 
question. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I am sure I do not either. Now, sir, if any-
thing occurs to yon that you can do in reference to the Indians which 
is not a part of your official duty, would you be respousi'vle for your 
actions to the Department ~-A. Well, sir, in regard to the matter of 
leases I have done nothing. 
Q. I am not asking that. Is not this matter of leases a mattf'r in 
reference to the Indian~ ~-A. Yes, sir. 'l'hey were made while the .In-
dians were under my charge, and it is a matter the Indians did for 
themselves. 
The CHAIRMAN. You are like the man who held the garments and 
let somebody else stone the prophets. 
Q. And this was done under your eye, yonr protection, and your au -
thority, and you had nothing to do with it ~-A. Well, sir, it transpired 
within my knowledge, but not iu my presence. 
Q. Mr. Scott, has any white man a right to come on this reservation 
of which you have charge, without your consent or the consent of the 
Indian Department ~-A. I presume not. . 
Q. Then if the Department did not give consent, if you stood there 
ilnd let them come upon the reservation, did you not give consent 't-
A. Silence gives cousent. ' 
Q. Is uot that an official act of yours to permit them to be there ~­
A. I suppose it is. 
Q. Then, are :you not reRponsible for all they do there ¥-A. YeR. Rir ; 
J believe so, if they do anything contrary to law. 
Q. You are respou~ible for their acts if they are there b_y your cou-
seut¥-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q . .And without ;rour cons<'nt they lla ,.e no business on the ground~­
A. If I permit them to be there aud tlleir acts are contrary to law, and I 
permit these acts without protesting, I should be, of course, responsible. 
The examination of 1\tlr. HUNTER continued. 
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. Hunter, you may now make your answer as to 
the stipulations contained in the lease. 
The WITNESS. I see that there is no such stipulation. I thought 
tbere was, but I find that I am mistaken. 
Question. Then no security is gi.ven for your rental at all '-Answer. 
Yes, sir; our stock is responsible for the whole thing. 
Q. Well, sir, while this stock becomes responsible, there is no lien or 
mortgage on the stock to preYent tbese parties from driving them off'-
.A. We pay our rental iu ad vance. 
Q. But the lease does not stipulate for payment in advance ~-A. 
No, sir; I do not think it does; in fact, I know it does not. The only 
stipulations in faYor of the Indians are that they shall have certain 
rights. 
Q. 'Jhey may take this rent in cattle or in money, just as they desire 
it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ~rlleu, practica1ly, you said to the Iudians that wbate\er property 
JOn had should be liable for your rent "?-A. Yes, sir . 
• 
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By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What is the practical value of a lien on a wild Texas steer ~-A~ 
Well, sir, we have advanced a good deal of money, a goo<l many hun-
dred thousand do1lars on the wild Texas steers. Gentlemen, as far as 
I am concerned myself, I did noL take that into consideration at all. I 
went into this business expecting that tlle strict letter of the law would 
be enforced in case we did not carry ont our part of the agreement. 
Q. But is it not a fact that there is really no security offered in the 
}(lase, in regard to the lease itself ~-A. I was not there when the leases 
were made, and did not see them until after they were made. In the 
first place, we offered in our application to give good and sufficient 
bond for the faithful fulfillment of everything in connection with the 
lease, but the Secretary did not see proper to enter iuto negotiations 
with us to lease the land, and directed us to go and make our negotia-
tions with the Indians themselves. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Your voluntary proposition was that you should give a bond for 
the faithful execution of your contract ?-A. Yes, sir; we proposed tG 
do that. 
Q. But in this lease, prepared by the agent, which the Department 
declined to approve or disapprove, there is no stipulation of that 
kind ?-A. It seems so, sir. 
Q. Only that your stock should become responsible for the rental~-
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. The trouble would be that there are no courts there; and, if so, 
the [ndians would have · doubtful access to them. So it would have 
been a question wb(jther, at last, if the lessee refused to pay, he could 
not get his herd togPtber and drive them o:ff~-A. No, sir; there would 
be no legal redress. But I suppose the agent took under considera-
tion that be knew t.he men well and felt perfectly satisfied that they 
were reliable parties. 
Q. !understand you to say tllat the agent sent you 3·om· lease f-A. 
Well, sir, Captain Evans went to receive the lease, but, as I said, he 
did not wait for it, and it was sent to us . . 
Q. You also said that Miles wrote to you, saying that he had reserved 
a portion of the reservation for you ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This was before tile execution of the lease ~-A. Yes, sir; we ba<.l 
before this an application ou .:file for the lease. This applicatiOn was 
made long before anybody else made one. 
Q. Was this application maue to the agent or to the Secretary ~-A. 
It was here at the Department. I bad many talks with the agent, and 
had notified him of my application through the Secretary of the Inte-
rior. 
Q. Where were you when the agent notified you that a portion of the 
reservation had been reserved for your occupation ~-A. I was in Wash-
ington. 
Q. Did be notify yon here ~-A. No, sir; be notified us at Saint 
Louis. 
Q. Was it by letter or by telegram ~-A. I was by letter, I think. 
Q. Was it sent here ?-A. It was sent to Mr. Evans at Saint Louis, 
and I think be wired me here that the agent bad notified him he had 
. reserved a portion of tbe reservation for us. He asked me if I could 
go there, but I ad vised him to go. 
Q. Did you bring that to the attention of the Secretary after receiving 
the message ~-A. I do not think that it was done immediately. 
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Q. Was it done whileyou were bere,-A, I cannotremember; lean-
not say whether it was before or after I left here. 
Q. But you did call attention to the fact that the agent had advised 
you of a portion of the reservation being set apart for you 1-A. Yes, 
sir; I do not remember whether I told him before or after receiving the 
lease. 
Q. When did you first communicate this matter to the Department 
orally or in writing ~-A. In November, 1883. 
Q. Did I not understand that it was in 1879 ?-A. We1l, sir; I made 
my application then. 
Q. Did you make a written application then 1-A. :No, sir; a verbal 
one. 
Q. When did you first come in contact with the Secretary orally or 
in writing ~-A. I think it was some time in November, 1883; rather 
188~. 
Q. Did you write to him or did you see llim ~_:_A. I saw him first. 
Q . \Vhat time in 1882 was that~-A. It was in NO\' ember. 
Q. \Vho came with you ~-A. 1\'I~jor Pollard, my attorney. 
Q. Where does Mr. Pollard resido ~-A . He resides a.t Saint Louis, 
Mo. 
Q. How long were you here ?-A. Three or four days. 
Q. Did you come here on that business ~ --A. We eame here on that 
bn~Siness and other business also. 
(~. How many interdews did you have ~--A. Three or four, I think. 
Q. \Vill you fix the date ~-A. I cannot fix the date exactly, but it 
was some time in November, 1882 . 
Q. vVhat was the result of those interviews ?-A. The result was that 
the Secretary declined to take any action himself by way of approving 
or granting a lease. 
Q. Did be tell you that if you made a lease with the Indians he would 
protect you as far as be could ?-A. Yes, sir; that was my understand-
ing. At first he did not seem to understand the matter and did not 
want to talk about it. 
Q. When did you go to see him next ¥-A. It was later on. 
Q. \Vas it later on in 1882 ~-A. It was in the winter of 1882 and 1883. 
Q. When was your lease made ?-A. Our lease waR made some time 
in January, 188~. 
Q. Were not these leases made in December, 1882 ¥-A. No, sir; 
they were made in 1883, I think, but it may have been December, 1882 
-uo, it was in 1883. 
Q. Well, after leaving here, did you see him again, before you got the 
lease '?-A. No, sir. 
Q. In 1883, when you came here, you bad the lease with you ?-A. I 
did not present it. 
Q. I did not ask that. Did you have it here ~-A. No, sir; I do not think 
I bad. The others had been preseuted and· be refused to approve them. 
Our lease was afterwards sent by Major Pollard, some time in the win-
ter or Rpring of 1883, after tlle leases were made. 
Q. Were you not here at that time?- A. No, sir. 
Q. Let me understand you . When you saw him in 1882, he posi-
tively refused to approve the lease. He told you he ba,cl no authority 
to do that ~-A. He told us be did not think he bact any authority. 
Q. And be declined to approve them ~-A. Yes, sir. 
(~. Subsequently you made a lease which stipulated t.bat the rent 
should not commence until approved by the Secretary of the Interior?-
A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. You sent that lease to the Secretary of the Interior and he refused 
to approve it,-A. Well, sir, when the other leases were presented to 
him, previous to ours, he issued a letter to Mr. Fenlon, stating the views 
of the Department upon the subject, and that is what we have worked 
under. 
Q. Was it not after this letter was written that you asked the Secre-
tary to approve the lease ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was not the price 2 cents per acre, supposing the lessees to have 
bad a legal and binding contract and protection from the Government, 
was it not very low ¥-A. It might be considered so now, but it was all 
the land was worth then. It was as much as we paid_ for other land at 
the time. Texas lands were leasing for no more, but, of course, we 
could not lease them in such large bodies as this. But we could lease 
water fronts, which gave us the control of a good deal of land without 
having to pay any rent for it, while we rented this Indian Territory 
land in solid blocks. The railroad leases in Texas were necessarily nar-
row strips, and we could lease only in alternate sections. ' 
Q. Yon could only lease every other section; so your leases would be 
in patches like a checker-board ~-A. Yes, sir; every alternate section 
was set apart for the railroad. 
Q. Given the same quality of land and grass, and the same facilities 
as to water, would not a tract of 500,000 acres, with one fence, be worth 
more per acre than land where you could get a right to only every alter-
nate section ?-A. I think so, sir, if we had proper protection. 
Q. When you leased this land at 2 cents au acre, did you not take 
into consideration your uncertain bold upon it ~-A. \Ve felt that 2 
cents was its full value. 
Q. Do I understand you to say, as a business man, that there is no 
difference between a lease which you hold without any authority of law 
and without the approval of the Indian Department and one where you 
had that authority '--A. When we took our lease the Secretary said 
that if we did what we agreed to do we should not be molested; that 
we should be protected against other parties, which was equal to a con-
firmation of our lease. 
Q,. Do you mean that it was equal to a confirmation of it by law~­
A. Well, we did not suppose we would be interfered with. 
Q,. Did you not understand that to be a mere oral declaration, anrl 
that it did not bind the present Secretary or his successor, and as valid 
as if made under the public law binding for its full term ~-A. We 
did not go into that question. We understood that we would not be 
1nterfered wit.b during the term of the lease. We felt that the Indians 
were getting a good deal for land they got nothing for before, and that 
they would not interfere with us. 
Q,. You took the chances ~-A. Yes, sir ; from the very first moment 
that we proposed to lease this land and pay a fair price for it every-
body bas thought, it seems, that we have a bc~manza, and bas pitched 
into us. I have beard a good deal about the value of this land, but I 
will do this: If any gentleman thinks we have a bonanza we will turn 
over everything to him at cost, improvements, cattle, and all. 
Q. Would you make the same proposition if there was a public law 
authorizing such lease and the lease had been signed and duly delivered Y 
-A. No; because we should then consider that we had protection 
against everybody, both outsiders and Indians. 
Q,. That is wbat we want to get at. Would not that be more valua-
hle ~-A. Certainly. 
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Q. How much more valuable 0?-A. Well, sir, I could not say exactly. 
Q. But you could afford to give 4 cents, could yon not ~-A. I think 
we are paying more than 4 cents now. 
Q. I understand what you mean; but suppose you had a lease author-
ized by the public law of the United States and signed by the Secretary 
of the Interior, and absolutely binding for the period of ten years, could 
you not afford to pay 4 cents 1-A. Well, sir, I think you are correct. 
Q. Has not the uncertainty in regard to the leasing of these lands 
resulted in their being rented at one-half of their value ~-A. We11, sir, 
before our lease was made the greater portion of this land was occupied 
by men who paid no rental. When the leases were made the lessees 
understood that 2 cents an acre was a good fair price, and we under-
stood that we would have some protection against those who were oc-
cupying the land tor grazing purposes and paying nothing. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Where were you going to get the protection ~-A. The Secretary 
told me he would protect us against outsiders and intruders and all 
parties who interfered with us, if we made a fair bargain and stood up 
to our contract with the Indians. 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. How much land do you estimate to the steer '-A. Twenty acres. 
Q. Is not that pretty liberal ~-A. No, sir ; I think not. 
Q. That would be 40 cents a year and $1.60 to feed a 4-year old steer 
ready for the market ~-A. Yes, sir; but you must take into consi<lera-
tion the cost of our fences and other expenses. 
Q. I am simply taking the annual cost of grazing. Mr. Hunter, you 
understand there have been some charges of corruption, which makes it 
our duty, as members of this committee, to ask questions to get at them. 
Therefore, I want to ask you was there not some joint expense account 
of these people who got these leases. Was there not some expense ac-
count to which the different holders of leases in the Cheyenne and Ar-
apahoe country eontributed to ~-A. Well, we formed an~ association in 
which each of us put so much money for general expenses, attorneys' 
fees, and other matters. 
Q. Well, I want to go into the expense account. What are the de-
tails of that account ~-A. l do not know, sir. We formed an associa-
tion, called the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Live Stock Association, the 
purpose of which is to arrange for our round ups, and tor the protec-
tion and gathering together of our cattle. 
Q. But, Mr. Hunter, you do not have a common round up when yon 
have fences ~-A. Yes, sir. Our fences are liable to get broken down, 
and do get broken down. 
Q. I suppose that if another man's cattle was found in your range 
you would separate them ~-Yes, sir; that is so. 
Q. Then you do not have a common round up now ~-A. Yes, sir; 
we do. 
By Mr. SLATER: 
Q. Is it a fact that members of Congress have any interest in this 
cattle upon these ranges ~-A. I do not know, sir. [Laughter.] 
Mr. HARRISON. If 1 have any interest there somebody has my brand-
ing-iron. 
The WITNESS. If you send your branding-iron, I will see that your 
calves on our range are rounded up. 
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Q. What was the :first amount of money you paid into the expense ac-
count of this association f-A. I do not remember. I cannot tell the 
exact amount. 
Q. What would be the aggregate amount of money paid for legal 
expenses up to this time 1-A. Well, sir, for legal expenses I estimate 
the amount at from $12,000 to $15,000. That is for our association. I 
do not know of any more. 
Q. You do not know of anything else being paid.-A. Well, sir, I do 
not keep the expense account. I know that we ha\e been sued in tlw 
United States circuit court and we have been obliged to employ legal 
counsel. 
Q. Who keeps the account~-A. Mr. Hood. 
Q. Who is he~-A. He is the secretary of the association. 
Q. IR he an attorney at law~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where does he reside ~-A. He is a banker and a cattleman, and 
lives at Emporia. 
Q. Is he here ~--A. No, sir. The only attorneys here are Messrs. 
Pollard and Peck. 
Q. You do not know what the aggregate of the expense account is~­
A. No, sir; I simply have given my opinion upon the matter. 
Q. How much has yonr :firm paid into the general treasury ~-A. I 
could not tell without referring to the books . 
. Q. Do you know of any one connected with the Interior Department,. 
or any other Department ·of the Government, who has any interest in 
any of these leases, or in the cattle upon the leases of your association, 
or in tbe Indian Territory anywhere ¥-A. No, sir; I do not. 
Q. I will extend my question to any reports yon have heard. It will 
direct us towards any evidence on this point. Have you heard of any 
person connected w.ith the Government being interested in these 
leases ~-A. No, sir; except through the newspaper reports. 
Q. What newspaper reports have you heard ~-A. I have seen re-
ports that this Senator and that Senator was interested in leases there. 
Q. What newspapers did you see these reports in ~-A. I could not 
te11 you, sir. There bas been so much said in the last year or two that 
I could not tell you what particular papers I saw these reports in. I 
did not pay much· a t tention to the matter. I do not not know much in 
regard to .he matter, because what I beard was only general ta.lk and 
rumor. 
Q. Have you beard auything as coming from any one interested in 
the~e leases ~-A. No, sir; 1 have not.. Outside of our own company 
I do not know the members of any other company except a very few. 
Q. Have you and your partners at any time been called upon to pay 
any assessment or money, or to pay an~'tbing of value in any way that 
looked toward reimbursing anybody for services renderP-d in connection 
with obtaining these leases "?-A. No, sir. If money has been paid ex-
cept for legal expenses I do not know it. 
Q. Did I understand you to say that you do not know, and have no 
reason to believe, that any money or anything of value, bas been used 
with any one connected with the Government in any Department to 
secure or protect these leases ~-A. That is just what you understood 
me to say. 
By Mr. BOWEN: 
Q. Now, Mr. Hunter, I want to ask you one question in connection 
with the price these parties seem to be paying. I :find a clause in the· 
lease which provides that at the expiration of the lease the Indians. 
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shall own the improvements.-..A. Well, sir, our fences have cost us $200 
a mile, and we have over 100 miles of fence; besides this we have other 
improvements, such as the cabins, corrals, &c. 
Q. What has been the total cost of these improvements '-A. I sup-
pose some $40,000. 
Q. These improvements are left to the Indians at the expiration of 
the lease ~-A. Yes, sir; everything is left to the Indians at th(, expira-
tion of the lease. 
Q. So that, in point of fact, you pay the Indians 2 cents an acre be-
sides the value of these improvements. 
By Mr. SLATER: 
Q. Is there any provision in the lease by which you are required to 
keep up the improvements in good order until the expiration of the 
lease. Now, understand, if your lease runs for ten yea,rs, are you re-
quired to keep up your improvements until tbe expiration of that time~­
A. Well, we have put in the fence posts that will stand for twenty years. 
Q. I would also like to ask whether you employed your attorney for 
a stipulated sum of money, or did you pay him for special services~­
A. We pay one by the year, but the others we pay for special services. 
Q. Now, please state if, in the payment of these annual or special 
p 8yments for services, you include anything for outside expenses these 
attorneys may be put to in connection with the lease '-A. No, sir; 
none whatever. 
Q. In what year was this lease executed ~-A. It was executed in 
January, 1883. 
Q. What was the price of your attorney by the year, including the 
year in which the lease was contracted and executed ¥-A. I do not 
think we bad employed an attorney then by the year. Taylor and Pol-
lard were our attorneys then, and we were paying them for special 
.services. Since that time we have employed an attorney by the year, 
and his salary has been $5,000 and expenses. 
Q. What were :your attorney and legal fees in connection with ob-
taining the lease '-A. I think some $350 or $400, that we paid Major 
Pollard during the time be was here in Washington trying to get the 
lease. 
Q. Do you know of any arrangement whereby any benefits are to 
.accrue to any person other than yourself and partners by reason of 
the execution of this lease ~-A. I do not. 
Q. Do you know of any persons who are directly or indirectly in-
terested in the benefits to be derived from this lease '-A. No, sir. 
Q. You know of no persons in the Interior Department who are 
directly or indirectly interested '-A. No, sir; none whatever. 
Q. 0f any person in the Senate or Hou..se of Representatives '-A. 
No, sir; in one nor the other. 
By Mr. WALKER: 
Q. ~rhis rental is paid directly to the Indians '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What Indians diu you say they were ~-A. The Cheyenne and 
.Arapahoe. 
Q. Wbr was the money not covered in the Treasury under the act of 
March 8, 1883 ~-A. Well, sir, we we.re advised by the Department that 
it would be best paid directly to the Indians. 
Q. You were not apprised of the existence of the statute at the time~­
A. No, sir; I presume that was the case. 
Q. Well, then, in making your payments you have not complied with 
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the statute '-A. We were advised by the Department to pay directly 
to the Indians. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. The lease expressly stipulates that the rent shall not be paid until 
after the lease is approved by the Department. Now, is there any pos-
sible way of enforcing the payment of the rent until after the lease is ac-
tually approved by the Department '-A. I presume not. 
Q. Can the Indians exact this rent~-A. It is to our own interest to 
pay it. 
Q. I mean, can they enforce this payment if you should decline to 
pay it ~-A. I do not think there is any law to force us to pay it. 
Q. Then it is entirely voluntary ·with you to pay the rent or not ~-A. 
Yes, sir; according to your interpretation it is. 
ANDREW DRUl\fM. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 8, 1885. 
ANDREw· DRUMM sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your Christian name ~-Answer. My name is An-
drewDrumm. 
Q. 'Vhere do you reside ¥-A. Well, sir, what leisure time I have I 
spend in Kansas City. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Where did you say~-A. Kansas City. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q,. What business are you engaged in ~-A. The cattle business. 
Q. How long have you ueen engaged in that business 0~-A. Since 1870. 
Q. In what part of the country ~-A. In Kansas and the Indian Ter-
ritory. 
Q. How much time have you spent in the Indian Terr·itory ~-A. 
Well, sir, I have been there off and on since 1872. 
Q. Have you had much dealing with the Indians ~-A. Yes, sir; con-
si<l era ble. 
Q. How much in general terms ~-A. Ever since they commenced to 
collect a revenue on the Cherokee Strip. I think I got the first tax 
receipt on the strip. . 
Q. For money you paid ~-A. Yes, sir; that was when we paid so 
much on the head to the Cherokee Nation. 
Q. Are you now interested in any lease in the Indian Territory ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Where is it located i -A. On the Cherokee Strip. 
Q. Have you a lease in your own name ~-A. The firm is Drumm & 
Snider. 
Q. Who is Snider ~-A. He is a gentleman who lives in Kansas 
City. 
Q. Are any others interested in the lease ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. How large a tract of land does it cover ~-A. Well, sir, I cannot 
answer correctly; but it contains one hundred and some odd thousand 
acres-somewhere about 120,000 acres. 
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Q. In general terms, where is it located 1-A. It is adjacent to the 
State line of Kansas and due south of Barbour County in that State. 
Q. What streams run through it ~-A. Medicine R.iver, Salt Fork, 
and Driftwood. 
Q. What is the character of the land 1-A. Itvaries a great deal. 
Q. Have you personal knowledge of it 1-A. Yes, sir; certainly. I 
have been over it repeatedly. 
Q. In what particular does it vary 1-A. Some of it is composed of 
sand hills and salt and alkali plains. 
Q. What proportion of it is fit· for agricultural purposes 0~-A. I de-
clare I cannot say. 
. Q. Can't you approximat.e it 0l-A. I would not like to approxi-
mate it. 
Q. Is half of it agricultural land 1-A. Yes, sir; I should think that 
about half of it is agricultural land. 
Q. w ·hat is the date of your lease 1-A. My lease from the associa-
tion is dated, I think, October, 1883. 
Q. How long is it to continue ~-A. For five years. 
Q. Have you brought your sublease with you 1-A. No, sir; but the 
general lease is here. · 
Q. Are they all alike 1-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. The association took the whole strip and subleased it ?-A. Yes, 
sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Do you believe they all have the same form '-A. Precisely, sir. 
Q. vVhat do you pay per acre 1-A. Two and one-half cents. 
Q. For what time1-A. For such time as the directors deem it neces-
sary in order to pay the rental to the Cherokee Nation and other neces-
sary expenses. 
Q. When they conclude that it is no longer necessary, what then~­
A. The lease will explain the whole thing. You will find that if there 
is an excess in the treasury it will be refti.nded to each member of the 
association proportionaly. 
Q. Are you one of the original lessees 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The profits of the association are for the benefit of the members ~­
A. It is a mutual association, and the profits are for the benefit of the 
members. 
Q. Will you give us the names of the parties who compose the origi-
nal association 1-A. Charles H. Eldred, R. D. Hunter, S. Tuttle, J . W. 
Hamilton, Benjamin S. Miller, M. H. Bennett, A . • T. Day, A . Drumm, 
E. M. H~wins, and E. W. Payne. 
Q. These parties took the whole strip, and subsequently divided it in 
the manner indicated by this form 1-A. Yes, &ir. 
Q. Have any of you sublet your ranges 1- A . No, sir; b:ut I think 
some men have sold out, and other parties have. stepped into thei r shoes. 
I would like to have Mr. Blair, our secretary, e~Xplain this to you, gen-
tlemen. 
The CHAIRMAN. We will get as much out of you as we can firs t, and 
then we will call Mr. Blair to the stand. 
Q. Were you present when the lea.se was obtained from the Chero-
kees1--A. Yes, sir. · · 
Q. Who else ~-A. l\fr. Charles H. Eldred. 
Q. Wher:e does he belong~-A. He belongs, I think, in Kansas; he 
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Q. Where were yon when this lease was executed f 
The WITNESS. You mean the Cherokee lease 1 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. 
The WI'l'NESS. I was in Kansas City. 
Q. Who represented the Indians there f-A. No one. 
Q. You were not down there when the lease was signed f-A. No, 
sir; I was not at Ta.Uequah when the lease was signed, but Mr. Eldred 
was. 
Q. You do not understand my question. I asked were you there 
when the lease was obtained ~-.A_ . Yes, sir, I was; but when it was 
signed by Mr. Bushyhead I was not. . 
Q. Was there any one else there but Mr. Eldred ~-A. No, sir; ex-
<Cept our attorney. 
Q. Did he represent this particular association ~.-A. Yes, sir; I went 
with him us far as Fort Gibson; then Mr. Eldred and the attorney de-
termined to let me go home, because I had some pressing business to 
attend to. · 
Q. Who was the attorney f-A. Mr. E. C. Wilson. 
Q. The association was formed before the negotiation was com-
meuced ~-A. Yes, sir; some months before. 
Q. Had the members any communication with the Indians before-
hand that led to the formation of the association itself ~-A. Well, sir, 
uegotiations for the lease commenced after the association was formed; 
I am satisfied of that. 
Q. Was uot the association formed for that expressed purpose ~-A. 
We wanted to fence this land in; and we had to get a special act to put 
up fences. We had already some fences, but they were ordered down 
uefore the execution of this lease. 
Q. What, if anything, had the association to do with this strip f Had 
they been occupsing any portion of it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you describe the manner in which they occupied it ~-A. 
Bvery man bad what was said to be his own range, and they all bad 
what we call line riders, who road the lines on their resp.ect ive ranges. 
Q. On what terms were the lands occupied before this lease ~-A. 
Previous to the lease we paid so much a bead for an animal. 
Q. Was it a fixed price for allY-A. Well, sir, we paid forty cents a 
head for grown cattle and twenty-five cents for all under two years old. 
Q. That was all the year ~-A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. Did the men who occupied this land occupy in common under this 
previous arrangement or did each one have his particular range ~-A. 
Each one had his particular range. 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. After the lease was made, did you conform as near as might be to 
this previous arrangement,-A, Yes, sir; there was a great deal of 
Jitigation wh~n the Ia.nd was divided up. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What do you mean by litigation ~-A. Some parties claimed more 
territory than they ought to have. lVI:r neighbor said I had gone over 
on him. These questionR all came before a board of arbitrators appointed 
by the directors of the Cherokee lk\e-Stock Association. 
Q. Before the lease was made, what protection did you have ?-A. 
There was no protection. w ·e had. to protect our own ranges. The 
Cherokees who collected the tax knew v~ry little about the lease. 
Q. How much in the aggregate was paid to the Cherokee Nation be-
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fore the lease was made ¥-A. I think about $32,000 in 1883. That was 
their net receipts. 
Q. How was it previous to that~-A. They received nothing. ·The 
second year they received about $12,000. The first year the man who 
collected the tax l>rought in a bill of $600 against the Cherokee Nation. 
He was that much behind. · 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Be took all he collected ¥-A. Well, sir, I mean that he did not 
get money enough to pay his expenses. That is what I understand. 
How much he took and appropriated to himself I do not know. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What is the name of that thrifty man~ I should like to see him.-
.A. His name is Bell. . 
Q. Where does he reside ~-A. In Vinita. 
Q. Is he. in the business of collecting now ~-A. No, sir; that was 
his last year. 
Q. He rounded up then, did he ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HARRISON. Paragraph four of the blank lease I have before me 
is the one that relates to the lease. It reads as follows : 
Further, as it is the intention of t he party of the first part to lease the lands above 
demiserl unto the party of the second part at the same rate per acre as the same shall 
cost the said first party, as set ont by the terms of the lease between the first par ty 
and Dennis W. Bushyhead, principal chief aforesaid, together with all expenses and 
Rums of money h eretofore paid out, or hereafter to be paid out on account of the same, 
in the performance of their duties as trustees, it is agreed by the party of the first 
part that in case the sums above agreed to be paid, and as evidenced by the promi~:;sory 
notes aforesaid, shall, upon the annual settlements of the first party as trustees, prove 
in excess of the actual pro rata annual cost of the same to said fi·rst party, that the 
excess thereof shall be credited to the account of the second party, on the books of 
the said first party, and returned at each Janual'y settlem~nt subsequent to the 1st 
day of January, 1884. Anrl said second party agrees that in case the sums agreed to 
b e pa.id as above are insufficient to meet n.ll the cost ttnd expen ·es on account of said 
lands had by the party of the first part in r e1atiou thereto, that he will pay to said 
first party such further and aoditional sum as will fully reimburse the first party for 
such cost and expenses. The books and sworn statement of the book-keeper of th~ 
first party to be full and conclusive evidence of the cost and charges of said first party 
on acount of said land, and to be conclusive and binding upon said second party. 
Nothing in this condition contained shall release said second party from the payment-
of the full amount of the notes a.foresaid at the time the same become due and pay a-
. ble according to their terms. 
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. Chairman, this is a blank and it might go in as a 
part of the record. 
Mr. 'GORMAN. If it is not included in the document we have here I 
suggest that the whole ha<l better be entered. (See "Documents" for 
this form.) 
By the UHAIRMAN: 
Q. Is there any one here to-day who would be able to tell us who are 
the present occupants of this land ¥-A. I think so. 
Q. Is there any one who can give us the entire statistics in regard to 
the matter ~-A. No, sir; I do not think any one can give you the num-
ber of men interested in this strip. We can give the names of compa-
nies, but it would be hard to get the names of all who own stock. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. I would like to know whether the treasurer or book-keeper, who . 
keeps the accounts, is here ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who is he ~-A. l\fr. Blair. 
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Q. I will ask this question: vVhat has been the expense of the associa-
tion up to this time, including the rental ~-A. I do not know. 
Q. Have you had any credits given by reason of an excess ~-A. Not 
that I know of. I have never looked at the books. 
Q. You do not know whether you have received any credit for ex-
cess ~-.A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you been called upon to pay any excess ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What has been the rate per acre to the association ~-A. It was 
less than 2 cents per acre. 
Q. You paid $100,000 for 6,000,000 acres ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is less than two cents ~-A. Yes; sir, but I want to explain 
that there was a number of acres of land upon the strip contained in 
the trails that run through it from which the association receives no 
rental at all, that we did not -occupy. It is occupied by the Cherokee 
Nation-the Salt Plains, for instance. 
Q. Do you know of any money being distributed to secure this lease 
from the Cherokee Nation '~-A. No, sir. · 
Q. Do you know whether any pool of money was made up by the asso-
ciation when they went to get this lease 0?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you make any contribution to such a pool ~-A. No, sir;. 
there was no money in the treasury when this lease was secured. That 
is my impression, but I may. be mistaken. I do not think there was a 
dollar in the treasury. We bad an association before we obtained the 
lease, but I do not think we had any money in our treasury~ but I will 
not state it positively. 
Q. ]'rom your own personal knowledge~ about how much per head 
did the association pay for cattle on this land before this lease was ob-
tained~ That .is, I mean, how much did the Cherokees think they ought 
to get-about how much per head per annum ¥.....:..A. Well, sir, that would 
depend upon the kind of conscience these parties had. 
Q. Well, I want to know what the average conscience was ~-A. 
·wen, sir, I am poor on the average. .[Laughter.] I am very confident 
no man gave more than he had. 
Q. We want to get at the comparative value of these two arrange-
ments, and I ask you to state your judgment upon the subject. Were 
thr,y getting twenty-five cents a head ~-.A. I do not think they were. 
BENJAMIN S. MILLER. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 9, 1885. 
BENJAMIN S. MILLER sworn and examined. 
By the CHAI~MAN : 
Question. What is your full name '-Answer. Benjamin S. Miller. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. At Caldwell, Kans. 
Q. How long have you resided there ~-A. Well, I have made Cald· 
well my headquarters for probably five years. 
Q. What is your business ~-A. I am a cattleman. 
Q. How long have you been in that business ~-A. Seven years next 
October, I believe; six years and a little over. 
Q. You are the president of the association that took the Cherokee 
outlet ¥-.A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. What is the name of the association ~-A. It is the Cherokee Strip 
Live-Stock .Association. 
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Q. How many persons does it consist of~ You may begin, and, in 
your own language, give us the history of the transaction from begin-
ning to end.-A. Well, we were located in the Territory; a large number 
of us held ranges according to what is known among us as cow custom, 
and we had discovered that it was necessary to have some sort of or-
ganization in order to carry on the business; I mean we had to have an 
organization to indicate the time and set the place where we should 
begin our spring round-ups, as we called them ; so we held a meeting 
early in the spring. 
Q. What was the date of that meeting ~-A. I can't tell exactly the 
date of the first meeting, but I happened to be in the town of Caldwell 
by accident, and found a meeting in progress, and I discovered that a 
gentleman named Burch was the chairman, and one or two men I knew 
were there, and it was said that they were running the meeting. I, of 
course being interested, went in and commenced shortly to take a part 
in the meeting; wen, we made arrangements for the spring round up, 
and bad ,a general talk in regard to the strip business, and at the close 
of the meeting I was made chairman of the association or conv~ntiou. 
We called a meeting for the ensuing year, and a d ay was named. Well, 
as we saw that it panned out well, and the arrangement was satisfac-
tory, the following year we had another meeting. 
(~. What year was that ~-A. If I remember aright the first meeting 
was either in 1880 or 1881 ; I think it was the spring of 1830, hut I am 
n ot quite positive. Complications began to arise, as they would neces-
sarily where there were a great many men who were not acqainted with 
each other. There were men along the State line who turned their cattle 
loose and allo'wed them to roam over the country, and if the cattle were 
branded tbere was no difficulty in gathering them. I~ate :i.n the spring or · 
in the summer of 1880 rumors reached us that free cattle grazing was to 
be no more, and about that time Mr. Bell, and perhaps an assistant he 
took around with him, came up with orders to collect a tax from the stock-
men on the strip. 
Q. Who was Mr. B ell ~-A . He was a Cherokee. Mr. Bell made, in 
my judgment, only a partial collection. 
Q. 'Vhat was this tax ~-A. It was so much for an animal-so much 
percapita. . 
Q. Why was it so small ~-A. My impression is that all paid, with the 
exception of two or three who could not be found; they went up into 
the State of Kansas; it was an unsatisfactory collection, I remember. 
'J.1be next year I think that their treasurer, Major Lythe--
Q. You mean the treasurer of the Cherokee Nation ~-A. Yes, sir; be 
~arne and located himself at Caldwell, and the collection was consider-
ably larger, but still it was not satisfactory to the Cherokee Nation. 
There were a great many gentlemen on the strip who were perfectly will-
ing to pay the assessed tax, but the collection that year was not satisfac-
tory. The next year Major Lythe and his assistant were there again, 
and while t:Uey made a larger collection, still it was not satisfactory 
either to them or to us. I think, but I am not certain, if I remember 
aright, that Major Lythe said the collection netted the Cherokee Nation 
over and above the expense of collection about $22,000. If I remember 
correctly, that is what be told me. That did not seem to be the amount 
they ought to get. We knew, in our own minds, that there were cer-
tain parties who were getting out of the taxes. Major Lythe t alked with 
us, and named the parties, and c::tsked if they were there, and we said 
yes. they were. H e said be could not get hold of them, and they 'clid not 
pay the tax. Well, as necessity is the first law, we were afraid it might 
reflect on us who were willing to pay the tax, and that if that kept on it 
might end in being brought. to the notice of the General Government, and 
all would be driven out, or, at any rate, trouble would arise, and so it 
was deemed best to form a regular association; and not only that, but 
we thought it would be better for our interests as against an interest 
which seemed to be coming over from the State of Kansas. 
There were many men on the line who bad farms, and had some 
stock, and were getting more stock as fast as they could, and allowing 
them to drift on to us, and they would come there in the spring and 
g9.tber them up. They evaded the State tax and the Territory tax 
also. Wlwr the Uberokecs came to them and said, "Gentlemen, we 
understand that your cattle are here, and we waut you to pay the tax 
for them," they replied, "Ob, no; we live in the State; possibly there 
may be some strays in the Territory, but our cattle are in the State," 
and when the State people got after them to pay the tax they said 
their cattle were in the Territory. [Laughter.] In order to protect 
ourselves 've thought it would be a good idea to form a regular associa-
tion. We had au a~sociation which was very peculiar, and would be 
considered in any country among business men as an unformed associa-
tion, with no head or tail to it. We had no authority or power. We 
could do nothing. We were many men of mauy minds. Then, after hav-
ing talked with Majo1· Lythe and -balf a dozen Cherokees, very nice men, 
whom we had met, we aske(l these I11dians whether it would not be 
more satisfaetory to the Uberokees to regularly lease that land for a 
suitable rental, by wllicb arrangement they would get their money 
without any trouble whatever, and they said they thought itwould. 
Under the circumstances we completed and incorporated our associa-
tion. · A boar"'tl of director~ was elected, cor1sisting of nine members, 
and the idea was for the Indians, in case they decided to lease the land, 
to lease it directly to these nino directors who had been elected, and 
for them to sublease the land to the men who were occupants, accord-
ing to cow custom. Then, in this association, it was mutually agreed 
that we should settle our own di1ferences among ourselves. We did 
not know of any court that would have jurisdiction. Then in order 
to settle these questions as to lines to which Major Drumm referred we 
had a board of · arbitration appointed. Then we appointed a board of 
appeal, and the parties could appeal from the decision of the board of 
arbitration. \Vith very little difficulty, considering the large interests 
and the large amount of land, and the different notions in regard to 
lines, we ari·anged nearly all the matters that came before us, and nearly 
satisfied all. 
Of course, it is impossible to satisfy both sides to any case, but we ar-
ranged matters as near as you could imagine, anyhow. Then the- Cher-
okees passed a bill, and, as I remember, at a special session of the coun-
cil, called by the principal chief, partly for that and partly for other 
purposes, they passed a bill by which, for a certain consideration, they 
leased this Cherokee outlet or Cherokee strip, as we call it, west of 96. 
Q. They passed a bill leasing or authorizing some one to lease this 
land ~-A. Authorizing their officers to lease it. I think I can make 
one little matter plain. At the time this land was to be leased it was 
generally understood, according to an old survey, both by the Chero-
kees and by all of the stockmen oecupying the strip, that there were 
5,000,000 acres, more or less, or in the immediate neighborhood of 
5,000,000 acres west of 96, belonging to the Cherokee Nation. On that 
supposition the Cherokees, according to the bill which was passed. speci-
fied 5,000,000 acres, and the price was to be 2 cents per acre. 'It was 
S. Rep. 1278-6 
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all the talk at the time, and was very ::5atisfactory to all _parties. It bas 
since transpired that there are more than 5,000,000 acres, according to 
surveys made by three different squads of surveyors. 
Q. What surveyors were these~-A. Our own surveyors. 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. 1 t has been set at 6,000,000 by the report of the Commissioner.-
A. I don't consider the surveys accurate, neither do the surveyors. They 
all admit that they are not positive as to the number of acres. They 
agree that it is over 5,ooo,ooo, but they don't know how much over, 
neither do we. 
Q. That has transpired since the lease was made ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Then ther~ is another piece of land there wllich has caused some little 
complication, and it bas possibly been brought to the attention of you 
gentlemen; it is called No Man'::5 Land, and joins the strip and the Pan 
Handle. It is claimed both by the Pan Handle and by the Cherokees. 
Q. How much is there of it ~-A. I must .confess I can't say, but I 
think it contains more than 1,000,000 acres. I was going to say that 
while they have urged us to take possession of it we have never done 
so Well, now, in regard to this lease, as I said before, the nine direct-
ors leased it directly from the Cherokees, with the idea that they should 
sublease it to every man on the strip, holding what we considered, ac-
cording to cow-custom, a range, whicll was done, and it is very satis-
factory to the parties now. 
Q. What rental do the ::;ublessees pay 0~-A. They pay the same 
rental, 2 cents an acre, with additional expenses that are necessary. 
Major Drumm c1 id not remember being allowed any excess. We wer~ 
all allowed on one o~casion an excess that we had overpaid. 
Q. "\Vho are the parties who occupy these subleases ~-A. You will 
see by that map [indicating a map of the '~Cherokee strip"] that the 
strip is occupied by a large nurhber of men, and you can see by the 
colors that the ranges are of all sizes and shapes. Some of these ranges 
are occupied by large companies. vVe d.on't know the names of the 
members, but we know the manager. He is the person we deal with. 
Some of these ranges are very small, and have only from 150 to 500 head 
of cattle on them. E ven in these small ranges there will be a company, 
and they are allowed one vote in our association, the same as the largest 
ranges. That was done with the idea which seeJ)led uppermost in every 
man's mind, to have the matter arranged as honorably as possible, not 
only as a matter of self-interest, because the country was aroused to 
the fact of monopolies everywhere, but because we deemed it best, and 
we wanted the identical men to have the same ranges they bad always 
bad. 
Q. How many people are interested in that land ~-A. I could not 
state the number of pe.ople interested, but it must be four or :five hun-
dred. 
Q. The occupants of different tracts are changing all the time, are 
. they not ~-A. No, sir ; there are hardly any changes at all. I only 
know of four at the outside; but, of course, I have not paid any par-
ticular attention to it. 
Q. With these exceptions, they are the original occupants ~-A. Yes, 
sir; they have changed by selling out their interest to some one who 
came into their interest. There were a great many things that we im-
proved after our association was organized. One was the fact that at-
tention was being called to our fences, and we made our lines, and our 
neighbors admitted ·that these lines were right, and there was no par-
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ticular trouble, although there was evidently some brewing at the time . 
.About the fence business we ran some little risk, but we were willing 
to on account of the jmmense advantage to us. 
Q. Are these different ranges substantially fenced ~-.A. Yes, sir; 
they are fenced witu three and four wires, and have posts running from 
25 to 60 feet apart. vVhen the posts are some distance apart there are 
two or three staves put in. 
Q. Were you in attendance upon the council when that act was 
passed ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who represented the association at the council ~-A. Major Drumm 
and Mr. Eldred. 
Q. No one else 7-A. No, sir; I don't know of any one else, but I 
heard that a young gentleman by the name of Marston was there at the 
time. 
Q. Whom did he represent ~-A. I don't think he represented any 
one. His father had been an agent there, and he had an idea that he 
would get into the strip in some way, and he wanted to be there. I 
also understood that there were two or three parties there applying for 
the same lease in competition with us. I am told now that Mr. Marston 
was representing the Oragin Cattle Company. I did not know that. 
Q. How long were these men, Drumm and Eldred, down there ~-A. • 
I think they were there five or six days. 
Q. Was the matter matured substantially before the council was 
called together to authorize it ~-.A. I think so, to this extent: The 
Cherokees, who are not full-bloods, that is a majority of them, under-
stood it, and I presume a good many of the full-bloods did also. Of 
course, we understood it, and had authorized Major Drumm and Mr. 
Eldred to pay to a certain amount. , 
Q. How much did you authorize thtjm to pay 7-.A. We told them to 
pay $100,000, bnt to get it for less if they could. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Who assumed to act for the Cherokees up to the time the council 
took bold of the subject ~-A. I don't think anybody assumed· to act. 
It was talked over by the chief, the treasurer, and one or two other 
Cherokees whom we had met; I don't seem to be able to ca.U their names. 
Maj. John F. Lythe was one of them, I think. 
Q. They are Cherokees ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you understood pretty well before the council was called upon 
what terms these men would obtain the authority for that act~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Do you know how much the expense of that transaction was, get-
ting it through the council, and other expenses 7-A. I do not; I heard 
that we pa"i.d the expenses of Major Lythe and Mr. Eldred, and that is 
all I know about it. 
Q. Do you know what their expenses amounted to ~-A. No, sir; I 
do not know what the bill was. 
Q. Did you hear of anything being paid except their expenses ~-A. 
No, sir ; I did not. 
Q. Did Bushybead fall into this arrangement early ~-.A. I think he 
bad considered it an excellent plan some time before · but I did not 
meet him until after the lease was effected; but I understood that he 
thought it was an excellent thing. 
Q. Was the purpose of calling the council publicly known among the 
Cherokees ~-A. I understood so. They have a newspaper called the 
Chieftain. 
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Q. Do you know whether it got into the papers ~-A. I saw it in the 
Chieftain. 
Q. What did you see there ~-A. That it was the principal matter to 
be brought before the council. 
Q. Did the Chieftain advocate it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was there any party in the council opposed to it ~-.A. I think it 
had some opposition. · 
Q. From what class of Indians ~-A. I think it came from the full-
bloods. 
Q. I s there a division among those Indians marked by that line~­
A. I understand there is, but I have never seen any of the full-bloods. 
Q. Which predo!Dinates ~-A. There are, I understand, about 22,000 
full·bloods and 5,000 of the half and quarter bloods. 
Q. Have the full-bloods an)~ particular plan to antagonize to this~­
A. No, sir; there is only the same sentiment, which is common to the 
uncivilized, that there might be some way by which they might lease 
their land to greater advantage; that was all. . 
Q. What individual pays the rent ~-A. First one party pays it 
and then another. We change it a little. That money has to be car-
ried over to Tahlequah in currency, and we don't propose to allow peo-
ple to know when or how it is paid. We ran some risk in the matter 
once, so we are very careful. 
Q. What evidence can we have that the money has been paid ¥-A. 
The receipts from the Cherokee Nation. We have those receipts, I pre-
sume. These matters are submitted to their treasurer and a receipt is 
given. 
Q. Do you know whether their treasurer makes a report of these 
matters ~-A. I understand so. 
Q. Does he make a report of receipts and expenditures ~-A. I un-
derstand that their government is carried on quite similar to ours. 
Q. Is that a matter that comes as often as yearly to the knowledge 
of the whole people ~-A. Yes, sir; it comes semi-annually before the 
people. · 
Q. Do you know what use they make of the money ~-A. According 
to the bill, it is to be kept in their treasury until it reaches the sum of 
$300,000, and after that, I am sorry to say, I don't know whether it 
goes to the sclwol fund or whether it is paid per capita, but it bas to 
reach the sum of $300,000 first. 
Q. Does the bill dispose of it after that ~-A. I think so. 
Q. Do you understand that tbP. Unite·d States can, at any time, take 
this land out from under you ~-A. I understand that according to the 
treaties made with the Cherokees the United States, in order to handle 
that land, must buy it from the Cherokees direct, and pay a fair price 
for it. I don't know whether a price has been fixed or not. . 
The CHAIRMAN. They are under a treaty stipulation to sell it as fast 
as we want it. 
The Wrt'NESS. The idea was, I believe, to locate friendly Indians 
upon it. 
The CHAIR.MAN. Yes; you understand that it is subjeet to that eon-
dition. -
The WITNESS. ·Yes, sir; I do. . 
Q. So if the United States should come in they might take it out from 
under you 0?-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Do you know of any one connected with the public serviee who is 
interested in any of these- leases or in the assoeiation ~·-A. I know that 
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there has not been a single Government official interested in any lease 
there until right now. I believe there is a man who has lately been 
elected to Congress who has been interested there for two or three years. 
Q. Where does be reside ~-A. He is from Missouri. 
Q. He is the orily one ~-A. Yes, sir; and his connection with leases 
in the Territory antedated his election. He is the only one I have 
heard of who is connected with the Government. 
Q. Who bas your books showing the amount of money paid for the 
expenses of the association at the time of procuring the Tease ~-A. 
Whatever books there are are in our office at Oald well, but I have 
never seen them. 
Q. Who bas charge of them ~-A. Our secretary and treasurer. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. What is his name ~-A. Mr. Bennett is the treasurer and Mr. 
Blair is the secretary. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Have you a book containing the expenses incurred by the associ-
ation which preceded this incorporated one ~-A. No, sir; we ~ever 
kept any books. We have never been in the habit of keeping much 
books. I don't believe cowmen ever do. If there was any account 
kept I did not know it. 
Q. Did not your treasurer make reports ~-A. Our accounts were 
never audited and no reports were submitted. 
Q. How much money did you, pay into his bands ~-A. I could not 
tell you that. 
Q. Oould you not say $50,000, or something of that kind ~-A. I could 
readily say that it was not near that amount. 
(Here some One remarked that it cost $10 to become a member of the 
association.) 
Q. Was there no fund except the initiation fee ~-A. I don't remem-
ber that there was. It is possible that we passed around the hat for 
something. 
Q. I suppose you got the bat back ~-A. Yes, sir. (Laughter.) 
Q. Did you not have a common fund from which the expenses of the 
round-ups were paid ~-A. We quietly made a collection for that pur-
pose. Some one would take it upon himself to collect the neces~mry 
money. · . 
Q. You think any investigation into the affairs of the previous cor-
poration would be futile ~-A. Yes, sir; I think it would. 
Q. Since then you have kept an account, have you not ~-A. I pre-
sume that an account has been kept; but I have never looked over it, 
and don't know anything about it. 
Q. It is a half a cent an acre which you get above t he price you pay 
to the Indians, is it not~-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. You pay 2 cents on 5,000,000 acres, and collect 2~ cents on 
6,000,000 ~ Have you not an excess on band now ~-A. Yes, sir ; but 
we have been expending it for various purposes. It seems with tbe 
whole western world that cowmen are rich, and they think if they Jook 
at us pleasantly we must pay for it. · 
Q. What .have you done with this money ~-A. We have paid some 
of it out for the capture and conviction of thieves. 
Q. Among those who smiled upon you you don't mean to include 11er-
• 
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sons connected with the Cherokee Nation, do you ?-A. No, sir; I mean 
persons who expected to get a living off of us. 
Q. How much money have you in your treasury now ?-A. I don't 
know how much, but we have a good deal in the treasury. There is an-
other thing that will cut the amount down a, little. Some of the land 
the association pays for is quarantine ground, and we get no pay for it. 
Q. But you get paid for more than 5,000,000 acres, at the rate of 2~ 
cents, and your books ought to show it.-A. I don't think we are very 
accurate in our money matters. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. I would like to know if you could furnish a list of the members 
of the association ?-A. I think ·we have a book containing the names 
of the members of the association. I ·don't mean of every member, but 
one member of each company. I think, also, that the map before you 
will furnish the names. 
Q. V'ton't you furnish the names of the companies, and the name of 
the president and other officers ?-A. I think I shall have to call on 
Mr. Blair. · 
Q. Are you connected with any company?-A. No, sir; except in this 
way: I have two partners in my pasture, or rather in theirs and mine. 
We have our cattle with our own brands. 
Q. "Tho are your partners~-A. They are gentlemen from Saint Joe. 
Q. What are their na.mes?-A. J. C. Pryor & Co. and T. F. Pryor & 
Co. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. You are the president of the association ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your annual salary ~-A. I receive $1,500 salary. 
Q. Do these nine. directors pay the same amount as ·all the others 
pay, or is there any advantage given them ~-A. There is nothing they 
get that all the others do not get the benefit of. It is the same with 
all. 
Q. Is the_re any member who obtains his lease at a less amount than 
any other~-A. No, sir. . 
Q. I would like to have you make an explanation in respect to the 
trail which runs through the strip. It is supposed by some that the 
fences shut out parties who desire to cross the strip; what have you to 
say to that ~-A. There are two trails through the strip. There is a 
western trai1, which goes through tlie western portion of -the strip, and 
the main trail, which goes directly to (. well, and runs by Fort Reno. 
These trails are all the way from 3 miles to 1 mile wide; that depends on 
the country. 
Q. Are there fences on both sides ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The trail is like a New England highway~-A. Yes, sir. The trail 
widens out where the cattle would stop to graze and drink at noon and 
at night. It is not closed at all. That is one trail. The other trail strikes 
off down below, in the neighborhood of the Wichita, and goes northwest 
to the State line. 
Q. Is it the same as the other~-A. Yes, sir; it is just the same, but 
perhaps wider. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. .Are any tolls collected '-A. None, except by the Indians on the 
western trail. 
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By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. You don't mP;an to say that it ofiers su:fficieitt pasturage for t.he 
herds that go over it ~-A. Yes, sir; where it widens out to 3, 5, and 8 
miles, it does. · · 
Q. What is the size of the herds that are driven oYer the trail ~-A. 
They vary from 2,500 to 3,000. It is not considered a(lvisable to drive 
cattle in too large bunches. · 
Q. How long a time do they take to cross the strip ~-A. Well, I 
could not tell; it depends upon whether they ~re in a burry or not. 
They drive about 12 or 16 miles a day; I suppose 12 J.Tiiles is a good 
drh·e, and the strip js 57 miles wide. 
Q. Is the trail from Caldwell straight ~-:-A. Yes, sir; it bears a little 
southwest. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Has any change been made in the trails since your association 
was formed ~-A. None at all, except that they were not fenced before, 
but the cattle never grazed farther than thf?y do now. 
By Mr. WALKER: 
Q. Has not this Cherokee Strip been laid off into sections ~-A. I un-
derstand there was a Government survey, but I am not positive. It 
seems to me that I have seen stones or other marks, but I am not cer-
tain. I know that we surveyed it ourselves. 
Q. Do you know the number of acres contained in the strip ~-A. 
Not exactly; I can approximate it. There are about 5,500,000 or 
5,600,000 acres in it. I found. that all the squads of surveyors were 
mixed, some claiming one thing and some another. 
Q. What do you pay for this land ~-A. We pay .2 cents an acre to 
the Indians and 2! cents to our association. 
Q. Were you present when the lease was made ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who obtained the lease for you ~-A. Major Drum and Mr. Eldred 
were present at the time. 
Q. Do you know whether any money or other valuable thing was paid 
to any one in order to obtain this lease ~-A. I do not. 
Q. Have you beard anything of the kind ~-A. I have hEard any 
amount of rumors. The Kansas City Times and other papers pub-
lished a good deal about the matter, but principally the Times. I have 
never heard anything from anybody who knew what he was talking 
about. 
Q. Were there not some lands lying next or adjacent to the Pawnees 
that were included in the lease ~-A. I think I could sllow on the map 
a little point of land east of the Pawnee Reservation which is claimed 
by the Cherokees. I think I could show it to you. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, do so. 
The WITNESS. It is right in here, ~ast of the Pawnees [indicating on 
map]. 
, Mr. CAMERON. It is not so small. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. It is the plat marked as Bennett and Dunham, and east of the 
Pawnee Reservation ~-A. Yes, sir. · · 
Q. How many acres does it contain ~-A. Somewhere in the neigh-
borhoo.d of 100,000 acres; a little more, perhaps. Perhaps 115,000 
acres. 
Q. That, you say, is east of the Pawnee Reservation '-A. Yes, sir. 
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The CHAIRMAN. I have hearu, at some time, of a strip lying next to 
the Kansas line, about which there was a dispute as to whether it be-
longed to the Indian Territory or to the State of Kansas. 
The WITNESS. That is what is called the three-mile strip; it was . 
bought from the Osages, and then sold to Kansas for $1 an acre. 
Q. It belongs to Kansas, then ~--A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. When this lease was obtained there were so.me other parties at 
the council besides the parties you have named ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who were they ~-A. Well, I .understand there were some men 
from Kansas City present, or from the immediate neighborhood of Kansas 
City, who were anxious to secure a lease, and some of them had formed 
a sort of company with a few of the Cherokees, and these together 
tried to lease the Cherokee Strip. But this, gentlemen, is hearsay. 
Q. w ·ho were they ~-A. I have heard the name of one man who 
lives in .Kansas City, uut it bas escaped me. 
Q. Is that all you know about it ~-A. Yes, sir; that is all. 
By Mr. CAMERON : 
Q. Is there anything else you want to state to the committee~-A. I 
do not think that I can enlighten you, gentlemen, any more upon the 
subject. I am sorry I could not make the whole matter clearer. 
By Mr. HARRISON : . 
Q. You were pasturing cattle there before the lease was m'ade ~-A. 
Yes, sir; I started in Barbour County, Kansas, and our cattle drifted 
into the Territory. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. In spite of all you could do, I suppose ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Did you pay a tax in Barbour ·county ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And . in the Territory ~-A. Yes, sir ; in Barbour County and in 
t.be Territory, too. · 
Q. What was the tax ~-A. The tax was 40 cents per head on grown 
stock and 25 cents on young stock. 
Q. That averaged how much ~-A. Well, sir; I should think 33 or 
35 cents. 
Q. What rate per head were the Indians getting for this privF ~.ge of 
grazing eattle ~-A. I do not think that the first year they g\J. one-
fiftieth of what was due them, and what they ought to have bad. 
Q. Very small pay then, was it not ~-A. Yes, sir ; very, indeed. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Was that the year when the collector overrun his receipts $600 ~­
I think so, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Why was that ~-A. Because there were some cattlemen in the 
country who were out to the last against paying this tax, claiming that 
the Cherokees bad no right to collect it. 
Q. Did these parties afterwards accept leases ~-A. Some of them did, 
sir ; but others left. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Did your )ease exclude them ~-A. Yes, sir; in a measure.· They 
were parties who would not p~y any tax to either the State of Kansas 
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o; · the Cherokee Nation. They were some herders and the,y did not 
propose to pay a11y tax at all; tlmt is the real truth of the matter. 
1\lr .. HAl:.RISON. I woulc.l suggest that :Mr. Blair's books should be 
here before we examine him. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Where are those books ~-A. In Oalclwel l, Kans., in the office. 
By ~lr. HARRISON : 
Q. You can telegraph for them,can you not~-A. Well, sir, we have 
receipts here for our rent. 
Mr. HARRISON. Well, yes; but we want the expense account of the 
association. · 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Blair will take measures to have the books 
here. 
Mr. Blair assured the committee he would do so. 
Mr. HAH.RISON. We want the accounts of the association. · 
Mr. GoRMAN. 'Ve want not only t he accotints, but the names of the 
members of the dHI'erent companies who are grazing cattle on this land. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Gorman, would you also like the names of the 
parties who were before the council seeking leases in opposition to this 
association ~ If you desire to have them~ we will try to see that they 
are found. 
Mr. GORMAN. Then I should like to have these names, if they can be 
obtained. 
S. TUTTLE. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 9, 1885. 
S. TUTTLE sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your full name ~-Answer. S. Tuttle. . 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. At Caldwell, Kans. 
Q. How long have you resided there ~-A. A little over two years. 
Q. What has been your business ~-A. I have been engaged in the 
cattle business. 
Q. For how long a time ~-A. For a little over two years. 
Q. What business were you engaged in before that ~-A. I went to 
Caldwell from the Pan-Handle of Texas; but I have been engaged in 
the cattle business for about fourteen years. I have only been engaged 
in it at Caldwell two years. 
Q. Are you interested in any of the 1eases of the land on the Chero-
kee Strip '-A. Not at present; but I have been. 
Q. When '-A. At the commencement of the association. . 
Q. Did you have a lease of your own ¥-A. Myself and partner had 
a lease. · 
Q. What is your partner's name ~-A. Z. Tuttle. 
Q. Then you and your brother had a lease ¥-A. He is not :ttly brother. 
Q. You had a lease from the original company ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When did you part with it 1-A. I think it was last September. 
Q. Did both of you sell out ~-A. No, sir; I sold out to him. 
Q. He is the sole owner now ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know of au,Ybody else who has an interest ¥-A. No, sir. 
Q. So far as you know he is tlle sole owner ~-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Do you know anything about the manner in which tllis lease '"as 
obtained from the Cherokees ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVere you pr·esent at the Cherokee council when the lease wa.!)-
made ~-A. No, sir; I was in Caldwell. · · 
Q. Wllat 'vas your knowledge of it ~-A. Simply. that we organized 
an association to obtain the lease. 
Q. Who represented the association down among the Cherokees ~-A. 
Major Drn_ m and Mr. Eldred. 
By J\1r. HARRISON: 
Q. Did you say Drumm and Eldred ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Was there any one else ~-A. There may have been other parties 
there. 
Q. Who else was there in the interest of the association ~-A. I could 
not mention any names. I do not know that any other parties were 
tllere in the interest of the association. There were other parties there, 
but I think they went entirely on their own account. 
Q. Were they interested in the association or were they against it¥- · 
A. They were intere::; ted in it. 
Q. Who do you think was there ~-A. I do not know their names. 
Q. What has led you to think that other parties were there ~-A. It 
is only hearsay. 
Q. What did you hea1· that led you to· think that other parties were 
there ~-A. Why, simple report. · . 
Q. What wa that simple report~ We would like to get hold of it. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
·Q. Who was reported to be down there ~-A. Only my recollection 
is that some other parties were there. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Who did you understand were down there ~-A. I do not remem-
ber. 
Q. Can't you give ·us the name of a siugle one who was there ~-A. 
No, sir, I cannot. 
Q. Were there se-veral there ~-A. Oh, I could not say. 
Q. Could yon not give a single name ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Could you not give one name ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know of anything being paid to anybody to go down 
there ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Was anything paid down there ~-A. I do not know. 
Q. The report did not reach you that anything was paid ¥-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. You never heard that anything was paid ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know who acted in behalf of the Indians ~-A. I suppose 
the Iridian council did. 
Q. But was not some one the mouth-piece of the council in making this 
agreement ~-A. I think it was done in session. 
Q. Did these people appear before the council while in session ~-A. 
I do not know, sir; I was not there. 
Q. You don't know anything about the manner in which the lease was 
effected ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. 'Vhat have you pa.id into the association ~-A. I could not tell the 
/ exact amount, but about 2~ cents an acre. . 
1 Q. Have you ever paid anything except the rent~U-.A. No, sir. 
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Q. How many acres are in your lease ~-A. One hundred and eighteen 
thousand seven hundred acres. 
Q. How much stock ~-A. About four or five thousand head. 
Q. How do you get your stock to the market ~-A. We drive them by 
· the open trail to shipping points. 
By 1\Ir. GoRMAN : 
Q~ You sold out to your partner 0?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he form a stock company~-A. I think not. We were the 
only parties interested, and I sold out to him. 
Q. No stock company was formed 0?-A. Not that. I know of. 
JAMES W. HA.MI~TON. 
WASHINGTON, D. 0., Ja,nuary D, 1885. 
JAMEs W. HAMILTON sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. Where do you reside, Mr. Hamilton ~-Answer. I reside at 
Wellington, Kans. 1 
Q. Please give us your full name.-A. James W. Hamilton. 
Q. How long have you resided at Wellington, Kans.~-_._~\... I have re-
sided in that county since 1870. 
Q. What has been your business ~-A. I have dealt in cattle, and 
farming. 
Q. Have you any interest in any of these leases ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In what leases have you bad an interest ~-A. Well, sir, I have 
bad an interest in the Cherokee Strip Jease. 
Q . You are one of the lessees ~-A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. Under what name is your lease taken ~-A. Well, sir, I am one of 
the directors of the original association. · 
Q. You are one of the directors of the original association 1-A. 
Yes, sir. · 
Q. VVere you at the time it was formed ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And have you been ever since, continuously ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you have anything to do with obtaining the lease ~-:-~1\. . No~ 
sir; I did not. 
Q. When did you first know anything about the lease of this land~­
A. I first heard it from the report of the committee which was sent 
down to negotiate the lease. 
Q. What are the names of the members of the committee ~-A. 
Messrs. Eldred and Drumm. 
Q. How long before the lease was obtained was this association 
formed ~-A. My recollection is that the association was formed about 
a year before that time. 
Q. Was it formed for the purpose of obtaining the lease of the 
Cherokee Strip ~-A . That was one of the purposes of its organization. 
Q. Had any of you bad any negotiations with the Indians that led you 
to believe that you could obtain the lease ~-A. Well, sir, only general , 
conversations with the tax agents who had been collecting the taxes 
for the Cherokee Nation. 
Q. Did this association embrace all who occupied the land under the 
per.capita tax ~-A. Yes, sir; it embraced all who paid the tax, and 
there \Yere also some who refu,sed to pay the tax and afterwards be-
came members of the association; but I could not call any particular 
one to mind. · 
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Q. Is the interest of the different parties in this association repre-
sented by shares of stock, or bow ~-A. Wen, sir, my best answer would 
be to refer you to our constitution. 
Q. Have you a copy of your constitution here ~-.A . I did have it yes-
terday. 
Q. What is your interest represented by 'V-A. Well, si):', it is a firm, 
having the title of Woods & Hamilton. 
Q. vVhat portion of the land have you ~-A. Well, sir, we have a cer-
tain portion of this lease set apart for us. 
Q. Of whom does your firm consist ~-A. Woods and Hamilton. 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. Is there any one else ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Were does the other partner reside ~-A. Both of us live at Wel-
lington, Kans. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of the expense of the committee tbat 
went to negotiate the lease ~-A. I have Yery little knowledge of it, 
sir. · 
Q. What is that little knowledge '-A. I heard the report of ex-
penses. 
Q. Do you knowi ts aggregate ~-A. I do not know, sir. 
Q. You do not know the items ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Was it a report of the directors ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You say you were present when that report was made ~-A. Yes, 
sir ; it was in items. It was not engrossed then. 
Q. Was t here any di~cussion over the items~- A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you bear of anything being paid to anybody~-A. No, sir; I 
did not bear a word except the newspaper reports. 
Q. You bad no knowledge beyond the newspaper reports ~-A. No, 
sir. · . 
Q. What were the newspaper reports 0?-A. That money was used to 
bribe members of the council ; but it was generally charged that money 
'Yas. used to obtain the lease. · 
By Mr. GORMAN: 
Q. Have you any knowledge of anything whatever having been given 
or paid ~o any individual, bes-ond the expenses of the committee ~-A. 
I bad not, sir; I have no personal knowledge. 
Q. What knowledge have you, if you have no personal knowledge~­
A. Only, as I have said, what I heard and what I read in the news-
papers. 
Q. Have you any knowledge beyond these newspaper statements~­
A. No, sir; I have none. 
-Q. Has it been a matter of discussion at all in your board of direct-
ors ~-A. I think not.. Probably when we met as individuals we might 
have talked about these reports, but the subject was never brought be-
fore the board of directors. 
Q. You say you might have discussed the matter among yourselves 
as you met ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you beard from any member of the association anything 
about any money or valuable thing being used to influence anybody~-­
A. No, sir. 
Q. Have any steps been taken by the board of directors or any mem-
ber of it to ascertain the truth about the matter ~-A . I do not think 
so ; I do not think any investigation has been made. 
Q. No inquiry has been made by the bQa,nl ~-.A, :No; sir. 
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,By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Has any inquiry been made of the parties who went to negotiate the 
lease ~-A. Not to my know ledge; that is, as far as I am personally 
concerned, I know nothing about any such inquiry; I do not know that 
any inquiry has been made of them. 
Q. Has there been a studied silence in that respect ~-A. I do not 
know of anything of the kind. 
Q. Can you tell us why your board of directors did not interest them-
selves enough to inquire of this committee whether they had done this 
evil or not ~-A. I can only give my own view, sir. There is no founda-
tion whatever for the rumor. · 
Q. Could you have told that as well before the inquiry as after mak-
ing the inquiry ~-A. It did not interest me enough to make the in-
quiry. 
Q. Did you not think it a matter worth any inquiry, whether your 
committee had acted honorably in this matter or not-of course I do 
not mean to intimate that I have an opinion that they did not act hon-
orably ~-A. 1 suppose you ask my opinion~ 
Mr. HARRISON. Yes, sir. 
A. That is all I can give. 
Q. Did it impress any member of the board sufficiently to make an 
inquiry~-A. Well, sir, I am free to say that it did not impress me to 
that extent; I have known these two gentlemen for a long time. 
Q. What newspapers did you see this in ~-A. The Kansas City 
Times. · 
Q. What other papers ~-A. I do· not know of any other paper now. 
Q. It did not impress any member sufficiently to raise a question ~­
A .. I cannot say that it did. It roight have created a noise at the time. 
Q. Can you tell us the amount of the expenses of negotiating that 
lease ~-A. No, sir; I cannot. 
Q. Can you approximate-you say you were present when the report 
was made ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What were ·these expenses ~-A. Well, sir, they were for legal 
services or things of that kind. 
Q. I did not ask the items, but the aggregate. Was it $10,000, 
$20,000 or $50,000 ~-A. My recollection is that it was from $5,000 to 
$8,000. I am not positive, gentlemen, but Mr. Eldred is here and will 
answer the question. It was somewhere from $5,000 to $8,000. 
Q. That was the expense of negotiating the lease ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You think the items were given ~-A. Yes, sir; and they embraced 
the traveling expenses of the gentlemen who went down there and other 
matters. 
Q. Anything else ¥-A. I coulq not gtve all of the items. 
Q. Was there anything else ~-A. I think not. 
Q. There was nothing put in the way of entertainments given, feasts, 
or anything of that kind ~-A. I think not, sir. , 
Q. Do you know how long they were there ~-A. About four months. 
Q. Did they have an attorney with them ~-A. E. E. Wilson and 
John L. Lyon, I understand, were their attorneys. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Where were these gentlemen from ~-A. J.Jyon was from Fort Gib-
son and Wilson from Kansas City. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Did you say Kansas City ~~A. Yes, sir. 
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By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. How many cattle were on your 82,000 or 83,000 acres ~-A. Well, 
sir, we have given 17 acres to the animal. 
Q. Is that as many cattle as you keep on it ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You pasture the cattle at the rate of 17 acres to the animal. Now, 
do you know the aggregate number of acres in this leas~ ' -No, sir; I 
do not. 
Q. It is about 6,000,000 acres ~-A. That is my understanding. By 
the terms of the lease_ we were pledged to leave 108,000 acres for the 
roads ; but then we had to leave out land on the Ralt Fork-I mean Red 
Fork. 
Q. Did you have 6,000,000 acres besides these trails or roads ~-A. 
No, sir; we have 6,000,000 acres inchrding the trails. 
Q. You pay into this association 2~ cents as sublessees, do you not~ 
That makes a pretty large fund, does it not '-A. I do not know what 
the balance is. 
Q~ Now, if you have 6,000,000 acres, and lease it at 2~ cents an acre, 
it gives you a very large surplus, does it not ~-A. Well, I do not sup-
pose we collect it off all the land. 
Q. Well, you have a half a cent on 5,000,000 acres '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is $25,000, is it not '-A. I am not prepared to say what the 
balance is. • 
Q. At 2~ cents an acre it is $100,000, and a half a cent would be 
one-quarter of that. It is $25,000. What have you been doing with 
that $25,000, or approximating that amount~ 
Mr. INGALLS. Suppose they have $20,000 or $50,000 in operations. 
What have we to do with that ~ We are directed to inquire into the 
validity of this lease, the methods of obtaining it, and the legality of 
the lease. I submit that an inquiry irito the private affairs of these gen. 
tlemen is hardly within our purview. 
Mr. HARRISON. There have been charges of corruption, and if we 
must stop where the Senator from Kansas suggests and shut off all in-
quiry, I don't see how we are to get at the facts in the case. 
Mr. INGALLS. These gentlemen went into the operation for pro.fi.t and 
not merely pleasure, and they expected to get something over and above 
what they paid out. Of course if it is assumed that they are using the 
profits for purposes of corrupting somebody, that is another aspect of 
the case; and if it is simply an inquiry as to what they did with this 
money, I submit that it is not within our inquiry. 
Mr. HARRISON. The profits were realized on their individual leases. 
This association was simply the trustee that took the profit and then 
, divided it out. The individuals make their profits on the separate leases. 
We have not asked Mr. Hamilton what he made on his sublease, but 
here was an association with certain frinds and expenditures. Now, if 
tihere was anything-! am not assuming that there was, but there were 
imputation~ of corruption-but if there was anything wrong it must 
have been through that association and not through the individuals. 
Therefore we want to know why they are getting so much more from 
the subleases than they pay the Cherokee Nation. 
Mr. INGALLS. The imputations of corruption were in connection with 
the original negotiation. This association was forme.d for profit, and I 
submit that if in pursuit of their business they have managed to make 
money that is what they united themselves for. But it is not within 
the inquiry of this committee unless an allegation of corruption was 
made, and I think it is hardly a legtimate inquiry. 
The CHAIRMAN. We are not inquiring into their honest profits. The 
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question is whether they used the money for corrupt purposes, and of 
·course we must .put our questions in all manner of forms. One purpose 
is to ascertain if any corrupt use bas been made of their money. I sup-
pose also that it is proper for us to get as much information as we can 
about the actual value of the rentals, with a view to determine whether 
its management is, on the whole,. a wise one, but I do not think that 
any member of the committee would want to criticise the use of the 
profits of the concern outside of this limit. 
Mr. INGALLS. Confining the inquiry to asking whether they bad used 
this money for corrupt purposes, I will have no objection, but I submit 
that the question Mr. Harrison asked was a little broad. There is no 
allegation that they have not a right to make $25,000 on their leaRe if · 
they can. It is perfectly legitimate and nobody's concern what they 
do with their profits, any more than what the members of this commit-
tee do with their salaries. 
Mr. HARRISON. If we are to stop where the Senator from Kansas 
suggests, as I said before, the scope of the inquiry would be, then, con-
fined to asking the witness whether he used the money for any corrupt 
purpose, and then to stop with his answer. I cheerfully submit that I 
have no knowledge with respect to what charges were made; but I sub-
mit that if the money was made legitimately and used legitimately, this 
gentleman would be interested in clearing up the matter, and not in hav-
ing it smothered in committee. Mr. Hamilton, of course, has his cattle 
and makes his profit; but here is a tr·ust fund in which these men are 
getting $25,000 or, maybe, $50,000 a year. The association negotiated 
the lease with the Cherokees. Now, if we are to stop there and not 
pursue it any further, in my judgment we had better stop the investi-
gation. 
The CHAIRMAN. How are we going to ascertain, without asking these 
men, whether they bad made an improper use of this money~ 
- Mr. INGALLS. If the committee think it is advisable to go into a cur-
sory inquiry, very well. 
The CHAIRMAN. We would like, Mr. Ingalls, if you can suggest a 
question that will meet the occasion and disclose what we desire to find 
out. 
Mr. GoRMAN. It seems to me that the committee should determine 
not only this question, but the general scope of the inquiry. 
Mr. INGALLS. Let the room be cleared. 
The room was cleared. When the doors were reopened lVIr. E. 0. 
BouDINOT was called to the stand. 
ELIAS C. BOUDINOT. 
ELIAS C. BouDINOT sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. Mr. Boudinot, are you in any way connected with the Chero-
kee N atio!l ~-Answer. Only as a native citizen, sir. 
Q. You are not connected with i t in any official posit ion ~-A. Only 
as a native of the Cherokee Nation. 
Q. vVbat is your age, Mr. Boudinot ~ -A. I am forty-nine years of 
age. 
Q. Are you conversant personally with what they llave been doing 
for the last few years ~-A. Yes , sir. 
Q. Have yon any knowledge of the t il'ansaction in relation to the ., 
Cherokee Strip ?-A. Yes, sir; I have knowledge from pap~rs and in• 
fbrmation I got. 
Q. Have you any personal knowledge of any use these men have made 
of money with Cherokee Indians ?-A. I have no personal knowledge, 
sir. 
Q. Do you know ,of any one who can give us any testimony in that 
regard ?-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If you can direct us in that matter, we shall be glad. Do you 
know of anybody, within our reach, who can be produced to-morrow 
morning, who can throw a.ny light upon this ~ubject of the Cherokee 
lease? 
By Mr. · HARRISON: 
Q. Yes, either to-morrow or hereafter 1-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Will you rlo us the favor, with the help of Mr. Christy, the Ser-
geant-at-arms of the Senate, to bring to us anybody who you think can 
throw any light upon this ·subject~-A. Yes, sir. , 
Q. Well, g-ive us the names of some you think of?-A. Richard M. 
Wolfe. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Is he here ~-A. Yes, sir. He is one of the delegates of the Chero-
kee Nation, representing that nation here before Congress. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Go on and give us what other names you think of.-A. H. T. 
Landrulll. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Is he here, too ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do any others occur to you ~-.A. W . .A. Phillips might throw some 
light upon the subject. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Is· it the Mr. Phillips who was formerly a member of Congress 
from Kansas ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Does any other name occur to you·~-.A. There is an old citizen 
of the Cherokee Nation here, but I do not know that he was present at 
the council. 
Q. What is his name ~-A. J ule M . Bryan. 
Q. Have you reason to know that he has any knowledge of the trans-
action 1-A. I could not say, sir. The fact of his being a citizen of 
the nation and having business at the capital, h~ might have been 
there at the time the lease was made. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Can you see him and ascertain w,4ether he knows anything about 
- the matter ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Do you know of others who are in the city ~-.A. No, sir; I cannot 
think of any just now. · 
Q. Or anybody outside of · the city~-.A. George W . Bushy head, 
the chief, might be able to 
1
give some information. 
Q. Have you any information that leads- you to suppose that we 
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could get any information from him ~-A. I b~ve a copy of the message 
the chief sent to the legislature. · 
Q . .And from that you infer that he is in a position where he might 
be able to give information ~ 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Will you leave that with us ~-.A. It is in a scrap-boo~ I have. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Now, we will give you the services of Mr. Christie to bring in from 
the city and beyond the city, if you will give us the names of any gen-
tlemen whom you think can throw any light upon this matter. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Perhaps there are other names beyond the limits of the District 
that you can give us ~-A. There is John F. Lyon. 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. vVbere does he reside ~-A. He lives at Tahlequah, in the Indian 
Territory. · 
Q. ,Well, is there any other ~-.A. Clement M. Rogers. 
Q. Where does be reside 01-A. Be resides in Claremore, in the Indian 
Territory; also Samuel Smith. · 
Q. Where does he reside ~-.A. I do not know his post-office address, 
but he resides in the vicinity of Tahlequah; also L. B. Bell. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. He has been already summoned ~-.A. No, sir ; J. M. Bell has been 
summoned. I · 
Q. Where does be live ~-A. He is at Vinita, in the Indian Territory. 
Q, Are these all you think of ~-A. Yes, sir ; these are all that occur 
to me now. 
Q. What information have you in respect to them that leads you to 
suppose that these men can give us any information~ Now we will take 
the first name-Lyon. What will he be able to tell us f-A. He said he 
W •IS one of the attorneys for the lessees, and that he drew the lease him-
Relf, and that be still is under the employ of these lessees, and I should 
suppose be would know all about it. 
Q. Did he say a.nything that led you to believe that there was any-
tLing improper connected witb.the making of these leases ~-A. No, sir; 
1 have never heard him make any statement of the kind. I have seen 
statements in the papers. · 
Q. :Now, we'll take this man Rogers-who is he f-A. He is the author 
of the bill directing the chief to make the lease. 
Q. Who is Mr. Smith ~-.A. Mr. Smith is the author of another bill 
011 the same subject. One of these bills authorizes the lease in general 
terms, and the other authorizes the making of the leases to these par-
ticular parties. Mr. Rogers is the author of the bill authorizing the 
leases to these particular parties, and Smith is the author of the bill 
authorizing the general leases. Mr. Bell is the collector of taxes in the 
western part of the Territory. 
Q. Was the Rogers bill adopted f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Mr. Smith is the collector referred to by Mr. Drumm, is he notY-
A .. Yes. sir. 
Q. Have you any personal knowledge of what he knows about this 
matter f-A. Nothing, except that I know he was the coll~ctor of th.e 
taxes. 
S. Rep. 1278-7 
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Q. You infer from the position he held tha.t he could giYe us,infor· 
matiou ~-A. Yes. sir. · ; 
Q. You have no' knowledge as to whetber there existed any corrupt'ion 
or improper use of money in connection with these leases "?-A. None 
at all. I know nothing personally about tbe matter. I will produce 
the message of the chief if the committee desire it~ 
A. "\~r e would like you to have produced before us, if you can, any 
day of this investigation, any witness that you think will be of service 
to the committee in throwing light upon this subject. If you will fur-
nish the names I will tell Mr. Christy to summon them. 
E. C. BOUD.INOT. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 10, 1885. 
E. C. BOUDINOT, recalled. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. Colonel Boudinot, you were to furnish some papers this morn-
ing ~-Answer. Yes, sir. This [showing a paper] is a copy of Chief 
Bushyhead's special message to the council. 
Q. Is it long ~-A. No, sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. If it is brief read it. 
The WITNESS. Shall I read the whole of it~ 
The CHAIRMAN. Read all that pertains to this matter. If it all per-
tains to the lease you had better read it. 
The WITNESS (reading): 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTME~T, 
. . Tahlequah, May 2, 1883. 
To the honorab~ the National Council, in extra session : 
GENTLEMEN: Among the subjects-matter the exigenc1es of tho situation require 
me to bring to your immediate attention, is the situation of atfairs in the unsold and 
unoccupied portions of our lands lying west of 96 degrees, the portion occupied by 
the Osages, Kaws, Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Perces, Otoes, and Miss.ourias, being in a 
condition in which the rights of all parties will soon be, in all probability, definitely 
settled. There remains lying west of Arlmnsas River upwards of 6,000,00U acres. 
The Cherokee Nation has an unqnestionable and undoubted possession of, aml ju-
risdiction over, all the unsold and unoccupied lands covered by her patent which con-
veyed it to her from the United States, and her authority over it is recognized under 
treaty. 
As stated, this residue within t he limits of the Indian Territory comprises a. little 
over 6,000,000 acres, and lies west of t he Arkansas River. 
By lVIr. HARRISON : 
Q. A little over, or less, than 6,000,000 ~ 
The Wrt'NESS. A little over. 
[Reading :J It is a region the greater portion of which is chiefly valuable for pas-
turage, and large tracts are :fit for nothing else. :From information derived from the 
highest authorities of the United States there is not much likelihood of other Indian 
tribes being removed to it, as the northern tribes justly protest against being sent 
hither. For grazing purposes it :is steadily acquiring value, and it is important 
until. it can' be disposed of for the best :interests of the Cherokee Nation, that th~ 
profits or revenues to be derived therefrom should reach the highest equitable amount 
with the greatest security, and that its benefits shall belong to the whole people of 
the Cherokee Nation. 
By a communication of t he delegati<m, submitted herewith, you will see that the 
subject-matter has t his winter been pressed on ns by the authorities of the United 
States, and that the exigency requires prompt action, and I commend the whole sub-
ject to your careful consideration and action . I also inclose a. copy of a letter of the 
Secretary of the Interior to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, which was fn.rnished 
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me while in Washington. The Secretary of tbe Interior and Commissioner during re-
peated interviews urged the importance of prompt action. To prevent loss to the 
national revenue, to increase it, to reduce expenses of collection, to secm·e the tract 
from all abuses, to increase its value, to prevent lawless and violent persons from 
trampling on our rights and taking i be use of our propel'ty without adequate remu-
neration, and above all to act in such ~L manner as to secure the confidence of the Gov-
ernment of the United States and its needed protection as guaranteed to us by treaty, 
it behooves the Cherokee people to .act wisely aud discreetly. I am gratified to be 
able to state, as the letter of the Secretary of March 16 will show, that the autborit.y 
of the nation to legislate in the premises, as guaranteed by treaties, is fu lly recog-
nized at Washington, and will be respected. · 
I would respectfully present. the following suggestions, which I have found to be in 
harmony with the views of the Interior Department: 
1. That.the leases be to one or more responsible parties, in suitable divisions, the 
supply of water in each division to be duly apportioned so as to utilize the entire 
tract at a rate not less than 2 cents per acre, and that the leases be not less than one 
year or more than five years. The revenue to be paid at Tahlequah into the national 
treasury every six months in advance. 
2. An agreement embodied in the lease w.ith each lessee, that should the rent not be 
promptly paid as agreed the lease to be straightway per-emptorily declared forfeited 
by the principal chief and released to other responsible parties unless satisfactory 
payments be promptly made, including all losses and tax during the interregnum 'Ly 
parties temporarily and unavoidably delinquent. 
3. No permanent improvements to be made on the lands leased, and only such tem-
porary arrangements as will contribute to the fair and equitable execution of t he ob-
ligations of both parties to the lease; and any erections as improvements, whatever 
they may be shall, by the terms of each lease, revert to and become an attachment 
and remain the property of the Cherokee Nation. 
4. Six months' notice to be given to each Jessee in case the lands, or any portion of 
them, shall be otherwise disposed of. 
5. Timber and other property of the national domain to be protcwted by t he lessee, 
for the tracts grazed or temporarily occupied by him, which shall be embodied by the 
terms of the lease, and for which, as far as practicable, he shall be responsible. 
The salines belonging to the nation and authorized to be leased under the provis-
ion of act of Congress app oved August 7, 1882, to be exempted from the limits of any 
such lease or leases, and to be the subject of separate legislation at such times as you 
may think fit. • 
In reference to the important matter of the salines just mentioned, I deem it proper 
to inform you that only two sel~ctions were made last summer, and only one of them 
has been so far able to be connected with the Government surveys so as to definitely 
fix their metes and bounds. 
It will, therefore, be necessary for your honorable bodies tv authorize another sur-
vey to secure the t.hird saliue, and have their connections with the United States 
surveys definitely ascertained and marked, and that these salines be thus perma-
nently secured to the Nation, and their exact location placed on the public mays on 
the records at Washington City. 
I therefore submit these important matters, requiring immediate action, to your 
honorable bodies, for such action as you may deem proper. , 
I remain, very respectfully, 
. 
D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
Principal Chief . 
That is the message I referred t o, gentlemen. The act which pre-
ceded this message is published, I think, in Rome of the documents be-
fore the committee, but I will have a copy here. It provides for the 
renewal of t he lease after the expiration of five years. 
I think, however, that the provision authorizing the renewal was 
stricken out by the last council. 
Mr. HARRISON. I think there is a copy of the act in some of the docu-
me~& · 
Mr. BOWEN. I think it is in Senate Executive Document No. 17, 
Forty-eighth OongreRs, second session. 
The WITNESS. I would like to make a statement. It has been gen-
erally supposed that I was iw;;trumental in llaving this matter investi-
gated, and am opposed to leases. lam opposed to leases, because they 
are in violation of the constitution of the Cherokee Nation, and in viola-
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tion of the statutes of the United States. While I am not opposed to 
utilizing- the land so that the Indians can g-et the greatest amount of 
benefit out of it, I do not believe it could be done legally in the way .it 
has been done; and then on the g-round that it was putting- into the 
bands of a few men too much land. I think Congress should make some 
provision so that the lands could be utilized legally, but not in such 
large tracts. For instance, here are nine gentlemen of respectability 
-and high standing, who have possession of six or more millions of acres 
of land, which, under the constitution of the 'nation, is common domah1, 
and it is outside of the power of the council to authorize any such lease, 
as it violates the constitution. 
Q. Could the United States Government make a lease ~-A. I think 
Congress could give legally the authority to the Secretary of the In-
terior, or any other officer ·of the .Government, to lease these lands. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Do you think the Secretary of the Interior could authorize an in-
fraction of an act of the Cherokee Nation ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you understand that there is full authority in the General Gov-
ernment to abrogate any provision in the constitution as to the treaty 
rights given to them ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Under the existing law of the United States, and the constitution of 
the Cherokee Nation, is it your opinion that we have authority, without 
further legislation, to lease this land ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who has the authority ~-A. It can be done by act of Congress. 
Q; Then neither under your constitution or our laws, as they stand 
now, does the authority exist "?-A. No, sir; that is my opinion. 
Q. What objection do you see to the method of leasing to these nine 
men, to be sublet, as has been done here, to many others ~-A. 1\iy 
objection is that the tracts of land are too large. 
Q. Do you mean the sublettings ~-A. No, the main lease; of course 
these men have control of the whole matter. They can sublease to 
one thousand men if they choose. 
Q. Do you see any objection to leasing to these nine men, provided 
the terms were satisfactory ~-A. If certain safeguards were placed 
upon the lease, I don't see any objection. 
Q. What safeguards are lacking ~-A. There is an utter want of any 
law authorizing the lease. . 
Q. I am now inquiring as to the practical defects, if any, in the lease 
itself, supposing that it was authorized by law.-A. I spould think Lhe 
lessees should be required to give bond for the faithful observance of 
their contract, and the lease should become forfeited by the non-ful-
filment of its requirements. . 
Q. Would not a failure to fulfill them forfeit the lease now ~-A. It 
might be sufficient. The lease should be legally made, but I have not 
thought much about the mode in which it could be done. 
Q. What is your opinion as to the rental ~-.A. It is too low. 
Q. Was it too low at the time the lease was made ~-A. Yes, sir; I 
think the lease was only made a little over a year ago last fall, if Ire-
member right. Certainly the lands are worth more than 2 cents. If the 
lands were leased to responsible parties in tracts of from 50 to 100,000 
acres, 5 cents could be obtained as easy as 2. 
Q. What is your opinion as to the inducement to rent to a number of 
small holders ~-A. It gives an opportunity to citizens of the nation to 
have stock ranges. I had an 'interest in a lease with J. M. Bell, on 
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which we had made some improvements, and had partly stocked. It 
was upon the land leased by these parties, and no compensation was 
ever offered to us, either by the Cherokee Nation or by these lessees. 
Our rauge was taken away without compensation. 
Q. Are there any considerable number of Cherokee citizens who de-
sire to become let'sees ~-A. Some fifteen citizens went over on the strip 
before the lease was made npon my advice, to establish ranges. The 
land was being overrun by irresponsible parties from Kansas, and thou-
sands of stock were there without paying, and I thought the citizens of 
the nation should utilize the land. 
Q. What, in your opinion, would be best for the Cherokee Nation, to 
rent this land to white people and have :1 rental to use just as they 
please, or to occupy it themselves individually ~-A. I think the use of 
it themselves would have the best effect. I think the nation ought to 
reserve the right of its citizens to utilize the land. 
Q. You think the nation ought to have given its own citizens the 
preference ~-A. It should certainly not have excluded them entirely. 
Q. As to the benefit to the nation itself, would it be better for them 
to have participated in the business themselves, or to take the rent of 
the white people ~-A. · Of course they realize more by renting the land 
to the cattlemen; but there are probably fifty or one hundred citizens 
who would like to have from ten to fifteen thousand acres of that land. 
Q. And pay rent for it ~-A. Yes, sir; they would pay 5 cents an 
acre for the privilege. 
Q. Was any such sentiment made known to the council ~-A. I do 
not know ; I think the people were taken by surprise. Mr. Miller was 
~omewhat mjstaken when he said the lease was made with the appro-
bation of the people. I would llke to show the state of feeling before 
the lease was made. I have here an article from the "Chieftain" of No-
vember 16, 1883, which reads as follows: 
The Cherokees and other tribes who have made or contemplate making leases of 
their lands for grazing purposes to wealthy corporations in the State should have in-
telligence enough to know that they themselves are aiding in bringing about a state 
of affairs that will necessitate legislation by Congress which will not be favorable to 
the preservation of their rights. Nothing more than.a pretext is wanted to bring 
about this result, and if these leases are approved by the Department of the Interior 
it will be furni~hed by the herders, the horses, the in terminable miles of wire fencing 
and other property of citizens of the United States that will become fixtures in the 
'ferritory, without law, without order, and without organization. If the voice of 
reason, of patriotism, and even of self-interest, could he h eeded in the haste to grab the 
mess of potage tendered them for their birth-right, they would see that this valuable 
trust could and should be kept within their own hands and under their immediate con-
trol. If cattle ancl sheep and horses and goats must be"' introduced into the country to 
graze on our native grasses let it be done by those amenable to our .-ws, under well-
matured restrictions and regulations devised and adopted by our national council. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Who was the editor of that paper ~-A. William B. · ~oss was the 
editor .. I simply read. that article to show that Mr. Miller was mis-
taken. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. How prevalent was that sentiment~-A. I think it was quite preva-
lent. 
Q. How long was the matter under con s~deration ~-A. For only a 
very few days. The council met in lVIay, I think, and adjourned along 
about the first of June. 
Q. What ha~ been the seutiment since ~-A. I think it is less favor-
'able, 
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Q. What is the general feeling in reference to it '-A. I could not 
state the general feeling; I only know of the sentiment of some of the 
most intelligent people of the nation, and they are opposed to this 
manner of leasing. They think it is too much of a monopoly. 
Q~ Does the Cherokee Nation want to dispose of this land· to the 
United States ~-A. I think there has been a proposition to t.hat effect. 
I believe they are willing to sell if they can get what the land is worth. 
Q. Do they recognize the appraisal made under Mr. Hayes's adminis-
'tra.tion ~-A. 'rhey think that is below the value. This land was ap-
praised at 47.49 cents per acre. The Pawnees received 70 cellts per 
acre for their land. The .Nez Perces, the Poncas, the Otoes, and 
Missourias also received only 47.49 cents per acre. The Government 
has paid three hundred and four thousand and some odd dollars in 
excess of the value of the lands disposed. of at the price :fixed by the 
President, which the Cherokee Nation owes to the Government now for 
.the lands lying west of the Arkansas River, which is shown by the 
Public Document 19, Forty -eighth Congress, second session. · 
' Q. Do these Indians recognize that appraisal as binding upon them~ 
-A. I suppose they have to. · 
Q. Is it not stipulated that the appraisal should be made only under 
a failure of the parties so authorized to make the appraisal to agree 
upon a certain amount 0?-A. No, sir ; I do not think the Government 
of the United States has fulfilled its obligation under the treaty in this 
respect. I am not sure that any binding force is to be given to the 
appraisal, unless by act of Congress. 
Q. Have the authorities of the nation recognized that appraisal, in 
conformity with the provisions of the treaty ¥-A. They have recog-
nized it by receiving the money. . 
Q. A part of this has been at the rate of 70 cents per acre, has it 
not~-A. That was for the lands of the Pawnees. That was by special 
statute. _ 
Q. Do you know anything about the manner in which this lease was 
obtained that can be criticised in any way ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know of anything wrong being done ¥-A. No, sir, except 
as to the policy. That is all 1 know, sir. As far as I am personally 
informed, I know nothing of any improper methods having been used. 
By Mr. GoRMAN. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. In Fayette, Ark. 
Q. What is your profession ~-.A. I am a lawyer. I also have a place 
in the Cherokee Nation. 
Q. What ti•e do you .spend with the Cherokees ~-A. Wllen I am 
in the West I am probably there a quarter of my time. Mr. Bell and I 
occupied a range in the Cherokee Strip. 
Q. Where .was the range in which you and Mr. Bell were interested 
situated ~..:_A. On the the Kaskaskia River or Creek. Some 6 or 8 miles 
west of the Arkansas River, and about 10 miles below ToYola. 
Q. Under what arrangement did you occupy it ~-A. It is. as all In-
dians occupy their lands. It is all common property. 
By the CHAIRlVIAN : 
Q. You and Mr. Bell simply went there and took possession ~-A. 
Yes, sir; we had some business relations together, and he took a half 
interest in this range with me. 
Q. What was the extent of the range ~-A. We had not. fenced, ~:;ir, 
and had only a few corrals foL' our cattle. We had nobody to interfer=-
with us at that time for a distance of 15 or 20 miles. 
I I 
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Q. When did you take possession of this range ~-.A. About 1881 or 
1882, I think. 
Q. Did you have a lease ~-A. No, sir; we just went on as on com-
mon domain. 
Q. What did you do from the time you took possession up to the 
time this lease was made to these other parties ~-A. Nothing, except 
to prepare to place cattle upon it. I was negotiating for m;yself with 
some friends to stock it. We wouldchave been able to do so bad it not 
been for this ·lea.se. 
Q. What amount of improvements had you put upon it ~-A. Very 
small. I believe that $150 or $200 will cover them all. 
Q. Were you aware that there was a board of arbitrators appointed 
by this association for the purpose of considering the claims of all those 
who occupied that strip at the time, or claimed improvements there~­
A. No, sir; I was not aware of it. I had heard nothing at all about it 
until I heard the statement of one of these gentlemen here. 
Q. Then your claim for improvements was never presented ~-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Do you understand that the constitution and laws of the Territory 
give the Cherokee Nation a local self-government~-A. Yes, sir; so far 
as it does not interfere with an act of Congress that existed at the time, 
or such as may pass. 
Q. Do you understand that that extends to the control of the land in 
the Territory ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who bas control of that land ~-A. The Government of the United 
. States, and we are prohibited from selling the land except to the United 
States. 
Q. But the occupancy of the land until thus disposed of to the Gov~ 
ernment ~-A. That is in the Cber~kees, and is contro1led by the local 
Government. 
Q. Do you understand that it is to be controlled by the local Govern-
ment ~-A. Yes, sir; I suppose it is. The constitution says the land 
shall be common property. 
Q. Jf the land is common property is it inconsistent with that provis-
ion for the common owners to lease it and take the proceeds ~-A. I sup-
pose it is, sir. I think if they could lease it for five years they could 
Jeas~ it for ninety-nine years. 
Q. If, instead of occupying it in common, they take the rental and use 
it in common, is that inconsistent with the provision of common owner-
ship¥-A. Yes, sir; I think so. 
Q. Why ~-A. Because it deprives the individuals from. the common 
use of tbe public domain. For instance, I am now an intruder upon the 
Cherokee Strip, which bas been leased, unless I have permission of the 
man who leased it. The constitution of the Cherokee Nation says the 
public domain is common to me as well as to others, and if I make im-
provements upon this land now the improvements can be taken without 
due process of law. 
Q. Your theory is that the law gives you the right to an exclusive 
occupancy of a locality that does not interfere with somebody else's lo-
cality ¥-A. Yes. 
Q. But that is not very exclusive, is it.~-A. I mean that the law for-
bids persons from putting in improvements- within a quarter of a mile 
of another person. 
Q. That is a law, not a constitution ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Suppose you made another law which says you may do that, would 
it be a violation of your organic law ~-A. I do not think it would. 
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Q. They made a law that they would lease this common property and 
take the proceeds and use them as · common property rather than oc-
cupy the land themselves, and that, you think, is a violation of the con-
stitution ?-A. Yes, sir, I think so. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, sir, we have ;your views, and very likely they 
are sound. 
By Mr. Gon.M.AN :, 
Q. Colonel Boudinot, yon said ~e price was not sufficient; bow do 
you get at that ~ Have other lands in that vicinity been renting, at 
that time, or about that time, for more money ~-A. I do not know what 
the prices were at that time. In Texas, I understand, they are higher 
now than they were a year ago, but I suppose anybody from Texas can 
tell what the prices were for grazing lands at the time this lease was 
made. I only know what I have heard and seen in the prints, that 
lands were renting for much more than that at the time. However, 
these gentlemen who have testified know more about that than I do. 
I would not venture to contradict Mr. Hunter, or any of these gentle-
men, about that matter. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. The political powers of the Cherokee Nation are exercised by the 
legislature, which is recognized by the Cherokees as the organ of their 
Jaws ~_:_.A, Yes, sir. 
Q. The legislature consists of an npper and lower house ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. How are they chosen ~-A. They are chosen by the people. 
Q. When and how is the presiding or priucipal chief or executive 
designated ~-A. Be is elected every four years. 
Q . .And the power of the Cherokee Nation is exercised, if I under-
stand you, through its legislature, with the consent of the executive~_:_ 
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. There has not been a dispute among the people about that matter, 
has there ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. l understand you to say that these leases were executed with a 
decision of the legislative body and approved by the executive ~-A. 
Yes, sir. , . 
The CHAIRMA:N. Colonel Boudinot read the message of Bushy Head, 
the principal chief, to the Cherokee council, and referred to a law which 
was passed in conformity to the message. 
By Mr. INGALLS: , , 
Q. Is there any division into politioal parties as in the States~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has this question of the lease of the common lands of the nation 
assumed any political aspett ~-A. I think so. 
Q. What are these political subdivisions based upon¥ Are they 
based upon the race question ~-A. Partially so; there is a portion 
called full-bloods. 
Q. These are the ones who have never married or mixed with the 
whites ~-A. They have no mixture of white blood. 
Q. What proportion of full-bloods is there ~-A. About 12,000 of 
Cherokee blood, full and mixed; about 4,000 are entirely of Indian 
blood; 8,000 are mixed. 
Q. Is not the political division about in that proportion ~-A. I do 
not think, so, sir. _ 
Q. How was t)Jis $3007000 whicb w&s :t:'eQently paiq into the tre~sury 
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of the Cherokee Nation distributed ~-A. It was paid to those of Cher-
okee blood only. 
Q. That excludes some parties ~-A. Yes, sir; it excluded five thou-
sand. 
Q. You say there is no division upon the basis of race at all ~-.A.. No, 
sir; a great many full-bloods are opposed to leases. _ . 
Q. Is the chief a full-blood ~-.A.. No, sir; the chief is a mixed-blood. 
Q. Had not this question of the lease of the land been the subject of 
agitation and discussion among your people for a considerable time be-
fore the lease was made ~-.A.. I do not think so. It was a vexed ques-
tion how to utilize the lands west of the Arkansas River. 
Q. I understood you to make some remark about the land being used 
in common, and you afterwards said that there was a legislative enact- · 
ment, .or a custom, by which individuals could obtain exclusive rights 
to the land ~-A. Yes, sir; as long as they occupy it. 
Q. It is not true, then, that they were held in common ~ -A. This was 
true, sir, only· of those lands not occupied at all-they were held in com-
mon. But there was recognized by the legislature a custom or right of 
a person to the exclusive use of the land; but when an individual 
thought fit to segregate any portion of the land his right was absolute 
as against anybody else. 
Q. Did this right descend to his heirs !-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Had he the right to dispose of it ~-.A.. He could sell the right of 
possession and improvements. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Could he give possession which would be exclusive ~-A. He could 
sell his riglits, whatever they were. 
Q. What was the prospective or recognized area an individual might 
acquire by occupancy ~-A. None, until recently, when a person was 
forbid from taking more than 50 acres for pasture purposes. 
Q. What was the date of that Jaw ~-A. Since this lease was made. 
Q. What proportion of land in this lease's area has been reduced to 
possession by individual occupants ~-A. In this strip of 5,500,000 acres 
I do not suppose that there are over fifteen or twenty Cherokees who 
are occupying it in any way. That is about the extent of their occu-
pancy, I think, which is very small. 
Q. Does the Government receive any revenue from the Cherokee 
occupants ¥-A. No, sir. · 
By Mr. SLATER: 
Q . .You have courts in the Cherokee .Nation ~-A. Yes, sir; . we have 
a system of courts. 
Q. Does their jurisdiction extend over the leased land ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the difficulty of their prosecuting their rights in these 
courts ~-A. Simply because the courts feel themselves bound by the 
act of the council. 
.By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. There is no court that ;you can put a question into while a white · 
man is a party ~-A. The United States court at Fort Smith has crimi-
nal but not civil jurisdiction over the Territory. It has no civil juris-
diction anywhere in that Territory. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. So, if I should knock down a white man--
Mr. HARRISON. Well, that would not be civil. 
The W:J:T~~:;;s, A crimjn~l offense would be taken to Fort Smith. 
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By the CHA_IRl\fAN: 
Q. Any civil injury by a white man upon an Indian, or an Indian 
upon a white man, could be done with impunity so far as that tribunal 
is concerned ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. GORMAN : 
Q. Colonel, there have been rumors that this lease was obtained by 
corrupt means ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I understand youbave no personal knowledge ofit~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What have you heard from persons opposed to the lease ~-A. I 
have heard that money was used with members of tlw council to prevail 
upon them to vote for the lease. 
Mr. GoRMAN. Please give us a full statement upon that point. 
The CHAIRMAN. Give us the sources of information, so that we can 
reach the pa.rtics. 
The WITNESS. I do not remember who told me. hut several persons 
stated that money was paid to a Mr. Rogers. 
Q . He \Y~s the aut.hor of this bill ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. CAl\fERON: 
Q.' He was a member of the council ~-A. Yes, sir. This rumor I 
heard, of course. I do not know that it was so ; I simply heard it. 
By 1\fr. HARRISON : 
Q. Can you tell who told you so ~-A . I do not know that anybody 
said they knew it, but I was told that the amount so given was $4,000, 
I think. · 
Q. Do you know who those persons were who told you that 1-A. 
Well, as tbey did not say they knew it to be so, I do not think. that it 
would Le fair to bring their names before the committee. It might put 
them in a bad situation. 
By Mr.- CAMERON: 
Q. Were they Cherokees ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Is Mr. Rogers a Cherokee ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. A full-blood ~-A. No, sir; he is a mixed-blood. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Was that the only case you heard of ~-A. Yes, sir ; I do not .think 
I heard of any other member of the council receiving money. I believe 
Mr. Lyon received money, but simply as an attorney. 
Q. Was he a member of the council ~ - A. No, sir; be was not a mem-
ber of the council, he was a lawyer by profession, and a white man who 
had married there. He told me he drew up the lease himself and was 
in the employ of the lessees. 
By Mr. HARRISON : . 
Q. You understood these men who talked to you to have no personal 
knowledge, but merely to repeat rumors ~-A . Yes, sir. 
Q. And you think i~ best not to give their names ~-A. Yes, sir; be-
cause they would not be able to give any testimony. 
Q. Their testimony would not bevaluable 0~-A. No, sir; I under-
stood them simply to give these rumors which were in circulation, and 
not from their personal knowledge. . 
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By Mr. GORMAN: 
Q. Did you ever hear of any member of t.he legislature having an in-
terest in the lease acquired since the lease was granted ~-A. I do not 
know of any, sir. 
Q. You have never heard of any~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You have never beard of any member of the council being inter-
ested in the lease ~-A. No, si.r; I• do not recollect any now. 
Q. Did Mr. Lyon tell you how much money he received for his serv-
ices~-A. No, sir; he did not. 
Q. You never heard bow much ~-.A. No, sir. 
By Mr. CAMERON : 
Q. Yon say yon understood Mr. Lyon was acting in his professional 
capacity ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Peck, the attorney for these gentlemen~ furnishes 
me in a pamphlet what he says was the existing law of the Cherokee 
Nation before anything was done in reference to the lease, and then he 
furnishes me what purports to be an amendment to that law, which 
gives the · authority which you have indicated. If yon will be kind 
enough after going off of the stand to see whether that is what you 
mean, we will con~ider it. Please take that and let the committee 
know about it. 
The WITNESS. Yes; sir; that is correct. The first is the old law 
and the second is the new law. 
The CHAIRMAN. We may treat them as such~ 
. The WITNESS. Yes, sir. I would like to state in justice to Mr. Peck, 
the attorney of these lessees, that about a year ago I had a talk with 
him in connection with these leases, and he told me that if l would des-
ignate where m'y lease was he would lay it before the association, and 
th~y would do the fair thing by me. But the matter has never been 
brought before the association. 
A. E. IVEY. 
A. E. IYEY sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. Where do you Jive '-Answer. I live at Tahlequah, in the 
Indian Territory. 
Q. How long have you lived there ~-A. I have lived there and at 
Vinita for eight years. 
Q. What is your business ~-A. I am an editor, and have been en-
gaged in other pursuits. 
Q. What portion of the time have you lived at Tahlequah ~-A. About 
half of the time. 
Q. Which halff-A. Well, sir, I lived at tbese places alternately. 
During the winter I have liv;ed mostly at Tahlequah, and during the 
summer at Vinita. 
Q. Have you been there duripg the sessions of the legislature, that 
is, at Tahlequah~ That is the capital of the Cherokee Nation, is it 
riot~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you been there during the sessions of the legislature ~-.:A. 
Yes, sir; I have been present at every regular session since 1877. 
Q. Were you there when they held a special session of their council 
upon the question of leasing their lands ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Where were Y'>U then ~-A. I was in T_exas. 
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Q. How long had you been absent when that session was held ~-A. 
A bout two months. 
Q. Are you a member of the tribe '-A. Yes, sir; I am a Cherokee 
Indian. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Are you a Cherokee by birth, or marriage ~-A. By birth, sir. 
Q. Soon after that session sou returned ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That is, after the special session ~-A. I could not say exactly, but 
it was soon after. It was late in May when the session was held, and I 
was back in July. 
Q. What knowledge bad you of the means taken to obtain that legis-
lation ¥-A. When I returned home from Texas, where I had been on 
business; when I returned to Vinita, where I had been postmaster, a 
great many citizens came to ask me, as a newspaper man, to write some-
thing about the matter, and they said it was a rotten transaction. So 
many carne to me to ask if something could not be done that I told them 
I thought the only thing to do was to write a letter to the Secretary of 
the Interior and ask him not to approve the lease. That woulrl give us 
a chance; if the council took a notion to annul the contract they could 
do it with less hindrance. 
Q. Did anybody write to the Secretary of the Interior '-A. Yes, sir; 
I wrote to him. · . 
Q. What did you tell him ~-A. Well, sir, my letter is contained in 
Senate Executive Document 54, Forty-eighth Congress, first session. 
Q. What did you tell him in that letter ¥-A. I told him it was a 
rotten transaction, and I thought it would be proved so to be, as I 
think now. 
Q. vVhat was it that led you to make the statement to the Secre-
tary¥ What had you heard ¥-A. Well, men told me they were offered 
certain considerations to vote for the lease. 
Q. Were they members of the council ~-A. Yes, sir; they were mem-
bers of the council. 
Q. Can you give their names '-A. Yes, sir; I can give you two 
names. 
Q. Well, go on and give them.-A. John Sanders, and Samuel H. 
Downing·, who is now dead. 
Q. Were there any others ¥-A. I don't remember whether there 
were any others or not. 
Q. Where does Mr. Sanders live ~-A. He lives at Tahlequah. 
Q. What did he 'tell you ~-A. He said he was offered $400. 
Q. Did he tell you by whom this $400 was offered ¥-A. No, sir; he 
did .not say. He said he could not tell unless he was put upon oath. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Did you ask him who the party was who made this offer ~-A .. I 
don't know that I did ; but he said he would not tell who made the offer 
unless he was put under oath. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. He told you he would not state it except under oath ~-.A. Yes, 
sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. He said he was offered $400 if he would vote for it '-.A. Yes, sir. 
I was talking to him, and he said he was offered $400, but would have 
to be put under oath before he would. tell by whom. 
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Q. Did you ask him who offered it ~_:.A, I don't remember whether 
I dj.d of not. 
Q. Was he. opposed to the bill~ Did he finally vote against it '-A. 
Yes, sir; I be1ieve be did; but I would not be certain about that . . 
Q. Do you know what the vote was on its passage~-A. Well, sir, I 
talked to the clerk of the senate and the clerk of the house, and my 
recollection is that it passed the senate by two majority, and the house 
by one or two. 
Q. You understand that it was a close vote in both branches of the 
legislature ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you hear ai)y other statement of the same character as that 
you have been testifying about ~-A. I heard Dr. Adair relate a conver-
sation be had with Major Drumm. It was relating to leasing, and was 
a conversation with Major Drumm after the passage of the bill author-
izing the lease. 
Q. State what that is.-A. He said he went up to congratulate Major 
Drumm, and be said it costs us like-well, I don't know what he saido, 
but that it costs pretty high. That is a good benefit, and of course we 
have to pay for that. Yes, sir, he said, some of them Indians are about 
as high as Kansas fellows. [Laughter.] 
Q. Did he state what the price was, what amount of money it cost~­
A. I don't know. 
Q. Did he intimate how much it cost ~-A. Yes, sir; I think so ; that 
was Mr. Adair's conversation with me. He was a superintendent out 
there, which is a considerable personage amongst us. 
Q. What did Mr. Adair intimate that it cost ~-A. I don't know the 
exact sum, but he said the damned Indians were pretty high flaugh-
terj-higher than he thought they were. · 
Q. Did he allude to the high price they were to pay as rental for the 
land ¥- .A. No~ sir; he did not understand the allusion to be to the high 
rental, but to something else. I asked him particularly about that, be-
ing opposed to the lease myself. 
Q. What did he say about that ~-A. He said that is in regard to 
the price we paid outside of the $100,000 rental. 
Q. Did you get any intimation of how large a sum that was ~-A. 
Yes, sir; they thought it was about $50,000, which was expended out-
side of the $100,000 rental. . 
Q. That was the general talk ~-A. Yes sir; that was the general 
talk. 
Q. From what source did you get that information ~-A. Well, I got 
it from the full-bloods and half-breeds, and from all, in fact. 
Q. Did you get it from Indians connected with the legislature ~-A. 
Yes, sir ; from those connected· with the legislature, and from those out-
side-from both-from parties who were merchants in Tahlequah. 
Q . . They were Indians who were opposed to the lease 0?-A. Yes, sir; 
they were person~! Indians who were opposed to the lease and those 
who were not. 
Q. Then it was pro and con ?-A. Yes, sir; I have beard both sides. 
Q. You had some notion . of going into the cattle business yourself, 
did you not ~-A. Yes, sir; I was going into ,the business there. 
Q. Were you excluded by thi.s lease, or were you taken in by these 
lessees ¥-A. No, sir; I was not taken in. 
Q. Did you try to get -in ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Had you commenced operations as cattlemen before the lease was 
executed ~-A. Well, yes, sir; but, gentlemen, can I go on and explain 
the matter in niy own way~ 
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The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. 
A. Wel1, I went there 'Jnder a decision of the Attorney-General that 
we bad a right to occupy-that is, to graze our cattle on-the public 
domain. I went and started a range. I was poor like all the rest of 
our folks; but, as I said , I went and started a range. I took my range 
in the waters of the Osage and Bluff Creeks, which I believe runs up 
in that country. Our assessor was there, and he told i:ne there was a 
vacant spot of ground. 
. Q. Well, did you stock it ~-A. The first year I did not have any 
cattle. Then I let it to a man named Winthrop, and he agreed the first 
year to pay me in money, and the next year in cattle. 
Q. Were there any other parties besides yours~lf ?-A. Yes, sir; 
there were several parties. We were going into the cattle business, or 
try to go into it. 
Q. Well, who were the parties ~.._A. There was Schrimpshire and 
Foreman, and quite a n·um ber of our people there on this land. 
Q. Why didn't you go on ~-A. This coundl "busted" us up. [Laugh-
ter.] ' 
Q. Did you have notice to move, or did you infer after this lease was 
made that you must leave~ Did you go of your own accord; did you 
go without notice ~-A. I didn't go, but I tried to stay; bnt they would 
not recognize my claim. 
Q. Who would not recognize your claim ~-A. These lessees, l guess. 
Q. Who was it that faHed to recognize it; any particular person~­
A. Well, the man I had leased to failed to recognize it. He wrote me 
letters stating that he could not stay on my range any longer; that the 
receiver had taken charge of it. . 
Q. Then he went off and left it ~-A. No, sir; he stood in with these 
fellows after that. fLaughter.] 
Q. And staid there you say and joined the others ~-A. He must 
' have done that. 
Q. Did you make any claim for remuneration ?-A. I never did. 
Q. Did you, in your communication to the Secretary of the Interior, 
make any complaint of the fact that you could not occupy tile land~­
A. I asked him some questions. 
Q. What did: you say to him¥ Did you inquire whether you could 
occupy itO?-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. What did he tell you ¥-A. I forget now just what he did tell me. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Was this man your partner that you spoke of as leaving your range~ 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Mr. Ingalls., I understand that he leased it to this man, who was to 
pay him in money the first year and then in cattle. 
Q. You were going into the business wit~h what you obtained from 
him for the use of that range, were you not~--A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You don't remember what the Secretary told you~-A. I don't 
know whether he answered that letter at all. · 
Q. Have you given us all you know about the matter~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Well, give us all you know. What did the dead man say to you~ 
The WITNESS. Do you mean the man Downiilg 0? 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes. 
A. He was asked why he wa3 going to vote for: the lease, and he said 
he might as well do it because it was just like picking up so much money 
in the road; that it was going to pass any way by one vote. 
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Q. You said he told you that it was like picking up so much money 
in the road ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you hear him say that ~-.A. Yes, sir; he said that in the pres-
ence of Mr. Rasmus. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. What did you say his name was-Rasmus ¥-.A. Yes, sir; he is a 
merchant at Tahleqmih. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
·Q. How much money did he say it was equivalent to picking up in 
the street¥-.A. I think he said it was something like $250 or $300. 
Q. ;Now I want you to state it as definitely as you can.-A. Yes, sir; 
it was som'ething along there. 
Q. Now will you state to u~ as clearly as you can what he said. What 
position did this man Downing bold ¥-.A. Well, sir, he was elected. a 
member of the legislature at the time the special session was held. 
Q. He was a member of the council then ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Do I understand you to say that he was elected at a general elec-
tion ¥-A. No, sir; the election was held to fill a vacancy. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Well, go on and tell us what you know about the matte~.-A. I 
told him, I think, it was contrary to our constitution, and also very 
impolitic. Besides this person, lots of men came to see me and talk 
the matter over, men who knew that I was opposed to the lease. I read 
the constitution to them, and said to them, '' How can you vote for this 
thing¥ Do you not know that it is contrary to our constitution¥" I 
spoke to Mr. Downing in this way, and also to others. Mr. Downing 
replied, " Well, you know I am consumptive, and I can't stay here very • 
long, and I need the money, and it is just like picking it up in the road. 
It was going to pass anyhow, and I can get that much money. 
Q. What was the amount, did you say ¥-.A. It was between $250 
and $300. 
Q. Now, Mr. Ivey, we want you to state what you know as accurately 
as you can.-A. Well, I asked the parties about this matter who were 
present when the money was counted. 
Q. What do you mean by that ¥-A. I mean when the money was 
paid to him. Mr. Rasmus was a merchant at Tahlequah, and Mr. 
Downing owed Mr. Rasmus a considerable sum. of money. He was a 
son of the old chief, and he didn't have much money. He kept a run-
ning account with Rasmus. The next day after the bill passed he set-
tled his bill with Rasmus. He counted the money at Te-hee's house. 
Q. Who is Te-hee ¥-.A. He is a full-blood. 
Q. Before whom did he count it ¥-A. Daniel Te-hee .. 
Mr. CAMERON. Tell us all you know about it. If you know anything 
further we would like to have it. · 
A. It would take me too long to tell it all. 
:Mr. INGALLS. Tell all you know. 
Mr. CAMERON. Go on and tell it in you.r own way. 
The CHAIRMAN. That was what we summoned you here for. 
The WITNESS. Well, gentlemen, I will commence and give you a 
statement. I was in 'fexas when the May council came on in extra 
session. I had been at Tahlequah as committee clerk and national 
editor and also national publisher, and I had gone to Texas. When 
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the council waR ealled together the matter of leases was under consid-
eration among the people, and I had talked. to sew~ral persons from our 
district upon the subject. I was then at Vinita. These parties bad 
come to ask me about the constitutionality of the leases. I referred them 
to the constitution and read it to them; I said you can't do that, the 
only way is to lease it to the highest bidder and to· specify not less than 
$100,000. Do it constitutionally and then the Department will back us . 
.After I came back I talked with some of the same men who were speak-
ing about how bad it was and who bad voted for it. I would talk 
around amongst them about one thing and the other, and they began to 
ask me, "Gus, can't you help us; can't yon write a letter to the Secre-
tary of the Interior and ask him not to let this thing go on in this way." 
I said we can write to the Secretary and ask him not to approve the 
lease, and in case it is too bad we can then revoke it and he will not 
approve it. Well, I wrote the letter at the instance of prominent men, 
who would talk to me about it. After my letter came out a great many 
came to me and said that that was all right. 
Q. What did Mr. Teller say~-A. Mr. Teller said it was not the policy 
of the Department to approve these leases, but as long as we counte-
nanced these leases the Department would not interfere. In fact, every 
day I had men come to me and tell me that such_ a fellow had gotten so 
much m.oney; that so and so had so much money and had built a nice 
house. 
Mr. HARRISON. · Can you mention the name of the man who had 
built a nice house~ 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. So and so is a little indefinite ~.:_.A, Yes, sir;' I know that is so. 
Q. Can you name some of them~ 
Mr. HARRISON. Who is the man who is said to have built a nice 
house~ 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
. Q. Who was alluded to as having built a nice house '-A. Major 
Scales, for one. 
Q. Give the name of all you think of. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Who was Major Scales ~-A. He was the chief justice of the su-
preme court. 
Q. What! A chief justice at the time the leases were made' 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q, How could he affect the legislation ~-A. Well, sir; that was the 
talk. 
Q. It was only talk then~-A.. Yes, sir; it was only talk. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. You say it was just talk ~-A. Yes, sir; they told me that so and 
s.o got so much money for using his influence. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Do you speak of members of the senate and house '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Can you name any members of either the senate or house who 
were mentioned as having received money.-.A. No, sir; not specifi-
cally. 
Q. You say that these men you have spoken of received money from 
these parties.-A. I did not say that they received money; that is, I 
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said that Mr. Downing received it, but the other man; he was only 
offered it. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. The other man whom you say received it is dead, is he not~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. He is dead, and cannot deny it. 
The WITNESS. These men would come to me and say so and so had 
received money. 
Q. Who were these men that came to you ~-A. Well, they were prin-
cipa1ly full bloods. _ · 
Q. Were they opposed to the bill ~-A. Yes, sir; they were all pretty 
much opposed to it, but finally when they passed the -bill paying it out 
per capita it became popular. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Do you think that provision of the bill carried it ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What then ~-A. I think the $50,000 carried it. [Laughter.] 
Q. What use do you understand was made of the $50,000 that car-
ried the bill through 1-A. Well, sir; I think that certain fellows got 
benefits. 
Q. Please be as specific as you can as to who those fellows were.-A. 
I cannot be specific on that point, because you cannot get the men who 
received the money to say anything about it, but those who were merely 
offered it will talk. . 
Q. Give us some of the names theu, please.-A. Mr. French Rowe was 
offered money. 
Q. Was he a member of the council ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Is it R ·O-W-0 °?-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. How much did he say he was offered ~-A. He said he was offered 
$20. 
Q. Who did he say offered him this $20 ~-A. It was offered to him 
by another member of the council. He said that Sanders ofl'ered him 
$20. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Was that the same Mr. Sanders who was offered $250 to vote for 
it himself ~-A. No, sir; it was another man. 
By the CHAIRMAN: . 
Q. Were there auy others ~-A. None that I can name now, sir. 
By Mr. G.PRMAN : 
Q. Did you talk to Mr. Crittenden about this matter ~-A. Mr. Crit-
tenden is here, sir, and can a,nswer for himself. 
Q. But I asked you the' question ~-A. Yes, sir; I have talked to him 
about it. 
Q. What does be say ~-A. He said a certain man went to him and 
told him he could make three or four hundred dollars if he would vote 
for the bill. . 
Q. Is that all~ Give us the whole of your conversation.-A. That 
was about the substance of it. He said that a certain party had told him 
that he could make three or four bqpgr~!l dollars if he voted for the 
bill. 
,S. Rep. 1278--8 
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Q. Give us the whole of your conversation and where it occurred.-
A. This conversation occurred in a hotel at Tahlequah. I told him 
they were getting up an investigation, and he said he would like to get to 
tell a few things before the investigating committee. He was a mem-
ber of the committee having the matter under consideration. And he 
also said that John Sanders could tell the committee a good deaL 
Q. He told you that certain parties told him that he could make three 
or four hundred dollars if he supported the bill ~-A. Yes, sir ; he said 
he thought the other fellow was going to" whack up" with him. 
Q. Who was the fellow 0~-A. I don't know. 
Q. When was t his conversation ~-A. It was just after our council 
closed in extra session. 
Q. Have you talked with him since about it ~.:_A, Yes, sir; we talked 
about it on the road coming here; we came here together. 
Q. Did you talk over this matter again with him ?-A. Not specially, 
sir. I just asked him about it, and he repeated the sa,me thing. In 
fact we have talked about it to-day. 
Q. Did be repeat the same thing to day 0?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. He did not st~te who the man was ' -A. No, sir. 
Q. After this statement did you tell Bushy head what you bad heard~ 
-A. I had a talk with him a day or two before I came here. 
Q. Now tell us what was· sairl.-A. I received a letter stating that 
Mr. Bushy head wanted to impeach my evidence, aud stating that I was 
not a responsible party. I handed it to him and asked him how it came 
about, because I had always stood well with him, and he said that it 
was all a lie. He said'' you and I have always been personal friends, 
although of diflerent politics; we have always gotten along well, for," 
he said, "I could not and would not do such a thing as that." I said "you 
could not if you wanted," and he said he knew that. , 
Q. Did you talk with him about this investigation ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did he say~-A. ·He talked as if it would rather have a ten-
dency to burt the nation. I remarked that I had talked to big men on 
my side of politics about it, and they had told me I could not possibly 
hurt myself by coming here to tell the truth; and he said you don't 
want to do anything to hurt yourself; you are wanted to run for the 
senate. I then said if I did run you would have to vote for me. He 
said no; l would try to beat you. I told him that would be all right. 
Q. Yon say he thought the investigation would be detrimental to the 
interests of the nation ?-A. Yes. sir. 
Q. Do you mean he was trying' to persuade you from coming on here~ 
-A. No, sir; I don't think he meant that. He told me it would not do · 
me any especial good to come. He said you are running for the senate 
and you don't want to do anything to hurt yourself. 
Q. "Tas that your first conversation with him about it~ Didn't you 
talk with him about it before that ~-A. Oh, yes, sir; :E talked with him 
before, in opposition to him. 
Q. Was that about the time you wrote to the Secretary ~-A. No, sir; 
at that time I was not close to him. 
Q. How soon after that was it ~-A. It was at the next council; the 
next November. I asked him how he came to sign that bill, or some-
thin-g to that eflect. Well, he said he was opposed to it, but that it was 
the best thing he could do under the circumstances. I said I thought 
it would have been more in ·accordance with the constitution to have 
guarded against that by putting into the hill that it should be to the 
highest bidder and for not less than $100,000. Well, he said these 
fellows have been our friends. Afterwards there was a long petition 
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sent to him to get him to veto the bill signed by men there. It was at 
the time that he had given some of them to understand that he was · 
going to veto the bill. · · 
Q. Did you talk to him about the payment of money .~-A. I asked 
him about that. 
Q. What did be say ~-A. He said he did not know anything about it. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. He said he did not know anything about it ~-A. Yes, sir; I told 
him I thought it was a Yery corrupt thing. I asked him bow it was 
that the land below us was renting from 4 to 6 cents an acre, and that 
above us from 6 to 8. . 
Q. How did you know this ~-A. From what I read in the paper I 
said bow can we afford to rent our land for not quite a cent and a half. 
Q. What was his answer ~-A. He said it was the best thing that 
could be done under the circumstances. . He said it was better than 
letting these other cattlemen have it. He bad to do one thing or the 
other. These were strangers, and these other fellows were well known 
to the Indians. ' I said that don?t give us the right to violate our con-
stitution. 
Q. Is your land as good as the land below and above you which you 
say rents at from 4 to 8 cents an acre 01 Is it as valuable for grazing¥-
A. I think it is better, sir. 
Q. Where is the land below you situated ~-A. I only know from the 
papers. It is in the Panhandle of Texas. The land above us is in 
Kansas, in the unsettled counties. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. What .did he mean by saying he had to do one thing or the 
other ~-A. He just made the remark, or something of the kind. 
(~. Were there other people there offering to lease the land ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. :Who were they ~-A. Well, I don't know. 
Q. You didn't know them ~-A·. I have been told by responsible par-
ties that ot.bers were there trying to lease the land. 
Q. Well, now, can you tell us anything about any specific offers .of 
money ~-A. Only what I' have stated. 
Q. Did you give the Secretary, in your letter, the names of parties 
who bad been offered or who bad received money ~-A. I did not. 
Q. What did you say to him ~-A.. I said that it was the general talk 
that the whole affair was rotten. 
Q. You say the people are opposed to it~-A. Yes, sir; a large ma-
jority of them are opposed to it. I think I told him that seven-eighths 
were opposed to it. 
Q. You told him that seven-eighths were against it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You think that $50,000 were used to procure the lease ~-A. Yes, 
sir ; I was told so. · 
Q. How did you get at that amount~-A. That was the general talk. 
I heard different fellows say that it was about that much. 
Q. That was the general rumor ~-A. Yes, sir ; that was the general 
talk. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. What is the feeling now in reference to this lease among the peo-
ple' Has it changed at all~ -A. They would be unanimously opposed 
to it if the question of this investigation were taken out. They have 
an idea that this investigation is going to burt our sovereignty. 
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Q. Before this in vesti~tion was commenced what was the feeling of 
· the people ~-.A. I never found but awful few folks in favor of it. 
Q. Do you think the large majority were against it 1-A. Yes, sir; 
I do. If it were left to a vote I don't believe the lease would get five 
hundred vote~::~ out of the twenty-five thousand. 
Q. Do these Indians take the ground that we have nothing to do with 
the matter ~-A. I don't know whether that is so or not. 
Q . .Are ;you a n~wspaper man now ~-A. Well, no; not directly; I am 
not directly connected with the press. 
Q. What papers are published in the Cherokee Nation ~-.A. The 
Advocate and the Chieftain. 
Q. Are there any others ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Which side do thes take iu this matter~-A. Well, the editor of 
the "Advocate" is p~rsonally opposed to the lease, as far as that is 
con~erned. _ 
Q. Is the editor of the "Chieftain" also opposed to the lease '~A. 
Well, I don't know; he is not a citizen of the country. 
Q. He just came ~here for the good of the nation, I suppose~-.A. I 
don't know what he came there 1or. The cattlemen bought the paper from 
me. The'' Chieftain" is considered the organ of the Cherokee Protective 
and Detective Association. 
Q. Where are theRe papers published ~-A. The "Chieftain" is pub-
lished at Vinita, and the "Advocate," which is the organ of the Gov-
ernment, is published at Tahlequah. 
Q. What position does the "Advocate" take in regard to the lease 
question ~-.A. None at all, so far. It is independent. 
Mr.. HARRISON. Neutral, rather. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. That, you say, is the organ of the Administration ~-A. It is one 
of the departments of the Gbvernment, and is supported 1)Y the Gov-
ernment. 
-Q. Is that all you know upon the subject ¥~A. That is a11 just; now. 
I 
By Mr. CAMERON : · 
Q. If so large a majority of the people are opposed to jbis lease as 
you seem to think, bow do you account for the fact that the last council, 
which was eJected since the execution of this lease, has instructed its 
delegates in Washington to oppose any change or alteration in the 
lease ~-A. I don't know how to account for t,J1at; Bushy head told me 
about that in our last conversation. · 
Q. It seems that the last council passed an act instructing the dele-
gates as I have said ~-.A. Yes, sir; and that was on the same principle 
that this investigation would impair or take _away, to a certain extent, 
their sovereignty. 
By Mr. IN GALL~: 
Q. Did you ever hea.r that money was used to induce the council to 
pass the last bill ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You have no reason to suppose that this act Otf the legislature was 
prompted by improper means ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You say, that if it were left to a vote of the people not 500 out of 
25,000 would support the lease ~___,A. Yes, sir; I do say so. 
Q. In what year was this lease made, Mr. lvey~-A. In May, 1883. 
Q. Was it ·a matter of considerable public discussion ~-A. YeR, sir. 
Q. Were the people interested in the matter appar.ent1y; discussing it 
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pro and con ~--A. Yes, sir; that is why I wrote the letter to the Secre-
tar,y of the Interior. 
Q. The feeling was intense "?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. An<l the indignation was public ~-A. I don~t know that it was; 
they just said it was a shame to give this land into the possession of 
these men. 
Q. You were the editor of a paper then, were you not ~-A. I bad 
just sold the ''Chieftain." . 
Q. Did you do what you could to contribute to that feeling on the 
part of the people ~-A .. I wrote to the Secretary of the Interior upon 
the subject. · 
Q. Did you talk freely with the people about it~-A. Yes, sir; I wrote 
the letter after talking with them. 
Q. ·How long after the leas!3 was made was the election for members 
of the present legislature held, Mr. I vey ~-A. They have held two ses-
sions. That was an extra session at which the lease was made . . 
Q. There bave been two sessions of the present legislature ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. This lease was made in May, and the election for the next legis-
lature was held in August, was it not ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you say the feeling of public indignation was wide-spread Y-
A. Yes, sir; just after the lease was made. 
Q. And it had not subsided entirely by August ~-A. I do not suppose 
it has subsided yet. 
Q. The lease was made in May, and there was a new election in the 
following August ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And it was the general impression that the lease had been obtained 
by corrupt means, and was impolitic and unwise?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the new legislature was elected in August following the time 
the lease was made ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, it is true, is it not, as Mr. Dawes has stated, that this legis-
lature has instructed its delegation here, through a bill, to oppose any 
modification of this lease ~-A. Yes, sir; that was the instruction. 
Mr. HARRISON. That is, to oppose any action by Congress. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. 'iVhat is your age, Mr. Ivey ~-A. I am twenty-eight years old. 
Q. W-ere you born in the Cherokee Nation ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Where were you born ~-A. I was born in Texas. 
Q. What did you do there ~-A.. I ran a newspaper at Bonham, and 
was sergeant-at-arms of the constitutional convention of 1878. Some 
months prior to the making of the lease I was in Texas also. 
Q. What were you doing there then ~-A. I went to San Antonio on 
private business. 
Q. Where is your home in the Indian Territory ~-A. ~-\t Tahlequah. 
Q. Are you a man of family ~-A. I have a wife and one child. 
Q. Have you property in Tahlequah ~-A. No, sir; I have property in 
Vinita. 
Q. What is your present occupation ~-A. I am a lawyer. 
Q. Where do you have your office ~-A. At Tahlequah. I have just, 
gotten through compiling the laws of the nation; that is, E. C. Boudinot, 
Jr., and myself. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. You have been asked whether an election for members of the 
couucil was held since this lease was made. Did the lease matter come 
up as a party question afterwards ~-A. No, sir. 
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Q. What is the reason · of that ~~A. They were divided on other 
questions. 
Q. What effect did the statement made by Bushyhead in his message, 
that the Secretary of the Interior was anxious · to have the lease ques-
tion settled-what effect did it have upon the people ~-A. I don't know. 
Q. Is it not a fact that when it is known to your people that the 
Department approves a measure, that it is equivalent to settling the 
matter ~~A. Yes, sir; that is pretty much the case. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Was it considered by the people, that after the lease was executed, 
it was too late to do anything 0?-A. I had men to tell me so. 
Q. Did they think there was any way to undo it after it was made~­
A. The general impression was that they could not undo it. 
Q. "\Yas Bushyhead re-elected after tnis lease was made~-.A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. How came he to be re-elected after this storm of in~ignation ~­
A. I don't know. 
Q. How many members of the council that passed the bill authorizing 
the lease werP. re-elected ~---.:.A. I can't name any that were re-elected. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. How many members of the old council were re-elected ~-A. I 
don't know, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. How many that voted for the lease were re-elected ~-A. I don't 
know. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Were many of them re-elected, or were most of them defeated~­
.A. There were quite a lot of new me;n. sent. 
Q. Were half of the council new men ~-.A. I could not tell you, un-
less I studied awhile; but a, majority of the council are politically op-
posed to Mr. Bushyhead. 
Q. But they did not divide in their politics upon this lease~-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Is Mr. Crittenden in this city ~-A. He is here, but he is sick. We 
have been traveling for five or six days, and have not slept much. 
·By Mr. WALKER: 
Q. On what day and in what month was the election for members of 
the council and for chief held ~-A. On the first Monday in .August, I 
believe. 
Q. Shortly after the execution of this lease ~__:..A, Yes, sir; shortly 
afterwards. The lease was signed on the 7th day of July, and the elec-
tion was held some three weeks after. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. The act authorizing the lease to be made was passed in May prior 
to that, was it not ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. The lease was signed in July and the election was held in Au-
gust ~-A. Yes, sir. 
- / 
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RICHARD M. WOLFE. 
RICHARD 1\-f. WOLFE sworn and examined . 
. By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your full name ~-Answer. Richard M. Wolfe. 
Q. vVhere is your residence 1-A. Tahlequah, Cherokee Nation. 
Q. What is your business ~-A. Well, I practice law a little at home. 
Q. Have you any special relation to the government of the Cherokee 
Nation ~-A. Well, I am delegate here attending to the business of the 
nation before Congress, authorized for that purpose by the Cherokee 
government; recommended by the chief and confirmed by the senate. 
Q. How long have you been here ~-A. This is .my fourth term. 
Q. Do you mean the fourth session ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are you a native- born Cherokee ~-A. ¥ es, sir; I am a native-
born. . 
Q. Do you know anything· about the transactions which resulted in 
this lease ~-A. Well, what I know is, that there was an act passed by 
the legislature authorizing the lease of the Cherokee Strip. · 
Q. I believe you presented a document to be placed before the com-
mittee ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you please state the purpose of that document ~~A. Gen-
tlemen of the committee, myself and Mr. Landrum, and Mr. W . A. Phil-
lips are authorized to attend to the business of the Cherokee Nation 
here. We are directed by law, in our instructions, to protest against 
any infringements upon the rights of the Cherokee Nation, and, based 
upon a clam:;e in onr instructions, we have prepared this document ·pro-
testing against any infringement which may be attempted upon the 
rigllts of the nation. We claill!- that the nation, as a body, bas a right 
to regulate their own affairs under the 5th article of the treaty of l 866. 
This article gives the Cherokee Nation the right to regulate their own 
affairs, and we have exercised that right for a number of years, and we 
think it is hardly justifiable ·for the United States Government to inter-
fere at this late day. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. What is the infringement you ·protest against ~-A. Well, sir, we 
protest against the resolution wllich authorizes this investigation, be-
lieving that it is for the purpose of obtaining Congressional action in 
reference to our disposition of certain lands. We presume that the • 
result of this investigation would be to change the lease we have made 
or modif:V it in some way, and put restrictions upon it, which we claim 
the right to do ourselves as a nation. 
Q. In other words, you protest against any investigation ~-A. Well, 
sir, we protest against any act of Congress changing what we think we · 
have a right to do. We protest against any interference by the Gen-
eral Government in connection with our supervision of the lands in the 
Cherokee Strip, and the supervision of contracts made for the lease of 
these lands. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. That, then, is the purport and object of this document you have~­
A. Yes sir. 
By Mr. SLATER: 
Q. That is a new sort of phase of the State rights doctrine ~-A. 
It has been held by the Supreme Court of the United States that we 
are a nation, sir. 
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By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. You consider yourself independent~-A. Well, sir, the United 
States has guaranteed us protection from intrusion, and has allowed us 
to control our own afi'airs. 
Q. Then you consider yourself not only independent, but that we are 
bound to protect you ~-A. Yes, sir; I think so. 
Q. Now, Mr. Wolfe, do you understand that the Cherokees are under 
treaty contraet to dtspose of this land contained in the Cherokee Strip 
to the United States whenever the United States wants to buy it ~-A. 
Yes, sir; under the treaty of 1866. 
Q. Well, then, stippose the United States Government think 370U have 
made such use of the land as to make it wise to buy it themselves ~-A. 
The treaty of 1866 says the right of possession and jurisdiction shall 
be in us until it ·is so occupied by the United States Government. 
Q. Suppose the United States should think they could not use it for 
friendly Indians so long as you leaRe it~ \ \~ ould it not be proper to look 
ill to the matter and see whether you are not setting up occupancy there, 
and such rights as to make it impossible. for the United States to get 
the lan<l for other Indians and freedmen; would it not he proper for us 
to look into that~ Not to go and say, you must occupy it so and so, but 
to see whether we shall take it ourselves. I only throw out that view 
of it to show that possibly we ought to look into what you are doing 
with this land, in order to govern our own action in reference to it.-
A. Well, sir, so far as the United States being determined to take it is 
concerned, there is nothing in the treaty that authorizes anything of the 
kind. 
Q. You do not understand that the United States has power, for the 
purpose mentioned in .the treaty, to take this land at any time 0?-A. I 
do not understand that the proper course ~ould be to bring about an 
investigation to accomplish that end . . 
Q. But do you think t.he United States has the power to do it ~-A. 
Of course yon have the power to do it. 
~:rhe CHAIRMAN. vVell, the right I mean. J\1r. Wolfe, I do not think the 
committee are animated by any desire to infringe upon your rights, but 
our citizens are going into this land, and occupying the territory as to 
which we have a treaty stipulatimi; they are occupying land which we 
understand we can take ourselves for purposes stipulated in the treaty 
• with the Cherokee Nation; we understand OUT citizens are entering into 
some sort of arrangement to have exclusive occupation of it for five or 
ten years. It may be that we shall want this land before the expiration 
of that time. 
The WI'I.'NESS. Well, sir, the Uberokee Nation have the right, when-
ever this land is wanted by the United States for the occupaney of other 
' Indians or freedmen, or if the Cherokee Nation should determine to 
sell it, to give the stock association six months' notice. 
The CH.A.IRIVIAN. Well, Mr. Wolfe, we cannot find that out without 
investigation. It is proper for me to assure you, gentlemen, as dele-
gates of the Cherokee Nation, that there is no disposition on the part 
of the committee to interfere with your ackno.wledged rights; still we 
feel that it is necesl5ary, if anything wrong is going on there, to find it 
out, and that is what we are trying to do now; because it may affect· 
our own judgment as to whether, if our own citizens are going there to 
make coutraet~. it would not be better for us to take it ourselves. 
The WITNEss. Mr. Senator, if there is anything wrong there done by 
the legislature or any of our officials, i.f any of them commit an error, 
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or commit malfeasance, it is within the province of the Cherokee Nation 
to attend to tllat matter themselves. 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, doubtless that is so. But we have a right to 
investigate the actual condition of tllings, not for the purpose of direct-
ing you w llile you have this I and yourselves, but for the purpose of de-
termining our duty in reference to it. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. What do you say as to the power of the United States to legislate 
in reference to our own citizens going there and staying and acquiring 
property rights ~-A. Well, sir, the Unite(l States has a right to govern 
its owu citizeus, but we go to the treaty on that point. The treaty says 
when we shall call upon the President of the United States to remove 
these persons it sball be done. 
Q. Does not the section you refer to simply allow you to take the in-
itiative if the Government of the United States neglects its duty ~-A. 
But it has been a custom for the executive of the Cherokee Nation to 
call upon the President, and up to this time pa.rties hav!3 been promptly 
removed. 
Q. The message of the chief to tlle council which was called together 
to consider thi~' matter said that it was done at the earnest request of 
the Go\Ternment of the -United States.-A. I do not remember the 
. chief's message exactly, but 1 was a delegate at the time, and it came 
about in . this way, as well as I remember : TJ:Iere were a lot of C~ero­
kees who had gone we~t of 96, and just here I will remark that our 
country is divided into two parts. West of 96 is ceded conditionally to 
the United States, and the country east of 96 is the part occupied by the 
Uberokees proper. A . few of our citizens had gone over there, and, also 
snrne citizens of the United States, and made wire fences in the name 
of the Cherokee citizens. We knew these Cherokee citizens were not 
able to build fences. Upon that, as delegates, we filed a protest, asking 
tbat these fences be put down. The matter was discussed time and 
time again, and .finally t,he Secretary issued an order that the fences 
shoul<l be put down; but just at that time a delegation. of stockmen 
came to the capital aud made certain offers, and a part of this order of 
the Secretary was suspended. Then the Secretary wrote to the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs to give the Cherokees and these stockmen 
reasonable tim~ to come to some understanding, and that any agreement 
would be satisfactory to him. So we were given about thirt.y days. The 
chief convened the legislature and let them determine about the fences, 
and the matter terminated in the passage of an act authorizing tbe chief 
to lease to the Cherokee Live Stock Association. 
BJ' l\1r. GoRMAN: 
Q. No~, Mr. Wolfe, in reference to the right of the United States to 
examine iuto thiS' lease. Is it not a fact that the action of your council 
was subject to the approval of the Secretary of the Interior, and that 
this lease was unauthorized by law~ I have not examined the lease, but 
is not this a fact ~-.A ... Well, sir, I do not think that the act of the 
council says it shall be approved 'by the Secretary of the Interior. The 
act was passed by the legislature and approved by the executive of the 
Cherokee Nation . 
. By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Have yon any objection to telling us everything in reference to 
this lease without raising the question of jurisdiction ~-A. Well, I do 
not know anything. It would take but a very sbprt while to tell what 
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I know. I have no objection to telling what I know, but I do it under 
protest if the committee insist. 
The UHAIRMAN. Of course we understand that you have filed a pro-
test against our authority to make any inquiry whatever. 
The WITNESS. Well, no; it is· not. as broad as that. 
Q. How broad do y~:m make it ~ What do you think we may inquire 
into; because, of course, we do not want to go into conflict witb your 
ideas if we can help it~-A. I think it competent for the committee to 
inquire whether we have placed this land in such a condition as to be 
in conflict with the stipulations of the treaty of 1866, and in such a con-
dition as to be in the way if the United States wishes to settle· other 
Indians or freedmen upon it. To that extent we admit the right of the 
United States to inquire into our affairs. 
Q. Mr. vVolfe, the lease provides that all these fences and buildings 
should be left to the Indians at the expiration of the lease. Suppose 
we want to 'put a body of wild Indians on this land, would the wire fences 
be in the way 1-A. I suppose not, because we believe they are guarded 
by the military . . 
Q. Do you think the wire fences would he a good substitute for the 
military~-A. Just as good, sir. [Laughter.] 
Q. Is it not inside of the inquiry on our part whether they are as use-
ful'? You do notobject to our going to that extent~~A. Ob,no, sir; of 
course I do not. 
Mr. HARRISON. Let me call Mr. Wolfe's attention to section 5 ofthe 
treaty with the. Cherokees, made in the year 1835: "'fhc United States 
hereby covenant and agree that the lands ceded to the Cherokee Nation 
in the foregoing article shall· in uo future time, without their consent, be 
included within the territorial limits or jurisdiction of any State or 
Territory. But they shall secure to the Cherokee Nation the right by 
their nation councils to make and carry into etl:'ect all such laws as they 
may deem necessary for the government and protection· of the persons 
and· property within their own country, belonging to their people or 
such persons as have connected themsel-ves with them." That is what 
you refer to, is it not, Mr. Wolfe ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HARR.ISON. Here is a proviso: "Provided, always, that they 
shall not be inconsistent with the Constitution of the United States and 
su<?h acts of Congress as have ·been, or may be, passed r egulating trade 
and intercourse with the Indians." 
The WITNESS. That is correct. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Is it not entirely in the power of Congress to prohibit this inter-
course~-A. Yes, sir; that is so far as it relates to trade and inter-
course. 
Q. Very well; is it not trade and intercourse for these outside parties 
to take the land and graz~ cattle upon it~ · . 
Now, Mr. Wolfe, you have no doubt of this right, in the largets sense. 
Do you not think your protest is not very well directed, as we are look-
ing into the question of trade and intercourse. I suppose you did not 
think of it at the time you made the protest. Is it not clear that the 
subject is within the jurisdiction of Congress ~ Now, inview of that 
section of the statute, do you not think any protest against this inves-
tigation is scarcely very well founded ~-A. vVell, that is for the com-
mittee to determine. 
Q. But I asked you if you overlooked that in framing your protest "?-
A. Well, sir; I have appeared before several tribunals, but I have never 
been asked that question. · 
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Mr. CAMERON. I have read the lease, and I find that there is no pro-
vision in it about the supervision of t.he Secretary of the Interior. 
By the CHAIRMAN : . 
·Q. Were you present when the law was passed ~-.A. Yes, sir; I was 
there. 
Q. Were you consulted about the propriety of the law ~-.A. I can-
not say that I was consulted ; yet I was there and talked with my 
friends upon the subject. 
Q. Were you in faYor of this system ~-A. I was in favor of leasing 
the land, but I desired to have it open to competition~ My idea was 
that we should hold ourseh7es in a position to get as large amount of 
money for the land as possible. 
Q. What led to its being confined to this particular company ~-.A. 
They had'been occupying the lands and grazing cattle there for anum -
ber of years, and bad paid us some revenue, aud that · was brought up 
by the friends of the bill. 'l'hey said that it would be injustice to these 
parties, who had paid us revenue, not to give them a chance to rent 
the lands. Several ofl'erR were made, aud then the price went to 
$100,000, and it was thought to be a sufficient amount by the legisla-
ture. That is as I understood the matter. My position was that the 
$100,000 could be secured in this way, by passing a law, authorizing . 
the chief to lease it for not less than $100,000, but if any one else would 
offer to pay us more it would leave us in a position to take that. 
Q. You have changed your mind since that act was passed ~-A. Yes, 
sir. Our legislature passed the act, and I stand by the law of my country. 
Q. I am inquiring as to your opinion whether it would have been wise 
to follow the suggestion you made, or would it have been wiser than the 
plan that was adopted ~-.A. I cannot giYe a definite answer. 
Q. Were there other people there ready to take the lease ~-.A. I can-
not say that there were. ·There were a number of stockmen from dif-
ferent parts of the country. 
Q. Who represented th1s company there ~-A. I do not remember 
any one particularly. Some of the directors were there. 
Q. Who were they~-.A. }\Ir. Eldred and Mr. Drumm. 
Q. Can you name any one else ~-.A. There was a gentleman there 'by 
the name of Brodhead. 
Q. vVas he there in their interest ~-.A. I do not know whether he was 
ornot · 
Q. What did you bear about the use of money down there ~-.A. I can 
only say I do not think there was a dollar used. 
(~. Wlmt did you hear said about it ~-.A. Well, I ha·ve seen a good 
deal in the newspapers. That is about all. 
Bv Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Did you hear anything at or about the time the act was passed in 
reference to money being used ~-.A. No, sir. 
Q. You did not hear tba.t anybody had used any money ~-.A. No, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. How long after this transaction did you hear anyt bing about money 
being used ~-.A. I have not said I heard it at aU. 
The CHAIRMAN. \Veil, I tieg your pardon. I thought you did say so. 
Mr. HARRISON. He has not said that he did not bear it at all. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. HaYe you hea.rd rumors at all f-.A. There has been a great deal 
of talk, but I never placed any confidence in it. 
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Q. When did you first hear it ~.:_A, I can not tell you. 
Q. How long after this enactment was it ~-A. I can not say. 
Q. Did you ever hear anything of the kind down there ~-A. No, sir; 
I did not. 
Q. Do you know the gentleman who reported the bill to the council ~-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is his name 1-A. His name is C. V. Rogers. 
Q. What part of the Territory did he live iu ~-A . At Claremore. 
Q. Is he interested in the stock business ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where ~-A. Right at home. 
Q. Bas he :m exclusive rauge ~-A . No, sir; IJe occupies simply as 
every citizen of the nation has a right to occupy; that is as much as 
he likes, and lets his cattle run on public domain. 
Q. Is his range inclose<l "~-A. No, sir. He had no right to inclose 
any part of it; but under the late act he has a right to inclose 50 acres 
for pasture purposes. 
Q. That Vi'as au act passed since the laws authorizing these leases?-
A . Yes, sir. 
Q. I sunpo·sed a man had a right to make fences without limit. How 
long has this Mr. Hogers been in the cattle business ~-A. He has been 
in the stock busines~ for years. 
Q. Had he before tlte existence of this law inclosed any part of this 
land ~-A. Not that I know of. 
Q. Has he any one associated with him ~-A. I do not know that he 
has. 
Q. Did you ever hear that he had ~-A. No, sir\ 
Q. Was Chief Bushy head in fav-or of this lease fro~ the outset ~-A. 
I do not know. 
Q. Did you ever have any conversation with the Int~rior Department 
in reference to it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was this previous to the enactment of this law~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What position did the Department take ~-A. Well; sir, it was 
just as I have already stated. It resulted in a letter from the Secretary 
to the Commission:er of Indian Affairs, stating that sufficient ti me should 
be given to the stockmen and to the Indians to make a different arrange-
ment, one that would be satisfactory to him. 
Q. According to your theory, Mr. Wolfe; what difference ~oes it make 
wh~ther it was satisfactory to him or not ~?-A. Well, sir, at that time 
we claimed that it was an intrusion. Tllese men were there and had . 
put up fences in violation of law a.nd without our consent. 
Q. You appeale<l to the Secretary of the Interi9r to exercise his juris- l~ 
diction and remove them. Why did you appeal to them to take them 
away if it was none of our business ~ Batl not they as much right on 
that land as anybody else ~-A. I suppose the only reason would be 
this: That the Secretary of the Interior was the representative of the 
United States Government, and was placed in a position to execute the 
treaty made between the United States Government and the Cherokee 
Nation. 
Q. Have yo·u not aU along treated it as a matter which the United 
States bas no voice in saying what siJould be done ?-A. She bas a voice 
to this extent, to locate Indians there. · 
Q. It was with that view, then, that you asked him to remove the In-
dians, so there would be no intruders against our law ~ You were afraid 
the fences would be in the way of our putting Indians there ~-A. We 
asked the United States to execute what ehe agreed. to do. 
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By Mr. CAMERON : 
Q. Colonel Boudinot, as I understand, stated that he was of the opin-
ion that there was a pretty strong public sentiment against this system 
of leasing the Uherokee Strip. What is your opinion ?-A. I have not 
found this out, sir. I have been in the country all my life and he bas 
been out of it twenty years. . 
Q. What is your opinion ' --..:A . Just as I said; I have not found out. 
So far as I kuow the people have consented to it and gladly received 
the revenue and are satisfied with it. We are directed in ·our instruc-
tions, by an act of the Cherokee Nation, passed last December, to pro-
test against anything rooking towards destroying the lease. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. You stated you have instructions of that kind ?-A. I have not 
them with me. I can give ;you an abstract of these instructions. 
Q. I prefer the original. When was that law passed ~-A. Last De-
cember. I don't remember the date. 
Q. Were you there at the time ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HARRISON. I wish you would produce your instructions. 
The \YrTNESS. Of course, I don't want to give up my instructions. . 
Q. Well, we will not deprive you of the custody of your instructions. 
I understand that you sa.y in this protest that the persons who asked for 
an investigatiou here are the enemies of your nation, and are trying 
to rob you. What reasons or what evidence have ydu which lead you 
to make that statement 0~-A. I refer to one or two Cherokees. · 
Q. Name them.-A. I do not '"ish to go into any ·personalities. 
Q. You refer to ROm e members of your own tribe who, you think, are 
trying to dispossess the nation of its proper rights ~-A. I refer to one 
individual, and there are stockmen, w~o did not pay any revenue, who 
have been clamoring about the matter. Before the l~ase was made we 
only got a revenue for a portion of this land. 
Q. You say yon are an attorney ?-A. Yes, sir; I am an attorney and 
practice in the nation. 
Q. HaYc you been employed in any way by any of these parties~­
A. No, sir; I have not been employed by them in any way. 
Q. Did you hold any official position except this ?-A. Yes, sir; I 
have been a member of the senate and sat on the supreme bench of the 
nation. 
Q. You have been one of the supreme judges ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether 1\!Ir. Phillips, who signs this protest as the 
specia.l agent and counsel of the nation, has had any relation with any 
of these parties ~-A. None that I know of. 
Q. Is he, Mr. Landrum, or yourself intere ted in these leases at aU?-
A. No, sir· except so far as to maintain them on the part of the Cher-
okee Nation. 
Q. The only interest you have is to maintain them, because they are 
wise and profitable to your people. Do ;you think the price was 
enough ?-A. Well, I expected to get more. I might say it is hardly 
enough, yet we are willing to stand it for five years. At the end of the 
lease we will have the land again. 
Q. The price is 2 cents ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On how many acres ~-A. Six million acres. 
Q. Is that all the land in the strip 0~-A. There are about 6,000;000 
acres in the strip. 
Q. One hundred thousand dollars is very much less than 2 cents an 
acre, if there ~re u,OOO,OOO acres. That would be not more than a cent 
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anu a half.-A. Well, sir, I ·do not know hmv much it makes per acre. 
It is $100,000 for the 6,000,000 acres. 
Q. It makes a good deal of difference if the 6,000,000 acres are leased 
at~ cents an acre~-A. Well, we cannot change that now. 
Q. I am speaking of the wisdom of the contract which you so stoutly 
maintain.-A. It was supposed to be a wise one or we would not have , 
entered it. 
Mr. HARRISON. \Veil, sir, many men make unwise contracts. I am 
simply asking the wisdom of making the Gontract. 
The WITNESS. It. was law, and law is always just. 
Mr. HARRISON. That is hardly au answer. • 
I asked whether t1Je rental of ·$100,000 for the land which you have 
stated to be' 6,000,000 acres, whether that is not an inadequate price. 
Would it not have been wiser to rent it at 2~ cents an acre~-A. I do 
not know that anybody would have offered it. 
Q. Did you not know that these men were to get 2t for the whole 
number of acres '?-A. No, sir, I did not understand so at the time. · 
Q. You elect a chief once in four ·years~-A . Yes, sir. · 
Q. Does the question of leases enter into your politics,-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did not the question enter into consideration at all ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who is your chief now ~-A . Busby head. . 
Q. Has he been re-elected since the e_xecu t.ion of this lease ¥-A. Yes, 
sir; I think he was re·elected tlJe Au st following. 
Q. The act passed in May; yo~1 think ·be was re-elected in the August 
following ~-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Has the lease been discussed since that eleqtion more than be-
fore~-A. I do not think so. 
Q. What portion of your time do. you spend in the Territory ~-A. I 
spend the session of Congress !Jere, and the rest of the time down at 
home. 
Q. So far as :rou know the lease bas not been a matter of discussion 
in your politics ~-A. No, sir. . 
Q. Was there no party there who thought you could have made a bet-
ter arrangement ~-A. I do not know of anything of the kind. 
Q. Is there anybody there who opposes this policy now ~-A. 1 can-
not say that there is ; at least, I do not think so. 
Q. So far as you know there is no one ~-A. No, sir; there is not, so 
far as I know. 
By Mr. GORl'lfAN: 
Q. Are you not mistaken about the election of Bushyhead since the 
lease was made 0!- A. I said I was not positive. The lease was not made 
before July, 1883, but the a~t was passed in 1\iay, and the lease went 
into effect the 1st of October. 
Q. What division was there in the council~ Was there •a great di-
vision 1-A. I do not think there was. In fact I was a member of the 
legislature, but I had nothing to do with the committees. 
Q. Then you think it was substantially unanimous ~-A. The bill was 
reported as a unanimous bill. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Have the members of the present council been elected since the 
execution of the lease ~-A.- A great many. of them have been re-
elected, sir. 
By Mr. GoRMAN : 
Q. Have you looked inw the matter of leasing lands outside of your 
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country to ascertain whether you .are getting a fair price~ Have you 
made any examination at all ~-A. I cannot say that I have. I know 
nothing- about it except what I have seen in the newspapers. 
Q. How does tbe price you are getting compare with the prices in 
Texas ~-A. We are not getting as much. But a lease of land in the 
States is better, because parties can go into their courts, and in the 
Cherokee Nation that cannot be done, and it is some disadvantage. 
By Mr. UAMERON: 
Q. In speaking of the rates in Texas, do you know wbet.her the improve-
ments on the TexaR lands belong to the lessee at the termination of the 
lease ~-A. No, sir, I do not. 
Q. In your· lease the improvements at the end of the term belong to 
the Cherokees ~-A. Yes, sir; and they Yirtually belong to the nation 
now. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. What do you mean by that ~-A. Well, sir, from the nature of the 
act the lease is subject to be jnvalidated at any time. . 
Q. Suppose the lessees should determine to occupy the entire tract 
in common and remove their fences, could you prevent them ~-A. I do 
not know that the nation would take any steps to prevent it. 
A. J. DAY. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., J an~tary 101 1885. 
A. J. DAY sworn and ~xamined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. Mr. Day, what is your business ~-Answer. I am engaged 
in the cattle business. 
Q. How long have ~"ou been engaged in the cattle business ~-A. A 
long time. Ever since I was big enough to ride a pony. 
Q. Have you an interest in any of these leases ~-:-A. I have a sub-
lease in the Cherokee Strip. 
Q. Bow much land do you occupy ~-A. My brother and I have 
200,000 acres. 
Q. What is the firm called ~-A. A. J. & 0. P. Day. 
Q. Was it taken at the same time and upon the same terms as the 
others ~-A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. I~:~ anybody else interested ~-A. Yes, sir. There are two or three 
parties who are holding cattle with us, 'Qut the lease is in our name. 
Two or three young- fellows work for us who have their own brand. 
Q. Have you any objection to stating their names ~-A. No, sir; they 
are Rouden, Sc(llggs, and Williams. They are men who are working for 
us. 
Q. Do you employ any Indians ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do any of the lessees ~-A. Not that I know of. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. How many cattle have you ~-A. ~!\.bout twelve or thirteen thou-
sand. I have not counted them for four or five ye:::trs. 
Q. So long as you are occupying the land in this way the Indians 
cannot occupy it~-A. No, sir; they never have wanted to occupy it. 
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Q. Whatever tlleir disposition, it excludes them, does it not ~-A. No, 
sir; they have been camping in our range. 
Q. But don't your leases exclude them ~-A. Yes, sir; but we don't. 
prohibit them from going through. 
Q. But you don't allow them or anybody else to use the land for graz-
ing purpose~ ~-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Did you have cattle there before you received the lease ~-A. Yes, 
sir; I went there in the summer of 1880. 
Q. How many cattle did you have there then ~-A. I think we had 
two or three thousand head-probably four. 
Q. Under what arrangement did you keep cattle there then ~-A. I 
paid a per capita tax to the Cherokees, and the cattle ran where they 
pleased. 
By Mr. GoRJ~iAN: 
Q. You have been paying 2~ cents an acre, have you not ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. You paid this into the association ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have they paid any of it back ·~- .... 1\. I do not know, but it seems 
to me that there was a rebate, but I don't think we have gotten it. 
Q. How many payments have you made ~-A. I have made three, I 
thi:uk. 
Q. You were in the original arrangement, were you not ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were on the land before the lease was obtained ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much did you pay ?-A. I do not remember. 
Q. Well, about how much ?-A. I do not know. It was in the neigh-
borhood of $500. 
Q. Did all pay in about the same proportion ?-A. No, sir; I think 
not. 
Q. What was the understanding ~-A. We wanted some money, of 
course. We could not send those men there without it. of course. I 
think I subscribed-! think somethin g like $500. · 
Q. To whom did you pay it ~-A. I paid it to J\1r. Newman, I think. 
Q. How much was t he gross amount collected at the time 0~-A. I 
have no idea. 
Q. You never inquired into it ~-A. No, sir. 
Q .. Do you know bow much anybody el:se paid 0?-A. No, sir. 
Q. \Vas it not understood that it was to be in proport.ion to the 
amount of land each man bad ~-A. Yes, s ir. 
Q. The money was collected to cover the expenses of the association~ 
-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It was credited to you in proportion to the amount of la11d you 
had, was it not ?-A. Yes, ::;ir. 
Q. That runs through the whole of it, I suppose ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You paid about $500 °?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did any of it come back to yon a!-A. Yes, sir; it· was all credited 
on the amount of money I paid iu my :first payment on the lease. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Have you any cattle in Texas ~-A. I have noue there now at all. 
Q. Did yon ba.ve any there at or about the time yon obtained this 
lease ~-A. N·o, sir. 
Q. \Vhat were grazing lands in Texas renting for about that time-
lands' regarded as about equal in \alue ~-A. We did not pay anythiug 
for them at that time, and I do not know that we could have leaRed 
them. 
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HIRAM T. LANDRUM. 
HIRAl\f T. LANDRUM sworn an<l examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. What is your Christian name ~-Answer. Hiram T. Lan-
drum. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. I reside on Grand River, Cherokee Na-
.tion, 20 miles east of Vinita. 
Q. Are you a member of the Cherokee Nation °?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your business ~-A. Principally that of farming. 
Q. Have you a farm in the Territory ~-A. Yes, si:J;. 
Q. Under your exelusive supervision ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much of a. farm ~-A. I have about 60 acres under cultivation. 
Q. What title do you have to land for exclusive occupation there under 
your laws ~-A. Well, under our law regulating settlement of the 
public domain, we haYe a certain exclusive privilege. Our citizens are 
allowed under the law to make homes anywhere on the public. domain, 
so as not to· interfere with the rights of other citizens. 
Q. Can you exclude oth er people from that land ~-A. Yes, sir; we 
can exclude other people from that land as long as we occupy it our-
selves. One eitizen cannot set up or erect improvements within certain 
legal limits. 
Q. What are considered legal limits ~-A. One-quarter of a mile from 
any other man's legal improvements. . 
Q. How much land can you tal'e in that way~ Can you take in for 
~-our own use ~-A. vVell, sir, there is no limit. A person eau take in 
as mueh as he can cultivate and hold. " 
Q . . Can yon go anywhere and take up this land ~-A. Yes, sir; we 
can take up land anywhere, except within such a distance from anybody 
else. 
Q. Do you hold it against anybody else when you have done that .. ~­
A. Yes, sir; we can hold it by erecting legal improvements. 
Q. What are they ~-A. A legal impro\·ement is $50 worth of im-
provements required to b " put on the place within six months after 
locating the claim. 
Q. Can you convey that to somebody else ~-A.. I can convey the priv-
ilege of occupying the same right that I h <1ve. 
Q. When you die does it go to your children or heirs ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you hold any official position in reference to the government 
of the Territory ~-A. At present I am a member of Cherokee Senate, 
also a member of the Cherokee delegation representing the interest of 
that nation here before the Government. 
Q. How loug have yon been a member of the senate 0?-A. I was 
elected on the first Monda.y of last August a year ago. 
Q. Was that after the law in reference to the lease was made ~-A. 
Yes, sir. · , · 
Q. Were you a member when the lease was made ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. How far do you reside from t.he capital ~-A. Seventy-five miles . 
. Q. Have you any knowledge of the legislation which led to the lease 0?-
A. Nothing at all. . 
Q. Did you take sides on the question of leasing the land~-~-\.. No, 
sir. 
Q. Has the legislature or council met since yoqr election ~-A. No, 
S. Rep. 1278-9 
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Q. vVbat, in your opinion, is the feeling among the nation in refer-
ence to t.his lease ~-A. Well, I never beard any dissatisfaetion among 
the mass of the people. · 
Q. Have you any knowledge of the name in which this lease w:as ob-
tained ~-A. No, sir. · 
Q. Did you know wllat means were used to get it throug-h the legisla-
ture ~-A. No, sir; I know nothing about that. 
Q. How many payments have there been under iU-A. There have 
been two or three payments made under it. 
Q. What bas been done with the money 0~-A. My understanding is 
that it has been deposited in the Cherokee national trea&ury for some 
special purpose. The law, I think, provides t.hat whenever the revenue 
amounts to $300,000 it shall be paid per capita among the people. That 
is my unde!·:;tanding. 
Q. What is your opinion of the wisdom of this policy~-.A. ·wen, I 
think it is far better than what we have been doing-that is, it is a great 
deal more money than we have received prior to that. 
Q. If it were a new question to-day, would you recommend this lease~­
Would you favor the lease if it were presented now for the first time~.....:: 
A. Well, sir, I tliink they could make a more profitable disposition of 
the land. 
Q. In what. particular ~-A. It could be leased for a little more. 
Q. About what do you think would be a fair rental ~-A. Not being 
very well aequainted with the country, I cannot say what would be a 
fair r ental in my mind. 
Q. Do you know what rentals are in other parts of the Territory 0!-
A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you any knowledge whether the Cherokee Nation could have 
let it to other parties at a higher rate ~--A. It is my opinion that they 
could luwe g·otteu more rentaL 
Q. Do you think it was wise to authorize the lease to these particular 
individuals, rather than to open i.tto competition ~-A. '"Veil, sir, I don't 
know. Not being acquainted with the particular individual., I can't 
say. I am only acquainted with two or three of the member~ of that 
associa.tion . 
Q. Have you been frequently at the capital siuce or before the lease 
wa ·executed ~-A . Yes, sir. 
(~. Have yon any knowledge of any improper means being used~­
A. No, sir; I have rwt. 
Q. Did you hear at tlw ca.pital or anywhere else what means were 
. used t<) obtain this lease ~--4... No, sir. 
(~. Has it ever come to your ears that money was used, directly or 
indireetJy ~- A. [ ha,ve heard it rumored. 
Q · "\Vho told :ron anything about it 0?--A. I am no.t able to tell you 
wbo told me. It was merely a, supposition amo11g the Indians. l lnlmY 
nothing- about it, aud :have uo information upon the snl~ject. 
Q. vVhat is the basis of the rumor; that some improper menm; were 
used ?--A. I do not knmr tlJat I understand you, 1\Ir. Senator. 
Q. vVhat do ~on know of the origin of such a rumor ~-A. I do not 
know how it originated. 
Q. What do you know about the rumor at flrst. a~·-A .. I just heard 
t,hat the supposition was that tuere had been money i1se<1. 
Q. With whom "?--A. 'fhe rumor was that it luul been nsed among 
· some of the members, but no names were eaJled. 
(~. ·\Vas the rnm.or il} sqeh shape as to jndic~~c who they were ~ ~-A. 
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No names were called, and ·r could not infer that it was any particular 
individual. 
Q. You could not infer who was meant ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Any member of the council ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Or the executive head "?-A. No, sir, I could not infer that any 
particular person was meant. · 
Q. Who did you understand went there to get this lease ~-A. Well, 
sir, the present association. They are the parties, I understand, who 
went there to get it~ 
Q. Well, they did not all go u1-A. I don't suppose they did. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Of bow many members does this legislative body consist ~-A. 
The lower house consists of forty members and the senate of eighteen. 
Q. For what term are they chosen~- ..... -\... ~..,or two years. 
Q. Members of each body are chosen for two years~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then the whole body is elected every two years ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When and how long do they sit ~-A. 'l1hey convene the first 
Monday of November of each year, and the time is limited by the con-
stitution. They bold for thirty days, which is construed to be thirty 
working days. · 
Q. You are now a member~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have they held a session since you were elected ¥-A. Yes, sir; I 
have sat two sessions-last November and the year before. 
Q. VvT ere you a member the time this lease was authorized by the act 
of the legislature ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. How far do you live from the region where the land was leased~­
A. Al>Out 125 miles, I suppose. 
Q. Do you live in a thickly settled po1·tion of the Territory ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. How many people are there in your district ~-A. There are a 
fraction over 700 voters. 
Q. Has this matter of a lease been discussed among the people of 
your district ~-A. It· has not been discussed at all. 
Q. It is known, is it not "?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has any dissatisfaction been e·xpressed to any considerable ex-
tent ¥-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do these rumors yon speak of, as affecting the purity of that trans-
action, involve any particular persons ~-A. No, sir; they are only ru-
mors. 
Q. I understand you to say that the policy of leasing is a wise OD:e ¥-
A. Well, sir, I stated awhile ago that it is better than what we had 
been doing previous to it. 
Q. What have you to say about the adequacy of the consideration~ 
I understand you think if the lease were renewed now, it might be 
worth more. What is your opinion as to. the adequacy of the consider-
ation at the time the lease was made ¥-A. At the time I supposed the 
consideration was about an adequate one. 
Q. You think it was a fair compensation ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. D'd you understand you were renting 5,000,000 or 6,000,000 acres t 
-A. I understood 6,000,000 acres. · 
Q. Did you not understand they were offering 2 cents an acre for these 
6,000~000 acres, and calculating on 5,000,000 instead of 6,000,000 1-A. 
Well, sir, my impression was that they were renting 6,ooo,ooo acres. 
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Q. You do not know of any other lease made for 2 cents an acre ~-A. 
I do not know anything about any other lease. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Yon knew it was $100,000 in the gross ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And yon thought it was 6,000,000 acres ?-A. Yes, sir . . 
Q. Djd it not strike you it was less than 2 cents an acre?-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. If the Cherokee Nat.ion could give a lease that could bold against 
everybody for five · years, do you think they could command a better 
rental ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did the fact that it was to be leased under the chances that it 
might be taken away or dispossessed have any effect upon the amount 
they would get? 
The WITNESS. Do you mean the future? 
The CHAIRMAN. No; when the lease was made. 
A. It was a fact that if. the Depai'tment bad opposed it, the lease 
would not have been made. 
Q. Yon understood the Department favored it ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you read Bushyhead's message on the subject,-A. I believe 
I did. 
Q. Did you understand that the United States could take it under 
contract whenever they wanted it ~-A. My understanding was that 
the United States could take such an amount of land as they wanted, in 
order to settle Indian tribes on it. lf I remember the law right, it pro-
vides that when the United States wants it to settle Indian tribes on, 
they can take it. 
Q. My inquiry was, what effect that had upon the amount of rental 
y~m could obtain ~-A. I ha"OO not formed any opinion on that point. 
HON. GEORGE W. CRITTEND,ON. 
W .ASHINGTON, D. C., January 12, 1885. 
GEORGE W. CRITTENDON sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. Mr. Crittendon, where do you reside~-Answer. I reside 
in the Cherokee Nation, Indian Territory. 
Q. Are you a member of .the Cherokee tribe ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your age ~-A. Forty. 
Q. Have you always · t'esided there ~-A. Yes, sir; I was born and 
raised there. 
Q. Do you hold any office under the Cherokee govern.ment ~-A . . Yes, 
:sir. · 
Q. What is that . offi.ce~-A. I am a member of their council: 
Q. Have you been so for some time ~-A. Yes, sir; for many years. 
Q. For how many years ~-A. About six years. 
Q. Were you a member of the ~ouncil during the talk about leasing 
of the land ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you in attendance at the council when it was decided to 
lease the land to these particular men ~~A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did yon have any particular care of it, or were you a member of 
any committee ~-A. Yes, sir; I was on a committee. 
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Q. What had that committee to do with it; was it referred to them 
for consideration ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Of how many members did that committee consist,-A. I do not 
know just how many members of the Senate were members of the com-
mittee, but there were three from our House. 
Q. Three from your House and some of the members of the Senate, 
besides ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. w ·ere they unanimous in their report ~-A. No, sir; the commit-
t ee could not decide the matter. 
Q. Did any body in the interest of these lessees appear before the 
committee ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did anybody in their interest have any talk with any members of 
the committee upon the subject ~-A. No, sir; not with the committee. 
Q. You think not 1-A. No, sir. 
Q. With any members of the council ~-A. I do not know, sir. 
Q. Did anybody talk with you-any of these stockmen; anybody in 
the interest of these stockmen ~-A. I could not say particularly. 
Q. Did anybody talk with you ~-A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who ~-A. Mr. Starr did. 
Q. Who is 1\Ir. Starr ~-A. He is a Cherokee. 
Q. He is a member of the tribe, then ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did be hold any office undeP _the Cherokee Nation~ He was a 
Cherokee, you say ' -A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was be at Tahlequah,-A. Ye.s, sir. 
Q. Did he come to see yon ~-A. No, sir; I just simply met him. 
Q. What did he say to you '-A. H e just said he wanted me to vote 
for the leases. I think he was just trying to test my vote. He said 
that he thought he could make a little out of this. 
Q. He told you he thought he could make a little out of this '-A. 
Yes, sir. He thought he could make a little ofl' of these parties. I told 
him I could not do anything· for him. 
Q. You told him you could not do anything for him ~-A. Yes, sir. 
He said if ·I would talk up the bill he could make some money or make 
something out of it. I told him that did not snit me. 
Q. What else ~-A. He said be would see me again. 
Q. Did he see you. again ~-A. No, sir; he did not come back. 
Q. Did nobody else talk to you on that business ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did any one connected with the leases at all ~~A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you know of anybody being offered anything when you were 
there ' -A. Well, sir, it was the general talk. 
Q. vVhat was the general talk 0?-A. That they used money. 
Q. Who used money '-A. These men who were after the leases. 
Q. In what way did they use money ~-A. To influence members. 
Q. You do not remember who said this particularly ~-A. No, sir. 
·rhat was just the general talk among us-that money was used to in-
fluence the council. · 
Q. Was that t.alk directed to any particular member of the council,_ 
A. Not that I know of. 
Q. 'Vas any particular sum spoken of?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you have the impression that money was used '-A. No, sir. 
Q. You had no snell impression ' -A. No, sir. 
Q. What was there said, so far as you know, to lead people to infel' 
that money was used ~-A Because there were two bills before t1w 
House and'Senate; one to lease to a company and the other to anybody. 
Q. That was al1, you think ' -A. Yes, sir. One was for $100,000, 
and the other for not less than $100,000. 
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Q. And they took the one which was to lease for $100,000 rather than 
the one for not less than $100,000 ~-A. We could not decide. 
Q. Were you equally divided ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, when the matter got into the council, how was it decided; 
what was the vote ~-A. I don't know just how the vote stood. 
Q. Was there a large majority for the bill, or was it very close '-A. 
It was very close. 
Q. And do you remember how many votes would have tur.ned it the 
other way ~-A. I could not say exactly. 
Q. Was there a good deal of division of sentiment in the cQunciU-
A. Yes, sir; it was pretty equally divided. 
Q. Was the contention upon the question whether it should be one of 
the "two bills, or whether to lease it at all '-.A. Both, sir. 
Q. Were any considerable number opposed to leasing~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And there were others opposed to leasing to these men for the 
$1oo·,ooo~-.A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Did the bill which proposed to lease the land for not less than 
$100,000 have the names of the men who wanted to lease.,-A. No, sir;. 
there were no names mentioned. The purpose was to put it up to the 
highest bidder, and it was to lease for not less than $100,000. 
Q. There was a good deal of opposition, then '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has public sentiment changed since ~-.A. Well, sir, the people, 
after the passage of. the bill, were willing to submit. We are all will-
ing to submit to the law, you know. · 
Q. How did you feel about the wisdom of it ~ Now, if you had power 
would you do something else with this label~ Would you change it or 
would you leave it as it is ~-A. Well, sir, I think I would leave it as 
it is. 
Q. Are you familiar with the treasurer's accounts '-.A. No, sir; I am 
not. 
Q. Do you remember that the United States paid the Indians $300,000 
a year or two ago ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. That was on account of some of this land, was it not ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Was it not on account of this very land, as you understand it,_ 
A. I could not say, sir. I . don't understand it. 
Q. Do you know of any money or any other thing of value having been · 
paid to anybody for the purpose of inducing your people to grant these 
leases ~-A. No, sir; not at all. 
· Q. Do these people employ any of your people to help them Y-A. I 
do not know, sir; I was never there. 
Q. vVould any considerable number of your people like to herd cattle 
on the· land, if they could ~-A. I believe they would. I could not say 
how many. 
Q. In your opinion, would it be wise for your people to herd cattle 
themselves, or is it better to lease it in this manner '-A. Well, sir; I 
don't kno.w. 
Q. Which, on the whole, would be the be8t way¥ Do you think that 
your people would rather let these fellows stay there until the lease ex-
pires u?-A. They are willing to submit. · · 
Q. I know that; but I want to get your views of the best way to do 
jt '-A. I could not say, as I am not familiar with the treaties. 
Q. On the whole, then, they would rather sit down and take the 
money than do the work for themselves and have the care of the herds 
themselves '-A. Yes, sir; I think so. 
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Q. Do your people do much in the line of cattle-raising ¥-A. No, sir; 
where I live the land is not good. 
By Mr. VES1' : 
Q. Mr. Crittendon, what was known of this man Starr around Tahle-
quah, with whom you had this conversation¥ What does he do there¥-
A. He works in a printing office, and he is deputy high sheriff. 
Q. Was not a particu'lar sum mentioned in the conversation that you 
had with him ¥ Who did be say could make this money, you or him-
self¥-A. He did not say I could make anything. · 
Q. He did not say that you could make anything ¥-A. No, sir; he 
said he could make two or three hundred doll ars off of these parties. 
Q. Now, Mr. Crittendon, did you not state to me on Saturday in the 
room of the Committee on Territories, in the presence of Mr. Ivey, that 
this man told you tl;lat if :rou voted for this bill he could make so much 
money~-A. No, sir; I did not say that he said such a thing. I did 
not give the name of the man that told me that. 
Q. Yon diU not give the name of the man who told you that money 
could be made ~ Did you not say that if you voted or spoke for it, he 
could make $400 ~-A. No, sir; I did not say that Starr told me so. 
Q. Who told you so ~-A. I did not say that Starr told me so. 
Q. Well, wbo was it, then ¥-A. A man told me he could make that 
much. 
Q. vVho is he ¥-A. Sanders. 
Q. Sanders told you that 0?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was he a member of the council ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And this man Starr said he could make two or 'three hundred dol-
lars ¥-A. He said he believed he could. 
By Mr. BoWEN: 
Q. Mr. Crittendon, have you ever made a statement to the effect that 
if the bill passed it would pass for money ~-A. Yes, sir; ·I have. 
Q. Did you have any conversation with French Ro·we on the sub-
ject ~-A. We were talking about the bill passing, and he laughed and 
said that a man offered him $20. 
By Mr. C~MERON: 
Q. Mr. Crittendon, were your people acquainted with the men to whom 
the lease was given for $100,000 ¥-A. I do not know, but I guess they 
W&~ • 
Q. Had they not been on the range for some time with their cattle~­
.A.. I have always underHtood so. 
Q. Who were the other men, if ' you know, who were at the capital at 
the time of the extra session of the council, who were desirous of leas-
ing the land ~-A. I do not know. . · 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. You were asked whether you thought this lease was a profitable 
and desirable one to your people. Do these parties pay any tax beside 
the $100,000 ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. They simply pay a rental for the land ~-.A... That is all. 
Q. Was not the bill which proposed to lease the land for not less 
than $100,000 gotten up for tile benefit of Cherokee citizens ¥-A. No, 
sir; it was not gotten up for any particular persons, but for the object 
of getting as much money for the land as possible. 
Q. Did those who opposed tile bill which passed do so because they 
thought it would open the matter to competitio.n a~-..A. I do not know 
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Q. You supported the other bill in preference to this "~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. v"Vhat led you to prefer the other bill to the one that passed ~-A. 
Because I thought the other was dictated to the legislature. 
Q. Do you know which bill the principal chief preferred ~-A. I do 
not; but I guess it must have been the one that passed. 
By Mr. CAl\fERON: 
Q. Did you examine the bill that proposed to lease for not less than 
$100,000~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did not that bill provide that the laud should be leased to a com-
pany of Cherokee citizens "?-A. That bill was never brought before the 
House. I do not know whether it was brought be~ore the Senate or not. 
LABAN J. 1\iiLES. 
LABAN J. MILES sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. What is your Christian name, Mr. Miles ~-Answer. Laban J. 
Q. What is your busiJt~Ss ~-A: I am Indian agent at Osage Agency, 
Indian Territory. 
Q- How long have you been there ~-A. Since the summer of 1878. 
Q. Are there any other Indians there except the Osage 3?-A. Yes, 
~~ I 
Q. What Indians .~-A. The Kaws. 
Q. Do you know what the title of tl1e Osages was to their land ~-A. 
Yes, sir; it consists of a deed of trust to the United States given by 
the Cherokee Nation. 
Q. It is held in trust for these Indians~-A. Yes·, sir. 
Q. Expressed ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. v\Ta§._ the title given to the United States ~-:-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Has not their land been leased ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much of it ~-About 350,000 or 400,000 acres. 
Q. Bow much remains ~-A. About 1,500,000. 
Q. Is it all leased to one party ~-A. No, sir; there are nine different 
lea8es. . 
Q. Will you give us the names of the parties to each lease in the way 
in which they were effected ~-A. The first lease was to Mr. Gilbert. 
Q. How much land did be get ~--A. About 50,000 acres of the Kaws. 
Mr. Florer and Mr. Pollock got about 70,000 acres of the Osage land. 
The leases were all made at the same time at the council held in N ovem-. 
ber, 1883; but I wish to correct myself here. There are seven leases, 
and two pastures are fence<.l off besides these by citizens of the tribe. 
Q. Citizens of the Osage tribe ~ ......... A. Yes, sir; one of them is fenced 
off' by authority of the council and the other without authority. 
Q. When were the first leases made ~-A. I think in Angust, 1883, 
the two fir~t were made, and the last were made in November, 1883. 
Q. And then all were made between August and November, 1883 "?-
A·. Yes, sir; but I am not sure of the first. · . 
Q. vVere the leases made for ten years ~-A. Yes, sir; ten years. 
Q. Each lease "?-A. Well, sir, the first were made for ten years, and 
I think the others are perhaps for five years, with the priYilege of con-
tinuing ten years. 
Q. Have you the leases with you ~-A. I have them at my room, sir. 
Q. What made you leave them down at your room when you were to 
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testifY up here~ Yon bave them with you in the city ~-A. Yes, sir; I 
have bot.h of tibe first leases. 
Q. Original leases ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are they in print ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Is there a copy in the Interior Department~-A. Well, sir, I sub-
mitted a copy of the first to the Interior Department. 
Q. They are in duplicate ~-A. I submitted the original and dupli-
cate, and they were returned to me with a copy of a circular letter which 
was written to Mr. Fenlon, which has been alluded to. 
Q. Was anythillg else sent with the leases~ Any letter except that 
circular letter ~-A. No, sir; nothing but that lettP-r which stated the 
position of the Interior Department in reference to leases. 
Q. vVhat did you send the leases to the Interior Department for ~-A. 
For approval. 
Q. Did you have any previous communication with the Department 
on the subject of leases ~-A. I think I did. 
Q. Did it occur to you that if the title was in the United St~tes, you 
had no business to make these leases or allow them to be made ~-A. 
The Indians claimed that right. 
Q. Di:l yon negotiate that lease ~-A. No, sir; I only witnessed it; 
that is all. 
Q. Yon were present and knew what was going on ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. There were white men there~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. With your permissiqn ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 'rhey could not have staid an hour without your permission~-
A. No, sir; probably not. . 
Q. Yon knew what they were there for 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that this land belonged to the United States ~-A. Yes, ~ir. 
(~. Did you not communicate with the Indians what the white men 
were there for~ You did not know whether the United States approved 
or disapproved of these leases ~·-A. No, sir. · 
Q. Previous to that you knew that the Secretary of the .Interior had 
ordered people off the reservation ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You did not know at the time of making the lease whether the 
Secretary had .decided in fa·vor or against the lease~-A. No, sir; the 
lea~es were made .uuder a section of the Hevised Statutes, which per-
mits a contract for certain things subject to the approval of the De-
partment. 
Q. Was it 2117·~-A. I believe so, sir. 
Q. You did it under that ~-A. Yes, sir; that was the statute which 
I thought authorized it. · 
Q. To whom was the first lease made ~-.A. Mr. Gilbert. 
Q. Where does 1\Ir. Gilbertreside~-A. His residence is at Arkansas 
City, in the State of Kansas. 
Q. -How much land did he lease ~-A. About 52,000 acres. 
Q. At what 1)ricc ~-A. At 4 cents an acre. 
Q. For teu yt~ars ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did the lease gh~e exclusive occupancy of the laud ~-A. \Vitlt 
the exception of t\vo or three citizen~- who lived there. · 
Q. So the terms of the lease gave him the exclusive occupation of the 
laud ~-A. Yes, sir; as I have said, with the exception of these citizens. 
Q. You say he paid Luese Indians 4 cents an acre ~-A. J:Ie was to 
pay it to tlte agent 1n charge of the Indians for the benefit of the In-
tlians. 
Q. Was there no liwit to 'vhat he was to do with the money~--A. 
With the under~tanding that it would be paid per eapita. 
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Q. You did not inquire of the Department if they approved of that 
way of distributing it or not ~-A. Well, sir, the Indians assumed that 
responsibility, :iJnd I permitted it. 
Q. You stood by, consenting~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Like the man who stood by, holding the clotlles, while the others 
. stoned the prophet~ Tllen you sent it to the Department, and the De-
partment did not approve it~-A. No, sir; the Department did not 
approve it. 
Q. 'l,he Department left you to take care of yourself ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You sen t it ou to the Department after the lease had been made~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was the reply of the Department~-A. I had no retnru from 
the Department, until the other leases were made. 
Q. Your Indians, with your knowledge and consent, had leased over 
300,000 acres of their land for a term of years, from five to ten, to par-
ticular individuals, with exclusive privileges, without knowing whether 
the Department approved it or not 0?- A . Yes, sir. I bad not, as I have 
said, received any instructions from t.he Department before the leases 
were made. 
Q. This was not a part of your duty 0?-A. No, sir. 
Q. It .was a gratuity on ,your part ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. ' Vho is this 1\ir. Pollock 1-A. :Mr . Pollock had been an inspector. 
Q. vVhere does Mr. Pollock live ~-A. He is a resident of Illinois. 
Q. Row long since he ceased to he an iuspector 0?-A. I think since 
about the 1st of April; previous to his making the leases. 
Q. About the 1st of April previous to his appearing there and assum-
ing charge of a portion of the reservation ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did be come to cease to be inspector 0~-A. I heard that be 
had trouble with the agent at Pine Ridge Agency, Dakota, and had been 
suspended, and afterwards resigned. 
Q. \'Vhen did you hear that '~-A. I heard it in the spring or summer 
after it occurred. 
Q. So he came to you with that recommendation ~-A.. Yes, sir; I 
had known him for a number of years. 
Q. Then yon knew him 0?-A. Yes, sir. 
B~~ Mr. ll.ARRISON: 
Q. Did you ever have any business relations with him of any kind 
previous to that "?-A. No, sir. 
By the CH.AIRl\f.AN: 
Q. His partner was Mr: John Florer; who was he 0?- .. A ... He used to 
be a trader at the agency. 
(-J. When did lle cease to be ·a trader ~-A. I t.!llink he ceased to be a 
trader in December. 1883. 
Q. December, 18S3 ~~A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was after his lease ~-A. Yes, sir; after his lease. 
Q. 'fhen when he and .Mr. Pollock leased this land he was the licen.sed 
trader at your agency '?-A. Yes,. sir; I think he was. 
Q. You think he was~ Did you inquire at the Department whether 
that was just the thing to clo-t llis man being· a licensed . trader at the 
time~-A. No, sir; l .did not. 
Q. Wha:.t was your own opiuiou in the matter "?--A. Mr. Plorer re-
signed his position after be got his lease, but be fore it took effect. 
The CHAIRMAN. Exactlv. But at the time the lease was made be 
was holding the office o( trader nuder the authority of the United 
States. 'Vas he the sole trader¥ 
I 
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The Wrt.'NESS. No, sir; there were three others. 
Q. But he was licensed to trade with the Indians, and you had con-
trol of the Indians ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then you and the Indians together set apart how much land for 
Mr. Pollock's exclusive use ~-A. No, sir; I did not do it; the Indians 
did. 
Q. And you stood by and saw it done 1-A. Yes, sir; I saw it done. 
Q. How much land was set apart ~_;;:_A, About 7o:ooo acres . 
. Q. About 70,000 acres; how near 70,000 acres~-A. Well, sir, it was 
not really surveyed as others were. It was run by the linE<s of the origin-
al survey. Their surveyor reported 70,000 acres. 
Q. Whose surveyor ~-A. 'l'be surveyor employed by these gentle-
. men. He was the surveyor of one of the border countie8 of Kansas. 
Q. In whose employ was be"?-A. He was in the employ of these 
gentlemen, Mr. Florer and Mr. Pollock. 
Q. They brought you the surveyor who bad run these lines, and he 
told y~u how much ~-A. No, sir; they never brought him at all. They 
bron~·ht me a paper signed by this surveyor. 
Q. You did not see him at all, then ~-A. No, sir; they brought the 
paper signed by the surveyor. I did not see him. 
Q. They stated to you what they proposed to take contained so many 
1
, acres ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You do not know the character of the land ~-A. I had been over 
the reservation, but I was not looking after their leases at the time. I 
am familiar with the entire reservation. 
Q. What is the character of this land cont::~.ined in the lease of 70,000 
acres ~-A. It is on a bend of the .Arkansas River. There are one or 
two good valleys, but the rest of it is upland and broken prairie land. · 
Q. Is Mr. Pollock down there now ~-A. He was there a short time 
ago, sir. 
Q. In personal charge ~-A. Yes, sir. 
L· Q. In frequent communication with these Indians ~-A. I can't say 
that, sir. . 
Q. Did you not look after matters yourself0~-A. I have only seen Mr. 
Pollock two or three times. 
Q. But did you look after this matter yourself ~-A. Yes, sir; I had 
supervision of the matter . 
. By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Tho lessees are under obligation to pay you this amount of money 
to be distributed among the Indians~-A. No, sir. 
Q. How is that~-A. The money for the Osages leases is paid di-
rectly to the treasury of the nation. 
Q. These parties have exclusive use of this large tract of land for ten 
years '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And they pay this money into the treasury of the Osage Nation~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you allowed these leases to be made without knowing whether 
the United States Government approved them or disapproved them~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you bad any communication with the Interior Department 
in reference to this matter~- .A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you been th<:>re p('rsonally~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did the Department tell you ~-A. 'l'hey could not give any 
definite instructions in reference to the matter. · They just left it without 
giving any instructions. 
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. Q. Why do you say could not ?-A. I asked the Secretary of the In-
terior if I should submit the other contracts, and I was told that it was 
not necessary. 
Q. Well, did the Department express any opinion ¥---A. No, sir. 
Q. They refused to express any opinion as to whether leases were 
wise or unwise¥-A. The idea I g·ot was that they did not think that 
they could give any opinion in· reference to the matter. 
Q. Do you think they did not ha\e as much authority as you had~ 
Don't you think they had more ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If they did not have authority to express an opinion, what was 
your authority ~-A. Well, sir, these people made the leases with the 
Indians. 
Q. And you gave your permission ~-A. Yes, sir; the leases were 
made with my permission. 
Q. Well, it could have been stopped in a minute by you, could it 
not ~-A. Probably so. · 
Q. You could have led the men off, could you not ~-A. Yes1 sir. 
Q. It is a part of your duty to order white men off the reservation, 
who have not your permission or the permission of the Department to 
be there ~-A. Yes, sir. ' 
Q. You have led men off, have you not~-A. Yes, sir; I have ordered 
them off. ' · · 
Q. Then \VhY did you not order these men o:ff' ~-A. I concluded that 
·their business was legitimate under the statute; that was my opinion. 
Q. Even after the Department declined to express an opinion one 
way or the other, did you go on and finish the other leases ~-A. I had 
no expression of opinion, sir, at all, until after two of the leases were 
consummated. 
Q. Wen~ they all n;1ade at the same rate '-A. No, sir; Mr. Gilbert 
pays 4 cents per acre, Mr. Florer antl Mr. Pollock pay 3 cents, and Mr. 
Hewing also bas a piece of the land for which he pays 3! cents. 
Q. So, then, the first lease was for 4 cents an acre, thenextfor 3cents, 
and the last for 3~ cents ~-A. The second was for 3 cents, and then for 
3~. For the first five years 3 cents was to be paid, and for the second 
five years 3z, if the parties wished to retain the land. 
Q. Was anybody else trying to get a lease ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVho~-A. A large number of parties were at the agency at the 
time the leases were given . 
Q. Then there was coni.~etition ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. Can not you give us the names of the parties' . Give us the names 
of the other parties who asked for leases ~--:-A. There were some parties 
at Fort Smith represented there by an attorney, and there was also a 
JVIr. Marks. 
Q. vVbo were the parties at Fort Smith ~-A . I do not know. 
Q. Who was the attorney ~-A. I do not remember that. 
Q.· Who was Mr. Marks ~-A. Mr. Marks was at the time a deputy 
marsha.l of the United States, at Fort Smith. 
Q. Was he deputy marshal at the time you speak of~-A. Yes, sir; 
I think he held llis commissiou at the time. . 
Q. Did he want to g·et a lease ~-A. He represented, as I understand 
it, other parties from 1:!\>rt Smith. 
Q. Vvere there any other Government officers there ~-A. I think not, 
sir. 
Q. Do you think of anybody else outside of those you have namecU-• . 
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A. Yes, sir; there was Mr. Burnett, of Cedarville, in tbe State of Kan. 
sas. 
Q. What was his full name~ -A. James Burnett. 
Q. Where is Cedarville ~-A. It is north of the agency. 
Q. Do you not think of anybody else 0~-A. There were several other 
parties there. 
Q. Can not you call the name of any more of thP-m ~-A. Mr. Skinner 
was there. • 
Q. Where didhe live ~-A. Well, be was from Missouri. 
Q. What place in Missouri ~-A. I think be was from Sedalia. 
Q. What was his full name ~-A. John Skinner. Nobody else that 
I think of "vbo wanted leases. There were several others who lived on 
the border of Kansas. 
Q. You can not remember any other names ~-A. No, sir. 
· Q. Did they all appear before the council ~-A. I could n9t tell you, 
sir. I. was not present at the council when the leases were made. 
Q. Was the council held at the agency ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Dicl these men go in. befere the.- council aud negotiate for the 
leases ~-A. They submitted their applications to the council in writ-
ing. · 
Q. How did it happen that you were not there ~-A. I never did go 
before the council in reference to any of their business. I submitted it 
in writing to them aud let them make a report. · 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. This man Marks we were speaking of. Did be try to get a 
lease ~-A. He told me that was his business there. 
Q. What did he offer ~-A. I do not remember. 
Q. Do you know .a' man named B. 1\:1. Matthews ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Or James Eigheart or Paul A ken ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who were they ~ Do you know who they were ~-A. They were 
Cherokee Indians. 
Q. Did. they have anything to do with this matter ~-A. Mr. Matthews 
was secretary of the council and Mr. Aken was interpreter and Mr. 
Bigheart was chairman of the council, I think. 
Q. Do you know anything 3·bout the dPalings of this man Marks with 
these men ~-A. No, sir. 
Q~ Did you not know that they agreed for the sum of $200 to let him 
have a lease 6!-A. No sir; I did not know that. 
Q. And that lle went to Little Rock and deposited the $200 in a 
bank ~-A. No, Bir. He left the agency but I did not know that he 
went to Little Rock. I do not think that I remember his returning to 
the agency. I do riot remember whether he was at the first council or 
not. 
Q. Yon did not inquire about these things did you~ Yon took the 
first lease and sent .it for approval to the Secretary of the Interior with-
out inquiring wbeth~r· it was the voice of the body of the Indians or 
not~-A. Yes sir; but l knew it was the voice of the Indians. I knew 
that, because I was present, at the Kaw council. 
The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking of these men, Bigheart and others. 
Who is" Sassy Chief"~ 
The WITNESS. He was a member of the council. 
Q. Did you hear or know that there was a difficulty about the lease, 
and that Sassy Chief wanted $200 more from Marks before he could get 
the lease ~-A. I did not, sir. 
Q. If you had been in there and had seen whether it was a fair tran-
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saction you could likely answer that question, could you not ~-A. 
Well, I suppose so. The councils are open. 
Q. You did not inquire whether anybody else would give more for 
the lease than the parties who got it, did you ~-A. No sir, I did not. 
Q. You did not urge these men on to close up this lease, did -you~­
A. I do not think I said anything to the council. 
Q. I did not mean to ask that. But did you not urge these men to 
close up the lease ~-A. I do not remember that I did. 
Q. Do you not remember that Marks complained anu wanted to know 
why tbe matter was hurried up, and they told him that Agent Miles 
urged them to hur·ry it up ~-A. I do not know anything of the kinu. 
_Q. Is it true ~-A. I do not think it is, sir. All I said to the council 
br to the Indians generally was that I wanted them to be perfectly sat-
jsfied themselves. It was their business, transacted among themselves, 
and I should not interfere at all. 
· Q. Did you know why they gave the reason that they had been hur-
ried up~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You swear yon do not know that any money or other valuable thing 
was paid ~-A. I do. 
Q. You did not receive anything, did you ~-A. I did not. 
Q. You did all this outside of your duty as agent~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Without. consulting with the Department. at all until afterwards~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But after oonsulting with the Department they declined to ap-
prove or disapprove the leases ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. You had set apart for the exclusive use of these parties three hun-
dred and odd thousand acres for from five to ten years ~-A. The Indians 
did it. 
Q. But you approved of it ~-A. Yes, sir; I approved of it. 
Q. I understand yon to say that the Indians did it themselves and 
y·ou approved it ~-A. Well, yes, sir; that is what I meant. 
Q. Was the title of this land in the Indians or in the United States~_:_ 
A. The title was in the United States, and not in the Indians. 
Q. That is the way yon understand it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Why did yon not ascertain these things before the lease was 
made ~-A. I thought that under the statute these men had the right 
to make the contract with these Indians. 
Q. It was quite an important step, was it not ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would it not have been the part of wisdom to ascertain the views 
of the Department before undertaking such an important matter ~-A. 
Perhaps so, sir. 
Q. Would it have been as easy before as after it was done ~-A. It 
probably would, sir. 
Q. Easier, do you think ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. These leases covered a period of time from August to November, 
diu they not ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q.· And in your report in September did you not repott what you had 
done ~-A. I made a special report. 
Q. In September ~-A. I do not remember. 
Q. But the leases covered three months, did they not ~-A. They 
were not made until November, except the first one. · 
Q. A lease of 53,000 acres was made to this man Pollock, an ex-in-
spector, who had gotten slipped out, as you knew, and to one of your 
licensed traders in August-was that the fact ~-A. No, sir; in October. 
Q. After that you made a report, and did not say anything about 
it 1-A. A special report; y~s, sir. 
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Q. What was the date of that report ~-A. I cannot remember the 
date. I made a special report inclosing the contract after it was set-
tled. 
Q. I ask why, when · ;you made the September report, you did notre-
port what you had done up to that time ~-A. I cannot tell you whether 
1 reported it or not. 
Q . . You llad assumed to permit these Indians, with your approval, to 
execute a lease of their land fo:r a period of ten years, consisting of 
fifty-odd thousand acres; but yet you say you do not know whether you 
reported it or not '-A. 1 made a specia} report. 
Q. But you say you do not know wh~ther you reported this matter 
at the time you made your next monthly report or not ~-A. I cannot 
rem em her, sir. 
Q. You 'bave not memory enough to tell me whether or not you re-
ported such a proceeding as that to the Department ~-A. I did re-
port it. 
Q. In your monthly report ~-A. I do not remember that, sir. 
Q. Will you say that you made a monthly report after this without 
reporting it ¥-A. No, sir ; I will not, for I do not remember. 
Q. You do not remember whether, in your monthly report, which pur-
ported to be a true report-you de not remember, I say, whether that 
little item was in it or not ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Your memory is good, is it not ~-A. It is generally good. 
Q. Is there any special exception in your memory~ With a good 
memory that applies to this as well as to anything else~ you say you 
do not remember whether you made any allusion to this little item 
or noU-A. No, sir; I don't know. Will you allow me to explain one 
thing' By instruction from the Department, if we have a special case 
that requires action, it must not be embodied in our monthly report, and 
I thought that was of sufficient importance for a special report, and as 
a special report I sent it, together with the contract. That was a special 
report., and I do not remember whether I inclu~ed it in the monthly re-
port or not. · 
Q. Do you remember if, after making a lease in August, you made a 
.special report of that one before making another one ~-A. Yes, sir; 1 
think so. . 
Q. What was the date of that reporU-A. I do not remember the 
date. 
Q. How many special reports did you make ~-A. Two, sir. 
Q. One was in regard to the first lease 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you wait for the reply of the Department before you made 
any more leases ~-A. I think not, sir. 
Q. What did 3'0U rush them through for ~-1\.. Well, sir, the parties 
were there before the council endeavoring to obtain their leases. I do 
not remember any J>articular rush. 
Q. There is no other reason that you know of~-A. No, sir; none; 
except that there were other parties there anxious to get the lease. 
Q. Was there a chance of losing anything belonging to the Indians~­
A. No, sir ; I think not. 
Q. Why did you hurry them up ~-A. The Indians made the lease 
themselves, sir. 
Q. I understand that. Why did you, having control of the Indians, 
allow them to make these other leases before you knew the views of the 
Department~-A . Well, sir, under the statutes, I considered that the 
Indians had the right to make the leases, subject to approval. 
Q. But you did not wait for the approvall-A. No, sir; I did not. 
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Q. And I ask you why you did not wait ~-A. I have no reason at 
all, Rir. 
Q. You have no reason to give why you did not wait~-No, sir; I 
have not. 
Q. Was there any reason why you should not wait o~~A. No, sir. 
Q. Would the Indians have suff~red in the abundance of men there, 
all anxious to get a lease, if yon had waited for the response o{ the 
Department ~-A. No, sir; no interest of the Indians would have suf-
fered. 
Q. There were men there· offering six cents, were there not '-A. No, 
sir· I tuink not. 
Q. Do you not know that Mr. Marks offered six cents ~-A. I do not, 
sir. 
Q. And that be deposited $200 in a bank at Little Rock to be paid for 
the use of the Indians ~-A. I do not, sir. · · 
Q. Did you talk with him~ What did he say he was there for ~-A. 
To obtain a lease. 
Q. Why did he not obtain the lease ~-A. I could not tell you. 
Q. There was something in the way, was there not ~-A. I could not 
tell, sir. I know the council did not give it to him; that is all I know 
. about it. 
Q. Did the council give leases to anybody tuat you did not approve 
of~-A. Yes, sir; but I ratified them afterwards. 
Q. But you were in the council, were you not ~_._A.. Yes, sir ; for a 
few moments. 
Q. Did you advise with the Indians beforehand about t.be lease of 
their lands '-~1\. . I did. Will you allow me just here to go back a little 
and make a statement~ 
The CHAIRMAN. Yes, sir. 
The WI1'NESS. Early in the spring of 1883 a few Indians, members 
of the Kaw tribe, had been working on the Oil Company lease. They 
had asked for a lease of the land in this reservation, and had offered 2 
cents for the entire resen:ation, with t.be privilege of fencing! The In-
dians asked me about it and I told them it would be a bad thing for 
them, because it would destroy their stock and the agency stock. They 
said the,y could make more money than they were making· then. I told · 
them I did not think it" would be a good thing for them to lease their 
entire reservation, but they bad better lease some of their land along 
the State line that they did not need, and retain the balance for them,-
sel vcs. In the course of two or three months (that was in May) they 
sent me word they were anxious to lease a portion of their land along 
the line and they. wanted me to come over. I went over there and con-
_sulted with them. They had called a council of the entire tribe, and 
parties were there trying to lease half of the reservation. That was 
in June or July. I do not remember which. We called a council and 
made a lease with Mr. Gilbert. He offered 3 cents at first; finally offered 
4 cents, and they made the lease with him for the north half of their 
reservation. That was in July or August. 
When I reported that lease I asked authority of the Secreta.ry to pur-
chase wire to inclose the balance of the reservation fo.r the benefit of 
the tribe. This authority was granted, and I purchased wire and have 
inclosed. the balance of 50~000 acres. 
About that time it occurred to me that we must have more protection 
on the Osage Reservation . Stockmen from Kansas, from the Cherokee 
side, and from the western side intruded upon our reservation, and our 
reservation ha<.l become a place where all the cattle drifted. It was 
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overrun with cattle. It occurred to me that it would be a. good p~n to 
fenoo the land, or lease a narrow strip on the south, the east, and the 
west, and I suggested to one or two members of t.he nation that their 
interest would be promoted by leasing a strip four miles wide, on the 
north, south, and east, and thereby close up the resmTation from drift-
ing cattle. This was along in the summer-; in JuTie or Jul;y, 1882. The 
council met and talked the matter oYer, and a number of the principal 
men who l1ad some stock and bad been troubled about it canvassed the 
tribe about it, and they concluded the suggestion was good, and con-
cluded to extend the lease; instead of 4- miles on the north, they would 
make it 10, a.nd on the south 9, and on the east from ~ to 9. I have a map 
here which will show the exact position of these leases, which I would 
like to submit to the corpmittee. [Witness submits map and points 
· out to the committee the different leases~] This part which was leased 
was unoccupied land, and left out two good streams. The leases are 
composed principally of the hill country. I asked authority of the De-
partment to purchase wire to inclose this part of the land, which was 
l€ft to the Indians, leaving a good drive way 'along the State line. I 
ha\e inclosed it. My plan was to protect the Osage Reservation from 
t he drift of cattle from the State and from the Cherokee strip. You can 
see by the map that every stream is left within the inclosure occupied 
by the Indians, and now the Osages are inclosed and protected. 
· Q. How do these parties get their cattle on and off their ranges; for 
i11stance, here i~ one lease marked 8; how does he get his cattle on and 
o:ff~-A. He ships 1)art. of his cattle in bulk. The railroad is within 
half a mile of the crossing in this lease. 
Q. The others, numbered I, 2, and 3, &c., how do they get the cattle 
to their leases "?-A. I think this gentleman, Mr. Hewins, brought his 
cattle in from the west, on the trail along the State line. 
Q. You say you asked permission of the Department to connect these 
leases by fences. Was it stipulated in the lease that the lessees should 
fence their leases~-A. Yes, .sir; but I wanted to inclose the land be-
tween them and counect them. 
Q. And you say the D epartment authorized you to do so, and you 
ha\"·e purchased the wire ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where are the Kaws located ~ 
rwitness indicates location of the Kaws upon the map.] . 
Q. Did you inclose them ~-A. Yes, sir; I ran a fence down along 
llere, so that all this reservation is inclosed. 
Q. How many acre~ does it contain ~-A. Twenty thousand acres. 
, Q. Has any of that been leased '-A. No, sir ; it bas not been. That 
js where these Indians live. 
Q. How many Indians are there on the Osag~ Indian Reservation~­
A. About 1,600. 
Q. Are these the wealthy Indians that wen.t to the Indian Territory 
from Kansas ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They have a good deal of property in their own right, have they 
not~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Independent of this land ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And they are deemed by the United States capable of managing 
their own a:fl'airs, are they not ~-A. Yes, sir; to a certain extent. 
Q. Who manages their property for them, independent of this laud~­
A. They have a deposit with the United States, and the Government 
pays interest. . 
Q. How is the money paid ~-A. It is paid per capita; I distribute 
it per capita. 
S. H.ep. 1~78--10 
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Q Is the lease money :paid per capita ¥-A. No, sir; it is paid into 
the treasury of the nation. 
Q. Has all of this lease business been reported to the Department ¥-
A. Yes, sir; I have made a special report to the Department on the 
subject. If there is anything we want to call to the special attention 
of the Department we make a special report. The monthly report does 
not amount to much. We cannot get any notice taken of it, and if we 
desire to get any action taken by the Department, or any consideration, 
we must make a specia-l report. 
Q. Well, you went on in the dark ~-A. Not as I understand the 
statutes, sir. 
Q. But you did as to the views of the Department ~-A. The general 
impression was that the Department would permit them to lease the 
land, but there was uo law by which they could be ratified. 
Q. How did you know that ~-A. I got that from the public press. 
Q. You made a special report in order to draw out the Department ~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And you failed in getting the opinion of the Department '-A. I 
got just the same as others got; that is, the Fenlon letter. 
Q. But you did not get that until after the work was done ~-.A. No, 
sir. 
Q. So the work, whether wise or otherwise, was done in the dark as 
~o the views of the Department ' -A. These gentlemen took the chances 
when they made their leases. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. You regarded it subject to the approval or disapproval of the De-
partment, did you not ' -A. Yes, sir; I did. 
Q. All parties who took leases were subject, to the rulings of the 
Department '-.A. Yes, sir; they were subject to the rulings of the De-
partment. They claimed that they had a right to make a contract 
under the statute, and were taking the chances. They were taking the 
chances that, if ruled against by the Department, they would lose all 
they put upon the land. 
Q. You understand that they can be evicted at any moment by the 
Department ~ You understand that to be the relation of the Depart-
ment to them at this moment ~-A." Yes, sir; I do. 
Q. What is the difference, in your opinion, between the Department 
permitting these parties to make this contract and their positive ap-
proval of it~ What is the difference in the legal effect~ 
The WITNESS. I do not think I quite understand your question. 
Q. Now, if these leases are void unless approved, and tile Depart-
ment permitted them to execute these leases, is that giving them any 
legal effect ~--A. No, sir; scarcely. . 
Q. Does it give them the same benefit as if they were approved V -A. 
Well, sir, as a gentleman expressed it to me, the cows were growing very 
nicely under t his permit and under the eye of the Interior Department. 
Q. Now, will you repeat that so as to get it on tile record f-A. He 
said that the cows were growing very nicely under this permit to remain 
there. · 
Q. Did you say this was done under the eye of the Interior Depart-
ment,-A. Well, sirl the Interior Department knows the whole trans-
actiou. 
Q. Then the Department knows the whole transaction as you state 
it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. And allows this state of things to continue without expressing ap-
proval or disapproval of the transaction, and you understand that until 
it is approved or disapproved you are permitted to continue this con-
dition of things '-A. Yes, sir. 
MARK P. MILLER. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 13, 1885. 
MARK P. MILLER sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. Where do you reside ~-Answer. I reside at Caldwell, Kans. 
Q. How long have you resided there '-A. The last time about four 
or five years. I resided there previously. I came there twelve years 
ago the first time, and the last time about eight years ago. 
Q. What is your business ~-A. Ulerk, accountant, copyist. 
· Q. Have you any interest in the cattle business ~-A. No, sir; not a 
particle. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of the Indian Territory~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is your knowledge ~-A. I have been over about every pas-
ture there is west of the Caldwell or Eastern Trail. 
Q. Have you been connected with this association ¥-A. Yes, sir; I 
have been clerk of the board of arbitration. 
Q. How long were you the clerk of the board of arbitration ~-A. I 
was clerk as long as the board was in existence. There is no board 
now. 
Q. Why i~:; it no longer in existence ~-A. Because all the matters 
before it have been disposed of. 
Q. There is no complaint that has been made to them that has not 
been adjudicated ~-A. Not that I ever beard of. 
Q. How much was paid to .outside people by the association as the 
result of the arbitration~ 
The WITNESS. I do not understand the question, Senator. 
Q. The board of arbitration was to adjust claims against the associa-
tion, was it not ~-A. No, sir. There would be two parties claiming 
the same range, and tbe ~uty of the board was to settle the claims of 
the parties. Two or more parties would contest for the same range. 
Q. Were there no claims made against the association by people who 
were crowded off of this land ~-A. I heard some complaint against the 
boa,rd made by citizens in the State that they bad been crowded out. 
Q. But that board did not take jurisdiction of these matters ~-A.. 
Yes, sir; if a man thought he bad any right upon that land, the board 
would recognize tllat right. 
Q. How soon after the association had obtained this lease did you 
come into its employ¥-A. The 1st of June, 188~. 
Q. Are you now in the employ of the association ¥-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you think the compensation was a fair one ~-A. Yes, sir; I do. 
· Q. You tboug·ht it was fair at the time ~-A. Yes, sir; very fair. , 
Q. Do yon think they could have obtained more if they had tried~­
A. I do not think they could have obtained more. 
Q. Do you think if they had put it up to competition they could have 
obtained more ~-A. I do not think any responsible parties, at that 
time as a body, were in competition against the association. Individuals 
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said they would give more for a certain lease, bnt I do not think iu the 
aggregate it would have been more beneficiaL 
Q. Do you think it was better for these parties to lease the land in 
the way they did than to have used it for themselves ?-A. As far as 
using it is concerned it would be a great deal like gidng the .lease to 
me a nd telling me to use it by myself. The Indians haYe no cattle to 
put on it, nor have I. 
Q. Would it be best. for the Indian to receive the mone.v without 
working than to have to earn it ~-A. Of course it would. be better for 
him to earn the money himself. 
Q: Wbat would be the effect upon a body of white men in furnishing 
them money enough to take care of themselves without doing any 
work ~-A. I would like to try the effect myself for a while. fLaughter.] 
Q. What do you think would be the effect upon an ordinar.v white 
man~ Take 6,000 white men-about the number of the Cheyenne and 
Arapaho Indians-and keep them on rations for ten years, what woultl 
be the effect upon them ~-A. I think it would have a very bad efl'ect 
upon them. I do not think that one of these 6,000 would ever be elected 
a Senator from Massachusetts. 
Q. lt would have a very bad effect, you say~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it not a fact that anything that tends to relieve them of work 
has a bad effect upon them 0?-A. Yes, sir; I think so. 
Q. In that view it was, I asked you whether it was better for the In-
dians to take the rental and spend it themselves or be required to 
earn their living by occupying this land with cattle themselves ~-A. I 
should think it would be better for both the whites and the Indians to 
be put on the same footing. 
Q. I amlookiug after the general policy, and not after the lease particu-
larly. What is the best method to change the Indians from idleness 
and listlessness ii1to self-support ~-A. Ithinkthe more they are brough t 
into intercourse with business men the quicker they will see how to get 
on the same plane wit.h ourselves. 
Q. Do ,)'OU know whether any sum of money or other valuable thing 
was used to secure this lease ~-A. Well, sir, if such a thing bad been 
done, I was in a position to know. 
Q. How 0?-A. Well, I settled up, this last summer, an account between 
a friend, .a brother-in-law of mine, and two or three parties in a cattle 
transaction running over four years, and I know if any hush-money was 
there it would be in the items of this account. 
Q. You did not find anything of the kind charged ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Would you expect to find such an item ~-A. Yes, sir; it was a 
private transaction, and if such money or other thing bad been paid he 
would have charged it in some way. 1\Iem bers of the board of directors 
also have been particular friends of mine. and they have told me differ-
ent matters, and I believe if there had been anything in this kind I 
would have beard it. 
Q. None of the directors told you anything of this sort ' -A. No, sir; 
they told me nothing of the kind in any shape or form. 
Q. There was nothing on any of the books to that efl'ect ~-A. No, 
sir. This account was about $12,000, and if any hush-money was paid 
it would appear in these books. This party was a prominent business 
man, and had always been in the association. He is now our county 
commissioner, and be has ba.d cattle in .the Territory for nine years, and 
if there bad been any money used for a bad purpose he would have been 
called on to pay his share. 
Q. Mr. Ivey testified to being crowded off from a claim he had on 
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this land. Do you know anything about that 1-A. I never saw any 
notice of contest, and I keep a sort of court docket. There was no 
such claim before the board of arbitration. There was a case in which 
an Indian named Owens made a claim against Andr~ws and others, and 
in his description, when he came to describe the coun1)ry, be made one 
of the streams cross the other. 
Q. He was rather an ignorant fellow, was he not ¥-A. No, sir. He 
was an intelligent man,'but did not know the geography of the country. 
Q. Did that cl;:tim have anything to do with I vey al_,A, No, sir. He 
. never filed any claim of contest. · 
Q. Do you know anything about Mr. Ivey's occupation ~-A. No, sir. 
I know that several of the .Cherokees came on the Strip and made a par-
tial occupation, and then subleased to the highest bidder, but whether 
Mr. Ivey was one I do not know. But Cherokees did that, I know. 
Q. Do you know anything about his claim of taking up' a range~­
A. No, sir. I do not know anything about his having occupied any of 
this land. · 
Q. You never heard of it ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Boudinot had a range on this land¥-
A. I should have recollected it if he had any contest, because his 
name was so celebrated there. He bad no claim before the board in 
his own name. I never knew he bad a claim there until I heard him 
testify here. 
CHARLES H. ELDRED sworn and examined. 
Ry the CHAIRl\fAN : 
Question. What is your Christian name ¥-Answer. Charles H. El-
dred. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. I reside near Medicine Lodge, Bar-
bour County, Kansas. · 
Q. vVhat is your business ~-A. I am ranching and stock-raising. 
Q. How long have you been in that businP-ss ~-A. Since May, 1~80. 
Q. What part of the country have you been engaged in in this busi-
ness ~-A. Principally in the [ndian Territory. 
Q. Have you any interest in this association that leased the Cherokee 
Strip ~-A. Yes, sir; I have. 
Q. State what your interest is and w};len it commenced.-A. I am a 
member of a firm which is a member of that association. 
Q. What is the name of the firm '-A. Gregory, Eldred . & Co. 
Q. Of whom is it composed ~-A. A. D. Gregory, of Saint Louis, Mo., 
Parson, of .Illinois, and H. D.' Reed, of the same State. 
Q. Are there any others engaged in tlie business with you ~-A .• No, 
sir; there h<we been others interested. 
A. Who else has been interested~-A. Davidge Stith and Colonel 
Watkins. I do not know his initials. 
Q. Wllere do these gentlemen reside ~-A. They resided at the time 
in the Indian Territory. 
Q. At the time of making the lease were you or your firm occupying 
a portion of the Territory ~-A. Yes, sir; we were. 
Q. How much land does your lease eover ~-A. At presen~ there are 
two ranges, one of them contains 187,900 acres, and the other about 
38,000 acres in round numbers. 
Q. How much rental do you pay ~-A. Two and a half cents. That 
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is the rental that has been assessed. That is what we have paid so far. 
What is to come back is not determined. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of the way in which the lease was ob-
tained ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. State what you know about it.-A. I will begin, gentlemen, at 
my first occupancy, in the Territory, to make it intelligible. 
The CHAIRMAN. Very well, go on. 
The WITNESS. In May, 1880, I went into the Territory and engaged in , 
the cattle business; and in the fall of 1880, it was asserted to me that 
the Cherokee Nation was levying tax for the grazing of cattle on these 
lands. I made inquiries wherever I had the opportunity to do so, and 
there were various st1ggestions made to mi. The greater part of the 
persons in my p·ortion of the Territory said to me that it was not neces-
sary to pay this tax, because it was a tax imposed by unauthorized 
persons. I tried to inform myself upon the subject, but could not do so. 
In 1881 I still investigated the subject,, and there were conflicting ru-
mors regarding it. I therefore concluded to go down to the Indian 
couneil myself. The couneil convened in November, and I determined 
to go down to ascertain for myself. In the mean time I ha<l paid the 
tax. I went down to the eapital of the Cherokee Nation, and found a 
body of men that I did not expect to meet. 
The CHAIRMAN. You mean the council ~ 
The WITNEss. Yes, sir. I found that the members composing this 
council would compare favorably with the legislaturP-s of many of the 
States, and I became acquainted with numbers of these men and talked 
·with them regarding their views. There had been fencing done by in-
dividuals, under what is calJed ''head-rights "-that is, persons who . 
wished to occupy ranges would employ Indians, as I understood, giv-
jng them so much per year in difterent sums to hold a range for them. 
I saw at the capital very serious objections by members of the council 
to this; among others I would mention Clem Rogers, who took an active 
stand against it. He said to me:-
Eldred, we have no objection to your cattlemen holding ranges upon this strip or 
pastures, provided the whole Cherokee Nation get the benefit of it, but I, for one, am 
not in favor of a party going out there in the employ of the nation as collector, secur-
ing pastures in the way it has been done heretofore. We have poor women and 
children which we must protect, and if each indiYidual of the Cherokee Nation fare 
alike, we are willing this lease shaH be made. 
I also talked with Colonel Phillips, and first talked of getting a lease 
indiYidually; that is, for my company which I represented. But after 
thinking the matter ()ver, I concluded it was unwise. I was but slightly 
acquainted with the stockmen and I thought · they might think I was 
tr,Ying to take it in a private capadty. I reported to m~' f~iends, and 
the ~ubject of leasing was· talked about, and, as you have been told, an 
association was formed; one of the purposes of the organization being 
to lease the land and protect ours~lves against outsiders and Stith was 
my range manager. I was given a place with queer surroundings. One 
of our rangemen came and wished to push us off. I had purchased the 
rauge of Stith & Watkins. I had purchased the stock with the range, 
a.nd had every right to occupy it. 1 might go into details here, gentle-
men. 
The CHAIRMAN. I would like to hear it all. 
The WITNESS. They took possession of our cattle, and moved them 
out, and a controversy ensued which ended in a suit at Fort Smith. 
The prosecuting attorney told us that the matter could be kept in the 
court for a good while, but would end in no good at last. This being 
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the case, I felt it to be necess-ary to have ·some way in which we could 
settle difficulties that might arise. A certain Indian bad come to our 
camp dur-ing my absence, and said to Mr . Stith, our range foreman, 
t hat he was there to negotiate with him to fence in the range with the 
Comanche County Pool, of which Hunter & Evans composed the firm, 
and proposed to share the pasture with us. Mr. Stith told me that his 
reply was this: ~bat he did not think be could do it, but he would refer 
the matter to me upon my return to the range. The result was that 
we went to the Comanche County Pool, made the anangements, and 
we were fenced in and held under that right. Our pasture was taken 
fJom us by an Indian under this "head right." We remained there, 
but with a controversy. 
The board of arbitrators was appointed to settle the differences in 
regard to the leases. Our case came up before the board, and was 
decided in favor of the company and to the satisfaction of all parties 
con<:erned. As I was going to say, this led me to know that it was a 
very dangerous wa.v to bold cattle. I went down to the capital, and 
consulted with different parties as far as in my power, and to secure a 
copy of the Indian laws, and saw the treaties on the subject by the · 
courtesy of the Hou. WilliamBoudinot. He went to the safe of the treas-
ury and took out a piece of parchment which I read carefully. In 
that parchment I saw that the Cherokee land was described very mi-
nutely, within a hundredth part of an acre, and with Martin Van Buren's 
name signed to it as President of the United States. I said, this being 
the case, these people certainly own the land in fee simple. I was told 
by attorneys that it was no such thing, but I concluded that they had the 
power, and I stated this fact to the members of the association, and I 
said I did not think that tbe approval of the Secretary of tbe Interior 
was necessary, and therefore nothing was E<aid about that. There bad 
been permits granted by the treasurer of the nation to as many as three 
different persons on the same land, which gave occasion to many disputes, 
and, therefore, this association was formed, as you know, and after the 
association was formed, myself and Major Drumm were sent down to the 
capital of the Cherokee Nation to effect some permit, lease, or something 
of the kind for the occupancy of this ground. The result was as all 
know. \'Ve went tbere--
Q. Was Major Drumm with you ~-A. Yes, sir. I wish to say before 
I retire that prfor to this, in February, 18~3, an order was issued, so I 
understood at the time, ordering all of us off this land within 20 days. 
Q. By whom was the order issued '-A. By the Interior Department, 
as l understand. We were ordered to lea-ve the land iu twenty days. 
At the same time I had in my possession a permit from the treasurer 
of the Indian Nation-the Cherokee Nation-to hold cattle on this until 
the 8th da.y of September, and it occurred to me as a very peculiar 
thing that the Interior Department would give the Indians permission, 
.as I understood, to issue licenses to parties to graze upon the land, and 
after we bad paid the money, that we should be removed. These mat-
ters, of course, made us feel like securing a lease; so I went 'down 
there in connection with Major Drumm and consulted with members of 
the council regarding what they thought would be advantageous to the 
nation and to other parties concerned. 1\fr. Miller stated, while on 
the stand, that we were sent there limited to a certain amount., which 
I think he will correct, when he remembers that we asked the views 
of the association upon tile matter, and they told us to go and use our 
judgment. At that time it was supposed the lease .could be secured for 
$GO,OOO or $65,000; because the year before that it could have been 
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leased, as I was informed, at $25,000. . I went there and canvassed the 
situation and talked the business over with these people. 
Q. Was the council in session ~.....-A. Yes, sir. We talked the matter 
over, and we both agreed, that is, Major Drumm and myself, that in 
justice to the Cherokee Indians and in justice to the association we rep-
resented we should offer the sum of $100,000, which was all that we would 
offer. But right here I wish to say that I repeatedly said to Indians 
who were there, as I understood to procure a lease, that if they wabted 
to give more there was our bid of $100,000. We proposed to pay that 
amount into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation, and before this time 
it had cost the Cherokee Nation 20 per cent. to collect the tax or rent, 
and this was one of the grounds taken by those who favored our bill, 
which was known as the Rogers bill. 
Q. 'rhe parchment which you saw was not a definition of the limits of 
the Strip, but of the entire Territory ~-A. Yes, sir. I will say, Mr. 
Senator, that I knew the Strip, of course, from the military maps which 
I had seen. 
Q. The parchment which you saw was a correct definition of the 
• whole ~-A. Yes, sir; fourteen million and so many thousand acres. 
Q. That was the original patent for the land ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I suppose these Indians chose to lease it in the manner it has 
been done for the reason you have given previousl3T, but as to the rental, 
what led them to choose between your ofter and other offers that were 
made~ What opportunity had they to choose between your rental 
and a better one~-A. Well, sir, the opportunity that all legislative 
bodies have. There were two bills. But, if I mistake not, Mr. Critten-
den, who is here, was a member of the committee which llad charge of 
the bills and can explain it. Both of the particular bills went before 
the House. The Smith bill came up and was voted down; the Rogers 
bill was sustained. 
Q. What was the Smith bill ~-A. The one that made $100,000 the 
minimum. The other was to lease to Cherokee citizens, in which I un-
derstood some of our friends were interested. The two principal bills 
were the Rogers bill and the bill that fixed the minimum price. One 
reason for choosing our bill was that it provided for paying the money 
into the treasury, and they wanted the money to go into the treasury 
without paying anything for collecting it. That was the bill known as 
the Rogers bill. It provided, as I said, for putting the: money into the 
treasury of the Cherokee Nation, and the other bHl was silent as to the 
expense of collecting. 
Q. By what vote did the Rogers hill pass ~-A. Well, I could not 
inform you. The senate consists of eighteen members; we had a 
majority; and the bouse consists of forty members, and we also had 
a small majority there. 
Q. How long was it under consideration OJ-A. The bill was discussed 
for quite a time. In the mean time the council had been called together 
for the purpose of disposing of $300,000 which had been paid by the 
United States Government into the Cherokee treasury. But I wish to 
remark, in justice to the Cherokees, as Mr. Boudinot has made the 
assertion, and as this report will go to the Cherokee Nation, the asser-
tion was made, as I understand the colonel, that they bad received 
$320,000 on the land west of 96. I must say that numbers of these 
people came to me about this matter, and I told them it was a law of 
Congress that they could not go back on; that this money was paid 
zznder a law of Congress. Some of them told me that wheneve1· they 
. had had any dealings with the United States Government they llad. 
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gotten the worst of it eyery time, and they did not see fit to take thi "' 
money, and they were several days arguing this matter. Speeche 
were made in the open air, and while I am not a public philanthropist 
I feel it a duty to be just to these Indian people. I wish to make that 
remark that it may go into this report, that this $320,000 was not paid 
on that outlet west of 96. I do not so understand it, and I told the In-
dians that, in my opinion, it was not so. I advised them to take that 
money. . 
Q. What did you understand it to be ~-.A. My understanding was 
that this land had bP.en assessed at 49 cents an acre; that the Osage-
and Nez Perce, the Otoes and Kansas Indians had taken that land 
upon that basis, and the land being eastern land, and the most valuable 
in the Territory, they bad not been paid its true value, and this money 
was the dift'erence between what money they did receive and what Con-
gress thought they should haYe. The consideration was, that these In-
dians should give a patent to the United States, which struck me very 
forcibly, it being- the first time in the history of the world that an In-
dian was called upon to give a patent. 
Mr. BOWEN. I would like to interrupt the witness and call his atten-
tion to the report of the Commissioner as regards .this money. It is. 
marked here. [Hands witness Public Document 19.] • 
The UHAIRMAN, 1\Ir. Bowen, suppose you keep that matter separate 
from the other. 
Mr. BOWEN. Very well, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. Tbe council had been called to consider what dispo· 
sition to make of that money and to consider the lease ~-A. Yes, sir ;. 
our lease business came up first and they were waiting for the matter 
to be put into print. They bad to wait until it was printed and put 
upon the table and this other matter came up and was under cons<lera-
tion for a good while. I was asked questions,. and I have a.Iways given 
as fair an explanation as has been in my power to do, and I think any 
Cherokee citizen will bear me out in that. . 
Mr. BowEN. I would like to get this $300,000 matter into the record .. 
The amount is the same as mentioned by Colonel Boudinot. He was 
making his statement from the document banded you. · 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What do you infer from that~-.A. That Uolonel Boudinot stated 
the matter fairly from that report. I do not want to make any state-
ment to the Cherokees or to anybody else that is not correct. If I have-
made a misstatement I want to be corrected. · 
Q. Wllat did you understand it was an appropriation for~.;_A. I un· 
derstood from Colonel Phillips, who is a, member of the Cherokee dele-
gation, that it had been decided by the Nation that a sufficient compen-
sation had not been paid by the United States for their lands, and this. 
money was to make up t.be differentle. 
Q. You understood that this $300,000 was to make up a deficiency in 
the former appraisement, and the Indians were to give a patent to the 
Government~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I would like to go back to the session of the council. Were you 
and Mr. Drumm there during most of the session ~-A. We were there· 
during the entire session. 
Q. How long did it last~-.A . .As near as I can remember it lasted. 
about two weeks. 
Q. Was there any trouble about the principal chief signing the bill ? 
Was there any anxiety about that after it had passed by a close vote~­
A. There was no particular anxiety. 
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Q. Did you ever have an interview with him about the bill ~-A. I 
"llever had an interview with him or any consultation regarding. the bill. 
Q. Did Mr. Drumm, that you know on-A. I think not. 
Q. What did Major Drumm state here about his not going down 
there '-A. The law was passed in May and a letter of acceptance was 
,given, and we went home and reported to our association; and we went 
back to execute the lease. On that occasion it was that he did not go 
-down there. He went as far as Fort Gibson. . 
Q. But during the negotiations with the council for the passage of 
-the law you were both there f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know of any interviews he had with members of the coun-
"Cil at which you were not present ~-A. I do not. 
Q. Did you say the bill passed by a close vote f-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was there any excitement about it~-A. There was no undue ex-
-eitement. TherP. was some, but no more than there was at the time 
they proposed to remove the fences which had been built by Cherokees. 
'That was at the session previous to this one. 
Q. Now, did you employ any one there to help you ¥-A. We em-
ployed no one further than to bring our matter properly before the 
-eonncil. 
Q. Who did you employ,-A. J. F. Lyons. 
Q. He acted as ~'our medium of communication with the council¥-
.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he draw the bill?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. He is a regular attorney, I suppose,-A, Yes, sir; in the Cherokee 
:Nation. ' 
Q. Yon employed him as an attorney,-A, Yes, sir. 
Q. B ave you any objection to telling us what you paid him '-A. I 
paid him $500 for his services. 
Q. Did you pay him anything for his expenses, or anything of that 
'kind '-A. No, sir; I did not. 
Q. What other sum did you pay out '-A. Nothing further than the 
·expenses of oursehres there, and some small amounts to churches. 
Q. What is that¥-A. vVe paid something to churches there. 
Q. What amount did you pay to the churches there '-A. 1 paid $10 
·to the Methodist church, $10 to the Sunday school, and $10 toward the 
·construction of a church. 
Q. Did you make any remarks to the Snnday, school ~-A. I did not 
<Consider myself capable to do so. I found much more fluent talkers 
t han myself. 
Q. Did you pay out any other sums ~-A. I did not. 
Q. Nor anything of value ¥-A. Nothing whatever. 
Q. To any individual whatever~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What do you say in reference to Major Drumm ' Have you any 
·knowledge of his having done so ~-A. I am very positive he did not. 
Q. What leads you to be so positive~ On what do you base that 
..statement~-A. On the basis of being there associated with him. . 
Q . You have no knowledge of his having paid anything, and you state 
with confidence that you do not think he paid anything ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you anything else to say that will be of use that has not 
been already indicated by other gentlemen in reference to this transac-
-tion ' -A. Not a great deal. There are one or two matters I might pos-
.:sibly communicate to the committee. 
The CHAIRMAN. We should be glad to know anything not already 
.stated. 
The WITNESS. I will make a statement or two, gentlemen, in reg~rd. 
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to our land, which bas not been generally understood. Our rental has 
been spoken of as being about 2 cents an acre. I do not wish the com-
mittee to be misinformed upon that point. Our rental is one and three-
quarter cents an acre. 
Q. For how large a number of acres ~-A. Well, sir, I was going to 
state: In the lease, if 3·ou, gentlemen, will peruse it carefully, you will 
discover that if by laws in existence or hereafter to be enacted by the 
Congress of the United States, if any part or portion of that land is 
taken away from us under stipulation contained in the treaty of 1866, 
the association shaH be allowed a rebate of one and three-quarters cents 
an acre. I wish to say to you that it was well understood by the men 
there that we were going to fence that ground, and that all. fences were 
to revert to the Cherokee people at the end of our lease. It was also 
known that a hundred thousand acres of saline ground was contained 
in that land; also a military reservation at Camp Supply, over which 
the Cherokees have no control whatever. 
Q. Bow much does that military reservation contain ~-A. I could 
tell if I bad the map here, but I think it is 7 miles square. [Here 
witness consults with other partieR in the room.] Mr. Chairman, I am 
told that it is 12 miles sqnare. There are also trails through there of 
considel'able extent, and vast rivers and sand bills. There are vast 
borlies of land uot capable of grazing any stock on whatever, and in the 
aggregate there are not 57000,000 acres of land all told. 
Q. rraldng ont these pieces of }and you have spoken on-A. YeR, sir. 
Q. vVhat do you mean by saying in the aggregate '-A. I mean that 
it would not amount to more than 5,000,000 acres of land that can be 
used. 
Q. Why do you not employ Indians in takjng care of your cattle,_ 
A. I could not answer that question. 
Q. Perhaps you do not consider it for your interest to do so ~-A. I 
have never bad but one man in my employ that bad any Indian blood 
iu him. 
Q. Did he make a good herder ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhat is your opinion about their making good herder-s 0?-A. I 
suppose there are some who own pastures who are doing ·well. 
Q. Well, I made the inquiry whether they could be made good herd-
ers of J?~A. I think they would be good to discharge any duty they are 
employed 1or. 
By Mr. BOWEN: 
Q. I would like to ask the witness whether be knows anything abQut 
petition8 having been \ery numerous, asking the chief to veto this 
bill ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. You mention having met Col. William .A .. Phillips '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But you stopped before relating your conversation with him '-A. 
It was regarding this $300,000. 
Q. What was the conversation ' -A. It was in regard to what that 
money was for. 
Q. Well, what was it for ,-A, It was, as I have already stated, to 
pay the balance of the money due on the land occupied by different In-
dian tribes that bad been settled there under the treaty of 1866. 
Q. That was the substance of the conversation ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you ever have any cou,Tersation with him about the lease,_ 
A. I do not know whether I did or not. There might ha,·e been a ref-
erence to it, but there was no talk that impressed itself upon my mind. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. When you were at the capital of the Cherokee Nation, endeavor-
\ 
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ing to procure this lease, did you give it out to be known what offer 
you made ~-A. Well, sir, the offer at the outset was $100,000 for tlle 
land. 
Q. Yon made no other offer ~-A. No, sir; we made no other offer 
whatever, and I wish to qualify my statement by sasing that we said, 
at the time, that if any other persons were willing to give mo~'e, let 
them make their offer; and I wish to say another thing, which will be 
proper here.: it was spoken of-and I believe you gentlemen wish to be 
informed upon everything in connection with this matter. It is in ref-
erence to the competition for the lease. There was a gentleman there 
by the name of Camp. 
Q. Where was he from ¥-A. I think he was reported as being from 
Washington. We understood he wanted to procure a lease there. He 
sent word to Major Drumm and n:iyself that for $10,000 be would with-
draw from the contest, and afterwards sent word that he would with-
draw for $67000, and we sent him back emphatically the word that we 
did not come there to pay money to ans parties; we. came to secure the 
lease of the Indian council; we bad money to pa.Y for the lease, and 
nothing more; and, while speaking of Mr. Drumm, in justice to Lim I 
wjsh to make a remark in regard to Mr. I vey's statement in reference to a 
conversation he bad with him. I happened to be present at the very 
time Mr. Ivey speaks of; we were with Dr. Adair at the National Hotel. 
n ·e came into the room when we were settling our· bill. The Doctor had 
a brother who was in the lower house. Then Dr. Adair spoke to Major 
Drumm and said, "Major, my brother has been a friend of yours, and 
I think you ought to do something for him;" and Major Drumm said 
distinctly that he had great sympathy for all these people, but that 
the lease had cost us all it was worth and w·e could not give any more; 
that was Major Drumm's remark, and I simply add this to my remarks . 
in justice to him, because he is not here. 
I would like to call attention to one or two other matters. Colonel 
Boudinot speaks of the lease being effected a year ago last fall, when 
it was two years ago last May when the law was passed. 
Q. What is the date of the lease¥-A. The lease was made in July, 
1883. Mr.lvey also speaks of land having been leased north and south 
of this tract for much more money. I would like to be informed upon 
that point. I should like to know where those lands are. 
The CHAIRMAN. Perhaps by communicating with the.m you can find 
out. 
The WITNESS. Colonel Boudinot also says the lease was made to nine 
men, and I would like the committee to be informed of the truth of th is 
matter. These nine men are nine directors to whom the lease was made 
merely in trust, and they have never received anything more than any-
body else connected with the lease. They came in the same way as the 
others, and they get no more or less. 
LABAN J. MILES. 
W ASHINGTON7 D. C., January 13, 1885. 
LABAN J. MILES recalled. 
By Mr. BoWEN: 
Question. Mr. Miles, is it your understanding that the Osage, Ponca, 
and Kaw Indians were in possession of their lands at the time the Cllcr -
okees executed this deed to the United States for their use ¥-Answer. 
Yes, sir. 
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Q. Also, that the consideration paid was charged to funds belonging 
to these three tribes and turned into the Treasury ?-A. Well, I can 
state with regard to the Osages what I know from the records; the 
lands the Osage Iudians occupy were taken from their funds. I am not 
s ufficiently familiar with the other tribes to answer the question . 
. Q. Did I understan<l :you to say that Mr. Pollock resigned his posi-
t iou before the lease went into efftct~_;_A, Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhen was the lease made~-A. The lease was made in October, 
· aud he resigned three months before the lease went into efl'ect. 
Q. Is there a difference between the land which leased at 4 cents and 
the other land, in quality aud }Qcation, and, if so, state the difference?-
.d... There is a great deal of difference between the quality and location 
of the land. The land leased to Mr. Gilbert by the Kaws is upland and 
good grazing land, and being along the State line, it is the more valu-
able. One reason is, that food can be obtaiued there easier than at 
other points. The Osage Reservation lease is mostly timber-land, while 
l\fr. Gilbert's land will pasture a herd of stock for each 12 or 15 acres; 
the others cannot pastne near so many-at the rate of 10 acres at 
the. outside. 
Q. Have these leases been of benefit to the Indians ~-A. Yes, sir; 
they have been of great benefit to the Indians, but I can only explain 
the matter by referring to what the Indians got before the leases were 
made. Although they gave permission for stock to graze on their land 
before these leases went into effect, there was .a good deal of difficulty 
in collecting the tax. On the Kaw Reservation the Kaws collected only 
$350 a year. The Osage collection, prior to the lease, was between $600 
and $700. The Kaws, by leasing half of' their reservation and retain-
ing the other half, receive an income of $2,100, and the Osages are get-
ting an income of $12,000 a year, and the land that remains outside of 
the lease is better protected from intruders by reason of the leases 
than without them. With the permission of the Secretary, I have in-
closed the land with fences, and it is entirely protected, and the Indians 
have the balance of the reservation in one pasture, that is, in reference 
to the Kaw Indians, and with the Osage Indians it is the same. We 
baYe about 9 miles of fence to build and the whole reservation will then 
be protected from the intrusion of outsiders. 
Q. Is there sufficient grazing and agricultural land left for the In-
dians ~-A. Yes, sir; much more than they will occupy in the next ten 
years. 
Q. I presume they cultivate the bottom-lands principally 0?-A. Yes, 
ir. 
Q. Were you actuated in your views with reference to making the 
lease solely by moth-es which were for the· benefit of the Indians '-A. 
Nothing else whatever, sir. 
Q. Did you talk at the council in favor of any particular application 
for ~ lease 1-A. No, sir. 
Q. You have stated that you made a special report to the Department 
that you had made the lea~e ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This special report will show your actions and reasons therefor~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I believe you stated that you made a special report because that 
would be considered more promptly than if made in the general report~ 
-A. Yes, sir; that, is my reason. Special reports are taken up first, 
an<l I do not know what is done with the monthly report. 
Q. :Mr. Miles, will sou look at this document which I hand you-Sen-
ate Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-eighth Congress, first session-and state to 
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the committee whether the letter beginning on page 45 and ending on 
page 46 is one of your special reports on the subject of leases cl-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Now state to the committee if the communication immediately 
following this report, on page 64, is the reply you received from the De-
partment ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the date of that report ~-A. The date is September 1~, 
1883. 
Q. And the communication '.following tl1is report is the reply you re-
ceived ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the date of that reply ~--A. October 4, 1883. 
Q. · Now examine page 99, of the same document, and state whether 
the letter signed by Secretary Teller is the letter referred to by Mr. 
Price as the Fenlonletter~-A. Yes, sir; I think that is the letter. 
Q. You have examined that letter, right here, now, written from the 
Department~-A.. Yes, sir. · ' 
Q. Do you understand frotil that letter that such leases were made 
with his approval, or that he simply stated that leases made by the In-
dians with responsible persons would not be interfered with by the De-
partment ~-A.. I understood the Secretary to state that he could not 
possibly approve the leases, but that if they were made for a fair com-
pensation and the Indians were satisfied with them they would not be 
interfered with. 
Q. Mr. Miles, you think that a fair and reasonable construction to put 
upon that letter ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have the Indians under your charge been satisfied with such 
leases~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are they still satisfied ~-A.. Yes, sir; so far as I know. Probably 
a few have objected. One of the objections was the matter of report-
ing to the Department by individual Indians who were not satisfied. 
That was a petition sent to the Department and returned to me for in-
vestigation and report. I think my report will be found in the Indian 
office or perhaps in this document. 
Q. That is the only opposition that has come to your immediate 
knowledge~-A.. Yes, sir. / 1 
Q. Do you think these Indians are receiving a greater benefit under 
the leases than they did before the leases were made ~-A. Yes, sir; 
they are receiving a great deal more benefit than they received or coulcl 
receive in any other way. ' 
Q. You are very clear about that~-A.. Yes, .sir. 
Q. Have the Osages a legal government and officers ~-A. Yes, sir 1 
the Osages have laws anrl a partially legal government. They have a 
system by which they settle -difficulties among- themselves. Prior to 
the time of setting up this government the Indians were clamorous for 
$10,000 for the purpose of carrying on their councils. I told them that 
I did not think the Department could grant this request. But I told 
them that, if they would organize a government, permission, I thought, 
would be granted to pay the officers of that government. I think they 
spent the entire winter of 1882 in drafting laws, and in the spring the 
government was formed with certain officers, and the whole matter went 
into efl:'ect for the next fiscal year. I obtained authority to pay these 
officers as laborers for the benefit of the tribe. The treasurer of the tribe 
received enough money from stray stock aud fines to pay almost all the 
prior salaries for the four months before I began to pay them. Since that 
time they have received money from the grazing of cattle upon their 
lands, and they have run the government and paid their own officers. 
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Q. You have stated the sources from which they derived their in-
come 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the condition of their treasury at the present time ~-A~ 
I think they have about $4,000 in the treasury. 
Q. Now, Mr. Miles, will you make a statement to the committee-
relative to the method of treating the indians1 We would like to-
have your opinion on that point. We want to know whether it is. 
better to have the ration system continued, or whether they woulu 
become civilized more rapidly, and whether it would teach them 
business babits and the value and use of money by changing this. 
system.-.A. I think in about five minutes I could give my idea of the 
matter, if the committee will spare that much of their time. Soon after-
coming there, in 1878, 1 was thoroughly convinced that the whole-ration. 
system was a fraud on the Indian, and a great mistake. It kept them 
without any idea of self-support and the knowledge of how to provide-
for themselves. I said to the clerk, who had be.en there for so~e time,. 
that this system should be done away with. The Indian ought not to go. 
and draw every week l1is sugar, flour, and coffee, and do nothing else, an<l 
I believe a change could be made. The storehouses were full. I issued 
the rations the first year. At the end of the second year I said" I do not 
want to issue rations.'' The next year he tbought I was going to cut 
them off too soon. I told him I thought I could get them to acceed to· 
the matter. I thought I could get along with one-quarter of the rations. 
of sugar, flour, and eoffee, and give them a full beef ration. I gradu-
ally cut them ofl', and at the end of the fourth year I issued no rations. 
at all, and in regard to annuities I acted in the same way. I have made 
in the six and one-half years I have been there only two issues oi 
blankets to these Indians. I also made up my mind in regard to the 
shops-the blacksmith shop, harness shop, and the carpenter shop-
that these shops were not giving them any idea of value at all, and I 
determined that these shops ought to go. I consulted with the Indians,. 
and they agreed that I was right, and they said they would try it. During 
this last year all I undertook has been accomplished. ln reference to the 
Indians I have charge of, there is something peculiar. They have-
money-in fact, they are rich; they have money in the treasury; they 
have had increased payments; I have increased these payments,. 
because I thought it would be profitable to the Indians. I have 
allowed the interest money to accumulate. I do not know what to. 
do with it, but I do not think it is a correct thing to pay large-
amounts to the Indians. But it is their money, and I do not knmv 
what to do with it, except to pay it to them. There was one other-
thing in connection with tlJis matter. There was no power given to 
compel their children to go to school. I asked authority a year ago-
to withhold their annuities if their children did not attend schooL 
Some of the officers of the Department thought I was too severe. I 
went last year before an Indian council and told them I wanted to see 
that these Indians should attend to sending their children to school ; 
that their annuities should be cut off. I worked befo~e the council 
three days, and they :finally passed a resolution in accordance with 
my views, which was to go into effect last February. From the first 
payment I cut oft' the annuities from seventy or eighty, on account of 
their children not being at school. At the following school term I 
notified the police in regard to the matter, and I was overrun. I had 
to shut out children from the agency school. The whole system of a 
gratuity to an Indian or a white man is a very bad thing-anything 
that he can receive without understanding the value. 
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By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. You mean without having to work for it?-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. BOWEN : 
Q. In answer to some questions you were asked yesterday as to the 
title these Indians l1ave to this land, I under.stood you to state that the 
title was in the United States. Did I understand you correctly when I 
presume that the title is met ely in the United States in trust~ 
vVa'NESS. Will you allow me to explain this matter just for onemo-
ment~ 
Mr. BoWEN. Go alwad. 
The Wr.t'NESS. When I first went there the Indians were clamorou 
for a patent for their land, claiming that they.had paid the Cherokees, 
which I found to be true, for the land. They had been asking for 
patents for ~rears. Two years ago a bill passed Congress providing 
that a patent should issue, which was for .the Cherokee Nation, that the 
Cherokees should patent to the United States in trust for these Indians. 
The Indians considered the matter, and they said they did not want it. 
They said they had been guaranteed a patent in fee, and not in trust. 
1 wrote to the Department, and they replied that under existing legis-
lation it was the only patent that could issue. The Osages and Kaws 
would not be satisfied with anything else than a patent in fee. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. They have not taken the patent ~-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. BOWEN : 
Q. It was to the United States in trust~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. How about the other Indians ~-A. They have oonsented to patent 
to the United States. There was only one copy sent to the Osages and 
the Kaws claimed the same right. 
Q. This was sent to the Osages for their inspection ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Do you believe the policy of leasing their unoccupied land is of 
benefit to the Indians ~-A. Yes, sir; I do. 
Q. Do you think it bas, or has not, a tendency to civilize the In-
dians ~~A. Yes, sir; it teaches them the value of money. I think the 
leasiug of their land bas had a tendency to teach them the .value of 
money, and also of their land. 
Q. How have your Indians supported themselves without their annui-
ties ~-A. They have supported themselves by farming, have raised In-
dian corn and some other things, and hunted some also. The Kaws 
made a failure last year, but the year before they found a ready market 
for what they produced. · · 
Q. What is the date of the last lease ~-A. It is dated in November, 
1883. 
J. S. MORRISON. 
J. S. MoRRISON sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. Mr. Morrison, what is your full name ~-Answer. J. S. Mor-
rison. 
Q. What does J. stand for~-A. Jesse. 
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Q. Where do you reside ~-A. At Darlington, Ind. Ter. 
Q. What is your business 0~-A. I am a stockman. 
Q. Are you a lessee of land in the Indian Territory ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much land does your lease cover~-A. One hundred and 
t hirty-eight thousand two hundred and forty-eight acres. 
Q. In whose name ~-A. In my own name. · 
Q. Are you the only one interested in it 7-A. At the time it was 
made I was the only onP. 
Q. Who is interested now, or have you any objection to stating· 
them ~-A. I have no objection, sir. The names of the other parties 
.are T. S. Bagley, and be has a partner by the name of Charles Work. 
Q. Did you become a lessee from the beginning ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Under the same terms as the others ¥- A . Yes, sir. 
Q. Were you present when the leases were made ~-A. Yes, sir; I 
was present at the agency during the whole transaction. 
Q. Were you present at the council ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you state the transaction to the committee ~-A. As I recol-
lect., the matter was taken under consideration by the Indians in council. 
This was at the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency. 
Q. Then 3·ou are not a lessee of .the Cherokee Strip ~-A. No, sir. 
My lease is in the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation. 
Q. You are not a sublessee under the Cherokee Strip Live Stock As-
sociation ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Is it a sublease that you occupy ~-A. No; sir; it was obtained 
directly from the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians. 
Q. You may sta.te all about obtaining it u?-A. The council was called 
in December, 1883, at which council the Indians requested the Depart-
ment to allow them to lease certain portions of their reservation. 
Q. What answer was returned to this request ~-A. I do not know. 
After that Mr. Fenlon came dow.n from Leavenworth, Kans., for the 
pnrpose of obtaining a portion of the reF;ervation, and the Indians called 
.a council, and in the first council they did not fairly understand the 
-matter-. They were afraid they were relinquishing their title. After 
om~ di~cussion the council was broken up. 
Q. Who were present at the council ~-A. \Vell, the corp.manding offi-
cer of Fort Reno, with some others, and the agent. 
Q. Who was the agent~-A. John D. Miles was the agent. After 
the council was broken up, the Indians held a council in their camp 
and talked the matter over amongst themselves, and they discussed it 
among themselves for some time. They determined to make the leases. 
Then they agreed not only to lease the portion of the reservation Mr. 
Fenlon wanted, but a larger portion asked for by other parties. A 
map of th~ reservation was prepared, and they marked out certain di-
visions on that map which they were told would be to their benefit to 
lease. They decided to lease, and the leases were made and drawn up. 
Mr. Fenlon's and our lease was first prepared, and the others were pre· 
pared a few days after. 
Q. What rental do you pay ~-A. Two cents an acre. 
Q. The Indians signed these leases ~-A. Yes, sir; that is, they 
touched the pen. 
Q. Did they do this as a body, or did somebody sign for them ~-A. 
Each indiYidual signed the lease. 
Q. About how many names did you get ~-A. I suppose fifty or sixty; 
about such a number. I know there was a very large immber. 
Q. Your lease was on the same terms as the others ~-A. Precisely 
tlw same. 
s. Rev. 1278--11 
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Q. What was done with ~~ our lease in reference to the Departmeut ~­
A. It was referred to the Department in company with that of Colonel 
Hunter's, to be approved and returned. 
Q. Did you have any conversation with any officer of the Go...-ern-
meilt, except Major Miles, upon the subject of leasing this land ~-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. Do you still occupy this land ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. When did you dispose of it ~-A .. In about six months after the 
lease was made. 
Q. Did you stock the range fully ~-A. No, sir; I did not. 
Q. How much stock is there on it now~-A. About 10,000 head of 
cattle, in connection with another small lease. 
Q. Are the occupants of this lease disturbed by anybody~-A. Yes, 
sir; they are disturbed by the Kiowas and Comanches. They do not 
know the line; . they claim t.hat the line is too far south, and they won't 
allow the line to be fenced. 1 
Q. Did you realize any profit by the disposition of your range ~-A. 
Yes, sir; I made thirteen hundred and some odd dollars. 
Q. Were you present when the money was paid out~-A. Yes, sir; 
the paymaster distributed it on the ration tickets. 
Q. You have lived quite a while among the Indians~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it your opinion that it is better for them to lease their land than 
to undertake to be herders for themselves ~-A. Well, it would be quite 
a number of years before they could acquire any stock of any number. 
They only have very small herds. It is, in my opinion, more beneficial 
for them to lease their lands. They never will take herds. 
Q. How much land is there remaining in the reservation where your 
lease is~-A. Somewhere about 700,000 or 800,000 acres . 
. Q. Is it better than the leased land ~-A. I think so. 
Q. Could these Indians on the land that is left, if the Government 
were disposed to adopt the polic:v of making herders of them, be used 
to their benefit ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was anything paid to anybody for these leases ~-A. Not that I 
ever heard of; I never heard of anybody being paid anything. · 
Q. Why did you dispose of your lease ~-A. Because it was of more 
vaiue than for me to retain it. 
Q. Was there any reason why it was not worth as much to you as to 
any body else ~-A. No, sir; but these parties considered it of more value 
to them than I cousidered it to be to me. [Laughter.] 
•. 
M. H. BENNETT. 
M. H. BENNETT sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. \Vhat is your Christian name ~-Answer. M. H. Bennett. 
Q. What does M. stand for ~.:_A, Milton. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. At Caldwell, Kans. 
Q. What is your business ~-A. I am engaged in the cattle business. 
Q. How long have you been in that business '-A. About thirteen 
years. 
Q. Are you one of the lessees under the Cherokee Strip Live Stock 
Association '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you take your lease at the same time with the rest f-A. Yes, 
sir. 
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Q. Is anybody else associated with you ~-A. Yes, Rir; Mr. R. IJ. 
Dunning. 
Q. Anybody else¥-A. No, sir. 
Q Have you any knowledge of bow the lease was obtained ~-A. I 
have no personal knowledge. I was not there when it was obtained. 
Q. Have you e\er paid anything for your lease except the rental~-
A. No,·sir. 
Q. What has the rental been ~-A. Two and a half centR an acre. 
Q. How mnclt land does your lease cover ~.-A. About 118,000 acres. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of anybody else's having paid anything 
to obtain the lease ~-A. :No, sir; I have not. · 
Q. Ha\e you any knowledge of this transaction except what has been 
testified to~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Can you comrnunicat~ anything that would be of value to the corn-
mittee~-A . No, sir. 
Q. You approved of the lease ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you think tlH~ Cherokee Indians did ~-A. I think so. 
Q. Is there any opposition among the Indians now ~-A. Not that I 
know-of. 
J. W . HAMILTON. 
J. W. HAMILTON recalled. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What do the books of your association which have been 
sent for contaiu ~-Answer. I think they contain the salaries of officers, 
attorneys' fees, ·expenses of rewards, surveys of the country; and we 
haYe inspectors hired. to look after our cattle in the different cattle 
markets, all of which cost a considerable sum of money. 
Q. Are there any other expenditures you recollect ~-A. None that I 
recollect. 
Q. Wh.a.t has been the amount paid out in the way you bave indi-
cated ~-A. The rewards amount to $10,000, and some of them are stHl 
unpaid. The attorneys' fees amount to as much more. The expense of 
the arbitrations I don't k now. They were paid from time to time on 
certified account·. I think the average cost of surveys was about $1.20 
a mile. Our five inspectors receive $1,800 a year each. 
Q. A ll of these expenseH come out of the excess over the rental you 
pay the Cherokees ~-A. Yes, sir; and whatever excess remain· after -
wards we provide shall be paid back to the members of the association. 
A LBERT T. BA BB ITT. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 15, 1885. 
ALBERT T. BABBITT swor n and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. What is your full n ame ~-Answer. Albert T. Babbitt. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. At Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory. 
Q. What .business are you engaged in ~-A. I am the general man-
ager of the Standard Cattle Company. 
Q. Have you been engaged in that business in the Indian Territory t 
-A W ell I haYe been engaged in the business in Wyoming Territory 
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-for about sm.,.en years, and for three years in the Territory. I am now 
with the Standard Uattle Company there. . 
Q. Of what Indians did you make the lease~-A. The lease was made 
ith the Cheyenne and Ara1..1aho Indians. 
Q. Did this company make the lease ~-A. :No, sir; they got it second-
P.hand. 
Q. vv.,.hen did ~rmu company obtain it ~-A. I should think about three 
~months after it was granted to him. 
Q. Did you ever· have any conversations with the Secretary of the 
:Interior upon the subject of leases ~-A. l was here for two or three 
"Weeks with Col. R. D. Hunter, of Saint Louis, Mo.; I think it was in 
~February, 1883, that I was here with Colonel Hunter and on~ or two 
-other gentlemen, and we had occasional interviews with the Secretary, 
·the effort being to gain his assent and obtain his assurances that if we 
'Obtained the leases be would confirm them. But we did not succeed in 
getting a pledge of that kind. I think the other gentlemen here with 
· ~olonel Hunter and myself were ex-Senator Platt and George R. Blan-
·<ehard, of the Erie Road. The Secretary finally said this to us, "If you 
,get along well, and there is no difficulty, you shall not be disturbed." 
·while here Colonel Hunter received a telegram from his partner, who 
·was in the Territory, asking him to hurry down there. I asked him what 
;it meant. Be said he supposed the leases were going to be made with 
·-the Cheyenne and Arapahoes. I telegraphed to our eastern manager, 
"Who was in Boston, to attend to the matter for us, and we obtained a 
]ease, taking by way of compromise with others, the southern portion 
·Of the land. 
Q. In other words, you arranged with some persons who had already 
·effected a leasei-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. To whom do you pay the rental ~-A. We pay it directly to the 
.Jndians. 
Q. Did you pay anything to the party you obtained the lease from ~­
.A. Yes, sir. Do yon want the amount~ I will give it if you . insi~t. 
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know that we can insist upon it, but we 
odd like to know. 
The vVITNESS. We paid $18,000 for the lease. 
Q. Have yon any objection to telling who compose the Standard Oat-
"ltle Company ~-A. The present officers are William G. Weld, of Boston, 
~.president; N atbaniel 'l'hayer, of Boston, secretary ; F. M. Weld, of Bos-
<ton, is a stockholder; also, Samuel Johnson, E. V. R. Thayer, Charles 
Merriam. ·In New York the company are George R. Blanchard, lately 
-vice-president of ·the Erie Railroad, anct. I am myself much the largest 
.stockholder. I own something over one-third. The association was in-
·~orporated under the laws of \Vyomiog; and we have in Wyoming and 
.in the Territory large herds of cattle. 
Q. Do you know of any expenditure of money or other valuable thing 
.being used to obtain the lea~e ~-A . No, sir. · 
Q. Do you know the circumstances under which the lease was ob-
·,tained ~-A. Only from tradition. I heard that parties who were down 
-there at the time the lea~es were made obtained them from the Indian 
.eouncil, which was in session deliberating upon the matter for three or 
~four days. 
Q. Did you ever hear that anything was paid to get the leases ~-A . 
.No, sir. 
Q. You have no knowledge of anything of the kind ~-L-A . No, sir . 
. How many payments of rental have you made f-A. We com · 
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menced in May, 1883, and have paid every six months since, but I hav 
no personal know ledge of the actual payments. 
Q. How are the payments made ~-A. We send the money to Major 
Hood, of Emporia, Kans. He sends out a notice beforehand when the~ 
payments are clue, and we remit to him. 
Q. Do you employ Indians in herding ¥-A. No, sir; but I think 
other cattlemen are doing so, and it is a matter I intend to accomplish. 
Q. If all these men would make it a business to employ Indians, could. 
they, in that way, enlist a good many ¥-A. Yes, sir; its e:fl'ect would 
be far-reaching. The influence would extend beyond their own bound ~ ­
aries. 
Q. Are you acquainted with the reservation ¥-A. No, sir; I have 
only been over the range. 
Q. Do you know what is left for the use of the Indians ¥-A. No,. sir-~. 
Q. What is the character of the land 0~-A. I do not know. 
Q. Have ;you much knowledge of the character of those Indians,_ 
A. No. sir; very little. I saw but few when I was thP-re; but those 1i: 
saw were very friendly and curious. 
Q. From your experience, can you think of any different method tham 
the presept one, which would be better ¥-A. I can suggest nothing 
better. 
Q. Would the matter of these leases be better or not, if under th~ 
control of the Department ¥-A. That I have never thought of. 
Q. Sta,te whether, in your opinion, paying it per capita is better tbam 
if it were put into the hands of some one to e~pend :for them in build--
ing houses and making farms, and in other wayR which would be to their· 
benefit '-A. If we were to start anew, and had a more robust policy,... 
and they were made to feel their subjection more, I should feel that it:; 
would be well to go in that direction. These particular Indians are_ 
rather demoralized. 
Q. I believe. they have some bands among them that terrorize the-. 
others¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I understand they are well armed ¥-A. Yes, sir; some of them 
are. 
Q. Do they make depredations upon your cattle ¥-A. There are I n-
dians who, whenever cattle stray outside, take them. 
Q. Is there anything else you can suggest tbat will be of benefit t<P 
us ?-A. I do not think of anything. It bas seemed to me that, in view· 
of the rations of these Indians having been cut down, this lease money 
has supplemented their income in a very fortunate way. · It has als()l 
this result: That the Indians are dea.Iing with responsible parties, wh<P 
pay them promptly. Without these leases the Indians would be at th 
mercy of parties who would pay nothing, and probably there would be 
blood shed. 
E. C. BOUDINOT. 
E. C. BOUDINOT recalled. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. Mr. Boudinot, bave you anything further to add to your 
former statements ~-Answer. Mr. Eldred, in the course of his testi-
rnony last week, questioned the accuracy of an important statement If 
made, 'viz: 
That the United States have already paid the Cherokees over $334,000> 
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on account of the lands west of the Arkansas River, embraced by the 
Cherokee cattle lease. Mr. Eldred says he has the authority of one 
Wiiliam A. Philips, that the Cherokees have received $1.25 an acre for 
the occupied lands. I wish to submit an official statement of the Sec-
retary of the Interior and Commissioner of Indian Affairs in support 
of my statement. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No.1!), Forty-eighth Congress, second session.] 
Letter from thtJ Sec1·etm·y of the lnter·ior, t1·ansmitting, in answer to Senate t·e'solution of 
December 23, 18e4, 1·eport of Commissionet· of l11dian .Affairs ?'egat·ding price paid forcer-
- ta'in Cher·okee lands. 
J A:-;UARY 6, 1885.-Referrecl to the Committee on Indian Affairs and ordered to be printed. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTE RIOR, 
Washington, January 3, 1885. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowler1ge the receipt of the following resolution of the 
Senate dated December n, 1r:84 : 
"Whereas by the act of March 3, Hl83, the sum of $300,000 was appropriated by 
Congress for the benefit of the Cherokee Nation of Indians •' ont of the fund due under 
appraisement for Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River": Therefore, 
"Be it resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, directed to 
inform the Senate, as soon as practicable-
First. What was th~ price paid said Cherokee Nation per acre for their lands west 
of Arkansas River. 
Second. ·whether there has been more than one appraisement of such lands; and if 
so, what, and by what authority. · . 
Third. If the payment of said $300,000 was on account of any lands belonging to 
said Cherokee Nation west of the Arkansas River other than the lands occupied by 
the Pawnee~, Nez Perces, Poncas, Otoes, Missourias, and Osages .. " 
In reply, I r es1 :ectfnlly transmit herewith copy of report of 30th ultimo from the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to whom the subject was referred, embodying the 
information called for in said resolution. 
Very respectfully, · 
The PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., December 30, 1884. 
· SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by Depa.rtment reference, for 
report, of Senate resolution dated December 23, 1884, referring to the act of March 3, 
181:33, appropriating the sum of $300,000 to be paid to the Cherokee Nation of Indians out 
of the funds due under appraisement for Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River, 
and directing the Secretary of the Interior to inform the Senate as soon as prac-
ticable-
" First. ·what was the price paid said Cherokee Nation per acre for their lands west 
of the Arkansas River. 
" Second. Wlwther there has been more than one appraisement of such lands; and 
if so, what, and uy what authority . 
"Third. If the payment of said $300,000 was on account of any lands belonging to 
said Cherokee Nation west of the Arkansas River other than the lands occupied by 
the Pawnees, Nez Perces, Poncas, Otoes (and) Missourias, and 0Aagest 
In reply, I have to state that the Cherokees have not been paid for all their lands 
lying west of the Arkansas River. 
The-re are of these lands 6,574,586.56 acres, of which there has been but one appraise-
ment. 
The appraised value of these lands, as fixed by the President June 23, 1879, by vir· 
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tue of the authority vested in him by the act of 1872 (17 Stat., 190), and the act of 
1876 (19 Stat., 120), is as follows, viz: . 
230, 014. 04 acres, at 70 cents per acre, Pawnees; see act 1876 (19 Stat., 
28) ....... ---- .. ----- . ----- . ----.-----------. --------. $161, 009 82 
6, 344, 572.51 acres, at 47.49 cents per acre .................. ........... 3, 013,037 48 
6,574,586.55 acres ................................................... 3,174,047 30 
The following dispositions have been made out of the lands in question, viz: 
To .the Pawnees, act 1876 (19 Stat., 28): 1 
230, 014. 04 acres, at 70 cents per acre ..................... _.. .. .. .. . . .. $161, 009 82 
1'o the Nez Perces, act 1878 (20 Stat., 74): 
90, 710.89 acres, at 47.49 cents per acre ... . .......... ~ __ ,.... .. . . . . .. .. 43, 078 60 
To the Poncas, act 1881 (21 Stat., 422): 
101,894.31 acres, at 47.49 cents per acre .................... __ .. __ . ~.... 48,389 46 . 
To the Otoes and Missourias, act 18tH (21 Stat., 380): 
129, 113. 20 acres, at 47.49 cents per acre ............ ................ __ __ 61, 315 85 
551, 732. 44 acres .... .. .. . . . . • . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . • . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 313, 793 73 
On acco unt of the Cherokee lands lying west of the Arkansas River, the following 
payments have been made, viz : 
Under act June 16, 1880 (2l Stat., 248) ........... ---- -----· ............ $300,000 00 
Under act March 3, 18~1, Poncas (~1 Stat., 422) . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . 48, 389 46 
Under act March 3, 1883 (:22 Stat., 624)...................... ........... 300,000 00 
Total . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 648, 389 46 
This sum is $334,595.73 in excess of the value of the lands disposed of at the price 
fixed by the President. 
With the exception of the Poncas, in which case an express appropriation 1was made, 
this Department holds that the above-named appropriations were made on account of 
all the lands of the Cherokee Nation lying west of the Arkansas River, including the 
.assignments made therefrom, as above stated. 
The ftCts of June 16, 181:30, and March 3, 1883, expressly provided that the appropria-
tions thereby made were to be paid to the Cherokee Nation out of the funds due, ·un-
der appraisement, for its 1a'nds west of the Arkansas River. 
The Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Perces, and Otoes and Missourias have made no payments 
to the Cherokees for the tracts occupied by them respectively. All payments made on 
account of these lands have been made by the Government. 
The Osages, mentioned in the third subdivision of the resolution, are located on lands 
lying east of the Arkansas River, and which are not covered by the above-named ap-
propriations. See act of 187:4 (17 Stat., 228.) 
The resolution of the Senate is herewith returned. 
Very respectfnlly, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
The act of Congress, March 3, 1Fl83, is as follows : 
H. PRICE, 
Cornrnissioner. 
''That the sum ofthree hundred thonsand dollars is hereby appropriated to be paid 
into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation out of the funds due under appraisement 
for Cherokee lands west oft, he Arkansas River, which sum shall be expended as the acts 
of the Cherokee legislature direct; this amount to be immediately avaih1,ble: P1·ovided, 
That the Cherokee Nation, through its proper authorities, shall execute conveyances 
satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior, to the United States, in trust only, for the 
benefit of the Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Perces, Otoes and Missourias, and Osages, now 
<>ccupying said tract, as they respectively occupy the same, before the payment of 
.said money." 
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THOMAS E. BERRY. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 20, 1885. 
THOMAS E. BERRY sworn an.cl examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. Where do you reside,-Answer. I resided for the last six 
years, until the first of July Jast, in the Indian Territory. 
Q. What was your residence before that time '-A. Before I went to-
t he Territory I lived in Arkansas City, Kans., anu I was appointed 
from that place as licensed trader to the Pawnees in the spring of 1877. 
Q. What has been your business ~-A. Trading, merchandising, and 
stock-raising; the first four years I was on the Pawnee Reservation; the 
next two years with the Shawnees, who are under the Sac and Fox 
Agency. 
Q. Had you lived among the Indians before that time ~-A. No, sir~ 
Q. Have you any knowledge of any of the leases of the Indian lands. 
to cattle men ~-A. I know something about some of them. 
Q. Have you any interest i!! any of them '-A. I have a sublease. 
Q. Where is that~-.A. It is a sublease of a small piece of land on 
the Cherokee strip. 
Q. Did you sublease from this general association ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you take it directly from them or have you become interested 
since,-.A. I took it directly from the association. 
Q . .Anybody interested in this land beside yourself~-A. Yes, sir;. 
Berry Brothers. 
Q. How many are there ?-A. Two brothers. 
Q. Where do they reside ~-A. One of them is on the range and the· 
other is living in Kansas. 
Q. Does your brother have the management of the range ~-A. We 
all have the management of it, but the one who remains on the range· 
is ~n personal charge. 
Q. How many acres does it contaiu '-A. Twenty-nine thousand eight 
hundred and odd acres. 
Q. That is small as compared with some others, is it noU~A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. How many head of cattle have you ~-A. vVe have nearly 2,000· 
head there. 
Q. The land, then, would support 2,000 head of cattle ~-A. Yes, sir;. 
I think so. 
Q. Is it about the ordinary quality of land in the strip "?-A. Yes, sir; 
we think so. There is nothing specially good about it. 
Q. Would tLat be about a fair number of cattle for any 29,000 acres of 
this strip ~--A. Well, I could not say. They estjmate different num-
bers; some estimate about 15 acres to the head, and some less and some-
more. I think it would be a plenty for that range. 
Q. Would it be about fair for the rest of the strip ~-A. Yes, sir; a.s 
far as my knowledge ~oes. 
Q. What do you pay for the land ~-A. We paid 2~ cents for the first 
six months; since then we. paid 1~ cents. 
Q. You paid for the first six months 2~ cents; then, how came yor to· 
pay more tlle first six months than since ?-A. Beca1-lse I understood it 
was for expenses, and for the first six months' payment to the Cherokee 
Nation. . 
Q. The first six to the Cherokee Nation for the lease and the expense· 
of obtaining the lease. Did you understand how much that expense 
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was ¥-A. V\ ... ell, sir, I understood they wanted to raise $100,000 ;: 
$50,000 to be paid to the Cherokees for six months' rental in advance, 
and the other $50,000 for expenses incurred in obtaining the lease. 
Q. This $50,000 was paid in advance~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You paid them the first installment in advance ¥-A. Yes, sir ; I 
paid 2~ cents per acre in advance. 
Q. And you unde:-·stood it was to rai~e the first installment of rent ~-­
A. Yes, sir; I understood that ·the 2~ cents was to raise $100,000. I 
understood that there were about 6,000,000 acres in the strip, and a 
great many acres were not covered by subleases, and it required 2~ 
cents assessment for the first six months in order to meet this rental to· 
the Cherokee Nation, and to pay the expenses incurred in procuring the 
lease. . , 
Q . . From whom did you understand that $100,000 W(lS needed '-A. 
Well, sir, I understood it at the stock meeting. 
Q. Was it stated in the stock meeting '-A. It was stated by mem-
bers in the crowd. 
Q. To whom did you pay it ~-A. I paid it to the secretary and treas-
urer. Mr. Blair was one of the gentlemen. 
Q. Did they represent to you that it was necessary to pay that large 
sum 1-A. They told me that was what my share amounted to, and it 
was necessaTy to raise that amount. 
Q. One hundred thousand dollars would have been enough to pay 
the Cherokees for a year ¥-A. Yes, sir; tha1 was what I understood. 
Q. This money was raised at the Btock meeting before they went. down 
to obtain the lease, was it not ¥-A. No, sir; it was at the time the lease-
took effect. We were notified that at such a time the lease would take-
effect, and we were expected to come up and make our settlement. 
After the lease was obtained we came up and completed our arrange-
ment. 
Q. They said that $100,000 was required to set the mill agoingt-A .. 
Yes, sir ;· so I understood it. 
Q. Fifty thousand dollars for expenses and $50,000 for the Chero-
kees ¥-A. Yes, sir. ' 
Q. Did you learn what was the account of expenses ¥-A. I did not 
ask such a question. 
Q. Did you never/ stop to inquire whether lawyers were as expensive· 
as that down there ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You considered ita good thing ¥-A. Yes, sir; we were glad to get 
it at that rate. 
Q. Have any number of the lessees sold out to other parties ¥-A. 
Some have. 
Q. Did they sacrifice their interest, or get an ad vance ~-A. Most of 
them bad an ad vance, I think. 
'Q. How much advance did you get ¥-A. I got over and above what 
I paid some $800. 
Q. When did you sell yours ¥-A.. I sold mine some 12 months after I 
obtained it. 
Q. Have you any interest there now ¥-A. No, sir. 
Q. You sold out the Berry Brothers lease. To whom did you sell it¥-
A. 'fo the firm of Carrollton, Van Auskirk & Couch. 
Q. vVhere did they live ¥-A. They lived in the Territory. Carrollton 
is the leader of this Oklahoma Company. 
(~. Where are the other gentlemen living ¥--A. They live in ElDorado-
or Douglass, Kans. One or the other, I do not remember now exactly 
which. 
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Q. They are citizens of Kansas ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did each of you get $800 in advance of what you had paid for 
your lease ~-A. No, sir ; nil three of us got about $800. 
Q. Had you made any payment ~-A. We made a payment. The 
1ease appears as ours yet. It has not been transferred on the books of 
the c0mpany, but we sold it. 
Q. Did you make both payments in advance ~-A. Yes, &ir; we made 
two payments in advance, and then we sold out. · 
Q. You sold for a price which reimbursed you, and paid $800 in ad-
vance. Have you heard of other sales ~-A. Yes, sir; I have heard of 
· .a great many sales, bnt I do not know anytbing personally about them. 
Q. Do you know of any where the parties r<'Ceiveu as much in ad-
vance in proportion as you received ~-A. Well, sir, the leases are con-
idered to be worth more than they cost. 
Q. Do you know of any per-sons selling at a higher price than your-
elves ~-A .. I think I beard of it. 
Q. How much higher did you hear of any being sold ~-A. I cannot 
state, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Some one said he sold his subleases at $18,000 in 
.advance. 
The WITNESS. I do not know anything about that. I have heard of 
s ome acquaintances of mine who had made a nice thing by selling their 
ubleases, but what the advance was I do not know. 
Q. What is your opinion in regard to the rentan Do you think it 
was a fair one at the time the lease was made ~-A. In comparison 
with what the Cheokees bad been getting it was better. 
Q. They had not been able to realize much at all before~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you think that it was as fair a bargain as they could have 
made ~--A. I have no . knowledge of what they could or might have 
done. It was certainly better than they did before. 
Q. Did you enter into this association before the lease was obtained~­
.A. I had stock upon the land. 
Q. Did you pay any tax ~-A. No, sir; I had not paid tax. 
Q. There were a good many who did not pay tax, were there not~­
A. I think there was. 
Q. When did you first come into the arrangement, to be one of the 
iJ.essees ~-A. At the time the lease took effect. I think it was October 
tue first. 
Q. You found that· the tract of land you occupied was leased to these 
:nine men or directors, and then you came into the arrangement your-
selves. Did ~you know anything about their getting the lease before-
hand ~-A. No, sir; nothing, except through the papers. It was said 
that such a lease was to be made, or that parties were endeavoring to 
make it. 
Q. Did you understand how they got it ~-A. No, sir ; we understood 
that these nine men were leasing in trust for the members of the asso-
,cjation who occupied it. 
Q. So you considered them to act in one sense for you ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You trusted them to do absolute justice between the association 
.and the Indians ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You had confidence in them ~--A. Yes, sir; we thought they would 
take ·care of both er_ds of the case. I had no evidence which would 
justify me in thinking that they did not do fajr. 
Q. Now, Mr. Berry, looking at the thing as a disinterested man, who 
~has sold out his interest, which side do you think they t ook care of the 
best 0~-A. Well, sir, I do not know. 
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Q. Do you think it was a good bargain for the Indians as well as for . 
the stockmen ~-A. It was, as compared, with what the Indians had been 
getting before, a good bargain for them, and in fact, for the other 
parties. 
Q. How was it if you compared it with what the Indians had an op-
portunity to do ~-A. I do not know what they had the opportunity to 
do; but compared with the past it was a good thing. 
Q. Did yon employ any Indians to help you ~-A. Yes, sir ; I have 
employed them. · 
Q. Did you find them good workmen~-A. We have found some of 
them \7 ery good men. 
Q. How many have you employed ~-A. Sometimes two or three at a 
time; sometimes one, and sometimes none at all. . 
Q. Do you think that they can make good herders ~ -.A.. Yes, sir; 
'' some of them can. · 
1·, Q. What did you pay them ~-A. We generally paid them the same 
amount that ""e paid white people~ sometimes more. 
(~. Do you perceive any difficulty in an Indian being brought up to 
become a herder bimself ~-A .. . No sir; I do not. If he could be brought 
up to take a good herd for himself the profits would be his own. I 
have found them well adapted to stock-raising. 
Q. Would not that policy realize more to the Indians than leasing 
the land 1 W onlcl you advise the Indians to lease their lands to white 
1
' men, and to take the rental per capita ~-A. I do not think it is a good 
thing to do. ' 
Q. What, instead of that, would yon advise to be done 0~-A. I would 
1'. advise that they be taught, as much as possible, self-reliance, ctepend-
1' ence on their own resources, and to utilize their own soil. 
Q. Would you push them into work ~-A. Well, sir, di:ffert:mt Indi-
t' ans require different treatment. Some will stand pushing and. some 
:; will not. 
Q. In the case of the Cherokees, would it have been a difficult thing 
to induce them to go personally into the matter of raising stock ~-A. 
No, sir. 
Q. Would it have been better for them than leasing ?-A. That would 
be a hard question to answer. It would ha\'e been better for a great 
f: many persons in the Cherokee country~ but there are poor people there 
who could not take advantage of the grazing, while others, with the 
help of outsi<le capital, would monopolize the entire country. 
Q. \Yith a wise supervision, could it in time have been brought to be 
a profitable arrangement' - A . Yes, sir. 
Q. As profitable in the long run as the present one~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Yon think they realize more now than by any other system they 
have heretofore adopted ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you kuow of any wrong having been done them in this mat-
ter ~-A. I do not, sir. 
Q. Has this matter been managed by these nine men ~-A. They are 
at the bead of t,he association. 
Q. Now you are out of it, do you see anything to criticize in their 
ma.nagement ~-A. I have no reason to complain of them. 
Q. When they talked over the necessity of having $100,000, didn't 
tlley state how this large sum of $50,000 for expenses came about~­
A. It was said that these men had ad vauced out of their money large 
amounts iu procuring this lease, and it was necessary for the lessees to 
reimburse them. 
Q. Did they state how much they had advanced ~~A. It was my un-
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derstanding that $45,000 was necessary to reim lmrse these parties, and 
$5,000 for their expenses. · 
Q. You think it was stated there that they had expend ed $45,000, and 
they wanted that reimbursed to them, and $3,000 for their own ex-
pense~ ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you think that a reasonable amount ~-A. I did not think that 
these parties were unreasonable. I paid, at least, witbou t grumbling. 
Q. You did not inquire into the details of the matter ~-A. No, sir; 
I did not. I did not consider that I had any right to know where every 
dollar bad been expended. 
Q. What was there that led you to think ~'ou bad uo right to know 
where every dollar bad gone ~-A. Well, we do not generally ask such 
questions. 
Q. 'Vas it generally understood that it was a matter about which in-
quiry bad better not be made ~-A. It was so understood by me, and 
heard through talking about it, that it was all s traight, and that the 
money had been actually spent, and of course those gentlemen were out 
of pocket that much money. and it was n~cessary for us to reimburse 
them. 
- Q. What do you mean by saying it was all straig·ht ~-A. Well , sir1 
that they were not making anything out of it. 
Q. That is, that the directors were not making anythin~· out of it~­
A . Yes, sir; if we understood they were making that much money we 
would not have paid our assessment. 
Q. As to how they had been out so large a sum for expenses in pro-
curing this lease, you say you did not feel like making any inquiry 1~­
A. No, sir; I did not feel like making any inquiry in particular on the 
subject; ~t was understood by every man I talked to, and by a gentle-
man who seemed better posted than myself; they told him it was all 
right, -that these gentlemen were not swindling us, and I took it for 
granted that it was all right. 
Q. They did not state where any part of thi $45,000 went~-A .. No, 
ir ; and I never tried to find out. 
Q. You have been quite quiet about)t ~-A. I J1ad nothing, or not a 
grea.t deal. to say about it; parties have talked to me about H. 
Q. Have you said all you know in reference to this ~-A. I think so. 
Q. Do you know anything about the manner in which any lease was 
obtaiued from any other tribe ~-A. I had some little experieuce on the 
Sac and Fox Reservation. 
Q. Please state what that experience was.-A. Some time in the latter 
part of April, or in the spring of 1883, some gentlemen came to the Sac 
and Fox Agency and proposed a lease to the Indians there. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Who were they ~-A. E. B. Townsend, special Indian agent, and 
C. C. Pickett, licensed trader at Sac and Fox Agency. 
Q. Were there any others ~-A. Other parties were supposed to be in -
terested, and we did not know but they were. 
Q. These parties came and proposed to lease the land from the Sac 
and Fox Incliaus ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who did you mean by "parties supposed to be interested " 1-
A. At that time we accused the Government agent8 of being in it. I do 
not know that they were. · 
Q. Who was the agent at the Sac and Fox Agency ?-A. Jacob V . 
Carter. We also thougllt the agency clerk, E . N. Gause, who was a 
son-in-law of .Mr. Carter , was interested. 
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Q. No one else f-A. That is all I think of, but I had no evidence that 
this agent and clerk bad anything to do with it. Mr. Townsend was a 
special agent, and Mr. Pickett was a licensed trader. After endeavoring 
for some time to get a lease from the Sac and Fox Indians, they turned 
their attention to the Iowas, where they secured some kind of a lease. 
l\lr. Townsend was a special agent of the Department, detailed as inspec-
tor at the time the lease was made, and C. C. Pickett was the licensed 
trader at the Sac and Fox Agency. 
Q. So the special agent and the licensed trader undertook to get a 
lease ~-A. Yes, sir. They spent a long time there, and fina1ly through 
the efforts of parties there and myself they failed to get lt. 
Q. Then you say they turned their attention to the Iowa tribe ?-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. vVhere they got something in the shape of a lease ?-A. Ye~, sir. 
Q. How did you prevent their obtaining a lease with the Sac and 
Fox lndians "?-A. I do not know what we did, but when an Indian 
asked onr opinion we ad vised him against it, and we also reported the 
mattel.· to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
Q. The special ag·ent seemed to work in connection with the local 
agent-anJ·bow, with the clerk and the licensed trader?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You reported it to the Commissioner of Indian Atl'airs ?-A. Yes, 
sir· but could get no action; I also wrote to Mr. Wellborn, chairman 
of the House Committee on Indian Affairs, and asked for an investiga-
tion. 
Q. What did he say ?-A. He wrote me that be had :filed my letter 
with the subcommittee who had charge of that part of the Indian 
bu iness. 
Q. Did you make these representations to the Department by letter ?-
A. Yes, sir. ' 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Yon addressed a letter of March 6, 1884, to the Department,_ 
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that letter called the attention of the Commissioner of Indian 
Afl'airs to a former letter of the previous year ?-A. Yes, sir; in the 
latter part of May, or the first of June, I wrote to him that the special 
agent there was trying- to get a. lease from them, and I asked for an in-
vestig·ation, and I could not get it. 
Q. Have you ever been personally to the Interior Department upon 
tbe subject since this lease was made~-A. No, sir; I think not. I was 
t here the other day, bllt not in regard to this matter. 
Q. You are of the opinion that your representations prevented these 
men from getting a lease ?-A. No, sir; not mine alone; there were a 
great many parties opposing it. 
Mr. GoRMAN. This communication of March 6 makes eig·ht specific 
charges against. Agent Townsend. 
The communication reads as follows : 
SHAWNEETOWN, INDIAN TERRITORY, , 
March 6, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: In latter part of May or :first part of June last, in a letter to yon stating 
certain facts in reference to some malicious charges made against myself by Agent 
Jacob V. Carter, and as I claimed for him by his clerk, prompted in so doing by C. C. 
I· Pickett, on~ of the :firm of Whistler, Pickett & Co., Sac & Fox Agency traders, in 
which letter I called your attention to the fact that employes of the Government 
'Under your Department were trying to negotiate a lease of the Sac & Fox Reserva-
tion of the Indian~, and asked that said honorable gentlemen be all also investigated, 
<>f which I have heard no more, except to be called on to know if I had wrote such a 
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letter by the principal party accused, E. B. Townsend, special agent. In which con-
versation said special agent swore vengeance against the party who had, in short, 
dared to oppose him. 
Now, honorable Commissioner, I hereby and herein proceed to lay charges specific 
against said Special Agent E. B. Townsend, C. C. Pickett, licensed trader, and E. N. 
Gauze, agency clerk. . . 
1st. That in the latter part of May, 1884, or thereabouts, Special Agent E. B. Town-
send formed a partnership with the said C. C. Pickett, a licensecl Indian trader, and 
E. N. Gauze, a son-in-law of the agent's, and agency clerk whik in the employ of the 
Government. 
2d . That said company was formed for the pmpose of obtaining a lease of the Sac 
and Po:+ Indians for a large tract of land for grazing purposes. 
3d. That the position of special agent of the Government was nfled by said com-
pany to induce the Indians to sign said lease, it having· been made to appear as if it 
was the desire of the Department that they lease to this particular company. 
4th. That E. B. Townsend offered to bribe Chief Keoku<'k into favoring said lease 
by promising to build him a fine house, &c. . 
5th. That t he position of special agent has been used to intimidate and terrorize 
those opposing sai.d lease. · . , 
6th. That said offi cial company was counseling and advising tbe Indians to lease 
to them for from t to 1 cent per acre per annum less than other equally reponsible 
part.ies were off~ring for the same lease. 
7th. That said Townsend bas spent a large part of the time since June last at and 
around ~aiel agency endeavoring to procure a lease from the Sac and Fox Indians and 
other tribes. · 
The Iowa Indians, who were led to believe the Government would not give them a 
reservat ion as now set apart by Executive order unless they submit to letting this 
official company above mentioned put a wire fence around it, and hold cattle on it. 
8th. That C. C. Pickett, one of said company, offered ca h bribes to one of the 
chiefs of Iowa tribe, to induce him to sign a lease. 
All of which, we claim, is against the policy of the Department and contrary to 
law while in the employ of Government; we therefore submit them to you before go-
ing further, as said officials have used their position to punish those with whom they 
were not in haru:ony. · 
We therefore n~main yours, &c., 
• Hon. H. PRICE, 
THOS. E. BERRY, 
Licensed Trader, Shawncetou·n, Ind. Ter. 
Contmissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Now tell us all you know of this matter.-A. Mr. Townsend first 
came to Shawneetown, where I was. He carne there on business as in-
spector, having been detailed to settle matters there. After being there 
some time he went to the Sac and Fox Agency, and there held a council 
with the Indians and formed this partnership. At least it was made 
known then. I do not know when the partnership was formed, but it 
first came to our knowledge then. Mr. Pickett and be had combined 
.and had gotten the good will of .Mr. Gause, the agency clerk, and the 
~on-in . ]aw of the agent, and they were endeayoring to get a lease. The·y 
worked there quite a while, and the Indians refused to give them a lease. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What was the terms · they offered them ~-A. That was something 
the lessees kept private. The exact terms I never knew. It was under-
stood that they offered two or two and a half cents. 
Q. How large a place did they lease-how many acres ~-A . It was 
about fifteen by ten miles, or fifteen by fifteen. I won't say which. 
\;ven, it was about that many miles square. This special agent was 
there as au inspector, and he and · the licensed trader at this agency 
formed a partnership with other persons, which threw the i~fluence of 
the _Government all one way, and for that reason I sent those charges to 
the Department. Parties had been trying to make a lease but they 
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came away, saying they had no chance, because they were not Govern-
• ment officers. 
Q. You say Jacob V. Carter was the local agent~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he seem to favor these .parties ~-A. · Yes, sir. 
Q. You consider that he lent his influence to these parties ~-A. I 
think so ; and other parties told me there was no chance for them on 
account of the Government influence against them, and they went home. 
They bad come there to make an offer from one-half to a cent more than 
this company, and finding 'that they had to fight the local agent and the 
special agent, they quieti;)' withdrew and went home and made their fight 
against the local agent from home. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Who makes the charge that Townsend offered a bribe to obtain a 
lease ~-A. I have the chief's statement for that. Townsend told the 
chief that if they gave tbelease to his company the company would build 
him a fine house and fix it with carpets, just like they have in "\Vashing-
tou, and he should have it to live in as long as they remained there. 
By the CHAIRl\fAN: 
Q. What did the chief say to that ~-A. The chief liked the house very 
well but he did not want them to run a wire fence around his land. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. What was Mr. Uarter's position ~-A. He was Indian agent. 
Q. What action did he take in relation to this attempt of Townsend 
and Pickett to get a lease ~-A. He was thought to be very friendly. 
The councils these parties had with the Indians were considered private. 
They held them with the Government officers and all the rest of us were 
on the outside and did not hear what they said. All we heard was 
what parties, who bad been there, told us about it. 
Q. Is Carter there now ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who succeeded him ~-A. l\fr. Taylor. 
Q. Where is Carter now ~-.A. Somewhere in Kansas. 
Q. He is a citizen of Kansas ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where is Mr. Gause ~-A. Mr. Gause is now a bookkeeper, I un-
derstand, employed by the trading firm of Whistler, Pickett & Co. 
Q. The charge is made that Townsend went to the· Iowa Indians, and 
led them to believe the Government would not give them a title to their 
reservation, which is now held under Executive order, unless they per-
mitted his firm· to build a fence around it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And that they offered a bribe to the principal chief~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Wbo got the lease ~-A. This same firm, Townsend, Pickett & 
Co. The company I do not know. After the first council some of the 
Indians came to our store, and our interpreter happened to be an old 
acquaintance of theirs, and he asked them about the matter. 
Q. What did they say ~-A. They said the people were all torn up,. 
and didn't a.gree. They said the Government wanted to give them a 
permanent reservation, but they wanted to put a wire fence around it 
and hold cattle on the reservation, and the Government could not d(} 
that without a wire fence. They kn~w that Mr. Townsend was the spe-
cial agent of the Government, but they did not understand what it 
meant. . The thing went on, and finally there was a committee of Iowa 
Indians appointed to lease the land, who made a contract with these 
same gentlemen. I do not understand that they put up a wire fence. 
I 
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By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Wbo~-.A. Townsend, Picket & Oo. 
By Mr. GORMAN: 
Q. The Iowas did make a contract with them ¥-A. Yes, sir; after 
some l1ttle time. These part.ies were there from May or June until Mr. 
Townsend's re ignation, which was some time after. 
By the UH.A.IRMAN: 
Q. Those Indians who came to your store stated that the Government 
was represented lJy M r. Townsend, and that the Government wanted 
the Indians to give a lease with the privilege of putting up a wire-fence, 
.so the Government could hold cattle there ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How many Indians were in your store talking ~-A. I could not 
rell ;you, sir. There were parties coming in there who represented to 
us the feeling of the tribe. 
Q. Were they intelligent Indians '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. As intelligent as any other Indians ~-A. I could not say. 
Q. Can you give us their names,-A, I could not call their names. 
'These parties merely came in there and talked. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q Were they half or full bloods,-A. Full bloods. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Did any of them complain that other Indians had more to do 
with it than they ~-A. SoiPe young fellows, who bad been at school, 
accused the chiefs of selling them out, and said they bad been opposing 
the lease. They also said the committee had sold them out; that some 
Indians had received money and others something else. 
Q. State what they said about the money ~-A. They said, as near as 
I can remember, that the chiefs, or the men who made this lease, had 
gotten money for making the lease with these parties. That is as near 
the sense of it as I can get. · 
Q. Did you understand that the Indians generally were made to be-
-lieve that Townsend represented the Government ''~-A. The ignorant 
Indians believed so; and they knew that he was the special agent of 
the Government at the time. One day he was a Government officer 
and the next a private citizen. 
Q. How long did he remain a special agent after the lease was made~­
A. It was quite a while after the lease was proposed, but as to the 
date I do not know. It is possible the date of the lease is later than 
his resignat ion. They had talked the matter over, and . the contract 
had been made uefore the resignation. 
Q. Where did Townsend come from '~-A. He came from Washington. 
Q. He was an employe of the Indian Department ~-A. Yes, sir; be 
was appointed an inspector, and went there representing the Govern -
ment. He was known as the agent of the Government, because be bad 
erved as agent there, some months before that time. 
Q. Did yon learn how much money those parties got ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What else did you hear had been given them '-A. There was 
orne talk about their having made the Indians drunk when they signed 
the lease; but it was mere talk. 
Q .. Did you understand the terms of the lease 1-A.. No, sir; I know 
they haYe a lease, and have cattle on it. 
Q. 'Vhat is the condition of the Sac and Fox Indians-are they ad-
va;nced toward civilization ~-A. Some are. 
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Q. Do they know how to work ~-A. Yes, sir; and some of them do 
work, but they get large annuities, and like all other annuity tribes 
they don't work much. The larger the annuity the more trifling the 
Inrlians. . 
Q. So the larger the rental the worse off the tribe is ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Could you ad vise a better way thau paying it as it is now paid 1 
How, if you had it your own way, would you dispose of the rental ~-A. 
Of course that is already settled. 
Q. But suppose you had the management of this money in the inter-
est of the Indians, what would you do with it ~-A. I should give them 
as little ready cash as I could. I would use the money in making farms, 
· in supporting schools, and I would throw them as far as possible on their 
own resources, and give them to understand that they had to work for a living. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. I would like·to know whether y0u have any knowledge in regard 
to the terms of this Iowa lease. I find that t,he terms ~nd date of the 
lease are unknown to the Department. Mr. Picket and Mr. Townsend 
are the lessees, but the number of acres, the terms of the lease, and the 
price per acre are unknown. Do you know anything about it ~-.A . . I 
did know the date at the time. 
Q. But yon haYe no memorandum ~-A. No, sir. It was in the latter 
part of the year 1883, but the <late I cannot tell. · 
Q. Do you know th~ number of acres ~-A. A know it was repre-
sented that they had about 3,000 head of cattle on the reservation. 
Q. Yon don't know a,nything about the price ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, do you know a Mr. Little, who is a trader on the reserva-
tion ~-A. Yes. sir. 
Q. Did you ever talk to him about the maUer ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did, he tell you 0~-A. He spoke to me about the payment of 
money to one of the Iowa chiefs. · This chief was owing him, and he 
called him his friend and brother. 
Q. vVhich chief was this ~-A. The principal chief. He had been 
standing out against this lease, and he came to Mr. Little and told him 
that Mr. Picket, a member of this firm of lessees, bad offered him $100 
to favor tb0lease. He said to Mr. Little, "I want to know what to do. 
I am poor, and need money." 
Q. What did Mr. Little tell him ~-A. Mr. Little told him to take the 
money. ·well, he got the money, and came back and paid his account, 
and said he had received the 'money from this firm for favoring the 
lease. 
Q. That was the· chief's statement ~-A. That was the statement Mr. 
Little wrote for me, and he guaranteed that he wouHl substantiate it if 
I could get an investigation. 
Q. What is his full name ' -A. William R. Little. He is a trader at 
the Sac and Fox agency. · 
Q. What is the name of the cbieH-A. That I cannot give; but he 
is the principal chief of the tribe. 
Q. Did you bear of auy other chief besides this one having been paid 
anything ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who was the local agent at the time ~-A. Mr. Jacob V. Carter. 
Q. Did Carter have any interest in the lease,-A. I never beard so; 
but I heard that his son-in-law, the agency clerk (Gause), had an inter-
.est in it . 
. Q. That is all you know~-A, Y~ , sir . 
. S. Rep. 1278-.-12 
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By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Where are the Iowas located ~-A. They join the Sac and Fo~ In-
dians on the west. 
Q. Are t.hey on what is called the Oklahoma land ~--A. They are on a 
piece of land which was set apart by Executive order from the Oklahoma . 
strip. They were told by these part.ies that they had no title to their 
land, and before they could get a title they had to allow them to put a 
wire fence around it .. 
Q. They understood · they could not hold it unless they permitted 
these men to put a wire fence around the r, ·servation °~-A. Yes, sir; 
and they said these parties had agreed to get their title perfected if they 
allowed t.he fence to be put up. . 
Q. Their title is very different from t.hat of the Cherokees, is it not ~-
A. Yes, sir; I believe it is. · 
By Mr. GORMAN: 
Q. You made these charges to the Interior Department in.l884 ~-A. 
Yes, sir. . 
Q. Did you hear from the Department ~-A. I never heard anything 
from Mr. Price in regard to it. I bad a talk with 1\ir. Townsend. after 
tliat in regard to these charges, and other matters. 
Q. What was the conversation ~-A. We had quite a little talk about 
matters. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Did he represent to you that the charges had come to his knowl-
edge ~-A. He represented to me that he knew that sorrie parties had 
made charges against him, and that they were unfounded. He wound 
up by saying that some parties had made charges against him, and he 
would get even with them. He would live long enough to get. even 
with all his enemies. 
By Mr. GoRMAN : . 
Q. He was special agent acting as inspector at the time~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Did he threaten you ~-A. No, sir; he asked why the charges had 
been made. · 
Q. Did you tell him you had made charges ~-.A. I think I told him 
I had written to the Department in regard to the matter. He intimated 
that be understood all about the charges, and that he would.get even 
with everybody. . 
Q. Did he inquire what you had said in your communication to the 
Department 1-A. I do not know that he did. 
Q. Did he state that he knew what was represented to the Depart-
ment ~-A. He signified so. 
Q. What did he say as to the. truth or falsity of the statements ' -A. 
He said the charges were false; that he had not done so and so, and the 
parties had lied. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Did he say it was false that he was a Government officer ~-A. 
No, sir. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. What did he say was false ~-A. The principal thing he wanted 
to know was, why I had made such charges, or why I had been oppos-
ing him in this business, and he said there· was nothing in the thing, that 
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I had been wrongly informed. I accused him of using his position as a 
Government agent to help to benefit other traders a.s against me, and in 
aiding the charges against our firm, while be would not regard charges 
against his own firm. He denied having anything to do with any such 
thing. · 
Q. Did you say anything to him about his using his influence as a Gov-
ernment agent to influence the Indians 0?-A. I did; and I told him_ that 
if be had come as a private citizen I should not have said a word, but 
' if he carne to bulldoze me in the garb of a Government officer, I pro-
posed to kick as long as l could. He then said be expected to resign 
soon. 
Q. Was this after the lease made ~-A. The lease had been talked of, 
and councils had been held, and probably the terms had been agreed 
upon, but the lease bad not been signed. 
Q. Do you know whether they sent the lease to the Department for 
approval or n~t ~-A. I do not. 
By Mr. GORMAN: 
Q. Now, after you bad talked with Mr. Townsend, did he not call a 
council of the Indians with a view to get them to certify that the charges 
were not true ~-A. The talk I had with him was in Kansas Cit~T ' and I 
understood he was going to Washington. I went in a day or two to the 
Territory and found him there. I was told that he came down by the 
railroad, and went to the agency and called a council. They told me 
also that be had a paper prepF~red which purported to be a denial of the 
charges I had made, and tried to get people to sign it, and tried to beat 
them down that he had ever done or said so and so. I was told at the 
Sac and Fox Agency they had refused to sign such a paper. 
By the CHAIRMAN: · . 
Q. Who told you ~-A. The Indians. l\1r. Little was called on to sign 
it, or to take back the statements he had made. He refused to do either, 
and be and Mr. Townsend had quite a little jar over it. 
By 1\ir. GoRMAN: 
Q. After you notified the Department you never received a communi-
cation from Commissioner Price or anybody else, did you ~-A. Not 
directly. In the spring of 1884 I sent a communication to the Depart -
ment through Mr. Plumb, and I got a letter through the Senator stat-
ing that l\fr. Townsend had resigned a few days previous, and for that 
reason he could not investigate him, being no longer a Government 
officer. This was iu March, 1884. Senator Plumb- carried my commu- ' 
nication to the Indian Office, and I got the answer through him. ' 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Well, now, going back to the Cherokee strip business, you said 
you paid 2~ cents an acre on 29,000 acres for the first six months, ~nd 
you were told it was for what purpose ~-A. '.£hey said they wanted to 
raise $100,000, or had raised it. 
Q. Who told you that ~-A. It was a general understanding. I 
talked with a Mr. Dean, and probably others, and we figured on it. 
Q. It. was to pay six months' rent for the lease, and $45,000 for what~­
A. That was to pay the expenses incurred in procuring the lease, and· 
perfecting it. 
Q. What was your own idea 0? How did you suppose they had spent 
$45,000 ~-A. I could. not tell. 
Q. How many lawyers did -you employ~ A. I don't know that. It 
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was left in the hands of the board of directors, and I never wanted to 
be impertinent in reference to such things. 
Q. Did you not have some idea about it ~-.A. No, sir; I never did. 
We called it outside the ''corruption fund." 
Q. You did not know how it was spent~-A. No, sir. 
J. A. BLAIR. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 21, 1885. 
J. A. BLAIR· sworn and examined. 
By ~Ir. HARRISON: 
Question. What relation do you bear to this Cherokee Strip Live 
Stock Association ~-Answer. I have a sublease from them. 
Q. Did you have that lease in your own individual n~me ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who were your assocjates ~-A. My associates are Mr. Yale,· Mr. 
Williamson, and J\Ir. Minor. 
Q. What is the name of the firm 1-A. Williamson, Blair & Co. 
Q. Is it an incorporated or private association ~-A. It is a private 
association. 
Q. How many acres do you occupy ~-.A. Seventy-five thousand eight 
hundred and fifty-two. 
Q. Have you your lease with you ~-.A. No, sir. 
Q. Is it of the same form as the others ~-A. Yes, sir; it is of the 
same form. 
Q. How many installments have you paid ~-A. I have paid two. 
Q. At what rate ~-A. For the first six months at 2 cents an acre and . 
after that lf cents. 
Q. How did it come that there was that change in the rate of rent~­
.A. I do not understand the question exactly. 
· Q. You say the first six montlls you paid 2 cents and after that you 
paid lf. Fm· the first six months at 2 cents, that woultl be at the rate 
of 4 cents per year, and the next would be at the rate of 2~ cents a 
year~-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Why did you pay 2 cents the first six months ~-.A. Well, sir, at 
the time of tbe first payment they did not know how many acres would . 
be in the lease, and they collected 2 cents so as to have a plenty of 
money in the treasury to pay the $50,000 for the first six months' rent 
to the Cherokee Nation. All ·of the land is not surveyed, but there are 
a little over 5,500,000 acres in the Strip which have been surveye(f. 
Q. How much has not been surveyed ~-A. Well, sir, there was a 
good deal left out for quarantine purposes and for trails. 
Q. How much, do you ,think, is in the whole Strip ~-A. Not far from 
6,000,000 acres. 
Q. This lease was made for $100,000 for 5,000,000 acres ;. that would 
be 2 cents an acre, would it not ~-A. Well, we paid them $100,000 a 
year. 
Q. What rate would that be ~ Is it not at the rate of 2 cents for 
5,000,000 acres ~-A. No~ sir. 
Q. Well, what rate is it~ At $100,000 for 5,000,000 acres, what would 
be the rate per acre ~-A. Well, sir; it would be 2 cents an acre. 
Q. vVell, that is. what I was getting at. What other relation beside 
that of lessee do you occupy toward this association ~-A. I am the 
secretary of this association. 
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Q. How long have you been secretary ¥-.A.. I was secretary ever 
since thPy had an associatio1-l. 
Q. Were you Recretary of the association that preceded this one~­
.A.. Yes. sir. 
Q. You were the secretary of the association of cattlemen. Did they 
get the lease ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When was this ~-A. I think it was in 1880 or 1881. 
Q. At the time of the getting of this lease the stockmen upon this 
land were paying so much per bead, were they not ~-.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Since the lease was made you have been acting as secretary~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. It is an incorporated association, is it not ~-.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. You have bad charge of the books ~-A. Yes, sir; I have bad the 
custody of the books. · · 
Q. Have you those books with you "?-.A.. W.es, sir. 
Mr. HARRISON. Now, get those books and state the total amount of 
money received by this association from the time of its organization 
untilnow. · 
(Witness produces books.) 
WI'l'NESS. There bas been received $214,437.91. 
Q. Since the organization of the association to the present time, that 
is the total amount received ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Give the dates, commencing at the beginning and running up to 
the 1st of January-that is, from October, 1883, to January, 1885. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Is the rent all paid in ¥-.. A .. No, sir; it is not all paid in. 
Q. Well, add to this the unpaid reut~-.A. . .A. few of the ranges are 
still in flispu.te, and the dispute has not been settled. 
Q. Well, I would like to get an estimate of the number of acres and 
the rental due from these parties ~-.A.. A few parties have not paid up 
the last Octo be payment, and some owe the whole amount of rent. 
Q. How much is that ~-A. I do not know how much it is. 
Q. Do not 3~ ou keep an account with them ¥-A. No, sir; I have no 
account with them. I have an account with every man who has paid 
any money in. 
Q. Have you no account with those who have not paid any ~-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Why~-.A.. Because, when a range is settled the parties come and 
get a lease and give their notes. There are a good many who are OC· 
cupying the land who have not taken leases nor given any notes. 
Q. How many are those occupying ¥-.A.. I think about 500,000 or 
600,000 acres. 
Q. What is the amount of money paid in already ~-A. One hundred 
and eighty thousand eight hundred and forty-three dollars. 
Q. How has this money been used ~-A. One hundred and fifty thou-
sand dollars was used to pay the Cherokees the first six months' rental. 
Q. What was the balance for ~-A. The balance has been used for 
expenses. 
Q. Won't you give us the details of these expenses~ How much, for 
instance, was paid for attorney fees·?-A. I do not know the items. 
_ Q. What was the aggregate of them ~-A. About $30,000. 
Q. Was that in addition to lawyer's fees ~-A. No, sir; that included 
lawyer's fees and all. 
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Q. Then all t be expenses, in addition to the rental paid, haye been 
something over $30,000~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Aside from the attorney's fees, what have been the expenses~­
A. Well, sir, rewards have been pretty heavy. 
Q. But I want to know what is the aggregate aside from the attor-
ney's fees. I want to know how much was paid out for attorney fees 
and how much for rewards and other things ~-A. Well, sir, lean give 
it to you. . 
Q. Well, just make tli.e calculation for me now. 
(Witness proceeds to make the calculation.) 
A. How would it be to make an itemized account~ 
Mr. HARRISON. Well, you can do that for us; but at present I will 
pass on to something else. 
Q. Has this association borrowed any money ~-A. I think not. 
When they first got the lease they collected money whenever they 
could, so as to have it ou hand to make the fir~t payment to the. Cher-
okee Nation. At the time they did not know how many acres there 
would be, so they collected at the rate of 2 cents per acre. They might 
as well have borrowed it, because they paid interest to the different 
parties. If a man paid $500 he would get his receipt for $500, and 
when he came to pay his first assessment the $500 would be credited to 
his account. . 
Q. You would know, would you not, if the company had borrowed 
any money~-A. Yes, sir; they do not owe any money. They have a 
plenty on hand. 
Q. How much have they on hand ~-A. Something over $30,000. 
Q. How mnc.h over~-A. I think it is $34,000 or $35,000. 
Q. Was not a subscription taken up prior to the getting of this 
lease '-A. No, sir; I think not, except to pay inspectors and other 
legitimate expenses. 
Q. Was 11ot money put into the hands of Mr. Drumm and Mr. Eldred, 
before they went to the Territory~-A. I do not know of_any. 
Q. Do you not know that a subscription was taken up to pay the ex-
pense of obtaining the least~~-A. They got up subscriptions to pay 
inspectors and other expenses. 
Q. Was there not a subscription taken up at the time this lease was 
obtained ~-A. Well, sir; I was on the range at the time. 
Q. You were the secretary of the association, were you not~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Have yon here with you the books of the transactions of the asso-
ciation before the formation of the 'present ' association '-A. No, sir; 
we kept no account then. There was no account kept before the 1st of 
October, 1883. 
Q. You were acting as secretary, were you not~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Tlley were disbursing money, were they not ~-A. I had nothing 
to do with that. 
Q. Did 3·ou not keep any account of it ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you not know of a subscription being taken up before 1\Ir. 
Drumm and Mr. Eldred went to the Territory to obtain the lease '1 
Didn't you pay this ~-A. Yes, sir; I paid in $500, but that was after 
the lease· was obtained. 
Q. When was it that you agreed to pay that amount in ~-A. I paid 
just as q uiek as I was asked. 
/ Q. How mnc_h were you asked for ~-A. I was asked for what I could 
spare. 
Q. And you paid $500 ~-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Is there any account of that on the books ~-.A. No, · sir ; I think 
not.. I paid $500, and I paid more on October the 1st, making, in all, 
$1,500. ' 
Q. That is on the books, is it not ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you settle with Major Drumm and Mr. Eldred for their ex-
penses down in the Territory ~-A .. No, sir. 
Q. Was not an account rendered to yon ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Whore is t.hat ~-A. It·is in here. 
Q. What was the total of it ~-A. I do not remember . . 
Q. Look at your books and see.-A. One of the accounts was $146 
and tbe other \Vas 90 and some odd dollars. 
Q. Was that the total amonnt of money that went into their bands~ 
-A. Yes, sir; that is all I know anything about. · 
Q. \~ho did you pay that $500 to~-A. I paid it to ~fr. Bennett, who 
was the treasurer.of the association at the time. 
Q. Is he here now ~-A. No, sir; he has been here. 
Q. Yon say you have· how much money on hand '-A. Thirty-four 
or thirty-five thousand dollars. · 
Q. The differ~nce between the $180,000 and the $150,000 is in the 
bands of the treasurer . now ~-.A. Yes, sir. I see by this book tbat 
. Mr. Drumm and Mr. Eldr(jd receiveu for expenses $236.55. 
Q. Did each ·of them receive that, or both together~-A. Together 
they received that much. 
Q. Did you know, Mr. Blair, of any money being paid out or dis-
bursed by this association or any member of it in connection with the 
procuring of this lease, except the small item of expense you referred 
to ~-A. No, sir; none except the attorney's {ees. 
Q. How much attorney's fees l1as the assomation paid from its organ-
ization to the t ime of procuring the lease ~-A. I do not think any fees 
were paid until after we secured the lease. I do not know of any. 
Both of the sums I spoke of above were paid to these gentlemen in the 
last year. . · 
Q. After the lease was made, the association went to work and col- · 
lected2t cents ~-A . No, sir. Two cent~ for the first six months. 
Q. VV as that collected at once, or did some time. elapse while the lease 
was being made ~-A. It was from some time in June until October 
getting it in. 
Q. vVhat time did you date the payment from ~-.A. From the time 
the lease was made. · . 
Q. When was the lease made ~_:_.A. October first. 
Q. That was when the lease took effect~-A. Yes, sir. Before we 
got the lease we collected some money, that is-in the summer before 
·we got the lease-so as to have money in the treasury to pay the Chero-
kee Nation the first installment on the lease. The association had no 
idea at that time how much land would be surveyed and they collected 
this nmount of money, giving the parties credit for it. 
Q. What did you pay for rewards ?-A. About $6,000, I think, for 
rewards, or between $5,000 and $6,000. We first offered a reward of 
$2,000 for the capture and conviction of thieves, then it came down to . 
$1,000 and then to $500, where it ~tands now. · 
Q. That was paid out as awards for capturing thieves ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was that. paid to-white men or Indians~-.A. White men-
United States marshals, sheriffs, and officers of that kind. . 
Q. Bow js this money paid out, b;y warrants or by order ~-A. The 
board of directors directs the payment. 
Q. Would they not direct you as secretary to draw a warrant on the 
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treasurer~-A. No, sir; the treasurer pays it without a warrant, upon 
an order from the president of the board. These are entered upon the 
minutes when the board meets and they order them paid. The treas-
urer is just told to pay them. 
Q. Do your books show that there is a balance on hand in your treas-
ury ~-A. Yes: sir; I know there is a balance on hand. 
Q. You know it has been collected ~-A. Yes, sir; I know the treas-
urer has it. , 
Q. How do you know it ~-A. I do not know how I know, but I know. 
Q. Let us see if you do know it in the legal sense. You have to ex-
amine the bank-book ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. But you know tbe treasurer is chargeable with it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. But whether it has been paid out by him, you do not know it ~­
A. No, sir. Thereisnoentryuponmybooksshowing it has been paid out. 
Q. How much of this $214,000 was receiYed the first six months after 
the organization ~-A. A bout nineteen thousand and some odd thousand 
dollars. 
Q. \Vhen was the first payment made to the Cherokee~ ~-A. The 27th 
or 28th of September, 1883. No, I am mistaken, it was paid the 1st of 
October. 
Q. How much money was on band then ~-'A. After that was paid we 
must have had about thirty or forty thousand dollars. · 
Q. That was over and above the first installment ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was done with that ~-A. It was kept in the treasury. 
Q. Do you know what the object was in collect.ing so much more 
money than was necessary~ nearly twice as much as was necessary ~­
A. They collected it so as to have enough on hand to pay the Chero-
kees, and to keep a plenty on hand in case of lawsuits, and if they 
needed money for other purposes. 
Q. It was specified in the sub-leases that any sur-plus should be re-
turned i-A. Yes, sir. 
Q.· Has ~ny been returned ~-A. No, sir; but I suppose. if the direct-
. ors had not been cqmpelled to come here they would have been fixing 
it for the next March payment. They would have had it credited to 
the sub-lessees. I suppose they would have settled it in the spring. 
Q. Major Drum,:n and Mr.Eldredge have leases themselves ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Have they paid up in full their leases ~-A. I do not remember. 
I think one of them: owes something on his lease. Some of these par-
ties have not paid their last payment, because money was close last 
fall. 
Q. You don't know whether they have paid or not 1--A. I will see. 
UHAIRMAN. Look and see if they have paid. I want to know how. 
(Witness examines his books.) 
1 
The WITNESS. Yes, sir; it was paid in money, and was $2,551. 
Q. Do you lmow when it was paid ~-A. Yes, sir; }fr. Drumm handed 
• me one of the checks himself. 
Q. Has any credit been allowed them on their rental for any service 
or· disbursements 0?-A. No, sir. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Mr. Blair, do you keep all the books of the association ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. After the lease was made with the Uherokees, it was divided up, 
was it not ~-A . Yes, sir.-
Q. Into how many parts ~-A. There are 102 companies and in-
dividuals. 
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Q. That many ranges ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, what entry did you make on your books of the number of 
acres these lessees had ~-A. We have a map whioh gives these leases 
aud the number of acres. 
Q. Now, when you came to euter it upon your books you entered the 
names of the parties who bad the sub-leases, and the number of acre~~­
A. No, sir; everything is in the shape of notes. 
Q. How do you give credit for payments~ Is there anyt1hing on the 
books to show the amounts due from each party each six months~­
A. No, sir. If you take the payment of each party and divid~ it by 
two you wilJ find the nurn ber of acres each man has. 
Q. Will you furnish that to the committee ~ -:-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The name and number of acres ~-A. Yes, sir; I can tell from 
that book bow much it is, and I will give it to the committee. 
Q. These companies, which were formed to graze cattle, are repre-
sented by whom ~-A. By a president, a secretary, and a manager. 
Q. Can you furnish that from the books ~-A. I think I know them 
all. 
Q. Are these all the books you keep out in the Indian Territory~­
A . Yes, sir; I did not open them until last spring. 
Q. These are not the original entries, then ~-A. We have no original 
entries. 
Q. What do you mean by last spring ~-A. I mean the spring of 
1884, between February and April; somewhere in the spring. I stay 
on the range about half the time myself, and I just kept a memora11dum 
on a little paper in the office. 
Q. These, then, are not the original entries on this · journal ~-A. It 
is nll the journal I keep or have ever kept. 
Q. But this is not tlte :first entry of the payments originally made~­
A. No, sir; that was just kept in a memorandum book. One day the 
treasurer called them all off to me and I set them down. 
(~. You did not bring on that original blotter ~-A. No, sir; I kept it 
on a piece of paper. 1 don't know what became of it. 
Q. You ma<.le entries; then, from what the treasurer furnished you~­
A. Yes, sir; when money was paid in he would tell me what it was and 
I would make the entry. ' 
Q. Is there a1,1y way you can furnish us the direct amount due from 
each of these persons who have a sub-lease~ · 
The vVI'l'NESt3. Do you mean what is due ~ 
Mr. GoRMAN. Yes, sir. 
The WITNESS. No, sir; don't think I could. Some of them were in 
dispute. . 
Q. How much is due up to thelst of June~ Do you know what you 
owe ~-A. Yes, sir; $948.15. 
Q. Can you te11 what everybody else owes ~-A. · I can come near it. 
Q. Pretty near it ~-A, Yes, sir; but I can't get the figures exactly. 
Q. You mean that you kept this account so that you can tell bow 
much eaeb of these parties owes every six months ~-A. All I do is to 
put that note I spoke of in t.he bank. 
Q. You never put it on the books~-A. No, sir; I look over the notes 
and take a receipt fi·om the bank to see how many are left. 
Q. What calculation do you make in reference to the subleases ~--A. 
I note the number of acres. I take the number at 2 cents for the first 
six months and at 1L1 cents after t.bat. 
Q. Don't you enter it on your ledger; journal, or blotter ~-A. No, 
sir; neither the treasurer ·nor I knew much about keeping books. 
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Q. Eow could you tell the condition of the accounts of your com-
pany; how would you make a balance sheet ?_:_A, I could not do it very 
well. 
Q. You enter all the money you receive , -A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And all you pay out '-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And you do not enter how much is due the association, nor from 
whom it is due,-A, Yes, sir; I can tell exactly from the leases. 
Q. Originally wh~n you divided it out was there not an understand- · 
ing of the number of acres which each part.y vas to have ' -A. Well, 
sir; s_ome man would claim a range, and may be anot.her man would 
claim the same range. Sometimes a range was divided, if the arbitrat-
ors think that each is entitled to a range. 
Q. Was there not anything on your book to show who got the lease~­
A . Yes, sir; all those who have leases and also the names of some who 
have not are entered in the book. 
Q. Can you furnish that ?-A. Yes, sir; I can furnish it, but not of 
some of the ra:Qges, because I do not know how many acres they con-
tain. 
Q. But can't you state about how many ~-A. Yes, sir; I think so. 
In the case of the Day Brothers the surveyors calculated a certain num-
. ber of acres as belonging to that range, but the Day Brothers disputed 
it and said that. the surveyors claimed too much. And in some of the 
cases where the lease.s are in dispute, some of the parties have paid up 
what they thought they ought to pay. 
Q. Can you furnish your estimate of the num her of acres each has 
and the exact amount of money due from each '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where do you get it from 0l-A. From the books. 
Q. It bas been entered on the books ' -A. Some have been entered 
there and some have not been. The amount patti is entered there, and 
some parties who have not a lease yet pay what money they thought 
they ought to pay, and if they have pa.id too much it is paid back to 
them. 
Q. You spoke of a map with the ranges on it. Is it here~-A. Ye~, 
sir. 
Q. And the number of acres is on that map, too, I suppose~_:.A, No, 
sir; not on that map; on a map we have at home. When the survey -
ors get through with their work they bring in the number of acres ; 
then we ·enter it. 
Q . Do you enter it on your books '-A. No sir; we simply enter the 
amount of money the parties have paid. ' 
Q. Will you furnish a statement showing what each party bas paid 
and what is still due~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. You stated the aggregate of acres on the lease. If you have the 
aggregate of acres, why can't you give the details~-A. I can come 
pretty near it. 
Q. Can you not give the details as near as you can the aggregate~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So if there is an uncertainty about the details tbe same uncer-
tainty applies to the a,ggregate. You did not seem to have any uncer-
taiuty about the aggregate when Mr. Harrison asked you the question.-
A. No, sir. 
Q. When did this uncertainty about the details come; when he took 
to putting in questions yoll began to have an uncertainty. It was said 
that you would be able to give us the exact number of acres eacb lessee 
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has.-A. I can do that with the exception of a few. It won't be a 
hundred thousand acres out of the way probably. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
. Q. Wlw made this survey ~-A. There were .three surveyors. One 
was named Burgess, and the others were Walton and \V ood; and they 
Rurveyed differe11t parts, aud the different parts made up the whole. 
One had one division and the others had 0ther.divisions, and each furn-
i8hed a plat. 
Q. Did the association pay for it ~-A. No, sir; sometimes the asso-
ciation had to send a surveyor to do certain work-then the association 
paid him. Otherwise, each lessee paid the surveyor for surveying his 
own range. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Then, if each ' lessee has paid a. surveyor to . survey his plot of 
g-round and furnished that to you, is it uncertain about the number of 
acres each man bas ~-A. Well, sir, there is the range of Day ·Brothers. 
Surveyors said there were about 200,000 acres, and they said tlH'Y would 
not pay because the surveyors had estimated it too high. 
By Mr. HARRISON :· 
Q. The number of acres is specified in the leases so far as the leases 
were actually made ~-A. Yes, sir; ·and some part of it has not been 
lea13ed and no lease bas issued, but at the same time the land has beeu 
occupied, and some is in dispute and not settled. 
Q. So the uncertainty is in regard to the land not leased but occupied 
in that way ~-A. Yes, sir. 
· By Mr. GORMAN:: 
Q. You can furnish a schedule of who occupies these pieces of land 
and whether they pay rent ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You said that out of this $214,437.91 $150,000 was used for pay-
ing the first installment of rent to the Cherokee Nation.-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the rest for expenses ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. w ·ben does the next pa.yment occur 6?-A. The next payment comes . 
in next March. 
Q. So it leaves over $30,000 on hand a~-:-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the rent and expenses up to this time have been $180,000.-
A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Was there not some other book. You spoke of bringing here 
some smaller book in which you had made solllte memorandum of this 
matter¥-A. I do not think so. 
Q. Did you not bring anything but this journal ~-A . No, sir. 
Q. You have other memorandums, have you not ~-A. Yes, sir; we 
have day-books and blotters. 
Q. Is your blotter w~ecl as it is ordinarily used in a mercantile 
house "~-A. No, sir; I have only one litt.le book to put the October pay · 
in. I keep it sometimes on ordinary paper. 
Q. Do you get a salary as secretary of the association 1-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. How much ~-A. I get $1,500 salary. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. You say you think everything was included in the notes you re-· 
ceived ~-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Describe them.-A. When the lease is settled we issue a lease to 
a man~ and he g·ives his notes-one for each six months. 
Q. 'l'hat is, be gives them all at one time for the entire five years '?-
A. \Veil, sir, the tirst payment was made in cash, and the rest were re )-
resented b:v notes. 
Q. Were they uegotiable notes ~-A. YeR, sir; made payable to one 
6f the directors as trustee, or to his order, and about fifteen days be-
fore the notes are due they are put into bank. 
Q. Who pays for the wire fences ~-A. Each party pays for his own 
fence. 
Q. Without any superintendence on the part of the association~­
A. Yes, sir. · The association bas nothing to do with it. 
Q. If they choose to keep land in common it is no business of the as-
sociation ~-A. No, sir. 'l'breo of ns are interested jn a pasture which 
we occupy iu common, because it is -clte_a.per- to build one fence around 
the whole, b•1t we have three separate leases. 
Q. Then the amount of improvements left for the use of the Indians at 
the end of the five years depends upon these separate leases Y-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. If in the end it was considered better to occupy this land in com-
mon there would not be much left for the Indian ~-A. Well, sir, you 
cannot move a wire feuce. It is cheaper to build a new oue than to 
move it. 
The UHAIRMAN. If any member of the committee d·esires to examine 
the books during the day, or at a subsequent time, you will allow him 
to do so, and we will take up the examination afterwards. 
WILLIAM F. RASMUS. 
vV ASHINGTON, D. 0., Jctnuary 19, 1885. 
WILLIAM F. RASMUS sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your name ?-Answer. vVil1iam F. Rasmus. 
Q. vVhere do you reside ~-A. I reside at Tahlequah, in the Indian 
Territory. · 
Q. \Vhat is your busineRs?-A. I am engaged in the law business, 
having recently gone out of the mercantile business. 
Q. Are you a Cherokee ~-A. I am a Cherokee by adoption . My 
wife is part Cherokee, and I have resided there as a citizen of the na-
tion since 1866. Since 'that time I have been married according to the 
laws of the Cherokee Nation. 
, Q. You are now a practicing lawyer there ~-A . Yes, sir. 
Q. What were you doing when this lease was procured ~-A. I was 
in the mercantile business. 
Q. Are the traders there obliged to have a permit ~-A. Yes, sir. I 
had a license from the nation and had to pa.y one-fourtll of 1 per cent. 
Q. Uan anybody .who pays that per cent. open a store ~-A. Only 
.citizens. Outside of that permit we have to get a license from the 
United States Government, being white men. · 
Q. You get it from the United States Government,-.A. Yes, sir; 
from the Secretary of the Interior.. · 
Q. You were a licensed trader '?~.A . Yes, sir; I was a licensed trader 
at the time the lease was obtained; I was licensed to trade under the 
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laws of the Cherokee Nation and the United States Government at the 
time this lease was executed. 
Q. Did you have any interest in this lease ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Have you ever had any ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Were you interested in any other proposition to lease that land in 
the Territory ~-A. No, sir; not directly. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of the manner iil which the lease was 
obtained ~-A. Only in part, sir. 
Q. Tell ns all you know about it.-A. In the first place, the first 
knowledge I re0eived of the matter was from Mr. Sam. Downing. 
Q. Who was he ~-A. He was a member of the council, elected to fill 
a vacancy. We had been in busiaess together and he was trading with 
me. I suspected that some money had been used and I used to talk 
with him a great deal, and on one occasion I asked him if he had not 
been made interested in this matter in some manner, and his answer to 
this question was that he had received some money. I asked him if it 
was not about $500, and he said that was about it. 
Q. Now please restate what he said. First what you stated, then 
what he stated.-A. I told him I thought undue means had lJeen used to 
bring about this lease of land for $ 100,000, and I bad an idea that some • 
members of the council had received some money, and I asked him if 
he bad not got about $500. He said that was about it. 
Q. Did he show you any money ~-A. Well, sir, he had plenty of 
money at the time. 
Q. Was he a man of means ~-A . No, sir; he was not a man of 
means. Be, was a man of poor means and of consumptive habit. 
Q. What do :vou mean by plenty of means ~-A. He seemed to have 
plenty of money about him at the time. 
Q. Did be make any remarl;:s about the money he bad about him~-
A. Not that I remember. We just talked about it in a casual way. 
Q. Did you pursue the conversation further ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. At any other time ~-A. No, sir. · . 
Q. Is there anything else you have heard ~-A. There was one thing 
that, struck me. At the commencement of the council money was 
scarce; a, number of members were complaining of being ''short." I 
bad advanced money myself-it was in May, 1883, at the extra session. 
One thing struck me as being remarkable-the day after the bill passed, 
fifty and one hundred dollar bills came in to be changed. 
Q. Who came in with these bills ~-A. Different parties. 
Q. Do you remember that any members of the council came in with 
very large amounts ofmoneyor large bills~-A. None that I remember. 
I was not in the store at all times. I employed a bookkeeper and some 
seven or eight clerks to help me in my business. 
Q. You say money seemed to come in very plentiful. To what ex.-
tent "~ How much, do you think ~-A. I mean in large bills to be changed. 
Generally at the close of our council business is very brisk, and most 
of the money paid out is in large bills, but at this time money was 
scarce, and most of that in circulation was in small denominations, but 
after the passage of this bill money seemed to be more plentiful, and there 
were quite a number of fifty and one hundred dol ar bills in circulation. 
Q. vVhat is the opinion of the Cherokees you ha\e talked with in re-
gard to the leasing of this land ~-A. Those I have talked with were 
willing to lease the land, but not to lease for $100,000, ·because they 
thought .it was worth more, and we would get more for it. 
Q. What was the inducement to lease it for $100,000 when more could 
be gotten '--A. I cannot say. 
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Q. Do you know of any offer to pay more~-A. Yes, sir; there were 
parties there, Johnson Thompson and his brother, Gilbert Thompson, 
and Dr. Adair, who is here present, who gave me to understand that they 
had formed a comj)any to lease that land, and Mr. Johnson Thompson, 
with whom I am very well acquainted, said he was willing to give 
$100,000, and he was willing also to giYe as much as $125,000. 
Q. Did he state that he had made any formal proposition to pay that 
much 1-A. He did not state it in that way, but he gave me to under-
stand that he had made tbat offer. 
Q. Do you know whether such an o:fl'er was ever communicated to 
the council ~-A. I do not know that it was. 
Q. Were t bese parties Cherokees ~-A. Yes, sir; they were all citi-
zens of the Cherokee Nation, and they thought it was bard not to have 
the preference or privilege of getting this land by paying more when 
they were Cherokees and were amenable to the laws. 
Q. How came the nation to do tllis thing~ What led the Cherokee 
Nation to do this ¥-A. No more than this, that the bill was paid through. 
Now, 1 do not know anything directly upon this point. 
Q. Have you any other reason except what J·ou have stated ~-A. No, 
• · sir; no, sir, none that I can call to m~y mind. A large number of per-
sons have spoken of it. 
Q. Did you think at the time the bill passed that it w~s the voice of 
the Cherokee people at that time~-A. I h~rdly think it would have 
been at that priee; that is, at $100,000. I think they would have let 
it go for $125,000 or $150,000. 
Q. Did you think tbat the Uherokee people at that time were in favor 
of leasing to their own citizens rather than to outsiders ~-A. I will state 
that a m~Jority of the people would haYe pn•ferred this. 
Q. Do you think it is the sentiment now; that, if they had it do over 
again they would rather lease to their own ctitizens ~-A. Yes, sir. I think 
that is the opinion of the majority of the people now-at least a large 
majority of those I have talked to said it was worth more. I have seen 
newspaper accounts and have been told that other lands were leasing 
in other sections of the country at a greater price, and our own cattle-
men say it ought to be worth more, 
Q. Was it worth as much at the time the lease was made as now¥-
A. It was worth as· much again at tile time the lease was made as we 
got for it. 
Q. What do the Cherokees prefer-to lease it among themselves or 
to outsiders~-A. They prefer to lease it among themselves. 
Q. What is the ground upon which they put their preference ~-A. 
They think they would prefer to lease it to their own people, because it 
is natural with all Indians to be more or less clannish. They think 
~heir people would receive more benefit from it. They are very partic-
ular about leasing land to white people. The apprehension was that if 
they leased to outsiders they might lose control of the land, whereas 
if leased to Cherokee people they would have no cause for any such 
apprehension. 
Q. Do these men employ Indians as herders under the association~­
A. ReallJr I do not know. 
Q. Are they emplo.ved in any way ~-A. I expect they ha\e some In-
employed. I have never been out there. 
Q. Have you an idea, as a citizen of tfie nation, whether it would be 
wise to teach the Indians themselves to herd ~-A. Well, I do:p.'t know 
that it woultlmake any difference. 
Q. Do you not think ~t would be better if they were earning money 
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for themselves, rather than to have this money paid to them per capita¥ 
-A. I think it would be better for them to do something for it. This 
per capita business is not very good, because a majority of the Indians 
run through with the money they receive. 
Q. Is there any possible resort from this payment per capita ~-A. 
Well, sir, I do not know that there is. I tllink this receiving money 
per capita has produced a good deal of driuking among the people. 
There is more liquor brought iu for sa.le. They know there is more 
ready cash and they look forward a year or· so t.o this p9.yment. 
Q. What proportion of the nation support themselves• by their own 
effort ~-A. A large portion do, but theu there is a large number who 
barely make out to live, and money has to be tal{en out of the treasury 
to pay them when they are poor and destitute. This has occurred three 
or four times since I have been there. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Mr. Rasmus, you said you understand that a certain number of 
Cherokee people formed a company or sort of organization and proposed 
to lease this laud. Will you give the names of as many of those citi-
zen~:' who formed that association as you can ~-A. I only remember 
Johnson Thompson, of Tallequah, and his brother, Gilbert Thompsou, 
and then there is Dr. Adair, who is now here, who was elected by this 
association president of it. They formed a regular organization, but I 
was not present at their meetings. 1 was familiar with Johnson Thomp-
son'. 
Q. What conversat.ion did you have with Johnson Thompson ~-A. 
He told me on one occasion that be felt very much disappointed that 
they did not give him more show; they seemed to disregard him. 
Q. Were they men of property ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How much were they worth ~-A. Well, Mr. Thompson was worth 
$50,000 or $75,000. He could raise $50,000 at any time. Gilbert, his 
brother, I expect, could raise $100,000. He was iuvesting in cattle at 
the time. He has 7,000 head now. The others are worth considerable. 
Dr. Adair is worth, I expect, some five, six, or eight thousand dollars. 
Q. Do you know whether this QOmpany of native Cherokees pro-
posed to stock it themselves or to sublet the land to other parties~­
A. I think in a measure they expected to stock it themselves, and to 
take in perhaps more partners, becam;e I know there were a number 
of Cherokees who said they were anxious to get such lease as that. 
Q. Do you know whether they proposed to sublease it to white men 
or to anybody who ~~ould pay the most ~-... L\... I cannot say. I hardly 
think they would have let white men have it, because so many Chero-
kees would gladly have gone in with them. 
Q. Do you know that at the time this lease was made there were 
persons on the laud who were paying taxes to the Cherokees for the 
pasture ~-A. I think there were s.ome few parties there. 
Q. Did these Cherokees in this association h ave anything to do with 
this ~-A. I do not know whether they did or not. I think the parties 
who were on this land paid_ an annual tax, and I think when the lease 
came to be made their privilege to remain upon this land expired. 
Q. The privilege expired about the time this new lease came in ~-A. 
Yes, sir; that was my understanding. 
Q. Do you know whether any members of the council wer~ interested 
in this proposed lease by Cherokee citizens ~-A. I do not. Mr. John-
son Thompson was around a good deal talking with members; but I 
do not know whether any of these men were interested or not. 
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Q . "rere any of the men you have named members of the council~­
A . No, sir; none of them. 
By Mr. BOWEN; 
Q. About what time was so t1mch money in circulation ~-A. That 
was during the negotiation for the lease-some time in Mar: 1883-I do 
not remember the exact date. 
Q . It was during the time the council was in session ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q . Was not the $300,000 distributed a.bout that time ?-A. I think the 
$300,000 had .been distrjbuted before. 
Q. Was there no public money there at the time ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know bow the $300,000 was distributed ~-A. It was paid 
per .capita. · 
Q . Was all of it paid ~-A. All but $22,500. 
Q . . What became of that ~-A. The delegation claimed that it was 
paid to attorneys here in W nshington. 
Q. D o you know anything about this from your own personal knowl-
edge ~-A. No, sir; I do not. The Auditor told me this warrant for the 
$22,500 was not turned in in settlement: It was not taken to his .offiee 
until about the first or second week during the session, after the begin-
ning of the council. 
. Q. But it was dated back ~-A. Yes, sir; it was dated back to June. 
Q. You speak of the Indians being apprehensive that they might lose 
possession of their lands by leasing to outsiders; what is your appre-
hension on the t::mbject ~-.  A .. I thought it \Yould be much more secure in 
the hands of our own people and so did a good many other Indians there. 
Q. Do not these leases expire at a certain time ~-A. Yes, sir; but it. 
might be difficult to get the parties to vacate at the end of this time. 
Q. How could there be any trouble wben there are so many 'Indians 
and so few of the lessees; how could you imagine any difficulty could 
arise ~-A. If they refused, the · only way to get them off' would be by 
the United States authorities. 
Q. Well, you do not apprehend any difficulty in getting aut.hority 
from the United States to remove them, do you? 
By the CHAIRMAN. 
Q. Is it easier to get white men or Indians off of the land ~-A. The 
Indian is easier to get; off, I believe. The great trouble or difficulty in 
regard to this matter is the majority of tlle people claim that we have 
not gotten enough pay for the lease of this land. 
Q. Is that the feeling now ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. The three hundred thousand dollars was paid into the Treasury 
by a United States draft, was it not ~-A. I caunot say. 
Q. I think the money was sent down to the subtreasury at St. Louis¥-
A . A ll I know it; what Capt. Adair told me. 
By Mr. HARRISON. 
t~. ·Do you know whether these people who have cattle on this land 
pay any taxes on thP- cattle to anybody~ I mean these people who have 
cattle on this strip u~ Do tlley pay any taxes on their cattle · ~ I do not 
mean the rental but such a tax as you and I would ]_Jay on our personal 
property ·f-A. No, sir. 
Q. I think the rental these lessees pay includes taxes, too~-A. Yes, 
sir. · 
Q. What.do 3·ou think a fa-ir rental would have been for this land ~-A. 
I think 4 or 5 cents should have been paid us. 
Q. They are paying how much ~-A. They are only paying 1-~ cent~. 
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By Mr. CAl\fERON: 
Q. Is there anything in the constitution of the Cherokee Nation which 
prohibits citizens from forming a joint stock corporation ~-A. None at 
all, sir. 
Q. Then there is no legal objection to their forming· this joint stock 
association for the purpose of leasing this land ¥-A. No, sir. 
Q. Now, if these parties do not pay any taxes in Kansas, for instance, 
or the Territory, is that any reason why the .Cherokee authorities should 
charge a higher rentaU~A. No, sir; but I think the direct grazing 
rental is low. I have read that ·lands elsewhere have leased for, from 
3 to 8 cents an acre. 
Q. Were the Indians getting anything for this land before the execu-
tion of this lease ¥-A .. Not a great deal, sir. 
Q. If they were so ·valuable then, why were they not getting a fair 
rental for them ~-A. Well, sir, there was a time when these lands were 
idle and unknown to anybody and the people did not really l\:now that 
they were worth anything and it was not until the lands in Texas and 
elsewhere were eaten ·bare so as to be of no value that attention was 
drawn to this land. When the grass was eaten off of the other lands 
then attention was drawn to our lands. 
Q. Did you understand, at the time the lease was executed, that 
lands adjacent were leasing at a hig·her rate ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where ~-A. In the Panhandle of Texas. 
Q. What were they renting for ·~-A. They were grazing at 4 and 5 
cents an acre. 
Q. Do you know this personally ~-A.. I have no personal knowledge 
on the 8ubject. 
Q. How do yoll get this information ~-A.. I simply saw a newspaper: 
account, and I have talked with men on this subject. 
Q. You do not know whether that is so or not ~-A. No, sir. I have 
never been there. 
Q. Did you see these newspaper accounts before or since the execu-
tiou of this lease ~-A. I saw most of them since that time. The matter 
has been freely discussed throughout the Indian nation. My attention 
bad not been called to it before tliat time. 
Q. Neither had the attention of the Cherokee Nation '-A.. I could not 
say; I was myself iu favor, at the time of holding the land at $200,000, 
and I believe that we would have· gotten it if we bad not been in such a 
burry. 
Q. Did :you urge .tbat upon the members of the council ~-A. Well 
yes sir. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Mr. H.asmus, Mr. Cameron asked you whether you thought if 
these people did not pay any taxes in Kansas it would enhance the 
value of the Territory lands. Suppose they were not legally bound to 
pay taxes in Kansas, do you think that under the Territorial system, 
where there is no tax the land would be more valuable than where an-
nual taxes are paid. Do you not think that lands in Kansas or Texas, 
where taxes nave to be paid, are of more value ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. INGALLS: • 
Q. Do t.bese parties not provide in their lease that at the end of the 
time the improvements shall revert to the lessors ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Is not that an element in the compensation ~-A. I suppose it is. 
But the improvements are very temporary. 
S. Uep. 1278-· -13 
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Q. Are wire fences so temporary~-A. Well, I suppose the fences are 
more permanent than the buildings. 
Q. Do you know the value of the improvements the lessees have put 
on the land ~-A. I could not say. 
Q. Well, then, what they do put on would be an element in the com-
pensation, would it not ~-.A.. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Do you understand that whatever they put on, or what they leave 
on, is what is to revert to the Ch<>rokee Nation ~-A. What they leave 
on. · 
Q. What does the lease provide ~-A. The lease provides, I think, 
that the improvements they make shall remain upon the land. 
Q. Suppose it should be deemed wise the last .year of their lease to 
change the entire system of fences ~-A. They might do that. 
Q. There is nothing· in the lease that would prevent them carrying 
into effect any such undertaking ~_:_A, No, sir. 
SAMUEL S. SMOOT. 
SAMUEL S. SMOOT sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRlVIAN : . 
Question. Where do you reside, Mr. Smoot~-Answer. In Washing-
ton City. 
Q. What is your business ~-A. My profession is that of an engineer. 
Q. Did you ever reside in the Indian Territory ~-A. I have made a 
great many trips there, a.nd resided there several months at a time. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of the manner in which the lease of the 
Cherokee Strip was obtained ' -A. I was not present a.t the making of 
the lease. 
Q. Were you there before ' -A. I was there in 1881-at Tahlequah, 
in the Cherokee Nation. 
Q. Were 370U there again ~-A. Yes, sir; I made trips there from 1881 
to 1884. · 
Q. ·How soon after 1883 were you there,-A, I arrived at Tahlequah 
the 24th of No\~ember, 1884, and left the 13th of December, 1884. 
Q. Did you acquire any knowledge of the matter while you were 
there on your last visit , -A. I made a gveat many inquiries among the 
Cherokees. 
Q. What information did you receive from the Cherokees~-A. The 
information I obtained from the Cherokees was t hat it was a good thing 
to lease this waste country; that they were getting a revenue from it 
now, but .heretofore bad receiveu no pay for it. 'l:lw.r had previously, 
in 1876, 1877, 1878, 1879, 1881, and 1882, appointed a collector from the 
nation who received 20 per cent. coll.tpensation on all th(j money he col-
lected from the cattlemen in the Cherokee nation. But under tha.t policy 
the revenue was very small, and when these cattlemen came to Tahle-
quah for the purpose of obtaining a lease of the land west of 96 several 
propositions were ri1ade. The highest proposition, as I understood, and 
I made it a speeial business to i11quire, was $GO,OOO, made L>y l\1r. Camp, 
representing a New York syndicate. 'flle ne:xt hi ghest was the $ 100,000 
proposition. The matter was lett open for some time, a.nd the Cherokee 
people considered that it was all they could get, and in consideration of 
the large amount of. money for improvements these parties would ex-
pend upon this land, they thought they would be doing wetl to rent it 
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to them. The improvements, to be made by the lessees, were to revert 
to the Nation at the ·expiration of the lease, which was for five years. 
I made inquiries of what these impro\etpents consi.sted, and I found it 
was wire fences, with posts of black oak, wlJite oak, and black walnut; 
fences that would last fifteen to twenty-five years. I surveyed the 
Osage land in Kansas in 1867, and at that time there were no settlements 
there. There were no cattle upon the land, except the herds going· over 
from Texas, and going nort11 to Abilene for the purpose of shipment. on 
1be Kansas Pacific Railroad . 
. Q. That was in 1867 ~-A. Ye8, sir. 
Q. Were they shipping cattle as long ago as that ~-A. Yes, sir. I 
have seen 60,000 head come up from Texas through the summer and fall 
of 1867. They bad a trail east and oue west of the Arkansas. At the 
time I do not think the Cherokees derived any reveuue.from those lands 
in. the Cherokee Strip. I consider that these lands are valuable lands, 
and I have taken into consideration that they received no revenue be-
fore this lease was made, and the revenue th'ey now receive is an ade-
quate price, and these people thought so do--wn there at the time. I 
talked with Mr. William P. Ross, former chief of the nation, who has been 
a delegate here, and Mr. Daniel R. Ross, now editor of the Cherokee Ad-
vocate, and they said at t.he time that they thought the Nation should 
have gotten more money, but inasmuch as the lease had been made, and 
the parties were good, and they· paid promptly into the treasury, they 
ought to stand by the lease, and when the term expired, which it would 
do in five years, then they· would get more money for the land. Of course, 
when I was there in 1881; I could have leased all the lands west· of the 
Arkansas River, taking out those small bands that occupied a portion of 
it, for $25,000 a year. These people considered the country so remote 
from their own reservation, east of the Arkansas, that the;r thought it 
well to have it occupied, but at that time cattle companies had not been 
formed there. 
Q. What time did )'OU arrive at Tahlequah in 1884 ~-A. I a-rrived 
there the 24th of November, ·and left there the morning of the 13th of 
December. 
Q. Where did you stop ~-A. At Dr. A.dair's hotel. He keeps what 
they call the National Hotel. 
Q. W.ho went with you ~-·A. One of the c~ttlemen, named Thomas 
S. Hutton, who roomed with me at the hotel. 
Q. Where did you meet him ¥-A. I had never met him until I arrived 
at Muskogee, and we went together and roomed together at Tahlequah. 
I had been attorney for the Uherokees iu 1871, 1872, and 1873, and I 
went to see if I could not get a. settlen1ent of my claims. 
Q. What was your business there ~-A. I was on my own priva.te 
business. 
Q. Did you represent any other interest or have any interest in any 
part of any one of these leases ~-A. No, sir. 
Q . . Had your private business anstliing· to do with that lease~-A. No, 
sir; my husiness referred to the appraiHement of the Osage lands west 
of tue Arkanaas Hi ver. 
Q. Who else did you converse with beside Mr. Hutton as to the 
leases ~-A. The chief, Mr. Bushy bead, Mr. Rogers, tlte Rosses, Mr. I vey, 
and a great many others. I could not undertake to mention them all. 
Q. vVhat inducements led you to make it your business, if you went 
on private business, to inquire about the leases~-..:-\.. That may require 
some explanation. I have a. general interest in the country, because 
I was the attorney for the appraisement of these lands, and I ha,7e a 
general interest in everything connected with them. 
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Q. Your general interest in tl.Je good will of the nation l~d you to 
make these inquiries ~-A. Yes, sir; I am a grea~friend of the Chero-
. kees, and would do anything for their welfare. 
Q. Did anything transpire there that led you to make special inquir-
ies~-A. No sir. 
Q. Did you go there with an anxiety to know about the etl'ect of this 
lease Hpon the general welfare of the nation ~-A. No ; not specially, 
sir. . 
Q. Yo'ur anxiety was awakened after you got there ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What communication to you aroused your interest ' -A. Well, it 
was an interest any one would take in coming into a country like that, 
having been there, as I have been. 
Q. It was spontaneous, was it riot ~ Did not somebody communicate 
something to you that led you to become anxious, or did it spring ·iu 
your own breast ~-A. Yes, sir; it sprung in my own breast. • 
Q. You saw a change there ~-A. Yes, sir, I saw a change over for-
mer years which led me to investigate the matter. I am of an inquir-
ing mind. 
Q. Tell me what the chief said to you; what his impression was and 
all about it; what he told you in response to your inquiry about this 
new condition of things.-A. Mr. Bushyhead told me that they had 
been gettir.lg very little re\·enue from the land west of the 96th merid-
ian and west of the Arkansas River, and he had been in favor for yearR 
of leasing the country, and these parties had made the lease jn good 
faith; they had always paiu promptly into the treasury, and they had 
made great improvements and it would be a source of revenue to the 
nation. 
Q. Who told you whaL the posts were made of ,-A, That I ascer-
tained from Mr. Hutton. 
Q. Did you go on to the premises ' -A. No, sir. I have not been on 
the premises since the lands were leased. 
Q. You do not know fr-om personal knowledge the character of the 
posts. I am not doubting the accuracy of your information. I am in-
quiring the source. Did any one tell you tha.t no other but the $60,000 
was offered ~-A. Yes, sir; Mr. Bushyhe.ad told me. 
Q. He gave you this information ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did ~:on hear it from any other source 1-... L\... Yes, sir; Mr. Rogers, 
and one or two others, one of whom was Mr. Bell. 
Q. Is he a member of the council ~-A. No, sir; he was a former dele-
gate to vVashington. . 
Q. Did you make any inquiry afterwards ~-A. I made a general in-
quiry all about it. 
Q. Were you apprehensive that it was not so when it was told yotA. 
the :first time ~ How came you to keep up this inquiry "?-A. As I h,ave 
already stated, being naturally of an inquiring mind, while I was there I 
saw in the Saint Louis Globe-Democrat an account of a resolution oft'ered 
by the Hou. Senatcr Vest, of Missouri, to investigate this matter, and 
it was t.be general talk there. 
Q. You anticipated the investigation ~-A. No, sir. When this reso-
lution was published, of course everybody was talking about the lease. 
and what the result would be, and then, of course, I paid more atten-
tion to it than before that time. 
Q. Did you see Mr. Ivey ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. What did he say to you ~-A. I had several talks with lVfr. Ivey. 
I believe I first called his ~ttention to the Globe-Democrat. I think I 
loaned the paper to him, or told him where it was. At any rate we had 
a conversation. · 
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Q. What did he say ~-A. He said it would all eud in smoke. 
Q. You saw that letter in regard to the resolution in the paper¥-A. 
Yes, sir; in a pap·er. He s~id it would all end in smoke. I said, 
"I vey, you will have .to go to Washington," and he said~ "I reckon 
not." 1 said," You have placed Mr. Vest in this position, and you will 
have to go." He said: "I am not going." He said he did not know 
anything about it. He said he had a lease out there, and these parties 
had not treated him f~.irly, but he did not propose to go to Washing-
ton. I said, ''You cannot get out of it." I think when I told him 
good-bye he was sitting with Dr. Adair, and I said I expected to see 
him in Washington, and he said," No; I reckon not." . 
Q. You did not hear him say that he expected this Investigation~­
A. No, sir. 
Q. Is there any other fact that you think you can communicate1-A. 
No, sir; I think not. 
Q. Anything else in regard to the lease ~-A. Only the people seemed 
to be satisfied. They had this money there and proposed to divide it 
per capita when it reached the $300,000. 
Q. Were they going to have a good time afterwards ~-A. Yes, sir. 
There was a proposition, when I was present, in the lower house to au-
thorize the chief of the nation to loan this money on Government bonds, 
and good security, but it was voted down. They were afraid when the 
time came for dividing it up they would not have any money, so they 
voted it down. They have plenty of money. Before the lease the war-
rants of the nation were at a discount. 
By Mr. H..A.RRISON: 
Q. Row did this money being in the Treasury aflect the warrants~­
A. Well, sir, if you h~ve an amount of money in bank your credit is 
good, and if this money is understood to be the property of the nation 
and is on deposit there, it makes the credit of the nation good. 
Q. What efl'ect would it have upon the credit of the nation if it was 
put there to be divided per capi~a.-A. vVell, sir, they are entitled to 
their money on the warrants from the nation. 
Q. What warrants did you refer to when you spoke of their being at 
a discount 1 What were they '-A. They were warrants of the Chero-
kee Nation. · 
Q. How is it. the warrants were at a discount ~-A. I do not know, 
sir. 
Q. Would this money that was deposited in the Treasury have any 
effect upon the warrants of the nation~ It could not be paid out.-A.. 
Well, sir, they will have $200,000 surplus in their treasury, when this 
lease expires. 
Q. But this $300,000 for the lease is to be divided per capita., ancl 
there is no pledge that the other money will not be. You said the fact 
· of this money being in the Treasury bad l'aised the price of warrants, 
and this money was simply to be paid out per capita to the people at 
the end of a certain time.-JL I was informed that the price of the war-
rants had been raised ; that is all. 
Q. Mr. lvey knew when you talked with him that you were rooming . 
with Mr. Hutton, of course ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. vVere you interested in any way in these leases 0~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Yon came from that room with Mr. Hutton, and then you had a 
conversation with Mr. Ivey ~-A. No, -sir. I will say this: that when 
I bad this interview with Mr. I vey we were at the time eating and sit-
ting at the table together. We all took our meals together at the table. 
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E. B. TOWNSEND . . 
WASHINGTON, D . . 0., Jan~ary 22, 1885. 
E. B. ToWNSEND sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your full name ¥-Answer. E. B. Townsend . 
. Q. What does E stand for ~-A. Eddie. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. I reside in Washington. 
Q. How long have you resided in Washington ¥-A. Since 1865, most 
of the time. 
Q .. What bas been your business here ¥-A. I was in the public serv-
ice until about a year ago last March, I think. 
Q. In what department~-A. With the District government. 
Q. After that ¥-A. I was in the Indian service. 
Q. When did you go in the Indian service ~-A. I~ March, 1880. 
Q. What did you do up to that time ~-A. I was with the District 
government. . 
Q. What is the day of your entry in the Indian service ¥-A. March 
21, I think; that is the day of my commission. . 
Q. What part of the country did you visit "~-A. I went all over the 
country. 
Q. What was your position ¥-A. Special agent. 
Q. What is the duty by law of a special agent ~-A. He is subject to 
the order of the Indian Commissioner, to go whe:rever he directs. 
Q. What is the pay ¥-A. Two thousand a y~ar. 
Q. And expenses ¥-A. Yes, sir; two thousand a year and expenses. 
Q. In March, .f880, you went into that business ~-A. Yes, sir. 1 
Q. When did you cease to .receive pay as a special agent ¥-;-A. In 
March, 1884. · 
Q. Did you ever go down into the Indian Territory ~-A. Yes, sir; 
very frequently. 
Q. When did you first go · there~-A. I think it was in November, 
1881, as near as my memory serves .me. 
Q. What pa:r:ticular part of the Territory did you go to ~-A. I went. to 
the Sac and Fox Agency. 
Q. What did you go there for f-A. To relieve an agent who had 
been removed. 
Q. What was his name ~-A. John F. Short. 
Q. How long did you stay there f-A. I think I staid there until 
the following M.ay. · 
Q. Then was somebody appointed regular agent ¥-A. Yes, sir; some-
body was then appointed regular agent. 
Q. Who~-A. Jacob V. Carter. 
Q. What time of the year¥-A. In the latter part of November~ 1881. 
I think I reached the agency about Thanksgiving day, 1881. 
Q. What did you do there ~-A. I assumed charge of the agency by 
direction of the Commissioner. · 
Q. Did you do anything efse~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You did not enter into any Ilrivate business ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. When did you visit the Territory again ¥-A. The next time, I 
tbiuk, was the spring of 1883. . 
Q. What part of the Territory did you go to at that time ¥-A. I went 
to Muskogee, Tulsa, Sac and Fox Agency, and Shawneetown. 
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Q. Where is Muskogee ~-A. It is on the Missouri, Kansas and Texas 
Railroad. 
Q. Well, that is a pretty long line. Whereabouts on the road is it ~ ...... 
A. A hundred miles from the Sac and Fox Agency, near Fort Gibson. 
Q. That is on the reservation ~-A. No, sir. 
, Q. What did you do there ~-A. I took my departure from that point 
to the Sac and Fox Agency. 
Q. How long did you stay there ~-A. I think I stopped there over 
night. · 
Q. You went to the Sac and Fox Agency ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was the first place you visited after leaving Mnskegee ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Then you went to the Sac and Fox Agency through Muskogee, 
where you staid all night ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What time did you get to the Sac and Fox Agency 0?- A. I cannot 
now say. I presume about. night. That is the usual time of arrival. 
Q. Have· you any knowledge of .what day of the year it was ~-A. I 
cannot state from memory. 
Q. Well, state it as near as you can. What season of the year was 
it ~-A. It was in March. I had come over from Oregon. 
Q. This was in 1883 ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. In the month of March, 1883 ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you go there for ~ -.A. I went there to investigate and 
report upon the trouble between the Shawnees and Pottawatomies. 
Q. How long were you there ~-A. I think I was there about one 
month. · 
Q. Where did you go from there 0?-A . . To the Cheyenne and Arapa-
hoe's Agency, Fort Reno. 
Q. What did yon go there for ~-A. I went there to investigate the 
troubles between the Cheyennes and Wichitas. 
Q. How long did you stay ~-A. I staid there three weeks or a 
moofu. . 
Q. And from there where did you go ~-A. I returned to Washington. 
Q. What time did you come to vVashington 1-A. I can't _give the 
exact date. 
The CHAIRJYIAN. Well, we want it approximately. 
'fhe WITNESS. I should say about the 1~t of June. I left the Chey-
enne .Agency 011 the 21st of May, and probably the last day of May or 
the 1st day of June I reached Washington. 
Q. Well, where did you go uext "?-A. I went to Osage Agency. 
Q. What time did you go there ~-A. Well, sir, it must have been 
about thP lOth of June, 1883. I was only in Washington twenty-four 
or thirty-six .hours. · 
Q. "'\iVhat did you go to the Osage .A.gency for ~-A. I went there to . 
witness the annuity payment. 
Q. How long did you stay there ~-A. About ten days or two weeks. 
Q. Then where did you go ~-A. I went to Muskogee and Ocmulgee ~ 
Q. What did you go there for ~-A. I went there for the purpose of 
investigating the Creek troubles. 
Q. What are those troubles ~-A. Troubles between the chiefs I spa- . 
hechee and Checote there, which have been going on for the last four 
or five years. . 
Q. Row long did you remain there ~-A. Three or four days. 
Q. And then where did you go ~-A. I went back to the Osage 
Agenc~v. 
Q. What for ~--A. To finish the annuity paym~nt. 
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Q. How long did you remain there 0~-A. Two or three days. 
Q. vVhere did you go from there~-A. 'ro Coffeyville, Kans. 
Q. What did you go there for ~-A. On my route to Washington. 
Q. Where did you go from Coffeyville ~-A. I went from there to 
Cherryvale. 
Q. Where is that ~-A. It is about 10 miles north of Coffeyville, in 
Kansas. 
Q. Did ydU go there on Government business ~-A. I went there on 
my wa.v to Washington. 
Q. What was going on at this Cherryvale ~-A. There is where we 
change cars, sir. 
Q. Where did you go from Cherryvale ~-A. To Wellington, Kans. 
Q. From there where did you go ~-A. To Sac and F1ox Agency. 
Q. What did you go back for ~-A. To answer a call from Mr. Pickett. 
Q. What did you do when you got there ~-A. W el1, sir, I staid over 
night and left the next day. · 
Q. For where~-A. For Washington. 
Q. How long did you stay in Washington this time~-A. I think I 
was here two or three weeks on that occasion. 
Q. Where did you go next ~-A. To Wabash, Ind. 
Q. On Government business ~-A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did you go next ~ -A. To Yankton, Dak. 
Q. How long did you stay there ~-A. I staid there about a month. 
Q. Where did you go ne!Kt ~-A. To the CrO'iv Creek Agency. 
Q. How long did you stay there ~-A. I think about ten days or two 
weeks~ 
Q. What did you go there for ~-A. To investigate the troubles there. 
Q. What troubles ~-A. Charges had been made in regard to the con· 
duct of the school. 
Q. When did you reach there ~-A. About the middle of October, I 
think. · 
Q. V\T as it the middle of October, 1883 ~_:A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You found the school burnt down, did you · not ~-A. No, sir. 
There was one burnt up some time before, but they were at this time in 
the new building. · 
Q. How long did you stay there "?-A. Ten days or two weeks. 
Q. \\7 here did you go from there ~-A. I went to the Lower Brule 
~1\.gency. 
Q. What did you do there ~-A. There were complaints ahw against 
the school, and complaints as to the general management of the ageney 
affairs. I cam10t now recollect the exact spirit of my letter of instruc-
tions. 
Q. From there where did you go ~-A. I think my next destination· 
was Fort Berthold. 
Q. How long did you stay there ?-L<\. . I staid there three weeks or 
a month. 
Q. That brought you up to what time of the year ~-A. To about the 
first of November. 
Q. First· of November, 1883 ~-A. Yes, sir. 
. Q. Where did you go next ~-A. I went to the Whjte Earth Agency, 
Minnesota. 
Q. How long did you stay th~re ~-~<\.. About three weeks. 
· The OH.A.IRMA.N. I w~nt to follow you around, if you have no objec-
tion. 
The ·WITNESS. None whatever, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. Go on as ra.pitlly as you can. 
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Tlie WrrNESS. From White Earth I went to Thames City, Iowa. 
Q. How long were you there ~-A. I think about a week or ten days. 
Q. What did you go there for ~-A. To make an annuity payment 
there. 
Q.- Well, where did you go from there ~-A. Then I was ordered to 
Muskogee, Indian Territory, in connection with Inspector·Benedict, to 
investigate the Creek troubles ; also to investigate the agent at the Sac 
and Fox Agency. • • 
Q. vVb.en did you reach the Sac and Fox .Agency ~-:-A. I reached the 
Sac and Fox .Agency some time in December ; I should think about the 
6th, 7th, or 8th of December. 
Q. How long did you stay there ~-.A. I think I was there about a 
week or ten days. 
Q. Where did you go from there ~-A. I went back from there to 
Ponca .Agency. 
Q. How long did you stay at Muskogee ~-A. Ten days or two weeks. 
Q. What did you say you were there for ~-.A. Investigating Creek 
troubles in connection with Inspector Benedict. 
Q. You were at the Ponca Agency ~-.A. Yes, sir. I was requested 
by the Commissioner by telegraph to go there. 
Q. How long were you there ~-.A. I was there two or three days. 
Q. What did you do there ~-.A. I went there to investigate the 
trouble in reg;ard to schools. 
The CHAIRMAN. The schools all around got into difficulty. Wher-
ever you went there was a trouble. How long were you investigating 
the trouble there~ 
The WITNESS . .About two days. . 
Q. Wllere did you go from there~-.A.. I came from there to Wash-
ington, reaching Washington about the 1st of February. 
Q. How long did you stay in Washington ~-A. I staid in Wash-
, iugton until the 19th of March. 
Q. Where did you go to then ~-.A. I went back to Kansas. 
Q. What part· of Kansas ~-.A . .Arkansas City. 
Q. What did you go there for ~-.A. I went there on private business. 
Q. How long did you stay there~-A. About a week or ten days . . 
Q. Where did you go from there ~-.A. To Lawrence, Kans. 
Q. What did you go there for-on what business~ -A. On private 
business. 
Q. How long did you stay there ~-A . .A day or two-perbap~ three 
days. 
Q. Where did you go from there ~-.A. Tq the Sac- and Fox .Agency. 
Q. What time did you arrive at the Sac and Fox .Agency ~-.A. I 
should think the first week of April. 
Q. What was the trouble there~ What did you go there for ~-A. 
I went there to make a payment to the Iowa Indians, on account of a 
lease. 
Q. What lease "~-A. The lease I bad executed with them. 
Q. The lease you had executed ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q.. How long did. you stay there ?-.A. I think I was there 4 or 5 days, 
or possibly a week. 
Q. What did yon do next ?-.A. I went to Fort Worth, Texas. 
Q. 'Vllat for f -A. On private business. 
Q. How long did ~on stay there ?-A. Per hap two weeks. 
Q. vVhen was tb~l.t ?-A. About the first week in May, 1884. 
Q. What time did you cease to be inspector~-A. l\fy resignation 
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Q. Then you were not a Government officer when you went to Fort 
Worth ~-A. No, sir ; I was a private citizen in Texas. 
Q. Then you went to the Sac and Fox Agency 0?-A. Yes, sir; I went 
to the Sac and Fox Agency in response to Mr. Pickett's letter. 
Q. Where did you receive this letter ~-A. I met the messenger at 
the Osage .Agency. Front there I went to Wichita, and from ·vvichita I 
went to Coffeeville, and from there to the 8ac and Fox Agency. .... 
Q. How l•ng did you itay there at the agency ~-A. I remained there 
a day. 
Q. Will you fix 1 he time when you marle that sudden retreat ~-A. 
It was the 27th of June, 1884-1883, I should say. 
Q. Under whose order did you do that ~-A. I did it on my own re-
sponsibility, at the call of 1\fr. Pickett. 
Q. vVho is he ~-A. He is the trader at the Sac al}d Fox Agency. 
Q. Is he trader under the license of the Government ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. He called you hack ~-A. He ~ent me a letter asking me to re-
turn. · 
·Q. You were in the employ of the Government ' -A. Yes, ·sir. 
Q. Were you subject to his orders ~-A. No, sir; I was not. 
Q. Then you deviated from the orders of the Government to go back 
to the Sac and Fox Agency at the request of the trader ~-A. No, sir; 
I did not deviate from my orders. 1 bad started from Osage for Wash-
ington. 
Q. lt was your business to report at Washington ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On your way you received a letter from the trader at the Sac and 
Fox Agency·, and at the request contained in that letter you wheeled 
about and went back ~-A. Yes, sir; I went to the agency in response 
to this letter. · 
Q. Yon did not go over on Government business ~-A. No, sir; I 
went on private business. 
Q. What was that business ~-A. I went to sign a lease with the Sac 
and Fox Indians. 
Q. When did you begin to hear about the lease ' -A. I think it was 
the 23d day of 1\iay, 1883. 
Q. ·what was the first you heard about it ~-A. I heard that the Sac 
and Fox Indjans were talking about leasing their lands. 
Q. You were then an inspector under the Government ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Sent to report what was going on J~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you report that fact to the Department ~-A. ::No, sir ; I did 
not. · 
Q. Did you report that these Indians were ready to lease their land~ 
-A. That was well known to the Department, sir. . 
Q. Did you report to the Department what was known to the inspector 
-that the Indians, generally, were in the frame of mind for leasing~­
A. No, ~ir. 
Q. Did you report to the Department that its own inspector was ex-
ecuting a lease with the Indians 6?-A. 1 cannot say, sir. 
Q. Did its own inspector communicate what be was doing ?-A. No, 
·Sir. 
Q. Tell us bow this matter began.-A. Mr. Picl\ett suggested it and 
asked me if I was willing to join in the lease. 
Q. He was an official or the Government, was he not· ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. He was a licens~d trader ~-A. Yes, sir. · 
The CHAIRMAN. These two officials began that arrangement with the 
Indians, and the inspector who was · sent there did not communicate 
that fact .. 
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The WITNESS. What fact~ 
The CH.AIRl\U.N. The fact that he was engaged in the business of get-
ting a lease from the Indians. · _ 
The WITNESS. I axu not aware that he was in that business, sir. 
Q. The inquiry was whether he communicated what he was doing to 
the Department ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did he tell the Government~-A. He communicated to the 
Department before he went there that he was. going there to get a 
lease. • 
Q. Did you communicate this to the Department ~-A. I communi-
cated with the Department through my partner in this city. 
Q. You call that the Government, do you ~...:..A. I said I communi-
cated this fact to the Department through my partner by telegram. 
Q. You telegraphed to your partner here ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who was your partner her~ ~-A. Mr. M. M. Parker. 
Q. Where does he live~-.A. He lives in Washington. 
Q. What did you communicate to him~-~-\.. I can give you a copy of 
the original telegram ; if you desire it, I would like to read it. 
Tlw CHAIRMAN. Well, read· it. 
1
, The WITNESS (reading): 
JUNE 27, 1883. 
ToM. M. PARKER, 1418 F street northwest, Washington, D. C.: 
Telegraph me Commissioner's consent that I should sign lease in view of resigna-
tion upon completion of my presAnt orders. Have goocl reasons to fear I might com-
promise my standing with Department without this. Hurry up. 
TOWNSEND. 
Q. What did be answer to that telegram ~-A. I have it here. 
The WITNESS (reading): 
ToT. B. TOWNSEND, 
Che1~ryvale, Kans. : 
Commissioner says no objection 
W A_sHiNGTON,· D. C., June 27, 1883. 
M. M. P .ARKER. 
Q. After this you continued Indian inspector~-A. Until the follow-
-ing March I was under the orders of the Department constantly. 
Q. And this with the full knowledge of the Department that its in-
spector was getting a lease on his private account. What is the date 
of your telegram ~-A. June the 27th. 
Q. That is the date of your telegram to your partner ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. 1\nd from what place ~-A. From Cherryvale, Kansas. · 
Q. You were there at Cherryvale ~-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. That was the time you turned around and went back at the J;'e-
quest of Mr. Pickett ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. Chairman, I think the letter of Mr. Pickett should 
be produced. 
_ The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Townsend, have you the letter with you~ 
The Wt'l'NESS. Yes, sir. It is a private letter. I will read the portion 
that refers to this matter. The other portions are of a private nature, 
and I presume the committee would not want to know my private busi-
~· ness. 
The UHAIRl\f.AN. We do not want anything except what relates to 
this business. 
The Wrl'NESS. It is a private letter. 
By the· CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Is there anythiug in it that yo object to our looking at privately1-
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Q. What is the name of the place in Kansas ~-A.. Cherryvale. 
Q. When was that ~-A. That was in June; somewhere about the 
19th, I think. 
Q. Row many Umes previous to this 19th of June had you been to· 
the agency in the capacity of Indian inspector ' -A. Once or twice. 
Q. Describe what you did tbere.-A. In the first instance, I relieved 
an agent who was removed. 
Q. Yon removed this agent aud you acted as agent ~-A. Tempora-
rily. • 
Q. And the Indians knew yon as substantially the agent during that 
time ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. How many mon tb's did you remain there in this capacity ' -A. 
About six months. 
Q. That was in March, was it ~-A. Yes, sir; but my term there 
ended in May, 1883, or maybe in May, 1882. . 
Q. Then you went back there again, when '-A. I was there on duty 
in December, 1883. 
Q. How lon g were you there then~ ~hat was after you bad ceased 
to be acting .agent '-A. · Yes, sir. I was there first in 1882, and in 1883 
I was there again-in April, 1883. · 
· Q. For bow long a time "?-A. I think it took me three weeks or a 
month there and at Shawneetown together. 
Q. What were you doing at Shawneetown ~-A. Investigating the 
trouble between the Pottawatomie Indians and the Shawnee Indians. 
Q. Who helped you-:._anybody ~-A. Yes, sir. I recollect I used the 
employes at the Shawnee school. There is one gentleman, whose name 
I cannot call, but I can call the physician's name, Dr. Crane, and the 
other employes at. Shawneetown. Mr. Cox was the gentleman I was 
thinking of. He assisted me some. 
Q. When did you go back ~-A. In December, 1883. 
Q. For what purpose~-A. To investigate the agent at that agency. 
Q. What was his name~-A. Jacob V. Carter. 
Q. That is the same Mr. Carter you spoke of before.-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long were you there ~-A. I think I was there about ten days. · 
Q. You overhauled things generally ~-A. I overhauled Mr. Carter 
pretty generally. 
Q. He was_ under your orders ~-A. Not at all. 
(~. Did you investigate under him ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You investigated over him ~-A. Well, sir, I investigated him. 
Q. Who bad the power to say who was to be investigated ~ You had 
the control and the general conduct of affairs ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, for the time being, he was rather subordinate to you, was he 
not ~-A. ""\Vell, sir, it was so regarded. 
Q. How long were you ·there ~-A. I should think abou ten or twelve 
days. 
Q. Then you came back there again, did you not, after t,hat ~-A. No, 
sir; I passed through Shawneetown en route to the Ponca Agency. 
0. How long- did yon stay there then ~-A. Three or four days. 
Q. What dirl you do ~-A. I communicated with the Iowa Indians on 
the subject of the lease. 
Q. What lease ~-A. The lease in which I am now interested. 
Q. That was in December ~-A. No, sir; in Jalfuary of1884. 
Q. You communicated with them on their reservation which is under 
the Sac and ~.,ox Agency ~-A. Yes, sir. 
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By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Who went there with you '-A. Mr. Pickett went with me. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. You went there in January ~-:-A. Yes; ~ir. 
Q. How long did you stay~-A. About two da:ys. 
Q. Was it the early part of January ~-A. No, sir. · I think it was 
about the 18th or 20th of January. ' . 
Q. What did you do there ~-A. I talked with the Indians in regard 
to the lease. 
Q. You held a council ~-A. Yes, sir; but not a · formal council .. 
Their headmen and chiefs bad gathered. 
Q. What did you say to them ~-A. I told them if they wanted to 
lease their land I was prepared to execute a lease as soon as I left the 
service of the Government. . · 
Q. What did they say ~-A. They were not prepared to lease their 
land. · 
Q. How many days diu you take to get that mu~h ~-A. Two days. 
Q. Did you give them any opinion or information~ Did you express 
any opinion a~ to whether it would be good for them or not~-A. No, 
sir; we left t!Jat for them to <lecide among themselves. 
Q. When did ;you see them again ~-A. I was there on the 28th, 29th; 
or 30th of March following. 
By Mr. HARRI~ON: 
Q. V\Tas anything said about fencing this land ~-A. Yes, sir; they 
said they did not want to fence it. 
Q. T.hey did not care for it ~-A. Well, they were opposed to it. 
Q. Waa anything sai<l as to the character of the title tD tbat reserva-
tion ~-A. They understood it to be an Executive order. 
Q. Was anything said about it¥ I am ·not asking what they under-
stood. Was anything said definitely or indefinitely about it i-A. I 
should presume not. 
Q. Well, sir, I do not want to go into presumptions at all. I want to 
get at recollections.-... '\.. I should say, tllen, the matter was discussed or 
referred to. 
Q. Was anything said about getting their reservation made perma-
nent ~-A. I told them I would do all in my power to secure them a 
permanent reservation. 
Q. Did you tell them this as a Government officer ' -A. No, sir; I 
did not tell them that as a Government officer. 
· Q. Well, ~..,on were a Government officer, and you promised them to 
do all you could ~-A. Yes ; I made that promise. 
Q. Your resignation had not yet taken effect ~-A. No, sir; I regarded 
it as h aving been tendered. 
Mr. H.A.RRrso .~. . WelJ, sir, if it had·not taken effect you were as much 
an officer of the Government as if it had not been tendered, but we 
won't discuss that. 
Q. vYhat did you tell them ~-A. I told them I would assist them. 
Q. Did you tell them anyth!ng about the price that was paid by other 
parties ?-A. I told them that other Indians were leasing their land at 
2 cents an acre, and that, as far as I knew, that was the price that was 
being paid, and that cattle were being grazed by the head at 25 and 30 
cents, as tlley knew, within a short distance of their reservation. 
Q. Did you tell them what the policy of the Department was in re· 
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Q. Did you tell them whether you thought the Department would 
recognize the lease or not ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You did not tell them whether they would please or ofl'end the 
Department by leasing thejr land ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. How much of their land did you ask for 0?-A. I asked for the en-
tire reservation. · 
Q. AH of their land ~-A. Yes, sir; that is, leaving what they needed 
collectively or individually for the purpose of cultivation. That the.v 
slwuld reserve all they needed for their private, individual, or collective 
use for grazing and all other purposes. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Who was to be the judge of how much they needed ~-A. They 
were to be. 
Q. They were to have all they wanted ~-A. Yes, sir; and we were 
not to encroach on any resen~ation or field they cultivated. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. In other words, what they had-actually inclosed was to he left ~-A. 
Yes, sir; and we were to use the unoccupied portion of the reservation. 
Q. Do you mean that, after you had taken the lease, they might at 
any time take any portion of it ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did yon propose that the lease should embrace every acre ~-A. 
Ye~, sir; but they declined to accept those terms. 
Q. You were a Government officer, and you proposed to lease every 
acre which the Government bad set apart for them ~-A. Yes, sir; ex-
cept what the Indians should need for themselves. 
Q. You were a Government officer 0?-A. Yes, sir; I was a Govern-
ment officer in this sense, but I supposed my resignation having been 
tendered I was relieved from this responsibility. 
Q. Do you mean to say that the offer of your resignation discharged 
you from your obligation as an officer ~-A. Yes, sir; so far as any-
thing of that kind went. 
Q. You were bound by your oath and official responsibility at that 
time, or else you were fully discharged; which do you understand it 
to be~ You were an officer of the Government clothed with all the au-
thority of the Government, and a special agent at the time ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. And yon knew it when you made. the lease ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q .. When did you first tender your resignation ~-A.. I wrote to the 
Commissioner about the middle of December, to the effect that I had 
been continued in the sen-ice much longer than I desired, and to the 
pr~judice of my private interests, and I requested to be relieved at the 
earliest possible opportunity. 
Q. What communication did you get from the Department in an-
swer to this ¥-A. The first communication was a telegram asking me 
to remain and serve with Mr. Benedict in investigating the Creek 
troubles, and upon -the 24th of June following, I asked the consent of 
the Commissioner to do ~·this thing upon my resignation. This was the 
June of 18R3. 
Q. I understand you to say this was a communication which you re-
ceived from Kansas when you were requested by Mr. Pickett to sign the 
lease ~-A. You are entirely correct. 
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Department, or the January previous, you had gone over there and ob-
tained a lease~ 
The 'WITNESS. I think you are a little confused, Mr. Chairman, as to 
dates. · 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, either you or I are confused. I understood 
you to say the January preceding June, 1883. I called it December 
and you said it was January. You then went to have this interview 
which Mr. Harrison has asked about~-A. No, sir; it was the January 
following. · 
Q. vVell, now, this letter is dated June 19, 1883, and the first com-
. munication you had with the Indians was the January previous to 
this ~-A. No, sir; I had never talked with them then. 
Tbe UHAtRlYIAN. The letter says : 
Come to tbe agency as soon as you can get here, and we will sign up our lease with 
1.lle Sac and Pox In<lians. If you were here now we could get it, and unless some un-
iore een or unexpected influence comes in it will wait safely awhile. 
Q. Then it was the lease with the Sac and Fox Indians you went to 
execute ~-A . Yes, sir. 
Q. After you got through with the Sac and Fox Indians you went to 
the Towas, did you not ~-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. When did you go there ~-A. In the January following after the 
July of 1883. . 
Q. When did yon begin neg.otiating with the Sac and Fox Indians~­
A. 1 bad only talked with them in all about an hour, which was the 
first, last, and only talk I ever had with them. 
Q. When was this ~--A . It was on the 29th or 30th of June, 1883. 
Q. You bad never bad any talk with them before that ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What does this party mean by writing to yon on the 19th of June, 
to come right back and sign the lease~ . What does it mean ~-A. It 
means that on the 23d of May preceding that letter I told Mr. Pickett 
that if he could effect a lease, and would let me know, I would resign 
and engage in the cattle business with him. 
Q. Then you and he made a private arrangement about the matter"?...:.._ 
A. Well, sir, I told him that if he could get the lease I would come back 
and execute it. 
Q,. You told him this ~-A. Yes, sir; most assuredly;· and he wrote 
to me to come back and sign the lease. 
Q. And then you telegraphed your partner here in Washington to 
ask the Commissioner of Indian Affairs if he had any objection to your 
doing that in anticipation of your resignation~-~· Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, you did not have any talk with the Sac and Fox Indians~ 
You left that for Mr. Pickett ~-A. Well, sir, I did have some talk with 
them. 
By Mr. HARRISON: , 
Q. Was that before or after you got that letter ~-A. It was about 
the 30th of June. · 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Did you communicate that fact to the Department~ 
The WITNESS. What fact~ 
The CHAIRMAN. The fact that you had made a private arrangement 
with the licensed trader of the Government to enter into a lease of the 
Sac and Fox land f--A. No, sir. · 
Q. On the 27th of June you had already entered into that arrange-
ment, and you telegraphed to tbe Commissioner asking his consent 
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that you should sign a lease, in view of your resignation, upon comple-
tion of present orders ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was this the first communication on the subject to the Commis-
sioner ~-A . I had already Mated the Commissioner that it was my in-
tention to leave the service. I was not satisfied with the position or 
the pay, and it seemed to be my privilege and duty to make plans for 
the future. 
Q. But still you held on to the Government office until you got hold 
of a better one ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the better one is what you have been indicating here~-A. 
No, sir; I had made an arrangement with a gentleman here to engage . 
in the real-estate business, in contemplation of leaving the service, and 
also to go int,o the cattle business. 
Q. You telegraphed for the Commissioner's consent to sign a lease 
and continued in the service afterwards ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. It was in June, 1883, that you made your terms with Mr. Pickett 
to take the Sac and Fox land ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. And it was when you were both in some sense Government offi-
cers ~-A. I simply said to him that at any time he effected a lease with 
·the S3;c and Fox Indians I would resign and join with him in the cat-
tle business. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. There seems to have been a lively ·time when you were there~­
A. No, sir; I think not. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Do you object to this letter being made a part of the testimony ~­
A. Yes, sir; I do most decidedly. If I ha-d supposed that it would be 
spread on the records I should not have brought it here. 
Q. \Vhat part do you desire to have put on the record ~-A. Only 
the first part of it. 
, Q. Does it refer to anything else but the lease business ~-A. Yes, 
sir; it is partly private. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Indicate 'what is private, and see if it does not all relate to this 
lease business. 
The CHAIRMAN. And to this particular lease, too, that you were seek-
ing with Mr. Pickett. 
The WITNESS. I object very decidedly to putting it into the record. 
I hope the honorable· Chairman will see from references made to oth(}rs 
the reasons why I object to its 'being put into the public record: 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, we will suspend the question for awhile. 
By Mr. HA:&RISON: 
Q. Now when you received that letter you went back to the Sac and 
Fox Agency immediately~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You under~tood that there were other parties who desired to bid 
for .the lease ~-A. I understood this after I received the letter. 
Q. That letter conveyed that information to you ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That there were other parties there desiring to lease this land~-
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. And you also knew that Mr. Pickett was trying to draw their at-
tention somewhere else~ -A. I l\new nothing at all of the kind, sir. 
Q. You were advised by the letter upon thi.s poiut; , that others were 
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desiring to get a lease, and that he was trying to attract their attention 
som~where else ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. When you went back to the agency did you call a council of the 
Indians ~-A. Chief Keo- Kuck came to me the following morning before 
I was out of bed. 
Q. What time did you reach the agency ~-A. I reached there just 
before midnight, I think. The chief came to see me and asked if I was 
ready to make a lease. I told him I was, and he asked if I wanted to 
see somf' of the chief men while I was there. I told him yes, and they 
assembled in the council house. 
Q. Who was present ~-A. The agent, the agency clerk:, Mr. Pickett, 
myself, ancl l:ihe Indians. · 
Q. Were there any other white men there ?-A. I think the agency 
physician, was present. 
Q. Any one else ?-A. The agency clerk was there. 
Q. You have already mentioned him. Who else were there ?-A. 
Two or three interpreters were present and several English speaking 
Indians. 
Q. I understand that all the white men there were Government offi-
cers ?-A. I did not say that, ·sir. 
Q. Well, will you name one who was not~-A. It is easier to name 
those w~o were. · 
Q. I prefer it the other way. Can you name one white man who was 
present at that council who was not in the Government service as the 
employe of the agency or of the store~-A. I cannot say from memory. 
Q. Were there any outsiders_ present '-A. There were men at the 
agency from Kansas trying to get the lease., I believe. 
Q. Were they present at the counciU-A. No, sir. 
Q. Uid any of them ask permission to be present ~-A. I do not know, 
sir. 
Q. Don't you recollect that they did ~-A. I recollect having a con-
versation with a Mr. Moon. 
Q. Don't you recollect that he wanted to be present at that council~­
A. No, sir ; I clo not. 
Q. Was the council held with open doors a~-A. Yes, sir; ·any one was 
admitted who wanted to come in, and after the house was filled the .toor 
was closed, but the windows were left open. 
Q. But it was filled just as soon as you_and Mr. Pickett and the agent 
and agency employes went in ~-A. Well, sir, as many Indians as de-
sired came in. 
Q. Ob~ yes, I understand that, but how did it come that these white 
men happened not to go into the conncil-bouse '-A. I believe they had 
already had their talk with the Indians. But. I am not responsible for 
that. 
Q. But it did happen that they did :hot go into the council-house, did 
it not ?-A. I cannot say that, sir. · 
. Q. But cannot you say that you have no memory of anybody who 
desired to compete with you in getting this lease, being present in that 
council-room ~-A. I do not recollect anybody else being present. 
Q. You have said and you do say that you do not recollect the pres-
ence of any such men ' -A. I do not think so. 
Q. If you think of any one now, name him. Can you think of any 
white man who was present who was not an employe ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then, according to your memory, no one of these competitor:s was 
present ~-A. To the best of my knowledge they were not present. 
S. Rep. 1278--- 14 
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Q. How many others were present at the time trying to get a lease! 
-A. Half a dozen, perhaps. 
Q. :And of that half a dozen persons who were bidding with you for 
the lease, not one got inside of this council-house to your recollection~ 
-A. No, sir. . 
Q. How many who did get in there were to be a party in that arrange-
ment~-A. None, I think, sir, except Mr. Pickett. 
Q. Was not Mr. Carter to be a partner~-A. No, sir; on the contrary, 
he was my deadly enemy to the day I left the agency. 
·Q. Did he oppose you in your project~-A. No, sir. 
Q .. Did you know of his reporting it to the Department ¥-A. I think 
I knew it had been reported. 
Q. You knew it had been reported ~-A. I knew it had been called 
to the attention of the Department. 
Q. By Mr. Carter~-A. No, sir. 
Q. He was your deadly enemy ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was there any one else present who had an interest in the lease 
with you ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You were to be the sole partners~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was not your partner here in Washington interested '-A. Mr. 
Parker was interested through me. It was understood that he was· to 
have an interest. 
Q. What official position did he occupy,-A, He had been connected 
with the city post-office. 
Q. In what capacity,-A, As assistant postmaster. 
Q. Was he a Government officer .at the time the lease was made~.:.._A, 
No, sir; he had left the Government employ. 
Q. What did you say to the Indians in that council you held' Did 
you make a speech to them '-A. Yes, sir; I spoke to them. 
Q. Give us your speech.-A. I told them that they should talk to me 
as to one not connected with the service, but as a private citizen. 
Q. How could they do it when you we.re a Government officer '-A. 
I had tendered my resignation. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, sir, we have gone over all that. 
The WITNESS. But I say I had tendered my resignation, and I acted 
upon that hypothesis. · 
Q. Well, what did you tell them ' -A. I told them if they wanted to 
lease their land to us that I was prepared to lease the land as soon as I 
left the Government service. 
Q. Was that all you said '-A. That was about all I said. 
Q. But did you say nothing about the price; that was very impor-
tant '.:_A, I told them that I was willing to give them 2 cents an acre . . 
That was all I could afford to give· and all the land was worth. 
Q. Did you talk to them as to the particular part you were to occupy ' 
-A. Yes, sir; that was discussed. 
Q. How much land did that include ~-A. One hundred and eighty-
five thousand acres. · 
Q. What is the total amount of acres in the reservation ~-A. I don't 
know exactly. 
Q. But you were to lease the entire reservation, were you not '-A. 
No, sir. I knew we were not leasing all of it. I knew that their reserva-
tion extended on the south to the Canada River, and that the part we 
were to occupy was on the north. I knew we were taking about one-
third or one-quarter of it. 
Q. Was that all of your speech that you can recollect now ¥-A. I 
think that was about all. 
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Q. Did you say anything about the policy of the Government in re-
gard to leases ~-A. No, sir. 
· Q. Did you say anything about their holding their reservation under 
Executive order~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Was that question raised at all ~-A. No, sir. 
· Q. That was not in your speech ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Well, sir, when you got through your speech, did any one else 
speak0~-A. Mr. Pickett spoke .. 
Q. Mr. Pickett spoke 6?-A.. Mr. Pickett spoke. 
Q. Well, what did he say ~-A.. He told them substantially what I 
had before stated. 
Q. What did they say ¥-A. They said some men had come over from 
Kansas to make a lease, and that they had postponed the matter for 
thirty da.ys, and that at t.he end of that time they would notify me. 
Q. Did you get a lease there ~-.A. No, sir; we never got a lease there. 
Q. Did Mr. Pickett 3?-.A. Not that ! .know of. 
Q. Did you ever bear of his getting a lease there ~-A. · No, sir; I 
never heard that he did. 
Q. Well, when you failed there, how long was it before you went and 
negotiated for the other lease ~-.A. About seYen or eight months. 
Q. How did that come about~-.A. Well, Mr. Pickett suggested to 
me that a lease might be obtained. 
Q. Did he say a lease could be obtained 0~-.A. He· said he thought so. 
Q. Was this while you were at the agency 0!-.A. Yes, sir; it was while 
I was at the agency. 
Q. He said he thought a lease could be obtained ~-A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you send for some of the Indians~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Pid thP,y come ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You talked with them a~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did Mr. Pickett talk with· them ~:---.A: I cannot say. He did not 
tafk with them in my presence. 
Q. You went over in June to see them 6~- .... t\... Yes, sir. 
Q. Who went with you ¥-A. 1\fr. Pickett. 
Q . .Anybody else~-'A. No, sir. 
Q. You did not tell the agent what you were going over there for~­
A. No, sir; we did not. 
Q. How was it that you did not let Mr. Carter know anything about 
it~-.A. For the reason that he was unfriendly toward me. 
Q. You were afraid he might interfere with your arrangement¥-
A. No, sir. 
Q. I suppose you understood he was the agent in charge there a?-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You understood that it was not lawful to negotiate a lease with-
out his knowledge ¥-.A . Yes, sir. ·· ' 
Q. And yet, knowing that, you went to negotiate a lease 0~-A. Yes, 
sir; but the lease was executed in his presence. 
Q. But you knew you were doing an unlawful thing ~"'-.A. In one 
sense it was unlawful; but it is a thing that is done in every part of · 
the country to-day. 
Q. Did you understand that it was a part of your duty to report the 
transaction ~-.A. No, sir. · 
Q. And yet you went over to negotiate a lease which was to embrace 
the whole Iowa Reservation ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Well, yoq we~t there and took Mr. Pickett with you ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
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Q. And called the Indians together ~-A. No, sir ; I drove to their 
camp myself, and found them there together. 
Q. Did you not get them together ~-A. Yes, sir; we got them to-
gether iq one of their tepees. 
Q. Did you make a speech to them ~-A. I made no formal speech. 
Q. What did you say to them ~-A. I simply told them that I under-
stood that they wanted to lease their reservation, and I had come to do 
that if they wanted to make a lease. They said that other men had 
been there to make a lease, and that the matter had been discussed 
pretty generally. · 
Q. Did they say who had been there ~-A. They said that this Mr. 
Berry, who has already testified here, had tried to make a lease, and 
that Mr. Butler and others had also tried. 
Q. And it was in that conversation, getting back to the point again, 
that you offered to use your influence ~-Q. Well, sir, they talked of 
the uncertain tenure of their land, being held by Executive order, and 
they wanted a permanent reservation. 
Q. And you told them in the course of your speech that you would use 
yo"\).r utmost influence to obtain a permanent reservation for them ~-A. 
I said I would do all I could to help them. 
Q. Now, sir, did you not think that that promise being made by you, a 
Government officer, was influential in getting the lease~-A. No, sir; I 
do not, because I had bel ped them in various ways in the past, and they 
knew I was friendly to them. 
Q. But you had not done anything in that direction yet ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Why ~-A. 1\fy reason is the fact that they declined at the time to 
make the lease to us. 
Q. How soon after this was it that you made the lease ~-A. The lease 
was executed on the. 31st of March. 
Q. How long after this council was 'it 0~-A. About three month8e 
Q. Did you go there again ~-A. No, sir; I never saw them again. 
Q. Who effected the l~ase finally 0~-A. Mr. Pickett. After I left the 
agency they Rent a man named Joe Vedder after me, who went 70 or 80 
miles to overtake me, and ask me to return to their camp. He asked 
me to return and effect the lease. 
Q. What did you tell him t-A. I said, ''No; I do not think they are 
disposed to lease," and I said I was not inclined to entertain the prop-
osition. He urged me, and I said, "You can see Mr. Pickett, and if yon 
and he agree upon an honorable lease, and I am out of the service, I will 
join Mr. Pickett to get it." 
Q. Did you not know and feel at the time that if a Government officer 
made a promise of that kind in connection with a private contract, that 
that was calculated to have an influence upon them in determining 
whether they sbould'give you or somebody else the lease ~-A. No, sir; 
1 do not. 
Q. When were you notified the lease had been made ~-A. Well, sir, 
the last of March. 
Q. Did you go back ~-A. No, sir. l executed the lease in Winfield, 
Kans. 
Q. What time did you leave the Indian service~-A. The lOth of 
:lVIarch. · 
Q. w ·hen was the lease executed ¥-A. The lease wa~ executed on 
the 31st of March. 
Q. When did it come into your possession ~-A. On that day. 
Q. When did you know it was agreed upon '~A. The latter part of 
March. 
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Q. You knew it was negotiated but not agreed upon the latter part of 
March ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you a copy of that lease ~-A. Yes, sir, I have. 
Q. Will you prorluce it 0?-A. es, sir; we will be happy to have ,you 
gentlemen examine it. It is at your service. 
Q. You paid 2 cents an acre~-A. No, sir; it was 60 cents a head, 
which was just twice what other people had been paying in the same 
neighborhood at the time. 
Q. Did it embrace any given number of acres, or did it give exclusive 
right to the whole reservation '-A. It gave us exclusive right to the 
whole reservation. 
Q. Sixty cents a head for as many cattle as you might put upon it~­
A. Yes, sir. 
· Q. For ten years ~-A. Yes, sir; my understanding was that it 
would be for ten years. When I arrived at. Arkansas Cit:y I found that it 
was for ;five years, and I said, ~'I can hardly get in motion for five years. 
I am not willing to execute the lease for five years; but if you will make 
it for ten years I will execute it." 
Q. And they made it for ten years ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And then you signed it ~-A. 'Yes, sir. · 
Q. Did you pay anything at the time ~-A. Yes, .sir; we paid $2,000 
at the time the lease was made. 
Q. Have you paid any since ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. How many cattle have you on the range ~-A. Between 3,500 and 
4,000, which were delivered there last June. 
Q. You advanced this money ~-A. Yes, sir; it was paid in advance. 
Q. Bow was it paid ~-A. I made the rolls up with my own hands. 
Q. How did you come to do that, and where clid you go to pay it~-
A. I went right to .their camp, and I made their pay-roll as accurate ·ag 
if it was to pass the accounting officer of the Treasury. 
Q. Did any one witness it ~-A. Two or three disinterested parties-
Mr. Wells; Murray, the interpreter; and Rouendour, another inter-
preter. 
Q. Are these Government interpreters ~-A. There is no Government 
interpreter at that agency who can speak the Iowa language. 
Q. Was there any official pres1ent ~-A. The agent was asked to come, 
but be did not come. 
Q. How many acres does this contain ~-A. I do not know the num-
ber of acres specifically; but, sir, so far as I know, there are about, 
225,000 acres in the whole reservation. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. But the lease embraced the whole~-A. _Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you agree to fence it in °?-A. No, sir. 
Q. There was no stipulation to fence~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then your cattle roam over the entire reservation, and if an Indian 
wishes to cultivate a piece of land it is his bnsiness to keep the cattle 
off,-A. Certainly. 
Q. Are the Indians allowed to use any of the land for grazing~-A. 
Yes, sir; the lease makes that stipulation. . 
Q. Where is that lease ~-A. It is locked up at my office. I will lay 
it before the committee. 
Q. Have you bad any correspondence with your partner in reference 
to the lease~-A. Yes, sir; I have had some private correspondence 
with my partner in regard to making this lease. 
Q. Do you o~ject to producing that correspondence~-A. Well, Mr. 
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Chairman, I do not know that I object, but I do not care to lay my pri-
vate aft'airs before the public. 
The CHAIRMAN. But, sir, we do not regard it in that light. We do 
not regard any correspondence you have had while a Government offi-
cer in this matter of the lease as a private matter. 
The WITNESS. Out of respect to the gentlemen named in the letter 
I showed the committee, I want to say that I only desired to show a por-
tion of the letter. I am not willing that my private correspondence 
should be laid before the public to gratify idle curiosity. 
Mr. HARRISON. It is not a question of gratifying any body's curiosity. 
We are here to investigate the matter of the leases. Yon were a Gov-
ernment officer at this time and we hold that these matters are public. 
The WITNESS. I understand the committee to think so. 
Mr. HARRISON. And I think the public is entitled to know about this 
matter. , 
The WITNESS. Gentlemen, I have in my hand further correspondence 
in reference to this matter, which I intended to lay before the committee 
to establiRh certain facts, but under the circumstances I beg leave to 
decline unless the committee insist. But I do so with great respect. 
Mr. HARRISON. You had better be careful about producing it if you 
do not desire it to go on the record. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Mr. Townsend, how is it that this telegram which you produced 
here, asking the consent of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, is in 
your own handwriting¥ Where is the original ~-A. I tried to get it in 
anticipation of this investigation, and I went to the "'\\r estern Union 
telegraph office to get the original but could not get it. 
Q. Where did you make that copy ~--:A· At Cherryvale, Kans. 
Q. At what time ~-A. On the 27th of June, 1883, the day the tele-
graln was sent. 
Q. So you were prepared at that time "?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You sent this telegram from Cherryvale, Kans. ~-A. Yes, sir. 
At the time I sent the telegram I was aware that my enemies were try-
ing· to injure me; and it was only to protect myself against such occa-
sions as this that I took a copy of the telegram. 
Q. Was it that which led you to word it in this way, that you desired 
to get the consent of the Commissioner in view of your resignation, and 
after you had completed certain duties ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was to protect yourself against those who migQ.t criticise 
your action as a Government' officer. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Are you also engaged as a partper in the agency store with Mr. 
Pickett ¥-A. Yes, sir. I have been engaged in the agency store with 
Mr. Pickett since I left the Government service. 
Q. When did you become a partner of Mr. Pickett ~-A. I think ·it 
was last September, but I am not sure. I think the license was last 
September or October. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Then the lessees of the whole Iowa reservation are the sole licensed 
traders also ~-A. No, sir; there are other parties interested in the store. 
The CHAIRMAN. Exactly. Well, who else is interested beside Mr. 
Pickett and yourself~ 
The WITNESS. Mr. Wells. 
Q. Is be in.terested in the lease ~-A. No, sir ; be is not. 
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Q. This other man, Mr. Wells, then, is a partner with the traders Y-
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And not in the lease ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Then the same men who are the lessees of the entire reservation 
are the traders of the Government ~-A. They are interested in the 
store, sir. 
Q. Is that known to the Government ~?-A. I presume so. 
Q. You made the lease in the month of March, and in November 
afterwards you became a licensed trader ~-A. I think it was September 
or October, sir. 
Q. Mr. Pickett continued a licensed trader all the time, did he not~-
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. He did not resign .for the purpose of taking the lease Y-A. N o,A sir. 
E. B. TOWNSEND. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 23, 1885. 
E. B. TOWNSEND recalled. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. Where was it that you got this letter asking you to come 
s.traight back~-Answer. About sixty miles north of the Usage Agency, 
in the Osage Nation. 
Q. You were on your way to Washington, were you not y_:.A, Yes, 
sir. , 
Q. At what place did you receive that message ~-A. At Belknap. 
Q. Where you staid all night ~-A. No, sir ; I did not stay there all 
night; I took supper there. 
Q. The messenger overtook you there '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. As soon as you got back to the agency, which was late at night--
-A. Pardon me, Mr. Chairman; it was not as so<;>n as I got back. I had 
not been. to the Sac and Fox Agency. 
Q. You got this letter and went straight back, arriving there late at 
night, and Keokuck appeared before you the next morning before you 
got up ~-A. I had not been there before. I had not been there for 
some weeks or months. I came from Washington to the Osage Agency, 
and on that trip I had not been to the Sac and Fox Agency. 
Q. In response to this letter you went straight to the agency~ -A. 
After I had communicated with the Department by this telegram. 
Q. How soon did you go back after you received this letter ·~-A. I 
think it was about three days. 
Q. You staid .at t.he agency over night '-A. From about midnight 
untillO or 11 o'clock the next morning. 
Q. Where did you go when you received the letter ~-A. I went to 
Cherryvale. 
Q. That was where you received the letter, was it not~-:-A. No, sir; 
I sent the telegram from there. The place where I received the letter 
is seventy or eighty miles from Cherryvale. I was en route to Coffey-
ville, Kans., at the time. In fact, I expected to leave the service at 
Cherryvale, and I waited there to communicate with Washington before 
going to the Sac and Fox Agency. Upon receiving that answer I felt 
fully justified in going to the Sac and Fox Agency. 
Q. How soon after you got this letter did you turn your face Sac and 
Foxward! 
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By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. That was the letter of June 19 °?-A. Yes, sir; I telegraphed to 
Washington on June 27, and upon receiving the an~wer I started for 
Sac and Fox .Agency. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. I wHl be obligPd to repeat my question. How soon after the re-
ceipt of that letter did you start for the Sac and Fo ': Agency 0?-A. I 
started eight days after the receipt of that letter. 
Q. Eight days ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did you spend all that time 0~-A. At the Osage Agency. 
Q. Did you telegraph from the Osage Agency ~-A. No, sir; I tele-
grap}led from Cherryvale. • 
Q. Where did you receive the answer '-A. At Cherryvale. 
Q. How long was it after you got that letter that you received the 
answer to your telegram '-A. Eight days. 
Q. What were you doing during the time you received the letter and 
the time you received the telegram '-A. If I bad my diary I could 
give you the exact dates, but from memory I can only say that, while I 
was at the Osage Agency waiting for amJUity goods that were on de-
posit in Saint Louis, which had to be transferred, I received orders to 
repair to Muskogee and Ockmulgee or any other place necessary to get 
information in regard to the Ureek troubles. After going to Muscogee 
and Ockmulgee I returned to the Osage Agency, and remained two . 
days. This was my second visit. I then left, as I supposed, to co1ne 
to Washington. 
Q. You had Mr. Pickett's letter at that time~-A. Yes, judging from 
the date, but I would no_t trust my memory. I am a little confused in 
the fact that this letter is dated June 19. It may have taken five or six 
days for it to reach me~ for I was 150 miles from the 1:3ac and Fox 
Agency, and the messenger bad to take his time to drive that distance. 
It was brought by a private messenger. I think my telegram is dated 
the 27th of June, and I must have received the letter the same day, or 
possibly the 25th, allowing time for the special messenger to ftndt me. 
Q. The special messenger came from Sac and Fox Agency ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. And this letter was brought from Sac and Fox Agency 0?-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. You are sure o~~A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What ]ea,ds you to be so sure~-A. Well, I depend upon my 
memory. 
Q. It seems to be directed to you at Osage Agency and mailed at Sac 
and Fox Agency.-A. I don't think I am mistaken about it, but I will 
read it again [witness examines letter]. . 
Mr. HARRISON. Mr. Chairman, he says it was sent from Sac and Fox 
Agency. 
The CHAIRMAN. It appears to have been mailed there. 
The WITNESS. I may have put it in another envelope, but I stand by 
my testimony that it came to me by private messenger, and I think I 
received it on the 25th or 27th of June, 1883. 
The CHAIRMAN. If that is so you must have had another letter by mail. 
The WITNESS. It is barely possible, anq I may have exchanged the 
envelopes. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Row does the postmark compare with the date of the letter~-
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. The postmark is June 19, but that letter never reached me through 
the post-office. 
The CHAIRMAN. It might have gone to the Osage Agency~ 
The WITNESS. No, sir; it could not possibly have gone there. If it 
is in an envelope that bears a postmark, very likely I put it there. It 
is very evident, Mr. Chairman, that this is not the envelope that brought 
the letter. That envelopewent to Osage Agency by mail. It is evi-
clPntly a mistake. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. If the name you spoke of was left blank in the print, would you 
have auy objection to our printing it,-A. Yes, sir. I am sorry I sub-
mitted it yerterday. I feel as if a matter of private correspondence is 
not a ~ubject for public inspection. When I handed -it to the chairman 
yesterday I did so with the understanding that after reading it he 
would return it. Without any disrespect, I must insist upon my rights 
in the matter of my private correspondence. I have given you abun-
dant evidence that I am willing to commit it to you, but I am not willing 
to gratify the idle curiosity of those who have come before this commit-
tee to abuse me. 
Q. You ga\7 e as your reason yesterday that a na.me appeared in the 
letter that you did not care to have published. Was that the only 
reason ?-A. No, sir. It is private correspondence and relates to my 
private affairs. I am not a lawyer, and do not appear with one. 
Q. Have you any objection to letting me have it again ?-A. I must 
decline unless you assure me that my letter will be returned. I trusted 
it to you yesterday as I would to a frie_nd, with the expectation that you 
would return it. If the committee insist upon spreading · it upon the 
record, I will simply ask the privilege of consulting counsel before I sur-
render it. · 
Mr. HARRISON. I suppose the witness has a right to do that. 
The WITNESS. I came here yesterday prepared to lay all the facts 
before the committee. I have nothing to withhold. 
Ry the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Do you consider it a part of your province to prescribe what us~ 
we shall make of the facts ?-A. No, sir; but it is my right to protect 
my private correspondence. I am not a lawyer, and I therefore ask the 
committee to give me time to consult with one. · 
Q. Do ;vou decline to let me take it now ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it because you are afraid you will not get it back.-A. No, sL.'. 
Q. Why do you tlecline now '-A. Because it is in my possession, and 
1 prefer to keep it. If the chairman will as~mre me that it will be re-
tn rned I will surrender it. 
By 1\fr. HARRISON: 
Q. You mean without its being used by the committee ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What use do you suppose I desire to make of it ~-A. You want 
it for your own information, I suppose. 
The CHAIRMAN. Well, I don't care to make any terms. ~ ou can trust 
it with me or not. 
The 'iVrrNESS. I mean no disrespect. 
The CHAIRMAN. You will be kind enough then to put upon the rec-
ord yonr reaspns for taking back that letter and refusing to let me see 
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it further.-A. I gave it to you yesterday and it was understood it was 
to be returned. 
Q. Will you tell the committee why you refuse to let the chairman 
see the letter further ~-A. I have already said that it was private cor-
respondence, and not a matter that pertains to public affairs. 
Q. It is no more private to-day than it was when you put it into my 
hands, is it ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What has Jed you to withdraw it to-day, when ~~ou offered it yes-
terday o? 
Mr. CAMERON. It is not quite fair to say that he o.ffered it yesterday. 
You asked him, Mr. Chairman, if he had ,any o~jection to allowing· the 
committee to see it. 
The CHAIRMAN. He handed it to me and I showed it to the other 
members of the committee. 
The WITNESS. I surrendered it upon the understanding that it should 
be treated as confidential. It is not to protect myself but to protect 
others that I :r;nake the objection. · 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. You do uot propose to trust it with the chairman any further~­
A. I have not said so. I am willing to trust it with him if he is willing 
to return it as a private matter or confidential letter. 
Q. But not unless he makes in advance this promise ,.:_A, I am not 
dictating terms, Mr. Chairman. 
The CHAIRMAN. I asked the question. 
The WITNESS. I am not willing to surrender my private correspond-
ence. 
Q. Are you willing to trust it with the chairman unless he gives an 
express promise to return it ~-A. I am not willing· to trust my private 
correspondence- with any one else. 
Q. Will you be kind enough to answer the question I put to yoti. ~ Are 
you willing to trust the chairman again with the letter unless he first 
expressly promises to return it ' -A. I do not choose to go upon record 
in that shape. 
Q. Very well. You got back to the agency at some time, did you~ 
The WITNESS. Since when, sir ' 
The CHAIRMAN. After the receipt of the letter . 
. The WITNESS. · Yes, sir. 
Q. And some time, about ll or 12 o'clock at night, before you went 
to bed, did you see anybody ~-A. I saw William Herr and two other 
Indians at the agency. 
Q. vVbo were the others ~-A. I cannot recollect their names. 
Q. Did you see anybody else that night ~-A. No, sir; I do not think 
I did. 
· Q. What was your conversation with them ~-A. I asked Mr. Herr, 
the agency interpreter, to send the other Indians down to the Deep Fork 
River, where I had left the team on account of the water being so high; 
l wanted them to go down and have it brought up to the stable. 
Q .. These were all you saw that night ~-A. Yes, sir; all I believe, I 
saw that night. · 
Q. Who was the first .man you saw in the morning ~ Was it this 
same man ~-A. I cannot say now whether he was the first or not. 
Q. He called on you before you got up, but you do not know whether 
be was the first you saw or not ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did more than one man call ~-A. Yes, sir; Mr. Herr was with 
Keokuck. 
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Q. Did anybody else call ~-A. I do not recollect now. 
Q. It was so common a thing · that it slipped your memory, that men 
called upon you before you got up in the morning ~-A. I do not recol-
lect who I saw :first. · 
Q. You do not recollect whether you saw anybody else before Keo-
lmck or O'Hara or not ~? 
The WITNESS. Mr. Chairman, it is not O'Hara, it is Herr-William 
Herr. 
Q. He is the same man that called after your arrival and whom yo·u 
sent for the horses "?-A. I did not send him after the horses. 'l'his 
man interpreted for me. I asked him to send .the other Indians down 
to the river and bring up my horses. 
Q. He is the same man you had a conversation with ~-A. I had no 
conversation with him. He interpreted for me to another Indian. 
Q. Well, you had an interview with him ~-A. No, sir; I should not 
call it an interview. 
Q. You saw him ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You addressed him ; you addressed some remarks to him ~-A. I 
asked him to interpret for me. 
Q. You bad an interview with him, did you not~-A. I should not 
call it an interview. 
Q. Well, you and he were in the same great presence ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And some words passed between you ~-A. Simply to the extent 
that I have stated. 
Q. And that same man appeared ,in the morning with Keolmck ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you ask him to see Keokuck ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you say anything about Keokuck the night before ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did this man come to interpret for Keokuck ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Does not Keokuck speak English ?-A. No, sir. 
Q. · Are you sure of that ?-A. 1 am very sure of it. I never heard 
him say six words in English that I can remember. I never heard him 
put six words of English together. 
Q. How old is he ?-A. He is about sixty years old. • 
Q. Is he a pretty intelligent Indian ?-A. Yes, sir; very clear headed, 
and a man estimated very highly by the Indians. He has great influ-
ence with a certain portion of the Indians. 
Q. I thought he was in Iowa. He was here last winter in reference 
to a claim the Iowas made upon the Government, and I suppose that 
led me to think be was from Iowa. 
The Wri.'NESS. I think that perhaps the chairman is guided some-
what by the ·fact that a branch of the tribe is located near Tama City, 
Iowa. 
Q. That ma.y be my mistake. He came to you that morning, and what 
did be say tQ you ?-A. He asked if I was prepared to lease or willing 
to lease their land. 
Q. It had been communicated to you by your partner in a letter that 
there were a lot of men there who were red-bot to get leases, had it 
not ¥-A. My partner bad written that ther~ were men on the ground 
anxious to obtain leases. 
Q. Did be communicate to you in any way that they were red:hot to 
get the leases "~-A. It seems to me, 1\'lr. Chairman, that you take ad-
vantage of my private correspondence by insisting upon an answer to 
that. 
Q. Well, I will put it in a different form. Did anybody, in ariy way, 
communicate to you that people there already on the ground were in 
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that condition of temper in reference to the leasing business~- . I 
was advised two or three days before reaching there that there were 
three or four gentlemen on the ground with very strong political influ-
ence, Kansas gentlemen, who were trying to effect a lease. 
Q. Were you advised from any source that there was anybody on the 
ground turning the attention of these parties to something else, while 
he could get a lease a~ 
WITNESS. I beg pardon, but I do not apprehend the question. 
Q. Were you advised before you got there that night at 11 o'clock, 
from any source, that there was a man already on the ground there in 
your interest, leading the attention of these red-hot men to something 
else ~-A. I think I have answered the chairman fully on that point to 
the best of my knowledge. 
Q. Who advised you that men were there with great political influ-
ence ~-A. Mr. Pickett. 
Q. Did he say it was political influence ~-A. It was a matter of pub-
lic notoriety. 
Q. Did he inform you before you got there, that there were men on 
the ground in this condition of temper as to the su~iect of the lease, 
a nd with political influence ~-A. I cannot now recall the exact lan-
guage. 
Q. Have you no means of recalling the exact language ~-A. I can-
not say that I have. · 
Q. Have you no means to recall the language by which Mr. Pickett 
communicated to you the exact status of things there, before you got 
there ~-A. I am not aware that he communicated the exact status there 
to me. He advised me that there were men there upon the ground 
after· the lease. 
Q. You were not sure that what he said was the exact status~ If he 
did not tell you before. or after you arrived there, that there were others 
present in this intense anxiety to obtain this lease, tell me how it came 
about that the chief was brought into your presence before you got up 
in the mQrning.-A. I do not know, sir. I was not responsible for his 
presence; I did not send for him. 
Q. You do not know how it came about that with this intense anxiety 
of others to obtain the lease the chief of the nation was brought to you 
in the morning before you got up, when you did not arrive untilll 
o'clock, and did not see anybody but this interpreter ~-.A.. Mr. Chair-
man, Chief Keokuck has ·corresponded witb me during the past three 
or four years in regard to his own children I brought East to place at 
the Hampton school. I think that the knowledge that I waR at the · 
agency induced him to come and see me. • 
Q. You considered it a friendly calH-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. A call of etiquette. Did he talk about leases~ Did you not say 
he stated to you, "Do you want to execute this lease'" J)id you not 
say that in substance a little while ago ~-A. l have said so. 
Q. What made you say it was a friendly call~ Was i.t not a business 
call~ 
The WITNESS. HaYe I said it was a friendly call~ 
Q. Was it not a business call '-A. I suppose it. could be considered 
as a friendly or a business call, either. 
Q. That part which related to business, I want you to testify about. 
How came this chief of the nation to be produced on a call, part of 
which was friendly and part of which was business, before you got up 
in the morning~'-A. Well, sir, I am unable to answer that. 
Q. You do not know ~ow it happened ~-A. No, sh·; I do not. 
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Q. · This was the same man you saw the night before, was he not ~ ­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. This man you saw the last moment before you went to bed ~-A. 
I •did not see him the last moment before I went to bed. 
Q. This same man you had what I call an interview with the night 
before. Who was with him '-A. He brought Keokuck around. 
Q. Before you got up in the morning '-A. ·Yes, sir. 
Q. Did not this surprise you ~-A. No, sir; it was not a surprh;e to 
me. 
Q. It was not an uncommon thing for people to call upon you at that 
hour in the morning~ 
The WITNESS. If the chairman will permit me to answer that ques-
tion, I would like to do so in my own way, if there is no objection. 
The CHAIRMAN. There is no objection. It is your business and ob· 
ligation to answer as you ought. 
The WITNESS. It was no uncommon thing for Chief Keokuck and 
other chiefs at that and other agencies to come to see me and other 
officers that early in the morning and very late at night. 
Q. What was the occasion before this when he ever called upon you 
before you got up in the morning ~-A. I do not know that I can state 
any occasion. 
Q. Or when any other chief called '-A. Yes, .sir. 
Q. When was that '-A. Other chiefs have called upon me very early 
in the morning, perhaps not before I got up, and after I retired for the 
night. 
Q. If this was a friendly call, it was rather early, was it not ~-A. I 
do not know, sir. 
Q. Was it not early for a merely friendly call' 'l'hat part which 
pertained to business, you say, did not surprise you. Is that so ~-A . 
I would like to say t.hat the interview took place about 8 or 9 o'clock in 
the morning. I retired very late and I naturally slept late. 
Q. It was not a very unusual thing ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. How long did it last ~-A. It lasted for about half an hour, I 
should say. 
Q. In your room '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did it pertain to anything else but the leases ~-A. Yes, ~ir; h 
talked about his children, as he was in the habit of doing when he saw 
me. 
Q. Was there anything unusual about the condition of his children 
required an interview before you, got up ~-A. Well, sir, it was natural 
that that a father should wish to inquire about the condition of the 
health of his children. · 
Q. Mr. Townsend, where is your lease ~-A. I have it with me. 
Q. Have you any objection to showing it to the committee ~-A. No, 
~ir; I brought it for that purpose. I can furnish a copy to the com-
mittee. . 
Q. Has a copy been furnished to the Department "?-A. Yes, •ir; <;t 
copy has been provided for the Department. · • · 
Q. You regard your lease a paper of value, do you not ~-A. I so re-
gard it, sir. 
Mr. CAMERON. It will be returned, Mr. Townsend. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. If you have a copy you can compare it with the clerk:-A. Very 
well, sir. 
Q. What is the term of this lease "?-A. The term is for ten years. 
Q. What is the rental stipulated ~-A. Sixty cents per head. 
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Q. For how many cattle !-A. For not less than 2,000, and as many 
as the range will carry. 
Q . . You paid the first money yourseln-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Will you tell us the method by which you paid it ~-A. I made 
out a roll. taking every man, woman, and child, and divided the amount 
of money, $2,000, up, and paid per capita, the same as the Government 
requires. 
Q. How much per capita was it ~-A. If my memory serves me cor-
rectly, it was about $22, $23, or $24 . 
Q. To each man, woman, and child that much ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. To whom did you pay the childr~n's $22, or whatever it was ?-A. 
In case of every minor child the money was paid to its parent, if it had 
a parent. If it had no parent, it was paid to a guardian selected by 
the leading men, as required by the Government. 
Q. Did the Government lay down some rule by which you should 
pay it ~-A. I .was guided by the rule of the Government. 
Q. They laid down no rule in this particular transaction ~-A. Yes, 
sir; the rule for the payment in such transactions is contained in a letter 
of the Secretary, dated about April the 27th or 29th, 1883. 
. Q. To whom was that letter addressed ~-A. It was addressed to Mr. 
Fen] on·; wherein it stated that moneys paid upon such leases shall be paid 
per capita to every one in the tribe, and not to a favored few. 
Q. Where did you get that rule in reference to the appointment of a 
guardian for minors who have no parents ~-A. It is customary among 
the Indians. 
Q. That was not a rule of the Department ~-A. It was a custom of 
the Indians, and also a rule of the Department. : 
Q. Was there no rule in the Department as to this payment of money 
you madeY~A. No, sir; none except that letter. That was my guide. 
Q. Did you ever show t.his lease to the Department ~-A. I furnished 
a copy to the Department. 
Q. When ~-A. Last fall or last summer; immediat~ly after I took pos-
session of the range. I was upon the ground and made a careful copy 
a11.d certified to it, and sent it to the Indian agent. 
Q. What Indian agent~-A. The present Indian agent. 
Q. What js his name ~-A. Mr. Taylor. 
Q. Have you ever laid it before the Department here in Washing-
ton °?-A. The agent did it. · ' 
Q. Have you received anything from the · Department in reference to 
this lease ~-A. I do not know that I have, sir, except in instructions 
t.hat came to me last fall. 
Q. Jnstructions came to you last fall ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who instructed you last fall ~-A. The Commissioner of Indian 
Afl'airs. 
Q. Were you an officer of the Government last fall, to be instructed u?.,.... 
A. I should·say a year ago last fall. 
Q. A year ago last fall did you get instructions about this lease 0~­
A. I did not say that, sir. , 
The CHAIRMAN. That was the question I asked. 
The WITNESS. I understood the chairman to ask if I bad ever re-
ceived anything from the Department. I went on to state that a year 
ago last fall I received instructions to proceed to the Sac and Fox 
Agency to investigate certain charges made there. These charges em-
bodied a complaint against myself-that I was there trying to effect a 
lease with the Indians, and these charges also · referred to a letter of 
. the agent to the Department. 
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Q. Were these instructions in writing ~-.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were instructed to proceed to investigate a charge against 
yourself~-.A.. No, si;r; I did not say that. 
Q. I understood you to say that they did involve you.-.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were sent because you were supposed to be more familiar 
with the subject.-.A.. I went under instruction from the Department. 
Q. Is that an answer to the question whether you ever received any 
instructions in referenc~ to this lease~ I only ask if that is. an an-
swer to my question ~-A. No, sir; I do not think that I ever received 
any communication from the Department. 
Q. Have you ever received any reply at . all in reference to this 
lease ~-.A.. No, Rir. 
Q. Who was present when you made the lease and paid the Indi-
ans 0?-A. I think all the Indians were the-re. 
Q. Anybody else~-A. Mr. Pickett. 
Q. Who else~-A. Mr. Wells. · 
Q. Who is he ~-A. He is interested in the trading store at that point. 
Q. Is it the same store that you are interested in ~-A Yes, sir; the 
same store. Then David Castenburg, a clerk in the store. 
Q. Anybody else ~-A. I said all the Indians were there. 
Q . .c\.ny white men, I mean ~-A. I do not recollect. I presume not. 
Q. Who counted the Indians ~-A. I do not know that any one 
counted them. . 
Q. They reported there ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Who counted the cattle ~-.A.. I counted th.em myself. 
Q. Then the Indians were paid by you and your p"artners in the pres-
ence of only the Indians and yourself and your partners, a sum of money 
which 3·ou determined yourself by this count. Is it not so ~-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Who el~e counted the cattle beside you 0?-A. I do not know that 
' anybody else did except the parties of whom I purchased them. 
Q. Exactly. The amount to be paid to each individual Indian de-
pended upon the number of cattle and the number of Indians, did it 
not, -.A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. You and your partner and your clerk were the only white men 
that witnessed that transaction, as far as your memory runs 0?-.A.. Yes, 
sir. 
Q,. If you had not been honest men, disposed to do absolutely right 
with the Indians, who was there that could ever call you to accouut "?-
.A.. W ll, sir, there were parties there who would quickly and corree.tly 
detect any irregularity; and, furthermore, I went to the agent and 
' asked him to accom any me and witness the payment, which he.declined · 
to do. 
Q. He stood outside and let you transact this business yourself 0?-
.A.. I do not know whether he stood outside or inside. 
Q. Not being present is the same as being outside. That would be 
correct, would it not~ What is your estimate of it "?-.A.. I simply kuow 
that I i·equested him to be present and he was not present. 
Q. Did any living man know how many cattle you had, except your-
self~-.A.. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Who~-.A.. 'The men from. whom I purchased. 
Q. Were they there ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. So there was no living man present who knew how many cattle 
you bad .except yourseln-A. I do not know that there was. 
Q. I am not questioning your honesty; but suppose you were not 
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honest men, had the Indians any protection from being cheated ~-A. 
Yes, sir. . 
· Q. What was the protection they had, then ~-A. Well, sir, they 
could dBtect immediately and readily any irregularity. 
Q. Did they know the number of cattle ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did they keep the tally ~-A. They did not keep any account. 
Q. They trusted to your honest.y ~-A. Yes, sir; as far as that is con-
cerned, they did, and to our papers and invoices in the matter, and I 
explained to the interpreter present, that at any time he wanted to see 
the original invoice it was at his service. 
Q. I would like to have you answer the question : If you had not 
been honest men, who was there present at the time when you paid 
that money that could tell whether you paid on all or half the cattle~­
A. I would like to say that'this payment of $2,000 had nothing what-
ever to do with reference to the number of cattle then on the range. 
Q. What was it for~-A. It was au advance made to the Indians 
three months before the lease took effect, to enable them to buy some 
agricultural implements, and other necessary articles, and seed, and 
things necessary to commence their spring work with. 
Q. Upon what account did you pay it ~-A. On account of the lease. 
Q. Is that the only time you ejer paid anything ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So, when you come to pay the next time the honesty of that trans-
action, or whether you had been· honest men, there would be no means 
of detecting~-... :\.. You mean the honesty of that transaction~ · 
Q. Yes, sir; what were the means they had on hand to detect dishon-
esty ~-A. They knew that $2,000 had been paid; they were present and 
saw it paid. 
Q. What was there in the lease to secure the Indians from imposi-
tion ~-A. There is no difficulty about that. If there is any misunder-
~tandiug or any other trouble arises, the condition is that it shall be 
referred to a board of arbitration. The agent and one person to be se-
lected by the Indians and one by ourselves, to whom shall be referred 
all questions of dispute or otherwise. 
Q. Where is your trading house situated ~-A. The one in which I 
am interested is about 35 miles west of the agency proper. 
Q. Near what ~-A. Near the Sae and Fox Agency ; that is the nearet;t 
point. 
Q .. How far is it; from this range or country that you have leased (~­
A. It is about 5 miles from the headquarters of my range and coral. 
Q. Is it on the reservation ~-A. No, sir; it is on the south. side of 
the Deep Fork, and on the land set apart for the Kickapoos. 
Q. Are there any trading stations on the Iowa land proper ~-A. No; 
none that I am aware of. 
Q. Are there any trading places or stores near you ~-A. Yes, sir; 
there is one within 15 miles. 
Q. Who is it kept by ·~-A. By Burr & Nixon. They are within 30 
or 35 miles. 
Q. Have the Iowas some sort of rendezvous or station ~-A. Nothing 
of the kind, I am sorry to say. They should have, but it has never beeu 
provided. · · · 
Q. Which is the nearest to their agency of all the trading stations 
that you know of~-A. You mean nearest the Kickapoo Agency~ 
Q. Yes, sir; near their reservation °~-.A.. Wel1, sir, there is very little 
difference between the Sac and Fox Agency and Shawneetown ; they 
are about the same distance. 
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Q. How many stores are there at this Sac and Fox agency ~-A. There 
are two stores at the Sac and Fox Agency. 
Q. How many at Shawneetown f-A. Two at Shawneetown. 
Q. Is your store at Shawneetown ~-A. No, sir; it is not. 
Q. How far is it from the store you mentioned, kept by Burr & 
Nixon ?-A. It is about 30 or 35 miJes. 
Q. How far from the Iowa Reservation ~-A. 1.'hirty or thirty-five 
miles. 
Q. Is it not within the limits of the Iowa lease ~-A. No, sir; it is 
about, I should think, a mile removed from the southern limits of our 
lease. 
Q. So you are a private citizen when you are on your lease, and a 
mile from your lease you are a licensed trader of the United States~­
A. No, sir. 
Q. After going a mile you become a private citizen-a lessee of the 
United States Government ~-A. I am not aware that my status changes 
in the mile. 
Q. You are a private citizen as one of these lessees '-A. Well, sir, I 
claim to be nothing but a private citizen. 
{~. The lease carries you a mile from your store, and when you go to 
tbe store you are a licensed trader f-A. I am still a licensed trader, 
wherever I am. 
Q. They could revoke your license ~-A. Yes, sir; they could revoke 
my license at anv time. 
Q. You are there by authority of the United States "?-A. Yes, sir: 
Q. So you do change your position when yon go from this lease~ 
By Mr. HARRISON: . 
<c"l. Does your ~icense allow you to trade with the Iowas r~-A. Ye~, 
sir. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. You trade with ·the Iowas and Kickapoos ~-A. Ye~, sir. 
Q. Anybody else ~-A. I am licensed to trade with these two tribe~. 
The CHAIRMAN. You might have told me that an hour ago. 
The WITNESS. Well, Mr. Chairman~ that is owing to my inability to 
make myself understood. 
Q. The same men who are the lessees, under this lease, pay the money, 
according to their own account, and are at the same time, under the 
Government, the sole traders. That is the relation, is it not ~-A. Yes, 
sir. . 
Q. And they pay their money for the cattle without any supervision. 
You are the sole men to pay•the money under the lease, are you not~­
A. No, sir. 
The CHAIRMAN. I have not been able to make myself understood. 
You are the sole men to pay the rent per capita? 
The 'NITNESS. No, sir. 
Q. vVho else is there ~-A. The lease provides that this money shall 
be paid in such manner as the Commissioner of Indian Affairs shall 
uirect. 
Q. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs had given you no direction f-
A. :No, sir. 
Q. You have paid it without direction from the Bureau f-A. No, 
Hir; I have loaned them this $2,000 in advance. . 
Q! In the manner yon saw fit ~-A. No, sir. In the manner they di· 
n~cted. 
S. Rep. 1278-15 
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Q. That the Indians directed ~-A. Yes, sir; the Indian council di-
rected. 
Q. Without any direction from the Bureau ~-A. No, sir. 
. Q. But you are the same persons solely authorized to trade with these 
Indians ~-A. I cannot answer that uestion. 
Q. Did not you say you were the sole traders ~-A. I said I did not 
know. , · 
Q. Did you not say you were the sole traders~ 
Mr. CAMERON. He said he knew no others. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. There are no others, as far as you know 0?-A. No, sir. . 
Q. Then, as far as your knowledge goes, you are the sole traders~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the sole lessees of the land ~-A. Yes, sir. 
·~Q. AJ?.d the sole parties that are to pay for the use of iVI-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. So far as you know ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who else besides you are lessees of _their lands, as far as you 
know~ -A. No one. 
The CHAIRMAN. I get it out of you like pulling a tooth. 
The WrrNESS. I mean I paid the money with my own hand. I paid 
it in advance, and when we shall come to make a settlement I will ask 
the agent to be present, or such persons as the agent desires, and hold 
myself subject to their orders. 
Mr. CAMERON. If you desire to make any statement in connection 
with your own business, go on and make it in your own way. 
The WITNESS. I do not know that I have any statement to make, 
further thai} to say that in this letter to which I have referred, known 
as the "Fenlon letter," I felt, so far as the policy of the Department 
was understood, that it not only consented to these leases, but regarded 
them as good for the Indians. So far as my official conduct was con- . 
cerned, I honestly believed that when I placed my resignation at the 
disposal of the Department, I was absolutely free from official respon-
sibility, and in view of the possibility of exposing myself to official criti-
cism, before I took the first step, I telegraphed to the Department, through 
my attorney; asking whether I would jeopardize my official standing by 
executing the lease, my resignation having been tendered. The reply 
came, "No; go ahead," or words to that effect. I felt I had done all that 
integrity or official responsibility required, and upon that basis and the-
ory I have acted all the way through. I had but one interview with 
the Sac and Fox in this matter, and that was when they sent for me, 
and I told them that after I left the service of the Government I would 
make the lease; that if they desired to make the lease to any body else, 
well and good. They decided not to ' lease to u.s, and the parties that 
came in competition got the leases. So it does not look as if I used my 
official position. Mr. Berry said I had brought all the machinery of the 
Government to bear. I denounce it as absolutely false. My official po-
sition had nothing to do with it. On the contrary, my proposition to 
these Indians was distinct from my officiai position. I acted honestly, 
and I believe I o.btained a lease which was openly and fairly made, 
and fair and liberal and just in all its provisions. If I have exposed 
myself. to the criticism of the committee or the public b acting under 
the presumption that having tendered my resignation I was free to act, 
I am willing to assume the responsibility and accept the criticism, but I 
am not willing to come here and listen to the abuse of men who become 
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prejudiced because in discharge of my duty I have encroached upon 
what they believe to be their right and privilege. I have not the evi-
dence to prove that there is a combination, but there is a combination, 
and to-day in your presence there are two or more men who have insti-
tuted attacks upon me, because, when in the discharge of my official 
duty, I have unfort.unately interfered witli some of their little schemes. 
Mr. Berry and his brother have been grazing on this same land for four 
or five years, and have never paid one farthing to the Indians for it. 
Four years ago, wben I was at the Sac and Fox .Agency, the Indians 
came and complained that the Berry cattle ·was grazing there, and 
that they were receiving no compensation. I told one of the Berrys 
of the complaint, and that the Sac and Fox Indians wanted them 
removed. He said, "At this season of the year I cannot remove th._.m, 
but will do so in the spring." They are grazing there to-day, and 
:yet this man comes here and, under oath, testifies that I have used 
undue and dishonorable means to obtain this lease. He has sworn 
that I have proffered money to the chief to obtain this lease, and I de-
nounce it as absolutely false. He also testified that I offered to build a 
house for a chief, and so far as his testimony. refers to me it is a tissue 
of falseboods, the legitimate product of ignorance, malice, and prejudice; 
further than that I do not know that I can say anything except this: In 
justice to mJ-·self and the Department I consider it my duty to say 
tbis, that the testimony he has given shall not reflect upon the Indian 
Office or its head, Commissioner Price I referred to, because in his at-
tacks upon me, he said he could not get any satisfaction from the In-
dian Office, and to this extent reflected upon the Commissioner. I as-
sumed the whole responsibility, and if in doing so I have exposed my-
self to the criticism or censure of the committee or the public I am 
entirely willing to take the consequences and assume the responsibility. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. I notice in a number of places in this lease that the original text 
in ink has been erased, and that it has been written in with pencil in 
two or three places. When was that done ~-.A. It was done when the 
lease was executed. I think it is in my own handwriting, and I think 
it referred to the number of cattle, which was originally 3,000, and it is 
uow not less than 2,000. 
Q. The body of the lease shows that it was for five years, with a con-
dition that it could be extended to ten years ~-A. Yes, sir; there is a 
conditiou that it may be extended to ten years, and I will explain how 
it came about. 
Mr. HARRISON. I think that you ought to explain that. 
The WITNESS. When these Indians sent for me to execute this lease 
I went. to see them, and, after talking the matter over, they decided they 
would not lease it. The question was submitted to my associate, and 
he talked with these Indians and the lease was not effected. On the 
eoutrary, they declined to make it, and I left the agency with the ex-
pectation that I wa.s coming to Washington. They sent a messenger 
ejghty miles to ask rue to come back. I said I was not out of the Gov-
ernment service and could not spare the time, and did not think that 
they were disposed to lease the land; but finally they executed it, and 
I executed it twenty days after my resignation. Mr. Berry speaks of 
an interview I had with him in Arkansas City the la.st of January, 1884, 
if I recollect his testimony correctly. He said that I represented that 
I was coming to Washington, and when be got to the Sac and Fox 
Agency be found me there, and on that occasion he remembered a paper 
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which I endeavored to get the Indians 00 sign, contradicting the charge~; 
·which he (Berry) had made. Inasmuch as the charges were dated Feb-
ruary 28, I do not understand the necessity to contradict them in Jan -
uary. I refer to this matter simply to illustrate the utter falsity of Mr. 
Berry's testimony. I left Arkansas City January 24 and came home to 
V{ ashington, and I left Washington the 19th of March and went back. 
Mr. Berry swears that I represented to him that I was on the road . 
home, and, on the contrary, turned up at the Sac and Fox Agency. 
By Mr. HARRISO~: 
Q. 1\'Ir. Townsend, as an officer of the Indian service of some experi-
ence, you would not advise, would you, turning white men in miscella-
neously, withou,t the supervision of the Department, to negotiate for 
these leases, would you ~-A. Most assuredly not. 
Q. Do not you think it leaves the Indians at a disadvantage ~-A. I 
think the leases should be made under the supervision of the Interior 
Department "in order to protect the Indians. · 
Q. vVhile you got your leases subject to the approval of the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs, did you submit it immediately¥-A. Yes, sir; 
just as quickly as I could copy it. 
Q. What time did the lease go into e:ftect ~~A. The lease did not take 
effect until the 1st of January. 
Q. Do you not think it would have been wiser to have gotten the ap-
proval of the Department before you negotiated for this lease and be-
fore driving cattle on it ~-A. Well, sir, I got the approval. of the Com-
missioner of Indian '.A:ftairs oefore I signed the lease. 
Q. Is it a good thing for these Indians to rent their entire reserva-
tion ~-A. I should say not. 
Q. If the policy is to make Indians self-supporting by their own labor, 
would you ad vise the leasing of their entire reservation ~-A. That 
would depend upon circumstances. It would depend also upon the size 
of the reservation. 
Q. What has the size to do with it if they ]ease the whole of it~ What-
ever their civilization, do you not think it would discourage them to 
. put somebody else in possession of their entire reservation, and for them 
to receive annuities from others, instead of working for these things 
themselves ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I see that in this lease you negotiated to put up seven-rail fences 
and a double rider ~-A. Yes, sir; and I think that induces the Indian 
to adopt the ways of civilization. It encourages good fencing~ It en-
courages them to fence against other cattle besides their own upon a 
.range. Three weeks ago I was there, and I think there are at least 
6,000 or 8,000 head of cattle grazing upon the reservation, for which not 
one cent bas been paid. 
Q. Taking that into consideration, do you not think it a wise stipulation 
that the lessees should inclose their ground, so as to keep o:ft' other cattle~ 
-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the.Indians should be protected by the white man's fences~ 
-A. Yes, sir. ,. 
Q. And not have to make a sm·en- raH and double-rider fence them-
selves ~-A. Yes, sir; I think that a. very good provision. 
Q. Do you not think it tends to retard the progress of a tribe to lease 
jt~; whole reservation ~-A .. Yes, sir} I think so, U1Hl~r certa,iu circum -
~tauces. 
Q. Does it not expose their fields and gardetll:-l Lo tlJe mercy of eat-
tie, unless protected by substantial fences ~-A. \iVell, sir, these wi l l~ 
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cattle are less liable to interfere with them than domestic cattle. Wild 
Texas cattle won't g·o near them. 
Q. If· you were Commissioner of Indian Affairs would you approve a 
1 .ase of this kind ~-A. Yes, sir. With reference to such Indians, I 
think so. 
Q. Are they civilized 0?-No, sir; they are not civilized; most of them 
are in blankets. 
Q. You think it a good thing, then, to lease the entire reservation 
to somebody else ~-.A. Yes, sir ; I think in case of Indians like these 
it is the correct thing to do. But I do not think that I should assign a 
reservation for the purpose of leasing it; but, at any rate, it would de. 
pend upon the condition of the Indians, as to how much of their reser-
vation should be leased. If my own interest had been the interest of 
the Indians, I could not have tried more faithfullly to protect them. 
Q. If you were the guardian of these Indians, as a general rule, you 
would require some security for the payment of the rents, would you 
not ~-A. Yes, sir; I think the rent is secured in that lease. 
Q. In what way ~-A. By a lien upon tl:ie cattle. ' 
Q. Will you please tell me of what earthly value to these blanket 
Indians a stipulation that they should have a lien on your cattle would 
be o~ They would all be gone before they would know it. There would 
be no process of law by which they could execute their lien.-A. There 
is no process of law by which they could proceed against it, but I think 
security could be bad in the courts of Kansas. 
Q. Do you think the Iowa tribe would have access to the courts of 
Kansas in a suit against you ~-A. Would not the agent do it~ 
Q. But the agent does not seem to have made himself a party to this 
lease. Do not you think that these Indian lands should be leased to 
the highest bidder~~A. Well, sir, I think the Indians ~hould be al-
lowed to exercise a little discretion in the matter themselves, and be 
guided by the advice and assistance of their friends and the agent to 
make the best possible contract. 
Q. You would expect to whet his intellect by letting him find out that 
be had been cheated; you would put him through that schooling; your 
experience is that that is the way ~-A. I should say not exactly iu 
that way, sir; but the whole policy of the Government bas been against 
teaching the Indians in that way, and in many respects the policy ha~ 
been a complete failure. The condition of these Indians is rather that 
of wards. It seems peculiar that the Department says we want to civil-
ize them, and the moment the Indian asserts his manhood, the Depart-
ment says, sit down; we are your gnardi:tns. 
Q. You regard the policy of the Government, to that extent, defec-
tive ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You think it a better method to permit white men to go there and 
lease lands of these Indians as theyplease~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you think your lease is in the line of that policy you sug-
gested ~-A. Yes, sir; I do. I would like to make one further remark, 
to the effect that a few years ago the Department granted what was 
known as· grazing privileges whereby they permitted men to graze 
upon a reservation by paying 2~ or 30 cents a head for cattle. 
Q. Was that paid to the Indians ~-.No, sir.; it was paid directly to 
the Government and not to the Indians. 
Q. Mr. Townsend, you said Mr. Berry did not mention the name of 
the chief with whom you made this arrangement ~-A. Well, sir, he was 
asked to mention his name, but could not do it. As to the chief to 
whom mention was made by Mr. Berry or anybody else I challenge him 
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or ans other man openly to produce one person to whom I offered a 
dollar. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Do yon understand that it is the purpose of your being called ht?re · 
to challenge witnesses~ What did you understand him to say about 
this chief ~-A. I understand be said I promised him a bouse. 
Q. Yes, sir; he said that. Did you understand that Keokuck told 
him so ·~ Which do you understand ~-A. Well, sir, I cannot say now. 
Q. You denounce his statement as false ~-A. Yes, sir; absolutely 
false. 
Q. Do you pronounce it false now if he said that Keokuck told him 
so, or what do yon pronounce to be false, that Keokuck told him so or 
that you offered this house to Keokuck ~-A. I pronounce the statement 
made by Mr. Berr.v in reference to the ·matter absolutely false. · 
Q. Have yon authority to say that it is false that Keokuck told him 
so ~-A. I have not said that, but it is false that I have made any such 
otl'er. 
Q. If be said that Keokuck told him so, do you know whether that is 
false '-A. I do not know .anything about that. There was a man named 
Colonel Murray, an Indian, who reads and writes as well as any white 
man, who did some service for me, and I said to him, I cannot even pay 
you for your services, but if I can ever return what you have done by 
acts of kindness, I shall be glad to do it. I will be glad to pay Colonel 
Murray $25, and say, you have earned it honestly. I refer to this because 
I have enemies out there, and the testimony that has been given in here 
was no surprise to me. 
Gentlemen, I hope I have succeeded in making a defense that has 
been acceptable to the committee. 
W. T. ADAIR. 
W ASHING~l'ON, D. C., January 19, 1885. 
W. T. ADAIR sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. vVhat is your name ,-Answer. W. T. Adair. 
Q. Where do yon live ~-A. At Tahlequah, Cherokee Nation. 
Q. Are you a member of the Cherokee Nation ~-A. Yes, sir; I am a 
citizen of the Cherokee Nation. 
Q. By birth ~-A. Yes; by birth. 
Q. What is your business ~-A. I am a phy$ician. 
Q. Have you always lived there~-A. Yes, sir; I was born there, and 
have always resided there. · 
Q. Have yon held any official position ~-A. Yes, sir; I am medical 
superintendent of the two high schools. 
Q. Have you held any .other position except connected with your pro~ 
fessional business ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Where were you when the council of the Cherokee Nation author-
ized the execution of this lease ~-A. I was at Tahlequah. 
Q. Did you have any personal knowledge of the transaction there~­
A. Some know ledge. 
Q: State all you know about it.-A. At the time this lease was granted 
to these cattlemen there were two or three other companies' there de -
• 
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siring to make a lease. There was a Cherokee company that I was pres-
ident of myself. We offered the same thing and a little more for the land. 
Q. How much more ~-A. About twenty thousand more. 
Q. That much a year ~-A. Yes; twenty thousand a year -more. 
Q. Describe that .compan~'.-A. It is a company of about thirty per-
sons. 
Q. Are they citizens of the Cherokee Nation ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Bad this company corporate existence, or was it a private asso-
ciation ~-A. It was a private association of the citizens of the Cherokee 
Nation. 
Q. Had they occupied any portion of this land ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Were they men of capital ~-A. Some of them were. 
Q. How much capital bad they to invest in this undertaking~-A. I 
do not know that I can say how much. We were an unorganized com-
pany bidding for the lease, and were able to give as good a bond and 
security as any other company. 
Q. Did the company that took the lease give bond ~-A. I think so. 
Q. Did your company offer to furnish a bond 0~-.L\. Yes, sir. 
Q. V\.,. ere the terms offered by this other company that got the lease 
any different from the terms made by your company ~-A. I think not. 
Q. Can you give any reason why these American citizens were pre-
ferred to Cherokee citizens ~-A. I can give no sufficient reason. 
Q. Do you know what influenced the Cherokee Nation to give this 
lease to American citizens for $20,000 less than you offered ~-A. The 
impression was that these other parties used money. 
Q. On what evidence is that impression founded ~-A. All I can say 
is this: After the lease was obtained, I spoke to Mr. Drumm, who ~vas 
present at my house. I said, "You have your lease." He said, " Yes, 
by a close vote." I said, "By one majority." I said, "I would riot be 
surprised if you had to pay a good deal for it." He said, "You know we 
did not expect to get benefits like that for nothing. We expected to 
pay and we did pay." 
Q. He did not s_ay to whom, or how much was paid, did he,-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Did you ask him ~-A. Yes, sir. _ 
Q. After it passed the council, ·was there any effort made to get the 
principal chief to veto it ~-A. That I do not know . . 
Q. Did your people generally acquiesce in it ~-A. Yes, sir; they ac-
cepted it. 
Q. What was there, if any, indication about the capitol and the leg-
islative council that led you to suspect that money was used ~-A. Well, 
sir, the general impression was that money was used, and I believe it 
myself. · 
Q. Did you make that statement down there~-A. I stated it to sev-
eral per~ons, _ sir. 
Q. Did you state it to any of the friends of this lease ~-A. I do not 
know. 
Q. Did the council get to a vote on the proposjtion to take your 
offer ~-A. I think not . 
Q. How was it done, then~ They simply took the other up and 
voted it through ~-A. They never came to a vote on our offer. 
Q. How long was the matter under discussion ~-A. I do not know-
some time, though. 
. Q. Were you in attendance at the time ~-A. I was not in the Senate 
at the. time. 
Q. Was there any change in the sentiment of the people that led 
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you to change your opinion you entertained or have expressed,_ 
A. Well, I only came to the conclusion I have by everybody believing 
that these parties were buying our members. 
Q. Do you have in mind any particular person to whom money was 
paid ~-A. No, sir. · 
Q. You cannot give any names ~-A. No, sir; I could not say who 
received money. 
Q. Your people generally acquiesced in this disposition of their land 
after it was voted through ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the opinion now ~-A. I think they do not think that it 
is the best thing, and inasmuch as the national council gave it to these 
men, we were willing to submit to it. 
Q. Now that it is done, what is your opinion of it ~-A. I do not think 
it is the best thing for our people. 
Q. How~ Would you change things if you could do it ~-A. My idea 
would be to try to get t,he big·gest dollar the land was capable of bring-
ing. 
Q. Is there anything else except increasing tbe rental that you would 
do if you had the disposition of this land ~-A. I don't know that there 
is. 
Q. Did you think it a wise thing to rent this body of land to a re-
sponsible party as a whole ~-A. I do not think so; my private opinion 
is, that we bad better not have leased it at all. 
Q. How would you have disposed of it~-A. I think, in the future, 
this land will be worth much more to the Cherokee people, and I think 
by giving it to these people outside of the country, it is partly putting 
it out of our control. 
Q. Do you think it better to lease it as a whole to some company of 
your own citizens ~-..... \. Yes, sir. 
Q. Much better than to lease it in parcels ~-A. Yes, sir ; that was 
my opinion. 
Q. Then your o~jection to it is that the Cherokee Nation did not keep • 
it and occupy it ~-A. Yes, sir; and that they did not get sufficient 
rental. · 
Q. Is the nation making a wise use of the rental in your opinion ~­
A . I think so. 
Q. What is the money used for ~-A. It is deposited in. vaults of the 
capitol~ and it will be held there until it accumulates to a certain amount, 
and then it is to be paid by act of council per capita. 
Q. Do you think it is better to pay it that way than to devot~ it to a 
specific purpose ~-A. Well, sir; I do not know about that, but I do 
not think it should be paid in that way. 
Q. Suppose they should build a highway from the capitol to the rail-
road, would that be as good a thin,';' as to distribute it per capita ~-A. 
I think so. · 
Q. You think the council could l!ave made a wiser use of it ~-A. 
Yes, sir; I think the council could invest this money and the interest 
applied that to our schools or something of the kind. · 
Q. How are the schools supported now ~-A. By funds invested, and 
the inte~est upon those funds is used for the purpose. 
Q. You have funds invested here, have you not ~-A. I think so. 
Q. What does the council do with the money ~-A. Under the law it 
is applied to certain purposes. 
Q. What did they do with that $300,000 we paid into the Cherokee 
Nation last year ~-A. That was paid per capita. · 
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. Q. Was it paid to any particular class, or to the whole tribe· ~ -A. To 
Cherokees by blood. 
Q. That, then, excludes half-breeds f-A. No, sir; the half-breeds are 
considered Cherokees by blood. It excludes the freedmen and adopted 
white citizens. 
Q. Anybody else~ -A. I think also it excludes the Delawares and 
Shawnees. 
Q. Those are Indians who were not Cherokees by blood or birth ~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Was there any quarrel over the disposition of the $300,000 paid 
by the United States to the Cherokees '-A. · Yes, sir; I qelieve there 
was some dispute, and the parties probably sent a delegation to Wash-
ington. 
Q. Did you know of any influence used by any outside parties in ob-
taining this lease ~-A. No, sir. . 
Q. By any white people~-A. No, sir; not that I know of. 
Q. Who was there besides Mr. Drumm representing the lesseeR f-A. 
I remember Colonel Eldred was there. 
Q. Did you have any talk with him ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Who was the most active in the matter~-A. He or Mr. Drumm~ 
I could not say. Both were present at the time. 
Q. You were president of this other association ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You took an active part yourself to bring about the leaRe for your 
people ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. So you had frequent interviews with the members of the council 
yourself, did you not '-A. No, sir; we simply made a proposition to 
the council and left it on its merits. 
Q. It did not go on its merits, did it ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you think the present Cherokee council is in favor of thil'l 
lease ~-A. I do not know that I could answer that question. 
Q. Do you know anything about the instructions given to the dele-
gation here to protest against our inquiring int9 this matter 6~-A. I 
have heard of that down there. 
_ Q. Do ,you think the council would protest against it if the,_· were 
askecl"?-A. I could n?t say. · · 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. How did you intend to use the land- to occupy it with your com-
pany or to sublease it~-A. ·we intended to sublease it, or that was our 
idea. We intended to sublease it to responsible parties. 
Q. It was not your plan to occupy the land yours'elf, but to sublease 
it 1?-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. BOWEN: 
Q. The whole of the $300,000 has been divided ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. None of it remains ~-A. I suppose 7~ per cent. of it was paid, as 
I understood there, to parties who assisted in procuring the $300,000. 
Q. To whom was this 7~ per cent. pa.id ~-A. I do not know who 
t,hose parties were. I do not know anything about it. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Do you know on what representation this 7~ per cent. was paid 6?-
A. No, sir. I could have heard, but being the superintendent of the 
ichools it was my business to be gone the morning when this matter 
came up. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. Who was associated with you in the company '-A. I think I could 
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mention one or two, but there was something like twenty or thirty Cher-
okees · interested. 
Q. Were they all Cherokees "~..,....A. Yes, sir; I think so. 
By Mr. OAl\fERON: 
Q. In what shape did you put your proposition~ How did you make 
it to the council ¥-A. We just proposed to lease tbe Cherokee lands~ 
west of tlle ninety-sixth meridian, for a certain consideration and for a 
certain time. 
Q. You made that proposition to the council ~-A. Yes, sir; we made 
that proposition to the council. .• 
Q. Was it made openly in council ~-A. I think so. 
Q. By whom was it made ~-A. I do not know. Some of the men who 
bad the proposition in charge did it, but I do not remember who bad it. 
Q. Were you present in the council when it was made ~-A. Well, sir, 
I live right there. . 
Q. I mean in the room.-A. No. sir; I was not. I hardly ever went 
into the council chamber. My business required my presence elsewhere, 
and I hardly ever went in there. ' 
Q. Do you know whether or not it appears in the report of the pro-
ceedings of the council that ~mch a proposition was made ~-A. No, sir; 
but I think the record ought to show it. 
By Mr. BOWEN: 
Q. Do I understand you to say that so~e of the Cherokee council 
were opposed to the lease ~-A. Yes, sir . 
. Q. Was there more than one ~-A. I think so; several, I think. 
Q. About bow many, as near as you can remember ~-A. Three or 
four members, I think. 
Q. Were they associated with you ~-A. Yes, sir. _, 
Q. Has your nation, prior to this lease, supported the legal Govern-
ment with the funds of the nation ~-A. Yes, sir; the Government has 
been supported by funds invested, the interest of which we draw semi-
annually. · · 
Q. Was that sufficient, before this lease was made, to maintain the 
Government ~i-A. Yes, sir ; we did not need the Government money. 
It is in the Treasury now. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Q. I suppose your desire was to have the natives go into .the grazing· 
business ~-A. Yes, sir, partly. 
Q. The country west of ninety-six is all considered Cherokee prop-
erty, is it not ~-A. Yes, sir; and we believe it ought to be kept in the 
possession of the Cherokee Indians. 
Q. Do you think the rental is fair ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What would be a fair rental for this land ~-A. Six cents, or some-
where along there, per year. 
Q. Do you know of any other land that amounts to that much per 
year ~-A. Yes, sir. Lands in that section of the country and in Texas, 
we have understood, lease at as high as 6 cents. L~nds have been leased 
there in di:fl'erent parts of the country, from 4 to 8 cents per acre. 
Q. Where do you mean ~-A. I could not . say positively myself any-
thing about it. 
Q. Are not the lands worth more now than when the lease was agreed 
upon ~-A. I think. so. Parties have constantly told us that there are 
persons who would give three times the amount for the land. 
Q. Have any of these parties who said they would do this come for. 
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ward and offered to give that much, or is it a mere rumor ~-A. There 
was some offer of the kind made at the time the lease was made. Since 
then we uave been informed that those men who lease those lands ha·,~e 
:subleased for much more than they leased them for themselves. 
Q. What was your proposition °?-A. We offered to give a hundred 
thousand dollars or more. 
Q. Was; that the way ,you put your ofi'er jn ?-A. I cannot ~ay. 1\!Iy 
recollection is that we ofl'ered $100,000, and, if necessa,ry, we would give 
more than that. We offered $100,000 to $125,000 on that basis . 
• J. A. BLAIR. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 26,1885 . 
• J. A. BLAJ.lR SWOfli and eKamined. 
ftY Mr. HARRISON: . 
Question. Mr. B1air, you stated that these two lJooks, this journa l 
and ledger, were the books of the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Associa-
tion "!-Answer. Yes, sir; when a man gave his note and got hi.s lease, 
that was all he had to do. That stood for what he bad, and his notes 
represented the accoullt we kept with him, and the notes were placed 
in hank for collection. 
Q. You have opened an account with these lessees ~-A. Yes, sir; 
charging them with the rental and crediting them wHh the money they 
paid. .· 
Q. State what the total number of acres leased by your association 
to the members of it is ~-A. Well, sir, I can tell the ex~wt amonnt 
leas~d. Five million two hundred and sixty-nine thousand nine hun-
dred and seventy-six acres have been leased. 
Q~ How many more acres are in the occupancy of the mem hers, but 
have not been surveyed accurately ·f-A. Very near· 753,000 acres, ma,k-
ing a total of 1and leased and occupied of 5,619,976 acres. 
Q. How milch is taken up by the trails and quarantine stations ~-A. 
Seven or eight hundred thousand acres, I think. 
Q. Will you state the total amount of money received by your asso-
ciation from the lessees, and then the amount estimated to he due, and 
then give your items of expense~-A. Two hundred and twelve thou-
sand three hundred and eighty-six dollars and fifteen cents has been 
received from leases which have been surveyed. 
Q. That is up to the 1st of January ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now give t.he amount estimated as due from other leases not ac-
curately determined ~-A. That is $26,671.52. 
Q. 'fb·at includes what tbe members owe ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Does that include the annual dues ~-A. That is simply the rental. 
There are now no annual dues. . 
Q. That makes the total of the money you have received ~-A. Yes, 
sir. ' 
Q. What have you received for membership 0?-A. We have received 
$1,390 for membership. 
Q. What is the total from the rental ~-A. Two hundred and for ty 
thousand four hundred and forty-seven dollars and sixty-seven cents. 
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Q. Now, what are your items of expenses ?-A. We have paid the 
Cherokee Nation $150,000 ; attorneys, $5,385 ; for rewards, $5,334; 
for inspectors, $3,727.65; for salaries, $9,333.6,15; and for other expenses, 
$7,062.70. 
Q. What do those'' other expenses" embrace ~-A. I can show it on 
the book (witness examines his hook). That money was spent for sta-
tionery, printing, advertising, surveying, rent for office, and safe. 
Nearly $1,000 has been refunded to parties who did not get a lease, but 
paid in with the expectation that they were to receive a lease in the east-
ern part of the strip. A good many parties on the State line claimed the 
same piece of land, and all paid expecting to get it, but the Board, of 
course, could not give it to all of them. · 
Q. You have on hand ·how much cash did you say ~-A. Thirty-two 
thousand nine hundred and thirtv-three dollars and fifteen cents. 
Q. Your next payment of $50,000 to the Cherokee Nation is due the 
1st of April, is it not~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. What will the quarterly rental be ~-A. About $70,000. 
Q. So you will have, if all pay in, when your next paymellt comes, 
a.bout ·$130,000.-A. Yes, sir; if all pay who are behind noW the 1st 
of April there will be $130,000 ahead. 
Q. The surplus will be something like $80,000 in the treasury ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Your books do not show what money was collected by the asso-
ciation, or whatever you call it, that preceded this organization ~-A. 
No, sir. ~ 
Q. Were you secretary ofthat organization ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you keep any books ~-A. No, sir; the treasurer collected 
money to pay inspectors and other expenses. 
Q. You do not know what money he did collect~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You kept no account of it ~-A. No, sir; he kept that also. But 
when this association was formed the treasurer was in debt $236. 
Q. That is, he owed somebody that amounU-A. Yes, sir; he paid 
that much. 
Q. And you afterwards paid that back to him 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That balance was in his favor as treasurer of the preceding organ-
ization, which this association assumed and paid to him ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know any reason, Mr. Blair, why the association should 
rent upon such terms as to produce such a surplus above the rentals 
they have to pay~-A. Yes, sir. At the time of the lease the parties 
agreed to collect ~~ cents per acre. They did not know then how 
many acres there would be. They supposed it would be 6,000,000 acres, 
but they wanted to have plenty of money to pay the rental promptly 
and other expenses. I think the association owes now three or four 
thousand dollars of attorneys' fees. 
Q. Can you tell upon the amount of land surveyed or not, bnt occu-
. pied by members of the association, what rental per acre they wou1d 
need to pay the expenses of the association ~-A. Yes; a little over 2 
'cents per acre. 
Q. A little over 2 cents "?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What have they been paying i-A. Two and a half cents. , 
Q. Do you think 2 cents an acre on the whole amount you have sub-
leased would pay the rental to the Cherokees and cover the ordinary 
expenses of the association ~-A. Yes, sir ; but this coming spring there 
will be lots of the lessees that cannot pay their notes, and the associa-
tion will have to carry them, the parties paying interest on them after the 
16th day of March. The weather will kill lots of cattle, and the cattle-
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men cannot borrow like they used to in that country ; the times are too 
hard. '· The association will have to carry one-third of the members until 
summer, when they sell some cattle. 
~· Have you items of the account of those two gentlemen-Drumm 
and Eldred-who w:ent to the ()herokee Nation to procure the leases~­
A. No, sir. 
Q. Was any itemized statement given to you ~-A. No, sir; they just 
1'3aid what their expense was, and they were allowed $242, I think. 
Q. No itemized statement was made up of it ~-A. No, sir; it was 
very reasonable, and we did not say anything about it. 
Q. You do not know whether any of these persons who have rented 
a part of this land have made any advances to the treasurer '-A. No, 
sir. · 
Q. You do not know that they have ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Was not credit given to Major Drumm and Mr. Eldred on account 
of money advanced to them '-A. No, sir; I do not know of any. 
Q. Did they pay their notes ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How ~-A. I saw Major Drumm make two of bis payments; I saw 
the first one and the last one; it was paid by check. They nearly all 
pay by checks. 
Q. Will you furnish to the clerk of the committee all the receipts and 
expenditures of this ast~ociation, the number of acres in the leases, and 
the names of the sublessees ~-A. Yes, sir. 
JVIr. BLAIR recalled the same day. 
By Mr. GoRMAN: 
Question. Now, Mr. Blair, won't you look at the statement which you 
furnished us this morning, giving- the total number of acres leased to 
various parties in this lease, and give me about the exact number of 
acres that were actually leased ~-Answer. Four million eight hundred 
and sixty-six thousand nine hundred and seventy-six acres have been 
actually leased. 
Q. How many acres have not been leased ~-A. Seven hundr~d and 
fifty-three thousand acres, or about that. 
Q. When you say not leased you mean by that that the estimate of 
the nurn ber of acres that the various parties occupy, such as Day 
Brothers, Campbell, and others, is really not accurate ~-A. Yes, sir; 
but they are pretty near accurate. 
Q. So that you make a total, putting together both of these items, 
5,619,976 acres ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Now, iu aduition to that, you estimate how much in the strip oc-
cupied l>y trails and quarantine stations ~-.A.. I think I gave it in this 
morning as about SOO,OOO acres. 
Q . .About 800,000 acres ~-A. Yes, sir; I think I gave it in at that 
amount this morning. 
Q. How many members a1;e there in this association ~-A. About one 
hundred, I think, as jt stands to-day. 
Q. Can you give us what is due from each of the parties ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Give Ui'l the amount due and the amount paid in by these par-
ties 0?-A. l s~ated this morning that we have received $212,386.15 for 
leases. · 
Q. And tber is due from land not exactly settled, how much 0?-A. 
Twenty-six thousand six hundred and seventy-one dollars and fifty-two 
cents. 
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Q. And you have received from membership, how much ~-A~ One 
thousand three hundred and ninety dollars. 
Q. Making a total of how much ~-A. Two hundred and forty thou-
sand four hundred and forty-seven dollars and sixty-seven cents. 
Q. Now, give the amount due from all sources. Frst give the exact 
number of acres which you have leased, or from which you derive reve-
nue ~-A. It is about 5,619,976 acres. 
Q. What would be the gross revenue from the date of the lease to 
the last quarter~ When was the last payment ~-.A. Last September. 
Two hundred and forty-four thousand eight hundred and ninety-six 
dollars and ninety-five cents was the gross amount. 
Q. Now, Mr. Blair, your payments were $180,843, 1 think~-.A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Leaving a balance, in addition to that you received for member-
ship, which was $1,390, in your treasury, due to your company, of 
$65,442.92~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. I think you told me that about 400,000 acres were not leased the 
first six months.-.A. Yes, sir; about 400,000 acres, I think. 
Q. There was no pay for that for the first six months ~-.A. No, sir. 
· Q. Your gross receipts from the lease of the land ought to have been 
$252,898.92 ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. About $8,000 was not paid in the first six months ~-.A. No, sir. 
Q. Is this a complete list of the lessees qf that land ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And the number of ·acres actually ascertained or estimated~:_ . 
.A. Yes, sir. Three pages are accurate. Page No.4 is estimated. (See 
"Documents.") . 
Q. The first three pages are accurate ~-A. Yes, sir; according to sur-
veys made. 
Q. Now, Mr. Blair, I want to come back to the books, to this journal 
and this ledger. When was the first entry made in these identical 
books ~-A. I don't remember the exact date, but it was in the spring, 
some time in February or March. 
Q. Of what year 0?-.A. Eighteen hundred and eighty-four. 
Q. That will be only a year this spring ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. These books were then actually ·opened this spring a year ago~­
A. Yes, sir. 
Q. And all the ·entries were made in them by yourselfO?-.d... Yes, sir. 
Q. Where did you get these books ~-A. At Caldwell, Kans., at Hor-
ner's drug-store. · 
Q. You made all the entries yourself, you say ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That was in January, February, or March, 1884?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How did you keep your account before that ~-.A. I kept a blotter. 
Q. When did you become secretary of the association ?-A. When it 
was first organized, in the spring or in the month of ]-"larch, 1883. 
Q. You obtained the lease in May, 1883 a?-.A. No, sir; it was March, 
1883. 
Q. You organized your association in March, and obtained the lease 
in May ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were secretary of the association ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What has become of the books ~-A. No books were kept. The 
treasurer would collect money from any man who had it to pay~ and 
give him a receipt for the amount he paid. He commenced .to collect 
this money some time before the lease was obtained, so that we might 
have money in the treasury. I paid in $500, I think, in June, and in 
the last ·part of September, just before we had to make a payment, I 
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paid in a thousand dollars. I had, as I said, paid $500 before, and I 
had to pay $1,017 more. · 
Q. No books were kept ~-A. No, sir; we used simply a blotter. I 
think we collected $63,000 one day, and just kept it on paper until I 
could put down the payments on the books. The directors said there 
was no use to keep an account with these men, because when they got 
the lease they would give a note for the payment of the rent. We then 
put the notes in bank. 
Q. You did not keep any books from the organization of the com-
pany until the year after, t.lJ.at is, in January or February ofthe follow-
ing year ~-A. When Mr. Bennett, the treasurer, collected any money, 
he would give a receipt, as I have said before. 
Q. Didn't he enter the amounts of money at all ~-A. No, sir; be 
kept the money in bank 
Q. Was Mr. Bennett the first treasurer '-A. Yes, sir; he was the 
first treasurer. 
Q. What bank did he make the deposit in ~-A. The Stock Exchange 
Bank at OaldwBll. 
Q. So you could only tell from the bank account ~-A. Well, he kept 
a memorandum book. When a man would pay anything, he would 
put it down: 
Q. \Vhat became of these memorandum books ~ Has he kept them~­
A. I do not know. 
Q. What did he make these entries on if he did not have some 
book ~-A. We just kept the memorandums in a pigeon hole. 
Q. These books are not the original entries, but are copied from slips 
and memorandums ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Then :you have no entry of any payments prior to the organiza-
tion of the present association ?-A. No, si~ 
Q. You had some receipts, some one testified here, before this com-
pany was organized '-A. I do not know anything about that, sir. 
Mr. Bennett used to collect money for inspectors, &c., I know. 
Mr. GoRMAN. The president of the association swore that the com-
pany passed tlJe hat around, and that credit was afterwards given for 
overpayments. Who kept these memorandums~ 
The WITNESS. Mr. Bennett. 
' Q. You did not keep them ~-A. No, sir; I remember paying $500 in 
advance. It was the first cattle that I shipped. 
Q. Was that before or after the organization of the company~-A. It 
was after the organization of tlJe company. I think most of the parties 
paid after the organization of the company. 
Q. So there is no way to get at these accounts, except. through the 
bank at Caldwell ~-A. I suppose so; Mr. Bennett kept his money and 
the treasury money, too, in one account in the bank. 
Q. vVho is the cashier of the bank ~-A. Charlie Moore. 
Q. What did you say the name of the bank was ~-A. The Stock Ex· 
change Bank, at Caldwell, Kansas. 
Q. So these entries are simply made from slips you had ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Did you preserve all the slips ~-A. Yes, sir; I saved them until 
I could get time to put them in the books. 
Q. You could not swear that it was an exact statement of the :finan-
ciaUtffairs of the company~-A. Pretty near it. 
Q. But you would not like to swear to it ~-A. Wen, sir, some of the 
payments have not been made yet and are simply estimated. 
Q. You rely exclusively upon the notes that were given ~-A. Yes, 
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sir; a man gave us a note for each six months' payment, and that was 
the end of it. 
Q. There is no entry showing how many acres ~ach of these parties 
had, and how much is due for them ~-A. Vvell, sir, I just take one-half 
of the amount of the payments, as the number of acres-that is, at 2 
cents an acre. 
Q. So in your journal and ledger the only entries, as a rule, are' the 
amounts of money paid by these parties ~-A. Yes, sir; I have a map 
with the number of aQres each man has. 
Q. These books were first opened in January or February, 1884 °~-A. 
Yes, sir; some time before the March meeting. We bave a general 
meeting when the notes are due. 
Q. Have you furnished the committee, as near as you cau, the names 
of the various cattle companies. who are using this land ~-A. Yes, sir; 
this book which 1 have in my hand is the best information I can give 
upon the subject . 
. M:r. GoRMAN. I wish you would file one of these books. 
The WITNESS. I will, sir. ' 
· (Witness leaves with clerk a book entitled ''Southwestern Brand 
Book ; containing the marks and brand of the cattle and horse raisers 
of Southwestern Kansas, Indian Territory, and the Pan-Handle of 
Texas for the round-up of 1884.") 
HO . HIRAM PRICE. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 24, 1885. 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE exantined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. Mr. Price, do tell us something about the Iowa Indians. 
They seem to be a scattered people.-A. Do you mean the Indians in 
Iowa, or the tribe of Iowa Indians~ 
The OHAIRM.A.N. I mean the tribe. 
Q. How many are in Iowa ~-A. I do not know that there are many 
in Iowa. If you look at my last report you can find there as much in-
formation as I can give yon. 
The CH.AIRM.A.N. Your report represents the number to be 132 in Ne-
,braska, near the Iowa line, at the Great Nemr~ha Agency. 
The WrrNESS. Yes; at the Great Nemaha Agency, on the line close 
to Iowa. 
The CHAIRMAN. And your report also says that there are 88 in the 
ludian Territory~ 
Tl1e WITNESS. That is the best information we can get. 
Mr. H.A.RRISON. :Are there only88 in the Territory 0! 
The OHAIRM.A.N. That is all that is reported. The Executive set up a 
reservation in 1883, in the Territory-so it ·appears here by the Execu-
tive order. 
Q. Mr. Price, was it the design of the Government to gather all the 
Indians by the name of Iowas down there ~-A. Well, sir, I do not 
know, Mr. Senator. I cannot tell what the design of the Goverm:pent 
was. I think that at one time there was a prospect of doing that, and 
tlJe Nebraska fowas were told that if they could agree with the Iowa.s 
jn the Indian 'rerritory, steps would be taken to remove them th~re. 
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'Q. What knowledge- l1as the Dept:tttment tis tli tlie character of that· 
1reservation ~-A. Only what you can get in my report. I have never 
been there myself. 
Th'e CHAIRMAN. Well, sir, it appea~rs from the book that the reEerva· 
ition contains about231,068 acres-88 upon thisteservation, and 132 of the· 
:same tribe up at the Nemaha ·Agency, in Nebraska:. Unless it was de~ 
:signed to put some of the other Indians upon this reservation, I do not· 
:understand why it should be so large. 
1 
· 
Q. Are there any other Indians there that you know of '_:_A. I should, 
1have to refresh my memory from the records, Mr. Senator.. I have never 
·ibeen there, and do not know anything except from the reports of tlie' 
:agents. 
Q·. What kind of Indians are they~ What is their condition ~-A. 
·wen, they are not what we consider the wildest Indians. 
Q. Are they advanced considerably in civilization ~-A. That depends 
1Upon what you would call civilization. 
The CHAIRMAN. Self-support, I mean. 
The WITNESS. I .could not tell you one-half as much as you can get 
from the report of the agent. • · 
The CHAIRMAN. This-l!Jxecutive order is dated August 15, 1883, and 
reads as follows : . 
It is hereby ordered that the following-described tract of country in Indian Terri-
tory, viz: Commencing n;t the point where the Deep Fork of the Canadian River in-
tersect::; the we::;tern boundary of the Sac and :Fox Reserva,tion; thence north along 
said west boundary to the south bank of the Cimarron River; thence up said Cimar-
ron River to the Indian Meridian; thence south along said Indian Meridian to the 
Deep Fork of the Canadian River; thence down sai<\ Deep Fork to the place of be-
ginning, be, and the same hereby is set apart for the permanent use and occupation of 
the Iowa and such other Indi:tns as the Secretary of the Interior may see fit to locate 
.thereon. 
CHESTER A. ARTHUR. 
The WITNESS. I think, gentlemen, that we have just put the Tonca· 
-,was in there. 
Mr. INGALLS. What 1 
The WITNESS. That is a new tribe, the Toncawas. You can get at 
'ithem accurately from the book . 
. The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Price, will you please spell that out~ 
The WrrNESS. T-o-n-c-a-w-a-s. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of the lease of this reservation of these 
Iowas to anybody for cattle-grazing purposes ~-A. No, sir; no lease, 
~1r. Chairman, has been signed there and approvedforanybody. What 
I know about leases is outside of my official position. No leases of any 
bud~~ in Indian reservations have been approved by the Department. 
Q. Have you any personal knowledge of any lease of this particular 
reservation ~-A~ I have not, without looking at the records; there may 
ha,·e been. You have all that the Department knows in Senate Docu-
ment 54, and the supplement to that document, Senate Document 17. 
Q. 1t don't appear positively whether your attention was called par-
ticularly to this lease.-A. If it is not in that document it was not called 
to our attention. 
Q. lf at any time a lease of this land has been made, it has been 
made without your personal knowledge ~-A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. Without any knowledge you have now, of it~-A. Yes, sir; ex-
cept what I hear by report. I hear, at times, that somebody is going 
to lease this or that reservation. 
Q. Have you heard anything in reference to the lease of this Iowa 
land ~-A. No, sir. 
S. Uep.l278-16 
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Q. Now, Mr. Price, if you were about to remove these Toncawa In 
dians from Texas there, and if you found the whole reservation leased 
to white men for ten y'ears, would the lease be in the way ~-A. Not a 
bit. I do not thin~ there is any such lease, sir. 
Q. You have never heard that. these Indians have leased the entire 
reservation, except what they want for their use, according to their own 
judgment ~-A. ·I do not think I have. 
Q. Do you think this·a wise thing, to make such a lense as to lease 
their entire reservation to anybody for grazing purposes, leaving onl;y 
such as they 1Uight feel they wanted to keep for themselves ~-A. That 
involves this answer: If it were a personal matter with me, and I thought 
the Indians had more land than they could use, and they consented to 
it, I think it would be a good idea, under some regulation of law, to 
lease the land they were not using, provided the money could be made 
use of for the benefit of the Indians. I think under these circumstances 
it would be a good policy. That is my private opinion. 
Q. Do you think it would be a good plan to allow an Indian tribe to 
lease their entire reservation under such terms as they pleased ~-A. It 
would only he proper, I think, with the consent of the Indians, and with 
·the approval of the Department. In that ettse only, and not where it 
did not have the approval of the Department. You have fifty letters, 
Mr. Chairman, in that document before you, upon this subjeet. 
Q. Do you think it would be a proper thing for them to lease their 
entire reservation, supposing also, in addition to this lease of the en· 
tire re8ervation, the rental was so much a head .for all the cattle the 
lessee had on this land; would that be a wise provision ~-A. That 
would depend upon bow much was to b~ paid, and bow paid, and if the 
Indians were satisfied. 
Q. Would you think it wise that somebody else beside the lessee and 
the Indians should be present and determine the interest of the trans-
action ~-A.. I think it ought to be examined and approved by the De-
partment. That is my opinion. 
Q. How would you advise the disposition of the rent money ~-.A. 
The wiser· plan would be to allow the ~ecretary of the Interior to make 
such disposition of it as he thought best for the interest of the Indians. 
That would be a good policy if he could begin anew. . 
Q. Do you think it is necessary in the long run, to sechre these lands 
to the Indians, t.hat the Department should have an oversight of the 
whole thing ~-A. That has be~n the policy pursued so far, sir. 
Q. Have the Department had lately an Indian inspector by the name 
of Townsend in its employ ~-.A. Yes, sir; hb was special agent when 
I came into tlw office, and he was there for a considerable time after-
wards. · . 
Q. Do you know when he resigned ¥-.A. Yes, sir; be resigneil on the 
15th of February, 1883. The reason I know that is, I looked it up this 
morning. · 
Q. Did you have any knowledge tha.t while be was in your employ 
as inspector he wa.s securing for his own private interest a lease of In-
dian land on an Indian re·servation ~-.A. No, sir; probably I should 
sa.y here that he tendered his resignation on tbe 15th of February, 1883, 
and his resignation was not accepted until the 11th of March; between 
these dates 1 do not know but ~ir. 'l'ownsend may have done something 
of the kind, and the Department may or may not have known about it. 
Q. Had you any knowledge of his daing anything in this direction up 
to this time ~-.A. No, sir; I had no idea that he was doing anything 
except in connection wit.h the business of the Government. 
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Q. Would it be a wise policy for the Government to permit its offi-
cials to go into the business~ 
The WITNESS. Well, now, Mr. Senator, that is a general question, and 
it cannot be answered by a yes or no. 
If you were in the Government employ, and a man should ask your 
opinion of a business you wanted to go into, then you would be apt to 
give an answer pro or con. It would be wrong if, while in the employ 
of the Government, he should neglect the business of the Government 
to attend to his own private business. 
Q. Do you think a man employed as an Iridian inspector should be 
permitted to secure for his own private interest a lease or Indian land 
without the knowledge of the Department ~~A. No, sir; I should say 
not, in general terms. 
Q. Would it be proper for the Department, having knowledge of it, 
to permit him to do it ~-A. I know that if the Department were as_ked 
to approve it the Department would say no, for th~ reason that it would 
be wrong for an Indian inspector employed by the Government and 
sent among the Indians to investigate what was going on to do a thing 
of this sort. 
Q. Would it be proper for him to enter into a negotiation for a lease 
for himself~-A. That depends upon how much he should do, and 
how be should do it. He might innocently ask if they were going to 
lease their land, because he might have it in mind that he perhaps 
would resign some day, but if he uses his official position to negotiate a 
lease he could not secure without holding that position, be would be 
doing wrong, and it would not be sanctioned by the Department. 
Q. Would there be any danger of the Indians having a confused idea 
as to whether he appeared amongst them as an official of the Govern-
ment or as a private citizen ~-A. I do not know what the Indians 
might think. It depends entirely upon the manner in which he · ap-
proached them. 
Q. Then you think, Mr. Price, an Indian inspector could, in a proper 
mannt-r, negotiate for his private interests with these Indians ~-A. No, 
sir; I do not. 
Mr. CAMERON. Mr. Chairman, will you allow Mr. Price to explain the 
difference between a special agent and an inspector~ 
The WITNESS. Their duties are almost identical. There is t;his dif-
ference, which you probably ought to know : A special agent has to fre-
quently take charge of the agency when the agent has been removed until 
another one is appointed. The inspector frequently puts the special 
agent into this position. He can place him in charge, but the inspector 
could not do this himself. The inspector bas special duties to~perform­
examining the agencies to see if they are conducted in a proper manner. 
·By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. While there on that business, can you conceive of the propriety 
of his entering into a negotiation with the Indians upon his own private 
account~-A. Well, sir, I can readily conceive that a man might be as 
interested as possible, whether he be a special agent or inspector, ~nd 
bA might say to these Indians, "Is anybody going to lease your land~ 
What do you expect for that land V" He might have in his mind that he 
might want to make an offer at some futur(~ time. But if he made a 
contract at the time, that would be wrong. 
Q. Why do you ~ay you would not give your consent ?-A. Because 
the policy of leases bas not been decided, and we would not give our 
consent to any body's making a lease. We have given no indorsement 
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to leases. The first I knew of this man's intention to enter into busi-
ness on his own account was when he tendered his resignation. He 
tendered his resignation on the 15th of February, 1883, ·and my impres-
sion is that he talked of resigning before that time. I will say here 
that we considered him a very good agent, and it was with reluctance 
tbat we parted with him. 
Q. You say it is possible he has communicated to you on the subject 01 
•-A. Only he may have talked of going into other business. 
Q. Do you know of anybod;v coming to you to know if he might exe-
cute a lease of any land in the Sac and Fox country with. a view to 
resigning ~-A. I do not remember that. 
Q. Do you remember that Mr. Parker called on you ~-A. The only 
time I ever saw him was when he came to ask me some questions about 
Mr. Townsend, I think. Really I do not remember what he did say. 
Q. Did he ever communicate to you anything like this~ [The Chair-
man reads:] . 
Telegraph me Commissioner's consent that I sho-q.ld sign lease, in view of resigna-
tion upon completion of my present orders. Have good reasons to fear I might com-
promise my standing with Department without this. Hurry up. 
The Wri.'NESS. What is the date of that telegram~ 
The CHAIRMAN. It is dated June 27, 1883. 
TOWNSEND. 
'.rhe WITNESS. June 27, 1883 .! No, sir; I do not think I ever saw that 
telegram. fWitness examining telegram.] 
Q. You never read this telegram ~-A. No, sir; I never read it. 
Q. Have you any recollection of authorizing such an answer as this f. 
[The Chairman reads :] 
E. B. ToWNSEED, Cherryvale, Ka.nsas: 
Commissioner sa.ys no objections; sign. 
M. M. PARKER. 
The CHAIRMAN. That means to sign the lease, I think. 
The WITNESS. Now, if you can tell me what the gentleman who sent 
that asked me, I can tell you what I said. I may have said I had no 
objections, in view of his going out of the service, but I do not remember 
now that I did say it. 
lVlr. INGALLS. Did Mr. Price know to whom that telegram was ad-
dressed~ If not, I think it would be proper for him to know to whom 
it was addressed. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Parker testi~ed that he received this telegram 
from Mr. Townsend, and Mr. Townsend stated, in his testimony, that 
he sent Mr. Parker this telegram on the day it bears date. This was 
a copy of his own dispatch and he got this answer the same ~ay to ~t. 
Then Mr. Parker says· he did receive it, and went and showed it to the 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and the Commissioner made a reply 
which be telegraphed to Mr. Townsend. 
Tbe Wa'NESS. I will tell you what is possible. I do not think Mr. 
Parker handed me . the telegram. He might have asked if there was 
any objection to his negotiating the lease, but I have no recollection of 
that. 
Mr. CAMERON. · The telegram says that he wished the consent of the 
Department in anticipation of his leaving tbe service. 
The WITNESS. I would not sanction the lease by him while be was 
acting as agent; but if he should resign he would be outside the con~ 
trol of the Department. 
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By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Would yuu have approved of his negotiating the terms of the 
lease while he was· special agent ~-A. Of course I would not sanction 
his execut.ing the lease while be was in the service, nor negotiating for 
it. It was my impression that he bad talkerl at some time of resigning. 
Q. Did you ever receive any communication from anybody in the _tall 
before he resigned, about the fact of what be was doing ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did yon ever receive a letter from a Mr. Berry, or do you know of 
Mr. Berry ~-A. Yes, sir; he was a trader at the Sac and Fox Agency. 
Q. Is he a trader now ~-A. No, sir; I think not. 
Q. Did he write you about some t.rouble his brother had fallen into~­
A. My letter answers t~at. 
The CHAIRMAN. Gentlemen, I received a letter from Mr. Price yes-
terday. . 
The WITNESS. This Mr. Berry wrote me to know why his brother, 
who was clerk, w&s removed. He was remqved from the office of clerk 
because of charges against him. I received a letter from him, which 
was not answered until Senator Plumb applied to the office, and I gave 
him the reason why. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. At the time he wrote about his brother, or at any time, did he 
communicate anything about Mr. Townsend ~-A. Yes, sir; I think in 
that same letter he did, and I think I have his letter to me with me 
now; but I did not expect to be asked about that matter. I have it, 
however. 
Q. You think that is his letter ~-A. Yes, sir .; that is the only letter 
I know of, March, 1884. 
Q. That is the one Mr. Plumb took tQ you ~-A. Yes, sir; that came 
through him, and I at the time wrote this : 
It will be a sufficient answer to say thatno such letter as he refers to has been sent 
to this office, nor have we any knowledge of such a letter here, and Special Agent 
Townsend is no longer in the Indian service. 
Q. Was that written at the time the letter came to yo~ ~-A. No, sir. 
This Mr. Berry wrote to Mr. Plumb that he had not received a letter, 
and I answered him and gave him a copy of the charges against the 
other Mr. Berry. 
Q. Were there any charges against this Mr. Berry~-A. No, sir; not 
that I know of. 
Q. You do not know how long after you received this letter it was 
that Mr. Plumb communicated with you ~-A. This was the 7th of March. 
Mr. Plumb came there probably the 1st of April. 
Q. Was that the only letter you received ~-A. Tha·t is the only one 
I i'emember or that I have any recollection of. 
The CHAIRMAN. Here is Mr. Price's to me upon the subject. Can l 
read it~ 
The WITNESS. I have no objection. 
(The letter is as follows:) 
Ron. HENRY L. DAWES, 
Chairman Cornmittee on Indian Affairs: 
JANUARY 22, 1885. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of yesterday informing me that s~me part of Mr. 
Berry's testimony referred to me, and you suggest that possibly I might wish to look 
at the teMtimony and make some explanation. On an examination of the testimony 
to-day I only find that Mr. Berry complains of me because his letter asking to be 
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I inclose herewith a letter from Mr. Andrews, who has charge of this class of cor-
respondence, which will explain the delay, particularly when it is remembered that 
letters that are answered in their regular order of :filing sometimes (and this is par-
ticularly the case during the session of Congress) are not answered for more than one 
month. 
Orders of court, and resolutions of Senate and House, calling for copies of papers, 
and requests of Members ofthe Senate and House take precedence, and are generally 
made special. 
The letter of Mr. Berry complaining of some acts of Mr. Townsend did not reach 
me until after Mr. Townsend had left the service, and consequently I could do noth-
ing in the matter. · 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient ser~ant, 
H. PRICE. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Your letter to me infers that you never got any letter from Mr. 
Berry until after Mr. Townsend resigned. If he wrote you any letter 
earlier than this yQu did not receive it or have no knowledge of it~-A. 
I sent to Mr. Andrews, who has charge of the files of the office, and this 
is the letter he sent me. I made a memorandum at the time I received 
it, and I have no kno~ledge of receiving any letter earlier than that. 
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Berry testified that iu the fall he sent you a 
letter. · 
The Wri.'NESS. This is the letter I received from Mr. Andrews, who 
bas charge of the files. 
(The letter is as follows:) 
JANUARY 22, 1885. I 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Cmnrnissioner of Indian Affairs: 
SIR: The records of the office show that the permit which was given Thomas E. 
Berry (a licensed trader at the Sac and Fox Agency) to employ as clerk Andrew A. 
Berry was, on the 18th day of February, 1884, revoked, and the agency directed to 
order him to leave the reservation. 
The charge against" Berry was" debauching the wife of Joseph Regnier." 
On the 7th day of March, 1884, a letter was received from Thomas·B. Beny, asking 
that the charges against Andrew A. Berry be investigated by the new agent for the 
Sac and Fox Agency. No reply had yet been made to Berry, and on the 1st day of 
April, 1884, a letter from Berry was received by reference of Senator Plumb, making, 
among other things, the same request. 
A reply was made to Senator Plumb on the same day that the charge was sustained 
by ample proof, aRd that action was had without submitting tho case to the a,gent. 
A copy of the charge, which was made by the husband of Mrs. Regnier, was given in 
the above reply to Senator Plumb and the letter of Berry retnrned. 
The missionary at the 8ac and Fox Agency interested himself in the matter, and 
urged that the case be attended to without giving it notoriety. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
H. W. ANDREWS. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. This letter does not indicate any letter previous ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. I understand you to say, as far as you are able to state, the office 
has no· knowledge of any letter previous to that from Mr. Berry ~-A. 
Yes, sir; I believe Mr. Berry complains, as I understand from the tes· 
timony, that he had not been answered. . 
The CHAIRMAN. As I understand his testimony, he said previous to 
this time, in the fall, he had written to you, making a , statement in re-
gard to this matter. . 
Mr. CAMERON. I understand Mr. Price to say that he was advised by 
Mr. Andrews, who has charge of this class of correspondence, that there 
was no other· letter on file except the one he produced. 
Mr. INGALLS. The question is whether Mr. Price, as Commissioner, 
ever received such a letter. 
Mr. CAMERON. If be had received it in t~e ordinary course of busi~ 
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The Wn.'NESS. Yes, sir; it would be on file. Mr. Andrews sent me 
back this lette~, and it is evidently the letter he complains of. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Did you inquire whether there was any previous letter~-A. No, 
sir. -
::1\'Ir. HARRISON. Perhaps it wou.ld be well to have you examine the 
files of the office carefully. The file-clerk having found one, he might 
have concluded that it was the only one received from Mr. Berry. 
The WITNESS. I will have the examination made, but I am pretty 
sure that I received no other letter . 
. Mr. BoWEN. Mr. Price, I would like to inquire if the Cherokees have 
been paid any money on account of any of their lands west of the Arkan-
sas River that are not occupied by other Indians, and, if so, how much 
has been paid~ · · 
The WITNESS. You are speaking of the Cherokee Strip or outlet~ 
Mr. BoWEN. The question is general. 
The WI'l'NESS. That is the only unoccupied land they have. I will 
read you the report of the Department on this subject, which is con-
tained in that letter from the Secretary of the Interior to the President 
of the Senate, and dated January 3, 1885. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. January 3, instant ·J-A. Yes, sir; it is Senate Ex. Doc. 19. The 
Secretary referred· the matter to me. Let me reud it ; the resolution of 
the Senate asked-
First. What was the price paid said Cherokee Nation per acre for their lands west 
of Arkansas River. 
Second. Whether there has been more than one appraisement of such lands ; and 
if so, what, and by what authority. · 
Third. If the payment of said $300,000 was on account of any lands belonging to 
Baid Cherokee Nation west of the Arkansas River other than tho lands occupied by 
the Pawnees, Nez Perces, Poncas, Otoes, Missourias, and Osages. 
The WITNESS. Here is my answer: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., Decernber ao, 18R4. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by Department reference, for 
report, of Senate resolution dated December 23, 1884, referring to the act of March :3, 
1!:!83, appropriating the sum of $300,000, to b'e paid to the Cherokee Naition of Indians. 
out of the funds due under appraisement for Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas 
River, and directing .the Secretary of the Interior to inform the Senate as soon as 
practicable- • 
''First. What was the price paid said Cherokee Nation per acre for their lands west 
of the Arkansas River. 
" Second. Whether there has been more than one appraisement of such lands; and 
if so, what, and by what authOJ;ity. • 
"Third. If the payment of said $300,000 was on account of any lands belonging to 
said Cherokee Nation west of the Arkansas River other than the lands occupied by 
the Pawnees, Nez Perces, Poncas, '()toes (and) Missourias, and Osages." 
In reply, I have to state that the Cherokees have not been paid for all their lauds 
lying west of the Arkansas River. 
- There are of these lands 6 .• 574,§86.56 acres, of which there has been but one ap-
praisement. . 
The appraised value of these lands, as :fixed by the President June 23, 1879, by vir-
tue of the authority vested iu him by the act of 187:.! (17 Stat., 190), and the acL of 
11376 (19 Stat., 120), is as follows: · · 
230, 014. 04 acres, at 70 cents per acre, Pawnees; see act 1876 (19 
Stat .. ,28)------ ...... ----·· __ ---··· ··---- ----·· .... ·---
6,344,572.51 acres, at 47.49 cents peracre ______ ---- ...••..•.•.. ------
$161,009 82 
3, 013, o:~7 48 
-------- ----------
6, 57 4, 5t36. 55 acres . - ••• - .•••••.••••..•••••.•••••.••••••••••..•.. _. _. 3, 17 4, 04 7 30 
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The following dispositions have been made out of the lands in question, viz: 
To the Pawnees, act 1S76 (19 Stat., 21:!): 
230, 014. 04 acres, at 70 cents per acre.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $161~ 009 82 
To the Nez Perces, act 1S78 (20 Stat., 74): 
90,710.89 acres at 47.49 cents per acre .... ------------------........ 43.078 60 . 
To the Poncas, act Hi81 (21 Stat., 422): · 
101, 894. 31 acres, at 47.49 cent.s per acre.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48, 389 46 
To the Otoes and Missourias, act 1881 (21 Stat., :180): 
129,113.20 acresr at 47.49 cents per acre .......................... ·.... 61,315 8& 
551, 732. 44 acres ..............••................................... ·. 313,793 73: 
On account of the Cherokee lauds lying west of the Arkansas River, the following; 
payments have been made, viz: 
Under act June 16, 1880 (21 Stat., 248) ................................. $300,000 00' 
Under act March 3, 1881 Poncas (21 Stat.J 422) .••..•.••. ---- .... .... .. 48,389 46 : 
:Under act March 3, 1883 (22 Stat., 624) ..••........ · ..................... 300,000 00 1 
Total .. _ ........................................... ·-. . . . . . . . . . . . 648, 389 46 : 
This sum .is $334,595.73 in excess of the value of t.he lands disposed of at the price · 
:fixed by the President. · 
With the exception of the Poncas, in which case an express appropriation was 
made, this Department holds that the above-named appropriations were made on 
account of all the lands of the Cherokee Nation lying west of the Arkansas River, 
including the assignments made therefrom, as above stated. 
The acts of June 16, 18eO, and March 3, 1ti8:3, expressly provided that the appropria-
tions thereby made were to be paid to the Cherokee Nation out of the fuuds clue, 
under appraisement, for its lands west of the Arkansas River. 
The Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Perccs, and Otoes and Missourias have macle no payments 
to the Cherokees for the tracts occupied by them respectively. All payments made 
on account of these lands have been made bv the Government. 
The Osag9s, mentioned in the third subdivision of the resolution, are "located on 
lands lying east of the Arkansas River, and which are not covered by the above-
named appropriations. See act of 1872 (17 Stat., '228). 
The resolution of the Senate is herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
H. PRICE, 
Commiaaioner. 
Q. Has the land that was taken west of the Arkansas River been paid 
for¥-A. Something has been paid on account. The whole of the 
Cherokee outlet contains over 6,500,000 acres, and of this the Govern-
ment of the nited States has taken 551,000 acres. Under the treaty 
we made with these Indians we have the right, at any time, to settle 
friendly Indians upon this land. . 
Q. The Cherokees kept the whole of the eastern portion of their 
lands~-A. YeR, sir; all of the eastern portion. ·, We have a right to. 
take the whole of the Cherokee strip, which contains six and a half mil-
lion acres. .. . . 
Q. Do you mean that we have a right to take this at any time?.-
A. Yes, sir. · 
By Mr. BOWEN: 
Q. I understood you to say that the Cherokee Nation owed the Gov-. 
ernment about $300,000 . .,.-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How long have they been owing it, and what rate of interest has 
been charged upon it~-A. Well, sir, there has. been no interestcha.rged 
that I know of. I don't think any interest is paid at all. · 
Q. You say you think the Government can take that land at any 
tthimte 1-A. Yest, sir; it lo_9k~ to ~e as a very ~1~.~! ~-a~e, ln1t tb~y claim 
, ",a we c~n;no, ,• · ' 
• 
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Mr. HARRISON. I understood that the treat.y with the Cherokees al-
lowed us, under the provisions of that treaty, to take the land west of 
the Arkansas River, and that takes the whole of the strip. 
The WITNESS. Yes, sir; the whole of the strip from the Arkansas 
River west. 
Mr. INGALLS. The degree is mentioned in the treaty~ 
Mr. HARRISON. I think it is ninety-six. 
T·he CHAIRMAN. Mr. Price, that treaty required that this price should 
be a matter of agreement between the Chero.kees and the United States. 
~he WITNESS. Yes, sir; but they never did agree upon a price, and 
the appraisement which was made was returned to the President, and 
the President fixed the price at 47.49 cents. The President went on 
and made the appraisement without their know ledge, so they complained. 
Q. Mr. Price, would you do me the favor to cause some one to search 
for that matter· ~ It is important to silence complaint. 
By Mr. BoWEN: 
Q. Referrin·g once more, Mr. Price, to the $300,000, I wish to ask 
whether that amount staud:s charged on the books of the Department~­
A. I don't know whether it does or not, but I think so; I have not ex-
amined the books. I know that these are the payments that have been 
made, and I presume the ledger will sllow that. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Mr. Price, I have been told that there were some Otoes and Shaw- , 
nees on this Iowa reservation. Do you know whether that is Ro or not~­
A. I will have to go to the books. You can get that from my report; 
that will show it. 
THOMAS E. BERRY (recalled). 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 26, 1885. 
THOMAS E. BERRY sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. Do you desire· to make any further statement ~-Answer. 
Yes, sir; since I gave my testimony there has been some disposition to 
reflect upon me because, among other things, I claim to have written two 
letters to the Department. It waR also stated here before the commit-
tee that one of these letters neyer was received, that uothing was re-
ceived from me before March, as I understand it. I wish to state that 
at the time I wrote the letter which I hold in rnv band-that is the first 
letter to the Department-! was postmaster at Shawneetown myself. 
Q. Which letter do you refer to ~-A. The 18th of J nne, 1883. I wrote 
this letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and also ono to the In-
dian agent at Sac and Fox Agency, but I failed to get any answer or any 
investigation from any of them, and since Saturday 1 have been to the 
Indian Office, and through the courtesy of Mr. Stevens, chief clerk, bav~ 
gotten the letter of June 18, 1883. 
Q. Of what year ~-A. June 18, 1883. 
By Mr. HARRISE>N: 
Q. You got that from the files of the Indian Office~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is there any evidence in the Department what time it was re-
ceived '-A. I suppose there is on the jacket indorsement. It was on 
~b,.e tHes of the office and under date of June 18, 
• 
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Q. Do you de~ire to llave it made apart of the record ¥-A. Yes, sir. 
Til at letter of June 18 shows that charges were made against me through 
influence whi(jh I know of because I ~ad bought some Oreek cattle and 
J was ordered while I was away to close my store and leave ·the reserva-
tion. Charges were made in the absence of the agent, Mr. Carter. 
When he returned I was not ordered to close my store and leave the 
reservation. Wl1eu I returned and found what had been done, I wrote 
this letter to the Department, which called the attention of the Depart-
ment to the fact that employes of the Government were there endeav-
oring to get a lease from these Indians. Also in Senate Ex. Doc. ~o. 
54, Forty-eighth Congress, first session, there is an official letter dated 
October 10, from J. V. Carter, United States Indian agent, Sac and Fox 
Agency, which I will read, or I would like to have it made a part of the 
record. · _ 
The CHAIRMAN. First read your letter of June 18. 
(Witness reads letter:) 
SHAWNEETOWN, IND. T., June 18, 1883. 
DEAR Sm : It seems as somf} one has reported to your office that I wa~ interested 
in bnyin.!~ Hn(1 driving cattle belonging to .tbe Creek Indians, probil:>ited by Agent 
·Tufts, per nuliice, viz, the Espieechee party, who are now under control of the mili-
tar.v. I wish to state to you the facts in the case, as this report has been given cur-
rency by interested parties whose hope was to have my license revoked. Durin~ this 
spring I and my employes have bought, all told, about 35 head of cattle from refugee 
Creeks, who belonged to the Espieechee party camped on North Fork, and cattle 
they had brought out with them when the left home. These were bought before 
Agent Tuft's notice was given- not to buy. They was bought out outside of the 
Creek country from the men whom this notice of Agent Tufts is supposed to protect. 
These are all the cattle that have been bought by me from the Creeks, or any one for 
me or interested with me in any way. 
The facts have not been known by the party forwarding the report, or he wasinter-
et!ted in the effect be hoped it to have, viz, the withholding of my license. I solicit 
an investigation of the -facts and the motive prompting the report, and think that 
perhaps there are men drawing salaries from -the Indian Department in this country 
who are looking after the cattle business very closely themselves, and who think, 
were my license withheld, they might have a clear field at Shawneetown, Ind. T. 
I filed my application for a renewal of license SOll!e thirty days ago, and some ten 
d::tys since forwarded a bond as required by law to do. I hope to hear from the same 
soon. 
Yours, 
THOS. E. BERRY. 
Ron. H. ·PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Ajfai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
The WITNESS. The jacket indorsement upon this letter was, "No 
action taken and no answer made." 
The CHAIRMAN. Now read the letter which you say is in Senate Ex. 
Doc. No. 54. On what page is that letter ~ 
A. It is on page 41, and reads as follows : 
UNITED STATES INDIAN Sl<~l~VICE, 
Sa,c and Fox Agency, Ind. T., Octobe1· 10, 1883. 
SIR: In reply to your letter, L. 14139, 18~3, ~ated Washjngton, October 4, 18~3. I 
have the honor to state that about the close of June last, or the first of July, E. B. 
Townsend and C. C. Pickett, representing one company; Moon and Lambert, another 
company; and Clark and Moore, representing the third company, made application 
to lease a part of the Sac and Fox Reservation for grazing purposes. I laid the mat-
ter before the Sac and Fox Indians in council, informing t.bem that unless they unan-
imously favored a lease I would not support one, and requesting them to hold a coun-
eil to · themselves to decide the matter, which they did, spending about two days in 
council, and decided not to lease any of their reservation, since which time I have 
received applications to lease land of the Sac and Fox Indians for grazing purposes, 
but I have invariably told them t.hat the Indians would not lease their lands. 
I d.o not know of either of the a hove parties having conversation with the Indians 
on the subject out of my presence, and but little talk on the subject in my presence, . 
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and but little to me. After the Indians came to the ·above decision, the above par-
ties have never made any further propositions, as I know of, to me or the Indians. 
As I do not allow United States citizens or any other citizens to be "negotiating" 
wjth my Indians without my knowledge on any business matter, or instructing or 
advising them without my conse.nt, or in my presence (except superior officers), I will 
be very thankful to you to inform mew ho makes the statement, that I may be enabled 
to investigate the matter. . 
If there is any ''negotiating," or any propositions to negotiate at this time, I know 
nothing about it, nor do I think the Indians would hear any. 
I am, very respectfully, 
JACOB V. CARTER, 
United States-Indian Agent. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian .Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
Q. Is there any other statement you desire to ·make ~-A. I wish to 
state, Mr. Chairman, in regard to insinuations that I was opposing this 
lease, because I wanted this land for our cattle, I will state frankly that 
I would be glad to see these Indians lease that portion of their reserva-
tion where our cattle are, because the fencing of the land by other par-
ties keeps o1,1r cattle from drifting south, and that· is the great trouble 
cattlemen have, to keep their cattle from drifting away. "'-e have plenty 
of range without that country. I also wish to say that my writing 
letters to the Department in 1883 was really the cause of my brother's 
trouble; it was the cause of my being ordered away. 
Q. Are you a trader now 1-A. No, sir; I sold out in June last. 
Q. Were you obliged to sell out, or did you voluntarily 1-A. I sold 
out voluntarily. · 
Q. You were not removed from the reservation 1-A. No, sir. At the 
time I wrote the letter I have I was an Indian trader, under the order of 
the Com missioner·of Indian Affairs, and I only hinted at the matter of the 
Government officers attempting to get the lease, because I knew that it 
would come out in an investigation. 
Q. Is there any other statement you desire to make 1-A. No, sir; 
there is no other statement that I think of. · 
JOHN L. MoCOY. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 24,1885. 
J ORN L. MoCoY sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your full name~-Answer. John L. McCoy. 
Q. Where do you reside 1-A. At Tahlequah, in the Indian Territory. 
Q. Are you a member of the Cherokee Nation 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. By birth 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You hold some official position, do ·you n.ot '-A. Yes, sir; I do. 
Q. vVhat position is that 1-A. I am a delegate. 
Q. For any particular matter, or are you a delegate generally '-A. 1 
can show my credentials, gentlemen. 
The CHAIRMAN. Never mind your credentials. 
The WITNESS. I am associated here with Mr. Taylor, representing 
the rights of the old settler:s. • 
Q. Are the two delegations working in harmony 1-A. Yes, sir ; the 
delegation from the Indian Territory was instructed by UtA council to 
assist us here. 
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Q. You are not acting in behalf of the Cherokee Nation, then ~-A. 
No, sir; we are here in the interest of the old settlers. 
The CHAIRMAN. State as you go along, in general terms, what your 
people are here for. 
The WITNESS. We are here to prosecute a claim for money due to the 
North Ca~olina Oherokees and old settlers. 
Q. Is it money from the United States Government or from the Cher-
okee Nation ~-A. It is money due by the United States Government. 
Q. This claim has nothing to do with the Cherokee Nation proper 0?-
A. No, sir. 
Q. It is au independent claim ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do ;you know anything about the lease of the Cherokee Outlet~-
A. Only what I have been told, sir. 
Q. By whom ~-A. By various persons in the Indian Territory. 
Q. Do you mean Cherokee Indians 0?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Where were you holding this conversation-down in the Territory 
or here~---:A. In the ',rerritory, at Tahlequah, the capital. 
Q. Were you there when the lease was made 1?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you learn there at that time ~-A. If you will allow me, 
Mr. Chairman, I would rather state it in writing. My memory is short, 
and I do not like to make a statement except in writing. 
Q. Have you any writing now ?-A. Yes, sir; I wish to read it. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. You have it with you now~-A. Yes, sir. I was aware that I was 
to come before this committee, and I wished to prepare myself as well 
as I could. 
The CHAIRMAN. Please read it to the committee. 
The WI1'NESS (reading): 
1. I was at the council in May, 1883, held at Tahlequah, Indian Territory, when 
three separate bids were made to lease the Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River. 
The tir1:1t bid made by a gentleman from Chicago, who proposed to give 2 or 2t cents 
pP-r acre. . 
2. The parties who were in possession of said land with their cattle bid $100,000. 
per year for the term of five pears. 
3. Mr. Bruner and brother, from Kentucky, bid $120,000 per year, of my personal 
knowledge. · 
I went with Spencer S. Stephens, sr., to the house of Eli Spears, one of the members 
of said council, to make inquiry about the leasing of said land. Spears said to Steph-
ens that he was offered $3,000, but refused it. 
That is to say, to vote for the bill. 
Mr. INGALLS. Just write that in. 
The WITNESS. Very well, sir. 
The WITNESS (continuing reading): 
But that be knew of other members of the · council who received money for their 
votes. · 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. Do you want to insert thaU-A. Yes, sir. 
Q: Did you talk with anybody else about this matter~-A. Yes, sir; 
I talked with Mr. Rogers, who was a senator in the national council. 
I talked with him in the morning before he went into the capitol to 
attend a meeting of the council. I talked to him upon that subject and 
I said to him that I was opposed to. the leas.e of the land. 
Q. Do you mean you were opposed leasing it to anybody ~-A. Yes, 
sir, to anvbody. . 
Q. Why did you object to it f-A. I thought it wottld become so 
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densely populated with white people that there would be a chance to 
lose it altogether. 
Q. You told him thi~~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was his reply ~-A. He replied that he was of the same 
opinion, bnt when the bill was put on its passage he voted for it. 
By Mr. INGALLS. 
Q. What was hi~ full name ~-A. Clem Van Rogers. 
Q. He was a member of the council ~-A. Yes, sir. 
By Mr. GoRMAN. 
Q. Did not this Mr. Rogers previously report the bill favorably from 
the committee ~-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. He introduced ~he bill himself, did be not~-.A. I do not know 
whether he did or not. 
Q. Had he not, at" the time you say you had this conversation, re-
ported that hill to the senate favorably from the committee of which he 
was a member~-.A. I suppose it was before,"if he did it at all. 
Mr. INGALLS. Mr. Chairman, will you request the witness to leave 
that paper with the clerk~ 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. You say the conversation which you had with this gentleman was 
before, or after he made the report~-A. Well, sir, I think it was before. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Why do you think it was before ~-A. It was under:stood that the 
·subject would be taken up on that day; that was my reason for speak-
ing to him . . 
Mr. INGALLS. Mr. McCoy, just tell the clerk what you want to insert, 
and leave the paper with the clerk. 
By Mr. CAMERON: 
Q. Had you at any time talked with any of the parties who were 
seeking to obtain the lease before you had this talk with Mr. Rogers~-
A. Yes, sir. . 
Q. With whom ~-A. Mr. Bruner. 
Q. When.¥-A. There, at the time the council was held. · 
·Q. Was it on the same day, or before that day ~-.A. I think it was 
on the same day, or likely the day previous. I became acquainted with 
him there. 
Q. What conversation did you have with him ~-A. He was there in 
waiting to know whether he would get the contract fro.m the Indians or 
not. 
Q. What conversation did you have with him in regard to leasing. 
this land ~-A. I do not remember exactly. I remember we spoke of 
that. 
By Mr. INGALLS: 
Q. Will you think it out and write it up for us t 
Q. What was this gentleman's business there ~-A. His business 
there was to put in his bid for the lease of that land, and he told me 
that parties were there who had offered $120,000 for the lease, and that 
the other party had put in their bid for $100,000. · 
The CHAIRMAN. A:s Mr. Ingalls suggests, I wish you would try and 
think up that conversation and write it out and leave it with the clerk. 
The WITNESS. I will do it, sir. 
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Mr. INGALLS. Please write in what you want to insert before leaving 
the room. 
The CHAIRMAN. Just write in what you stated wben you read that 
paper-what he was offered $3,000 for. 
0 
The WITNESS. He was offered th.e $3,000 if he would vote for the 
bill. 
M. M. PARKER. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Janua;ry 24, 1885. 
M. M. PARKER 0 sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your full name, Mr. Parker ~-Answer. M. M. 
Parker. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A. I reside in Washington City. 
Q. How long have you resided here ~-A. For twenty-one years. 
Q. What business have you been engaged in ~-A. A portion of the 
time I have been in the Government service. 
Q. What are you engaged in at present ¥-A. I am at present engaged 
in the real estate business; I am a real estate broker. 
Q. In what branch of the Government service were you ~-A. I was 
in the War Department for fifteen years, and also have been assistant 
postmaster. 
Q. Do you mean of this city ~-A. Yes, sir. 
0 Q. Is that the only Government service yoq have been in ~-A. Yes, 
sir; since the war. · 
0 
Q. Are you a partner of Mr. Townsend, who testified yesterday ~-A. 
Yes, sir; I am his partner in the real estate business here in this city. 
Q. Are you interested in his lease of the Iowa lands in the Indian 
Territory ~-A. Not directly, sir. 0 
Q. Do you consider yourself as a partner in that business ~-A. No, 
sir. 
0 
Q. Who else is interested in it, that you know of, beside l\fr. Town -
send '-A. Well, sir, a gentleman in Colorado, one in K ansas, and one 
in this city, are interested with him. 
Q. Give their names, please.-A. Well, there is Mr. Hadley. 
By Mr. HARRISON: 
Q. Is he from Colorado ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Where does' be live ~-A. He is cashier of the National· Bank of 
Lawrence, Kans. Then there is HeJ;lry W. Lake. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Q. Where does he live~-.A. He lives at Leadville, Colo. 
Q. ·who is the gentleman in this city ¥-A. James A. Bates. 
Q. Is there any one else you know of1-A. No, sir. · 
By Mr. HARRISON : 
Q. '\'Vho is Mr. Bates ¥ -A. He is on the retired list of the Army. 
Q. When did your business Gonnecr.ion with Mr. Townsend commence 
in this city ~-A. In April, 1883. 
Q. You have no direct interest in this lease ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did you have at the time it was made ¥-A. No, sir. 
Q. When was it made ~-A. Iu 1884-some t ime in the summer of 
1884. 
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Q. Did you in June,188~,receive any telegram from Mr. Townsend~­
A. I think I received a telegram at that time. 
Q. Have you any memory as to its contents ~-A. I remember Ire-
ceived oue from him asking me to see the Commissioner of Indiau Affairs 
in relation to signing a lease, then in contemplation, with the Sac and 
Fox Indians. 
Q. About what time was that~-A. Well, I could not remember the 
exact time, but it was in 1883. 
Q. It was in 1883, was it ~-A. Yes, sir; I think it was in 1883. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Q. What part of the year,-A, In the early summer; but I could 
not really recollect the date, but some time in the summer. I have not 
thought of it since. [Chairman hands him telegram of June 27, 1883.) 
The V\~ITNESS. Yes; I received the telegram of which this purports 
to be a copy, and about the time it bears date, I should think. 
Q. What did you do when you received it ~-A. I went to the Com-
missioner of Indian afl'airs. · 
Q. The same day,-A, Yes, sir; I should say the very same day. , 
Q. What did you say to the Commissioner~-A. I handed him the 
telegram of Mr. Townsend. 
Q. This telegram you hold in your hand !-A. A telegram of which · 
this purports to be a copy. . 
Q. Did you say anything else to him in reference to it1-.A. I just 
told him I had received that telegram. 
Q. And what reply did he make "?-A. He read it and handed it back, 
with the words, I think, that he had no objection. 
Q. Was anything else said '-A. Very little else was said. 
Q. · Did you have any interviews with him after that,-A. I do not 
remember that I did. 
Q. Have you any reason to think that you did have any ~-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. That is the extent of your conversation with the Commissioner on 
the subject!-A. Yes, sir. • 
WILLIAM C. CORDERAY. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Janua,ry 28, 1885. 
WILLIAM 0. CORDERAY sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. J\IIr. Corderay, what is your full name '-Answer. William 
C. Oorderay. 
Q. Where do you reside !-A. I reside in the Cherokee Nation . . 
Q. At what place in the Cherokee Nation '-A. At the capital-Tah-
lequah. 
Q. Have you lived there for some time '-A. Yes, sir.. . My father 
lives near there, and I have been residing right there myself. 
Q. You are a Cherokee '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. By blood '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You were born there ~-A. Yes, sir; I was born close by there-
! was b<;>rn near Tahlequah. · 
Q. How old are you now, Mr. Corderay '-A. Twenty-nine. 
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Q. What is your business ¥-A. I have been farming and raising 
stock. 
Q. Are you doing that now ¥.:_A. Yes, sir. 
(~. How much stock have you ¥-A. About eighty head of cattle. 
Q .. Where a.re they ~-A. .A. few head are near Vinita, and some of 
them near Tahlequah. 
Q. Have you any cattle on the Cherokee Strip ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know anything about that strip ~-A. I know the Chero-
kees had a strip there. 
Q . . A good many of your people engage in stock-raising ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Is the number increasing 1-A. I think so. 
Q. Have they land enough ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Without this Cherokee Strip or· outlet ~-A. Yes, sir, I think they 
have, unless some of them get larger herds than they have now. 
Q. You are trying to make your herds larger, are you not ~-A. Yes,. 
sir. 
Q. Oan your people make good trades with the cattle? Can they 
tnrn them off as _ well as white men ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you understand the markets as well as they do ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you understand how to take care of cattle as well a,s they do~-· 
A. Yes, sir; a great many of our people understand this business as well 
as white people. 
Q. Do you hire Cherokees ~-A. Yes, sir; and sometimes white men .. · 
Q. How much do you have to pay a Cherokee ~-A. I don't under-
stand the question. . . 
Q. How much do you have to pay a Cherokee for taking care of your 
cattle~ What we call a'' cow-boy" I mean.-A. He is paid $1.50 a day 
and board, but he has to furnish his own horse. 
Q. Sometimes· you employ white men ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Which do you prefer ~-A. Well, I would not be very particular,. 
so I had an honest man. · · 
Q. WhJch is the best in your opinion ~-A. Well, I don't know that 
the Cherokees, that is all of them, understa~d how to take care of' 
cattle as well as whites do. 
Q. Do you think they could be taught in a little while ~-A. Yes, sir . . , 
Q. Do you think it would be a good plan if they were to go into the ' 
business ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Would it be a good plan to take this outlet or strip and divide it : 
into separate ranges for your people ~-A. Well, if they had the means ; 
with which to stock the range, it would be a good idea. 
Q. Would they go into this business pretty earnestly ~-A. Yes, sir; . 
Q. Would that be better than .renting the land and not doing any- · 
· thing themselves~-A. It would be better, I presume, for those who are : 
able to stock the ranges, but not for the poor classes of people. 
Q. Suppose a poor man goes and earns $30 a month, would it be as : 
well as for somebody to come and give him $30 without his doing any· 
work for it ~-A. No, sir; I think if he worked for it it would be mucb t 
better. 
Q. You think it better for your people to go into this business them-· 
selves, do you not ~-A. Yes, sir; I think, if the cattlemen can handle : 
the land at. a profit and pay rent for the land, our own citizens could use ~ 
the land to an advantage and it would be better for them. 
Q. Do you think these parties pay enough for the land ~-A. No, sir;; 
hardly. · 
Q. What do you think would be a fair rental for it ~-A. Wen, sir, I 
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don't know exactly what grazing lands are worth. I dqn't know tl1at I 
am sufficiently posted to answer that question. 
Q. Well, according to your judgment ~-A. Something near $200,000. 
Q. You think it ought to be double what i1, is ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you think at the time the lease was made it was worth 
double ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How came your council to let them have it for half what they 
could Lav~ gotten from some bod.' else; do you know anything abo.ut 
tbat~-A. Well, I cannot say that I do know much about it. 
Q. Were you around there when it was done~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know anything about the marmPr. iu whiclt it was done¥-
A. Well, they did it through the council; and the council passerl. the law. 
Q. Do you know ~hat anybody else was there offering to giTe' more~­
A. Other parties were there who said they wanted to mal\e a bid on 
the land. They wanted the council to lease tlte land to the highest bid-
der, some of them did, and the council said if they wauted to give more 
they could introduce a bill to that effect. 
Q. They d~d introduce a bill, did they not ~-A. I don't think any 
other bill came before the council. That was voted down in committee 
and this other one was adopted. 
Q. The one that was intended for the Cherokee citizens was defeated 
in the committee ~-A. Yes, sir; a joint committee was appointed to 
examine these matters. 
Q. How came the couucil to give the land to th_e white men instead 
of their own people ~-A. Well, I can't explain that. 
Q. Did 3-·ou ever hear any reason given ~-4.· Well, I heard that some 
of the members expressed themselves in this way, tlJat they did · not 
think we were able to stock it and we would have to suble::~se the land 
to white men; that these parties would probably pa,y the first install-
ment and no more, and the property would not be worth enough to make 
it pay them. 
Q. Did you ever hear any other reason given; any other reason why 
they didn't let it to the Cherokees ~-A. Yes, sir; I heard that the mem-
bers of the council were bought in the matter. · 
Q. What did they say about that ~-A. They said that cattlemen had 
used money to get the bill through. 
Q. Who said that ~-A. I heard several citizens speak of it. 
Q. Did they say they knew anything about it, or only heard it ~-A. 
I don't know that I heard any one say they knew positl vely about it. 
I have heard Johnson Thompson, of Talequah, who was interested in 
the lease-that is, the bill that provided to lease to citizens-speak 
about it. · 
Q. What did he say about the council being bought ~-A. He said he 
thought they could have gotten the bill through if the other men had 
not used so much money. 
Q. Did he say anything about their using money V-A. About the 
most I hea..rd him say about the use of money was, he said that be had 
promised a man $500 to assist him and the fellow went to work for the 
other bill at the last. He worked for him first and then worked for 
the others. He inferred that the cattlemen had overbid him a little. 
Q. He did not stay by bim~-A. No, sir; he did not stay by him. 
Q. Was he a member of the council ~-A. No, sir; he was an out-
sider he bad employed, and promised to give him $500. 
Q. What was his name ~-... L\.. George Downing; he said the first 
thing he knew the fellow was working for the other side. 
S. Rep. 1278-17 
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Q. Did he Jose his $500 ~-A. He only promised him $500 if the bill 
gotthrough. . 
Q. Was there any other evidence you heard that made you think the 
money was used, or did you hear him say anything else that led you to 
think that members of the council were bought i-A. I don't think I do. 
Q. Did you hear anything besides what Mr. Thompson told you 1-A. 
Well, I have heard several, but I don't suppose they knew anything 
about it directly. . 
Q. Have you heard members of the council speak about the matter~­
A. I have beard members of the council say that they thought money 
was used. 
Q. Who said that~-A. Crittendon said he thought money was used. 
Q. What did he say ~-A . He said be thought money was used. 
Q. Tha.t is the Mr. Crittendon t hat was .here ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Anybody else "?---"-A. I c:c.w't tell exactly who told me, but I heard 
that a certain member of the senate had offered two members of the 
council $10 each to support the bill. 
Q. Did they take it 'W-A. No, sir; they would not take it. 
Q. You heard that. a member of the senate had oftered two members 
of the council this money 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What was the name of this member "?-A. Sam. Saunders. 
Q. Did be tell you so ~-A. No, sir; I just heard so. · 
Q. You do not recollect who told you ~-A . No, sir. . 
Q. vVhat did this man, whose name you have forgotten, tell you about 
it ~-A. He said these members of the council told him they were of-
fere.;l that much money. . 
Q. Did he say who they were ·~-A. Yes, sir; French Rowe and James 
Tehee. 
Q. Did yon ever hear anything they said about it ~--A. Yes, sir; I 
heard that they did not take the money. 
Q. Who told you this ~-A. I beard some one say that Saunders of-
fered the money to these men and they did not take it. 
Q. Why didn't they take it ?-A. I suppose they didn't want to 
take it. 
Q. They refused it ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is there anything else you can communicate to the committee 
that will be of benefit ~-A. No, sir ; I think not. 
W. E. HARDY. 
W. E. HARDY sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN : 
Question. Where do you reside, Mr. Hardy Ill-Answer. I live at the 
Kaw Agency, in the Indian Territory. 
Q. Have you any knowledge of the way the leas·e was· obtained from 
Kaw Indians ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. To whom was that lease made ?-A. To Mr. Gilbert. 
Q. Has he much land ~-A. I think 50,000 or 52,000 acres. 
Q. \Vhat rloes he pay ?-A. Four cents an acre. 
Q. Is it for fiye or ten years ?-A. I believe it is for ten years. 
Q. \Vhat do you know about the way in which the lease was ob-
tained ~-A. In 1883 was the time Mr. Gilbert made it known he wanted· 
to get a part of our reservation, and at that time the tribe held a general 
council. 
Q. You are a member of the tribe ~-A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. By blood ~-A. No, sir; by marriage. 
Q. Who is the agent ~-..A. Laban J. Miles. 
Q. Was he present at the council ~-..A. Yes, sir; he was present at 
the council. 
Q. Who else ~-..A. The superintendent, Mr. Wheeler. He was pres-
ent, and it was then made known to us that ·Mr. Gilbert wanted to lease 
a portion of our reservation. 
Q. Who told you ~-A. Mr. Miles made it known to us that this land 
was to be leased to Mr. Gilbert. Mr. Miles addressed us at the council 
and told us that we had better let Mr. Gilbert have it, because be had 
been a goGd friend to the tribe and people, and the people should let 
him have it in preference to anybody else. Well, there was a good deal 
of dissatisfaction at the time-some were opposed to it and some were 
in favor of it. The council talked about the matter and when the agent 
saw we were tangled about it he advised the Indians to form a council 
of twelve to decide the question. The parties who favored the lease 
formed that council among themselves, and they decided to let Mr. Gil-
bert have the land. I was one of those opposed to it, and we left them 
to do the business for themselves, and they did lease the land. 
Q. Were there more of the Kaw Indians who wanted to lease the 
land than did not ~-..A. I think it was very near half and half, with 
those in the opposition perhaps in the majority. 
Q. Bow came the other Indians to stand aside and let· the rest make 
the lease ~-A. We could not help ourselves. · 
Q. How could they do it if the majority was opposed to it ~-..A. I did 
not say there was a majority. 
Q. How many Kaws are there .~-..A . ..About two hundred and forty, 
all told. 
Q. How much land is there in the reservation ¥-A. One hundred 
thousand acres. 
Q. And you lease about one-half ofit~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What do you do with the other half ~-..A. We use it for ;farming 
and grazing. 
Q. Have any of you separate land of your own ~-A. No, sir; it is 
in common. 
Q. How much stock have you got in common ~-A. Well, there is a 
good deal of stock ; the agent has a hundred and some odd there to issue 
and we ha,ve more or less stock ourselves. 
Q. They are all in common ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. How do you find whose they are ~-..A. We brand the cattle. 
Q. Do you have enough stock to sell ~-..A. Yes, sir. 
Q. If you had all the land and put it all into grazing, could you not 
have carried the business on·yourselves~-..A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What do you do with this 4 cents ¥-A. It is paid per capita; it 
is divided equally to us. · 
Q. How much conies to you ~-A. I think the amount last' year was 
$9 a head. · · 
Q. That is to you and your family ~-..A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What do you do with it~ I don't mean you particularly, but what 
do the Indians do with it~-..A. We use it to purchase things we need. 
Q. Who was this Mr. Gilbert~ What did he do before he made this 
lease ~-A. He was our former trader. 
· Q. Was he a trader when he made the .Iease~-..A. No, sir; we have 
another trader. 
Q. What is his name~-..A. Finney. 
Q. Is he the only trader you have ~-..A. Yes, sir. 
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Q. Has be any interest _in this lease ~-A. I cannot say that he bas 
any interest in this lease. 
Q. When you get the money you go to the trader, do :you not ~-A. 
Yes, sir; he generally gets it all. The money is generally traded out 
beforehand. 
Q. If the lessee was a ·trader, it would be a good thing, would it 
not '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. A good thing for him ~-A. Yes, sir; I presume it would · be un-
doubtedly a good thing for him. 
Q. Would ;you, as a man having some experience with the Indians, 
advise a lease of the land to a man who was the only licensed trader¥-
A. No, sir; I would not, and I opposed making .the lease to such a man. 
My o"Qjection would be it would be giving too much of a chance to spec-
ulate on the Indians. 
Q. Now let us get to this council again. This council was made up 
of twelve of those in favor of the lease, who got the council togetber.-
A. It was formed among themselves. Mr. Miles advised them to call 
a council. 
Q. Did be tell the Indians who they had better have to represent 
them ~-A. He knew very well the leading men who were in favor of 
the lease, and the matter was proposed to them. 
Q. When the council got together, :you think they chose these twelve 
men who were in favor of the lease ~-A. Yes, sir; and that was all 
that wns needed to transact the business; that was done in one day. 
Q. Was A·gent Miles there at tbe time ~-A. Yes, sir; Agent Miles 
was there. 
Q. Was the lease executed tbe:p ~-A. No, sir; the contract was 
drawn up, and the agreement was made. A tew weeks after that he 
said we bad better form a council and settle our grievances. The agent 
visited the Indians and spoke about the council. We could not agree. 
The agent staid there three days, and finally said this would be the 
last day be would remain, and we must settle about the twelve men. 
We met the agent at Kaw Agency and we said we wanted a council of 
our old chiefs. We gave him our reasons. Then the agent said : 
' Had I known it would have created a rumpus, I never would h ave spoken to you 
about it, but as you don't want this council, I will do as I have done before. I will 
call you together if I have any business to transact. 
On that we took it that the council was annulled. Some ten or twelve 
days after that the superintendent of tbe Kaw Agency, ~\fr. Wheeler, 
.called us together, and we went to the agency. A vote upon the ques-
tion of electing five or six men to represent the tribe gave the ones in 
favor of the lease forty-eight votes and tP,ose in opposition fifty-two or 
fifty-four. We claimed that this council was annulled, and that there 
was no council. We went on for a few weeks, when the matter died 
out. Suqdenly, to our great astonishment~ it was mentioned to the 
tribe that a council bad been elected, consisting of five men, who went 
in there and who had been elected against our votes; we bad fifty two 
or fifty-four. A few days after that I called at the residence of the 
treasurer of the council, and he said : 
That council has been appointed; I put in some school-boys to overgo your number, 
and we have got it and we are going to st ick. 
I said it was a fraudulent council. We complained to the agent, and 
he said he had no knowledge of it. I would like to state to tbe com-
mittee that there is a terrible lot of wood-rails, posts, and cord-wood 
cut down-on the lease that this gentleman obtained. 
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Q. Did you ascertain this fact yourself~-A. No, sir. Indians told me 
that it was a positive fact, that there was a terrible lot of wood chopped 
down on this lease. 
Q. I did not think that they gave a lease authorizing these parties to 
chop wood, except where it was necessary for their fences and for the 
cord-wood they would use for their own use. What does he do with 
the cord-wood he cuts '-A. I do not know. 
Q. Have you e\~er · seen this yourself,-A. No, sir; Indians told me 
that it was so. 
Q. Have you ever said anything to Major Miles about it '-A. No, sir, 
I have not. 
Q. How far is this from the State line of Kansas ~-A. I think it is 
about 8 miles from the State line of Kansas. 
Q. Your reservation joins the State of Kansas, does it noU-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. You say you found a good deal of timber cut from the reserva-
tion ~-A. Yes, sir; I found a good deal of timber cut from the reser-
vation. -
Q. Do they sell this timber in the markets in the State of Kansas Y-
A. I would not say so. 
Q. Are they obliged to cut down timber for fuel !-A. I should think 
not; because there is such a lot of downed wood on the land. 
Q. How much do you mean by saying a lot~ Give us an estimate of 
how much wood you saw there cut from the land. Is it a hundred cords, 
or bow much ~-A. I hardly think I could tell you, but I think there are 
400 or 500 cords downed. 
Q. That is what we want to get at. They chopped down the trees for 
posts, and the rest they used for cord-wood ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. They use the tops for. cord-wood ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What would you have the lessees do with the tops of the trees,_ 
A. I do not think that we gave the privilege when we gave the lease to 
dispose of any timber more than for the necessary fences, buildings, &c. 
Q. Do they use this wood for any other purpose than for fire-wood¥-
A. I do not know, sir. 
Q. Has the lessee done ::mything more than that '-A. I think not. 
But I have heard that there was a terrible lot of posts and rails and 
cord-wood upon this lease. 
Q. Do you mean to say that he has cut down the trees solely :(or the 
purpose of making rails and fire-wood ~-A . .No, sir; I do not know. 
Q. What 4as he done with the wood then '-A. I cannot say, sir. 
Q. Did you ascertain this fact from personal observation '-A. No, 
sir ; I had not the time before I came here. 
The CHAIRMAN. I wish before you came here you had made that cer-
tain. 
The WI'l'NESS. I was in too much of a hurry. 
The CHAIRMAN. I hope when you go back you will ascertain this fact 
positively. 
Q. Have you ever communicat.ed with the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs upon this subject, or complained to him about this matter 0?-A. 
Yes, sir, I have. I ha.ve complained to the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs about the ma.tter. 
Q. What communication have yon received from the Commissioner 
of lndiau Affairs jn response to what you Lave communicated to him ·~­
A. I have never l1eard from him. 
Q. I woulu like to ask you how the eommit.tee ean get there 1-A. 
Because I think the. committee may go there during t.he recess. You 
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can go on the railroad to Arkansas City, and from this point the agency 
is onlv 25 miles distant. 
Q. ·who is t.be agent ~-A. Mr. Taylor. 
Q. Is he the agent for all of these tribes ~-A. Yes, sir; he is the agent 
for all the tribes coming under this agency . 
. Q. Is there any one else associated with him ~-.A. Yes, sir; there 
is a. superintendent at tbe Kaw Agency. 
Q. Do son think that is cheaper than having two agents ~-A. Yes, 
sir ; I presume so. 
Q. What are the salaries of these superintendents ~-A. I do not 
know. 
The CHAIRMAN. Now I would lilie to have you go to Mr. Price apd 
tell him just what you have said to us about the wood being cut off of 
this reservation, and tell him that the chairman of the Committee on In-
dian Affairs sent you there. 
JAMES MADISON BELL. 
JAMES MADISON BELL sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your name ~-Answer. '"Tames M. Bell. 
Q . What does the M stand for ~-A. Madison. 
Q. Where do you reside ~-A~ I reside in the Cherokee Nation. 
Q. Are you a member of the Cherokee Nation ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. By birth or adoption ~-A. By birth. 
Q. Do you hold any official position ~-.--A. No, sir; none whatever. 
Q. Have you ever held any ~-A. No, sir; except a deputy clerk's 
. position. . 
Q. You never held any other ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. What is your business down there in the Cherokee Nation~­
I am a farmer. 
Q. How much land have you under cultivation ~-A. One hundred 
and slxtv--seven acreG. 
Q. vVhat, title do you hold it under ¥-A. None; except the right of 
. ocenpancy. 
Q. Can you keep that from anybody else who wants to eome and set-
tle upon it ~-A. Yes, sir; as long as I am in possession of it. 
Q. ~appose ;you died.-A. 'J~hen it would go to my heirs. 
(~. Would they have the same kind of occup::J.Ucy~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know anything about the cattle leases down there ~-A. 
'Vell, I know there bas been such a thing as a lease made. 
Q. Do you know anything about the way in which it was obtained~ .I 
mean the leasB of the Cherokee outlet.-A. I know that when they ob-
tained it it was obtained under a law enacted by our council. 
Q. Do you know the circumstances ·under which it was obtained~­
.A. I know some1jhing about the circumstances, I presume, that led 
to it. 
Q. State them, if you please.-A. In 1879 the Cherokees authorized, 
or rather~ their treasurer authorized, a eitizen of our country named 
Bell to collect taxes on that outlet, and he did collect taxes to a certain 
amount;hut that amount I never learned. Then Mr. Lytle collected 
the taxes. \ 
Q. Who was Mr. Lytle 0l-A. lie was the treasurer of our nation; auu 
the eollection of the taxes for the last year he colleeted amounted to 
about $40,000, but the parties in occupancy of ~he land ( cattleme~) 
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supposed it would be to their advantage to lease the country, which 
they proposed to do with the Cherokee authorities. These were about 
the circumstances that led to the lease. They were there with their 
herds at the time. 
Q. Do you know anything about the means they used to get the lease 
from the Cherokee council ~-A. I do not know of any improper 
means. • 
Q. Others were there who wanted to lease, too, were there not ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. But it was given to these parties ~-A .. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did yon understand what the other party oftered "?-A. I under-
stood the opposite party was oft'ering a greater amount of money. 
Q. Why did they give it to tbe others then f-A. That is a mystery to 
our people down there. 
Q. It. was the council that did it ~-A. Yes. sir. The council author-
ized the chief to make the lease. It passed · a law authorizing him to 
make this lease for this sum of money-$~00,000. 
Q. Did your people inquire of the council why they did this ~-A. 
Not to my knowledge. 
Q. Yon say it is a mystery to your people why they did this ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. What did they say to it~-A. They seemed to blame the authori-
ties for not taking a greater amount of money. 
Q. Do they think it is better to leas~ this land to these outsiders at 
the same price the others would have given, or better to lease it to peo-
ple in your own nation ~-A. Many of the people thought the Cherokees 
should have the preference above the outsiders. 
Q. Why ~-A. Well, they feared the land would fall into the hands 
of these parties at the end of the lease. A great many of our people 
considered that the possession of this land by these parties for five years 
would virtually place it within their grasp. That is the principal ob-
jection I heard. That i~ the one that has been urged more particularly 
than any other one. 
Q. Did you hear any .other objection °?-A. And then they thought 
the Cherokee Nation should encourage its own citizens in prefer~nce to 
outsiders. · 
Q. Do you think your people are capable of taking care of cattle~­
A. Yes, sir; most assuredly. 
Q. Do you think they could rear them and market them profitably~-
A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. Do you think this would have been a better plan· than renting it 
to others ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What is the difterence 7-A. Well, sir, there is not such a great 
difference. It would not have aftected the collection of the taxes by· 
authorities of t,he nation, at least they could have collected the taxes 
off of our own people as well as these people. This would not have 
prevented them from collecting off of our own people. So, I think, it 
would have been better to lease it to our own people, rather than to 
outsiders . . In the .first place, it is contrary to our laws to lease lands to 
l}itizens of the United States. 
Q. But your council made a law for that purpose.-A. Yes, sir; they 
made a law in opposition to one already in existence, without repealing 
the other law. 
Q. Was there any other reason ~-A. Well, sir, I think not. 
Q. Suppose your people were herding cattle themselves. Would that 
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be of any benefit to them ~-A. Yes, sir; I think it would be so; that 
is, as a class. . 
Q. I s it better for your people to earn a dollar or to have it given to 
them without work ~-A. It is, of course, better for them to earn it. 
Q. I s that the bottom of your idea-that it is better for your · people 
to herd cattle themselves ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Is it a good plan to have•money brought to them without work~-
A. No, sir; it has a demoralizing effect. 
Q. Did Bushyhead take that view of it Y-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. That it was better tp lease to the white men Y-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did he not think it better for your people to have this land them-
selves '-A. No, sir. 
Q. Why did he not take that view ~-A. I do not know, sir, unless it 
was on account of some direct pecuniary benefit to him at the time. 
Q. Have you any idea that it was ~-A. Well, I am inclined to be-
lieve that wa:v. 
Q. On what. ground, Mr. Bell, do you have that beliefY-A. It seems 
evident to my mind, if he had been acting iu the interest of the people 
he woul<l have taken the greater bid which was offered for this land. 
Q. Might he not have been honestly mistaken as to what was best 
for his people '-A. I don't think he could have been in that respect. 
Q. Any other reason you have for believing there was a pecuniary 
benefit to him, that led him to adopt this course; anything that he 
said or that others said '-A.. No, sir; I never have heard anything 
that he said. 
Q. Did you ·never talk with him ~-A. No, sir; I have never seen him 
since. 
Q. How is it the council approved of it down there lately, and in-
structed their delegation to come here an<l oppose any change ~-A. 
The present council is very much under the influence of Mr. Phillips. 
Q. Under Mr. Phillips's influence 0?-A. ·'fes, sir; very much influenced 
by him. He made a speech to the council, I understand, in favor of 
this lease. 
Q. The present council, you think,·do not :represent the wishes of the 
people generally '-A. No, sir; I do not think they do. Many of them 
never had any instructions, 'Yith regard to the making of that law, from 
the people. 
Q. Do you think the people feel as this council feels about the mat-
ter, or different ~-A. I think a large class of intelligent people take a 
very different. view from what the council does. 
Q. Very different 1-A.. Yes, sir. 
Q. What plan do you think a large body of the people desire instead 
of this one ~-A. I think they would prefer a direct sale to the United 
States Government. 
Q. What would tlley do with the money ~-A. A great majority of 
the people would like to have the land sold and the money divided per 
capita. 
Q. You got $300,000 last year Y-A. Yes, sir; in our annuities and in 
our lease. · 
'.. Q. You did not divid~ that. I mean the $300,000 you · got from the 
Government, and not on account of the lease.-A. Well, sir; that was 
paid to the people. 
Q. You did not pay it to the whole people di-l ~ron ~-A. No, sir; we 
paid it to the Cherokees by blood, not ftill blood but all those by blood, 
leaving out the freedmen and the Shawnees and Delawares and white 
adopted citizens. 
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Q. You would do that aga1n if yon got paid for that land ~-A. Yes, 
r.ir; \Te might w::mt to do tl1at way. 
(~. Do yon tlliuk that way right ~-A. \Vc1l, not altogether, I do not. 
Q. You think tlten the great majority of your people preft>r to have 
tllis Cherokee outlet sold '?-A. Yes, sir; they prefer that to the way in 
which it is occupied now. 
Q. W ou)d they prefer to have the money in vested or distributed, one 
or the other ~-A. Yes, sir; to have the money invested or distributed 
per capita. 
Q. Do any of your people work for these cattlemen ~:-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do not these cattlemen take kindly to your. people ~-A. They 
did seem to take kindly to us at first; but since they got this lease they 
are independent 
Q. Do they treat your people as kindly as white people ~-A. I think 
so. . 
Q. Are they just as quick to hire an Indian as a white man ~-A. I 
<lo not know about that, sir. 
Q. Do you think the Indians make as good ~owboys as white men~-
A. Yes, sir. ' 
Q. How do these cattlemen live there ~-A. \Veil, sir; they have 
houses. They formerly lived in dug·-outs in the side of the bills. 
Q. Do all the herders live in the same house~ Are they married~­
A. Yes, sir; some of them are; but their wives and families are in the 
State of Kansas. _ · · · 
Q. How do they get a.Iong without their wives ~-A. They visit their 
ranges once or twice a year, sir. They are at home the rest of the time 
in the State. 
Q. Where do they live the rest of the time ~-A. Their wives, as I 
said, are in Kansas, and they are there with them. 
Q. I mean the co·w-boys.-A. They live on the range. · They are with 
the cattle all the time. 
Q. Well, then, the men who own the cattle live in the State ~-A. 
Yes, sir; and the men who take care of the stock live on the range. 
They formerly had dug-outs, but houses now, I presume. They have 
no families with them. -
Q. They cook their own food ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do they mingle with the Indians ~-A. No, sir; I do not think so. 
They do not have much to do with the Indians. 
Q. Did you ever have anything to do, before this lease was made, 
with pasturing cattle ~-A. Well, sir, I was West in 1879. 
Q. What do you call West~ What do you mean by that Y-A. I was 
west of ninety-six. 
Q. You went there Y-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. W:hat did you do !-A. I went there for the purpose of staying 
there. 
Q. Were you there when the leases were made ~-A. No, sir; I had 
come back. 
Q. What did you do with your property there, or did you have any f-
A. Yes, sir; I had some property there. 
Q. Describe your place.-A. Wheu I ~ rst went there, in April, 1879, 
I located on the west bank of the Chickasaw River, immediately east 
of the Nez Perce Reservation. I had been there only a few days after 
locatiug when the United States troops removed me from that country 
to Kansas. 
Q. Oft' from the Cherokee Strip ~-A. Yes, sir; when they moved 
me tiley were under the impression tha.t I was an intruder. 
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Q. Were 'you alone ¥-.A. No, sir; there were about half a dozen 
Cherokee families with me. . 
Q. Anrl they moYed them all off1-A. Yes, sir; they moved all of 
them awa:v. · 
Q. Bav~ tJOt tbe Cherokees a right to occupy this la.nd until the 
United States takes possession of it 0/.-A. That was my impression, sir. 
Q. On what ground did the troops remove you and the rest of the 
party ' -A. Simply that they suspected us of not being Indians. 
Q. You did not look enough like an Indian '-A. No, sir. 
Q. Did the others look like you ?-A. None of us looked like Indians. 
Q. 'Vere all of them of Indian blood; you have some white blood,_ 
A. No, sir. · 
Q. But the families with you, did they have some white blood ?-A. 
Tiley were all Cherokee people with families, and none of them showed 
that they were Indians. 
Q. The troops removed you all ?-.A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Thinking you were Kansas intruders ?-A. Yes, sir; you could 
not convince them otherwise . . They would not take the testimony I 
bad with me. 
Q. Where did they carry you ?-A. They took us to Kansas, and 
then allowed us to come back across the line where we had our stock. 
Q. How much stock did you have ?-A. I had four bead of cattle; 
eighty bogs, and our tea.m horses. We were hurried off so that the 
troops gave us no time to collect the stock After we were taken out 
of the Territory we were allowed to come back to get our stock. 
Q. They allowed you to come back into the Territory ?-A. Yes, sir; 
into the Territory. Our stock was left t.herf', and we were allowed to 
come back to get tllem. . 
Q. That was on the Cherokee outlet f-A. Yes, sir. After we col-
lected our stock, these troops allowed us to graze our cattle on the 
State bQrder, but we were not allowed to make any improvement or do 
any work. 
Q. Were you in that situation when the lease was made ?-A. No, 
sir; I had. purchased a little place and added to it. 
Q. You had made another place ?-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. On the Cherokee outlet 0!-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. What did you do there ?-A. We remained there for a year, made 
a crop, and cleared some land, built some houses, but we got no protec-
tion from our own Government, and in the summer of 1880 we moved 
iback, again, but I left a man on the range I had there, and he still occu-
pies it as my tenant. 
· Q. H~ is there now ?-A. Yes, sir; he was notified by the cattlemen 
that he llau no right or privilege there after the lease was made, but 
.Still he occupies the same place. 
Q. How much stock has be ?-A. About fifty bead of horses. 
Q. Is there any land under culti v~tion ~-A. No, sir ; there is no land 
under cultivation. He has certain limits in which he is allowed to graze 
Lis stock. The cattlemen did respect tllese limits up to the time of the 
lease, but haYe encroaclled upon them since. 
Q. Have you ever tried to get a lea.se from those cattlemen ~-A. No, 
sir. , 
Q. Are you still occupying this land in that way ~-A. Yes, sir; by 
my tenant. · 
Q. Were there many Cherokees who would have been glad to do 
what you did ~-A. Yes, sir; .many would have come there if I had 
been allowed to remain. 
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Q. Do you know how much these cattlemen are obliged to pa.v for 
this land 7-A. One hundred thousand dollars a year, and the lease 
runs for five years .. 
Q. Then that would be at the end of five years $500,000 ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Hou much would that amount to per capita 7-A. At the end of 
:five years it would be $25 to each person. I am giving the census of 
the nation, which makes our people 20,000 in number, and each one of 
t}lese persons at the end of five years would receive -$25 for his portion 
of this money. 
Q. What would the majority of these people do if they got this 
money 7-A. They would spend it all before they got it. 
JOHN SANDERS. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., February 2, 1~85. 
JOHN SANDERS sworn and examined. 
By the CHAIRMAN: 
Question. What is your full name ~-Answer. John Sanders. 
Q. Do you belong to th(~ Cherokee Nation '-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Are yon a Cherokee by birth~ -A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Have ,you ever held any office under the Oherokee· government~­
A. I was a member of the Cherokee council. 
Q. How long were ~~ou a member of the Cherokee council 7-A. I was 
four years a member of the council. . 
Q. What. council do you refer to~ Was it the council that passed 
the law giving this lease to the Cherokee Strip Live Stock ~-\ssocia­
tion ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Did you vote for the law ? -A. No, sir ; I voted against it. 
Q. Were you opposed to leasing to anybody ~-A. No, sir; I was 
only opposed to leasing to these parties under those conditions. 
Q. Why ~-A. Because I thought there could be a better arrange-
ment made. 
Q. In what respect ¥-A. I thought we could get more money. 
Q. Did you believe in giving this to the highest bidder ~-A. Yes, , 
sir; I believed that we ought to have given it to the highest bidder. 
Q. How much majority did this bill get which gave tJ;tis lease to the 
Cherokee Strip I.~ive Stock Association ~-A. I cannot recollect; but I 
think it was about three majority; that is as near as I can recollect. 
Q. Did anybody try to influence your vote ~-A. Well, I believe they 
did. . 
Q. Who tried to influence your vote ~-A. Sam. Downing. 
Q. What did be say ~-A. He said that if I would work for the ·biJl 
which gave the lease to these parties for $100,000 be would give me $400. 
Q. Was he a member of the Cherokee council ~-A. He was a mem-
ber of the bouse. " 
Q. He said he would give yon $400 if you voted for this bill ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. What did yon tell l1im 7-~. l told him that J rlid not want his 
money. 
Q. Do yon know of a.ny1body else being offered. any money 7-A. No, 
sir. 
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Q. Was anybody present at this interview ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. How long was this before the bill passed ~-A. It was about two 
days before the bill passed. 
Q. Do :you know whethtr be ofiered anybody else anything 1-A. No, 
sir. · . 
Q. Did he tell you where he got the money ~-A. No, sir. I did not 
ask bini any particulars about it. 
Q. You would not accept this money ¥-A. No, sir. I told him be Lad 
bette.r go to some <'ne else if be wanted that kind of a bill to pass. 
Q. Do yon know anything about how they induced the chief to sigu 
this bill ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. How do the Cherokee people feel about it now ¥-A. They do not 
seem to say much about it. 
Q. If they bad it to do again would they do the same thing ~-A. I 
do not know sir. 
Q. What is your opinion ~-A. Well, sir, I woulQ. have to get the con-
sent of the Cherokee people before I knew what they would do. 
Q. Who was there trying to get this lease for $100,000 ~ Who was 
advocating it outside the council '-A. vVell, 1 do not know any partic-
ular party who was there. 
Q. Where were you when Mr. Downing offered you this money ~-A. 
I was in the capitol square, at Tahlequah. 
Q. What time of day was jt ~-A. It wasz.J believe, in the evening. 
Q. Was tbe,conncil then in session ¥-A. Y:es, sir. 
Q. Were thef{ considering this bill, or somethg else 0~-A. I think 
they were considering something else. 
Q. Was there a good deal of opposition to the bill ~-A. Yes, sir ; 
there was right smart of opposition. 
Q. Did any body in the council change their minds aud come over to 
the bill that were opposed to it when the discussion began ¥-I have 
never heard of anything of the kind. 
Q. Did anybody in the council who were opposed to it change their 
minds and afterwards support it ?-A. I could not tell you anything 
about it. I know that thf' bill came up, and I thought that we bad a 
majority, but the land was leased for that amount of money. They out-
voted us in the council. 
Q. By how much majority¥- A. Well, I think there were forty-two 
members in the whole council, but by what majority the bill passed I 
'could not state accurately. I know that I was present and voted 
against it. . 
Q. W~o is this Mr. Downing you speak of¥-A. He is a son of one 
of our chiefs. 
Q. He is dead, is he not '-A. Yes, sir. · 
Q. How long did he live after the lease was obtained ~-A. I do not 
recollect, but I should think something near about a year. 
Q. Do you think this is a good way to lease the land~ Do you think • 
it is a good thing to lease the land or not~ Is this particular lease a 
good thing~-A. I do not know what to think about it now. Many of 
the Cherokee Indjans think this lease was not all right. 
Q. What do you think about iVI-.A. I do not think it was right. 
Q. Did you want to rent this land to your own people rather than to 
white men ~-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. rrhat was your view of it Y-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. You thought it was better to rent to your own people~-A. Yes, 
sil·. , 
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Q. Are any of your people engaged in herding cattle themselves Y-
A. I do not know that any of them are. 
Q. Why not. Why do they not herd cattle as white men do Y-A. 
A great many of our people are not able to own mariy cattle ; they are 
too poor. 
Q. Why do not your people engage in the cattle businesf? them-
selves f-A. I do not know, sir. 
Q. Do you know Major Drumm ¥-A. No, sir. 
Q. Where is be from ~-A. I do not know. 
Q. Do you know that he is one of the men who went to Tahlequah to 
get this lease ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You do not know him ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. Do you know Mr. Eldred ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. You. do not know any of these parties ~-A. No, sir. 
Q. They had no conversation with you ~-A. No, sir; they let me 
alone. . 
Q. After this man offe-red you this money, and yon told him to go 
somewhere else, did any one else approach yo_u on the subject ~-A. No, 
sir. 
Q. Diu you, yourself, make any speech upon this subject ~-A. No, 
sir; I am not a speech-maker, but I voted against it. 
Q. Do you think any members talked against it in the council ~-A. 
No, sir; I do not believe that they did. 
Q. Did some folks talk fpr it ~-A. I do not believe that there were 
any speeches made at all. They made a motion and put it right 
through. 
Q. You have an upper house, have you not, to your legislature ~-A. 
Yes, sir; we have an upper bouse. It is called the senate. 
Q. How many members compose the senate 1-A. Eighteen mem-
bers. 
Q. Did the bill pass the senate before it passed the lower body i-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Did they talk it over before it pa8sed ~-A. I do not know, sir. 
Q. Was there a good deal of excitement about it ~-A. Yes, sir; they 
talked pretty lively about it. 
Q. Which side talked the loudest ~-A. I believe the $10.0,000 men 
talked the loudest. 
Q. Were they pretty busy¥-A. Well, sir, it seemed that they were 
all in a muss about the matter. 
Q. Do you think you have told us everything about it 1-A. Yes, sir. 
Q. Do you know of any one to whom money was offered ~-A. No, sir. 
Q, Did you bear that any one else bad money offered to him ~-A. No, 
sir. · 
Q. you never beard that any one else bad anything offered to him,_ 
A. No, sir. 
Q. You are sure about that ~-A. Yes, sir; I believe I am sure about 
that. 
Q. What did the Cherokees say about, this bill after it was passed ~._ 
A. They did not say much about it, except that the other parties had 
outvoted them in getting the bill. 
Q. Did you hear anybody say that they were trying to get Chief 
Busbyhead to veto the bill ~-A. I do not believe I heard anything of 
the kind. 
Q. Was the chief present at the time ~-A. Yes, sir ; I believe he 
was in his office. 
Q. Was be present in the council at the time the bill passed ~-A. 
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No, sir; he was not present at the council. I have never seen him in 
the council. 
Q. Where is his office Y-A. His office is right above the senate ha11. 
Q. It is in the same building in which the council meets ~-A. Yes, 
sir. 
Q. Is there any trouble between your people and these white meu 
who now occupy the land '-A. No, sir; I have not heard of any. 
Q. What are you going to do with the money for this lease when you 
get it ~-A. I believ~ that after three years have expired they are going 
to pay it out per capita. · 
Q. Will you have a good time then ~-A. I expect the Cherokees will 
have a good time as long as the money lasts. 
Q. Is that a good way to spend it ~-A. I could not tell you. 
Q. Do you think that paying it out per capita is better than devoting 
it to schools or something of that kind ~-A. vr ell, sir, it looks like we 
have enough schools now. 
Q. You think there are enough schools in the Cherokee Nation ~-A. 
Yes, sir. 
Q. Have you good roads in your country to travel on ~-A. Well, sir,. 
our roads are tolerably fair. 
Q. Are they as good as you want ~-A. Yes, sir; they are good enough 
to travel on. They do not make as good roads in our country as you 
bar-ve here, but they are good enough for our people to travel on. 
Q. Then you do not need this money for any public improvements 
down there ~-A. I do not know about that. 
Q. You think your people will have a good time as long as the money 
lasts ~-A. Yes, sir. 
APPENDIX. 
Hon. H. L. DAWES, 
WASHINGTON; D. C., February 16, 1885. 
Chairman Committee on Indian .Affairs, United States Senate: 
SIR: Having waited for an opportunity to submit my testimony I desire to make 
this sworn statement, holding myself in readiness for any. further questions of your 
committee. 
I am at present, and have been since the 5th of March, A.. D. 1879, the special agent 
of the Cherokee Nation, appointed by their legislature under the twenty-second arti-
cle of the treaty of 1866, and am also their chief attorney and counselor at law. I 
attend to such duties as are deleaated to me by the legislature, the chief executive, 
and the different delegations. I also held similar positions from a period after the cloEe 
of the war until 1873, and also assisted their delegates in negotiating the treat.y of 
1866. During that time I have been familiar with many of their transactions with 
the Government. 
The lands on which the grazing privileges or leases have been granted are a portion 
of the lands conveyed by the United States to the Cherokee Nation, in compliance 
with the terms of the treaty of :February 14, A. D. 1833 (page 415, vol. 7, Statutes at 
Large). The patent therefor was issued in 1838, and possession and title in fee guaran-
teed. This property of the Cherokee Nation is not held by Indian occupancy title, 
but was thus received by a conveyance for a con-sideration from the United States, has 
been held to be a fee simple title by the United States court, which embraces that 
country in a limited jurisdiction, and by the Supreme Court of the United States. It 
remained their property intact until the date of the treat.y of 1866. By the seven-
teenth article of the instrument (vol. 14, Statutes, page 804) all of the lands embraced 
iu that patent which had been included within the boundaries of the State of Kansas, 
to wit, the neutral land of about 800,000 acres, and the strip along the southern 
border of Kansas, were ''ceded in trust to the United States." These lands the Sec-
retary of the Interior was authorized to sell, and the proceeds were to be invested in 
stocks, and the interest "to be paid semi-annually on t.he order of the Cherokee Na-
tion." This was done. 
In addition, it was provided in article 15 of said treaty, that according to a form 
prescribed certain civilized Indian!:! might be settled on unoccupied lands lying east of 
the ninety-sixth degree, and the Delawares and Shawnees were by tripartite agreement 
so settled. In addition to this the United States, by article 16, acquired a right to 
settle ''friendly Indians on any part of the Cherokee country west of ninety-six de-
grees." The lands so settled were " to be taken in a compact form ) in quantity not 
exceeding 160 acres to each member of each of said tribes thus to 'be settled." The 
land was "to be conveyed in fee simple to each of said tribes," the United States hav-
ing the power to decide whether these com·eyances should be in common or in sever-
alty. The terms were as follows· 
"Said lands thus disposed ·of to be paid for to the Cherokee Nation at such price as 
may be agreed on ~)etween the said parties in interest subject to the appro"al of the 
President, and if they should not agree, then the price to be fixed by the President: 
the Cherokee Nation to retain the right of possession and of jurisdiction over all of 
said <'Ountry west of 96 degrees oflongitude until thus sold ani! ·occupied, after which 
their jurisdiction and right of possession to terminate forever as to eaeh of said dis-
tricts thus sold and occupied." 
The whole matter is perfectly plain. These separate provisions were discussed for 
months l)(~fore they Wl:'re agreed to. The Indians to be settled were to be "friendly 
to the Cherokees." Both parties were to have a voice in fixing the price, which was 
to be a contract. The President might approve this contract. He had no powe\ to 
flx the price, save in case 1he two tribes "~hould not agree," and none whatever b:v. 
its terms 1 o fix ~t price on anyt.hing, save the tracts, not exceeding 160 acres to each 
Indian to be so located, sold, and occupied. The lands were never ceded to the United 
States, and there is no provision in the treaty for either appraising or purchasing them 
in a body or lump. 
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Before the treaty of 1866 was negotiated with the Cherokees, and before the United 
States had any right of any kind over the property they bad conveyed to the Cherokee 
Nation, a treaty bad been made with the Cheyennes and Arapahoes in order to get 
them to relinquish their lands along the railroads in Western Kansas and Eastern 
Colorado, by which the commissioners agreed to give the Cheyennes and Arapahoes 
all the lands in Kansas south and west of Arkansas River, a large portion of the lands 
of the Cherokee Nation; also of the lands of the Creeks, Seminoles, Choctaws, and 
Chickasaws; and also the greater part of the Pan Handle of 'rexas and a slice off New 
Mexico. This singular inadvertence was never sought to be carried out by the United 
States. They could not take the lands of Texas, nor couJ<l they take the la-nds of the 
Chickasaws, Creeks, or Cherokees until they acquired them. The Cheyennes and 
Arapahoes were :finally placed on a reserved p,art of the Creek, Seminole, ap.d Choc-
taw lands, when such had been acquired from these tribes, for t he purpose, by thetrea-
tiesmade with them in 1866. They never have been allotted or occupied anyportion 
of the Cherokee la.nds. Instead of placing the tribes they wished to settle in commu-
nication with the Cherokees and trying to make the arrangement for such settlements, 
according to the plain language of the treaty, the Indiau Office proceeded in an arbi-
trary manner as if the whole business was in it s control. In 1868 and 1869 they placed 
the Osages on a large tract of the Cherokee lands without consulting them, cut large 
quantities of valuable timUer, had houses bunt and farm s made, but took no steps to 
pay the Cherokee Nation. Two years afterwards, and while they were occupying 
these lands, an Osage delegation came io . Wasbh1gton. The Cherokee delegates 
called on them, and we asked them to join us in fhdng the price so we could get paid for 
onr lands; as t he lands of the Cherokees we1·e at least as good as those that had been 
occupied bY the Osages, and which were sold for $1.25 per acre. The Cherokees asked 
that they 1.eceive the value of acre for acre tal,en, deducting expense of survey and 
sale. Th Cherokee delegation t hen asked the Indian Office that the lands be ap-
praised a e the tr~aty directed, but were refused, and shortly thereafter the Osage 
delegates t:lwere taken back t o the country occupied by them. 
By act of Congress of June 5, 1872, a tract of land equal to between three or four 
hundred acres for each member of the Osage Nation was set apart for the Osage and 
KansaA 1ribes of Indians. In the act it was provided that the location as far as practic-
able should be made under the provisions oftbe Cherokee treaty of1866. The land, bow-
ever, \Yas not appraised as the treaty directed. It was, moreover, taken ]JOssession of and 
u sed by the Osages from 1868 and 1869. On March 3, of the ensuing year, an act of Con-
gress was passed appropriating$1,650,600, or rather directing the transferofthatamount 
or so much thereof as might be necessary from t.he Osage moneys to the Cherokees to pay 
·for the tract. The Cherokees bad asked $1.25 per acre. The amount appropriated was 
supposed to be about $1 per acre. The tract taken was ascertained to be 1,566,7?4 acres. 
The Executive fixed the price at 70 cents per acre and transfened to the Cherokee 
credit in all $1,096,748.80 or $553,8nl.20 less than the appropriation. No interest was 
paid for the use of the land that bad been taken· possession of for :five years, although 
the Osages drew 5 per cent. on the money. No deeds were passed. Some years after, 
when the Osages demanded deeds of the" Government, it was ascertained that as the 
Government h ad already conveyed the property, they could not convey it again. Pro-
ceeding in the same manner, the Government, without attempting to execute the 
treaty, placed on the lands of the Cherokees on choice picked tracts, the Pawnees, 
Nes Perces, Poncas, Otoes and Missourias. Although these tribes were put in posses-
sion of the property by the Indian Office before it had been acquired, as the treaty 
directed, no steps were taken to pay the owners. Although the Pawnees were placed 
on a valuable picked tract, the act of Congress locating them there provided first, that 
the treaty of 1866 ·should be re~;~pected as far as practicable, and then proceeded to 
violate it by providing that the Cherokees should only be paid 70 cents per acre, and 
even that was not then paid. 
The act of May 29, 1872, provided: "That the President of the United States and. 
the Recretary of the Interior are hereby authorized to make au appraisement of the 
Cherokee la.ndslying westoftheninety-sixthmeridianand west of the land of the Osage 
Indians in the Indian Territory," &c. The President and Secretary did not do anything 
of the kind, however, up to the passage of another act in 1876, unless it might be the 
appraisement of the Osage lands which the act does not include. On July 31, 1876, we 
:find. another act in violation of iihe treaty, reading "For this amount, or so much 
thereof as may be required 1 o pay the expenses of a commission to be appointed by the 
Secretary of the Interior to appraise certain Cherokee lands in the Indian Territory 
in accordance with the 5th section of the act making appropriations for the expenses 
of the Indian Department, approved May 29, 1870, $5,000." 
During the long period from 1866 th e Cherokee delegation had tried in every way 
they could think of to adjust their business with the Government and get a fair price 
and pay for the land with interest s, on the tracts taken from the time when t.hey were 
occupied. When it was thought that the Cheyennes and Arapahoes were to take the 
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whole tract, they insisted that it should be paid for. At the time the Commission 
was appointed to appraise their property, they even asked to be allowed to name one 
of the appraisers: but were refused in a letter to the Indian Office. After having 
thus arbitrarily cut them off from all voice in appraising their property, the Commis-
sioner went further, as will be seen in the report of the appraisement (Miss. Doc. 
69, Forty-fifth Congress). In a letter contained therein the Commissioners are 
instructed, as the appropriation is small, to appraise the portions in a lump at one 
price. They were also instructed ae follows : "In determining the value per acre 
of these lands you will take into consideration the fact these lands are for Indian oc-
cupancy and settlement only and consequently less valuable than lands open to white 
settlement." 
In response to this the commissioners in the report say : ''In valniug these lands 
it is our impression that the chief difficulty consists in determining thA amount of 
allowance that ought to be made in view of the fa<'.t that these lands are for Indian 
occupancy and settlement only, and consequently less valu'able than lands open to 
white settlement. We have devoted our attention carefully to this subject. Our 
conclusion is that in view of this restriction placed upon their use these lands are 
worth about one-half as much as they would be if opened to settlement by white 
people. As far as made our appraisal is, in our judgment, with that opinion." 
In other words, acting under the commissioner's orders, they fixed the price of 
Cherokee land a.t one-half of what they thought it was worth. The tracts they ap-
praised, as the table shows, ran as high as $1 per acre. The mistake of the commission-
ers in many of these proceecUngs lay in treating the lands as if they were in the disposal 
o.f the United States. Had they been public lands of the United States they might have 
been made into reservationr;. Reservations, when held by occupancy title, may be 
changed or modified by law or Executive authority. These lands were never purchased 
by the United States from the Cherokee Nation. The titleis in the Cherokee Nation. 
No title can pass without their action, and no right even to occupy them exists except 
in close conformity to the express language of the sixteenth article of the treaty of 1866. 
Money had been paid to a certain extent, and arbitrarily from time to time. The 
Cherokee Nation never received what it asked, and had a rij!ht to ask. The United 
States could not, by ¥t of Congress, fix the price of their property any more than 
they could confiscate by act of Congress. Law cannot invade .the sanctity of lawful 
contracts. Had the United States appropriated the money ior the whole and the 
Cherokee Nation, through its Council, agreed to accept it, that would have made a 
contract; but even if the appraiaement had been authorized by law the land has been 
steadily rising in value. There is neither law nor equity in fixing a price and then 
claiming the right to pay it at any time. 
At the annual session of the Cherokee legislature of November, 1882, an act was 
passed authorizir.g the delegates, Richard M. ·wolf and Robert Ross, to bring about 
a settlement in regard to certain occupied tracts held by the Pawnees, Nez Perces, 
Poncas, Otoes, and Missourias, and execute deeds in case the United States paid at the 
rate of not less than $1.25 for these picked tracts. 
In pursuance thereof they submitted an account, as follows : 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Janua1·y 6, 1883. 
Hon. H. M. TELLER: 
Having received full authority from the Cherokee Nation to settle the unadjusted 
business and dispose of our lands lying wes t of 96°, as will be showJl by the accom-
panying papers; we submit the account as it stands: 
United States to Cherokee Nation, D1·. 
To lands taken for Poncas, 101,894.31 acres, at $1.25 per acre. __ ... ______ $127, 367 88 
To lands taken for Pawnees, 230,014.04 acres __ - _____ .--.- ___ --·--·--.---- 287,517 55 
To lands taken for Nez Perces, 90,710.89 acres .••••. --- •.. ____ ---·-.·-_- 113,388 61 
Lands tak~n for Otoes and Missourias, 129,113.44 acres_ ..•....• -· .. _._... 161,391 80 
Total, 551,732.44 acres ___ •.. __ ... _ .• -- •. _____ .. __ -- . _-- _.-. --.... 689, 665 55 
Amount appropriated in deficiency bill of 1880. __ . __ ...••• $300, 000 00 
Amount placed to Cherokee's credit in 1881- _.- _ .... _-- -.-- 48, 389 46 
Total payment_ .••.. _ ..• _. ____________ .• - •..•••. ______ -.-. •• • • • . 348, 389 46 
Amount due on said tracts_._. ______ •.. _____ - _--. ___ - .. --- --.- •••. -..... 341, 276 09 
A demand was also made for interest from dates of occupancy. A bill was intro-
duced to pay $300,000, conditioned to the execution of deeds. It was sent by your 
S. Rep. 1278--lb 
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committee to the Secretary of the Interior for report, who in response sent the folio~­
ing letter, the 01:iginal of which is in your committee-room: 
Ron. HENRY L . DAWES, 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERiOR, 
Washington, January 31, 1893. 
Chairman Se-nate Committee on Indian A1fai1·s: 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of communication from your commit-
tee, of 30th instant, presenting for any information or tmggestion this DApartment 
may wish to communicate a proposed amendment to the sundry civil bill, H. R., 
appropriating the sum of $300,000, to be paid into the treasnry of the Cherokee Na-
tion, out of funds due under appraisement for Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas 
River. My views on the general subject of these lands west of 96° west longitude, in 
the Indian Territory, are set forth in Department letter of the 18th instant to the 
President, transmitted by him to the Congress by message of the 20th instant (see 
Honse Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-seventh Cougress, second session, copy inclosed). 
I do not think it is fair or just for the United States to select the most valuable 
tract of these lands and pay for them at the rate fixed by tbe President as the price 
per acre for the whole tract. 
If the views expressed by me in the letter referred to, as to the desirability of an 
appropriation of a sum sufficient to pay the Cherokee Nation for the whole body of 
land in question at the price :fixed by the President, less the payments already made 
thereon, are not adopted, then in my opinion the $300,000 proposed by the amend-
ment is not an unreasonable one, as the sums already paid to the Cherokee Nation 
with this proposed appropriation added are not believed to be in excess of the value 
<>f the lands upon which friendlylndiaus have already been located. 
Article 16 of the treaty of July 19, 1866 (14 Stat. , 806), provides that lands upon 
which frien dly Indians may be settled shall "be conveyed in fe e simple to each of 
-said tribes, to be held in common or by their members in severalty, as the United 
Sta.tes may decide;'' therefore the Cberokee Nation should be required to execute 
oconveyance to the United States for such settled tracts substantially as provided in 
the printed amendment, to enable the Government to cany out the terms of the 
treaty, and it is spec~lly important that such conveyance bo secured. 
The inclosures of the committee's letter are herewith respectfully returned. 
Very respectfully, 
H . M. TELLER, 
Secretat·y. 
Congress, <>n the 3d of March, A. D. 1883, passed the following act or section: 
"That the sum of three hundred thousand dollars is hereby appropriated, to be 
paid into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation out of the funds due under appmise-
rrnent for Cherokee lands west of Arkansas River, which sum shall be expended as 
the acts ·of the Cherokee legislature direct; this amount to be immediately available; 
p:rovided that the Cherokee Nat.ion, through its proper authorities, shall execute 
-conveyances satisfactory to the Secretary of the Interior to the United States in trust 
for the benefit of the Pawnees, Poncas, Nes Perces, Otoes and Missourias and Osages 
:now occupying the said tract, _as they respectively occupy the same before the pay-
ment of'sa.id sum of money." 
The languag~ inserted ''due under appraisement" bad no effect on the transaction. 
Nothing was due under the language of the treaty except for lands occupied, and 
those bad not been appraised separately, except in the Secretary's letter to the chair-
nnan of the Senate Indian Committee. .He bad just as much right to :fix the price as 
the President, and .tbe treaty gave such a.uthority to neither. The Government bad 
.attempted to pay arbi:tra.rily. They now in this manner offered $300,000 for deeds to 
'the ·occupied tracts .and .also required a deed for the Osages. The act merely proposed 
a ·compact. If the Claerokee Nation chose to make these-deeds and t ake the money, 
there was an end ·of it, and if they did not, they could not be compelled to do so. The 
·onl:y advantage the Chewkee Nation had in executing the deed was to have a settle-
ment for lands taken by force in violation of the treaty. Under the act of the Chero-
kee l egislat,une of Nov-ember, 1882, these deeds could not be made for $300,000 or to the 
Osages. 'J'o give the (teed ]a.wful force another act was passed authorizing deeds to be 
made to the specified tracts ·on the payment of the money named. The deeds were so 
made and the money -p.aicl. The essence of a deed is consideration. If the money 
paid to the CheFokee Nation was not the consideration the deeds were fraudulently ob-
tained. But they were not. [twas a fair l.msiuess tra.nsaction, authorized by law. 
· The lands then conveyed are well 'vortll $5 per acre. They were sold simply to get a 
settlement with a difficult creditor. Such was the understanding of the Cherokee Na-
tion. I so advised them as their legal counsellor, and I feel confident that any court 
will sustain me. Above aU, everybody knows that neither the United States nor 
any one else can get another .aooe ·of .these lands without offering to the Cherokee Na-
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tion for them what the lntter think they are worth. As a practic.al question more-
over, Indian tribes will probab:y never occupy another foot of that tract . At the 
most t:JmaU tracts might possibly be occupied, and these would have to be paid for at 
what they were worth at. the time. The United States, moreover, waived any right it 
had t.o settle Indians there uy prohibiting their settlement unless specially authorized 
by Jaw, and that waiil done ten years after the treat.y of 186f). 
The Indian Commissioner in Executive Docnment No. 19, second ses~don~ Forty-
eighth Congress, says the sum paid "is $3:34,595.73 in excess of the value of the lands 
disposed of at the price fixed by the President," and further says: 
''"'With the exception Of the Poncas, in which case an express appropriation was 
made, this Department holds that tue above-named appropriations were made on 
account of all the lands of the Cherokee Nation lying west of the Arkansas River, in-
cluc1ing the assignments made therefrom, as a.bove stated." 
This is simply a misstatement of the facts. The Commissioner (Price) himself, in 
a letter which is before the Senate, of elate February 17, 1882, says: 
"In view of the foregoing facts, I conclude that the Cherokee's have no claim un-
der the existing law or treat.y, either legal or equitable, to payment for their lands 
west of the Arkansas River, other t.han for such portions lihereof as have been sold to 
and are occupied by friendly Indians." , 
In the same letter be says that the sixteenth article of the treaty of 1866 "said arti-
cle vests no title to these lands in the United States." 
In the same letter he says: "As d~ cided by the courts the Government bad no right 
to interfere with the title of the Cherokees to these lands except in casefo\ purely pol it-
ical." 
In a letter of l&ter date, he states that "these lands were not ceded." He urged the 
necessity of securing a patent from the Cherokee Nation for the friendly tribes located, 
tnt seems to think he could induce acceptance of t.he appraisement of the President 
in violation of treaty. He says in Executive Document No. 19, "There are of these 
lands 6,574,586.56 acres, of which there has been but one appraisement." This is not 
true. The act of Congress provided that the Pawnee tract should be paid for at a 
price not exceeding 70 cents per acre, which was in violation of the treat.y. Congress 
appropriated $GO, COO for the Ponca tract without authority of treaty. These occnpiecl 
tracts, Pawnee, Ponca, Nes Perces, Otoe, and Missourias, never were appraised, except 
in the Secretary's letter. The appraisement of the whole tract at 47 cents 'vas with-
out authority of treaty, and when it was thus made the United States did not offer 
payment under it. The Commissioner, in Executive Document No. 19, also suppresses 
the fact that under authority of an act of Congress deeds were issued and an agree-
ment authorized for the issuance of the deeds, offering $300,000 if they should be 
executed. The matter was therefore settled by agreement under authority of law. 
Document No. 19 is an entirely incorrect statement of the facts regarding these lands, 
as the records show 
The only l'ight the United States has there is in locating friendly Indians accord~ 
ing to the expressed terms of the treaty. Even after these la.nds have been picked 
in the manner stated, the residue is worth from $1.25 to $2.50 per acre. The Cherokee 
Nation was offered by responsible parties $1.25 per acre some time ago. and they are 
rising in value. The "possession of and jurisdiction over them" is in the Cherokee 
Nation. 
Under these circumsta.nces, in 1880, the Cherokee authorities collected taxes from 
persons grazing on their lands west of Arkansas River in order to make them pro-
duce something. I give a statement sent to me by the chief executive of the Cherokee 
Nation, Hon. D. W. Bushyhead. 
Statement of the disposition made of the revenue collected west of 96 degrees by Hon. D. W. 
Lipe, late treasurer Cherokee Nation. 
1880. Amount collected and carried to bread-money fund of 1880, as per act 
December 10, 1880 .... ---· ·----· -·-· ---- ·-·-·--·· -··· ---- ---· ____ $7,620 00 
1881. Amount collected $21,555.64 and transferred to indigent fund a.s per 
act of appropriation December 12, 1681, cash _____ .. ___ ... ___ _ . ___ 19, 082 64 
1882. Amount collected $4 t, 233.81 and transferred to general fund as per 
act December 16, 1882, amount in cash ______ -------··-·-·----· ... 37,412 55 
1883. Amount collected $10,742.64 (over and auove the $50,000 lease money) 
and carried to general fund. Amount in cash._._ .... _. __ ... _. _... 10, 442 64 
Difference between total amounts collected and amounts transferred was in na-
tional certificates or warrants, January 22, ltle5. 
I t is proper to state that the small amount collected was largely due to the fact that 
many who grazed these lands refused to pay. In fact a turbulent class settled to 
some extent on the border, many of whom evaded or refused to pay tax, being deter-
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mined to use this portitm of Cherokee :pTOperty and cheat the owners. The lands 
were largely pastured by these outsiders for many years. 
I append another exhibit showing the amount of stock the t r act can sustain for 
winter or summer feeding. It was sent from the principal chief of t.he Cherokee 
Nation: 
"Lands leased west 96 degrees, 6,022, 754 acres. Allowing an average of 15 acres 
t o the head this area of land would accommodate or support 401,517 head of cattle 
yearly. 
Average prices. 
Cows and calves ...•..... ....... ....... ........... .•.. ... ........... • ...•••. 
Y ear-ol ds ...................................•.........•.....•............ . . 
Three and four year olds, steers ............................................ . 





Average price per head.... . . .. • • . • . • .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. • . . . . . . . . .. . . . 20 00 
' ' Total amount of capital necessary to stock the area of country above named, 
$8,030,310. 'fhis egtin ate does not include houses. They are thrown in free. This 
est.irnate is based on local prices here." 
To secure if possible more revenue, and thus utilize their property, the Cherokee 
council, at its May session, 1d83, authorized a lease or privilege for grazing for five 
years. The act and the lease are in the possession of the committee. At that time, 
nearly two years ago, the grazing privilege was not so valuable. I personally favored 
a measure to permit the principal chief to lease the privilege to the highest and most 
respoEsible parties. It is proper to state, however, that no responsible party oftered 
a higher amount. Even the Cherokee Company in the bill they introduced, offered 
only one hundred thousand a year. I send you a copy of the act they introduced, sent 
to me by the chief executive officer of the nation. It will be seen by its provisions 
that it was not so favorable. Even if the parties bad been as responsible, the Chero-
kee Strip Live-Stock Company offered the nation all the wire fences and temporary 
st.ructures which belonged to them in addition to the amount. I think the result was 
determined in their favor largely, because they were the men who in former years 
honestly paid their tax, as most of the prominent Cherokees knew. I know nothing 
of any corrupt measures they used to obtain.the lease, and my impression is, during 
an obseryation extending since 1866, that the Cherokee legislature ~s l-18 honest a legis-
lat ure and as patriotic in defense of the interests of the people they represent as any 
legislature in the United States. I believe that all the complaints maue against them 
h ave come from disappointed parties who had schemes of their own, or from outside 
w ould-be squatters who wish to jump ou the lands and who hated to see an honest 
and productive use made of them. 
In any event, these lands are t.heir property. They are expressly under their juris-
diction by agreement with the United States. As their legal representative, I firmly 
believe that t hese proceedings have reduced the merchantable value of that tract of 
Cherokee land at least $50,000 per annum. If we were ready to enter into a new 
grazing contract, we should expect, and would of course receive, a much larger sum 
than formerly, bnt there would, in my judgment, be a drawback owing to these pro-
ceedings. Business men do not like to be harassed. Neither would it be considered 
a gracious thing for a committee of Congress to investigate the le~!slature of any State 
or Territory on the mere allegation of any one. The Cherokee .Nation is not a mere 
tribe under the jurisdiction of the Indian Bureau. The Bureau has not, and has not 
b ad, the slightest control of its funds. In all the treaties of the United States with the 
Cherokee Nation, especially the fift.h article of the treaty of 1835, the United States, in 
the most solemn manner in which a pledge could be given, guaranteed to her people 
the right of self-government. Under this system of permitting her to mana.ge her own 
affairs unmolested, she has advanced more rapidly than any other of the native people. 
She bas a system of education not inferior to that of the Western States and Terri-
tories. In the legislative, executive, and judicial systems she has shown, as the rec-
ords will prove, far less extravagance than any other State or Territory. Those_ who 
are pressing on Congress to violate her pledges, and by the superior power of the 
United States Government to claim control of her lands, to assume to dispose of them 
'for any purpose, or to let squatters speculate in their increased value, or claimants for 
grazing privileges who have not secured them to be encouraged with the idea that 
' she should be stripped of her right to manage her own affairs, are merely seeking to 
despoil the Cherokee Nation. If this is what is proposed she can only enter hPr sol-
emn protest. Her lands are chiefly valuable for grazing purposes; but for that they 
are more valuable to her and to the general productive influence of the count,ry than 
they can be in any other way. When t he grazing system is fully established and 
utilized they will sustain from four hundred to five hundred thousand head of cattle, 
supplying-winter and summer food, if it is not permitted to be abused. By the time the 
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present grazing lease expires the privilege will be worth not less tban $1.25 per bead, 
unless this system of harassing is to contmue. The tract in question will never be so 
useful or half so productive in any other way. Not one acre in ten, it might be said 
more correctly, not one acre in twenty, is fit for agricultural purpose~. To permit a 
few squatters to take there, on the assumption they should be Government lauds, 
would be mere plunder of our property. Each of such watered ana timbered locali-
ties is worth from :five to ten thousand dollars, as it would then control all the rest of 
it. The entire tract, as I have stated, for grazing purposes would readily bring ftom 
one and a quarter to two dollars per acre as a whole tract. The Cherok ee Nation will 
never consent to let it be picked by squatters. If titles and patents issued by the 
United States are to be violated, it .would be Letter to let these squatters jump on the 
lands conveyed to private land speculators or great railroad corporations. Before yon 
by your superior power attempt to rob us, all we seek is. to let the courts of your own 
country to pass on the title you pledged the Cherokee Nation should be good. She 
cannot consent that aoy of her lauds shall be sold for less than their fair market valne, 
and she knows no one can get a lawful title to them withont her consent. On her be-
half I make this statement to the committee, and respectfully protest against any sTep 
that would destroy the rights or depreciate the value of her property. 
WM. A. PHILLIPS, 
Special .Ayent m1d Counsel Che1·okee Xa tion . 
• 
AN ACT in exercise of the right of possession and ,jurisdiction of tbe Cherokee Nation to the unoccu-
. pied Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River. • 
Be it enacted by the national council, That the principal chief be, and be is hereby, 
authorized and directed to lease, for grazing purposes only, to any respor.sible company 
of Cherokee citizens, duly organized ::..s such for tlte purpose, all of the lands of this 
nation west. of the Arkansas River now unoccupied by "~'riendly Indians," pursuant 
to the sixteenth arTicle of the treaty of 1866, for a period of five years, and for and in 
consideration of the payment by said company into the treasury of the nation, at Tahle-
quah, semi-annually, in aclva.nce, of the sum of$50,000 in cash, the said lease to be made 
and carried out under the following further specified regulations which the principal 
chief is empowered ·to have executed and observed by executive order to the said 
company, and to his agents to be directed, and for the expenses of which · execution, 
the sum of ffper cent. of the said amount so to be paid the nation shall be reserved, 
and is hereby appropriated and made subject to the order and warrant of the princi-
pal chief: Provided, That the amount thus semi-annually to be paid to, and received 
by, the nation as aforesaid, shall be, with the approval of the principal chief, at once 
invested by the national treasurer at his risk in safe stock, bearing interest at th e 
rate of 5 per cent. per annum, and that the whole amount, principal and interest, 
which Rball accrue duriog each two yea.rs and a half, shall, at the end of such time, be 
withdrawn from investment, and divided per capita under direction of the national 
conucil. 
'I'he pay of such agents of the nation shall be $4 per clay while in actual service 
a.nd actual expenses of travel once each ha.lf year to and from their business location 
on said lands, and the principal chief shall make a report in full with the reports of 
such agents to the national council at the commencement of each annual session 
thereof, of the ma.nner of the execution of the leasA herein authorized, and of the con-
dition of said lands. A record of the lease wit.h full accounts of receipts on same shall 
be kept in the offices of the principal chief and national treasurer. 
REGULATION 1. Unless otherwise expressly agreed by and between the pa.rties in 
interest, all cattle or other stock introduced to graze upon saicl lauds under this lease 
shall be, and be held to be, securit.y for the prompt and faithful carrying 01.1t of any 
contract made in regard to such grazing under such regulations as the company shall 
prescribe, when approved by the chief. 
REGULATION 2. In case of default of the said company to make payment as above 
required to the nation) their rights under this act may be peremptorily concluded by 
executive order; in which case a new lease shall be immediately g-ranted to another 
company upon the same terms and conditions as are herein expressed for the remainder 
of the forfeited and unexpired lease. 
REGULATION 3. All cattle whatever, which sha.ll, under operation of this act, be 
admitted to graze upon said la.nds shall be registered to their respective owners by 
number and brand at the time of admission, and each six months thereafter, at some 
suitable place or places, to be selected by said company on sa.id lands; and no num-
ber of mature cattle shall, at any one time, be allowed to graze on said lands which 
shall exceed the -proportion of one such animal to each 20 acres of pasturage. 
REGULATION 4. Consistent with the foregoing regulations, the said lessee company 
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paid as above provided, to admit to graze upon said lands, under such regulations 
and agreements, and for such consideration to be paid such company as the said com-
l)any shall prescribe, the cattle or other stock belonging to persons not members of 
said lessee company. 
HEGULATION 5. 'l'he said company shall be authorizeil. to make such improvements 
on the exterior lines of said lands north and south, as will preserve and protect the 
national domain included therein from trespass and spoliation by either men or stock, 
upon either range or timber of said lands, from the north and on the south, to pr~vent, 
reciprocally with the Creek authorities, the stock lawfully grazing upon either Creek 
or Cherokee lands from intruding upon the lands of the other nation: P1'011ided, No 
obstruction shall thereby or otherwise be made by said company to any mail route or 
other necessary public high way across said lands, and t.hat not more than ten cents 
per htad may be charged and collected by said company upon all cattle driven 
t hrough and over said lands, subject to other provisions of this act. 
All improvements made upon said Cherokee lands shall be the property of the 
Cherokee Nation wherever and whenever made and put to use for the pm·poses of this 
lease. All fencing hii herto erected on said lands may be removed or not, at the op-
tion of the owner thereof, at the expiration of the present leases of tracts w bich such 
fencing occupies except the material thereof taken from the common domain, which 
material belonged and now belongs to the Cherokee Nation, and may be used by said 1 
lessee company as the rroperty of this nation for the purposes of this lease. And the 
lease granted under tliis act to said Cherokee Company shall be and become opera-
tive as such lease, when leases, now in force by grant under the law! from the na-
tional treasurer shall expire respectively: Provided, That in case of sale by the Cher-
okee Nation of the lands authorized to be leased by this act, six months' notice of 
such sale shall be given to the lessee company, and the rights and privileges of said 1' 
company under this act shall cease accordingly without prejudice to this nation. 
All act:; or parts of acts conflicting with this act are hereby repealed. 
This indenture, made and entered into in duplicate at Osage Agency, Indian Terri-
tory, this 8th day of November, A. D. 1883, uy and between the Osage Nation of In-
di::ms in the Indian Territory, party of the first part, by Strike Axe, principal chief of 
the Osage Nation , James Bigheart, president, and E. M. Mathews, secretary of the 
Osage national council, and by Ed. P enn, Res Kah-move, Clamoro, Watl.-ti-au-kah, 
Alvin Wood, members of sai d council, acting as a committee cspeciUJlly authorized and 
empowered in t heir behalf by an act of the Osage national council, passecl N ovem-
ber 8, A. D. 1883, a copy of which is hereunto annexed and made part of this lease, and 
Horace H. Crane and· William H. H . Larimer, ranch men, of the to\vn of Independence, 
county of Montgomery, State of Kansas, party of the second part, witnesseth : That 
the said parties of the first part being desirous of more profitably utilizing their un-
occupied land, and raising additiona.I re-venue for themselves and their posterity, hath 
by and by these presents doth grant, lease, and rent unto the said parties of the 
seconG. part that part or portion of their said lands, in the Indian Territory, b~unded 
as follows, to wit: Commencing at t.he southeast corner o,f the Osage Reservation, 
thence running in a northerly direction to a milestone on the north side of Delaware 
Creek, thence west to the Arkansas River, thence along said river to the south line of. 
the Osage Reservation, thence east to place of beginnin g, except one-fourth section 
each to Josephine, Augustine River, Wah-tie-tab~ Louisa Lane Ceder, Rozella Cheau-
teau, We-tsu-ne, Shu-ga-ne-tsa-he and Tea-si-ki. p1·ov ided their present claims are 
within the boundaries of this case, containing eighty thousand acres, more or less, to 
have and to hold said described premises with permission to use what timber may be 
necessary to fence and improve the same, for the period of five years from and after 
the last day of March, 1Btl4, at a yearly rent of 3 cents per acre, which rent is to 
be paid to t he Treasurer of the Osage Nation at Osage Agency, Indian Territory, in 
quarter-yearly payments in advance, beginning on the 1st day of April, A. D. 1884; 
and t he said party of the second part shall have the right to extend t.his lease at 3t 
cents per acre for five additional years by giving to the party of the first part notice 
to that effect in writing six months prior to the expiration of the first five years. 
And the said party of the second part hereby covenant to pay to the party of the 
first pa1·t the yearl~- rent as hereinbefore specified; to use no more of the timber or 
stone on saidl::wds tha,n may be necessary for fencing, house-building and other ranch-
ing purposes, and to protect said lands and the timber t hereon as far as possible from 
trespass by outside parties, and that this lease shall not be transferable without the 
consent of the Osage National Council; and at the expiration of this lease to quit 
possession and surrender the premises herein devised with all the improvements 
thereon to the party_ of the first part. 
! 
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And it is hereby agreed that if any of the rent herein provided to be paid shall at 
any time be dne and remain unpaid, or if default shall be made in any of the covenants 
herein, that it shall l.Je lawful for the party of the first part to re-enter said premises 
and remove all persons therefrom. 
And the saicl party of the first part herel.Jy covenants that the said party of the sec-
ond part shall have quiet and peaceable possession of said described premises during 
the continuation of this lease. 
In witness whereof we hereto set our bands and affix our seal at Osage Agency, In-
dian Territory, the day and year first-above written. 
Signed: 
Strike Axe, his :s: mark, principal chief; James Bigheart, president; E. M. 
Mathews, secretary; Wab-ti-kah, his x rn:uk; Alvin Wood, his x mark; 
Clamore, his x mark; Hes-kah-monie, his x mark; Edward Penn. 
Horace H. Crane, William H. H. Larimer, parties of the second part. 
Signed, sealed, and delivered at Osage Agency, Indian Territory; this 8th day of 
November, A. _D. 1883, in pre~ence of George Summers and J. H. Edmondson as wit-
nesses. 
I, Paul Aken, do hereby officially certify on hon0r that I am the official interpreter 
of the Osage Nation of Indians, that I interpreted and fully explained the foregoing 
lease to the persons who signed the same, by writing their names or making theil' 
marks, and I am satisfied that they fully understand the contents and meaning thereof, 
and that I witnessed the signing thereof by each and all of them at Osage Agency, 
Indian Territory, this 8th day of Nov~mber, A. D. 18~3. 
OSAGE AGENCY, 
Indian Territory, 88: 
PAUL AKEN, 
Osage Interp1·1Jter. 
I, Laban J. Miles, United States Indian agency for the Osage Indians in the Indian 
Territory, acting under and by virtue of section 21164, Revised Statutes of the United 
States, do hereby officially certify that on this St.h day of November, A. D. 1~83, at 
my office at Osage Agency aforesaid, came Strike Axe, principal chief of the Osage 
Nation of Jndians, a,nd James Bigheart, president, and E. M. Mathews, secretary of 
the Osage National Council, and Edward Penn, Hes-kah-moir, Clamore, Wah-to-au-
kah, Alvin Wood, acting as a committee a~:d representing the Oeage Nation by virtue 
of an act of the Osage National Council pa&sed November 8th, A. D. 1883, a copy of 
,,.hich is hereto attached, and Horace H. Crane and William H. H. Larimer, personally 
known to me, and acknowledged that they and each of them executed the foregoing 
instrument in duplicate for the use and purposes therein set forth; that they fully 
understood the contents and meaning thereof, and that they were the only parties 
in interest of said lease. 
In witness whereof, I hereunto set my hand officially at Osage Agency, Indian Ter-
ritory, this 8th day of November, A. D. 1883. 
OSAGE AGENCY, 
Indian Te1-ritory, 88: 
L. J. MILES, 
United ~tate8 Inclian Agent. 
I, E. M. Mathews, secretary oftbe Osage National Council, do hereby officially cer-
tify that the following is a true copy of a preamble and resolution passed by the Osage 
National Council at their council house at Osage Agency on t.he t5th day of November, 
A. D. 1883: 
" Whereas the Osage Nation of Indians bas heretofore granted persons possession to 
herd, graze, and raise stock on portions of its unoccupied lands at an annual tax of 60 
cents per head ; and 
"Whereas it is believed more money for our people and greater security for our 
property may be obtained by leasing specific portions of our lands for a definite period 
of years a,t a stated price per acre; and 
"Whereas William H. H. Larimer and Horace H. Crane are both known to us to be 
good and responsible men; 
"Therefore l.Je it resolved that a lease of a certain portion of onr lands, to be more 
fully described in said lease, be granted to the said William H. H. Larjmer and Horace 
H. Crane and that the principal cllief of the Osage Nation and the president and sec-
retary of the Osage National Council, and Edward Penn, Alvin Wood, Clammore, 
vVah-ti-an-ka and Heb-sah-mori be, and they are hereby, empowered and directed to 
execute a lease of Baid lands to the said William H. li. Larimer and Horace H. Crane 
ti 
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for such length of time and on such terms and conditions as they may deem for the 
best interest ofthc Osage Nation." 
On motion of Saucy Chief, seconded by William Tinker, the l'esolution was put on 
its passage, vote taken, resolution adopted. 
Approved. 
JAMES BIGHEART, 
PTeSident of the Council. 
STRIKE AXE, 
Prindpal Chief. 
Tn witness whereof I have hereunto set my band and affixed the seal of the Osage 
Nation, at, Osage Agency, Indian Territory, this 8th day of November, A. D. 188:3. 
E. M. MATHEWS, 
SecretaTIJ. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
County of Vhautauf]_ua, City of Stdan, ss : 
I , Elisha S. Torrance, judge of the thirteenth judicial district of the State of Kan-
sa-s, and judge of district court of Chautauqua County, Kansas, said · court being a 
court of record, do hereby officially certify that the execution of the foregoing lease 
in duplicate for the uses and purposes therein set forth, was acknowledged before me 
at Sedan, in Chautauqua County, Kansas, on the 5th day of December, A. D. 188:1, 
and that the" only persons interested therein, as stated to me at the time, were the 
Osage Nation of Indians, party of the first part, and Horace H. Crane and William H. 
H. Larimer, ranch men, of the town of Independence, county of Montgomery, State of 
Kansas, parties of the second part; that the · same was executed on the part of the 
Osage Nation of Indians by Strike Axe, acting principal chief of the Osage Nation, 
J ames Bigheart, president, and E. M. Mathews, secretary of the 0Rage National 
Council, and by Clamore, Alvin ·wood, aud Edward Penn, members of said council, 
acting as a committee and espedally authorized and empowered in that behalf by an 
act of the Osage National Council, and by Horace H . Crane find William H. H. Lari-
mer, acting in their own behalf; . that Paul Aken, t.he official interpreter for the Osage 
Nation of Indians, interpreted and explained the contents and meaning of said lease 
to said committee in my presence; and that the sonrce and extent of the anthority 
claimed by the aforesaid committee in executing tllis lease on the part of the Osage 
Nation of Indians is the act of Osage National Council aforesaid. 
In te::ltimony whereof I hereunto set my band officially, ou this 5th day of De-
cember, A. D. 1883, at Sedan, in Cbautauq ua Connt,y, Kansas (within the thirteenth 
j udicial district). 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
ELISHA S. TORRANCE, 
Judge of the Thi1·tcenth Jttdicial District of the State of Kmisas 
and of the Dist1'ict Court of Chautauqua County, Kansas. 
County of Chautauqua, City of Sedan, ss : 
I, George W. Arnold, clerk of the district court in and for Chautauqna County .• 
Kansas, do hereby certify that Elisha S. Torrance, whose genuine signature appears 
on the foregoing lease, is now and was at the time he subscribed the same, judge of 
the thirteenth judicial district of the State of Kansas, which said district includes 
Chautauqua County ; that the said Elisha S. Torrance is duly commissioned and 
qualified as such judge, and that full faith and credit are due to his official acts. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto set my band and official seal, at Sedan, Kansas, 
t h is 5th day of December, A. D. 1883. 
GEORGE W. ARNOLD, 
CleTk of the District Court. 
This indenture made and entered into in duplicate, at Osage Agency, Indian Terri-
tory, this 7th day of November, A. D. 1883, by and between the Osage Nation of 
Indians in the Indian Territory, party of the first part, by Strike Axe, principal chief 
of the Osage Nation, James Bigheart, president, and E. M. Mathews, secretary of the 
Osage national council, and by Alvin Wood, Moh-ti-an-ka, Saucy Chief, Nah-tea-noh-
he, a,nd ·william Tinker, memberi> of the council, acting as a committee, especially 
authori zed and empowered in that behalf, by an act of the Osa.ge national council 
passed November 7th, A. D. 1883, a copy of which is hereto annexed and made part 
of this lease, and Edwin M. Hewins, rancbman, residing in Cedarvale, State of Kansas, 
and raising cattle in the Osage Nation, party of the second part. witnesseth, that the 
said party of the first part, being desirous of more profitably utilizing their unoccu-
pi d lands and raising additional revenue for themselves and their posterity, hath 
let and by these presence doth grant, lease, and rent unto said party of the second 
' 
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part ,that part or portion of their land in the Indian Territory bounded as follows, to 
wit: Commencing at the Northwest corner of the Osage reservation, running South 
()i miles, thence East 5 miles, thence South 3t miles, thence East to Southeast corner 
of township 28, range 7, tbenceNort.b to Kansas State line, and thtnce West to place 
of beginning. 
Containing 75,000 acres more or less, to have and to hold said described premises, 
with permission to use what timber may be necessary to fence and improve the same 
for the period of :five years from and after the last day of March, A. D. 1884, at a 
yearly reut of 3t cents per acre, which rent is to be paid to the treasurer of the Osage 
Nation at Osa.ge Agency, Indian Territory, in quarter annual payments in advance, 
beginning on the 1st day of April, A. D. 1884. 
And the said party of the second part shall have the right to extend the lease op the 
same terms and conditions for five additional years, by giving to the party of the 
first part notice to that effect in writing six months prior to the expiration of the 
first five ~· ears. 
And the said party of the second part hereby covenants to pay to the party of the 
first part the yeady rent as hereinbefore specified, to use no more of the timber or 
stone on said land than may be necessary for fen cing, houlle buHding, and other 
ranching purposes, and to protect said lands and t.he timber thereon as far as possi-
ble from trespass by outside parties. Also that this lease shall not b~ transferable 
witbont the consent of the Osage national council, ar.u at the expiration of this lease 
to quit possession and surrender the premises herein described, with all the improve-
ments t.hereon to the party of the :first part. 
And it is hereby agreed that if any of the rent herein p1·ovided to be paid shall at 
any time be due and remain unpaid, or if default shall be made in any of the cove-
nants herein, that it shall be lawful for the party of the first part to re-enter said 
premises and remove all persons therefrom. 
And the said party of the first part hereby covenants that the said party of the 
second part shall have quiet and peaceable possession of said described premises 
during the continuat,ion of this lease. 
In witness whereof we have hereto set our bands and affixed our seals at Osage 
Agency, Indian Territory, this day and year first-above written. 
Signed (seal being attn.ched to each name): 
Strike Axe, his x mark, principal chief of Osage Nation; James Bigheart, 
president of Osage national council; E. M. Mathews, secretary of Osage 
national council; Alvin ·wood, his x mark; Wah ti an ka, his x mark, 
Wah tea wah he, his x mark; Saucy Chief, his x mark; Wm. H. Tinker, 
Edwin M. Hewins. 
Signed, sealed, and dclivered,.at Osage, Indian Territory Agency, this 7th day of 
November, A. D., 1883, in the presence of and as witnesses, William M. Melleth and 
William M. Butler. 
I, Paul Aken, do hereby officially certify on honor that I am the official interpreter 
of the Osage Nation of Indians; that I interpreted and fully explained the foregoing 
lease to the persons who signed the same by making their marks, and who cannot 
read nor write; that they fully understand the contents and meaning thereof, and 
that I witnessed the signing thereof by each and all of them, at Osage Agency, In-
dian Territory, this 7th day of November, A. D. 1883. 
PAUL AKEN, 
United S_tates Interp1·eter. 
OSAGE AGENCY, 
Indian Territory, ss : 
I, Laban J. Miles, United States Indian agent for the Osage Indians in the Indian 
Tenitory, acting under and by virtue of section 2064, Revised Statutes of the United 
States, do hereby officially certify, that on this 7th day of November, A. D. 1883, at my 
office at Osage Agency aforesaid, came Strike Axe, principal chief of the Osage Nation 
of Indians, and James Bigbeart, president, and E. M. Mathews, secretary of the Osage 
national council, and Alvin ·wood, Wah-ti-an-ka, Saucy Chief, Wah-tea-wah-be, and 
W. H. Tinker, acting as a committee and representing the Osage Nation by virtue of 
au act of the Osage national council, passed November 7, A. D. 181:!3, a copy of which 
is hereto attached, and Edwin M. Hewins, all of whom are personally known to me, 
and acknowledged that they and each of them executed the foregoing instrument (in 
duplicate) for the uses and purposes therein set forth, that they fully understand the 
contents and meaning thereof, and that they are the only parties in interest in said 
lease. 
In witness whereof I hereto set mjl hand officially at Osage Agency, Indian Terri-
tory, this 7th day of November, A. D. 1883. 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
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OSAGE AGENCY, 
'Indian Tert·itory, ss: 
I, E. M. Mathews, seeretary of the Osage National Council, do hereby officially cer-
tify that the following is a true copy of a preamble and resolution passed by the 
Osage national council, at their council-house at Osage Agency, India.n Territory, 
on this 7th day of November, A. D. 1883: 
"Whereas the Osage Nation of Indians has heretofore granted persoms permission to 
herd, graze, and raise stock on portions of its unoccupied lands for an annual tax of 
60 cents per head; and 
"Whereas it is believed more money for our people and greater E)ecurity for our 
property may be obtained by leasing specific portions of our lands for definite period 
of years at a stated price per acre; and 
•· Whereas Edwin M. Hewins, known to us to be a good and responsible man : There-
fore, 
''Be it 1·esol1:ed, That a lease of a certain portion of you lands, to be fully described in 
said lease, be granted to the said E . M. Hewins for a term o.f years at a stated price 
per acre, and that the principal chief of the Osage Nation and the president and sec-
retary of the Osage council and Alvin Wood, Wah-ti-an-ka, Saucey Chief, Wah-tsa-
wah-hi, and vV. H. Tinker, be, and they are hereby, empowered and directed to exe-
cute a lease of said lands, with permission to fence and inclose the same, to said Ed-
win M. H ewins, for such length of time and on such terms and conditions as they 
may deem best for the interest of the Osage Nation." 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set. my h~nd and affixed the seal of the Osage 
Nation at Osage Agency, Indian Territory, this 7th day of November, A. D. 1883. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
E. M. MATHEWS, 
Sec·reta1·y of the Osage National Council. 
County of Chautauqua, City of Sedan, ss: 
I, Elisha S. Torrance, judge of the thirteenth judicial district of the State of Kan-
sas, and judge of district court of Chautauqua Count.y, Kansas, said court being a 
court of record, do hereby officially certify that the execution of the foregoing lease 
in duplicate for the uses and purpoees therein set forth, was ac1mowledgccl before me 
at Sedan, in Chautauqua County, Ransas, on the 5th day of December, A. D. 1 i:l83~ and 
that the only persons interested therein, as stated to me at the time, were the Osage 
Nation of Indians, party of the first part, and Edwin M. Hewins, ra.nchman, residing 
in Cedarvale, State of Kansas, party of the second pa,rt; that the same was executt~d 
on t.be part of t.be Osage Na.tion of Indians by Strike Axe, principal chief of the 
Osage Nation, James Bigheart, president, and E. M. Mathews, secretary of the Osage 
national council, and by 'William H. Tinker, Alvin ·wood, Saucy Chief, members of 
said council, acting as a committee, and especially authorized and empowered in that 
behalf by an a.ct of the Osage national council, and by Ed win M. Hewins, acting in 
his own behalf; that Paul Aken, the officia.l interpreter for Osa.ge Nation of Indians, 
interpreted and explained the contents and meaning of said lease to said committee 
in my presence, and that the source and extent of the autborhy claimed by the afore-
said committee in executing t.bis lease on the part of the Osage Nation of Indians is 
the act of Osage ational Council aforesaid. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto set my hand officiaJly on this 5th day of Decem-
ber, A. D. 1883, at Sedan, in Chautauqua County, Kansas (within the thirteenth judi-
cial district). 
ELISHA S. TORRANCE, 
J1tdge of the Thirteenth Judicial Dist1·ict of the Slate of Kansas 
and of the District Com·t of Chautauqua, County, Kansas. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
County of Chautauqua, City of Sedan, 88: 
I, George W . Arnold, clerk of the district court in and for Chautauqua County, 
Kansas, do hereby certify that Elisha S. Torrance, whose genuine signature appears 
on the foregoing lease, is now, and was at the time b e subscribed the same, judge of 
the thirteenth judicial district of the State of Kansas, which said district includes 
Chautauqua County; that the said Elisha S. Torranee is duly commissioned and·. 
qualified as such judge, and that full faith and credit are due to his official acts. 
In testimony whereof, I hereunto set my band and official seal, at Sedan, Kans., 
this 5th day of December, A. D. 1883. 
GEORGE W. ARNOLD, 
Clerk of the District Cou1·t. 
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This indenture made anrl entered iuto in duplicate at Osage Agency, Indian Terri-
tory, this eighth day of November, A. D. l ti8:3, hy and hetween the Osage Nation of 
Indians in the Indian Territory, party of the first part, by Strike Axe, principal chief 
of the Osage Nation; James Bigheart, president, and E. M. Mathews, secretary, of 
t1le Osage council; and by Aloiu Wooct, Ed. Penn, Wah to aulah, lamore, and Hes, 
cob mois. 
Memuers of said council actiug as a committee especiaHy authorized and empowered 
in that behalf by an act of the Osage national council, passed November 8, A. D. 
11::83, a copy of which is hereunto annPxed and made part of this lease, and L. C. Wait, 
R. B. mng, and H. E. Slaughter, ranchmen, residing and raising cattle in the Osage 
Nation~ party of the second part: . 
Witnessflth, That the saicl party of the £rst part being desirous of more profitably 
ntilizing their unoccupied lands, aud raising additional revenue for themselves and 
their posterit.y, hath let, and by these presents <loth graut., lease, aud rent unto tLJe 
said party of the second part that part or portion of t hei r said lands in the Indian 
Territory, hounded as follows, to wit: Commencing at a point at the northwest corner 
of township 27, range 7, running east 1~ miles to the northeast corner of township 27, 
range ~. thence running south 6 miles to the southeast corner of township 27, range 8, 
thence rnnning west 12 miles to the southwest corner of township 27, range 7, thence 
north to tbe point of commencement. Contaiuing 46,000 acres more or less, to have and 
to hold said described premises, with permission to use what timber may be necessary 
to fence and improve the same for the period of five uea1·8 from and after the last clay 
of Mnrch, A. D. 1884, at a, yearly 1·ent of 3 cents per acre, which rent is to ue paid to 
the treasurer of the Osage Nation at the Osage Agency, Iud. T., in quarter annual 
payments in advance, beginning on the lst day of April, A. D. 1884. 
And the said party of the second part shall have the right to extend this lease at a 
rental of 3t cents per acre for five years additional by giving to the party of the first 
part notice to that effect in writing six months prior to the expiration of the first five 
years, and the said party of the second part hereby covenants to pay to the party of 
the first part the yearly rent as herein before specified, to use no more of t.he timber 
or stones on said lands than may be necessary for fencing, bouse building, and other 
ranching purposes, and to protect said lands and the timber thereon, as far as possible, 
from trespass by outside parties. Also, that this lease shall not be transferable with-
out the consent of the Osage national council, and at .the expiration of this lease to 
quit possession and surrendf'r the premises herein described, with all the improve-
ments thereon, to the party of the £rst part; and it is hereby agreed that if any of 
the rent herein provided to be paid shall at any time be due and remain unpaid, or if 
default shall be made in any of the covenants herein, that then it shall be lawful for 
the pa.rty of the first part to re-enter said premises and remove persons therefrom. 
And the saio party of the £rst part hereby covenants that the said party of the sec-
ond part sball have quiet ano peaceable possession of said described premises during 
the contiuua.tion of this lease. 
In witness whereof we have ~ereto set our bands and affixed our seals at Osage 
Agency, Indian Territory, the <lay and year first above written. 
(Signed:) • 
Strike-Axe, his xmark [seal], principal of the Osage Nation; James Bigheart[seal], 
president of the Osage national council; E. M. Matthews, secretary[ seal]; 
Wab-ti-an-kah, hisx mark; Calvin Woods, his xmark; Clamon, hisxmark; 
Hes-kah-monie, his x mark; Edward Penn. 
Louis C. Wait, Richard B. King, H. E. Slaughter. 
Signed: sPaled, and delivered at Osage Agency, Indian Territory, this -- day of 
NovPmber, Hl83, in the presence of George Summers and J. H. Edmonson, as wit-
nesses. 
I, Paul Aken, do hereby officially certify on honor that I am the official interpreter 
of the Osage Nation of Inllians; that I interpreted and fully explained the foregoing 
lease to the four persons who signed the same by making their marks, and who can-
not read or write; thn,t they fully understood the contents and meaning thereof, and 
that I witnessed the signing thereof by each and all of them at the Osage Agency, 
Ind. T., this 8th day of November, 1883. 
OsAGE AGENCY, 
Indian Tt1'ritory, 88: 
PAUL AKEN, 
Osage Inte1:p1·eter. 
I, Laban J. Miles, United States Indian Agent for the Osage Indians in the Indian 
Territory, acting UJJder antl bY' virtue of section 2064, Rev. Stat. of the United States, 
do hereby officially certify that on this 8th clay of November, A. D. 1883, at my office 
at Osage Agency aforesaid, came Strike Axe, principal chief of the Osage Nation 9f 
Indians, and James Bigheart, President, and E. M. Mathews, Secretary of the Osage 
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national council, and Aloui Wood, Ed. Penn, Clamore, vVah-ti-aukah, and Heksch-
moie, acting as a committee and representing the Osage Nation by virtue of an act of 
the Osage Nation in council, passed November 8, A. D. 1883, a copy of which is !.lereto 
attached, and L. C. Wait, R. B. King, and H. E. Slaughter, all of whom are person-
ally known to me, and acknowledged that they and each of them executed the fore-
going instrument (in duplicate) for the uses and purposes therein set forth; that they 
fully understand the contents and meaning thereof, and that they are the only parties 
in interest in said lease. · 
In witness whereof 1 have hereunto set my hand officially at Osage Agency, Ind. T., 
this 8th day of November, 1883. 
OSAGE A GENCY, 
Indian TeTritory, ss: 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
I , E. M. Ma.thews, secretary of the Osage national council, do hereby officially 
certify that the following is a true copy of a preamble and resolution passed by the 
Osage national council at the Council House, at Osage Agency, on the 8th day of No-
vember, A. D. 188:{. 
"Whereas the Osage Nation of Indians has heretcfore granted persons permission 
to hold, graze, and raise stock on portion of its unoccupied lands for an annual tax 
of 60 cents per head ; and 
"Whereas it is believed more money for our people and greater security for our 
property may be obtained by leasing specific portions of our lands for a definite period 
of years, and at a stated price per acre; and 
"Whereas L. C. Wait, R. B. King, and H. E. Slaughter are known to us to be good 
anil responsible men: Therefore be it 
"Resolved, That a lease of a certain portion of our lands, to be more fully described 
in said lease, be granted to the said L. C. Wait, R. B. King, and H. E. Slaughter for 
a term of years at a stated price per acre, and that the principal chief of t he Osage 
Nation and the president and secretar~7 of the Osage council, and Aloui Wood, Ed. Penn, 
Wah to aukah, C amore, and Hes coh m01e, be and t.hey are empowered and directed 
to execute a !ease of the said lands with permission to fence and inclose the same to 
the said L. C. Wait, R. B. King, and H. E. Sloughter for such length of time and on 
such t erms and conditions as th<'·Y may deem best for the interest of the Osage Nation. '' 
On motion of Saucy Chief, seconded by William Tucker, the resolution was put on 
its passage, vote taken, resolution adopted. 
Approved: 
JAMES BIGHEART, 
P1·eaident of the Council. 
STRIKE AXE, 
PTincipal Chief. 
In witness whereof I have ·hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the Osage 
national council at Osage Agency, th1s 8th day of November, 18~3. 
E. M. MATHEvVS, 
Secreta.r!J. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
County of Chautauqua, City of Sedan, ss : 
I, Elisha S. Torrance, judge of the thirteenth judicial di strict of the State of Kan-
sas, and judge of district court of Chautauqua County, Kansas, said court being a 
court of record, do hereby officially certif~7 that the execution of the foregoing lease 
in duplicate for the uses and purposes therein set forth , was acknowledged before me 
at Sed-an, in Chautauqua County, Kausas~ on the 5th day of December, A. D. 1883, 
and that t he only persons interested therein, as stated to rue at the time, were the 
Osage Nation of Indians, party of the fi.Tst part, and Louis C. Wait, Richard B. King, 
and H. E. Slaughter, ranchmen, residing and raising cattle in the Osage Nation, 
parties of the second part; that the eame was executed on the part of the Osage 
Nation of Indians by Strike Axe, principal chief of the Osage Nation, James Bigh~art, 
president, and E. M. Mathews, secretary of the Osage national crmncil, and by Aloin 
Wood, Clamore and Edward Penn, members of said council, acting as a commit.tee, 
and especially authorized and empowered in that behalf by an act of t he Osage 
national council, and by Lewis C. Wait, Richard B. King, and H. E. Sloughter, 
acting iu their own behalf; that Paul Aken, the official interpreter for Osage Nation 
of Indians, interpreted and explained the contents and meaning of said lease to said 
committee in my presence, and tha.t the source and extent of 1he authority claimt:LL 
by the aforesaid committee in executing this lease on the part of the Osage Nation of 
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Indians is the act of Osage national council as aforesaid. In testimony whereof I 
hereunto set my hand officially, on t.his 5th clay of December, A. D. 1883, at Sedan, in 
Chautauqua County, Kansas (within the thirteentb judicial district). 
. ELISHA S. TORRANCE, 
Judge of the thirteenth judicial dist1·ict of the State of Kansas 
and of the dist1·ict couTt of Chautauqua County, Kansas. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
County of Chautauqua, oity of Sedan, ss: 
I, George W. Arnold, clerk of the dist.rict court :in and for Chautauqua County, 
Kansas, do hereby certify that Elisha S. Torrance, whose genuine signature appears 
on the foregoing lease, is now, and was at the time he subscribed the same, judge of 
the thirteenth judicial district of tl1e State of Kansas, which said district includes 
Chautauqua County; that the said Elisha S. Torrance :is duly commissioned and qual-
ified as SliCh judge and that full faith and credit are due to his officia:I acts. 
In testimony whereof, I hereunto set my hand and official seal at Sedan, Kansas, 
this 5th day of December, A. D. 1883. 
GEORGE W. ARNOLD, 
Cle'rk of the Dist.rict Court. 
This indenture, made and entered into in duplicate at the Osage Agency, Indian 
Territory, this 8th day of November, A. D. 188:~, by and between the Osage Nation of 
Indians in the Indian Territory, party of the first part, by Strike Axe, principal chief 
of the Osage Nation, James Bigheart, president, and E. M. Mathews, secretary of the 
Osage 'council, and by Aloui Wood, Ed. Penn, Clamore, and Hescohmore, and Wah-t.o-
aukah, members of said council acting as a ' committee, especially authorized and em-
powered in that behalf by an act of t.he Osage national council passed November 8, 
A. D. 18b3, a copy of which is hereto annexed and made part of this lease, and Thomas 
Leahy and G. M. Carpenter, ranchmen, residing and raising cattle in the Osage Nation, 
parties of the second part: 
Witnesseth, that the said party of the first part, being desirous of more profitably 
utilizing their unoccupied· land and raising additional revenue for themselves and 
their posterity, hath let, and by these presents doth grant, lease, and rent unto the said 
parties of the second part that part or portion of their said lands in the Indian Ter-
ritory bounded as follows, to wit: Commencing at a point on the State line, or as near 
as mav be practicable, at the northwest corner of township 29 range 8, and running 
east 8i miles to the northeast corner of the northwest quarter of section 4, township 
29, range 9; thence south 10 miles to the southeast corner of the southwest quarter of 
section 33, township 28, range 9; thence west 8i miles to the southwest corner of 
township 28, range 8; thence north to the point of commencement, containing 
54,000 acres more or less, to have ancl to hold said described premises, with permission 
to use what timber may be necessary to fence and improve the same, for the period of 
five· years from and after the last day of March, A. D. 1884, at a yearly rent of 3 cents 
per acre; which rent is to be paid to the treasurer of the Osage Nation, at the Osage 
Agency, Indian Territory, in quarter-annual payments in advance, beginning on the 
1st day of April, A. D.18tl4. · 
And the said parties of th'e seconr1 part shall have the right to extend this lease at 
a rental of 3t cents per acre fol' five additional years by giving to the party of the 
first part notice to that effect in writing six months prior to the expiration of the first 
five years, and said parties of the second part hereby covenants to pay to the party of 
:he tir:st part the yearly rent as hereinbefore specified, to use no more of the timber or 
stone on the said lands than may be necessary for fencing, house-building and other 
ranching purposes, and to protect said lands a.nd the timber thereon as far as possible 
from trespass by outside parties. Also that this lease shall not be transferable with-
out the consent of the Osage national council, and at the expiration of this lease to 
quit possession and surrender the premises herein described, with all the improve-
- ments thereon, to the party of the first part. And it is hereby agreed that if any of 
the rent herein provided to be paid shall at any time be due and remain unpaid, or if 
default shall be made in any of the covenants herein, that then it shall be lawful for 
the party of the first part to re-enter said premises and remove all persons therefrom. 
And the said party of the first part hereby covenants that the said parties of the sec-
::md part shall have quiet and peaceable possession of said described premises during 
~he continuation of this lease. In witness whereof we hereto set our hands and g,ffix 
:mr seals, at Osage Agency, Indian Territory, the day and year first above-written. 
Signe9.: 
Strike Axo, his x mark [seal], principal chief of the Osage Nation; James Big-
heart [seal], president of the Osage national council; E. M. Mathews [seal], 
secretary; Ed ward Penn, Thomas .Leahy, and G. M. Carpenter. 
Sigoed, sealeo, and delivered at Osage Agency, Ind. Ter., this 8th day of Novem-
ber, 1883, in presence of George Summers and J. H. Edmonson as witnesses. 
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I, Paul Aken, do officially certify on honor that I am the official interpreter of the 
Osage Nation of Indians; that I interpreted and fully explained the foregoing lease 
to ihe four persons who 8i.gnecl the same by making their marks, and who ca,nnot read 
::>r write, that thry fully nnderstand the contents ancl meaning thereof, and that I 
witnessed the signing thereof by each and all of them, this tsth day of November, 
L88:3. 
OSAGE AGENCY, 
Indian 1errito1'Jj, ss : , 
PAUL AKEN, 
Osage i nterpreter. 
I, Laban J. Miles, United States Indian agent for the Os<tge Indians in the Indian 
Territory, acting under and by virtue of section 2064, Revised Statutes of United 
States, do hereby officially certify that, on this 8th day of November, 1883, at rny office 
.at Osage A~ency aforesaid, came Strike Axe, principal chief of the Osage N'ttion of 
Indians, and James Bigheart,, president, and E. M. Mathews, 8ecretary, of the Osage 
national council) ::tn<l Aloui Wood, Ed. Penn, Clamore Wah to ankah and Hebscah-
moie, acting as a committee and representing the Ot<age Nation b;(virtue of an act of 
the Osuge Nation in council passed November 8, A. D. 1883, a copy of which is hereto 
attached, and Thomas Leahy and G. M. Carpenter, all of whom are personall) known 
to .me, and acknowledged that they and each of them executed the foregoing instru-
ment (in duplicate) for the uses and purposes therein set fort h, that they folly under-
stand the contents and meaning thereof, ancl that they were the only par ties inter-
ested in said lease. . 
In witness thereof I hereunto set my band officially at Osage Agenc~.,., Indian Terri-
tory, the Sth day of November, 1283. • 
OSAGE AGENCY, 
Inclia.n Territ01·y, ss: 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
I, E. M. Mathews, secretary of the Osage national council, do hereby officially cer~ 
tify that the following is a true copy of a p1teamble and resolution passed by t he Osage 
national council at their council house at Osage Agency on the 8th day of November, 
A. D.1H83: 
"Whereas the Osage Nation of Indians has heretofore granted persons permission to 
hold, graze, and raise stock on portions of its occupied lands for an annual ta.x of 60 
.cents per head; and 
"Whereas it is believed more money for our people and greater security for our 
property may be obtained by leasing specific portions of our lands for a definite period 
of years, and at a stated price per acre; and 
"Whereas Thomas Leahy and G. M. Carpenter are known to us to be good and re~ 
sponsible men; 
''Whereas be it resolved that a lease of a certain portion of our lands, to be more 
fully described in said lease, be granted ~o the said Thomas Leahy and G. M. Carpenter 
for a term of years, at a stated price per acre, and that the principal chief of the Osage 
Nation, and the president and secretary of the Osage council, and Atoui ·wood, Eel. 
Fenn, ·wah to aukab, Clamore and Hescoh moie, be, and they are hereby, empowered 
and directed to execute a lease of the said lands with permission to fence n,nd inclose 
the same to the said Thomas Leahy and G. M. Carpenter for such length of t.ime, and 
on such terms and conditions as they may deem best for the interest of the Osage 
Nation." 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the Osage 
Nation at Osage Agency, Indian Territory, this 8th day of November, A. D.1883. 
E. M. MATHEWS, 
National Secretary. 
This indenture, made and entered into in duplicate at Osage Agency, Indian Terri-
tory, this first day of October, A. D.1883, by and between the OsageNationof Indians, in 
the Indian Territory, party of the first part, by Strike Axe, acting principal chief of the 
Osage Nation, James Bigheart, president, and E . M. Mathews, secretary of the Osage 
national council, and by Wab-ti-au-ka and Saucy Chief, members of said council, 
acting as a committee, especially authorized and empowered in that behalf by an act 
of the Osage national council, passed, September 29, 1883, a copy of which is hereunto 
annexed and made a part of this lease, and John N. Florer and William J. Pollock, 
ranchmen, residing and raising cattle in the Osage Nation, parties of the second part: 
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Witnesseth that the ~aid party of the .first part, being de~irous of more profitably 
utilizing their unoccupied l::nHl s and rn.ising :uldition:tl reYenne for themselves and 
their posterity, hath let, and by these presents doth grant, lease, and rent., m1to the 
said party of tho second part, that part or portion of their said lands in the Indian 
Territory bounded as follow~<, to wit: Commencing at a point on the eastern bank of 
the Arkansas River, due weRtward from the Matthews' spring (about 1i miles north-
ward from said Florer's present c:thin and corral), and running thence eastward 6 
miles, thence south t; miles, thence in a southwesterly direction to the nearest point 
on the Arkn.nsas River to the place of beginning, containing 75,0tJO acres, more or 
less, to have und bold l'aid demised premise:; with permission to use what timber may 
be neces ary to fence and im]Jrove the same, for tllC p~:>riod of fi vo ye:trs, from and 
after the last day of March, 1884, at a. yearly rent of 3 cents per acre, which rent is 
to be paid to the treasurer of the Osage Nation, at Osage Agen<1y, Indian Territory, 
in quarter-annual payments, in advance, beginning on the first day of April, 1H:l4. 
And tho sa id parties of the second part ~ball have tbe right to extend this lease on 
the same terms and conditions for five additional years by gh·ing to the party of the 
first part notice to that effect in writing six montlm prior to the expiration of the first 
:five years. · · 
And the said parties of the second part hereLy covenant to pay to the party of the 
first part the ;yearly rent a~; herein before specified, to use no mOI'O of the timber or stone 
on said lands than may lJe necessary fm fencing, house-building, and other necessary 
ranching pnrposes, and to protect sai(l lands and the timber thereon, as fat· a·J possi-
ble, from trespass by outside parties; also, that this lease shall not Le transferable 
without the coment of the Osage national council, and ut the bXpiration of this lease 
to quit possession and surrender the premises herein demised, with all the improve-
ment thereon, unto the party of the first part. 
And it is hereby agreed that if any of the rent herein provided to be paid shall at 
any time be due and remain nnpaid, or if default shall l•e made in any of the cove-
nants herein, that then it shall be lawful for the party of the first part to re-enter said 
premises and remove all persons therefrom. 
And the said party of the first part hereby covenants that. the said party of the sec-
ond part shall bave qniet and peaceable possession of said demised premises during 
the continuation of this lease. 
In witnes~ whereof we hereunto set our hands and affix our seals, at Osage Agency, 
Indian Territory, the clay and year first-above written. 
Signed (seals attached to each): 
Strike Axe, his x mark, principal chief of the Osage Nation; James Bigbeart, 
president of the Osage national council; E. M. Matthews, secretary of the 
Osage nat ional council; Wah-ti-an-ka, his x mark, Saucy Chief, his x mark, 
John N. Florer, Wm. J. Pollock. 
Signed, sealed, and deliverPd atl Osage Agency, Indian Territory, this 1st day of Oc-
tober, 18~3. in the presence of, and as witness, G. L. Beard. 
I, Paul Akcn, do hereby officially certify on honor that I am the official interpreter 
for tbe Osage N-a,tion of {ndians; that I interpreted and fully explained the foregoing 
lease to tho three persons who signed tho same by making their marks, and who can-
not read and write; that they ful1y understood the contents and meaning thereof, 
and that I witnes:se(L tbe :signing thereof b.v each and all of them at Osage Agency, 




Indian TtJITitory, 88: 
I. Saba.n J. Miles, United States Indian agent for t.he Osage Indians in the Indian 
Territory~ a.cting nnder and by virtue of section 2064, Revised Statutes of the United 
States, do hereu.v officially certify that on this 1st day of October, 1883, at my office at 
Osage Agency aforesaid, came Strike Axe, principal chief of the Osage Nation of In-
dians, aud James Big heart, president, and E. M. Matthews, secretary of the Osage 
national council, and \Vah-ti-an-ka and Saucy Chief, acting as a committee and r ep-
resenting the Osago Nation, under and by virtue of an act of the Osage national conn-
cil, pn.ssed Septemuer 29, 1883, a copy of which is hereunto attached, and John N. 
Florer and vVilliam J. Pollock, all of whom are personally known to me, and acknowl-
edgecl tbnt they and each of them executed the foregoing instrument (in dnplicate) 
for the uses and purposes therein set forth, that they fully understood the contents 
and meaning thereof, aud that they were the only parties in interest in said lBase. 
In witness whereof I hereunto set my hand officially, at Osage Agency, Indian Ter-
ritory, this 1st day of October, 1883. 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
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0SAGJ~ AGENCY, 
Indian 1'erritm·y, 88: 
I, E. M. Mat.thews, secretary of the Osage nationa.l council, do hereby officially cer-
tify that the following is a true copy of a preamble and resolution passed by the Osage 
national council, at their council house at Osage Agency, on the 29th day of Septem-
ber, 1883. 
"'Vhereas the Osage Nation of Indians bas heretofore granted persons permission to 
hold, graze, and raise stock on portions of its unoccupied lands, for an annua.l tax of 
60 cents per bead; and 
" Whereas it is believed more money for our people and greater securit.y for our 
property tnay be obtained by leasing specific portions of our said laude for a definite 
period of years at a stated price per acre; and , 
"Whereas John N. Florer and ·william J. Pollock, now holding stock on our said 
land§ at 60 cts. per head, under the old perwit law, are both known to us to be good 
and responsible men; 
" Therefore be it resolt,ed, That a lease of the ranges now occupied by them respect-
. ively be granted to the said Florer and Pollock for a term of years, at a stated price 
per acre, and that the principal chief of the Osage Nation and the president and sec-
retary of the Osa.ge national council, and Wah-ti-an-ka and Saucy Chief be, and they 
are hereby, empowered and directed to execute a lease of said lands, with permission 
to fen ce and inclose the same, to the said John N. Florer and to William J. PoUock, for 
such length of t ime and on such terms and sonditions as they ma.y det'm best for the 
interest of the Osage Nation." 
In witness whereof I hereunto set my hand and affix the seal of the Osage Nation, 
at Osage Agency, Indian Territory, this 1st day of October, A. D. 1883. 
E. M. MATHEWS, 
Secretary of the Osage National Council. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
County of Chautauqua, City of Sedan, ss: 
I , Elisha S. Torrance, judge of the thirteenth judicial aiRtrict of the State of Kan-
sas, and judge of the district court of Chautauqua County, Kansas, said court being a 
court of record, do hereby officially certify that the execution of t he foregoing lease, 
in du plicate, for the uses and purposes therein set forth, was acknowledged before 
me at Sedan, in Chautauqua County, Kansas, on the 5th day of December, A. D. 
1883, and that. the only persons interested therein, ~ts stated to me at the time, were 
the Osage Nation of Indians, party of the first part, and J ohn N. Florer and William 
J. Pollock, ranchmen residing in the Osage Nation, parties of the second part; that 
t,be same was executed on tbe part of the Osage Nation of Indians by Strike Axe, 
acting principal chief of the Os;1gc Nation, Jawes Bigheart, president, and E. M. 
Mathews, secretary of the Osage national council, and by Saucy Chief, member of 
said council, acting as a committee and especially authorized and empowered in that 
behalf by au act of tbe Osage national council, and by Jolin N. Plorer and William 
J. Pollock acting in their own behalf; that Paul Aken, the official in • erpreter for 
Osage Nation of Indians, interpreted and explained the contents :mel meaning of said 
lease to said committee iu my presence; and that the source and extent of the au-
thority claimed by the aforesaid committee in executing this lease on the part of the 
Osage Nation of Indians is t he act of Osage national co1.mcil aforesaid. 
In testimony whereof, I berenntf, set my baud' officially, on this 5th day o.f Decem-
ber, A. D. 1883, at Sedan, in Chautauqua County, Kansas (within the thirteenth ju .. 
dicial district). · 
ELISHA S. TORRANCE, 
Judge of the Thi1·teenth Jm:lic1aJ District of the State of Kansas, and of 
· the District Conrt of Cltautauqlta County, Kansas. 
STATE OF KA~SAS, 
County o.f Chautauqua, City of Sedan, S8: 
I, George vV. Arnold, clerk of the district court in and for Chautnqua County, 
Kansas, do hereby certify that, Eli.sha S. Torrance, whose genuiu_e signature appears 
on the foregoing lease, is now, and was at the time be subscribed the same, judge of 
the thirteenth judicial district of the State of Kansas, which said district includes 
Chantanqn a County; that the said Elisha S. Torrance is duly commissioned and 
· qualified as such judge, and th~tt full faith and credit are due his official acts. 
In testimony whereof, I hereunto set my baud and official seal, at Sedan, Kansas, 
this 5t.h day of December, A. D. 1t;83. 
GEORGE W. ARNOLD, 
Clerk of the DiBtrict Cmtrt. 
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This indenture, made and entered into in duplicate at Osage Agency, Ind. T., this 
8th day of November1 A. D. 1883, by and between the Osage Nation of Indians in the 
Indian Territory, party of the first part, by Strike Axe, principal chief of the Osage 
Nation, James Bigheart, President, and E. M. Mathews, Secretary of the Osage na-
tional council, and by Edward Penn, Aloin Wood, Heh-scah-moie, Clarnore, and Wah-
ti-an-kah, members of said council, acting as a committee especially authorized and 
empowered in their behalf by an act of the Osage national council passed November 
8, A. D. 1883, a copy of which is hereto annexed and made part of this lease, and John 
P. Soderstrom, ranchman, Independence, Montgomery County, Kansas, party of the 
second part, witnesseth that the said parties of the first part, being desirous of more 
profitably utiliziug their unoccupied lands and raising additional revenue for them-
selves and their posterity, hath let, and by these presents doth grant, lease, and rent 
unto the said part.y of the second part that part or portion of their said lauds in the 
Indian Territory bounded as follows, to wit: Commencing at a point northeast corner 
of tract of section 27, township 26, range 1~, thence south along Cherokee border 10 
miles, thence west 5 miles; thence northwest;, miles, thence due north 5 miles, thence 
east to point of beginning, and containing 65,000 acres, more or less, to have and to 
hold said described premises, with permission to use what timber ma.y be necessary 
to fence and improve the same for the period of five years from and after the last day 
of March, A. D. 1884, at a yearly rent of 3 cents per acre, which rent is to be paid to 
the treasurer of the Osage Nation, at Osage Agency, Ind. T., in quarterly yearly pay-
ment.s in advance, beginning on the 1st day of April, A. D. 1884. . 
And the part.y of the second part shall have the right to extend this lease at 3t cents 
per acre for five additiona.l years by giving to the party of the first part notice to that 
effect in writ.ing, six. months prior to expiration of the first five years. 
And the said party of the second part hereby covenants to pay to the party of the 
fust part the yearly rent as hereinbefore specified, to use no more of the timber or 
stone· on said lands then may be necessary for fencing, house building and other 
ranching purposes, and to protect said lands and the timber thereon as far as possi-
ble from trespass by outside part.ies, and that this lease shall not be transferable with-
out the consent of the Osage national council, and at the expiration of this lease tO" 
quit possession and surreqner the premises herein devised, with all the improvements 
thereon, to the party of the first part; audit is l1ereby agreed that if any part of the 
rent herein provided to ue paid shall at any time be due an<l rema.in unpaid, or if de-
fault shall be made in any of the covenants herein, that it shall be lawful for the 
party of the first part to re-enter said premises and remove all prevent therefore. 
And the said part.y of the first part hereby covenants that the said party of the sec-
ond part sl1all have quiet and peaceable possession of said described premises during 
the continuat,ion of this lease. 
In witness whereof we hereunto set our hands and affix our seals at Osage Agency, 
· Ind. T., the day and year first-above written. . 
bigned: 
Strike Ax, his x mark, principal chiAf; James Big heart, president; E. M. Math-
. ews, secretary; John P. Soderstrom; Wah-ti-an-kah, Lis x mark; Alvin 
Wood, Lis x mark; Clamore, his x mark; Hes-kah-moiu, his x mark; 
Edward Penn. 
Signe,l, sealed and delivered at Oscar Agency, Ind. T., this 8th day of November, 
A. D. 1883, in presence of George .3ummers and J. H. Edmondson as witnesses. 
I, Panl Aken, do hereby officially certify on honor that I am the official interpreter 
of the Osage Nation of Indians; that I interpreted and fully explained the foregoing 
leaRe to the four persons who signed the same by writing their names or making their 
marks; tb.at they fully understand the contents and meaning thereof, and that I wit-
nessed the signing thereof by each and all of them at.Osage Agency, Ind. T., this 8th 




Indian Tt-"1'1'itory, ss: 
I, Laban J. Miles, United States Indian agent for the Osage Indians in the Indian 
Territory, acting under and by virtue of section 2064, Revised Statutes of the United 
States, do hereby officially certify that on this the 8th day of November, A. D. 1883, 
at my office, at Osage Agency aforesaid, came Strike Axe, principal chief of the Osage 
Nation of Indians; James Bi:.rheart, president, and E M. Mathews, secretary of the 
Osage councH; and Edward Penn, Alvin Wood, Heh scab moie, Clammore, and Wah 
ti au kah, acting a.s a committee and representing tho Osa,O'e Nation, by virtue of an 
act of tbe Osage natinnal council passed November 8, A. D. 1883, a copy of which is 
he.re.t9.attacbed, and John P. Soderstrom, persoD~P1 Jrnown to me, and acknowledged · 
.S. ltep. 127t$-· -19 
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that they and each of them executed the foregoing instruments (in duplicate) for the 
use and purposes therein set forth; that they fully understand the contents and mean-
ing thereof, and that they were the only partie~:~ in interest in said lease. · 
In witness thereof I hereunto set my hand officially, at Osage Agency, Indian Ter-
ritory, this 8th day of November, A. D. 18t!3. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
County of Chautattqua, City of Sedan, ss : 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
I, Elisha S. Torrance, judge of t.he thirteenth judicial district of the State of Kan-
sas and judge of district conrt of Chautauqua County, Kansas, said court being a conrt 
of record, do hereby officially certify that the execution of the foregoing lease in du-
plicate, for the uses and purposes therein set forth, was acknowledged before me at 
Serlan, in Chautauqua County, Kansas, on the 5th day of December, A. D. 1883, ancl 
that the only persons interested therein, as stated to me at the time, were the Osage 
Nation of Indians, part~' of the first part, and .John P. Soderstrom, ranchrrian, of Inde-
pendence, Montgomery County, Kansas, party of the second part; that the same was 
executed on the pa.rt of the Osage Nation of Indians by Strike Axe, principal {}hief of 
the Osage Nation of Indians, James Bigheart, president, and E. M. Mathews, secre-
tary of the Osage national council, and by Alvin Wood, Clnlllore, and Edward Penn, 
members of said councH, acting as a commit.tee, and especially authorized and em-
powered in that behalf by an act of the Osage national council, and by John P. 
Sodorstr~m, acting in his own behalf; that Paul Aken, the official interpreter for 
Osage Nation of Indi::m~, interpreted and explained the contents and meaning of said 
lease to said committee in my presence; aml that the source and extent Qf the au-
thority claimed by the aforesaid committee in executing this lease on the part of the 
Osage Nation of Indians is the act of the Osage national con'nt\il aforesaid. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto set my hand officially on this 5th day of Decem-
ber, A. D. 1883, at Sedan, in Chautauqua County, Kansas (within the thirteenth ju-
dicial district). 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
ELISHA S. TORRANCE, 
Judge of the Thi1·teenth Judicial Distl'ict of the State of Kansas, 
and of the District Court of Chautatl,qua County, Kansas. 
County of Chautattqua, City of Sedan, ss : 
I, George W. Arnold, clerk of the district court in and for Chautauqua County, Kan-
sas, do hereby certify that Elisha S. Torrance, whose genuine signature appears on the 
foregoing lease, is now, and was at the time he subscribed, judge of the thirteenth 
judicial of the State of Kansas, which said district includes Chautauqua County; 
that the said Elsha S. Torrance is duly commissioned and qualified as such judge, and 
that full faith and credit are due to his official acts. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto F.et my hand and official seal, at Sedan, Kansas, 
this 5th day of December, A. D. 1883. 
GEORGE W. ARNOLD, 
Clerk of the District Court. 
This lease and agreement made and entered into by and between Benjamin Frank-
ier, Joseph Pappan, and Little Louis Pallan, oftheHalf-Breed band; Wah Shun-gab, 
Pah hah ne gah hli, and Big Alex, of the Picayune band; Ke both li hu, Nopa wiah, 
and Stephen Stubbs, of Ka ho la band; Alle gab wah hu, Albert Taylor, and Ne hu 
ja in Kah, of the Rock Creek band, being a committee appointed by the Kaw tribe 
of Indians reRiding in the Indian Territory, at a general council of said tribe held on 
the 27th day of July, A. D. 1883, said committee being appointed for the purpose of 
entering into and executing this lease and agreement, and in this lease and agree-
ment the said committee above mentioned shall be known and designated as th•3 
"parties of the first part," and the term "parties of the first," when .used herein, 
shall refer to all and every one of the committee above mentioned, the same as though 
their names were repeated in full herein. 
And 'rhomas J. Gilbert, of Cowley County, Kansas, being the second party to this 
lease and agreement, and being known and designated herein as the party of the· sec-
ond part. Witnesseth; that for and in consideration of the considerations and agree-
ments hereinafter mentioned, the said parties ofthe first part have leased and rented 
unto the said party of the second part, and his heirs, in case of his death, for the term 
and period of ten (10) years from the first day of October, A. D. 1883, the following-
described real estate situated and being on the reservation of the said Kaw tribe of 
Indians, in the Indian Territory, to wit, all that porti9n of the said reservation lY.iqg 
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north of the second tier of sections, from the south line of tcwnship number twenty-
eight (28), in ranges 3, 4, apd 5, except a half-mile strip in width, north and south 
and extending the length of said reservation east and west and lying immediately 
south of the State line of Kansas. And except, also, a quarter section each as homes 
for the following-named persons, to wit, Big Louis Pappan; Stephen Pappan, and 
Rosanna Cooper, on claims which they have already loca.ted. The said lands to be 
leased and rented being more particularly described as follows, to wit, all oft.bat traot 
of land in township 2!:1, in ranges 3, 4, and 5 lying east of the Arkansas River ancl 
west of the east line of the Kaw Reservat.ion, containing 27,916.78 acres; aJso the 
north 4 miles of township 28, in ranges 3, 4, and 5 lying east of the Arkansas River 
and west of the east line of the Kaw Reservation, containing 28,116.34 acres, making 
the total number of acres leased and rented 56,033.12t from which is to be deducted 
the one-half mile strip above excepted, lying directly south of the State line of Kan-
sas, being 3,140.10 acres, and also to be deducted the three-qnarter sections above ex-
cepted, being the homes of the three persons above named, being 480 acres, making 
and leaving the total number of acres leased and rented by the parties of the first 
part herein to the party of the second part herein, and for which the party of the 
second part is to pay rental, 52,413.02 acres. · 
The conditions and considerat.ions above referred being as follows: The party of the 
second part hereby agree to pay for the usc and rental of the said real estate the sum 
of 4· cents per acre, per annum, the payments all to be made to the agent of the said 
tribe of Kaw Indians, appointed by the United State$ Government, and the payments 
are to be made annually on the 1st day of April of each and every year. The first 
payment to be made on the 1st day of April, A. D. 1884. 
The party of the second part hereby agrees as part of the consideration to this agree-
ment tbat he will put a four-wire fence around the lanJ above rel).ted to him, the 
fence to be of barb wire and four strands of wire on a pos1r; t.he posts are to be set 40 
feet apart. The parties of the first part to allow the parties of the second part to cut 
the posts for said fence from the timber growing on their reservation free of charge, 
the party of the second part to pay for the getting out of said posts and for the wire 
on said fence, and for putting up said fence, aild everything whatsoever necessary in 
and about the putting up and keeping in repair the said fence. The party of the 
second part to have the privilege of cutting the posts necessary for keeping in repair 
said fence from the timber on said r servation free of charge. 
The party of t.he second part a.grees to have the fence on the south line of the land 
above rentetl completed on the 1st uay of December, A. D. 1883. At the expiration 
of this lease the fence is to become. the property of the Kaw tribe of Indians. The 
party of t.he second part agrees to put in said fence, such gates as may be nec-
essary in traveling from the Kaw Agency to the State line of Kansas. The parties 
of the first part herein agree with the party of the secoud part herein, that he shall 
have the peaceable and exclusive possession of the lands above described for grazing 
purposes for stock from the 1st day of October, A. D. 1883 to the lst day of October, 
A. D. 1893, provided said party of the second part performs his part of this agreement 
faithfully; but in case the part.y of the second party does not pay the rent as above 
provided then be shall forfeit all rights under t.his lease. 
In virtue whereof, the parties of the first part being the committee above men-
tioned, and the party of the second part being the said Thomas J. Gilbert, above 
named, have hereunto set their bands this 31st day of July, A. D. 1883. 
Signed (with x marks): , 
Wah Shungah, Nopa Wiah, Alle gab wah ha, Benjamin Frankier, Joseph Pap-
pan, Little Louis Pappan, Pah bah ne Gah hle, Big Alex, Ke both li. hu, 
Stephen Stubbs, Albert Taylor, Ne hu Jain Kah, Thomas J. Gilbert. 
I hereby certify on honor that I Lave explained to the Indians herein named the 
foregoing lease and agreement, and am satisfied that they understand the nature of 
the same, and that I witnessed the signing of the same. 





United States Indian Interpreter. 
G. H. Buckman, Winfield, Kans.; F. M. Gray, Winfield, Kans. 
We, the undersigrie~, hereby certify on honor that we were present and witnessed 
the signing of the foregoing instrument by each and every person whose name is here-
unto affixed by marks, and we further declare our entire disinterestedness in the mat-
ter. 
G. H. BUCKMAN, 
Winfield, Kans. 
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STATE OF KANSAS, 
Cowley County, ss: 1 
I , H. D. Gans, probate judge of Cowley County, Kansas, do hereby certify that I 
read the foregoing lease and agreement to Joseph James, United States Indian inter-
preter, and that he, in my presence, interpreted and explained the contents thereof 
to each and every of the Indians whose names are attached hereto, and that a ll of 
said Indians signed the foregoing instrument in writing in my presence, and I do 
further certify that I have no interest whatever in this matter . 
Witness my band and official seal at my office in the city of ·winfield, this 31st day 
of July, A. D. 18153. 
H. D. GANS, 
Probate JudgB. 
Whereas we the Kaw tribe of Indians residing in the Indian Territ01y, have for many 
years been annoyed and wronged. hy the encroachments of i ntruders upon our country; 
and 
Whereas we are desirous ·of remedying the evH as far as possible, and having it oc-
cupied by persons of our own selection, from whom we may receive a reasonable com-
pensation and fair treatment; and 
Whereas the occupation of our count.y has been the one great sn bject for discussion 
and consideration with us for many years, we, theKaw tribe of Indians, have this, the 
27th day of July , 1883, met in g~neral council for the purpose of further considering 
and acting upon said subject ; 
Therefore be it known that it is our cru1siderate judgment that all that portion 
of our reservation lying north of the second tier of sections from the south line of 
township 28, of ranges 3, 4, and 5, be permanently leased or rented out, with the 
following exceptions, viz : 
A half mile strip in width north and south, and extending the length of our reser-
vation east and west, and lying south of the State line of Kansas. 
Also a quarter section each as homes for the following-nam ed persons, to wit: Big 
Louis Pappan, Stephen Pappan, and Rosanna Cooper, on claims which they have al-
ready located. 
Our reason for asking that this lease be made 11re, first: W e do not and cannot oc-
cupy or cultivate it. Second. It will effectually keep out objectionable persons who 
would otherwise occupy it. 'rhird. We will thereby receive the greatest possible re-
muneration for said tract of land. · • 
Furthermore, to this end we do hereby appoint and empower twelve citizens of the 
Kaw Nation, viz: Benjamin Frankier, Joseph Pappan, andlittleLouisPappan, of the 
Half Breed band; Wah shuee gab, Pab bah ne gah hie, and Big Alex, of the Picayune 
band; Ke both li bu, Nopa wiah, and Stephen Stnbbs, of Ka ho la band; Alle gab-
wah hu, Albert Taylor, and Ne hajain kah, of the Rock Creek band; a committee 
to make a lease of the aforesaid portion of our reservation to '.rbomas J. Gilbert, of 
Cowley, Kansas, with such privileges and under such conditions as in their judgment 
will be for the best interest of said tribes of Indians, for the sum of 4 cents per acre, 
per annum, and for the term of t en years, from October 1, 1883, and to be paid annu-
ally at such a time and in such a manner as may be prescribed in said lease or con-
tract. · 
~ In testimony whereof we have hereunto affixed our signatures. 
Signed (with x marks): · 
Wah shun gab, Pah bah ne gab hle, Big Alex, Albert Taylor, Wah con dab, Tah 
se bah, Little George, Ke both li hu, No pa wiab, Sam Wood, Mob sho 
scab, Jacob, Malcolm Conn, Tun ja u tab, :Francis Thomas, Ke both li hu, 
Stephen Stubbs, Alle gab wah hu, Ne hu in Kab, John Kickapoo, Sho me 
Kah se, \Vah bo bee Kah, '\Vah con de bah hun de, Harley Summer, Evan 
Hadley, Utillah, Dayton Hodson, Little Tay yah, Mahlon Stubbs, Mo-go-
pab, Wah she wah bah, Kah 1i li moie, Wah gab rna heh, Ke kah bah, 
Levi, Louis Stanton, Gene in gab, Pretty Bird, Wah tsa she, Ku dab bah 
she, Henry Winslow, Cle ah huee gab, Wah mob o ke, E an a sah, Henry 
Hawkins, Sa join wa, Me di au kah, Pie hun gah, Wy e nab she, John 
Test, Henry Marshall, Little Louis Pappan, Henry Pappan, Benjamin Fran-
kier, Joseph Pappan, Joseph James, Jeh heh, Hlu ah he. 
I hereby certify on honor that I have explained to the Indians herein named, and 
am satisfied that thev understanQ. the nature of the foregoing instrument of writing, 
and witnessed the signing of the same. · ~ 
Witnesses : 
J. M. PACKETT, 
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We the undersigned hereby certify on honor that we were present and witnessed 
the signing of tbe foregoing instrument by each and every person whose name is 
hereunto affixed, by writing their names or making their marks, and we further de-
clare our entire disinterestedness in the matter. 
JULY "Zi, 1883. 
J. M. PACKETT, 
D. D. RULER. 
This indenture, made and entered into in dnplicate at Pawnee A~ency, Ind. Ter., 
this 31,st day of May, A. D. 1884, by and between the Pawnee tribe of llldians, in the 
Indian Territory, party of the first part, by Rossian Pappan, Curley Chief, Boss Sun, 
Ter-re-re-cox~ Good Chief, Comanche Chief, Battiste Bayhylle, Nelson H.ice, Pipe CLief, 
Ralph J. Weeks, Petahhowerat George, Ah-sab-ruh-lw.h-ruh Cbucab, Tho Leader, Ah-
ka-pa-ldsh, Sargeant Peter, Blue Hawk, Brave Chief, John Morris, Jas. R. Minie, 
David Richards, Knife Chief, Pipe Chief (Skeedee), Big Axe, Sah-hesooloo, Eagle 
Chief, Frank White, Sun Chief, Charley ·white, John Box, Matthew Simpson, Doctor 
Chief, chiefs and headmen of said tribe, and Waller W. Davis, residin(T in Junction 
City, State of Kansas, and John Coleman Gillespie, residing in Topeka, State of Kan-
sas, parties doing business as 1 anchmen under the firm-name of Davi8 & Gillespie, 
part.y of the second part, witnesseth: That the said' party of the :first part being de-
sirous of more profitably utilizing their unoccupied lands and raising additional reve-
nues for themselves and their posterity, hath let, and by these presents doth grant, 
lease, and rent unto the said party of the second part their part or portion of their 
said lands in the Indian Territory, consisting of township 21, range 4 east;, contain-
ing 23,040 acres, more or less. To ha.ve and to hold said described premises with per-
mission to use what timber may be necessary to fence and improve the same for the 
period of five years from and after the 1st day of June, A. D. 1884, at a yearly rent of 
3 cents per acre, which rent is to be paid in a per capita payment in the presence of 
the United States Indian Agent for the Pawnee Indinns, at, Pawnee Agency, Ind. 
Ter., in annual payments iu advance, beginning on t,h(~ 1st day of June, A. D. 1884, 
and the said party of the second part shall Lave the right to extend this lease on the .,; 
same terms and conditions for five additional years by giving to the party of the first 
part notice to this effect in writing six months prior to the expiration of the first five 
years; and the said party of the ~ccond part hereby covenants to pay to the party of 
the first part the yearly rent as herein "6efore specified; to 11se no more timber or stone 
on said land than may be necessary for fencing, borne building, and other ranching 
purposes, and to protect said lands and the timber thereon as far as possible from 
trespass by outside parties; and at the expiration of this lea!:le to quit possession and 
surrender the premises herein described with all the improvements thereon to the 
party of tho first part. 
And it is hereby agreed that if any of the rent herein provided to bf\ paid shall at 
any time be due and remain unpaid, or if deJanlt shall be made in any of the cove-
nants herein, that it shall be lawful for the party of the first part to re-enter said 
premises and reJllove all persons therefrom. 
And the said party of the first part hereby covenants that the said part.y of the second 
part shall have quiet and peaceable posse!:lsion of said described premises during the 
continuation of the lease. 
And the sa,id party of the second part furthermore covenants to inclose the her{Jin-
before described premises with a good, substantial, barbed-wire fence, of not less than 
three wires, before using said premises for stock purposes. 
In witness whereof we have hereto ~Set our bands and affixed our seals at Pawnee 
Agency, Ind. Ter., this d:ty and year first-above wdtten. 
Signed (with x marks) : 
Rosseau Pappon, Curley Chief, Boss Sun, Ter-re-re-cox, Good Chief, Comanche 
Chief, Battiste Bayhylle, Nelson Rice, Pipe Chief, Doctor Chief, Pipe Chief 
(Skeedee), Knife Chief, Frank White, Halph .J. Weeks, Sun Chief, Petah-
howerat George, Ah-l'ah-ruh-habrnh, Chu-cah, The Leader, Ah-ka-pa-kish, 
Sargeant Peter, Blue Hawk, Brave Chief, John Box, John Morris, Jas. R. 
:Minie, David Richards, Charley White, Big Axe, Sah-he-sahloo, Eagle 
Chief, Matthew Simpson. 
Walter W. Davis, John Coleman Gillespie, partiesofthe second part. 
Signed, sealed, and delivered at Pawnee Agency, Ind. T., this 31st day of May, A. 
D. 1SH4, in the presence of and as witnesses, ~ees Dickering, Amos C. Wiley. 
I, Battiste Bayhylle, do hereby officially certify on honor that I am the official in-
terpreter for the Pawnee tribe of Indians; that I interpreted and fully explained the 
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foregoing lease to the persons who signed the same hy signing their names or making 
their marks, and who cannot read or write, and am satisfied they understood the con-
tents and meaning thereof, and that I witnes!lecl the signi~g thereof by each and all 




Indian Territor]!, BB: 
I, John W. Scott, U. S. Indian Agent for the Pawnee Indians in the Indian Terri-
tory, acting nncl.er and by virtue of section 2064, Revised Statues of the United States, 
do hereby officially certify that on the 31st clay of May, A. D. 18tl4, at my dffice at 
Pawnee Agency.aforesaid, came Rosseau Pappon, Curley Chief, Boss Sun, 'l'er-re-re-
cox, Good Chief, Comanche Chief, Battiste Ba.yhylle, Nelson Rice, Pipe Chief, Doctor 
Chief, Pipe Chief (Skeedee), Knife Chief, Frank White, Ralph J . Weeks, Sun Chief, 
Petahhowerat George, Ab sah-ruh-hahruh, Chu-cah, The Leader, Ah-ka-pa-kisb, 
Sargeant Peter, Blue Hawk~ Brave Chief, John Box, Jas. R. Minie, David Richards, 
Charley White, Bix Axe, Sah-be-sahloo, Eagle Chief, and Ma.tthew Simpson, chiefs and 
headmen of the Pawnee tribe oflndians, aud Walter W. Davis and John Coleman Gil-
lespie, of the firm of Davis & Gillespie, all of whom are personally known to me, and 
acknowledged that they, and each of them, signed the foregoing instrument. 
JOHN W. SCOTT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
The indenture made and entered into in duplicate at Pawnee Agency, Inilian 
Territory, this 19th day of March, A. D. 1884, by and between the Pawnee Nation 
of Indians in the Indian Territory, party of the first part, by Suu Chief, Pipe 
Chief, Boss Sun, Doctor Chief, Young Chief, Eagle Ohief, Ter-ra-re-cox, Ah-sah-re-sah-
roo-koo, Brave Chief, Pipe Chief (Skeedee), David Ah-ka-pah-kish, Big Charley, 
Tah-he-rus-pah-tah, Tah-he-pe-rus-k&~h-rah-hah~ Koo-rooks-tee-kosh, Good Chief, 
Koo-rooks-se-rah-re-ke-tow-wee, members of the said council acting as a committee, 
especially authorized and empowered in their behalf, and M. H. Bennett, ranchman, 
residing in Caldwell, State of Kansas, and R. L. Dunman, ranchm:m, residing in Cole-
man City, State of Tt~xas, partners doing business as ranchmen under and by the firm-
name of Bennett & Dunman, and raising cattle in the Pawnee Nation, party of the 
second part, witnesseth: That the said party of the first part, being desirous of more 
profitably utilizing their unoccupied lands and raising additional revenue for them-
selves and their posterity hath let, and by these presents, doth grant, lease, and rent 
unto the said party of the second part, their part or portion of their said lands in the 
Indian Territory, bounded as follows, to wit: 
Beginning at the mouth of Bear Creek, thence southwest to the SW. Sec. 33, T. 2'2, 
N. R. 6 E. ; ·thence west to tp. corner between range 5 and 6, T. 21 and 2'2; thence south 
to tp. corner 20 and 21, range 5 and 6; thence west to tp. corner between 20 aud 21, 
range 4 and 5; thence south between 4 and 5 to the Cimarron River; thence down the 
Cimarron River to range line between 6 and 7 ; thence north to Arkansas River; thence 
up said river to place of beginning, containing 127,265 acres, more or less. To have 
and to bold said described premises, with permission to use what timber may be nec-
essary to fence and improve the same, for the period of five years from and after the 
first day of J nne, A. D. 1884, at a yearly rent of 3 cent.s per acre, which rent is to be 
paid to the agent of the Pawnee Nation at Pawnee Agency, Indian Territory, in an-
nual payments, in advance, beginning on the first day of June, A. D. 1884. And the 
said party of the second part shall have the right to extend this lease on the same 
terms and conditions for five additional years, by giving to the party of the :first part 
notice to t.his effect in writing six months prior to the expiration of the first five 
years. And the said party of the second part hereby covenants to pay to the party 
of the first part the yearly rent as hereinbefore specified, to use no more of the tim:. 
ber or stone on said land than may be necessary for f~ncing, · home building, and other 
ranching purposes, and to protect said lands and the timber thereon as fiu a<; possible 
from trespa~s by outside parties, and at the expiration of t.his lease to quit possession 
and surrender the premises herein described, with all the improvements thereon to 
the party of the first part. 
And it is hereby agreed that if any of the rent herein provided to be paid shall at 
any time be clue and remain unpaid, or if default shall be made in any of the cove-
nants herein, that it shall he lawful for the party of the first part to re-enter said 
premises and remove all persons therefrom. And the said party of the first part 
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hereby covenaU:ts that the said party of the second part shall have quiet and peace-
ablo possession of said described premises during the continuation of the lease. 
In witnoss whereof we have hereto set our bands and affixed our seals at Pawnee 
Agency, Indiarr Territory, this day and year first-above written. 
Signed (with x marks): 
Sun Chief, Pipe Chief, Bos-son, Doctor Chief, Young Chief, Eagle Chief, Ter-
ra-re-cox, Ah-sah-rah-re-sah-roo-koo, Brave Chief, Pipe Chief (Skeedee), 
David Ah-ka-pa-kish, Big Charley, 'fah-he-rus-pab-tah, Tah-he-pe-rus-kah-
mh, Koo-rooks-te-kooh, Good Chief, Ke-tow-wee, Koo-rooks-se-rah-re, par-
ties of the first part, and Bennett and Dunman (by R. 'L. Dunman), parties 
of the second part. 
·Signed, sealed, and delivered at Pawnee Agency, Ind. T., this 19th day of March, 
A. D. 1884, in the presence of and as witnesses, R. W. Lemond, Rees Pickering. 
I, Battiste Bayhylle, do hereby officially certify on honor, that I am the official in-
terpreter of the Pawnee Nation of Indians; that I interpreted and fully explained the 
fqregoing lease to the persons who signed the same, by making their marks, and who 
cannot read nor write; that they fully understood the contents and meaning thereof, 
and that I witnessed the signing thereof by each and all of them at Pa~nee Agency, 
Ind. T., the 19t.h day of March, A. D. 1884. 
PAWNEE AGENCY, 
Indian Terr-itory, ss: 
BATTISTE BAYHYLLE, 
Interpretm·. 
I, John W. Scott, United States Indian agent for the Pawnee Indians in the Indian 
Territory, acting under and by virtue of section 2064, Revisecl Statutes of the United 
States, do hereby officially certify that on the 19th clay of March, A. D. 1884, at my 
office at Pawnee Agency aforesaid, came Sun Chief, Pipe Chief, Bosson, Doctor Chief, 
Young Chief, Eagle Chief, 'l'erra-re-cox Ah-sah-re-sah-roo-koo, Brave Chief, Pipe Chief 
• (Skeedee), Da.vid Ah-ka-pah-kisb, Big Charley, Tah-he-rus-pah-tah, Tah-he-pe-rus-
kah-rah-hah, Koo-rooks-te-kooh, Good Chief, Koo-roobs-se-rah-re-ke-tow-wee, acting 
as a committee, and represent.ing the Pawnee Nation, and M. H. Bennett and R. L. 
Dunman, of the firm of Bennett & Dunman, all of whom are personally known to me, 
and acknowledged that they and each of them signed the foregoing agreement, as 
attested by the witnesses thereto. 
JOHN W. SCOTT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Inasmuch as the foregoing agreement does not expressly stipulate that the leased 
premiEes shall be fenced, the aboYe-named parties of the second part do hereby agree 
and bind themselves within sixty clays from the date of the above agreement to in-
close the said leased premises with a good substantialfence of not less than three wires, 
and this stipulation is hereby made part and parcel of the foregoing agreement. 
. BENNETT & DUNMAN. 
By M. H. BENNETT. 
We, the u~dersigned chiefs and headmen of the Otoe and Missouri a tribe of Indians, 
authorized by the said tribe i~ g-eneral counCil assembled, and acting for and in be-
half of said tribe, do hereby grant and lease to C. M. McClellan & Co. that portion 
of the Otoe and Missouri a Reservation, in the Indian Territory, bounded and described 
as follows: All that portion of said res€'rvation lying south of a line commencing at 
a point immediately above the month of Greasy Creek and running up the north side 
of said creek to tl.Je premises of Myyucus, thcu crossing said creek and running to the 
southeast boundary of Gus La,den's farm, thence in a westerly direction to the Greasy 
bridge, thence across the creek to the north side and west of said bridge, thence in a 
westerly direction to three black-jack trees, thence westerly to the north point of a 
long ridge, thence towards the bP.ad of Red Hock Creek in such direction, so as to 
leave all farms on the north side of said line to a point on Red Rock Creek west of the 
last farm on said creek, thence across said creek due north to the line of the Ponca 
Reservation. Said C. M. McClellan & Co. to bold t.be same for grazing purposes for 
the term of ten years from the 1st day of October, 1884. 
In consideration thereof said C. M. McClellan & Co. agree to pay the said Otoe and 
Missouria Indians tl.Je sum of $2,100 per annum in advance. The said C. M. McClellan 
& Co. furthermore agree to inclose the premises hereby granted with a good and suf-
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ficient fence of posts of not less than three wires, to be erected as soon as possible af-
ter gaining possession of said premises, and at the expiration of the ten years ·said 
fence and other improvements to beco_me the property of the saiu Otoe and Missouria 
Indians. And we, the undersigned Indians, hereby acknowledge the r eceipt from tlte 
said C. M. McClellan & Co., $1,104.40, being that amount of the first annual payment. 
It is furthermore agreed that if the stock belonging to the said C. M. McClellan & 
Co. shall escape from t,heir inclosure and trespass upon the premises of the said In-
tlians, they agree to pay promptly for all damages occasioned thereby, and in case the 
said C. M. McClellan & Co. fail to make the payments h erein provided for, they 
thereby forfeit tltis lease. 
In witness thereof we have set our hands, in presence of John W. Scott, U. S. In-
dian agent, this lOth day of March, 1884. 
Signed: 
Shungaska, his x mark; Uocpewarra, his x mark; Memchabuncha, his x mark; 
Kagretha, his x mark; Thingabuska,, his x mark; Muskagaka, his x mark; 
Wahounaryea, his x mark; Harragarrow, his x mark; Cha don uaryea, 
his x mark. 
Signed: 
C. M. McCLELLAN. 
I hereby certify that I have interpreted the above lease to the chiefs whose names 
are attached_ thereto, and I am fully satisfied they understand the same, and that I 
witnessed them sign the same by making their marks. 
Otoe Agency, Ind. T. , March 10, 181:54. 
Witness: 
L. E. WOODIN, Jr. 
Witness: 
J. S. WOODWARD. 
KIRWAN MURRAY, 
Inte1"preter. 
This indenture, made and entered into in duplicate, at Ponca Agency, Indian Ter-
ritory, this 14th day of January, 1884, by and between the Ponca tribe of Indians, 
residing in the Indian Territory, party of the first part, by White Ea-gle, Standing 
Buffalo, Frank La .F'lesche, H arry Bear, and Black Crow, members of said tribe, act-
ing as a committee, especially authorized and empowc;~r'ed in this behalf by a resolntion 
passed at a general council of said tribe of Indians on the 22d day of December, 1883, 
a copy of which resolution is hereto attached and made a part of this lease, and by 
Joseph H. Sherburne, a merchant r esiding and doing business at Ponca Agency, Indian 
Tel'ritory, party of the second part; 
Witnesseth, That t.h e said party of the first part being desirous of more profitably 
utilizing their unoccupied lands and raising a dditional revenue for themselves and 
their posterity, hath let, and by these presents doth grant, lease, and rent nnto the 
said party of the second part that part or portion of their said lands in the Indian 
Territory, to wit, n.ll that part or portion of said Ponca Reservation lying an~ being 
south of the Salt :Fork of the Arkansas River, bounded on the north and east by the 
said Salt :Fork aud Arkansas Rivers, and on the south and west by the south an d west 
lioes of said Ponca Reservation, containing 50,000 acres, mote or less, to have and to 
hold the said demised premises, with permission to fence and use what timber may be 
necessary to fence and improve the same, for a periocl of five years from jnd after the 
9th day ' of August, 1884, at a yearly rent of $1,700, which rent is to be 1)aicl to said 
tribe of Indians in such manner as the honorable Commissioner ma;v direct, at Ponca 
Agency, Indian Territory, annually in advance, beginning on the 9th day of August, 
1884. 
And the said part,y of the second part hereby covenants to pay to the party of tho 
first part the yearly rent as hereinbefore specitied; to use no more of tlle timber or 
stone on said lands than may be necessary for fencing, house building, and other nec-
essary ranching purposes, and to protect said la.nds and the timber t.hereon as f<t' as 
possible from trespass by outside parties, and at the expiration of this lease to quit 
possession and surrender the premises he.rein demised with all improvements thereon 
unto the party of the first part. · 
And it js hereby coYenanted and agreed that if any of the rent h erein pJ;ovided to 
be paid shall at any time be due and remain unpaid, or if default shall be made in 
any of the covenants herein, that then it shall be lawful for the party of the :fir·st 
part to re-enter said premises, and rernoYe all persons therefrom. 
And the said party of the first part hereby covenants that the said party of the 
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second part shall have quiet and peacea1)le possession of said demised premises during. 
the continuation of this lease. 
In witness whereof we hereunto set our hands and affix our seals at Winfield, in the. 
State of Kansas, this 16th day of January, 1884. 
rseal attached to each name.] . 
White Eagle, his x mark; Standing Buffalo, his x mark; Frank La Flesche, his 
· x mark; Harry Bear, his xmark; Black Crow, his x mark; Joseph H. Sher-
burne. 
Signed, sealed, and delivered, at ·winfield, Kans., this 16th day of January, 1884, 
in the presence of C. L. Harter, S. J. Marks, witnesses. 
The words" the day and year first-above written" were ruled out before the execu-
tion hereof. 
E. S. TORRANCE, Judge. 
We hereby certify, on honor, that we fully interpreted and. explained the foregoing 
lease to the Indians whose names are thereto su~cribed; that they fully understood 
the contents and meaning thereof~ and t.hat we witnessed the signing thereof by each 
of them at Winfield, Kans., this 16th day of January, 1884. 
. JOSEPH ESA W, 
DAVID LECLAIR, 
Interp1·eters. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
County of Cowley, City of Winfield, ss: 
· I, E. S. Torrance, judge of the thirteenth judicial district, of the State of Kansas, 
and judge of the district court of Cowley County, said court being a court of record, 
do Lcreby officially certify that the foregoing lease was executed, in duplicate, before 
me, at Winfield, Kans., within the judicial-district aforesaid, on the·16th day of Jan-
uary, A. D. 1884; that the only persons interested therein, as stated to me at the time 
and place of the execution thereof, were the Ponca tribe of Indians, residing in the 
Indian Territory, party of tho first part, and Joseph H. Sherburne, of Ponca Agency, 
Indian T~rritory, party of t,he second part; that the same was executed on the part 
of sai<l Ponca tribe of Indians by White Eagle, Standing Buffalo, and Frank La 
Fh:sche, Harry Bear, and Black Crow, members of said tribe of Indians, acting as a 
committee, and especially authorized and empowered in that behalf by a resolution 
adopted by said Ponca tr1bc of Indians, at a general counoil held at Ponca Agency, 
Indian Territory, the 22<1 day of December, A. D. 1883, a {)Opy of which is hereunto 
attached and made a part hereof, and by Joseph H. Sherburne, a merchant residing 
at the aforesaid agency, in his own behalf; also that the said White Eagle, Standing 
Buffalo, Frank La Flesche, Harry Bear, and Black Qrow, the aforesaid committee, 
Joseph H. Sherburne, and Joseph Esaw and David La Clair, the interpreters, who 
interpreted and explained said lease to said committee, were personally present before 
me in ·winfield, Kans., wben said lease was interpreted and executed; and also that 
t.be source and extent of the authority claimed by said committee in the matter of 
ext"cuting said lease for and on behalf of said Ponca tribe of Indians, as stated to me 
at the time, is the resolution aforesaid adopted by said tribe of Indians on the 22cl 
day of Dt"cember, A. D. 1883. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto set my hand officially this 16th day of January, 
A. D. 1884: 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
I E. s. TORRANCE, 
Judge of the Thirteenth Judicial Distr·ict of Kansas, 
and of the District Court of Cowley Cottnty, Kansas. 
Couuty of Cowley, City of Winfield: ss: 
I, E. S. Bedilion, clerk of the district court of Cowley County, Kansas, do hereby 
certify that E. S. Torrance, whose genuine signature appears on the foregoing lease, 
is now, anll was at the time he subscribe<! the same, judge of the thirteenth judicial 
district of the State of Kansas, and judge of the dit,;trict court of Cowley County; 
that the said E. S. Torrance is duly comuiissioned as such judge, and that full faith 
and credit are due his official acts as such .iudge. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto set my hand and affix my official seal at Winfield, 
Kans., this 16th day of .January1 A. D. 1884. 
[SEAL. J E. S. BED ILION, Clerk. 
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Resolved (by the undersigned arlult male .members of the Ponca Indians tribe in gen-
eral council assembled at Ponca Agenc~' , Indian Territory, on this 22d day of Decem-
ber, 1883), That the following-named members of said tribe, to wit, White Eagle, 
Standing Buffalo, F'rank.La Flescbe, Harry £ear, and Black Crow, be, and they are 
hereby, especially authorized and empowered as a committee for and on behalf of 
said tribe, to grant, lease, and rent unto .Joseph H. Sherburne, a merchant residing 
and doing business at said Ponca Agency, the following-described lauds in said Indian 
Territory, belonging to said Ponca Indian tribe, for the period of five years from and 
after the 9th day of August, 1884, to wit, all that portion of the Ponca Indian Reser-
vation lying and being south of the Salt Fork of the Arkansas River, bounded on the 
north and east by the said Salt Fork and Arkansas Rivers, and on the south and west 
by the south and west lines of said Ponca Reservation, containing 50,000 acres, mom 
or less; that said committee be, and they are hereby, especially ·authorized and em-
powered to contract an(l. lease said premises as aforesaid in writing and signed the 
same for and on behalf of said Ponca Indian tribe. 
Signed (each making his mark): 
Peter Premeaux, Comes From War, Litt.lf~ Standing Buffalo, Louis Premeaux, 
l!,ire Shaker, Little Soldier, Iron 'l'hnnder, Big Goose, Fire Chief, Cheyenne, 
Black Crow, 8its on the Hill, White Tail, Paul De Lodge, Little Dance, 
Pole Cat, Nathaniel Bur , Story Teller, Charles Roy, Big Kansas, White 
Feather, Rough Face, Black Hair Horst\ Litt.le Fly, Joseph De Lodge, 
Mitchell Cerie, Makes Cry, Standing Bn1falo, Four Eyes, Spirit No. 2, White 
Back, Big Soldier, Old Bnll, Frank La Flesche, Harry Bem·, George Pre-
meaux, Shooter, Antoine Roy, Red Leaf, Red Soldier, David La Clair, Brave 
Chief, Big Main, Bear's Ear, Story Teller, Blue Back, No Ear, Thick Nail, 
Walking Sky, Stands Black, Playing Chief, White Buffalo Bull, Little Tur-
tle, Makes Noise, Cries for Rib, TbA ·warrior, Head Man, Fresh Meat, Little 
Buzzard, Little Swift, Yellow Bird, Little Chief, Sta.nding Elk, Black 
Tongue, Little Water, The Chief, Ch:ulie'l'appan, McDonald, Hugh Kimball, 
Overland, Little Cook, Four Bears, Not Afraid, Raises The Otter, Little 
Snake, Little Voice, Little Har•l Man, The Thief, Harry Page, Pawnee Chief~ 
John De Lodge, Bad Boy, Ed ward St. Clair, Bear Fighter, Running Over 
Water, Running After Arrow, No Heart, Little Walk, Poor Horse, Spirit, 
Weak Bone, Good Boy, Lawyer, Hair Stands Up, White Deer, Lemuel Cerie, 
Geo. Raises the Otter, Buffalo Chief, Call Him, No Knife, Black Cloud, Gives 
W ater, Sam Gayton, Little· Man Stands Up, Harry King, Hinman, Little 
White Buffal~, Silas Premeaux, Louis Bear, Horse Chief, Packs The Horse, 
Little Chief's Son, Little Warrior, Crooked Horn, Buffalo Rib, Yellow 
Picker, Makes Cloud, Treads on Two, F~re Top, Louis De Lodge, George 
King, Black Buffalo Bull, Little Hole, Rough Horn, Mr. Gun, Rushes In The 
Battle, Silas Le Clair. · 
Witness to the signatures of the above one hundred and twenty-five Indians : 
H.H.ARTHUR, . 
Supt. and Clerk. 
We hereby certify, on honor, we fully interpreted and explained the foregoing reso~ 
lutiou and power of attorney to the Indians whose names are subscribed thereto, that 
they fully understood the contents and mearting thereof, and that we witnessed the 
signing thereof by each of them. 
. PONCA AGENCY, IND. T., 
December 22, 1883. 
JOSEPH ESA W. 
DAVID LECLAIR . 
This indenture made and entered into in duplicate, at Winfield, Kans., this 22d day 
of February, A. D. 1884, by and between the Nez Perce Indians residing at the Oak-
land Agency~ Indian Territory, party of the first part, by Young Joseph, Ruses Kutte, 
Yellow Bull, and Yello"' Bear, memb~rs of said Nez Perce tribe of Indians, acting as 
a comtllittee, and especially authorized and empowered in this behalf by a resolu~ion 
passed at a general councirof said tribe of Indians at Oakland Agency on the 9th day 
of February, A. D. 1884, a copy of which resolution is hereto attached and made a part 
of tills l ea~e; and by Reuben A. Honghten, a ranchman of Cowley County, Kansas, 
party of the second part, witnesseth· · 
That the said party of the first part being desirous of more profitably utilizing their 
unoccupied lands, and raising additional revenue for themselves and their posterity, 
for and in consideration of the covenants hereinafter mentioned, bath let and Ly 
these presents doth grant, lease, and rent unto the said party of the second part that 
part or portion of their said lands in the Indian Territ.ory described as U>llows: 
All of the Nez Perce reservation in the Indian Territory, excepting sections 25, 2Q, 
27, 34, 35, 36, 1n the northeastern township of said reservation, and sections I , 2, 3, 10, 
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11, and 12, and tl.tat part of 13, 14, and 15 lying nol'th of. the Salt Fork of the Arkan-
sas River, in the southeast{lrn township of said reservation, and excepting also such 
other portions of said reservation as may be found to be inclosed and actually occu-
pied by any of said tribe of Indians, being 75,000 acres, more or less: 
To have ::md to bold the said demised lands, with permission to fence and inclose 
the same for grazing purposes, and to that end to use what timber may be necessary 
to fence and improve the same, for the period of ten years from and after the 1st rlay 
of .July, A. D. 18t:4, at a :yearly rental of $2,000, which sum is to be paid to said Nez 
Pe•·ce tribe of Indians, in $1,000 payments semi-annually in advance, on tl.te 1st days 
of July and January in eacl.t year, in such manner as the honorable Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs ma.y direct. 
Ancl the said part.y of the second part hereby covenants to pa.y to the said party of 
the first part the yearly rent as hereinbefore specified; to use no more of the timbPr 
or stone on said larids than may be necessary for fencing, bonse-bnilding, and other 
necessary ranching purposes, and to protect said lands and tho timber thereon, as far 
as possible, from trespass by outside parties; and at the expiration of this lease to 
quit possession and surrender the premises herein demised, with all the improvements 
thereon, unto the said party of the first part. 
And it is hereby covenanted and agreed that If any of the rent l1 erein provided to 
be paid shall at any time l.Je due and remain unpaid, or if clefauJt. be made in any of 
the covenants herein, that it shall be lawful for the party of the first part to re-enter 
said premises, and remove all persons therefrom. 
And the party of the first part hereby covenants that tile said party of the second 
part shall have quiet and peaceable possession of said demised premises during the 
continuance of this lease. 
In witness whereof we hereunto set our bands and seals, at Winfield, Kans., this 
22d day of Ji'ebruary, A. D. 1884. 
[Seal attucbeu to each name.] 
Signed: 
Young Joseph, his x mark; Hnses Kntte, his x mark; Yellow Bull; Reuben A. 
Houghton. 
Signed, sealed, and delivered, at Winfield, Kans., in the presence of-
C. M. SCOTT. 
0. F. CORR. 
This 22d day of February, A. D. 1884. 
We hereby certify on honor that we interpreted and fully explained the foregoing 
lease to the Indians whose names are thereuuto subscribed; that they fully understood 
the contents and meaning thereof, and that we witnessed the signing thereof by each 
of them, at Winfield, Kans., :February 22, A. D. 1884. 
· TOM. HILL, 
ARBLIN B. LAWYER, 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
I~tm-p1·etm·8. 
County of Cowley, City of Winfield, 88: 
I, E. S. Torrance, judge of the distriet court of Cowley County, KansaB, said court 
being. a court of t·ecord, do hereby officially certify that the foregoing lease was ex-
ecuted in duplicate before me, at v .. -infield, Kans., on the 22d day of February, A. D. 
1R84, that the oniy persons interested therein, as stated to me at 1 be time and place 
of execution, were the Nez Perce tribe of Indians, residing in the Indian Territory, and 
Reuben A. Houghton aforesaid; that the same was executed on behalf of said tribe of 
Indians by Yonog Joseph, Ruses Kntte~ Yellow Bull, ~tnd Yellow Bear, a committee· 
under and by virtue of the authority contained in a resolution a•lopted hy said tribe 
of Indians, at Oakland Agency, Indian Territory, February 9, A. D. 18c::i4, a copy of 
which is hereunto annexed tLnd made a part of this lease, and by Reuben A. Houghton 
iu his own behalf. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto set my band officially, at Winfield, Kans., this 
22d day of l!ebruary, A. D. 1884. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
County of Cowley, City of Winfield, ss: 
E. S. TORRANCE, 
Judge . 
I, E. S. Bedilion, clerk of the district court of said county and State, do hereby cer~ 
tify that Judge E. S. Torrance, whose genuine signature appears on the foregoing 
lease is now, ~nd was at the time he subscribed the same, judge of the district court 
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of Cowley County, Ka.nsas, that be is duly commis~:;ioned as such judge, and that full 
fait·h and credit are due bis official acts. 
In t.est.imony whereof I hereunto set my band and official seal, at Winfield, Kans., 
this 22d day of February, A. D. 1tlS4. 
[SEAL.] · E. S. BEDILION, 
Clm·k. 
At a gener.a.l council of the Nez Perce Indians, at Oakland Agency, Indian Terri-
tory, on the 9th day of February, A. D. 1884, the following, among other proceedings, 
were had, to wit: . 
·whereas in our impoverished condition we are unable to cultivate or sufficiently 
stock a large portion of onr reservation. and whereas we are of opinion that under 
the circumstances we can more profitably uti1ize our unoccupied lands by leasing the 
same for grazing- purposes as our red neighbors on all sides have done: 'l'herefore, be it 
Resolved (by the undersigned adnlt male members of the Nez Perce tribe of lndi~ns 
residing in the Indian Territory) that Y(.ung Joseph 1 Busses Kutte, Yellow Bull, and 
Yellow Bear, members of said tribe be, and they are hereby, appointed as a commit-
tee1 and are especiall.v authorized aud empowered in that behalf, to grant, lease, and 
r ent unto Reuben A. Houghton, for and ou behalf of the tribe, said unoccupied lands 
for such lengt ll of time, and on such te1·ms aud 'toll(1itions as to,them ru ay seem best 
for the general interests of the said Nez P erce Indi an tribe. 
Signed (each ma.king his ruark): 
Young Joseph, Yellow Bull, Yellow Bear, Red ·wolf, Frank Thompson, George, 
l<'ive times Over, Benj. Gr:mt, Mat. vVitfield, Wolr Head , Henry Rivers, 
Capt. Jack, James Hays, L ame John, Frauk Earth blanket, Eagle Blanket, 
John Andrews, Dan'l Jeflerson, George Hooper, Harry Anclerson, Eclward 
Hewman, John Anderson, James Porter, Johnson, Charles Moses, Crow 
Blanket', Billy, J ohu Minthorn ;-"Williams, Heel Ow], Little Wolf, Fog 
Blanket, Timothy Samuels, Pole Cat, ThoOJal:' Peters, Eugene Lowry, Dick 
Johnson, Powder Horn Owl, Charlie Joe, Goose over Mountaiu, Jim Horn, 
Hues Kutte, Alex. Waters, Reu Curlew, John Hill, Little Man Chief, Look-
ing Down, Winter Blanket, Jay Gould, Samuel Fleming, David Williams, 
Frank Buzzard, Yellow Head. 
We hereby certify ori honor that we fnlly interprete d and explained the foregoing 
resolution and power of attorney to the Indians whose names are subscribed thereto; 
that they fully understood the contents and meaning thereof, and that we witnessed 
the signing thereof by each of them. 
Oakland Agency, Indian Territory, February 9, 1884. 
~ Witnesses: 
. J. S. WOODWARD. 
LEVI F. FYI<~ . 
TOM HILL, 
his 
HENHY + HIVERS, 
mark. 
Int11rp1·eters. 
This indenture, made this --day of--- in the year of our Lord 188-, by-and 
between E. M. Hewins, J. W. Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennett, Ben. S. 
Mill er, A. Drumm, E. W. Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, directors in trust, and their 
successors in trust, party of the first part, an ~l--- ---,of the county of---, 
and State of---, party of the second part: 
Witnesseth (1), that whereas the part.y of the first part is t.he lessee of all that 
section of territory known as the unoccupied Cherokee lands, being and lying west 
of the ninety-sixth meridian, and west of t~J e Arka,m;as Hiver, in the Indian Terri-
tory, not heretofore reserved and exceptP-d from the force and "operation of a certain 
lease entered into by and between the party of the first part in trnst, and Dennis W. 
Bushyhead, principal chief of the Cherokee Nat.ion, duly authorized under an act of 
the National Council, entitled "An act to amend an act to tax stock grazing upon 
Cherokee lands west of the ninety-sixt.h meridian," approved in special session May 
19, A. D . 1883 : the lease aforesaid made in pursuance of said act, bearing date the 
5th day of July, A. D . 188:3, said ]Pase being on file in the office of the party of the 
first part at C:1ldwell, Kans., and at the office of the principal chief of said Cherokee 
Nation, at Tahlequah, Jud. '1'. 
(2) Now, in consideration of the rents, covenants, and agreements hereinafter 
mentioned, reserved, and contained on the part and in behalf Qf the party of the sec-
ond part, his administrators and assigns, to be faithfully kept and performed, th_e 
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party of the first part hereby leases and lets unto the party of the second part the 
following described promises, to wit : --- containing --- acres, more or less (at 
present occupied or to be occupied . by the party of the second part as a cattle ranch 
and range) possession of which said premises is hereby given and accepted under thls 
lease and agreement, and by the acceptance and signing hereof, for and during tho 
term of-- years, from the--- day of--, A. D. 188-, to the-~ flay of 
---,A. D. 188-. In consideration of which the said party w the second part 
hereby undertakes and agrees to pay to the party of the first part the sum of ---
cents per acre, or ---dollars per annum, payttule semi-annually, at the office of 
the party of the first part at Caldwell, Kans., for each and every six months of said 
term, on the 15th day of September, A. D. 188-, and the 15th day of March, A. D. 
18d-, in advance. · • 
Said payment being evidenced by ten promissory notes of the said second party 
~ach for the sum of--- dollars, and due on the 15th days of September and March 
m each of the years 1883, 1884, 1885, 1886, 1887, 1888, respectively, all payable to the 
order of S. Tuttle, trnstee, with 12 per cent. interest per annum after maturity, and 
with the exception of the dates on which t.he same mature, in the words and figures 
following, to wit: 
CALDWELL, KANS., October 1, 1883. 
On --- -- I promise to pay to the order of S. Tuttle, trustee, 'the sum of---
dollars, at the --Bank, Caldwell, Kans., with interest after maturity. at the rate 
of 1~ per cent. per annum, until paid. Without defalcation, value received. • 
This note is ~iven, as evidence of indebtedness under a lease and ·agreement, entered 
into between tne undersigped and E. M. Hewins, A. J. Day. et al., trustees, whereby 
certain lands in the unoccupied Cherol.:ee country, Indian Territory, were leased, and 
is to be governed as to its maturity and payment by the terms of t.he lease and agree-
ment aforesaid on file at the office of t~ payee, at Caldwell, Kans., but payment is 
enforceable in any court ofthe United Sl"ates or elsewhere. 
3. And the said party of the second part hereby undertakes and agrees that if any 
part of the said sums shall remain unpaid after the expiration of twenty days from 
the date the same becomes due and payable, as herein agreed to be paid, or if default 
shall be made in the payment of any of said notes at1 maturity or in any of the cove-
nants heretofore or hereinafter set forth, or as contained and required by the condi- • 
tions hereof, it shall be lawful, and it is hereby agreed that the party of the first part 
may then and there forthwith consider this lease forfeited ~nd annulled, and may 
enter and resume possession of the premises, and proceed to the collection of the rents 
then due as herein provided. 
4. Further, as it is the intention of the party of the first part to lease the lands above 
dem1sed unto the party of the second part at the same rate per acre as the same shall 
cost the said first party as set. out by the tenns of the lease between the first party 
and Dennis vV. Bushy head, principal chief aforesaid, together with all expenses and 
sums of money heretofore paid out· or hereafter to be paid out on account of the same, 
in the performance of their duties as trustees, it is agreed . by the party of the first 
part that in case the sums above agreed to be paid, and as 'evidenced by the 
promissory notes aforesaid, shall upon the annual settlements of the first party, as 
trustees, prove in excess of the actual pro rata annual cost of the same to said first 
party, that the excess thereof shall be credited to the account of the second party on 
the books of the said fi•tst party and returned at each January settlement subsequent 
to the 1st day of January, 1884. And said second party agrees that in case the sums 
agreed to be paid as above, are insufficient to meet all the cost and expenses on ac-
count of said lands had'by the party of the first part in rAlation thereto that he will 
pay to said first party such further and additional sum as will fully reimburse the 
first party for such cost and expenses. The books and sworn statement of the book-
keeper of the first party to be full and conclusive evidence of the cost and charges of 
said first party on account of said land, and to be conclusive and binding upon said 
secoud party. Nothing in this condition contained shall release said second party 
from the payment of the full amount of the notes aforesaid at the time the same be-
-come dtw and payable according to th~ir terms. 
5. And the said party of the second part further agrees that the lease heretofore 
made nuder date of the 5th day· of July, A. D. 1883, by and between Dennis W. 
Bnshyhead, principal chief, for ·and on behalf of the Cherokee Nation, and the party 
of the 1irst part, shall, in all its conditions, terms and agreements, except as herein 
changed, stand as a part and be considered as a portion of this lease and agreement. 
And further, that the act of the Cherokee council passed in special session, and ap-
proved May 19, A. D. 1883, and entitled, "An act to amend an act to tax stock graz-
ing on lands w.e.st of the ninety-sixth meridian," shallln all its requirements, inhibi-
tions, ({)reituresf ~greements, contracts, covenants, and conditions, be held as a part 
..and v.~!T!3J pf ,t}}.}§ lease and agreement. Both said lease and act of the Cherokee 
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council heretofore referred to, being considered a part of these presents as fully and 
firmly as though the same were both herein fnlly set out and recited at leng~b, and 
binding upon the party of the second part, in all particulars except as herein other-
wise modified, changed, and specially agreed to. 
6. Said partv of the second part further agrees that in case the lands hereinbefore 
leased or any part of them shall be disposed of by the Cherokee Nation, under pres-
ent existing laws, or laws hereafter to be passed by 1ho Congress of the United States, 
that on the party of the first part gi:ving six months' notice thereof, and in that event 
the terms and conditions of this lease shall terminate, on the expiration of the said 
six months, to all or any portion of the tract above described as leased to the party 
of the second part, thus sold or disposed of, and it shall ue lawful for the party of the 
first part, or any person purchasing said premises or any part thereof, at the termina-
tion of the said six months, to enter upon and take possession of the lands thus sold 
or disposed of. 
7. Said second party specially agrees that in case all or a portion of said land shall 
be sold or disposed of as above set out, that he will peacefully surrender possession 
to all or any part thereof, and specially agrees that in case of the sale of a portion, 
only, of the lands above leased and occupieduy him, that this lease shall terminate 
only as to the portion so sold, and that be shall be held and bound for the remainder 
of the w bole term for such portion as shall remain, at the price per acre above set out 
and a.greed upon. A rebate at the price agreed to be paid per acre, in such propor-
tion as the. land thus sold and disposed of s!Jall bear to the entire tract leased, to be 
credited at the time possession of the same is delivered upon the notes of the said 
second ~arty in the hands of the first party, yet unpaid. 
8. It shall be the privilege of tbe said party of the second part, his heirs, adminis-
trat-:-rs, and assigns, to erect on said lanrl such fences, corrals, and other improve-
ments as may be necessary, proper, and convenient for the carrying on of his busi-
ness as a ranchman and stock raiser, and for utilizing said. lands for the purpose for 
which they are leased. 
9. And the said party of the second part specially agrees that in case this lease shall 
ue terminated, to all or any part of said lands, as heretofore provided, or by failure of 
the said party of t he second part to keep the covenants and conditions, and perform 
"" the same full y as herein set out, that he will not remove from said lands any of the 
fences, corrals, or other improvements, as m;ty have been made from timber which 
• bas been obtained from I.he aforesaid tract, bnt that the same shall revert to and be-
come the property of the part.y of the first part, frt-e from any demand or claim of 
the second part.y hereto . 
10. It shall further be t he privilege of the party of the second part, his heirs, ad-
ministrators, and assigns, to cut from the territory herein leased such timber only as 
may be absolutely necessa1·y for the purpose of building the fences, corrals, and im-
provements h ereinbefore authorized to be erected and maintained on said leased 
premises, and further to cut from said lands such timber as may be necessary for fire-
wood and fuel, but not otherwise, and to commit no waste thereon; and said second 
party agrees that he will cnt no timber for removal fi·om said lands or leased premises, 
or take or remove any material or property being a part of th~ premises sd leased, or 
remove or ship material therefrom, and that he will use all due dilligence to prevent 
the cutting and r emoval of timber therefrom. · 
11. An<;l the said party of the second part covenants and agrees that in case of the 
commission of waste on the timber lands, or ou auy part of the premises above leased 
by him, or by any one under his direction, or orders, or with his permission, directly 
or indirectly, given by himself or his agent, or any one acting for him, that the said 
party of the :first part shall be entitled to enter as for condition broken, and termi-
nate and annul this lease. 
12. And the said party of the second part hereby further covenants and agrees a& a 
part and consideration of this lease and contract, well and truly, and wit.hout de-
duction or delay, to make all payments as required in the foregoing, in the manner 
prescribed and set out, and in case of failure in any of t he covenants, conditions, and 
·agreements herein agreed to be kept and performed, or upon entry by the party of 
the first part for condition broken, as hert»inbefore or hereinafter set out, to peaceably 
surrender the premises leased, and all improvements and erections thereon, contem-
plated to be surrendered and delivered to the party of the first part. 
13. And the said part.y of t.he second part further covenants and agrees as one of 
the special conditions apd terms of this contract and lease, that he will make no per-
·manent improvements (improvements the right to make which is hereinbefore granted 
being considered· t emporary improvements), ou the aforesaid leased premises, and ' 
only such temporary improvements as are authorized by the act of the Cherokee 
council, approved May 19, A. D. H383, hereinbefore referred to and made a part of this 
lease and agreement. 
14. And said party of the second part further covenants and agrees with the party 
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of the :first part and it is made one of the conditions hereof, that he will faithfully ob-
serve the intercourse laws of the United States, that be will obstruct no mail or stage 
line, and that he will particularly respect that portion of the lease existing between 
the party of the :first part and the said Dennis W. Bushy head, principal chief of the 
Cherokee Nation, which refers to the Salines located west of the Arkansas River, 
and the means of ingress and egress therefrom, reserved and excepted on behalf of 
the said Cherokee Nation. · 
15. And the said party of the second part hereby further covenants and agrees, and 
this contract, lease, and agreement is upon this special condition, that in case of the 
failure of the part.y of the second part to faithfully keep and perform all the candi-
tions, requirements, agreements, covenants, contracts, and obligations hereinbefore 
or hereinafter set out and agreed to be kept and performed by tbe .part.y of the second 
part, or in case of the failure of the party of the second part to pay any of sa.id notes 
promptly at maturity, as hereinbefore agreed, at the time the same shall become due 
and payable, that the said party of the :first part shall have a lien, by way of mort-
gage, upon any of the property, personal or otherwise, maintained and kept on said 
leased premises, or elsewhere by said second party. · 
16. And it is further specially agreed to, and made a condition hereof, that in case 
of the failure of the second party as aforesaid to well and faithfully perform all the 
terms and conditions hereof, and to pay the smns of money hereinbefore agreed to be 
paid, that it shall be lawful for the party of the :first part to enter upon s3id leased 
premises and to take therefrom any cattle, sheep, hogs, horses, or other personal 
propert.y of the p.arty of the second part, or so much thereof as may be necessary to 
pay all claims and demands of the party of the :first part against the party of the 
second part, and to sell the same by giving two weeks' notice in some newspaper pub-
. lished at the city of Caldwell, in the county of Sumner, and State of Kansas, or by 
notice duly posted for two weeks in four prominent places in the said city of Cald-
well. But such.sale can be made elsewhere in the United States at the election of 
the :first party, by notices posted at or ac1,jacent to the place of sale, for the time 
above specified. 
17. And it is specially .agreed that it shall be legal and proper for the party of the 
:first part to apply the proceeds of said sale to the payment of all dues and demands 
due from the party of the second part, on account of said notes, or for_ other failure 
or violation of the conditions hereof in the same manner and with like effect as if 
the party of the first part held as chattel mortgagee all the property aforesaid. 
1i:<. And the said party of the second part further covenants and agrees that he will 
furnish annually to the party of the :first part, or to their agent at t.he office of the 
:first party at the city of Caldwell, Kansas, a full and complete list of all brands of 
cattle, horses, sheep, and hogs pastured or ranged on said premises, and especially 
agrees and warrants that the said party of the :first part shall haYe a special lien, 
claim, and demand on all the cattle, bogs, horses, and sheep in said brands, enforceable 
wherever found, for the keeping of all the terms, covenants~ and agreements herein 
contained, and for t-he payment of the sums of money aforesaid, in like manner and 
with the same force and effect as t-hough this contract and agreement was a specially 
executed chattel mortgage, du1y recorded with the said first party as mortgagee. 
19. And the said party of the second part hereby covenants and agrees that he will 
bold the pa.rty of the :first part harmless and free from all damage by reason of said 
taking and sale, in case this portion of this lease is enforced by the party of the first 
par~ . 
20. And the said party of the second part further agrees, for himself and his heirs, 
administrators, and assigns, that neither he nor they shall, at any time or times, 
during the continuance of this lease, tranfer, assign, set over or underlet to any per-
sou or persons whomsoever, the premises hereinbefore leased, or any part thereof, for 
all or any part of the said term of years, without the license and consent in writing 
of at least three of the -persons, or their successors, comprising the party of the :first 
part, for that purpose first bad and obtained. 
21. And the said party of the second part further covenants and agrees that he 
will well and truly observe, and faithfully execute all and singular of the foregoing 
covenants anu conditions declared to be a part of the consideration and agt;eement 
under which this lease is g ranted. 
In considera-tion of which and tbe faithful observance of all the terms and condi-
tions aforesaid, the said party of the first part hereby covenants and agrees by these 
presents, that the said party of the second part, his heirs, administrators, and assigns, 
shall and may at·all times during the said term, subject to the conditions as aforesaid, 
peaceably bold and enjoy all the privileges and rights of lessees of the premises afore-
said, free, clear, and harmless from any let or hindrance whatsoever from the party 
of the first part, together with a:n privileges and rights of said party of the :first part 
in reference to the same, according to the terms and conditions of the lease between the 
party oft.be first part and Dennis W. Bushy head, principal chief of the Cherokee Nation, 
hereinbefore referred to and the act of the Cherokee C\ounr:il, approved May 19, A. D. 
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1883, heretofore referred to, entitled "An act to amend an act to tax stock grazing on 
lands west of the ninety-sixth meridian," both said lease and the act aforesaid being 
made a part hereof. 
In testimony whereof, the said parties have hereunto set their hands and seals the 




This indenture, made and entered into this 5th day of February, A. D. 1884, at Sac 
and Fox Agency, Indian Territory: lly and between the Iowa tribe of Indians, in the 
Indian Territory, party of the first part., by William Tobee, Hotch-i-see, Frank Maw-
. bee, Jo. Vetter, Broch-o-nee (or Kab-tbem-o-ny), and Hog-a-rah-cbe, acting as a com-
mittee especially authorized, erupo\\'ered: and directed in tbat.llehalf, by resolution of 
said Iowa tribe of Indians, in open council assembled, as passed on tho 31st day of Jan-
nary, 18E4, a copy of which is hereto annexed and made a part of this lease, and E. B. 
· Townsend, of Washington, D. C., and C. C. Pickett, of Sac and Fox Agency, Indian 
Territory, pat ties of the second part; 
Witnesseth, that the said party of the :first part being desirous of more profitably 
utilizing their unoccupied lands and raising additional revenue for themselves and 
their posterity, hath let and by these presents do grant, lease, and rent unto the said 
party of the second part, their reservation in 1be Indian Territory, situated and lying 
immediately next west of the Sac and Fox Reservation in said Territory, bounded on 
the north by the Cimarron River (also called" the Red Fork of Arkansas River), and. 
on the south by the Deep Fork of the Canadian River, and more particularly described 
as follows in Executive order dated August 15, 1883, setting apart said lands "for the 
permanent use and occupation " of said Indians, viz : 
EXECUTIVE MANSION, 
August 15, 1883. 
It is hereby ordered that the following-described tract of country in the Indian 
Territory, viz: Commencing at the point where Deep Fork of the Canadian River in-
tersects the west boundary of the Sac and Fox Reservation ; thence north along said 
west boundary to the south llank of the Cimarron River; thence up said Cimarron 
River to the Indian meridian; thence south along said Indian meridian to the Deep 
Fork of the Canadian River; thence down said Deep Fork to the place of begin-
n'ing, be, and the same hereby is, set apart for the permanent use and occupation 
of the Iowa and such other Indians as the Secretary of the Interior may see :fit to lo-
cate thereon. 
CHESTER A. ARTHUR. 
except such lots and parcels of land as the Iowa Indians may individually or collect-
ively improve or cultivate for their own use and benetit, to have and hold said de-
mised premises with permission to use what timber may be necessary for fencing .lots 
and corrals and improving the same, and to erect suitable cabins and bnildings for 
the accommodation of men and ranch stock for the period of five years from and after 
the 1st day of July, 18~4, and the said parties of the second pa.rt shall have the right 
to extend this lease on the same terms and conditions for :five auditional )7 ears, bnt 
provided if it shall be desirallle by flither the part.y of the first part -or the pa1·ty of 
the second part to amend or modify the stipulat.ions herein for the last :five y"'ars, ~?aid 
· amendments or modifications shall he made and agreed upon in writing at least six 
months prior to the expiration of the first. tive years. 
And the said parties of the second part hereby covenant- and agree to put npon said 
reservation and tract of land hereinbefore described, as many cat.tle as tlte grazing 
capacity of the same will admit, holding and paying for not less tban 2,000 head at 
any time; and the said parties of the second part hereby covenant and agree to pay 
to the said Iowa tribe of Indians semi-annually, in such manner .ts the honorable 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs may direct, at the rate of tiO cents per annum, for 
each and every cow brute over one .Year of age, which shall bo held, fed, or grazed 
upon said Iowa Reservation, under the terms and conclitions of this lease, payable not 
later than the 15th day of July for the first payment of each year, and not later tban 
the 15th day of January for the second p:wment of each year, and for all cattle held 
less than a full year upon said reservation, the parties of the second pnrt hereby cov-
enant and agree to pay pro rata t.he stipulated price of 60 cents per ann urn for the time 
the cattle may he so held; and the said parties of the second part further agree to use 
no more of the timl.ler or stone on said lands tbau may lle necessary for fencing, bouse-
building, and other necessary r;mehing purpo~cs as above indicated, for the protec-
tion and comfort of the men and stock, and to protect said lands and timller thereon 
as far as possible from trespftss by outside parties, also that this lease shall not be 
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transferable without the consent of the said Iowa tribe of Indians; and at the expi-
ration of this lease to quit possession and surrender thfl premises herein demised, 
with all the improvements thereon, unto the party of the first part. 
And it is hereby agreed by the parties hereto that if any of the rent herein provided 
to be paid, shall at any time be due and remain unpaid, that the stock belonging to 
the party of tlle second part shall be security for the payment of the same. 
And the said party of the first part hereb~r covenants and agrees that the said party 
of the second part shall have quiet, peaceable, and exclusive possession of said de-
mised premises during the continuance of this lease ; and, further, that they will, 
by all lawful and proper means, protect the stock, cattle, property, and range of said 
parties of the second part from molestation or damage by fire, or otherwise, on the 
part of themselves or other Indians, and from outside intrusion on the part of white 
men or others. And should the stock or cattle of said parties of the second part 
damage any growing crops of the party of the first part, when said crops shall be 
wholly surrounded and protected by good and substantial fence, of at least seven 
rails in height, with stake and double rider, then the said parties of the second part 
hereby covenant and agree and obligate themselves to pay a suitable compensation 
for any crops wh"ioch shall be so damaged, the amount of damage to be determined by 
the United States Indian agent, or he may appoif,lt a person to act in his stead, and 
two others, one of whom shall be selected by the party of the first part, and one of 
whom shall be selected by the party of the second part, and the parties so selected, 
together with the United States Indian agent, or a person appointed by him for that 
purpose, shall constitute a board of arbitration, to whom shall be referred all matters 
of dispute between .the parties hereto, and whose decision in all such cases shall be 
final and accepted by said part.ies of the first and second part. 
It is also agreed that this lease shall be signed and executed in the presence of the 
United States Indian agent at Sac and Fox Agency, Indian Territory, and that there 
shall be two copies of the same for the use of the parties of the first part. 
· It is also agreed that the parties of the second part shall pay unto the Iowa Indians 
herein named a snm of money not more than $1,000, within thirty days after the ap-
proval of this lease by the honorable Secretary of the Interior, or Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, to enable the said Iowa Indian.s to purchase farming- implements and· 
seeds for putting in crops the ensuing season, which amount so paid shall apply on 
the first ensuing payment or pa.yments due ·on this lease, according to the number of 
cattle placed on the lands, as herein stipulated. 
It is also agreed that in case there are any vicious animals among the cattle belong-
ing to the party of the second part, which are likely to endanger the property or 
persons of the said Iowa Indians, it shall be the duty of the party of the second part 
to remove such animals from the reservation of said Indians. 
It shall be the duty of the said Iowa Indians to appoint such committee of their own 
tribe as to them may seem proper, whose duty it shall be to see that the number of 
cattle held by the parties of the second part as herein stipulated is given correctly, 
upon ,,.,.hich payments are to be }Dade as herein provided. 
In witness whereof we hereto set our hands and affix our seals at Sac and Fox 
Agency, Indian Territory, this 5th day of February, 1884. 
Signed by-
William To-hee, his x mark [seal]; E. B. Fenn, E. N. Gause, witnesses. 
Pebruary 26, 1884, as to-
Hotch-i-see, his x mark [seal]; E. B. Fenn, E. N. Gause, witnesses. 
February 9, 11384, as to-
Frank Mawhee, his x mark [seal]; E. B. Fenn, E. N. Gause, witnesses. 
Joe Vetter, his x mark [seal]; E. B. Fenn, E. N. Gauze, witnesses. 
Broch-o·nee or (Kah-them-o-ny), his x mark [seal]; E. B. Fenn, E. N. Gause, 
witnesses. 
Hog-a-rah-che, his x mark [seal]; E. B. Fenn, E. N. Gause, witnesses. 
March 31, 1884-
E. B. Townsend [seal]; E. S. Torrance, Kirwan Murray. 
Clarkson C. Pickett [seal]; E. B. Fenn, E. N. Gause, witnesses. 
I hereby certify on honor that I interpreted and fully explained the foregoing lease 
to the Iowa Indians, and to the persons who signed the same; that they fully under-
stood the contents and meaning thereof, and that I witnessed their signatures thereto. 
KIRWAN MURRAY, 
Inte1-p1·eter. 
I hereby certify on honor that I was present at the signing of the foregoing lease 
and that I do not speak the Iowa language fluently, bnt to the best of my knowledge 
and belief the Indians who signed the same fully understood the contents and mean-
ing thereof, and I witnessed their signatures thereto. 
WILLIAM HURR, 
United States Inte1-p1·eter. 
S. Hep. 1~7~--~0 
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Signed, sealed and delivered at Sac and Fox Agency, Ind. T., this 5th day of Feb-
ruary, 1884, in presence of and as witnesses: 
E. B. FENN. 
E. N. GAUSE . 
Signed and sealed as to Frank Mawhee at Sac and Fox Agency, Ind. T., this 9th 
day of February, 1884, in presence of and as witnesses: 
E . B. FENN. 
E. N. GAUSE. 
Signed and sealed as to Hotch-i-see, at Sac and Fox Agency, Ind. T., this 26th day 
· of February, 1884, in presence of and as witnesses: . 
E. B. :E'ENN. 
E. N. GAUSE. 
SAC .AND Fox AGENCY, 
Indian Territ01·y, 88: 
I, Jacob V. Carter, Indian agent for the Iowa tribe of Indians of the Sac arid Fox 
Agency: Indian Territory, acting under and by virtue of section No. 2064, Revised 
Statutes of the United States, do hereby officially certify that on this the 5th day of 
Ji'ebruary, A. D. 1884, at. my office at Sac and Fox Agency, Indian Territory, came 
William To-bee, Joe Vetter_. Broch-o-nee (or Kah-ther-mo-ny) and Hog-a-rah-che, 
acting as a committee, and representing the Iowa tribe of Indians, under and by vir -
tue of a resolution of said Indians, dated the 31st day of January, 1R84, a copy of 
which is hereunto attached, a.nd Clarkson C. Pickett, all of whom are personally 
known to me, and in my presence, they and each of them, executed the foreW>ing in-
strument for the use and purpose therein set forth; that they fully understood the 
contents and meaning thereof, and accepted the conditions and stipulations therein 
named, and that they and E . B. Townsend were the only parties in interest in said 
lease or permit. 
In witness I hereby set my hand and official sig_nature at Sac and Fox Agency, In-
dian Territory, this tbe 5th day of February, A. JJ. 1884. 
· JACOB V. CAH.TER, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
I, Jacob V. Carter, do hereby officially certify that Frank Maw-bee, ~1 member of 
the committ ee duly appointed by the Iowa tribe of Indians, of the In'dian Territory 
_ so to do, did sign the foregoing lease at my office at Sac and Fox Agency, Indian Ter-
ritory, t his 9th day of February, 1884, in my presence, under t.he same provisions as 
is hereinbefore set forth jn my certificate next above of February 5, 1884. 
JACOB V. CARTER, 
United States Indian ..d.gent. 
I, Jacob V. Carter, United States Indian agent, hereby officially certify that Hotch-
i-see, a member of t.he committee appointed by the Iowa Indians, as shown by reso-
lution elated January 31, 1884 (a copy hereto attached), did sign the foregoing lease 
this 26th day of February, 1884, at my office at Sac and Fox Agency, Indian Terri-
tory. 
JACOB V. CARTER, . 
United Statei:J lnclian Agent,. 
In consideration of an advance being made by E. R. Townsend and C. C. Pickett, 
on the first ensuin!t payments to become clue under the provisions of t.his lease, of a 
sum of money not exceeding $2,000, to be made in such manner and a.t such times as 
the Iowa t.ribe of Indians in joint council assembled sl1all make request and receipt 
for, it is hereby agreed tha.t the foregoing lease shaH continue and remain in force for 
the period of ten years from the 1st day of July, 1884, and we hereby waive the 
right to modify or change the terms or conditions of this lease at the expirat ion of 
the first five years. . 
And it is mutually understood and agreed that the minimum number of cattle to be 
held or grazed on said. Iowa Reservation shall at no time he less than 2,000 head, and 
all t h e other conditions and provisions of this agreement or lease shall remain in force 
as hereinbefore specified, and be binding upon all the parties her eto. 
Witn ess our hands and seals this 31st clay of March, 1884. 
Signed : 
William Tohee, his x mark [sea1]; H. L. Menifielcl, vV. M. Pattee, witnesses. 
Hotehisee, h is x mark [seal]; H. L. Menifielcl, "'\¥. M. Pattee, witnesses. 
Frank Mawhee, his x mark [ seal]; H. L. Menifield, vV. M. Pattee, witnesses. 
Jo Vetter, his x mark [~;eal l; H. L. Menfield, W. M. Pattee, witnesses. 
Brochonee, his x mark [ se'al]; H. L. Menifield, YV. M. Pattee, witnesses. 
Hog-a-rah-che, his x mark [ seal ]; H. L. Menifield, vV. M. Pattee, witnesses. 
E. B. 'l'ownsend [seal]; H. L. Menifield, W. M. Pattee, witnesses. 
0. C. Pickett [seal]; H. L. Menifielcl, W. M.. Pattee, witnes~es. 
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We hereby certify on honor that we interpreted and fully explained the foregoing 
modification to this lease, to the Iowa Indians and to the persons who .. signed the 
same; that they fully understood the contents and mea.ning thereof, and that we 
witnessed their signatures therto. 
H. L. MENIFIELD. 
w. M. PATTEE. 
KIRWAN MURRAY, Interp1·eter. 
VICTOR DUPEE, h1s x mark, 
Assistant Inte1preter. 
P1·oceedi·ngs in open council by the Io'wa tribe of Indians this 31st day of Janua1·y, 1884. 
At a general council of the chiefs, councilors, and young men of the Iowa tribe of 
Indians, held upon their reservation at Sac and Fox Agency, Indian Tenitory, on this 
31st day of January, 1884, tbe following among ot.her proceedings were bad, to wit: 
First, we do appoint and constitute Kirwa.n Murray as interpreter, and Victor Dupee 
and Joseph Rubidean ns assistant interpreters, in order that the proceedings of this 
council may be correctly, truthfully, and satisfactorily interpreted. 
The subject of leasing our unoccupied lands for grazing purposes having been fully 
and freely considered by us for some time past at our own private homes, was brought 
to our attention ; and, . 
Whereas in our impoverished condition in a new country, without houses and fields, 
we are unable to cultivate or sufficiently stock a large portion of our reservation; and 
Whereas we are of the opinion that we can under the chcumstances more profitably 
utilize our unoccupied lands by leasing the same for grazing purposes, as our red 
neighbors on all sides have done; therefore be it 
Resolved (by the undersigned adult male members of the Iowa tribe of Indians re-
siding in the Indian Territory, in open council assembled), That William Tohee, 
Hotchisee, Fark Mawbee, Jo Vetter, Hogaraehee, and Brach-o-nee of this tribe be, 
and they are hereby, appointed a committee and especially empowered, authorized, 
and directed in that behalf to grant, lease, and rent for and on belmlf of the Iowa 
tribe of Indians said unoccupied lands to responsible parties for such length of time 
and on such terms as to them may seem to be for t.be best interest of saW Iowa tribe 
of Indians, and Kirwan Murray is appointed to act as interpreter for said committee. 
In witness whereof we herennto set our bands and affix our seals at Sac and Fox 
Agency, Indian Territory, this 31st day of J anuary, 1tl84. 
Signed: 
Chief William Tobee, his x mark [seal]; D. N. Kostenbader, witness. 
Councilor Tohee, his x mark [seal]. 
Chief Hotcbisee, his x mark [seal]; Chief Frank Mawhee, his x mark [seal]; 
First Councilor Jo Vetter, hi s x mark [seal]; Second Councilor Broch-o-
nee, bis x m{l.rk [seal]; Third CouncilorHog-a-racb-chee, hisx mark [seal]; 
Kirwan Murray [seal]; D. N. Kostenbade, M. D. ·wells, witnesse!'l . 
Daniel Tobee, his x mark [seal]; Councilor Robert Ward, his x mark [seal]; 
Councilor Big Ear, his x mark [seal]; Councilor William Dole, his x mark 
[seal]; Tom White, his x mark Lseal]; Jeff Whitecloud, his x mal'k [seal]; 
Joseph Nohart, his x mark [seal]; David Tohee, his x mark [sea,l]; Coun-
cilor Abraham Lincoln, his x mark [seal]; Andrew L. Jackson [seal]; Jo-
seph Rubidean, his x mark [seal]; Victor Dupee, his x mark [seal]; Prank 
Noy-a-noy, his x mark [seal]; Councilor Hay-we-coo-rah, his x mark [seal]. 
I certify on honor that. the above is a correct and truthful report of the proceedings 
of the council held by the above-named Indians, on day and date next above written, 
and that this document fu1ly expresses their own wishes in the premises, and tbat•r 
explained to the Indians herein named the contents of this document, and that they 




We hereby c~rtify on honor that we were present at the council of tile Iowa In-
dians on the day and date herein named, and that this document is a truthful and 
correct report of the proceedings and action of said council; and that the Indians fully 
and correctly understand the contents and meaning of this document, and that we 
witnessed their signatures thereto, 
Signed in presence of-
M.D.WELLS. 
D. N. KOSTENBAl'lJ:R, 
VICTOR DUPEE, his x mark, 
JOSEPH RUBIDEAN, his x mark, 
4ssistant Interp~·eters. 
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STATE OF KANSAS, . 
Cowtty of Cowley, City of Winfield, ss : 
· I, Elisha S. Torrance, judge of the thirteenth judicial distric·t of the State of Kan-
sas, and judge of district court of Cowley County, Kansas, said court being a court of 
record, do hereby officially certify that the execution of the foregoing lease, for the 
uses and purposes therein set forth, was acknowledged before me at Winfield, in Cow-
ley County, Kansas~ on the 31st day of March, A. D., 1884, and that thfl only persons 
interested therein as stated to me at the time were the Iowa tribe of Indians, party 
of the first part, and E. B. Townsend, of Washington, D. C., and C. C. Pickett, .of 
Sac and Fox Agency, Indian Territory, parties of the second part; that the same was 
executed on tho part of . the Iowa tribe of Indians, by William Tohee, Hotchise~, 
Frank Mawhee, Jo Vetter, Brochonee, Hog-a-rah-cbe, and Kirwan Murray, inter-
preter, acting as a committee, and especia.lly authorized, empowered, and directed in 
that behalf by a resolution passed by, said Iowa tribe of Indians in open council on the 
31st day of January, 1884, copy attached to said lease, and by E. B. Townsend and 
C. C. Pickett, acting in their own behalf; that Kirwan Murray, the official interprete.r 
for said Iowa tribe of Indians, interpreted and explained the contents and meaning 
of said lease to said committee in my presence, and that the source and extent of the au-
thority claimed by the aforesaid committee in executing this lease on the part of the 
Iowa tribe of Indians, is the resolution of said Iowa Indians aforesaid, bearing date 
January :n, 1884. 
In test.imony whereof I hereunto set my band officially on this 31st day of March, 
1E84, at Winfield, in Cowley County, Kansas, within the thirteenth judicial district. 
ELISHA S. TORRANCE, 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
Judge. 
Co·unty of Cowley, city of Winfield, ss: 
I, E. S. Bedilion, clerk of the district court iu and for Cowley County, Kansas, do 
h ereby certif:y that Elisha S. Torrance, whose genuine signature appears in the fore-
going lease, is now, and was at the time he subscribed the same, judge of the thir-
teenth judicial district of the State of Kansas, which said district includes Cowley 
Courty; that the said Elisha S. Torrance is duly commissioned and qualified as such 
judge, and that full faith and credit are due to his official acts. 
In testimony whereof I hereunto set my hand and official seal at ·winfield, in Cowley 
County, State of Kansas, this 31st day of March, A. D. 1884. 
[SEAL.] E. S. BEDILION, 
Clerk .· 
The said E. B. Townsend and C. C. Picket agree to protect, as far as possible, dur-
ing the summer season, such tracts as land as the Iowa Indians may desire for secur-
ing hay for their own use, and, as far as possible, keep their cattle off such parcels of 
land until the ha.y is cut, after which the cattle shaH have free range upon all paits 
of the Iowa teservation. 
Signed at Wellston, Ind. T., this 15th day of April, 1884. 
E. B. TOWNSEND. 
C. C. PICKETT. 
Statement of the secretm·y of the Cherokee Strip Live-Stock Association, shotving 1·eceipts 
and eipenditure!l of association and giving the names of the sub lessees and the number of 
acres occupied by each. 
Names. 
Ben. S. Miller . ....................... __ . __ ......... _ •...••... _. _ ... ___ .. __ ... . 
g~: {!ill:_~~~:~:-::·:~~~~:'~~~~~~:~::::::~:::::~~=~::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
i5~i4~~e~i~~-s~-~ -~- ~~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
ll. H. Campbell. .............................................................. . 
Crane & Larmar ..•... ........ ................... . ....... . ....... . .....•..... . 
Blair, Battin & Cooper ...................•. . . . .. . .............•.. . .••.. ..... .. 
Bate!:~ & Co .... . ................ • ...... - .................. - .................. .. 
Dnunn1 & Snider . ..... , ...........................•...••......••............ . 
Wicks, Cor· bin & Streeter .. .. . .............................................. .. 
Casteen & McDaniels .....................••. . _ •.......•.. _ .....•..•.......... 
W. Corzine ............ ·········-········· ···-···-·······-·················--· 
S. & Z. Tuttle ...... ........................................................ .. .. 
vY. C. Quinlan .. .. ............................................. _ ............ _ .. 
Texas Land and Cattle Company ................. __ , ................ · - ··--··-· 
G . .A.. Thompson ........... . ............................ ·--- ~ ........ ·-········ 

























1, 076 95 
2, 153 96 
868 13 
2, 922 72 
1, 670 83 
2, 673 95 
1, 340 07 
l, 969 63 
3, 225 82 
5, 683 22 
1, 821 25 
31l6 36 
1, 675 94 
5, 255 25 
6, 583 98 
13,373 10 
3, 453 63 
1, 620 43 
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Statement of the secretary of the Cherokee Strip Live-Stock ABsociation, ~c.-Continued. 
Names. acres. paid. 
I 
Number of .Amount 
------ ------------ - - -
Treadwell & Clark ............................................................ / 21,305 $9-U 50 
Cragin Cattle Company....................................................... 75, 234 3, 35R 75 
t~~~~~r:lWnl ~ !!!!!!!!! !!!1!:~: ::::::::!!!!!!!!!!I!!::! !ii!i! :11 ~ I ,1! ~ i 
C~ttle Ranch and Land. Company. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . 153, 607 · 6, 9"1 2 32 
~;r;:J~;~~~~,;~::: ~ ::::: :~-::: ::; ;~:; :-< :::: ~: :~ :::::::: ::; :: ~: :::::. ,if~ ill i~ m 11 
iJ.·J;;0~~~~~~:.·_-_-_'_'.'.".".".".".".".".·:.·:::.·::.:::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 17, !~~ 7f~ ~g 
~:;,t~~~;i;7~7-:~:_: ~:: :~: ~::::;:: ::::: :~ ~; ~;; ~::: ~: ::: ~_:; ~; ::::: ~Uti Hli fi 
F~~;~~f~f~f\ l: /~l ;: .H l lll ~( ~ \H ;~11 ~~---ill H Hi: li!.; ::if! ~ 
rl~~~r~~~~~-
1
-~--~~~~-~~~~::: ~ -: ~ ~ ~: ~~ ~-~ -: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: :::: :_:::::: ~::::::::::::: ~ ~: ~:: ~i: iii 1' i~i tt 
~:~:~1~:~:; ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :!: ill J~ 1l 
P. S. Burress . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 156 142 0:! 
J.P. Ri<;:hmond .... .. .................. ................................ ....... 16,914 444 00 
!~(}<>~r~!g~ -~-::.~~~~-:::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1:i: t~: ~: ~~~ ~~ 
~: ~: ~~t~cc>::::: ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 1~: ~ig ~~~ ~~ 
M.P. JohnRon ...... ...... ...... ...... ............ .......... .......... ........ 9, 033 406 4l::i 
?;:~;!~~J!B~o~~~~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2~; ~~~ ~~~ !1 
Uozau & Son .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. 7, 976 358 !J2 
~~~8~~~\:'nr~-~~~- ~~~-:::::::::::~:::::::::~:::::::::::·: :::::::::::::::::: ~~: ~~~ }: ~~~ ~g 
A. '1'. Rice......................... . .......................................... 25, 444 1, 124 41 
~:~:~~~1stil~~ :6~: ~ ~:: ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~::: ~:::: ::::::~ :::::::::::::: 
2
~: i!i 1, 1g~ ~~ 
R Efi~vo~u"i=v:~~:::::::::::: :: :·: :::::::::::::::::: :~ ~::::::: :::::::::::::::::: 1~: ~~g !g~ ~~ 
t~f1/l&tf:~~:: i-. ~ .2 i.:: i :::: i ~: :: i :: i H:: i.:: i :: i jj i:::: ::: ~: ii _. ij: ~~ I i: ~ ~ 
Holmes & Caldwell........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7, 626 190 64 
~~~:B?~~il~f~~::::: ::::::: ~ :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 2, ~i~ 1~~ ~~ 
~~~~~i~0.E¥~: :::. i .. ~ i:::. :: H~: H ~~~Hi::~::~ E:: ~ :;:: i) Ilii ~1 f~ i! i! 
Beech & Co... . ............................................................... 5, 000 332 Rn 
Walnut Grove Pool. ....................................... -.................. 20,000 1,130 98 
Bowers Bros ......... _ ......... _...................... .. • . . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . 8, 000 100 00 
.TamesHill ................................................................ r ··· 3,000 ........... . 
~~~~~: f .K;~~s-~~:::::: :::::::::: :::::~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 10~: ~~~ 1· · · ·2;666.20 
Bennett & Dunnan....... .......................... ................... . ...... 100,000 .......... . . 
New York Cattle Company................................................... 100,000 . .......... . 
R. H. Campbell ................................ ·---.......................... . 50,000 ........... . 
i 5, 619, 976 212, 386 l,j 
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Amount d·ue to association from subleases. 
t.4l~~t~~j;~~ ~ ~: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~:: ~:: ~ ~: ~: ~:: ~: ~:: ~ ~ ~ ~ ~: ~ ~: ~: ~::: ~ ~:::: ~ ~ ~::::: ~::::::: 
Bowers Bros ................................. . .•................................. . ....... . 
J atnes Hill ........ . .......... . ...............•.....•...................................... 
Roberts & Windsor ................... . ....•.............................................. 
f::;~t~'l i;i!~~o~~:: :~: :: · ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 




1, 821 48 
4, 266 33 




1, 833 71 
4, 500 00 
4, 500 00 
2, 250 00 
26,671 52 
Received from leases ...••...••••......•••• ~ ..•.••........ ·. . . . • . . . . • • . . $212, 386 15 
Due from members ............ -......... . ............ ~ . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . 26, 671 52 







Receipts over expenses ...••. ~ .....•...••.•.......••••..•.............. 
Amount due on leases .•.••...................•..• .: ................... . 






SIR : We find that· the 
inquiry as follows : 
W ..a.SHINGTON, D. C., Januat·y 6, 1885. 
committee of which you are chairman' is charged with au 
"Resol1;ed, That the Committee on Indian Affairs be instructed to inquire what 
leases of lands in the Indian Territory for grazing or other purposes have been made 
by the tribes of Indians therein, the-number of acres embraced by each of said leases, 
the terms ther~of, and the persons, corporations, or associations named therein as 
lessees. Also, that the committee inquire as to the circumstances under which said 
leases were made, and the means used for obtaining the same, and whether said leases 
are authorized by existing legislation, or are conducive to the welfare of the Indians 
in said Territory. That the committee have power to send for persons and papers, and 
shall report by bill otherwise." 
An examination of the debates shows that the purpose of the examination was to Bs-
certain (1) whether these leases or grazing privileges·had been obtaineil or exercised 
in violation of existing law, and (2) whether they were to the interest or prejudice of 
the parties coGcerned. Incidentally, whether improper means had been resorted to 
in order to obtain them. 
As the representatives of the Cherokee Nation, sent here by her constitutional au-
thorities, we shall confine ourselves to the Cherokee lease or permit. The Cherokee 
Nation is a body politic, the exact measure of its powers being a written constitution, 
which bas been of public record for more than fifty years. lts rights, recognized by 
the United States, are to be found in her treaties with th~ United States, the language 
of which best measures them, and in the uecisions of the Supreme Court, where they 
were controverted. These began with the treaty of November, A. D. 1785, and ended 
with the treaty of April, 1868, and are now all in force save wherein they modified 
each other. By constitution, t-reaty, and custom, the people of the Cherokee Nation 
transact their business with the Unted States through the'' Cherokee N::~.tion." Un-
der treaty, the Cherokee Nation makes and executes all needful laws to govern tlle 
persons and property of her own people. (See treaty of 1835, article 5.) Her courts 
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have exclusive jurisdiction in all cases where. Cherokees and those adopted by them 
are the only parties, "and when the cause of action arises in their own country." 
(See treaty 1866, article 13.) The only conflicting jurisdiction is a limited criminal 
jurisdiction in cases arising between Cherokees and citizens of the United St.ates. 
This Cherokee Nation, as a body politic, owns the lands now occupied by them, the 
evidence of title being a. patent from the United States, made according to treaty, 
covenant, anti purchase . . Unrler authority of the act of May, 1830, the Government of 
the United States divested these lands of the Indian occupancy title, having provis-
ionally purchased the Prench title to Louisiana, and under proper authority conveyed 
to the Cherokee Nation. The assurances given by Presidents of the United States, 
including J efferson, Monroe, Jackson, and Van Buren, to induce tllem to remove west 
of the Mississippi and beyond the jurisdiction of any State a.nd Territory, were that 
they wonld never be subject to such jurisdiction, and . that in exchanging a mere In-
dian occupancy tit.le for a title bargained for and granted by the United States, that 
their homes would be perpetually secured to them . This was the publicly expressed 
purpose, and the question is, how far the United States executetl its agreements. 
The granting clanse of the patent reads: · 
"Therefore, in execution of the agreements and stipulations contained in the sa.id 
several treaties, the United States have given and granted and by these presents do 
give a.nd graut unto the said Cherok eNation the two tracts of lands so surveyed, and 
hereinbefore described , containing in the whole 13,::374,135.14 acres to have and to hold 
the same together with all the rights, privileges, and appurtenances thereunto belong-
ing to the said Cherokee Nation forever." * .,. * 
The Supreme Court, in the Holden VB . Joy case (17th Wallace, page 245), says: 
"Possessed as the United States were of the fee-simple title to the neutrallandA, 
discharged of the right of occupancy by the Osage Indians, it was clearly competent 
for the proper authorities of the United States to convey the same to the Oherokee 
Nation." 
Heferring to a clause inserted iu the patent that in case the Cllerokee Nation became 
extinct or abandoned the same, the land should revert to the United S I ates, the Su-
preme Court in t he same case (page 250), sa.ys : 
"Strong doubts are entertained whether that condition in 1.he patent is valid , as it 
was not authori zed by the treatyuuder which it was issued. By the treaty the United 
States covenanted and agreed to convey t.h e lands in fee-simple title, and it may well 
be held that if that condition reduces the estate conveyed to less than a fee it is void." 
In the case of the United States VB. Ben Resse, in the United States court for the 
westPrn district of Arkan~;as, at tp.e May term thereof, A. D. 1879, it was decided, 
among other things: 
"But it may be asked how could this title be held to be a ti t le in fee when the word 
heirs was not used in the grant. At the common law, by a rule which in this country 
is purely technical, the word heirs is necessary. But this rule did not apply to grants 
to corporations aggrega te. The fee passed without the words heirs or successors, be-
cause in judgment of l:tw a corporat.iou never dies, and is immortal by means of per-
petual succession ( 4 Kent, 7). This tribe of Indians may be regarded under tho 
law as a corporation aggregate. It bas been claimed by some that this t itle obtained 
under the treaty of 18~3, could not be a fee-simple title because i t was taken under 
the general law prohibiting the alienation of Indian lands, and that this was such a 
restriction upon the tit.le n.s to take away its fee-simple character. But this act was 
not in existence until the 30th of June, 1834." 
Again, · 
"The United States agrees to possess the Cherokees and to guarantee to them for-
ever, and that guarantee is hereby pledged of 7,000,000, of ~teres ofland. 'I'he United 
States a~reesto possess what' Why, the land described. And to guarantee what, and 
for flow long' Why, not the posses~;ion, but the land, and forever." 
And again: 
"Now, the question arises, what kind of a t itle does these several treaties and this 
law of 1830 ~i ve the Cherokees to their lands ' If it were not for t he· treaty of 1835, 
the treaty of 1838 is broad enough in its terms to convey a fee simple title. This 
treaty is subsequent in date to the act of 1830, which contained the clause that the 
lands should revert to the United States if the Indians 'become extinct or abandon 
the same.' There is no !imitetion to tbe t itle conveyed .by the United States of 1833. 
If such treaty is inconsistent with the law of 1830, it repealed so much of it as was 
inconsistent. But (add~; the United States judge] suppose the condition contained in 
the patent is valid. Let us see what effect t.ba.t bas upon the title. The condition is, 
that the la.nds 1·evert to the United St}1tes if the said Cherokees become extinct or 
abandon the same. Now, the first of these conditions is one which would be silently 
engrafted on the grant independent of any express words. ·when there is a grant, 
and the grantee and Lis heirs become extinct, t he land escheats to the State whether 
the grantee be an individual or a body of individuals . 
• 
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"Here is a grant made to thA Cherokees, having conditions whicl1 may never happen, 
and which in the face of the facts that the Cherokee Indians are not likelv to become 
extinct, and that they are now occupying the lands with no iptention of ·abandoning 
the same, there is only a remote possibility of either event hapening. In such case 
there' is not an absolute 1'ight of 1·eversion in the United States, but only a possibility 
of reversion." 
And fmally, 
"'l'his Indian title being a base, qualified, or determinable fee, with only the possi-
bility of a revcrsio~, and not the right of reversion in the United States, all the estate 
is in the Cherokee Nation of Indians.'' 
'!'here, therefore, can be no denial from a fair and candid mind that the United 
States intended to give a fee-simple title, and gave it. 
'!'here is another question. 'l'he United States recognized ~L juri ·d iction over them 
as the Cherokee Nation when they were removed aud before. President after Presi-
dent had given them the assurance that they should not be subject to the laws of the 
States and Territories, but be free to to legislate for and rnai1age all the afl'airs of 
their own people and property. 'l'he l-Ion. J. R. Poisett, then Secretary of War, set-
ting this forth. said: 
"I would recommend as the first step that the tribes should be encouraged to adopt 
a system of self-government adapted to their V~a-nts and condition, wit,h which there 
should be as little interference on our part as possible." 
The treaty of 1866 provides that the courts of the Cherokee Nation shall have ex-
clusive jurisdiction in all cases where the parties are native or adopted cHizens, or 
when the cause of action arises in their own country. For fifty years, nuder this 
system and a government .of their own, they have steadily grown and flourished. Of 
all the Indian tribes still under the care and management of the Government, none of 
them crrn be cited who have advanced so rapidly, thri'ven so we11, or m::magecl their 
affairs more prudently. Their government conducts all Hs business wit-h the same 
regularity as other Western Territories. Her elections are peaceably and fairly held. 
They maintain two high schools, and upwards of one hundred schools in which the 
English language is the medium, and have other charitable institutions. 
'l'be Supreme Court in more than one decision bas declared her government pos-
sessed of clearly defined powers, and notably in the Mackey case; that it is similar to 
a territorial government; the only limit to whose powers are t he. concessions n.nd 
restrictions of treaty. ' 
On what pretext, then, is this claim to interfere with her action ? Among her lands 
not disposed of she has 6,000,000 acres at present detached by tracts now occupied by 
other tribes from her main territory, lying west of Arkansas River. These lands have 
been r apidly rising in value for some years past, and n.re ch iefly a:nd almost exclu-
sively valuable as pasture lands. She ha.s ju'ltly encTeavorecl to derive revenue from 
them. She first tri ed to do so after a manner not at all new, t axing gr~.ziers so 
much per head. The first year, with great exertion, she only collectec.J a few thou-
sand dollars. The second year about $l t!, OOO; the third year a.bont $~:2, 000; the fourt.h 
year about $42,000; the three months thereafter, and up to the period tho lease went 
into effect, $10,000. 
Under an act of the Cherokee legislatm·e, and aecorcUng to its precise terms, graz-
ing privileges were granted for five years to n, company named in the act, a n<l accortl-
ing to its precise terms, for $100,000, to be paid semi-annually in installments of $50,000 
in advance, in· Tahlequah, to the treasurer of the Cherokee Natiou. One hundred 
and fifty thousand dollars has been already paid, and is now in the Cherokee t.reasnry 
awaiting the action of her legislature, and $50,000 more is to be paid in a few monthR. 
By the terms of the lease no permanent impro\'ements are allowed; a failure to fulfill 
any condition works forfeiture. At the termination of t,ho lease all wire fences and 
everything else arc the propert.y of the Nation, and are so now, virtuaJJy, nuder its 
terms. 
It bas been said that we leased for too smaU an amount. To thi:s we answer that 
we did the very best we could, and are now doing t.hree or four times as wdl as we did 
before our present agreement. Why did these lands not produce more before? Simply 
because there were a large number of lawless persons who for long yem·s persisted in 
grazipg our la.nds without paying for tberu. Our lands have always beeu grazed, l>ut 
they did not pay us. Who are the complainants'? Men who "'ish, ln.wlessly, to take 
our property without compensating us for it., and men '"'ho failed to get leases . Granted 
that, tho leases are worth ruore to-day. When leased again, if we still own them, V\' C 
hope to double or treble the amount. Grazing privileges have been steadily advanc-
ing for two years. The pretense of monopoly is a.bsurd. Not one of all these parties 
has any right there except as be pays for it. 
Nor is this leasiug privilege, granted under ln.w of our legislature, in conflict with 
any statute. Even on lands held by Indian occupancy title, the Indians are a'ilowed 
to make agreements for grazing. The section against leases is a limitation against 
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United States claims the exclusive right to purchase. There might, and when the 
statute was enacted leases were made for ninety-nine years, and in one case in the 
Cl;wctaw Nation, ea.st of the Mississippi, for a hundred and ninety years, not for graz-
ing purposes. Our grazing contract does not interfere with any such right, and even 
if the United States wished to purchase another tract of it for Indians, by the ve y 
terms of our agreement such portion shall be excepted froru it. 
What, then, is the purpose ofthis movement, which, if it amounts to anything, would 
amount to stripping the Cherokee Nation of the power to manage her own business, 
which under her treaties with the United States she has wiselv done for half a cen-
tury. Those who clamor against us are our enemies, who would like to rob us of our 
property, and who cannot or will not recognize that it is our property. Their charges 
against the ability or integrity of the Cherokee government are false as they are 
flagitious, and made by interested parties. There is no human government but may 
make mistakes. But surely the history of the Cherokee government challe!Jges your 
sympathy and support' rather than your interference. 
We, therefore, with the highest respect, protest against ail steps looking towards 
st.ripping the Cherokee government of any of her powers conceded by treaty. We 
are sent here specially instructed to protest against and resist all such attempts, and 
herewith present this to you, and ask its careful consideration. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. HENRY L. DAWES, 
H. T. LANDRUM, 
RICH'D M. WOLFE, 
Che1·olcee Delegation. 
WM. A. PHILLIPS, 
Special Agent and Counsel. 
Chai1·man of the Committee on Indian .Affai?·s, United States Senate. 
A. full and co?·t·ect copy of the Chm·olcee St1·ip lease, duly signed by the contmcting parties. 
This indenture; made this 5th day or'Jnly, in the year of our Lord 1883, by and be-
tween Df'.nnis W. Bushybead, principal chief of the Cherokee Nation, for and on be-
half of said nation, pa.rty of the first part, and E. M. Hewins, J. W. Hamiton, A. J. 
Day, S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennett, BeBjamin S. Miller, A. Drumm, E. W. Payne, and 
Charles H. Eldred, directors m trust, for and on behalf of the Cherokee Strip Live-Stock 
Association, a corporation organized and existing under and by virtue of the laws of 
the State of Kausa.s, for themselves as directors in trust, their successors in trust, and 
assig-ns, parties of the second part, witnesseth: 
That the said party of the first part, for and in consideration of the rents, covenants, 
and agreements herein after mentioned, reserved aud contained on the part aud in 
behalf of the party of the second part, and their successors in trust, a.nd assigns, to be 
well and faithfully kept and performed. tloth by autllority of law in him vested, as 
princi.pal chief~ by and through an act of the Nc1tional council, which said act is en-
titled "An act to amend an act to tax stock-grazing upon Cherokee lands west of the 
n.inety-sixth meridian," approved in special session May 19, A. D. 1883, which said act 
is specialty referred to, and made part of these presents, does by these presents, lease for 
grazing purposes only, unto the aforesaid E. M,. Hewins, J. W. Hamilton, A. J. Day, 
S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennett, Benjamin S. Miller, A. Drumm, E. W. Payne, and Charles 
H. Eldred, directors in trust as aforesaid, their successors and assigns, parties of the 
second part1 all and singular, the unoccupied lands of, and belongi.og to the Cherokee 
Nation, beiug and lying west of the ninety-sixth meridian, :mel west of t.he Arkansas 
River, uot iuclnding any portion occupied, sold, and conveyed to the Pawnee, Poncas, 
Nez Perces, Otoes, and Missonrias, Osages, and Kansas Indians, or the Salines, set 
apart tl) be leased separately under act of Congress, approved August 7, A. D. 188'2, 
as hereinafter set forth; the said portion herein leased for grazing purposes, contain. 
iug 6,000,000 acres of land, more or less, and Jyin'g east of the one-hundredth meridian, 
and the said hereinbefore named part ies of the secoud part, their successors and as-
signs, shall, for the purposes herein set forth, have and hold the· above-mentioned and 
described premises from and after the 1st da.y of October, 1883, for and during the term 
and pertod of five years, thence next ensuing from said date, subject to the qualifica-
tions, restrictions, and forfeitures hereinafter provided for, and upon yielding and 
paying for the same the au:wunt of money as hereinafter provided for. And the said 
parties of l he seconcl part, the said E. M. IIewi ns, J. W. Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, 
M. H. Bennett, Benjamin S. Miller, A. Drumm, E. W. Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, 
directors in trust as a.foresaifl, hereby covenant and agree on behalf of themselves, as 
such directors in trust for said Cherokee Strip Live-Stock Association, their succelilsors 
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in t1·ust and assigns, and not otherwise, in consideration hereof and of the Jeasii.1g afore-
said, to pay on the orderoftbe princpal chief aforesaid, into the treasury oft he Cherokee 
Nation, at Talequab, Ind. 1'., yearly, and for each and every one of said five years, 
the annual sum of$100,000, lawful money of the United States, the same to be paid in 
ttvo equal. semi-anpual payments, to be made and so paid in advance, to wit, on the 
1st day or' October and 1st day of April in each and every year dudng the s::1id term. 
Provided always, and it is further covenanted and agreed between the said parties 
hereto, that if the said semi-annual payment in advance or any part thereof shall re-
main unpaid after the expiration of thirty days after the date, th~ same shall become 
due as herein agreed to be paid, or if default shall be made in any of the covenants 
hereinbefore or hereinafter set forth, or as contained and required by the act of the 
National council, approved May 19, A. D. 1883, as aforesaid, on the part and in be-
half of the said pa<J:ties of the second part, then and from thenceforth it may be law-
ful, and is agreed that said principal chief, or his successors iu office may declare this 
lease to be forfeit and annulled, and the said party of the .first part may enter into and 
resume possession of the premises herein leased. 
And it is further agreed, in accordance with the act of said Cherokee council, that 
in oase the lauds hereinbefore described, or any part of them included in the terms of 
this lease, shaH be disposed of u11der present existing law or laws hereafter to be 
passed b.v the Congress of the United States, by the said Cherokee Nation, that on 
the party of the first part giving six months' notice thereof to party of the second 
part, that then and in that event the terms and conditions of this lease aod the lease 
thereof shall terminate, on the expiration of the said six months from the date of said 
notice, to all or any portion of said tra ct of unoccupied Cherokee land thus sold or 
disposed of, and the parties to whom the said lands or any portion of them should 
then be ·disposed of or sold to may enter into and take possession of the same, but then, 
and in t.hat event, the said party of the second par~ , their successors and assigns, shall 
not be chargeable with rent on the lands so sold, but shalllile allowed a rebate on all 
subsequent payments made on account of this lease at t.he rate of lt cents per acre 
per annum on the lands so sold or disposed of. 
Further, 'it shall be the privilege of said party of the second part, their successors 
and assigns, to erect on said lands such fences, corrals, and other improvements as may 
be necessary and proper and convenient for the carryi og on of their business, and for 
utilizing said lands for the pnq>ose for which they are leased. • 
And in case this lease shall be terminated as to all or a.ny part of said lands, by the 
disposal of the same as heretofore provided and set out., thA said party of the second 
part shall have the right to remove all of said improvements, fences, and corrals, ex-
cept such portions thereof as may be made from the timber or other property of the 
Cherokee Nation, or timber for which has been obtained from the aforesaid tract. 
It shall further he th e privilege of said -p:uty of the se0oml part, their successors 
and assigns, to cnt from the territory herein leased snch timber as may be necessary 
for building the fences, conals, and improvements h eretofore authorized to be erected 
on said leased premises, a nd to cut from said lands such timber as may be necessary 
for firewood and fuel, bnt not otberwise, aucl to eommit no waste thereon. 
And the said party of the stcond part doth further covenant and agree with the 
said Dennis vV. Bnshyhead, as aforesaid, and as parts or conditions of this lease or 
contract, well a.nd truly, and without ded.uet.ion or delay, to make all payments as 
required in the foregoing jn the manner limited a.nd prescribed; and in case of any 
failure as aforesaid, the said party of the second part agrees that they w~ll peaceably 
surrender the premises h erein leased and all improvements and erections thereon. 
And the said party of the second pa.rt, their successors and assigns, further agree and 
obligate themselves, and this is one of the conditions of this lease, to make no per-
manent improvements (the improvements, the right to make which is hereinbefore 
granted, being temporary improvements) on the aforesaid premises or leased tracts, 
and only temporary improvements, as anthodzed by the act of the Cherokee council 
approved May 19, 1883, h ereinbefore referred to; and on the expiration of the lease, 
or its being declared forfeited by default in the payinent, as hereinbefore provided, 
then, and in either event, all improvements, structures, or erections tbereon shall be 
and become the property of the Cherokee Nation, and sa id nation shall have posses-
sion of the same, and all and singular of such erections and improvements shall ab-
sol utely revert to and become the property of sa id Cherokee Natio11, party uf the 
first part. 
And the said party of the second part further covenant and agree with the said 
party of the first part, as one of the conditions of this lease, that tlH'·Y will cut no 
timber for removal from SfLidtlands, or take or remove any mrt.t.erial or propert.y being 
part of the premises so loased, or remove or ship material ther efrom, and that they 
will use all dne diligence t.o prevent the cut.tiug or removing of any timbers or other 
material therefrom, and that they will faithfully obser ve the intercourse laws of the 
United States; that they will obstruct no mail or stage line, and that they will not 
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interfere with the Salines, located, or to be located, under the provisions of the act of 
Congress before mentioned, approved August 7, A. D. 1882. 
And it is agreed between the parties of the first and second parts that the grounds 
excepted and reserved from, and not included .in, the terms of this lease, necessary 
for the manufacture of s::Llt at the said Salines may, and shall not exceed in the ag-
gregate for said Salines, and all of them, 100,000 acres, with the right of way to 
a.nd from said Salines, such as may be required proper_ly to work them. And the 
party of the second part do hereby obligate themselves, for themselves as directors 
in trust aforesaid, their succe:ssors and ass igns, well and truly to observe and faith-
fully execute all and siugnlar of the foregoing n.greements and covenants, which are 
declared to be part of the agreement in consideration of which this lease is granted. 
And the said party of the first part, principal chief of the Cherokee Nation, in ac-
cordance with the act of the national council as aJoresaid, and on condition of the 
faithful payment of the sums of money as hereinbefore stipulated, in the manner 
and with the condition hereinbefore prescribed, and as the further condition that 
the said party of the second part will well and truly fulfill all the conditions, cov-
enants, and agreements herein set forth, doth covenant and agree by these pres-
ents that the said E . M. Hewins; J. W. Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, M. H. Ben-
nett, Ben. S. Miller, A. Drumm, E. ,iV, Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, directors in trust 
for the Cherokee Strip Live-Stock Association, their successors in trust and assigns, 
shall and may at all times during the said term, subject to the conditions as afore-
said, peaceably bold and enjoy all the privileges of lease on said premises, free, clear 
and harmless-, from ::my let or hindrance whatsoever, together with all privileges and 
rights of said part.Y of 1 be :first part in reference to the same according to law and 
treaty stipulations. 
Signed and sealed this 5th clay of July, A. D. 1883. 
:Q. W. Bushy head, principal chief of Cherokee Nation; E. M. H ewins, A. J. 
Day, M. H. Bennett, Ben. S. Miller, J. W. Hamilton, S. Tuttle, Andrew 
Drum, E. W. Payne, Charles Eldred, directors of the Cherokee Strip Live-
Stock Association. 
This indenture. made and entered into this 14th day of June, A. D. 1883, between 
the Cherokee Nation, by Dennis W. Bushy head, principal chief, Richard M. Wolfe, and 
Robert B. Ross, delegates of said Cherokee Nation, for and in behalf of said nation, 
of the first part, and the United States of America, in trust for t he nse and benefit 
of the Osage and Kansas Indians of the second part, witnesseth: That whereas, by the 
sixteenth article of the treaty concluded July 19, A. D. 1866, between siad Cherokee 
Nation and the United States, the sa-id United States acquired the right "to settle 
fri endly Indians on any part of the Cherokee country west of the ninety-sixth degree" 
of west lon gitude, under certain limitations therein mentione<1; and 
Whereas under authority of an act of Congress approved J nne 5, A. D. 1872, a certain 
tract of said country wa set apart for the Great and Little Osage tribe of Indians, 
with a proviso that said Great and Little Osage tribe shaH permit the settlement 
within the limits of said tract of the Kansas tribes of Indians; and 
Whereas, by virtue of a provision in tJ;:w act of Congress of March 3, 1873, there bas 
been transferred from the procet ds of sale of Osage lands in Kansas, and placed to the 
credit of said Cherokee Nation, the sum of $1,099,137.41 in payment for said tract of 
land; and 
Whereas by an act of Congress approved March 3, A. D. 1883, $300,000 was appro-· 
priated "to be paid into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation ont of funds due under 
appraisement for Cherokee lau ds west of the Arkansas River," provided "that the 
Cherokee Nation, through its proper authorities shall execute conveyances satis-
factory to t he Secretar;\~ of the Interior, to the United States in trust only for the ben-
efit of the Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Perces, Otoes, and Mi!'lsourias, and Osages now 
occupying said tr,act as they respectively occupy tue same, before the payment of said 
snm of money; " now 
Therefore, by authority of an act of tbfl nation al council of the Cherokee Nation 
aforesaid, approved May 8, 1883, whi ch recites "that Dennis W. Busbyhea<l, princi-
pal chief~ Richard M. Wolfe, and Robert B. Ross, delegates of the Cherokee Nation, 
are hereby authorized and empowered in the name of the Cherokee Nation, to execute 
deeds of conveyance as required by said act of March 3, 188:3, for the tracts of Cherokee 
land for the benefit of the P <IWuees, Ponc~s, Nez Perces, Otoes and Missonrias, and 
Osages, as · they respectively occupy the same," said party of the :first part, by the 
aforesaid principal chief and delegates: aud in com:ideratiou of tbc paymeut of the 
snm of money ment,ioned in tbe acL of March 3, 1oE3, afore:said, as due uncle1· appraise-
ment for Cherokee lands w~st of t.he Arkansas River, and of the further sum paill uude~ 
the act of March 3, 1873, as aforesaid, does by these presents bargain, sell, remise, re-
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lease, relinquish, and confirm unto the said party of the second part. forever, in trust 
nevertheless, and for the use and benefit of the said Osage ancl Kansas Indians, all 
those certain tracts of land lying and being in the Indian Territory, embracing the 
following townships and fractional township, north and east of the Indian meridian, 
the fractional townships being on the left bank of the Arkansas River: 
Fractionai townships :l4, 25, and 26, range 2 east. 
Fractional townships 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29, range 3 east. 
Fractional townships 23, 24, 25, 26, and 27, township 28, and fractional township 
29, range 4 east .. 
Fractional to.wnships 23 and 24, townships 25, 26, 27, 28, ~md fractional township 
29, range 6 east. 
Fractional townships 22 and 23, townships 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and fmctional town-
ship 29, ran ere 6 east. 
Fractional townships 21 and 22, townships 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and fractional town-
ship 29, range 7 east. . 
:Fractional townships 21 and 22, townships 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and fractional town-
ship 29, range 8 east. 
Fractional townships 20 and 21, townships 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and fractional 
township 29, range 9 east. 
Fractional township 20, townships 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and fractional town- · 
ship 29, range 10 east. ' 
Fractional township 20, townships 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and fractional town-
ship 29, range 11 east. 
Fractional townships 20, 21, 22, 2:3, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, and 29, range 12 east, accord-
ing to a plat of lands annexed hereto, marked A, and made a part of this conveyance, 
containing in all1,570, 196.30 acres hereby granted. Under the act aforesaid there has 
been set apart for the Kansas Indians, ns provided by said act, the following num-
bered townships and fractional townships, being a part of the lands above described 
and indicated upon the hefore-ment ioned plat: 
Fractional townships 27, 28, and 29, range 3 east. 
Fractional township 27, township 28, ~tnd fractional township 29, range 4 east. 
The west half of sections 3, 10, 15, 22, 2i, ancl 32, and sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30, and 31, of township 27 north, range 5 east. 
The west half of sections~. 10, 15, 22, 27, and 34, and sections 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, and 33, of township 28 north, range 5 east. 
The west half of sections 15, 22, 27, and :34, and sections 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 29, 30, 
31, 32, and 33, of township 29 nort,h, range :1 east; containing an area of 100,137.:32 acres, 
which aforesaid lands were paid for uy the Osages to the Cherokees, and the Kansas 
Indians have paid for that portion assigned to them by proper transfer of the funds 
arising from the sale of their lands in Kansas; together with all and singular the 
hereditaments and appurtenances helouging, or in anywise appertaining to the lands 
hereby granted. , 
To have and to holcl the said premises, as above describ«ild, with the appurtenances, 
unto the said party of the second part for the use and purposes aforesaid. 
I~ witness whereof the party of the first part hath subscribed this conveyance by 
the said principal chief and delegateR aforesaid, who have also hereunto set their 
hands and seals this 14th day of June, A. D. 1883. 
The CHEROKEE NATION, 
By DENNIS W. BusHY HEAD, 
· Pt·inoipal Chief. 
RICHAUD M. WOLFE, 
ROBERT B. Ross, 
Delegates of tlw said Cherokee Nation. 
Signedr s-ealed, and delivered in the presence of-
JOSEPH K. McCAMMON. 
N. P. LOVERIDGE • 
. WILLIAM A. PHILLIPS. 
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA, 
County of Washington, ss: 
On this 14th cla.y of June, A. D. 1883, before me, a notary public in and for the dis-
trict aforesaid, personally came Dennis W. Bushy head, Richard M. Wolfe, and Robert 
B. l~oss, to me known to be the persons who executed the foregoing instr~1ment, and 
acknowledged the same to be their free act and deed, for the purposes and under the 
authority therein mentioned. 
[SEAL.] GEO. M. LOCKWOOD, 
Notm·y Public. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE O:Jj' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Janua1·y 6, 1885. 
SIR: In compliance with your request of the 16th of December last, forwarded to 
this office by the Secretary of t.he Interior, through the Commissioner of the General 
Laud Office, on the 22d ultimo, I transmit herewith a copy ·of a deed, dated June 14, 
1883, from the Cherokees to the Osage and Kansas Indians for the lands embraced in 
their reservations. 
Very respectfully, 
W. W. WILSHIRE, Esq., 
Washington, D. C. 
H. PRICE, Commissioner. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-eighth Congress, first session.) 
Letter from the Secretary of the Interior, transmitting, in compliance with 
Senate resolution of December 4, 1883, copies of documents anrl corre-
spondence relating to leases of lands in the India.n Territory to citizens of 
the United States for cattle-grazing and other pttrposes. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washingto11, Januar·y 12, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a resolution of the Senate of 
the 4th ultimo, of whi~h the following is a copy: 
"That the Secretary of the Interior be, and he is hereby, directed to furnish, for the 
information of the Senate, copies of al1 documents and correspondence in his office re-
lating to leases of lands in the Indian Territory to citizens of the United States for 
cattle-grazing and other purposes." 
In response thereto, I transmit herewith cop.Jes of documents and correspondence 
on file and of record iu this Department npon the subject, ,classified as indicated in the 
copy of letter of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs of the 11th instant, herewith fur-
nishing said papers to this Department, and to which attention is respectfully in-
vited. 
In addition to this correspondence a number of persons have, from time to time, 
presented themselves in per:sou to this Department and have stated verbally that -they 
had entered into such grazing lt>ases with Indians within the Indian Territory, and 
requested Department approval thereof. I have invariably informed them that the 
Department would decline to affirmatively recognize such leases, as and for the rea-
sons more fully set forth in the Department letter to E. Fenlon of April25, 1883, copy 
of which is among the papers. · 
Very respectfully, 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
The PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF THE SENATE. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, .January 11, 1884 , 
SIR: I am in receipt. by Department reference, of a, resolution of the Senate, adopted 
the 4t.h ultimo, directing the Secretary of the Interior "to furnish, for the informa-
tion of the Senate, copies of all documents and correspondence in his office relating 
to leases of lands in the Indian Territory to citizens of the United States for cattle-
grazing and other purposes." 
In reply I have the honor to transmit herewith copies of documents and correspond-
ence on file and of record in this office and the Department: touching the subject-mat-
ter of the resolution, which, for convenience sake, I have caused to be classified as 
follows, viz: . 
No .. I. Copies of miscellaneous documents and correspondence, including the following 
Indian reservations, viz, Kansas or Kaw, Kickapoo, Nez Perce, Osage, Otoe, Ottawa, 
Peoria, Pone::~., PottawatomiP-, Quapaw, Sac . anil Fox, Wyan<1otte, and Oklahoma 
lands. 
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No. 2. Copies of documents and correspondence, so far as the same relate to leases 
of lauds on the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reserve, Wichita Reserve, Cheyenne 
and Arapaho Reserve, and unoccupied land west of North Fork of Red River. 
No.3. Copies of documents and correspondence, so far as the same relate to leases 
of the Cherokee lands west of 96° Indian Territory. 
It is believed that these papers cover everything on file and of record in this De-
partment relating to the matter in question, with the t:'Xception of certain yearly 
leases of small patches of land made by widows, orphans, minor children, sick, aged, 
crippled, and infirm Indians of the Quapaw Agency, who are incapable of working 
the lands themselves, with consent of the Department, to citizens of the United States 
for farming purposes only. Of these leases some. twenty-nine fo1· the current farming 
~ea.r·, ending March 1, 1884, ar~ now in existence. This practice, so far as the Quapaw 
Indians only are concerned, has received the sanction of the Department for the past 
four years. The record entries and correspondence therewith arc somewhat volumi-
nous, and will also be furnished if required by the Senate. 
The resolution of the Senate is herewith returned, and a copy of this report is in-
closed. ' 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 




Copies of rniscellmwous docnments and con·espondence on file and of record in the O.tfice of 
Indian Affai·rs and Depa1·trnent of the Interi01· relating to leases of lands in the Indian 
Ter1·itory to citizens ,~f the United States for cattle-grazing and other purposes. 
fFumished in obedience i.o Senate resolution dated D ecember 4,1883, and including the following In· 
dian reservations, viz, Kansas or Kaw, Kickapoo, Nez Perce Osage, Otoe, Ottawa, Peoria, Ponca, 
Po~tawatomie, Quapaw, Sac and Fox, Wyandotte, and Oklahoma lands.] 
BELLE PLAINE, KANS., May 21, 1880. 
DEAR SIR: We ask permission of you to locate in the Pottawatomie Reserva.tion, In-
dian Territory, for a few years, for the purpose of farming and k eeping some cattle. 
We spent one season with these Indians, and it js their wish that we lease some land 
.of them and assist t,hem in farming. 
We can,,if necessary, s~nd you a recommendation from Governor St. John, Senator 
Plumb, or Congressman R.yan, or our nearest neighbor, ex-State Senator Colonel St. 
Clair. But being formerly from Gettysburg, Pa., we first ask a recommendation 
through the Hon. Ed. McPherson. May we hear at once from you. "Time is money." 
Yours, respectfully, 
D. W. AND C. F. HORNBR. 
Mr. CARL ScHURZ, 
Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, July 17, 1880. 
GENTLEl'tiEN: I am in receipt, by refe1·ence from the honorable the Secretary of the 
Interior, of your letter to him of the 21st May last, asking p ermission to locate on the 
Pottawatomie Reservation, Indian Territory, for a few years for the purpose of farming 
and raising cattle. 
You further state that you spent one season with these Indians, and that it is their 
wish that. you lease some land from them and assist them in farming. 
In reply I have to inform you that your request cannot be granted. 
Under Department regulations the Indians are not permitted to rent or lease their 
lands, except only in special cases "'hen their wants or uecessities render it absolutely 
necessary that they should have extraneous labor, and then only under contracts 
limited to one year from date, to be executed in conformity with existing laws. 
Very respectfully, 
Messrs. D. W. & C. F. HORNER, 
Belle Plaine, Kans. 
R. .E. TROWBRIDGE, 
Commissioner. 
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WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, July 13, 1880. 
SIR: I have the honortotransmitherewith a copy of a communicationfromMr.R. D. 
Hunter, dated Fort Reno, Ind T., June 23, 1880, asking that authority be given him 
to hold and graze cattle in certain specified portions of the Indian Territory, the same 
bearing an iudorsemen t of the commanding officer of the post of Fort Reno, dated the 
24th ultimo, recommending, for reasons therein stated, that the privilege desired by 
Mr. Hunter be granted. 
A copy of the inclosed has also been furnished this day to the honorable the Attor-
ney-General. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. J. CROSBY, 
Chief Clerk, for the Secretary of War, in his absence. 
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Inclosure. 1 
FORT RENO, IND. T., .fune 23, 1880. 
Sm: Having during the current :fiscal year been engaged in supplying beef to the 
various Indian agencies in this Territory, during which time I have, as required by 
contract, held a large number of cattle in the Territory, and have become acquainted 
with tsome of its physical characteristics, as well as the persistent efforts made during 
thi:,; and the past year to force the opening of the Territory to settlement, I have the 
Jwnor to submit to you, for the consideration of the Government, the following propo-
sition: 
That authority be granted me to bold such cattle as I may deoire upon a certain 
portion of the Territory, within certain defined limits to be determined on by the 
Government, either for a term of years or from year to year, and under such regula-
tions and restrictions as may be deemed advisable. 
The portion of country .which I would desire to occupy is bounded south by the 
Canadian River, west by what is known as the Abilene cattle-trail, north by the Cim-
arron River, and east by a line to be designated, from 30 to 40 miles east of the west-
ern boundary. It embraces a large portion of the country claimed as being open to 
settlement, and of which one Payne and his followers have been recently endeavoring 
to secure the occupancy. The tract of country is unoccupied by any of the Indian 
tribes, and is somewhat remote from the agencies. While not as valuable for agri-
cultural purposes as other portions of t.he Territory, it is suited for cattle raising. 
The apparent advantages to the Government by granting the concession suggested ' 
would be: First. The settlement of the vexed q.uestion concerning the occupancy of 
the Territory by settlers, as I should expect in the holding of cattle to employ reli~tble 
men in such numbers as would effectually repel without trouble any attempt at occu-
pancy by others. Second. The advantage which would be gained by having in the 
Territory a't all times a sufficient supply of beef for issue to the Indians ; and lastly, 
the example to the Indians themselves, by which they could be expected to realize 
the ad vantages to ue gained by holding and rearing cattle atter they bad by observa-
tion learned how to do so. 
Shollld this proposition be favorably considered, I am ready to agree to such terms 
as wo11ld be consistent, and to furnish such bonds as might be required. 
Of course no permanent occupancy of the laud is contemplated and no settlements 
would be made, but I should bold myself ready at all times to vacate whene-ver the 
country· should be required for the Indians, for settlement by the whites, or for any 
other purpose. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
R. D. HUNTER. 
Major RANDALL, 
Comrnanding post of Fo1·t Reno. 
[Indorsements. J 
HEADQUARTERS, FORT RENO, June 24, 1880. 
Respectfully forwarded to department headquarters, with the recommendation that 
authority be granted R. D. Hunter to graze his cattle in the section of the country 
referred to. I am convinced that if the authority asked for is granted, it will put an 
end to all raids in the Oklahoma country in the future. 
. GEORGE M. RANDALL, 
Captain Twenty-third lnfant1·y, Commanding. 
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HEADQUAR'l'ERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenwm·th, Ka,ns., J ·uly -, 1880. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General, U. S. A., through headquarters 
·Military Division Missouri. 
JOHN POPE, 
Brevet Maj01··Gene1·al, D. S. A., Co-mmanding. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, July 6, 1880. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army. 
P. H. S .HERIDAN, 
Lieutenant- Gen~··ral, Commanding. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTEHIOR1 
OFFICE OF I NDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August 9, 1880. 
SIR: This office is in r eceipt, by reference through the ·war Department, of a com-
municatioudatrdtbe23d Junelast, addressed toMajorRandall, commandingpost, Fort 
Reno, by R. D. Hunter, late a beef contractor in the Indian Territory, asking that au-
. thority be granted him to hold such cattle as be may desire upon a Cflrtain portion of 
the Territor,y, within certain defined limits to be determined on by the Government, 
either for a term of years or from year to year, and under such regulations and in-
structions as may be deemed ad vi sable. 
The partkular portion of country Mr. Hunter <lesil·es to occupy is bounded south by 
the Can adian River, west by the Abilene cattle-trail, north by the Cimarron Riv.er, 
and east by a line to be designatecl, from 30 to 40 mileseastofthe ·western boundary. He 
states that it embraces a large portion of the country claimed as being open to settle-
ment, and of which Payne and his followers have recently been endeavoring to secure 
the occupancy; that it is unoccupied by any of the Indian tribes, and is somewhat 
· remote from the agencies; :md that whilst it is not as valup,ble for agricultural pur-
poses as other portions of the Territory, it is suited for cattle raising. 
Mr. Hunter urges that the advantages resulting to the Government l>y granting the 
concession would be as follows (I quote his own words): 
"First. The settlement of the vexe1'! question concerning the occupancy of the Ter-
ritory by settlers, as I should expect in the holding of cattle to employ reliable men 
in such numbers as would effectually repel without trouble any attempt at occupancy 
l>y others." 
Second. The advantage which" would be gained l>y having in the Territory at all 
times a sufficient snpply of beef for ~ssue to the Indians; and lastly, the example to 
the Indians themselves, by which they could l>e expected to realize the advantages 
to l>e gained by holding and rearing cattle, after they bad by observation learned how 
to do so." 
Mr. Hunter adds: . 
"Of course no permanent occupation of the landis contemplated, and no settlements 
would be made; but I should hold myself ready at all times to vacate whenever the 
country shonld be required for the Indians, for settlement by the whites, or for any 
other purposes." 
The application is favorably indorsed by Capt. George M. Randall, Twenty-third 
Infantry, commanding post, with the remark that if the authority asked for is granted 
he is convinced that it will put an end to all raids in the Oklahoma country in the 
future. 
Before passing upon the application I shall be glad to have your views thereon, as 
the subject is one which more intimately concerns your reservation than perhaps 
any other. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN D. MILES, 
E. J. BROOKS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
U1iited States Indian Agent, 
Cheyenne and Ampaho Agency, Darlington, Ind. T. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, IND. T., 
August 26, 188.0. 
SIR: Referring to yonr letter of August 9, 1880--L. UrJion, W. 1505-snbmitting for 
remarks of the office application of R. D Hnnter for permission to hold cattle on the 
strip of unoccupied Indian land lyirig east of this agency, I have the honor to infor?l 
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you that on February 2, 1880, I addressed a communication to William J. Pollock, In-
dian inspector, relative to this same land, recommending that this strip be added to 
the Cheyem1e ·and Arapaho Re~;erve, and an equal amount of land taken from the 
western portion of the present reserve be returned to the United States in place thereof. 
· I presume this ap~ication was referred by Inspector Pollock to the Indian Office, and 
I now can only recommend the land be rented to Mr. Hunter, in the event of an un-
favorable decision on my application. 
Mr. Hunter, by his conduct while furnishing cattle under contract to the Indian 
agencies in this country, showed his ability and desire to l:i.ve faithfully up to all his 
agreements, and if the occupation of the land by him will secure the objects speeified 
in his letter, and the land cannot be had for the purpose specified in my letter to In-
spector Pollock, I would recommend he be allowed to occupy it as requested. 
Very respectfully, 
Bon. R. E. TROWBRIDGE, 
Co'mmissioner Indian affairs, Washington, D. C .. 
JOHN D. MILES, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, October 2, 1880. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by Department reference, of a 
letter (herewith inclosed) from the War Department, dated the 13th July last, trans-
mitting a copy (also inclosed) of a communication from R. D. Hunter, dated Fort 
Reno, Ind. T., June 23, l HSO, addressed to Major Randall, commanding post at Fort 
Reno, asking that authority be granted him to hold and graze cattle upon a certain 
port.ion .of the Indian Territory, within certain defined limits to be determined by the 
Government, either for a term of years or from year to year, and under such regula-
tions and restrictions as may be deemed advisable. 
Mr. Hunter states that the portion of country he desires to occupy is b'onnded south 
by the Canadian River, west by what is known as the Abilene cattle-trail, north by 
the Cimarron River, and east by a line to be designated, from 30 to 40 miles east of 
the western boundary; that it embraces a large portion of the country claimed as 
being open to settlement, and of which Payne and his followers have recently been 
endeavoring to secure possession; that it is unoccupied by any Indian .tribe, and some-
what remote from the agencies, and whilst not as valuable for agricultural purposet:~ 
as other portions of the Territory, is well suited for cattle-raising. 
The advantages to be derived from the concession sought for are thus stated by Mr. 
Hunter: . 
"First. The settlement of the vexed question concerning the occupancy of the Ter-
ritory by settlers, as I should expect, iu the holding of ca.tLle, to employ reliable men 
in such uumbers as would effectually repel without uouble any attempt at occupancy 
by others. · 
"Second. The advantage which would be gained by having in the Territory at all 
times a sufficient supply of bP-ef for issue to the Indians; and . 
"Lastly. The example to the Indians themselves, by which they could be expected 
to realize the advantages to be g'ained by holding and rearing cattle, after they had 
by observation learned how to do so." 
In the event that the proposition is favorably considered, Mr. Hunter professes his 
readiuess to agree to such terms as would be consistent and to furnish such bonds as 
might be required, disclaiming all intention of permanent occupancy or making settle-
ments on the land; but holding himself ready at all times to vacate whenever the 
country shall be required for the Indians, for settlement by the whites, or for any 
other purpose. 
· The application is favorably indorsed by Capt. George M. RandaJl, Twenty-third 
Infantry, commanding post, who expresses his opinion that "if the authority asked 
·for is granted, it will put an end to all raids in the Oklahoma country in the future." 
The tract of country referred to lies immediately east of the present Cheyenne and 
Ara,Paho Reservation, and is distinctly shaded on the map which accompanies this re-
port. It forms a portion of the territory ceded to the United States by article 3 of the 
treaty with the Creek Indians, June 14 1866 ( 14 ~tat., p. 785 ), "to be sold to and used 
as homes for such other civilized Indians as the United States may choose to settle 
thereon." . 
No Indians.have, in fact, as yet been settled on the land in question, neither is jt at-
tached to or within the jurisdiction of any local agency. It is held by the United 
States, subject to appropriation for civilized Indians, under the direct trust declared 
by the treaty aforesaid. 
S. Rep. 1278-21 
.· 
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The principal. and in fact, as it appears to me, only advantage to be derived from 
the concession sought for by Mr. Hunter, consist.s in thb fact that his occupation of 
the territory in question would constitute a force auxiliary to the military to repel 
intruders. 
Of his good faith and disposition to protect the country he may be permitted to occupy 
there appears to be no doubt. While furnishing cattle under contract to the agencies 
in the Indian Territory he demonstrated his ability and desire to live faithfully up to 
all his agreements, and it may be said that he deservedly enjoys the confidence of tb is 
office. 
The other advantages claimed by Mr. Hunter are not so apparent, for the reasons (1) 
that his contract with the Department for furnishing beef expired on the 30th June 
last, and (2) there are but few if any Indians in that section to profit by the example 
be proposes to set. 
I respectfully submit the matter for your considerat.ion and decision, suggesting 
that, if it be deemed expedient to grant the required authority, Mr. Hunter be placed 
under sufficient bonds for his faithful conformance to and observation of all laws and 
1·egulations made, or to be made, for the government of trade and intercourse with 
the Indian tribes, against making or permitting to be made any settlement in the 
Indian country, and for the immediate surrender of the territory occupied whenever 
required by this Depa.rtment thereto. 
In this connection, I would remark that the portion of country delineated upon the 
map herewith, leaves a strip vacant on the east and west sides thereof, respectively. 
It is understood that there are some few half-breeds of the Cheyennes and Arapahoes 
on the vacant land a few miles east of the agency buildings. I suggest whether, if 
you are disposed to favorably consider Mr. Hunter's application, it would not be as 
well to extend the authority so as to cover .the whole unoccupied territory from east 
to west, it being understood that the half-breeds are not to be interfered with. 
The return of the papers accompanying this report is respectfully requested: 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. M. MARBLE, 
The Hon. f?ECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
Acting Commissioner. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OF:FIQE OF THE SECRETARY, 
Octobet· 16, 1880. 
Respectfully returned to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, disapproved. 
C. SCH,URZ, 
Secretm·y. 
EMPORIA, January 4, 1881. 
DEAR SIR: 'It is currently reported here that a firm of cattlemen-Hunter & Evans-
are seeking to complete a lease or other arrangement for their exclusive occupancy of 
the Cherokee land in the Indian Territory west of 9ti0 • 
I think this would be bad policy on general grounds, and I know it would influence 
public sentiment on the border, and turn against the present policy of the Government 
all the herders of cattle now in the Territory, men who, as matters now stand, oppose 
the opening of the Territory to settlement. 
A monopoly of that kind would break down of its own :weight, and jeopardize other 
interests as well. While I know the theory of your office remits this matter su bstan-
tially to the Cherokee authorities, still you have supervjsion, and no such arrange-
ment would be made over your objection. I venture the hope that you will not allow 
this lease to be made. 
Respectfully, yours, 
Hon. C. SCHURZ, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
P. B. PLUMB. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Janum·y 18, 1881. 
SIR: I am in r eceipt, by Department refere-nce, of your let.ter of the 14th instant to 
the honoral>le ::3ecretary of the Interior, stating that it is currently reported in Kansas 
that certain cattlemen-Hunter & Evans-are endeavoring to make arrangements for 
the exclusive occupancy of t~e Cherokee lands in the Indian Territory west of 96°,_ 
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and expressing a hope, for the reasons stated, that no snch arrangement will be coun-
tenanced by this D~partment. 
In reply, 1 have the honor to state that on the 23d June last, Mr. R. D. Hnntet', 
well known to this office as a beef contractor, applied to the military ant.horities at 
Fort Reno, Ind. T., for an authority to hold and graze cattle U]JOn a certain purtiou 
of the Territory, designated by him as being bounded on the south by the Canadian 
River, west by the Abilene cattle-trail, north by the Cimarron River, and east by a 
line to be designated, 30 to 40 miles east of the western boundary, emb1-acing a large 
portion of the country claimed as bei~g open to settlement, either for a term of years 
or from yea.r to year, and under such regulatious and restrictions as might be prt>-
scribed by the Government. 
Said application, favorably indorsed, was duly referred by the commanding officer 
at Fort Reno, through regular military channels, to the War Department, and theneB 
to the honorable_ Secretary of the Interior, by whom, upon a report of faetl!l from this 
office, it was on the 16th October last, disapproved. · 
Mr. Hunter was afterwards verbally notified by this office of the honorable Secre-
tary's action. 
So far as this office has any knowledge, no further steps have been taken by Mr. 
Hunter in the matter, and it is safe to say that the decision will not be changed. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. P. B. PLUMB, 
United States Senate. 
E. M. MARBLE, 
Acting Commissioner. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Quapaw Agency, Ind. 1'., July 29, 1881. 
SIR: I inclose herewith a diagram of the Eastern Shawnee national farm. This land 
adjoins the town of Seneca, Mo., on the west, and was broken out and improved by 
Colonel Gregg, of Seneca, Mo., under Agent Mttchell's administration. It has always 
been worked by town people living in Seneca, and bas no other impro,7 ernents than a 
rail fence, which incloses it. It contains 126 acres. The' rent has been collected from 
year to yea1 and distributed among the tribe either in cash or grain. It g~nera.lly 
rents for about $~ per acre, cash, or one-third of the crop. At the present time this 
section of country is considerably excited over medical springs, most of which are in 
Arkansas, and known as Eureka, Siloum, &c., &c. ; but, fortunately or unfortunately, 
there has been a spring discovered at the edge of the creek that runs by the Shawnee 
farm. Springs are not at all uncommon here, but this one is said to be a young won-
der, and to possess most remarkable curative qualities or proper'tiel!l. Be this as it 
may, the Indians have christened it Cba-pe-kah, in other words, Medicine. All kinds 
of stories are heard about this sprin~, and it is said that one parLy has already nearly 
been restored to sight, although he has been blind for years. Now comes two enter-
prising brother Indians and a white man, who wish to lease the farm and spring for 
five years, for which they agree to pay $500 per year, in advance, they to have the 
exclusive use of the water and the privilege of erecting a hotel and other builtlings. 
This proposition suits the Shawnees, and they made me promise to write to you and 
see if you would consent to such a contract; their rent would be doubled, and they 
will never miss the water, and they think the way the farm is located, ·so near Seneca, 
that if they have a proper contract the parties could take no advj:tntage of them. I 
agree with them, and if you instruct me that such a contract can be made, 1 will no-
tify the parties and request them to deposit the $500 at once. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
D. B. DYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Cornrnissioner Indian Ajfai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
D EPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Octobe1· 21, 1881. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of the 29th of July last, reporting an application 
of certain Indians and a white man to lease the Eastern Shawnee national farm and 
a recently discovered medicinal sprio~ contiguous thereto at a rental of $500 per an-
num, with privilege of exclusive use of the waten>, erection of hotel and other omld-
ings, and recommending the a~proval of a contract in that behalf. · 
II 
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At a time when every possible pretext is being hH.d to throw open the Iudian Ter-
ritory to settlement, in direct violation of all treaty stipulations with the Indians, 
and when all tl.Je energies of the Government are being directed to the proper fulfill-
ment of its honorable obligations, it is hardly in keeping to ask the Department to 




D. B. DYER, Esq., i: 
United States Indian. Agent, Quapaw Agency, Ind, T. 
DAVENPORT, IOW.A, 
A'llgnst 19, 1881. 
SIR: Mr. John Rush, of this city, who wishes to engage in the cattle business, 
wishes to obtain the privilege of what he terms a freighter's ranch at Kickapoo 
Agency, in the Indian country. He desires to know if such a privilege cannot be ob-
tained. Please advise me at your earliest convenience. 
I am, very respectfully, 
Ron. HIRAM PRICE, , 
Commissionet· Indian Affairs. 
JOHN W. GREEN. 
DEP AR'l'l\fEN'I OF 'l'Hl~ INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Octobm· 22, H:l81. 
SIR: Replying to your letter of the 19th August last, on behalf of Mr. John Rush, 
applying for permission to establish a cattle ranch at the Kickapoo Agency, Indian 
Territory, you are informed that the Secretary of the Interior has held in similar 
instances that he has no power to grant the request. 
Very .respectfully, 
JoHN W. GREEN, Esq., 
Davenport, Iowa. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acti11g Commissioner. 
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO., 
October 17, 1881. 
SIR: I wi&h to put a herd of cattle into the Indian Territor,v. Will you please ad-
vise me whether it will be lawful to do so, and on what condition ; whether any spe-
cial tax will be exacted, and if so how much per head of stock, and whether any Gov-
ernmem; permit to graze cattle on said lands is necessary. 
Can title to lands be acquired there of Government by pre-emption, homestead, or 
purchase f 
Respectfully, yours truly, 
Ron. J. A. WILJ;.IAMSON, 
WM. ·r. HOLT, 
Post-office Box 1750. 
Cormnissioner General Land Office, Wa.shington, D. C. 
[Indorsement.] 
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
November 2, 1881. 
Respectfully referred to Hon. Commissioner Indian Affairs. 
N. C. McFARLAND, 
Comrnissionm·. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF IN"OIAN AFFAIRS, 
Nocember 12, 18ol. 
SIR: I am in receipt, by reference from the honorable Commissioner of the General 
Land Office, of your letter of t.he 1/t.h ultimo, ad(he-ssecl to him. inquiring upon what 
terms aud conditions yon can graze a, herd of cattle in the Indiau Territory; also 
whether title to land in ~:>a.iu Territory cun be acquired of the Govcrnweut by pre-emp· 
tion, homestead, or purchase. 
. 
I 
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Before ans"·cring your :first inquiry, this office should be advised in what part of 
the Territory, and for vv hat .length of time, you desire to graze cattle. To yonr sec-
ond inquiry, I reply that no part of the Indian Territory is open to settlement in any 
manner by the whites. 
Very respectfully, 
\Vl\1. T. HOLT, Esq., 
Colorado Sp1·ings, Colo. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
DENVER, Novembm· 21, 1881. 
SIR: Yours of 12th instant, No.19357, is received, asking in what partoftheindian 
Territory aud for how long, I desire to graze cattle. 
In reply, it is the northwestern or western port.ion I would prefer, but a.ny part west 
of the center of Territory would answer. my purpose. 
I wish to mak11 the proposed arrangement for a period of 5 years (five years) from 
May, 1882. 
Respectfully, yours, 
WM. T. HOLT. 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Conunissioner Dtdian Ajfai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
May 20, 1882. 
SIR: Replying to your letter of the 21st N o'Vem ber last, in further reference to your 
application to graze catt.le in the Indian Territory, you are advised that the Depart-
ment declines to entertain any proposition to lease unoccupied lands of said Territory 
which are under the control of the Government for grazing or other purposes. 
The Uherokee Nation issues permitR to graze cattle upon itt:! unoccupied land west 
of 96° , subject to certain restrictions imposed by the national Ja,ws. For further in-
formation on this bead I would respectfully refer you to the Cherokee national au-
thorities at Tahlequah, Ind. T. · 
Very respectfully, 
WILLIAM 'I'. HOLT, Esq., 
Denve1·, Colo. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
UNITED STATES .INDIAN SERVICE, 
UNION AGENCY, MUSKOGEE, IND. T., 
May 2, 1tlo2. 
SIR: I have the honor to report that I have received numerous letters and petitions 
from citizens of Texas and Kansas asking that some steps be taken by the Department 
by w1ich they could, by paying a fair consideration to the United States therefor, o1-
tain permission to graze ca.ttle on the lands ceded by the Creeks and Seminoles to the 
United States by the treaty of 1866. 'l'he treaty of 1866 provides: 
''In compliance with the desire of the United States to locate other Indians and 
freedmen thereon, the Creeks hereby cede and convoy to the United States, to be sold to 
aud used as homes for such other civilized Indians as the United States may choose to 
settle thereon, tl:ie west half of their entire domain, to be divided by a line running 
north a.nd south; the eastern half of said Creek lands being retained by them, sh:1ll, 
except as herein otherwise stipulated, be forever set apart as a home for said Creek 
Nation ; and in consideration of said cession of the west half of their lands, estimated 
to contain 3,250,560 acres, the United States agree to pay the sum of :30 cents per acre, 
amounting to $~75,168, in the manner hereinafter provided, to wit, $200,000 shall be 
paid per capita in money, unless otherwise directed by the President of the United 
States, upon the ratification of this treaty, to enable the Creeks to occupy, restore, 
and improve their farms, and to make their nation independent and self-sustaining; 
and to pay the damages snstained by the mission schools on t.he North Fork and the 
Arkansas River, not to exceed $2,000; and to pa,y the delegates snch per diem as the 
agent and Creek council may agree upon as a just and fair compensation, a.U of which 
shall be distributed for that.purpose by the agent., with the advice of the Creek coun-
cil, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior; $100,000 shall be paid (in 
money and divided) to solcliers that enlisted in the Federal Army and the loyal refugee 
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Indians and freedmen who were driven from their homes by the rebel forces, to reim-
burse them in proportion to their respective losses; $400,000 to be paid (in money and 
divided) per capita to said Creek Natiou, unless otherwise directed by the President 
of the United States, under the direction of the Secretary of the Interior, as the t~ame 
may accrue from the sale of land to other Indians. The United States agree to pay to 
said Indians, in such manner and for such purposes as the Secretary of the Interior 
may direct, interest at the rate of 5 per cent. p.er annnm from the date of the rat.ifica-
.tiou of this treaty, ou the account hereinbefore agreed upon for said ceded lands, 
after deducting the said $200,000; the residue, $275, 161:!, shall remain in the Treasury 
of the United States, and the interest thereon, at the rate of 5 per centum per annum, 
be annually paid to said Creeks as above stipulated." 
In a similar treaty with the Cherokees, they retained right of possession and juris-
diction over the lands thus ceded, but in the above t.reaty with the Creeks no. such 
provision appears. The Cherokees permit grazing on their ceded lands adjoining, and 
collect tax. The only difference is that the money would go in 'to the Treasury of the 
United States in place of the treasury of the Creek Nation. 
The United States are expending a sum for the education of Creek children in the 
States equal to the sum that will be received from cattlemen for grazing. The land ceded 
by the Creeks and Seminoles is bounded on the north by the Cimarron River, on the 
east by Sac and Fox and Pottawatomies' Reservation, on the south by the Canadian 
River, and on the west by the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, and contains 
about one and a quarter million acreA. 
The honorable Secretary of the Interior has authority to issue instructions to remove . 
all persons from that country, except such person~:~ as have permission from the United 
States authorities to remain and graze cattle. This perm.ission to be granted only on 
payment of such sum as may be hereafter determined. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
JNO. Q. TUFTS, 
United States Indian Agent. 
· Comrnissionm· Indian Affai1"B, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN APF AIRS, 
May 20, 1882. 
SIR: Replying to your letter of the 2d instant, in reference to sundry applications 
made to you by citizens of Texas and Kansas that some steps be taken by the Depart-
ment by which they can, by paying a fair consideration to the United States therefor, 
obtain permission to graze cattle on the lauds ceded by the Creeks and Seminoles un-
der the treaties of 1866, I have to sav that this Department, holding to the policy it 
has hitherto adopted in endeavoring to keep the Indian Territory clear of all in-
truders, decline to entertain any such applications. Any attempt to graze cattle on 
these lands must, ther.efore, be promptly repelled. 
1 
Very respectfully, 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Co1nmissioner. 
JOHN Q. TUFTS, 
United States Indian: Agent, Muskogee, Ind T. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
June 20, 1882. 
SIR: I return herewith the agreement (jn duplicate), dated April 12 last, between 
yourself and J. H. Beaty, whereby the latter is authorized to graze not exceeding 500 
head of cattle upon the Pottawatomie Reserve for a period of one year from May 1, 
1882, at the rental therein mentioned. Under date of the 16th instant, this office is ad-
vised that it is not the intention of the Department to approve of .any lease of Indian 
lands in the Indian Territory for grazing purposes. 
You will therefore require Mr. Beaty to at once remove his herd from the reserve. 
Very respectfully, 
JACOB V. CARTER, Esq., 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Ponca Agency, Ju11e 9, 1882. 
SIR: At a council held by the chiefs and headmen of the ' Nez Perces at Oakland 
on tho 7th instant, I was asked to write to the Department for pennission to rent 
to cattle-men for herding purposes all that part of the Nez Perce Reservation 
lying t~ the south of the Arkansas River, which comprises about half their terri-
tory. This part of the reservation is not occupied by the Nez Perces, and is most 
excellent pasture land, besides it is close to the Cherokee trail, on which so many 
cattle are driven north, aud is almost constantly depredated upon by tLe cattle-men 
and cow-boyf:l. They desire me to say that they would like to appoint their O\Yn 
treasurer to receive the rent, which they propose to expend in horses aod farm-
ing implements, so necessary in agriculture. They think that they could get 50 
cents per head for large_ cattle and 30 cents for young stock. I think they could 
probably realize $1,000 out of the rent of the property, · which would be a 
good thing for them. I believe also that they would make a proper use of the money 
if intrusted to them. And as they are more largely interested than any one, I do not 
see any impropriety in recommending that their prayer be granted. 
If such is done, I will see to drawing up the lease, and that the money is promptly 
paid into the hands they may designate. · 
Yours truly, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian .Affairs. 
THOS. J. JORDAN, 
United States Indian Agent 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
June 20, 1882. 
SIR: Replying to your letter of the 9th instant, asking permission for the Nez 
Pe1·ce Indians to rent to cattle-men for herding purposes all that part of the Nez 
Perce Reserve south of the Salt Fork · of the Arkansas River, and comprising about 
one-half of their territory, I have t0 say that under date of the 16th instant this office 
is p,dvised that it is not the mtention of the Department to approve of any lease of 




T. J1 JORDAN, Esq., United States Indian Agent, Ponca Agency, Ind. T. 
GERMANTOWN, PmLADELPHIA, 
Seventhmonth 29, 1882. 
RESPECTED FRIEND: Our missionary on the Quapaw Agency has been living in a 
honse rented from an Indian. He has to give possession at an early day. We applied 
to the Wyand.otto council to lease us 40 acres of land for ten years on which to build 
a house. They thought best not to do so. One of t.he Wyandottes, Eldridge Brown, 
then offered to let us bnild a little house on his land, as sh(}wn by the accompanyin~ 
agreement. Agent D. B. Dyer was shown the agreement aud advised that it should 
be sent to thee for thy approval; hence it is now forwarded for that purpose. 
Very respectfully, 
To HIRAM PRICE, 
Cornmissionm· of Indian ..Affait·s. 
JAMES E. RHOADS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, August 3, 1882. 
SIR: I have received your letter of the 29th ultimo, transmitting for approval an 
agreement entered into between Eldridge Brown, a Wyanclotte Indjau, and Jeremiah 
Hubbard, Friends' missionary, now in service at the Quapaw Agency, Indian Terri-
tory, whereby the latter is granted the privilege of erecting a dwelling-house of size 
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and dimensions mentioned upon his (Brown's) claim in the Wyandotte Reserve, and 
occupying the samo until March, 1884, with the use of not exceeding ten (10) acres 
of land and certain buildings now standing on the premises, with a stipulation also 
that at the expiration of the time limited the lessor (Brown) wiH rent saill house anu 
premises for the use of the missionary of the Society of l•'riends for such term of yea.rs 
as the executive committee may need them for the use of their missionary in the Q.ua-
paw Agency, at a rental not exceeding $60 per annum. Said agreement bears the 
approval of the Wyandot.te council. 
In reply I have to state that this Department has hitherto uniformly required that 
all contracts entered into between a United States citizen and an Indian shall be pre-
nared and executed strictly in conformity with the provisions of sect_ion 2103, Revised 
Statutes United States, to which I invite your attention. 
In order to fully protect your client's interests, I would recommend that the require-
ments of the statute be fully complied with, unless you are disposed to run the risk 
of the agreement as it now stands, in which case I will, on hearing from you, present 
it to the honorable Secretary, although I do not undertake to vouch for his approval. 
Very respectfully, 
JAMES E. RHOADs, Esq., 




Eighthmonth 7, 1882. 
RESPECTED FRIEND: Referring to thy favor of the 3d, respecting an agreement 
between Eldridge Brown, a Wyandotte, and Jeremiah Hubbard, Friend missionary, 
I find that it would be valueless in law unless made in conformity witL. the section of , 
Revised Statutes referred to. · 
Please, therefore, return t}le agreement to me, and I will endeavor to have it duly 
drawn in accordance with the statute. 
Very truly, thy friend, 
HIRAM PRICE, 
Com1nissioner of Indian Ajfai1·s. 
JAMES E. RHOADS. 
GERMANTOWN, PHILADELPHIA, 
Eighth month 26, 1882. 
RESPECTED FRIEND: Referring to thy favor of the 3d instant, respecting a agree-
ment between Eldridge Brown, a Wyandotte Indian, and Jeremiah Hubbard, I would 
respectfully req nest (as in mine of 8, 7) that the copy may be returned to me, so that I 
may have it perfected in accordance with the Revised·Statutes; and am, very respect-
fully, thy friend, 
HIRAM PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Ajfai1·8. 
JAMES E. RHOADS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, A.ttgust 30, 1883. 
SIR: As requested by your letter of the 26th instant, I return herewith the contract 
between Eldridge Brown, a Wayndotte Indian, and J e1·emiah Hubbard, submitted by 
you f(n: approval July 29 last 
Very respectfully, 
JAMES E. RHOADS, Esq., 
Germantown, Philadelphia, Pa. 
H. PRICE, 
Comrnissioner. 
No. 210 S. FOURTH STREET, 
Philadelphia, 9, 27, 1882. 
DEAR SIR: Your letter of August 3, 1882 (I.. 13846-1882), to James E. Rho~ds, of 
Germantown, Philadelphia, bas been banded. me. · Also the agreement tberem re-
ferred to between Eldridge Brown and Jeremiah Hubbard, ·with the request that ~ 
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should prepare one "strictly in conformity with the provisions of section 2103, Re-
vised Statutes United States," as suggested in your letter. On ex~i.mining that section 
I could not see how it referred to or covered such an agreement as the one sent you; 
it seems to relate to contracts "in consideration of services" for Indians relative to 
their lands, or a variety of other things, and to be designed to prevent Indians mak-
ing impTovident. agreements with attorneys or others eng~1 ged to prosecute their 
claims or secure their legal rights. If there be any treaty or other act of Congress 
containing any provision as to such contracts as the one in question, will you 
kindly refer me to the same ~ Of course, we will endeavor to have executed an agree-
ment in the form specHied in S. 2103 if it be necessary or advisable, but it would be 
a great satisfaction to me to have a little more light on the question. 
The agreement in question is not" in consideration of services," but is a lease, or 
agreement in the nature thereof. I inclose a copy of the agreement a,lready executed 
and sent to you, and which you returned to Mr. Rhoads, .retaining the original for 
the present . . 
Very resvectfully, yours, 
B. H. LOWRY . 
. ·Mr. H. PRICE, 
Cornrnissioner of Indian .Affai1'8. 
flnclosure.J 
This article of agreement made and entered into this 19th day of 7th month (July) 
1882, by and between Eldridge Brown, a member of the Wyandott tribe of Indians 
and living on the Wyandott Reservation, Quapaw Agency, Indian Territory, party of 
the first part, and Jeremiah Hub bard, missionary of the Society of Friends, now in serv-
ice in the Quapaw Agency, Indian 'l'erritory, party of the second part, for the execu-
tive committee of said society, 
Witnesseth: That the said Eldridge Brow!!, party of the :first part, hereby grants 
unto the said Jeremiah Hubbard, party of the second part, the privilege of erecting 
a dwelling-house on that part of his (Brown's) claim lying north of Lust Creek and 
southeast of the Wyandott church, and occupying the same until 3d month (March), 
ll:l84. And he, the said Brown, gives to the said Hubbard the use· of as much land 
lying adjacent thereto a,s he shall need for truck-patch and garden, barnyard, cow-
lot, &c., not exceeding 10 acres, together with the use of tho buildings now standing' 
on the above premises. And he, the said Brown, furt<iber agrees to pay the said Hub-
bard one dollar per hundred for all the rails made and put in the fence on the said 
premises; and be, the said Brown, further agrees with the said Hubbard, for the 
executive committee of the Society of Friends, that at the expiration of the time grant-
ing the use of said house and :premises, viz, 3d month (March), 1884, that he, the 
said Brown, will rent the said house and premises for the use of the missionary of . 
the Society of .Friends for such term of years as they, the said executive committe~, 
may need them :i'br the use of their missionary in Quapaw Agency, at a rental not ex-
ceeding $60 (sixty dollars) p~r annum. 
Jeremiah Hubbard, party of the second part, hereby agrees to build on the prem-
ises above described a box-house about 15 by 20 feet, with an L 12 by 14 feet, with 
pine flooring and pine shingles. And he, the said Hubbard, further agrees, at the 
expiration of said term, viz, 3d month (March), U~84, to give possession under tho 
privilege of renting from yea,r to year, as granted by the said Brown to the said 
executive committee. 
Witness: 





.Approved by Wyandott Council, July 1.9, 1882. 
J. P. LONG, FiTst Chief. 
ALFRED MUDE1'ER, Second Chief. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
September 28, 1882. 
S!R: Referring to your letter of the 27th instant, relative to agreement between 
Eldridge Brown (Wyandotte Indian) and Jeremiah Hubbard, you will please forward 
to this office the original document which was returned to Mr. Rhoads on the 30th 
ultimo. 
Very respectfn11y, 
B. H. L OWRY, Esq ., 
H. PRICE, 
Comrnissioner. 
210 South Jlow·ih Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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No. 210 S. FOURTH STREET, 
Philadelphia, 9, 29, 1882. 
DEAR SIR: In answer to yours of 28th instant (L. 17653-1882), I inclose original 
agrl'ement between Eldridge Brown (Wyandotte Indian) and Jeremiah Hubbard. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
B. H. LOWRY. 
Mr. H. PRICE, 
Co·rnmissioner Indian .Affairs .• 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Ol!,FICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 2, 1882. 
SIR: For the reason stated in t.he indorsement thereon, I have approved and here-
with return the contract dated July 19, 188~, between Blrlridge Brown (Wyandotte 
Indian) and J eremiab Hub bard, Friends' missionary, for the lease of a plat of land on 
his (Brown's) claim on the Wyandotte Reserve, with the privilege of erectmg a dwell-
ing-house thereon, subject to the conditions therein mentioned. 
Please acknowledge receipt. 
Very respectfully, · 
B. H. LOWRY, Esq., . 
210 South Fou1·th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
No. 210 S. FOURTH STREET, 
Philadelphia, 10, 4, 1882. 
DEAR SIR: I hereby acknowledge the receipt of your letter of October 2d-post-
marked October 3d-(L. 17775-181;2) inclosing contract dated July 19, 1882, between 
Eldridge Brown (Wyandotte Indian) and Jeremiah Hubbard, Friends' missiona.ry, ap-
proved by you under date of October 2, 1882, and indorsed as recorded in Miscel. Rec-
ord Book, vol. I, page 227. 
Very respectfully. yours, 
B. H. LOWRY. 
Mr. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian .Ajfai1's. 
FORT SMITH, ARK., October 6, 1882. 
SIR: I have a large mimber of cattle, and wish to engage in the business of pastur-
ing and grazing them in the Indian Territol'Y, particularly in the country west of96° 
of longitude, commonly called Oklahoma. The impression prevails in this section of 
country that the {)Ven sections of lands in that Territory within forty miles on each 
side of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad are open to settlement as other public lands of 
the United States. But I do not wish to incur any risk, or ha.ve any trouble in my 
busir;ess. Therefore, write to ask whether the above information is correct, ~tnd if .I 
wip be safe in acting on it. If not, please inform me what steps must be taken to se-
cure the right of grazing and pasture in that country, and to whom application must 
be made. I understand other parties are enjoying such rights tp an unlimited extent 
in that country. 1 
An early reply will greatly oblige, 
Yours very respectfully, 
, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
HENRY B. WHITFIELD, 
For Josiah J. Baird. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Octobe1· 23, 1882 .. 
SIR: Your letter of the 6th instant, addre&-sed to the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, 
inquiring what steps must be taken to secure the right of grazing and pasture on the 
lands west of the 96° in the ludian Territory, has been referred to this office. 
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Yon state that the impression prevails in your section of the country that the even 
sections of land in the Territory within forty miles on each side of the Atlantic and 
Pacific Railroad are open to settlement as other public lands of the United States. 
This impression is entirely erroneous. The Atlantic and Pacific Railroad has simply 
a right of way through the TerrHory, aud no land grant therein except such as may 
be acquired by voluntary cession from the Indian holders and occupants, under the 
terms of the seventeenth section of the charter act of the company, July 27, 1b66. No 
sncb cession by the Indians has hitherto been made. 
Neither are the unoccupied lands of the Indian Territory" public lands" in the usual 
meaning and acceptance of the term, but they are held by the United States for Indian 
purposes solely, according to the provisions of the treaties of 1866 with the several 
Indian nations or tribes in the Territory, from whom such lands were acquired. None 
of t,be land or general laws of the United States have been extended to any part of 
the Indian Territory, except as to crimes and punishments and other provisions reg- · 
nlated hy the Indian intercourse acts. Any attempt at settlement by United States 
citizens therein is unlawful, and subjects the offender to immediate removal at the 
bands of the United States authorities. 
In regard to the pasturing of cattle upon the unoccupied lands, I have to say that 
the Hon. Secretary of the Interior declines to approve any permits or leases for that 
purpose. . 
The Cherokee Nation, in the exercise of its jurisdiction over the unsettled lands 
between 96° and 100° within its own boundaries1 permits the pasturing of cattle 
thereon, subject to regulations imposed by the Cherokee laws. 
The stamped envelope inclosed in your letter iB herewith ret.urned. . 
Very respectfully, H. PRICE, 
JosiAH J. BAIRD, Esq., 
Fort Srnith, A1·k. 
Comrnissioner. 
HENDERSON STATION, FoRD CouNTY, ILLINOis, 
Noventbe1' 3, 1~82. 
MY DEAR SIR: Allow an old-time friend, whom I trust you have not wholly for-
gotten, the privilege of addressing you a few lines for information's sake, and asking 
your consideration and reply. 
I have just returned from Southern Kansas, where I have been looking up the graz-
ing interest of that country, and find the following facts exist as to the Territory: 
The Indian agent grants" permits" to cattlemen for a stipulated price per month or 
year, assigning them to a certain scope of territory on which to herd their stock. In 
conversation a few days ago with a prominent dealer and Government contractor we 
concluded if we could get consent to put a. wire fence around 1 say 4 or 5 miles square, 
where it would be entirely remote from any. of the Indian settlements, it would save 
a heavy expense in h erding and avoid much loss by straying off, besides securing for 
the Indians a much greater revenue than is now received. We have no objection to 
paying the customary price, but respectfully ask permission to temporarily inclose 
the lands we occupy for the reasons given; we d,o not hesitate to say our plan would 
be indorsed if need be by all the prominent men in that country as well as the Indian 
agent, and the Indians themselves. 'rhe tribe and territory I refer to is that of the 
"Quapaws," occupying a strip 6 by 14 miles along the line south and west of Baxter 
Springs. 'There is only eight or nine families of them, and they all live on the eastern 
part of their lands on Spring River, leaving two-thirds of their lands totally unoc-
cupied. Any uonds required could be given that no improvement except the fence 
would be made, and no assurance or privilege expec~ed in case the present status of 
affairs should be changed in the Territory. 
Now, as you are the only official in Washington with whom I have the honor of a 
personal acquaintance, may I indulge the hope that you will take the trouble to as-
certain from the proper authorities what might be done, if anything, and do me the 
favor to reply' And if possible, consistent with your position, to de anything for me 
looking to the accomplishment of my object, you will indeed confer a favor and place 
me under many obligations. 
Very respectfully, your friend, 
Hon. WILLIAM LAWRENCE, 
Washington, D. C. 
C. E. HENDERSON. 
FIRST COMPTROLLER'S OFFICE, 
November 9, 1882. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. I have known Mr. 
Henderson and esteem him a deserving man, and I respectfully recommend him to 
yom favorable consideration and hope you will advise biro as to what can be done. 
WM. LAWRENCE. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFE'IGE OF INDIAN AFl<'A.IRS, 
Jl.'overnbm· 16, 1882. 
SIR: Hon. WHliam Lawrence bas referred to this office your letter to him of the 3d 
instant., wherein you seek to obtain permission from the proper authorities t<> inclose 
a tract of land, say 4 or 5 miles square, on the Quapaw Reservatio'n with a wire fence, 
for herd ingpnrposes. 
In reply I have to state that it is contrary to the estnblished policy of this Department 
to countenance any project looking to, or having the semblance of, permanent occu-
pation or settlement by the whites of any portion of the Indian Territory, antl not-
wit:Pstanding the fact that you offer security against the erection of improvements, 
and your assurance that no further privilege would be expected, it is not deemed ad-
vil!able that any exception should be made to the general rule. 
Very respectfully, . · 
H. PRICE. 
Commissione1·. 
C. E. HENDERSON, Esq., . 
Henderson Station, ·Ford [Jounty, Illinois. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
PONCA, PAWNEE, AND OTOE AGENCY, 
December 15, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to forward, inclosed herewith, for such action as you may 
deem proper, a memoria.l from twelve chiefs and heailmenof the Ponca tribe of Incli-
ans, asking that J. H. Sherburne, licensed trader at this agency, be allowed the priv-
ilege of holding cat.tle on tht\ Ponca Reservation. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Ajfai1·s. 
LLEWELLYN E. WOODIN, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Februm·y 15, 18R3. 
SIR·: Referring to inclosed application, · submitted with your letter of the 15th De-
cember last, for authority to J. H. Sherbourne, licensed trader at your agency, to . 
hold cattle on the Ponca Reserve, a~ a rental of 50 cents per head per annum, your 
attention is directed to sec. 269 "Revised Instructions to Indian Agents ll:l80," which 
require the approval of the agent as a condition precedent to the granting of the 
permit. · 
In your letter of transmittal you do not approve or disapprove the application, 
which is therefore returned for your action. The permit should also state the num-
ber of cattle proposed to be held on the reserve. 
On receipt of the application in proper shape it will then be considered by this 
office. 
Very respectfully, H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
L. E. WOODIN, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency, Ind. T. 
TRENTON, Mo., Februa1·y 18, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: Presuming upon a s1ight acqnaiut.ance with you, made during a journey 
from Eureka Springs, and a subseCJnent acquaintance with your brother, who was . 
hunting locat.ion for sheep farm, I learn since pt1rchased near Cameron, this State. 
A party of us desire locating a cattle ranch, most probably in or near the Indian 
Territory. There seems to be an uneasiness among cattlemen in Territory, and some 
rather discourage ns going tlwre.. Now, you, in your tlwronr;h and able m:magement 
of Indian affairs, in my opinion, :mel I may say of a great number of your admirers 
here in Missouri and t.he \Vest, are capable of grviug goud, sound, anu lawful advice . . 
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as to the best means and way to proceed and locate so as to have the consent and re-
spect of the Indians as well as the moral support of the Government. 
The encroachment of monopolies, like tbe Standard Oil Cattle Company, bas tended 
greatly in the last year to demoralize the cattle business in the Territory, and create 
the feeling of uneasiness amongst smaller capitalists. 
Any information you may condescend to give, or personal recommendation you may 
give to any promintmt Indian residents, will be greatly apprecia.ted. 
Yours, very respectfully, 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Washington, D. C. 
W. W. HUBBELL. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
PONCA, PAWNEE, AND OTOE AGENCY, 
~February 23, 1883. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your communication of 15th instant, L. 23011, 1883, return-
ing an application of certain Ponca chiefs for authori ty to J. H. Sherburne, licensed 
trader at this agency, to bold cattle on the Ponca Reservation, forwarded by me on De-
cember 15 last, without recommen<.lation. You direct my attention to section 269, 
"Revised Instructions to Indian Agents, 1880," which requires the approval of the 
agent as a condition precedent to the granting of the permit, and say, "In your letter 
ofO:,ransmittal you do not approve or disapprove the application, which iH therefore re-
turned for your action. 'l'bo permit should also gtate tho number of cattle proposed to 
be held on the reserve. On receipt of the application, in proper shape, it will then be 
considered by this office." 
In reply, I have respectfully to invite your attention to office letter A, dated July 12 
last, and add resset.l to my predecessor, Thomas J. Jordan, in ~ hich occurs the toll owing 
language: 
"By direction of the Ron. Secretary of the Interior, yon are hereby informed that 
from and after the tlate of receipt of this letter no more pernnts or leases for grazing 
stock of any kind up0u the IncHan bnds of your a!?;ency will be given; and any permit 
or leases now in existence will only be allowed to run until they P.Xpire, after which 
time they will not be renewed." 
When the parties interested banded me the applicatiou in q ues~ion, with the request 
that I would forward the same to you with a favorable recommendation, I referred 
them to my instructiops as above, and informed them that .it would be simply presump-
tion on my part to express any opinion on the matter ~ith tho-se instructions before me. 
At their further request I forwarded the application without comment. 
I have not been advised of any modification of the instructions of July 12, 1882, 
quoted above, a1Hl they are not refPrrNl to in your letter of 15th instant. Before re-
turning t.be application in question, with an expre»sion of opinion, I have respectfully 
to ask advice as to what conditions, &c., must be observed tp obtain the permit to hold 
cattle on the reservation desired. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. H. PmcE, 
Cornrnissioner of Indian _Ajfai1·s. 
LLEWELLYN E. WOODIN, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
March 9, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 23d ultimo upon. the subject of the application 
of certain Ponca chiefs for authority to .J. H. Sherburne, licensed trader of your 
agency, to hold cattle on the Ponca Reserve, and in which you cite a letter"written 
from the accounts division of this office on the 12th July last, under ·direction of the 
Hon. Secretary of the Interior, prohibiting the further grant.ing of leases or permits 
for grazing stock of any kind upon the lancJs of your agency, you will of cour~e be 
governed by the instructions contained in that letter, which was not before the land 
division l)f this office at the date the letter of the 15th ultimo was written. 
Very respecVully, 
L. E. WOODIN, E~q., 
H. PRICE, 
Cornrnissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agencu, Ind. T, 
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QUAPAW RESERVE, February 5, 1A83. 
To the Ron. CoMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS: 
We, the Quapaws, in council assembled, do hereby pray that the disposition, shown to 
fence in the greater part of our reservation for the benefit of cattle speculators, depriv-
ing us of all advantages of having onr little stock around u s, destroying our crops, &c., 
we, therefore, do humbly beseech you to prevent the same being done. We are poor and 
needy, and cannot aflOl'd to have stockmen here on our land that disregard everything 
r elating to the interest of our tribe. 
And we will ever be, your obedient children, 
Signed: . 
Charlie Quapaw, first chief, hisxma,rk; John Medicine, second chi ef, hisxmark ; 
Alphonsus Valier, first cpuncilor: James Silk, second councilor, his x mark; 
Frank Valier, United States interpreter. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF AIRS1 
Ma1·ch 12, 1883. 
SIR: I inclose a copy of a memorial of the Qua paws, protesting against the fencing in 
of the greater part of their reservat-ion by stockmen, and asking ·that measures be at 
once taken to protect them against such unauthorized proceedings. 
Accompanying said memorial is a newspaper slip containing an account of proceed-
ings of the Quapaw Live-Stock Association, which a-ppears to have for its object the 
appropriation and fencing in of ranges covering all the reservations in the Quapaw 
Agency between Spring and Neosho Rivers. 
As this action is utterly unknown to and unauthorized by this Department, you are 
directed to make an immediate exp1anatwn thereof to this office, and in t.he mean time 
notify a,U pftrties claiming to be interested to stop their illegal proceedings. 
Ver;y respectfully, 
D. B. DYER, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Cormnissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Quapaw AgenmJ, Ind. T. 
UNITED STATES I NDIAN SERVICE, 
QUAPAW AGENCY, IND. T., 
March 16, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to r eply to yours of the 12th instant, file marked "L," in-
closing a copy of a memorial from t.he Quapaw Iudian Council, protesting against the 
fencing in of the ~reater part of their reservation by stockmen. In reply let me state 
that there is notlnng in it. Not a living soul has attempted to do anything of the 
kind. Should any one undertake to fence up a foot of land on any of the reservations 
of this agency they and their fence w.onld at once be removed by my police force, and 
if this could not be done you woulJ be notified promptly, and troops could be sent to 
do the work. 
Such apprehensions arc groundless, but serve the purpose of those who are using the 
Quapa.ws. Jack Fish, -who I have fully advised you of in the past, tries hard at all 
times to scare the Qnapaws, and make them think that unless he is a member of the 
tribe their interest will be sadly neglected. Colonel Towle, United States Army, long 
ago told you of Fish's object in getting into the tdbe. He js one of the most worth-
less men I know of; and as I have often stated the sooner the Quapaws learn to let 
such men alone the better for their own interests. I have frequently fully explained 
the grazing businestwf thiEJ agency. Nowhere in the UnitedStateshavetheGovernment 
such full aud complete control. of the matter as they have here. In 1879 Maj. J. M. 
Haworth was sent here to take ch arge of this agency; he found large herds of Texas 
cattle on the range and the stockmen dealing directly with the Indians . . At that time 
the stockmen pretended to pay 10 cents per hea<.l per year, but as the Indians collected 
the tax themselves they were paid in beef cattle ora few groceries (hardly ever getting 
cost) at the stockman's own price; so they virtually did not get over 5 cents per head 
per year. After Mador Haworth made report of the case your Department established 
a rate of 10 cents per head per month, which rate has been carefully collected from 
that time from all parties \Yho have herdell stock on any of the reserves of J~he agency, 
but large droves of cattle, sheep, horses, an d hogs belonging to farmers or stock (lealers . 
who live on the Kansas a.nd Mis onri lineR rnn in here, free from any tax; as they are 
not herded we caunot get. at their owners, and I know of uo law to compel a payment 
of the tax . This special matter was presented to you Jast season. Under the old 
system, where the Indians collected the tax, as a rule what little stuff they received 
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the 1:1rg~r part went to 1lw chieft;, who l!aYe iu a, manner been opposed to the Govern-
ment collecting- tho tax, as I h:we t:Jta.ted to you in former letters on this snhject. 
At one time I :sn]Jpose there ,.,7 aS fJO,OOO head of cattle on this agency (in l869 and 
le70), since wbich time tho Texas cattlemen b:we all gone West, and uncle; a rule of 
the agency, at present., if they choose so to do, they could not bring their stoc"k in here, 
owing to thedit:Jease it. is sup poRed they convey to native stock. I considered this a wise 
wove to protect, onr Imlian:s' stock, and have rigidly enforced it with my police. The 
Indians since Ie79, when the GovernmPnt took this matter in charge, have been thor-
oughly protected, not only against the introduction of Texas cattle, but in receiving a 
Yery large rate Ot tax per month, at least ten times greater than they ever bad before. 
The number of cattle on the different reserves has been small, owing to the exclusion 
of Texas cattle, and the high rate of tax charged, but with all this, I collected for Qua-
paws $1,201.67, Peorias $162.38, and Miamis $118.20, last year, an amount greater than 
ever was collected by any one in any previous year, although, as I have stated, at times 
there has be'en at least (50) fifty times more stock on the range. The present system 
is perfectly satisfactory to the majorit.y of the Indians of the agency, and is as complete 
as it can be ma,de. 'I' be protest of the Qnapaws is unwarranted in every respect, and 
I am safe in saying that if the matter had not been presented ~o them in a false light 
you would not have heard fi:om them at all. I have not seen any of them since the 
receipt of your letter, but I know just where their fears originated. 
There is only 51 QuapawR (men, women, and children) on a reservation of over 
GO,OOO acres. They cultivated of this vast territory last year 71 acres, and had 39 
ponies and 50 cattle to eat the grass on this extensive range. Of these, 6 horses and 
30 head of cattle were purchased from the funds derived from grazing. 
I aru safe in saying tuat several thouRari.d head of cattle could be grazed here more 
than was on the range for years to come .. 
This grazing business has been a Godsend to t.lw Quapaws, and they would mourn 
bitterly if the cattlemen were to remove their stock. That the cattlemen in any 
way interfere with Indian farming or the grazing of Indian stock is the merest non-
sense, as I can assign the range to each stockman. I take especial care to see that 
their stock is placed where it cannot destroy crops, or use the mnge needed by the 
Indians. The stockmE>u have recently organized what they are pleased to call "The 
Quapaw Live-Stock Association.'' This association embraces farmers who live in 
Kansas and Missouri, stock dealers whose homes are in the "States," and Indians of 
the several reservntions of this agency who are raisers and dealers in stock. It is not 
a chartered association, and has no capital, but is simply a" mutual protection union,'' 
or~anized so that each member can register his "brand," and in case of loss of stock 
it IS the duty of each member fi.ndin~ the same to notify the pa.rties to whom the stock 
belongs of its whereabouts. I have been invited to meet with them, but thus far have 
not been able to spare the time to do so. 
Such an "association," in the eyes of stockmen west of here or in Texas, would be 
looked upon as a. matter of very little consequence; many men who I am told belong 
to it do not own any cattle at all, but expect to, no doubt, some day; others have any-
where from one head to a hundred, and on!3 company have 600 head. Some of these 
men have recently settled in Kansas, and will engage in farming and stock-raising; 
others have been in this section for some years, and had stock on the range last year. 
I doubt if all of these men togetuer represent 2,000 head of stock, but ea.ch one feels 
that be wishes to guard so far as possible against any loss by estraying, and their or-
ganization is simply for that purpose. Not one of them to my knowledge has ever 
thought of erecting a fence in the Territory, much less doing so. The little "county 
paper," which publishes the" news of this section, eagerly prints in as glowing a shape 
as possible what may in the course of a hundred years come to pass. The stockmen 
we deal with are the very smallest kind of operators, and, outside of the men on the 
immediate border, have never failed to pay their tax promptly, and comply with the 
rules of t.his agency. That there bas been any illegal proceeding is a great mistake, 
unless these men bave violated some law by forming an association for their own pro-
tection and allowjng the press to make a small matter appear quite large. Could yon 
see and know the men, the extent of their business, and so forth, you would consider 
it, I dare say, quite farcical. 
I shall endeavor to protect the interests of the Indians of this agency, and I shaH in 
~he future, as in the past, keep you fully advised of any and all matters that I think 
of the least importance, or that should, without being too great a tax, be submitted 
to yon for your consideration and action. -
In this connection I wish to state that I hear the stock-dealers are getting up ape-
tition for a reduction of the tax. When it is received I sball forward it to you for 
your consideration and action, but unless you see fit to order a reduction the tax will 
be collected at the present rate. 
I am .• very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs,_WaBhington, D. C. 
D. B. DYER, 
Un.ited States Indian Agent. 
-- -- =~~-
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ARKANSAS CITY, KA.'S"S., March 14, 188!3. 
DEAR SIR: I wish to know if the unoccupied part of the Nez Perce Reservation can 
be leased for grazing purposes for cattle. They are very anxious to lease it, as it will 
bring them quite an income. They only use about one-fourth of it at all. The man 
just west of the reservation is holding a good many cattle on their reservation at pres-
ent, and is paying nothing for it. I will pay them one thousand ($1.000) dollars per 
year in such payments as you or their agent thinks best, or by the head on .as many 
as can be profitably held without intruding upon the Indians at all. I can give you 
any references in regard to my standing and ·responsibility that you wish, and if I 
am granted such a lease I will expect to abide by such rules as you may lay down 
for me. I was with the Poncas about year and a half, or with Mr. Sherblirne, and I 
know the laws quite well and am well acquainted with the Indians. 
Please let me hear from you in regard to this as early as possible. 
Yours, very respectfully, 
R. A. HOUGHTON. 
Ron. HIRA.'\:1 PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE 01!' INDIAN Al!'FAIRS, 
April 7, 1883. 
SIR: I inclose herewith a copy of a letter received from R. A. Houghton, dated 
Arkansas City, 14th ultimo, offering to lease the unoccupied portion of the Nez Perc6 
Reserve for grazing purposes at a yearly rental of $1,000. 
Under date June 16, 1~82, the Ron. Secretary of the Interior decided not to approve 
any leases of Indian lands in the Indian Territory. 
My understanding, however, of this decision now is that it applies to application 
for leases of particular tracts of lands for specified periods~ but it is not intended to 
affect any fair and reasonable arrangement which a holder of stock may make with 
the Indians for a temporary right of pasturage, in common wit.h others, on their un-
occupied lands, subject to the approval of their agent and of this Department as 
provided in section 269, ''Instructions to Indian Agents, 1880;" and subject also to 
the fnrther condition that no fencing shall be erected, timber cut, or settlement of 
any kincl made upon the lands by the person to whom the permit is granted, or his 
employes, upon pain of immediate removal therefrom. Also that such persons shall 
observe all the intercourse laws and regulations of this Department. 
I observe that Mr. Houghton states in his letter that "a man just west of the res-
ervation is holding a good manny cattle on their (Nez Perce) reservation at present 
and is paying nothing for it.'' 
It must be distinctly understood that no person will be permitted to graze cattle 
upon an Indian reserve gratuitously, an.d if the allegation made by Mr. Houghton 
be true the person referred to should be required to obtain a permit upon proper 
terms of compensation, or at once remove his cattle from the reserve. 
The views expressed in this letter will hereafter govern you in respect of any ap-
plications for grazing privileges upon the reservation under your charge. 
Very respectfully, 
L. E. WOODIN, 
United States Indian A[tent, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency, Ind. T. 
WASHI~GTON, D. C., Mm·ch, 1883. 
HONORED SIR: Herewith I hand you a certified copy of an act passed by theN ational 
council ofthe Muslwgee (or Creek) Nation at ittdast session, and in compliance with 
the terms of the act, the undersigned, who is a Creek citizen, requests permission to 
graze and past,ure cattle on tbe Creek ceded or Oklahoma lands. These lands were by 
terms of the treaty made by aiHllJetween the Creek Nation and the United States Gov-
ernment ceded to the Unitecl States (U.S. S. L., V. 14, p. 785) fortbe purpose oflocating 
a.nd settling other Indit"tllS and freedmen. Since the time of the cession there has been 
located and settled on these ~~ancls the following tribes of Iuclian's; Sac aud Fox, Semi-
noles, Shawnees, Kickapoos, Pottowatornies on the east side of said ceded la,nds, and 
Cheyennes and Arapahoes on the extreme western portion of the said ceded land61leav-ing in the enter portion a ]arrre tra t f unoccupied and unappropriated la.nu !U ou<~~ 
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body, and which cannot now, under the l:1te acts of Congress, be located and settled 
except by consent of Congress first had and obtained; and in consequence of this 
body of unoccupied land being held in this manner there is a determined and great 
strife to occupy these lands by a class of adventurous white men. The history of the 
repeated efforts made in the past you are familiar with . 
In view of these facts and surroundings, and to assist the Government of the United 
States to holil these lanils for the use and purposes designed and desired, and to pro-
mote, protect, and encourage stock-raising among the Creek people, 
I ask that you will, in some way, issue to me as a Creek citir.en, and a resident in 
the Creek Nation, a permit to graze and pasture cattle on said lands, now unoccupied; 
and I here agree that I will not occupy these lands for any other purpose, and that I 
will help to keep off and out of said unoccupied ceded lands all intruders, and will 
vacate and leave said lands at any time when requested by any officers oi' the United 
St~tes Government hav~ng authority in the premises. 
Very respectfully yours, 
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secreta1·y of the Interior. 
[Inclosure.j 
LEGUS C. PERRYMAN, 
(Creek Citizen.) 
Be it enacted by the National Council of the M'U8kogee Nation, Indian Ter1·it01'Y, T1lat 
any citizen, or number of citizens, of the Muskogee Nation shall have permission to 
apply to the United States authorities for a permit to graze cattle upon that portion 
of the Creek Nation whicb was ceded to the United. States by the treaty of June 14, 
1866, and after procuring such permit from the United States, such citizen or citizens 
shall be privileged to graze cattle upon said land, but. shall in no way lose their rights, 
privileges, or immunities, n~r shall they be released from any of the responsibilities 
pertaining to them as citizens of the Muskogee Nation. Approved October, 1~82. 
I, L. C. Perryman, a citizen of the Creek Nation, and a member of the Muskogee 
National Council, here certify that the above and foregoing is a true and a substantial 
copy of an act passed and approved in the last National Council, held at Okmulgee, 
and that the said act is now a law in said Muskogee Nation. . 
L. C. PERRYMAN, 
CTeek Delegate. 
WASHINGTON, D. C.,"Ma1·ch 4, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: I regret that the pressure of closing up the affairs d~legated to me by 
the Creek Nation, coupled with the urgent demand for my immediate return to my 
people, prevents me from having a persona] interview with you and saying ''good 
by," but such is the.fact; I' am almost compelled to leave Washington this 10 a.m. 
I have made a confident of M. C. Brownell, and he hn.s consented to call on you, and 
to p·resent the matters I desired, but cannot. Please to secure him and confer with 
him in the same way as though I was personally present and made the requests. 
'Vith great respect, I remain, yours most truly, 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Inter·im·. 
LEGIN C. PERRYMAN, 
C1·eek Delegate. · 
PEORIA RESERVE, IND. T., .April3, 1883. 
Xo the honorable Price, Washington, D. C., Cmnmissioner of Indian .Affai1'8 : 
l write you in regard to certa~n companies that are. trying to lease our country for 
wineral and oil. 'Ve don't want any lease of any kind on our land. Our agent takes 
a very active part in trying to get our people to sign this lease, and we are afraid you 
would grant this lease. Now, we hope you won't grant any lease to any company, 
but we would most earnestly ask for allotment of our land. Hoping you will not favor 
any lease of our land, .we will ever remain, 
Yours most respectfully, 
· S, ~ep. 1278-22 
JAMES CHARLEY, SR., Cllief. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFifAIRS, 
Ap1·il10, 1883. 
SIR: I inclose herewith a copy of a letter received from James Charley, sr., chief of 
the Peorias, dated ad instant, protesting against the leasing of their lands to oil and 
mineral prospectors, and asking for a.llotments of land, which is referred to you for 
report. 
Very respectfully, 
D. B. DYER, Esq., 
H. PRIC.l!, 
Comrni3Bioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Qnapaw Agency, Ind. Tm·. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Quapaw Agency, Ind. Ter., April 20, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to reply to yours of the lOth instant, in which you inclose 
copy of a letter from James Charley, sr., senior chief of the Peoria, &c., Indians. 
I am not surprised at its contents, nor at anything Mr. Charley may do. He vacil-
lates with the wind. I wm briefly give you a history of the matter; not that it will 
prove interesting readi~g, but for a better understanding. Some time in February 
' last a gentleman called at my office by the name of H. W. Faucett (agent of R. L. 
Belknap, who is treasurer of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, No. 17 Broad 
street, New York, N. Y.). He stated that be had been looking over the western coun-
. try for a year past, with a view of finding a new petroleum or oil region; that after 
seeing this section, namely, Southwest Missouri, Western Arkansas, and eastern part 
of the Indian Territory, be became satisfied that it is an oil country, and at once took 
steps to secure leases of lands in the regions as above stated. I am told that he is 
meet.ing with success in Missouri, and has already secured large tracts of the railway 
company and a Scotch company who own over 200,000 acres (If land. 'Vben he came 
to see me he stated that he had S'f>Oken to the Hon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
before he came West the second tim(>' and that he was referred to the agent and In-
dians. After he stated his business I told him that before I could present the matter 
to the Indians be must make written application, setting forth just " •hat be wanted, 
and that then 1 would present it to the Indians. He did so, and a copy of his letter 
I inclose herewith, as well as form of lease left here. When he told me that he be-
lieved that oil existed here, I confess I bad no faith; neither have I much at present, 
although such may prove the case when the experiment is once tried. The section 
of ·country he wishes to lease is worthless, unless it contains oils or minerals. Min-
erals he does not want, and has not asked for. He proposed' to pnt in a "drilling 
machine" and sink a hole about 800 or 1,000 feet; the whole would be a bon t 6 to 1:; 
inches in diameter; if oil was found, a per cent. was to be given the Indians, &c., &c. 
I considered the mat.ter carefully, and decided that it was a good thing for the In-
dians, if be found oil; if he did not, no harm conld possibly be aoJJe. I hold to the 
same opinion still. The Indians have a vast a,monnt of, to them, worthless land they 
cannot work, and some such an arrangement as this will have to be accepted if it is 
ever made to produce a dollar. As I said above, I have very little fa.ith in the oil; 
but if these men are willing to spend thtir own money, and it costs the Indians noth-
ing, I cannot for the life of me see how they can ever do better than to let the experi-
ment be tried. After the receipt of this letter, I read it to several of the leading men 
of the difi'erent tribes, including the chiefs of the Miamis, and James Charley, sr., of 
the Peoria, &c., Indians. Mr. Chl:l,rley said he liked the idea, and said he would like 
to have me c.all a" counciP and present the maUer to the people. I did so, and, after 
I read the letter, I explained to them just what my ideas were. Some of them were 
very much pleased with it, while a majority did not express themselves. Mr. Char-
ley, nor in fact any one else, said a word against it; but, as the matter was not well 
enongh understood, the whole subject was left for them to talk over and call up again 
if they saw fit, or drop it entirely. 
An Indian has little faith in "whites" generally (which, no doubt, they have come 
honestly by). Butr to add to and complicate their understanding of this subject, 
some evil-disposed party started the report that if the Indians refused to make a lease 
of t his kind, the honorable t.he Secretary of the I nterio:r would do so any way. James 
Charley, sr., has no backbone; is a tool in the hands of the last man who talks with 
him. It is as evident to me as could be to you or any one that unless these people 
want such experiments tried, nothing could be l egally done, and that it would be done 
no other way. In any event, before I would allow any man or company to tlo any 
prospecting under this agency, they would have to come here wHh CQntrMtS signed 
and approved by the honorf\lble the 13ecretary of the lnterior, 
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Only a few years ago a lot of irresponsible parties came here from Texas, and this 
man Charley gave them a lease to work for minerals, and when the Department re- _ 
fused to approved it be was very much disgruntled. One of these parties is still 
here, and married to a Peoria woman; he is the person who got Charley to write you, 
hoping to, in some way in the future, get h1s mineral lease approved. 
So far as allotment of lands is concerned I have advocated the san;te, both in my 
annnal reports and before the Committees on Indian Affairs of the Senate and House. 
I think it should be done, but if such a bill was a law to-day, -this part of the reserve, 
' composed mostly of rocks, could be of no value, unless for the minerals or oils it con-
tains, and tbe only just and equitable distribution that can ever be made of it to the 
tribes as a whole would be to have it leased for mineral and oil purposes, and a share 
of the product converted into cash for per capita distribution ; and any other plan will 
not result in an equal division of values. 
In advocating a lease of this kind, I have done just what you or any one else who 
knows the country and the best interests of the Indians would do. Not a foot of the 
land is agricultural, and is practically worthless, but if it contains oil could be made 
to yield an immense revenue for the tribe. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
D. B. DYER, 
United States Indian .Agent. _ 
Commissioner Indian AffairB, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure No. 1.] 
NEOSHO, Mo., March. 5, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: I herewith submit a form of lease for the consideration of the different 
tribes of Indians occupying lands in the northeast portion of the Indian Territory. 
In making application for leasing the lands in question for the production of petroleum, 
we wish it understood on their part that it is only the exclusive righL to drill wells 
for petroleum, and the laying of pipes for the transportation of the same to the rail-
road. We. do not wish to occupy the lands only as may be required to prosecute the 
work, and only temporarily at that, or as long as the production may last. Any tim-
ber that may be required for rigs, or fuel for engines, we are willing to pay for at 
fair or customary value. In prosecuting the development of work we would utilize 
the Indian labor so far as we could consist.ently. Those that are disposed to work 
could soon learn how to run engines, and do aU the labor required except drillfng of 
wells, which requires competent and skilled hands, and in employing such labor it is 
to our interest to employ only those of temperate habits. 
You will notice the time of lease is for twenty years, with a royalt.y of 121 per cent., 
or one-eighth of the production of its value at the place of production, with a forfeiture 
of the lease if the work is not commenced on the lands occupied by each tribe within 
one year from the datb of the approval of the leases by the Department at Washington . 
. You will also notice that the leases are made in favor of Mr. R. L. Belknap (treas-
urer of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, No. 17 Broad st., New York), he be-
ing the capitalist of the company that would be organized to prosecute the work. 
The title of the company would be "The Indian National Petroleum Company." The 
products (or their values) of the lands of each tribe would be ·kept separate and dis-
tinct. The system of transporting oil by pipe-line is very accurate. As we have a 
thorough check by the gnage of each tank, the accounts could be settled monthly or 
as often as may be agreeu upon. In making these developments and prosecuting the 
work we wish it understood on the part of the different tribes that in no case will 
we trespass on their rights or interfere with1the agricultural pursuits or do any harm 
on any improved land unless by their consent. • 
If necessary, or required to enter into bonds for the faithful performance of our 
part of the contract, we are willing to do &o for any reasonable amount. 
Respectfully submitted, • 
Col. D. B. DYER, 
HIRAM Vi. FAUCETT, 
General Manager National Pett·oleitm Co., of New York. 
Quapaw .Agency, Ind. T. 
Articles of agreement, made and entered into the -- day of--- A. D. 18-, 
by and between ----part- of the first.Part, and R. L. Belknap, party of 
the second part: 
Witnesseth, that the said part- of the first part, for and in consideration of the 
sum of-- dollars in hand paid by the said party of the second part to the part-
of the first part, the receipt whereof is hereby acknowledged, and other good and 
yaluab~e consiqerattons, the said part- the first part hereby covenant and agree tq 
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lease to the party of the second part, his heirs and assigns, all --- right, title, 
interest, and claim of, in and to a.ll ---certain piece or parcel of land. 
Said party of the second part· to have sole and exclusive right to bore2 explore, and 
dig for oil, on said lot --- and gather and co11ect the same therefrom, for the term 
of twenty years from the date hereof. 
And the party of the secontl part, for himself, his heirs, executors, administrators, 
and assigns, further covenants and agrees with the said part- of the first part ---
heirs, execntors, administrators, and assigns, that upon the completion of the drilling 
or boring of any well upon said premises, the same shall be immediately seed-bagged 
below the lowest fi·esh-water vein or course therein, in a proper manner, to exclude 
the surface of fresh water from the lower part of such well, and thoroughly pumped 
and tested for oil; and that the party of the second part, his representatives, assigns, 
or those holding through, under, or for him, shall not at any time remove the seed-bag 
from any well on said premises in such manner as to affect or interfere with the .flow-
ing or production of oil from any other well without the consent of the said part- of 
the first part, --represe~tatives, assigns, or the person or persons holding interests 
under or through said part- of the first part; and that all wells on said premises 
shall at all times be kept seed-bagged as above provided for, and in such manner as 
to exclude the surface or fresh water from the lower' part thereof. 
It is further agreed, that upon the expiration of the time for which this lease is 
given the party of the second part shall abandon the premises, but shall be at lib-
erty to remove all tools, tubing, casing, engine or engines, machinery, rig or derrick--
which he, the sa.id party of tho second part, may have placed thereon, but in no case 
shall the derrick- and drive or soil pipe, or anything else be removed: nor the casing, 
without first giving the part- of the first part the privilege of buying the same at 
--- cents per foot if new when put in, and--- cents p.er foot if second-hand 
when put iu; and any we1lor wells dug or bored on said lot- shall be l~ft seed-bagged 
in as good condition as when the same wel'e operated by the party of the second part, 
and all the other improvements shall be left in like good condition, subject, however, 
to the foregoing provi~:>ions of this section. 
It is expressly agreed, between the parties hereto, that the party of the second part, 
or his legal representatives, shall have the right to pass to and from the lot-to lay 
pipes to conduct oil or wa.ter, to, from, over, or under said lot-hereby leased, the road 
or passage and water course to be laid out by the party of the second part so as to 
occasion as little inconvenience as practicable to the part-of the first part, not incon-
sistent with the general advantage of the lessee of other lots. 
It is moreover expressly agreed by, and between t.he parties to this instrument, that 
a failure of the said party of the second part to comply with any one of the reserva-
tions, conditions, or agreements contained in the within instrument, which by its 
terms are to be done, observed, kept, and performed by ~he party of the second part, 
shall work a forfeiture of the rights hereby granted; and the part- of the first part, 
---heirs and assigns, may re-enter upon the said lot of ground as effectually and 
to aU intents and purposes as if thi8 lease had not been made without further notice, 
using such force as may be necessary thereto, or without accounting or repaying to the 
said party of the second part for any money or other considerations by h im paid, laid 
out or expended in the premises: 
And it is further provided, that the party ofthe second part, his executors, admin-
istrators, or assigns, or any of them, may at any time or times hereafter, during the 
terms hereby granted, lease, let, or demise, all or any part of the said premises hereby de-
mised, or may assign, transfer, or make over the same, or this present lease, or any of 
l1is or their term or time therein, to any person or persons whomsoever on terms not 
inconsistent with this foregoing contract. 
In witness whereof the parties to_this agreement have hereunto set their hands and 
seals the clay and year first above w~tten. 
Signed, sealed, and delivered in preSence of-
STATE OF--.-
--- County 88: 
Be it remembered, that on the --- day of---, A. D. 18-, before me, the sub-
scribe!',--- --- for the said county, personally came the above-named ---
---,in due form of law--- acknowledged the above indenture to be--- act 
and deed, to the end that the same might be recorded as ~Such. 
Witness my ha.nd and seal the day and yea.r aforesaid. ' 
• DEPAR'l'l\:IENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
• Ma:y l, 1S83. 
Sm: In reply to your letter of the 20th instant, tmn ... mit.ting a, copy of an applica-
tion of H. W . ..l!'aucett, general manager National Petrolem;n Company of New York, 
to leasp. lands wtt4il). th13limits of the Qua:vaw Agenc~ :fo:r: the :pur~JOse of ob~aiJ?,in~ 
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petroleum therefrom, I have to say that it is not the present policy of the Department 
to approve leases of Indian lands in tbe Indian Territory to United States citizens for 
any purpose whatevet', and that under no circumstances must prospecting for oil, 
minerals, &c., be permitted upon the reservation under your charge. 
Very respecUully, 
D. B. DYER, Esq., . 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Cornmissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Qttapaw Agency, Indian Territ01·y. 
PONCA AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
.Ap1•il 18, 188:~r 
DEAR SIR: I have inclosed application No. 23011 for grazing cattle, which I believe 
is complete as per requirements. An early return from same would be duly appre-
ciated, as it is getting about time to gather cattle. 
Most respectfully, yours t ruly, 
J. H. SHERBURNE. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissione1· of Indian Affai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
.May 8, 1883. 
SIR: I return h erewith Mr. Sherburne's application for per .. 1it to gmze cattle on the 
Ponca Reserve, received from him in letter to this office, dated 28th ultimo, a ud in-
close for your information and guidance a copy of a letter, dated 25th ultimo, written 
l)y the Hon. Sec,retary of tbe Interior to Mr. E. Fenlon, as indicating the views of the 
Dep~rtLncnt upon the general subject involved. 
Yon will, in conformity with said letter, exercise a careful superv ision of the matter 
of cattle-gra.ziug upon the reservation lands within the limits of your agency to the 
ex tent indicated in said letter, taking care that the Indians are fairly dealt with, and 
the conditions prescribeu by the Department are scrupulously observed. Any infrac-




L. E . . WOODIN, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency, Indian Territ01·y. 
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., 
April 28, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: I herewith make application to you for the privilege of grazing cattle 
on the unoccupied part of the Nez Perce Reservation, subject to such regulationsr 
restrictions, rental, &c., as may be prescribed by the Ron. Commissioner of !!)dian 
Affairs. If such privilege is granted me, I would probably hold from fifteen to twenty-
five hnn.dretl head of cattle ou saicl reservation. · 
Yours, very respectfully, 
R. A. HOUGHTON. 
L. E. WOODIN, 
United States Indian Agent, 
Ponca, Pa·wnee, and Oto.e A gency, Indian Territory. 
OAKLAND AGENCY, IND. T., April30, 1883. 
We, the undersigned, chiefs of the Nez Perce tribe, r espectfully request that tho 
above application ue granted. 
Signed: 
Young Josflph, his :x mark; Yellow Bull, his x mark; Tom Hill, his x mark; 
Trank Thompson, his x mark; Hues-Ke-Utb, his x mark; Yellow ;Bear, his 
x mark; Three Eagles, his x mark; James Reubens, interpreter. 
Witnesses: J. S. Wo.odward, William H. Nelson. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AI<'F AIRS, 
May 9, 1883. 
SiR: I return herewith the application of R. A. Houghton to graze cattle on the 
unoccupied portion of the Nez Perc~ Reservation. Your attention is called to office 
letter of the 8th instant, transmitting copy of Department letter of the 25th ultirpo, 
upon the subject of cattle grazing in the Indian 'rerritory, and to the instt:uctions 
therein contained. 
Very respectfully, 
L. E. WOODIN, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency, Indian Territory. 
To Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secertary of the Interior: 
We, the undersigned, members of the Confederated Bands of Kaskaskias, Peorias, 
Piankeshaws, and Wea Indians, residents and reservees of the Indian Territory, under 
treaty with the United States, respectfully represent that we desire to hold and pos-
sess our lands without interruption, annoyance, or interference, on the part of any 
other people or tribes, and we most earnestly protest a~ainst the leasing of any of our 
said lands for mining purposes, and represent that the leasing of our lauds would dis-
turb and interrupt the quiet arid peaceable enjoyment of our people now residing on 
said lands, and bring among our tribe people who had no interest in common with us, 
and create confussion and disturbance in our tribe. 
And the undersigned members and reservees will ever pray. 
Signed: 
Ed. H. Black, chief; Thomas Peckham; Daniel Eddy; Chick Finley; Lewi, 
Paschal; Felix Waddle, his x mark ; Kill sm zah buck; Kesh e co q uah; 
his x mark; Mary Paschall; Louisa Baptiste, her x mark; Frank Fish, his 
x mark; James Sky, his :x: mark; Herriet Sky, her x mark; Joseph Sky; 
Ola Sky; Orillio Sky; Sarah Waddle; Ponge she no quay; her x mark; 
Nancy Smith, her x ma.rk; Charles Stanley; King yac qna.h, her x mark; 
Aremilia Stanley, her x mark; Nancy Labedie, her x mark; Wah be she 
quah, her x mark; Kah tab ke mong quab, her x mark; John Sky; Mary 
Big Knife, her x mark. 
[Indorsement.] 
QUAPAW AGENCY, IND. T., .Ap1·il28, 1883. 
Respectfully referred to the honorable Secretary of the Interior with the informa-
tion that this whole matter has already been canvassed and settled. 
D. B. DYER, 
U. S. Iridian .Agent. 
[Personal.] 
CAREl\IONE, IND. T., May 2, 1883. 
Friend MAXWELL: 
, It is very probable that the Nez Perces will send to your office a request for permis-
sion for me to hold cattle on their reservation; if they do, and their request receives 
the sanction of your office, will you do me the personal favor to telegraph me " Yes" 
or" No" to Arkansas Cit.y, Kansas, at the earliest moment, as there is another place 
I want to get if I cannot get that. 
The south side (of the river) of their reservation is entirely unoccupied, except by 
outsiders' cattle, from which no one (but the cattle owners) derives any benefit. 
I am willing to pay them (the N. P.) liberally, and at the same time aid them in 
resisting the encroachments of others. 
your friend, 
WM. J. POLLOCK. 
P. S.-I expect to be down to see you in about five weeks. 
[Indorsement. J 
MAY 5, 1883. 
Respectfully returned to the Hon. Commis.sioner of Indian Affairs. 
O~ ;... MAXWELL, 
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0TOE AGENCY: IND. T., May 13, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: May I kin.dly refer the following to you for your kind and due conRid 
eration f 
I am advised that some applications have been made to you, or to Mr. Teller, for a 
right to some outside stockmen to hold cattle on the Otoe Reservation by paying to 
the Otoe Indians 40 or 50 cents per head per annum. · 
If such i:-; the case. I will kindly ask of you not to grant such m1 til you examine the 
matter, as regards the number of cattle the reservation can well maintaiit. 
\-Ve are holding ca,ttle on said reservation, and intend to stock it to its capacity, 
and if the Otoe Indians desire any rent, we are willing to pay them ourselves, and 
stock the reserve to its capacity. We are a member of the Otoe tribe, and ti.Jink we 
should have this privilege over outsiders, provided sueh an agreement meets tlw 
pleasure of yourself and Secretary Teller. Should Medicine Horse, Little Pipe, and 
other members of the Otoes that are south, come up and join our Otoes, it will be a 
bard matter to find water for a few cattle. Should outside parties be allowed to 
bold cattle here, they are liable to overstock the reservation and run us out. 
Should this matter be presented to Secretary Teller, may we kindly ask you to refer 
it to him f • 
Please find herein post-office stamp. May I kindly as~ a reply f 
Yours, most respectfully, 
MR. AND MRS. C. M. WARREN, 
Daugh,ter and son-in-law of F. M. and J. M. Barnes, of Otoe Agency, Nebraska. 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
C01nmissioner of Indian .Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
[Telegram.] 
0TOE AGENCY, IND. T., 
(Via Arkansas City Kans., 13th). May 14, 1883. 
Please receive my communication yesterday before permitting cattle in Otoe Reser-
vation. 
C. M. WARREN. 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Qommissioner of Indian Affairs. 
MARION, MASS., May 18, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: Is it within your province to inform me whether a lease from the Cher-
okees of land in their reservation is valid or not f 
I speak of the Cherokees only as an illustration, supposing that the principle ap-
plying to them will apply to other tribes in the Indian Territory. If this is not a 
proper question to ask you, will you be kind enough to name some one who can give 
me the desired information f I should be pleased, also, to learn the n arne of_ some 
one in the lndh.m Territory, or in connection with its affairs, who ~ould inform me as 
to portions best fitted for grazing, and as to proper way of securing a lease of the same. 
Please excuse me for burdening you with such matters, but I do not know of any one 
in more intimate connection officially with Indian affairs, and so address you. 
Very respectfully, 
'fhe SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
C. P. HOWLAND. 
CHICKASAW NATION, IND. T ., 
June 2, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: I wish to know if white men can fence tmoccupied lands in the Indian 
Territory for grazing purposes~ They (white men), under pretense of authority fro"m 
natives, are inclosing large bodies of lands for pastures and are stocking them with 
cattle. Is this lawful f If not, it is certainly high time a stop was being put to it. 
What rights have I, as a native, which they are bound to respect f Can they inclose 
my improvements iu a pasture, or can they fence up the range iu my immediate 
vicimty without my consentl They are wireing in lands so rapidly, I am led to be-
lieve that in a short time all t.he unoccupied lands in this par.t of the Territory will 
have been fenced and stocked by white men. 
In anticipation of an early reply, and with due reference to your high official posi· 
tion, I am yours, obediently, 
J. L. RUSHING. 
P. S., N. B.-Address me at Sivell's Bend P. 0,, Cooke County. Texas. 
SepJ;etary T.ELLEn. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTERib111 
OFFICE OF bTDIAN AFF A1.RS, 
Washington, J1(,ly 3; 1883. 
SIR: Your letter of the 2d ultimo, addressed to the Ron. Secretary of the Interior, 
complaining that white men, under pretense of authority from natives, are fencing in 
large tracts of unoccupied lands in the Chickasaw district for pasture grounds, and 
stocking them with cattle, and inquiring what rights you, as a native Chickasaw, 
have, which such persons are bound to respect, bas been referrt>d to this office. 
In reply you are advised that under the treaty of lt;55 the Choctaws and Chicka-
saws are secured in the undisturbed right of self-government and full jurisdiction over 
persons and property within their respective limits. It is presumed that the Chicka-
saw autl;writies are cognizant of these proceedings, and your first recourse as a Chicka-
saw citizen and subject to the national laws, for protection against any threatened 
invasion of your rights, should be to them. Should the Chickasaws be unwilling 
parties, or unable to protect their domain from encroachments by white men, it is 
then their privilege to call on the United St.ates agent for protection under the 
treaties. 
Very respectfully, 
Mr. J. L. RUSHING, 
H. PRICE, 
Cornntissioner. 
Sivell's Bend P. 0., Cooke County, Texas. • 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE Ol!' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
June HI, 1883. 
SIR: I have received a letter, elated 13th ultimo, ~:>igned by "Mr. and Mrs. C. M. 
Warren, daughter and son-in-law of F. M. and J. M. Barnes, of Otoe Agency, Neb.," 
claiming to be members. of the Otoe tribe, protesting against outside stockmen being 
privileged to graze cattle upon the Otoe Reservation to the exclusion of them (tbe 
·warrens), who are now holding cattle on said reserve, and propose to stock it to its 
capacity. They further allege that should Medicine Horse, Little Pipe, a.ncl others 
who are now south, come up and j0in the tribe, it wHl be a hard matter to find water 
for the cattle, and that should outsiders be allowed to hold cattle they are liable to 
overstock the reserve and run the Indians out. 
'rhis is uot, of course, the spirit of intention or the Ron. Secretary's ruling upon the 
grazing question, which is manifestly applicable only to such surplus lands as the 
Indians may have after their own requirements are satisfied. You will investigate 
this matter and report. 
Very respectfully, 
L. E. WOODIN, Esq., 
H. P. RICE, 
Commissioner. 
U.S. Indian Agent, Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency, Indian Territory. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, June 30,1883. 
SIR: I have the honor tQ inclose herewith for your information a copy of a tele-
gram of the 29th instant from the commanding general of the Department of the Mis-
souri stating that B. H. Campbell is grazing about 2,000 head of stock jn Oklahoma, 
and that he claims to have been authorized by the Secretary of the Interior to do so. 
Will you please advise this Department whether Mr. Campbell has been authorized 
to graze cattle, as above stated ~ 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Telegram.] 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secreta1·y of War. 
FORT LEAVENWORTH, KANS., June 29, 1883. 
Mr. B. H. Campbell is grazing about 2,000 bead of stock in Oklahoma, and claims 
to have authority of Secretary of Interior to do so. Please inform me if he has such 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, July 10, 1883. 
SIR: I have yours concerning the occupation of Oklahoma by a Mr. Camp bell for 
the purpose of grazing cattle. Mr. Campbell bas no special authority to graze in 
that section. He was grazing on 'tbe lands occupied by the Arapahoes and Cheyennes, 
who were complaining of his occnpation, and desiring him to remove. I told him, in 
answer to u. request to be allowed to go jn the Oklahoma country, that if he drove 
his herd there temporarily, and did not attempt a permanent lodgment, the Depart-
ment would not interfere. 
I think occupation of the character of Mr. Campbell's a matter of no concern to the 
Department. · 
It is quite different from that of Payne and his followers, who propose a permanent 
occupation of the country. I understand that there are no Indians in the Oklahoma 
country. · 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secretary of War. 
H. M .... TELLER, 
Seet·etary. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
QUAPAW AGENCY, IND. T., 
June 8, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to subrnH for your consideration and approval the inclosed 
lease, from the Ottawa Indian tribe of thjs agency to H. R. Crowell, of Baxter 
Springs, Kans. Said lease is made in consideration of the fact that the tribe con-
tracted debts with Mr. Crowell in 1873 and 1874, which up to the present time they 
have been nnable to pay. It meets with my hearty approval for the following rea-
sons: 1st. I think it the duty of each and every person to pay their just debts. ;!cl. 
I know of no other way that these people can pay this debt, and stop interest. 3d. 
The Janel that they lease is unoccupied, and is of no value to them only as it is used for 
grazing pnrposes by stockmen, and as the whole reservation of 14,860 acres only pro-
duced a revenue of $6 for 1882, it can be readily seen that by this plan they will 
hardly know that they are paying the debt, as they will have no burden to carry. 
4tll. The manner of payment bas been for some time past a subject of discuiilsion 
among these people, and after a thorough review of the whole matter in general ~oun­
cil they decided by a unanimous vote to make the lease. I have seen that t·he lease 
was carefully prepared, and believe that it is so worded that it does full justice to 
the Indians as well as :Mr. Crowell. There has been the most cordial understanding 
between the parties. Mr. Crow<:'ll wishes to secure his money, and is willing to take 
his chances in getting it by using the ground, and the Indians are more than anxious 
to cancel the clebt in this way. Your Department has made a thorough review of 
this claim, as I have myself, and find it to be just and right~ and that it should be 
paid. I refer you to copy of office letter herewith, to Senator J. J. Ingalls, ·which 
gives file marks, &c., of your decision. I am fully satisfied that the price is liberal 
(ten cents per acre per year), and that before there will be any demand for this par-
ticular tract of ground the lease will have expired. I am also fully satisfied that it 
will be a good thing for tihe tribe, aside from liquidating an honest debt long since 
due, i. e., by giving them a home market for theu labor and surplus bay and corn. 
There are Jess than one hundred Ottawas now on ·their reserve of 14,860 acres. 
They have about 500 acres of this under cultivation; the balance is open range, and 
is only used for grazing purposes. The tribe possesses only a little over 200 head of 
live-stock, including horses and cattle. They could easily lease 5,000 acres more 
and still have ample ground for all their wants. Where every interest of the tribe is 
fully protected, I can see nothing but an advantage to them in making leases for 
grazing purposes. It at once places a restraint over the lessee, which is not had in 
ordinary "grazing permits," and insures the payment of a fixed price which cannot 
be avoided. 
In justice to both parties, I would suggest that you approve the lease as being the 
best plan for the Indian to cancel a just obligation. 
I inclose copy of council proceedings. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indiarz Affairs, Washington, D, C. 
D. B. DYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
June 28, 1883. 
SIR:. I have received your letter of the 8th instant, submitting for approval of the 
Department a lease (in duplicate) dated June 21, 1i:l8:~, made between Joseph Wind 
and .Joseph King, claiming to be duly appointed agents of the Ottawa tribe of Indians, 
of the :first part, and H. R. Crowell, of Baxter Springs, Kans., of the second part, where-
by said parties of the first part, for the consideration of $2,500, to them pairl, lease unto 
the party of the second part, for grazing purposes only, a portion of the Ottawa Re-
serve, as therein described, coutaiuing about 5,000 acres, for the term of :five years 
from July 1, 1883, with the right to said party of the second part to fence in said la11d 
with a wire fence, and to use timber for posts therefor, and to do such ,other things as 
may be necessary to successfully carry on a live-stock business; said fencing or other 
improvements, at the expiration of said lease, and in the event of the Ottawa Indians 
not desiring to re-lease said land, to be appraised and paid for, if retained by said 
tribe, at a fair valuation; or should they not wish to purchase, to be at the disposal 
of said party of the second part as he may see fit. . . 
Without en"tering upon the merits of this particular cas~, as presented in your let-
ter, it is sufficient to say that the general subject of leasing lands in the Indian 
Territory for grazing purposes has recently engaged the attention of the Hon. Secre-
tary of the Interior, who has decided not to approve any leases of the character men-. 
tioned. 
The leases to Mr. Crowell (and accompanying papers) are therefore returned unap-
proved. 
Very respectfully, 
D. B. DYER, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
D. S. Indian Agent, Quapaw Agency, Indian Ter1·itory. 
OTTAWA RESERVE, May 5, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: We, the undersigned, widows and mothers of orphan children, belong-
ing to the Ottawa tribe of Indians, do humbly beg and pray that you wonlu devote a 
few of your unoccupied moments to our cause and interest and the interests of our chil-
dren. Our chief, John W. Early, Joseph King, and Joseph Wind, have left the in-
terests of their nation, and have gone to speculating in our land, by trying to get one 
white family in full citizenship with us and our land and money; and we do declare 
as Christian women, that they are getting paid for so doing; and you are all the. one 
that we c::tn call upon to help us in this very wrong case. All we wish is justice. 
We further say that Alice Lee never was a citizen, by adoption or otherwise; and 
also say that she has not one drop of Indian blood in her veins; nor never was con-
nected to an Indian; and further, she or her husband never paid one cent to the na-
tion since· their stay among us, but have raised from poverty to good circumstances, 
and now want to claim our land and money, just because we have allowed them to 
live among us and have the good of our grasses for their stock. 
At the time that the Commissioner acknowledged the adoption of Francis King's 
family be had just six in family: himself, wife, Matilda, Frank, Michael, a.nd Mary, 
and Alice Tyson was then Mrs. LeP, and up to a short time ago we never knew that 
they wanted or claimed a right among us. She never belonged to the King family; 
for she left her mother's care when she was only four years olcl, and li>ed and was mar-
ried in the house of one Lizzie Dagnett, and was married in clothes bought by Lucian 
·Dagett. We know that her mother, her -aunt, and her connections generally, have 
made affidavits, but we have the whole nation, who knows and says differently. 
If this case is approved by you there will be many similar come up, and we will be 
cheated out of our land just as we were in Franklin County, Kansas. We know that 
you have put this thing in our agent's hands to settle., but we think he will be par-
tial, for the main object here is to get lands for grazing purposes, and he has a father 
and brother-in-law in the stock business, and we think that he has something to do 
witl~ the Baxter Springs Stock Association himself. 
The three above-mentioned men, J. W. EarJy, chief, Joe King, clerk, and Joe Wind, 
citizen and brother-in-law of this Alice Lee, have just leased 5,000 acres of our land 
for $500 per year for the period of five ye~trs, to this same stock association, without 
consulting the tribe. 
1 
• 
Honorable Commissioner, we only wish that you could be here and see huw these 
three men are doing with our nation and against our will. Before they began this 
work they were the poorest men in the nation1 but now they have p~enty of money. 
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Our chief's time is out the eighth of this month, and he is doing all the mean things 
he can, for he knows that he will never be chief again. 
If you cau help ns and do justice, please look into this case thoroughly before you 
decide, and give us unprotected women a hbaring~ 
Yours, with much respect, 
Signed: 
Catherine Wind .Jennison; .Jane Ring, her x mark; Lucia Mudeter; Abigail 
Wilson; Sarah Williams; Esther King; Emeline Staton, her x mark; Cath-
erine Stevens; Sophia Donley; Emeline Clark, her x mark; Lizzie King ; 
Eliza Wolfe. 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
OTTAWA, FRANKLIN COUNTY, KANSAS, June 13, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: The nnaersigned, a member of the Ottawa tribe of Indians, and a 
daughter of .John Wilson, a former chief of said tribe, would most respectfully rep-
resent to your Department, that one .John Early, a member of said tribe of Indians, 
and claiming to be now acting as chief, without the consent of said tribe, or the dif-
ferent Indians composing said tribe, bas leased some 5,000 acres of the lands held in 
common by the members of said tribe, to white persons for grazing purposes, and to 
be inclosed with wire by the lessees, and for which t'he said Early is to receive a 
yearly rental of $500, and the lease to ru'n some five years, and for his acts I desire to 
enter this, my solemn protest, and ask the aid of your Department to interfere and 
prevent such agreements being made. If withic your control, or within the control 
of the Indian Department, I would be pleased to know what are now our relations 
under former treaties with the Government, to wit: Are we citizens or not, and if 
citizens, how are our lands to be alienated; have we ceased to be a tribe i 
I am here temporarily at our old home in Franklin Count.y, Kans., our former reserve 
before we removed to the Indian Territory, south of Baxter Springs, to which place 
please address me. 
One other matter, and that is, that .John Early is making an effort to have the tribe 
recognize one Alice Lee, a white girl, and a step-daughter of Prank King, as a mem-
ber of our tribe. 
Frank died about two years ago, leaving four children, one of which was the issue 
of the marriage with his last wife, a white woman, the muther of this Alice Lee, and 
Early is making an effort to have this Alice Lee an allottee for land, to which, as a 
member of said tribe, I enter this as my protest, and ask yonT opinion in relation 
thereto. Hoping you will give this your earliest attention and consideratiOn, 
I remain, yours, respectfully, 
The CO.MMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
WaBhington City, D. C. 
ELIZA GOKEY. 
W ASHINGTON1 D. C., June 22, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: I inclose a telegram from Mr. H. R. Crowell, to which I invite your par-
ticular attention. 
If proper, I wish very much the lease he mentions may be a:pproved. Mr. C. is 
honest, reliable, and responsible. 
Will you please advise me oft.he status of this matterY 
I leave for home to-night. 
Respectfully, 
Bon. H. PRICE, 
C01nrni88ioner of Indian AffairB. 
[Telegram.) 
P. B. PLUMB. 
BAXTER, KANs., June 22, 1883. 
Ron. P. B. PLUMB, WaBhington: 
On .June 9th I sent to Commissioner Price ·a lease from the Ottawas given to pay an 
old Jebt due me. Would you be good enough to examine my papers and help me, if 
possible f Answer. 
H. R. CROWELL. 
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[Indorsement.l 
Referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
Mr. Crowell, who signs, is a reliable person, and I call especial attention to his mat• 
ter, in the hope that his wishes be complied with. 
P. B. PLUMB. 
BAXTER SPRINGS, KANS., August 30, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith for your approval a lease in duplicate 
between the Ottawa tribe of Indians of the Quapaw Agency, Iml. '1'., n.udmyself. Also, 
herewith I inclose a petition referring to said lease, dnly signed and witnessed. In 
asking for your favorable action on this lease and petition, and respectfully refer you 
to the letter of Acting Commissioner Leeds , of date April:.!, 187o, addressed to the Sec-
retary of the Interior, and to papers on file in your office, shown as follows: Quapaw 
I, 54; Quapaw C, 54; Quapaw P, 25 ; Quapaw H, 67, 1878; Claims 1G34, 1877. 
Early in May last, two headmen of the tribe, Joseph Winu and Moses Pooler, called 
upon me at my office in this place, and stated that the tribe had held a general coun-
cil on April 16, previous, and had instructed them as agents of the tribe to visit me, 
and, if possible, make a contract with me to lease 5,000 acres of land for grazing pur-
poses, at 10 cents per acre per annum, and thereby pay off my cla.im against the tribe. 
My claim is $2,500, and the agents were instructed to make a lease not to exceed five 
years in t.ime. Such a plan of payment had never' occurred to me before the proposi-
tion of the agents, but I immediately consented to settle on thei1· terrns. 
I drew up a lease, as herewith shown, and sent it. down by one of the agents for ap-
proval of the tribe. One of them, Moses Pooler (influenced by white men having no 
rights in the land), declined to carry out his instructions. The chief then appointed 
the clerk of the tribe, Joseph King, to take his place, anrl the lease was duly exe-
cuted, as shown. The United States Indian agent then forwarded it to honorable 
Commissioner for his approval, and it was fiually returned to me unapproved. I have 
since learned that a protest from certain members was sent in to t he Commissioner 
about the same time that the ·lease was presented. Another general council was 
called for August ll, and I was invited to be present. · 
At that council thf}re arose some disa.greement about the price of ten cents per acre, 
which they had themselves fixed 1 and they demanded 15 cents per acre; I refused to 
pay this, but finally, in order to get the watt.er settled, I agreed wit,h them at 12t 
cents per acre, the 2t to be paid in cash per year. 
I was instructed to draw up the petition herewith, and forward to you as a part of 
the lease after it had been signed, aod a general council was called on August 18, to 
sign the petition and approve the lease. The whole tribe was present on that day, 
and the agent was there also, and the petition signed without a dissenting voice or 
action of any kind. 
In view of all these facts, I think I am not asking too mnch to expect your appro-
val, even against any traditional action or policy of the Indian Office. 
Your attention is respectfully called to a copy of Agent Dyer's letter to the Com-
missioner, approving this lease. In closing, I will say that any adverse action upon 
this lease on the part of the Indians will come solely from whites, or thr'ough the in-
fluence of squatters who are on the land leased, and have no right whatever to re-
main there. 
Very respectfully yours, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. R. CROWELL·. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE 01? INDIA :r AFFAIRS, 
Octobm· 8, 1883. 
SIR: I have received, b_y Department reference of the 11th ultimo, a letter from Mr. 
H. R. Crowell, of Baxter Springs, Kans., datecl 30th of August last, transmitting for 
yonr approval a lease (in duplicate), dated June 2, 1883, made betwee n Joseph Wind 
and Joseph King, as duly appointed agents of the Ottawa tribe of Indians, located 
on the Ottawa Reserve, Quapaw Agency, Indian Territory, of the first part, and said 
H. R. Crowell, of the second part, whereby said parties of the first part, iu considera-
tion of the sum of $2,500 to them paid, lease nnto the party of the second part, for 
grazing purposes only, a portion of the Ottawa Reserve, as therein described, con-
taining about 5,000 acres, for the term of five years from the 1st July, 1883, to first 
July, 1888, with the right to said party of the second part to fence ht said land with · 
a wire fence, and to use timber for posts therefor, and to do such other things as may 
be necessary to successfully carry on a general live-stock bn.siness; said fencing or 
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other improvements, at the expiration of said lease and in the event of the Ottawa 
Indians not desiring to re-lease said lands to be appraised and paid for, if detained 
hy said tribe, at a fair valuation; or should they not wish to purchase, to be at the 
disposal of said party of the second part, as he may see fit; with a proviso giving 
said party of the second' part the option of a refusal of said land in case the Ottawa 
Indians desire to re-lease the same, and for a preference in favor of said Indians in the 
necessary labor in erection of the fencing and other improvements. 
Tn reference to said lease, I have the honor to state that it was originally trans-
mitted to this office for approval by Agent Dyer, in charge of Quapaw Agency, on 
tl11'1 8th June lnst, ,,.,ith a strong recommendation in its favor (see copy of his letter 
"he1·ewith), but in view of the decision in the Fenlon case (Department letter of April 
25, 18R3), it was returned to Agent Dyer, with intimation that the Department had 
decilled not to approve any leases of this character (see copy offic9 letter of .June 28, 
188:3). . . . 
Mr. Crowell appears to have misconstrued the action of this office in returning the 
lease unapproved, and now appeals dir.ectly to the Department against what he terms 
"any tradiiional action or policy of the Indian Office." 
Accompanying the lease will be fouri.d a petition purporting to be signed by the 
adult members of the Ottawa tribe of Indians, representing that in 1.873 and 1874, 
the tribe, being then very poor and unable to obtain food and clothing, contractefl 
debts for the necessities of life, which they have not been able to pay; that they owe 
to H. R. Crowell, of Baxter Springs, for goods and family supplies, twenty-five hun-
dred dollars; that they have no means wherewith to pay him; that they have 10,000 
acres of unoccupied wild land in their reserve suitable for grazing purposes, and that 
they have unanimously leased to said Crowell 5,000 acres· of said land for a term of 
five years at a rental of ten cents per acre per year, which lease he has agreed to 
accept in full settlement of his clel>t against the tribe. They therefore petit10n that 
their agent be instructed to carry out the provisions of the lease so made to Crowell, 
as a means of liquidating their indebtedness to him. 
From an examination of the records and files of this office, I find that the claim of 
M!. Crowell for $1,974, and interest, as also that of one Joseph Benoist for $559.79, and 
interest, against the Ottawa Indians, being amounts claimed to be due t.hem re-
spectively on balance of accouu for supplies furnished the Indians with the ap-
proval of their then agent (H. W. Jones) in 1873, 1tl74, and 1875, were filed in theDe-
Jlartment August 17, 1tl77, with the requ~st that the trustees having charge of certain 
Ottawa lauds and funds be required to pay the amounts due the claimants, respect-
ively; or failing that, that the Secretary of the Interior would take steps to have the 
:same paid out of any other Ottawa funds in possession or under control of, the De-
partment. · 
Said claims being duly referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for appro-
priate action, this office, in a report elated April 2, 1878, after stating the law appli-
cable to the case, expressed the opinion that the sureties referred to had no power to 
appropriate any portion of the funds h. their hands to any ot;her purposes than those 
defined in the article of agreement nuder which they derived their authority, and 
thfLt, inasmuch as the Ottawas had purchased the supplies on their own responsi-
bility, and, moreover, had no provisions either in their treaties or otherwise npon 
which the Department wonl<l be authorized in directing payment of the claims, the 
claimants (Crowell & Benoist) would have to depAnd entirely upon the probity and 
jnstice of the Indians for their pay 
In this opinion the Department concurred , and by letter to this office of June 25, 
1878, directed that the claimants shoulJ be so informed, which, on the 5th of July fol-
lowing, was accordingly done ; since which time the matter appears to have rested, 
until, as Mr. Crowell states, the Indians, desirous of relieving themselves of the obli-
gation, voluntarily made the proposition to lease. 
From the correspondence and papers filed in the case in 1877 and 1878 there would 
appear to be no doubt of the validity and justice of the claims. 
Inasmuch as the application of Mr. Crowell is in the nature of a direct appeal to 
the Department against the action of this office, I have the honor now to return the 
papers, with the foregoing information, for such action as may be deemed nooessary. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
The SECRETARY OJ!' THR INTlGIUOH. 
DEPARTl\t'E T OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, October 9, 1883. 
SIR: I have cone:i.d('red your report of the 8th ins1.ant, iri the matter of the lease by 
the" duly appointed agents'~ l'<•presenting the OLtawa Indians, located in Indian Ter 
ritor~, with H. R. Crowell, of Baxter Springs, Kans. , for al>out 51000 ;l>Cres of tlleir :re-
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serve, for grazing purposes, for the term of five years from July, 1883. Consideration, 
$2,500 for the term. Th6se papers, it appears, have heretofore been submitted to your 
office anti returned ~ith notice that the Department bad decided not Lo approve any 
leases made by Indians with cattlemen for gmzing landR in the Indian Territory. 
Mr. Crowell now appeals to this Department from your action, and what he terms 
"any traditional action or policy of the Indian Office.'' 
'I' he facts presented in this case show it to be a peculiar one, but the policy of this 
Department, as announced in the letter of April 25, 1883, to E. J<'enlon, esq. (copy of 
which was furnished you), not to affirmatively recognize any agreements or leases of 
the character mentioned, is adhered · to. 
The papers are herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 12, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 30th of August last to the Hon. Secretary 
of the Interior, transmitting a lease entered into by you with tbe Ottawa Indians for 
about 5,000 acres of their reserve, in the Indian Territory, for grazing purposes, for a 
term of five years from July 1, 1883, upon certain terms and conditions the1·ein men-
tioned, and requesting his approval thereof, I inclose herewith a copy of the Hon. 
Secretary's letter of the 9th instant, confirming the action heretofore taken by this 
office in the premises. 
'fbe inclosures submitted with your letter are herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, 
H. R. CROWELL, Esq., 
Baxter Springs, Kans. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SEH.VICE, 
Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency, July 12, 1883. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter, L. 9010, 1883, dated 19th ultimo, stating that 
yon received a letter dated May 13, last, signed by Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Warren, 
claiming to be members of the Otoe tribe, protesting against outside stockmen being 
privileged to graze catt.le upon the Otoe Reservation to the exclusion of them (the 
Warrens) who are now holding cattle on said resm·ye, and propose to stock it to its 
capacity, &c., and directing me to investigate this matter and report. 
Iu reply, I have respectfully to say that said protest is simply a gratuitous piece of 
impudence on t.he part of the Warrens, with nothing whatever to base it upon. The 
facts of the case are these: I recei vecl a few applications from stockmen asking tno 
privilege of holding cattle on the Otoe Reserve; among them one from C. M. Warren . 
. As he is the husband of a member of the tribe, and lives on the reservativn, I pre-
sented his application first to t.be Otoes for such action as they wished to take in tho 
matter. After consultation, they agreed to give ·warren the privilege for one year, 
and upon his informing me that he proposed to largely stock the rf>serve with cattle, 
I declined to consider the other applications I had received or to present them to the 
Indians, and I supposed the question of outside parties grazing cat.tle ou the Otoe 
H.eserve was definitely settled. Mr. C. M. ·warren is the only person who has been 
granted the privilege of holding cattle on that reservation. No other outside parties 
are holding cattle there, and no permits will be granted for such purpose so long as 
Mr. Warren's permit is in force and he complies with its provisions. Mr. Warren was 
perfectly aw~re of these facts. 
Very respectfully, 
L~WELLYN E. WOODIN, 
. Ur~ittd St<ttes Indian Agent. 
}Ion. H. PRICE, 
Qorwnti8~1oner of IndianA§a~rq, 
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SHAWNEETOWN, IND. T., July 14, 1883. 
SIR: Having understood that the Department rules that no Indian shall lease laud 
to a white man, I respectfully beg leave to ask whether tuere could consistently be 
any exceptions made to that ruling~ 
Could I in any way lease my land for a number of years-say five-provided I find 
a good man, and get my agent's ar1proval ¥ A reliable man cannot be secured with-
out he can have tho assurance of remaining more than one or two years. 
I have not the means with which to hire, and while engaged in the employ of the 
Government., in which I hope to continue for a time, I have no chance to open out a 
farm; and being anxious, both on account of my own pecuniary interest, and for the 
sake of example to my people, I am very desirous of getting the privilege of leasing 
my place. It would afford me a home when I need it; give me the opportunity of 
investing my little s~tvings in cattle and having t·hem taken care of, and would, I 
think, be a wholesome example to my people in industry, enterprise, in husbanding 
their little means, and in developing the resources of our country. 
Your kindly interest in me since my return from Hampton gives me the boldness 
to use this freedom. I shall feel greatly obliged if I should be deemed worthy of 
receiving your advice on this subject. ' 
Yours, b bediently, 
THOS. W. ALFORD. 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Cornmissioner, Washington, D. C 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
0FFICB OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August 25, 1883". 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a letter from Thomas W. Alford, an 
educa,ted Indian, now in the service of the Government as teacher at the Sac and 
Fox Agency, Indian Territory, in which he inquires whether there can consistently 
in his case IJe any e. ception made t o the Department ruling on the subject of leases 
of Indian farms to wllite men. 
Mr. Alford states that he has not the means with which to hire, and whilst em-
ployed in the Government servi~:e he has no chance to open out a farm; that he is 
desirous of the privilege of leasing hi s land 1 as it would afford him a home when 
needed; give him an opportunity of investing h1s little savings in cattle, and having 
them taken care of, and would be a beneficial example to his people. Jle asks that 
be may be permitted to lease his laud to a good white man, with the agent's approval, 
for a term of five years, it being difficult to Qbtain a reliable lessee unless some degree 
of permanency is assured. 
Under existing regulations of the Department, Indian farms are only rented where 
the lessors are wido-.vs, orphans, minor children, sick, aged, crippled, and infirm In-
c1ians, who are incapable of working the land themselves. 
The present a pplican:t does not come within either of the above-mentioned classes; 
but in view of the peculiar circumstances of the case, I respectfully recommend that 
a special exception be made in his favor, and that he be permitted, under supervis-
ion of the agent at the Sac and Fox Agency, to enter into an agreement with some 
responsible white man, skilled in farming, for t.he proper cultivation and develop-
ment. of his f:nm for the period named (five years), upon such terms and conditions 
as the agent may recommend, and as shall r eceive the approval of this Department. 
The return of the inclosed letter to the files of this office is respectfully requested 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, September 17, 1883. 
SIR: I return herewith the letter of Thoinas W. Alford, of Shawneetown, I ncl. 
Ter., which accompanied yours of 25th August, 188:~, in which you recommend, for 
reasons stated, that he be allowed to lease his farm in the Indian '.rerritory for :five 
years. . 
Under the rules and regtllations governing the leasfng of Indian farms only 
H widows, orphans, minor children, sick, aged, crippled, and infirm Indians; wbo a~ 
i11capable of workin~ the land them~elves1 " al·e Mlqw~d tpe privilege, 
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Alford does not come uuder ·any of these beads of exception, but is reported to he 
an educated Indian, lately from Carlisle school, who is employed as a teacher in the 
school at the Sac and Fox Indian Agency, Indian Territory. 
He states in his letter that be has no means to hire labor for the improvement of 
his farm, and while he is engaged as a teacher he cannot, of .course, perform the labor 
himself; that be desires to leasse the land for the following reasons: 
It would afford him a home when ho needs it, give him the opportunity of invest-
ing his savings in stock, ancl having a place where such stock could be taken care of. 
It would also be an example in foresight to his people. 
In view of. these fact.s, this applicant will be permitte<l to make a lease of his lanu, 
as recommended by you. 
Touching the term of years, I am not so elear as to its advisability. There appears 
to be some force in the statement that tive years' occupation enjoyed by a prudent 
man would yield more benefit to the lessor, but· I am not prep~tred to change the rule. 
Such change might estaulish a precedent which might work injury. 'l'he lease 
should be made for one year; with the privilege of renewal from year to year for the 
term specified, if the care and improvement of the laud show that it would be for 
the interest of the lessor, and not detrimental to the public interests, and if the 
lessor's continued absence, growing out. of his profession a.nd occupation as a teacher, 
seems to warrant such action. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
DEPART::VlENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE o:F INDIAN AFFAIRs, 
SeJJtember 22, 1883. 
SIR: Your letter of 14th July last, asking permission to lease your farm to a white 
man for a term offive years has been submitted to the Hon. Secreta.ry with a favora-
ble recommendation from this office. · 
In his reply of the 17th instant (copy inclosed) t)Je honorable Secretary makes an 
exception in your favor under the pecnlia.r circumstances of the case, but states tha.t 
he is not prepared to change the rule as to time, and directs that the lease should be 
made for one year, wit.h the privilege of renewal from year to year for the term speci-
fied, if the care and improvement of the land show that it would be for the interest 
of the lessor and not detrimental to the public interests, and if the lessor's continued 
absence, growing out of his profession and occupation as a teacher, seems to warrant 
such action. 
If yon will prepare and send me a memorandum showing the location and descrip-
tion of the land proposed to be leased, names of parties and amount of rent to be paid 
per year, and when and how paya.ble, this office will assist you with a form which 
shall be applicable to the purpose. l!..,inal approval of the lease by this Department 
will be necessary. 
Very respectfully. 
Mr. THOMAS W. ALFORD, 
Shawneetown, Ind. T. 
H. PRICE, 
Cormnisswner. 
·wASHINGTON, D. C., July 16, 1883 . 
. DEAR SIR: I hereby offe.r the sum of $50,000 for the exclusive privilege of grazing 
cattle on that portion of the Indian Territory lying between the reservations now oc-
cupied by the Sac and Fox Indians and the Pottawat.omies on the east, and the reser-
vation now occupied by the Cheyennes and Arapahoes on the west, and between the 
Red Fork of the Arkansas or Cimarron River on the north, and the Canadian River 
on the south;· the said sum to be paid in advance in lawful money of the United States, 
on the execution of a contract granting the privilege aforesaid, or within a period of 
ninety days after notice of tho acceptance of this proposal. 
I propose that the said contract shall run for ·the period of five years, unless the 
.. Government of the United States should sooner require the said lands for the purpose 
of locating Indians thereon by Executive order, in which case I agree to vacate said 
lands, and that the said contract shall cease and determine on or uefore the expira-
tion of a period of nine months after notice of the issuance of the said Executive 
oqlcr; the Unite(l States to ropa~· to me a sum of money proportioned to that part of 
the term of five years which shall remain unexpired, sub~ect to ratification by CoD;-
gress. 
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I also offer during the term of such contract, at my own cost and expense, to pro-
tect said lands from occupancy by lawless and unauthorized white men and from dep-
I'edations by marauders of all Jdnds. 
Yours, very truly, 
S.D. PALMER, 
By R. H. STRAHAN, 
The SEC.H.ETARY OF THE INTRRTOR. Of Counsel. 
[Inclosure. J 
WASHINGTON, D. C., J7£ly 17, 1883 . 
. SIR: Referring to the proposition of B. D. Palmer, esq., offering the SUIT\ of $50,000 
. for a contract for the privilege of grazing cattle on certain lands in the Indian Terri-
tory, filed .in your office this day, I beg to offer the following considerations touching 
the legal aspect of the matter : 
1. It will be observed that a lease of the land described is not asked for, but only 
the privilege of grazing thereon. 
2. The lands are not pn blic lands, technically so called, but are Indian lands in res-
ervation. 
3. The title to these lands is in the United Sta.tes. 
4. These lands were acquired by the United Rtates, from the Creeks and the Semi-
nole Indians, by treaty in 1866. (See vol. 14, Stat. at Large, pp. 756 and 786.) 
5. It would appear from these treaties that the lands are held by the United States 
upon the condition. that they shall be sold to and used as homes for such other civil-
ized Indians and freedmen as the United States may choose to settle thereon. 
6. Until t.hi s purpose or condition is accomplished the lands are nuder the control 
of the Executive. . 
7. His right to enter upon these lands for any purpose not inconsistent with the 
condition under which they are held is clear. 
8. It is his right and duty to protect and preserve them, and to take any step which 1 
he may deem necessary to that end. 
9. The proposed contract is not inconsistent with the conditions under which the 
lands are held, because the lands are not parted with by the Government, its control 
over them is not released or alienated, and even the privilege which is granted is not 
given for any fixed term, but is determinable by the act of the Government. 
10. Embraced within the powers and duties of the executive branch of the Govern-
ment to regulate, control, and protect and preserve these lands,- and within the gen-
eral powers conferred by Congress upon the Secretary of the Interior to supervise all 
public business concerning Indians, Indian affairs, and rela.t.ions and lands, there is 
undoubted authority for the execution of such a contract as is here asked for. 
The following considerations, it is submitted, bear strongly in favor of the policy of 
such a contract: 
1. It tends to preserve the lands until the Government is prepared to fulfill the pur-
pose for which they are held. 
2. It secures -the grass crop fi·om waste and total lotSs to the Government, and en-
ables it to realize thereon. 
3. It relieves the Government from the great expense attending the removal of and 
resistance against the attempts of squatters and lawless men. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Yours, very truly, 
, ROBERT H. STRAHAN, 
Connsel1 120 Broadway, New York City. 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. ' 
SHERMAN, TEX., July 17, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: W e would like to procure a lease of the Oklahoma strip of country ly-
ing north of the Chickasaw tribe, and on the waters of the Sonth and North Canadian 
Rivers- or at least a. portion thereof-for a term of five or ten years, or longer. 
We are neigh bon; to this country and would like to have its use for grazing pur-
poses only, Hnd, if allowable, with privilege of inclosing same, or portion thereof, 
with wire fence upon such terms as may be right. 
We learn that a bill will probably be introduced in Congress authorizing its lease, 
and we would like to have the country if it can be leased legally now or hereafter. 
Any information upon this subject will be appreciated. Will give such references 
and guarantees as may be n ece~sary. 
Very respectfnlly, 
KIMBERLIN R. E. AND L. S. ASSOCIATION. 
Per .J. C. WILLIAMS, Secretary. 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Secreta1·y of thelntm:io.>·, H' aBl>ington, D. C. 
S, ~ep. l-278-23 
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HIGBEE, Mo., July 19, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: Having heard that there had been an arrangement made with a part of 
the Indians of the Indian Territory whereby there were a part of their lands to be 
leased, and knowing no other way to get full particulars of the matter only through 
· you, thought I would write you. If you can give me full explanation of it you will 
very much oblige. 
Yours, respectfully, 
HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interior, D. C. 
J. M. RENNOLDS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRe, 
AuguBt 3, 1883. 
SIR: Your letter of the 16th ultimo, addressed to the honorable Secretary of the 
Interior, inquiring about leasing land in the Indian TerrHory, has been referred to 
this office. · 
In reply ·you are informed that under date of 25th April last the hononible Secre-
tary replied to an applicant for a lease of Indian land in that country as follows: 
"It is not lihe present policy of the Depar .. tment to affirmatively recognize any 
agreements or leases of the character you mention." . 
Stamped envelope inclosed in your letter is herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, · 
J. W. RENNOLDS, Esq., 
· Higbee, Mo. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
TOPEKA, KANS., Ju~y 29, 1883. 
MY DEAR SIR: I want to start a cattle ranch in the Indian Territory, on Ephraim 
Creek or Skeleton, Just north of Cimarron or Salt Fork, in the Creek purchase. 
I want to comply with the law and regulations of the Department. There are no 
Indians from whom I can get a permit, so I apply direct to you. 
I want to put in 1,000 heifers with Hereford bulls. Please write me at once what 
I am to do. A great many men are in this 'rerritory with cattle, and I take it there 
must be some regulation. 
I refer you to Judge D. K. Cartter, Senator Plumb, &c. 
Yours, 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretaru of lnterior. 
S. N. WOOD. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, SAC AND FOX AGENCY, 
Tama County, Iowa, August 3, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to report the condition of the Fox tribe of Indians under my 
charge at this agency for the month of July, 1883. * * * Our Indians here have 
received information from Indian Territory that the Sacs were negotiating with par-
·ties of white people to lease the pasture lands belonging to the Sac and Fox tribes 
for the purpose of herding and feeding cattle for a period of ten years, and in conse-
quence of such a report the chiefs and headmen of the Fox tribe have notified ti.Je 
chiefs and h eadmen of the Sac tribe in Indian Territory that they claim one-half of 
all the proceeds of such a lease if made, and that they should be informed of the 
terms of said lease before the same is concluded, and that they would inform the 
honorable Commissioner and ask him to give proper instructions to the Indian agent 
in Indian Territory to protect their rights thereto, and in accordance with their re-
quest I most respectfully ask the honorable Commissioner to look after their jnter .. 
ests in that quarter. * * • 
I remain, very respectfnlly, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Oommi8swner. 
GEO. L. DAVENPORT, 
United Stateslndian Agent, 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 4, 1883. 
SIR: It having been reported to this office that the Sacs and Foxes of your agency 
are negotiating with United~tates citizens for a lease dr leases to the latter of graz-
ing lands on the Sac and Fox Reservation for a period of ten years, you are directed 
to ascertain whether there is any foundation for the report, and fully inform this 




JACOB V. CARTER, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, Sao and Fox Agency, Ind. T. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
SAC AND Fox AGENCY, IND. T., 
October 10, 1883. 
SIR: In reply to your letter, L.14139, 1883, dated Washington, October 4, 1883, I 
have the honor to state that about the close of June last or the first of July, E. B. 
'Townsencl and C. C. Pickett, representing one company; Moon and Lambert, another 
company, and one Clark and Moore, representing the third company, made applica-
tion to lease a -part of the Sac and Fox Reservation for grazing purposes. I laid the 
mat.ter before the Sac and Fox Indians ju council, informing them that unless they 
nnanimously favored a lease I would not support one, and requested them to hold a 
council to themselves to decide the matLer, which they did, spending about two days 
in council, and decided not. to lease an:tf of their reservation; since which time I have 
received applications to lease land of the Sac and Fox Indians for grazing purposes, 
but I have invariably told them that the Indians would not lease their lands. 
I do not know of eit.her of the above parties having conversation with the Indians 
on the subject out of my presence, and but little talk on the subject in my presence, 
and but little to me. After the Indians came to the above decision, the above parties 
have never inade any further propositions, as I know of, to me or the Indians. 
As I do not allow United States citizens or any other citizens to be ''negotiating" 
with my Indians without my knowledge on any business matter, or instructing or 
advising them without my consent, or in my presence (except superior officers), I will 
be Yery thankful to you to inform me who makes the statement, that I may be ena-
bled to investigate the matter. 
If there is any " negotiating," or any propositions to negotiate at this time, I know 
nothing about it, nor do I think the Indians would hear any. 
I am, very respectfully, · 
JACOB V. CARTER, 
United States Indian Agertt. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affait·s, Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
SAc AND ·Fox AGENCY, IND. T., 
Octobm· 10, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that it is rumored that one George L. Young, 
a white man adopted among the Pottawatomies, has gone to Kansas for the purpose 
ofnecrotiating a lease with some parties for a portion of the Pottawatomie Reservation 
for the purpose of grazing cattle, at which a portion of the Pot.tawatomies and the 
Ab. Shawnees are very indignant ancl bitterly opposed. 
I have not had time to investigate the above rumor, but may be able to report in a 
few days. ' 
The Shawnees nearly all have small herds of cattle, and some of them have good 
herds, and my opinion is that the Pottawatoruies had better turn their attention to 
getting herds of their own than trying to lease their lands that they may live off of 
money so obtained. 
Very respectfully, 
JACOB V. CARTER, 
Unitecl States Indian Aqe.t, 
!I.oJl .. H. PRICE, . -
.Commi!J~~,m~r · of In~iqn- .fi:.ffairs, Washington, D. C. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
SAc AND Fox AGENCY, IND. 1'., 
Octob.e'l' 15, 1883. 
Sm: I have just been informed by George L. Young, a white man, a member of the 
Pot.tawatomies, that he had bargained with some parties in Kansas to lease a portion 
of the Pottawatomie Reservation for grazing purposes. He informed me that he 
wanted me to take a part in closing the lease. Now, I have the honor to respectfully 
request to be informed if it is in accordance with the wishes of the Department for 
these Indians to lease a portion of their resei·vation. 
While there is a large portion of their reservation that is fit for nothing but gra~ing 
Jmrposes, and is a great rendezvous for outlaws to roam over, a lease might have a 
tendency to break up such ~angs. I do not wish to take any part unless it is in ac-
cordance with the wishes oo: the Departmen~. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
JACOB V. CARTER, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
Co-mmissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE- INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Octobe'r 24, 18B3. 
: In reply to your letter of the 15th instant, stating that yon have been in-
formed by one George L. Young, a white man and member of the Pottawatomies, that 
he had barga.ined with some parties in Kansas to lease a portion of tl.Je Pottawatomie 
Reservation for grazing purposes, and req uest.ing to be advised whether such a project 
is in aocordance with the views of the Department, you are informed that it is not the 
present policy of the Department to approve any leases of Indian lands for grazing 
purposes. You will govern yourself accordingly. 
Very respectfully; 
J·. V. CARTER, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, Sac and Fox Agency, I~nd. T. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
'fo the Hon. Secretary of the Interio'r, Washington, D. C. : 
SIR: The Citizen band of the Pottawatomies were each and every one notified to 
meet in council near Sacred Heart Mission. 
The object of the meeting was to get an expression of sentiments in regard to leas-
ing the surplus land of our reserve for grazing cattle. The res.ult of the meeting you 
will find herein inclosed. Previous. to this t,ime, a gathering of our people on the 
4th of July, 1883, a portion of the people had an informal meeting to discuss the ques-
tion of the propriet.y of leasing our surplus lands. rrhereupon George L. Young sug-
gested that a committee of three be appointed to execute a, lease to the hlghest 
bidder. A subsequent meeting was held by Mr. Young wHh few members of our ban<.!, 
when he heard tha.t a company would lease the land there. He again St1ggested that 
he should become a member of the aforesaid committee. Seven of those present im--
plicitJy consented, though every member of the committee were absent oxcept one. 
Whereupon Mr. Yonngimmediatelyproceeded to Topeka, Kans., to meet the company 
who had made some propositions to him, and suppressed better bids which were 
made to him by other parties; refused $2,000 more than the bid he accepted, and in-
stead of working for the inierest of his people, he accepted $1,000 from the company 
and $500 per annum to secure to said company the lease of this our surplus lands. 
Wherefore,. as chairman of the comrnitt~e that was app~inted and recof<Yniz~d on t~e 
29th flrty o1 October, 18tl3, and the meetmg of the committee the day fo lowmg, I, Ill 
belJalf of my people, respectfully ask that your honor set aside as .spurious and with-
out authority the 1ea!:le executed by Geo. L. Young, if presented for your consideration, 
and grant us the rightful privilege ofleasing said lands to the highest bidder. I sub-
mjt these mi-ttters for your consideration,, and make this report to your honor, as the 
said Geo. L. Young represented to our people that a!:i soon as they would ~;igu the pay-
roll he \YO nld pay them their lease money, which w~LS subject to his order, 14,000. 
Thereby he has influenced three or four men and several women, heads of families, who 
,. 
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are l'esidents in Pottawatomie Reserve. Would further state I have been credibly in-
formed that ho is getting signers outside of our reserve, near Topeka, Kans., who have 
never resided on the said 'reserve according to the act of Congress .May ~3, 1872. 
All of which I respectfully submit for your favorable consideration. 
I remain, respectfully yours, 
A. F. NAVARRE. 
P. S.-RefereHce to Major Carter, United States JDdian agent ftn' Sac and Fox 
Agency, Ino. T. 
flnclosu~e No. 1.) 
Proceedings of the Co11mcil Sad'ed Hea1·t .iY.lission , .Pottawatomie .Reserve, Lnd. T. 
OCTOBER 29, A. D. 1883. 
At a general council of the Citizen band ofPottawatomies, notice havingbeenpre-
viously given to all the band, together wit.h those now residing on the aforesaid re-
serve, Mr. Anthony F. Navarre assumed the chair temporarily to call the meeting 
to order and perfect the organizat.ion. . . 
On motion, Mr. A. Bourbonnais was nominated to act as president of the meeting, 
whereupon he was duly elected. · 
Mr. Navarre moved that T; J. Lazzell and Joseph Moose be elected as secretaries of 
this meeting; the motion was carried by unanimous vote, and the aforesaid gentlemen 
declared duly elected. The president elect then called the meeting to order aud pro-
ceeded to business. 
Mr. George L. Young moved " whether we were for the lease or against it." Mr. 
Baptiste Bruno having seconded the motion, samfl was tliscussed. Mr. Young, bow-
ever, withdrew his motion. · 
Mr. Navarre made a motion, seconded by Chris. Pierce, ''whether they were in favor 
of the lease. made to Reford R. Bertrand, by George L. Young, John Anderson, anrl 
Peter the Great"; the vote 1·esulted in a unanimous vote against the lease. 
Mr. Lazzell's motion of "are you in favor of leasing our surplus land to the hiO'hest 
bidder'! havin~ been duly moved and seconded, and the vote taken, resulted in ~a.vor 
of it, by over three-fourths majority. 
Mr. Lazzell then moved that a commit.tee of five men be appointed to negotiate and 
execute said lease, which motion was carried .by a vote of over three-fourths in favor 
of appointing said committee. ' · 
Vote being taken, the following committee was appointed: Anthony F. Navarre, 
Pet~r Mooser Davis Hardin, Peter the Great, and John Whitehead. 
On motion ofMr. Lazzell, the committee were to have thirty days' time for there-
ception of bids on same; unanimously carried. 
On motion of Mr. Young that we adjourn 1mtil thirty days from to-day, was unani-
mously carried. 





We, the members of the committee, h~ving been duly appointed and authorized by 
tue Citizen bancl of Pottawatomies at a general council held nea,r Sacred. Heart Mis-
sion, Ind. T., at the old council grounrl, October 29, 1883, to negotiate n. lease for onr 
surplus land, met October 30, 1 88.~, at MoHnd Prairie, to organize preparatory for busi-
ness. 
· On motion of Davis Hardin, Anthony F. Navarre was nominated to act as president 
of the committee; motion was seconded anrl carried, and Mr. Navarre declared duly 
elected by unanimous vote of the committee. Joseph Moose was nomillated an,t 
elected secretary pro ternpore. Peter Mooso was duly nominated and elected secretary 
of said committee. After some discussion "whether we receive sealed or open bids," 
vote was taken, resuWng in a unanimous vote in favor of open bids let to the highest 
bidder of Indian blood. It was further agreeil a,nd voted that we insert the notice 
for bids in ·the Kansas City Times. Mr. Navarre then moved to adjourn, to meet 
aga,in· at Mound Prairie Weilnesday, November 28, 1883, which waA unanimously car-
I'ied. 
JOSEPH MOOSE, 
Secretary pro tmnpore 
A. F. NAVARRE, 
• President of Comrnittee. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE 01!' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
November 17, 1883. 
SIR: Your letter without date, addressed to the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, pro-
testing against the approval of a lease alleged to have been entered into by George 
L. Young, on behalf of the Citizen Pottawatomies, with a Kansas company, of the 
surplus lands of the Pottawatomie Reservation for grazing purposes, and asking per-
mission to lease said lauds for similar purposes to the highet bidder, has been referred 
to this office. 
In reply, you are informed that the act of Congress of May 23, 1872, expressly pro-
llibits, until otherwise provided by law, the leasing of allotted tracts on the Potta-
watomie Reserve, except to the United States or• persons of Indian blood lawfully 
residing within said Territory, and then only with permission of the President, and 
under such regulations as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe. This prohi-
bition is held by this office to extend to the unallotted lands of the reservation. 
Moreover, the Secretary of the Interior has decided in applications of a similar nature 
that it is not the present policy of this Department to approve any leases of the char-
acter indicated. 
Very respectfully, 
Mr.A. F. NAVARRE, 
H. PRICE, 
Com'missioner. 
Care of J. V. Carter, UnittJd States Indian Agent, 
Sao and Fox Agenoy, Ind. T. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIA....~ AFFAIRS, 
Novern1Jer 17, 1883. 
Sm: Referring to office letter of the 24th ultimo, relative to the leasing of su ·plus · 
lands on the Pottawatomies' Reserve for grazing purposes, I inclose herewith for your 
information a copy of a letter addressed from this office to Mr. A. F. Navarre, in 
reply to one received from him by the Secretary of the Interior upon the subject. 
You will caution the parties moving in the matter that no lease will be approved 
· by this Department, and keep this office advised of any further developments. 
Very respectfully, 
JACOB V. CARTER, Esq., 
H . PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Sao and Fox Agency, Ind. T. 
UNITED STA'I'ES INDIAN S:mRVICE, 
Sac and Fox Agency, Ind. T,., Nol•ember 16, 1883. 
SIR: Inclosed please find a petition, signed by the Pottawatoruies, addressed to 
the honorable the Secretat·y of the Interior, protesting against a lease that George 
L. Younr, was about to negotiate for the Pottawatomies. 'rht:W have ~:~ince "gone 
back on 'George L. Young, and have sent one Anthony Navarre to Kansas to nego -
tiate with other parties. 
I have the honor to state that this lease matter is causing no little disturbance 
among the Shawnees as well as the Pottawatomies, and, while a few of the old and 
infirm are needin~ the revenue arising therefrom, it will be a disadvantage to the 
tribes on the 30-mile square tract, and there ought to be a stop put to it. 
Very respectfully, 
JACOB V. CARTER, 
U11ited States I1tdian Agent. 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
CommiSII'ioncr of Indian .Affairs, Wash'ington, D. C. 
llnclosure.] 
SHAWNEE'fOWN, IND. T., Octobe-r 6, 1883. 
Hon. H. M. TELLlJ:R, . 
Secretary of the Interior, Washing ton, D. C. : 
We, the undersigned, Citizen band, Pottawatomie, residing in tlte , limits of the 
30-mile square tract, respectfully :represent to your honorable body that there 
is a lease for grazing purposes to be made w~th some Kansas City company, a:Q.d 
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we say that the party which is alJOut to enter a ·contract with the Kansas City 
party have no legal authority, and we ask you to seo into the matter and have it 
stopped, because the matter will c:-.use t.rouble amongst us.·· Our desire is to live in 
peace. Hoping that our petition will be granted, herein we subscribe our names 
against the said lease. 
Signed: 
John Wall; Dave Harden ; Thomas Harden; Sezar Dncas, his x mark; Thomas 
Good boo; Samuel Alley; .Charles Bergeron; Joseph Melot; Charles Eld-
ridge; John McKinney; A. Bourbonnn.is; Ship-she-wah-noo, his x mark; 
Antonia I<'ullar; Anthony Tacier, jr.; A. F. Bourbonnais; Joseph Regnier; 
Peter Pammane ke-duck, his x mark; John Clinton; L.A. Darling_; P. B. 
Greemore; Antonio Tessier, sr., by consent; Mike Bowles; W. C. Boyer; 
Frank Stott; T. J. Lazzell; J. W. Ln.zzell; Joseph Moose ; Peter Moose; 
Stephen Negahnquet; Joseph Apteska; Nan wake, his x mark; Paul Tow-
per; Thomas Noel; David Laughton; Frank Leclere, his x mark. 
(Formerly chief oftbe Pottawatomie nation, who was intimidated into signing afore-
said lease, and who withdraws his name and signs this remonstrance.) 
Pas-so-shep-she-wanno; James Yolt; G. W. Gregson; Frank Pas·kah-wee, his x 
marki· James Buldun; J. M. Baldaw; Robert Baldaw; Samuel Baldaw; 
Am.ab e Toupin ; W. B. Trowsdale; Seymore Kahdolt, his x mark; Nicho-
las Trombla; H. Frigar, jr.; A. 'f. Navarre. 
UNITED STATES INDIA..~ SERVICE, 
Sac and Fox Agency, Ind. T., November 22, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that Thomas E. Berry presented a contract for 
lease for grazing cattle on about three townships of land on the 30-mile square 
tract ot land of the Pottawatomie Reservation, comprising a tract in the northwest 
corner, about 6 milee wide, extending fl'Om the North Pork of Canadian River on the 
north to Little River on the sent h. The contract is gotten up by Thomas E. Berry and 
Andrew Berry on one part and the headmen of the A.b. Shawm'le Indians of the other 
part. 
Not being able to see how the A.b. Shawnee Indians have the right to lease any part 
of the above reservation, I declined to have anything to do with said lease. I pre-
sume the contract will be forwarded to the Indian Office for action. 
Thomas E. Berry is the licensed trader hawneetown. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
JACOB V. CARTER, 
United Sta.tes Indian Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian .Ajfai1·s, Wa8kington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Osage Agency, September 12, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: I inclose herewith a contract made between the Kaw Indians and T. J. 
Gilbert for a lease of the northern portion of their reservation for grazing purposes 
for the term of ten years from October 1, 1883, on conditions as describeu in said 
lease. Also the authority of the tribe given in open council to parties signing said 
lease on behalf of the tribe. 
By reference to the map of the Kaw Reservation it will be seen that the lease com-
prises about half the reservation, and lies south of and adjacent to the State of 
Kansas. But three parties have ever settled wjthin the limits of this tract, and their 
claims n.re excepted. 
The Indians have never occupiell this land themselves, but have for years past per-
mitted cattle to be grazed upon it; and the most they have ever received for such 
grazing has never reached $800 in any one year. It is on the trail where large herds 
of cattle are driven th1·ough, both east and west, for which they receive but nominal 
pay, but which prevents them from letting it to other parties. 'l'hey have provided 
a driveway along the State line of half a mile in width. I believe it is the best thing 
they could do with this tract, for the following reasons: 
(1) They do not need it themselves for either agricultural or stock purposes at 
present. 
(2) Its situation is such that it cannot be utilized to advantage without being pro-
tected by fencing. 
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(3) The amount to be received b.y terms of lease is six or seven times that they have 
received or likely to recP-ive unless leased to parties for a term of years, with privi-
lege of fencing. 
(4) The Indians are poor, and this amount a.unuaHy would be of g1·eat he11eiit to 
them. 
(5) It will assist them in protecting their reservation and securing to themselves 
the benefits arising therefrom, as is more fully shown by their request for protection 
of the balance of their reservation by letter of this elate. 
They desire that the proceeds of this least'· ue collected by t he Indiau agent ju charge 
or some one designated by t,he Indian Office~ antl paid to tltem annualJy per capita .. 
At first only one contract was made. Parties were informecl that contracts should 
bemade.in duplicate at least, after >vhich others we1·e igned. 
This lease was made in accordance \vith the wishes of almost every person in tl•e 
tribe, and I trust will meet the approval of your office. 
Yours, very respectfully, 
· Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE 01!' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 4, 18B3. 
SIR: I have received your letter of the 12th ultimo, transmitting a lease, in t.ripli-· 
cate made between a committee of Kaw In<lians of the one part, and Thomas J. Gil-
berli, of Cowley County, Kam1as, of t.he other p:ut, of the northern part of their reser- · 
vation, estimated to contain 52,413,02 acres, for gra~ing purposes, for the term o.i' ten 
yeat·s from October 1, 18tl3, at a yearly rental of 4 cents. per acre, a.nd asking approval 
thereof. 
In reply, I have to inform you that the lands assigned to the Kansas (or Kaw) In-
dians under the act of June 5, 1872, and which the,y now occupy, were by indentur{:) 
dated June 14, 1883, conveyed by the Cherokee Nation to the United States in trust 
for said Indians .. 
The legal estate in the lands ther~fore being vested in t he United States, the Kan-
sas Indians have no power of themselves to enter into ~tny contract, lease, or o1il1er 
obligation respecting the same. 
As indicating 1,he present policy of the!Department upon ·the g. Ta~ing question h1 
the Indian Territory (outside of the five ilized tribes), I in close here·with a copy of 
a letter addressed by the honorable Secre ary of the Interior to Mr. E. Fenlon on the 
25th April last. · 




L. J. MILES, Esq., 
United Sta.tes Indian Agent, Osage AgenC'IJ, 'Ind. T. 
SENECA, Mo., November 23, 1883. 
SIR: As a member of the Paola, Indians under the cha1·ge of the Quapaw Agency, 
Indian Territory, I .desire to protest against the furtl1 er fen cing of our eminent; do-
main, and would suggest that there are some 12,000 or 14,000 acres now nuder fence; 
that the benefits are confined to a very few, and the masses of our people get no ben-
efits therefrom. There is now a proposition to fence all our Jan(l en,st of F)pring Ri vf'r, 
which will be utilized in the sa.me way to our detriment. 
Respectfully y mus, 
:E. C. LYKINS. 
Hon. H. PRicE, 
· Comm~issioner 11ldian Affairs, Washingto11 1 D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIA.!.~ AFFAIRS, 
November 30~ 1883. 
SIR: I have received a letter elated Seneca,Missonri, 23d ultimo, signed by E. C. 
Lykins, claiming to be a member of the Paolo Indians, attached to your agency, pro. 
testing against the further fencing of their clomaiu, nnd stating that t.hel'e al'e some 
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12,000 or 14,000 acres now under fence, the benefits whereof are confined to very few. 
Also that t.here is now a proposition to fence all their land east of Spring River, whkh 
will b e utilized in the same way to their detriment. . 
You·wm report fully to this office thereon, and state what, if any, fencing has been 
erected on the reservations under your charge, by whom, and by what authority. 
Very respectfully, 
D . B. DYER, Esq., 
DnUed States Indian .Agent, 
Quapaw .Agency, Ind. T. 
· H . PRICE, 
Commissione1·. 
HIGBEE, Mo., November 6, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: I wrote you some time sine~ in regard to the lands of the Indian Terri-
tory, and have never received any answer from you.. It may be asking too much of 
you; if it is not, would be under many obligations to you if you could give me some 
information in regard to the leasing of their laud. 
I want to lease 'a large body of landfor the purpose of raising cattle, and have heard 
that there was a portion of the Territory to be leased, and thinking that you knew 
more about it than any one else, that you would be the proper one to apply to for the 
desired information. If I am mistaken, you will please pardon me for the error. If 
it is consistent, you will please let me hear from you at your earliest convenience. 
Yours, &c., · · · 
J. M. RENNOLDS. 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secreta1·y of the Interior. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
November 12, 1883. 
SIB: Your letter of the 6th instant, addressed to the honorable Secretary of the 
Interior, in regard to the leasing of lands in the Indian Territory for stock-raising 
purposes, has been referred to this office. 
In reply, I have to state that under date of August 3 last you were advised by letter 
from this office t hat on the 25th of April last the honorable Secretary replied to an 
applicant for a lease of Indian lands in that country for similar purposes, as follows: 
"It is not the present, policy of the Department to affirmatively recognize any agree-
ments or J.cases of the character y on mention." 
Very respectfully, · 
J. M. REN 'OLDS, Esq. , 
Higbee, Mo. 
Ron, H. M. TELLER, 




TULSA, IND. '.f. , November 12, 1883. 
Hold the Tulsa Osage land stock lease without your approval until you hear from 
us by letter· of protest. 
Bon. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Inte?·im.· : 
CYRUS RIRIE; 
And. other Osage citizens. 
OSAGE NATION, I NDIAN TERRITORY, 
November 12, 1883. 
Your undersigned petitioners, citizens of the Osage Nation, beg leave to represent 
tba.t the authorities of onr tribe in their last council granted several large land leases 
eertain citize11s of the United States for the nse of gra,.;ing stock. 
n oue of t.hese leases, known as the Tulsa lease, made to Crane & Laremar, lying in 
eoutbern port.iou of om nation, will iuclnde inside of their fence the homes o-f eight 
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or more of some of the most thrifty stock-raising OsUJge eHizens, aud deprive the 
rights of several more such citizens, living near that point, from the grazing lands 
that they have for six or ten years used for their stock. The lines of this lease ;tre as 
follows: Commencing at the southeast corner of the Osage Nation, running north to 
a point between Delaware and Hominy Creeks, thence running due west taking in all 
of the Delaware Creek country to a point on the Arkansas River, thence down said 
1'iver to the Creek anJ Osage line, thence running east on said line to the place of 
beginning. 
Our ranches and homes are located on said Delaware Creek (a creek running into 
Bil'd Creek, a few mHes below the moutl;t of Hominy Creek), and would be a great 
damage to us to move from our places and ranches and to give up t.he best grazing 
lands to parties leasing these lands; also the valuable water of said creek. 
We do further statet.hat when these leases were granted improper means were used 
to secure these leases, and that one hand of our people were not represented in the 
council, but were out West. visiting the Pawnees at the time (i.e., Tall-chief and his 
band). It is claimed that the leases were made forth~ purpose of raising revenue for 
our nation. 
We here state that rather than to give up our homes and best grazing lands to non-
citizens we will pay to the Osage Nation 3t cents per acre per year, in advance, for the 
use of said lands for grazing purposes, and will inclose it as they promise tJ() do. 
We left our lands in the State of Kansas, and came down here to make farmers anJ 
stock-raisers, and we wish to have the first rjght to these lands. If the said lease did 
not include the Delaware Creek country we would have had nothing to say. We sent 
in our written protest to our council against leasing the Delaware .Creek lands; but 
we learn that it was not read to the council by the influence of some of the partie.~ 
interested in these leases. 
If the policy is to teach the Indians farming and stock-raising we think our propo-
sition should meet with more favor than non-citizens, who have no right here and offer 
so much less for use of these lands. 
We ask, therefore, that an investigation be made from your office before said grants 
go imo operation, and pray your protection in our behalf. 
Signed (with x marks): 
Ninka-kee-pona, Ninka-koon-lah, Hoosa-nola-law, A-koon-ka-ha, ' Nee-he-tha, 
Kaheka-tah, Mah-sha-kee-ta.h. Tah-we-he, Pay-tshe-mahe, Kay-ke-waen, 
Huey-wa-ninka, Chsa-wah-pa, Ita-ka-heka, Mahe-coo-mane, 'rah-ha-lee, 
Isabella Newman, JaneflCaptain, Cyrus Ririe, Louis Angel, P., Coletus Mud, 
William Cedar, Sophia Cedar, Rosa Cedar, Little Eagle. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR; 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
December 4, 1883. 
Sui: I have received, by Department reference, a communication (copy inclosed) 
dated 12th ultimo, signed by Ninka-kee-pona, Nina-1won-sab, Isabella Newman, Janee 
Captain, Cyrus Ririe, Louis Angel, Coletus Mud, William Cedar, J.. .. ittle Eagle, and some 
fifteen other Indians, claiming to be citizens of t.he Osage Nation, protesting against 
the action of their tribal authorities at. the last council iu grantillg several large land 
leases to certain citizens of the United States for grazing purposes, notably in that 
known as the Tulsa lease (limits whereof are given) , made to Crane & Laremar, for 
lands in the southern portion of tlJe nation, which they state will include inside the 
fences the homes of eight or more of some of the most thrifty stock-raising Osage citi-
zens, and deprive several more such citizens, resident near that point of grazing lands 
they have for six or ten years used.for their stock. 
Petitioners state tha.t their ranches and homes are located on Delaware .Creek, and 
that it would be a great damage to them to move and give up the best grazing lands to 
other parties, besides losing the valuable water of the cr eek. 'l'bey further allege that 
improper influence was used to obtain said lea.ses, and that one band (Tall-chief's), 
then absent on a visit to the Pawnees, were not represented at the councH; also that 
their written protest mado to the connell against leasing the Delaware Creek lands 
was suppressed by interested parties. 
They further proffer their readiness, rather than give np their homes and grazing 
lands to non-citizens, to pay to the Osage Nation three and one-half (3!) cents per acre 
per year, in ad vance, for the use of said lands for grazing purposes; and ask that be-
tore the grants made by the council go into operation the matter be inquired into by 
this office. 
You are directed to make a full investigation of all the facts in connection with 
the alleged leases, and report thereon fully to this office with the least practicable 
delay. 
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It is proper to add tLat, outside of the inclosed communication, no intimation has 
been made to this office of the granting of the alleged leases, and that the present 
policy of the Department is to withhold approval of any such action on the part of the 
Indians. 
Very respectfully, 
H. PRICE, _ 
CommiBI1i01t&r. 
L. J. MILES, Esq., 
U. S. btdian .Age·1tt, Osage A.genOJJ, Ind. '1'. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Osage Agency, December 4, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: The ·grazing of cattle on this reservation h,as been the cause of much 
annoyance for two or three years past, and foreign cattle have drifted on the reserva-
tion in large numbers within the past year, a great many persons having settled 
around the border fOl' the purpose of holding stock, allowing them to drift on to 
graze during the spring or "gathering time." Cowboys are continually riding the 
1·eservation, hunting and driving out cattle, and members of the nation have been 
compelled to keep constantly with their cattle to keep them from being driven off 
with other stock or following bunches that are driven off, and there has been a con-
stant complaint about cattle being lost. 'l'here has also been more or less complaint 
about cattle that were held on the reservation drifting with the Indians' cat.tle and 
destroying their fields. After considering the matter for a long time, they concluded 
that it would be better for them to lease some of their vacant land around their bor-
der, and not issue permits to those not members of the nation to hold cattlt~ inside. 
'rhe Osage council have made the following leases: 
One in the bend of the Arkansas River, opposite the Ponca Reservation, to J. N. 
Florres and ·william J. Pollock. . 
One along the State line of Kansas to E. M. Hewins, Thomas Lahy, L. U. 'Vait, 
Carpenter & King, extending from the eastern line of the Kaw Reservation to the 
Osage settlements on the Cany River. 
One in the east to John Sodestran, from Sand Creek to the settlements on Candy 
C1·eek, and one on the south to Crane & Larrimer, reaching as far north as Delaware 
Creek and west to the Arkansas River. Mr. Brown (a.n Osage) has a pasture in the 
northeast corner of the reservation, rf'aching from State line south to settlements in 
Cany, aud Mr. Hampton (an Osage) has built one between the settlements of Cany 
and Sand Creek on the east. · 
It will be seen by tracing the lines of those lease that it leaves a border gap along 
the Cany River on the north and east, across Sand Creek, and from the settlements 
on Cany Creek south to Delaware Creek on the east. It is the intention of the council 
to ask for material to put up a fence along the Osage border, connecting those leases 
as soon as the leases are surveyed, so that the amount of material required can be 
ascertained. A part of the contract with lessees is that they shall put np and main-
tain a good fence aroun<l their lease. 
This n.rrangement when carried out will entirely protect the Osage Reservation on. 
the uortl1, east, south, and nearly all the west, except that part joining the Pawnee 
Reservation. The Osages will have inside this inclosure over a million acres of land, 
and the inclosure wHl be bnilt and maintained at a nominal expense t.o them, besides 
bringing them an income of over ten thousand a year for lands that they are not 
utili1-ing. 
A few claims will be inclosed in the leases, but satisfactory arrangements have been 
made with such parties whereby they bold their claim, and their stock is permitted 
to run inside. 
The arrangements were all thm:ougbly talked over antl understood before the leases 
were made, and all are well satisfied except Mrs. Captain, a widow lady that resides 
on Hominy. She first consented to the lease below her, and wanted it let; afterwards, 
however, she ehanged ller mind and objected. 'l'he conncillistened to her objections 
and granted the least~, having left her a range of about 8 miles in width, and as far 
west as she wauted, which they considered ample for her and those around her, it 
being one o.f the best ranges iu the nation, with Hominy Creek running tbrougn the 
center of it. · 
I l1ave nnderstootl tluLt since the action of the council she has been stirring up the 
Indians about the matter, circulating a petition, and securing some signers by false 
l'epresentations, asking thaL tho lease be 1·evoked, claiming oppression on her part 
and on tl1e part of some otherA, while in realit,y, as near as I can lea.rn , H is in the 
int rests of herself and some other pa.rties that a.re anxious to get a small portion of 
the leaRe containing the water for themselves, thus rendering the balance worthless. 
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I can only say that I think the council have acted very fair with her; t.baf I have 
seen all the parties whose claims are within the limits of all the leases, or the repre-
sentatives of such parties; that all have expressed themselves as satisfied with Lh 
arrangements; and am thoroughly convinced that some sncb protecti<.m as this is the 
only uieaus by which the stock interest of this nation can be secured. 
All the progressive members of the nation think that to have their reservation thus 
protected, so that they can safely turn loose inside, is as· good a thing a.s they want. 
Copies of contracts will be pre~ented for yolll' inspection by parties holding thew 
soon, and any further information you may want in the watter wiH be clJeerfnlly 
g i en . · 
Yonrs, very respectfuHy, 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
Indian CornmissiO'Yier. 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian Ageut. 
0TOE AGENCY; IND. T., November 30, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: We are holding cattle upon this reservation by right of lease from the 
Otoe Indians. '!'here is a young man h ere who has a birthright., being a quarter 
blood, that intends putting .from 600 to 1,000 head of cattle h ere and holding them on 
his right without paying any tax, which will be infringing on our lease. I got the 
Ie~se with the understanding t.hat the grazing privileges were exclus·ively ours, and 
will resp~:;ctfully request that the man in question be instructed by the Department 
not to put on these cattle. I have talk:ed with him of the matter, and he claims a 
perfect right by tribal relation, and says he bas contracted the cattle to be delivered 
here and will hold them; that the Department agent nor Indians have no grounds to 
interfere with him, as he has as much right as any member of this t.ribe, and so long 
as there is any range at all he or other Indi:ms have the preference. Kindly ad vise 
us at your earliest convenience and greatly oblige. 
Very respectfully, · 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. (). 
C. M. WARREN. 
RED ROCK, 0TOE AGENCY, Decernber 1, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: I am a quartet-blood Otoe, and I expect to put some cattle on the res-
ervation and hold them on my rio-ht. The reservation is now under lease, and it is 
probably well over stocked to such an extent as to totally prohibit the Indians from 
farming, which is evident from the fact that the number held here now by the lease 
has done much damage to the Indians' fields, causing constant complaints, and. any 
addition will considerably discourage them in their farming pursuits, and I appeal to 
you as p1·oper authority to protect my rights. · 
Please me at your earliest leisure. 
Yours, very respectfully, 
WILLIAM D. BARNES. 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
0TOE AGENCY, INDIAN T~~RRITORY, Decmnber 8, 1881. 
DEAR SIR: I have the honor to address you as follows: Last spring I lea.sed thiA 
reservation from the Otoe Indians for grazing purposes, agreeing to pay them 50 cents 
per head for all stock we held on it. When the time came to make payment, we 
counted something over 500 catt.le and horses, which would have amounted to a. little 
over $250. Tb.e Indians, influenced by the agent, were made to lwlievethe capacit~7 
of the range was 1,000 cattle, and they should ask me foo: $!100. Agent Woodin stated 
that I had written you a letter complaining, and that you bad referred my letter 
back to him, and he stated that be would get even with me in this wa.y. I thought 
.if the Department agent and Indians ~ere willing to allow 1,000 cattle held here I 
would put them on and pay the required amount; so I paid $514. I wanted to get a 
lease from the Indians for a term of years, but Agent Woodin said t,be Department 
would not allow the land leased only frotn year to year, and stated further that the 
Department would not allow the range stocked to such an extent as to interfere with 
the Indians' farming, and that he would not allow any one to do this, so I very natur-
ally submitted to his ruling, as I know 'tis the policy of the Department to eno~ur­
age the Indians to farm as much as possible. A man by na.me of McClnllan, who nas 
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a cattle ranch on the Cherokee strip joining this reservation, built a fence around his 
range and run it upon this reserve for about 5 miles in order to take in some springs. 
I very quietly and gentlemanly advised Agent Woodin that such was the case. He 
said be would look into the matter at once, but nothing further w~tsever done or said, 
more than that be told this man McClellan that I bad discov~red the survey, at which 
McClellan threatened to put 5,000 c~tttle upon t.his range if I ever mentioned the mat-
ter again. All of the above facts only reached my ears in the last two weeks. . 
About thirty days ago, Mr. McClellan came to me and wanted me to get a lease of 
this reservation from the Indians for ten years, ancl he would go in with me and pnt 
about 5,000 very inferior cheap cattle upon it, then go east, form a stock company, and 
sell out. I told him I would be obliged to refuse his proposition, (1) because it was 
not lawful to get a lease for over one year; (2) the range is very scarce of water, and 
would not support that number of cattle; (3) it was the desire of the Department to 
have the Indians farm , and I know from experience that it would be impossible to 
keep the cattle out of Ind.ian fields, as the principal creeks are lined with farms, and 
the cattle are bound to range there on account of water, and would continually be 
breaking into fields and de~troying crops. . . 
McClellan said that would make no difference to us, as we would not bring cattle 
until next spring; that we could sell it out, in this way getting ouii of the muddle 
outselves, leaving the stock company and the Department to fight it out. Ou my re-
jecting his proposal be has undertaken it. .A. few days ago he came here, called the 
chiefs off the reservation to his cow-camp, gave them a feast, then offered them $1,GOO 
per annum a lease of the entire reservation for a term of years. Then returned to 
the agency and made similar offers ; .A.gen t Woodin })aid no attention to these proceed-
ings. McClellan told the Indians I should have paid this amount, for as it is I was 
swindling them out of $1.;000 a ·year, &c. He worked around them and from the 
amount of money the interpreters and chiefs bad, gives me r eason to believe be gave 
it to them. Agel!:t Woodin and son (the latter in charge of this a~ency) have been 
showing favors to McClellan all this time, which proves they are backed by some con-
sideration, as t,hey are to retire from office soon, have no interest in doing the right 
thing by the Indians. The chiefs cap:1e to me and I told them I would give 50 
cents a head per annum for all the · cattle the new agent or Department said I coultl 
put here, without interfering. That the number running here now caused some com-
plaint, but I willingly paid all damage; 3,000 or 4,000 head would almost eat them 
out. I have :figured, if the tribe should get $1,500 a year, 'twould amount to about $6 
each, whereas if they would raise a wagon load of corn 'twonld be worth from$~ to. 
$1.5, besides teaching them to work. Should the crops be destroyed by cattle they 
would be in idleness the balance of the year. I t.hought it t.be desire of the Depart-
ment to allow only what cattle the land would support without trespassing on Indian 
'improvements. .!gent Woodin, for reasons better known to himself, has permitted this 
McClellan to do just what he has forbidden me, and I feel I h:1ve been deeply wronged. 
I :find all I have said to him in defense of Department and Indians he has told this 
man and used it against me. I understand M'CClellan has succeeded in getting the 
prom~se of the lease from Indians, and is soon to make pari payment. While I have 
kept back, subject to Agent Woodin'~ instructions, he has allowed t.his man to come 
in, undermine me, and tamper with the Indians. I h ave explained this money and 
farming business to tlie Indians, but they don't want any one to talk work to them, 
but fancy a, man like ~cClellan, who tells them his ]ease-money will enable them to 
live wit.b less '\vork. 'l'he interpreter here is an Iowa, and has :figured extensively 
with this party in influencing Indians. He is a man of questionable character, hav-
ing lost a position in his own tribe for complicity in underhand work against agency 
government whilst in Nebraska. He was called here by Agent Woodin to succeed 
one Battiste Derion, who has acted as interpreter for twelve years. 
Battiste having been removed for entering a complaint to inspector, I feel confident 
he would be reinstated were the plain facts known by Department. · Through fear 
of Agent Woodin he has refrained from writing you. I would like to lease this re-
serve and wish to do it in accordance with the law, and if you do not care how many 
cattle are placed here I can pay Mr. McClellan's price. I naturally suppose the 
Indians must be looked after first. I take the liberty of placing iihis letter in yonr 
hands through this medium. Hoping you will sift this matter down :1nd ret.ain this 
letter in your possession, I am anxious to hear from you, trusting you , will see fit 
to stop tne McClellan proceedings. My wife is interested here, being a quarter-blood. 
Thanking you for your attention, we think if 'tis leased we should have the prefer-
ence. 
Yours, very respectfully, 
C. M. WARREN . 
. P. S.-McClellan handles Sou them cattle and will subject the Otoe aud wy cattle 
to the fever. I think his intentions are to rush the matter through quick as possible, 
so Agen·t WooC'lin can sign the lease as agent before he retires, 
C. M! W, 
'fhe SECRETA~¥ 0~ THE INTERJOR. 
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The undersigned, members of the confederated tribes of W eas, Peorias, &c., do 
most respectfully enter herewith their earnest protest against the granting of per -
mission, either by the Department or our agent, for the fencing of any more of our 
domain, and ask that the proceeds of that already fenced and rented to grazers be 
divided per capita among our citizens. The result of the present fenced lands is the 
destruction of the range and the confinement of stock belonging to citizens to a limited 
:range, and the proceeds of pasturage on fenced lands is given to a few individuals, 
instead of the body of our people. 
Signed: 
Thomas Peckham; Daniel Eddy; Jim Sky, his x mark; Harriot Sky, her x 
mark; Pah-kon-dow-wah, her x mark; Justina Merriss; Ellen Staton; 
Joseph Sky; John Beaver; Kah tak ke mong qua, her x mark; Charles 
Stanley ; Pong-e-she-no-quah, her x mark; Mary Paschall; Frank Fish; 
E. W. W. Lykens; Louisa Fish. 
(Received Office Indian Affairs, December 1:3, 1883.) 
CLARKSBURG, "WEST VA., 
Ja'Yiua1·y 1, 1884. 
SIR: In further compliance with instructions contained in Department letter of 
November 3, 1883, I have the honor to report that I have carefully and impartially 
inspected the Osage Agency, Indian Territory, and as a result of my observations 
respectfully submit the following: 
* * * * * ~ .. 
A very considerable portion of this reservation is very rough and rocky, and not. 
adapted to successful cultivation, but is well watered and is considered very good 
grazing land. These Indians own quite a number of horses and cattle, but not enough 
to graze the whole of it, and as a consequence have done as others upon other reRer-
vations within the Indian Territory, they having leased 3SO,OOO ·acres for grazingput·-
poses to (6) different parties, at from 3 to 3i cents per acre, as will appear from memo-
mnda herewith marked Exhibit No.2, also diagram of same attached, giving the 
number and location of same. These leases were made by the legal representatives 
of the Osage Nation in open council as will appear upon left margin of Exhibit 
No.2. ' 
I also inclose memorantla, Exhibit No. 3, of a lease of 52,000 acres, made by the 
• Kaws with F. J. Gilbert, at 4 cents per acre. This 52,000 acres is substantially fenced 
with a 5-strancl wire fence. Principal work was done by the Kn.w Indians, for which 
they received a fair compensation for their labor . 
• * 7t * 1fo 
Very respectfully, &c., 
ROBERT S. GARDNER, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
U. S. Indian Inspector. 
• 
EXHIBIT No. 2. 
OSAGE AGENCY, . IND. 1'., Dece~nber 18, 1883. 
Memomndunt of lea8eB 'made by and between the Osage Nation and citizeM of the Unined 
States, and rat,ijied by the legal rep1·esentatives of the nation in open cmtncil, September 29 
and Not•ember 8, 1883. 
Date when 







29 Florer & Pollock.. ........ ............. ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 75, 000 
7 E. M. He wens ...... . .. .......... .... -.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 80, 000 I 
g ~:~: ~~~e~~~~~·:::::::_·:::::_·::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~g: ~~~ 
8 .T ohn Soderstrour .... .•................... -... - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59, 000 










All of the above-mentioned leases to take effect April1, 1884; payments to l>e mad6 
quarterly, in advance, to the trea&urer of the Osage Nation. 
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EXHIBIT No. 3. 
OSAGE AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, Decernber 18, 1883. 
Memorandum of leases made b:.; and between the Kaw Indians and citizens of the 
United States, and ratified by the tribe in general open council assembled. 
Date when granted,------. T. J. Gilbert, 52,000 acres, at 4 cents per acre. 
The above-mentioned lease to take effect October 1, 1883 ; payment to be made 
April1 of each year to ilhe agent in charge, and by him to be disbursed to the lndianr 
per capita. 
No.2. 
Copies of documents and cm·respondence on file and of record in the office of India·n Ajfai1's 
and Depm·tment of the Interior, so fm· as the same relate to leases of land.s on the Kiowa, 
Comanche, and Apache, Wichita, and Cheyenne and At·apaho R eservations; also the 
unoccupied lands west of North Fork of Red River, all ·in the Indian Territory, to citi-
zens of' the United States, fm· cattle-gmzing and othe1· p'IUJJOSes. 
[Furnished in obedience to Senate resolution dated December 4, 1883.) 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICJ<;, 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Anadf1rko, Ind. 1:, August 18, 1879. 
SIR: I have the honor to state that I have for some time been trying to arrive at 
some conclusion as to how the vast area of fine grazing land now m10ccupied, belong-
ing to this agency, could be utilized advantageously to tho Indians. There are tens 
of thousands of acres that are not touched any year, out of which a nice income might 
be realized. 
I had a conversation with Mr. R. D. Hunter, the present beef contract.or, on the 
subject, and he at once made the following offer, which I submit for your considera-
tion: He agrees to put eight or ten thousand head of cattle at some point designated 
by the agent, and pay for all sizes 10 cents per head per year for the privilege. His 
was the one offer, and I have no doubt be will do better; but as it is a matter for your 
decision, I would 1ike to hear from you on the subject. I do not submit as a final 
· proposit.ion, but wish to know if such a thing would be allowed, and if so, I will as-
certain the best that can be done, _and then submit the case to you. You see even at 
the low price of 10 cents per head it would make an incothe of $1,000, which would 
purchase for the Indians two hundred calves, and be that much of a saving to the 
Government in the purchase of stock cattle. Or, if you choose, the grazing privilege 
might be paid in young cattle. 
If the grass of the reserves can be converted into cattle, why not do iU 
To make these people ·self-supporting they must have herds of cattle, and I am an --
ions to press the matter forward as fast as I can. The sooner they are supplied with 
cattle that much sooner will they be in that condition and to that end I wa;nt to bring 
an the points to bear. . 
If the privilege is granted I would not favor guaranteeing protection against dep-
redations, so that claims could be made against the Government. 
Please let me bear from you. 
Very respectfully, 
P. B. HUNT, 
Indian Agent. 
Hon. E. A. HAYT, 
CommisBioner of Indian Ajfai1·s, Washington~ D. C. 
UNITED STATES SENATE CHAMBER, 
Washington, October 19, 1881. 
SIR: I have tho honor to hereby respectfully ask permission of your Department to 
treat with the Kiowa and Comanche Indians and their agent to secure the privilege 
of grazing cattle in the section, in the southwest corner of the Indian Territory, known 
as Greer County. It embraces the country west of North Pork of Reel River, and east 
of the one hundredth meridian, and :is claimed both by the State of Texas and United 
States Gov'3rnmont, anQ. al&o b~ t4~ l~Cii~ns, and. would be worthless for grazing pur-
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poses without the consent of the Indians, as they would have the grass, aud depredate 
on the stock. The consideration to be paid the Indians will be in cattle, and the num-
ber to be agreed upon to the satisfaction of the Indians and their agent. Th~re is 
fine grass in this district that at present is doing no one any good, and by effecting 
this arrangement the Indians, as well as the stockmAn, will be benefitejl. The near 
approach of winter makes it necessary for prompt action. We therefore hope this will 
have your early consideration. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. A. LEWIS. 
I respectfully recommend the above proposal to the favorable consideration of tlHl 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and hope it will be accepted. 
RICH'D COK~, 
U. S. S., 'J'exaB. 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 20, 1881. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of the 19th instant, asking permission of this 
Department to treat with the Kiowa and Comanche Indians, and their agent, to se-
cure the privilege of grazing cattle in the section of land in the southwest corner of 
the Indian Territory, north of the South. Fork of Red River, and east of the one hun-
dredth meridian. 
In reply, you are informed that the Kiowa and Comanche Indians have no interest 
in the lands in question-they fo1·m a portion of the Indian Territory proper, and are 
held by the United States solely for Indian purposes. 
Upon similar applications the honorable Secretary of the Interior held that he had 
no power to grant the desired permission. 
Very respectfully, 
H. A. LEWIS, Esq., 
(Care Hon. Richard Coke, U.S. Senate.) 
H. PRICE, 
CornmiBB'ioner. 
D:i<~PAR'l'MENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICI~ OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 27, 1881. 
SIR: on· the 19th instant Mr. H. A. Lewis addressed a letter (copy herewith) to 
this office (bearing the favorable indorsement of Senator Coke), asking permission Lo 
treat with the Kiowa and Comanche Indians and their agent to secure the privilege of 
grazing cattle in the section of country in the southwest corner of the Indian 'l'eni -
tory, known as" Greer County," embracing the country west of theN orth Fork of Red 
River and east of the one hundredth meridian, and claimed both uythe State of 'l'exa.':l 
and the United States Government, as also by the Indians; the consideration to be 
, paid to the Indians to be in cattle, in such number as may be agreed upon, to the 
satisfaction of the Indians and their agents. 
By office letter of the 20th instant, Mr. Lewis was informed, in reply, that the 
lauds in question form a part of the Indian Territory proper, and are held by the 
United States solely for Indian purposes; that the Kiowa and Comanche Indians had 
no interest in them, and that on similar applications the Secretary of the Interior had 
l1eld that he had no power·to grant the request. 
In response to your verbal reference for information respecting the status of the 
laJJd in question and the views of this office upon tl1e subject-matter of Mr. I .. ewis's 
application, I have the honor to report as follows: 
As to the status of the land: The tract of country referred to formed a portion of 
the lands "leased" to the United States by the Choctaws and Chickasaws under the 
treaty of June 22, 1855 (11 Stat., 611), "for the permanent settlement of the Wichita 
ancl such other tribes or bands of Indians as the Government may desire to locate 
thereon." 
The subsequent treaty with the Choctaws and Chickasaws of April 28, 186fj (14 
Stat., 769), substituted a direct purchase for the lease, but did not alter or extingnish 
the trust. In 1867 the Kiowas, Comanches, and Apaches were settled upon a part of 
the ceded lands (treaty of October 21, 1867, 15 Stat., 581); in 1869 the Cheyennes and 
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ArapahoeB were located on other portions of the ceded lauds by Executive order, 
the 'Vichitas being already on a portion of the same lands, prior . to the purchase 
thereof by tho United States. That portion in respect of which the present applica-
tion is made forms a part of the Indian Ten·it.ory, although not yet set apart for any 
tribe of Indians, and the jurisdiction thereof is within the United States (see report 
of the Commissioner of the General Land Office to the Secretary of the Interior, dated 
May 10, 1877; annual report G. L. 0. for 1877, pp. 75, 76). 
By tho intercourse act of June 30,1834 (4 Stat., 729), this tract was (inte·r alia) de-
clared to he Indian country and as such is held for Indian purposes alone, according 
t.o the understanding with tl1e several treaties with the Indian nations or tribes in t.hat 
Territory wl1ereby such lands were acquired, and it is subject to the intercourse laws 
as embodied in the Revised Statutes of the United States, sees. 2111-2157. 
As to tho subject-matter of the application now beforetheDepa,rtment, upon an appli-
cation of one R. D. Hunter, r eferreCl by the War Department, July 1.3, 18~0, for leave 
to bold and graze cattle for a term of years upon a tract ef country in the Indian Ter-
ritory situate immediately east of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, and form-
jug a part of the territory ceded to the United States by the treaty with the Creeks, 
Jnue 14, 1866 (14 Stat., 782), ''to be sold to and used as homeB for such other civilized 
Indians as the United States may choose to settle thereon," your immediate predecessor 
was of opinion that he had no power to grant the request, and hence the application 
'vas returned disapproved. 
The present case is analogous in all respects. It is true that no Indians have as yet 
in fact been settled upon the land in question, neither is it attached to or within the 
jtuisdiction of any local agency, but it is held by the United Stapes, subject to appro-
priation for the permanent settlement of such Indians as the Government may desire 
to locate thereon under t.he direct trust declared by the treaty with the Choctaws 
and Chichasaws of June, 1885, before referred to, and I respectfully !:!ubmit that it 
1s agamst the settled policy of the Government looking to the location of Indian tribes 
upon the m•occupied lands of the Territory t.hat any concession in respect of such 
lands or any part thereof should be made eith er to corporatio11s or private individuals 
calculated to interfere with the due execution of such trust. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
The SlWRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, October 28, 1881. 
SIR: Referring to your communication of the 27th instant, in relation to the appli-
ca.tion of Mr. H. A. Lewis for permission to graze cattle upon certain Indian lands in 
the southwestern part of the Indian Territory, between the Red River and the North 
Fork thereof, I desire an expression of your opinion upon the question whether, if there 
are no Indhtns upon said lands, nor Indian rights therein that would conflict with such 
permission, a temporary privilege to pasture, to expire June 1, 1882, the party hav-
ing the privilege employing Indian herders, would be objectionable 'r 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
S. J. KIRKWOOD, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
November 1, 1881. 
SIR: An applica.tion has recently been made to this Department by one H. A. Lewis; 
on behalf of an association of Texas cattle-raisers, for permission. to hold and graze 
cattle upon the nnoccupied lands of the India.n Territory (sometimes called ''Greer 
County,") west, of the North l!'ork of Red River and east of the one-hundredth meridian 
adjoining the Kiowa n.nd Comanche Res.ervation. 
The honorable Secretary has referred the application to this office, wit.h the follow-
ing q~1estion: vVbethet·, ~f th~re a.re no In~li~ns upon said land.s,.nor Indian rights 
therem that \Vou1d con1hct w1t.h snell pel'mlsswn, a temporarypnVllege to pasture, to 
expire June 1, 18f:32, the part.y having the privilege employing Indian h erders, would 
Le objectionable 0! 
I shall lw gla.d to have yonr views on the subject as soon as possible. 
Vcr;y respectfnlly, 
· H. PRICE, 
P. B. ll u~T, Esq., Com1nissioner. 
Vnilecl .Siittes indian 1laent, Kiowa and Comanche Agency. 
S. Rep. 1278-24 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
KlOW A, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Anadarko, Ind. T., Novernber 7, 1881. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter of Novembflr 1 (L. 
1869-'81) in regard to an association of Texas cattle-raisers having made application 
to graze cattle upon unoccupied lands of the Indian Territory west of the North Fork 
of Red River. 
The Kiowas and Comanches have, ever since the Medicine Lodge treaty, claimed 
this section of country, though they have been frequently told that the North Fork 
of Red River was the western boundary of their reservation as established by the 
said trea1!y; still they contend that it was the intention of the treaty to give them 
the strip of land between the North Fork and the one-hundredth meridian, and no 
longer-than about a year ago the subject was discussed by them at a general council, 
and a special request made to have t he matter presented to the Departmeut, asking to 
have it added to their reservation, which was more fully set forth in my letter of 
September 12 , 1880. . · · 
While they have no right under the treaty to this strip of country, they have re-
garded it as theirs, and I do not think it will be well to take a tax for grazing unless 
the money or its equivalent is paid to them. 
The employment of Indian herders might be made a condition of the lease to the 
mutual advantage of those concerned~ under fair and equitable restrictions, but I 
would suggest that the association be required to report monthly the name aqcl nnru-
ber of such employes, the number of days employed, and the amount due or pahl to 
each. ' 
If something definite could be agreed upon, with proper supervision provided for, 
so as to prevent trouble and complications, and the association or parties holding 
cattle would not expect to be paid for all alleged losses, and if the amount received 
from this source could 1,1e used for the benefit of the Kiowas and Comanches, I woul<l 
be in favor of it. · 
Very respectfully, 
The Ron. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. 0. 
P. B. HUNT, 
United Statu Indian .Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Jan1La1·y 14, 1882. 
SIR: In the matter of the application of H. A. Lewis for permission to ~raze cautle 
upon unoccupied lands of the Indian Territory west of the North Fork of Reel River, 
which formed the subj ect of your communication to this office of the 28th October 
last~ and in which you desired an expression of my opinion upon the question, whether, 
if there are no Indians upon said lan~, nor Indian rights therein that would conflict 
with such permission, a temporary privilege to pasture, expiring June·1, 1882, the party 
having the privilege employing Indian herders, would be objectionable, I have to say 
that immediately upon receipt of such communication I caused a letter to be written 
to the United States Indian agent for the Kiowa, Comanche, ancl Apache Indians, 
whose reservation adjoins the lands in question, and who are more immediately in-
terested, for an expression of his views in the premises. 
I have the honor now to transmit herewith a copy of a letter received from Agent 
P. B. Hunt, dated 7th' November last, in which he expresses the opinion :that an ar-
rangement of the character suggested might, under proper restrictions, be made, to 
the mutual benefit of the applicants and the Indians, provided the revenue or its 
equivalent b e made available for the latter. · 
Notwithstanding the views of the agent, I still respectfully adhere t.o the opiuiou 
expressed in my letter to the Department 6f the 27th October last, as to the impolicy 
and undersirability of making any concessions for grazing or other purposes to cor-
porations or individuals in respect of the unoccupied lands of the Indian Territory, 
and I am the more impelled to do this on account of the troubles and dissensions which 
more or less arise out of the presence of cattlemen therein, and the persistent endeav-
ors which are constantly being made by outsiders to obtain a foothold by any and all 
available means in the Territory. I think that the granting of the present applica-
tion would serve to establish a precedent which, by reason of the nnmbers who would 
speedily seek to avail themselves of it, would only result in complications with the . 
neighboring Indians and injury to the service. 
In regard to the claim of the Kiowas and Comanches to the land in question, l'e· 
ferred to in Agent Hunt's letter1 I would remark that under article 11 of the existing 
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tl'eatv with those Indians, dated October 21, 1867 (15 Stat., !181), the North Fork of 
Red River forms the western boundary of their present- reservation, bnt that, under 
Article XVI of the Aame treaty the right is reserved to them to hnut on the lands 
south of the Arkansas River, formerly called theirs (so long as the buffalo may range 
the1·eon in such numbers as to justify the chase)1 as agreed upon by the treaty of the 
Little Arkansas, concluded October 18, 1865 (14 Stat., 717). This right, therefore, at-
taches to the section of country west of the North Fork of Red Rher, in ·respect of 
which Mr. Lewis's application is made. · 
Very respectfully, you obedient servant, 
'rhe Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR . 
H. PRICE, 
Cornrnissionm·. 
• UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND vVICHITA AGENCY, 
Anadm·ko, Ind. T., Jamw1·y 18, 188'2. 
SIR: I have the honor to state, upon information received from various source:.; re· 
garded as trustworthy, ~orroborated by the reports of my Indian poliec, that there iA 
now a very large number of cattle ranging in the Indian Territory over the country 
west of the North l!.,ork of Red River, and that most of them were taken there from the 
Texas border since the date of your letter to me of November 1 (L. li:!,969-1RtH), 
regarding the lease of that country by an association of Texas cattlemen. 
During the last thirty days great numbers of t-hese cattle hav-e crosseu over the 
North Fork, and are at present ranging far into the Kiowa a.nd Com~mche Reserva-
tion, extending along the entire western border, a.nd it is impo8sible t keep them out 
with the aid of my police force only, unless by enforcing unusual and severe remedies, 
which I am apprehensive would result in greatly impairing the usefulness by destroy-
ing the discipline of my Indian police, and necessarily in some measure disturb the 
peace and quiet of the other Indians on this reservation. 
Tf these cattle have been taken to that country in anticipation of the contemplated 
lease being consumrllated, or are there without authority ti·om the Department, Ire-
quest that measures be at once taken to have them removed out of the Territory, so 
that I can more efficiently protect this Indian reservation from the encroachments of 
cattlemen, which, under more favorable conditions, with a border line of more tha,JJ 
:!00 miles t~ guard, and with the means at my command, can be done only by the ut-
most vigilance. 
Very respectfully, 
P. B. HUNT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
The Ron. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C . 
• 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
J anua1-y 28, 1882. 
SIR: Referring to my reports of the 27th October and 14th instant, relative to the 
application of H. A. Lewis and associates to graze cattle upon the unoccupied landR 
of the Indian Terri tory west of the North Fork of Red River and adjoining the Kiowa, 
Comanche, and Apache Reservation, I now inclose a copy of a letter received in this 
office from Agent- P. B. Hunt, Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita Agency, elated the 18th 
imstant, stating that he has information from trustworthy sources, corroborated by 
reports of his Indian police, that there is now a very large number of cattle ran~ing 
over the section of country referred to, and that most of these were taken there trom 
the Texas border since the date of office letter to him of November 1last, relative to 
the lease of that country by an association of Texas cattlemen; that during the last 
thirty days great numbers of these cattle have crossed over the North Fork, and are 
at present ranging far into the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation, extending along 
the entire western border, and that it is impossible to keep them out with the aid of 
t-he agency police force only unless by enforcing unusual and severe remedies, which 
be iH apprehensive would result in greatly impairing the usefulness of his Indiat1 
police, and thereby disturb the peace and quiet of other Indians on the reservation. 
Agent Hun1, requests that if these ca,ttle have been taken to that country in autici-
P.ation of the contemplated lease being consummated, or are there without authority 
trom the Department., measures bEl at once taken to have t.bem removed out of tn~ 
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Te:r:ritol'y, so th~1t he can tho wore eifootuaJJy protect .hi· re~;en·at iou fr01a the en-
croachments of cattlemen, which, under wore favorable conditions, with a border line 
of rupre tlJan 200 miles to guard, and \vith the limited weanF.! aL his command, can ' 
be dono only by the ntlllost vigil:tnc~. _ 
I have the llonor, therefore, to recommend that the honorable Secretary of vVar be 
req uest.ed to at once cause the necessary measures to lJe taken for the prompt removal, 
at the hands of the military, of all herds of cattle (other than Indian herds), with the 
persons in charge thereof and their assistants, from the section of ct>untry referred to, 
namely, the lauds west of the North Fork ofthe Red River within the Indian Terri-
tory, and also from the Kiowa [1lld Comanche Reservation. 
I inclose a copy of this report. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Ron. the SECRETAlW 0; TilE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, · 
Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washi'q.gton, Febr·ua1·y 1, 1882. 
SIR: Referring to your communication of the 28th ultimo, in relation to the intru-
sion of cattlemen upon the lands in the Indian Territory west of theN orth Fork' of Red 
River, as well as upon the lands of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reservation, 
and asking that the military may be called upon to remove said intruders from said 
Territory, I have to say that, so far as the Kiowa,. Comanche, and.A.pache Reservation 
is concerned your request has been this day complied with, and I inclose, for your in-
formation, a copy of my letter to the honorable Secretary of War, preferring the request 
with the suggestion that Agent. Hunt be instructed to give such }1id and informa.tio11 
to the military as he can in the matter .of removal. 
Tou ching the lauds west of the North Fork of Red River, I am informed that the 
State of Texas makes some kind of claim to said tract. It is clear to me that the claim 
is not wellfounded, but as there is a bill now pending in Congress in relat;ion t)Jereto, 
it is not deemed advisable by the Department to interfere with the parties upon these 
lands until Congressional action has decided their status. 
V e:ry respectfully, 
S. J. KIRKWOOD, 
Se(ffetary. 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
[Inclosure.) 
DEPARTMENT OF TilE INTERIOH., 
. Washington, Febmary 1, 18>-l2. 
SIR: Complaint has been made to this Department by the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs that cattlemen are trespnssiug upon the lands of the Kiowa, Comanche, and 
Apache Indian Reservation in the Indian Territory. 
I respectfully request, in view of the fact that the intruders cannot be removed by 
the force at the command of the agent, Mr. Hunt, that the military commander at 
Fort Sill may be instructed to use the military in removing from the lands of said res-
ervation all cattle, cattlemen, and herders found thereon, except the cattle and herd-
ers of tlJe agency alld the Indians belonging thereto. 
Agent Hunt will be instructeu to afford such information and aia in the matter of 
the removal of intruders as may be practicable. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, 
The Ron. SECRETARY OF WAR. 
S. J. KIRKWOOD, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTEIUOR, 
0FFlCE IKDIA~ AFFAIRS, . . 
.Fdmta1·y 15, 1882. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 18th nltimo, relath·e to t.he intrusion of Texas 
catt]Pmen with their heros npon tlw llllO('r,npicfl bllds wc·st or the Nort.h Fork of Rnl 
l~iver ~l>nd npou the Kiowfl, a.nd Comanche Hcservation 1 JHwe to inform ;yon that the 
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matter was promptly reported to the Department with a request for the aid of the 
military to remove the intruders. , 
I now inclose a copy of the honorable Socretc1ry's reply, dated the 1st. instant, with 
cop,y of tJw iHclosnre therein l'Cferred to (letter to Secretary of V\Tar), by which you 
wtll perceive that, so far as the rcscrvat.wn lauds are concerned, tho rc(plCst of" this 
office has been complied. with; but as regards the lands west of the North Fork of Red 
River it is not, f0r reasons stated in the Secretary's letter, deemed advisable to inter-
fere with the parties thereon until Congressional action has decided their status. 
You will, as suggested by the honorable Secretary, render all necessary a id. and in-
formation to the milhary for the removal of the intruders from your reservation. 
Very respectfully, 
P. B. HUNT, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Cornrnissionm·. 
United States Indian Agent Kiowd, Cornanche, and Wichita Agency, Ind. T. 
FORT SILL, IND. T., February 28, 1882. 
SIR: In reply to communicati()n originating with the honorable Secretary of the 
Interior, and referred to me for action, I have the honor to report that up to this time 
I have not been called upon by the Indian agent. When be does, will carry out what 
is required as far as possible, but will ac1d the inability of this or a much larger com-
mand to do what is asked. Between here and Red River, south and west, embracing 
the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation, there are not less, I am reliably informed, than 
50,000 cattle without authority. 
To drive these cattle oft' would take au immense skirmish line, as they; the cattle, 
drift all over; even if successful in driving them oft' across the Red River they would 
be driven back by Texans or would retm;n at once themselves. One of the owners of 
some of these cattle, estimated at 10,000 to 20,000 head, tells me he has tried his best 
to keep them in the Chickasaw line, but of no avail. He says he is willing to pay 
the Indians so much for the privileg& of grazing, and others, he believes, would do the 
same thing. I understand this is done in the northern part of t.he Territory, and the 
Rystem might be well adopted here, give satisfactitm to Indians, and solve a problem 
which in its present condition is an almost impossible one. I merely Ruggest the 
above, not to evaue any attempt to perform duty, which to t1o thoroughly is impossi-
ble, but to give my ideas in the !uatter for further action or recommendation by the 
department commander if he so sees proper. 
J am, Air, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GUY V. HENRY, 
Major Ninth Cavalry, Comntanding. 
ASSIS'J'ANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT 01!~ TilE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
KIOWA, COMAJ.~CHE, AND 'WICHITA AGENCY, 
Anada?'ko, Ind. T., Februa1·y 27, 1882. 
SIR: !'have the honor to acknowledO'e receipt of your letter of 22d instant. 
On the 18th of January I wrote the Ron. Commissioner of Indian Affairs for instruc-
tions as to the cattle held in the Indian Territory, west of North Fork, as it was not 
on my reservation, and stated if cattle were allowed to remain there that it would be 
very difficult to keep my own reservation clear of trespassers. 
The Hon. Secretary of the Interior thought it best to wait until the claim of Texas 
was settled by the present CcJngress as to the status of the. section of country referred 
to, but stated he had requested the Hon. Secretary of War to have troops furnished 
to help keep the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation clear. 
This I could have had any way, I am quite sure, as you have shown a willingness to 
comply with my requel':ts. 
For the present, then, we will have to let that section of the country alone, until 
action is had by Congress. . 
I will ask you soon, however, to help me to keep the south west corner and southern 
border of the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation clear. 
I believe your idea of establishing a camp a good one, and I do not see how Suggs' 
large herd can be kept ont without some such action. · 
I am still willing, as I informed Colonel Mizner, that Suggs may bold for his beef 
contract as many as 1,500 head, bat if be attempts to gt> beyond it, I will then be com-
pelled to carry out what seems to be the views of the Secretary of the Interior and 
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put out "all cattlemen and herders found therein, except thE> cattle and herders of' 
tb~ agency, and the Indians belonging thereto." 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Col. G. V. HENRY, U. S. A., 
Commanding .Fort Sill, Ind. T. 
P. B. HUNT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
fludorsements.t 
l!"ORT SILL, IND. '1'., Mm·ck 1, 1882. 
Respectfully forwarded ior information of dep't. commander. The establishing of 
one or two camps between here and Red River will be necessa.ry, and even then, as I 
have l.Jefore said, the duty cannot be thoroughly done. 
The Indians in this vicinity complain of trespassing on western border, which is not 
to be toucheu. I merely report the above so no complaint can be made by " Interior 
Department" of duties imperfectly performed. In this connection attention is in-
vited to my communication of yesterday. 
GUY V. HENRY, 
Major Ninth Caval1·y, C01nmanding Post. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenwm·th, Kan8., Ma1·ch 6, 1882. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army through office of the 
adjutant-geneml, Military Division of the Missouri, for the information of higbt~r 
authorit-y. ' 
JNO. POPE, 
Brevet Majo1·-General, Commandin[!. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, _7Jfarch 9, 1882. 
· Respectfully forwarded to the headquarters of the Army for serious consideration. 
It is almost impossible for the milltary to regulate the trespass of cattle in th11 Indian 
Territory. In some sections of the Territory cattle are grazed l.Jy the owners paying 
the lndiaus. The cattle stray over on to the lands of other Indians. Outside herds 
also trespass, and I think if the owners are willing to pay, it would be the best ar-
l'angement to make. I think the troops sbould not be compelled to herd cattle, espe-
cially when it is possible to make satisfactory arrangements. . 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Cmnmanding. 
vVAlt DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., Ma1·ch 16, i882. 
Respectfully transmitted to the honorable the Secretary of the Interior for his 
.information. 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secreta?'"!/ of Wm·. 
DRPARrfMEN'l' OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
April19, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by Department reference, of a 
letter from Hon. Richard Coke, United States Senate, ftated the Bth ultimo, transmit-
ting one from J. M. Lindsay, esq., of Gainesville, Tex., o£ same date, asking that be 
and such parties as may be associate(] with him be privileged to lease for pasture aml 
grazing purposes, on such terms and conditions and for such compensation as may be 
agreed upon with the proper authority, certain unused lands of the Indian Territory 
west of tne 98th degree of longitude, described as follows, viz : 
Beginning at the junction of the 98th degree of longitude with Red River, thence 
north 30 miles, thence west 30 mHes, thence south to Red River, thence down Red 
River with its meanders to the place of beginning. 
The tract of country referred to forms a portion of the reservation set apart by :treaty 
of October 21, 1867 ( LG Stat., 581 ), for the absolute and undisturbed use of the Kiowa 
anrl Comanche t.ri be of Indians, and for such other friendly tribes or individual Indians 
as from t.ime to time they may ue willing (with the consent of the United States) to 
admit among them. 
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By the second article of said treaty it is provided as follows: 
''And the United States now solemnly agrees that no persons, except those herein 
l:mthorized so to do and except such officers, agents, and employes of the ctovernment 
as may be authorized to enter upon Indian reservat.ions in discharge of duties en-
joined by law, shall ever be permitted to pass over, settle upon, or reside in the ter-
ritory described in this article, or in such territory as may be added to this reservl't-
tion for the use of said Indians." 
On the 18th January last, .Agent Hunt, Kiowa and Comanche agency, reported to 
this office the presence of large numbers of Texas cattle upon the r eservation, andre-
quested that measmes be taken by the Department for · their removal. 
January 28, this office reported the facts to the Department, with a request for the 
assistance of the military in clearing the reservation of all herds of cattle rwt lawfnlly 
thereon. 
February 1, the Depa1·tment reported the matter to the War Department, which, 
aooordiug to ~he inclosed copy correspondence, appears to have issued the necessary 
orders in the premises. 
In this connection, I beg to call yqur attention to the remarks of Lieutenant-Gen-
eral Sheridan, made in forwarding this correspondence to the War Department under 
elate of March 9, last, in which he refers to the practical impossibility of t he troops 
regulating the trespass of cattle in the Indian Territory, and recommends that where 
stockowners are willing to pay for the privilege of grazing they should be at liberty 
to make arrangements with the Indians to that effect. 
The policy of the Department has hitherto been opposed to the creation of any 
special or exclusive privileges of the character applied for. ·In the case of R. D. Hun-
ter, applicant for leave to lease the so-called Oklahoma lands of the Indian Territory 
for grazing purposes, the application was refused by the Department October 16, 1880. 
It is true that in the Cherokee country grazing privileges are largely extended to 
United States citizens, but there the matter is regulated entirely by the laws of the 
Cherokee Nation. 
In view of the treaty stipulations with the Kiowas a~d Comanches, and of the pre-
vious action of the Department in kindred cases, I am of opinion that Mr. Lindsay's 
applica tion should be refused. 
Mr. Coke's letter, with its inclosure, is herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Comnt'issione1'. 
APRIL 25, 1883. 
SIR: The undersigned delegates, representing the Wichita, Caddo, and affiliated_ 
bands of Indians, hereby protest against the provisions of the bill to confirm to the 
Cheyenne a.ncl Arapaho Indians certain lands in the Indian Territory, &c., and Wf} 
desire to present our objections to the statements contained in the letters accompany-
ing said bill and signed by the Secretary of the Interior, S. J. Kirkwood, and the 
Commissioner of Indian Afi'airs, Hiram Price: t)le said document, as a whole, being 
known as Ex. Doc. No. 169, 1st session 47th Congress. 1 
The said bill p1·ov.i<les for giving and. confirming to the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Indians all that tract of land inclndecl in Executive order of August 10, 1869, and 
which belongs to the Wichita and Caddo Indians, embracing even the r eservation set 
apart for them out of a poTtion of their lands by the so-called unratified agreement 
of October 19, 1872, which the Government of the United States recognizes as their 
home, but to which they have always refused to be limited or confined. 
We OQject 'to and deny that the Cheyennes and Arapahoes have refused to locate 
upon or a;ccept the land bought from the .Cherokees July 19, 1866, and set apart for 
them by treaty of October 28, 1867. 
We assert that the Cheyennes and Arapahoes want the Janel thus assigned them, 
including that lying between the Canadian and Cimarron Rivers, and do not want 
the reservation in the form now attempted to be forced upon t hem instead, and which , 
excepting that lying north of t he Canadian, they and we agree belongs to us, the 
Wichita, Caddo, and affiliated bands. 
We deny t hat the Cheyennes and Arapahoes now occupy, or ever have occupied, any 
part of said lands south of the Canadian River, except while acting in the capacity of 
mail-carriers during the existence of the star-route line from Cheyenne Agency to Port 
Elliott, Texas, aud as herders since the abandonment of said line, for Agent Miles's 
employe, Segar, who was subcontractor' for carrying the mail on the above-named 
section of the star-line route from Vinita to El Paso. . 
· We have held councils with the Cheyennes and Arapahoe~ recently, and they au-
thorize us to say that they do not desire to move on to the l~nds south of the Carra-
I· 
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dian River: 1st, because they belong to the Wichitas and Caddoes; and, 2d, because 
said lands are 'not suited to agricultural purpo~es, being almost destitute of water ancl 
timber; and. they also desire us to call your attention to the fact that at least 150,000 
head of cattle are now being pastured on these lands, witl1out authority, against which 
:we have repeatedly protestecl to our agents without effeut ; which intrusion by white 
people has resulted in great damage to us, by eating o:ff our best range, by introduc-
ing contagious and destructive diseases amongst our stock, and by the herders stealing 
onr small lots of cattle ::tnd our horses. • 
We beg of yon to have them removed from our country. We respectfully ask you 
that you do not take the representations of interested parties, but that you send a 
special commissioner, agent, or inspector to examine into the facts herein stated. 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Sec'retary of the Interior .. 
NIAf»TOR, Chief Wichitas. 
BIG-MAN, ChiPf Caddoes. 
By JOSEPH LEONARD, 
Associate Delegate arul Interpreter. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
May 8, 1882. 
SIR: In reply to your verbal request of the 6th instant to have 'the application of 
.J. M. Lindsay, esq., of the 8th March last, to lease certain lands in the Indian Ter-
ritory for grazing purposes, considered with especial reference to the tract of country 
known as the "Oklahoma" land.s, I have to say that upon a similar application of 
one R. D. Hunter, made to the Department in July, 1880, the honorable Secretary of 
the Interior decided that he had no power to grant the request. 
The lands in question form a part of the territory ceded to the United States by the 
treaty with the Creeks June 14, Ul66 (14 Stat., 785), for the permanent settlement of 
such friendly Indians as the Government may desire to locate thereon under the direct 
trust declared by said treaty, and it is against the established policy of the Govern-
ment, looking to the location of Indian tribes upon the unoccupied lands of the In-
dian Territory, that any concession in respect of such lands shoulcl be made either to 
COI'porations or private individualM calculated to interfere with the due execution of 
the trust. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. RICHARD COKE, 
United States Senate. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
May 19, 1882. 
SIR: I am in receipt by Department reference of a communication from the alleged 
delegates of the Wichita, Caddo, and affiliated bands oflndians, dated the 25th ultimo, 
wherein they call attention to the increasing trespasses by cattlemen upon the lands 
of the Indian Territory, south of the Canadian River, set apart :for the Cheyennes and 
Arapahoes by Executive Order August 10, 1869, and for the Wichitas by unratified 
agreement, October 19, 1872. They state that there are at least 156,000 head of cattle 
now being pastured on said lands without• authority, against which they have re-
peatedly protested to their agent without effect, '\Yhich intrusion by whiLe people has 
resulted in great damage to them by eating off their best pasture ranges~ by introduc-
ing contagions and destructive diseases amongst their stock, and by the herders steal-
ing their small lots of cattle and horses, and they ask that these catt]e be promptly 
removed. 
For reasons stated in office report of the 28th January last (to which I beg to refe 
you), I had the honor to rec.ommend the prompt removal at the hands of the military 
of all herds of cattle (other than Indian herds), with the persons in charge thereof and 
their assistants, from the lands west of the North Fork of Red River, within the In-
dian Territory, and also from the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation. 
By Department letter of the 1st February last, this office was advised that so far as 
the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation was .concerned, its recommendation had been 
complied with, but that in respect of the .lands west of the North Fork of Red River, 
it was not deemed advisable to interfere with parties thereon until Congress had de-
cided the status of that section of country, with r eference to the claim of the State of 
Texas thereto, now pe)Jding. 
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Of this action of the Department Agent Runt (Kiowa and Comanche and Wichita 
Agency) was dnly notified, and he was directe(l to render all necessary aid and infor-
rnation to the military for the removal of the intruders. 
From an official communication of Col. G. V. Henry, 9tb Ca.valry, comlll::tnding post 
at Fort Sill, Indian Territory, dated 28th February last, addressed to the al'lsist.aut 
adjutant-general, Department of the Missouri, andreferred to this Department through 
regular ruilitar~ channels (copy inclosed), it appears that be ba.d not np to that time 
been called upon by the n.gent to aid in the removal of the catt,le from the Kiowa and 
Comanche Reservation; but professed his readiness to act when required, although he 
doubted his ability, with his present or a much larger command, to do so effectually, 
and recommended as a means of solving the difficulty that a system should be adopted 
whereby the cattle men should be permitted to continue to graze their cattle upon 
paying the Indians for the privilege. . 
In this recommendation Lieutenant-General Sheridan, commanding Military Divis-
ion of the Missouri, concurred. (See indorsement, March 9, 1882.) 
Whilst this .office is fully sensible of the difficulty of the task imposed upon the 
military, the policy of this Department 'bas ever been aimed at a faithful fulfillment 
hy the Government of its treaty obligations towards the Indians, in the keeping of 
the Indian Territory clear of all intruders. Except in the Cherokee country (where 
cattle grazing is regulated by the internal laws of the Cherokee Nation), the presence 
of cattlemen and their numerous herds is a constant ca.use of irritation to the Indi-
ans ancl embarr&ssment to this office, and must eventually lead to serious trouble, 
unless vigorous measures are taken to repel it. From all accounts the matter bas as-
sumed such proportions as to be entirely without the control of the locallndian agents 
assisted by the Indian police, and in this condition of affairs I am compelled to renew 
the recommendation of this oftic.e that the War Department be requested to take ~uch 
measures in the disposition of troops in the Indian Territory as will etl'ectnally riel the 
lands herein referrecl to of all cattlemen and their herds who are without the author-
ity of law. 
The respective Indian agents will be directed by this office to co-operate with the 
military. 
A copy of this report is inclosed. 
Very respectfully, your obedient ~ervant, 
The Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Corttmissionm·. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Jlf:ay 24, 1882. 
Sm: I have received by Department reference a letter from Beverly Tucker, esq., 
dated the 2d instant, transmitting, as coattorney for Messrs. Harrold and Ikard Bros., 
a proposition to lease, for grazing purposes only, and for the period and on the terms 
therein mentioned, a section of country in the southwest corner of the Indian Terri-
tory, described as follows, viz: Bonnded on the north and east by the North Pork of 
Red River; on the west by Texas, and on the south by the main Red River, being 
known in Texas as Greer County, and so described on Colton's map. 
In reference thereto, I have the honor to state that the views of this office upon the 
general subject involvetl were fully set forth in reports made to the Departm~nt Octo-
ber 27 and January 14 last, upon an application of a similar character made by othel' 
parties, H. A. Lewis and associates, the position taken by this office being that the 
lands in question are held by the United States subject to appropria!ion for the per-
mauent settlement of such Indians as the Government may desire to locate thereon 
under tbe direct trust declared by the treaty of June, 1855, with the Choctaws aucl 
Chickasaws, from whom said lands were acquired, and that it is against the settled 
policy of the Government, looking to the location of Indian tribes upon the unoccu-
pied lands in the Territory, that any concession in respect of sucb lands shonld be 
made either to corporations or private individuals calculated to interfere with the clne 
execution of such trust. 
It appears from a Teport oflnspector Pollock, dated the 24th January last, now be-
fore me, that the subject of leasing these lands for grazing purposes for a fixed period 
and reasonable compensation was referred to him by yonr predecessor in office for 
opinion. -
In his report Inspector Pollock says: "I am of opinion that more and stronger 
reasons could be urged why it should be clone with the consent of the Indians, and 
for their benefit, than why it should not be done. 
"There are no longer any buffalo in that country; it is far away from Indian set-
• 
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tlements and is not used by t.bem for any purpose whatever; but it is, bas been, and 
will continue to be used by white men as a cattle range; 'then why not authorize it 
under proper rest rictions, and realize something for the Indians for the use thereon" 
So far as this 0ffice is advised, no fnrthet action was had upon the Lewis applica-
tion in respect of these E~am e lands. 
In this connection I also beg leave to call your attention to the views of your pre-
decessor in regard to these lands, upon an application for the removal of cattle tres-
passers therefrom, as indicated in his letter to this office of the 1st E ebrnary last, a.s 
follows: 
"Touching the lands west of the North Fork of Red l~iver, I am informed that the 
State of Texas makes some kind of claim to said tract. It is clear to me that this 
claim is not well founded, but as there is a bill now pending in Congress in !'elation 
thereto it is not deemed advisable by tho Department to interfere with the parties 
upon these lands until Congressional action has decided their status." 
With this statement of fact s, and opinion of this office as heretofore expressed, and 
which I see no reason to change, the letter of Mr. Tucker is herewith submitted for 
snch action as you may deem advisable. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE IN'l'ERIOR. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
. . 
]JEP ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, May 27, 1882. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 19th instant, in relation to trespasses by cattle-
men in various portions of the Indian Territory, wherein you request that the military 
be asked to take action in removing the intruders~ I inclose herewith a copy of my 
letter of this date, addressed to the honorable the Secretary of War, asking him to 
instruct the military in accordance with your recommendation. 
You will instruct the various Indian agents in the Territory to communicate with 
the commandants of the forts and posts in their vicinit-y, giving them all information 
and assistance in their power in carrying out the request of the Department. 
Very respectfully, · · 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
[Inclosure.] 
DEPARTMENT Ol!, THE INTERIOR, 
Washingtm~, May 27, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to invite your attention to the inclosed copy of report of 19th 
instant, with accompanying papers, from the Office of Indian Affairs, complaining of 
trespasses by cattlemen in tht} Indian Territory. 
In view of the statements presented in the communication of the Indian Office, I 
respectfully 1·equest that the military forces in the Indian Territory may be instructed 
to remove therefrom all intruders, including st0ckmen with their cattle, who p,re in 
the Indian Territory without a license. 
So far-as the United States authority is concerned, the only licenses issued under 
. its authority for cattle grazing are on the Quapaw Reservation . 
. This request does not include cattle-men and their herds within the lands occupied 
by the :five civilized nations in the Indian Territory who may be there by due author-
ity of said nations respectively; nor cattle herds en route upon established trails which 
are being driven through said . Territory to Northern markets and are not upon the 
lands for grazing purposes. 
The Indian Office has been instructed to direct the. several agents of the Territory 
to afford all assistance in their power in the requested removals. 
Very respectfully, 
'l'he Hon. SECRETARY OF WAR. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Sem·etary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Ju.ne 16, 1882. 
SIR : Referring to your report· of 24th instant in relation to the proposition of Messrs. 
Ikard Bros.,-presented by Hon. Beverly Tucker for the consideration of the Depart-
• 
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meut, for leasing certain lands in Indian 'Territory for cattle grazing, whi'cb bad been 
referred to your office, I inclose herewith for your information a copy of my letter of 
this date addressed to Mr. Tucker informing him that it is not the intention of the 
Depart.ment to approve any leases of the Indian lands in Indian Territory. 
Very respectfully, 
H. M. TELLER, 
Se<Yreta1·y. 
'l'he COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
[Inclosure.] 
DEP.A.R'rMENT Ol!' THE INTERIOR, 
· Washington, June 16, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to ac now ledge the receipt of your two communications, 
dated re.spectively 2d ultimo and 5th instant, presenting on behalf of Messrs. Harrold 
and Ikard Bros. proposals for leasing certain lands in Indian Territory for cattle 
grazing. 
In reply' you are respectfully informed that it is not the intention of the Department 
to approve of any lease of Indian lands in Indian Territory. · 
Very respectfn11y, 
Hon. BEVERLY TucKER, 
New Yo·rk Avenue Hotel, Oity. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretm·y. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE IN'l'ERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFI<'AIRS, 
June 20, 188'2. 
SIR: Referring to the continued cattle trespasses upon the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Reservation, south of the Canadian, and the Wichita, and Kiowa and Comanche Re-
serve, you are informed that by letter from this Department, dated the 2'i'th n-ltimo 
(based upon recommeudation of this office, dated the 19th ultimo), the Ron. Secretary 
of War was requested tb make such disp~sition of troops in the above-mentioned Jo-
calit.ies as will effectually rid the lands referred to of all cattlemen and their herds 
who are· there without authority of law. ' 
You are therefore directed to place yourself in communica.tion with the military 
commandant in your vicinity, giving him all information and assistance in your 




JOHN D. MILES, Esq., 
United t:>tates India1t .A.ge1tt, Cheyenne and Ampalw Agency, Ind. 1'. 
DEPAHTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
0I<'FICE OF INDIA....~ AFFAIRS, 
June 20, 188'2. 
SIR: Referring to the continued cattle trespasse:s upon the Cheyenne and Arapahoe 
Reservation, south of the Canadian, and the Wichita., and Kiowa and Comanche Re-
serve, you are informed that by letter from this Department, dated the 27th ultimo 
(based upon recommendation of this office, dated the 19th ultimo). the Hon. Secretary 
of War was requested to make such •isposition of troops in the ~tbove-meutioned 
localities as will effectually rid the lands 1·eferred to of all cattlemen and their herds 
who are there without authority of law. 
You are therefore direc~ed to plac~ yourself in communication with the military 
· commandant in your vicinity, giving him all info:r:mation and assistance in your power 




P. B. HuNT, Esq., 
United. States Indian Agent, Kiowa, C01narwhe and Wicllita Agency, Ind. T. 
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WAR DEPARTMENT, 
WaBhington. City, July 3, 1882. 
81R: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of yom pommmtication of May 
27th last, inclosing copy of a report of May 19, 1882, from the Office of Indian Affnirs, 
complaining of trespasses by cattle-men in the Indian Territory. 
Referring to your request that the military forces in the Iudian Territory may be 
instructed to move therefrom all intruders, including stockmen with their cattle, 
who are in the Indian Territory without a license, and not including cattlemen and 
their herds within the lands occupied by the five civilized nations in the Indian. Ter-
ritery, who may be there by clue authority of said nations, l'espectively, nor cattle 
herds on 1·oute upon established trails, which are bein~ driven through said Terri-
tory to Northern markets, and are not upon the lands for grazing purposes, I beg to 
invite your attention to the accompanying copy of a communtcation from the com-
manding general, Department of the Missouri, dated the 12th ultimo, detttiling the 
complications involved in the matter, and 1·ecommending as the simplest and most 
equitable way of dealing with this question that the Department of the Interior re--
voke all permits to graze cattle in the Indian Territory, or to drive them through it, 
and to permit no one, except Government officials, to enter the Indian Territory 
at all. 
I hav'e· also to inclose herewith a copy of a report, da.ted June 9, 1882, from Capt. 
A. A. Harbach, 20th Infantry, commanding detachment sent on May 7, 11;82, to assist 
the United States Indian agent at Muskogee, Indian Territory, in removing intruders 
from the Chickasaw country. 
Your attention is also invited to the remarks of the Lieutenant-General in forward-
ing these papers, contained in his indorsement of the 21st ultimo (copy herewith), 
concurring in the views of the commanding general of the Department of the Mis-
souri. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secretary of War. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MissouRI, 
F'ort Lea11enwm·th, Kans., June 12, 1882. 
CoLONEL: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of copies of communications 
from the Secretary of the Interior to the Secretary of War, concerning the intr.usion 
of cattle herds from Texas and elsewhere in to the Indian Territory, and the use of mili-
tary force to eject them, and also copy of the indorsement of the Lieutenant-General 
thereon. 
I submit a brief summary of letters and reports from my.self on the same subject dur-
ing the past ten years. 
There are three classes of persons who intrude in this manner upon the Indian Ter-
ritory: 
1st. 'I'hose who drive herds of cattle from Texas through the Territory by several 
known routes to the nearest point of the railroads in Kansa.s for shipment to the East. 
2d. Those who graze cattle on the Cherokee Strip between the Cimarron River and 
the Kansas line, by arrangement with the Cherokees. 
3d. Those who graze cattle in the Indian Territory without any right whatever. 
In the first ca~:~e, the herds traverse the cattle trails quite at leisure, stopping where 
ever the grazing and water are good and convenient as long as they please, and ex-
tending their grazing range indefinitely east and west of the trails. 
Of course tbese proceedings give rise to numerous complaints of the Indians, more 
or less well founded, but in any case troublesome and Ua,ble at any moment to lead 
to very serious consequences. I do not understand that there is any authority in law 
for any use of the trails for such purposes. 
The second class are permitted, by virtue o' paying to the Cherokees from twenty-
five cents to a dollar per head of stock per year, to graze stock on the Cherokee Strip 
above defined. 
The troops, under existing orders, are required to expel all of these persons who do 
not pay the tax to the Cherokees, though how we are to ascertain who pays and who 
does not is not known. Neither does it seem practicable, even if it were expedient, to 
require the military forces of the United States to act as tax collectors for the Chero-
kees. If such work is to be done, snrely it can be better clone by the machinery of 
the Indian Bureau, with its Indian police; and penalties for failure to pay should be 
fixed by law. Besides this, the cattle oftbose who pay and those who do not are so 
mixed up together that it is well-nigh impossible to separate them. Certainly they 
conld not be separated except by the active help of the respective owners, which is 
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not likely Lobe given. Another very serious trouble in the ma·tter is t h at the caLtle 
su ppqsed to be herded on the Cherokee Strip un<ier the arrangement with the Chero-
kees spread themsel ves far beyond the limits of this strip and trespass upon the lands 
of tho Chey-ennes aml. Arapahoes, Kiowas and Comanches. who, for the present., con-
tent themselves in such cases by levying by force on the herds thus trespassing, and 
taking away or killing the number of cattle they think sufficient to pay for the privi-
lege of permitting the rest of the herds to graze on their lauds. Of course t his prac-
tice may at any moment lead to acts of violence, on one side or the other, which wnl 
spread to extended hostilities. 
. This arrangement with the Cherokees for grazing on the Cherokee Strip is still fur-
ther complicated by the decision of the late Secretary of the Interior (Mr. Schurz), 
that what is known as the Cherokee Strip (that is, .the strip between the Cimarron 
River and tho Southern line of Kansas) does not belong to the Cherokees, but is actu-
ally t.he reservation of the Cheyennes and Arapahoes, whose agency on the Canadian 
River, near Reuo, is 1·eally on the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation. Orders were at 
one t.ime given to remove the agency to a point north of the Cimarron, but the l'C-
moval bas not been made, and I do not know that it ever will be. 
There are now on this Cherokee Strip not less than one hundred and fifty thousap.d 
head of cattle belonging to the persons in the first and second classes herein men-
tioned. 
In the name and under the cover of ·some of the Cherokee Indians, and in some 
cases by t.be authority of the Cherokee council, some of the owners of this stock are 
inclosing large areas of land in t he strip !Jy barbed-wire fences, in order to have 
exclusive control over the inclosed lands. This proceeding is, of course, the first step 
in the direction of possessing themselves absolutely of the lands inclosed. In short, 
the owners of stock now grazing in the Cheroke~ Strip are beginning in this manner 
to parcel out the lands among themselveR, and every day that passes more and more 
assures them ultima.:e ownership of it, and the difficulty of ejecting them. 
The third class I h ave mentioned, viz, those persons who are grazing stock in the 
Indian Territory without any authority whatever, are so mixed· in with the herds 
being driven along t he trail and those with more or less right to be in the Indian Ter-
ritory fo1· grazing purposes, .that the whole subject of ejectments is a complicated 
question which t he Army should not be called on to regulate. It is out of their prov-
ince, and is a difficult subject for any Department of the Government to handle. 
In my several reports on the subject in the past, I have recommended (and now 
repeat the recommendation) tbat the simplest and justest way of dealing with this 
question is for ··t he Interior Department to revoke all permits to graze cattle in the 
Indian Territory, or to drive them through it, and permit no one except officials 
of the Government to enter the Indian 'I'erritorry at all. 
This is the only possible way to execute in good faith the ·treaties with the Indians 
in the Indian Territory or elsewhere. Anything short of this is simply an evasion of 
· trea t.y stipulations. 
When the Indian title to t hese lands is fully recognized in acknowledging his right 
to dispose of the lands as the white man does, then arrangements or bargains between 
Indians and white men for ]easing or selling the lands can be properly entered into, 
bnt1nothing could be much worse tha11 the half-way and wholly injudicious system, 
or want of system, now in operation, or more certain to lead to mistrust and con-
stamly incrensing disturban ce and trouble. 
Of course, I will comply a.s well as I can with the orders of the War Department in 
this matter, but to carry out such orders thoroughly will require a much larger force 
in the Indian Territory than is ever likely to be at my or any one else's disposal in 
that section. 
I am, colonel, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Col. R. ' VILUAJ\IS, 
JNO. P OPE, 
Brevet Major-General, Cornmanding. 
.Adjutant- General, Milita?'!J Division of the Missouri, Chicago, Ill. 
[First inclosure.] 
FORT GIBSON, IND. T., June 9, 1882. 
Sm: In obedien ce to Post Orders No. 28, of May 7, 1882, directing me to report to 
the Indian ag~nt at Mu&kogee, Ind. 'I' ., with a · detachment to assist in removing in-
truders from the Chickasaw country, I have the honor to repoTt that, with a detach-
ment of eleven men (three four-mnle teams and four horsemen), I met the representa-
tive of the I1Hli::w Department (Mr. Vore) at Muskogee, and wit.h ·bim proceeded 1o 
'I'ishorningo, iu the Chickasn,w Nation, a di sta1 tce of 170 miles, where, afLer our arriYa1, 
the governor of tlH} ll~tt·ion furni sh ed [t party of four men , including the sheriff of the 
couuty, to guicle lJS to an<l arrest the parties to lH~ ejectcrl. The route, after lcavh1g 
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Tishomingo, was up the Washita, a di.stance of 100 miles, near which point the first 
parties to be ejected were said to be located. Here one man was arrested and bt·ought 
in, but, making satisfactory explanation to the agent, was allowed to remain. His 
brother, also mentioned for ejectment, was not to be found. Leaving the lit.tle 
Washita, we moved south on the main Texas cat le trail, and passing about 20 miles 
to the east of Fort Sill, reached Red River, about 75 miles distant, nea.r the mouth of 
Beaver Creek, thence to Mud Creek, 18 miles. At a· ranch about 12 miles from this 
point two men were brought ·in and turned over to me by the sheriff as being intrud-
ers and in the country contrary to law. 'l'heir names being among those mentioned 
for removal, I t ook them to Red River and put them on the Texas side of the river. 
}'row this camp we moved down Red River as far as Rocky Point, but found no more 
of the parties for whom we were searching. Ascertained that among the names we 
had foT removal many had moved away some time before, and others were found to 
have permits. Having at this point completed as far as possible the duty assigned, 
I started on my return, passed through Tishomingo, thence to Stonewall, Ocmulgee, 
and Muskogee, to Gibson. This route was not practicable in going on account of high 
water, and it was necessary to take one via Atoka and Boggy Depot. The detach-
ment was absent twenty-pine days and marched over 620 miles; the animals stood the 
trip well and returned in very fair order. 
In concluding this report, I would state that the orders under which I was acting 
called for no removal of cattle (lr property, simply the men, and as they were stock-
men, who have from three to 'five ponies to ride, the catching of them is a very diffi-
cult matter, especially to troops with wagons. I le::trned that one of the men whom 
I put over the river recrossed in the morning, and, riding ahead, notified other parties 
of our presence, when they at once crossed to the Texas side of the river. I also 
ascertained that a number of these stockmen live on the Texas side of the river; they 
have their ranches and cattle in charge of herders in the Territory, and only come over . 
themselves when they h~ve business to transact. The removal of these men, if caught, 
and leaving their cattle would not seem to effect much. If the cattle are there in 
direct violation of Chickasaw and United States laws, they might be seized by the 
Indian police, who are mounted, and turned over to the Indian agent, and as they are· 
subj ect to a fine of one dollar p er head, the owners of unauthorized stock in the Ter-
ritory wou~d be very liable to remove t hem. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant. 
To the POST ADJUTANT, 
A. A. HARBACH, 
Captain 1.'wentieth Infantt·y, Commanding Detach1nent. 
Fort Gibson, Ind. T. 
FORT GIBSON, IND. T., Ju.ne 10, 1882. 
Official copy respectfully furnished headquarters Department of tl1e Missouri. 
. J. C. BATES, 
Majm· Twentieth Inj'ant1·y, Cmnrnanding Post. 
[First indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTERS Di:PARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Lea,venworth, Kans., June 16, 1882. 
Thls 1·eport is respectfully forwarded to headquarters Military Division of the Mis--
souri and the attention of the division commander invited thereto, in connection with 
my letter of June 12 on this subject. 
It will be readily seen upon what insufficient pretext and for what trifling purposes 
the troops in this department are required to march hundreds of miles. 
The frivolous nature of this work, and its wholly trifling character in view of the 
marching done and the expense incurred, makes it clear, I think, that some modi:fi.~a­
tion, both in the applications and the orders given for such work, should be made. 
. JNO. POPE, 
Bt·eve't Majin·-General, Commanding. 
LSecond inc]osure.J 
FoRT SILL, IND. T., June 10, 1882. 
SIR: I ha.ve the honor to report my return from detached service in the field, hav-
ing been with Troop G west of here to the North Fork of Red River. Across that 
stream large ~·erds of cattle are kept, they and the cowboys crossing from time to · 
time to this side by accidental "drifting." The country is well watered and :fine 
grazing, and is a strong inducement for citizens to take for that purpose. The Indians 
:1.re wa,tchiug along the river for any such actions, which, in my opinion, would lead 
to hostilitier;, '!'he da~r is not far di stfmt that such an attempt may be made to occupy 
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this large and valuable country, upon which now uot a head of Indi~n stock runs. 
The camp at Boulder Creek has had a good ·effect·; the next on/3 of Company D, 
Twenty-fourth Infantry, with cavalry patrols, I will place on Elk Creek, near the 
North Fork, and from which I can be easily informed of any trespassing. L have 
only two Indian sconts at post, and if allowed to enlist four more, conld use them in 
patrolling t.hat country. Ali ttlc money expended may save a large amount in future. 
The Indians here-Kiowa, Comanche, ancl Apaches-are apparentlJ' well satisfied, 
but are in a nervous state of tensive, fearing an occupation of their country. 
I am, sir, v~ry respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GUY V. HENRY, 
Majm· Ninth Cavalry, Commet~ding Post. 
ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Department of the Missou1·i. 
l First indorsement.] 
HI~ADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
· Fort Leavenwm·th, Kans., Jnne 16, 1882. 
Respectfully forwarded to the adjutant-general of the Military Division of the Mis-
souri for the information of the division commander. 
This is another indication of the difficulties under which troops in the Indian Ter-
ritory labor in preventing intrusion into ~h::tt Territory. 
JNO. POPE, 
Brevet Majm·- Gene'rat, Commanding. 
[Indorsement.l 
HEADQUARTJ<.:RS MILITARY DIVISION MISSOUIU, 
Chicago, Jttne ·21, 188'2. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army. • 
I fu~ly concur in the remarks of General fope contained in his let1 er <t!ld in his in-
dorsements on the accompanying papers. I do not think the troovs should be required 
to perform this duty. It is co&tly, unsatisfactory, and disagreeable work, aud I doubt 
.if it is in their power to do it if it is required of them. ' · 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Eietttenant- General, Comtnanding. 
[~elegram, dated Fort Reno, Ir;d. ~1'. Received WashingtQn, D. C., July 3, 1882.] 
To CoMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, Washingtmi, D. C.: 
Indians iu council request that t.heir annual funds, exce.vt for school, be applied in 
purchase of beef; also that the agent be authorized to locate some cattle herds at re-
mote points on this reservation, collecting a reasonable tax on cattle to get a portion 
of the deficiency, as they cannot subsist at yresent on the 80,000 pounds per week. 
(See my letter.) 
MILES, Indian Agent. 
fT~legram . ] 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. , J1tly 5, 1882. 
SEWARD, 65 Woostm· Street, New Ym·k: 
Do not ship anything but supplies for Che~'enne au~l Arapano Ageucy until further 
orders. 
---· 
. H. PRICE, 
Co-mrnisBioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFI!'I<:;E OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washi11gton, J?lly 12, 188'2. 
SIR: By direction of the honorable Secretiary of the Interior, you are hereby in-
formed that from and after the date of receipt of thi s letter no more permits or leases 
for grazing stock of any kind upon the Indian lands of your agency will be given, 
:tnd a.uy permits or leases now in existence will ouly be ;:tllowe4 to p.1~ t~ntil they e4-
pire, after wpich l~me they will JlOt be renewed, 
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You will acknowledge the receipt of this lettm·, and also snumit a statement show-
ing the names of the parties who have permits or leases for grazing, the number of 
animals each ·one has, the rate paid per head, and the date upon which s:ticlleases or 
permits expire. 
Very respectfully, 
J. D. MILES, 
11. PIUCE, 
Connnissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Cheyenne and .A1·apaho Agency, Incl. 1'. 
DEPARTMENT 01<' THE !NTERlOH, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF AIHt:, 
Washi11gto11, July 12, 1882. 
SIR: By direction of the honorable Secretary of the Interior, yon arc hereby in-
formed that from ~md after the date of receipt of this letter no more permits or leases 
for grazing stock of any kind upon the Indian lands of your agency willl>c given, and 
any permits or leases now h1 existence will only be allowed to run until they expire, 
after wbicl1 time they will not. he renewed. 
You wm acknowledge the receipt of this letter, and also snbmit a statement show-
ing the names of the parties who have permits or leases for grazing, the number of 
animals each one has, the rate paid per bead, and tho date upon which said leases or 
Jlenuit:s expire. 
Very respectfully, 
P. B. HUNT, 
H. PlUCE, 
Commissioner. 
United StoJes Indian Agent, Kiowa Agency, Ind. 1.'. 
DEPAl~TMENT Ol!' THE lNTEiUOH, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIUS, 
1Vashingto111 July 12, 1l:l8:l. 
SIR: By direction of the honorable Secretarr of the Interior, you are hereby ill-
formed that from and after the date of receipt of this letter no 'more pe1·mits or leases 
for grazing stock of any kind upon the Indian lands of your agency will be given, and 
any permits or leases now in existence will only uc allowed to run until they expire, 
after which time they will not be renewed. • . 
You wiU acknowleclge the receipt of this letter, and also submit a statement. show-
ing the names of the parties who have perruit.s or leases for grazing, the number of 
animals each one has, the rate paid per bead, and the date upon which said lease:s or 
permits exp ire. 
Very respectfully, 
T. J. JORDAN, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissior~er. 
United States Indian Agent, Ponca Agency, Ind. T. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE JNT.ERIOH, 
OFFICE 01!' L~DIAN AFI!'AIRS, 
July 12, 1882. 
SIR: By direction of the honOI~~tbe Secretary of the Interior, you are hereby informed 
that from and after the date of receipt of this letter no more permits or leases for gra%-
ing stock of any kind upon the Indian lauds of your agency will be given, and any 
permits or leases now in existence will only ue.. allowed to run until they expire, after 
which time they will not be renewed. 
Yon will acknowedge the receipt of this letter, and also submit a statement show-
ing the names of the parties who have permits or leases for grazing, the number of 
anim:tls each one hat>, the ra.te paid per head, and the date upon which said leases or 
permiis expire. 
Very reHpect.fnlly, 
J. v. CARTER, 
United States Indian ..1gent, Sac and Fox Agency, Jnd. T. 
H. PRICE, 
Cornmi8B'ione~. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFI~ICE 01!' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, July 12, 1882. 
SIR: By direction of the honorable Secretary of the Interior, you are hereby informed 
that from and after the date of receipt of this letter no more permits or leases for graz-
ing stock of any kind upon the Indian lands of your agency will be given, and any 
permits or leases now in existence will only be allowed to run until they expire, after 
which t.ime they will not be renewed. 
You will acknowledge the receipt of this letter, and also submit a statement show-
ing the names of the parties who have permits or leases for grazing, the number of 
~nimals each one has, the rate paid per head, and the date upon which said leases or 
permits expire. ' 
Very respectfully, 
E. H. BOWMAN, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Pawnee Agency, Ind. T. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, July 12, 1882. 
SIR: By direction of the honorable Secretary of the Interior, you are hereby informed 
that from and after the date of receipt of this letter no more permits or leases for graz-
ing stock of any kind upon the Indian lands of your agency will be given, and any 
permits or leases now in existence will only be allowed to run until theyexpire, after 
which time they will not be renewed. 
You will acknowledge the receipt of this letter, and also submit a statement show-
ing the names of the parties who have permits or leases for grazing, the number of 
animals each one has, the rate paid per head, and the date upon which said leases or 
permits expire. 
Very respectfully, 
L. E. WOODIN, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Otoe Agency, Ind. T. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., July 18, 1882. 
SIR: Referring to that portion of my telegram of 1st and letter of 3d instant, mak-
ing request for authority to locate a few herds of cat.tle at remote points on this res-
ervation, and to collect a reasonable tax in cattle for such grazing privilege to meet 
the deficiency in meat for the Indians of this agency, I can now inform you that I have 
met a number of cattlemen dudng the past week, and I have conversed with t.bern 
on this subject, and from responsible parties I have the assurance that the deficiency 
can be supplied in this way, and without interfering in the least with the Indians or 
their herds. 
Of course the parties placing cattle on the reservation will want some kind of as 
surance as to length of time such permits will be extended, and the kind of protection 
they might expect, &c. Humanity would seem to justify such a course rather than 
to deny them such privilege, which, if properly guarded, will furnish the requisite 
meat and do them no injury. 
I thiuk we can feed them on an average weekly issue of about 126,000 pounds beef 
grass, which amount must be furnished regularly, or there will be hunger, discontent, 
.and acts of lawlessness. 
Request is hereby made for the authority above indicated. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Cornmissioner, Washington, D. 0. 
S. Rep. 1278--25 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND .ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind T., July 20, 11;8'~. 
SIR: Acknowledging receipt of office Jetter 12th instant, A, relathe to grazing per-
mits, I have the honor to inform you that no snch leases or permits have been granted 
by me to any person on this reservation. And yet while this is a fact, it is true that 
large herds have been constantly grazing on the lands assigned these Indians by Ex-
ecutive order "August 10, 1869," and in every instance where cattlemen have been no-
tified that they were trespassing upon this reservation, and notified to remove their 
herds, they claim to have paid a tax to the Cherokees, who are selling privileges ou 
our north for over 100 miles on an east and west line, or that they own a ranch in the 
Texas Pan Haoole, immediately on the line. In this way you will observe that this 
reservation is exposed to ''drift'' cattle on a border of over 200 miles, and so long as 
the reservation is thus exposed the Cheyenne and Arapaho grass will feed many thou-
sands of cattle. 
Request has been made of the commandant at l!'ort Reno to rigidly enforce the or-
der as conta\ned in office letter of 20th ultimo, " L, 9850, 1882," and yet I am free 
to admit that I am fearful that a detail of troops will not be able to rid this rPserva-
tion of ''drift" cattle. 
The proposition contained in my letter of 18th instant was intended to cover the 
country occupied by these "drift" cattle and at the same time have these Indians re-
ceive the benefit and relieve the Government in a heavy burden in supplying the de-
ficiency in meat. 
Very respectfully, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commi8Bioner, Washington, D. 0. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN AGENCY, 
Sac and Fox Agency, Ind. T., July 2';!, 1882. 
SIR: Acknowledgin~ the receipt of Department letter, A, dated July 12, 1882, and 
referring to that . portiOn of said letter which requests that a "statement showing 
the names of the parties who have permits or leases for grazing, the number of ani-
mals each one has, t.he rate paid per head, and the date upon which said leases or 
permits expire," be submitted, I have the honor to make the following report, viz: 
William McCluer, 800 head (not including calves under ten months old), held under 
permit dated April15, 1882, expires April 15, 1883; rate per head per one year, 30 
cents. 
W. H. Beaty, 150 head (not including calves under ten months old), held under per-
mit dated April 6, 1882, expires April 6, 1883; rate per head per one year, 25 cents. 
Very respectfully, · 
JACOB V. CARTER, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY. 
Anadarko, Ind. T., July 25, 1882. 
· SIR : I have the honor to acknowledge receipt of your letter, A, of the 12th instant, 
in regard to the directions of the honorable Secretary of Interior for no more permits 
to be given to parties to hold cattle on Kiowa and Comanche Reserva.tion. 
In reply, I beg to say that all permits given by me expired on the 1st of July, as I 
informed you in my letter of the lOth and 26th of April that they would, and to these 
letters I again invite your attention, and it will also be gratifying to me to know that 
the honorable Secretary of the Interior bas seen them. I inclose herewith a copy of 
written notice I sent each one of the cattlemen to move off, and also a copy of l~tter 
to Colonel Henry, commanding Fort Sill, both of which explain my action io the 
matter. 
The instructions of the honorable Secretary of the Interior will be stritcly complied 
with. 
Very respectfully, P. B. HUNT, 
Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
United States Indian Agent. 
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[Inclosure No. 1.] 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Anadarko, Ind. 1'., July 1, 1R82. 
SIRS: The time having expired under the agreement heretofore entered into and 
consented to by the Kiowa and Comanche Ind1ans, by which cattle owned by you 
then trespassing on their reservation were permitted to remain, you are required to 
remove all such and any others t.hat may be in your charge, without nnnecesary 
delay, and keep them beyond the limits of said reservation. 
Please acknowledge receipt of this notice. 
Very respectfully, 
Messrs. D. WAGGONER & SONS, 
P. B. HUNT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
· Henrietta., Jex. 
[(nclosure No. 2.1 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Anadarko, Ind. T., June 26, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to state that I will, on the 1st of July, give notice in writing 
to all persons trespassing ,.,.ith herds of cattle on the Kiowa and Comanche Reserva-
tion to remove them, as the time will have elapsed that was agreed upon that they 
might remain, allowing a few days that they may move off. 
Should they fail to comply with the order, I will then ask of you a detail of troops 
to go with some representatives of mine and put them off. 
I will thank you to inform me who will be the contractors to furnish beef to the 
t roops at Fort Sill for the next ensuing fiscal year. 
Very respectfully, 
Col. G. V. HENRY, U. S. A., 
Commanding Fort Sill, Ind. T. 
P. B. HUNT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, July 28, 1882. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 18th instant, wherein you request authority to 
issue permits for location of a few cattle herds on the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Reser-
vation, to be taxed for the purpose of supplying the beef deficiency, you are advised 
that your req nest cannot be granted. 
In this connection your attention is particularly invited to office letter of July 12, 
1882, relative to cattle grazing. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN D. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent, 
Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agency, Ind. T. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., July 28, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith, for your information, copy of a tele--
gram of the 20th instant from the commanding officer of Fort Reno, Indian Territory, 
relative to allowing the grazing of cattle on the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation 
by cattlemen, on payment of a tax for the privilege, and also to invite your attention 
to the indorsement thereon, of the 21st instant, of the commanding general of the De-
partment of the Missouri, in which he recommends that the Interior Department ''will 
reconsider the action of the Indian Bureau, and permit the Cheyennes, under reasona-
ble restrictions, to lease this grazing privilege to a sufficient number of stockmen to 
assure the Indian his full ration of beef." 
Very tespect.fully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secretary of War. 
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[Telegram.] 
FORT RENO, IND. T., July 19, 
(Via Dodge City, July 20, 1882). 
General JNo. POPE, 
Commanding Department of Missouri, Fort Leaven-u·orth, Kans.: 
If the Indian Bureau would approve of Agent Miles's recommendation to allow cat-
tle grazed on t h e Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, the owner sof the cattle pay-
ing graziug privilege, the deficiency could easily be made up . But it appears that 
his recommendation bas been disapproved. He received by to-day's mail instructions 
n ot to grant permits to graze cattle on the resPrvation. Miles bas done all in his 
power to represent the matter as should be to his Department, and if trouule should 
occur through reduced rations, the Indian Bureau should be held wholly responsible. 
It may ue possible that some of the Northern Cheyennes have approached the Nez 
Perces on the subject. of an outbreak in case of reduced rations. The~- have been un-
e asy and exceeding anxious 1 to return north. Miles received instructions yesterday 
to inform the .Interior Department of the number of Northern Cheyennes that are 
here, and as to what locality they preferred to be sent. This information, with the 
prospect before them of being allowed to leave here, will have a tendency to avert 
trouble from that source. The Indians are quiet, and the principal chiefs are work-
ing in harmony with Miles and myself. The presence of additional troops at this 
t ime would cause suspicion, and probably trouble. 




HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fo1·t L ea·venworth, Kans., July 21; 1882. 
Official copy respectfully forwarded for the information of the division commander. 
I can see no possible objection to permitting the Cheyennes and Arapahoes and 
Kiowas and Comanches to allow grazing of stock on their lands on payment of a tax 
therefor. 
It is done by the Cherokees and other Indian tribe , and this lease of grazing privi-
lege is part of their proper support derived from their own lands. In this case it 
would cure a trouble which may soon be past dealing with except by war. I hope 
·the Interior Department will r econsider the action of the Indian Bureau, and permit 
the Ch eyennes, under reasonable restrictions, to lease this grazing privilege to a suffi-
cient number of stockmen to assure the Indian his full ration of beef. 
I respectfully ask that this telegram of Major Randall, with my indorsement, ue 
submitted to the Secretary of the Interior. 
JNO. POPE, 
Brevet Majo1·-General, Comrnanding. 
LSecond indorsement.! 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, J·uzy 2lt, 1882. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army, approving remarks of 
General Pope. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-Geneml, Commanding. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN A.FF AIRS, 
August 3, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to be in receipt by your reference of a communication from 
Hon. Secretary of War, inclosing copies of letters from commanding officer at Fort 
Reno, with the indorsement of the commanding general of the Department of Mis-
ouri, the former officer complaining of the action of the Indian Bureau in prohibit-
ing the grazing of cattle by outside parties on the Cheyenne and Arapahoe reserva-
tion, and predicting trouble "for which the Indian Bureau should be held wholly 
responsible," and the latter saying, "I can see no possible objection to permit,ting 
tho:~ Cheyenne and Aparaboes and Kiowas and Comanches to allow grazing of stock 
on their lands on payme.nt of a tax therefor," and asserti ug that this ·'would cure a 
t rouble which will soon be past dealing with except by -war." 
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From all of which it might be inferred that the Indian Bureau is so managing the 
business as to not only create "trouble," but. also praduce "war." 
In answer to all this, I have only to say that the Indian Bureau is simply carrying 
out instructions emenating from the only source'that has authority to give them, and 
that it is not probable that threats or unfavorable comments from other parties will 
change the practice of the "Indian Bureau" in this respect. 
In reference to the money to be derived from pasturage of cattle on the Cheyenne 
and Arapahoe reservation, and thus prevent" trouble" and" war," I have only to say 
that an examination of the acts do not show that one dollar has ever been paid by 
parties for pasturage orv this reservation. 
So that it is fair to presume that if benefits have accrued to any party or parties, it 
has not been to the Government or the Indians. So it would appear that ''trouble'' 
and "war" have not been prevented up to this time because of any money received 
for pasturage of cattle, because no money has been paid for this purpose. 
I have understood it to be the policy of the Department to discourage the occu-
pancy of the Indian Territory by persons other than Indians, and to encourage the 
Indians themselves to raise herds of cattle, and in this way more readily and speedily 
enable them to become self-supporting. 





The Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C., August 5, 1882. 
SIR: I am in receipt of copy of the telegmm of 20th ultimo from the commanding 
officer, Fort Reno, Indian Territory, relative to aUowing the grazing of cattle on the 
Cheyenne aud Arapahoe reservation on payment of a tax for the privilege. 
I transmit herewith a copy of a letter received from the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, dated August :3, 18 ~, on the subject, by which you will observe that the graz-
ing of cattle has not been a money-making business for the Government nor for the 
Indian. 
I do not think any considerable sum can be made by leasing the lands for pu.stumge ' 
or by taxing the cattle grazing on the reservation. 
The presence of white men with large herds of cattle has -been a source of constant 
annoyance to the Indians, and cannot be tolerated by the Department. 
It is the policy of the Department of the Int.erior to secure at an early day cattle for 
the Indians, and to encourage them to raise stock themselves instead of depending on 
the small gains that will be realized by a tax on such herds or by the rental of snid 
lands. 
General Pope refers to the fact that the Cherokees allow grazing on their lands on 
payment of a tax therefor, and expresses the hope that the Interior Department will 
reconsider the action of the Indian Bureau and allow the Cheyenpes and Arapahoes 
to lease their lands. 
The Cheyennes, Arapahoes, Kiowas, and Comanches have all complained of the in-
vasion of their landb by lawless white men, and are not disposed to grant the privilege 
even for a reasonable compensation; but if such was not the case, I do not thmk it 
wise to allow invasion of the country by white people, under t.he pretense of herding 
st.ock, and, as I have before said, the grazing gronnds·ought to be used by the Indjan 
and not by the whites. 
Very respectfully, 
The lion. SECRETARY OF WAR. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Anadm·ko, Ind. T., August 7, 1882. 
SIR: I have information to the effect that sundry persons in the State of Texas, in 
the counties adjoining the southwestern border of the Indian Territory, contemplate 
occup~ting that part of the Indian Territory west of t!Je North Fork of Red River 
known to the peopl~ of Texas as Greer County, for the purpose of pre-empting or ob-
taining title to the land. 
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Your instructions contained in letter of February 15 (L. 2281 ), 1882, in regard to the 
intrusion of cattlemen thereon, viz, it is not deemed advisable by the Department to 
"interfere with the parties upon these lands until Congressional action has decided 
their status," will be observed, but I wish to know if squatters attempt w-hat is now 
said to be contemplated-settling on these lauds-whether the said instructions are 
intended to n.pply to these parties also. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. 0. 
P. B. HUNT, 
Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August 30, 1882. 
SIR: On the 28th January last I had the honor to call the a.ttention of the Depart-
ment to the intrusion of large numbers of cattlemen from the Texas borders upon 
• the unoccupied lands of the Indian Territory west of the North Fork of Red River, 
as well as upon the adjoining lands of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reser-
vation, and to request the co-operatiOn of the military for the removal of such 
intruders. 
By letter from your predecessor in office, dated the lst of February last, I was in-
formed t hat, so far as the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reserve was concerned, the 
Hon. Secretary of War had been requested to issue the necessary orders for removal 
ef the intruders therefrom, but that," touching the lands west of the North Fork of 
Red River, I am informed that the State of Texas makes some kind of claim to said 
tract.. It is clear to me that this claim is not well founded, but ns there is a bill now 
pending in Congress in relation thereto, it is not deemed advisable by the Department 
to interfere with the parties upon these lands until Congressional action has decided 
their statns." · 
On t he 15th of February last Agent Hunt, in charge of the Kiowa, Comanche, and 
Apache Reservation, was duly advised of the honorable Secretary's action and opin-
jon in the premises. 
I now inclose a copy of a letter received from Agent Hunt, dated 7th instant, stat-
ing that he is informed that sundry persons in the State of Texas, in the counties ad-
.ioining the southwestern border of the Indian Territory contemplate occupying that 
part of the Indian Territory west of the North Fork of Red River, known to the peo-
ple of Texas as'' Greer County,'' for the purpose of pre-empting or obtaining title 
to the land; and be inquires whether t.he views of the Depa1·tment, as expressed in 
t.he honorable Secretar.v's letter of the 1st February last, are intended to apply to 
squatters attempting settlement on said lands. 
The bill alluded to by your predecessor as doubtless H. R. 1715, Forty-seventh 
Congress, first session (copy inclosed), which seeks to establish the North Fork of the 
Red River as the true boundary line between the Indian Territory and the State of 
Texas, instead of the South Fork or main branch, otherwise called the Prairie Dog 
Town Fork of the Red River. 
For a history of the question in dispute between the United States and the State of 
Texas, which bas now been agitated for several years, I beg to r efer you to the recent 
report of t.he Committee on the Judiciary, to whom said bill (H. R. 1715) was referred, 
and which concludes as follows: 
''A careful view of the facts in the case-for the question as to which prong of the 
river is the true river, is really a question of fact-your committee is decidedly of the 
opinion t.hat the South Fork is the true boundary, and that therefore the claim of the 
State of Texas is unwarranted." 
, "If the data given in these reports are correct, there would seem to be no doubt of 
the claim of the United States to the tract in dispute, and therefore your committee 
report adversely to the bill referred to it. 
"But ina-smuch as the claim is disputed, and that with the earnestness of belief on 
the part of Texas, and inasmuch as none of the surveys referred to have been made 
with the privity of the State of Texas, the joint commission appointed badng failed to 
act in concert, your committee are of the opinion that that State should have a he<tr-
ing in the matter, and should have an opportunity to co-operate with the United 
States in settling the facts upon which the question in dispute rests. A substitute i 
reported for the ap'pointmeut of a joint commission, the passage of which is recom-
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mended." (See H. R. Report No. 1282, Forty-seventh Congress, first session, copy 
herewith.) 
It does not appear that any subsequent action was taken by Congress in the 
matter. 
In view of the foregoing state of facts, I have the honor to inquire what action the 
Department will now take in reference to persons contemplating settlement upon the 
lands west of the North Fork of the Red River, before the movement obtains too much 
headway. The Department has hitherto maintained that the jurisdiction over these 
lands is in the United States; that they form a part of the Indian Territory proper, 
though not yet permanently located by any tribe of Indians, and that as such they 
are not open to settlement or entry by any persons whomsoever, under any of the 
public land laws of the United States. (See extract from Report of the Secretarv of 
the Interior for 1877, p. 4, Report No. 12e!2, before referred to; also Senate Ex. Doc. 
No. 111, Forty-seventh Congress, first session, in reference to the right of occupation 
by settlers of any portion of the Indian Territory, copy herewith.) 
Apart from other considerations, it appears to me to be important, in t,he interests 
of peace and tranquillity amongst the surrounding Indians, that the jurisdiction of the 
United States over the lands west of the North Forth of Red River should be main-
tained until the boundary question shall have been finally determined, and that all 
attempts at settlement thereon should be promptly checked by removal of the in-
truders. 
Should you decide to a¢I.opt this course, it will become necessary to call upon the 
War Department for the aid of the military in the locality under the provisions of 
section 2147, Revised Statutes. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 





Washington City, September 16, 1882. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 5th ultimo, and accompanying copy of a letter 
from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, relative to allowing the grazing of cattle on 
the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation on payment of a tax for the privilege, I have 
the honor to transmit herewith for your information a copy of a report, dated .A:ugust 
26, 1882, from Maj. Guy V. Henry, Ninth Cavalry, commanding post at Fort Sill, In-
dian Territory, of his visit to a camp on Red River and of his ejection of cattlemen. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
Lin closure.] 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secretat·y of War. 
FORT SILL, IND. T., A.ttgust 26, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to report myself from detached service, visiting camp on Red 
River and ejecting cattlemen. The latter to dn, is impossible, even if cattle are put 
out they wlll drift back the next day: and theirowners cannot prevent it. As I have 
before suggested, taxiug owners for the use of land is the only possible plan, and now 
that the railroad is so near the southern edge of reservation, some such method with 
responsible parties should be made, to prevent nnmerous interlopers, already making 
their appearance, from crossing in country. 
· The Texas edge is barren of grass; the side opposite in Indian Territory heavily 
grassed, and only separated by a small stream, dry most of the summer, so cattle 
themselves soon make a choice. The camp at Augur is delip:htfully situated on a 
high commanding ridge, with everything for camp-life. Four miles west is another 
1oca1ity for a good winter camp. ' 
I .am convinced the quiet Ofthis section of Territory can be a great deal attributed 
to troops being constantly in field, with its moral effect. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GUY V. HENRY, 
Major Ninth Cavalry, Commanding. 
The ASSISTANT ADJUTANT-GENERAL, DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans. 
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[Indorsements.] 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
"Fott Wurth, Kans., Sept&mber 1, 1882. 
Official copy respectfully forwarded to the assistant adjutant-general, headquarters 
Military Division of the Missouri, for the information of the division commander. 
JOHN POPE, 
Brevet Major- General Commanding. 
HEADQUARTERS MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, September 5, 1882. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-General, Commandi11g. 
LEAVENWORTH, KANS., January 10, 1883. 
DEAR SENATOR: I have to-day sent a proposition to the Secretary of the Interiorr 
for a lease of 185,000 acres of land on the northwest corner of the Wichita Reserva-
aion, Indian Territory, with the privilege of inclosing the same. I asked for a leas& 
for ten years at an annual rental of 2 cents per acre, or $4,000 in advance yearly. 
I would say that the laud referred to is unoccupied by the Indians, and what cattle 
are herded there they (the Indians) derive no benefit from. The Indians are anxious 
to make the lease. If you will take the trouble to see the Secretary about this and 
inform me what hfl will do, and also advise me what further action I shall take in 
the premises, yqu will place me under many obligations to you. 
Very truly, your friend, 
Hon. JOHN J. INGALLS, 
United States Senate. 
H. L. BI~KFORD. 
[Indorsement.] 
Respectfully referred to the Secretary of the Interior, with request that the appli-
cation of Mr. Bickford may be favorably considered if leases in the Indian Territory 
are authorized. 
The SECRETAR OF THE INTERIOR: 
JOHN J. INGALLS, 
Unittd States Senate. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 16, 1883. 
The undersigned is a resident of the county of Green, in the State of Missouri, and 
is associated in the business of raising cattle with Frank P. Knott and George T. 
Knott, both of the county of Wichita, in the State of Texas; and the undersigned 
hereby makes to you application to lease, for the term of tweaty years, or for such 
shorter term (not less than fifteen years) as may be agreed upon, one million acres of 
land in the Indian Territory, and in that part thereof covered by the treaty of Octo-
ber <1, 1867 (15 Stat., 581), the same to be bounded on the east by the ninety-eighth 
parallel of west longitude, on the south by Red River; ou the north by the first town-
ship line south of Fort Sill, as marked on the Go\Ternment map, and on the west by 
a north and south line so drawn as to take in said quantity of land. 
I hereby offer to pay for said lease, for saicl term, at the rate of two cents per acre 
per year; the same to be used for grazing cattle; and I will give ample security for 
the performance of my part of said contract. 
I am advised that it is not proper, and possibly not lawful, for said parties so de-
siring to lease to themselves initiate steps Jooking to the making of such a lease with 
said tribes, and we are advised to make application to the Interior Department, re-
questing the Secretary to take such steps as may be authorized by law for the making 
of such a lease. 
'!'his application in behalf of said parties I therefore hereby respectfully make, and 
if I am advised, in reply to this, that I may lawfully contract for such a lease, with 
said tribes, and submit the same to the approval of the proper officers of the United 
States, then I will adopt that course. 
Respectfully submitted. 
WILLIAM H. WADE, 
Fo~· himself and Frank P. ltnd George T. Krwtt. 
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The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR: 
CORCORAN BUILDING, 
Washington, D. C., Jamtat·y 16, 1882. 
We are attorneys for Col. Wm. H. Wade, the writer of the [tbove, and he requests 
us to have any correspondence from the Department regarding the matters his letter 
relates to sent to us. 
Colonel Wade is now in the Missouri legislature, and any letter to him should be-
sent to Jefferson City, Mo. 
SHELLABARGER & WILSON. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Jan'uary 18, 1883. 
SIR: In connection with the general subject of leasing large tracts of land in the-
Indian Territory for grazing purposes, and the propositions of interested parties aris-
ing thereout, now pending before the Department, I have the honor to lay before you 
for your further informatiOn the undermentioned communications which have been. 
filed in your office, viz: · 
1. Letter of inquiry from E. P. Vollum, esq., dated Fort H11:milton, N.Y., December 
15, 1882. 
2. Letter from H. L. Newman, dated Stock-Yard Bank, National Stock-Yard, Ill., 
December 19, 1882, (presumably in reference to the application of B. H. Campbell to 
lease lands on Cheyenne and Arapaho Reserve), asking priority in consideration of 
applications. . 
3. Letter from honorable Secretary of ·war, dated December 20, 1882, introducing 
Col. A. T. Babbitt, general manager Standard Ca.ttle Company, Chicago, engaged in 
cattle-raising in the Indian Territory under authority from the Indians, and who are 
fearful their rights will be interfered with. 
4. Letter from F. L. Dodge, esq. (of Cook and Dodge, attorneys a,t law), Davenport~ 
Iowa, dated January 1, 1&;3, asking for information as to rights of a certain corpora-
tion to herd ranch catt.le in Indian Territory, 80 miles south of Medicine Lodge, Kan-
sas, near or on Eagle Chief Creek, a tributary of the Cimarron. 
5. Letter from Lawrie Tatum, esq., dated Springdale, Iowa, January 1, 1&33, recom-
mending that the Kiowas and Comanches be permitted to lease a district in the south-· 
ern part of their reservation for grazing purposes, which he thinks would serve a. 
double purpose, in producing them a rental of from $15,000 to $20,000 per annum, and 
keeping the Texas cattle off their lands. 
6. Letter from F. P. Knott. dated Saint Louis, January 9, 11:382, inclosing letter oi 
introduction from Ron. C. B. Farwell, and proposing to lease for twenty years, for 
grazing purposes, about 1,000,000 acres of land, eac:>t of the Apache Reserve, extending 
west along Red River 45 miles and north 35 miles, at a rental of two cents per acre, 
erecting fences, &c. 
7. Letter from H. L. Bickford, dated Leavenworth, Kans., January 10,1883, propos-
ing to lease for grazing purposes the northwest corner of the Wichita Reserve, as 
therein described, containing about 185,000 acres, for t,en years, at an annual rental of· 
two cents per acre, or $4,000 per annum, in advanee, erecting fences, &c. · 
8. Letter from Ikard and Harrolds, dated Wapello, Ill., January 13, 1883, proposing. 
to lease lands west of the North Fork of Red River for grazing purposes. This is the 
tract of land in dispute with Texas, and known on the Texas maps as Greer County. 
These same parties made a similar application to the Depn.rtment last May1 which 
was refused. It appears! however, from their letter that they are occupying the· 
la.nfl with 60,000 head of cattle under an arrangement made with, presumably, the 
Kiowa and Comanche Indians. 
9. Letter from Hon. R. T. Van Horn, dated January 15, 1883, on behalf of Georgec 
Shiedley, Kersey Coates, and others, applying for a lease of lands in the Indian Terri-
tory, 30 miles square, for pastumge and cattle ranch. 
It seems proper that these applications should be before you in the consideration 
· of the general subject. , 
Pending your decision, no action will of course be taken by this office on any oi 
the applications. 
Very rel:lpectfully, your obedient servant, 
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rrnclosure No.1.] 
FORT HAMILTON, NEW YORK HARBOU, 
Decembe~· 15, 1882, 
SIR: I desire respectfully to inquire into the validity of the leases that the fndia.ns 
who occupy the Indian Territory (such as the Cherokees) have been giving to cattle-
raisers for some years past, allowing them to graze their herds upon lands within the 
Indian Territory, at an annual tax per head of from 15 to 20 cents. Will such leases 
be confirmed by the Interior Department, or the Indian Bure:w, and for what length 
-of time will they be drawn up 'I I would be thankful for a sample of the form in 
which said leases are made. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure No. 2.1 
EDW. P. VOLLUM. 
STOCK YARD BANK, NATIONAL STOCK YARD, ILLINOIS, 
December 19, 1882. 
SIR: ·we have just been informed another party bas made an application similar to 
<()urs for leasing a portion of the Indian lands.. I write to tj,Sk of you not to let them 
take precedence of us, as we were the very first to ask or a]:Jply for a lease, not only to 
you, but some three years since to Ron. E. A. Hayt, when be was Commissioner. I 
understand the parties to whom I refer apply for about two and a half million acres, 
-should you desire to lease so much to one party. While we only applied for one-half 
million, we will take more. · 
We shall be pleased to have your decision as soon as possible. Col. R. D. Hunter's 
})roposition was intended tor himself. 
Your obedient servant, 
H. L. NEWMAN. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissionm·, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure No. 3.] 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, December 20, 1882. 
MY DEAR SIR: I inclose to you a letter of introduction, dated tbe 15th instant, 
from Mr. N. K. Fairbank and four other gentlemen of Chicago, all of whom are very 
·old friends of mine, in which they present Col. H. T. Babbitt, who is general mana-
ger of a. cattle company in which they are interested. 
Colonel Babbitt wishes to confer with you officially in respect to raising cattle in a 
part of the Indian Ttrritory, and I will be obliged if you will give him your atten-
tion as the representative of some gentleman of Chicago of the highest standing. 
I am, very truly, yours, 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretarg of the Interi01·. 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN. 
linclosure.] 
OFFICE OF STANDARD CATTLJ<~ COMPANY, 
No. 1 CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, 
Chicago, Decernber 15, 1882. 
DEAR SIR: The trustees of this compauy have felt justified. during the past season, 
-on assurances received from persons in authority, in locating a herd of cattle in the 
Indian Territory. The arrangements they have made are such as are not in any way 
objectionable to the Indians themselves, bnt, on the cont·rary, they are extremely 
friendly and well-disposed towards us. Rumors have reached us, however, that our 
tenure there is not secure, and that we are liable to be ordered out at any time, and 
to our great inconvenience and loss, and we have therefore requested our general 
manager, Mr. A. T. Babbitt, to visit Washington and lay before you and Secreta.ry 
Teller all the facts in the ca.se, and we earnestly request that you will permit Mr. 
Babbitt to state to you the situation of atl:'airs, and give the matter your personal an<l 
.favorable consideration. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
Ron. R. T. LINCOLN, 
Washington, D. 0. 
N. K. FAIRBANK. 
SAM JOHNSTON. 
STEPHEN F. GALE. 
WM. T. BARER. 
EDSON KEI'l'H. 
, I 
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[Inclosure No. 4.1 
DAVENPORT, IOWA, January 1, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: Within the last few weeks a corporation bas been organizing in this 
city whose purpose is to herd, breed, and ranch cattle in Indian rerritory, about 
80 miles south of Medicine Lodge, Kans. Said ranch is near or ou "Eagle Chief" 
Creek, so called, which is a tributary of the Cimarron River. The parties now 
occupying the ranch state that they rent of the Indians, and are violating no law in 
being and remaining where they are. I desire to know if this is true, and if they 
have the right to remain in possession. If you will have the kindness to answer this 
inquiry I shall ue very much obliged to you. 
Very truly, 
F. L. DODGE. 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
I11dian Cormnissione1·, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure No. 5.] 
SPRINGDALE, IowA, Fi1·strnonth 1, 1883. 
DEAR FRIEND: I see hy thy last annual1·eport that the thought is entertained that 
the Indians who are now rationed must expect to have the rations discontinued, and 
t.hey become self-sustaining, which seems very reasonable. , On account of the frequent 
droughts it seems impracticable for the Indians in the southwest to obtain a subsist-
ence by agriculture, but I hope they can by stock-raising, and am thankful to learn 
that some of them are working up herds of cattle. 
The Kiowas and Comanches have a large dist.rict in the south part of their reser-
vation that I expect is of no value to them whatever at present, and I have thought 
that if it could be rented to the Satisfaction of the Indians and of the Department 
that it would prouably bring them $15,000 or $20,000 per year, or perhaps more. I 
expect that it will become more and more difficult to keep the Texas cattle off of their 
lands unless tht~y are utilized. I have cause to believe that in some agencies that it 
is now very difficult to keep them off, and that the disputed tract in southwest part 
of Indian Territory is covered wHh cattle. 
I understand that J. D. Miles, of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, rented a por-
t.ion of that reservation last summer for the benefit of his Indians, which \Vas disap-
proved by the Department. Now, I would be t.hankful to know if the Kiowa and 
Comanche Indians saw proper to rent some of their reservation for a certain annual 
sum for t.he benefit of the whole tribe, to be paid directly to t.hem in the way that 
annuities are paid by the Government, would such a contract with the Indians be 
likely to be nullified by the Department~ I learn that the Cherokees rece~ve an in-
.;ome in that way. If those Indians could rent a portion of their land for a term of 
years to a party who would employ the Indians for herders they would receive a double 
benefit. I think that I know of snch a party who would take hold of it if there was 
a favorable oponing. 
Thy friend, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Cornm.ission er. 
LAWRIE TATUM. 
[Inclosure No. 6.] 
SAINT LOUIS, ,January 9, 1882. 
1\iy Dl~AR SIR: Inclosed please find letter of introduction from Mr. C. B. Farwell 
(Con g.), of Chicago. 
1 have lanus and stock in North Texas adjoining the Apache Reservation on the 
south. 
I uesire to ext<'nd my interest into this reservation by securing a lease from the 
Government (ancl the Indians), and herein apply for the lease of a body of land com-
mencing a little ea&t of the east line of the Apache Reservation, extending west along 
Red River 45 miles and north 35 miles, so as to contain about 1,000,000 acres ofland, 
w hicb 1 will agree to fence ancl pa.y an ann nal rental of 2 cents per acre, the lease to 
extend twenty years, and to be usecl exclusively for grazing purposes. 
Men are intermarrying, and by every means obtaining large bodies, and fencing, 
without paying royalty, and to lease would be a means of self-support. . 
If you will entertain my hopes, I will visit yon in person and bring such sanction 
as you may require from the representative Indians. 
Hoping you will :favor me with an early reply, I am, 
Your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secreta1·y of the Interi01·, Washinf}ton, D. C. 
Please address to Wichita Falls, Wichita County, Texas. 
F. F. KNOTT. 
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CHICAGO, Jantta1'Y 8, 1883. 
MY DEAR SIR: This will introduce to you Mr. Frank P. Knott, who bas iuterest 
in cattle-ranching in Texas, and in whose honesty you can place the fullest confideuce. 
Any attent.ions you may be able . to show him in connection with his business will 
be esteemed by me as a personal favor. 
Y01us, very truly, 
C. B. FARWELU. 
Bon. H. M. TELLER. 
Secretm·y of the Interior. 
[Inclosure No.7.] 
LEAVENWORTH, KANS., January 10, 1883. 
SIR: I herewith transmit a proposition, which I hope will meet with your favor-
able approval, for a lease or permission to bold cattle on the northwest corner of the 
Wichita Reservation in the Indian Territory. I am engaged in raising cattle and my 
business for the last eight years has been contracting for Government supplies and 
freighting for Government in the Indian Territory. I would respectfully refer you, 
as to my character and standing, to Senator Ingalls and Congressman Haskell, of the 
Ka.nsas delegation. 
V cry truly yours, 
H. L. BICKFORD. 
Hon. WM. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interior, Washington: D. C. 
LEAVENWORTH, KANS., January 10, 1883. 
SIR: I would most respectfully submit the following proposition for a lease of the 
northwest corner of the Wichita Reservation in the Indian Territory for the purpose 
of grazing cattle, ''commencing at a point on the Canadian River near the east end 
of Foot I sland, at the intersection of sa.id river of range line between ranges 10 and 11 
west of the Indian meridian; thence south 12 miles; thence west to the western bound-
ary of the reservation; thence north to the Canadian River; thence by the course 
of said river to the place of beginning, containing in all about Hl5,000 acres, more or 
less.'' · 
The above tract of land I propose to lease for the period of ten years, with the 
privilege of inclosing same with a good, substantial fence, and pay an annual rental 
of 2 cents per acre in advance, or $4,000 per year for the entire tract. , 
I would say, in this connection, that this. land is not occupied by the Indians, nor 
are they deriving any benefit from its possession, whereas this lease would insure 
them a permanent income during its existence. I agree to commit no waste on said 
premises, except timber for fire-wood, fence-posts for inclosing said premises, and 
necessa.ry buildings in the use of said premises, and I further agree to maintain neces-
sary fire-guards for the protection of the timber on said premises from destruction by 
the prairie :fires. 
HARVEY L. BICKFORD. 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Sec-retary of the Interior, Washington, D. c .. 
[IncloRure.] 
wAPELLA, DE WITT COUNTY, ILLINOIS, 
January 13, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: I have heard that the Cheyennes and Arapahoes, Comanche and Kiowa 
Indians of the Indian Nation are petitioning you to lease their Territory to stockmen 
for grazing purposes, but have seen nothing in regard to it. W e wanted to lease 
Greer County last winter, but you declined to lease to us, on what we thought very 
just reasons; but we are occupying Greer County with 60,000 cattle now, and have 
been for about eighteen months. We got the consent of the chiefs of those nations 
before we went in there; we gave them 200 head of the cattle last June, and once and 
awhile gave them some beef, probably 100 since·we have been there, [tlld have four of 
the bucks working for us. 
Vle are getting along with them without any trouble, and they appear to be well 
satisfied, and bring in all of our cattle and horses that stray in amongst t h em; and if 
yon can lease that country would like to have a show to get it, as we are already 
there, and am satisfied we can get along with the Indians peaceably. Can give yon 
all the r eference that is necessary, I think. · 
Hoping to hear from you as early as convenient, 
Yours, r espectfully, 
Mr. TELLER. 
IKARD & HARROLD, 
P er E. B. HARROLD. 
Direct to E. B. Harrold, Wapella., De Witt Count.y, Illinois. 
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[Inclosure No.9.] 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Washington, D. C., Janum·y 15, 1883. 
SIR: Agreeably to-notice given, and to your assent to its filing, I ask that George 
Shiedley, Kersey Coa.tes, James W. L. Slavens, Ed. H. Webster, of Kansas City, Mo., 
and James W. Ca.mp, of New York, be entered until their papers are filed in form as 
applicants for the lease of, or othewise obtaining, under such regulations as the Sec-
retary of the Interior may prescribe, at such rates as the Secretary may fix for such 
privilege, the use of 30 miles square of pasture l:tnds for the pasturage of cattle and 
use as a live-stock ranch in the Indian Territory. 
Respectfully, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
R. T. VAN HORN1 
In. behalf of the above-named gentlernen, at their request. 
[Telegram. ] 
SAINT LOUIS, Mo., Janum·y 18, 1883. 
Secretary of the Intm·ior, Wrtshir,.gton, D. C.: 
Agent wires has leased 1, 700,000 acres to Fenlon, Denman, and others, giving them 
choice and mos~ desirable territory, leaving us about 900,000. We ask of you to please 
have a fair division, otherwise a large proportion of the Territory will be worthless. 
R. D. HUNTER. 
[Inclosure.] 
DEPARl':M:ENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
1 Washington, Jamtar·y 19, 188:~ . 
SIR: In connection with my letter of yesterday, submitting sundry communications 
from United States citizens desiring to lease lands in the Indian Territory for grazing 
purposes, I have the honor to inclose herewith a letter (which has already been in-
formally before the Department) of Agent Miles, Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, 
dated the 30th ultimo, transmitting a request of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians 
for authority to lease a portion of their reserve for grazing purposes, the original 
proposition of B. H. Campbell in respect thereof, and the agent's views thereon and 
ou the general subject. 
Incident thereto I also inclose a letter from one James S. Morrison, a squaw-man at 
the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, dated 18th ultimo, asking that sufficient land 
be reserved out of any lands proposed to be leased 011 the reserve to accommodate a 
herd of cattle for the benefit of his two children (half-breed Arapahoes), now at chool 
at Lawrence, Kans., with Agent Miles's views indorsed thereon. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. PRICE, 
Corn missioner. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE, INTERIOR. 
[Inclosure No. 1.] 
• UNI'i'ED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., Decernber 13, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith, for your consideration and action, a re-
quest from the chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes of Indians 
for authority to lease for a term of years, for grazing purposes, the western portion 
of their reservation. Also copy of a letter from B. H. Campbell, making propo-
sition for the lease of a portion of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation for a term 
of fifteen years, and making an offer of $50,000 per annum for the use of the same for 
gra.zing purposes. , 
Referring to the request of the Indians, I may inform you that the matter has been 
under consideration by them in tlleir camp councils for over one week, and on yester-
day came to my office, and without a dissenting voice were unanimous in making the 
request embodied in the inclosed written request. In their speeches iu support of 
leasing these lands, t hey urge: 
1st. That they do notoccupythese lands, exceptio a few in tances, by roving parties 
in sear~ of game and to pick 11p stray catt.le. 
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2d. That the lands they proposed to lease are too hilly and sandy for agriculture. 
3d./ That dr~ft-cattle from the Cherokee Strip and Texas Pan Handle, nnd intruders, 
are feeding off these lands, and they receiving no benefit therefor, and that by leas-
ing these lands for a term of years would settle the question of intruders, and the 
question of drift-cattle would not be for them to settle. These lndians have been in-
formed through the proper channels that they cannot expect the 'Government to con-
tinue to make appropriations for their support, and that they must nJake an effort them-
selves in some way at self-support and self-reliance, and they see no reason why they 
should be barred the privilege of leasi.Qg a portion of their reservation, now unoccn-
pied by them, and at present not needed for their own herds. They propose to invest 
one-half (t) the means thus derived in the purchase of young tock-catt.le, which they 
propose to turn over to the agent in charge, to be held, in connection with a school 
herd, for the benefit of the school children, and the other one-half ( t) to be expended 
in supplementing· their rations, under the .direction of the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, with theiT consent. 
Se.ction 2117 Revised Statutes seems to anticipate the obtaining of such au arrange-
ment with the consent of the tribes, and now that they are not only consenting but anx-
ious to enter into contract with responsible parties, and have a number of squar~ busi-
ness propositions covering the entire country they propose to lease, it is only natural 
and proper that they should wish to avail themselves of the offers at once. And, from 
a purely business transaction, to the ad vantage of the Indians, and settling the matter 
of intruders, I fully approve of the granting their request . • 
With reference to the proposition of B. H. Campbell, I may inform you that it is re-
sponsible and purely business, but eovers some of the lands occupied by the Indians 
of the agency for farming and grazing, and which they would not consent to lease; 
and the lantls embraced in the request of the Indians is somewhat reduced from tha,t 
embraced in the Campbe1l proposition. The lands proposed to be leased by t,hem are 
embraced in the country bounded on the south by the Kiowa and Comanche Resena-
tion and on the east by the Wichita Reservation to its north boundary, and thence 
on a straight line to the main Canadian River; thence tip said river to a point oppo-
site "Cottonwood Grove"; thence north to tho north boundary of the Cheyenne and 
. Arapaho Reservation; thence west to the weRt boundary; thence south along Pan 
Handle of Texas to place of beginning, embracing about ~.tOO,OOO acres, and which is 
at present yielding them no income, and should be utilized for their benefit. I would 
recommend that the country described be leased in about four (4) districts, so divided 
as to embrace a good supply of grass and water. 
With such a. revenue as this, and adding the proposed application of the greater por-
tion of their clothing fund the coming year in the purchase of stock-cattle, we may 
hope for something better in the future. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
Com,missioner, Washington, D. C. 
rinclosure A.] 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., December 12, 1882. 
We, the undersigned, chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes of 
Indians, Indian Territory, constituting the recognize,d authority of the tribes above 
named, being assembled in council this 12th day of December, A. D. 1882, for t he 
purpose of transacting such business as ma,y properly come before the council for action 
and consideration, would respectfully represent the following for your consideration 
and action of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, viz: 
The usual scarcity of rain-fall in this locality renders agricultural pursuits very nn· 
certain and unprofitable; and as our people cannot (as experience has taught them) 
rely upon securing a crop oftener than about one (1) out of every three years, they 
have become quite discouraged, and are now considering what they can do to supple-
ment the scanty rations furnished by the Government by our own e.fl'orts, through auy 
and all lawful and legitimate means placed at our disposal by the Government, and 
in this connection we come to the matter of our reservation and its utilization. 
Some of us have noticed, when passing through the States and on tho border, that 
a white man only cultivates a small portion of his soil and utilizes he remainder for 
grazing purposes, which will bring him equally as good, if not better, returns than 
the lands cultivated and with less la.bor. Now, we only ask t he same privilege, aud 
in the consideration of this subject would respectfull y represent that there is a large 
portion of our reservation, amounting to about 2,400,000 acres, which is almost. worth-
less for agricultural purposes and unoccupied by onr people (excepting a few families), 
which is bringing us no revenue, and as our cattle herds at present are very few and 
small, we cannot with our means and facilities make it useful to ourselves by • 
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farming or grazing, and with an exposed line of oyer 300 miles on t.hc north and! 
west, by large herds of cattle, by authority of the Cherokees on the north and white 
settlers in the Pan Handle of Texas, it is impossible to prevent cattle from grazing on 
our reservation, for which we receiv~ no compensation. Now, in order that this 
grasd may be utilized for our benefit, and in conformiLy with the inje1'1·ed privilege 
vouchsafed to the various Indian tribes, as set forth in section 2117, Revised Statutesr 
we would respectfully request that authority be given to carry out the following re-
quest, viz: 
'l'o lP-ase to some responsible party or parties that portion of our reservation de-
scribed iu Executi vc order dated' 'Aug. 10," 1869, 1ying west of the reservation assigned 
to the Wichita Indians by agreement under date "Oct. 19, 1872," and south of the 
main Canadian Riv•er, and also that portion lying n01·th of the maio Canadian River, 
and west of'' Cottonwood Grove," embracing about 2,400,000 acres, said lease or leases-
to date from January 1, 1883, or as soon thereafter as may be practicable, and continue 
for a term of not less than five nor more than fifteen years, subject to be revoked by 
the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with the approval of the honorable 
Secretary of t.he Interior, at any time the necessities of our tribes may require, or our 
relations with the Government may be changed. Aftt'fl' granting a lease or leases 
covering the lands embraced in the above request, we will still have ample country to-
accommodate our present herds, and on which are located all the farm and other im-
proverr:ents of our tribes, and will not interfere with a full enjoyment of our tribes in 
every legit.imate effort orenterprise at self-support in other industries. 
In consideration of the use of the lands above described, it is expressly understood 
by us that the rate per annum to be paid for the use oft.he said lands, and for the pur-
pose indicated, shall not be less than 2 cents per acre, and payable semi-annually, 
at the discretion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and to such person or persons. 
as he may designate; and one-half to be applicable for the purchase of young heifers. 
or young cows and sufficient young bulls for breeding purposes, and the other one-
half of the funds thus derived to be expended for the benefit of t.he Cheyenne and 
Arapaho tribes in such manner as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of Indian 
Afl'airs, with the consent of the Indians. 
The party or parties to whom such lease or leases may be granted will be permitted 
to build post and wire fence, in tracts of not less than 20 to :30 miles square, so as t() 
include sufficient water and good grass for the stock, and so divided as to embrace 
all the lands above described; and will be authorized to cut from the lands only suf-
ficient timber to build the necessary fences, as above described, and corrals and 
ranches necessary for the accommodation of their cattle and men during the continu-
ance of such lease or leases, and to leave all such improvements on the premises at 
the expiration of such lease or leases. 
Subscribed this 12th day of December, A. D. 1882. 
Signed: 
Whirlwind, his x mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; White Shield, his x 
mark; White Antelope, his x mark; Bad Face, his x mark; Wolf ()hief, 
his x mark; Bob Tail, his x mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Rock, 
his x mark; Cloud Chief, his x mark; Old Crow, his x mark; Flaco, his x 
mark; Big Man, his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark Red Wolf, his x mark;. 
Spotted Wolf, his x mark; Big Owl, his x mark, Cheyennes. 
Left Hand, his x mark ; Powder Face, his x mark; Tall Bear, his x mark ; 
White Man, his x mark; B~ar Robe, his x mark; White Buffalo, his x 
mark; Cheyenne Chief~ his x mark; Medicine Dismounting, his x mark;: 
Packed Up, his x mark, Arf11Jahoes. 
In the presence of-
CHAS. E. CAMPBELL, 
W. W. CHARLES. 
I certify on honor that I explained to the Indians herein named, and am satisfied 
that they understood the nature of the request made by them, and that the contents 
Qf the document fully expresses their own wish in the premises. 
GEORGE BENT, 
Interpreter. 
CHEYENN:E! AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, IND. T., 
December 12, 1882. 
I hereby certify on honor that I was in attendance at the council herein named, 
and heard the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians discuss the subject of leasing a por-
tion of their reservation for grazing purposes, and am satisfied that the inclosed re-
quest embodies the wish of the two tribes on this subject, and that the fe<1uest is 
made at their own instigation, and purely as a matter of business, looking to their 
own advantage. ' 
JNO. D. MILES, 
indian Agent. 
I 
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Linclosure B.] 
DARLINGTON, IND. T., December 5, 1882. 
SIR: By reference to section 2117 of the Revised United States Statutes, it is obvi-
<>us that it was intended to place the use of the lands em braced in Indian reservations 
' under the control of the tribes to which they are assigned. 
It is , no doubt legitimate therefore for the tribes, acting through their chiefs, to 
lease por ions of their lands for temporary use, and it is for you as their guardian to 
_judge whether f:luch a transaction is for their best intere.,;t. 
As you must be aware, there is a targe area of land embraced in the reservation for · 
y our people, which is absolutely worthless for agricultural purposes. Even if in 
time abundant rain Rhou1d fall on that section of the country, it could never be cul-
t ivated, because of the broken character of the country. A large part of these rough 
lands are well watered, and t hey produce nutritious grasses, which will sustain large 
~herds of cattle the whole year ronnel. 
The mountainous character of the country affords the best of shelter from the win-
ter storm's, and, taken altogether, the western portion of your reservation offers great 
.attractions for t.he frontier itockman. 
The demand for these lands is rapidly increasing and during the past year large 
herds have been grazed on parts of this reservation by unauthoriz~d persons, who 
have ignored and even disputed the rights of the Indians to control these lands. 
Under the present practice there is not only no revem~e derived from this large 
,grazing district, but a rupture is liable to occur any time between the trespassing 
.cowboys and the Indians. 
By leasing this district to responsible and law-abiding persons you may secure a 
valuable revenue for the benefit of the Indians, and you will thus be enabled to put 
;an effectual stop to the occupation of the country by unauthorized and lawless per-
sons. 
My plan would contemplate fencing a tract of land for a cattle ranch, and as it 
would requite a large amount of capital to i'ence and stock the ranch, the parties in-
terested would require to be secured in the use of the property for a term of years. 
With this statement of the situation I respectfully submit the following proposition: 
1st. For a lease of fifteen years of that portion of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Res-
-ervation lying west of the mouth of Coho Creek, or, say, beginning at a point not 
farther east than 18 miles west of Fort Reno. I will pay an annual rent of $50,000. 
I will surround the whole with a substantial cedar-post and steel-wire fence. I will 
provide the whole inclosure with suitable pens, corrals, and houses for the necessary 
.employes of the ranch. The timber for the improvements to be cut on the premises, 
but none to be destroyed, and none to be removed from the ranch unless upon there-
quest of the a.gent. 
2d. I will rent a lesser area, say thirty miles square, and pay the same rent in pro-
portion as that named in the above offer. . 
To the end that I may get a positive and final answer to my proposals, I respect-
fully request that you call a council of the chiefs of the tribes interested, and submit 
to them fully the questions involved, and if my offer iR accepted by them, I have to 
1:equest such an indorsement and such information from you as will enable the bead 
<>f your Department in Washington to decide the matter promptly, and w1ithout fur-
ther reference. 
I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
B. H. CAMPBELL. 
JOHN D. MILES, 
United States Ind,ian Agent, Cheyenne and Ampaho Agency, Darlington. 
[Inclosure No. 2.] 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., Decernbe1· 18, 1882. 
SIR: For the benefit of my two children, who are members of the Arapaho tribe 
Qf Indian~, and who are at present being educated at Lawrence, Kans., I have lo-
eated and am occupying a range for my catt.le npon the Washita River, in the vicinity 
of the mouth of Barnitz Creek, within the boundaries of the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Reserva,tion. , 
It having come to my knowledge that a scheme is in progress to lease or rent 
this portion of the reservation for the use of cattlemen, I would most respectfully re-
-quest t.hat a sofficient port~ on of this territory, so occupied, might be so reserved from 
said lease or rental as to not interfere with the use of the range for cattle now owned 
by me, and held for the benefit of my children until such time as they rna~ become of 
.age. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
JAS. S. MORRISON. 
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[Indorsement.] 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
December 23, 1882. 
Respectfully forwarded to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with the 
information that Morrison was married, Indian fashion, about fifteen years ago to the 
daughter of Big Mouth, Arapaho chief. The wife is not now living, but he has t.wo 
children, the frnit of t:pis marriage, whom he is educating at Law!'ence, Kans. Mr. 
Morrison is one of the noble exceptions to the general rule of squawmen. He always 
treated his Indian woman as a wife, and at her death did not forsake the children, but 
is educ}J,t ing them and otherwise caring for them. There is no objection on my part 
t.hat be should be allowed grazing privileges on the reservation for such cattle as may 
be actually and bona fide his own, but know to a certainty that there is sufficient graz · 
ing ground on the Clleyenne aml Arapaho Reservation, outside the limits embraced in 
the request of chiefs ancl headmen as set forth in my letter of 12th instant on this sub-
ject, and I am satisfied the Indians will fnake no objection to such occupancy by Mr. 
Morrison, provided he only holds his own cattle. 
Truly, &c., 
JNO. D. MILES, . 
Indian Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
February 2, 1883. 
SIR: I have t.he honor t<;> submit the following report of affairs at this agency for 
the month of J anuary, 1883: 
"' " * * il- * 
On the 12th of December, 1882, the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians of this agency, 
in general council, decided to lease a portion of their reservation for grazing purposes. 
The scheme is a good one, and should by all means be approved by the Department, 
as it will bring to the Indians a large revenue from land at present unoccupied, by 
them, and from which they at present derive no benefit, although occupied, or rather 
trespassed npon, 'by those who have no authority and who htt.ve never paid a cent of 
rental for the grass and lu.nds they have been using. 
Acting on the decision of the council of December 12, on the 8th of January, 1883, 
the Cbeyenne and Arapaho Indians leased, subject to the approval of the honorable 
Secretary of the Interior, about 2,000,000 acres of land on this reservation, to parties 
who entered into the lease in good faith. Official notice of this action has already 
been made the subject of special communications to your office. 
* * •)f if. * * .,. 
Very r espectfully. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
Per 0. J. WOODARD, 
Clerk and Com. 
Com:rwiss'ioner of Indian A:ffait·s, Washington, D. C. 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Washington, D. e .,.March 8, 1883. 
Sir: Mr. B. H. Campl.>ell, of vVicl1ita, Kans., in behalf of himself and others, made 
a proposition last December to Agent Miles, of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, 
to lease for grazin~ purposes all or a portion of their western unoccupied lands; which 
proposition was favorably considered l.>y him. After further consultation it was 
tuought best that the assent of the Indians should be got also. Such assent was ob-
tained, and it :md tho proposition, with the favorable indorsement of Agent Miles, was 
funvarded to yon for your approval, and they are now on file in your office. Before 
the same were fnlly completed, Mr. Campbell, with the assent and I may say at the 
£nggestion of said ~tiles, left for vVashington for the purpose of laying the whole sob-
ject before you as soon as said papers should arrive, and of securing your approval to 
the leasing of at. least one-fourth of s,aid tract., as Miles recommended to you. 
Mr. Campbell presented the matter to you, and you will recollect a decision was de-
layed for some weeks for tho reason that you had to consider the policy before you 
took any action. Finu.lly yon concluded the policy a good one, but you thought you 
S. Hep. 1278-26 
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had no authority to make such a lease, and that yon could net only in case an undue 
advantage was ta,ken of tlw Indians, a.nd that if Mr. Campbell made _ a fair contract 
you would not interfere. He supposed he bad such a ·contract, though not technically 
in the form of a lease. 
In th_e mean time, Mr. Miles, ignoring the transaction with Mr. Campbell, began 
negotiating with the Indians in behalf of other parties, and as soon as it was learned 
what your conclusion was made, or causeu to be made, through his influence wit11 
the Indians, a lease between them anu such other parties for the whole tract, thereby 
attempting to freeze out Mr. Campbell and deprive him entirely of the benefit of his 
expense and foresight. I am informed that he now refuses to recognize Mr. Campbell 
in the premises, and says it will be his dutv to clear the country of nil cattle not owned 
by the lessees, meaning the party who have so leased the whole of said tract; and has 
stated that he was directed by the Se~retary of the Interior to point out all such of-
fenders, and to use the military to eject them; and fnrther, that he knew the Secre-
tary would approve said lease as soon as Congress adjourned. 
Now, Mr. Secretary, Mr. Campbell claims that be was the first to inaugurate the 
policy of leasing, the first to obtain the assent of the Indians; that in good faith he 
came and sought your approval, williug to adopt such modifications as you might 
suggest, and he feels that no advantage should be taken of him while be was seek-
ing your approval and awaiting yonr decision. 
He feels that Mr. Miles has not acted squarely, and that be is now acting in the 
interest of other pm·ties who have no claim of exclusive privilege as against him, Mr. 
Campbell, and he now asks that Mr. Miles be instructed to aid him to secure a lease 
of a portion of the Jands. There seems to be no other means of rectifying the wrong 
that has been done him. If Mr. Campbell had acted surreptitiously or in bad faith . 
I would not ask this for him, but he has acted openly and has sought your approval, 
and while so doing others have sought to obtain the whole, where be would have 
been content with a part. 
Yours, truly, 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, . 
SeC'reta1·y of the Interior. 
EDWIN WILLITS. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Mm·ch 21, 1883. 
Referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
Mr. Miles is not charged with any duty in this matter. 
H. M. TELLER, 
SeC'retary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTimiOR1 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Marolt 24, 1R83. 
SIR: I have received, by Department reference, your letter of the 8th instant, ad-
dressed to the honomble Secretary of the Interior, complaining of t.he action of Agent 
Miles in leasing the unoccupied lands of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians, to the 
exclusion of Mr. B. H. Campbell, who claims that he is entitled to priority of consid-
eration. · 
The honorable Secretary personally indorses your communication in the following 
words: "Mr. Miles is not charged with any duty in this matter." 
Agent Miles has been written to from this office for an explanation of his action. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. EDWIN WILLITS, 
1 House of Representativ~s. 
.E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Cornrnissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Mm·ch 24, 1883. 
SIR: I am in receipt, by Department reference, of a letter from Hon. Edwin Willits, 
M. C., dated the 8t,b instant, on behalf of Mr. B. H. Campbell, of Wichita, Kans., 
alleging that pending Mr. Campbell's endeavors to obtain the honorable Secretary's 
sanction of a contemplated lease to him of the unoccupied lands of the Cheyenne and 
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Arap&ho Indians, you made or caused to be made through your influence with the 
Indians, a lease between them ancl certain partieM for the whole tract, "thereby 
attemp\ing to freeze out Mr. Campbell and deprive him entirely of the benefit of his 
experience and foresight." 
Mr. Willits adds: 
"I am informed that be [you] now refuse ·to recognize Mr. Campbell in the prem-
ises, and says it will be his [your] duty to clear the country of all cattle not owned 
by the lessees, meaning the party who have so leased the whole of said tract, and bas 
stated that be [you] was -directed by the Secretary of the Interior to point out all 
such offenders, and to use the military to · eject them; and, further, that be [you] 
knew the Secretary would approve said lease as soon as Congress acljourn~d." 
Mr. Campbell claims (through Mr. Willits) that, under all circumstances, he was. 
entitled to priority of consideration, and charges that "Mr. Miles has not acted 
squarely, and that he is now acting in the interests of other parties who have nQo 
claim to exclusive privilege as against him, CampbelL" · 
The honorable Secretary personally indorses this communication in the following 
words: "Mr. Miles is not charged with any duty in this matter." 
You are directed to at once make a full statement to this office of your action in 
the premises. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN D. MILES, Esq., 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Indian Territery. 
' LEA VENWOR'l'H, KANS., Ma1·ch 8, 1883. 
SIR: A gentleman just returned from the Indian Territory bas stated that a party 
or company have leased, or are about to lease, part of the Cheyenne Reservation for 
a ranch, and ask that you use your influence to prevent the confirmation of the same 
until parties who reside here can be beard in the matter. 
Mr. John Volz, one of the most respected citizens, bas now and has for the past two 
years occupied a strip 25 miles southwest of Cantonment, Ind. T., on which he has 
now over two thousand head of cattle, and has been supplying the Government wit.h 
beef, and is willing to pay what taxes the Government requires. His ranch lies be-
tween the Cherokee and Cheyenne strips, and would materially injure him financially, 
unless this strip was exempted from said proposed lease. 
Anything that you can clo to protect his interest will be duly appreciated. 
Ron. JoHN A. ANDERSON, 
W. M. FORTESCUE. 
House of Rep1·esentatit•es, Washington., D. C. 
[Indorsement.] 
Respectfully referred, with strong indorsement of Mayor Fortescue. 
J. A. ANDERSON, M. C. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SE~VICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., April 6, 1883. 
SIR: I am in receipt of office letter "L 0490, 1883," elated 24th ultimo, setting forth 
complaint of Mr. B. H. Campbell, in which be aUeges that unfairness has been shown 
him in his efforts to secure grazing privileges from the Indians of this agency, and a 
game of "freeze out" attempted, &c., and directing a full ·statement to be made at 
once to the office of my action in the premises. · 
I will first call attention to my letter of December 13, H:'82, transmitting proposition 
of Mr. B. H. Campbell daterl "December 5, 188~" (see copy on file in the office); also 
"Proceedings of council" of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians dated December 12, 
1882 (see copy on file in tbe office), and for reference in consideratioo of this matter. 
I will call attention to inclosed rough map on tracing-lin(:n sketched from office map 
of Indian Territory, and specially designating this reservation and its surroundings, 
and the leases granted by the Indiaoo of this agency and ·made subject to your ap-
proval. In Mr. Campbell's propositiou l1e proposes to lease, or inclntle io his lease, 
'' t]Jnt portion of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation lying west of the mouth 
of Coho Creek, or say, beginning at a point not farther east that 18 miles west of Fort 
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Reno" (see dotted lines on map designating this point). This, you will observe, em-
uraces within the dotted lines marked "B. H. C." about 500,000 acres, which was con-
siuered in the council of December 12, 1882, above referred to, and emphatically voted 
down and stricken from the country to be leased for the reason that the Indians now 
occupy this -portion of the reservation and will need it for n,grieulture anrl grazing 
purposes. 'I'he next objectionable feature of tho Campbell proposition was the length 
of time said lease was to run (:fifteen years), and in a subsequent council they decided 
to lease for ten yeal's only. , 
In my letter of "December J.3, 1882," transmitting the "council proceedings" and 
the Campbell proposition, you will :find the following remark: 
"With.reference to the proposition of B. H. Campbell, I may inform that it is re-
sponsible and purely business, but covers some of the lands occupied by the Indians 
of the agency for farming and grazing, and which they would not consent to lease." 
(As to responsibility Campbell claimed to be backed by J. V. Farwell & Co., of 
Chicago.) 
'fhe lands which they did decide to lease are indicated on the inclosed map by leases 
from No. 1 to 7, inclusive. Said leases were made subject to your approval and that 
of the honorable Secretary of the Interior, and transmitted in duplicate from his 
office under dates of January 13 and 15, 1883, which were placed in the hands of re-
sponsible and interested parties who were going directly to your office, to be delivered 
to the Department in person. '!'his course was pursued in order to avoid the frequent 
delays incident to the mail service in this country, and to bring the n1atter promptly 
before the Department for consideration and act,ion. I herewith inclosed "copies" 
of each of these letters referred to, viz, Jan nary 13 and15, 1883. 
'!'here has been no desire or intent on my part to "freeze out" Mr. Campbell and 
the parties whom h e represents, but the Indians certainly bad a perfect right to re-
ject the proposition on account of its very objectionable features, and to accept the 
propositions made by others, some of whom have had similar applications on :file years 
ago, and with whom they are personally acquainted and h eld in high esteem. Neither 
the Indians nor myself bad ever met Mr. B. H. Campbell until the time he made his 
proposition on Decem beT 5, 1882, and only knew of hirn through his objectionable trans-
action in placing 3,000 head of cattle . during -the past year on the lands indicated 
w1thin the dotted lines marked "B, H, C," u nder cover of a half-breed Indian, ancl 
for which privilege he has never paid a dollar to Cheyenne and Arapaho Council, 
nor even asked their consent, and I may further inform that these cattle are still on 
the range, which will account for Mr. C.'s persistence in his effort to secure a lease 
covering this particular district. 'l'he Indians in full council on the 12th day of "De-
cember, 1882," demanded that these (Campbell's) cattl e m1tst be rernoved, for the reason 
that they would need the country for their own stock,:· & c. 
A brother of Mr. B. H. Campbell called at this office, I think during the early part 
of March ultimo, and I presume it was through him that iuforma,tion was received 
"that he now refuses to recognize Mr. Campbell in the premises, and says it wm 
be his duty to clear the country of all cattle not owned by the lessees, meaning 
the party who have so leased the whole of said tract; and has stated that he was di-
rected by the Secretary of the Interior to point out all such offenders, and to use the 
military to eject them; and furt")ler, that h e knew the Secretary would approve said 
leases as soon as Congress adjourned." To that portion of Mr. Willit's statement which 
relates to my "refusal to recognize Mr. Ca,mpbell in the premises," I may state that 
pending the action of the Department upon the leases already p1·esented, the Indians 
could not grant other leases covering ~he sarne lands, and that as they (the Indians) 
voted down the proposition of Mr. Campbell on the grounds and for the reasons pre-
viously stated, his case is not now before the council for consideration. If the in-
formant confined his state1J:!ent relative to my duty to clear the country of all cattle 
not owned by the lessees, &c., to that portion of the country 'resernedjor the Indians, 
and on which Mr. Campbell's herd is now grazing, I will a,nswer in the affirmative. 
'!'his, I am sure, the Department would approve; for the Indians will need it, and 
they positively refuse to lease it, claiming that they have already leased all they can 
spare of their reservation. 
So far as relates to the .statement that "I knew the Secretary would approve said 
lease as soon as Congress adjourned," I never made any such statement. Mr. Camp-
bell is not the only one who claims "priority of consideration" and enritled to "the 
benefit of their exJ?erience and foresight." There are numerous parties claiming that 
they should have been considered in these leases, but all cannot be accommodated on 
this reservation, 3nd as the Kiowas and Comanches have a large tract of grazing 
country not occupied by the Indians, I would recommend them to seek grazing priv-
ileges there. As the matter now stands, the Indians claim that they have acted in 
good faith in this matter and will stand by these leases and the lessees, and, to use a 
chief's own words, "we were not children, nor at child's play, :iu granting these 
leases," a,nd " will expect the rental promptly as agreed upon," and it woulrl. be a very 
great disappointment to them should anything now transpire to prevent the -fulfill-
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mPnt of these agreements, and deprive tlJorn of this mur.h-nceded revenue. And 
to t,be eud that they may fully realize their expectations, I would certn,inly ·a,pprove 
of a fair and equitable adjustment of seemiug di::!I'ercnces between parties who ma.y 
be justly entitled to consideratiou. 
Concerning tho indorsement made personally in the following words: "By the 
Hon. Secretary of tho Interior, Mr. Mile_s is not ohargocl with any dnty in this matter," 
I may inform them I l1avo desired to place the whole matter at the disposal of the De-
partment, by making aud submitting either act or proposition to the Department for 
its approval, thereby placing the duty of approval or disapproval where it properly 
belongs. If I h:we failed ia this it hn,s not been intentional on my part. I do not wish 
to exceed my duty t~s an agent. · 
The following inst:uctions, dated in July, 1882, are the latest received at this office, 
viz: 
"SIR: Referring to the continued cattle trespasses upon the Cheyennes andA.mpaho 
Reservation, and the Wichita, Kiowa, and Comanche reserves, you are informed that 
hy letter from this Department dated tho 27th ultimo (base(lnpon recommondation of 
this office dated the 19th ultimo) t,he Hon. Secretary of War was req ues ted to make 
such disposition of troops, in the above-mentioned localities, as will effectually rid 
the lauds referred to of all cattlemen and their herds, who are there without authority 
oflaw. - . 
''You are therefore directed to place yourself in communication with the milit:1ry 
commandant in your vicini~y, giving him all information and assistance in your 
power necessary to carry out the request of the Department." 
In order to enforce the a.bove order, it is made the duty of Indian agents under 
"General Orders No. 28, Headquarters Department of tbe Missouri," .Art. III: 
11 Prom the foregoing rules it will be clearly understood thn.t Indian agents (or their 
]n·operly authorized subordinates) must in all cases accompany tho troops whose aid • 
t.hey apply for, and point out to tho commander of snch troop~J the acts to be done . 
and the persons to l>o interfered with. Troops cannot be used to expel unauthorizo(l 
traders or intruders upon India.n reservations, or to seize the goods or other property 
of such persons except as a posse to act under the oruers and in the presence of some 
proper oflh:er or agent of the Indian Department." 
The above instructions should be so modified us to ;:tpply to that portion of the 
Cheyenne and Ar-apaho Reservation reserved for their own necessities dnring the con-
tinuance of the leases referred to, if approYed, and it will be possible then to enforce 
compliance therewith to the letter. All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian . Agent. 
Cornmissioner of Indian Affai?·s, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure No.1.] 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE .AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. 1:, January 13, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith for approval the following leases granted 
by the Indians of this agency for cattle-grazing on a portion of their reservation not 
occupied by themselves, viz : 
Acres. 
No.1. E. Fenlon, Leavenworth, Kans ·--- .... ....••. ·---~· ·----· ·----· --·--· 564,480 
No.2. Wm. E. Malaley, Caldwell, Kans ...•.. ··---··----··--·-··----··----· 564,480 
No. 3. Hampton B. Denman, Washington, D. C. __ ._.·--- . __ --···---·-----· 575,000 
In fixing the boundaries of these leases, it has been the desire of the Indians, as also 
myself, to embrace in each lease a portion of the undesirable, as well u.s the desirable 
gra~ing lands. Tho parties would have been willing to pay a higher rate for a por-
tion of these lands if allowed to select for themselves, but this the Indians, nor myself, 
could consent to, as there would be left some sand hills and jack-oak country, which 
of itself could not be leased. 
I have endea.vored to embrace in these leases as many points as possible that would 
be of benefit to the Indians; prominent among-these is the employment of Indians as 
herders, as far as maybe practicable. Numerous applicn.tions for such positions have 
already been mn.de and will be assigned positions when approved and in active ope-
ration. 
The subject of leasing these lands has claimed the consideration of these Indians for 
several weeks, and they now fully understand its full moaning, and the "benefits that 
will ~ccrue therefrom. They have taken lwl<l of the matte:r in good earnest, and think 
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they can see at the end of the ten years large herds of cattle, rentn.l income, and al-
most independence from Government aid, jf properly managed. 1 
In my own estimation it is tbe most ]Jromising move that Las ever beeu inaugurated, 
as it, utilizes the waste grass, and relieves tLe Government from l::t.rgc appropriations 
in an effort to place the Indian on a self-supporting basis. 1 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PIUCE, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian Affait·s, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure No. 2.1 
UNITED STATEB INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPHO AGENCY, 
DaTlington, Ind. T., Jantta1'.1f 15, 1 88~. 
SIR: I have the honor to tra.nsmit herewith for approval four (4) leases granted by 
the Indians of this agency for grazing for a term often (10) years at the rate of two 
cents (2 cents) per acre per aynum, viz: · 
No.4. JesseS. Morrison, Darlington, Ind. T ·----· ................... . ... . 
No.5. Lewis M. Briggs, Muscotah, Kans ............................. . ... . 
No. 6. Albert G: Evans, Saint Louis, Mo .................. _ ......... . ... . 






'i'otal acres ............. _ ......... _ ......... ... ................... 1, 413, 920 
Quantity embraced in No. 1, 2, and 3, forwarded 13th instant ............. 1, 70:~, 9GO 
Total number acres leased ......................................... 3, 117, t>80 
I inclose herewith a rough map embracing Cheyenne and Arapaho ReseJ·vation, 
and indicating by numbers from one (1) to seven (7), inclusive, as also by 1·ed lines, 
the lands embraced in the leases. 
This embraces all the grazing lands these Indians proposed to lease, as indicated 
in the record of" proceedings of the council" on t.his subject, under date of December 
12, 1882, and careful computation places the number of acres at a litt le over 3,000,000 
ofa.cres, instead of2,400,000 acres, and will bringthem an annual rentalof $62,357.60, 
which, if properly managed, will make them independent and self-supporting at tho 
end of the ten years. 
Very respectf,nl~y, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agen't. 
Commission6r Indian .il.ffai1'B, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT, OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, April. 21, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the refleipt, by youi· special reference, of a 
letter from Hon. E. Willits, dated the 8th ultimo, on be-half of Mr. B. H. Campbell, 
of Wichita, Kans., alleging that pending his (Campbell's) application to the' Depart-
ment for confirmation of a lease of the unoccupied lands of the Cheyenne and Ara-
paho Indians for grazing purposes, Agent Miles, of the Che;yenne and Arapaho 
Agency, made or caused to be made, through his influence with said Indian t:, a lease 
between them and other parties for the whole tra~t, ''thereby atterupting to freeze 
out Mr. Campbell, and entirely deprive him of tho benefit of his expense aud fol·e-
sight." 
After referring to Agent Miles's refusal to .further recognize Mr. Campbell in the 
premises, Mr. Willits adds tLat he (Campbell) claims to be entitled to priority of con-
sideration, and charges that" Mr. Miles has not acted squarely, and that he is now 
acting in the interests of other parties who have no claim to exclusive privilege as 
against him (Campbell)." 
Mr. Willis's communication is indorsed by you personally in the following words: 
"Mr. Miles is not charged with any duty in this matter." 
Upon its receipt in this office I immediately (24th nltimo) wrote t o Mr. Miles, 
transmitting the substance of Mr. Willis's leti>er, and d.irt;Jcted him to make full state-
ment of his action in the premises. · 
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I now inclose a copy of Agent Miles's report on the subject, dated the 6th instant, 
with copies of inclosures therein referred to, being copies of letters addressed to this 
office by Agent Mileson the 13th and 15th Januarylast, respectively, with a diagram 
of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reserve, said letters purporting to transmit for ap-
proval certain lease~; of grazing lands granted by the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians 
at a rental of 2 cents per acre, and for a term of ten years in each case, to the under-
mentioned persons, viz: 
1. E. Fenlon, Leavenwurth, Kans •••• ········--··············-·-········ 
2. William E. Malaly, Caldwell, Kans ...•....••.••••.•..••.............. 
3. H. B. Denman, Washington, D. ·c ..••••....... -----·-----··---~· ..... . 
4. J. S. Morrison, Darlington, Ind. T .... -•..•. - .........••..•••...•...... 
5. L. M. Briggs, Muscotah, Kans ..•.••.......•..•••••..•••.....•........ 
6. A. G. Evans, Saint Louis, Mo .......•••........•........•.. -----···---· 









Total number of acres leased ...................................... 3,117,880 
as shown in detail on the accompanying diagram, producing a yearly rental in the 
aggregate of $62,357.60. 
In explanation of these leases Agent Miles, in his letter of the 13th Jan nary, states 
as follows: 
"In fi.xin~ the boundaries of these leases it has been the desire of the Indians, as 
also of myself, to embrace in each lease a portion of the undesirable as well as the 
deBi1·ing grazing lands. The parties would have been willing to pay a higher rate for 
a portion of these lands if allowed to select for themselves, but this the Indians not· 
myself could consent to, as there would be left some sand-hills andjack-oak country 
. which of itself could not be leased. 
"I have endeavored to embrace jn these leases as many points as possible that 
would be of benefit to the Indians; prominent among these is the employment of 
Indians as herders, :ts far as may be practicable. 
''Numerous applicat.ions for such positions have alre.ady ueen maue, and will be 
assigned positions when approved and in active operation. 
"The subject of leasing these lands has claimed the consideration of these Indians 
for several weeks, and they now fully understand its full meaning and the benefits 
that will accrue therefrom. They have taken hold of the matter in good earuest 
and think they can see at the end of the ten years, large berds of cattle, rental 
income, and almost independence from Government aid, if properly managed. 
''In my own estimation it is the most promising move that has ever been inaugumted, 
as it utilizes the waste grass and relieves the Government from large appropriations 
in au effort. to place the Indians on a self-supporting basiH." 
Au{! in his letter of the 15th January, he states: 
'' This embraces all the grazing lands the::;e Indians proposed to lease, as illdicated 
in the record of the proceedings of council on this subject, under date December 12, 
188:2, and careful computation places the number of acres at a little over 3,000,000 of 
acres. instead of :t,400,000 acres, and will bring them an annual rental of $62,357.60, 
which, if properly ma.naged, will make them independent and self-supporting at the 
end of the ten years." . 
In his report, Agent Miles stateR that these letters of January 13 and 15, with the 
leases in duplicate, "were placed in the hands of responsible and interested parties, 
who were going directly to your office, to be delivered to the Department in person. 
This course was pursued in order to avoid the frequent delays iccident to the mail 
service in this country, and to bring the matter promptly before the Department for 
consideration and action." 
As matter of fact it may be stated that said letters of January 13 and 15, with their 
inclosures, have never been received at this office. 
The remainder of Agent Miles's report is devoted to s. statement of his action, aud 
that of his Indians, in regard to the Campbell proposition. From fhis it appears-
(1) Tha.t Mr. Campbell proposed to lease that portion of the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Reservation lying we~<t of the mouth of Coho Creek, or, say, beginning at a point not 
further east t.han 18 miles west of Fort Reno, about 500,000 acres (see plat marked 
B. H. C., within dotted lines on diagram). This proposition was considered by the 
Indians in council December 12, 188~, and emphatically voted down, for the reason 
that the Indians now occupy this portion of the reservation, and need it for agricult-
ural and gtazing purposes. 
(2.) The most objectionable feature was the length of time said lease was to run, 
viz, fifteen yea.rs. • 
(3) Agent Miles cl:tims that the Indians had a right to reject the Campbell propo-
sition for the reasons stated, and to accept the proposition of others, some of whom 
had had similar applications on file years ago, and with whom they are personally 
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acquainted and hold in high esteem' ; that neither the Indian nor the agent bad ever 
m et Campbell until the time be made his proposa.l of December 5, 1882, and only 
knew of him through his placing 3,000 head of cattle during 11:!81 on the lands indi-
cated within the dotted lines marked" B. H. C." under cover of tL half-breed Indian, 
for which privilege he has n ever paid a dollar to the Cheyenne and Arapaho council, 
nor even asked their consent; that these 3,000 h ead of cattle are still on this range, 
which -will acco~nt for Campbell's persistence in his efforts to secure a lease covering 
this particular district, and that the Indians in full council on December 12, 188~, 
dem1;1nded that they be removed for the reason that they would need the country for 
their own stock, &c. 
( 4) To that portion of Mr. Willit's statement relating to his refusal to recognize Mr. 
Campbell, Agent Miles states that pending the action of the Department upon the 
leases presented with his letters of January 13 and 15 the Indians could not grant 
other leases covering the same lands, and that as they (the Indians) bad voted down 
Campbell's proposition on the grounds and for the reasons previously stated, his case 
is not now before the council for consideration. 
Agent Miles further states that Mr. Campbell is not the only one who claims prior-
ity of consideration; that there are numerous parties claiming they should have been 
considered in these leases, but that all cannot be accommodated on the Cheyenne and 
Arapaho Reservation, and as the Kiowas and Comanches have a large tract of graz-
ing country not occupied by the Indians, b e recommends them to seek grazing privi-
leges there; that, as the matter now stands, the Indians claim they have acted in 
good faith, and that it would be a great disappointment should anything now trans-
pire to prevent the fulfiJ}ment of these agreements and deprive them of the much 
11eeded revenue; and, to the end that they may fully r ealize their expectations, Agent 
Miles recommends a fair and equitable adjustment of seeming differences between all 
parties who may justly be entitled to considera.tion. 
In con.*lusion, Agent Miles disclaims all intention of exceeding his dut.v as an 
agent, and claims to have placed the whole matter a~ the disposal of the Depart-
ment by making and submitting every act or propositiOn t0 the Department for its 
approval. 
In submitting Agent Miles's report I beg to call your attention to the fact that the 
greater portion of the country covered·by these leases is claimed by the Wicbitas and 
· affil~ated tribes, and that, as stated in my report of tho 19th instant, Special Agcut 
Townsend is now in the Indian Territory, charged with the duty of ascertaining what 
arrangements can be made whereby t.he Wichitas, &c., and the Cheyennes and Arapa-
hoes can be given reservations 'vh ich shall be Ratisfactory to all parties. 
Under date of June 16, 1882, you decided not to approve any leases of Indian lall(l s 
in the Indian Territory. My understanding, however, of this decision now is, that it. 
applies to applications for leases of particular tracts of land for specified periods, but 
is not intended to affect any fair and reasonable arrangement which a holder of stock 
may make with the I nclians for a temporary right of pasturage in common with others 
on their unoccupied lands, subject to the approval of their agent and of this Depart-
ment, a!i provided in section 269, "Instructions to Indian Agents, 11:!80"; and subject 
also to the furt.her concljtion that no fencing shall be erected, timber cut, or settle-
ment of any kind made upon the lands by the person to whom the permit is gmnted, 
or his employes, upon pain of immediate removal therefrom; also tha t such person 
shall observe all the intercourse laws and regulations of the Department. · If 1 have 
misinterpreted your views upon the subject, I shall be glad to be corrected. 
I presume that the parties to whom the leases referred to by Agent Miles have been 
granted are now in possession, and I therefore await your instructions as to what ac-
tion shall now be taken in the premises. 
Mr. Willit's communication is herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. PRICE, 
· Commissioner. 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Indorsement.) 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
April 23, 1883. 
Respectfully returned to the Commissioner Indian Affairs in connection with in-
dorsement of the Secretary of this elate upon No .. 1751) Indian Division 83 (see post, 
page 210). • 
A. HADLEY, 
Act'ing Chief Clerk. 
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APRIL 20, 1883. 
DEAR SECRETARY: Inclosed please find letter from B. H. Campbell. I hope you will 
read inclosed. I think the agent out there is determined to have these men fenced 
· out of the country, so that all the grazing can be taken by one company. 
Yours, tJ.-uly, 
JOHN A. LOGAN. 
Llnclosure.] 
WICHITA, KANS., .April17, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: Upon receiving the :first assurances from you and others that the unfriendly 
attitude of Agent Miles toward me was not encouraged but rather condemned by Mr. · 
Secretary Teller, I sent a discreet friend to Darlington with a very respectful message 
stating to the agent that the honorable Secretary of the Interior regarded my applica-
tion for a lease, approved as it was by all the Indian chiefs and stronP;,lY recommended 
by himself, as equivalent to a lease, and that the Secretary desired that my claim to 
graze cattle on the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation should be held at least equal 
to that of any of the lessees who came after me. 
Agent Miles answered that he had no such instructions fron Washington, but had 
instructions to remove all cattle not belonging to the last lessees, which he should do a.s 
soon a-s the grass would permit, at w.hich <time t.he other lessees would move their cattle 
in and occupy the country. You.aud others again represented to the Secretary the ob-
stacles which Agent Miles was putting in the way of my occupying lands for grazing, 
and agai n the Secretary answered that I should be permitted to occupy a ranch, and 
that I shou'"ld have no further opposition unless it came from the Indians which, of 
course, he never undertook nor was expected to control nor influence in this matter. 
At the time of getting t,hese last assurances of protection from the Secretary I wrote 
to Mr. Charles E. Campbell, who is engaged in business at Darlington, to act for me. 
Mr. Campbell was for many years in-the Indian ·service, and for several years was 
chief clerk under Agent Miles, and is widely knovm as a man of intelligence and. 
veracity. 
Besides this Mr. Campbell was present at the council of the Indians last December, 
and assisted Agent Miles to interpret and explain my proposition to lease these lands, 
and as he has had for years and has now the confidence of the a.gent, I thought him a 
proper person to act for me in this case, and I fully believe that his thorough knowl-
edge of all the facts and his knowledge of and fri endship for all the parties would en-
able him to harmonize all the conflicting interests. · 
Mr. Campbell used every argument to show Agent Miles that by all rnles of fair 
dealing I was entitled to a ranch for my cattle, that I wa~ not unfriendly to him, and 
did not wish to engage in a strife, and finally that Secretary Teller understoou the 
whole matter, and that I had been unfairly treated, and that be was satisfied that I 
had at least an equal right with others, and.that he baa. assured me I should be per-
mitted to hold a ranch on that reservation, and that if this strife and war was per-
sisted in the Secretary would soon become tired of it Mid wonld settle it by expelling 
the whole of us. Agent Miles answered by saying that I had made complaints against 
him at the Department, and that he would not r ecognize my claims. He also stated 
that Hunter and Evans, and in fact all the lessees but me, would be permitted to oc-
cupy, and at an early date would occupy their ranches. Cattlemen on tfle frontier 
understand the value of possession, and it js a matter of common reyort, and outside 
of the ring a matter of general ridicule, that while l with the full consent of the In-
dians and with tb.e apparent hearty approval of Agent. Miles obtained the first permis-
sion to graze cattle in that country for a compensation that I alone had been proscribed, 
and that military force was about to be used to drive out my cattle. 
I wrote to Mr. Campbell that in case all his arguments failed to make a written de- . 
maud upon the agent, aud respectfully nrge him to consent,·or in case of his refusal, to 
indorse his reasons on my letter of application. Inclosed I l1aud you a copy of Mr. 
Campbell's letter, written in my name, and while I fnlly approve of it, Mr. Campbell 
wrote it without special dictation from me. Agent Miles positively refused to make a 
written answer to the letter, simply replying that I had complained cif him to the Secre-
tary and charged him with having an mterest with others, and he would not treat 
with me. · 
In conclusion I beg to call your attention to the fact there is no rupture nor un ldndly 
feeling between me and the Indians, nor between any of my men n.ncl any member of 
either tribe. There is nothing to binder me from treating with the Indians and carrying 
out in good faith my original arrangement with them except the hostile and defiant at-
titude of Agent Miles. I need hardly say, however, if the agent exerts his personal in-
fluence with tho Im1iaus against me I cannot hold my herd in that country, n.nd even if 
the Indians did not trouble me, the enmity of other cattlemen, incited by tho only per-
son who bas any a.uthO'rity in the country and acting in their interest, woulcll'ender it 
impracticable for me to pursue my uusino~s there. Mr. Miios gives u.s a ren.son that I 
ha,d re:pre~euted in Washington tpathe had a :persona}inte ·est 'in t:Qe uusines~ oft be otbe:r 
.. 
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IEissees. The absurdity of this statement will be seen by examining the papers in the 
· case. Mr. Miles approved the first steps T took to open that country to cattle grazing, 
and was particularly friendly to me, as his letter to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
now 011 file with my papers, will show. It was impossible for me to charge that an offi-
cer was interested with and favoring qthers when he made me uelieve he was doing 
all he could for me, and at that time I did not have the least suspicion that he was 
acting in bad faith. Bnt as soon as I had left the agency for Washington, other parties 
wore informed of ruy work and they immediately went to Darlington and Agent Miles 
actually made leases to them for the very land and a great <leal more which he had 
sent me to Washington to lease. And even when I heard of this I made ·no charges 
against him, for I did not believe it. My application for a lease and all the steps I 
took were made in accordance with a plan a.greed upon between Agent Miles and my-
Rolf~ backed by the advice of Indian Inspector Benedict, who happened at the time 
of my visit to Darlington to be t.here on official business. I urged for a positive lease 
described by metes and bounds, but ·both these officers decided that neither Agent 
Miles nor the Indians had any right to make an actuu,llease to an individual, but 
could only recommend such a plan or policy to the Secretary of the Interior, who 
would either make the lease or instruct the agent to do so. How then could I believe 
ou the :first report that Agent Miles had made snch leases as soon as be had started 
me for Washin~t.on with a strong recommendation that the head of his Department 
tshould lease the same land to me. But even when I becu,me su,tisfied there was some 
truth in thr!'e n .. 'lJUrts I did not make cl1arges against Agent Miles, but I sent an agent 
to iufl_uire what land had been reserved for my use to keep faith with the pledges 
mac:le to n.H', :!ncl Agent Miles answered'' none." He explu,ined tba.the and the indians 
Ln.d leased all their lands, and there was nothing could be done for me, as he was in-
structed by the Secreta.ry to protect the lessees, and he would be compelled to eject 
all other cattlemen with their herds. As to my case it wu,s unfortunate. I had only 
a recommendation for a lease, while the others had actual leases, and although theirs 
wc1'e made by the same parties as mine, namely, the Indians aud himself, theirs were 
good and would be approved b.y the Secretary, while mine wu,s worthless. I must be 
very stnpid not to see the trick and very cowardly not to feel justified in asserting 
that I believed Agent Miles hu,d a personu,l interest in the success of those who cu,me 
after me. Common rumor makes the same charge, and with much less proof than I 
have given here. 
I cannot tell yon, general, how sorry I am to trouble you or Secretary Teller again 
with this matter, but to show yon how hard I have tried to avoid it I will state that 
I instructed Mr. Campbell on the occasion of his last attempt at a settlement to accept 
a SUI all portion of the land for which I applied. The leases made by Agent Miles cover 
over three million acres, and some of the lessees, one certain, has no cattle and is offer-
ing to sell his lease for a bonus. There are very few cattle in the country now, but 
within a few days the country will be covered with cu,ttle, and camps will ue scat-
tercel and established to cover the water conrses to g·ive tho appearance of actuu,l pos-
session under a plan to hold all country embraced in these leases. 
Mr. Campl>ell makes me su,y in my last letter to Agent Miles that the Secretary of 
the Interior is familiar with all the :facts. I do not thiuk this is so, or he would long 
ago have given his agent such positive instructions that no trickery could· defeat his 
desire tha~ I should be treated fairly in thi.s matter. 
May I ask you to ~rite to the Secretary, and may I ask to be informed of his decision 
by letter sent he1~e. 
I am, sir, very truly yours, 
General J OllN A. LOGAN, 
Chicago, Ill . 
B. H. CAMPBELL. 
[Inclosure.] 
APRIL 4, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to my proposition made to the Interior Department through you, of 
date December, 1882, to lease a portion of the unoccupied lauds of the Cheyenne and 
Arapaho Agency, at :m annual rental of two cents ~nacre, aud to your subsequent com-
mnnicatiou to me informing me that my propositinu ha(l been submitted to the chiefs 
anc:l headmen of the tribes in council assembled, and by them cordially u,pproved, I 
have now to request specific intormu,tion as to the portion of laud it is designed for me 
to occupy as a, cattle ranch. 
I am, of course, aware of the fact that leases were made between the Indians and 
yourself and certain cattlemen, covering all the lands which it is proposed to lease, but 
the fact of my prior application has beeh fully set fort,h to the honorable Secretary of 
the Interior, together with the fact that I stood ready at the ti 11 e of my application 
to enter at once into a lease for the land required, and u,t the price stipulated, and 
the Secretary has informed me that he considers my application as having precedence 
over any leases made subsequent to its date, and ad vised me to occupy the land for 
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which I made applicatipn, or snch reduced area as circumstances made necessary, .and 
so emphatic have been his sentiments on this point that I cannot doubt your instruc-
tions from his office tnust necessarily recogni ze my claim. These assurances were not 
only made to me and my agent personally, but also to friends of mine who stand so 
high in public life that any idea that they were given to temporize or rid himself of 
an annoying applicant would be preposterous. ' 
The time is rapidly approaching when all doubt and uncertainty in rega,rd to this 
matter must be removed; and at> a practical man, acquaintc<.l as you are wit.h the lead-
ing features of the stock business, you cannot but be aware that each day's delay en-
tails a pecunial'y loss from this time on. I have therefore purchased and shall drive 
·on to the reservation at the first opportunity, or as soon as the state of grass will per-
mit, a herd of cattle, and I would therefore request to be informed immediately upon 
receipt of this communication the exact locality aud amount of land which has been 
reserved for my occupancy, giving as nearly as possible the metes and bounds, princi-
pal streams, and number of acres contained therein, approximately at least, and at 
what t.ime the necessary legal papers in the premises will be ready, and when the first 
installment of rent will be due. Or, if your instrnctions from Washington are silent 
in r·egarcl to my claim, then I should like to be officiaJly so informed. 
This last, however, in the light of my advices, seems so incredible that I have only 
mentioned it to cover all possible co.otingencies. 
I am, sir, very r espectfully, your obedient servant, 
B. H. CAMPBELL. 
JOHN D. MILES, Esq., 
Indian Agent, Cheyenne and .Arapaho Agency, I'H,d. T. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEP4RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
.A.pt·il23, 1883 .. 
Referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. I have not, and have never ex-
pressed, any interest in Mr. Campbell, and have no intention of interfering in this mat-
ter. · 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, .April27, 1883. 
SIR: Transmitted herewith is a copy of Department letter of 25th instant, to E. 
Fenlon, esq., on the subject of leases or agreements by Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians, 
in the Indian Territory, with ·cattlemen for grazing cattle on the land occupied by 
those Indians. 
You will please.prepare and furnish, for the guidance of the agents, the necessary 
instructions in accordance therewith. •· 
Other papers on this subject are also inclosed herewith. 
Very respectfully, · 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
[Inclosure No. 1.] 
H. M. TELLER, 
·Secretary. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., .April 4, 1883. 
SIR: On the 8th day of June, 1883, I made an agreement with the Cheyenne and 
Arapaho Indians of Darlington (Ind. T.) Agency, for grazing purposes, of a tract of 
land, being a portion of their r93ervation, of about 500,000 acres. The agreement is 
in writing, signed by the chiefs and headmen of both tribes, and witnessed by the 
agent, John D. Miles. This agreement was t.he result of a council held with the In-
dians, at which their agent was present, and in which everything pertaining to said 
agreement was fully explained to the Indians and thoroughly understood by them. 
The Indians were then and are now perfectly satisfied with the agreement a~ made, and 
are anxious to have me take possession under it, in order that they may derive its 
benefits. A copy of the agreement is hereto attached, and attention is respectfully 
invited 1 o its provisions. A portion of the lands covered by the agreement being pas-
tured by parties who have ranches in the Panhandle (so called) of Texas, and whose · 
cattle conveniently go over the line into the Indian Territory, I am now ready to take 
possession under my agreement, and to comply with its terms; but as I am required 
to pay for my privilege I naturally want all I have contracted for. I therefore ask 
that the agent may be duected to put me in posseesio:n of the land covered by my 
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agreement, and to remove all intruders therefrom; and that· such ageement rna~ be 
formally approved, if deemed necessary. 
I also respectfully request that I be advised as to t,he wishes of the Department re-
specting the manner and terms of payments to be made by me to the Indians, under 
and agreeably to the conditions of my said agreement. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
E. FENLON. 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretrwy of the Interior. 
[Inclosure No.2.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
. Wa8hington, .Ap1'il 25, 1883. 
SIR: I have your communication of the 4th instant, concerning a lease or agree-
ment made by you with the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians of the Indi&n Territory. 
You allege that by the terms of such agreement with the Indians you are authorized 
to enter on the reservation and graze cattle, on the payment of 2 cents per acre for 
such la.nds as yon may occupy. You ask that the Department approve of this agree-
ment, and that the agent of the India.ns be instructed to place you in possession of 
the tract of land mentioned in your agreement, and to remove all persons pasturing 
cattle on tho land included in your agreement. 
Without determining what may be the authority of the Department or the right.s 
of the Indians in this matter, I will say it is not the present policy of the Department 
to affirmatively recognize any agreements or l~ases of tho character you mention. 
I see no objection to allowing the Indians to grant permis&ion to parties desiring to 
graze cattle on the reservation to do so on fair and reasonable terms, subject to such 
supervision as the Department may consider proper to prevent th(l Indians from being 
imposed upon. Such privileges can only be recognized when granted by the proper 
authority of the tribe, and the benefits must be pa.rticipated in by all the tribe, not b,v a 
favored few only. It is not desirable that a large number of white herders should be 
allowed to go into the Indian Territory, as their presence will be of doubtful advan-
tage to the Indi::ms. A few responsible men can easily oversee Indian herders, who, 
it is believed, can be employed advantageously to the cattle-owners as well as to the 
Indians. The Indians so employed will soon become skillful herders, familiar with 
cattle raising, and may avail themselves of the knowledge thus acquired and become 
stock-raisers themselves. 
The Department will see to it that under such agreement, however, no permanent im-
vrovements arc erected, and that no disreputable persons are allowed to remain within 
the Territory. All persons entering under the authority of such a~reement, either as 
owners or employes will be required to conform strictly to the statutes and rules of 
the Department with respect to the introduction of liquors, tire-arms, ammunition, 
&c., in the Indian Territory. With reference to the· mode and manne.r of payment, 
such payment should, as far as practicable, be made in cattle, to be owned by the 
tribe, and should be preserved as the nucleus of a herd that in a few years shall take 
the place of the herds now occupying the 'I'erritory, and in which the Indians have 
uo interest. 
While the Department will not recognize the agreement or lease yon ment.ion, nor 
any other of the like character to the extent of approdng the same, nor to the ex-
tent of assuming to settle controversies that ma;y arise between the different parties 
holdin~ such agreement, yet the Department will endeavor to see that parties having 
no agreement with the Indians are not allowed to interfere with those who have. 
w·henever there shall be any just cause for dissatisfaction on th{l part of the Indians, 
or when it shall appear that improper persons, under cover of such lease or agree-
ment, are allowed in the 'fenitory by pa.rties holding such agreement, or for any rea-
son the Department shall consider it desirable for the public interest to do so, it will 
exercise its right of supervision to the extent of re oving all occupants from the 
Territory without reference to such lease or agreement, on such notice as shall be 
right and proper under the circumstances under which the parties have entered such 
Territory and have complied with the terms of the agreement and instructions of the 
Department. 
All parti& accepting such agreement should accept the same subject to all the con-
ditions herein, and subject to any future action of Congress and this Department as 
herein stated in relation to occupants of such Territory. 
Instructions will be issued to the agents in accordance with this letter. 
Very respectfully, 
E. FENLON, Esq., 
WaBhington1 D. C. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
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[Inclosure No.3.] 
WASHINGTON, Decernber 30, 1881. 
SIR: On or about the 11th instant, on behalfofmyself;:t;nd others, I petitioned you 
for a lease from the Government on account of either the Cheyenne and Arapaho, or 
the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache tribes of Indians, of n tract of one and one-half mil-
lion acres of laud either ofl'the southwest portion of the Cheyenne and Arapal10 Res-
ervation, or off the southwest or southern portion of the Kiowa, Comanche, and 
Apache Reservation in the Indian Territor.}' , for a term of from ten to twenty years, 
at a rental of 2 cents per acre per annum, to be paid annnally in advance. Said lease 1 
only to be executed w ben ratHied by said tribe of India us. · 
I earnestly ask 'that action be taken on my said petition at as early a day as is prac-
ticable wit.h your press of business. 
I have th~ honor to refer you to the indorsement hereon. 
Very respectfnlly, yonr obedient servant, 
R. D. HUNTER. 
The Ron. SECRE'fARY OF THE IN'.r:ImiOR. 
[Indorsement.] 
UNITim STATES SENATE, December 30, 1882. 
Col. R. D. Hunter is a citizen of Missouri, is an honorable, responsible, and reliable 
gentleman, as are his associates. They wm faithfully and honestly carry out any 
agreement they may make, and will give good bonds. The large a ea of grazing lauds 
allotted to these various small tribes of Indians will never be fully used by them. It 
will be used by some person or persons for grazing purposes. Sl1all it be used by honest, 
responsible persons under contracts and rules and regulations of the Department, with 
a full equivalent paid to the Indians, or by persons not so under contracts or rules and 
without any equivalent to the Indians. 
It should be nsed by persons under contract and rules for an equivalent to the In-
dians. · 
We earnestly urge that Colonel Hunter and his associates be granted equal privi-
leges with any other person or persons f 
F. M. COCKREI_.JL, 
G. G. VEST. 
[Inclosure No. 4.] 
NATIONAL STOCK YARDS, ILLINOIS, 
March 16, IB83. 
DEAR SIR : Have you arrived at any conclusion concerning the leases of the Chey-
enne and Arapahoes f 
We are extremely anxious to have the matter settled so we can go to work forthwith. 
Please give me the desired information, and confer a great obligation on, 
Yours, very truly, 
R. D. HUNTER. 
[Inclosure No. 5.] 
LEAVENWORTH, KANS., March 8, 1883. 
A. gentleman just returned from the Indian Territory has stated that a party or com-
pany have leased, or are about to lease, part of the Cheyenne Reservation for a ranch, 
and ask that you use your influence to prevent the confirmat.ion of the same until parties 
who reside here can be heard in the matter. Mr. John Volz, one of the mo~;t respected 
cWzens bas now and bas for the past two years occupied a strip 25 miles southwest of 
Cantonment, Ind. T., on which he has now over two thousand head of cattle, and has been 
supplying the Government with beef, and is willing to pay what the Government re-
quires. His ranch lies between the Cherokee and Cheyenne strips, and would mate-
rially injure him financially unless that stri p was exempted from said lease. Anything 
that you can do to protect his interest will be duly appreciated. 
. W. M. FORTESCUE, 
Mayor. 
Ho1_1. JoHN J. INGALI.s, 
United States Senate, Washington, D. C. 
[Indorsement. ] 
Respectfully referred to the Secretary of the Interior with the request for informa-
tion whether anything can be done for Mr. Volz as suggested by Mayor Fortescue. 
JOHN J. INGALLS, 
Un'ited States Senate, 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE' OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
May 7,1883. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 6th ultimo relative to the granting by the Chey-
enne and Arapaho council of grazing privileges on the mwccupied lauds of their re-
serve to certain United States citizens, and inclosing cop iel:l of letters addressed by yon 
to this office, dated respectively January 1:3 and 15, H;83, transmitting for approval 
leases Nos. 1 to 7, inclusive, as iJ:Idicated on acrompanying map, which letters you 
state were "placed in t.he hands of 1·esponsible and interested parties who were going 
directly to your [this] office, to be delivered to the Department iu person," I have to 
say that such letters were never received at this office, nor, so far 1M! I can learn, were 
they ever presented to the Department, save in tLe case of E. Fenlon, w lw, on the 4th 
of April last, addressed a letter to the honorable Secretary, inclosing for approval a 
lease granted to him by the Cheyenne and Arapal1o Indi ans for 564,4t!O acres of land 
upon their reserve for ten years from the St.h of J annary, 1883, at a rental of 2 cents 
per acre, and asking that the agent for the Indians be instructed to place him in pos-
session of said 1.ract., and to remove all persont:~ pasturing cattle thereon. 
On the 25th ultimo the honorable Secretary replied to Mr. l!,enlon, declining to ap-
prove the lease or agreement submitted by him, and setting forth .his views upon the-
general subject involved. 
A copy of the honorable Secretary's letter is herewith inclosed for your information 
and guidance. In conformity therewith you are directed to exercise a careful super-
vision of the matter of cattle-grazing upon the Cheyenne anrl Arapa.ho Reserve to the 
extent indicated in said letter, taking care that the Indians are fairly dealt with, and 
that the conditions prescribed by the Department are scrupulously observed. Any 
infraction thereof will be at once r eported by you to this office. 
Very respectfully, 
JoHN D. MILES, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Comrnissione1·. 
United State.<~ Indian Agent Che-yenne and .A.mpaho Agency, Ind. T. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
0Fl?ICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
May 7, 18A3. 
SIR: I inclose herewith for your i~formation and guidance a copy of a letter ad-
dressed by the honorable Secretary of the Interior to Mr. E. Fenlon, on the 25th ultimo, 
in reply to an application from him for the approval of a lease of lands on the Chey-
enne and Arapaho Reserve for grazing purposes. You wi1l observe that the honor-
able Secretary d~clines to approve any lease or agreement of the character flUbmitted, 
but sets forth his views as to what the Indians may legitimately do subj ect to the 
supervision of the Department. 
As the views of the honorable Secretary may be considered as eqnall y n,pplicable to 
the reservation under your charge, you will, in conformity therewith, exerci.se a careful 
supervision of the matter of cattle-grazing upon the lauds within your agency to the 
extent indicated in said letter, taking care that the Indians arc fairly dealt with, and 
that the conditions prescribed by the Department are scrupulously observed. Any 
infraction thereof will be at once reported by y ou to this office. 
Very respectfully, 
P. B. HUNT, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
Kiowa, Cornanche, and Wichita A gency , Anadarko, Ind. T. 
H. PRICE, 
Comrnissioner. 
WICHITA, 1\!ANS., Ap1·il21, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: May I ask of the Ron. Secretary of the Interior, through your kinrlness, 
what provision, if any, has been made to h nJcl my cattle on the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Reservation f P ermit me to repeat that JJO conflict bas ever arisen between me and the 
Indians to disturb the .arrangement which I made with them last December, which 
was also heartily approved and recornmeudcd by Agent Miles at the time; and fur-
ther that there is no cause for the conflict., or pretended conflict, between Agent Miles 
and myself. . 
The story is soon told. After a full discn"Rion of the q uestion with Agent Miles, and 
pursuing the plan agreecl11pon betwet>n us, I sn bmi tt<Hl a proposition, directed to him, 
to lease a portion of the reservation. In acconlance with our plan he convened .the 
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chiefs, and with the aid of Chas. E. Campbell, formerly a clerk in his office, obtained 
their unanimous consent to my proposition, and to this Agent Miles added a strong rec -
ommendation, all of which are on tile in your Department. I went with these papers 
to the Secretnry, or rather by agreement all the papers were sent by mail, while I ap-
peared before t he Secretary to urge the plan in person. Now observe th e conduct of the 
agent and judge for yourself whether I have reason to complain of bad faith. As soon 
as I had left the agency, other parties were notified by telegraph that I had obtained 
the Indians' c0nsent to open the country for grazing, an<l by the time I reached Wash-
ington with Agent Miles's recommenda.tiou to lease, he was engaged iu leasing, and 
did actually lease to other parties, not only all the country embraced in my lease or 
recommendation .to lease, but a great deal more. 'l'he amount of rent to be paid by 
me was not increased by these other parties, nor were any advantages ofl:'ered to the 
Indians or the Government. Indeed I was always careful to say if others would pay 
more I wonld do so; and while in Washington I made a supplementary proposition, 
filing it with my other papers, withdrawing my request to be permitted to fence, and 
reducing the area to one-quarter of the original proposition , and nroposing a higher 
rent if others would pay more. -
During all this time, and ever since, Agent Miles bas been doing all in his power to 
promote the interest of the last lessees, or, as it is generally termed, the intere&ts of the 
ring. For this last assertion I can furnish ample proof if permit-ted to do so. But the 
most convincing proof tbat the Secretary can have is, that I have communicated to 
Agent Miles through discreet friends the fact that t.he honorable Secretary fully be-
lieved that I had a claim as good at least as the other le~:~sees, and it was the wish of 
the Secretary that my ri~hts be protected. Knowing this, Agent Miles did not at-
tempt to conceal his hostility to my interests nor his defiance to the wishes of the 
head of his Depart.ment. What I wish· to ask now is: Can Secretary Teller so control 
his agent that the oft-repeated assurances made to me, that I should be treated fairly 
in the matter, shall be kept in good faith '1 There were 2,400,000 acres, as shown by 
the map in Agent Miles's office, which be asked me to bid on. 'I replied I did not want 
the whole. Agent Miles stated tba~ be preferred to d~al with but few tenants, and 
asked me to bid upon the whole tract. I knew that such a move would bring a fight 
upon me, and I hesitated; but believing the agent was acting in good faith, I said 
the land was worth 2 cents per acre annual rent, and if be wanted an offer for the 
whole I would give a bond to pay $50,000 annual rent. Colonel Benedict of your De-
partment was present and took part in the conversation. Both these officers seemed 
to think my valuation too high, and Agent Miles asked me if I were willing to put the 
proposition in writing. I answered, yes; and then the plan was formed to get the 
conse;ut of the Indians to the lease, as before described. I am particular to state the 
fact that I only wanted a part of these lands to correct a false statement made to my 
prejudice, that I had attempted to lease the whole country and thus wrong UJY neigh-
bors. But while bidding for the whole I was careful to add the il:ffer of one-quarter 
of the rent for one-quarter of the land, which was all I ever wanted. 
When Agent Miles finally made the leases he embraced 3,000,000 acres. I now ·tsk 
for a lease of the 600,000 acres as originalll understood; but if this shall seem to be 
more than the Secretary would approve of I ask for enough to graze my present herd, 
say 10,000 head of cattle, or 200,000 acres. I understand the lessees under Agent 
Miles's management are about making an advance payment•to the Indians, and l ask 
to be permitted to do the same. In short, ·as t.be only practicable way to get at this 
matter and make the Secretary little trouble, I respectfully ask him to instruct Agent 
Miles to act in good faith with me and to permit me to enjoy the me of the lands on 
equal terms with the other lessees. To do t.his my ran!Z,'e or ranche would need to he 
defined, as the agent has done with others-describing my limits and bounds. For the 
information of the Secretary I will state that the lessees generally have not cattle 
enough at present to stock the ranches set apart for them, and one lessee bas :n,o catt.,Je, 
and is offering to sell his lease or sublet his rancbe. This last assertion I can proYe, 
if permitted to do so. I will gladly appear before the Secretary, at his request, and · 
make a full explanation and verify all my assertions. In the mean time my business 
is su:ff'ering by this state of doubt, alld I respectfully urge that you write me the de-
cision of the honorable Secretary in the matter, and if not official, in a friendly man-
ner inform me what iny fate is to he. I am recently informed that the Secretary un-
derstands he has authority under a clause in the deficiency bill passed at the close of 
the session to lease public lands, and that he will at an early day lease these lands. 
I had expected only the tacit consent of the Secretary that I might deal with the 
Indians ; but if he leases these lands, may I not hope for a permanent lease of a 
ranche f 
May I hope to bear fi:om you very soon f 
Respectfully, yours, 
B. H. CAMPBELL. 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 1 
Com'tnissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
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DEPARTMEN'P OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF.Ams, 
May 7, 1883; 
SIR: Replying to your letter of the 27th ultimo, applying for a lease ofoTaziug lauds 
upon the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reserve, in the Indian 'rcrritorv, I inclose herewith 
for your information a copy of a letter addressed by the Hon. Secretary of the Interior 
to Mr. E. Fenlon, on the 25th ultimo, in answer to a similar application made by him, 
as indicating the views of the Department upon tihe general subject involved. 
Very respectfully, 
H. B. CAMPBELL, Esq, 
Wichita, Kans. 
H. PRICE, Commissioner. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Ma1·ch 5, 1883. 
SIR: As an authorized representative of the Wichita, Caddo, Penetaker, C'omanche, 
and other affiliated bands of Indians residing on the Wichita Reserva,tion, I desire to 
lay before you a statement of certain facts in relation to the intrusion of cattlemen 
upon our land against the protest of the Indians, and ht violation of section 2117 of 
the Revised Statutes of the United States. 
Among those who have and who are now violating the provisions of said law by 
herding and grazing cattle on the lands belonging to said Indians are the following 
named persons, to wit: Meeks Smith, whose herd of cattle numbers about 3,000 bead; 
Wa,gner, whose herd numbers about 3,000 head; Allen, manager of the English Cattle 
Company, with a large part of a herd numbering about 30,000 head; "Billy" Malalla,, 
with 11,000 to 12,000 head,; 'I'. L. Dickey, with 6,000 to 8,000 h ead; John Voltz, with 
2,000 head, and Gray with :3,000 head. Also large herds, aggregating 150,000 or more, 
in what is called Greer County, but which is a part of our resetvat,ion. 
We humbly pray that these trespassers be required to at once pay to us the sum 
of$! per head for aU the cattle unlawfully herded and grazed upon our lands in ac-
cordance with the · terms and provisions of the statute above referred to, and that 
they be required also to immediately remove all of their said cattle beyond the limit~ 
of our reservation. 
------ ' Membet' of the Caddo t1·ibe, and a·utho1·izecl1·ep1·esentative of the 
Wichita, Caddo, and affiliated bands of Indians. 
JOSEPH LEONARD, 
Delegate ancl Intm'Pretet". 
The .SE<2RETA.RY OF THE INTERIOR. 
Attest: 
'I' . .A. BLAND. 
[Indorsement.] 
Referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with request that he investigate 
these complaints and report to me as to the matter herein complained of, and also as 
to the status of the tribe as to the land they occupy. 
MARCH 12, 1883, 
H. M. TELLER, Sem·etm·y. 
DEPARTMENT OF THt INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
. March 12, 1883. 
SIR: I have received by Department reference, for report, a communication dated 
the 5th instant, signed by Joseph Leonard, delegate and interpreter of the Wichita, 
Caddo, Penetaker, Comanche, and other affiliated bands of Indians residing on the 
Wichita Heserve, complaining of the intrusion of certain cattlemen (therein named) 
with large herds of cattle upon their reserve, in violation of section 2117 Revised 
Statutes of the United States, and asking that they at once be compelled to pay the 
penalty of $1 per head as required by the statute, and to remove all their cattle be-
yond the limits of said reserve. 
The honorable Secretary having called for a report on the subject, you will at once 
investigate the matter complained of, and report thereon to this office as early as 
possible. 
Very respectfully, 
P. B. HUNT, -Esq., 
H. PRICE, Commissionm-. 
United States Indian Agent, Kiowa, Com,anche, and Wich'ita, Agency, . 
Anada1·ko, Ind. T. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SlmVICE, 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICIHI'fA AGENCY, 
Anadarko, Ind. E., April 5, 1883; 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledg11 the receipt of your letter of 12th ultimo; 
inclosing letter of Joseph Leonard to the honorable Secretary of the Interior in regard 
to cattlemen intruding on the 'Wichita Reserve, which came during my absence at 
Fort Smith. . · 
In reply I have to say that there is not a hoof of cattle held by any of the parties 
named by Mr. Leonard on the Wichita Reserve; and further; there are ho cattle held 
by any pai'ties on said reserve, except those who have a right to do so, . 
The cattle referred to by Mr. Leonard are on the Cheyenne anu Arapn.ho Resetva.:. 
tion and on the section of country west of North Fork of Red River. 
I have no control over either sect.ion, nor have the Wichitns ai!d nffiliated bands 
any right to claim pay for grazing cattle on said lanu. I heard last year that Leon· 
ard made the honorable Secretary believe the Wichita Reserve was overrun with 
trespassing cattle, but as the matter was not referred to rue I paid no attention to it. 
The facts are that during the time I have had charge of the Wichita Reservation 
no person has had cattle on it except an Indian, or white man who bad an Indian 
family, and they were the actual owners of said ca.ttle. Mr. Leonard knows all this 
to be a fact, but his letter to the Secret~ry is in keepin()' with his usual course. He 
claims to bo a member of the Caddo tribe and authorized representative of the Wich-
itas, Caddoes, Penetakers, Comanches, &c., when it is a well known fact here that 
he was endeavoring nearly all winter to beg money of the Inuians to go to Washing-
ton but they refused him, and now he turns up signing himself their authorized repre-
sentative. 
I am now informed by the vVichitas and Caddoes that be has no authority to speak 
for them. 
I think if yon and the honorable Secretary kne'v Mr. Leonard you wonld not be 
annoyed with him, bnt he doubtless hopes to hang around you nntil he begs money to 
get out of Washington. · 
I see Mr. Leonard is furnishing good reading matter for the'' Council Fire," and 
doubtless magnifies his importance by chiiming he has the ear of the honorable Secre-
tary. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon, COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
P. B. HUNT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEIUOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
' April 19, 1883. 
IR: I am in TeooiiPt, by your speciai reference for r eport, of a letter from Joseph 
Leonard, claiming to be n.n authm:ized representative of tbe \Vichita, Caddo, Pene-
taker,Comanche, aDd other affiliated bauclsofindiansresidingon the WicbitasReserva-
tion in the Indian Te:rritory, dated the 5th ultimo, relative to the intrusion of certain 
cattlemen (therein named) with their herds upon the lands of said Indians, in viola-
tion of section 2117 Revised Statutes of United States, and asking that they be reqnired 
to pay the statutory penalty of .$1 per head for all cattle unlawfully herded n.ncl 
grazed upon said lands, and reqmred to remove therefrom. 
In said letter of complaint the following-named persons are specified, viz: 
Meeks Smith, about ... -- ..... _ ... _-- .. --- •....... ___ ................... _ .. . 
--- Wagner, about .. _ ....... _ ...... . . ___ •.. __ ....••••••• ___ . ___ . _. _ ... _. 
--Allen (English Cattle Company), about .. _. _. __ ...• _ ........ _ • _ ..... . 
Billy Malalla, .. -•..... - ........ - -- ... - • - .. ____ .• __ •. _ ••. _ ..••.•..... _ ..... . 
'T. L. Dickey, about .... ···--· ...... ·---··-----···-···------··--·· ......... . 
,John Voltz, about .•.... ··--····---········---------··-----···--·· ......... . 









Also large herds, a.gfl:l"ega.ting 150,000 head or more, in what is called" Greer County," 
lbut which is claimed by the Wichitas, &c., as a part of their reservation. 
On the 12th ultimo I transm~tte.d a copy of said letter to Mr. Hunt, agent for these 
:Indians, with inst,ructions to ii.nw~tigate the matters complained of and report thereon 
to this office. · 
I have the honor now to incio.se :8.ro]l.\Y .of Agent Hunt's report, dated the 5th instant, 
d.n which he states: 
"There is not a hoof of cattle held iby ~~f)'J .of the ;partie& :»,amed _by Mr. Leonard on 
S. Rep. 1278-27 
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the Wichita Reserve; and fnrther, there are no cattle held by :tny parties on said re· 
serve except those who have a right to do so. 
"The cattle referred to by Mr. Leonard arc on the Cheyenne andArapa.ho Reserva-
vation, and on the section of country west of North Fork of Red River. 
"I have no control over either section, nor have the Wichitas and affiliated bands 
any right to claim pay for grazing cattle on said lands. * * '" During the time I 
have had charge of the Wichita Reservation no person has had cattle on jt except an 
Indian, or white man who had an Indian family, and they were the actual owners of 
said cattle." 
I also beg to call your attention to the remarks of Agent Hunt upon the claim of 
Joseph Leonard to represent the Wichitas and affiliated tribes, from which it appears 
that he (Leonard) has no _authority to speak for them. 
In this connection it may be stated t.hat Mr. Leonard was requested (in another 
matter) on the 16th ultimo to furnish his credentials to this office, but has not hith-
erto complied. 
In regard to the status of the lands occupied by these tribes, upon which by your 
indorsement I am directed to report, I have to say that by an agreement entered into 
by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs with a dnly autlforized delegation of the Wich-
itas and 9ther affiliated bands on the 19th October, 1872, the following-described tract 
of land was set apart for t.hem, viz: Commencing at a point in the middle of the main 
channel of the Washita River where the ninety-eighth meridian of west longitude 
crosses the same, thence up the middle of the main channel of said river to the line of 
98° 40' west longitude; the~ce on said line of 9!:)0 40' due north to the middle of the 
main channel of the main Canadian River; thence down the middle of said main 
Canadian River to where it crosses the ninety-eighth meridian, thence due south to 
the place of beginning. This agreement was never ratified by Congress, but the 
Wichita.s, &c., have continued to occupy the la.nds set apart thereby: [twill be re-
membered that these Indians Jay claim to a section of country in the Indian Terri-
tor~T between the ninety-eighth and t~e one hundredth meridian and 1he Red and 
Canadian River, involving a portion of the country now occupied by the Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes (see office report May 6, 1882), and Special Agent Townsend is now in 
the Indian Territory charged with the duty (after having completed certain other 
work) of proceeding to tbe Cheyenne aud Arapahu and Wichita Agencies, and ascer-
tainiug definitely what arrangements can bo made whereby the Wichitas a.nd affili-
ated bands and the Cheyennes and Arapahoes can be given reservations whicb shall 
be satisfactory to all parties. 
Mr. Leonard's letter is herewith returned, and I should add in reference to Agent 
Hunt's as ·ertion that the parties complained of, or some of them, are on the Cheyenne 
and Arapaho Reserve, that Agent Miles has been written to for an explanation. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. PRICE, 
Comrnissioner, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF INTERIOR. 
.DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
0UFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
April 20, 1883. 
SIR: It having been reported to this office that the under-mentioned persons (or 
some of them) are herding and grazing cattle on the Cheyenne a1Jd Ar·a.paho Resel'Ve in 
violl1tion of section 2117, Revised Statutes, yon are (lirected to inform this office 
whether any, and which, of said persons are holding cattle on said reserve, and by 
what authority they are there. 
Meeks 8mi th ....... .. __ ..... _ ........•••........ _ ......... __ ..... _ ••.... _ .. 
--- Wagner .......................... _ .... _. _ .......... __ ........ _ ..... . 
Allen, manager" English Cattle Company'' ... _-- .... -- ... _-·· ... __ ..... ___ . 
Billy Mall ala ... _ ..... _ .......... _.- ....• -- .. -.- ... - .......•................ 
T. L. Dickey ... __ ..... __ ........••••... __ .... __ ... __ • _. · ........ _. _ ........ . 
J oh·n Voltz ................ -- ....•...•• -•... --.- .. --- .. ---- ... - .. - -.. --- -.--












JOHN D. MILES, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
Cheyenne and .Arapaho Agency, Ind. T. 
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[Telegram.J 
HUNT, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington~ D. C., .Aprilll, 1883. 
Agent Kiowa and Comanche, Fm·t Sill, Ind. T.: 
I want an answer to letter of March 12 in reference to cattle on reservation. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
[Telegram dated .Anadarko, Ind. T ., .A.prilll, 1883.) 
To COMMISSIONER INDIAN A}, F AIRS: 
Letter mailed on 5th in answer to yours of 20th ult. 
HUNT, .Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN S"ERVICI!J, 
CnEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Dm·lington, Ind. T., May 2, 1883. 
SIR: Replying to your letter of 20th ultimo [ ' 'L 4907, 188:3-6932, 1883"], making 
inquiry about certain parties said to be holding cattle on the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Reservation in violation of section 2117, Revised Statutes," and by what authority they 
are there," I have the honor to inform you that I have .fnade careful inquiry as to names 
of parties and the numbers that each are at present ho1ding and grazing on this reser-
vation and on the Cherokee Strip line and Texas Pan-Handle line, and whose cattle 
drift and graze on this reservation, viz : 
Head of cattle. 
Henry Street, about ..... ----- ____ ..................................... ____ 300 
Colonel Torry, about .............. _ ..... _ ..... ........ ......... _ ...... _ .. _ 3, 000 
Bickford Bros. and Powell Bros., about ............................... _ .. _. 4, 000 
B. H. Campbell, about.................................................... 3, 000 
Dauiel Waggoner, about .......... .............................. .......... 2, 000 
J. S. Morrison, about ...... ~--- - - ...................................... .'. .. 2, 000 
Prairie Cattle Company (W. P. Herring, manager), about . _ ..... _. _ ..... __ . 5, 000 
Standard Cattle Company (Allen, manager), about ................ .: ...... __ 3, 500 
J. V. Voly, about ............................................ __ ....•....... 2,500 
Total on reservation ...... _..... .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 26, 200 
Dickey Bros. (on line Cherokee Strip) .... _... .. .. .. . . • . . • . • . . .. . • .. 15, 000 
W. E. Malaley (on Texas line)................................ . . .. . . 6, 000 
Tony Day (on line Cherokee Strip).... .. . . .. .. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. 4, 000 
25,000 
Total on line and grazing on reservation.. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. 51, 200 
Of the above-named persons, J. S. Morrison and W. E. Malaley have, in the reonth of 
January this year, in conjunction with other parties, arranged with the Indians of this 
reservation ·or grazing privileges, and on which a payment has been made to' the entire 
satisfaction of the Indians. 
Very r.espectfully, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Com11ti8sioner, Washington, D. C. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian . .Agent. 
LEAVENWORTH, KANs., May l, 1883. 
SIR: Being the proprietor of a cattle range in the Indian Territory, located 25 miles 
west of Cantonment on the South Canadian River, commonly called "Cheyenne Slips," 
I have of late been alarmed by rumors originating from corporations also located in the 
Territory threatening to lease from the [ndian tribes all the grazing lands in said coun-
try, including my range, fence the same, and force all not belonging to the syndicate to 
leave the Teniton,.. 
I therefore take tho privilege ofsubmitt.ing to you the following queries which I 'hope 
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you will kindly respond to, as it would cause a great loss to me to be obliged to dis-' 
pose of or move n1y herd of 3,000 cattle at present. Besides havinO' lost nearly $10 000 
on Government contracts to supply J:i'orts Leavenworth and cantonment with ~eat 
under very unf•l.V()rable and unforeseen circumstances. I hope you will grant my re-
quest . 
. 1. Ha~e t.h~ Indians any ~uthority to rent their respective reservations to corpora-
tiOns or md1v1duals for grazmg purposes, and does the Government approve of such 
leases and acknowledge them as binding~ · . 
2 .. If so, can ~uch· corporation~ ~r individuals expel the pr~sent occupants fro~ the 
Terntory prov1ded they are wlllmg to pay the same amount of rent to the Indian 
tribes f 
3. Have any corporations or individuals any legal authority to fence any lands 
within the Indian Territory' 
Very respect.fully, · 
JOHN VOLZ. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
WICHITA, KANs., May 5, 1883. 
:DEAR SIR: Are my communications seen by yourself and the honorable Secretarie8 f 
:!it so, have I not a right to expect an answer' I wrote you some time ago that Agent 
:: Miles's lessees would make an advance payment to the Indians at an early day. I now 
lhave to report that they have now actually paid $6,500 to the Indians on account of 
:rent, and have obtained a receipt confirming t.heir leases. All intended to secure the 
transaction :t.nd get it so complicated that it cannot be undone. The Secretary assures 
me and my friends that my papers are as good as the Miles leases, and if anybody is 
permitted to lease, I shall be. And at difterent times he has said to my fdends, "Tell 
Campbell to put his cattle on those lands and hold them there, and if Miles moves 
them I will move Miles.'' To no less than five persons, Senators and MemberiS of Con-
gress, bas Secretary Teller said this, and I must believe he meant it, and yet his agent 
goes steadily along to prevent me from doing what the Secretary tells me to do. I 
do not want to quarrel with MHes, and he knows it, and his pretense that I have 
given offense and provoked hi.s hostility by my letters to the Secretary is aJl nonsense. 
All I have said I can prove, and the fact that Miles still persists in protecting the ring 
leaves little for me to prove. . 
I wrot.e General Logan a letter some two weeks ago, which he writes me he sent to 
the Secretary and added his own protest against Agent Miles's course. May I ask if 
the Secretary received General Logan's letter with my history of the Miles leasing 
schemes; and if so, is it too much to ask through you what action has been taken t If 
the Secretary does not intend to confirm the Miles leases, the parties should not be 
permitted t-o compromise him by paying rent in advance. I will repeat again, there 
is room for all ; and as to my present needs, it is but a small part of the 3,000,000 
.acres being disposed of by Agent Miles. 
May I ask you to telegraph me a reply f 
Very respectfully yours, 
B. H. CAMPBELL, 
·:Ron. HIRAM PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs,, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
. May 14, 1883. 
Sm·: ~ re'ttrnm. herewith the application of the Mennonite Mission Board to hold a 
betrd ,Oif ,cattle 'Upon the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation in· the interest of the edu-
catio(j)nal wor'k crli.Qne by the Mennonite Church foT the benefit of the Cheyennes and 
Arapahoes, w!hiclh was submitted by you for approval on the 3d instaut. 
In this mat!OOT., .as in all other.s involving the right of pasturage on the reserve, you 
will be govemOO. :solely by Department letter of t.he 25th ultimo, copy whereof with 
instructions was tr.ansmitted to you from thit:J office on the 7th instant. 
Very respectfully, 
. 'JOHN D. MILES, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Contmissioner • 
.United Siatcs Indian .Agent, Cheyenne anll Ampalw Agency, .Tnll. T. 
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A Chicago Scheme. 
"A party of Chicago capitalists have been negotiating with the Cheyenne and Arap--
aho tribes of Indians for a lease of 2,400,000 acres of land for grazing purposes in t.he . 
southern patt of Indian Territory. These hmds, being unavailable for :<gricnJt.ural . 
purposes, have been lying idle. Councils of these Indians have considered. the propo-
sition favorably and have laid the matter before the Secretary of the Interior. They · 
ask that a fifteen-year lease be given to the cqmpany, and that the annual rental. 
(about $50,000) be applied to the purchase of stock for the Indians and to supplement. 
their present rations. 
"It is believed that. the Interior Department will .consider the proposition ·favor-· 
ably." 
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR: 
SIR: Pie se give me tbe names of the parties making the negotiations referred to in 
the above slip. I wish to communicate with them on business of mutual interest. · 
Yours, &c., 
JOHN W. HEDENBERG, 
160 Throop St1·ect, Chicago, Ill. 
LEAVENWORTH, KANS., May 29, 1883. 
SIR: For several years beef contracts were awarded to me from the military depart-
ment for delivery at different posts near the Indian Territory. To fulfill this contract 
I had to keep cattle near at hand, and so far, by c~rtain privileges from the military 
authorities, I bold them on the South Canadian River; 25 miles west of C:wtonment 
or Sheridan's Post, on the line of the Cherokee Strip. I now learn that the land I oc-
cupy and surroundings is leased to otl;ler parties, and that I have to remove my stock 
therefrom. This would be an enormous loss to me. I tl1erefore would respectfully 
request you to advise me in which way I could get privileges or lease to another strip 
of land in that Territory, as I am perfectly willing to pay the same price, or even more 
than other parties, but would prefer to stay where I am now if possible. Hoping 
through your authority aud kindness a favorable decision will be granted, I remain, 
sir, 
Very respectfully, yours, 
JOHN VOLZ. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissiontw of Indian Affa.i1·s, Washington, D. C. 
[Extract.] 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., July, 2, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following as my report for the month of June, 
1883, viz: · 
* * * * * * 
About the middle of the month the Indians moved in most of their lodges close to 
the agency to be ready to receive their rental money for the lands leased for grazing 
purposes. The payment (first semi-annual installment) was made 21st of the month, 
and was highly; satisfactory and appreciated by the Indians, and it is a noticeable fact 
that they have' exercised a fair degree of judgment in the expenditure of this rental 
money and are buying necessary and needful articles. They realize that they must 
provide their own clothing the coming winter and a portion of their subsistence, and 
as the next semi-annual rental is to be paid them largely in cattle, it stands them in 
band to economize in the expenditure of this, their cash payment. 
On the 30th of the month I received on the iontgomery contract "for stock cattle" 
750 head of cows and two-year-old h eifers and 25 graded bulls, which are now being 
branded C. N., which we have adopted as the '"agency brand," unless otherwise or-
dereu by the Department. 'l'his "agency herd" will be held together on the range for~ 
merly occupied by what was once known as the "mission herd," and will be in charge 
of H. II. Campbell, an experienced cattleman, under the supervision of the agent in 
charge, at an annual sala,ry of $1,200, to be paid by the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians 
from the grazing funds of the tribes, and will at present be assisted by two Cheyenne 
and two Arapaho Indians at Government expense. At present these Indians are willing 
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to place the cattle that they may receive from the grazing lessees in this herd, to be held 
and added to by the Indians and the Government until such time as it will be wise 
to make a distribution by bands or individuals The possibilities of such a herd and 
its ultimate success, if properly managed, are beyond any question or doubt, and the 
Government can in this way, by backing up the enterprise and adding something 
/ every year in proportion as the Indians will apply of their own means, very soon (say 
ten years) be relieved from any gratuity appropriations for the Cheyennes and Arap-
ahoes. · 
This will require earnest, hard work, and the agent in charge will have to en-
dure all sorts of criticisms and insinuations, if not direct charges, of'' thief" and "ras-
cality," aud in proportion as he may make it a success the ratio of charges will be 
hooped upon him. 
* 
The Indians have received from various sources cash as follows, viz: 
Grazing leases ...... . ........••••.......... _ .....• __ ... _. _ ..... __ ... : . •. 
F. Connell, hides ...•....•••........•••...•.•.....••. ·-·-·· .........••. 
Hemphill & Troy, hides .••..........•••....•.....••.....••..•.•.. ·---·· 
Hemphill & Troy, sundries .... _ ....• _ ... _ . __ ..••••..•••....••.......••. 
Transporting supplies ...........•••.•.......•••.••..••••.••.•........•. 
$31,178 80 
1,170 00 
1, 244 75 
75 25 
1,200 00 
Total received during month..................................... 34,868 80 
* * * * * * * 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner, Washington, D. C. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Lawrence, Kans., July 16, 1883. 
SIR: Since my arrival here I am informed that certain "pestilent fellows" in vicin-
ity of Camp Supply and Cantonment, Ind. T., have been engaged in a scheme to in-
duce certain individual Indians of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation to leave 
their reservation without authority, and to proceed to Washington in the interest of 
certain cattlemen, who are now, and have been, intruders on said reservation for some 
time past. 
The parties engaged in this r eserve claim that they have had some kind of an ar-
rangement with one or two individual Indians or squaw men (whites) for gtazing 
privileges on the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, whereby they could graze large 
herds of cattle by paying these few individual Indians or whites (married to Indian 
women) a small sa.lary and furnish the party with plenty of beef for food, and in this 
way they have enlisted a very few of the settlers, roving Cheyennes, to assist them 
in an effort to establish claims to grazing lands of the r eservation. It is due the De-
partment and to myself and the Indians of the agency, Cheyennes and Arapahoes, 
representing more than nineteen-twentieths of the two tribes, to state that the Indians 
who may accompany this unauthorized party are in no way authorized to speak for 
the tribes at the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, and that these Indians have been 
induced to take such a step purely from selfish motives, aud in' the interest of certain 
parties who have bad the use of extensive grazing districts, for which they have paid 
no revenue whatever into the bands of the tribes. 
These Indians (Cheyennes and Arapahoes) during the past winter, in full council 
and with the full knowledge of every Indian on the reservation, leased to certain 
responsible parties about three millions of acres of the western portion of their reser-
vation at an annual rental of 2 cents per acre, payable semi-annually in cash and cat-
tle, and during the past month the parties thus leasing have in good faith paid to 
these Indians on the family-ration check the per capita shal'e ofthe first semi-annual 
payment, and the Indians have in good faith received the same, and the only Indians 
who did not come forward and receive their proper share of this payment were those 
who were prevented by and through the influence of the intruders above mentioned. 
I have t elegraphed the commanding officer at Camp Supply, asking him torequestthis 
party of Indians to return to their reservation, and if they should refuse to obey there-
quest then to arrest the Indians and the party or parties who may have them in char(l'e, 
and report to me by telegraph. From this I have learned nothing, although the te1e-
gram was sent by me four days ago. I have also taken steps to intercept the party 
should they reach the railroad, and will proceed against the parties who may have them 
in charge or may be backing the unlawful move, and will make further report to your 
office. Should they, however, succeed iu reaching Washington, I desire to place this 
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information in your possession, and would respectfully reqnest that the party of In-
dians be placed in charge of some officer of the Indian Department r)nd returned 
forthwith to their agency. You will observe in recent letters from the honorable 
Secretary of tho Interior that the action of individual Indians (and I will include 
squaw men) in granting grazing privileges cannot be sanctioned; that the benefits 
thus derived must be participated in by the whole tribe or tribes, " not the favored 
few ouly." It has been my aim to carry out this just and equitable provision to the 
letter, and ·so long as the land of these Indians is held in common it is the only man-
ner in which the distribution can be made satisfactorily. To recognize the right of 
any individual Indian in deprivation of grazing lands o:v other privHcges would sub-
ject the Indians to all manner of imposition from unscrupulous whites and gratify 
only the selfish aims of the few. As the leases now stand and are confirmed, provis-
ion is made for equal benefits for every man, woman, aud child, and instead of the 
few individuals receiving only about $1,000 per annum, the tribes will now receive 
over $60,000 from the same territory, and the possibilities for good results could not 
be better if properly managed. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D .. C. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian .Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN.AFFAIRS, 
July 23, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a communication received from 
Agent J. D. Miles, dated the 16th instant, r eporting · the movements of a party of In-
dians who have been induced to leave the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation and 
proceed to Washington in the interest of certain cattlemen now and for some time 
past intrud~rs on said reservation. 
Agent Miles reports the measures taken by him to intercept the party en route, and 
requests that should he be unsuccessful and the Indians succeed in reaching Wash-
ington, they be placed in charge of some officer of the Indian Department andre-
turned forth with to the agency. 
A copy of the letter is furnished, in order that the Department may be in posses-
sion of all the facts should the Indians arrive. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
.Acting Commissioner. 
KANSAS CITY, Mo., July 30, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: The firm of Dickey Bros. is now occupying a ranch in the Indi~n nation, 
the location of which is shown upon the. map of the Territory which wo send herewith. 
The northern portion "of this ranch is in the Cherokee country, and we hold it under an 
agreement with the .Cherokee tribe, and by thei:t: consent, and have always so held it. 
The southeru portion is in the Cheyenne and Arapaho country, and in a portion of it 
exclusively occupied by Cheyennes, particularly Coho's and Little Robe's bands. These . 
Indians have never recognized any right of any other Indians to this country, and we 
have therefore dealt with them in the matter. We have been on these lands now some 
three years, and have paid these Indians- Coho's and Little Robe's bands-from $350 to 
$500in money and cattle, &c., per month for our privilege, and have always occupied 
with their consent. We went there three years ago with some 6,000 head of cattle, and 
we have now on this ranoh :.!'2,500 head. In addition to .the regular payments to the 
Cherokees and the amounts paid the Cheyennes, as above ~tated, wehavefrequentlyem-
ployed these Indians in our service, a,nd have rendered them many favors, and have been 
and are on terms of entire fi:iendship with them. Something over a month ago were-
ceiveu a notice from .Agent Miles that our lands had been leased by the agency Indians 
to other parties, and that we must remove our cattle from the country. Last week an 
officer from the agency, in cha.rge of a body of forty Indi::w poli co, visited our ranch and 
noti tied us to vacate immediately, and threatened that the consequences would' be some-
thiJa .. · very serious in case of our failure to do so. The report among the Indians is that 
they"" are to be turned loose to destroy our cattle. This is for us a very serious matter. 
The cattle cannot be removed this season; a removal is out of the question, and is an 
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utter impost-:ibilit y. Our herd is of the value of $600,000, and tl1is procef'ding involves 
its sacl'ifice. We do most earnestly protest a.ga.iust this procee.ding as a violatiol) on 
the part of 1 he officers of the Government not only of law than of justice. The lessees 
for whose benefit we are to he removed are not the men who have made these ranches 
valuable; we bave done it ourselves. They are mere speculators who undertakfl by 
this means, by sharp practices, to obtain the benefits which wo have developed. Other 
things being even, we, the originalranchmen, ought to be preferred to them. But what 
rights have these lesstJes by virtne of their lease 1 
By sect~n 2116 of the Revised Statutes a lease from an Indian tribe or 11ation is void, 
a.ncl tho lessee is a criminal. Does the holding of such a lease in violation givA them 
the right to call on the United States Government to destroy us for their benefit T It 
may bo said that we are on these lands in violation · of law; our Cherokee lands we 
hold in tstrict and exact conformity to law. The Cheyenne and Arapaho lands we use 
not with the consent of the tribe, but with the consent of that part of the tribe to 
which the whole tribe has given the exclusive control of the land which we occupy. 
In spirit if not in letter we are in exact compliance with the law. Now, are these les-
sees the inventors of a policy which would make these lands a source of revenue and 
benefit to the Indians f We have always been paying them a revenue and giving them 
this benefit. If anyborly originated this policy we did it long before the .Present syn-
dicate of speculators began to take an interest in the Jndians or their lands. So crit-
ical is our situation tbat we are willing to submit to any terms or condition that may 
be prescribed. If required to do so, we will reimburse the lessees for a.ny expenses in-
CUITed or payments made on account of lands included in our rancb and pay the Indians 
as much or more than they pay them. 
We learn that wire for the fencing has been already purchased by them, ·and is on · 
its way to the Territory, and f.hat immediate action is to be taken in the matter. We 
ask, as a mattcr~of l e~al1·ight and comn on justice, that these lessees bo prohibited 
. from causing the sacnfice of our herd or compelling us to sell it at what would be a 
sacrifice. 
Unless aided by the Indian Department they cannot injure us, aud we therefore 
make this appeal. 
Your most obedient servants, 
DICKEY BROS. 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTERIOn, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August·7, 1883. 
SIR: I inclose herewith a copy of a letter ,received in this office from Dipkey Bros., 
of Kansas City, Mo., dated the 30th ultimo, statiug that for the past three years they 
have occupied a cattle ra.nch in the Indian Territory, the northern portion of which is 
in the Cherokee country, held under an agreement with the Cherokees, and the south-
ern portion in the Cheyenne and Arapaho country, in a part excl~sively occupied by 
Cheyennes, partlCularly Coho's and Little Robe's bands, to wbom they have paid from 
$350 to $f.QO in money all(l cattle per month for the privilege, besides employing the In-
dians in their service and rendering them many fav·ors; that about a month ago they 
received a notice from you that the lands they occupy on the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Reserve had been leased by the Agency Indians to other parties, and that they must 
remove their cattle fi.·om the country; that quite recently an officer fi·om the agency, 
in cbarge of a body of forty Indian police, visited their ranch, and notified them to 
vacate immediately, threatening them with very serious consequences if t.hey failed 
to do so, the current report amongst the Indians being that they were to be turned 
loose to destroy the cattle. 
Messrs. Dickey further state that this is a very serious matter for them; that there-
moval of their herd ( w bieh comprises 22,500 head, valued at $600,000) at ~his season is 
an utter impossibility, and that this proceeding involves its sacrifice: 
Protesting against what they conceived to be a violation of law andjnstice, they 
now ask the intervent.ion of this Department to prevent the sacrifice of tl1eir herd 
either literally or by forced sale thereof, proffering their readiness, so critical is their 
situation, to submit to any terms or conditions that may be prescribed. 
If t.he facts are as stated Messrs. Dickey would appear -at any rate to have strong 
equ~ties, which cannot safely be ignored. I can scarcely credit the report that the 
Indians were to be turned loose to destroy their cattle in case of their failure tore-
move, much less that you would sanction even such an announcement. 
Whilst it does, indeed, appear from their own admissions that these cattlemen are not 
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stnctly within the lettH of t.he honoral.>le Secretn,ry's communication to Mr. Fenlon, of 
April :l5 last (copy ~<'ent yotl May 7), i11 t.h;tt, they have not the consen.t of the tribe as 
::;uch, but only the const1nt of that part of the tnbe to which, as they ::;tate, the whole 
tril)e bas given the exclusive control of tlle lands tbl:ly (the Dickeys) uccup.v, and that 
hence the benetits resulting do not accrue to the whole triue, but only to a portion 
thereof, I do not understand the honorable Secretary's letter as contemplating the ar-
bitrary removal of persons holding cattle on the reservation under prior ag_reements 
with the Indians ent.ered into in good faith, whose rights (such as they are) are now 
jeopardized by leases of the same lands to other parties, which the Department, for 
valid reasons, refo!!es to approve. 
In his letter to Mr. Fenlon the honorable Secretary said: . 
"I see no objection to allowing the Indians to grant permission to parties desiring 
to graze cattle on the -reservation to do so on fair and reasonable terms, subject to such 
supervision as the Department may consider proper to prevent the Indians being im· 
posed npor.." 
Further on he says : 
"While the Department will not recognize the agreement or lease yon mention, nor 
any other of the like character, to t.he extent of approving the same, nor to the extent 
of assuming to settle controven;ies that may arise between the different parties hold-
ing such agreements, yet the Department will endeavor to see tbat parties having no 
agreement wit.h the Indians a1e not allowed to interfere with those who have." 
By "parties having no agreement with the Indians," I understand the Secretary to 
mean such only as drive the1r cattle on the reservation without authority or consent of 
the Indians, and who pay no compensation there'f0r, those who are, in fact, trespassers, 
pure and simple, on tlw reservation. An agreement need not of necessity be in writ-
ing; it will b~? equa11y good if verbal and the terms are understood by both parties 
and lived up to. · 
In the ca·se before me, if the statement of Messrs. Dickey is to be credited, and there 
is nothing before moat present to di::;credit it, they have had an under~:>tanding or agree-
ment with certain Indians of the Cheyenne and Arapaho tnbe for three years, under 
which they have occupied certain lauds of the reservation, for which they have paid 
a valuable consideration of from $4,200 to $6,000 per annum, and have increased their 
herd from 6,000 to 22,500. All this appears to have been done with the acquiescence 
of the tribe, and I am not aware that any objection has been raised or complaint made 
from your office to the Department on the subject. 
Admitting the facts to be as stated it would seem to be an act of great injustice to 
peremptorily require the immediate removal of Messrs. Dickey, and if no satisfactory 
arrangements can be made for their continuance on the reserve they should, at' all 
events, be allowed a sufficient reasonable time within which to remove or dispose of 
their cattle without a sacrifice; and to that end you are directed t<;> suspend all action 
looking to their removal pending investigation and report by yon to this office and the 
decision of the Department on this question. · 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN D. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent, 
H. PRICE, 
Comrnissioner. 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, DarUngton, Ind. T. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August 7, 1883. 
GENTLEMEN: Acknowledging the receipt of your letter of the 30th ultimo, relative 
to the alleged action of Agent Miles, in requiring your immediate removal from lands 
of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, Indian Territory, which you claim to have 
occupiedtas a· cattle ranch for the past tnree years under an arrangement with certain 
Indians of the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes, and the threatened destruction of your 
herd in case of. your non-compliance, I .have to inform you that Agent Miles has this 
day been directed to suspend all action in the 111atter, pending an investigation and 
report and decision of this Depn,rtment in the premises. 
Very respectfull;y, 
Messrs. DICKEY BRos., 
Kansas City, Mo. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
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WASHINGTON, D. C., A1tgust 5, 1883. 
Sm : As attorney for the Wichitas, Caddoes, and their affiliated bands of Indians, 
I have the honor to ask for ~t copy of the lease or leases of tho conn try made by the 
Cheyenne aud Arapaho Indians that formed the subject-ma.tter of the correspondence 
betweeu one E. Fenlon and Secretary Teller in tl)e month of April (.April 4 and 25) 
of the present year. The lease or leases, as I am ad vised, arc chiefly of country south 
of t.he main Ctiuadian River, to which the Imliaus, Wichitas, Caddoes, and their af-
iiliates, for "·born I am :wting as attorney, have been defending their title before your 
office and the Department of the Interior under their righL of original occupancy and 
the agreement made and entered into at Fort .Arbuckle, in the Chickasaw country, on 
the 1st of July, 1859, by and between t.heir legal representatives and those of the 
United States. 
If your office has not in its possession a duplicate original, or authentic copy of 
the sa.id lease or leases, I have to r equest that Johu D. Miles, Cheyenne and .Arapaho 
agent, IJe forthwith requested and required to transmit without delay to your office 
duplicate, original, or authentic copy of the lease or leases in question. 
Advised that a l:uge sum of money ($31,000) bas been distributed among the Chey-
ennes and .Arapahoes on account of said lease or leases, in violation, as I think, of the 
act of Congress approved March 3, l t383, chap. 80, and for and on account of a country 
of which the Wicbitas, Caddoes, and their affiliates are the lawful owners against all 
the world other than the United States, I have the honor to ask for an authentic list 
of the Indians to whom the said money was paid, showing the sum paid to each and 
the receipt given therefor, a.nd that said .Agent Miles be directed to transmit forth-
with to your office such list or lists, he having already informed you by letter of July 
16, 188:~, that sricl money was paid out to said Indians per capita on the family-ration 
check. 
I ask for the copies narued because th~ acts and doings involved seriously affect 
the interests of my clients, and because as attorney I desire authentic information to 
the end that I may be able to proceed intelligently in such legal proceedings as I may 
he advised to take in the interPst of my clients. . 
I am, sir, very respectfully, 
lion. H. PRICE, 
Oomrnissioner Indian Affair.<J. 
LUTHER H. PIKE, 
218 Third St., N. W. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN .AFFAIR~, 
August 9, 1883. 
SIR : I have received your letter of the 5th instant, wherein, "as attorney for the 
Wichitas, Caddoes, and their affiliated bauds of Indians," you ask tQ be furnished 
with "a copy of the lease or leases of the country made by the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Indians that formed the subject-matter of the correspondence between one E. Fenlon 
and Secretary Teller in the month of April (April 4 and 25) of the present year." 
.Also, if this office bas uot in its possession a duplicate original or authentic copy of 
the sa,id lease or leases, you request "that John D. Miles, Cheyenne and .Ar_apaho 
agent, be forthwith requested a,nd required to transmit without delay to your (this) 
.office duplicate original or authentic copy of the lease or leases in question." 
Also, "being advised that a large sum of money, $31,000, has been distributed 
.nmon" the Cheyennes and .Arapahoes on account of said le~1so or leases" * w * 
• yon a~k "for an authentic list of the Indians to whom the said money was paid, 
.showing the sum paid to each and the receipt given therefor, and that said • .Agent 
.Miles be directed to transmit forthwith to your (this) office such list or lists, be hav-
ing already informed you ·(me) by Jetter of July 16, 18ti3, that saiJ. money was paid 
·OUL to said Indians per capita on the family-ration check." 
In reply I JJave to state: (1) That the lease or leases referred to by you, duplicate, 
.original, or copy or copies tbereof, are not on file in this o~ce, and never have been. 
(;;!) A list of the Inrlians to whom the per capita payment is state'd to have been 
made under saicllease or leases is not on file in this office. 
(3) In•asmnch as yon have not complied with the law, and. placed yourself in a po-
sition to be recognized as the rluly authorized attorney of record for the Wichitas, 
Cad does, ttnd other affiliated tribes of Indians, I must most respectfully decline to take 
any steps lool>:ing to a compliance with your several req nests. 
Very respectfully, 
LUTHER H. Pnru, Esq., 
~18 Third Street, N. W., City. 
H. PRICE, 
Con~rnissioner. 
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W AU DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, August 11, 18~3. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a communication dated the 18th 
ultimo, received through the regular military channels, from the. commanding officer 
at Port Supply, Ind. T., submitting, with report, statements b~ L1ttle Ro~e and other 
Cheyenne Indians relative to alleged encroachments on theu reservatiOn-lease of 
lands to whites, &c.-contrary to the provisions of the treaty of October 27, 1867, and 
to invite attention to the indorsement by General Pope, commanding the Depn.rtment 
of the Missouri, dated July 26 ultimo. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
J. STONE, 
Acting Chief Clerk fot· the Secre,tary of War in his absence, 
The SECRETAH.Y OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Inclosure.] 
PORT SUPPLY, IND. T., July 18, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that recently a party of Cheyenne Indians ar-
rived at this post, and requested, through the guide, Amos Chapman, to see me and 
to make some statements in regard to their affairs. . 
The party consisted of Stone Calf, Little Robe, Keha, White Shield, Little Robe's 
son (Sitting Medicine), White Horse, and Running Buffalo. 
Cuapman informed me that these men were representative men of the nation; that 
three of them were chiefs and four of them represented the young men of the dog 
soldiers. · I directed Chapman to tell them that their agent was the proper officer to 
consult on matters of business, and to advise them to go to him, and declined to see 
thew. They remained here two or three days, and during that time I understood 
that they wanted to consult me in regard to the Hmits of their reservation, and sent 
me a copy of their treaty concluded October 28, 1867, which they reported they had 
recently obtained from Washington. The party insisted that they must see me, and 
on the 14th instant they came to my office. They had with them a Mr. Wells and a 
co1ored man (both of them speak Cheyenne) and Chapman, the guide. They saic:l that 
they wanted to make me some statements in regard to their lands and the leases of 
these lands to white men. . 
They then made certain statements, a copy of which I inclose herewith. I then told 
them that the ~•gent was the proper officer to attend to such matters and advised them 
to go to him. T ey said that they wantecl me to send their talk or statements to 
Washington or to General Sheridan. I told them I would think the matter over and 
·they left. A few minutes after they had left my office I received the following tele-
gram fi·om Agent Miles: . 
'l'o COMMANDING 0FFICEH., 
LAWRENCE, KANS., July 13, 1883. 
Garnp Supply, Ind. T. : 
I have information that Stone Calf and other Cheyenne Indians have or are about 
to leave the reservation without authority. If such is the case you will please notify 
them to return, a.ud if they decline cause their arreilt and detention with any who 
may have them in charge. Answer. 
MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
I then sent for the.se Indians and had the dispatch read to them and advised them 
to return to their homes, and they promised to do so. On the morning of the 16th 
these Indians sent me word that they would leave the next morning. During the 
day I received a, second dispatch from Agent Miles [as follows]:. 
EMPORIA, KANS., July 16, 1883. 
General POTTER, 
Cornmand'ing F'flrt Supply, Ind. T.: 
Your telegram, 14th, rece1ved. You will notify Stone Calf and party that tLey are 
1 already off their reservation without authority, and that they must return at once, 
anfl I Lave to request that you will institute means to at once carry out this request. 
Answer hero. 
MILES, 
United States lnclian Agent. 
I telegraphed him that the Indians had informed me that they would leave the fol-
lowing morning. I make this re.port because I am of the opinion that there may and 
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will be trouble between these Indians and the white men who are supposed to have 
leased these lauds, unless the Indians are satisfied in some w:t.y. They are very em-
phatic in speaking of these leases, and in saying that they will not awee to it, sales or 
leases. I am further of 1he opinion that the matter should be attended toasearly as 
practicable. I ·would further state I have 11otified Ageut Mile::; of my a0tion, and serit 
him' a copy of the statements made by the Indians. 
Very respectfully, your obedienti servant, 
ASSISTANT ADJUTANT -GENERAL, 
.J. H. POTTER, 
Colonel 24th Infant?·y, Commanding Post. 
Department of the Missouri, F01·t Leavenwm·th, Kansas. 
Record of statements made b·11 "Little Robe'' and other Indians, to comntanding oj]ic&~·s Fm·t 
S11pply, Ind. T., on July 141 1883, ·relati1:e to unlawfnl leasing of land which they claim mJ 
right of t1·eaty in the India.n Ter1·itory. 
r.rhese statements were translated into English by .Amos Chapman at time of delivery.] 
"LITTLE ROBE" said: I have come here to know why tbey [the partie& alleged to 
have improperly leased the land] took this land. I have done no1hing to make them 
do so; am getting old, and was present when the treat.y was made, and now they have 
taken the land that. was given ns away. By the treaty the land belonged to us [mean-
ing the southern Cheyenne]. The agent has come to us. Bob D<:nt, George Bent, and 
Ben Clarke, all ba~e come with money to give up the land to be leased for t en years. 
The half-breeds, John Parsell, Jack FHzpatrick, and Mary Keitl1, ]Jave come. I live 
on the Washita; have a place so fixed up that in a few years 1 shall be able to sup-
port myself, and now those white men [tbe leasers of 1be Jandsj have come upon the 
land. The agent told me it was my land to ~::ettle on. I have been to l1im time and 
again to know what 1·ight be had to give this land a'Yay; bave ne,·cr taken any 
money or agreed to lease it away. . . 
STONE CALF here mentioned as signers of the alleged unlawful lease the following 
Cheyenne Indians: Big Joke, Bobtail Bull, and Whirlwind, and t.be Sioux Indian who 
now calls himself a chtef [Big Horse]. He also names the following Arapahoes as 
f?i~ners of said lease: Left Hand, Powder Face, Raven, White Antelope, and Heap of 
Birds, who include all the signers of the lease. Stone Calf said: •: I baYe been down 
there and have never signed any papers; my father before me told me· that this land 
belonged to us to hold on to. 'l'bey rthe white men] keep coming in, and I and tb6 
headmen don't want to give the land away, because what will become of us when 
we are old, and the land has been taken from us f 
"While I was at Washington this laud was given to us, and who is it that has the 
right to. now take it aw.ay' It is now literally covered with cattle. I want the 
commanding officer to write and see what can be done about it. Who are they who 
have made the bargain for the leasing of the h1ndsf At Washington I was told not 
to sign the land away, and if they tried to take it from me to go to the nearest com-
manding officer and make complaint, and I have come this far to see the commanding 
officer to get permission to go to Washington and make my complaint there. I have 
complained to the agent, but be would say nothing and he gave us no satisfaction, 
and since t.hen I have not ~one back to him. He, the agent, offered us money ior our 
land, but we would not take it. The agent said if we did not take the money we 
would get no rations, and I have not been back to him since and have not received 
rations." -
CoHOE said: "Who is it that has made the road [meaning the agreement] by which 
all the cattle are allowed to graze on our laml, and that ·for only the small amount of 
$5 a head' I have come so far to see if I can't find ~;orne way to stop this arrange-
ment. I would like the general to write to Washington. to General Sheridan, to see if 
we can get our laud. ·What business had these half-breeds [Bent and others] to take 
this land which was given to us at Washington f I have come this far expecting to 
be able to go on to ·washington to help '.fix' this matter. I will not agree to take 
any money to lease the land. It was our intention to go on to Washington 1o tr.v and 
get a deed for this land. The agent never would show us the treaty which Mr. Wells 
wrote on for and obtained. Up to t.be last moment the agent denied that t he land had 
been leased. Where I live, near Sberiden Roost, there are now many, many head of 
cattle, and they keep on crowding in. I would like to know the answer, if our com-
plaint goes on to Washington, so I will understand how the matter is settled. All 
here· present are just as mnch interested in this business as I am, and they will speak 
for themselves before we get through. I have been to the agent, bnt could get no 
satisfaction." 
WHITE SHIELD said: " I wanted to go to the commanding officer first, but Amos 
Chapma!l kept .roe <dtt 1 expected to go on to Washington to try and get a paper to 
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keep tho white men from getting the land. The commanding officer may go down 
there himself and see the cattle spr~ad over all around. Our land was given us in 
Washington, and now thew bite men aro stealing it. We do not know anything about 
a papet· or treaty to give the land to the whites. I would like to go on to Washing-
ton ; have been to the agent, but could npt get satisfaction." 
WHITE HORSE said : " There are three chiefs here, and we [pointing to his compan-
ions] are the soldiers. We have come to see what can be done about this matter. I 
think it would be good to go on toW ::tshington to see the President. I say just whn.t 
thot;e who spoke before me said-" 
SITTING MEDICINE (Little Robe's ~on) said: "You can see the cattlemen crowd-
ing in ::tll over our land . Who is it thn.t allows them to come in t By what right do 
they come upon this land t Soon the white men will have all the land, if they con-
tinue coming in as they do now. All our old men know this land was given to us. 
I think t.he agent is playing the wolf, trying to 'beat' us out of the land. The men 
who signed the lease are lying idly about; are doing nothing. There sits my father, 
who knows the land was given to us, and he has already been 'beaten' out of half 
his share. When we complained to the agent he would not look at us, would not 
have anything to do with us [meaning the complaining Indians]. We now wish the 
commanding officer here to do what he cnn for us. The way things are we shall not 
be able to have two more years on our land. They [presumably the Indian agent] 
may stop our rations, b~t we will not consent to lease away this land for money." 
RuNNING BUFFALO said: " I know all these present [referring to the Indians]; I 
have been with the soldier$ a long time; am a soldier now. I went down below to 
see about this matter; the agent has made this arrangement; the Indians are poor 
now and will lJe much poorer in two more years; if there is a God, he ought to take 
pity on them and not take the last bit. of their land. rr:bese Indians all have children, 
and they would like to reserve some laud for them. The Kiowas and Comanches went 
on to Washington, paying their own way, to get the deed for their lund, and they got 
it. These men come here as chief& and beau soldit-rs to complain to the commanding 
officer, because they could get no satisfadion from 1 heir agent. I think now it won ld 
be best for them to go on to Washington . . I have always been with the soldiers and · 
want to be with them, and want to get iuy rations from the soldiers and commanding 
officer." 
tiTONE CAI.F said: "I want the commanding officer to do ali he can for us in this 
matter." 
The above is a correct transcript of the record kept by myself while the foregoing 
statements were being made. 
LEvVIS JOHNSON, 
Captain Twenty-fourth Infantry. 
FoRT SUPPLY, IND. T., July 14, 1883. 
A true copy: 
W. H. W. JAMES, 
P.irst Lieutenant and Adjutant Twenty-fou1·th Infantry. 
[Indorsements.] 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Garland, Colo., . July 2~, 1S83. 
Respectfully forwarded to the assistant adjutant-general, Military Division of tbo 
Missouri, with the request that Colonel Potter's letter and the statement accompany-
ing it be laid before the division commander as soon as possible. 
I uo not undertake to pass judgment upon the ·action of the Indian Bureau in tho 
case of these Indians, but it is very manifest that there is some misunderstanding 
\Which may, at any moment, lead to serious trouble. 




HEADQUARTEH.S MILITARY DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chica.go, A ·u.gust 2, 1883. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army, mviting attention to 
preceding indorsement of General Pope. 
P. H. SHERIDAN, 
Lieutenant-Gene1·al, Commanding. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
.August 15, 1883. 
SIR: I have received, by Department r eference, a letter from the Hon. Secretary of 
War, dated the 11th instant, inclosing copy of a communication dated the 18th 
ultimo, received through the regular military channels from the commanding officer 
at Fort Supply, Indian Territory, submitting, with report, statements made to him 
by Little Robe and other Cheyenne Indians relative to the leasing against their con-
sent of lands of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation to certa,in white men for 
grazing purposes, and your action in threatening to withhold their rations unless 
they accepted certain moneys alleged to have been tendered them by you in respect 
of said lands, a copy of which statement Colonel Porter reports be furnished to you. 
Colonel Porter and General Pope are both apprehe·nsive that serious trouble may 
grow out of this matter, and you are therefore directed to make a full report upon the 
subject to this office at once. 
Very respectfully, 
H. PRICE, Commissioner. 
JoHN D. MILES, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, Cheyenne and Ampaho Ag'cy, Da1•lingtQn, Ind. T. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., August 28, 1883. 
SIR: I am in receipt of office letter "L 14817, 1883," dated 15th instant, directing 
that I make full report upon the subject of leasing certain lands of the Cheyenne 
and Arapahoe Reservation against the consent of "Little Robe" and others, as sub-
mitted in a statement made by Little Robe, Stone Calf, and others, to the command-
ing officer at Fort Supp)y on July 14 ultimo. 
I may first inform that Little Robe, Cheyenne, and others represented in this pro-
test were present at the c mcil of December 12, 1882, in which the subject of leas-
ing was fully discussed and final action taken, resnlting in the unanimous conclusion 
to lease certain lands for a term of ten years, as set forth and embodied in the E. Fen-
lon and other agreements, dated January B, 1883. This arrangement was no hasty 
conclusion, forced upon the Indians without due deliberation, nor were the proceed-
ings a secret, but every Indian and baud of Indians on the reservation were invited 
to be present, and were present or represented, when final action was taken, aucl 
either signed or concurred in the agreement, and not until the whole subject was 
fully understood and urged upon by a very large majority of the Indians was the ar-
rangement reduced to writing, and, when reduced to writing, it was clone in the 
presence of the commanding officer at Fort Reno, Incl. T., who had been invited to 
be pr(lsent, as also many other competent witnesses. 
On June 20, 1883, the day before the lessees made the first semi-annual payment on 
the agreements made with these Indians, Stone Calf and Little Rolle were present 
and in council in the presence of the commanding officer at Fort Reno, myself, and 
others, ' sanctioned the leases made, and confirmed the same in the Indian form by 
smoking the pipe, and required E. Fenlon, Col. R. D. Hunter, and others of the les-
sees to smoke with them; said they had been told by certain parties that these agree · 
ments or leases embraced the sale of the· lands, and on this point they wished a test. 
Stone Calf and a few others did not receiye their share of the payment referred to, 
but Stone Calf, in his speech, said that "he would take his share in cattle at the next 
payment." The tribes, however, represented and authorized did receive the full 
amount of .tbe pay~ent, and, with the exception of the few who had been tampered 
with by Dickey Bros. and other trespassers on the reservation, were well pleased. It 
is a fact that certain parties who have been holding cattle on this reservation con-
trary to law, without compensating the Indians, are now and have been making a 
strong efl"ort through Amos Chapman, who has an Indian wife, and is in the employ 
of the military at Fort Supply, Inq. T.; also one W. W. Wells and Wesle;v Warren 
(the latter colored), squaw men, to hold on to the range they have previously occupied, 
and for which they have only compensated these squaw men in a limited way, and in 
order to do this very questionable measures have been resorted td through the un-
scrupulous men above named. The Indians have informed me (1) that they have 
been advised not to receive any portion of the cattle or cash offered to them under these 
agreements, promising that they (the trespassers) would pay these individuals more 
than they would realize from the lands; \2) that the leases or agreements embraced 
the sale of the lands; (3) and suould any of the lessees attempt to stock up the range 
occupied by them, to kill the cattle and resort to any means to drive them from the 
premises. This latter threat or "bluff," I understand, comes from the parties occu-
pying range west of Dickey Bros. and south of Fort Supply. 
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Some of the Indians who were parties to the statements made at Fort Snpply .Jnly 
14,1883, say they were induced to go there by Chaptuan, Wells, and" Wesley ;, through 
promise made by certain cattlemen who had promised to take them to vVashin~ton 
and who made them other substantial promises; and as they were all very anxwus 
to make a trip to Washington they readily consented to go to Supply. So far as re-
lates to the statements made by the Indians, that money had bee~ used by the agent 
and half-breeds to induce them to give up their lands, 1 know it is false. I have taken 
the stanu favorable to leasing a portion of the surplus lands of this reservation squarely 
on its merits, from the Indian standpoint, as the best thing for them to do, and my 
reasons are on :file in your office, and I have seen nothing to change my mind on this 
point. The statement purporting to be made by Stone Calf, threatening to withhold 
rations if they did not take the money, is also false, and, considering the fact tllat 
Stone Calf and party have drawn their bread ::tnd beef rations I'egularly up to the 
present time, excepting the one week's issue of beef on the 20th instant1 which they 
took forcible possession of while being driven to the agency for delivery to the con-
tractor, inclines me to the belief that a . false interpretation had been given to his 
statements. 
In Colio's statement he says, ''I will not agree to take any money to lease the land." 
In this connection it is proper to state that the man Wells (now deceased) was living 
with one of Colio's daughters, and as Wells was in the paid employ of Dickey 
Bros., and other intruders, it is presumed that he (Colio) received some benetits to 
the exclusion of ·other members of his band and tribe; in fact, in a talk with Colio 
myself at cantonment, in June last, he told me he had been having trouble with 
Wells, because be (Wells) would not divide the "spoils" fairly, and he also informed 
me that be should oppose the lease because it would interfere with his own "levy" 
of cattle tax. 
''White Shield." who makes a statement, was the first Indian on the reservation to 
invit.e cattlemen to come on the reservation, and through his own selfish aims several 
cattlemen were induced to seek his protection, but as soon as the lawful representa-
tives of the two tribes (Chey and .Araps) take the matter in band in a lawful manner 
and for t he benefit of the whole, then he is induced by certain interested parpies to 
say that "the whites are stealing it." 
To make a long story short, the Indians named in the "statflment" made at Fort 
Supply, July 14, ultimo, are the identical men, anu the only Indians of this agency 
who have in an unlawful manner been receiving small benefits from intruders on this 
reservation, aud are the only Indians who are willing to become the tools of certain 
parties in lwlding possession of grazing lands in an unlawful manner, and for littl e 
or no pay . .After some of these Indians had received their pro rata share of June in-
stallments these same parties advised them to return it: saying that" we will give yon 
more and make it your interest to stick to us." 
I have tendered no moneys to the Indians of this agency in payment for grazing 
privileges. I have, however, witnessed (such) payments of moneys by the parties 
holding leases, to the Indians, as also has the commanding officer at Fort Reno. · 
Should trouble grow out of this matter, as apprehended by Colonel Potter and 
General Pope, it will be the fault of certain trespassers and their paid emissaries in 
their effort to ignore and trample under foot the acts of the lawful representatives of 
the tribes and the Government. 
The man Chapman, who served as interpreter at Fort Supply, is so irresponsible in 
his statements that it is difficult to find any one in mHitary or civilian life who 
would believe him under oath, so that the "statements" purporting to l.Jave been 
made by the Indians must be taken with a good deal of allowance; yet, as induce-
ments were held out to these Indians, I am confident they did tell a gloomy story. .A 
reaction is about to take place in the minds of some of the Indians above referred to. 
They have learned that these squaw-men were receiving the pay, while tl~ey (the 
Indians) were doing the dirty work. I am told· by oue cattleman that this man 
Chapman was so sure of his ability to hold his grip on this range that he (Chapman) 
was going to charge him $3,000 for his influence this year. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
C01nrnissioner of Indian .Affairs, Wasl!ington, D. C. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian .Agent. 
[Telegram received Department Interior, August 7, 1883, dated Leavenworth, Kansas, 7th.] 
To H. M. TELLER, 
Secretm·y of the Intm·io1': 
I luwe located my cattle on Cheyenne lanu; now being ordered to move; can't you 
assist to stay there by paying as much as anybody else~ Please ans~1 P-r. 
JOHN VOLZ. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, . 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, Ind. T., September 8, 1883. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter "L. 13970, 1883," dated 7th ultimo, inclosing' 
·~opy of letter aduressed to you by Dickey Bros., of Kansas City, Mo., dated July 30, 
1883, in which they make complaint to you of action taken by thi8 office looking to 
the removal from the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation of all unauthorized cattle-
men and their herds, and in which they ask you to protect them, &c. 
In reply, I have to inform you that the Dickey Bros. are holding a portion of their 
cattle on this reservation without authority and in violation of law, and the orders 
issued by the Indian Office, "L. 9850, 1882," relating to tho unlawful grazing of cattle 
on this and the Kiowa and Comanche Reservations. 
Messrs. Dickey have never sought to secure an ·agreement with the Indians of this 
agency for grazing privileges, either with the Indians direct or through this office. 
The Cheyenne and Ar:apaho Reservation, assigned to them by Executive Order of 
August 10, 1869, is held in common by the two tribes, and they have given no exclu-
s ive right or authority to any individual Indian or band of Indians to control any , 
specified portion of the same. There is nola w by which t.hey can do so. (See Depart-
ment instructions on this point, dated June 26,1879. Copy herewith numbered one.) 
Cattlemen have trespassed upon this reservation for years, regardless of the efforts of 
the Department to keep them out. In reply to your letter A, July 12, 1882, relative to 
grazing points, I informed you, under date of July 20, 18b2,i.hat no leases or permits 
bad been granted, but notwithstanding this, large herds of cattle were constantly 
~razing on the reservation, "and in every instance where cattlemen have been noti-
fied that they were trespassing upon this reservation and notified to remove their 
herds, they claim to have paid a tax to the Cherokees, who are selling privileges on 
our north for over 100 miles on an east and west line, or that they own a ranch in the 
Texas Pan Hand1e immediately on the line. In this way you will observe that this 
reservation is exposed to 'drift' cattle on a border of over 200 miles, and so long as 
the reservation ' is thus exp sed, the Cheyenne and Arapaho grass will feed many 
thousand of cattle." This office bas used ' ' arious endeavors to rid the reservation of 
. such trespassers, having given due ·notice to all such parties at various times U8 shown 
by inclosures (copies of ~orrespondence, &c.) herewith, numbered 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 
and 9. At all times when notified to ]eave the reservation Messrs. Dickey have 
claimed to be holding cattle on the Cherokee Strip and not on the Cheyenne and Ara-
pahp Reservation. As late as December 22, 1882, when notified by this office to move 
their cattle, the Messrs. Dickey said, in a communication to this office, ae follows: 
"We have about 7,000 cattle, all of which we try to keep on the Cherokee Strip; when 
they drift on the Cheyenne Reservation we keep men over there to drive them back. 
Our horses are all on the Cherokee St.rip, numbering ~00 head. We have been in the> 
Indian Territory two years and a half." 
Under date of May 2, 1883, your office was notified that the Messrs. Dickey, with 
· others, were intruding on this reservation. (See inclosure number 10 herewith.) 
The Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians have leased a part of their reservation in good 
faith to responsible cattlemen, reserving a sufficient and suitable portion for their 
own grazing and agricultural purposes. Up t,o July 31, the date of the last notice 
served on one of the Messrs. Dickey, they were holding the bulk of their cattle on the 
reserved portion of the C beyenne and Arapaho lands and not on the leased la.nd, 
thereby forfeiting any considerations they might otherwise have had. The Indians, 
Coho, Stone Calf, and Little Robe, claim that the Dickey Bros. have not been paying 
them. It is known, however, that they did pay money to Wells and other sq uaw-meu, 
which no doubt covers the alleged payments to the Indians. 
Dickey Bros. claim in their letter to you, that they "have been and are on terms 
of entire friendship with them ; " that they have been and are paying them for grll!Z· 
ing privileges, and notwithstanding their alleged "friendship privileges,'• &c., they 
telegraph me, under a ate of 16th ultimo, as follows : '' Iud:ians Stone Calf and Coho, 
both living on Cherokee land leased by us, are killing cattle, and running qfi' men. 
We ask for immediate protection or we will be compeUed to protect ourselves." 
'fbis office bas no knowledge of the fact (if such) that the Indians named are living 
on the Cherokee Strip. Admitting for a moment that they have made payments to the> 
Indians as claimed by them, they have done so in violation of the wishes of the Chey-
enne and Arrapaho Indians, and contrary to the instruction of the Department as ex-
pressed in the Hon. Secretary's letter to Mr. Fenlon, wherein he says: "Such privi-
leges can only be recognized when granted by the proper authority of the tribe, andl 
the benefits must be participated in by all the tribe, not by a favored few only.'' 
The claim of the Messrs. Dickey that they cannot move their cattle this season is not; 
within reason. This is the season of the year to move (·attle without loss. They 
have bad sufficient notice to move at times when they could have moved without 
sacrifice. Other parties are moving cattle to and from the Territ.ory all the time; 
within a mouth past. the Messrs. Dickey moved some 800 head of beeves oft' the range. 
I therefore hold: First. That the Messrs. Dickey are intruders on the Cheyenne 
and Arapaho Reservation, without a semblance of authority. 
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Sec~nd. That when order~d off the:y have claip1ed to be holding Cherokee land, 
when m fact they were holdmg on thts reservatiOn under the plea that their cattle 
had" drifted." 
Third. That they have been paying certain squaw men, not as a revenue to the 
Indians for grazing privileges, but as a bribe for their influence in keepinO' Coho 
Little Robe, and Stone Calf from insisting on the collection of the penalt; unde; 
section 2117, Revised Statutes. • 
Fourth. That they have been holding the most of their cattle on that portion of 
the reservation reserved for the use of the Indians themselves. 
Fi~th. That their a_ction in connection _with cattle-grazing on this reservation is iu-
cen<;hary to the best mteres ts of the Ind1ans and the Government, antl is protested 
agamst by the Cheyenne and Arrapaho Indians. 
Sixth. That they have ignored the Department and this office in all matters per-
taining to the interests of the Indians. 
~eventh. ~ha~ in view of_ the facts herein set forth the Messrs. Dickey can set no 
cla1m to equity m the premises. I therefore ask to be upheld in my action looking 
to the removal of the Dickey Bros. from the reservation. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian A.ffai1·s. 
[Inclosure No.1.] 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE I~TERIOR, 
OFFICE Ol!' INDIAN A.FF AIRS, 
Washington, J1me 26, 1879. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of 27th ultimo, relative to assigning lands in severalty 
to the Indians at your agency, I have to inform yon that by the provisions of article 
two of the Cheyenne and Arapaho treaty of October 28, 1867 (15 Stat., p. 594), 
the United States set apart for the absolute and undisturbed use and occupation of 
_ the Indians, parties to said treaty, and for such other friendly Indians as they might 
be willing, with the consent of the United States, to admit among them, a reserva-
tion thereiu described lying south of Kansas and west of the Arkansas River. The 
Cheyeune and Arapahoes did not locate upon this reservation, but settled upon the 
lands now occnpied by them. These Indians claimed they did not understand the 
' location of the land set apart by the treaty of Hl67. and as they desired a reserva-
tion on the North Fork of the Canadian River, the President of the United States, upon 
the recommendation of this office, authorized by Executive order, dated August 10, 
1869, their location on a tract of country described as follows, Yiz : "Commencing at 
the point where the Washita River crosses the mnety-eighth degree of west longitude; 
thence north on a line with said ninety-eighth degree to the point where it is crossed 
by the Red Pork of the Arkansas (sometimes called the Cimarron River); thence up 
said river in the middle of the main channel thereof to the north boundary of the 
country ceded to the United States by the treaty of Jnne 14, 1866, with the Creek 
Nation of Indians; thence west on said north boundary, and the north boundary of 
the country ceded to the United Sta.tes by the treaty of March 21, 1866, with the Sem-
inole Indians, to the one hundredth degree of west longitude; thence south on the 
line of said one hundredth degree to the north boundary of the country ~:Set apart for the 
Kiowas and Comanches by the secontl article of the treaty concluded October 21, 1867, 
with said tribe; t.hence east along said boundary to the point where it strikes the 
Washita River; thence down said Washita Ri ver, in t lle middle of the main channel 
thereof, to the place of beginning. " The provisions of the treaty of 1867, which au-
thorized the issuance of certificates of selection for 320 acres of ]and to heads of fami-
lies who desired to commence farming, contemplated the Indians settling on the lands 
set apart. by said treaty and cunuot be enforced on their present resorva.tion, nor is 
there any other law which would authorize the assignment of the lauds within their 
present reservation to the Indians in severalty. 
In regard to whether the India.ns have any right to the land set apart by the treaty 
of 1867, I have to state that as the Indians refused to locate upon said lands, and ac-
cepted other lands iu lieu thereof, they willuot now be allowed to occupy the same; 
besides, a portion of said land bas been granted to ot,her Indians in accordance with 
the terms of article 16, of the Cherokee treaty of July 19, 1864 (14 Stat., p. 804). 
Very respectfully, 
JoHN D. MILES, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
E. A. HA.YT, 
Oom;missioner. 
Cheyenne and .Arapaho Agency, Ind. T., via Wichita, Kans. 
S. Rep. 1278-28 
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[Inclosure No. 2.) 
[United States Indian Service,-- Agency,--, 188-. War Department, Signal Service, liT. S. A. 
United States telegraph, dated Cantonment,. 9-28, 1880, m. Received at Reno, 9-28, 1880, 1.10 p.m.] 
To Agent MILEs; Reno : 
A large number of cattle, probably five thousand or more, are being held on the 
North Fork, Canadian, between this post and Persimmon Creek. 'rhey are owned by 
one Tony Day, Dickey Bros., Lee & Reynolds, Volly & Wells. They are on Indian 
ground and the Indians are complaining. Have these men authority from you t 
Please take some immediate action in regard to these trespassers and let me hear 
from you, to-day if possible. 
[Inclosure No. 3.) 
DODGE, 
Commanding. 
!United States Indian Service,-- Agency, --,188-. War Department. Signal Service,U. S. A. 
United States telegraph, dated Cantonment 9-29, 1880, m. Received at Reno, 9-29, 1880, m.) 
To CHAS. E. CAMPBELL, Acting Agent, Reno : 
I find that the persons holding cattle on the reservation claim that they are on 
Cherokee grounds. · The military map ofthisDepartment locates the south boundary 
of the old Cherokee Strip between sections 12 and 20, about latitude 36. This line 
runs east and west only about three miles north of this post. Please let m~ know-
exactly where the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Reservation is, and I will have the cat,tle 
driven oft' it. 
If they are, as they claim, on Cherokee ground and pay the tax, we cannot inter-
fere. 
Please send me a map, if you have one to spare, showing the reservation. 
!Inclosure No. 4.) 
DODGE, 
Commanding. 
[United States Indian Service, --Agency, ---, 188-.] 
HEADQUARTERS CANTONMENT, NORTH FORK CANADIAN RIVER, IND. T., 
December 23, 1880. 
SIR: In reply to your communication of the 17th instant in reference to cattle on 
Left Hand's premises, I have the honor to state that the cattle of the beef contractor 
who furnishes beef for the use of this command, and milk cattle of Mr. John Volry, 
who supplies us with milk and butter, are the only c:-..ttle I know of as being held by 
white men in the vicinity of this post under permission of the post commander of this 
post. The cattle that are troubling Left Hand I presume have drifted from the Cher-
okee Strip. 
If you deem it necessary please send permits to the a.bove-mentioned parties, and I 
will be obliged. 
Very 1·espectfully, your obedient servant, 
JoHN D. MILES, 
W. L. CLARKE, 
First Lieutenant Twenty-thi1·d Infantry, Commanding Post. 
United States Indian Agent, Darlington, Ind. T. 
tlnclosure No.5.] 
HEADQUARTERS CANTONMENT, 
NoRTH FoRK CANADIAN RIVER, IND. 'r., 
September 3, 1881. 
SIR: I have requested Mr. Amos Chapman, the Indian interpreter of this post, to 
see you concerning a complaint made by the cattlemen charging Big Horse and other 
Indians with burnin~ the grass on the ranges used by them for their herds, and which 
is alleged is in the Cnerokee Strip. 
It is also asserted tl1at some of the Cheyennes and Arapahoes have located on land 
on this strip, which they claim to have done with your sanction. 
The cattlemen in this vicinity assert they are paying taxes to the Cherokees for 
the privilege of gra.zing their cattle on this st,rip, and that the object of the Chey-
ennes in locating on this land is to levy an additional tax. As Chapman is conver-
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ant with all the details in this matter, and can explain them fully, I will be glad if 
you will converse with him upon the subject., anrl will thank yon to write me, giving 
me such suggestions and advice as you may deem best. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
JoHN D. MILEs, Esq., 
R. F. O'BEIRNE, 
Majm· Twenty-foztrth Infantry Comntanding Post. 
United States Indian Agent, Da1·lington, Ind. 1'. 
[Inclosure No. 6.) 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE A.l~D ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Dm·lington Ind. T., Septembm· 7, 1881. 
SIR: I am in receipt of yours 3d instant concerning complaints made by cattle-
men against Big Horse and other Indians, grazing privileges, &c., and have also con-
versed with Mr. Chapman on the subject. On examining the ma.p (herewith in-
closed) it is believed that Mr. Crawford's cattle and ranch are located on the reser-
vation assigned the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians by executive order of August 
10, 1869; consequently, has no authority for grazing his cattle thereon, or for putting 
up hay, or building a ranch. I send by Mr. Chapman my office map in order that 
you may be able to determine exactly the line of the ''Cherokee Strip," and notify all 
persons holding permits from the Cherokee authorities that their herds must be kept 
north of said line. I have no authority to grant grazing permits on this reservation, 
but am instructed by the Indian Office to report all trespassers on this reservation, 
and req nire them to vacate. 
Should any of the Indians of this agency interfere in any way with the herds on the 
"Cherokee Strip," I will thank the cattlemen to report the matter promptly to this 
office, or to any other office of the Government, in order that prompt measures may 
be had to stop such interference and punish the guilty parties. 
Very respectfully, 
Maj. R. F. O'BEIRNE, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Commanding Cantonment, Ind. T. 
[Inclosure No. 7.] 
NOTICE TO !:!TOCKMEN. 
u~aTED STAT:ms INDIAN SERVICE. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHOE AGENCY, 
Dm·lington, Ind. T., July 20, 1882. 
The following section of intercourse law and instuctions from the Indian Office are 
published for the information ofthe parties concerned: 
Section 2117, Revised Statutes, provides that "Every person who drives or other-
wise conveys any stock of horses, mules, or cattle to range and feed on any land be-
longing to any Indian or Indian tribe, without the consent of such tribe, is Hable to 
a penalty of one dollar for each animal of such stock." 
INSTRUCTIONS. 
INDIAN OFFICE, 
Washi11gton, D. C., June 20, 18 2. 
SIR: Referring to the continued cattle trespasses upon the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Reservation, and the Wichita, Kiowa, and Comanche Reserves, you are informed that, 
by letter from this Department, dated the 27th ultimo (based upon recommendation 
of this office dated the 19th ultimo), the Bon. Secretary of War was requested to make 
such disposition of troops in tl1e above mentioned localiJ.ies as will effectually rid the 
lands referred to of all cattlemen and their herds who a.re there without authority of 
law. 
You are therefore directed to place· yourself in communication with the military 
commandant in your vicinity, giving him all information and assistance in your power 
necessary to carry out the req nest of the Department. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN D. MILES, Esq., 
H . PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Cheyenne ancl Arapaho Agenc.y, Ind. T. 
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In conformity with the above instructions, notice is hereby given that all intrndt>r , 
as above specified, found upon this reservat.ion on and after An gust 10, 1882, will be 
promptly removed by the military, resnectin~ only the rights of the Indians in the pos-
session of their own herds, and the families of those who have intermarried with white 
in the possession of herds that are actually and bona fide their O\vn. The attention 
of drovers is also called to the fact that the only trails over which cattle are authorized 
to pass is east of this agency about 16 miles, and west of Cantonment about 10 miles, 
and herds found passing over this reservation -at any other point will be stopped, and 
the penalty of $1 per head imposed. 
The boundar· es of the Cheyenne and Ara.paho Reservation are described as follow : 
"Commencing at a point where the Washita River crosses the 9tlth degree of west 
longitude; thence north on a line with said 98th degree to the point where it is crossed 
by the Red Fork of the Arkansas Rivf'r (sometimes called the Cimarron River); thence 
up said river, in the middle of the main channel thereof, to the north boundary of the 
country ceded to the United States by the treaty of June 14, 1866, with the Creek 
Nation of Indians; thence west on said north boundary and the north boundary of the 
country ceded to the United States by the treaty of March 21, 1866, with the Seminole 
Indians, to the 100th degree of west longitude; thence south on the line of said100th 
degree to f.he north boundary of the country set apart for the Kiowas and Comanches, 
by the second article of the treaty concluded October21, 1867, with !:>aid tribes; thence 
east along said boundary to the point where it strikes the 'Washita Ri>er; thence 
down said Washita River in the middle of the channel thereof to the place of begin-
ning." 
The above instructions will be rigidly enforced. 
JOHN D. MILES, 
U'l'lited States I11dian Agent. 
[Inclosure No. 8.] 
FORT RENO,IDN. T., Decernbl'r 7, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to inform you, that in accordance with request in your letter 
of October 26th, I sent my interpreter, Mr. Ben Clark, with a detachment of scouts to 
the camps of the parties indicated in your letter, as holding herds of cattle unlawfully 
on the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation. 
Mr. Clark, in accordance with my orders, notified all of the parties you mentioned, 
or their representatives, that they were ordered to leave the reservation with ~heir 
herds, and he also showed them your letter and its inclosures. Mr. Clark returned on 
November 26, and reports that these parties are making no preparations to move, and 
that in his opinion, they will not move untilforced to, and that t,hey claim that it will 
be almost impossible for them to remove their cattle until the general round up in the 
spring. " * " 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
F. T. BENNETT, 
Captain lVinth Cavalry, Cornmanding. 
JOHN D. MILES, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, Cheyen'l'le and Arapaho Agency, Ind. T. 
[Inclosure No. 9.j 
CIRCULAR LETTER. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, IND. T., 
May 22, 188:3. 
SIR: In conformity with a letter from the Hon. H. M. Teller, Secretary of the In-
terior, dated the 25th ultimo, and instructions from the InJian Office, dated the 5th 
instant, I have to inform you that on January 8, 1883, the Indians of this agency, the 
Cheyennes and Arapahoes, in a full council and representing the two tribes, entered 
into agreement with the following-named persons for grazing privileges on the west-
ern portion of tlleir reservation for a term of ten years, at an annual rental of 2 cents 
per acre, payable to the tribes in cash and cattle, viz: 
1. Ed. Fenlon, Leavenworth, Kans .... ---------· ..•.. . ·----·-----···-·--
2. Wm. E. Ma1a1ey, Caldwell, Kans ........... ---··--·- ... ---·-·-·-----. 
3. H. B. Denham, Washington, D. C ....... --·----- ...... ·-···· ...... ----
4. I. S. Morrison, Darlington, Ind. T ··- ••.. ··- ·-· ... -- .. _ .. _ ..... -- ··----
5. Lewis l\f. Briggs, Muscotah, Kans. _ ......•... __ ...... _ ......... - ... _ .. 
6. A. G. Evans, Saint Louis, Mo .. _ .....•....•.... - ..... -- .... -......... -









Total number of acres leased •••••...... ·--·· · --·· .......••••..... 3,117,880 
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The above leases or agreements were made in strict accordance with council pro-
ceecUngs, held in due form a,nd according to law under date of December 12, 1~82, in 
which the two tribes were fully represented and attested. In this connection I may 
call your attention to the following language of the honorable Secretary in his letter 
above cited, "Such privileges can only be recognized when granted by the proper 
authority of the tribe (or tribes), and the benefits must be participated in by all the 
tribe (or tribes), not by a favored few only." Also, "while the Department will not 
recognize the agreement or lease you mention, nor. any other of the like character, to 
the extent of approving the same, nor to the extent of assuming to settle controversies 
that may arise between the different parties holding such agreements, yet the Depart-
ment will endeavor to see that parties having no such agreement with the Indians are 
not allowed to interfere with those who have." 
The Hon. H. Price, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in transmitting his inHtructions 
to this office, says: "In conformity therewith, you are directed to exercise a careful 
supervision of the matter of cattle-taising upon the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reserve 
to the extent indicated in the said letter, taking care that the Indians are fairly dealt 
with, and that the conditions prescribed by the Department are scrupulously observed." 
The leases or agreements above referred to embrace all the lands the Indians of this 
agency desire to lease, for grazing privileges, and at their request, and in conformity 
with the instructions and letter above referred to, notice is hereby given to all persons 
who are not parties to said leases or agreements, and who are holding cattle or other 
animals on this reservation, under any pretext whatever, whether i t: be on the lands 
embraced in said leases or not, to at once remvoe said cattle or other animals from 
and beyond the limits of this reservation. 1 
Further notice in this respect will not be necessary, and the parties holding such 
leases have t his day been notified to proceed at once to occupy the leased lands. , 
Very respectfully, 
[Inclosure No. 10. I 
JOHN D. MILES, 
United States I ndian Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Da1'lington, Indian T., May 2, 1883., 
Commissioner, Washington, D. C. : 
SIR: Replying to your letter of 20th ultimo, 4907 and 6932, 1883, making inquiry 
about certain parties said to be holding cattle on the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reser-
vation in violation of section 2117 Revised Statutes, "and by what authority they are 
there," I have the honor to inform that I have made careful inquiry as to names of 
parties and the numbers that each are at present holding and grazing on this reser-
vation, and on the Cherokee line, and Texas Pan Handle line, and whose cattle drift 
and graze on this reservation, viz: 
Head of cattle. 
Henry Street, about ..........•.................... ·----····-·· ...... --·-·· 300 
Colonel Ferry, about . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3, 000 
Bickford Bros., and Powell Bros., about ....... ·----·....................... 4, GOO 
B. H. Campbell, about ..•...............•....... ····-· .......... ···--·.... 3,000 
Daniel Waggoner, about ............................ ·-·-·· ...... ··--··.... 2,000 
I. S. Morrison, about .............................•...... ·----··----·...... 2,900 
Prairie Cattle Company, W. P. Henning, manager, about................... 5, 000 
Standa.rcl Cattle Company, Allen, manager, about .... _............ . . . . . . . . . 3, 500 
I. V. Volz, about ...................... ·-·······---····-····-······-······· 2,500 
Total on reservation ....... __ . ................. ..• ........ .•........ 
Dickey Bros. (on line Cherokee Strip) .................................•• - •. 
W. E. Malaley (on Texas line) . ...•........................................ 





Total on line and grazing on reservation...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51, 200 
Of the above-named persons, I. S. Morrison and W. E. Malaley, have in the month 
of January, this year, in conjunction with o·ther parties arranged with the Indians of 
this reservation for grazing privileges, and on which a payment has been made to the 
entire satisfaction of the Indians. 
Very respectfully, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, K., C., AND W . AGENCY, 
A nadarko, Ind. T., November 8, 1883. 
. IR: I beg to report that on Tuesday, the 6th instant, the Caddoes and some of the 
Wichitas came to my office and said they want4:'d to talk to rue. They at once de-
manded of me in the most haughty and insolent manner that I put a stop to the wire 
fencing on their land (meaning that portion of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation 
south the Canadian RiYer, now leased to cattlemen). I began to explain to them 
what hail been done, and that I ba no control over that part of the country; thai 
at my reqnest that some one be sent to examine their claim to that section of country 
you had sent Special Agent Townsend, who had CtLrefully gone over the whole thing, 
but I knew nothing of results, and bad no authority to act. I was told to stop, that 
they did not want to hear an:vthing more about it-that they owned the country a.nd 
they knew it; that Special Agent Townsend was dishonest and made a dishonest re-
port, for in it be had said every Caddoe and Wichita lived in a :fine house, and besides 
were rich and did not need anything more. I was then told ifl did not stop the fencing 
they would, and they in a bod y abruptly left the office. I at once notified Agent Miles 
that these Indians were bent on mischief, and he had better prepare to meet it if be 
could . 
Now, Mr. Commissioner, this is a part of the programme of Leonard and Pike, as 
intimated in my letter to you dated September 22. 
The Ind ians have been made l)elieve by Pike and Leonard that when you sent 
Specia.l.Agent Townsend to look into their business, you sent a dishonest man. Pike 
claimed to have a copy of Townsend's report, while here, and used it as shown above. 
I would like to he furnished with a copy of Mr. Townsend's report, so 'I might be able 
to tell the Indians jnst what he did say. 
Leonad said just after he came back to the T erritory in September, that the fenc-
ing on the country the Cheyennes and Arapahoes had leased had to stop, and the 
step taken by t he Indians on Tuesday is the first one to carry it out. 
Leonard was seen on the Wi chita Reservation about one week ago, and there is 
no k ind of doubt about his having advised and directed the steps taken by the In-
dians. If Leonard is allowed to remain in the Territory and make these Indians dis-
satisfied it may cost the Government many dollars before the matter is settled. 
Very respectfully, ' 
P. B. HUNT, 
Indian Agent. 
Ron. CoMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
HUNT, 
['.relegram.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
November· 16, 1883. 
Agent, A.nadm·ko Ind. T., Dodge City, Kans. : 
If there are indications of serious trouble arising out of Leonard anll Pike's move-
ments, you will give prompt notice here by wire, so that if necessary, the military 
may be called on. 
H. PRICE. 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 
Washington, D. C., September 8, 18Cl3. 
Mr. SECRETARY: Please send me t he names of the different lessees of the Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes under leases claimed to have been made by or through your Depart-
ment. 
Very truly, 
.A. H. GARLAND. 
Ron. SECRETAUY OF THE INTERIOR, City. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Hon. A. H. GARLAND, National Hotel, City: 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Septernber 8, 1883. 
SIR: Yonr letter of this il ate adrlressed to tl!H Ron. Secretary of the Interior, asking 
to be furnished with "the names of the chfferent lessees of the Cheyenn e::> aud Arapa-
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hoes under leases claimed to have been made by or through your [this] Department," 
bas been referred to this office. 
In reply, I have the honor to state that on April 6, last, United States IndianAgAnt 
J. D. Miles, in charge of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, reported by letter to 
this office that he had, on the 13t.h and 15th January, then last transmitted by hand to 
this office, certain leases granted by the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians for cattle-
grazing purpo es, to the undermentioned persons, viz: 
1. E. Fenlon, Leavenworth, Kans. · 
2. William E. Mullaley, Caldweil, Kans. 
3. H. B. Denman, Washington, D. C. 
4. Jesse l::l. Morrison, Darlington, Ind. T. 
5. Lewis M. Brigg , Muscota,b, Kans. 
6. Albert G. Evans, Saint Louis, Mo. 
7. Robert D. Hunter, Saint Louis, Mo. 
It is proper for me to add that said leases, or either of them, were never presented 
to this office, neither have they or any of them received the approval of this office or 





Copies of documents and cor1·espondence on file and of record in the office of Indian .Ajfai1·s 
and Department of the Interior, so far as the same relate to leases of Cherokee lands west 
of 96°, Indian Territory, to citizens of the United States, jm· cattle gmzing a11d other pur-
poses. 
[Furnished in obedience to Senate resolution dated December 4, 1883.] 
UNITED STATES SENATE CHAl\IBER, 
Washington, January 17, 1~81. 
DEAR SIR: I am advised that arrangements have been in contemplation for the 
leasing of what is known as the Cherokee lands in the Indian Territory to a company 
of cattlemen for a period of years. 
A number of my constituents are largely interested in grazing lands in the West 
a.nd Southwest, and they feel that it would be injustice to them to grant privileges to 
others from which they will be excluded; and if such lands are to be leased for such 
purposes there should be competition. 
Please advise me whether such lands are to be leased, and, if so, when, and what 
opportunities will be afforded those desiring to lease them. · 
Your very earliest attention will very greatly oblige 
Yours, truly, 
Hon. RoWLAND E. TROWBRIDGE, 
Commissio11er. 
F. M. COCKRELL. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAillS, 
Ma1·ch 10, 1881. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 17t11 Jan-
uary last, stating that yon are advised that arrangements are in contemplation for 
the leasing of what is known as the Cherokee lands in the Indian Territory to a 
company of cattlemen, for a p~'<riod of years; that a number of your constituent~;, 
largely interested in grazing lands in the west and southwest, feel that it would be 
an injustice to them to grant privileges to others from which they will be excluded, 
claiming tnat if ..,uch lands are to be leased for such purpose there should be compe-
tition ; and you inquire whether sur.h lands are to be leased, and, if so, when, and 
what opportunities will be afforded those desirous of leasing them. 
In reply, I have to state that no arrangements have ever been contemplated by this 
Department looking to t.be leasing of the lands indicated to any person or company 
for a period of years or for any other term, for any purpose whatsoever. 
Within tbe rast few months an application was made to the Depa.rtment by Mr. R. 
D. Hunter, a large cattle dealer, for permission to hold and graze cattle upon a cer-
tain portion of the Indian Territory, designated by him as being bounded on the south 
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by the Canadian River, west by the Abilene cattle trail and by the Cimarron River, 
and east by a line to be designated from 30 to 40 miles east of the western boundary, 
embracing a large portion of the country claimed as being open to sett lement, or 
what is known as the Oklahoma district, either for a term of years or from ye:1r to 
year, and under such regulations and restrictions as might be prescribed by th e Gov-
ernment. Such a~plication was promptly refused by t.he honorable Secretarv . 
. It is probably thtR application which has given rise to the rumor among t your con-
stituents. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. F. M. COCKRELL, 
United States Senate. 
THOS. M. NICHOL, 
Acting Commissioner. 
[Alvord & Woodruff, attorneys-at-law.] 
BETHANY, Mo., Janua1'Y 17, ltl81. 
DEAR SIR: One of the citizens of this county, a Mr. Lewis, desires to know whether 
or not permits can be obtained from your Department to herd cattle upou the lands 
embraced in the Indian Territory. 
Recently w bile traveling through the Territory he found many herdmen who claimed 
t o have license from the authorities at Washington, or their subordiuates, to occupy 
for grazing purposes. 
Mr. Lewis is an old soldier, and a good citizen. He has no intention of removing 
or attempting to remove into the Territory, but would like a grazing permit, if such 
a thing can be obtained from the proper authorities. Will you be kind enough to 
give us a reply f 
Very truly yours, 
ALVORD & WOODRUFF. 
Hon. CARL SCHURZ, 
Seereta1'Y of the Interior, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Mm·ch 21 , 1881. 
GENTLEMEN: Referring to your letter of tile 17th January last, where-in you in-
quire, on behalf of your client, Mr. Lewis, whether a permit can be obtained for him 
to gra?'e cattle in the Indian Territory, I have to state t hat before an intelligent re-
ply can be given to yo nr inquiry it will be necessary for Mr. Lewis to specify in what 
particular portion of the Territory be desires to obtain grazing privilege . 
Very respectfQ.lly, 
Messrs. ALVORD & WOODRUFF, 
.A.ttorneys-a.t-La'w, Bethany, Mo. 
'rHOS. M. NICHOL, 
.Acting Commissioner. 
[Alvord & Woodruff, attorneys-at-law.] 
BETHANY, Mo., March 2g, 1881. 
SIR: Replying to your letter marked L, 1214-1881 respecting the appli cation of 
Merrett Lewis to graze cattle in the Indian Tenitory, we have to say that Mr. Lewis 
desires a limited tract of land in that portion of the T erritory lying between the 
twentieth and. twenty-first parallels of longitude west from w·ashin~ton, making the 
center of said tract a point between the Pahabe River and Big Salt Branch of the 
Arkansas River, 8 or 10 miles south of the north line of the Territory, about 15 miles 
southwest of Arkansas City, Cowley County, Kansas, and about 20 miles south of 
Sumner City, Sumner County, Kansas. 
An early reply vill grea.tly oblige and any further information or assurances will 
be promptly given. 
Very respectfnlly, 
ALVORD & WOODRUI!'F. 
Hon. T. M. NICHOLI:l, 
D e-p t. Jnte1·io1', Uffice Indian .Affairs. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
May 6, 1881. 
GENTLEMEN : Replying to your letter of the 29th of March last, I have to state 
that the portion of country in the Indian Territory upon which your client, Mr. 
Lewis, desires permission to graze cattle is within t.he present possession and jurisdic-
tion of the Cherokee Nation (under the treaty of July 19, 1866),to the executive au-
thorities of which you are respectfully referred. 
Very respectfully, 
Messrs. ALVORD & WOODRUFF, 
Attorneys at law, Bethany, Mo. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
.Acting Commissioner. 
[Batema-n & Co. , bankers and brokers, 1517 Pennsylvania avenue.] 
WASHINGTON, D. C., October 10, 1881. 
SIR: I represent a r•arty of gentlemen who are engaged in the cattle business. 
Our headquarters are in Barbour County, Kansas, but our herds are and have been for 
some time gra.zing on the Indian lands south of and immediately adjoining the Kan-
sas line, the Indian authorities consenting t.hcreto and collecting an annual head tax 
from us. These lands are in the western portion of the Indian Territory and are 
called " retlerved lands" and are not occupied by the Indians. The Cherokee Indians 
claim dominion and collect the tax and grant t.he license to herdsmen. 
We desire to largely increase our herds, an<.l in order to save expense of herders 
and to preYent stmying, and also to avoid contact with cattle being driven north from 
Texa.s which produce contagion, we desire to surround our grazing grounds with a 
wire fence or barrier. 
Our rights on the Indian lands are now defined by an annual license granted by 
the Indian authorities, and will not justify us in investing large sums of money as 
desired, unless we can have a license to graze upon these Janus for a term of years. 
I have the honor, therefore, to requestt.hat you will officially advise me whether tho 
Interior Department will permit ns to negotiate with the Indian authorities for a 
permit to graze on these lands, running for a t erm of years, and whether the Govern-
ment; wHl recognize, and if need be protect our property right in such license or 
permit .. 
Our purpose is not to make any settlement upon the Indian lands, but to keep our 
headquarters on the Kansas side of the line. 
An early answer will greatly oblige, 
Yours, truly, 
J. W. STRONG. 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian .Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 11, 1881. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of the lOth instant, stating that yuu represent a 
party of gentlemen engaged in the ca.tt.le business having headquarters in Barbour 
County, Kansas, whose herd are now aud have for some time past been grazing on the 
Cherokee Indian lands, south of and immediately adjoining the Kansas line, the In-
dian authorities consenting thereto and collecting an annual head tax; that you de-
sire to largely increase your herds, and in order to save expenses of herders and to 
prevent straying, and also to avoid contact ·with cattle driven north from Texas, 
which produce contagion, you• desire to surround your grazing grounds with a wire 
f(mce or barrier ; but that your rights on the Indian lands being now only defined hy 
an annual license granted by the Indian authorities, you do not feel justified in in-
vesting large sums of money unless you can have a license to graze thereon for a ter~ 
of years. 
You therefore request to be officially advised whether this Department will permit 
you to negotiate with the Indian authorities for a permit to graze on said lauds run-
niug for a ttrm of years, and whether the Government will recoguize an<l if need be 
protect ~ · our property right in such license or permit. You further add that it is not 
the intention of the parties whom yon represent to make any settlement upou the In-
dian lands, but to keep your headquarters on the Kansas sirle of the line. 
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In reply I have to state that under the terms of the treaty of 1866 the right of pos-
session of and jurisdiction over all that part of the Cherokee country west of the 
ninety-sixth degree is in the Cherokee Nation until the same is sold and occupied by 
such friendly Indians as the Government of tbe United States may see fit to sett.le 
thereon. 
The matter of permits to graze cattle upon said lands is one which is regulated by 
the internal laws of the Cherokees, which laws it may be remarked also prohibit the 
leasing of real estate in the nation to any person other than a citizen of the Indian 
Tenitory. 
Independently of these considerations this Department, representing the Govern-
ment in its character of equitable trustee for friendly Indians whom it may hereafter 
desire to settle upon said lands, could not . approve of any act or legislation of the 
Cherokee Nation which would interfere with tbe due execut;on of such trust. 
Very respectfully, 
J. W. STRONG, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Care of Bateman~ Go., 1517 Pennsylvania avenue, city. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
December 28, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt by your reference of a communi-
cation, without date, from C. M. Scott, of Arkansas City, Kans., indorsed and filed 
by Hon. Thomas Ryan, with reference to permits granted by the Cherokee authorities 
to certain parties, citizens of the United States, to graze cattle on lands west of the 
Arkansas R1ver, in the Indian Terr1tory, and the rights of the respective parties 
thereunder. Mr. Scott states, in substance, that, under date of September 30, 1882, 
a permit or license was granted himself and one Topliff (Scott and Topliff), by the 
Cherokee authoritie.s, to ~raze cattle on the lands in question, a copy of which is in-
closed in qis letter ; that before the expiration of thirty days after the payment of the 
stipulated tax, one Spence Stevens, and one Jonathan Gore, representing themselves 
to be citizens of the Cherokee Nation, appeared upon the grouud in corrpany with one 
---,representing the Pennsylvania Oil Company, aqd proceeded to fence in 200,000 
acres, lying one-half mile south of the south line of the State of Kansas, and east of 
the Arkansas River and uorth of the Ponca Reservation, being about 18 miles square; 
that they (Scott and Topliff) protested against the fencing, claiming the right to graze 
or range on the land, the privilege for which they had paid, &c., but that, their pro-
test was ignored, and that the posts are now on the ground ready for the barbed wire. 
Mr. Scott further Rtates that this movement takes in almost their entire range, cuts 
them off from water and the hay they lwxe stacked for the winter, and virtually com-
pels them to seek a range elsewhere; that in addWou to the grea,t inconvenience re-
sulting to themselves, it will close the roads over which the United States mail passes 
daily, necessitating the opening of gates, and, in case of high water, when the regular 
crossings cannot be used, the carriers of the mail will be brought in contact with the 
fent:e where there arc no gates. He also &tates that this company, iu addition to fenc-
ing the land, are erecting permanent substantial houses, having a citizen of the Cher-
okee Nation claim them, and, in conclusion, he asks for the removal of the fence and 
the protectwn of their rights under the penuit, hereinbefore referred to. 
The honorable Attorney-General, in opinion dated February 25, 1880 (16 Opinions, 
470), held that the Cherokee i\ation has no right to settle its citizens on the lands 
west of tbe 96° mentioned in the sixteenth article of the treaty ofl 66, and that where 
persons claiming to be citizens of the Cherokee Nation settle upon these lands their 
removal by the military is justifiable. Therefore, any settlement or improvement 
made on the lands in question by citizens of the ChArokee Nation, or ·oy ot.her parties 
through them, is unauthorized and in violation of law. Neither have the Cheroke.,s, 
in their national capacity, the right to make settle ent and improvement, or to 
authorize the same, ou the lands in question . 
This right, I understand, the Cherokee authorities do not claim, and that they have 
not authorized such settlement and improvement. 
Certainly no white person has any right to make settlement and improvement on 
these lands. 
As an additional evidence of the wholesale extent of these operations the "Co-
manche Pool," a Kansas stock company, are said to have fenced a tract of about 2J 
by 50 miles east of the Red Fork, bordering on the Kansas State line; the " Eagle 
Chief Pool, 17 another stock company, a tract of about 25 by 35 miles Hast of the Co-
manche Pool; and one Drum a trac.t of about 15 by 20 miles, still further east; besides 
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numerous smaller tracts. all fenced, under the names of individual Cherokees, who 
receive from $500 to $2,500 for t.he privilege of their names. Drum is said to have a 
two-story house for a commissary department ou the tract fenced by him, and one 
Schlnpe a building of like character. · 
At the last session of the Cherokee legislatnre a hj[} was passed declaring all inclos-
ures for pasture purposes on lands west of the 96° in the name of individual Cherokee 
citizens unlawful, and for confiscation of the fenct>s, &c., unless removed within a 
stated period. This bill appears to have been vetoed by Chief Bushy head. 
There should be an end put to this unauthorized settlement and improvement. The 
protection of t.he rights reserved to the Government by the sixteeut.b article of the 
treat,y of lt'l66 demands that speedy and summary steps be taken in this matter. These 
r eserveJ. rights are sufficient to justify the interference of the Government; and be-
sides, we have the intercourse laws for ot1r protection. I have the honor, therefore, 
to recommend that the honorable Secretary 0f \Var be requested to direct the proper 
military officer to fumish, upon the written request of John Q. Tufts, agent at the 
Union Agency, a sufficient numuer of troops to remove or destroy all improvements of 
every character made upon the lands in question, or material upon the ground for that 
purpose. The Agent will be instructed to notify all parties who have made improve-
ments or contemplate making them t.hat all such improvements and all material upon 
the ground must be removed within twenty days, and in the event of failure to do 
o, that such removal will be made by the llJilitary. 
I retur.n herewith Mr. Scot.t's letter, and inclose a copy of this report. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington City, December 29, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a report hy the CornmiRsioner 
of Indian Affairs of the 28th instant on the ubject of uuauthorized erectjon of im-
provements and fencing by certain parties on lands in the Indian Territory west of 
96° mentioned in article 16. of the treaty of 1866 with the Cherokee Indians. 
I concur in the recommendation of the Commissioner that the proper military officer 
be required to furnish, upon the written request of Agent Tufts at the Union Agency, 
Ind. 'I'., a sufficient force of troops to remove or destroy all improvements of every 
character maqe upon the lands in question, or material upon the ground for that pur-
pose, in the event of the refusal or failure of the parties making said improvements 
to remove the same and the materials from the lands within twenty clays after due 
notice given by Agent Tufts for said removal. 
I respectfully request that the matter receive your attention. 
Very respectfully, 
The SECRETARY OF WAR. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretftry. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Dece:rnber 30, 1882. 
SIR: The attention of this office having been called to the fact that certain parties, 
citizens of the United States, are fencing and otherwise improving large tracts of the 
lands west of the Arka11sas, mentioned in the 16th article of the Cherokee treaty of 
1866, the matter was laid before the honorable Secretary of the Interior by letter of 
the 28th instant (copy inclosed), in which it was recommended that the honorable 
Secretary of War be requested to direct the proper military officer to furnish , upon 
written request by ~r ou, troops sufficient to e.ifect the removal of all improvements of 
every character, or material for thnt purpo~ o, upou the lands in question. This ree-
omruendat.ion was concurred in by the honorable Secretary, and ·by letter of the 29th 
instant t.l.te honorable Secretary of War wat> requested to issue the necessary instruc-
tions. Yon are therefore directed to notify all persons who have made improvements 
of any character upon these lands, or who have material upon the ground for that 
puq10se, (bat all :such iruprovewents aud materialruut>t be remove<l from the land~ re-
ferred t·O within 1tcenty daJJB from recPipt of notice, and that in the event of failure or 
neglect, to remove the same within the t,ime limited the removal will be made by the 
military. 
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At the expiration of th6 twenty da.ys, if necessary, you will call upon the proper 
military officer for the necessary troops, and proceed to remove or destroy all of the 
improvements and material that may be found on the lands named. 
You will make due report of your action to -allis office. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN Q. TUFTS, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Comm·~ssioner. 
United States Indian Agoot, Union Agency, Ind. T. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, December. 30, 1882. 
· SIR: I have the honor to acknowleugethereceiptof your letter of the 29th instant, 
indorsing a copy of a report made by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs on the sub-
ject of unauthorized erection of improvements and fencing by certain parties on 
lands in the Indian Territory, and concurring in the recommendation of the Commis-
sioner that the proper military officer be required to furnish, upon the written req nest 
.of Indian Agent Tufts, at the Union Agency, Ind. T., a sufficient foree of troops to 
remove such unauthorized improvements, &c. 
In response I beg to state t.hat I would be glad to be ad vised of your views as to 
what provision of law there is which would protect military officers and troops in 
removing and destroying tbe improvements mentioned in your letter. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
Tbe SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secret&ry of War. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Janua1y 21 1883. 
SIR: In a recent conversation had with you I am satisfied I omitted some facts 
which will be of ·value to you in the action you are about to take in the matter of re-
moving improvements .made by cattlemen in the Cherokee outlet, and I have taken 
the liberty of r.educing my statements to writing. · 
It seems that a .wealthy corporation known as t.he Standard Oil Company has taken 
possession of a large tract of land, under a right obtained from an individual citizen 
of the Cherokee Nat,ion, and has proceeded to inclose the same with a fence. Com-
plaint 1s made to your Department t.bat said company bas inclosed land.,, the use of 
which belonged to other ancl smaller stockmen, who held leases from the Cherokee 
Nation, and the Government is asked to interfere to protect the weak against the ag-
gressions of the strong. 
It appears, further, that your Department has decided and is about to issue an 
order for aH stockmfln to remove their fences from the Cherokee outlet. 
There 1s no doubt but these individual conflicts, being brought to officers of the 
Government for settlement, are vexing ; but is the remedy you propose the proper 
one' Is it a just one, and is it a remedy at all f There is a large amoun t of money 
invested in the enterprise of grazing cattle on these Cherokee lauds. Fonr years 
ago the legislature of the Cherokee .Nation fixed a .rate of taxation for stockmen to 
pay for the privilege of grazing on these lands, and uy this act all were iuvited to 
bring in their herds and occupy the country ; all being treated as equals and each 
taking as large a district or ranch as, in his judgment, he required. .As the tax fixed 
by the Indians was so much per beau, it was a question for them to ascertain how 
many cattle their tenant held, and not how many acres he occcniecl. As the bnsiness 
proved successful, not only were the profits used to increase our herds, but new capi-
tal was attracted to the enterprise, and ranch room became scarce. As the country 
became crowded with herds we had to change our system of handling cattle, and 
abandon the neutral ground, marking the divisions between our ranches, and espe-
cially during the win tAr did we let our herds mingle together as one herd, and so range 
over the whole Cherokee Strip. By this system of herding we lost many catt.le. It 
was particularly hard ou the owners of small herds, and very destructive to the 
interests of those who were breeding cattle, as many calves were lost by being 
handled with such large herds of steer cattle. This state of things suggested the 
plan of separating our hel'ds uy fences, and some of the more enterprising cattlemen 
proposecl the plan to officers of the Cherokee government, who bad established a col-
lection office at Caldwell, Kans. 'I'be treasurer of the Cherokee Nation, Major Lipe, 
was present and took part in the discussion. He ~:~tated that he bad no power to 
authorize fencing, but, for himself, he had no objectio~ to the pla11, antl could not ee 
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as his people conld have any objection; that they expected we would pay onr tax 
promptly a.t the rate fixed by law, and t.hat they should expect neither more nor less 
if our cattle were guarded by a fence instead of being controlled by riders. He could 
not authorize the fence, but he certainly conld not forbid it, for if they rented us the 
land, or collected the tax by the head, we could choose our own plan of herding. At 
another time Treasurer Lipe expressed himself gratified that we were fencing, and 
said jt, would be approved by his people, he thought, for the reason that it would 
facilitate ;the collection of the tax. He further stated that he should warn us ttgainst 
one danger, namely : The treaty of 1866 between the United States Government and 
the Ch erokee Nation reserved the right to the Government to settle friendly Indians 
upon these lands, and if it should be required for this purpose, the cattlemen would 
have to abandon their ranches and lose their improvements; and Tr· asurer Lipe was 
so careful of our interests that he repeatedly spoke of this danger, thus impressing 
upon me, at least, that he did not fear any other interruption to our continued posses-
sion. J:!'or one, I did then, and do now, regard this contingency a very remote one, and 
yet this was understood by both parties a.nd by all interested as the only d:tnger to our 
investment in fences. 
I deem it of great importance to impress upon the Secretary that the act of fencing 
our ranches did not in any way change our status as tenants on the Cherokee lands, 
and it was so distinctly understood by both parties. We were to occupy the same 
ranches; our lines were in no case enl:uged or changed tht>.rel)y; we simply used a wire 
fence in place of men and horses to restrain our cattle within the limits of our re-
spective ranches, which limits were understood by the Cherokee Nation and described 
in our leases, and acquiesced in by our 11eighbors who joined ranches with us. 
With these facts before us let us look at the case of the Standard Oil Company and 
its alleged encroachments. If the situation has been fairly set forth the Secretary 
will readily see that the act of fencing by this company, per se, will give it no advan-
tage over its neighbors, but will rather restrain it within given limits. To make 
it plain, we will suppose this company has acquired by lease a tract of country 10 
miles square. This will support the entire year 3,200 head of cattle. The company 
has a large capital, and desire to put upon the range 20,000 cat.tle, which will re-
quire by the same rule 25 miles square. The surrounding lands are so leased that 
no addditi on can be made to the 10 miles square. Now, this company, if without 
fence, may buy and put upon this limited ranch 20,000 cattle. All cattlemen under-
stand what this means, namely: That the range proper which belongs to this com-
pany will not support this large herd, ann that t.he owners secretly intend to let about 
17,000 of their catt.le get off their ranch and graze upon the neighboring ranches, and 
it is more difficult to compel t.his company to keep its cattle within its own proper 
limits without a fen ce than i1. would be to restrain it to its p1·oper boundary at the 
time of erecting its fence. Or, to make it plainer, if owners of small herds and :flocks 
who join lines with this company cannot defend their rights and compel the company 
to place its fence on the proper lines, how much less will they be able to prevent the 
lar~e and constantly increasing herds of this powerful neighbor from overrnnning 
and crush ing out, not only the immediate neighbors, but a whole tract of country 
limited oaly by the avarice of a wealthy comlJination ~ 
It has been suggested by t he Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and it h::tS been a fear 
with a small class of full-blood Indians, that the cattlemen would claim in time that 
these iences were improvements, and give them some cla.im upon the country that 
they would not otherwise acquire. This is :tn error. Every man with enterprise 
enough to build a fence ha. the intelligence to know that we have no permanent 
I'igbts in the Indian 'l'erritory, and can acquire none hy surrounding our ranches by 
fences, and every fencer is prepared to surrender his ranch whenever it shall be re-
quired by the Government to settle friendly India,ns upon, or to open these lands for 
ettlement. 
I think I have shown the honorable Secretary t.hat tbe·contemplated order tore-
move all fences would not only not afford better protection to owners of small herds, 
but would-except for other influences, which I will explain-give this mammoth 
corporation license to overrun the whole country. The strongest protection which 
the owners of small l1 erds have is the fence. They flo not necessarily fence sepa-
rately, but a numlJer join together, thns greatly reducing the cost per acre of fencing, 
and putting themselves on an equal footing, so far as expense is concerned, wit.h 
the larger capitalists. I know of one inclosure with no less than -twenty owners, 
many of them poor rnen, and with the largest part of their property invested in their 
fence. I know of persons who have invested all their means in fencing, ]mowing 
that with an inclosed pasture they could get cattle to keep on shares, or they could 
borrow capital to stock then pasture_ This class of men would be utterly r niued by 
t.be execution of this order to remove their fences. To remove, means to destroy, for 
the fences torn down would not bear t.ransportation to the nearest point in the State 
of Kansa~. 
I will now explain what the other influences :tre which might he m~ed to restrain 
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the Standard Oil Company, or auy other, from encroaching npon its neighbors, and I 
trust at tbe same time we may see an easy solntion of the difficulty before us. 
No large industry ever exitsted long without laws in some form, and in the cattle 
business on the plains we have an unwritten h1w, feeble at first, bnt as the needs. 
grew the law grew, until now it is sha,rply defined, and it is th is: He who moves his 
herd or flock upon lands not occupied at the time acquires peaceable possession, and 
his right to bold is good against any who may come after him, subject, of course, to 
the Jaws of the country; and all good cattlemen will nnite in enforcing this law, 
whether it be against the owner of a large herd or a ~>mall one. I have known sev-
eral instances of alleged trespassing on the Cherokee outlet, and they have always 
been Aubmitted to arbitration. They have generall,\T been settled by neighboring 
ranchmen, but in some mstances the Cherokee tax collectors have adjusted the dif-
ferences, and in all cases they have been ::lett led amicably. 
'!'here has never been a single instance of violence growing out of these disputes, 
and when one of the parties to the conflict has been a poor mau his rights have been 
'more t.han fairly protected in the settlement. To such a tribunal this case should 
have been referred, or if the stronger party would not consent to such an arbitration 
the oppressed party should have appealed to his neighbors or to the Cherokee author-
ities for protection. These parties are tenants of the Cherokee Nation, and whether 
they fence or not, they pay their tax, and it should be the duty of t.he Cherokee tax 
collectors to settle all conflicts growing out of ranch uoundaries. 
I think it will appe11r plain now that this case never should have been brought to 
Washington, but as it has been and your Department has seen fit to notice it, I would 
respectfully suggest that the Secretary send a competent agent to the scene of com-
plaint and collect all the facts, and report the same for final action. 
I would especially urge the Secretary to canse careful inquiry to be made as to the 
truth of the sta.tements herein set forth. and alsu as to what efl'ect the removal of the 
fences in the Cherokee ontlet would have, who can be benefited thereby; what 
good end, public or private, would be subserved f I do not claim that we had the 
authority of law for wl1at we did, but I deny that we violated any Jaw in what we 
did, or in any manner infringed npon the rights of the State or the individual. It was 
the consciousne~s that what we did harmed nobody that gave us the assurance that 
our work would not be destroyed. 
And now, in closing, we come to the most difficult part of this whole matter to ex-
plain; I mean the action of the legislature of the Cherokee Nation on the question of 
fencing. You are a, ware that at their recent session a bill passed both houses declar-
ing fencing illegal and t.he prolJel'ty subject to confiscation. 
The Cherokee Nation, iu imitation of its whit.e neighbor, bas two or more political 
parties, and all the outs combined to attack the acts of the party in power, no matter 
what may be t.heir merits. No Indian raised his voice against the system of fencing 
while it was being done; but, as has been stated, it was encouraged by prominent 
officials and good citizens of the nation ; but, at the time their legislature met stories 
were circulated that the party in power had sold out to t.he white men, and with but 
a feeble defense, a combination was easily made against the administration with the 
result indicated. 
It is greatl-y to the credit of their executive that he had a sufficient sense of honor 
to veto the bill. This prejudice against the white men amongst a portion of the 
Chnokees we still have to contend with, but when all the facts are fairly put before 
t hem, I am willing to trust the matter in their hands. · 
We took this chance when we invested in fences, and whatever may be the out-
come we will not complain. But we never did reckon on our own Government being 
against us, and we confidently expect, when these statements and opinions are found 
to be fairly correct, that the Interior Department will at least do no act unfriendly 
to the interests of the frontier stockmen. 
I am, sir, very resp~ctfully, your obedient servant, 
B. H. CAMPBELL. 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
(Indorsed:) Referred to Indian Office April27, 1883. 
TITUSVILLE, PA., January 2, 1882. 
(Received Office Indian f\_ffairs J anuary 8, 1883.) 
Commissioner PRICE: I take the libehy of sending you the inclosed article, taken 
from the Caldwell Post, in Southern Kansas, communi cated by one of the revenue 
collectors of the Cherokee Nation, appointed by D. W. Lipe, treasurer of the nation. 
This sets forth clearly the condition of affairs, and what. the Cherokee people desire. 
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For years the people of Kansas living along the line have pastured Jar£" herds of 
cattle in our Territory without paying any tax to the nation. Most of the fences 
that are being constructed west of 96° is being done by citizens of the Cherokee 
Nation, receiving money from capitalists to carry on the improvements. thus ena-
bling the authorities of the Cherokee Nation to collect their tax withont trouble, 
and preventing non-citizens from stealing their valuable timber, which is being done 
every day by hundreds of wagon-loads, and thus destroyin~ the most valuable 
"winter-breaks" for cattle. 'l'he fencing of this Cherokee outlet enables stockmen 
to use all the range to good advantage. 
What our people desire is to be protected in their interests west. of 96° , and be 
allowed to nse the land for pasturage upon the plan already adopted by our authori-
ties, not allowing United States citizens to occupy .our lands without a permit from 
the nation, and in one or two years we will not be molested by outsiders, and wi1l 
hold the land always subject to the treaty of 1866. 
I write this much that you may be apprised of the facts, as the people of Kansas 
along the line see that if we are permitted to take possession of our own property 
they will be cut off from trespassing and obtaining pasture and timber without per-
mission or paying for it. 
I would be pleased at any time to give you any information you may seek in regard 
to this subJect. 
My address: Spenser S. Stephens, Vinita, Cherokee Nation, Indian Territory. 
Yours, truly, 
S. S. STEPHENS. 
P. S.-I respectfully refer you to our rev1sed laws of the Cherok ee Nation, Chapter 
.----X._._n, Article II, in reference to stock grazing ou our lands west of 96°. 
(Inclosure.] 
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS., Decernber 12, 1882. 
Editor Caldwell Post: 
A few remarks on the proceedings of the so-called stock meeting held here, as it was 
my lot to be the only Cherokee present to debate the charges set forth, some of which 
seriously conflict with, and ignore Cherokee rights and authority on the strip. In 
the absence of our treasurer and in behalf of our nation, I set forth a few points in 
relation to stockmen on our lands west of 96° which are covered by the same patent 
that our homes east of 96° rest under, with but one clause in the treaty of 1866, arti-
cle 16, that provides for a change of title, to wit: That the United States may settle 
friendly Indiaus on Cherokee laPd west of 86° , to be in compact torm, not to exceed 
160 acres per head, to be valued by parties in interest and paid for, &c. Then fol-
lows last clause in same article which declares the Cherokee Nation to retain the 
right of possession and jurisdiction over the same untH thus sold and occupied, &c. 
Same treaty, article 26: The United States guarantee to the people of the Cherokee 
Nation the f!uiet and peaceable possession of their country. * " " They shall also 
be protected against interruptions and intrusion from a.ll unauthorized citizens of the 
United States who may attempt to settle on this land or reside in their territory. 
But one remark here: if a patent from the United States is valid, then we own and 
control all of said land west of 96° t he same as east of 96° , and all rights and privi-
leges emanating from that title to Cherokee blood east extends to the last. acre west 
until a 8ale west ue completed. 
In regard to said meeting I will state that sa,id resolutions read and adopted were 
a declaration of war upon through cattlemen and fence-builders. Declaring wire 
stock-fences a monopoly that. would bring Texas cattle in and drive ont natives by 
occupyi1.1g the range of the Territory to the detriment of their small herds, which 
they propose to stop by force of arms, each contributing according to means and 
number of employe . 
Most of them engaged iu said measures haYe no license and never could be induced 
to pay 1 ceut for tax, while a few have paid about oue-fourth due, and ~ome of the 
reel bot agitators of the move own not a hoof of stock anywhere. That class want 
om land kept open so they can dodge State tax and use onr range and t.im ber at will. 
Tbe.y have enjoyed comfort and wealth a long time at our expense, hence it hurts to 
be shnt off. Fencing ranges b:- licensed stockmen stops the tremendous stealing of 
t imber and beating tax on our range, while it could have no mor~ to do with driving 
out JHI.tivo ca.ttle by Texans than herds held by horsemen would. Their bitterest 
animosit.y was directed against throngh cattle and moneyed men, the n 'ry source we 
derive our greatest. revenue from, and which acquire their right. under our law grant-
in~ grazing license on all stock. To satisfy their demands we would have to shut off 
all through henls and only admit little herds of Kansas cattle. 
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It is a well-known fact that Kans.as quarantine laws cut cattlemen off from markelJ, 
forcing them back on the Territory, and causing them to make terms with the Cher-
okee Nation to graze under license upon their Janel west of 96° and joining J{ansas 
on the south. 
Said men authorized an honorable stock association and act in concert with Chero-
kee authority. Erecting wire stock guards to hold herds was an enterprise of their 
own under the control of individual Cherokefs, to reduce expense and prevent loss 
by drift (during storms); also to shut out dead-beats and keep their stock out of 
Kansas herd law damages. They do inclose some small herds 1,mder license that 
refuse to take an interest, but only to the extent that a pool of l1erds held by herds-
men do, with no more right or tendency to drive them out. 
Said fence enables stockmen to use all the range to good advantage and leave no 
great waste for dividing grounds between herd Jines, thereby increasing our revenue. 
No licensed herd can be turned out, itnd the Cherokee Nation will protect all alike, 
but cannot exclude one class of stock m favor of another. None are forced into the 
nation to take the chances. The above facts have been called forth to correct false 
rumors and impressions now existing with many people, and are submitted solely 
with that view. 
JOHN W .• JORDAN. 
"QPieftain" at Vinita will please copy.-J. 
JANUARY 2, 1883. 
To the Hon. Sec'retary of the Interior and Conmtissioner of Indian Affairs : 
We, the undersigned cattle-raisers in the Cherokee outlet or strip, in the north-
western part of the Indian Territory, would most respectfully pray that the order to 
remove fences in said strip be withdrawn, or the time for removal extended till the 
facts are fully made known to you. 
We state that we represent more than 90 per cent. of the cattle-growers, both large 
and small, in said strip. That all cattlemen concur in the wisdom of fencing; that 
we all pay taxes to the Indians, they deriving a large revenue from us, and that all 
fences have been made with their consent. That we are not seeking permanent ranches 
or making permanent improvements or structures, but distinctly avow that we hold 
only subject to said Indi ans and the Government, and that our fences are built only 
for the more economical use of the land. 
Signed by E. M. Ford; A. Drumm, of Drumm & Snirler; Eli Titus; Hewins & Titus; 
A. G. Snider, of Drumm & Snider; P. Montgomery; Jesse Evans; Underwood, Clark 
& Co. ; The Texas Land and C2-t,tle Company, by Underwood, Clark & Co.; The Kan-
sas City Cattle Company, by F.l ) nderwood, presidentj Henry Jayne; W. A. Clark; 
C. M. McClellon (Cherokee citizen); W. H. Harrelson, J:!Jagle Chief Pool, Indian Ter-
ritory; Ewell Brothers, Eagle Chief Pool, Indian Territory; Sluff & Ballenger, Eagle 
Chief Pool, Indian Territory; Sherlock & Mills, Eagle Chief Pool, Indian Territory; F . 
E. Bates; Finis Y. Ewing; W. B. Ewing; Thomas George; J. L. Kellogg; Gregory, 
Eldred & Co. ; Stone & Larimer; I. W. Broderick. 
JANUARY 2, 1883. 
To the Hon. Sem·etm·y of the Interior and Commissioner of Indian Affai1·s : 
We, the undersigned cattle-raisers in the Cherokee outlet or strip, in the north-
western part of the Indian Territory, would most respectfully pray that the order to 
remove fences in said strip be withdrawn, or the time for their removal extended t ill 
the facts are fully made known to you. 
"\Ve state that we represent more than 90 per cent. of the cattle-growers, both large 
and small, in said strip. That all cattlemen concur in the wisdom of fencing; that 
we all pay taxes to the Indians, they derivmg a large revenue from us, and that all 
fences have been made with . their consent. That we are not seeking permanent 
ranches or making permanent improvements or structures, but distinctly avow that 
we hold only subject to said Indians and the Government, and that our fences are 
built only for the more economical use of the land. 
Signed by Evans1 Hunter & Newman, Comanche Pool; E. V.l. Payne ; R. Kirk; 
W. A. Clinkscales; J. M. Rawlins; R. W. Phillips; R. J. Clinkscales; Lee Clink-
scales; Wm. Blair; Henry Barnett; W. P. Ewing; Finis Y. Ewing; Ira Boon; Peter 
Chase; L. J. Lamont; Thos. M. Potter; David Stith; D. L. Yates; R. L. Gregory; 
John Wilson; M. Strong; W. R. Colcord; J. A. McCarty. 
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JANUARY 2, 1883. 
To the Hon. Secretary of the Inte1·io1· and Commissioner of Indian Affairs: . 
We, the undersigned, cattle-raise.r;s in the Cherokee outlet, or strip, in the north-
western part of the Indian Territory, would most respectfully pray that the order to 
remove fences in. said strip be withdrawn, or the time for removal be extended till the 
facts are fully made known to you. · 
We state that 'Ye represent more than 90 per cent. of the cattlegrowers, 1oth large 
and small, in sa~d strip. That all cattle-men concur in the wisdom of fencing ; that 
we all pay taxes to the Indians, they deriving a large revenue from us, and that all 
fences have been made with their consent. That we are notseekingpermanentranches 
or making permanent improvements or structures, but distinctly avow that we buld 
ouly subjecG to said Indians and the Government, and that our fencts are built only 
for the more economical use of the land. 
Signed by J. C. Pryor & Co.; T. F. Pryor & Co.; Ben. S. Miller; A. L. Raymond; 
Reed & Wood, perK.; S. Tuttle; Z. Tuttle; S. T. Tuttle; Bridge & Wilson; A. Mc-
Lain ; F. E. Bates & Co. ; H. Hodgson & Co.; M. H. Bennett ; Wheeler Timberlake; 
J. A. Blair & Co. 
KINGMAN, KANS., January 3, 1883. 
DEAR Sm: I have ~pent the summer in Kansas and thus far the winter. I am en-
gaged in the sheep business, baYing purchased a ranch of 1,600 acres 40 miles from the 
line of the Indian Territory, aml stocked it with 1,600 head of fine merino ewes, and 
purpose breeding sheep. Together with the business just mentioned, I am also famil-
iar with the cattle business, as it is carried on in the Territory. It is tha.t that I 
wish to speak of. The Territory is full of cattle, and there is a great deal of trouble 
among stockmen, growing out of the fact that companies of heavy capital have leased 
great tracts of land for grazing purposes, and are fi:mcing, to the detriment of com-
panies of smaller capital; hence there is a bad state of affairs, with a good prospect 
of growing worse. It strikes me that if the Government would take charge of the 
Territory lands, and lease or rent the grass on the same for the benefit of the Indians, 
and collect the rent for the privilege of grazing, that there might be au immense rev-
enue obtained from that source, as the amount of cattle on the lands is very g.reat. 
Now I see no reason why the Government will not rent the grass, and make it a 
profitable sou·rce of revenue through its agent for the benefit of the Indians. It looks 
to me as though· some such course will have to be followed by the Government, or put 
all cattlemen out of the Territory in order to keep things quiet. 
I expect to leave for Urbana next week, intending to stay the remaining part of the 
winter, and would be glad to hear from you at that place. 
Very respectfully, ' 
E. W. STAF.FORD. 
Ron. J. WARREN KEIFER, 
Speake1· of the Honse, Washington, D. C'. 
[Indorsement.] 
WASHINGTON, D. C., January 18, 1883. 
Respectfully referred to the Secretary of the Interior. This man is a most intelli-
gent and reliable man, and his statements, &c., can be relied on. 
. . J. WARREN KEIFER. 
, WASHINGTON, D. C., ,January:~, 188~. 
SIR: I am requested by a letter from Spencer S. Stevens, a Cherokee citizen by 
blood, to appear for him, before you, in regard to his occupancy of a tract of land in 
the Cherokee countr:r, west of 96° . • 
Mr. Stevens, during the last summer, inclosed with a fence a tract of land in the 
Cherokee country, west of 96° , with the intention of occupying it personally. With 
that intention he has given up his former business, a teacher in the na.tion, and is 
arranging his business so as to occupy such land. It is best adn.pteu for grazing, and 
is in tbe midst of the grazing country. In the mean time, a11d tlutt the nation m~y 
· not lose the benefit of the grazing tax, the tract so inclosed by him is used to Its 
fullest extent Ly the cattle owners and herders in his name, they paying the usual 
tax to the Cheroh:ee national treasurer. 
The only question which can be raised in this matter is, has a Cherokee citizen a. 
right to inclose an improvement, large or small, Ji.)r 11is own use, west of 96°. There 
is no Cherokee law forbidding a citizen inclosing a.ny quantity of land within the 
Cherokee country east of 9G0 , and holding it ;:}~ ~j~ gwn. As the t.reaty of 1866 only 
,S, Rep. 1278-29 
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gives the United States the right to.purchase west of 96° for certain purposes, and 
upon certain ·conditions, and it has not yet been purchased, and until so purchased, 
the Cherokee Natlon, ho1ding the patent, and having hy said treaty possession :mel 
jurisdiction of the land in which Mr. Stevens's ''improvement" is located, it is sub-
mitted that he should not be ousted or his fence destroyed or removed. 
He prays that you will order the agent, Colonel Tufts, not to molest him or his 
fence, or to suspend action until he can be fully heard before this Department, and his 
rights determined. 
. , N. REEVE, 
AtioTney j01· SpencerS. Stevena, 64 Corcoran Building, Waahingttm. 
The Hon, COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
W ASHINGTON1 ,Janum·y 5, 1883. 
SIR : On behalf of Spencer S. Stevens, a Cherokee, claiming possession of :.t tract 
west of 96° , and the right to maintain a fence iuclosiJJg same, 1 respectfully submit 
in addition to my former communication : 
Your Department has no jurisdiction over sncb territory west of 96° except to 
eject intruders upon npplication of the chief, or in pursuance of some law of the 
Cherokee Nation. As I learn, no such appHcation has been mndo, a.nd no law against 
fencing has been made. 
The fences are now t.here, at least by sufrera.nce of the nation, the treasurer know~ 
. ing the fact and not forbidding it, and accepting rent, as per capita cattle tax, from 
persons maintaining the fences. If the fences are a wrong toward t.be United St.ates 
Congress could easily pass a remedial Jaw, providing it has the power under the treat-
ies to exercise any juri sdiction, which I deuy. If Congress has no right, certainly 
the Department of the Interior has none, and the honorable Secretary is too good a 
lawyer to take _the responsibility of destroying a million dolla.rs of property upon his 
o-w-n "ipse dixit." 
I have my own private views npon this fence matter, as well' a,s other matters per-
taining to Indian relations, but it is pel·tinl3nt to s:ty that the Cherokees are T"ery in~ 
telligent as well as rich, and if they pass no Jaw in ~gard to this matter tl1a.t shoulcl 
be the end of i~. If in the absence of a law which t.hey conld prov.icle, their landl:i 
become somewhat monopolized, it will be :t useful lesson to them. To use au expres-
sion of the highest United St.ates officia.l in the Indinn Territory, applied to those · 
Indian.s, "Let Mr. Indian be swindled once in awhile by one of .his o.wn adopted citi-
zens and he will learn something." 
If your order to destroy the fences is maintained, I ask to see the papers upon which 
the order is founded. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
N. REEVE, 
.Attorney for Spencer S. Stevens. 
UNITED STATES INDIA~ S~RVICE, U~ION AGENCY, 
Mttakogee, Ind. 1., January 3, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to office letter dated December 30, 188~~ (L. ), I have the honor tore-
port that a number of'' wire-fence" rnenancl "anti wire-fence" men from the Cherokee 
country west of the Arkansas River have been at this office on business in regard to 
the removal of the wire fei1ce from that country as directed by the honorable Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs. 
The " wire-fence" owners. claim they have been condemned without a hearing-ex 
pa1'ie statements-and that they have invested $100,000,in building these fences with 
. the consent of the Cherokee authOl'ities, and, as they thought, not in violation of any 
law. · 
There seems to he so much money invested and so much exe.itement at its destruc-
tion, that I am of the opinion that it would facilitate the settlement of the matter 
and give better satisfaction to all parties if a hearing could be granted and a full 
report to yonr office. 
So far as the time and labor are concerned, I would prefer to go to that country, 
investigate and report, than to he bothered with them here and t.he correspondence 
· growing out of the trouble. 
If thonght hest a.t the office to grant these parties a hearing, I would respectfully 
suggest that the investigation take place at as early elate as possible. 
Very respectfnlly, your obedient servant, 
Hon. I-I'. PRICE, 
Comrniasioner Indian .Affai?·a, Washington, D. C. 
JNO. Q. TUE'TS, 
United States l ·n.dian Age-nt. 
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UNITED STATES IND~AN SERVICE, UNION AGENCY, 
Muskogee, Ind. T., January 4, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to office letter dated December 30, 1882 (L. ), I have the honor to 
report that I have notified the parties as directed, fixing the date on which all im-
provements must be removed February 1, 1883. 
The impression seems to be that some arranJ4ement will be made by which the 
Indian Office will not carry out the present intention to remove those improvements. 
If any other course is decided upon by the office, I respectfully ask that I be in-
formed by telegraph. · At the expiration of the time given, if the wire fences and 
other improvements are not removed, I shall take steps as directed to remove them. 
If improving that land is to be stopped, it should be done at once, or permission 
given to all persons to improve as they may see fit, by permission from the Cherokee 
authorities. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
JNO. Q. TUFTS, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Commissionm· of Indian Ajfai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
fTelegram-Received Office Indian Affairs, January 8, 1883.] 
Ron. ARTHUR P. GORMAN, 
KANSAS CITY, 1\fo., Janum·y 51 1882. 
United ~tates Senate Chamber, Washington, D. C. : 
Secretary 'l'eller has passed order directing removal of fencing and herders from 
Cherokee outlet strip within twent.y days from date of order. This order deeply 
affects important and honestly established interests in behalf of cattlemen. 
Let me ask you to procure from Secretary Teller postponement of action on this 
order until the Cherokee Nation make its wishes kown to Administration. I am 
here looking into this business. You will confer a great favor upon me. Will ex-
plain fu1Jy when I come East. Please answer if favorable or unfavorable to Saint 
James Hotel, Kansas City. 
JNO. L. McATEE. 
[Telegram-Received Office Indian Affairs, January 8, 1883.] . 
Ron. HIRAM PRICE, 
Washington, D. C.: 
KANSAS CITY, 1\fo., Januaryj 5, 1882. 
Am writing you concer1;1ing Secretary's order ordering removal of cattle from 
Cherokee Strip. Please have action suspended until we can be heard from. 
UNDERWOOD, CLARK & CO. 
[Received Office Indian Affairs, January 9, 1883.] 
KANSAS CITY, 1\fo., January 51 1882. 
DEAR SIR: I have just tele~raphed you as follows: 
"Am writing you concernmg Secretary's order ordering remov.al of cattle from 
Cherokee Strip. Please have action suspended unt.il we can be heard from "-which 
I hereby confirm. · 
The order of the Secretary, if carried out at the present time, would work a great 
injury to a great many men en~aged in a legitimate business, and who are entitled to 
some consideration, and would cause a loss of hunflreds of thousands of dollars' worth 
of property. 
The order is arbitrary, and at the present moment unjustifiable, as there is no range 
to which these cattle can be moved, and the men owning the cattle have, I believe 
in almost every instance, paid a reasonable sum for privilege of grazing on these 
lands. In my case we have been there several years and have been prompt in pay-
ing the taxes imposed upon ns by the Ch0rokee government, which has amounted to 
several tho.usands of dollars evuy year. These cattle-owners are occupying lands 
which are unavailable for every other purpt?se than grazing, and which can never 
be utilized for any other purpose. • 
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I believe it is for the best interest ~f the Indians that these lands should be grazed, 
and that they should be the recipients of the taxes paid by us. 
If you should desire it, our Mr. WHson will personally visit Washington and lay 
the matter before you. 
Very truly, yours, 
F. L. UNDERWOOD. 
Ron. HIRAM: PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affai1'B, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
January 6, 1883. 
SIR: I am in receipt, IJy Department reference for report, of a letter from the Ron. 
Secretary of War, dated the 30th ultimo, wherein referring to Department request, 
based upon recommendation of this office of the 2~th ultimo, for tho assistance of tile 
military in the removal of unaJuthorized improvements and fencing erected by certain 
parties on the Che1·okee lands, west of the 96° , Indian Territory, ho asks to be ad-
vised of the views of this · Department, as to what provision of law there is which 
would protect. military officers and troops in removing and destroying such improve-
ments. 
In reply I have the honor to state that whilst I do not find anyspeci:ficprovisionof 
law authorizing in terms the milit.ary to remove or destroy unauthorized improve-
ments on Indian lands, I do find sundry treaty. and statutory provisions guaranteeing 
the Cherokees against intrusion and settlement by United States citizens on their 
lands, and empowering the President to use a.nd employ the military forces to remove 
intruders from Indian lands; and I submit that the power to remove intruders carries 
with it as a necessary incident the power to remove all unauthorized improvements. 
In tho recent removal of D. L. Payne and others from the Oklahoma lands, the 
military forces did not hesitate to remove the teams, wagons, and other eqnipments 
of the intruders, but took the entire outfit out of the Territory. 
Article XXVI of the Cherokee treaty of July 19, 1866 (14 Stat., 806), guarantees to 
the people of the Cherokee Nation protection ''against interruptions or intrusion from 
all unauthorized cWzens of the United States who may attempt to settle on their 
lands or reside in their Territory.'' 
Article XXVII of the same treaty declares: 
"And all persons not in the military service of the United States, uot citizens of the 
Cherokee Nation, are to be prohibited from coming into the Cherokee Na.tion, or re-
maining in 1he same, except as herein otherwise provided, and it-is the duty of the 
United States Indian agent for the Cherokees to have such persons~ not lawfuily re-
siding or sojourning therein, removed from the nation, as they now are, or hereafter 
may be, required by the Indian intercourse laws of the United States." 
Section 2118, Revised Statutes (intercourse act, June 30, 1834) pr·ovides: 
"Every person who makes a settlement on any la.nds belonging, secured, or granted 
by treaty with the United States to any Indian tribe, or surveys or attempts to survey 
such l ands, or to designate any of the boundaries by ma1king trees or otherwise. is 
liable to a penalty of one thousand dollars. The President may moreover take stl.ch 
measures, and employ such military force, as he may j ndge necessary to remove any 
such person from the lands." 
Section 2147 (ibid) provides: 
"The Superin teudent of Indian Afl'airs and the Indian agents and subagents shall 
have authority to remove from the Indian country all persons found therein con-
trary to law, and the Presideut is authorized to direct the military forces to be em-
ployed in such r emoval." 
Section 2150 (ibid.) enacts, that 
"The military forces of the United States may be employed in such manner and 
under such regulations as the President may direct. 
"First. In the apprehension of every person who may be in the Indian country in 
violation of law, and in conveying him immediately from the Indian country by the 
nearest convenient and safe route to t.he civil authority of the Territory or judicial 
district in which such person.shall be found, to be proceeded against in due course 
of law. 
"Second. In the examination and seizure of stores, packages, and boats authorized 
by law. 
" Third. In preventing the introduction of persons and property into the Indian 
country contrary to law; which person and property shall be proceeded .. 'tgainst ·ac-
cording to law." -If * * 
-- --~-------------· -~~-~--------
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The United States court for tl1e western district of Arkansas (to which district the 
Indian Territory is attncbud) bas onl,Y a limited jurisdiction in respect of crimes and 
punishments &s regulated by the intercourse act of 1834. . · 
Under tho treaty and statutory provisions aboye cited, I submit that it is quite com-
petent to tho President to direct the employment of the military in the removal of the 
fencil1g and improYcmcnts rl:lfcrred to, and I am at a loss to pen:eive what pen~onal 
responsibilit.y attaches to the military officers and troops in carrying out his orders. 
As a matter of fact, I understand that the Cherokee authorities do not so much desire 
the removal of the stockmen, from whom the uation derives considerable yearly reve-
nue for gmzing pnvileges, as the breaking up of a system of apparent ownership 
which is sou~ht to be exercised over these lands by inclosing large tracts in the names 
of individual Cherokees who have nothing more than a right in common with other 
members of the nation. 
It must be apparent'that apart from the illegality of the proceeding, the tendency 
of such a system is to create monopolies in the hands of :;t few moneyed individuals 
and corporations to the exclusion of the many less favored, and unless pt;omptly 
checked by the strong arm of the military must inevitably lead to further and greater 
complications. 
'l'he United States has a joint interest with the Cherokees in the protection of the 
lands west of 96° , against all encroachments in the nature of settlements, and in the 
maintenance of its treaty privileges is, in my judgment, under the opinion of the At-
torney-General referred to in my report of the 2tlth ultimo, justified in removing all 
fences and other improvements illegally placed on said lands, and restoring them to 
their normal condition. 
Th letter of the Ron. Secretary of War is herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Ron. SECRETARY OF Ti:IE INT~RIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Janum-y 8, 1883. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 30th ult.imo, requesting to be advised as to the 
views of this Department "as to what provision of law there is that would protect 
military officers and troops in removing and destroying" fencing aud other improve-
ments ere:;ted by unauthorized persons in the Indian Territory west of the 96th de-
gree~ as requested in Department letter of December 29, 1882, I have the honor to in-
close herewith, for your information, a copy of letter of the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs of 6th instant, recHing the provisions of treaties and laws bearing upon the 
subject. 
Very respectfully, 
The Ron. SECRETARY OF WAR. 
H. M. TELLER, 
&c-retary. 
[Telegram.] 
COMMISSIONER INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. G.: 
MUSKOGEE, IND. T., Janua1·y 9, 1883. 
Has order to remove improvements from Cherokee lands west of ATkansas River 
been 1·escin ded Y 
[Tclegra~.] 
TUFTS, .Agent, Muscogee, Ind. T. : 
· TUFTS, Agent. 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
January 10, 1883. 
Order to remove improvements has not been rescinded, but has been referred to mil-
itary authorities. 
H. PRICE. 
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UNITED STATES SENATE CHAMBER, 
Washington, January 10, 1883. 
MY DBAR SIR: F. Y. Ewing, of Nevada, Mo., whom I know well, and who is an 
honorable and reliable gentleman, has lands fenced in in what is called Cherokee Strip, 
in Indian Nation, and has cattle there and bas had for some years, and has been pay-
ing regularly the agreed lax or rent to the Indians or to th0 Cherokee Nation-has 
been acting under their direction and with their approval. 
He advises me that Chief Busbyhead is expected here very soon to lay the matter 
hcfore you; and that it would work great hardship and injustice, and entail heavy 
losses, to be compelled within the twent.y days named in your recent order to tear 
down his fences, temporarily constructed to prevent cattle being driven south by 
northern winds or storms. Some time ago, year or more, in behalf of Mr. Ewing and 
Col. W. L. Stone, hiR associate, I fl.ddressed you or the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
about securing a lease on grazing lands, and received a reply, which I forwarded to 
Colonel Stone, of Nevada, Mo. I presume they have acted under and according to 
the terms of that letter. 
It is mid-winter; severe weather, and your order gives but precious little time for 
action. In view of these facts I most respectfully submit· to you whether it is not 
best for the interests of the Indians-for the interests of all parties in fact-to post-
pone the execution of that order until the Indian authorities can lay before you the 
exact situation, and ~til their actions and the surroundings. And then, after full 
hearing, such action can be t.aken as will protect the Indians in all their best inter-
ests, and not entail any serious losses upon parties there by permission of Indian a u-
thorities . . It does seem to me that this course and the postponement of the recent 
order would be equitable and just. So believing, 1 submit same for your favorable 
action. 
Yours truly, 
Hon. HE;NRY M. TELLER, 
See1·etary of the .Interior. 
F. M. COCKRELL. 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTA.'l'IVES1 
Washi.ngton, D. C., January 12, 1883. 
SIR: One of my constituents writes th;:tt he has some cattle on the Cherokee outlet, 
that there is a rumor an order bas been issued by the Interior Department all such 
stock must be withdrawn. I will be greatly obliged for any information you may see 
proper to impart bearing on this subject. He is much alarmed, as he is not at this 
time prepared to provide for his stock elsewhere. 
I nave the honor to remain, very respectfully, &c., 
NICH'S FORD. 
Hon. SECRETARY Ol!' INTERIOR. 
ANTHONY, KANs., January 12, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: A meeting of what iR known as the Cherokee Strip Stockmen's Associa-
tion, held in Topeka, Kans., on the 18th day of January, 1883, has, by resolution and 
committee, appealed to you in behalf of the owners of 90 per cent. of the cattle held 
on said Cherokee Strip (or outlet). 
I wish to call your attent.iou to the interest and right of a much larger number of 
persons, the owners of the remaining 10 per cent. of stock held in said Cherokee out-
let, whose interest appears not to have been mentioned at said meeting, , 
Many men of small means have or have had stock on the Cherokee outlet, and have 
paid aud are willing to pay the rate · per head paiu by the large owners, but they are 
continually crowded out. This is ·accomplished first, by fencing, and secondly, it is 
claimed that when found straJying that they are in no case turned homeward but 
driven iu the direction where they will meet with large herds and become so mixed 
that it becomes impossible to find their whereabouts or get them back; they then re-
main until they are wanted as '< mavcrickti" for the tables of the large holders of 
stock, or become the rich man's spoils when ma.rked. 
These large owners of stock, or the Cherokee Strip Stockmen's Association, as they 
call themselves, are composed, no doubt, of honorable men; in fact I know some of 
them to be such, fully eqnal to the standard that money men and corporations as-
sume, but it appears, in some instances, that they have not been fully able to control 
their employes who look out for their interest. 
Now: unless it iR the settled policy of the Government to permit men and corpora-
tions of great wealth to absorb that region, it is plain that the exclusive occupation 
of such large tracts should not be countenanced to the detriment of those who have 
small means. 
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It has been stated by some papers that the objection to large cattlemen as made by 
the small ones is that the small wants to steal timber. . 
I am fully satisfied that all of the small stock-owners have not cut as much timber 
as any one of the large stockmen who have fenced in fi·om 10 to 20 miles square. 
Yours, truly: 
J. A. McPHEE. 
Ron. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the I'ltterior, Washingtm~, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, . 
OFFICE 01!' INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
January 16, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to office letter of the 30th ultimo, relative to the removal of fencing 
and improvements erected on the Cherokee lands west of 96° , and to your letters of 
t.ho 4th and 5th instant in connection therewith, you wm report to this offic6 as early 
as pru.cticable: 
1st. Row much fencing has been done on the lands in question. 
~d. To whom do the fences belong. . 
3d. Nam of each individual, company, or organization claiming to own.suchfences, 
and the quantity claimed by -each. 
4th. How long since fencing was commenced. 
5th. What eftect has such fencing had upon legitimate trade and travel, and also 
upon mail routes. 
6th. What. effect upon preservation or destruction of timber on said lands. 
You will suspend all further operations under office letter of the ~Oth ultimo until a 
full report, as called for above, is made, and action had thereon by this Department, 
and communicated to you. Please acknowledge receipt hereof. 
Very respect ully, · 
JOHN Q. TUFTS, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Comrnissioner. 
Dnited States Ind·ian Agent, Un.ion Agency, Ind. T. 
WICHITA; KANS., Janum·y 18, 1883. 
MY FlUEND : I have closely observed all the moves concerning fencing up the graz-
ing lands in Cherokee Outlet, Ind. T. . 
The latest noted is that Ron. Secretary of the Interior has decided to send a special 
agent to investigate the whole matter. Assuming that you are fully posted in the 
whole matter, and know of my special experiences iu the Southwest and fitness for 
the duties proposed, I ask you to present my name, with such recommendations as 
truth will warrant, to the Hon. Secretary of the Interior as a suitable person for the 
duties of special agent. 
I am sure the Census Office would fully certify to my special :fitness for the duties 
named. I have just written to Col. vV. A. Phillips, attorney for Cherokee Nation, 
and think be will aid me also. If other indorsements are needed I can procure them. 
I will be glad to receive a letter from you concerning this matter. 
Courteously, yours, 
J. G. McCOY. 
P. S.-If it is needful to telegraph me concerning this, it will be at my expense. 
Yours, . · . 
Ron. R. T. VAN HORN, 
Washington, D. C. 
[Indorsement.] 
J. G. M. 
HOUSE, OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Jamtary 22, 1883. 
Respectfully referred to the Secretary of the Interior with the statement that the 
writer is a first-class man-the pioneer of the Texas cattle trade with the northern 
pasture lands. He was agent of the Census Bureau for collecting the live-stock 
statistics of the West, and known to the trade of all the great West. He would be 
the right man in the right place in this case. 
R. T. VAN HORN. 
I 
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WASHINGTON, December 15, 1882. 
SIR: This Department has in operation mail route No. 32128, from Arkansas City, 
Kans., by Ponca Agency, Red Rock, and P awnee Agency, to Sac and l!"'ox Agency, 
Ind. T. . 
The postmaster at Arkansas City,. under date of the 11th instf1nt, makes the follow-
ing statement, viz: 
"Some parties from the East are now fencing up large tracts of grazing land in the 
Territory south of us here, within 1mile of the State line and about 5 D?iles from town, 
and extending several miles east and west and some 20 miles south. They are fenc-
ing in the name of one Cherokee, who says he bas the right to fence all the laud he 
wants, and they promise to leave the l>ates open at the ditferent roads, which have 
been made by travelers, on one of which the mail runs between here and Ponca, Red 
Rock, Pawnee, and Sac and Fox Agencies. ~ * ."' Now I claim, as also the subcon-
tractor, that these gates, so far apart, are going to binder and delay the wails and 
cause trouble, especially when the creeks are up, near the north line of this fence, and 
inside of it, causing the drivers to go many miles out of their way, if they cannot cross 
at the particular point on the road where these gates are put, to find a way of getting 
through." ' 
Will you please inform this Department whether this o bstructiou to the mail service 
is allowed in the Indian Territory by your Department. 
You will readily perceive that the delays and uncertainties in the mail service will 
be great.ly increased , and as the routtl referred to convt:>ys all the mails for the offices 
named, with the exception of Sac and Fox Agency, the officials of your Department 
will be the parties who will be obliged to submit to the inconveniences recounted by 
the postmaster at Arkansas City. 
. Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interi01·, Washington, D. C. 
T. 0. ROWE, 
Postmaster- General. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Janua1·y 19, 1883. 
SIR: I am in receipt by Department reference of a communication from the honor-
able Postmaster-General, informing this Department that the postmaster at Arkansas 
City, under date of the 11th ultimo, makes the following statement, viz: . 
"Some par~ies from the East are now fencing up large tracts of grazing land in the 
Territory south of us h ere, within 1 mile of the State line and about 5 miles from 
town, and extending several miles east and west and some 20·miles south. They are 
fen cing in the name of one Cherokee, who says he b as the right to fence all the land 
be wants, and they promise to leave the gatts open at the di.ti:'erent roads which have 
been made by travelers, on one of which the mail runs between here and Ponca, Red 
Rocks, Pawnee, and Sac and Fox Agencies. * * " Now I claim, as also the sub-
contractor, t.hat these gates~ so far apart, are going to hinder and delay the mails and 
cause trouble, especially when i b e creeks are up near the north line of this f(mce and 
inside of it, causin•)' the drivers to go many miles out of their way, if they cannot 
croEs at the particular point on the road where these gates are put, . to find a way of 
getting through." 
The bonm:able Postmaster-General desires to be informed "whether this obstruc-
tion to the mail service is allowed in the Indian Territory by your [this] Department," 
and suggests "that the delays and uncertainties in the mail service will be greatly 
increased, and as the route referred to conveys all the mails for the offices named, 
with the exception of Sac and Fox Agency, the officials of your [this) Department 
will be the parties who will be obliged to submit to the jnconveniences recounted by 
the postmaster at.Arkansas City." 
./ You will at once ~nvestigate the subject-matter of the foregoing complaint, and in 
order that this office may be enabled to furnish the required information to the De-
partment, yon will ascertain by and under what authority the fences and gates afore-
said are b eing erected, and make your report thereon to t.bis office as early as practi-
cable. 
Very respectfully, 
LEWELLYN E. WooDIN, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Com.missione1'. 
United States Indian Agent, Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency, Ind. T. 
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[Telegram.] 
UNION DEPOT, KANSAS CITY, Mo., 
Janum·y 20, 1882. 
Bon. H. M. TELLER, &C?·eta1·y of the lntC?·ior: 
I would respectfully claim that the parties in possession of ranges like ourselves, 
willing to pay tax as in Cherokee Strip or on an~T proper terms, ought not be displaced 
by others. 
A. T. BABBITT, 
tf Standa1·d Cattle Co'ntpany. 
By R. W. ALLEN. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, UNION AGENCY, 
Muskogee, Ind. T., Janum·y 22, 1883. 
SIR: I have the l10nor t,o acknowledge receipt of office letter dated January 16, 1883, 
(L. 416, 574, 1883), directing me to investigate ar;.d report on wire-fence troubles on 
Cherokee· outlet. 
The iuvestigat.ion will be made and report forwarded at an early date. 
Very resJ?ec tfully, your obedient servant, 
JNO. Q. TUFTS, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
.Commissioner Indian Affai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
NEVADA, Mo., Janua1·y, 231883. 
MY DEAR SIR: Mr. F. Y. Ewing and myself are pa.rtners holding cattle on the 
Drift Wood Creeks and Salt Fork River, Indian Territory, south of Kiowa, Kans. Mr. 
Ewing went into possession and use of the range we are now occupying some five years 
ago; was one of the first cattlemen in that section of the country. About two years 
ago I went into the business wi th him; befo1·e doing so I prosecuted some general in-
quiries as t.o our right to graze on the Territory, and I came to the conclusion that 
the Imlia.n authorities bad a right to permit it. Mr. Ewing was grazing on his range 
with consent of the Cbflrokee authorities and paying tarxes for t,he privilege, and so 
when I went in with him we continucil. alonO' in the same way. Last· spring most of 
our neighbors expre~sed a pnrpose to fence their ra.nges, if the Indians would agree · 
to it . If others fenced, we were ·corupe1led to do so, for our range is on the Kansas 
l inP, n.nd if the raugns south of us ·were fenced and ours left open, we would be over-
run with the "drift.11 However, bP.fore doing anything, I wrote a letter to Senator 
Cockrell, request.ing him to consnlt your Department as to our right not only to fence 
bu·t to grn.ze. He did so, and in reply gave me to nndersta.nd tbat. yo n beld that the 
Cherok ees held full cout,rol of the whole matter. That we would b:we to look to the 
Indi an authorities for perlnission to pasture or fence, and that your Depa.rtment would 
only see to it tha·t the regulat,ions provid·ecl by the Cherokees were complied with. 
Upon receiving this letter we u.rranged for fencing and did so . 
We pay the India,n government a tax foronr privilege. We, Jast September, paid 
to treasurer of the Cherokee Nat.ion about $700 tax, aDd took a receipt therefor, and 
were gnara.nteed the possession of our range for one year from that time, and as long 
as we regularly paid onr taxes. · 
Now, so far as we know, no objection is made from any source to our possession. 
The fence is a mere temporary structure, put np simply as a convenience and a matter 
of economy iu the way of boldiug our !:ltock. 
I hope you may see yonr \Yay clear to nllow us to holil. onr range under the terms of 
our agreemeJJt with the Cherokees. I send this Jetter to Senator Cockrel l, with are-
qnest to }Jl'esent it t,o you and Jook after our interest. We do not wish, I assure you, 
to do auyt.lling in violation ofla·w or the rules of your Department, bnt we hope to bo 
protected from unnecessary cost a.nd as far as possible from trouble. 
Very respectfully, 
W. J. STONE. 
Hou. HE~RY M. TELLER, 
Secretary of IntC'I'i01' Depa1·tment. 
[Inclosure.] 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 
Washington, lJ. C., Janua1'JJ 26, 1883. 
MY D EAR SIR: Referring to our personal conversation about the renting of lands by 
Fenis Y. Ewing and partner, William J. Stone, I beg your special and fa.vorahle con-
' 
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sideration of the inclosed let-{jer to· you written by Colonel Stone for h irr{self and Mr. 
Ewing. They are both worthy, honorable, auclreliable gentlemen. I trust they will 
not be disturbed. 
Yours, very truly, 
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interim·. 
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretm·y of the Interior: 
F. M. COCKRELh 
NEW YORK, January 27, 1883. 
Referring to our recent conversation regarding the occupation and leasing ranch 
territory in the Indian Territory, I beg to place upon record the fact that the com-
pany with which I am associated are occupying certain lands in that locality, and to 
request that no action arlverse to our interests may ue taken without advising me of 
the proposed action, and that no privileges or rights be granted without we have op-
portnnity to share in same on an equal basis with others. · 
Your kinclly interest and favor to this extent will be most thoroughly appreciated by 
Yours, very trnly, · 
T. C. PLATT. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Janum·y 30, 1883. 
DEAR Sm: I inclose herewith a communication ii·Otn Chas. I. Cragin, of Philadel-
phia, in reference to leases in the Indian Territory, and I merely wish to add that a. 
few geotleii1en, among them Mr. Cra.gin and mystllf, are desir·ous of leasing a tract of 
lal1(1 about 15 miles squa.re, in this Territory. under such tel'ms and conditions as are 
en'tireJy satisfactory to the Cherokee council and Bnl:lhyhead and you, for the pur-
pose of cattle grazing. 
We are desirous of doing everythinO' that you may deem proper that would secure 
perfect fairness in all respects to the Indians, and trust that you will give us an early 
and favorable decision in the matter. 
Very respectfully, 
CHAS. H. CRAGIN, JR. 
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER, . 
Seort3tary of the Interim·, City. 
[Inclosure.j 
PHILADELPHIA, Janua1·y 29, 1883, 
MY DEAR SIR: I see by the Associated Press reports this morning that a party of' 
some six hnndred men propo:,;e leaving Kansas City to attempt to settle in the Indian 
Territory, disregarding aU rights of the Indians and of the United States Government. 
I deKire to respectfully suggest that it may be an easy, practical, and economical 
met.llod of ending these periodical attempts for you to decide that the Indians ma.y 
lease these 1ands to friendly, law-abiding, and responsible citizens of the United States 
who have never made attempts to settle tllcre lawlessly, and t·hat you will approve 
such leases. 'l'his will, it seems to me, remove the temptation tbat Pttyne and others 
equally lawless ever have. It is a well known fact that many unscrupulous men 
think t.hat an Indian bas no rights that n white man is bouud to respect, but they are 
careful about iufrin~ing the rights of United States citizens, and if you will iudicato 
a mode by which tne,e coveted lands m.ay be lawfully leased to good, law-abiding 
United States citizeus, financially responsible, these other people will no more think 
of invading lands south of :~7°, thus lawfully occupied by white men, thau they 'now 
think of trying to take forcible possession oflands north of 37°. 
It is the abl:lence of lawful, peaceable methods that causes all these unlawful, forc·-
ble attempts, irritating to both Indians and whites, and annoying and expensive to 
the United Etates Government. 'rile excuse of those who are continually trying to 
. force their w.:ty into the Territory, in spite of the treaty obligations of' the United 
States, is that these lands are unoccupied and only belong to Indians anyway, and as 
long as this condition of things continues the attempt will be made upon the same 
excuse. 
'!'here are numbers of gentlemen, wealthy, influential, and responsible, anxious to 
lawfully lease these lands of the Indians with your approva:l, but who will never at-
tempt to go to the Territory .without the consent of yourself and the Indians. The 
Indians are anxious to secure them as tenants, and to give them leases, with your ap-
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proval, so as to secure the income which would accrne therefrom, anrl so as to end the 
unlawfnl·attempts of others to invade the Territory, viet arrnis. I know that you are 
giving this matter yonr careful consideration, and I therefore take the liberty to sug-
gest the foregoing 
Yours, very respectfully, 
CHAS. I. CRAGIN. 
Ron. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretm·y of the Interior, Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES lNDIA:N SERVICE, 
PONCA, PAWNEE, AND 0TOE AGENCY, 
' Febmm·y 6, 1883. 
SIR: I am in receipt of office letter L, 226i3, 1882, dated 19th ultimo, referring to a 
complaint received by the honora.ble Postmaster-General from the postmaster at Ar-
kansas City, Kans., that certain parties from the east, in t,he name of a Cherokee_ 
Indian, were fenciug in a large tract of Cherokee laud lying between this agency and 
Arkansas City, for a stock range, which, VI hen completed, would seriously interfere 
with and obstruct the conveyance of the mails from Arkansas City to the ageney and 
sonth hereof, and directing rue investigate the matt~r, and ascertain under what au-
thority said fences and gates are being erected. 
In compliance t herewith I have the honor to report that work OD the obstructions 
complained of ceased some weeks ago, and the fence-posts which had been set in readi-
ness for the wire have been to a large extent removed. From t.he best. information I 
can obtain I learn that the parties who were interested in fencing the tract of land in 
question have abandoned the project and intend soon removing what fence-posts 
remain. 
No obstructions exist to t.he conveyance of the mails from Arkansas Cit.y south 
through this Territory. Should the parties above referred to, or any others, attempt 
in the fnt1,ue to erect fence or other obstructions in the Indian country between t])is 
agency and the State line of Kansas, I shall immediately report the same, with the 
facts in· the case, to th~ Department. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian A:i[airs. 
LEWELLYN E. WOODIN, 
United. States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
0E'FICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
l!'ebt·1wry 15, 1883. 
SIR: In reply to your reference of tho lGth December last, of a letter from the Post-
master-General same date, relative to a. complaint of the postmaster at Arkansas City 
that the mails on route No. 32128 were likely to be obstructed by reason of the fencing 
of lar<Ye tracts of country on the Cherokee lands south of the Kansas line, and inquir-
ing whether such obstruction is countenanced by this Department, I have the honor 
to inclose herewith, for t.be information of t.he Department and that of t.he Postmaster-
General, a copy of a letter received from United States Indian Agent Woodin, Ponca, 
Pawnee, anu Otoe Agency, Indian Territory, dated the 6th ultimo (written in reply 
to one addressed to him by this office on the subject), in which ·be states that the pro-
ject of fen cing the land in question bas apparent.]y been abandoned, and that no ob-
structions now exist to t.be conveya.nce of the mails from Arkansas City through the 
Indian Territory. . 
This subject of fencing on the Cherokee lands west of 97° is now undergoing in-
vestigation, and it is hardly necessary to add that no obstruction to the mail service 
will be permitted by this Department. 
The letter of the Postmaster-General is herewith returned, and a copy of this re-
port is' inclosed. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Cornrnissioner. 
(The foregoing report transmitted by indorsement of Secretary to Postmaster-Gen-
eral February 16, 1883.) 
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DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, 
Washington, Ma1·ch 1, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: Messrs. William H. Bro~ne and David W. Sellers, of the city of Phila-
delphia, members of the bar, called upon me recently with reference to a matter that 
will be submitted to you for the exercise of your discretion relating to the leasing of 
some unoccupied Indian territory belonging to the Cherokee people. 
They said that theY. would probably be before you with reference to Mr. F. M. 
Cody, one of the lessees. For the purpose of satisfying you who they are, and bow 
much faith can be placed in their statements, they requested of me this letter. I 
know them both well. They are both men of unquestioned integrity and dignity of 
character. I would trust them in anything that they would undertake to do or say 
they would do. Mr. Browne is a lawyer of good practice, and of established honora-
ble repute. Mr. Sellers is a lawyer holding a commanding business in the profession; 
he is one of the solicitors of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and I hold him to be 
one of the strongest men we have at our ba.r, and I know him to be a ruan of great 
pride and dignity of character, who would weigh his words with care, and utter noth-
ing but that which was truthful, and do nothing but that which was honorable . 
. Neither would he advise any one who would not <1o what was upright, such is his nice 
sense of personal honor and dignit~1 of character, and I cheerfully give this letter to 
establish them with you as they are established wjth me. 
I Sfmd you the letter t.hat Mr. Browne wrote me, and I send you likewise a letter of 
introduction from Mr. Browne's uncle, General James A. Beaver, who was the late 
Republican candidate for governor of the State of Pennsylvania, and of whom all 
men know him to be a 11 :an of mark and merit. If you wi::;h to see me a.t a.ny time or 
speak with me at any time upon this F: nbject I will gladly do so, for I feel cordial to-
wards both of these gentlemen, and desire to benefit and auva.nce them whenever I 
can because of the respect I bear for them. 
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant, 
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Sem·eta1'Y of the Interior. 
. BENJAMIN HARRIS BREWSTER, 
.A.ttm·ney-General. 
flnclosure No. 1.] 
No. 528 WAI.NUT STRE~T, PHILADELPHIA, 
Febrnary 26, 1883, 
MY DEAR SIR: For a clearer and fuller understanding of the subject referred to h1 
the recent conversation bet'v\'een us, I would state that an association of friends com-
llosed of the following gentlemen, Mr. J. M. Chick, president of the Kansas City 
Bank; Mr. J. W. Slavens, one of the directors of the said bank, and, like Mr. Chick, 
a gentleman of large wealth and influence; }<"'rank M. Cody, esq., a member of onr 
Philadelphia bar; and General George McKee, of Mississippi, ma,ke application for 
the leasing to them of all the unoccupied lands of the Cherok ee Nation in the Indian 
Territory, for grazing purposes, and have offered for the same $10,000 more per annum 
than the minimum price fixed by the Cherokee Nation itself. 
This proposition meets with the pronounced approval of all t.he parties in Wash-
ington who are in any way connected, as I understand, with that nation and its in-
terests. · 
Touching the character and standing of the pa.rties above referred to : President 
Chick and Mr. Slavens are well known to the Cherokee people, and will be perfectly 
satisfactory to them, as I am credibly inform.ed, while General McKee is a long and 
tried frie:Q.d of Hon. Secretary Teller. The remaining lessee, Mr: P. M. Cody, has 
been associated in my office with me for a period of :fifteen years, a. portion of that 
time as a conveyancer, and latterly as a lawyer. We still occupy the same rooms, 
have similar business interests, and I trust that gentleman most implicitly. Mr. 
Cody represents not only his own iut,erests, bnt also those of David W. Sell ers, esq., 
who, as you know, is solicitor of the Penna. Railroad. My interests are also in Mr. 
Cody's keepi11g in this matter. Mr. Sellers will no ilonht indorse all I can favorably 
say of "Mr. Cody. · 
My dear Mr. Brewster, we feel a very Jeep interest in the success of this movement 
and the obtaining of this lease, believing that a very liberal cffer bas been made for 
the same, which, taken in consideration with the high character of all the parties 
thereto, we think justifies us in SQliciting your kind offices in furthering our interests 
in this matter. 
In addition to your high and h.ouorahle position, and the honor you ha.ve done me 
jn permitti'ug me to include myself in the list of your personal friends, which is a full 
guarantee cf the interest you take in my welfare, I also do myself the further honor 
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to inclose a personal letter of introduction to the honorable Secretary of the Interior 
from my cousin, General James A. Beaver, of this State. 
'Ve will be doubly grateful to you if, at your earliest convenience, you will speak to 
the Secretary on this subject. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
W. H. BROWNE. 
Ron. BENJAMIN H. BREWSTER. 
MY DEAR Sm: So far as the foregoing letter of Mr. Browne involves any statement 
of fact upon which the Secretary of the Interior is called upon to act, I most unquali-
fiedly indorse the same, and I with great pleasure subscribe myself a friend to whom 
it would be a pleasure to be indebted. 
Yours, very truly, 
Hon . B. HARRIS BREWSTER, 
Attorney-General of United States. 
DAVID W. SELLERS. 
rinclosure No.2.] 
BELLEFONTE, PA. 1 Janua1·y 27, 1883. 
MY DEAR SIR: I take pleasure in introducing Wm. H. Browne, esq., of the Phila-
delphia bar, with whom I am intimately acquainted. His character and standing at 
tpe bar and in the community entitle him to consideration, and my personal relations 
with him are such that any courtesies you may extend to him will be esteemed by me 
as a personal favor. 
Very truly, yours, 
JAMES A. BEAVER. 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretm·y of the TnteTim·, Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, UNION ACENCY, 
Muscogee, Ind. T., March 1, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to office letter dated January 16, 1883 (L., L116~574-'83), I have the 
honor to report that I have visited the lands known as Cherokee land west of 96°, and 
:find there are a large number of cattle, estimated to be about 300,000, ranging on this 
strip. About 200,000 are there uy and . with the consent of the Cherokees, and on 
which their owners paid a grazing tax to tht. Cherokee authorities of about $41,000 
during the year 1882. About 100,000 cattle on these lands belong to citizens of 
Kansas, who turn them loose on these lands and pay no tax. 
After a careful investigation I have to answer questions submitted in the above-
mentioned office letter as follows: 
(1) How much fencing has been clone 7-Answer. Nine hundred and :fifty -nine 
miles. 
(2) To whom do the fences belong 7-Answer. To citizens of the United States, and 
a fflw to citinens of the Cherokee Nation. 
(3) Name each individual company or organization claiming to own such fences and 
the quantit.y owned by eaeh ~-Answer. · 
Miles. 
Comanche Pool . . . . . . . . ... .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. 55 
Ballenger & Scblupp ....................... . - 60 
~ill:~ ~~~g:~. ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ·. ~:::::::::::: ~g 
B. H. Campbell. . ...... .............. .. ... .. .. 30 
~er%~ ~~~~!!.~~~~: :::::: ::::::~::::::::::: :: ~g 
~~~~!e&&C~~i~~~~-: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~ 
Hewins & Titus .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. 60 
Cobb & Hatton .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . 56 
Miles. 
C. H. Moore .................................. 24 
Geo. Miller.................................. . 72 
~~!o~~~th~~s·:: :::::::::::::::: ~:::: :::::::: !~ 
E . M. Ford .................................. · 87 
C. H. McUlellan.............................. 72 
G. Greever ........ .... . ...................... 60 
J".Maybew ........ . ... ..... .. .... .. ....... ... 37 
'l'otal. ................ . .................. 959 
(4) How long since fencing was co'mmenced ¥-Answer. During the spring of 18!:!2. 
(5) What effect. has such fencing had upon legitimate trade and travel and upon 
mai.l routes 7-A. There are but two mail routes through the lands in question-from 
Caldwell, Kans., to Fort Reuo and points beyond; from Arkansas City to Nez Perces 
Agency, there are no fences within two miles of either road. There are no other 
roads for legitimate travel across these lands. Pastures are supplied with gates at 
trails for nse of parties traveling for pleasure. The fences do .not interfere in any 
manner wit.h legitima.tetmde or trave1, nor with mail routes. 
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(6) What effect bas the wire fences on the preservation or destruction of timber 
on said l ands Y-A. Timber is found only along the water courses, and has been quite 
abundant, but for miles into the Territory along the State line of Kansas it bas all 
been destroye~ by parties from Kansas, who have used it for fuel and fencing. Much 
of the valuable timber bas been taken ii·om the Cimarron River, a, diRtance of 60 miles 
from the Kansas line. Unless the wholesale destruction of this timber is stopped it 
is safe to state t.hat all timber on these lauds will be destroyed within three years. 
While the value of this timber to those who steal it is not great, its value to the country 
can hardly be estimated, and whatever disposition is made of these lands ultimately, 
the supply of water will determine its value for any purpose. The removal of the 
timber will cause the smaller streams to dry up and so lessen the supply of water that. 
much of this land will be worthless. 
There is no law in the statutes of the United States to punish for stealing timber 
from the reservations of any of these five civilized tribes, and it is very evident there 
never will be any, and these people from the States will continue to destroy this tim-
ber, as they are now doing until it is all gone. Whe1·e r:.mges have been fenced the 
cattlemen neither cut timber themselves, nor do they permit any one else to do so, 
and in my judgment if the fences now on these lands are permitted to remain, and 
others are permitted to fence under proper restrictions, it will put an e:ffectua~ stop to 
the destruction of the timberon these lands, and as these cattlemen place .fire guards 
around their ranches the young growth of timber will add much to the value of the 
lands. 
I respectfully recommend that the fences now on these lands be permitted to remain, 
and that others desiring to fence their range have permission to do so. 
First. Permission from the Cherokee Nation must be obtained. 
Second. That no fences shall be erected within 2 miles of any post-road. 
Third. If any parties fencing their rauge cut, or permit any timber to be cut, within 
their pastures, shall be subject to removal from the Territory and their fences de-
stroyed. , . 
Fourth. All fences shall be removed at once from the Territory whenever those 
in possession shall be notified to do so by the Department. 
The effect of a settlement of this matter in this way will be that the Indian Office 
will not be called upon every few months to remove from the Territory cattlemen 
who refuse to pay tax, the Cheroltee Nation will collect double the tax, the destruc-
tion of the timber will be effectually stopped, and the young timber protected from fire. 
The only opposition I found to this fencing was from those who claimed that" the 
timber on these lands b elonged to anybody that got it," and from those who live in 
the States and own large herds of cattle on these htnds and refuse to pay tax. 
The P ennsylvania Oil Company, who attempted to fence without permission from 
the Cherokee authorities, a.nd irw1ose the ranges of owners of small herds of cattle on 
which they had paid Cherokee tax, have agreed to settle with those whose ranges 
they had intended to inclose in their pasture, and obtain permission of the Cherokee 
authori t;ies, or go elsewhere for t;beir range. • 
This arrangement satisfies Mr. Scott and others who complained to the Department 
.of the action of the oil company, and if pel'mitted to do so will fence their ranges 
during the coming summer. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, . 
Commissioner of Indian Ajfai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
JNO. Q. TUFTS, 
United States Indian Agent. 
YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO, Mm·clt 7, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: When in Washington a few days since I called to see you, but was pre-
vented, as you were about to leave your office to visit the Capitol. 
I would be pleased to be informed of probable action regarding the fencing oflands 
in the Indian Territory for the purpose of cattle raising. 
You are doubtless aware that some of us who are holding cattle there have paid 
quite large bonus to parties representing the Indians, and are also paying to them a 
yearly tax per head. This we supposed would be a source of revenue to them, and 
therefore would entitle us to some consideration with yourself and them. 
Any information from you 'will be most gratefully received, as it would be disas-
trous to us to be suddenly driven from the Territory. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
HENRY WICK. 
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Intm·ior, Washington, D. C. 
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WASHINGTON, D. C., March i2, 1883. 
SIR: We have perused a copy of a report on wire fences, ereCted on our lands we8t 
of96° , made by United States Agent John Q. Tufts, dated Muskogee, Ind. T., March 1. 
A perusal of the report will show that it is an elaborate argument in favor of the 
erection of these fences, and avoids reference to several important questions neces-
sarily involved in it. 
From the report it appears that 959 miles of wire fence have been erected. We de-
sire to state here that all of them were erected without having any authority what-
ever from the Cherokee Nation. · On the last page of the report of the agent he states 
that the Pennsylva.nia Oil Company had attempted to fence without permission from 
the Cherokee authorities, which may erroneously lead to the impression that tbe 
others had such authority, and therefore desire to report that all these improvements 
were made in violation of the statutes of the United States and the laws of the Chero-
kee Nation, and we have been notified by the principal chief and treasurer that they 
have bad no authority from them. 
In answer to your question 6, as to the efl"ect of these fences in cutting of timber, it 
is said that these "cattlemen neither cut timber themselves nor do they permit any 
one else to do so." .His report, however, shows that nearly a thousand miles offence 
have been built, and that these alone would probably require from 160,000 to 200,000 
posts, and that most of those are of valuable cedar, aild that this timber has been · 
cut from our lands without authority of law, and without compensation for, or au-
thority from, the Cherokee Nation. · 
We beg to correct his statement that there is no authority of law in the statutes 
of the United States to punish stealing of timber. It is true t.hat the amendment 
recommended by your Department to extend the provisions of t.he statutes for cutting 
t.imber on the public lands of the United States to Indian lands wa.s not acted on by 
both Houses of the last Congress, but it is also true that there is a provision in sec-
tion 2150 Revised Statutes, to prevent the introduction of property contrary to law, 
and in section 2154 a penalty of twice the value of the propert.y taken. 
The a.gent in his report sa.ys that a few of these fences are the property of Chero-
kees. On this point we desire to call your attention to the fact that under Cherokee 
law no Cherokee is authorized to make improvements there, and under an act ap-
proved December 9, 1882, it is positively forbidden. 
The United States, under our treaty with her of 1866. The manner adopted has 
been: a tax of so much a bead, and while it might be competent for the Cherokee au-
thorities to tax the lands by metes and bounds per acre, nothing of the kind has so 
far been authorized, any arrangement of geoO'raphical divisions has only been among 
the parties themselves as a temporary or local convenience. There is not the slightest 
authority for using timber belonging to the Cherokee Nation for improvements, tem-
porary or otherwise. There is not the slightest authority even to occupy for grazing, 
except during the time for each current year, or term of months. Your order, then~­
fore, for the removal of the fences, built by the parties without authority, was a 
wholesome one, and we would respectfully urge on you the dangerous results and 
precedents likely to grow out of it, if you rescind it. 
Whether any such structure ought to be erected at all is a v ery grave question, and 
even if they could· safely be p1aced there, it should only be under the careful provis-
ions as t.o the mode of building, the timber used, the notice for prompt removal, and 
all other n ecessary steps to prevent the parties assuming any rights, or having any 
claims for damages thereon. 
The attempt of a few p ersons, claiming to be Cherokees, to enter into bargains, and 
:permit the use of their names, is an abuse of a most serious character, a~ainst which 
we protest. It is a mere individual scheme to deprive the Cherokee Nation of a part 
of the revenue. If .tolerated, i t might be tuade the basis of· harassing claims against 
the Cherokee Nation. It would directly interfere with the contemplated disposition 
of these lands, and we protest against its recognition .. 
As the posts are material taken or stolen· from the Cherokee Nation, there could be 
no great hardship in removing tbe wire fences there, even if it should not be seized as 
indemnification for the damage in cutting the timber under the section quoted. 
In conclusion, we most earnestly call your attention to the danger of rescinding 
yourorder. . · 
We remain, very respectfully, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secreta1·y of the Interior 
R. M. WOLFE 
ROBERT B. ROSS, 
Cherokee Delf!gation. 
WM. A. PHILLIPS, 
Special Agent and Coumel. 
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DEPARTMENT OF '!HE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Ma,.ch 14, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to office report of 28th December last, upon the subject of unauthor-
ized fencing and improvements by (Tnltc(1 States citizens holding grazing permits from 
the Cherokee Nation, upon the lands west of 96°, of which t4e Cherokeet> have, under 
the treaty of 1866, jurisdiction and possession until sold, and occupied by friendly In· 
dians, recommending that the Secretary of War be requested to direct the proper 
military officer to furnish, upon the written request of Agent Tufts, Union Agency, a 
sufficient number of troops to r emove or destroy all improvements of every character 
niade upon the lands in question, or material on the ground for that purpose, and to 
Department letter of the 28th December to t.he Secretary of War thereon, I have the 
honor to state that by office letter of the 30th December last Agent 'rufts was directed 
to issue the necessary notices requiring the removal of all improvements and material 
from the lands referred to within twenty days after receipt of notice, under penalty 
of its removal by t.be military at the expiration of that time. 
Pending the agent's action, aod as· the result of an informal conference had with 
you on the subject, I addressed a letter to Agent Tufts, on the 16th January last, mak-
ing certain specific inquiries (whieh are set out in the agent's report hereinafter re-
ferred to) as to the fencing, and d i; ecting him to suspend all further operations under 
office letter of the 30th December, until a full report as called for was received, and 
action had thereon by the Department. · 
I now inclose herewith a copy of Agent Tufts's report, dated the 1st instant, in which 
be states that he has visited the lands known as Cherokee lands, west of 96°, and 
find~:~ about 300,000 head of cattle ranging thereon, about 200,000 of which are there 
by permission of the Cherokee authorities, to whom their owners have paid about 
$41,000 for grazing tax during the year l f!82. The remaining 100,000 cattle belong to 
citizen~:! of Kansas, who turn ·them loose on these lands and pay no tax. 
Agent Tufts reports that there are 959 miles of Jencing claimed by nineteen associ-. 
ations and individuals (named in his report). The fencing has all ueen done since the 
spring of 18E2, and does not interfere in any manner with legitimate tTn.de or travel, 
nor with mail-routes. 
In reply to the question, what effect have the wire fences on the preservation of tim· 
ber on said lands, the agent states as follows: 
''Timber is found only along the water courses, and has -been quite abundant, but 
for miles into the Territory, along the State line of Kansas, it has all been destroyed 
by parties from Kansas who have used it for fuel and fencing. Much of the valuable 
timber has been taken from the Cimarron River, a distance of60 miles from the Kansas 
line. . 
"Unless this wholesale destruction of this timber is stopped it is safe to say that all 
timber on these lands will be destroyed within three years. 
"While the value: of the timber to those who steal it is not great, its value to the 
country can hardly be estimated, and whatever disposition is made of these lands ulti-
mately, the supply of water will determine its value for any purpose. 
"The removal of the timber wHl cause the smaller streams to dry up, and so lessen 
the supply of water that much of this land will be worthless. . 
"There is no law in the statutes of the United States to punish for stealing timber 
from the reservation of any of these five civilized tribes " " " and these people 
from the States will continue to destroy this timber as they are now doing until it is 
all gone. • 
"Where ranges have been fen ced the catt.Iemen neither cut timber tJ.1emselves nor 
permit any one else to do so, and in my judgment if the fences now on these lands are 
I, permitted to remain, and others are. permitted to fence under proper restrictions, it 
will pnt an effectual stop to the destruction of the timber on the&e lands, and as these 
cattlemen place fire guards around their ranches, the yonng growth of timber will 
add much to the value of the lands.'' 
In conclusion, Agent Tufts recommends that the fences now on these lands be per-
mitted to remain, and that others desiring to fence their ranges be allowed to do so 
upou the following conditions, viz: 
First. Permission from the Cherokee Nation must be obtained. 
Second. That no fences shall be erected within 2 miles of any post-road. 
Third. If any parties fencing t,heir range cut or permit any timber to be c~1t within 
their pastures, they shall be subject to removal from the Territory and their fences 
destroyed. 
Fourth. All fences shall be removed at once from the Territory whenever those in 
'possession shall be notjfied to do so by the Department. 
Ag.ent Tnfts furtber st.ates: 
"The effect of a settlement of t.his matter in this way will b6 that the Inoian Office 
will not be called upon every few months to remove from the Territory cattlemen 
who refuse to pay tax. 
"The Cherokee Nation will collect double the tax. · 
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''The destruction of the timber will be effectually stopped and the young timber 
protected from fire. · 
"The only opposition I found to this fencing was from those who claimed that the 
timber on th~se lands belonged to anybody who got it, and from those who live in 
the States and own large herds of cattle on these lands and refuse to pay tax. 
"The Pennsylvania Oil Company, wbo attempted to fence without permission from 
the Cherokee authorities, and inclose the ranges of owners of small herds of cattle on 
which they had paid Cherokee tax, have agreed to settle with those whose ranges 
they had intended to inclose in their pasture, and obtain permission from the Chero-
kee authorities or go elsewhere for their pasture. . 
"This arrangement satisfies Mr. Scott and others who complained to the Depart-
ment of the action of the oil company, and, if permitted to do so, will fence their 
ranges during the coming summer." 
In view of the foregeing report, in connection with which I also submit several 
communications from parties interested in maintaining the present status, I have the 
honor to ask that this (•ffice be instructed as to further act,ion in the premises. 
Since writing the foregoing, I have received the inclosed communication from the 
Cherokee delegates on the subject, which is respectfully t,ransmitted for your consid-
eration in connection with Agent Tufts's report. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRIOE, 
Conwtissi'cmiJt·. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Ma1·clt 17, 1883. 
SIR: I have considered your letter of the 15th instant, submitting, with other pa-
pers, report of Agent 'l'ufts on the subject of fences, put up by cattlemen on lauds 
in the Indian Territory west of 96° west longit11de, of which the Cherokee Indians 
have jurisdiction under the provisions of the treaty of 1866, between the United 
States and those Indians. 
Tlw agent's statement that "where ranges have been fenced cattlemen neither cut 
timber themselves nor do they permit any one to do so," is not sustained by what ap-
pear to be the facts in the case, since the large quantity of posts required for the 
11early 1,000 miles of fencing already constructed have nearly, if not all, been cu.t 
from these lands without authority and without paymant therefor. 
No further fences will be permitt.ed to be constructed on these lands. Those con-
structed will not be permitted to remain e:x.cept with the consent of~ and under proper 
and satisfactory arrangements with, the Cherokee national authorities~ to be secured 
within reasonable time to be fixed by you; failing in which, the order heretofore 
given for the removal of the fences :will be at once enforced. 
Any person found cutting timber from these lauds will be removed therefrom at 
once. · 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Seoretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Jrla1·ch 21, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to the subject of wire fences on the Cherokee lands west of 96° , I 
have to say that your report of the 2d instant was duly received and submitted by 
this office to the Department. 
· I now inclose for your information a copy of the honorable Secretary's reply, dated 
the 16th instant, from which you will perceive that all further fencing on these lands 
is strictly prohibited, and that those constructed will not be permitted to remain ex-
cept with consent of, and under proper and satisfactory arrangements with, the Chero-
kee national authorities, to oe secured within a reasonable time, to be fixe<l by this 
office; failing in which the order heretofore given for the removal of the fences will 
be at once enforced. 
In an interview hl'td here with Chief Bushy head yesterday, he promised to call an 
early session of the national council to consider the subject, and to report the resnlt 
to this office. Upon hearing from him, the time "Within which arrangements are to be 
made with the Cherokees will be at once fixed, and you will be advised thereof. In 
S. Rep. 1278~30 
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the mean time the existing status wm not be distm·becl, but you will take such meas-
ures as you may deem necessary to prevent the construction of any more fences on 
lands. · 
The Forty-seventh Congress closed without action by the Rouse upon the bill, which 
had already passed the Senate, to prevent timber depredations on these lands, hence 
the only remedy at present consists in the continued removal of trespassers. 
Very respectfully, 
H. PRICE, C01n-missioner . 
• JOHN Q. TUFTS, Esq., 
U. S. Indian Agent, Union Agency, Ind. T. 
ANTHONY, 1{-ANS., April 28, 1883. 
DEAR Sm.: We are holding and grazing cattle on the Cherokee outlet; we pay taxes 
io the Cherokee Nation and have their receipt, and our boundaries set off by the agent 
of the Cherokee Nation; now, what we wish to complain of is this, one man from Kan-
sas, with a herd of about 1,000 head, is on our range, three other m~n from Kansas 
with sheep lfave moved on our ra.nge; neither of these parties pay taxes to the Chero-
kee Nation or the State of Kansas; they evade their taxes by moving in the Territory 
in summmo and in the State in winter; now, we pay our taxes and wish to be protected 
in our rights as tax-payers to the Cherokee Nation. . 
Name of man holding cattle is Stunkell, one shecpman is Doubleda.y Please an-
swer and oblige, 
NORTHROP & STEVENS. 
Mr. PRICE, 
V:nited Sta.tcs Indian Commissioner. 
ARKANSAS CITY, KANs., Apt•i.l 30, 1883. 
DEAR SIR : I am holding a bunch of cattle in the northeast ('Orner of the Cherokee 
Striv-in portion claimed by the Standard Oil Company. I came herein June of last 
year, 1882. · . 
My father is a part owner of the cattle, and at that time was living in. Illinois. It 
was our intention to take the cattle farther west, and keep them in one of t.he western 
connties of Kansas. When I got here with them I thought this might be as ~rood a 
place as any, and concluded to stay here until my fa,ther eame out, and decide whether 
it were best to remain here permanently. He did not come out till October. In the 
mean time he had written to me to pay the taxes, but as in July and Angust some of 
tho cattl e. died -\vith the Tever, I thought it very unlikely that we would remain here 
ani\. 1 did notj pay. vVh en he came ·wo deeided we would remain, :nHl we then wrote 
to Treasurer Lipc~ oftbeChcrokeeNation, desiring topayonr taxesan<~~eta~razing 
license. To two letters we received no answer, and I t]Jcn went to ~ee .Mnjor Lipe, at 
his home, in the Cherokee Nation . He said be had received our letters, but would not 
grant. any one a li cense till the fence order of the Interior Department, then pending, 
was settlfld. He said a.lso that the oil company httd appli ed for a, license, bnt he lJUfl 
told them h e could not grant them one as they have no stock on the range. He said 
further that he wonld Le at the stoek meeting at Caldwell, Kans., in March, but at 
thnt meeting he said be was not here to do business. Since then we llave .lllade no 
further effort to pay, as it. seemed so useless. 
vVe have recently understood that the oil company l1as since then obtained a license. 
One of t·heir emissaries has told us t.hat we wonld httve to move· out or the Govern-
ment troops would move us. We want to pay our taxes ~~nd have never refused to 
pay them. vVe have t he sympathy of all our neighboring stockmen. We ba.ve the 
almost unanimous sympathy of the members of Cherokee Strip Live-Stock Association, 
as welt as of all t.h e people living iti the adjoining part of the State. 
Now, if these circumstances that I give are true one-sand that they are true we can 
give the most almndan t and satisfactory proof-should our stock be removed by t.he 
United States troops ? · · 
Very respectfully, 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
J.D. LOVE. 
CHEROKEE STRIP LIVE-STOCK ASSOCIATION, 
Caldwell, Kans., ,h/.11e 12, 1883. 
SIR: We l1aven~ceived from the executive secretary of then Cherol~ee Nation a com-
munication, by the order of the principal chief, calling tbo attent.ion of tbc Cherokee 
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Strip Live-Stock Association to the fact that · a large · quantity of timber upon the 
Cherokee outlet strip, at the mouth of the Red Fork River, was being cut and was 
about to be hauled away without the permission of the Cherokee Nation. 
The communication to us referred to the fact that a lease had been made to us of 
the land upon which the timber was being cut, and requested our intervention to pre-
vent its removal. 
We do not understand that we have any legal method at onr disposal of preventing 
these depredations, but replied to the communication from the Cherokee Nation that 
we would unite with them in placing the information before you, and in requesting 
the aid of the Department of the Interior for the protection of their rights and prop-
erty, and in any other way which mi~ht be open to us. 
. Believe ns to be, with very higll regard, &c., 
The SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
JOHN A. BLAIR, 
Sem·etm·y. 
MEDICINE LODGE, KANS., June 1_4, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor of addressiug you in behalf of myself and others in regard 
to our status and right on the Cherokee Stl'ip. One W. B. Broad wen, in the fall of 
1878, established a camp on what is known as South Eagle Chief, Ind. 'T., for the 
purpose of ho,ldin~ and grazing cattle. He remained until the following year, when 
other parties adjoming claimed his range, stating if be would move south of a certain 
cattle trail all ri&'hts would be conceded him. Said Broad well accepted rather than 
have any difficulty, and in the fall of 1879 established a camp at Walnut Grove, 
about 12 or 14 miles south of his former camp, and has in person or by hire or con-
tract maintained the Bame 11ntil the present time. Some three years ago an organiza-
tion was formed of certain stockmen, said organization being known as the Salt For.k 
and Eagle Chief Pool; said pool then commenced placi11g camps on range occupied by 
said Broadwell; that on August 1, 1882, said Broadwell associated with him on his 
said range one S. T. Ma.joi' and others for the pmpose of securing and protecting his 
said range and rights; that they were r eceived as equal partners by the terms of 
said association ; that the said Broadwell paid a tax required by the Cherokees and 
received a license for the year 1881 and H:382; that a tax wa.s paid said Cherokees for 
the year 1882 and 1883, and a license for grazing purposes issued to Major & Broad-
well up to August 1, 1883; that ::tt the mee-ting of "the Cherokee Strip Live-Stock As-
sociation, held in Caldwell, March 7, 11:;83, the said Major was dBlegated in writing by 
said Broadwell to represent said range at said meeting, offering his name for mem-
bership and paying the sum of $10, which was received by the asso«iation; that a 
board of arbitration was appointed by said association, consisting of three mem l>ers; 
that in the case of the Salt Fork and Eagle Chief Pool vs. W. B. Broadwell and others (a 
copy-of which decision is h erewith inclosed), one Dr. R. Streeter, a party in interest 
against said defendants, was all owed to sit as an arbitrator, against the objections of 
said defendants: that tile said board was not sworn; that the said board refused to 
swear witnesses; that the said board refused to allow said defendants to employ an 
attorney to defend and appear for said parties defendant; that in the arbitrary decis-
ion r endered they seek to take away all rights which said party have heretofore pos-
sessed, taking away their camp and improvements, a part of-which have been erected 
four years; that the said parties defendant have only a small number of cattle, con-
sisting of al>out2,000 bead; that the Salt Fork and Eagle Chief Pool have about 25,000 
head; that becanse of the bmall number of o.'tttle held by us they seem determined to 
crush us and deprive us of our rights; that we, the parties defendant, are put to great 
trouble and expense to try and protect the same: that the range described in the 
boundaries of said arbitrator's decision is nothing but a barren waste of sand bills, in-
capable of supporting more than 200 cattle for a part of the year. I have written 
thus long in order tha.t yon might better understand our position. We cannot give 
up our range without a great loss financially. Have the executive officers of the 
Cherol{ee Strip Live-St.ock Association the power to enforce the decision of arbitra-
tors¥ There are likely to be other parallel cases: Have they the power to expel us 
from said range legally? We propose to pay our portion of all burdens, but we refuse 
to give up our range as at present occupied. The position taken by certain parties con-
nected with said association as officers plainly shows that it is organized for the ex-
press purpose of crowding out small holders. Can they expel us from ou1· range' And, 
if so, by what process T 
• An early reply will ~reatly oblige your humble and obedient serv:tnt, 
WM. B. BROADWELL et al. 
(Address: Medicine Lodge, Barlow County, Kansas.) 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
.~ecretrLry (lf the Interior, Washington, D. C. 
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(, (Inclosure.] 
CALDWELL, KANS., June 12, 1883 .. 
Before S. M. Colson, Wm. Corzine, and D. R. Streeter, a board of arbitration for the 
Cherokee Strip Live-Stock Association, came this day The Salt Fork and Eagle Chief 
Pool vs. Broa(lwell & Co. . , 
The above .case called at 2 p. m., all parties being present. 
The board heard the evidence, plats, &c., produced by both parties, and after ma-
ture deliberation it was ordered that the boundary lines of Broadwell's range bees-
tablished as follows: 
Commencing where Shelley's east line strikes the Cimarron; thence along and 
down the river to Greeves, Houghton, & Co.'s fence; thence along the west line of said 
fence as far north as a parallel line run north from the place of beginning wire from 
a. parallelogram, inclosing 15,000 acres of land, it being understood that said Broad-
well must fence the said range; and it is further rendered that as the judgment of 
this l)oard, that Mr. Broadwell alone is the only defendant in the case entitled to any 
range. 
.A.. M. COLSON. 
WM. CORZINE. 
D. R. STREETER. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF' INDIAN .A.FF AIRS, 
June 28, 1883. 
SIR: Referriug to an interview bad with you here on the 20th March last, at which 
it was arranged that you should convene the Cherokee national council in session at 
an early date, for the purpose of considering and determining upon some measure in 
connection with the fendng. &c., of the Cherokee lands west of 96° , I beg to remind 
you that over three months have elapsed, and this office is without any official infor-
mation as to the result of the deliberations of the national council on the subject. 
I have therefore to request that you will within twenty days from the receipt of 
this letter communicate to this office in writing the conclusions arrived at by the 
council, and at the same time furnish me wit.h an official copy of any law or laws 
which may have been passed on the subject; otherwise the order of the Department 
for removal of the fences and improvements will have to be enforced. 
Very respectfully, · 
Hon. D. W. BusnYHEAD, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Executive Office, Cherokee Nation, Tahlequah, Ind. T. 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, CHEROKEE NATION, 
Tahlequah, Ind. T., July 8, 1883. 
SIR: In reply to your request of June 28 ult., to be furnished with whatever laws 
were passed by the national council of this nation during its lat~ called. meeting 
which relate to the Cherokee lands west of the Arkansa.s River, fencing thereon, &c., 
I have the honor to inclose to you a certified copy of the single act that was passed 
in relation thereon. 
I may remark, in reference to it, that the fencing1 of which there has been some 
complaint, is made the property of the Cherokee Nation, as an attachment of the soil, 
and subject to be converted to the uses of the lessee company designated, to whom, for 
revenue purposes, the nation has granted a lease in exercise of its right of profitable 
possession pursuant to treaty. The main ground of complaint of such fencing, to wit, 
that its erection wa.s an invasion ofthe rights of the nation, is therefore removed. I 
am informed by the national treasurer, Ron. D. W. Lipe, that all the principal stock-
men who have obtained permits to graze from him are members of the Cherokee Strip 
I..i ve-Stock Association, and their acceptance of the terms of the lease authorized re-
moves all gro.und of dissatisfaction from them. A copy of the "acceptance" is also 
inclosed. The treasurer's "permit" will expire next October, and no other permits 
will be granted by him. 
I beg to say that the fulfillment of the pledge, given in treaty by the United States 
Government, to protect this nation from intrusion and interr•1ption by persons not 
authorized by our laws, is gratefully appreciated by the Cherokee people, and relied 
upon for the future. They feel that they owe to such fulfillment the substantial profit 
which they have been enabled to realize for two years fro!?- their right of" possession 
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and jurisdiction" of their western lands. Relying upon a continuance of the favor 
and good faith of your Government, they are glad to know that their lands west of 
the Arkansas River will henceforward give them a fair return for their interest in 
them, while the rights of whoever may succeed in possession under the treaty will be 
fully protected. 
I remain, very respectfully, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
Principal Chief. 
Commissioner of Indian Affait·s, Washington, D. C. 
Linclosure No. 1.] 
TAHLEQUAH, CHEROKEE NATION, May 19, 1883. 
Sm: vVe, the undersigned, two of the directors of the Cherokee Strip Live-Stock 
Association, for and in behalf of the said association and board of directors thereof, 
do, by authority in us vested, and in conformity with t.he 7th section of an act of the 
national council in special session convened, entitled ''An act to amend an act to tax 
stock grazing upon Cherokee lands west of the 9bC meridian," approved May 19, 1H83, 
ftle this our acceptance of the _provisions of the said above-entitled act., together with 
such terms and conditions as you may deem necessary to embrace in the lease author-
ized to be issued or as in your judgment may be necessary to carry out the full intent 
and meaning of said act referred to. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
Pt·incipal Chief Cherokee Nation. 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, 
Cherokee Nation. 
A. DRUMM, Di?·ector. 
CHAS. H. ELDRE·D, Director. 
I hereby certify that the foregoing two pages contain and is a true and correct copy 
of the original on ftle in this department. 
This July 8, 1883. 
[SEAL.] 
[Inclosure No. 2.] 
W. P. BOUDINOT, 
Executive Secreta?"!J. 
AN ACT to amend an act to tax stock grazing upon Cherokee lands west of 96° meridian. 
Whereas the unoccupied lands belonging to the Cherokee Nation, lyin~ west, of the 
96° meridian, held for.Indian settlement nuder the provisions of the loth article of 
the treaty of July 19, 1866, and set apart to produce revenue from grazing, hy the act 
to which this act is amendatory; aud 
Whe1·eas the authorities of the United States h ave called upon the authorities of 
the Cherokee Nation for the enactment of more complete regulations to prevent abuses 
thereon; and 
Whereas it is desirable that these lands sbon1<1 produ ce revenue nearly equal to 
their real value so long as they remain in possession of and under the jurisdiction of 
the Cherokee Nation; therefore: , 
B e it enacted b.!J the national council, That tlH1 principa.l chief be, and be is hereby, 
authorized and directed to execute a. lease for a1l of the unoccupied lands of the Cher-
okee Nation being and lying west of the Arkansas River to E. M. Hewins, J. W. Ham-
ilton, A. J. Da.y, S. Tuttle, M. H. Benn ett., Ben . S. Miller, A. Drum,· E. W. Payne, and 
Charles H. Eldred, directors, in trust for the Cherokee Strip Live-Stock Association, 
for the term of ftve years, in consideration of a yearly rental of $100,000 for the entire · 
tract. 
Be it further enacted, Tha.i. the said E. M. He vdus, J. W. Hamilton, A . .J. Day, S. 
Tuttle, M. H. Bennett, Ben . S. Miller, A. Drum, E. W. Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, 
directors, in trust for the aforesaid Cherokee Strip Live-Stoek Association, entering 
into the lease, obligate themselves tha.t there sl1;tll be no permanent, improvements on 
any portion of the lands so leased, and only such temporary struct,ures s.s may he ab -
solutely required for t.be safe and profitable grazing of the !'itock thereon, and. that all 
such temporary improvements, including eorrals or wire feuces, are }Hlreby declare1l 
and held to be the property of the Cheroke{l Na,tion, and the sai<l lease may be termi --
nated on six months' notice being given in case the sa id lanr:ls shall he disposed of by . 
the Che1·okee Nation, and the said party leasing sl1all obligate t.bemseh·es not to cnt, 
use, or take any timber or ot.her material from these Jands hut, hy a.greement with 
the authorities of the Cherokee Nation, and in an cases to fait .hfully observe them-
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tercourse laws of the United States, and that they shall do all in their power to pre-
vent t.he stealing or removal of any timber or other material from the lands so leased 
by any other person or persons whomsoever; and. further that t.l.le tract herein leased 
shall not obstruct any nutil or stage line or other necesRary public highway; and said 
·Jease shall also contain a provision that. on failure of said party leasing to meet all 
payments required by the lease, or in any other manner violate its express terms or 
conditions, the said lease shaH be void, and may be so declared by the }Wincipal chief 
of the Cherokee Nation, which failme shall work forfeiture of any and all rights or 
interests thereon : P1·o1Jided, 'l'hat none of the three salines reserved to the Cherokee 
Nation by act of Congress, or the land reser~ed therewith, sha11 be included iu such. 
lease, but be specially exempt therefrom. 
Be it juTthe1· enacted, That the said $100,000 r eq uired under the provisions of this 
act s-hall be payable semi-annual1y ht advance, at. Ta.hlequah, on the order of the 
principal chief into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation, and the said semi-annual 
payment shall be made on the 1st da.y of October and April of each year, the fhst pay-
ment to be made on the 1st day of October, 188:3, anrl that the rights of any person 
under any tax licenRe issued before t.he passage of this act shall terminate witl1 the 
. date up to which such persons have paid. 
Be it further enacted, That a perfect record of the lease authorized uniler this act 
shall be kept in duplicate in the office of tl1e principal chief, who is charged wit.h the 
execution of said lea.se, and one in t.he office of the treasurer of the Cherokee Nation, 
and a report thereof shall be submitted to the council of the Cherokee Nation at each 
annual session. ' . . · 
Be it further enacted, That should the lease herein granted he declared by the prin-
cipal chief vacant by default a fresh Jease may be ex.ecnted to any responsible com-
pany, in accordance with t.he provisions of this act: And l>1'01Jided, Thn.t in default of 
any anil all payments which may be due the lease shall terminate, and all rights, 
privileges, or interests in any portion of such: or tempora.ry improvements thereon, 
shall cease. 
Be itjiwther enacted, That no person not a member ofth~ Cherokee·st.rip Live-Stock 
Assciation shall he permitted to graze any kind of stock upon any of the· Cherokee 
lands lying west of the Arkansas River wit,hout the cons~nt of the said association, 
and the principal chief is hereby aut.horized t.o cause the removal of all such persons 
as intruders. 
Be ·itjU1·the1· enacted, That said Cherokee Live-S.tock Association, by any or either of 
the pefore-namt!d directors, shall within thirty days fl,fter the approval of this act by 
the principal chief :file with him 1 in t.he ext>cut.ive department of t.he Cherokee Na,tion, 
their acceptance of the same, whereupon the principal chief sba1l cause to be issued 
to the sa.id E. M. Hewins, .J. W. Hamiltou, A. J. Day, S. Tnttle, M. H. Bennett, Ben. 
S. Miller, A. Drum, E. \V. Payne, and Charles H. fjldred, directors, in trust for the 
aforesaid Cherokee Stdp Live-Stock Association n. lease in accordance with the pro-
visions of this act. 
B_e it further ena(!tell, That the treasurer, whenever payments are made to him by 
said Cherokee Strip Live-Stock Association, is hereby required to retain the same in. 
the treasury unW tht) sum shall amount to $300,000, ar .. d pa.y the same oat per capita, 
under the directions of the national council. 1 
Be itju.rther e11.acted, That all acts or parts of acts in conflict with the provisions of 
the foregoing act are hereby repealed. 




Tahleqna.lt, incl. 1er., .July 7, 1883. 
I hereby certify tha.t the copy hereunto attached or' an act of the Cherekne national 
council entitled "An act to amend an act. to tax stock grazing upon Cherokee lands 
west of the 96° meridian," approved Ma.y 19, 1883, is a correct copy of t.he 0rigimtl act. 
[SEAL.] .JOHN L. ADAIR, 
Asst. Executive Secreta1·y. 
DF.PARTMENT OF TilE INTERIOI~, 
OJ•FICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
.htly 20, 1883. 
SIR: I have the ho·oor to inclose herewith for yonr information and Depart.me)l.t 
files a copy of a let.ter from Ron. D. "Virr. Bushy bead, principal chief Cherokee Nation, 
to thi~ office, rlated 8th instant., tra.nsmittiug a. cert.i tied copy of tho act passed hy the 
11atioual council at. its reeent called meeting in refereuce to t.he Cherokee lands west 
of tbe Arkansa.s River, fencing thereon, & e. Said act ( 1 copy of which is herewith 
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inclm~ed) is entitled "An act to amend an act to tax stock grazing upon Cherokee 
lands west of the 96° meridian," and was approved by the principal chief May 19, 
1883. 
Under this act the principal chief of the Cherokee Nation is anthorized and directed 
to ·execute a lease for all the unoccupied lands of the Cherokee Nation west of the 
.Arkansas River, to E. M. Hewins, J. W. Hamilton, .A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennett, 
Ben. S. Miller, .A. Drumm, E. W.Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, directors in trust for the 
Cherol•ee Strip Live-Stock Association, for the term of :five years, in consideration. of a 
yearly rental of $100,000 for the entire tract, payable semi-annually in advance at 
Tahlequah, on the order of the principal chief, into the treasury of the Cherokee Na.:. 
tion, on the first days of October and .April in each year, the :first payment to be made 
on the first day of October, 1883, at which date all existing grazing permits granted 
by the Cherokee Nation expire. · 
The act further provides as follows: That s:>~.d directors in trust, &c., entering i11to 
the lcaiSe shall obligate themselves that there shall be no permanent improvements on 
any portion of the lands so leased1 and only such temporary structures as may be ab-
solutely required for the safe and profitable grazing of the stock thereon ; and all such 
temporary improvements, including corrals or wire fences, are thereby declared and 
held to be the property of the Cherokee Nation. 
That said lease may be terminated on six mo.nths' notice being· given, in case the 
said lands shall be disposed of by the Cherokee Nation. 
That said lessees shall obligate themselves not to cut, use, or·take any timber or 
other materia.! from these lands but by agreement with the authorities. of the Chero· 
kee Nation, and in all .cases to faithfully observe the intercourse laws of the United 
States, and that they shall do all in their power to prevent the stealing or removal of 
any timber or other material from" the lands so leased by any other person or persons 
whomsoever; and, further, that the tract therein leased shall not ·obstruct any mail 
or stage line or other necessary public highway; and said lease shall also contain a 
provision that. on failure of said lessees to meet all payments required by the lease, or 
iu any other manner violate its express terms or conditions, said lease shall be void, 
and may be so declared by the principal chief of the Cherokee Nation 1 which failure 
shall work forfeiture of any and all rights or interests thereon, provided that none of 
the three salines reserved to the Cherokee Nation by act of Congress, or the land re-
served therewith, shall be included in such lease, but shall be specially exempted 
therefrom. 
It is further enacted by said act that a perfect record of the lease authorized under 
the act shall be k ept in dnpHcn,te in the office of the principal chief, who is charged 
with the execution of said lease, and one in the office of the treasurer of the Cherokee 
Nation, and that a report thereof shall be submitted to the council of the Cherokee 
Nation at each annual session. .Also, that should the lease therein granted be de-
clared by the principal chief vacant by default a fresh lease may be executed to any 
responsible company in accordance with the provisions of said act, and provided that 
in default of any and all payments which may be due the lease shall terminate, and 
all rights, privileges, or int,erests in any portion of such, or temporary improvements, 
thereon, shall cease. Also, that no person not a member of the Cherokee Strip Live-
Stock Association shall be permitted to graze any kind of stock upon any of the Chero-
kee lands lying west of t he Arkansas River without the consent of the said associa-
tion, and the principal chief is thereby authorized to cause the removal of all such 
persons as intruders. 
It is further enacted that said Cherokee Strip Live-Stock .Association, by any or either 
of the before-named direct.ors, shall., within thirty days after approval of the act by 
the principal chief, file with him, in the executive department of the Cherokee Nation, 
their acceptance of the same, whereupon the principal chief shall cause to be issued 
to the said named directors in trust for said a.ssociation a lease in accordance with the 
provisions of the act. Also that the treasurer, whenever payments are made to him 
by said Cherokee Strip Live-Stock Associat,ion, is required to retain the same in the 
treasury until the same s!Jall amount to $300,000, and pay the same ont per capita un-
der direction of the national council. . 
It is lastly enacted that all acts or parts of Mts in conflict therewith are repealed. 
Accompanying Chief Busbyhead's letter is a certified copy of the acceptance by 
the directors of the Cherokee Strip Live-Stock .Association of the provisions of said 
act, dated May 19, 1883. A copy of said acceptance is also herewith inclosed. 
In his letter of transmittal Chief Bushy head states that the fencing,·of which there 
has been some complaint, is made the property of the Cherokee Nation, .as an attach-
ment of the soil, su bjcct to be converted to the use of the company lessee designated, 
to whom, for revenne purposes, the nation bas granted a lease in exercise of its right 
of profitable possession pul'suant to treaty, and that the main ground of complaint in 
relation to such f{mcing, viz, that its erection was an invasion of the rigMs of the 
nation, is therefore removed. Also that all the principal stockmen who have obtained 
permits to graze from the national treasurer are members of the Cherokee Strip Live-
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Stock Association, and their acceptance of the t erms of the lease authorized removes 
all grounds of dissatisfaction by them. The treasurer's permits, it is also stated, will 
expire next October, and no other permits will he granted !Jy him. 
ln connection with the subject of fencing referred to by ChiefBusbyhead, I beg to 
call attention to the language u~:;ed in Department letter to this office of the 16th March 
last as follows: 
"No jm·thm· fences ·will be permittecl to be constructed on the~Je lands. Those constructed 
will not be permitted to remain, except with the consent of and under proper and sat-
isfactory arrangements with the Cherokee national authorities, to be secured within 
reasonable time to be :fixed by you, failing in which the order heretofore given for the 
removal of the fences will be at once enforced." 
In view of the provisions of the act of the Cherokee council, which manifestly con-
template the erection by the companv lessee of such temporary structures, corrals, 
and wire fences as may be absolutely necessary for the safe and profitable grazing of 
stock (such structures, · &c., to inure to the benefit of the Cherokee Nat ion), the state-
ment of Chief Busbyhead, that the main ground of complaint in relation to fencing 
is now removed and the prohibitory character of the language used in said Depart-
ment letter of tb e 16th March, I respectfully submit for the consideration of the De-
partment what action shall now be taken with reference to the order issued to Agent 
Tufts upon said letter. ·. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
.Acting 'Commissionm· . 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF.AJRS, 
Washington, July 21, 1883. 
GENTLEMEN: Your letter of the 14th ultimo, addressed to the honorable Secretary 
of the Interior, complaining of iJJjustice done you by a board of arbitrators of the 
Cherokee Strip Live-Stock Association, with reference to gr~tzing privileges claimed 
by you on the Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas Rive1·, has been referred to this 
office. 
In reply you are informed that this Department is officially advised by fhe Cherokee 
authorities of the passage of an act (approved by the principal chief May 19, 11;83), 
by the Cherokee national council, authorizing the principal chief to execute a lease 
of all the unoccupied lands of the Cherokee Nation west of the Arkansas Hiver (over 
which, by the tenor of the treaty of 1868, said nation has t.be right of possession and 
jurisdiction until sold and occupied by friendly Indians), to certain persons therein 
named, directors in trust for the Cherokee Strip Live-Stock Association, for the term, 
at the rental, and subject to the terms and conditiunfi in said act speei tied. 
It is understoou that all existing permits granted by the Cherokee au1borities to 
stockmen will expire October 1 proximo, at which date the lease in question appears 
to take effect., and this Department will not assume to settle any controvcrsie~:> which 
may arise between P.arties by reason of the granting of such lease by the Cherokee 
authorities. 
Very respectfully, 
Messrs. WM. B. BROADWELL AND OTHERS, 
Medicine Loclge, Bm·bour· County, Kansas. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
.Acting Cornrnissioner. 
VINITA, Il'.'D. T. , Angttst 23, 1883. 
SIR: I, being a Cherokee and citizen of the Cherokee Nation, and having a claim 
of grazing lands west of 96° , or on the Cherokee Strip west of the Arkansas River, 
prior to the leasing of that strip to a monopoly I wish to know if I can bold said strip, 
that is, my claim. There was no law against my settling and ma.king the claim 
when I did it, about one year ago; but since, as you are aware, the Cherokee council, 
through the most corrupt means-money !Jeing used by the monopoly to secure the 
lease, which ca.n upon i'nvestigation bo proven-leased the whole of said stdp to cer-
tain individuals, thereby ignoring former contracts, to the great detriment of n large 
portion of our people. Cannot recognized citizens, who bad already prior to this 
lease, and who are or were in peaceable possession of their ranges, still bold them f 
Shouldn't their claims be respected by the lessees f If not, some of us, quite :1 num-
ber, will suffer from the unjustness of such :t procedure as the monopoly m· corpora-
tion proposes to take to depri.ve us of our· rights. • 
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Some of us have leased our individual grazing privileges to citizens of the United 
States for five years and have received pay for them. This will certainly bear down 
hard on those innocent pa.rties. 
At the end of the five . years we expected to have cattle of our own, and go to rais-
ing them. · 
I must again f.ay that the lease was gotten through by the most corrupt and vile 
schemes, in o1·der to allow a monopoly to enrich tbemselvel:!, for which privilege they 
did not spare any money about our council. Could the insid~ of the scheme be seen 
through-and it can-! dare say no more vile a swindle was ever perpetrated upon 
our people. .Five times the amount could have been realized for the lands if our 
council bad went at it in a proper way. I have been connected wit.h the press of th., 
Cherokee Nation for the last half dozen years, in fact ever since I have been grown; 
I have yet a more burning shame to chronicle than the leasing of the "Cherokee 
Strip." As a Cherokee by blooQ., and representing a great number of our people, I 
do most solemnly protest against robbery by those monopolists who succeeded in 
leasing the lands and who persist in depriving us ·of our pasturage on those lands. 
Very respectfully, 
The S:EC~ETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
. AUGUSTUS E. IVEY. 
BENTONVILLl'~, ARK., October 5, 1883. 
SIR: Will you please inform me, as soon as convenient, if there is any contract Oil 
record in your office, approved by you, authorizing one W. A. Phillips to appropri-
ate to his own use any portion of the $300,000 recent.ly paid to the Cherokee author-
ities, under an act of the last session of Congress, and also w4ether the lease by the 
Cherokee council last fall to a company of cattlemen has been approved by you f 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretm·y of the Intm'ior, 
Washington, D. C. 
S. W. PEEL, M. C., 
Fou1·th District of Arkansas. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
• OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 12, 1883. 
SIR: Your letter of the 5th instant, addressed to the honorable Secretary of the IIi-
teriOI·, inquiring whether "there is any contract on record in your office, approved 
by you, authorizing one W. A. Phillips to appropriate to his own use any portion of 
the '$300,000 recently paid to the Cherokee authorities, under an act of the last ses-
sion of Congress, and also whether the lease by the Cherokee council last fall to a 
company of cattlemen has been approved by you," has been referred to this office. 
In reply I have to state that ther~ is no such contract as that referred to by you ·of 
record in this Department, neither bas the honorable Secretary approved the lease 
you mention. 
Very respectfully, 




[Senate Ex. Doc. N'o. 22, Forty-eighth Congress, second session.J 
Letter jr01n the Secretm·y of the lnterio1·, transmitting, in answer to Benate resolution of De-
cember 17, 1884, repm·t rega1'd'ing the leasing of land on the Crow .Indian Reservation i·n 
Monta11a Territory. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, December 30, 1884. 
SIR: · I have the l10nor to acknowledge the receipt of a resolution of the Senate on 
the 17th instant, of which the following is a copy: 
''Resolved, That the Secretary of the Interior be directed to communicate to the 
Senate all the information in his Department in respect to au.v proposed or existing 
leases of la11d on the Crow Reservation fo1· purposes of grazing, and what action, if 
any, he has taken in reference to the same." 
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In reply I transmit copies of all correspondence concerning the leasing of lands on 
the Crow Reservation since the report of March 25, 1884, made in response to the 
resolution of the Senate of February 27, 1884, introduced by Senator Vest. Said re-
port of March 25 contains all that was on fil e in the Department pertaining to leases 
on ~aid reservation, and is to be found in Ex. Doc. No. 139, Forty-eighth Congress, 
first session. 
The third clause of section 1 of an act entitled "An act to accept and ratify the 
agreement submitted by the .Crow Indians of Montana for the sale of a portion of 
. their reservation in said Territory and for ot.her purposes, and to make the necessary 
appropriations for carrying out the same," contains the following: 
"That if at any time hereafter we, as a tribe, shall consent to permit cattle to be 
drhen across our reservation or grazed thereon, the Secretary of the Interior shall 
fix the amount to be paid by parties so desiring to drive or graze cattle; all moneys 
arising from this source to be paid to us under such rules and regulations as the Sec-
retary of the Interior may prescribe." 
It appears from the f regoing .that the Secretary of the Interior is not autho:r;Azed 
to interfere with the Indians if they desire to permit cattle to be driven across fheir 
reservation or grazed thereon, except to fix the amount to be paid for such privileges, 
and to furnish such regulations as he may think proper with reference to the manner 
of payment to the Indians. This is a recent act of Congress giving to the tribe full 
authority to permit cattle to be P,riven across or grazed on the reservation, and it can-
not be supposed it was inserted in the drafting of the agreement unless it was sup-
posed the Indians would avail themselves of the permission given them. I have no 
doubt 'such permits might be given under the provisions of section2117 of the Revisecl 
Statutes, but it appeart> that Congress was not willing to leave the question in doubt, 
and so pnt this clause into the act ratifying the a~reement with the Indians. I am 
not aware that any other treaty or agreement with Indians contains such a provision. 
On the 16th day of November, J. C. Wilson, of Topeka, Kans., and John T. Blake, 
o.f Salida, Colo., deposited with the Interior Department a paper purporting to be a 
leatse, a copy of which will be found herewith. Not being advised as to the value of 
the privileges granted, I could not determine whether t4e amount to be paid was 
sufficient or not; I did not, therefore, approve the lease. I understand the parties, 
Messrs. Wilson atld Blake, do not propose to take possession of the leased lands until 
the lease is approve~). I considererl it my rlut.y to determine what the value of such 
privileges would be if approved, and I have therefore ordered an inspector to go out 
and examine into the question and report to the Depttrtment. J do not consider it 
the duty of the Secretary of the Interior to determine whether such provision of the 
agreement with the Crows is or is not a wise one, as it is the duty of the Secretary 
to execute existing laws. My opinion on this question, however, may be seen from a 
passage contained in my last annual report, written before the knowledge of the ex-
. istence of this lease had reached the Department: 
"While there can be no objection to allowing the Indians of the Indian 'l'erritory to 
lease tbeiL' lands for grazing purposes, ·there is a serious objection to allow:ibg the In-
dians on reservations outside of the Indian Territory to lease lands Yaluable for agri-
cult.ural purposes for the purpose of grazing only. If the reserva.tion is larger than 
is requireu for the use of the Indians occupying it, there should be a reduction there-
of, and all that is not needed for the use of the Indians should be opened to settle-
ment. The time has passed when large and valuable tracts of land fit for agriculture 
can be held by Indians for either hunting or grazing lands to the exclusion of actual 
settlers." 
My views as to this reservation can be seen from the following extract from my 
report of 1884 : 
''I again call attention to this reservation. Since my la~t report the Indians have 
been located on the Big Horn. This reservation is much larger than required for their 
support . . The reservation is situated in the Territory of Montana, and contains 7,:364 
square miles~ or 4,710,000 acres of land. At least :3,000,000 acres might be disposed of, 
leaving the Indians sufficient agricultural lands to become sclf~snpporting if they de-
sire to become agriculturists, and a sufficient amount of grazing lands should they 
prefer to become stock raisers. The 1, 713,000 acres that wonl<l be left would give 
nearly, if not quite, 600 acres of land to eaeh individual member of their tribes. The 
number of Crows has been estimated at 3,500; but it is quite certain that the num-
ber is much less, and probably not over 2,500 or 3,000. A portion of the money real-
ized for such sale should be at once invested in a herd for the tribes, and cared for 
by the Government until such time as the Indians shall be 11repared to accept and 
care for their stock themselves. The proceeds of the surplus lands, properly used, 
,would make the Crows self-supporting in a few years at the furthest." 
Very respectfully, 
The PRESIDENT OF THE SENATE. 
H. M. TELLER, 
SecretanJ. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washinqton, December 29, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt, by Department reference for report, of a resolution of the 
Senate adopted on the 17th instant: 
"That the Secretary of the Interior be directed to communicate to the Senate all 
the information in his Department in respect to any proposed or e. isting leases or 
lands on the Crow Reservation for purposes of grazing, and what action, if any, he 
bas tal<en in reference to the same.'' 
Iu reply I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of Senate Ex. Doc. No. 1:39, 
:F:ort.y-eightb Cong"!:ess, first session, wbich contains a copy of my report made to tho 
Department on the 24th March, 1684, in answer to Senate resolution of the 2ith .Feu-
ruary, l t84, on the samesub,i ect, together with copies of all papers and correspondence 
on tile and of record in t he Department up to the date of said report. 
Copies of all papers and correspondence touching the subject-matter of the resolu~ 
tion tiled and recorded in this Department since the date of my said report, and up 
t'o the present uate, ere also herewith transmitted, marked Exhibit A. With those 
already before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs (S. Ex. Doc. No. 139, before 
referred to), t hey furnish all the information in the possession of this office on the 
subject. 
The resolution of the Senate is herewith .returned, and a copy of this report is in~ 
closed. 
Very respectfully, yo11r obedient servant, 
H . PRICE, 
Commiss-ioner. 
The Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 13!>, Forty-eighth Congress, first session.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, March ~5, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a resolution of the Senate of 
the 27th ultimo, of which the following is a copy: · 
"That the Secretary of the Interior be directed to inform the Senate if any lease or 
leases of any part of the Crow Indian Reservation in Montana have been made to any 
person, partnership, or association of pPrsons, and, if so, the extent of said lease or 
leases, to whom made, for what length of time, and upon what terms, and unde·r what 
authority of law t=;uch action has been bad by his Department. 
"That be also inform the Senate whether any permit has been given to any person, 
partnership, or association of persons to graze cattle upon said reservation, and, if so, 
the name of such· person, partnership, or association, and by what authority of law 
such permit was given ." · 
In reply F have the honor to t ransmit h erewith copy of the report of the Commis~ 
sioner of,Iudian Affair , dated the 24th instant, with copies of the papers therein re~ 
ferred to. 
Answers in detail to the several inquiries for information contained in said resolu~ 
tions are fully set out in sa.id report and accompanying papers. 
Very respectfully, 
The PRESIDEN1' PRO TEMPORE OF THE SI~NATE. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Sem-etary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, . 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, Ma1·ch 24, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to. acknowledge the receipt, by Department reference for 
report, of a resolution of the Senate, dated the 27th ultimo, directiiJg the SeCI-etary 
of the Interior-
" To inform the Senate if any lea se or leases of a.ny part of the Crow Indian Reser-
vation in Monta,na have betn mad(' to any person, partnership, or association of per-
som!, and, if so, the extent of s:Lid lease or leases, to whom mnde, for what Jeugth of 
time, and upon what tBrms and nnuer what authority of law such action has been 
bad by his DeJinrtmeut. 
"That he also inform the Senate whether any permit has been given to auy person, 
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partnership, or association of persons'to graze cattle upon said reservation; and, if 
so, the name of such person, partnersbip, or association, and by what authority of 
law such permit was given." 
Prem1sing that the delay on the part of this office in replying has been occasioned 
by the necessity and importance of having a full report from the agent at the Crow 
Agency, so as to embrace the date of the resolution, I have the bcnor to state: 
First. That .no lease or leases of any part of the Crow Reservation in Montana have 
been made by or with the knowledge or concurrence of this Department to any per-
son, partnership, or association of persons for any purposes whatsoever. 
Upon examination of the files of this office, ~md of the Department. files proper, I 
am unable to tind :my applications for leases of lands of said reservation, save in one 
instance-that of J. C. Wilson, of Topeka, Kans. A copy of said application and· of 
the conespo11dence bad thereon by the Department will lJe fountl in the papers 
accompanying this report. 
Neither does it appear that . the Crow Indians themselves have entered into any 
lease of the lands in question, or tbnt overtures looking to that end have been made 
to them by any persons. In proof of this I refer to the report of Agent Armstrong, 
dated 12th instttnt (copy herewith), ·wherein he says: "No lease bas been made by 
the Crows with any party or parties, nor have any parties consulted with my Indians 
upon this business at any time." 
Second. In regard to the issuance of permits to graze ca,ttle upon the Crow Reser-
vation, Agent Armstrong in his report states that but two &ncb permits have been 
issued-one to the Briggs and Ellis Cattle Company, composed of R. B. Briggs, W. 
D. Ellis, and George A. Ellis, to graze their herd upon the western part of tbo Crow 
Reservation from the beginning to the close of the present fiscal year, for which priv-
ilege they have paid the sum of $~50, the same being taken up on the ngent's quarterly 
accounts for the third quarter of 1~3; the other to George L. Ash, of Billings, Mont., 
to graze a small herd of 75 cattle temporarily upon the reservation, just opposite his 
ranch, for which privilege he also bas paid the sum of $37.50, which bas been taken 
np by the agent on his quarterly accounts for the fourth quarter of 1883. 
In explanation of this last-mentioned permit, Agent Armstrong states: 
''A battalion of the Second Cavalry, under command of Major Merrill, had been 
stationed on this r eservation opposite the town of Billings during the en1ire summer 
of 188~, and Mr. Ash claimed to have been antlwrized by the commanding officer to 
bring his cattle over to the south side of the Yellowstone in order that he might sup-
ply the military. with milk and butter. By doing so his cattle became accustomed to 
the ra,nge, and it was difficult for Mr. Ash to keep them off. 
"They were removed once by the ageucy herder, but returned. Late in the fall 
{1883) Mr. Ash came to me here and beg-ged so hard that I gave him vermission to 
allow his small herd to remain for a bruited time on the range, they being already 
on the sout.h side of the river, as I understand." 
The facts in connection wi.th the Briggs permit, so far as the action of this Depart-
ment, is concerned, are fis follows: 
May 9, 1883, Agent Armstrong reported to this office that Thomas Kent, a white man 
lawfully married to a Crow Indian woman, and for some years prior I'esident on the 
reservation, had recently found a purchaser for his catt.Je, and had Pntered into an 
agreement for the delivery of th~ herd (about 1,100 beau) to the purchaser immedi-
ately after t,he approaching round up. The ageut stated that in view of the provis-
ions of section 2138, Revised Statutes, prohibiting, except by order of the Secretary 
of War, the removal of stock from the Indian country for the purposes of trade or 
commerce, he felt unwHling to allow the cattle to he removeu until this office had 
been informed of the transaction, and ha.d passed upon the qnest,ion of Kent's right 
to dispose of the cattle and remove them from the reservation. 
May 22, 1883, this office reported the facts to the Department, and, referring to the 
statutls bearing upon and the particular features of the case, submitted whether a 
substantial compliance with the statutes might not be had by authority being given 
to the agent to permit Kent, upon due proof of ownership, and uncler his (the agent's) 
supervision, to sell and remove lJis cattle fi'om the reservation. · 
May 24, H383, the Dt->partment concurred in the views of this office, and directed 
that the agent's permit for the sale and removal of the cattle should be given, pro-
vided t,he owllilrshlp of Rent was sat,isfactorily shown. 
May :29, 1888, Agent Armstrong was so ad vised by tbis office. 
June.19, 1883, R. B. Briggs, of Billings, Mont. (through Agent Armstron~), applied 
to this office for permission for a herd of about 750 head of cattle, lately oought by 
him of Thomas Kent to remain on their present range, the extreme western portion 
of t,he Crow Rcs•~rvation, assigning t.he following reasons for his request: 
"1'his bunch of cattle was Lorn and ra.isccl where t!Jey now range by Mr. Kent (ho 
having married with the Crow Indian people), and he will yet have the management 
of them on the range for me. They feed almost entirely by themselves, being en-
tirely apart from any stock owned by Indians or the Government. and in the event 
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of my being compelled to remove them, they would in spite of every effort I could 
make to prevent them, naturally largely drift back to their old feeding grounds 
again. · 
"In view of the fact that the Crow Agency will so soon be removed to Fort Custer, 
and, as I understand, the strong prooa.bility of all this western portion . of the Crow 
Reservation being thrown open to the public, I entertain hopes that it may not be 
inconsistent with the interests of your Department to grant my request." 
In transmHting this· application, Agent Armstrong, under date of .Tune 25, 1883, 
after confirming Mr~ Briggs's sta.tement as to his purchase of the cattle from Kent, 
wrote this office as follows: 
"Mr. Briggs intended in the first place to have removed his cattle as soon as they 
were delivered to him, but was unfortunat.e in having a partner who had possession 
of their ranch in Wyoming, and with whom he bad some difficulty just at the time 
the cattle were tmned over to him, so that he had no place to take his cattle to. If 
the agency were to remain here in the place it now is, I should be very much op-
posed to allowing the cattle to graze on the reservation, because it bas been demon-
strated in too many instances that Indians and white people cannot raise stock in t~e 
same country; but as we shall probably get 1·emoved to the lower end of the reserva-
tion before many months, it is possible that this herd may be allowed to remain with-
out detriment to the service or my Indi ans." 
July 7, 1t)83, this office instructed the agent. that under the circumstances stated it 
saw no objections to Mr. Briggs's herd being temporm·ily permitted to remain on the 
reservation, provided the Indians cons~nted, a.nd such compensation as might be pre-
scribed by the agent, with the approval of the Department, was paid by Mr. Briggs 
for the privilege. 
October :.24, Hl8il, Agent Armstrong reported to this office that be bad, in accord-
ance with ~;aid instructions, issued to R. B. Briggs a permit, to graze his herd of 
cattle (1,000) on the Crow Reservation during the fi scal year ending June 30, 1884, 
for the sum of $250, wh ich would appear in his (the agent's) account for the third 
quarter of 1683. 
December 24, 1883, United States India.n Inspector Ward was, in consequence of 
certain representations made to this office by the govemor of Montana Territory, di-
rected by 1 he Department to inspect the Crow Agency. In the discharge . of these 
duties he made a full investigation of t.b e Briggs case, which, indeed, appears to have 
been the principal cause of complaint . J,._ copy of so much of his report, made to the 
Department nuder date of tho 7th ultimo, as rela.tes to this case will be found in the 
accompany ing paperA. 
Upon applicatiou to the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, the Department, under 
date of August 16, 1tl8:3, granted permission for all cattle destined for shipment on 
said railroad to be driven tbrongh the Crow Reservation upon the accustomed trails 
and for the remainder of the then present season only at the uniform rate of ten (10) 
cents per lH~ud, the time of crossing to be limiled to ten days, with an additional pay-
ment of 1 cent per bead for each day consumed in excess of ten days. · 
In answer to the inquiry contained in the re&olution as to the authority of law for 
granting grazing permit.s on Indian reservations, I have to say .that l know of no 
law which expressly autborizet3 the granting of such permits, neither do I know of 
any law which prohibits it. vVhile the Depa1·tment recognizes the right of Indians 
to allow grazing privilege~ under the provisions of section 2117 of the Revised Stat-
utes, it does not recognize thei r right to lease the lands or create any incumbrance 
thereon or in any manner give to parties rights that will exist after the lands cease 
tc;> he a part of the Indian reservation. (Department Jetter to Senator Logan on this 
subject, in connection with the Crow Reservation, March 6, 1884.) 
Copies of all papers and correspondence on file and of record in this Department 
referred to in this report, as also on the subject-matter. of the resolution, are herewith 
submitted, and there olution, with a copy of this report, is herewith inclosed . 
· Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The l-Ion. SECRETARY OF THE I NTERIO;R. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Orow .Agenm;, Mont., ·May 9, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to report that when I came to this agency I found ':several 
white ruen residing on this reservation who are lega.lly married to Indian women, and 
who each have herds of cattle. One of these men, Thomas Kent, who bas the largest 
herd (about 1,100), has lately found a purchaser for hi s cattle, and entered into an 
a.gre~ment to deliver t hem to the other part.y immediately after our round-up, which 
begh1s next week. I consider it my duty to report t.he affair in order that the bon-
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or able Commissioner may be advi-sed of the transaction in case there be any question 
as to w hetber Mr. Kent bas t.be right to dispose of these cattle, and remove them from 
the reservation. Section 2138 Revised Statutes prescribes penalties and punishments for 
removing stock froni the Indian. country for the purposes of trade or commerce, but it 
may be that this law does not apply to such a case. I felt unwilling to allow th& 
cattle to be removed until the honorable Commissioner had heen informed of the 
transaction. It is my opinion that Mr. Kent has committed no dishonest act in the . 
management of his herd since my arrival. As to whether or not any wrong was per-
petrated by him during the terms of office of my predecessors I have no information. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Conmtissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, May 22, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a letter received from Agent 
Armstrong, ·crow Agency, dated the 9th instant, in which he states that Thomas 
Kent, a white man lawfully married to an Indian woman on the Crow Reservation, 
and owning a large herd of about 1,100 cattle, has lately found a purchaser therefor, 
and bas entered into an agreement to deliver them to the purchaser immediately 
after t.be annnal round-up, commencing the following week. The agent submits the 
question, whether, in view of section 2138 Revised Statutes, prescribing a, penalty for 
removing cattle from the Indian country, Mr. Kent has the right to dispose of said 
cattle and remove them from the reservation' 
Kent's status npon the Crow Reserve has before been reported to the Department, 
and some four years ago the then Indian agent (Keller) made some general state-
ments in regard to squawmen which appeared to implicate Kent in some question-
able transactions regarding cattle, but it does not appear that anything was ever 
distinctly proved against him, and it was afterwards understood that be had removed 
to anotber part of the reservation, and h&.d given no further cause ior complaint. 
Section 2127 of the Revised Statutes provides-
" The agent of each tribe of Indians, lawfully residing in the Indian country, is 
authorized to sell for tlle benefit of such Indians a.ny ca,tt.Je, horses, or other live 
stock belonging to tbe Indians and not required for their use and subsistnnce, under 
snch regulations as shall be established by the Secretary of the Interior. But no such 
sale shall be made so as to iDterfere with the execution of any order lawfully issued 
by the Secretary of War, co1mectecl with the movement or subsist:ence of troops." 
Section 21:38 oftbe Revised Statutes reads- · 
"Every person who drives or removes, except by authority of an order lawfnlly 
issued by the Secretary of War connected with t.he movement or subsistenee of troops, 
an;r cattle, horses, or other sto11k from the Indian country for the purposes of tradt! or 
commerce, shall be punishable by imprisonment for not more than three years or by 
a fine of uot more than five thousand dollars, or both." 
The current of legal opinion appears to be that no ci-tizen of t4e United States can 
obtain exemption from the laws of the United States which regulate intercourse with 
Indians by entering their territory within our limits aud incorporatin[f himself with 
t,bem by whatev-er 1orm. (Sec. 2, Opins. Att.v. General, 402-7, Id. 183.J 
From the wording of section 21~7 Revised Statutes it would seem that the cattle in 
t]Uestion can only be sold by the agent under direction of the Department, but con-
sidering the peculiar features of the case I su l>mit for your consideration w bether a 
substant.ial compliance with the Statutes may not be had by authority being gisen 
to the agent to permit Kent, upon due proof of ownership and under his (~he agent's) 
supervision, to sell and remove his cattle from the reservation. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SE9RETARY OF THE ~TERIOR. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF 'l'HE INTERIOR, 
Washington, May 24, 1883. 
SIR: I have considered your report of the 22d instant, in the case of one Thomas 
Kent, a wbite man rp.arriecl to an Indian woman on the Crow Reservation in Montana, 
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who is the owner of a herd of about 1,100 cattle, the sale and removal of which from 
the reservation is contemplated by him. 
In view of the facts as reported in this case and in order· to a compliapce with the 
provisions of sections ~127 and 21:38 Revised Statutes, on the subject, I concur in your 
recommendation that the agent's permit for the sale and removal of the cattle, if own-
ership is satisfactorily shown, should be given. 
Very respectfully, 
H. M. TELLER, 
Sec1'etat·y. 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, May 29, 1883. 
SIR: Replying to your letter of the. 9th instant, inquiring as to the right of Thomas 
Kent, a white man lawfully married to an Indian woman living on the Crow Reser-
vation~ to sell and remove a herd of 1,000 cattle ·owned and held by him on there-
serve, I have to say that, in order to a substantial compliance with the provisions of 
sections 2127 and ~.H:38 Revised Statutes United States, bearing on the subject, the 
honorable Secretary concurs in the recommendation of this office that Mr. Kent be 
permitted, upon due proof of ownership and under your supervision, to sell and re-
move his cattle from the reserve. 
Very respectfully, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Crow .Agency, Montana. 
UNITED STA'l'ES INDIAN SERVICE, 
C1·ow .AgenC'IJ, J1tne 25, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to forward herewith the application of Mr. R. R. Briggs, 
for permit to graze cattle on this reservation. This is the same party I wrote about 
to the honorable Commissioner in my communication dated May 9, as having pur-
chased the herd of cattle belonging to 'thomas Kent, a white man married to a Crow 
Indian woman, and living on this reservation. Mr. Briggs intended; in the first place, 
to have removed his cattle as soon as t.hey were delivered to him, but was unfortunate 
in having a partner who had possession of their ranch in Wyoming, and with whom 
be bad some difficulty just at the time the cattle were turned over to him, so that be 
had no place to take his cattle to. If the a.gency w&.s to remain here in the place it 
now is, I should be very much opposed to allowing the cattle to graze on the reserva-
tion, because it has been demonstrated in too many instances that Indian& an·d white 
people cannot rafse stock in the same country; but as we shall probably get removed 
to the lower end of t.he reservation before many months, it is possible that this herd 
may be allowed to remain without detriment to the service or to my Indians. 
Even under such circumstances I prefer not to issue permit to graze unless specially 
directed to do so by the honorable Commissioner, and write now for instructions in the 
matter. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Oo1nmissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D . C. 
[Inclosure.] 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
C1'ow Indian .Agency, June 19, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: Agreeable to instructions from Major Armstrong, I write you to obtain 
your permission to allow to remain upon their present range, the extreme western 
portion of the Crow Indian Reservation lands, a herd of about 750 head of cattle I 
have lately bought of Thomas Keut. This bunch of cattle was born and raised where 
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they now range by Mr. Kent (he having married with the Crow Indian people), and 
he will yet have the management of them on the range for me. They feed almost 
entirely by themselves, being entirely apart from any stock owned by Indians or the 
Government, anc:l in the event of my being compelled to remove them, they would, in 
spite of every effort I could make to prevent them, naturally largely drift, back, to 
their old feeding grounds a~ain. 
In view of the fact that the Crow Agency will so soon be removed to Fort Custer, 
aud, as I understand, the strong probability of all this western portion of the Crow 
Reservation being thrown open to the public, I entertain hopes that it may not be in-
convenient with the interests of your Department to grant my request. 
Your!'!, very respectfully, 
Ron. HIRAM PRICE. 
R. B. BRIGGS, 
Billings, Mont. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
. O:FFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, July 7, 1883. 
SIR: I have received your letter of the 25th ultimo, inclosing application of R. B. 
Briggs, of Bil.ings, Mont., for permission to graze a herd of about 750 head of cattle, 
recently purchased from Thomas Kent, upon the Crow Reservation. 
Mr. Briggs states that this herd was born and raised where they now range on the 
reserve by Mr. Kent, who will yet ·have the management of them; that they feed 
almost entirely by themselves, being apart from any strock owned by Indians or the 
Government; and, in the event of his being compellec:l to remove them, they would, 
in spite of any effort he could make to prevent it, naturally drift back to their old 
feeding grounds again. 
Under tbe circumstances, I see no objection to Mr. Briggs's herd being temporarily 
permitted to remain on the reserve, providec:l the Indians COlJSent, and such compen-
sation, say so much per head per annum, as may be prescribed by you, with approval 
of this Department, be paid by Mr. Briggs for the privilege. (See section 269, In· 
strnctions to Indian AgentR.) 
By the deficiency act approved March ~' 1883, the proceeds of all pasturage on any 
Indian reservatiou, except those of the :five civilized tribes, are directed to be covered 
into the Treasury for the benefit of the tribe, under such regnlations as the Secretary 
of the Interior may prescribe. 
In the event of Mr. Briggs continu:i!Bg to hold hi~ cattle upon the reserve, you will 
take up the proceeds upon your periodical cash account and hold the amount until 
such regulations shall have been announced and communicated to you. 
Very respectfully, 
H . . 1. ARMSTRONG, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian .Agent, Crow Agency, Mont. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Crow Agency, October 24, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to report for approval that, in compliance with instructions 
contained in letter from theHon. Commissioner (''L" No. 11793, dated July7, 1883),I 
ha.ve issued to R. B. Briggs a permit to graze his herd of cattle (1,000) on the Crow 
Reservation during the fiscal yeat ending June 30; 1884, for the sum of $250, which 
will appear in my account for the third quarter, 1883. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States Indian Agent. 
C01nmissioner Indian .Affai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
rrnclosure.1 
CROW AGENCY, MONTANA, September 29, 1883. 
I certify on honor tbat I have this du.y paid to H. J. Armstrong, United States Indian 
agent at-. the Crow Agency, Montana, tho sum of $~50, ann no more, payment in full 
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for permit to graze my h erd of cattle upon the Crow Reservation from July 31, 1883, 
to June 30, 1884. Permit issued in a ccordan ce with instructions contained in letter 
from the houoraLle Commissioner of ILdia n Affai rs, uated July 7, 1883. 
R. B. BRIGGS. 
[Northern P acific Railroad Company. H. Villar d, 11resirlen t .] 
PRESIDENT'S OFFICE, 
N ew York, May 19, U~83. 
DEAR SIR: I am informed there are large heros of 'cattle tributary to this com-
pany's railroad in Montana which now go to the Union Pacific Railroad, on account 
-of the Crow Indian Reservation lying between the ranges and our road. It is very 
important that this company should obtain from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
authority for the cattle to be driven across. the reservation. Will ;?QU kindly call 
upon Commissioner Price and see what can be done in the premises T 
Yours, truly, 
Ron. J. H. MITCHELL, 
H. VILLARD, 
PreBidtmt. 
" The Ebbitt," WaBhington, D. C. 
[Indorsement.] 
EBBITT HOUSE, WASHINGTON, D. C., May 21, 1883. 
The inclosed letter from H. Villard, president of the Northern Paci fie Railroad Com-
pany, is respectfully referred to the Hon. H. Price, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
who will oblige me by advising me of his action on the application. 
JOHN H. MITCHELL. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
WaBhington, May 25, 1883. 
SIR: I am in receipt by your reference of a letter from the president of theN orthern 
Pacific Railroad Company, dated 19th instant, in which he states that he is informed 
there are large h Prds of cattle tributary to said company's railroad in Montana, which 
now go to the Union Pacific Railroad on account of the Crow Indian Reserva.tion 
lying between the ranges and _the first-mentioned road, and urging the importance 
of authority being obtained from this Department to drive cattle across the reserva-
tion. 
As is usual in all such applic~tions, the matter has been referred to the local United 
States Indian agents for partieulars, which will enable this office to make an intelli-




Hon .• fOHN H. MITCHELL, Ebbitt House, Ci ty. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
. WaBhington, May 29, 1883. 
SIR: By reference of Hon. J. H. Mit chell I have received·a letter from the president 
of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, dated the 19th instant, in which he states 
tba.t he is informed that there are lar~e herds of cattle tributary to said railroad, 
which now go to the Union Paeific Railroad on account of the Crow Reserve lsing 
bet ween the ranges and their road, and asking that aut.hority be granted to the North-
ern Pacific Railrond Company for the driving of cattle across the reserve. 
In order to intelligent action by the Department in this matter, you are directed to 
forthwith ascertain and report to this office-
( I) The most feasible route or routes for driving cattle acroes the reserve in the di-
rection of the Northern Pacific Railroad, so a.s to cause the least interference with the 
lndiaW~. 
(2) The probable length of time to be consumed in the transit ovor such route or 
routes . 
. S. Hep. 1278--31 
• 
• 
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(2) The amount of tax per bead that should be imposed on owners of stock so 
driven across the reserve. 
( 4) Any other suggestions that you may deem of importance. 
Very r espectfully, 
H. PRICE, 
Co1nmissioner. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, Esq., 
United States Indian .Agent, Crow .Agency, Mont. 
/ 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Crow Agency, Mont., June 12, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to make the following reply to the questions contained in 
your "L" 9332, dated May 29, 1883, relating to the driving of cattle through this res-
ervation. • 
(1) The only points on the Northern Pacific Railway for shipping cattle that will 
be reached by parties in Wyoming: are Billings and Custer Station (on this reservation). 
To reach the former the mute w1ll be down Clark's Fork, a distance of about 65 miles, 
which will take six or seven days to drive across. This drive will do the Indians no 
harm . 
To reach Custer Station the route will be down the Little Horn, a distance of 100 
milP·S. 
The drive down the Little Horn can be made this season without interfering wit.h 
the Indians, but after we have removed the agency to that part of the reservation it 
will be a great annoyance to have large herds of cattlt' pass down through our settle-
ments. 
It will endanger the cattle belonging to the agency as well aR those which it is ex-
Jlected the Indians will have issued to them as soon as they begin to locate on their 
separate homes. It will keep my herder .and perhaps- another employe busy during 
the driving season guarding against these possible losses, and will virtually take pos-
session of that portion of the reservation in the vicinity of Custer Station. 
I really do not see why the cattlemen who are located in Wyoming, just south of 
the southeastern part of this reservation, cannot drive down Tongue River or the 
Rosebud, and ship from Miles City or some other place east of this reservation, as to 
ship from Custer Station. I wish to refer the honorable Commissioner to my letter 
on this subject, written from Fort Custer on the 23d or 24th of May. 
(2) The time occupied on the drive down Little Horn wiU be about ten days. 
(3) It bas been the custom of my predecessor to issue permits to drive across this 
reservation at 331- cents a head, which rate !reduced to 25 cents, which is low enough 
for the route down the Little Horn, and probably for any other route, but a rate of 16i 
cents per head might be established for the route down Clark's Fork, if the honor-
able Commissioner deems it best. 
Very respectfully, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE l:NTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August 10, 1883. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a letter referred to this office by Ron. J 
H. Mitchell, from the president of the Northern Pacific Railroad Company, dated 
May 19, last, stating that there are large herds of cattle tribntary to the company's 
rallroad in Montana which now go to the Union Pacific Railroad on account of the 
Crow Indian Reservation lying between the ranges and said railroad, and asking that 
authority be obtained from the Department for such cattle to he driven across the 
reservation. 
On the 29th of May, la8t, the subject was referred to the United States Indian agent 
at the Crow Agency for report. B~- letter of the 12th June last (herewith inclosed), 
Agent Armstrong reports as follows: 
"That the only points on the reservation 1bat will be reached by parties in Wyo-
ming shipping cattle are Billings and Custer Stations; to reach t he former the route 
will be down Clark's Fork a distance of about fi5 miles, occupymg six or seven days. 
to drive across. · This drive will, it is said, do the Indians no harm. 
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"To reach Custer the route will be uown the Little Horn, a distance of about 10() 
miles." 
The drive down Little Horn, occupying about ten days, can he made this seasoa 
without interfering with the Indians, but after the agency is removed it will seri-
ously e11danger the agency herd, and the Indians' cattle which it is expected they 
will have iE~sued to them when they locate or. their separate homes. It will keep 
agency employes buRy guarding against possible 1osses, and will virtually ta.ke pos-
session oftb:.tt portion oftbe reservation in the vicinity of Custer Station. 
It further appears from the agent's letter that it. has been customary to issue per-
mits to drive cattle across the reservation at 33t cents per head, which he has since 
reduced to ~5 cents for the route down the Little Horn, and that a rate of Hit cents 
per beau might be established for the route down Clark's Fork, subject to tee ap-
proval of this Department. 
Iu view of the fact that the removal of the Crow Agency is not likely to take place 
for some little time yet, I have the honor to recommend that authority be given the 
Northern Pacific Railroad Company to b ave cattle destined for its road eli iven through 
the reservation upon the accustomed trails·, and for the remainder of the present sea-
son only, at an average rate of 15 cents per head, no delay to be made in crossing. 
The r~turn of the papers herewith inclosed to the files of this office is respectfully 
requested. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
' The Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Comrnissioner-. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, August 10, 1883. 
SIR: I return herewith the inclosures which accompanied your letter of this dat& 
in relation to the tax on cattle driven across a portion of the Crow Indi~:tn Reserva-
tion en route for shipment by the Northern Pacific Railroad Company. 
Agreeably to your recommendation, aut.bority is hereby granted to the said railroad!. 
company to have cattle destined for its road driven through the said reservation upon 
the accustomed trails and for t.be remainder of the present season only, at the rate of 
15 cents per head, no delay to be made in crossing. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
Acting Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AI<'FAIRS, 
August 11: 1883. 
SIR: Referring to office report of the lOth instant, and to Department letter in re-
ply thereto, of the same date, granting authority to the Northern Pacific Railroad 
Company to ha>e cattle destined for its road driven through the Crow Indian Reser-
vation, in Montana, upon the accustomed trails and for the remainder of the present. 
season only, at the rate of 15 cents per head, uo delay to be made in crossing, I havf" 
the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a telegram, dated the lOth instant, addressed 
by T. F. Oak es to Hon. J. H. Mitchell, and referred to this office by the latter, in: 
which Mr. Oakes says that" 15 cents per head is exce sive. The charge through the-
Indian Territory has never exceeded 10 cents per bead, and in many cases has not. 
exceeded 5 cents per head." 
The Creek law provides that ' 1 drovers and movers shall be allowed to pass through 
the Muskogee Nation free of tax, provided that not more than twenty-fi,Te days ar~ 
consumed in making the journey; but where more thau twenty-five days are con-
sumed in passing through the nation the owner or person m charge of the stock shall 
pay a tax of 5 cents per bead for each day so consumed over the twenty-five days,. 
prov:i.ding such delay is not caused by high water or other providential hindrance." 
(Laws Muskogee Nation, 1880, page 62.) 
The Cherokee law provides th~t per3ons, except citizens of the Cherokee Nation, 
may drive stock throngh the nat,ion by paying, "for beef, work, and stock cattle, 
except sucking calves, 5 cent.s each," &c. (Laws of Cherokee Nation, 1881, page246.) 
By Department letter of November 4, 1881, a tax of 10 cents per bead was author-
ized for each head of stock crossing the Uintah'Reservation, the tim~ of crossing to 
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be limited to t en days, and an additional tax of 1 cent per bead for each day exceed-
ing ten. . 
The tax :fixed for.crossi_ng the Uintah Res~ryatlon se~ms to be fair aud reasonable, 
and, after due constderatJOD, I am of the op1mon that It should be adopted in l'cspect 
to cattle crossing the Crow Reservation, and so recommend. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Ron. SECRETARY OJ!' THE l~TERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Cont?nissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
1Vashington, A:ugttsf 16, 1883. 
'Sm ~ Agreeably to the recommendation of your letter of 11th instant, Department 
.authority of lOth instant, granting the Northern Pacific Railroad Company permis-
.sion to drive cattle destined for its road through the Crow Indian Reservation, in 
Montana, upon the accustomed trails and for the remainder of the pretient season 
- only at the rate of 15 cents per bead, no delay to be made in crossing, is hereby mod-
ified; the payment to be 10 cents per head and the time of crossing to be limited to 
-.. ten days, with an additional payment of 1 cent per head for each day exceeding ten. 
Very respectfully, 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
Acting Secretary. 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE JNTRRIOR, 
O FFICE OF INDIAN A.FF AIRS, 
August 1 , 1AB3. 
SIR: Referring to the telegram from T. F. Oakes, esq., of rhe lOth in taut, referred 
to this office by you in reference tQ drh·ing cattle through the Crow lndia.n Reserva-
t ion iu Montana Territory, I inclose herewith a copy of Department communication 
>Of the 16th instant, :fixing the rate at which cattle may he driYen across a id reserva-
tiou at 10 cents per head, the time of crossing to be limited to ten days, with an 
· additional payment of 1 cent per head for each day in excess of ten. 
This is a modification tot be extent above indicated of Department Jetter of the lOth 
instant., granting autbo1:ity to the Northern Pacific ~ailroad Comyany to have cattle 
destined for its road dnven t,hrough t.be Crow Indian ReservatiOn upon the accus-
tomed trails, and for the remainder of the present season only, at tbe rate of 15 cents 
per bead, no delay to be made in crossing. . . 
I also inclose a copy of office report of the 11th mstant, to wlnch Department letter 
>Of the 16th instant is a reply. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JOHN H. MITCHELL, 
Ebllitt House, Washington, D. C. 
H. PRICE, 
Comnlission~. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIL'If AFFAIRS, 
August 23, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to offic~ letter to you of May 29 lnst relati':"e to tb~ applicatio:n of 
the Northern Pacific Railroad Company to have cattle destmedJor Its road dnv~n 
across the Crow Reservation, and to your reply thereto of June 1() • .,,, yon are now 
advised that, under date of the 16th instant, authority has been granted by the De-
partment for cattle so desti~ed to ?e driven through the reservatio~ _upon the accus-
tomed trails and for the remmnder nj the p1·esent season only at the umform rate of lO 
cents per head, the time of crossing to be limited to ten days, with an additional pay-
ment of l .cent per head for each day consumed in excess of ten days. You will be 
governed accordingly. 
Very respectfully, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, Esq., 
United Statts Indian Agent, Crow Agency, Mont. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissi.oner. 
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·roPEKA, KANS., August 1, 1 '83. 
SIR: Myself an'd bn!:liness associates desire to herd some cattle..on the Crow Indian 
Reservation in Montana, and for that purpose would like to lease some land from that 
t.nbe, but the agent is in some doubt Tegarding the views of the Drpartruent touching 
snch matters. 
Will you be ldnd enough to request the Department to advise the agent, and a lso 
myself, whether a lease of such as the Indians cannot use, upon terms entirely satis-
factory to the Indians, the agent, and tho Department, w0uld be objectionable to the 
Department~ 
Tri:tly yours, 
Bon. THos. RYAN, 
Washington, D. C. 
J. C. WILSON. 
[Indorsement.] 
Respectfully referred to the honorable Secretary of the Interior with the request 
that be grant the writer's request. · 
THOR. RYAN. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR , 
Washington , A:ugust 11, 18tl3. 
SIR: In reply to your communication of August 1, 1883, in regard to leasing Crow 
Indian lands, I see no objection to allowing the Indians to grant permission to parties 
desiring to do so on fair and reasonable terms, subject to such supervision as the De-
partment may consider proper to prevent the Indians from being imposed U\JOn. 
Such privileges can only be recognized when granted by the ·proper authority of 
the tribe; and the benefits must be participated in by all the tribe, not by a. f;.tvorecl 
few only. It is not desirable that a large number of white h f>rders sbonld be al lowed 
to go into t he Indian territory, as their presence will be of doubtfnl advantage to 
the India.ns. A few responsible men can easily oversee Indian herders, who it is be-
lieved can be employed advantageously to the cattle owners as well as to the Iucliaus. 
The Indians so employed w ill so become skillful hreders, familiar with cattle-raiRiug, 
and rua.y avail themselves of the knowledge thus acquired and become stock-raisers 
themselves. 
The Department will see to it that under such aoreements, however, no permanent 
jroprovements are erected, and that no disreputable persons are al lowed to rerua iu ou 
t.he reservation. 
All persons entering under the authority of such agreement, either as owners or em-
I•loyes, will be required to conform strictly to the statutes and rules of the Depart-
ment with respect to the introduction of liquors, fire-arms, ammunition, & c., in the 
Indian country. vVith reference to t.he mode and manner of payment, such payments 
should, as far as practicable, be made in cattle to be owned by the tribe, and shoulU 
be preserved as the nucleus of a herd that in a few years shall take the place of the 
herds now occupying the reservat.ion and in which the Indians have no interest.. 
While the Depart ment will not recognize the agreement or lease yon mention, nor 
any other of like character, to tbe extent of approving t he same, nor to the ex.teut of 
assuming to settle controversies that may arise between the difl'erent parties holding 
such agreements, yet the Department will endeavor to see that parties having no 
agreement with the Indians are not allow~d to interfere with those who have. When- · 
ever there shall be any j nst cause for dissatisfaction on the part of the Iudiaus, or 
when it shall appear that improper persons, under cover of such lease or agreement, 
are allowed on the reservation by parties holding such agreement, or for any reason 
t he Department shall consider it desirable. for the public interest to do so, it will ex-
ercise its right of supervision to the extent of removing all occupants from the reser-
vation without reference to such lease or agreement, on such notice as shall be right 
and proper under the circumstances under which the parties h~ve entered such res-
ervation, and haYe complied with the terms of the agreement and instructions of the 
Department . 
All parties accepting such agreement shall accept the same subject to all the con-
ditions hereiu, and subjeet to any future action of Congress and the Department as 
herein stated in relation to occupants of such territory. 
Instructions will be Issued to the agents in accordance with this letter. 
Very respectfull y, 
Mr. J. c. vVILsoN, 
Topeka, Kans. 
M. L. JOS:J:;YN, 
Acting Secreta1·y. 
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DEPARTMENT OF 'fl-IE INTERIOR, 
Washington, August 11, 1883 .. 
Sm: Having received a letter from Mr. J. ·C. Wilson, of Topeka, Kans., inquiring 
about leasing Cro-w lndiau lands, I ·have written him a Jetter· substantially as follows, 
which will govern you in your action in the matter: 
I see no objection to allowing the Indians to grant. permission to parties desiring to 
.O.o so on fair and rta.r:;onable terms, !<ul>ject to such supervision as the Department may 
-consider proper to prevent the Indians from being imposed upon; no lands to be leased 
which in your judgment are needed for the use of the Indians. 
Such pdvilt-ges can ouly Le 1·ecognized when granted by the proper authority of the 
tribe; and the benetits must be participated in by all of the tribe, not by a favored 
:few only . It is not desirable that a lar.5e number of white herders should be al-
lowed to go into the Indian territory, as their presence will be of doubtfnl .advantage 
to the Indians. A few responsible men can easily oversee Indian herders, who, it is 
believed, can be employed advantageously to the cattle-owners as well as to the 
Indians. The Indians so employed wm soon become t;killed herders, familiar with 
•cattle-raising, and may avail themselves of the knowledge thus acquired and become 
:stock-raisers t.hemsel ves. 
The Department will see to it that nuder such agreements, however, no permanent 
;improvements ar~ erected, and that no disreputable per;:,ons are allowed to remain on 
;t,he r<.servation. 
All]Jersous entering nuder the authority of such agreement, either as owner or em-
jployes, will be required to conf01 m stri<:tly to the statutes and rules of the Department 
with respect to the introduction of liquors, fire-arms, ammunitiou, &c., in the Indian 
·country. 'Vith refe~ence to the modeand manner of payment, sncb payments should, 
.as far as practicable, be made in cattle, to be ownecl by the tribe, and should be pre-
served as th<· nucleus of a herd that in a few years shall take the place of the herds 
now occupying the reservation, and in which the Indians have no intereRt. 
While the Department will not recognize the agreement or lease you mention nor 
:any other of like character, to the extent of approving the same, nor to the exteut of 
.assuming to settle controversies t~at may arise between the different parties holdin~ 
<Such agreements, yet the Department will endeavor to see that parties having no 
:agreewents with the Indians are not allowed to interfere with those who have. 
Whenever there shall be any just cause for dissatisfaction on the part of the Indians, 
<Or when it shall appear that iu.proper persons undt'r cover of such lease or agreement 
.are allowed on the reservation by parties holding such agreements, or for any reason 
ithe Department shall consider it desirable for the public interest to do so, it will ex-
-ercise its right of supervision to the extent of removing all occupants from the reserva-
t.ion without refer..,nce to such lease or agreement, on such notice as e.hall be right 
:and proper under the circumstances under which the parties have entered such res-
ervation, and have complied with the terms of the agreement and instructions of the 
Department. 
All parties accepting such agreements should accept the same subject to all the con-
.J.i tions herein and subject to any future action of Congress and the Department., as 
l:Jer4:'in stated, in relation to occupants of such territory. 
Very respectfully, 
RENRY J. ARMSTRONG, 
Indian Agent, Crow Agency, Mont. 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
.Acting Sear·etary. 
WESTERX UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 
H elena, Mont., D ecem ber 23, 188.'3. 
COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. : 
The interests of your Department and citizens of Montana demand the immediate 
p resence here of a special agent thoroughly reliable. By conferring with me on ar· 
:rival he will be placed in possession of important information. Confidential. 
. JOHN SCHUYLER CROSBY, 
£Indorsement.l 
Respectfully referred to Hon. Secretary of the Interior. 
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[Telegraru.j 
To HENRY WARD, 
Indian Inspector, Yakima, Wash.: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
December 24, 1883. 
Proceed at once to the inspection of agencies in Montana. Go first to Helena and 
see the governor. Acknowledge receipt. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Sec1'fta1·y. 
HELENA, MONT., Feb1·uary 7, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: I have the honor to report my proceedings under Departme-nt orders of 
December 24, 18b3, as follows: 
I received the mail copy of the order at Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, January 6, 
1884. I proceeded as soon and as expeditiously as practicable to this oity and con-
s ulted with Governor Crosby. I found that be had complaints to make ()oncerning 
the condrtion of affairs at the Crow Agency, in this Territory. The complaints were 
somewhat vague and indefinite. They amounted to a eharge that the agent, Maj. H . 
.J .. Armstrong, was allowing one R. B. Briggs, of Kansas, or of New York, or of both 
places, to keep a herd of cattle on the reservation, said herd having been purchased 
()f one Thomas Kent, a white man, married to a Crow woman who has lived many 
years upon tile reservation. There was also an intimation that Mr. Briggs was con-
stantly adding to his herd by purchases of parties living on t,he reservatiou, and also 
by purchases from the outside. Insinuations were al so made that S. B. Roberts, 
foreman in charge of Mr. Briggs's llerd, was inclined to sharp practices as against 
Qther cattle-owners. The governor made an imputation upon Major Armstrong's per-
sonal integrity. He said it had been reported to him that while tlle sale of the herd 
Qf cattle by Kent to Briggs was pending, the agent interfered and threatened to stop 
the sale unless Kent would secnre $5,000 of the purc4ase-price to his wife; that Kent 
.consented, and that afterwards Major Armstrong caused the $5,000 to be deposited in ' 
bank to his (Armstrong's) personal credit. The intimation was clearly made that 
Agent Armstrong intended to in some way personally profit by this arrangement. I 
proceeded in due time t.o t,he agency, and sent for Kent and Roberts; they were 
:some time getting in; were delayed perhaps by the severe weather and the bard travel-
ing. A1ter they appeared I took their affidavits, which I herewith inclose. Kent's 
marked Exhibit A, Roberts's Exhibit ll. It will l.Je noticed that the two affidavits 
.agree in all essential particulars, and as one of the affiants represents t.be accusers 
.and the other the accused, I think jt may be fairly assumed that, the two documents 
present the facts about as they are . It appears from these Hffidavits that Thomas 
Kent last May sold toR. B. Brj.ggs, of New York, as representative of the Briggs-Ellis 
·Company, Limited, 1,034 head of cattle; that said cattle have since remained upon 
-their old range upon the reservation; that Mr. Briggs has sold from said herd about 
200 beef cattle and ·dry heifers that have been driven off; that he bas purchased 250 
head of cattle from out,side parties and driven them upon the reservation, adding 
them to his herd, and that he bas increased his herd by some 20 or 30 head of cattle 
purchased of parties living upon the reservation. Kent and Roberts differ so mew bat 
in their est,imates of the number of beef cattle and dry heifers sold and driven off, the 
form er making it 180, and the latter 240. As Roberts has the best means of knowing 
the exact number, I think his estimate is likely the most nearly correct, but the <lis-
.crepancy is not material. 
The authority under wbicb Agent Armstrong has acted in allowing Mr. Briggs to 
range his herd of cattle upon tht> reservation is contained in a letter from the Com· 
missioner of Indian Affairs, dated July 7, 1~b3, a copy of which is inclosed marked 
Exhibit C. lt will he noticed that Mr. Briggs estimated his herd at 750. He evi-
dently repoded the number that remained after the sale of beef cattle and dry heifers. 
Agent Armstrong told me that the understanding between him and Mr. Briggs was 
that Briggs should be allowed to range on the reservation the number of cattle origi-
nally purchased by him of Kent, about 1,000, and that he was t,berefore allowed to 
bring in the 250 to make up for the number of beef catt.le and dry heifers sold ofr. 
The compensation to be paid by Briggs to the Crow tribe was estimated upon the 
basis of 1,000 cattle herded; the rate being a quarter of a dollar a piece. The amount 
due on this basis has been paid. See Briggs's certificate of payment, Exhibit D, and 
Armstrong's receipt, Exhibit E. Whether in this matter Agent Armstrong has ex-
.ceeded his anthority, is of course, a question for tbe Department to decide. And 
whether be is in any degree culpable for not preventing Mr. Briggs from slightly en-
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]arging his herd by purchases from residents of the reservation is also a question for 
the Department to determine. Last spring's calves, of course, have remained with 
the herd; none of them were counted iu the sale of Kent to Briggs; tbost that had 
then appeared went with the hercl. The total number of these calves, that are 110w 
of course almost yearlings, is estimated at from 400 to 500. Briggs has therefore-
upon the reservation a heard of from 1,600 to 1:600 bead of cattle. The calf iucreuse, 
however, is legitimate. Mr. Kent's affidavit, it will be noted, completely exonerates-
Agent Armstrong fr~m any imputation of unworthy motive or purpose in the five-
thousand-dollar matter; the agent simply sought the good and the security of Kent's 
Indian wife. H e never <1esircd that the money should be deposited to l1is personal 
credit. Tbe money as a matter of fact was never deposited at all. Mr. Briggs drew 
a check of $5,000 to Kent's wife, to l1e paid when indorsed by her and the United 
States Indian Agent, not Major Armstrong, but the agent whoever be might be; the-
check remained about a month with Kent, and was then sent to the agent. .A. little-
over two months later, or about the 20th of September, the check was indorsed by 
Mrs. Kent and the agent, and delivered to Mr. Kent. He drew the money upon it 
and invested the same with the rest of his means. Agent Armstrong says he consented 
to abandon his original design of having the moue invested in Unit~d States bonds. 
for the benefit of Mrs. Kent, and to allow Mr. Kent to take the money only upon satis-
factory assurances th 'lt l:e (Kent) intended to do right by his family. Tbe agent 
while indor~":~ing Mr. Kent's statement of the transaction as substantially correct, says. 
he is mistaken in one statement. 
Mr. Kent says that about a month after the check was drawn the agent sent to him 
for it, and that he sent it to the agency. Ma,jor Armstrong says that be did not, send_ 
after the check; that he never waut.ed tlJe check in his posse~sion. He did send word 
to Kent to bring his wife to the agency with the check t.bat jt might be indorsed and 
t he proceeds investPd in Government bonds. But as the message was a verbal one-
t.here might have very easily been a mistake made in its de)jvery. Mr. Kent resented 
the a~ent's interference in t.bis matter as too much of an intermeddling with his. 
(Kents) family affairs. But Major ATmstrong says that several white men who have 
married Crow women and made considerable money through the advantages which 
the marriages gave them, have, after realizing upon their property, deser1ed their-
wives. He had reason to believe that Kent proposed doing the same thing, and did 
not propose that he should leave his Indian family destitute. 
At Stillwater I saw several men to whom the governor had referred me as able to-
fmuish material inforrua.tion concerning the iniquitous operations of Mr. Briggs and 
]J is u:an Roberts. But they were not a.ble to inform me of anything beyond what is. 
c etailed in Kent's and Roberts's affidavits; they knew of no instance in which Roberts 
had sought to brand calves on the reservation belonging to residents thert'On. They 
were not aware that>Mr. Briggs had ever attempted to take any undue advantage of 
any one. One iudiYidual, Alex. Huntly, the husband of a Crow wife, did have a long 
complaint to make against Roberts on his own account, but it w~ts entirely a personal 
matter and in nowise involving Major Armstrong. 
I am sa-tisfied that the complaints in this matter all originated in the jea,lousy and 
excessive nervousness of the old residents and stockn:ym of Montana. They were-
afraid that Mr. Briggs would obtain some authority of some sort through his privilege 
of ranging cattle upon the reservation. It is the common expectation in this Territory 
that the western portion of the Crow Reservation will soon be ceded by the Indians 
and thrown open to settlement or occupancy by the whites, and I suppose it was. 
feared that Mr. Briggs might continue ranging his cattle upon the reservation l,lutil 
the time for throwing open should come, and would then by virtue of being in pos-
session Lave some immense advantage over the old-timers. And it was exclaimed, 
"No foreigners to be allowed to come in here and get possession of the best cattle-
ranges to the exclusion of those who ha.ve made the Territory what it is." 'I'hi con-
undrum sums up completely Governor Crosby's representations and reasonings on the 
subject. The governor assumed that R. B. Briggs was one of a number of Kan as 
gentlemen of that name who constituted a heavy cattle-firm. But at Ptillwater :mel 
at t.he agency I was informed t.hat he was of New York, and had no connection with 
the Kansas Briggs. The latter was at the reservation last summer for the purpose of 
negotiating a lease or making some arrangement for grazing and herding cattle upon 
the reservation, but did nothing. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Inttwior, Washington, D. 0. 
-.. 
HENRY WARD, 
United Stateslndia.n Inspector. 
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EXHIBIT A. 
TERRITORY OF MONTANA, 
CTow Indian Agency : 
THOMAS KENT, being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
I live on Bridger Creek, near Gray Cliff Railroad station, on the Crow Indian Res-
ervation. I am a farmer and stock-raiser, and have been engaged as such on the Crow 
Reservation for about tPu years. During the month of May, 1883, I sold to the Brigg. 
& Ellis Company, limited, 1,034 head of cattle. All my negotiations were with H.. 
B. Briggs, representati ' 'e of said company1 and all the business was transacted di-
rect.ly with him. I delivered the said herd of cattle to the said Briggs during t he 
spring round·up on the reservation, from the)st of June to· abont the lOth of July_ 
As I delivered the cattle to Mr. Briggs he delivered the beef cattle of the herd and. 
some dry heifers to William Wright, a butcher, of Livingston, Mont., in pursuance,.. 
I suppose, of a contract of ~Sale previously ·ruade. The number of beef cattle ancl: 
heifers then delivered to Mr. Wright, I think, from general observation, was about.180_ 
I have not the means of knowing ~he exact numbers. Since my delivery of the afore-
mentioned cattle to Mr. Briggs he has continued to keep them upon the Crow Res--
en-ation, upon the same range upon which I had always herded them. Some time-
last stimmer, in August, I think, Mr. Briggs brought in about 250 more e'attle aml' 
added them to the herd pnrch9.sf'd of me. He had purchased said cattle, I understood ,.. 
of Billings, and they had been brought into the territory from Minnesota. Since hi . 
purchase from me Mr. Briggs bas bought some cattle from other parties living on tb 
reservation, and added them to his herd ranging on t.he reservation. The number so· 
purchased is, l think, about 30. Mr. Briggs has always been fair :md honorable in 
his dealings with me, and, as far as I know or have heard, basal ways dealt honorably 
with other parties, never attempting to take any undue advantage. 
While I was negotiatmg the sale of my herd of cattle to Mr. Briggs, H. J. Arm-
strong, United States In<liau agent. for the Crows, who was out in the vicinity of my 
residence looking after the round-up, came to my house and told me he would stop-
the pending sale unless I would consent to make some provision out of the proceeds of 
said sale tor my wife, a member of the Crow tribe. He suggested that $5,000 should 
l.Je secured to her. His proposition was, that Mr. Briggs should draw a check to her-
lor that amount on the Billings Bank, Stebbius, Munn &. Co., bankers, with the pro-
viso that it should be paid only w ben indorsed by her and by the U uited State~:> Indian 
a.gent for the Crow tribe. I consented to the proposition. The check was drawn ns. 
proposed, and left at my house. About a month afterwards Agent Armstrong ~:>eut 
to me for the check, and I sent it to him at the agency. About two weeks later, while· 
I was at the agency on some business, Agent Armstrong requested me to bring my 
wife down to tl1e agency, that she might indor~-;e the check. He said that the in-
dorsement by her and by him·shonld be made in the presence of two witnesses. He-
then propo~;ed that the proceeds should be invested in United Stn.tes bonds, for the 
benefit of my wife. Nothing, however, was done about this; but about the '20t.b of' 
September, 9,t the time of the issues of the fall :111nuities, my wife and I were at th~;; 
agency, and as I wanted money for the purchase of sheep, we went to 'see Agent Arm-
st.rong about the matter of the check. My wife told the agent that she was perfectly 
willing that 1lle proceeds of said check sllonld come into my hands. He consented 
that it should be so. My wife and the agent indorsed the clleck, and it was delivered 
to me. I soon afterwards presented it for payment, and Jeceived and invested the 
proceeds. I never had any idea or suspicion that in this business Agent Armstrong 
was actuated by any interested, selfi.~;h, or corrupt motives. 
THOMAS KENT~ 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 29th day of January, 1883. 
CROW AGENCY, 
Territo1·y of Montana, ss : 
EXHIBIT B. 
HENRY WARD, 
United States Indian Inspector-~ 
S. B. RoBERTS, being duly sworn, deposes and says : 
I am a resident of Mellville, Gallatin County, Montana; I am in the employ of the· 
firm known as Briggs & Ellis Company, limited. I am foreman in charge of their 
herd of cattle ranging on the Crow Reserv8.tion. R. B. Briggs, treasurer and business-
manager of'said company, and a.s their representative, last May, that is, in May, 1883, 
bought of ThomaH Krnt, who lh-es on the Crow Reservat ion, near the confluence of' 
Bridger Cn:ek and the Yellowstone River, a herd of cattle, chiefly stock cattle, but. 
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·orne beef cattle. Said herd numbered about 1,000 head; 1,030, I think. Said herd of 
<:attle were delivered by Thomas Kent to R. B. Briggs during the spring round-up, 
which commenced about the 20th of May, li:l83, and lasted some two or three weeks. 
Said cattle have since, with the exception of such as have been sold, remained upon 
~be Crow Reservation, upon the same range upon w hicb the said Kent had always kept 
t hem. During the month of May, 1Eti3, the said Briggs sold from the herd a quantity 
o{)f beef cattle, I think about 240, and deli\ered them to the purchasers the last of May 
-{)I' first of June, and they were taken from tb~ reservation. I understand the herd re-
mained on the reservation under permission granted by H. J. Arrnst.rong, Indian agent, 
..and issued in accordance with instructions from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
'The last of July or first of August, 1883, the said R. B. Briggs bought at Billings, from 
the Willard Cattle Company, 250 head of cattle and drove them to the range on the 
.Crow. Reservation, occupied by the herd purchased by him of the said Thomas Kent, 
.and added them to said herd, and they have since remained with said herd. The said 
Briggs has also purchased of various parties on the Crow Reservation some 20 or 30 
bead of cattle and added them to herd ranging on said' Crow Reservation. I have 
never known or heard of any complaints made against the said R. B. Briggs or any of 
his employes for branding cattle or calves belonging to other persons. 
S. B. ROBERTS. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 28th day of Januar,v, 1884. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, Esq., 
EXHIBIT C. 
HENRY WARD, 
United Sta.tes Indian Inspector. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, July 1, 1883. 
United States Indian Agent, G1·ow Agency, Mont.: 
Sm: I have received your letter of the 25th ultimo, inclosing application of R. B. 
l3riggs, of Billings, Mont., for permission to graze a herd of about 750 bead of cattle, 
. recently purchHsed from Thomas Kent, upon the Crow Reservation. 
Mr. Briggs states that this herd was born and raised where t.bey now range, on the 
re:serve by Mr. Kent, who will yet have the management of them; that they feed 
.almost entirely by themselves, being apart from an.v stock owned by Indians or the 
Government, and in the event of his beiPg compelled 'to remove them they would, 
in spite of any effort be could make to prevent it. naturally drift back to their old 
feeding grounds again. 
Under the circumstances I see no objection to Mr. Briggs's herd being temporarily 
permitted to remain on the reserve, provided the Indians consent, and such compen-
.sat.ion, say so much per head per annum, as may be prescribed by you with approval 
·of this Department, he paid by Mr. Briggs for the privilege. (See section 26!J, Instruc-
tions to Indian Agents.) · 
B,v the deficiency act approved March 3, 1883, the proceeds of all pasturage on any 
Indian reservation, except those of the five civilized tribes, is directed to be covered 
into the Treasury for the benefit of the tribe under such regulations as the Secretary 
·of the Interior may prescribe. 
In the event of Mr. Briggs continuing to hold his cattle upon the reserve yon will 
tak e up the proceeds upon your periodical cash account, and hold the amount until 





CROW AGENCY, MONT., 
Septem ber ~9, 1883. 
I certify on honor that I have this day paid to H. J. Armstrong, United States In-
·dian agent at Crow Agency, Montana., the sum of two hundred and fifty ($250) dol-
lars and no more, being payment in full for permit to graze my herd of cattle upon 
the Crow Reservation from July 31, 1883, to June 30, 1884. Permit issued in accord-
.ance with instructions contained in letter from honorable Commissioner of Indian 
.Affairs. dated July 7, 1883. 
H. B. BRIGGS. 
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EXHIBIT E. 
CROW AGENCY, MONT., 
September 29, 1~83. 
Received of R. B. Briggs the sum of two hundred and fifty ($250) dollars, being 
payment in full for grazing h erd of cattle upon the Crow Reservation from July 1, 
1883, to June 30, 1884, as authorized by letter of honorable Cormnis~:~ioner of Indian 
Affairs, dated July 7, same year as above. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
Agent. 
STILLWATER, MONT., Februm·y 15, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: You will pardon me for trespassing again upon your time and patience, 
I am sure, in thus calling your attention to a public grievance the people of this 
conn try are subjected to by certain Government officials connected with the Indian 
DPpartment. 
You are familiar with the Crow Reservation in this Territory, the agent of which 
i.'S llne Armstrong. The western portion of thiM reservation, it is confidently hoped 
.and expected, will soon be receded to the United States and be thrown open to settle-
ment. In this part of the reserva tiou is some of the best farming and grazing land in 
the Northwest, as well as valnable mineral lands. This land is presumed to be set 
.apart for the exclusive benefit of t h e Crow Indians, but through the complicity of 
certain parties in the Department (of whom I cannot name) these lands are being oc-
cupied, under pretended lease<>, by white men in r-uch a wa.y that when they are 
thrown open to settlement, instt>ad of inuring to the benefit of the actual settler, will 
be entirely monopolized by a few large cattle companies to the exclusion of all others; 
tbev will build their corrals upon and occupy all the water-rights and valley lands 
that can be made useful by the settler, and will t hus monopolize large amounts of Gov-
ermuent. lands for their herd', for which the Government gets nothing, besides exclud-
ing- poor men who desire to build th emselves homes. There is now a company (Brig-gs 
& Ellis) who have a contract with the " Commissioner of India.n Affairs" to graze 7UO 
head of cattle for $250 per year. Under this contmct they have, as I am informed ancl 
believe, over 1,500 head of cat tle on the reservation, besides a large amount of capital 
to purchase all the stock they can find that is for sale, which is in violation of their 
lease and contrary to the spirit of their treaty with the Indians. _ Thia is only the 
beginning of what may be expected if this valuable property is thrown open to l'et-
tlement. 
It is belie>ed here that the present agent is in complicity with the scheme, which 
will deprive the settlers of the privileges of using this land and_ placing it in the 
hands of monopoly, equally if not more detrimental to the public welfare than the 
population of it by the Indians. 
It seems to me that the authority of Congress should be invoked and a remedy 
found. I cannot offer one particular suggestion, rather trusting to your familiarity 
with the Rituation and your well-known symp2.thy with the settler to deYise a means 
()f protecting them in their rights and remedying any wrongs that may be perpetrated 
by those in authority. This matter wa.s recently brought to the notice of Governor 
Crosby, who caused a commissioner or inspector t.o be sent out from Washington 
t o examine and report; this m~m (Ward is his name) came here, and instead of ap-
plying to disinterested citizens for information, went to the agency and called to 
bi" counsel the agent·, post traders, and other Government employe~! . The result, as 
I nm informed and believe, was to make a report in the interests of the parties I have 
mentioned, and to screen them from blame. It is believed by all who know anything 
about this agent that there will be no hopes of making a treaty looking to the reces-
sion of any part of t.hat enormous reservation so long as he is in his present position. 
And his removal wonld facilitate that end and meet the approval of all persons in 
t his Territory who understand the situation. 
If you desire it, I can furni sh yon with reliable evidence in the shape of affidavits 
to substantiate all that is written in this letter, as the Secretary of the-Interior may 
get a wrong impression of the state of affairs from other sources of information. 
I have the honor to remain, as ever, your obedient servant, 
HORACE COUNTRYMAN 
Hon. JOHN A. LOGAN, 
United States Senate ChantbCJ·, Washingt011, D. C. 
[First indorsement.] 
Respectfully referred to Hon. H. M. Teller Please return answer to-
JOHN A. LOGAN. 
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[Second indorsement. ] 
Referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
H. M. TELLER. 
Senator Logan has been informed that the Department has no information that 
leases have been made by the Indians, and none that have been made by the Depart-
ment. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Seeretar,IJ. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF THI<~ SECRETARY, 
Ma1·eh 6, 1884. 
SIR: I have the letter of Mr. Horace Countryman submitted by you. The Interior 
Department is not in possession of any evidence that parties are attempting to lease 
the Crow Reserv&ltion or any part thereof. Mr. Countryman appears to think such 
leases will be, if made, an incumbrance on the lands if thrown open to settlement 
by a.n agreement with the Indians. While the Department recognizes the right of 
Indians to allow grazing privileges under the provisions of section 2117 of theRe-
vised Statutes, it does not recognize their rights to lease the lands or create any in-
cumbrance thereon, or in any manner give to parties rights that will exist after the 
lands cease to be a 11art of the Indian reservation. Mr. Countryman is in error when 
be says that parties have a contract wif.h the Commissioner of Jnd.ian Affairs concern-
ing the grazing of cattle on the reservation. Mr. Countryman appears to be ignorant 
of the facts as well as the law. I have no doubt that parties may have cattle on the 
reservation, but as long as the Indians are satisfied, it is not considered advisable to 
interfere and drive them ofl'. No compla.int has been made by the Indians. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JOHN A. LOGAN, 
Ur~ited States Senate. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Searetary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
March 5, 1884. 
SIR : I inclose herewith a copy of Senate resolution of the 27th ultimo, calling for 
informat.ion as to any leases made, or grazing permits issued, in respect of the Crow 
Reservation, as to which you are directed to make full report tO this office without 
delay. 
Very respectfully, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, Esq., 
H. PRICE,· 
Commissioner. 
United Stateslndian .Agent, Crow .Agency, Mont. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Ma1·ch 10, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to office letter of the 5th instant, inclosing copy of Senate resolution 
of the 27th ultimo in relation to leases, &c., on Crow Reserve, you are directed to 
accompany the report called for by this office with copies of all leases, agreements, or 
grazing permits in respect of said reservation lands, if any such have been made. 
Very respectfully, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, Esq., 
United States Indian .Agent, Crow .Agency, M(JT!t, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissio.ner. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
C1·ow ~gency, Mont., Mm·ch 12, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to reply to your communication "L," No. 4166, dated March 
5 instant, and to Senate resolution of February 27, calling for information as to any 
and all leases or grazing permits issued from this office to any parties to graze cattle 
upon t he Crow Reservation. 
No lease bas been made by the Crows with any party or parties, nor have any par-
ties consult.ed with any Indian s upon this business at any time. 
A permit bas been issued to the Brigg13 and Ellis Cattle Company, composed of the 
following-named gentlemen, R. B. Briggs, W. D. Ellis, and George A. Ellis, to graze 
their herd upon the wel:ltern part of thiti reservation from the beginning to the close 
of the present fiscal year. The permit was issued under the following c1rcumst:wces 
.and upon the letter of authority from the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
hereto attached : 
The cattle \Yere horn and raised upon the range, having been purchased by Briggs 
,a,nd Ellis from Thomas Kent, a white man, who is married to a Crow Indian woman, 
and who bas lived on this reservation for more than twelve years. At t.be time of 
the purchase Briggs and Ellis intended to remove the cattle to a r:.wch they thought 
they bad just south from this agency in Wyoming, but they were unfortunate in 
having a partner with whom they bad some difficulty and who retained possession 
of the -ranch, so that they had no place to take their cattle. They then came to me 
and asked permission to keep the cattle upon this reservation, which I refused to 
grant, not having anthority to do so. . 
They then applied to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairea, and received in 
reply the letter att.ached to this communication, under which they were allowed to 
remain, for which privilege they have paid the sum of $250, the same being taken up 
in my accounts tor third quarter, l l:'ll:l3. 
Under section 269, Instructions to Indian Agents, dated October, H~SO, n.nd also sup-
posing from the contents of the attached letter from the honorable Commissioner 
that there w uld be no objections, I issued a permit to .George L. Ash, of Billings, 
Mont. , to graze a small herd. of 75 cattle upon this reservation temporanly, just oppo-
site his ranch, for which I have received the sum of $::37.50, taken up in my accounts 
for fourth quarter, 18!::3. 
A batt.alion of the Second Cavalry, under command of Mnjor Merrill, had been sta-
tioned on this reservation opposite the town of Billings during the entire summer of 
1 8~, and Mr. Ash claimed to have bten authorized by the commanding officer to bring 
his cattle over to the south side of the Yellowstone, in order that he might supply the 
military with milk and butter. By doing so, his cattle became accustomed to the 
range, and it ,-.;-as difficult for Mr. Ash to keep them oft'. 
They wei·e removed once by the agency herder, hut returned. Late in the fall 
(1883) Mr. Ash came to me here and begged so hard that I gave him permission t o 
allow his ~>mall herd to remain for a limited time on the range, they being alrea.dy on 
the south side of the river, as I understand. 
No other permits to graze h8.ve been issued. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian Affai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure. j 
DEPARTMJ<jNT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. J1tl?l 7, 1884. 
SIR: I have received your letter of the 25th ultimo, inclosing applicatwn of R. B. 
Briggs, of Billings, Mont., for permission to graze a herd of about 750 bead of cattle, 
1·ecently purchased from Thomas Kent, upon the Crow Reservation. 
Mr. Briggs st.ates that this herd was born and raised where they now range on the 
reserve by Mr. Kent, who will yet have the management of them; t.hat they feed 
almost entirely by themselves, being apart from any stock owDed by .lncli::ms or th~ 
Government, and in the event of his being compelled to remove them, they would, 
in spite of any effort he could make to prevent it, naturally drift back to their old 
feeding grounds again. 
Under the circumstances, I see no objection to Mr. Briggs's herd being temporarily 
permitted to remain on the reserve, provided the Indians consent and such compen-
satioil, say, so much per head per annum, as may be prescribed by ;you with approval 
·of this Depal'twent, be paid by Mr. Briggs for the privilege. (See section 269, In-
structions. to Indian Agents. ) 
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By the deficiency act approved March 3, 1883, the proceeds of all pasturage o:1 any 
Indian reservation, except those of the five civilized tribes, is directed to he co,·ered 
into the Treasury for the benefit of the tribe, under such regulations as the Secretary 
of the Interior may prescribe. 
In the event of Mr. Briggs continuing to hold his cattle upon the reserve, you will 
take up the proceeds upon your periodical cash account and hold the amount until 
such regulations shaH have been announced and communicated to you. 
Very respectfully, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Crow Agency, Mont. 
ExHIBIT A. 
CROW RESERVE, MONTANA. 
Copies of correspondence referred to in accompanying report of the Commissionm· of Indian 
Affa·irs, dated Decmnber 29, 1~84. 
CROW AGENCY, February 20, 1t!84. 
DEAR SIR: Referring to the license to trade with the Indians at the Crow Agency in 
Montana, you kindly granted to me February 2, lt!S4, also to the fact that I am gra.z-
ing some cattle by your permit dated July-, H~83, on the Crow Reservation, beg to 
43ay I am informed by Maj. H. J. Armstrong, Crow Inuian Agent, that he has on file 
an order dated August 27, 18Al, No. 80, to the effect that no Indian trader shall be per-
mitted to graze or raise cattle on the reservation. If it is not inconsistent with the 
interests of your Department, would you kindly consent to modify the above order so 
that I might as trader yet continue to keep my cattle on the reserve 1 
I would again mention the fact that my cattle are almost entirely cattle that were 
raised by Thomas Kent (who had married a Crow squaw), and t.hat they were born 
where they now feed, and if I should move them to au adjoining range they could not 
be prevented from returning to their old home and feeding ground. They feed en-
tirely _apart from any cattle or horses owned by the United States Government or 
Indians. 1 
H;oping to receive your favorable reply at an early day, I remain, 
Yours, respectfully, 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
R. B. BRIGGS, 
Sweet Grass, Montana Ter. 
DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, .Ap1·il1, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 20th February last, asking that Circular Order 
No. 80, issued from this office (accounts division) August 27, lt!S1, be modified so that 
you may as trader continue to hold the cattle purchased from Thomas Kent, on the 
Crow Reservation, I have to say that it is not deemed advisable by this office to make 
any exception in individual cases. 
Very respectfully, 
R. B. BRIGGS, Esq. 
Indian Trader, Sweet Gmss, Mont. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
LIVINGSTON, March 8, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: I have the honor to represent to your Department that during the-
month of July last (1883) I made application to Agent Armstrong of the Crow Heser-
vatwn to cut hay. I received the permit, and under it I cut 52 hay, paying to Agent 
.Armstrong $1 per ton for the privilege. The hay was cut and stacked, and securely 
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fenced, but I found it necessary to place a man on the ground to protect it from depre-
dation from a large number of cattle permitted to graze on the reservation under the 
authority of the agent. 
In orderiug my man to remove from the country and at the same time permit 2,00() 
cattle to graze at this very point, it seems to me to look a little too much like favor-
ing the strong. I will have the hay baled and removed as soon as possible, and in tlle 
mean time I think I ought to be permitted to do what is necessary to protect my hay 
from being destroyed. I have a large stable here and cut this bay for spring use ~ 
and that is what I would like to use for. 
Respectfully yours, 
B. R .. DEVOE, 
Livingston, Mont .. 
Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
LIVINGSTON, MONT., lJ:farch 8, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: Mr. B. R. Devoe, of this city, has addressed a letter to the Ron. Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs in relation to some bay he cut on the Crow Rt>.servation 
under permit of Agent Armstrong, The action of the agent in ordering Devoe's man 
off from t.be reservation and permitting the Briggs-Ellis Cattle Company to remain 
with their 2,000 cattle at the very point where Devoe's hay is stacked, bas the ap-
pearance of an unjust discrimination, which I think is, under the circumstances, hardly 
justifiable. I am interested in this bay, and if you will do me the favor to call on the 
Commissioner and secure sufficient time to bale and remove the hay, you will confer 
a great favor. 'l'he trouble bas been that Devoe bas been unable to procure a baler,. 
or else the hay would have been removed, but is expecting to get it ba.led soon. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. MARTIN MAGINNIS, 
Washington, D. C. 
W. P. LYMAN •. 
[Indorsement.] 




UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Crow .Agency, Mont., March 18, 1884~ 
H. PRICE, 
Comrnissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C.: 
SIR: In reply to your'' L" 4166, dated March 10, I have the honor to inclose copies 
of the only two permits issued from this office to any parties to graze stock upon this 
reservation. 
Very respectfully, 
No leases have been made. 
flnclosures.J 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
Agent .. 
CROW AGENCY, MONT., September 29,1883. 
Received of R. B. Briggs the sum of $250 toll, being payment in full for grazing 
herd of cattle purchased on the range from Thomas Kent, upon the Crow Reservation, 
from July , 1883, to June 30, 1884, as authorized by the honorable Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, dated July 7, 1883. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, · 
Agent. 
[From Briggs to the agent.] 
CROW AGENCY, MONT., Septe-mber 29, 181;3. 
I certify on honor that I have this day paid to H. J. Armstrong, United States In-
dian agent at Crow Agency, Mont, the sum of $250, and no more, being payment 
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i n full fol' permit to graze my herd of cattle upon the Crow Reservation from JulJ 1, 
1883, to June 30, 1884. Permit issued in accordance with instructions contained in 
letter from honorable Commissioner Indian Ail'aiis, dated July 7, 18i:l3. 
~. S. AsH, Billings, Mont. : 
R. B. BRIGGS. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONT. , 
J an uary 24, 1884. 
I ought to have written to you sooner to acknowledge the receipt of the $37.50 for 
grazing your herd of 75 cattle upon the Crow Reservation for one year. 
Respectfully, 
H. J. ARMSTR.ONG-, . 
Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Mtt?·ch 24, 1884. 
SIR: Verbal inquiry having this day been made to me in behalf of H. G. Reeves 
.and J. C. Moore, of Illinois, regarding the leasing of lands in the Crow Indian Reser-
vation, and the statement made that the Department letter to you on the subject of 
August 11, 1883, based on inquiry from J. C. Wilson, of Topeka, Kans., is construed 
b y you to be limited and confined to application for such purpose from that gentle-
·mau only, you are informed that the instructions contained in said Jetter are not in-
tended to be and are not to be construed as limited to any special individual or indi-
viduals. The instructions are general and applicable to any and all responsible and 
r eliable per~ons. 
So far as Messrs. Reeves and Moore are concerned, t hey are known by me to be re-
. ponsible and reliable gentlemen. 
Very respectfully, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, Esq. 
Agent, Crow Indian Agency, Mont. 
[Inclosure. J 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
Acting Secretary. 
UNITED STATES I~DJAN SERVICE, 
Orow Agency, Mont., Ap·ril 3, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to state in reply to your communication dated March 24, re-
:garding the leasing of a portion of this reservation to Messrs. H. G. Reeves and J. G. 
Moore, of Illinois, that I did not construe t he letter they h anded me, which was a 
-copy of a letter from the honorable Secretary to Mr. J. C. ·wilson, of Topeka, Kans., 
.as being intended only for Mr. Wilson, and not a general authority to aid any and all 
·parties who might apply, for the purpose of favoring Mr. Wilson to the exclusion of 
t hemselves. The let,ter they handed me was different from that of Mr. Wilson's in not 
'being addresAed 1o me or to the agent at this agency, and I did not understand that 
I bad full authority to act; but I told Reeves and Moore that if they would get such 
.a letter, so that my authority in the matter would be plain, I would do everything I 
-could for them. 
Whatever I do to aid any parties in obtaining leases is certain to make me some en-
-emies among the people of Montana, who think t hat as they ba.ve been here so many 
_yAars, through all the Indian troubles, they should be favored. Already, as a result 
·of Mr. Wilson's coming here on this business, the Helena Herald, t he leading paper 
in Mon tana, has published an editorial upon the subject of '' farming out t here er-
-vations," and intimating that there could he nothing honest in doing so. 
I bad also received a communication from the honorable Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs just a day or two before the arrival of Messrs.. Reeves and Moore, inclosing a 
copy of Senate resolution of February 'l.7, inquiring if any leases had be,en made 
here, aud directing me to repurt by 'vbat authority t hey bad been so made, if any. 
''l'bis was one reason I wanted ruy authority to act made plain , and I told those gen-
~tlemen from Illinois that if they would procure a letter with their names in t he body 
<Of it, as Mr. "'Wilson's was in his, and addressed to the agent here, I would consider it 
u fficient authority to aid them to the full ex tent of my ability. 
Very respect fully , yo nr obedient servant, 
Ron. H . M. TELLER, 
Secrela1·y of the Interior, Washington, D. C. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United State.s Indian Age·nt. 
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[Indorsement.l 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
.dpt•il 12, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with copy of Depart-
ment letter of March 24, 1884. 
AMOS HADLEY, 
Acting Chief Clerk. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, March 24, 1884. 
SIR: In compliance with your verbal request I have the honor to inclose herewith 
a letter addressed to Agent H. J. Armstrong, of the Crow Indian Agency, Montana. 
Territory, on the subject of leasing Indian lands. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. S. M. CULLOM, 
United States Senate. 
M. L. JOSLYN. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
G1·ow Agency, April 5, 1Btl4. 
SIR: In regard to the grazing of cattle upon the Crow Reservation by Mr. R. B. 
Briggs under his license to trade with the Indians, which I am instructed to invt>sti-
gate by yonr "C," dated March 8, 1884, I have the honor to state that the Indians 
will make no opposition to his doing so, but the public outside will feel a little jeal-
ous, and make some noise through the papers. Already the Helena Herald (t.he lead-
ing paper of Montana) bas published an editorial upon the subject of" farming out 
the reservations," referring to Mr. Briggs's permit to graze his cattle upon the reoerva-
tion, and intimating that there could be nothing honest in the granting of such privi-
leges. 
While I have no fears that Mr. Briggs or the present trader at this agency would 
cause us any trouble at all if Circular No. 80 was suspended, it is po~sible that we 
might some time get a trader who would make the agent much trouble if permitted 
to graze his cattle upon the reservation in the vicinity of the Government herd. My 
own idea is that it will be better for Mr. Briggs to be content with the privilege t() 
graze which he now has, until such time as the reservation may be further dimin-
ished. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
Agent. 
Commissioner Indian Ajfai1·s, Washington, D. G. 
[Telegram.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington1 April 11, 1884. 
Do not encourage the Indians to lease lands, or even to allow parties to put t.heir 
stock on the reservation. Do nothing in this matter. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
Grow Agencl}, via Stillwatm·, Mont. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Aprilll, 1884. 
DEAR Sm: I have yours concerning the leasing of lands by the Indians, and have 
telegraphed you to do nothing. I do not want anything .done in the matter. If the 
Indians, on their own motion, choose to allow stockmen to pasture their cattle on 
the reservation, paying therefor a fair sum, they have the right to do so under the 
stn.tute of the United Sta.tes. But under no circumstances should the agent initiate 
such a movement, and all the agent shoulcl do is to look after tlw interests of the In-
dians and see that they are not cheated. I think your course bas been a wise one 
S. Rep. 1~78--32 
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and in strict accordance with the views J have frequently expressed on the subject. 
While I have refused to interfere in mat.ters of thi~:~ kind while the Indians are su.tis-
::fied with the amount paid them, I shall consider it the duty of the agent to sec tl1at 
they are fairly dealt with, and when I am satisfied that the amount paid is not a fair 
-compensation, shall consider it my duty to interfere and compel the payment of a fair 
price or the removal of the stock. Any interference on the part of the agPnt t() i:uduce 
:the leasing of the lands contrary to the wishes of the Indians will not be tolerated 
by the Department. Therefore, if, as you suggest, the Indians do not want to lease 
their lands, you will notify the parties that you cannot aid them in any matter, and 
after it is apparent that the Indians do not wish to lease, they must discontinue their 
efforts to secure such leases. 
Very respectfully, 
H. M. TELLER. 
Se<Jretary. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United State8 Indian Age-nt, Crow AgenmJ, Mont. 
[Indorsement.] 
.A true copy for the information of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
APRIL 16, 1884. 
R. V. BELT, 
Chief Indian Division, Se<Jretary's Office. 
BILLINGS, MONT., Ap1·il l3, 18t!4. 
SIR: Hoping you will excuse me for bothering you, I would like to have some in-
formation in regard to whether the Indian agent of the Crow Reservation bas the 
Tight to lease or give a privilege of meadow lands on the reservation; as it is being 
-dont> by him here, a11d by so doing it is giving parties a chance to get a foothold 
there in regard to getting land there when the reservation is opened. Now, there is 
.a number here waiting and watching for the reservation to be opened, and we can-
not see why a few are allowed to go over there and select ln.nds for the purpose of 
·cutting grass, t!.ey say, while others are not. It looks as though there was a nigg,_er 
in the fence · somewhere. Hoping you will excuse my intrusion on your time, I w1ll 
'()lose. If we was a State I think we could give you a show for the chair this fall. 
Yours respectfully, 
A. P. HART, 
BillingB, ..Hont. 
(Co. E, Seventh Iowa, First Brigade, Fourth Division, Fifteenth A1·my Corps.) 
General JOHN A. LOGAN. 
[Indorsement.] 
Respectfully referred. 
JOHN A. I.OGAN. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
AMOS HADLEY, 
Acting Cllief Clerk. 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, UNITED STA.TES, 
Washington, D. C., June 24, 1884. 
SIR: I have a letter from a gentleman in Montana Territory who owns some 500 
nead of cattle, and wishes to get the privilege of pasturing on the Crow Indian Res-
e rvation. He thinks some permission or lease is obtainaule through the Interior De-
partment. If so, I should be glad to assist him in obtaining it. Will you please in-
form me whether you have any power in the matter. 
Very respectfully, 
.Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Se<Jreta1·y of the Interim·. 
E. W. SEYMOUR, M. C . 
[Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTEHIOR, 
J ·une 26, 1884. 
::Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
I G. M. LOCKWOOD, 
Cltief Clm·k. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, August 11, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt, by Department reference, of your letter of the 24th ultimo, 
addressed to the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, stating tha r you have a. Jetter from 
a gentleman in Montanawhoowns somef)OOheadofcattle and wishes to gettheprivi-
lege of pasturing on the Crow Reservation in that Territory. Your correspondent 
th:euks that some permission or lease is obtainable through the Indian Department, 
and you desire to be informed whether the Department has any power in the matter. 
ln reply I have to say that whilst the Department recognizes the nght of the In-
dia ns in their tribal capacity to allow temporary grazing privileges on the unoccu-
pied lands of their reservation under the provisions of section 2117, Revised Statutes, 
it does not recoguiz~ their right to lease the lands or create an,v incumbrance thereon, 
or in any manner give to parties rights that will exist after the lands cease to be a 
part of the Indian reservation . Such privileges can only be recognized, however, 
when gr:mterl by the proper authority of the tribe, and the benefits must be partici-
pa.ted in by all the tribe, not, by a favored few only. No permanent ilnprovements 
can be put up by persons holding cattle, and they are held to a rigid obsenance of the 
interconrse laws and regulations of the Department touching the introduction of 
liquor, fire-a.rms, ammunition, &c. 
The Department will, whenever it appears deRirable for the public interest to do 
so, exercise its right of supervision to the extent of removing all such persons from 
the reservation on such notice as way be right and proper under the circumstances, 
and all persons holding grazing privileges on an Indian reservation must hold the 
same subject to tbe above-mentionerl conditions, and to any future action of Congress 
had in respect of such reservation. 
1 would suggest that your correspondent apply to H. J. Armstrong, agent for the 
Crow Indians, Crow Agency, Fort Custer, Mont., for further information. 
Very retsdectfully, 
Hon. E. W. SEYMOUR, 
Bouse of Representatives. 
E. L. ST.~<.;VENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
VNITED STA -.s INDIAN SERVICE, 
New Crow Agency, Montana, Fort Custer, P. 0., July 14, 1884. 
SIR: I have received a personal application from .T ohn Wilkerson, of Billings, Mont., 
for a permit to graze his herd of cattle upon this reservation. Mr. Wilkerson is re-
commended to be a very good man. He sa.ys he ha.s such a small herd-only 200-
that the big cattlemen crowd him so much that he must go out of the business unless 
be can get the privilege of grazing his heru upon the reservation. My own idea. about 
it is, that as the place Mr. Wilkerson wishes to graze his cat.tle is not in the vicinity 
of our cattle, either here or at the old agency, but midway between, and as the In-
dians do not object, be might be accommodated. If the place Mr. Wilkerson wishes 
to graze his catt.le was on that part of the reservation that is likely to be retained for 
the permanent reservation, I should certainly be very much opposed to granting him -
the privilege, but it is not; it is beyond it. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian A..ffai1·s, Wash-ington, D. C. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, August 15, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of the 14th ultimo, concerning an application for 
John Wilkerson, of Billings, Mont., for a permit to graze a herd of about 200 cattle 
upon the Crow Reservation, at a point midway between the old ant.l new agencies. 
Subject to the Indians' consent a.nd to the conditions mentioned in the Department 
letters to you of August 11, 1883, and Aprilll, 1884, I see no objection to gra.uting the 
application, but it should he distinctly understood that whilst the Department rec-
ognizes the right of the Indians to allow temporary grazing privileges on their lands, 
it does not recognize the right. to lease the Jands for any term, or to create incum-
brances thereon, or in any manner give to parti«>s rights that may exist after such 
lands cease to be a part of ihe Indian reserva.ti:ln. 
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Under exist,iug laws the pro.ceeds of all pasturage on Indian lands (except the five 
civilized tribes) is required to be covered into the United States 'freasury for the 
benefit of the tribe under such regulations as the Secretary of the Interior may pre-
scribe. 
Very res1:ectfully, 
H. J . .ARMSTRONG, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, Crow dgency, Mont. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
New Crow Agency, Montana, Fm·t Custer Post-Office, .L1ugust 11, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose a communication from James .A. Campbell, request-
ing to be informed as to whether the Bon. Commissioner will make any objection to 
his building a small cabin upon ground lying very near the eastern boundary line of 
the Crow Reservation; it not being kno\vn certainly whether the exact spot he wishes 
to locate the cabin is on or off the reserve. If the Ron. Commissioner does not object 
the cabin will be built. 
I have stated to the Ron. Commissioner more than once that I should be very much 
o~ posed to allowing any partiPs to graze stock upon that portion of the reservation it 
is expected would be retained for the permanent re~ervati.on for these Indians. but it 
seems that the favor asked by Mr. Campbell is different, inasmuch as he merely 
wishes to establisl1 an outpost at a point where a spnr of the mountain range termi-
nates abruptly, to keep his cattle from straying away and on to this reservation. It 
will be at a place where our cattle wUl never go unless they &o as straJs, and Mr. 
Campbell um!ertakes to help us keep them frAm doing so. I believe he will do as l,e 
promises, and the cabin will be built, unless objection is made, as it will be an advan-
tage to the agency to have good neighbors there . 
. Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States lnd·ian Agent. 
Commissionm· of Indian AffairB, Washington, D. C. 
FORT CUSTER, MONT., July30, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to jnvite the attention of the honorable Secretary of the In-
terior, through you, to the following matter: 
I, with three other parties, are grazing 3,500 head of cattle on a range east of the 
Crow Reservation, on .Armel and Reservation Creeks. We are desirous of keeping 
these ca.ttle off from the Indian reservation, and to effectually do this I respectfully 
ask to be informed whether the Department of the Interior has any objection to my 
building a cabin at the junction of the forks of Sarpy Creek, to be occupied hy two 
riders., whose sole business it shall be to drive back such of our herd as may drift that 
far west; I shall also make it their duty to drive back such of the agency and Indian 
cattle as may stray that far east. This point is not known to ue on the reservation, 
although it is west of the one hundred and seventh meridian a.s laid down on most 
maps; but it js understood and believed by many that the maps place tbc one hun-
dred and seventh meridian too far east by 6 miles. I am informed by Major Sheets, 
who has been engaged with Captain Blake, who has recently surveyed the Big Horn 
and Little Big Horn country. that the one hundred and seventh meridian js actually 
20 miles east of the mouth of the Big Horn River; therefore the said junction of the 
forks of Sarpy Creek, where I desire to build said out,post;, is not on the reservation. 
If at any time it should appear that I am on the reservation, and it is desirable and 
necessary to remove said cabin, I shall cbeerfnlly acquiesce in such removal. My only 
purpose is such that l will keep back our cattle from trespass, and the Indian cattle 
from wandering off. 
I respRct.fully refer to General P. H. Sheridan, to establish my character as a man 
likely to do as I agree. 
An oritpo~t cabin, suitable for tl1e purpose, cannot be located elsewhere for want of 
water . 
.As I verily believe that thi& point is not on the reservation, and because it will be 
for the ben··fit of the Indian service as wdl as my own, I hope to be informed that 
the Departni t>nt sees no reason why I shou!(l not establi::;h such outpost, subject to 
such orders from the Department as may seem best in case I shall be found to be on 
the reservation and it ue desirable that. I ~!Jonld vacate. 
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I served under General Sher.idan as scout during the war, and I have been inti-
mately connected with the Crows for seven years, and have their confidence. 
Very respectfully , your obedient servant, 
Ron. HnuM PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs. 
[Inclosure.] 
JAMES A. CAMPBELL, 
Sc01~t, U. S. At-my. 
FORT CUSTER, MONT., July 30, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to Mr. H. J. Armstrong, United States Indian Agent, with re-
quest that he will forward the inclosed communication to the Department with such 
recommendations as he may be wnling to make. · 
JAMES A. CAMPBELL, 
Scout, U. S. At·my. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, August 25, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of the lltb instaut inclosing a communication 
from James A. Campbell, scout, United States Army, dated Fort Custer, July 30, in 
which he states that he, with three other parties, bas a herd of 3,EOO head of cattle 
grazin~ on a range east of the Crow Reservation, on Armel and Reservation Creeks, 
and bemg desirous of keeping said cattle off the Crow Reservation, applies for per-
mission to build a cabin at the junction of the forks of Sarpy Creek, to be occupied 
by two riders, whose sole lmsiness it sball be to drive back such of the herd as may 
drift that far west, and such of the a.gency and Indian cattle as may stray that far 
east. It appears that it is not definitely known whether the site selected is on the 
Crow Reserve or uot, but that an outpost cabin sui table for the purpose cannot be 
located elsewhere for want of water. 
I see no objection to Mr. Campbell being permitted to put up an outpost cabin at 
the point, and ior the purposes indicated, provided that if tbe site selected shall be 
found to be within the boundaries of the reserve, he will hold himself in readiness to 
vacate and remove the same on notice from the Department; that he put up no per-
manent strncture of any kind, and that he commits or suffers no violat.ion of the In-
dian intercourse Jaws. 
Very respectfulJy, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
Crow Agency, Montana Tert·itory. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
FORT CUSTER, MONT., July 30, 1884. 
SIR: I have written to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs asking to be 
informed whether there is any reason known to the Department why I shall not build 
an outpost cabin at the junct ion of the branches of Sarpy Creek to prevent mv cattle 
<loming east on the Crow Reservation. ' 
If this point be on the reservation, ~hich I do not believe, it would be a benefit to 
the Crows, as I should order my men to keep the Indian cattle back. I do not pro-
pose to graze any caLtle on tile reservation ; I want to prevent such a thing. 
I respectfully r equest you to make such indorsement llereon as will recomme:ftd me 
to the honorable Commissioner as likely to do as I agree, and such other remarks as 
y on may see proper. 
Very 1 espectfully, &c., 
Mr. GEORGE R. MILBURN, 
Special Indian Agent, Fort Custer, Mont. 
[Indorsement.] 
Respectfully returned to Mr. J. A. Campbell. 
JAMES A. CAMPBELL, 
Scout, D. S. A. 
I have known Mr. Campbell since May, 1833; he is a resident of Port Custer (scout), 
.an honest man, a friend of the Crows, aJ ways disposed to aid the Indians; he is a man 
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who bends his energies to do what be undertakes; ho enjoys thC' full confidence of 
the officers of the Government under whom be serves. 
The point where be wishes to locate a cabin for guards to keep his cattle off from 
the reserve may be or may not be on the r eservation; nothing but an actual survey 
can determine. That Mr. Campbell would have his men driYe back any Indian cat-
tle which should stray so far, and thus serye the Government, I have no doubt. 
FORT CUSTER, MONT., A·ugust 16, 1884. 
GEORGE R. MILBURN. 
United Stales Speciallndian Agent. 
UNITED STATEd INDIAN SERVICE, 
C1·ow Agency, November 20, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose the application of J. M. Kagy for permit to graze 
a band of about 3,000 sheep upon the western part of the Crow Reservation. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure.! 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States Indian Agent. 
STILLWATER, MONT., 
October 31, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to request permission to graze a band of sheep on the portion 
of the Crow Reservation west of Clark's Fork, about to be treated for retrocession by 
the Crow tribe to the Government, under a permit from Agent Armstrong. Last 
season I had cut a number of tons of bay on the reservation, paying therefor the price 
of $1 per ton, and being unable to dispose of the same, r\espectfully ask privilege of 
feeding it to my sheep and grazing them on that portion of the reservation, it being 
unoccupied by the Indians and about to be restored to the public domain. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
.J. M. KAGY. 
The Ron. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, December 2, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 20th ultimo, transmitting application of J. M. 
Kagy for permit to graze a band of about 3,000 sheep on the western part of the Crow 
Reservation, you are referred to the letter ad dressed to you by the Hon. Secretary of 
the Interior on the 11th April last, by which you will be governed in the premises. 
Very respectfully, 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent~ Crow Agency, Mont. 
Ron. HIRAM PRICE, 
Washington, D. C. : 
BILLINGS, MONT., November 24, 1884. 
It bas come t o our knowledge that a scheme is on foot to lease the western portion 
of the Crow Reservation, containing :1,500,000 acres of the richeRt farming and graz-
ing lands of Montana and inexhaustible stores of minera.l wealth, and capable of sup-
porting a population of 100,000 people. 
We maintain that when this reservation is thrown open it shonld be for the benefit 
aud use of only such citizens of the United States as desire to secure homes for them-
selves and their families, and uot for the exclusiYe use of a grasping monopoly. 
Experience bas taught that such a lease would work injustice to the Crow Indians 
themselves, as well as to the white settlers of Eastern Montana, in that it would re-
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suit in endless conflict between the Indians and the cattlemen, with all the horror or 
savage warfare. 
Tile citizens of Yellowstone County, representing all the people of Eastern Mon-
tana, irrespective of party or business interests, earnestly protest against a lease be-
ing made between the Crow Indians and any person or persons having for its object 
the exclusive use of the Crow l~eservation. 
We are circulating a petition to the Senate Committee on the Crow Reservation,. 
and base our action on the following reasons: 
In the first place, it is a dtrect violation of the statute law of the United States. 
(section 2116, Chap. J, page 3C9) fo negotiate witb any tribe of Indians for the lease-
or purchase of their reservations without express authority from Congress. 
If this lease were consummated its manifest effect would be to give the stock syndi-
cate the opportunity to intrench themselves thereon, to stock and occupy its whole-
area with cattle, to fence in its numerous valleys of fertile agricultural lands, so that 
wllen the reservation or any part of it ;s restored to the public domain they and their 
agents and employes could seize every ranch site and all water privileges, to the ex-
clusion of bona fide settlers. What more could they want than previous possession~ 
the whole country stocked with their herds, their numerous agents and employes at 
command, and unlimited wealth already yielded from the abundant resources of the 
reservation, to consummate and perpetuate their usurpation of it f It would be no 
consolation to the wortlly husbandman in search of a home to see the reservation 
opened to set.tlem'ent under such circumstances. 
To establish such a proprietary dominion over 3,500,000 acres, is opposed to our 
most sacred national poltcy heretofore pursued in disposing of public lands, and would 
amount to a national scandal. 
It would when the complete purpose is developed and consummated establish a pri-
vate vrincipality. 
It would furnish a precedent temptation, and even invitation to organize like 
schemes-of usurpation, creating gigantic monopolies to the permanent deprivation of 
the rights of every citizen of the United States to a share in the public lands. 
We ask the aid of every patriotic citizen to prevent the consummation of this lease, 
and we believe that the honorable Secretary of the Interior, who has always shown 
his hearty sympathy with the hona fide settlers of the West, will prevent such plots. 
against the public interest and see that when this reservation is opened to settlement 
it will be with equal advantages to all. 
COMMITTEE OF CITIZENS OF YELLOWSTONE COUNTY. 
ROOMS OF TH~ HELENA BOARD OF TRADE, 
Helena, Mont., November 19, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit the following extract from the minutes of a 
meeting of the Helena Board of Trade held this day. 
Respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Seeretary ofthe Interior. 
A. J. DAVIDSON, 
Preaident of the Helena Boa1·d of Trade. 
Ringing resolut,ions protesting against the lease of 3,500,000 a~res of the Crow Resen,ation .. 
A large and justly aroused mass meeting of the citizens of Yellowstone County, held 
on the 13th instant, gave utterance to their indignation by tho following preamble 
and resolutions: 
Whereas it has co!!!e to the knowledge of the citizens of Eastern Montana, that a 
scheme is on foot to lease the western portion of the Crow Reservation, containing 
three and one-half million acres of the richest farming and grazing lands in Montana, 
and an inexhaustible store of mineral wealth, the same being capable of supporting 
a populace of hundred thousand people; and 
Whereas we maintain that when this reservation is thrown open it should be for the 
benefit and use of only such citizens of the Uuied States as desire to secure homes for 
themselve,;; alJd families, and not for the exclusive use of a grasping monopoly; and 
Whereas experience has taught that such a lease would work injustice to the Crow 
Indians themselves, as well as to the white settlers of Eastern Montana, in that it 
would result in en,Jless conflict between the Indjans and cattlemen, with all the hor-
rors of savage warfare: Therefore be it 
Resolved, By the citizens of Yellowstone County, in mass convention assembled, and 
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representing all the people of Eastern Montana, hrespective of party or business in-
terf'st, that we earnest.Iy protest against a lease being made between the Crow Indians 
.and any person or persons having for its object the exclusive use of the Crow Reser-
vation; further 
Resolved, That we respectfully call on the Ron. Henry M. Teller, Sec1·etary of the 
Interior, to prevent any such scheme from being carried into dlect; and iurt ht:'r 
Rtsolved, That we ask H. J. Armstrong, agent for the Crow lncUans, to stop any 
negotiations looking to a lease so far as he may be able to do so; and further 
Resolt·ed, That we pledge ourselves to one another to resist to tho extent of our 
_power by aU lawful means any such disposltion of the Crow Reservation. 
'THE HELENA 'BOARD OF TRADE-ITS ACTION TO·DAY IN EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE ON 
THE CROW RESERY ATION. 
Whereas the Helena Board of Trade has been made aware of an effort to obtain a 
lease of · the western portion of the Crow Reservation in Mont,ana by a corporation 
that would use it for cattle ~razing, to the detriment of an a.gricultural and mining 
population who expect by w1se councils and legislation to occupy it at an early day 
by amicable treats; 
Whereas we mainta.in that when this reservation is thrown open for settlement jt 
should be for the bmefit and use only of.sueh citizens of the United States as desire 
to secnre homes for themselves and families in the pursuit of agriculture and mining; 
Aud wher eas the citizens of Yellowstone County, directly affected by the leasing of 
the Crow Reservation to a foreign monopoly, in mass meeting assembled, passed strong 
resolutions against the loss of 3,500,000 of acres to the legitimate settlers and farmers; 
Therefore 
Resolved, That the H elena Board of Trade, in behalf of the people, respectfully re-
iterate the sentiments of the citizens of Yellowstone County as expressed ·in mass meet-
ing assembled, and make their remonstrances its grievous objections to the leasing 
-of the Crow Reservation, which the board bas the honor to urgently la.y before the 
Secretary of the Interior. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
November 29, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commission of Indian Affairs in connection with 5177 
and 5217-84. 
GEO. M. LOCKWOOD, 
Chief Clerk. 
PITTSFIELD, MASS., November 20, 1884. 
MY DEAR SIR: I ha"V"e just received the inclosed telegram. The affair seems to me 
to be very important, and if it has not been done with your full authority aud knowl-
edge of the subject, would it not be well to stop it by telegraph until it is full~' under-
stood. 
I am obliged to go out of town in a half an hour, or I should write more fully, and 
I will communicate with you on my return. 
Yours, truly, 
H. L. DAWES, 
By H. L. DAWES, JR. 
Hon. II. M. TELLER, 
Secretm·y of the lnteri01·, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosed telegram.] 
BILLINGS, MONT., 11, 19, '84. 
HENRY L. DAWES (forward if absent): 
Citizens of Montana ask your intervention to stop lease Crow Reservation to cattle 
syndicate. Petitions and protest reach yon few days. 
CITIZENS' COMMITTEE. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Not·ember ~9, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in connection with 5176 
and 5217-84. . ' 
GEO. M. LOCKWOOD, 
Chief Clerk. 
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STILLWATER, MONT., November 12, 1884. 
Excuse me for intruding upon yonr valuable time, but I wish to call your attention 
to a fraud upon the Crow tribe now in progress. I present the facts to you just as I 
gather them. 
A Denver syndicate of cattlemen have for some time back been endeavoring to lease 
and get control of tho greater part of the Crow Reservation (viz, from the .Big Horn 
we~t. ). This country is about 13G miles long, and from 30 to 60 miles wide, and em-
braces the best cattle ranges in the Territory, water power, and immense deposits of 
minerals. 
Rumors have been plentiful of late that this plan was being brought to a focus. 
Last night an Indian runner came in here with the news that the agent (Major Arm-
strong) refused to issue further rations to any Indians who refused to sign the lease; 
leasing their land for a term (as near as we could make out) of twenty years and the 
refusal of it for twentf more at the expiration of the first lease, for a small consider-
ation. 
This story the runner sustaiw'ld through a severe examination. 
As your Excellency well knows, in almost all agreements and trades of this nature 
with various triues the Indians almost invariably have been swindled. In this case 
it can and I think will be done l1y accusing the Indians of stealing and charging them 
with every bead of cattle missing, which, owing to losses from thefts by whites, losses 
from wild animals and cold, will be enough to a lmost, if not quite, consume the con-
sideration promised. 
Courses like this are almost certain to precipitate an Indian war. The Indians are 
t old they had better get what they can for their laud, a~:~ the Great Father is intend-
ing to take all their land from them for nothing, and more to that effect. Some have 
signed it, others are holdiug out; but as the affair is being conducted, there can be 
but one ending, and that shortly, for it means starvation to all the insubordinates. 
'l'he agent and white men who have married squaws are now openly charged with 
receiving bribes to help carry the business through. Of course the agent knows his 
term of office is short at the best. The whole affair is conducted with great secrecy. 
If the business is not instantly stopped, till it can be investigated, it will be too late, 
and, in the opinion of hundreds here, a great outrage upon the nation's wards will be 
consummated. 
I have been as conciRe as possible to be lucid, and present w bat I believe to be true. 
Sincerely believing you will do what is just and right, I have the honor to subscribe 
myself, your obedient servant and well wisher, . 
MALCOLM M. McDONALD. 
His Excellency the PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES. 
(Indorsements.] 
Respectfully referred to the Secretary of the Interior. By direction of the President. 
November 17, 1!:l84. 
0. L. PRUDEN, Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Novembm·29, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in connection with 
communications from Hon. H. L. Dawes and A. J. Davidson upon the same subject. 
GEO. M. LOCKWOOD, 
Chief Cle1k. 
TOPEKA, KANS., December 6, 1884. 
SIR: With reference to the matter of the lease of a portion of the Crow Reserva-
tion, Montana, asked for by us, we desire simply to state t.hat the proposition has been 
made in gooil faith and for the purposes indicated in said lease proposal. 
We further beg leave to suggest that if it should be deemed advisable we are per-
fectly willing to give ample and satisfactory security for the full and faithful carry-
ing out of our proposed lease in such manner as may be required by that Department. 
Very respectfully, 
BLAKE & WILSON, Trustees. 
The Hon. SECRETARY. OF THE INTElUOR, Washingtpn, D. C. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Decentber 10, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
GEO. M. LOCKWOOD, 
Ch·itf Clerk. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
December 15, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: By your reference, I am in receipt of a letter from Mr. John A. Schmitt, 
in reference to opening up the Cro'v Reservation to settlement. I have recommended 
in my report for this year that 3,000,000 acres of this reservation be disposed of in 
some way for the benefit of the Crows, but nothing of that kind can be done without 
action by Congress authorizing it. 
Mr. Schmitt's address is Billings, Mont. 
Very respectfully, 
. Hon. JOHN A. LOGAN, 
United States Senate. 
H. PR.ICE, 
Cornrnissioner . 
(The letter to which this is an answer is temporarily mislaid in the Indian Office.) 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, November 26, lt:l&i. 
SIR: I send you herewith a copy of a letter from Malcolm McDonald, of Stillwater, 
Mont., dated November 12, 1884. As the statements made by Mr. McDonald are in 
the nature of charges, I submit the letter to you for reply. 
Very respectfully, 
Mr. HENRY J. ARMSTRONG, 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
United States Indian Agent, C1·ow Agency, Montana. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
New Crow Agency, Mont., Decernber 3, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to reply to your note of November 26, 1884, inclosing a copy 
of a letter from Malcolm McDonald, of Stillwater, Mont., charging that· I had en-
deavored to persuade the Crows to sign a lease of a portion of their reservation, and 
that I had withheld rations from Esuch Indians as refused to sign; all of which I de-
clare to be an utter falsehood. It is true that the Crows have agreed to lease a por-
tion of their country to J. C. Wilson, esq., of Topeka, Kans., and John T. Blake, of 
Colorado, but it is not true that I have persuaded them to do this. I ha 17 e not asked 
any Indian to sign the lease, much less have I endeavored to coerce them to do so. 
I have simply permitted it to be done. I will relate a history of the affair. 
In the first place, Mr. Wilson came to the old agency a year and a half ago with some 
of his friends, strangers to me, for the purpose of getting a lease. They brought with 
them nothing from the Department that would authorize me to permit them to do any 
business with the Indians, and I declined to have anything to do with it or to allow 
them to talk to the Crows. 
After a time they came again, bringing with them a letter from the honorable 
Assistant Secretary, Mr. Joslyn, addressed to myself as agent, with Mr. Wilson's 
name in the body of it, authorizing them, as I understood it, to proceed with the 
business and get a lease, if they could, and instructing me that my duties in the mat-
ter were simply to see that no wrong was done to the Indians. This time they did not 
succeed in securing a lease; jn fact, they made no efforts to do so. In a short t ime a 
another party came from Illinois for the same purpose, but they brought no letter 
from the honorable Secretary or Commissioner, so I declined to have anything to do _ 
with it or permit it to go on, and the Illinois party went away without attempting to 
do any business with the Crows. 
In a little while I received a second letter from Mr. Joslyn censuring me rather 
severely because I bad declined to assist the Illinois party, and explaining that the 
letter he bad given to Mr. Wilson was not jntended to favor biro at all to the exclu-
sion of other part.ies (as I had not done), but merely to show how tbe.Department re-
garded the matter. And this, it seemed to me, confirmed the construction I bad put 
upon the letter brought by Mr. Wilson. 
In addition to the letters from Mr. Joslyn, I rPcei ved letters from Senators, Mem-
bers of Congress, and from the late chairman of the Indian Committee in the Honse, 
a&snring me that it was all right and urging me to permit Mr. Wilson to obtain the 
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lease. I was also indirectly informed uy one of the parties who came to obtain the 
lease that if I opposed it 1 would not oppose it very lou g. And so, as I said before, I 
permitted the lease to be made ; Lut any accusat.ion that I used my position wrong-
ful1y to induce the Indians to sign is false. 
My own idea aLont the matter is, that while there is no moral wrong in it, yet it is 
contrary to what ought to be the policy of the Government. 
I would have preferred very much that all the land in the reservation not actually 
needed to provide homesteads for the Indians should have been thrown open for set-
tlement; and to prove that I have bonest.ly labored to uriug this about, I will refer 
the honorable Secretarv to the inclosed communication* which I have caused to be 
published in the New York Nation, in the hope that I might influence public opinion 
iu the East, and in this way get the GoYernment to adopt a policy in dealing with 
the Indians-all India.ns-and their affairs, which, as I firmly believe, after being ac-
quainted with the Indian people during my whole life time, is the only plan that will 
settle the vexatious question completely and fairly for all parties. 
I hope the honorable Secretary will do me the honor to consider the policy I pro-
posed in the Nation. 
As a further proof that I have honestly tried to get this reservation diminished to 
the smallest limit that will leave each Indian his homestead under the treaty, I would 
refer the honorable Secretary to the following copy of an official communication 
which I sent to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs nearly six months ago: 
"CROW AGENCY, MONTANA, 
"June 19, 1884. 
"SIR : I have the honor to inclose an article I have clipped from a Montana paper, 
blaming the Indian agent because the large reservations are not cut down. 
"I do not know that it is customary or even proper for an agent to address the 
honorable Commissioner upon this subject until be is invited to do so; but we have a 
great body of country to the west of this (new) location which the Indians have no 
use for at all, and which can just as well be thrown open for settlement as not. 
"I want to be relieved of the care of it, ami presume that any agent who comes 
after me will feel the same way. The agreement can be arranged with the Crows in 
a short time, and I hope it may be done not later than September. 
'' Very respectfully, 
"H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
" United States Indian .Agent. 
"Hon. H. PRICE, 
"Commissioner of Indian AjJai1·s, Washington, D. C." 
I presume the Commissioner thought me impertinent for writing on such a subject. 
If so, I am sorry. 
I can also refer the honorable Secretary to my annual report, wherein I made the 
strongest argument I am capable of making for a reduction of all reservat.ions, or 
their abolishment, and for a more vjgorous policy in dealing wjth the Indian people. 
I hope the honorable Secretary will not consider that I write this much in the 
nature of a defense in order to retain my position. 
I shall always maintain that I have commHte(l no intentional moral wrong since I 
have been agent for the Crows, bnt I do not care to retain my position. 
1 am thoroughly tired of contending with the public, with the Department, and 
with the Indians for $2,000 a year, and shall be perfectly willing to turn over to my 
successor as soon as I get the rest of the Government property down here from the old 
agency, which will b e in a very few weeks. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Sem·etary of the Intm'ior, Washington, D. C. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Whereas a treaty made between the Government of the United States and the Crow 
tribe of Indians on the 12th day of June, A. D. 1880, provided for grazing privileges 
as follows: 
"SEC. 3. If at any time hereafter we, as a tribe, shall consent to permit cattle to 
be driven across our reservation or grazed thereon, the Secretary of the Interior shall 
fix the amount to be paid by the parties so desiring to drive or graze cattle, all 
moneys arising from this source to be paid to us under such rules and regulations as 
the Secretary of the Interior may prescribe;" 
*See ''The Nation," No. !l77, March 20, 1884, art.icle e-\}titled "The Indian Ques-
tion," signed "Jacques." (Does not relate to leases.) 
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And whereas, at a council of the Crow Indians residing upon the Crow Reservation 
in the Territory of Montana, acquired in pursuance of a treaty between the Crow 
tribe of Indians and the Government of the United States, and confirmed by subse-
quent acts of Congress, and decisions and rulings of the Department of the Interior, 
which said council was held at the Crow Agency on the Little Big Horn River, on 
said reservation, on the 29th day of October, A. D. 1884, the following proceedings 
were had, and appear of record as follows : 
Wherefore, this agreement witnesseth that the Crow tribe of Indians, in considera-
tion ot the sum of $30,000 per annum, to be paid semi-annually in advance, except the 
first payment, of which $6,000 shall be paid wH-hin thirty days after the approval of 
this contract by the Secretary of the Interior, the semi-annual payments to be made 
on the 30th days of April and November of each year, do let and lease to J. C. Wilson, 
of Topeka, Kans., and John 'f. Blake, of Salida, Colo., trustees, their heirs or assigns, 
for the term of ten years from the 1st day of June, A. D. l8t:l5, the following described 
land, to wit: All that part or portion of said Crow Reservation lying west of a line 
beginning at Pompey's Pilla-r, on the Yellowstone River, on the northern boundary 
of said reservation, running in a southerly direction to a point 10 miles west of Port 
C . F. Smith; thence sout-h to the southern boundary of said reservation on the line 
separating the same from the Territory of W~'oming, excepting such portions of said 
described terr itory iu what is known as the Yellowstone Bottom, which have been 
surveyed by the United States Government for the purpose of setting apart in sever-
alty to members of said Crow tribe of Indians for agricultnral purposes. The lands 
within t-he foregoing boundary contain about 1,50U, OOO acres of grazing lands, the 
remainder thereof being rocky, mountainous, aud not adapted to agricultural or graz-
ing purposes. All pavments of rental, as hereinbefore set forth, shall be made at the 
agency buildings on said reservation , and in such manner and to such person or per-
sons as said tribe may designate. The said J. C. Wilson and John T. Blake, trustees, 
their heirs or assigns, shall Lave the privilege of fencing the land included in this 
lease, or any port ion of it, and to use auy tim her necessary for such fencing, and for 
all necessary ranche buildings or corrals, and firewood for employes, but no privileges 
granted to sell or dispose of timber in any other manner. 
The said J. C. Wilson and John T. Blake, trustees, their heirs or assigns, shall, so 
far as practicable, employ as herders of stock members of said tribe residing on said 
reservation. 
It is further agreed by and between parties to this lease that the cattle, horses, or 
other stock owned or held by the said J. C. Wilson and John T. Blake, trustees, their 
heirs or assigns on the above described land, shall be held as guarantee for the prompt 
payment of the rental as stipulated in this lease. It is fmth er understood and agreed 
by and between the parties hereto that the said J. C. Wilson and John T. Blake, trus, 
tees, t,heir heirs or assigns, may at any time after the execution hereof, and its ap-
proval by the Secretary of the Interior, enter into and take possession of the lands 
herein described for the purpose of building fences or corrals, the erection of ranche 
buildings, and the location and placing of stock. 
The obj ect and purpose of making this lease on t.he part of the members of the Crow 
tribe of Indians is to derive a revenue from leasing their surplus lands, and to enable 
our young men to learn the habits of civilized life, to breed, to improve, and grow 
domestic cattle and horses, and to enable them to earn wages for themselves; and the 
object and purpose of J . C. Wilson and John T. Blake, trustees, in entering into this 
agreement is to graze, breed, and improve domestic cattle and other stock upon the 
lands described in this lease. 
In witness whereof the parties hereto have set their hands, at Crow Agency, on the 
Little Big Horn River, Crow Reservation, Territory of Montana, on the 29th day of 
October, A. D. 1884. 
J. C. WILSON, 11·ustee. 
JOHN T. BLAKE, Trustee. 
Witnesses tosiguatures above of J. C. Wilson trustee, and to .John T. Blake, trustee: 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
1. Fringe, Chief, Band No.5, Lis x mark. 
2. Long Otter, his x mark. 
3. Old Dog, Chief, Band No.7, his x mark. 
4. Horse Guard, Chief, Band No. 17, his x mark. 
5: Alligator, his x mark. 
CROW AGENCY, MONT., 
· October 29, 1&34. 
We certify un honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, from No. 1 to No.5, inclusive. 
' 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
I 
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6. Take& Wrinkle, Chief, Band No.14, his x mark. 
7. Spanniard, Chief, Band No. 19, his x mark. 
8. Long Hair, his x mark. 
9. John Wallace, his x mark. 
10. Old Crow, Chief~ Band No 21, hisx mark. 
ll. Busy Wolfe, his x mark. 
12. Dog Eye, Chief, Band No. 24, his x mark. 
13. Shell on the Neck, his x mark. 
14. Long Elk, Chid, Band No.l6, his x mark. 
15. Pretty Gut.ts, Chief, Band No.4, his x mark. 
16. Crazy-Sister-in-Law, Chief, Band No. 6, his x mark. 
17. Old Nest, Chief, Band No. 26, his x mark. 
18. Small Waist, his x mark. 
18. Medicine Crow, Chief, Hand No.8, his x mark. 
19. Bear in the Water, Chief, Band No.3, his x mark. 
20. Bnll Goes Hunting, Chief, Band No.12, his x mark. 
21. Two Belly, Chief, Band No. 20, his mark. 
22. Big Ox, Chief, Band No. 25, his x mark. 
23. Fire Fish, Chief, Band No.2, his x mark. 
24. Big Forehead, Chief, Band No.15, his x mark. 
25. Enemy Hunter, his x mark. 
26. Plenty Coos, Chief, Band No. 13, his x mark. 
27. Pretty Eagle, Chief, Band No. 11, his x mark. 
CROW AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, from No.6 to No. 27, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
28. Iron Bull, Chief, Band No.9, his x mark. 
29. Bell Rock, his x mark. 
30. Old Woman, his x mark. 
31. Drift Wood, his x mark. 
32. Short Nose, his x mark. 
33. Little Wolf, No.2, his x mark. 
34. Bull Chief, his x mark. 
35. Poor Elk, his x mark. 
36. Black Head, his x mark. 
37. Shavings, his x mark. 
38. Cut Turnip, his x mark. 
39. Rattles, his x mark. 
40. White Shirt. 
41. Wood Tick, his x mark. 
42. Three Wolves, his x mark. 
43. Ten Bear, his x mark. 
44. Beaver that Slides, his x mark. 
45. Sin~s, his x mark. 
46. Bull Wolf, his x mark. 
47. Shows the Bird, his x mark. 
48. Big Porcupine, his x mark. 
49. Bad Man, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian on 
this page, from No. 28 to No. 49, inclusive. 
50. Cra7.y Crane, his x mark. 
51. Hunts, his x mark. 
r>2. Old Boat, his x mark. 
33. Narrow Knifu, his x mark. 
54. Shows Plenty, his x mark. 
5!). Black Bird, his x mark. 
56. Raise Up, his x mark. 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
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57. Bend, his x mark. 
58. Shot, his x mark. 
59. Wolf that Lays Down, his x mark. 
60. He Has G01w, his x mark. 
61. Big Nose, his x mark. 
62. Grey Bull, his x mark. 
63. Big Round, his x mark. 
64. Bear Of, his x mark. 
65. Deaf Bull, his x mark. 
36. Long Ear, his x mark. 
67. Black Bull, his x mark. 
68. Dreamer, his x mark. 
69. Short Bull, his x mark. 
70. Pukes on the Ground, his x mark. 
71. Red Fox, No. 2, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we· witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, No. 50 to 71, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
72. Rock Chief, his x mark. 
73. Charley Foster·, his x mark. 
74. Spies on the Enemy, his x mark. 
75. Little Boy, his x mark. 
76. Goes Ahead, his x mark. 
77. The Other Gun, his x mark. 
78. Bread, his x mark. 
79. Gun Chief, his x mark. 
80. Big Medicine, his x mark. 
81. Hides, his x mark. 
82. Wrinkled Face, his x mark. 
83. 'fhe vVet, his X mark. 
84. Jack, his x mark. 
85. Strong, his x marlr. 
86. Pretty on 'l'op, his x mark. 
87. Ain't Afraid of the Corral, his x mark. 
88. Red Fox, his x mark. [mark. 
89. Spotted Horse, Chief, Band No. 22, his x 
90. Calf, his x mark. 
91. Long Ann, his x mark. 
92. }<'oolish Man, his x mark. 
93. 'l'he Bird Fish, his x mark. 
94. Bad Boy, his x mark. 
95. Buffalo Grunts, his x mark. 
96. Bird Shirt, his x mark. 
97. Sees the White Horse, his x mark. 
98. Grandmother's Knife, his x mark. 
99. Bull Squirrel, his x mark. 
CROW INDIA.l.~ AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page. No. 72 to No. 99, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
100. Goes to War, No.2, his x mark. 
101. 'l'wo Leggins, his x mark. 
102. Stretches, his x mark. 
103. Holds on to Him, his x mark. [mark. 
104. Bear in the Middle of the Ground, his x 
10fl. Big Eyf', his x marie 
106. Put ou Antelope Cap, his x mark. 
107. Flat Dog, his x mark. 
108. Arapaho, his x mark. 
109. Black Hair, his x mark. 
110. No Ground, his x mark. 
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111. Crooked Arm, his x mark. 
112. The Back, his x mark. 
113. Old ·wolf, his x mark. 
114. The Foot, his x mark. 
115. Crow Tail, his x mark. 
116. Leads the Wolf, his x mark. 
117. Young Hairy Wolf, his x mark. 
118. He is the Bear Now, his x mark. 
119. No Hair on His Tail, his x mark. 
120. Big Leg, his x mark. 
121. No Name, his x mark. 
122. Two People, his mark. 
1~3. Whjte Forehead, his x mark. 
124. Goes On, his x mark. 
125. The River, his x mark. 
126. Bear Lays Down Plenty, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, from No. 100 to No. 126, inclusive. 
C. H . BARSTOW. 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
127. Iron Fork, his x mark. 
12~. The Iron, his x mark. -
129. The Bank, his x mark. 
130. Beau on the Forehead, his x mark. 
131. White Bear, his x mark. 
132. Old White Man, his x mark. 
133. Narrow .Face, his x mark. 
134. Yellow Horse, his x mark. 
135. White Fawn, his x mark. 
n6. Walking Bird, his X mark. 
137. Gros Ventres Horse, his x mark. 
138. Young Swallow, his X mark. 
139. Stripes in his Face, his x mark. 
140. Goes to all the Lodges, his x mark. 
141. Finds the Feather, his x mark. 
142. Slings his Ann, his x mark. 
143. Good Looking Old Man, his x mark. 
144. Plenty Bear, his x mark. 
145. Small Heart, his x mark. 
146. Horse no Joint, his x mark. 
147. Big Knot on his Forehead, his x mark. 
148. Walks Slow, his x mark. 
149. Bulls Eye, his x mark. 
150. Bad Baby, his x mark. 
151. Rides Alone, his x mark. 
152. Craine in the Sky, his x mark. 
153. Mountain Pocket, his x mark. 
154. White Clay on his Forehea4, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor tlJat we witnessed tbe signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, from No. 127 to No. 154, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
155. Strawbeny Roan, his x mark. 
156. Stands Among Them, his x mark. 
157. Enemy Vlell Known, his x mark. 
158. Does Everything, his x mark. 
159. Sets in the Mid(lle, his x mark. 
160. Big Be:h, his x mark. 
161. His Tobacco, his x mark. 
162. Louis Bombard, his x mark. 
163. Long Neck, his x mark. 
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164. Dog Crying, his x mark. 
165. Sugar, his x mark. 
106. Goes to War, No. 1, Band No. 1, his x mark. 
167. Strong Wind, his x mark. 
168. :Fire Bird, hiA x mark. 
169. Daocing \\7 oman, his x mark. 
170. Spotted Hat, his x mark. [mark. 
171. Walks in the Middle of the Ground, his x 
172. Pretty Tail, his X mark. 
173. Bullet Nose, his x mark. 
174. Yellow Top, his x mark. 
175. Yellow Face, his x mark. 
176. Walking Mouse, his x mark. 
177. The Other Lodge, his x mark. 
178. Mountain Chief, his x mark. 
179. Twins, his x mark. 
180. Reel Wing, his x mark. 
181. Bull Hair, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of eaflh and every Indian 
named on this page, from No. 155 to No. 1Rl, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW, 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
182. White Faced Horse, his x mark. 
183. Plenty Wings, his x mark. 
184 . Good Bird, his x mark. 
187. Ono Blue Bead, his x mark. 
1e6. Smart Man, his x mark. 
187. Red Hail Stone, his x mark. 
188. On the Prairie, his x mark. 
189. Stron~ Alone, his x mark. 
190. Long :;nake, his x mark. 
191. Got Things, his x mark. 
192. Young Curlew, his x mark. 
19:3. Half White, his:x: mark. 
194. Spotted Arrow, his x mark. 
195. Pretty Owl, his x mark. 
196. Spotted Jack Rabbit, his x mark. 
197. Sets Down Spotted, his x mark. 
198. Long Day, his x mark. 
199. Bear that Gets Up, his x mark. 
200. Sharp Horn, his x mark. 
201. Low Horn, his x mark. 
202. Bear Tooth, his x mark. 
203. Bob Tail Owl, his x mark 
204. Head and Tail Robe, his x mark. 
205. Smokes, his x mark. 
206. Wolf that Drinks Water, bismark. 
207. Mad Bear, his x mark. 
20f3. The Fence, his x mark. 
209. Strong Tie, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that. we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, from No. 182 to No. 209, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
210. Litt.Je Star, his x mark. 
211. MecHcine High, his x mark. 
212. The Kicker, his x mark. 
213. Makes it Himself, his x mark. 
214. St.rong Heart, his x mark. 
215. The Ball, his x mark. 
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216. The Fire, his x mark. 
217. Shot in the Face, his x mark. 
218. The Kisser, his x mark. 
219. Bob Tail w ·olf, his X mark. 
220. Ground Comes Up, his x mark. 
221. Walking 'l'obacuo, his x mark. 
222. Otter Man, his x mark. 
223. Sits on a Mountain, his x mark. 
224. Burned Mouth, his x mark. 
225. Bob Tail Crow, his x mark. 
226. Stands High Up, his x mark. 
227. Harry, his x mark. 
228. Old Cayote, his x mark. 
229. That Shaves, his x mark. 
· 230. R1..1ns Among the Enemy, his x mark. 
231. Red Cayotte, his x mark. 
232. The Elk, his x mark. 
233. Four Balls, his x ·mark. 
234. Rides a Horse, his x mark. 
235. The Horse, his x mark. 
236. Plenty Butterfly, his x mark. 
237. Bear Comes from Below, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, from No. 210 to 237, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
238. Hole in the Lodge, his x mark. 
'239. Two Bears, his x mark. 
240. Black Hawk, his x mark. 
241. Red Eye, his x mark. 
242. Long Bear, his x mark. 
243. Spotted Horn, his x mark. 
244. The Gun, his x mark. 
245. Charleys, his x mark. 
246. Hunts the Enemy, No.2, his x mark. 
247. The Greene, his x mark. 
248. Top of the Hill, his x mark. 
249. Curley, his x mark. 
250. Black Foot, his x mark. 
251. Big Sky, his x mark. 
252. Strikes Him on the Head, his x mSTk. 
253. Plat Head Woman, his x mark. 
254. Bird that Turns His Head, his x mark. 
256. Strikes Three, his x mark. 
257. Paint Cln His Forehead, his x mark. 
258. Puts the Beef Up, bis x mark. 
259. The Wolf, his x mark. · 
260. The Moon, his x mark. 
261. Four Birds, his x mark. 
262. Owl ·well Known, his x mark. 
263. Sma.U Pox in the Guts, J:tlls x mark. 
264. No Joint, his x mark. 
265. White Buffalo, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONTANA, 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian named 
on this page, from No. 238 to 265, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
266. Boy That Grabs, his x mark. 
267. Spotted Wolf, his x mark. 
268. Crazy Wolf, his x mark. 
S. Rep. 1278-33 
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2o9. The Coos, his x mark. 
270. Little Hawk, his x mark. 
271. Bear Crane, his x ma.rk. 
272. Plenty of Hoops, his x mark. 
273. F etch Good Horse, his x mark. 
274. Porr Assirmaboine, ltis x mark. 
275. Little Iron, his x mark. 
276. Takes Pretty Things, his x mark. 
277. School Master, hi s x mark. 
278. Nags, his x mark. 
279. Plenty Muskrats, hi~:> x mark. 
280. Yellow, hi s x mark. 
281. Ha.ilstone, his x mark. 
282. Medicine Bear, his x mark. 
282. Old Tobacco, h is x J.uark. 
283. Lone Tree, lti s x mark. 
284. Black Ta,iJ , hiA x mark. 
285. One Feather, his x mark. 
286. Bull Nose, Chief Band No. IS, his x mark. 
287. Stand on a Cloud, his x mark. 
288. Bird All Over the Gronnd, h is x mark. 
288. Strong Well Known, his x mark. 
289. Pounded Meat, his x mark. 
290. Got a Grey Blanket, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONTANA, 
October 291 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the .signature of each anrl every Indian 
named on this page, from No. 266 to 290, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
291. Red Eagle, his x ma.rk. 
292. Takes Hold of the Dead, his x mark. 
293. The Brave, his x mark 
294. Travels Well Known, his x mark. 
295. Strikes The Hat, his x mark. 
296. Show The Bird, his x mark. 
297. Three Black Birds, his x mark. 
298. White Ann. hi s x made 
299. Fat Tobacc'o, his x mark. 
300. Voice Well Known, hi s x mark. 
301. Yellow Head, his x mark. 
302. Little Whetstone, his x mark. 
303. Hugs The Pipe, hi s x mark. 
304. Young w ·olf, his x ma.rlc 
305. Crane Well Known, his x mark. 
306. Medicine Horse, hi s x mark. 
307. Stands On The Monnta.in, his x mark. 
308. The Beard, his x mark. 
309. Old Robe, his x mark. 
310. Bear Tail, his x mark. 
311. Runs With The Enemy, his x mark. 
312. TakeA a Crooked Stick, his x mark. 
313 . Bad Face, his x marie 
314. Dummy, his x mark. 
315. Looks In The Water, his x mark. 
'316. Cross ·weasel, hi s x mark. 
317. Charg-es Along The Hillside, his x mark. 
318. Bull In The w ·a.ter, his x mark 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, M ONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian. 
named on this page, from 291 to 318, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW, 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
~ --------
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319. The Iron Woman, his x mark. 
320. Good Heart, his x mark. 
321. Goose Chief, his x mark. 
32:!. The Fly, his x mark. 
323. Old Beaver, his x mark. 
324. Hold on the Tail, his X mark. 
325. Old Wolf, No.2, his x mark. 
326. Sitting Elk, hi s :x mark. · 
327. Cut a Hole in the Ice, his x mark. 
328. The Iron Horse, his x mark. 
329. Antelope Cayote, his x mark. 
330. The Hair, hi s x mark. 
331. Knife Chi ef, his x mark. 
332. Takes a Man's Horse, his x mark. 
333. Sets Before a Cloud, his x mark. 
334. Covers His Neck, his x mark. 
335. Strikes Across the Water, his x mark. 
336. Whistle Water, his x mark. 
337. Takes Across the Water, his x mark. 
338. White Dog-, his x mark. 
339. Rides the Bear, his x mark. 
340. Strikes the Scalp, his x mark. 
341. Crazy P en d'Orielle, his mark. 
342. Red Gun, his x mark. 
343. Calf Woman, his x mark. 
344. Mad Wolf, his x mark. 
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345. Bull on Top of the Mountain, his x mark. 
346. Get Out Qf the Crowd, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every I ndian 
named on this page, from No. 319 to 346 inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW, 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
347. White Bear, No.2, his x mark. 
348. Cut Ear, his x mark. 
349. Yellow Tail, his x mark. 
350. Red Duck, his x mark. 
351. Shoots the Enemy, his x mark. 
352. Cnt Lip, his x mar . 
353. Wounded Arm, his x mark. 
354. Right Among Them, his x mark. 
355. Plain Left Hand, his x mark. 
356. Yellow Shield, his x mark. 
357. Blue Belly, his x mark. [mark. 
358. Wolf That Don't Touch the Ground, his x 
359. Big Wing, his x mark. 
360. Gray Arm, his x mark. 
361. Broken Arrow, his x mark. 
362. Takes the Gun, his x mark. 
363. The Gros Ventres, his x mark. 
364. Cuts the Bear's Ear Off, his x mark. 
365. Got Nice Coos, his x mark. 
366. That Kills, his x mark. 
367. Gets Crazy, his x mark. 
368. His Strong Arm, his x mark. 
369. Charges on the Camp, his x mark. 
370. Horse Well Known, his x mark. 
371. Shows the Pipe, his x mark. 
372. Fat in the Morning, his x mark. 
373. Little Bear, hls x mark. 
374. Old Cayote, his x mark. 
CROW INDIA~ AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, from 347 to 374, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW. 
THOS. E. WALKER 
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375. Middle Ages Man, his x mark. 
376. White Otter, his x mark. 
377. Young Beaver, his x mark. 
378. St.rong Well Known, his x mark. 
379. White Bull, his x mark. 
380. Runs Himself, his x mark. 
381. Eagle Sit.s Down, his x mark. 
~82. Rides Pretty Horses, his. x mark. 
383. Little Whetstone, his x mark. 
384. Skins the Wolf, hi s x mark. 
385. One Horn Gone, his x mark. 
386. Lean Man. his x mark. 
387. Prett.y Otter , hi s x mark. 
388. Stray Horse, his x mark. 
389. He is Down on Them, his x mark. 
390. Round Face, his x mark. 
391. White Crow, his x mark. 
392. Arm Around the Neck, his x mark. 
393. Spotted Tail, his x ma.rk. 
394. Old Bear, his x mark. 
395. Bloody Man, his x mark 
396. Bear all the Time, his x mark. 
397. Chief's Child, his x mark. 
398. Bull all the Time, his x mark. 
399. Medicine Tail, his x mark. 
400. Yellow 'iVeasel, his x mark. 
401. Good Luck, his x mark. 
402. He Don't Run, his x mark. 
CROW I N DIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, from No. 375 to 402, inclusive. 
C. H. BARS'I'OW. 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
403. Kettle That Boils W elJ, his x mark. 
404. Horse, bis x mark. 
405. Crazy R ead, chief band No. 23, his x mark. 
406. White Man Runs Him, his x mark. 
407. Young Jack Rabbit, his x mark. 
408. Bear in the Middle, his x mark. 
409. Young Crane, hi s x mark. 
410. Big Head, his x mark. 
411. Blue Moccasin, his x mark. 
412. Takes Right Among Them, his x mark. 
413. Woman Chief, his x mark. 
414. Red Hat, his x mark. 
415. Bead on the Ankle, hi s x mark. 
416. 'I'he Wind, hi s x mark. 
417. Whoop on the Forehead, his x mark. 
418. Strong Shield, his x mark. 
419. Pretty Owl, his x mark. 
420. Strikes a Gun, his x mark. 
421. On Top of a Cloud, his x mark. 
422. Yellow Crane, his x mark. 
423. Gray Dog, his x mark. 
424. Pretty Grass, his x mark. 
425. Curley, his x mark. 
426. Shoots the Lodge, his x mark. 
427. Spotted Arm, his x mark. 
428. Paints Himself Plenty, his x mark. 
429. Red Plume, his x mark. 
430. Finds Them and Kills Them, his x mark. 
CROW iNDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
October 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, from No. 403 to No. 430, inclusive. 
C. H. BARSTOW, 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
I 
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431. Not Mixed, his x mark. 
432. Yellow Wolf, his x mark. 
433. Young Rock, his x mark. 
434. Big Prairie Dog, his x mark. 
435. Runner, his x mark. 
436. Old Bear. his x mark. 
437. Big Shon,lder Blade, his x mark. [x mark. 
438. Buffalo Well Known, chief band No. 10, his 
439. Crooked Foot, his x mark. 
CROW INDIAN AGENCY, MONT., 
Octobe1· 29, 1884. 
We certify on honor that we witnessed the signature of each and every Indian 
named on this page, from No. 431 to No. 439, inclusive. . 
C. H. BARSTOW, 
THOS. E. WALKER. 
I hereby ~ertify on honor that I have explained to the Indians above named and 
am satisfied that they understand the nature of the foregoing lease, and that I wit-
nes ed the signature of each and every Indian to said lease. 
BERNARD BRAVO, 
Interpreter. 
I hereby certify on honor that the foregoing lease was made with the Crow Indians 
by the parties named therein under section 3 of the treaty of June 12, 1880, and that 
I attended the council held by said Indians on the 29th day of October, 1884, by which 
said lease was ratified and confirmed. 
H. J. ARMSTRONG, 
United States Indian Agent. 
fSenate Ex, Doc. No. 16, Forty-eighth Congress, second session.] 
Message front the P1·esident of the United States, t1·ans1nitf.ing communication of the Secre-
tary of the Interim· in 1·elation to the condition of the Cheyenne and Ampaho Indians. 
To the Senate and Hmtse of Rep1·esentcttives : 
I transmit herewith a communication of the 2d instant, from the Secretary of the 
Interior, inclosing certain papers iu relation to the present condition of the Cheyenne 
and Arapaho lndia.ns in the Indian Territory, aud recommending that some provision 
of law be enacted for disarming those and other Indians, when such action may be 
found necessary for their advancement in civilized pursuits, and that means be 
provided for compensating the Indians for the weapons so taken from t.hem or sur-
renderet~ by them. 
The subject is commended to the favorable consideration and action of the Congress. 
. CHESTER A. ARTHUR. 
EXECUTIVE MANSION, 
Jctnuary 5, 1885. 
To the P1·esident: 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, JanuM'Y 2, 1885. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith certain correspondence relating to the 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians of the Indian Territory. 
These Indians number about 6,300 ; their reservation em braces 4,297, 771 acres of 
land, all well adapted to grazing pursuits, with a sufficient quantity suitable for ag-
ricultural purposes ; it has been occupied by them for more than a decade past, dur-
ing which time much effort has been made by the Government to induce them to settle 
down, build houses, break Jnnd, herd cattle, ancl engage in other civilized pursuits. 
Comparatively few of them have shown any disposition to break away from their 
savage habits and customs, or to engage in any other kind of labor or useful employ-
ment. They still wear the blanket, live in teepees, and otherwise adhere to the 
manners and customs of uncivilized life, with perhaps the sole exception that, the 
wild game having almost entirely disappeared, they no longer depend to any consid-
erable extent upon the chase for t heir food. 
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5 J The money appropriated for t h eir support, except $36,600, is not r eqnired in the 
discharge of any treaty obligation, but is an annual gratuity by the Government, 
which is provided with the statutory warning that such appropriations will be annu-
ally diminished, ''and that in consequence thereof their future support will depend 
more on their own exertions." 
The Commissioner of Indian Affairs reports that they "can muster on a few hours' 
notice t welve hundred or thirteen hundred fighting men, armed and equipped with 
the most approved pattern of breech-loaders, with an abundance of fixed ammuni-
tion . " " " That t hey are bold, insolent, and desperate, committing at will crimes 
and depredations only limited by t heir own inclinations." 
They not only refuse to work, but with insolence and threats of violence demand 
the full daily ration of beef and other food supplies, and if for any reason there is 
only a partial failure to furnish the full measure of their demands, they levy at once 
by force and deprerlation upon the nearest and most convenient herds, and other 
sources of food supplies. Conscious of their own strength, and with a full knowledge 
of the lack of adequate force bearing directly upon them, or sufficiently near at ,hand, 
they are accustomed to exercise their own will and pleasure, and to di sregard the 
rules and regulations prescribed for their government by this Department, unless it 
suits them to comply t.herewith. 
- Their present agent, who has heretofore been snccessful in the management of af. 
fairs on anoth er reservation, and who for that reason, and because of his peculiar fit-
ness for the place, was }'elected to take charge of this agency, has repeatedly described 
the situation of affairs on the reservation, and bas clearly and urgently stated "that 
t.be most serious difficulty to the advancement of these Indians lies in the lack of 
power to control them." That the few who would break away from their old habits 
and practices are deterred therefi:om by the threats and lawless acts and depreda-
t,ions of the "dog soldiers," a reckless, vidous class, who refuse to work or to allow 
others to do so. 
With a view of relieving as far as practicable these embarrassments, I have r e-
quested the Secretary of War to cause a sufficient force of United States troops to be 
stationed at t he military posts in the vicinity of this agency, to Go-operate with the 
agent in maintaining peace and good order on the reservation, fnd in enforcing the 
r ules and regulations of this Depa.rtment for the management o these Indians. 
This, however, is only one step in the movement necessary to bring about a better 
and more encouraging state of affairs among these Indians. The superior military 
force may, and no doubt will, overawe the turbulent element among them, and at 
least compel a decent r espect to the authority of the agent. But w hile enforced 
peace and reasonable ~ood order may p~evail upon th e reservation, the Indians will 
still be in possession ot their arms and abundant ammunition; and theee largely con-
tribute to their roving tendencies, vicious sports and habits, and their love of idle-
ness. 1 
If they were disarmed of t h eir weapons and it were made unlawful to sell, barter, 
trade, or give such things to them, much will have been accompli shed in breaking 
down their aversion to labor, and the habits~ customs, and practices of civil]zed life. 
In my first annual report, dated November 1, 1882, I treated at some length tho 
subject of ''disarming the Indians," the necessit.y for · so doing, and urged that this 
should not be done without compensation, except as a punishment for crimes, and 
concluded by !suggesting "that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs be authori7.ed to 
adopt .some system of disarming the Indians, and to that end to purchase the arms 
of the Indians on fair t erms, and that suitable appropriation be made, out of which 
payment shall be made, and that the sale of arms or ammunition to Indians holding 
tribal relations be p rohibited under severe penalties." 
I inclose herewith for your information an extract showing the full text of my re-
marks at that time on the subject. 
The facts di:sdosed by the accompanying correspondence, showing the attitude of 
the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians, the little advancement made by them in civilized 
pursuits, clearly demonstrate the urgent necessity for legislation on this subject. 
The matter is respectfully presented with the request that it be laid before the Con-
gress for the favorable consideration of that body, and the enactment of such provis-
ions of law as will enable the Department to tak e the further steps which seem abso-
lutely necessary in order to the civilization of these Indians. 
While the case of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians is made the basis of this pres-
ent request, it is hoped that such measures of legislation as may be adopted will be 
made generally applicable to any other tribes of IndianR where a like or similar state 
of affairs may 1·ender it necessary to apply and enforce them. 
Very respectfully, 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
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Extmct frorn the 1·eporl of the Secretm·y of the Interior, dated Noventbm· l , 18132. 
DISAUl\'IING THE INDIANS. 
One great hindrance to the civilization of the Indian ltas been his passion for war 
and the chase. To the Indian there have been but two paths to preferment, that of 
war and the chase. His standing in his tribe depends on his success in one or the 
other of t hese pursuits. If he is a successful hunter, be has a measure of fame; if a 
successful warrior, he accumulates riches and gains great renown, n ot only in his own, 
but neighboring tribes. All honors t hat an Indian can receive at the hands of his 
tribe are hi . He refuses to work, without being indolent; for the patience·, perse-, 
verance, courage, and energy displayed in war and the chase disprove the assertion, 
so often made, that the Indian is too lazy to work. 
The frontier farmer who subdues the forests, tills the soil, and makes the "wilder-
ness blossom like the rose" makes no greater physical exertion than his warlike In-
dian neighbor. In all our dealings with the Indian we have fostered his passion for 
war and the chase. We have allowed him to procure arms and ammunition, and in 
many in tances have assisted him so to do. The highest ambition of an Indian is to 
own a gun, the next to have an opportunity to u se it. He wHl part .with anything h e 
has to acquire it, and, when obtained, it will be the last thing he will dispose <>f. 
With its possession comes the temptation to use it. Well armed, be is a warrior wait-
ing for an opportunity to acquire fame and renown in his tribe. On the slightest 
provocation be slays his adversary. He kills the traditionary enemies of h is tribe, 
whether white man or Indian, without provocatiqn, either for ga.in, to gratify his pas-
sion for blood, or to secure the fame that awaits the successful warrior. He is not 
restrained by law, human or divine, and has not the mora.! capacity to understand 
that it i a crime to kill the unoffending and defenseless. If a white man wrongs him, 
he wreaks his vengeance, not on the wrong-doer alone, but on any white person who 
falls within his power. He will wait months and years, and when the opportunity is 
presented he will wreak his vengeance on the innocent and unoffending. In all this 
be has no up braidings or compunctions of conscience, for his conduct is consonant with 
Indian law and Indian morals. \Ve wonder at his ferocity, forgetting that he is a 
savage. Armed and equipped, he is proud, arrogant, and dangerous; unarmed, he is 
humble, timid, and harmless. Nearly all the Indians with whom we have had any 
difficulty, or with whom we may anticipate trouble, are armed, and most of them well 
armed. 
Feeble efforts have been made from time to time to prevent the sale of arms and 
ammunition to the Indians. Yet the India.ns have but little or no trouble procure 
arms; the limit has only been the limit of their ability to pay for them. The Gov-
ernment bas armed at various times scouts and police with improved· guns, which 
in very many cases have quickly found their way into the hands of Indians, who, if 
not hostile at the time, have soon become so under the stimulus of a good gun and 
plenty of ammunition. Improved Winchester rifles have been furnished to the police, 
who are supposed to do police duty only on the reservations. If t.be Indians are doing 
,only police duty, they do not need and ought not to use Winchester rifles. If it is 
nece sary that they have fire-arms, the policeman's pistol, used by the policemen of 
our cities, will answer all purposes, and if the pistols fall into the hands of hostile 
Indians they will not be dangerous to the settler. No Indian will venture out on a 
raid armed only with a pistol ; or if he does, as a raider he will be comparat.ively 
harmless to what he is with his Winchester rifle. As soon as it can be done without 
creating undue excitement among them, they ought to be disarmed and the tempta-
tion to go on the "\var-patb taken away. They have no further use for their guns, for 
the game is so scarce in most sections that it forms but a small portion of their food, 
and the Government provides, or should provide, an ample supply for their support 
without their resorting to the fruits of the chase. 
We ought not to deprive them o£ their guns without compensation, except as a pun-
ishment for crimes. I have no doubt that most of the Indians can be disarmed by 
agreeing to pay them for their guns. They should have their title to the land secured 
to them and reasonable provision made for them, so that they need not fear that they 
will be removed or compell~d to resort to the chase for a living, and they should sur-
render their guns and take in their stead cattle, sheep, or the implements of agricult-
ure. When the Indian can be compelled or persuaded to give up his gun, lle will be 
ready to devote his energies to earning a living, instead of wasting them in the chase 
or in raids on the frontier settlements. Give hiu1 a plow in place of his gun and a hoe 
in place of a tomahawk, and impress on his mind that h e is now with them, in part 
at least, to earn his own support, and an important step bas been taken toward his 
civilization; for labor bas been, and ever will be, the great agent of civilization of 
the human race. Without labor we cannot hope to civilize the Indian, and we can do 1 
no greater kindness to the race than to induce t hem to labor. This we sh all :find jt 
difficult to do by persuasion, or even compulsion, while they h ave arms in their hands. 
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I therefore suggest that the Commissioner of Indian Affairs be authorized to adopt 
some system of disarming the Indians, and to that end to purchase the arms of the 
Indians on fair terms, and that suitable appropriation be made, out of which pay-
ment shall be made, and that the sale of arms or ammunition to Indians holding tr i-
bal relations be prohibited under severe penalties. 
DEPARTMENT Ol!' TI-lE I "TERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, May 16, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith four letters, dated respectively the 5th, 
6th, 8th, and 9th instant, from Agent D. B. Dyer, of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, 
Indian Territory, relative to the killine; of a Cheyenne Indian named "RunninO' Bnf-
falo" by a white man, and certain serwus troubles resulting t herefrom. 
It appears from these reports that a white man by the name of Horton was convey-
ing a herd of horses through the Territory en route to Caldwell, Kans. ''Running 
Buffalo" and party stopped them and demanded money and horses as a tax for the 
use of the grass consumed by the herd while passing through their country. The 
owner of the herd (Horton) refused to give either, when "Buffalo" drew his revolver 
and fired four shots into the herd, after which he leveled it at Horton, saying, "I will 
kill you!" At this Horton drew his revolver and shot the Indian and hi horse dead. 
Mr. Horton at once gave himself up, and he and his men were placed, for protection, 
in the stone bakery building. , The Indians surrounded the building and refused to 
allow the inmates to have either food or water, demanding Horton's life or suitable 
pay for the death of "Buffalo." The agent at once made request for assistance from 
the military at Fort Reno. His request was at first refused; but owing to the dan -
gerous state of affairs he renewed his request, which was favorably considered and 
complied with. The troops took possession of the white men and placed them in 
camp, and furLished them with food and water. The Indians insisted on keeping 
the entire herd of horses, but after consultation were induced to "ta.ke but half of 
the herd." In this connection the agent says that "the troops and all decided to, in 
a great measure, let them (the Indians) have their own way." 
In accordance with this so-called compromise the herd was divided and the Indians 
drove off about 200 of the number, leaving the balance to the owners. The agent 
thinks t.hat this compromise was a humiliating one and "seems a great disgrace to 
this great Government of ours if a band of lawless Indians can run the country and 
dictate terms to the agent and military." 
The Indian that was killed appears-to have been a dangerous and reckle s charac-
ter, and usecl his influence to induce others to follo w him in his plundering chemes, 
and the agent thinks "he was not killed any too soon." The person who uid the 
killing, however, has been turned over to the custody of the United States mar hal, 
and will be taken to Wichita, Kans., for t rial, and the question as to his guilt or 
criminality will be settled by the civil court. 
In my opinion the Indians should not have been allowed to dictate their own terms 
in this matter, but should h ave been compelled to give up the horses to their proper 
owner. 
In view of the facts I respectfully recommend t,hat t he agent ue instructed to de-
mand from the Indians the immediate return of the horses referred to, or others equally 
as good, and to inform them that if this demand is not promptly complied with, Con-
gress will be asked to withhold a sufficient amount from their annuities to reimburse 
1\IIr. Horton for the full a,mount of his loss. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commission6r. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENC Y, 
Darlington, May 5, 1884. 
SIR: I h ave the honor to state that I was informed yesterday by telegraph from 
Rev. S. S. Hanry, Mennonite missionary in charge at Cantonment, Ind. T., that. a 
white man by the name of Horton, "\'kho was conveying a herd of horses through the 
Territory en 1·onte to Caldwell, Kans., had shot and killed a. Cheyenne Indian by the 
name of "Running Buffalo." 
The facts as reported by the several messages state that Running Buffalo and party 
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interrupted the men with their ponies and demanded money and horses as a tax for 
the use of the grass consumed as the herd were passing through their country. The 
owner of the herd (Horton), us I understand it, refused to give either, when Buffalo 
drew his revolver and fired four shots into the herd, aftbr which he leveled it at the 
man Horton, saying, "I will kill yon!" At this Horton drew his revolver and shot 
Bnfl'alo and his horse dead. 
Horton_at once gave himself up to Mr. Hanry, and asked for protection. For some 
time he was, with his men, in the telegraph office, but fearing for his life, he requested 
to be placed in the stone bakery building, which Mr. Haury succeeded in doing, after 
much talk to secure the consent of the Indians who had surrounded the place and 
demanded Horton's life or suitable pay for the loss of Buffalo. 
When Horton and his men were placed in the stone house, the Indians refused to 
allow them to have food or water. 
Mr. Haury asked that United States troops be at once sent for protection of lives of 
whites, &c., and I made request for troops at Fort Reno. My request was at first re-
fused, but owing to the dan~erous state of affairs I renewed it, and at 9~30 o'clock 
p. m. it was favorably considered, and they promised to leave this a . m. with Mr. 
Darlington, whom I designated to accompany them, n.ncl represent this office. 
The herd of ponies or horses belonging to Horton are in the corral there, and the 
Indians insist that they shall be distributed among the friends of Running Buffv.Io. 
I have directed that they be brought here. 
Horton will be turned over to the United States marshal as soon as he arrives here, 
and we are able to secure marshal. 
I greatly deplore such a lawless !:!tate of affairs, but am powerless to do more than 
has been clone. 
These Indians have never in :my manner been restrained, and, I am FlOrry to say, 
cannot now to any great extent. What I mean by this latter clause will be more 
fully explained in the future. 
I shall keep yon advised of the result. 
I am, respectfully, yonr obedient servant, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
D. B. DYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian Affai·rs, Wa£.hington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES I NDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, hcl T., May 6, 1884. 
SIR: I have t he honor to continue my report of the killing of" Running Buffalo," 
and the result in regard t o the ponies. 
The United States (;roops (Twenty-fifth Cavalry) under Lieutenant Gibbon, left yes-
terday morning, and Mr. William T. Darlington, an employe here, accompanied them, 
with eight of our Indian police following. 
Mr. Darlington made a most rapid March, arriving at the cantonment at 3.30 p.m., 
the troops at 6 p. m., and the Indian police at 9 p. m. They found the situation un-
changed; the man Horton and his Ih.en were in the stone bakery building, under guard 
of thirty or more Cheyenne dog solcliers. The ponies were in Mr. Haury's corral. 
The troops soon took possession of the men, taking them to camp with them, thereby 
relieving them from great mental fear and providing them with food and water. 
With an Indian, its a life for a life, and often more than one, or they must be paid 
in some way either with money, horses, cattle, & c., for the loss of one of their num-
ber; and while they had been persuaded not to kill the man, they cou~cl not be in-
duced by any means to release their ceaseless watch over the pony h erd; and after 
counciling until noon (to-clay) with them, the troops and all decided to, in a, great 
measure, let them have their own way, and they were at lal:lt induced t o take but half 
of the herd of ponies. (At :first they demanded all.) Accordingly they dividetd. the 
herd and drove o:ff 175 poni~s, allowing Mr. Darlington and the police and Horton's 
men to depart with the balance. 
Such a compromise is indeed humiliating to me, for I am not in the habit of sub-
mitting to such thiugs; neither would I now if I was not powerless. 
Maj. Thomas B. Dewees, the commanding officer at Fort Reno, would not instruct 
Lieutenant Gibbon to do more than secure the man Horton if it were going to compli-
cate matters. Consequently, the Indians bad their own way and got just such terms 
as could have been mace with them probably if it had all been left to Mr. Haury. Of 
this I am not, of course, certain; but it seems a great disgrace to this gre11t Govern-
ment of ours if a hand of lawless Inoia.ns can rnn the country a.nd dictate t erms to 
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the agent a.nd military. "Running Buffalo" is said by Cheyennes (his own people), 
and all whites who know anything of him, t.o be an awful bad Indian. For several 
years he has lived up there, and made it his business to round up every body that came 
along, and exact tribute. From all I can hear, he was not killed any too soon, fore:;wh 
day that his reckless life was prolonged be was able to induce or iniluence others to 
follow him in his plundering schemes, and to think that these men can, against the 
expressed wishes of this office, as expressed through Mr. Haury and Mr. Darlington, 
take the matter in their own hands, and do as they have, is more than I am willing 
to admit. 
I said in my letter of yesterday that "these Indians have never in any manner been 
rest.rained, and, I am sorry to say, cannot now to any great extent." The force of 
which is fully explained by the result of the difficult.y I have related to you. 
You need never look for any great number of good results so long as these men can 
thus defy all authority. They should be made to give up those ponies or others as good, 
if it costs the Government thousands of dollars. 
We want 500 more soldiers (cavalry), and more ir'it is necessary to stop such raidA. 
The troops at Fort Reno are of no practical value at present, for they dare not say to 
t hese Indians, you must do as directed or we will make you. · 
I would not feel that I was doing my duty to the Government if I should sit down 
here and see this agency run in such a way as it. is necessarily run now; and we might 
as well pull up and tell the Indians to continue the management of afl:'i ·n; if we can-
not have our own way in matters so clearly right; but they have done just as they 
pleased here for years, and, as they have in the past, they expect to run the country 
now and dictate their own terms. 
The Indians know that those in charge here are powerless as things now are, h ence 
they defy all authority whenever they see fit. 
They are all well a.rmed with rifles or revolvers, and have plenty of ammunition. 
In this particular case this band does not have the sympathy of many of our In-
dians, but more than have taken part in the affair would quickly join them if they 
knew it was necessary. In speaking so strongly on this point I do not want to say 
that there are no good Indians here, for there are man y who deprecate such acts and 
will gladly aid the Government if they can, but being in the minority, they can only 
do so in a small degree. 
Such Indians arc anxious to learn to farm, wear cit.izen's clothes, a.nd live and do 
as the white man; but the wild element is so strong that when these men try ever so 
hard, they are often checked by the others and made to retreat to their own ways. 
During the medicine dance the majority compel all those who wish to labor to aban-
don their farms and join with them under penalty, on refusal, of having their prop-
erty destroyed and their lives endangered. The question is, how long do you propose 
to let this state of affairs r emain ' 
It is easy to say t hat you will deprive ~hem of their rations, but if you don't fee<~ 
them they must starve or steal, and who can prevent them from the latter, which, if 
allowed at ali, only breeds a race that is much more difficult to control. 
They must be fed and at the same time kept under subjection, but not fed so 
much as not to make them desirous of having more, and thereby induced to try and 
produce it. When they once learn (as many now do) to produce something, you can 
then force more work by the issue of less rations; but those that will work must be 
protected, and the others seeing good results will be willing and anxious to better 
their condition by honest labor, provided, 'as I say, they are at all times under proper 
restraint. How is a.ll this to be accomplished, you may ask. I answer, that it will 
take some time, but first of all let a thousand of our idle troops be sent to rouud them 
up and bring them to the agency and see that they stay where they are placed. Then 
an agent will have some chance to know his Indians, and knowing them and their 
wants he can do for them as they deserve. 
There are Indians now, Cheyenne and Arapahoes, living 90 miles from here. What 
can I tell about them, i. e., what they should have done for them, &c. They send a 
representative of the band to draw their rations, and the majority live by rounding 
up everybody and everything that comes within reach of them. They kill people's 
cattle when they please, and often when they are not hungry, but for the bide. The 
mora..l effect of such a loose state of affairs is most terrible, but if they were kept 
within 15 miles of the agency, and compelled to scatter out along the rivers where 
there is good land, I am satisfied that the result would pay for the experiment . 
What is needed more than all else is the same law in the Indian Territory that ex-
ists in any well-regulated State, and the Indians made amenable to it. 
Indians know the difference between right and wrong as well as other people, and 
those that do not would soon be made to understand t hat they could not steal, kill, 
&e., without suffering for it. Cannot Congress be induced to do something for which 
we have all been praying for so long V 
I shall continue to do the best I can under all circumstances, but it seems that such 
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acts as taking one hundred and seventy-five ponies without law, &c., should not be 
suffered, and that this small command of troops should be taken away or increased 
so that the rules and order of the agency could be carried out. 
I am, respectfully, your obedient servant, 
D. B. DYER, 
Dnited States Indian Agent. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissione1· of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. c: 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Cheyenne and A1·apaho Agency, Ind. T. , May 8, 1884. 
SIR: Mr. William T. Darlington has just this minute arrived from Cantonment and 
confirms all that bas been said about the shooting of buffalo and the division of the 
pony herd. With this addition, the Indians took from one hundred and ninety-four 
to two hundred ponies or horses (Texas stock). 'rhe prisoners and bal:tnce of the 
horses will be here about noon. · 
I am, respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
D. B. DYER, 
United Sta-tes Indi.an Agent. 
Commissione1· of Indian Affait·s, Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Incl. T., May 9, 1884. 
SIR: Lieutenant Gibbon and troops ca.me in yesterday noon with the prisoners 
Horton and Knight. l at once ananged for their departure for Kansas, and they left 
here at 2 o'clock p.m. They will be taken to Cnld well, Kans., and delivered to United 
States marshal, who will convey them to Wichita, Kans., for trial b efore the U11ited 
States cGmmissioner. I have directed Mr. S. S. H aury, of Cantonment, to secure wit-
nesse against them and appear there in time for the t.rial. Lieutenant Gibbon re-
ports that the Indians took about two hundred anrl ten ponies1 besides the camp outfit, 
wagon, harness, saddles, &c. ; the l>alance of t.he ponies, about one hundred and 
eight.v-five, were brought bcre, and I have this a. m. started them in charge of Mr. 
John F. Williams and police, as an escort, for the trail leacliug to Kansas, when the 
herders not under arrest will convey them to t.b eir destination. 
Th e Indians are already crowing over their suecess, and the moral effect of this all 
will be that we will have much more trouble in the future, and that too of a more 
serious nat.ure, unlt~ss the Government uses its strong hand to suppress l:lllCh lawless-
ness, and in a way that will be lasting. I shall advise you of the result of the trial, 
&c. 
I am, respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
D. B. DYER, 
Indian Agent. 
Comm'is~ioner of Indian Affait·s, Wa8hin.gton, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, May 20, 1884. 
SIR: I have considered your report of the 16th instant, detailing the facts as reported 
by Agent Dyer in the m~ttter of the killing of the Cheyenne lnclian named Running 
Buffalo by a. white man named Horton, who was driving a herd of horses through the 
Territory to Caldwell, Ka.ns., when he was stopped by Rmming Buffalo and his party, 
who demanded money and horses as tax for use of grass consumed by the herd while 
r•assing through the country. This demand lJeing refused, it is stated that Buffalo 
fired four shot:s into the herd a!ld then leveled his revolver at Horton, threatening to 
kill him, when the latter shot and killed Buffalo ttnd his horse. After Horton gave 
himself up the Indians surrounded the place where he was put and demanded his life 
or suitable pay for the dea.tb of Buffalo, claiming therefor, at first, the ent.ire herd of 
horses, but finally consenting to take one-half of the animals, which they did, the 
agent and the military not being able to prevent them. You think that. the Indians 
should not ha.ve been allowed to dictat.e terms in this matter, and you recommend that 
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the agent be instructed to demand from the Indians the hnmediate Teturn of the 
horses, or others equally as good, and that he inform them that if this demand is not 
prom·ptly complied with Congress will be asked to withhold from their annuities a 
sufficient sum to cover the full value of the animals and the loss sustained by Horton 
in the matter. I concur in your recommendation. The agent should also inform the 
Indians that Horton, having been turned over to the civil authorities, will be dealt 
with under the laws of the United States, and if found guilty of any crime thereunder 
will be punished. He should further inform them that any custom obtaining among 
themselves of demanding a money or property consideration from one Indian who 
causes the death of anot,her Indian, as compensation and satisfaction therefor, cannot 
be tolerated or permitted nor allowed to be enforced in cases where a white man kills 
an Indian or an Indian kills a white man. Such cases are subject to the laws of the 
United States, and must be tried and disposed of thereunder. The papers are returned 
herewith. 
Very respect.fully, 
H. M. TELLER, 
Sec'l'eiary. 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEPARTMEN'l' OF THE INTERIOR, 
0FPICE OF lNDIAN A1!'FAIRS, 
Washington, J1.tly :30, 181:54. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith copies of letters dated May20 and 28last 
and the 22d instant, from Agent D. B. Dyer, of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, 
Indian Territory, relative to certain troubles which he has to .cont• nd with in manag-
ing his Indians, and requesting that the military Le caJJ ed upon to assist him. 
In regard to the ponies mentioned by Mr. Dyer, I have the honor to say that they 
are a portion of a hP.rd which wer·e taken by the Indians in May last from a white 
man named Horton, who was taking them through the Territory en 1·ottfe to Cald-
well, Kans. 
On the 2:3d of May the agent was instructed to demand from the Indians the imme-
diate return of the animals which bad been taken fi·om Mr. Horton, and also to in-
form them that if this demand was not promptly complied with a sufficient sum 
would be withheld from their annuities to cover the full value of the animals, &c. 
It appears from the agent's letter of the 28th of May that he has made the required 
demand, but says that ''to make Indians who do not depredate suffer for the sins of 
these lawless characters does not seem rigut," and n while the majority do not approve 
of the action of those who took the ponies, they are not going to :fight them to make 
them return the property, but rather they will, in the end, if the Government insists 
that they must pay for such depredation, join the band in these depredations to keep 
even ." 
'l'he agent also says that there are a number of desperate cbaracters among t,hese 
Indians, and the only possible way to compel obedience on their part to the wishes 
of the Government is to have a strong force of military who will assist in carrying 
out the instructions of the agent. · 
In view of the facts, I respectfully recommend that the matter be submitted to the 
honorable Secretary of War, with the request that a sufficient force of United States 
troops be sent to the aforesaid agency, and that they be directed to co-operate with 
Agent Dyer in carrying out instructions from this Department, ~'tnd assist him in 
maintaining peace and good order on the reservation. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Dm·lington, Ind. 1'., Mau 20, 1884. 
SIR: I am again in receipt of information of raius by our Indians on people who 
are passing over the western part of the agency near Cantonment. Only a few days 
ago a party of Indians rounded up a white man who was on the public highway and 
took his pistol, &c., and to-day I am informed by the telegraph operator at Canton-
ment, through Major Dewees, commanding Fort Reno, that "Little Robe's n band 
are continuing to stop aU persons passing by and demanding a toll. Oue freighting . 
f 
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team yesterday was stopped and $5 demanded; the man, of course, was powerless 
to help himself, and gave the Indians all he bad, $3, to be released and allowed 
to go on his way. They accepted that, but told him that he must not return that 
way. In my letters of the 5th and 6th instants I gave you as full and complete 
a statement of the affairs here as I could. Nineteen days have now passed, and I 
am yet without a word from your office. If these Indians are to be allowed to con-
tinue such deviltry in this day and age, I don't want anything to do with the In-
dian business. Unless I can have force to control each and every one of them, there 
c·annot be, with all the patient labor, as much good accomplished as these renegades 
can destroy and break down, and the r esult in the end is sure to be worse than at 
present. Many of them boast that they are not afraid of the Government and that 
they could wipe fJUt the whites about this country in a hurry. If I have my own 
way I will give them a trial of their strength if they desire it; but if we bad troops 
enough to do what might be necessary u.1,1der certain circumstances, I feel sure that 
these people are cowards, and if t hey knew that the Government is actually strong 
enough to put every one of t hem in jail unless they submitted to its authority there 
never would be any serious trouble. But after a sufficient number of good, brave 
men-say 1,000 cavalry-are sent here my first move would be to disarm every one of 
these Indians. What need have they for rifles, pistols, &c. ~ There is no game, and 
why should they be in a condition to depredate and murder at will ~ Do the whites 
in the States go armed~ Is it more necessary for these men to be so provided~ What 
does it all mean~ No orderly community exist s where the citizens are armed, and it 
bas been my experience that where people are allowed to go armed crime is sure to 
thrive, and the need for jails, &c., is the greatest; but it seems unnecessary to dis-
cuss this subj ect with you, for I am sure we are of the same opinion. How could we 
differ when the situation is so plain and the object we wish to is accomplish is identical; 
i. e., the best good of the Indian and hi s speedy civilization. It is extremely desira-
ble that the Department act at once in these matters so that I will know what you 
propose to do. If the Indians are not to be allowed to keep the 210 or more ponies 
they took from Horton , no time should be lost in making a demand for them, and if 
that demand is not lwnored, t beu we must be prepared for anything that may be nec-
essary to do on their refusal. I am quietly getting the names of parties who took 
ponies, and give the following as the result of my labors thus far: 
Black Kettle, father of Running Buffalo .. ......... ............. ___ ...... : . . . . . . 26 
Stone, father-in-law of Running Buffalo, and Amos Chapman, a whit.e man and 
brother-in-lawofRunning Buffalo .... ·----· .. ---- .... ···-····-··· .... about.. 100 
Buffalo's famHy .... _ ........ ...... .. ..... ___ .. __ .. _ ....... _ . __ . _. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 
Left:hand Bull (mules)- ---- · .... ·---·· .......... -----· .... ................ ·-·· 2 
Black H orse ........... . . __ .. .... __ .. .. . __ .. ____ . __ ... _ ........ _ ..... _ . _ ... ___ . 2 
Stone Calf ............ ---- .... ···-·····-·· .... ---· ......... . · ··--··-··........ . 1 
Little Robe . _. _ . . _ ... ....... _ .... ___ .... _ ... __ ... _.- ... - . ... -.... - __ ........ -. 1 
Total ................... _ ... . . _ .. . __ .•..... _ . _. _ .... _ ....... _ . . . . . . . . . . . 160 
I shall gradually find the others, but the ponies will be 1·uu off and sold ; in fact, it 
will be a surprise if man~· have not already. If they are allowed to keep them, then 
certaiuly Mr. Horton has a just claim against the tribe, and those who are not crim-
mals must become so for self-protection. The lax condition of affairs here seems to 
be a school for evil-disposed Indians, and offers a rewa,rd for crime. If ignorant In-
dians can go into the highway and demand a tax of all passers-by, it is a poor com-
mentary on our service and management . The lives and property of every one who 
is compelled to visit or pass through this country are at stake, and all for want of 
power to round up a few worthless Indians. The majority are friendly aud well dis-
posed, but if it come to a test of strength between the Government and Indians, I am 
fulls satisfied that a large number would go with the Indians. One grand difficulty 
about the situation up at the cantonment is tha.t t he Indians have living with them 
a 11egro b~7 t he name of W esley Warren, who is married to a Cheyenne woman, and 
has a famil.v by her (these Indians marry negroes in preference to whites). This man 
is a criminal and an outlaw; bas been in the penitentiary, u.nd for that matter should 
be there now; be bas been put out of the reservation, but returns at will; he speaks 
the ludian language well, aud they bank on him for advice, and wbeu he gives it it 
is always of the worst possible kind; he encouraged t.bem to kill Horton and his men 
when they were imprisoned in the stone bakery, and was with the Indians, gun in 
hand and pistol in his belt, when the troops went to Horton's r escue. He counseled 
them to take all the ponies, &c. Another man, with possibly a little less influence 
with the Indians, but a much more dangerous man, owing to the position he occu-
pies, is Amos Chapman, a white man, brother-in-law to the Indian who was killed 
(Running Buffalo), and the United States post interpreter at Fort Supply. This man 
was one of General Sheridan's old scouts in 1868, and in 1874 was wounded in the leg 
so badly that it was necessary to amput..ate the leg below the knee. He is a pensioner 
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on the Government at present, and also, as I stated, is the post interpreter at 
"Supply." He is the son-in-law of Stone and keeps constantly in counsel with 
him Stone Calf, Little R..>be, and all such outlaw~ as live in that section. They uo 
their talk at Supply, and General Potter, the commandant, allows Chapman to man-
a~e them, as he no doubt thinks Cha.pman's influence is good. It is all a mistake. 
'fheir sympathy for him is undeserved and their confidence misplaced. From what 
I can learn from the Indians, I am sure that General Potter rarely, if ever, gets a fair 
interpretation of what the Indians say, and the same is true of the Indian~:; as to what 
General Potter says. On the occasion of this trouble with Horton, General Potter 
sent (or h e went of his own accord) Chapman to Cantonment. When he arrived the 
Indians were about to compromise the matter with Horton for fifteen to twentv-five 
ponies, but after consulting wit,h Chapman they demanded not less than half, and 
went in and picked them out. Of the 44 work ponies they took 40, and all others 
were the best, including 7 mules, the wagon and outfit, and saddles. Chapman, with 
his father-in-law, Stone, drove off about 100 ponies. Such a high-handed ptece of 
robber,y, and that too by a man under pay of the Government, is a ltogether too much 
to stand, and if that man is not discharged after the horses are recovered an(l ordered 
to get out of the country, I shall feel that the·Government can stand much more than 
any community less powerful will submit to. 
Bark, a Cheyenne, was represented to have been an eye-witness to the shooting. 
I sent for him, and he came in and told the interpreter that Chapman wanted him to 
go up and testify against Horton. He told Chapman he knew nothing of the affair 
any more than that he hear(l the shots fired. Chapman then told him what to 
say~ i. e., that he saw the whole thing, and that Horton killed the Indian (Buffalo) 
without provocation, &c. This Bark declined to do, but stated the facts as I have 
related them when here. From all I have said to you it is easy for you to see what 
should and must be clone to bring order out of chaos. You certainly can see that I 
am not responsible for this state of affairs. I have given the condition of things as 
I found them, and the question is, will you allow such a state to continue~ 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
D. B. DYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Comrnissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D . C. 
UNITED STATES I "DIAN SEJtVICE, 
CHEYENNI~ AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Dm·lington, Ind. 1'., May 28, 1884. 
SIR: I am just in receipt of yours 23d instant, F . M. 0. , 9e24, 1 84, and in reply will 
state that I have notified several Indians a lready of your decision, and have in-
structed t he police force to at once proceed to t.h e northwest part of the reservation 
and notify all the parties who took ponies, &c., to bring them in at once. But let me 
say that while I shall use every means in my power to accomplish your desire, I must 
confess that I have little faith in getting many of the ponies. The men who took this 
high-handed course only repeate<l what they have clone for years, and -they feel afe 
in doing so, as the Government has never said posit ively that they should not, and if 
they, did they would be punished. To make Indians who do not depredate suffer for 
the sins of these lawless characters does not seem right, and, as you know, while the 
majority do not approve of the action of those who took the ponies, they are not go-
ing to fight them to make them return the property, but rather they will, in the end, 
if the Government insist.s that they must pay for such rlepredations, join t he band 
in these depredations to keep even. I will carry out the policy of the Government as 
far as possible, according to your wishes, and with avoidance, as far as possible, of 
alljighting. I would, however, hope that t he Government will give me support and 
consideration should I be unable to fill all their expectations, and I really see no cor-
rect way through all these matters only in being able to say to the Indians yon rnust. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. H. PRICE; 
D. B. DYER, 
U'nited States Indian Agent. 
Cornrnissioner of Indian Affairs, Washingtou, D. C. 
UNITED STATES I NDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, IND. T ., 
July 22, 1884. 
SIR: I have taken occasion several times since my arrival here to acquaint you with 
certain facts in connection with the affairs h ere that should be corrected, and to-d.ay 
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I am aga.in forcibly reminded that no action bas been taken by your Department t~ 
correct these evil s, and I feel that it is my bounden duty to again call to your mind at 
least one of the most important matters, and beg at the same time that you will not let 
the matter rest until you have corrected it. Ever since my arrival here I have t-een 
urging the Indians to take farms, or rather locate upon land, near the agency office, 
and at the same time have said that I would aiel, so far as it was in my power, all 
those who were willing and anxious to work, by breaking and assisting to fence such 
tracts as they might select.. Quite a number of the most progressive young men have 
manifested a desire to secure a permanent home, and among others one Pawnee man, 
a Cheyenne policeman. Thi s man bas for a number of years farmed 10 to 15 acres 
of the agency farm, and this year I was so much impressed wit!l him and his work 
that I proposed to him a few days since that he go to the woods and cut and haul 
posts sufficient to fence 40 acres of land. I promised that i.f h e would set the posts 
around this land that. I would furnish wire to fence it, would then break it up for him, 
fum ish seed to plant it., and assist him in every way possible so long as he continued to 
work and improve hi condition. The land I picked out for him lies just at the foot of 
t he hill north of here about 1 mile; and to-day to my surprise Le came and told me 
that the Iu di[,~;ns objected to him either taking wire or having the land plowed. In this 
case, as in all others, the worst class rule and intimidate the others and" Pawnee man " 
telh; me that they will kill his horses, &c., if be undertakes to make a farm here, as 
I have urged him to do. I am aware that the best way to treat· Indians is to never 
nhreaten or promise them anything you cannot do, and I have in variably observed the 
rule. But the question is, do yon propose to let this "clog soldier" element rule the 
business of this agency1 or will you whip them, if necessary, into obedience to your 
wishes. I hope it will not; be necessary to have a trial of strength as we are now 
situated to accomplish what the Department and ttll others interested desire, for 
the result would be the loss most likely of all our lives, aud it seems that after all 
I have written on this subject that the Department should not longer delay in sending 
troops here, provided all the time that it is your desire to have these people do any-
thing better thn.n draw rations for tbe rest of their lives. As I have repeatedly said, 
such a condition of affairs as exists here should not last for a month longer, even 
t hough it takes $5, 000 to right things. It is a disgrace to our Government, and 
while we are doing our own race an injustice we are also wronging these people in 
permitting them to do wrong. I hope it is possible for me to make you see this as I 
doJ for I am thoroughly interested in doing what I know is best for these people. 
'.I;he Horton pony case and the well-known fact that these Indians depredate ou every 
one they please are matters of which you have been thoroughly posted, and I cannot 
think that yon will, unless you are powerless to act, permit things to go on to some-
thing much worse. 
I am, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
D. B. DYER, 
Indian Agent. 
Comrnissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAl.~ AFFAIRS, 
Washington, .August 19, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to office report of the 30th ultimo relative to certain troubles which 
the agents of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency has to contend with in managing his 
Indians, and recommending that the milit a.ry be called upon to assist him, I have the 
honor to inclose herewith, for consideration in connection with the aforesaid report, a 
letter on the subject dated the 12th instant, from Agent Dyer, in which he urges that 
some definite action be taken on the subject. 
Very respectfully, ,your obedient servant, 
The Hon. th e SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, IND. T., 
August 12, 1884. 
SIR: It is a far less agreeable, though a more · important, duty to speak of defects 
which need to be remedied in order that the labor of the Department may be produc-
tive of the greatest possible good; and It has been my aim during my sbor"t stay here 
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to give you, so far as possible~ a clear understanding of the actual condition of affairs 
here and the remedies to apply to correct the abuses. Hardly a day passes without a 
report of some unwarranted interference on the part or the "lawless element," and 
I have now to report that White Buffalo, a returned Carlisle boy, who is at present 
working in our tin-shop, came to my office yesterday with tears in his eyes, stating 
that Mad Wolf had been to the shop and, in the stron~est language known to the 
Cheyenne tongue, had abused him for being on the ''white man's road." The young 
man was much frightened and came to me to see what consolation I could offer. I 
would like to have you tell me what I should have done or could do under such 
circumstances. My inclination is all right, and if I had it in my power I would 
put Mr. Mad Wolf in jail and keep him there on bread and water until I was sat-
isfied that he was thoroughly broken of " sucking eggs." But from past experience 
here, as I have repeatedly told you, I would not be warranted in any such attempt, 
for I do not wish to try anything that I cannot carry out, so I told Wbite Buffa.lo 
on Mad Wolf's second >isit to put him out of the shop and to call on the ot.her 
boys in the shop to help him do so. This relieved and encouraged him some, but I 
know that he will not do it, and dare not hardly think of such a thing, as you know 
that the " dog-soldier element" would only continue their abuse and in the end force 
him to go back to "camp" and put on the blanket, &c., or abandon his people en-
tirely. If there is anything in the world to make a man's blood hot it is the thought 
that after we have taken these boys and thoroughly weaned them from the Indian 
way t hat they are then to be abandoned to :fight their own people single-handed. 
Imagine a young boy of twenty years facing a company of '' dog soldiers" composed 
of his own people and :fighting to be allowed to remain on the "white man's road." 
I know of nothing much more humiliating to an agent than to feel that he dare not 
assert the wishes of the Department, or attempt to protect men in such cases against 
the Yery worst demoralizers that exist to-day to retard Indian progress. This Mad 
Wolf should have been in the penitentiary for years. He is captain of the "dog 
soldiers," and is the man who compelled Agent Miles at the point of his rifle to give 
him an extra beef years ago, and who Miles's police force tried to arrest and failed, 
when the military were called upon, and who, I am sorry to say, abandoned the effort 
and let him go, as thousands of redskins rallied to his support, and they (the troops) 
could see nothing but death to every man on the place if they pressed the matter any 
further. After this unsu~cessful attempt at Mad 'Volf's capture, he was compro-
mised with, and taken to Washington, D. C., and through t.he Eastern States and ex-
hibited, while the few Indians who stood by the Government at the time were left at 
home. 
In my judgment, the sooner we have a contest to determine whether the Govern-
ment is more powerful than this class the better, and I must also add that the sooner 
such men are killed o:ff or put in prison the better. Can you ima.giue anyt-hing more 
disgraceful to our Government than to allow such boys as " ·white Buffalo" to be left 
to prot.ect themselves' I am not anxious for trouble, but I kno\v and you know that 
it makes little difference, however hard we may a.ll work, if such men can in a few 
hours break down all we have done for years. The question still remains unanswered: 
The ''dog soldiers" rule; what are you going to do about jt f 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRlcE, 
D. B. DYER, 
United Sta.teB Indian .Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian .Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, .August 25, 1884. 
SIR: * * When the matters at Quapaw are investigated you will proceed to 
the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indian Reservation and investigate matters at that point, 
referred to in the two reports of the :10th ultimo and the 19th instantJ with their in-
closures from the Office of Indian Affairs, and report fully as to the causes of difficulty 
between the agent and the Indians, with a view of the best mode of relief to be 
adopted. 
The return of the inclosures, with the several reports thereon, is respectfully re-
quested. 
Very respectfully, 
Col. ROBERT S. GARDNER, 
United States Indian Inspector, Clarksbu1·g, W. Va. 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
.Acting Secretary. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Wash-ington, August 26, 1884. 
Sn~: Referring to office reports of July 30 and the 19th instant, rela.tive to certain 
trouOles which the agent of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency has to contend with 
in managing his Indians, I have the honor to inclose herewith, for consideration in 
connection with the aforesaid reports, a letter dated the 21st instant, on the same sub-
ject, from Agent Dyer, in which h e preaents additional reasons why the military 
should be . called upon to assist him. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Comm.ission&r. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agenay, Ind. T., August 21, 1884. 
SIR: ·Durmg all my correspondence about the situation of affairs here and the gen-
-<'ral condition of the agency, I am yet unable to find out what you think about the 
most important of all matters, i. e., the addition to Fort Reno of more United States 
troops for the better control of our Indians. In my many letters on this subject I 
ha 'e so thoroughly reviewed the situation that I scarcely know how to say more 
wi thout repeating myself, and in fact it seems as though any additions to what I have 
·aid \Yonld be superfluous; but hearing nothing from you directly bearing on that 
point, I am constrained to offe1· a few more suggestions. So far as the safety of the 
employes here at the agrncy or myself is concerned, I have no fears, although no one 
can tell just what such a lawless body of Indians might take a notion to do ; but it is 
not this part of the situation that gives me any concern. It is the fact that I am not 
able t o-do what I know should be done, and I feel that the Government is not only 
·doing i tself but the Indians a great injnstice to so far forget the importance of hav-
ing them know and feel its power and fo rce, if needs be, and I want to say right here 
that unless yon control these p eople yon will have to feed them for genera ions to 
~om e. 
Man:r of them, as I have told you, will not work, or allow others t o do so, from pure 
"cussedness," and I do no t p1·oposc to try to force them to do anything nuless you give 
me t he absolutely necessary assist.ance. As I have repeatedl y said, they have never 
been made to feel the force or respect the power of our Government, a.nd they laugh 
~ t the idea of our lH.tlo mili rary force compelling them to do anything. 'l'he farce 
that, has been gone through wiLh on several occasions where the military has been· 
called upon to act and been backed down will never be repeated with my consent. 
If I e ver undertake to carry a point, I mean to be prepared tirst., and then do it. Any 
other result is most unfortunMe, as you know, and only leaves us more powerles3 to 
d.o good. 
While I advocate as strongly as I know how the placing of more troops here, I do 
nut think that t.hey would ever have to fire a gnn, as all that will be necessary is to 
·bow tho Indrans that they could be whipped if it became a necessity. 
I write now more particularly to call your attention to the fact that the vVar De-
partment have made a new dist.rict here, called the Oklahoma, with General Hatch 
in command. His headq.n:irters are near Caldwell, Kans., and he has two companies 
from Fort Riley, one compa.ny from Fort Elliott, one company from Supply, and two 
companies from Fort Reno with him, leaving but three companies (infantry) here. 
Now that the'· Payne boomers" have been put out, I am fearful that the troops will 
l1e sent back to their regular posts or encamped permanently where they now are. 
'rhey should all be sent here, and r e-enforced by as many more companies. I know 
what I am writ.ing about, and tell yon that unless there is a large force here you can-
not control these Ind-ians, and unless controlled they will make mighty little prog-
ress. If the troops could not be spared, or placed here without great expense, it 
might be better to let the Indians have their owu way for years to come, as they have 
in the past; bnt I, for one, can see no use for such a course now. The troops are of 
no earthly use at Fort Supply, and I caunot see that many at other points not far away 
.arc needed; but I do know, and every one who is familiar with tl1e situation will 
agree, that there is not anotberplace iu tbe United States where they are needed more 
than here. If some of the Army officens are consulted the~7 may not agree with me, 
hut. if yo u do not already understand the situation as I clo, yon have but to send any 
:practical man here who has the advan!lement of the Indian$ at heart, aud I will 
S. Rep. 1278-34 
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guarantee that he will approve of my plau and no other; so I return to the question 
of more troops, and ask you to tell me what I am to expect in this line, without giv-
ing you any new cases of'' bulldozing" at the hands of men who defy us all. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
D. B, DYER, 
United States India1t Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
CIIEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., September 23, 1 84. 
SIR: * * * but I am inclined to the opinion that the non-attention given t() 
farming upon this reservation is more attributable to the fact that the Indians, "with 
some few exceptions," have no desire or inclination to try and become farmers, or 
even to try and become partially self-supporting, so long as the Government supports 
them in idleness and they get a cash aunnal payment of $10 per capita from lands 
leased, besides the small amount of, say, $20,000 per year, obtained from freighting; 
this statement of facts may reasonably be expected to continue, together with the 
fact that there is a certain bad element here, known us the "dog soldiers/' chief 
among whom are "Mad Wolf," "Stone Calf," and others, who won't work, and in-
timidate others from working either in the fields or in agency shops. If an Indian 
intimates a desire or willingness to select a piece of ground and attempts to open it 
up for a farm, the " clog soldiers" tell him he is foolish, a ghost, or something equa lly 
as bad in Indian superstition, and that he must not get on the white man's road 
(meaning that he must not try to be like a white man), and should he not heed them, 
and commence to try and farm, the first thing he knows some of his stock are killed. 
I am informe<l that frequent i~stances of this kind have occurred, and have been 
practiced to such an extent. by the " dog soldiers" that they consider them elves 
masters of the situation, and instances have occurred wherein they have defied the 
agent and the military authorities stationed at Fort Reno. These instanceR occurred 
under the administration of ex-Agent Miles, and I apprehend the Department has 
been advised of them in detail at or nea.r the times of their occurrence. 
I have made diligent inquiry into the ma.tter referred to in the communications of 
Agent D. B. Dyer, and from the best information obtainable I am of the opinion that 
he has stated the situation of affairs correctly and as the facts justified and war-
ranted him in doing. I apprehend that it is the desire and intention of the De-
partment, that Agent Dyer should push these people in the matter of farming and on 
the road towards self-support; and in case he makes the attempt to do so, he will 
most undoubtedly meet with resistance at the hands of" dog soldiers," anll in the 
event of such a ha;ppening the present military force now stationed a;t Fort Ren() 
would be entirely too small to furnish the desired and actual necessary assistance 
and protection required. The present force at Fort Reno is five compahies, aggregat-
ing 268, rank and file, and in view of all the facts I cannot do otherwise than re-
spectfully recommend that the military force be increased to at least ten companies; 
that the safety of the agent and agency employes demands this proper protection. 
The population of Indians at this agency is as follows: Arapahoes, 2,198; Chey-
ennes, 3,769; children at school at agency, Carlisle, Chilocco, Lawrence, Fort Wayne, 
&c., 304; making an aggregate of6,271, as appea.rs from the enrollment of July, 1884. 
I t might he proper to state that the Indians are well armed and exceedingly well 
supplied with ammunition; the male adults eighteen years old and over number at 
least 1,300 to 1,400, possibly more; it therefore can be r eaclily seen that if they should 
take it into their heads to become unruly, or even go onto the war path, the present 
military force is wholly inadequate for t he occasion, and should be increased to meet 
any emergency tha.t might possibly .arise. 
~ * * * 
Very respectfully, 
ROBERT S .. GARDNER, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
WaBhington, D. C. 
United States Indian Inspector. 
DEl' ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
WaBhington, December 24, 1884. 
SIR: The agent for the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians in the Indian Territory has 
made numerous complaints to this Department of the conduct of the Indians on his 
reservation, stating that they defy his authority, ignore .his directions n.nd instruc-
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tions, except such as are in consonance with their own wishes, and generally do about 
as they please. As a rule they refuse to work, and those of them who ti.re willing to 
follow industrial pursuits are deterred by the persuasions and threats of the majority 
of the t.ri bes. 
These Indians, with superior advantages for advancement in civilized pursuits, are 
non-progressive, and seem to be determined by their course and eonduct to remain in 
their present ignorant and dependent condition. They number auout 1,200 or 1,300 
fighting men, who are well armed, and they are well aware of the strength of the 
military in the vicinity of the reservation, and consequently are overbearin~ in their 
conduct and exacting in their demands upon the a,gent, and also upon all otners who 
may come within their reach. 
The contraetor for supplying the Government beef for these Indians, who is re-
quired by his contract to hold a sufficient supply of cattle near the agency to meet 
the wants of tlJe service, complains that these IndianEl are constantly depredating 
upon his herd to such extent as to render it almost if not quite impossible for him to 
fulfill hi s contract. 
The agent reports that there are a number of desperate characters among these 
Indians, who exercise great influence for evil over the body of the tribes, compelling 
returned students from Carlisle and other schools to leave the shops and cease from 
working at their trades, and discouraging in many ways any of the well-disposed 
Indians from going to work or in any way following the advice of the agent, who 
in this state of affairs is powerless to accomplish much if any good among them. 
In view of these facts, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs has recommended, and 
I concur in his recommendation, that the War Department be requested to station a 
sufficient force of United States troops at the posts in the vicinity of the Cheyenne 
and Arapaho Agency to co-operate with the agent in carrying out the instructions of 
this Department and to assist him in maintaining peace and good order on the res-
ervation. · 
The question as to the number of troops required and where they shall be stationed 
are matters for the discretion and judgment of the War Department. 
I have the honor to request that the subject may receive your early attention and 
action. 
Very respectfully, 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF WAR. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Se01·etary. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
Darlington, August 9, 1884. 
SIR: In compliance with instructions contained in yours of July 1, I have the honor 
to present this my :first annual report for this agency, but my :fifth in the Indian serv-
ice. I take pleasure in calling your attention to facts and statistics which have 
been gathered here by arduous labors, and patient and careful consideration of mat-
ters of importance since my arrival April 1. It is a far less agreeable though a more 
important duty to speak of defects which need to be remedied in order that the labor 
and exertions of the Department may be productive of the greatest possible good; 
and it will be my aim to give you so far as possible a clear understanding of the actual 
condition of affairs here, our wants, ::md the remedies to n,pply to correct the abuses. 
The most serious difficulty to the advancement of these Indians lies in the lack of 
power to control them, and the best results will never be obtained until. our roving 
and lawless Indians are under complete control, and forced not only to stop depre-
dating, but compelled to keep hands off of such Indians as desire to work. It is the 
practice of the "dog soldiers" to compel the attendance of all Indians on their med-
icine-making; and on refusal of any one to attend, his teepee is cut up, chickens, 
hogs, and cattle killed, growing crops destroyed; they rule with an iron hand, and 
their will, right or wrong, is absolute law. 
We have here 2,366 Arapahoes and 3,905 Cheyennes, making a grand total of 6,271 
Indians. Outside of the United States police, a few half-breeds and the Indians em-
ployed in shops or in teaming, all wear blankets, live in teepees, and are uncivilized; 
have the manners, ways, customs, superstitions, &c., which have been attached to 
their races for generations gone by. There is not one full-blood Indian living in a 
house, except as above noted. They idle away their time, and those that have small 
patches that they call farms, consisting of from one-quarter of an acre to 10 acres, 
abandon their crops on the slightest invitation and go to medicine or a feast, which 
keeps them away ofttimes for a month when they are most needed at home. I have 
great fait.h that t.his state of affairs can be changed; · first, as I stated, they must be 
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controlled, and those who wm work and wish to abandon their old way must, be as-
sisted, encouraged, and protected. 
They have here over 4,000,000 acres of land, and while it is true that a >ery large 
majority of this land is only fit for grazing purposes, it is also true and can very rt'ad-
ily be seen that it is not necessary to have. a great amount of good farming land for 
only 6,000 people, and that a large part of the 4,000,000 acres can be practically worth-
less for agricultural purposes and still have sufficient good land for all t heir wants. 
This is undoubtedly true cf this country, but the small patches of rich land in the 
bottoms are ample and will some day support these people handsomely. 
All t he Indians that I haYe ever met, I care not how ignorant, know the difference 
between right and wrong, and if told that the law is so and so, are as capable of 
obeying it as whites, and it is a great calamity to them as well ::ts the Government 
t.hat they should be allowed to exist and lwep np thl:'ir old customs and practices, &.c., 
when a simple act of Congress would so quickly transfer them into law-abiding citi-
zf:ns. The lower House of Congress, at its last session, struck the key-note to the 
whole situation, and I am sorry that the Senate could not agree that-
''Any act which, when done by a citizen of the United States, would be a crime, 
shall be and is hereby declared equally a crime when done by any Indian upon or be-
longing to any Indian reservation, and such Indian committing such crime shall be 
sn bject to the sjtme jurisdiction and amenable to the same process that any citizen 
would be in like case." 
This is not complete enough, but would have been a splendid start in the right di-
I'ection. They must conform to the will of the Government or take the consequences, 
and it is important that this should be made intelligible and significant to them. 
The speedy punishment of the Indians who took part in the raid on Horton, and forc-
ibly took possession of over 200 ponies in May last, would have gone further to break 
down the power and influence of the worst class of Indians than all the threats that 
an agent could make during the rest of his natural days. In these tribes, like aU 
communities, there are particularly hard cases, who succeed better in general devil-
ID()nt, than most of their friends, because they devote more at.tention to it, turning all 
of their energies in that direction, and bringing themselves to bear on it with an ear-
nestness and assiruity that could nob failto render them prominent. The occurrence 
of mau;y such raids w1ll go further to break down the power and in:llucnce of the Gov-
ernment, if the guilt.y parties are left unpunished, than anything t.hat can be clone. 
These Indians ceased to be useful and became wholly ornamental when they <]nit 
hunting and settled clowu here to do literally nothing. They should have b een from 
the start given to understand that the)7 must wo1·k, and the power of the Army should 
ba,ve been used to see t llat they did. I imagine that the thousands of hard-working 
mechanics, artisans, farmers, and merchants, who pay a large tax and ba,·e the best 
interest of our whole country at heart., would be surprised if they could pause from 
their work and take a fair view of tlle 6,000 1:1zy Indians who daily draw their pound 
of :flesh, and the blood with it, bides and horns thrown in. At times I get discouraged 
when I look over the vast work to be done here, but so far from losing llope, I am 
only uerving myself to fresh exertions, and I know the best way to deal with Indians 
is to neither promise nor threaten anything that cannot be carried out, and to deal 
with them always in strict justice; treat them as human beings, like ourselves, as 
they have much of human nature iu their reo skins, and arc, as I have remarked, as 
capable of listening to reason, when the reason is good, as if the color was white. 
Resources sustain nothing, but labor sustains everything. This is a good country 
for diven;itied cwps, but the ilnportance of agriculture among the Indians has been 
oYerlookeu. I hope to organize the labor here so as to be able to produce all the 
wheat, corn, sugar-cane, vegetables, and fruits required to support these people. I 
shall not increase the amount of money expended, bnt shall try hard to get 100 cents' 
worth of value for every dollar of the people's money expended. Twenty-five good 
farmers as industrial teachers, with agricultural implements and wire for fencing farms, 
hould be allowed us for several years, and it seems strange that $300,000 per year can 
be secured for the purchase of beef and :flour, and that this all-important end to be ac-
complished is so neglected. 
AGENCY. 
The agency is located on the east side of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, 
within 2tmiles of Oklahoma, on the north side of the North Canadian River, and in the 
first bottom which reaches back to the high land, some 2 miles away. For miles from 
this point the banks of the stream are denuded of timber, and there are only such trees 
growing· around the agency as have been planted in the past few years. The situa-
tion is anything but good, especially when there are so many desirable spots so close 
at hand. During the rainy seas~u poo1s of water stand all over this rich bottom land, 
and with the dirt about the camps it would be a stretch of imagination to call it 
l1ealthy. The climate here is wild,._ so much so that any one corning from the extreme 
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north would likely call it summer the year round. The nights are always cool and 
comfortable. In the earl,v spring the prairies nnd canons are covered with beds of 
gorgeous flowers, but the varieti es are not so great as are seen in the eastern part of 
1he Territory. The surface of the country is generally rolling, and in some places 
almost mouutainous, with few streams and less timber, and dteary to look upon in 
March when I first visited it, as the prairies were bare, having been l.mrued off; but at 
this season of the year a, drive on fine roads, with beaut.ifnl and widely extended pla-
teaus upon either side, rich in all the elements of fertiiity, is a pleasing contrasr. 
The high prairies only need irrigation, or an increased rainfall, to make them ~· ield 
luxuriantly, while the low bottoms can be depended upon to produce bountifully 
nearly every year. The reservation embraces 4,297,771 acres, nn<l is bounded on t he 
north by the Cimarron River and the Cherokee strip, on the west by the Pan Haudle 
of Texas, on the south partly by the Washita and <ianadian Rivers, with the n inet y-
eighth degree west longitude for our eastern line. The above rivers, with their trib-
utaries, give ample water for stock on almost. all parls of the reservntion, and with 
the exception of th1-1 sand bills the grass grows most luxuriantly, makmg ample range 
for large herds of horses and cattle. · 
Tbe :;carcit.y of timber is one of the greatest drawbacks we have to contend with, 
aud one that can only be overcome by the arrival of a milrond. Think of going 15 
to 25 miles for logs for the saw-mill, or wood for fuel for schools and a.gency use, and 
in so sparsely timbered a country. When I say t.hat the military require for their nse 
alone 1,600 cords per year you can readily appreciate what we are coming to, unless 
coal, &c., can be brought in by cheap t.ransportar.ion. 
CHEYE~NES. 
The Cheyennes are said to be the smarter race of the two, but in so short a residence 
I am not fully prepared to give an opinion. That they are at pre~:;ent further from 
civHization I am positive, and that they are insolent, headstrong, domineering, and 
bard to restrain cannot be questionell. They have ne•er been whipped, and boast 
that they could \\ipe us out at any time-a matter that should speedily call for the 
attention of the Government. as no considerable progress can be made so long as this 
feeling exists and thi.s element rule~ the actions of the tribe. My hands are ruana.-
cled and the "dog soldiers" rule supreme. 
The Indian question is one of great and absorbing interest to our country, and it is 
to be devoutly hoped that the Army will be called upon to compel this lawless element 
to obey the rules of this office, an(l exchange their rifles aucl pistols for agricultural 
implements, and settle down to farming, instead of continually riding over the coun-
try and depredating on every one who mu.y come within their reaeb. It is a disgrace-
ful state of affairs, discredit.able to our Government, and should uot exist another 
day. Men that can fight as these have can work, and why a few score of young bucks 
should be allowed to iuterrnpt puulic travel, levy t.ax on herds and freighters, intim-
idate, hrowbeat, and threaten the lives of people quietly pa.ssing t.hrongh the country, 
compel the attendance of t.heir own people upon the occasion of the medicine-ruakiug, 
whether they beJieve in it or not, under penalty of having their tents cut up, their 
dogs, horses, cattle, chickens, &c., killed, and create a disturbance at will, is more 
than a law-abiding citizen can underst~md. The relations of these Indians to the 
Government have never been cordial. Nor is it strange at all when we consider that 
t.bey have 'l'lever been made to respect its authority. They are proud of their own tribe 
and despise the Arapahoes. Part of their dislike comes no doubt from the fact that 
the Ampaboes have stood by the Government when they were hostile. Cheyenne 
women sometimes marry Arapahoes, but I am told the men never do. 
They- make medicine several times during the season, which occupies several mouths 
of their valuable time. At the medicine some very extraordinary scenes can be wit-
nessed. For the Buffalo and Sun dances a large number of the braves are selected on 
account of their physical strength and endurance; they strip and paint tbemsel ves to 
the waist; some torture themselves and dance until they drop from sheer exhaustion; 
not many stand it for more than a clay or two without fo0d or water. Their endur-
ance is wortbv of a better cause. 
The idea of 'a future existence, I believe, is general among these people, but it is saicl 
if one dies by hanging they are forever lost. Their religion will change greatly as 
they advance in civilizatiou, but superstitions will cling to thAm for generations, and 
it will be many years b efore they t.reat their women other than as slaves. 
An Indian does not entertain the idea that girls exist merely to display :fine dra.pery 
and look pretty; they have a clecided notion that they were horn to labor; and of the 
75 acres reported as being un<ler cultivittion by full-blooils of th~s large tribe, hardly 
any of it was worked wholly by men. In addition to the ,above 75 acres, two half-
breeds have farms of 100 acres, and the corn yield will be satisfactory. 
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ARAPAHOES. 
The Arapahoes are generally quite tractable, good-natured, and inclined to be pro-
gressive; but, like all Indians, they lack adhesion and zeal, h '1ve aggressive habits, and 
in the tribe there are some who are as bad as the worst Cheyennes ; and while I have 
laid little of our trouble at their door, I have done so because they are generally more 
inclined to the right, and if separated from the Cheyennes, would, I think, do much 
better. Still, some of the depredations reported are traceable directly to them, and 
while such reports are in some cases exaggerated, allowing a reasonable margin for 
enlargement, there is much that I know to be t.rue that needs speedy correction. The 
ordinary police work of a great Government like ours ought to be sufficiently well 
don e to render such scenes as are of weekly occurrence impossible. 
Many of these people a re insensible to their degradation. Their women possess no 
will of their own, and would not be allowed to exercise it if they did. They are sold 
at the age of twelve or fourteen years to the man who will give the most for them, 
and -they at once become his slave. They suffer beatings and general abuse, do nearly 
all t he work, and enjoy (~) the affections of their liege lord frequ en t ly with several 
other ·wives. These remarks apply equally to the Cheyennes, who hold and treat their 
women with the same iron law. They bear more affection for their children than 
anything else, seldom if ever whipping them; but I am sorry to say that the same 
feeling is not manifested by the children when grown, who not unfrequently chastise 
their old parents. . 
The full-bloods of this tribe fa:rm in a small way, having planted the past spring 
422 acres to corn and garden vegetables; but I am safe in saying that not more than 
100 acres of this will produce anything, owing to the fact that it was abandoned as 
soon as planted for the medicine. 
The h alf-breeds have good farms in the Oklahoma country, and will harvest boun-
tiful crops from about 200 acres of well-tilled laud. They all love to boast of their 
large farms, and the signs they make to convince me that they are "pushing hard" 
on the white man's road are truly wonderful. 
The sign language is most exprPssive, and should be generally used by all people. 
'Vhen the military abandoned Cantonment, Little Raven , an Arapaho chief~ was 
given a hospital building, which cost the, Government $12,000, for a resi<lence. He 
sleeps in it occasionally, hut has his tepee in ·the front yard, where his family lives. 
Raven has a farm of 40 acres in the river bottom; the land is most excellent. In the 
early spring he plowed it n.nd planted corn, but at once abandoned it and left to lead 
the medicine-making ; the r esult is not an ear of corn, but a magnificent crop of weeds. 
A majority of these Indians profess a desire to farm, but most of them wish to go from 
50 to 100 miles away from the agency, rather than locate close by, where I can see 
and assist them and know just what they are doing at all times. It is easily under-
stood why they wish to go so far from any seeming restraint; i. e., if the corn crop · 
fails the cattle harvest will be good. 
FARMING. 
The question now agitating the Indians is, shall we go to farming V My proposed 
innovation on their do-nothing every-day life is opposed by the extremely conserva-
tive class, who regard a change of any kind as synonymous with an attack to sub-
vert their people, and they are unable to see anything but ruin and anarchy among 
the people in the following of the plow and living in houses, or, as they express it, 
getting on the "white man's road." But while this ques tion is as!'mming so much im-
portance, and promises 'to be lively and entertaining, t.here are quite a number who, 
if left to do as they please, will make good farms and homes for themselves-a· families1 
while some others cannot be induced under any circumstances to work. ...1.. they can 
keep body and soul together by obtaining in some shape the results of the labors of 
others, as they say, they are not ready aud will not be civilized, ancllook upon any one 
who wishes to advance them in agriculture as their enemy. The lack of min during 
the summer seasons in the past has been a bar to agriculture, bnt as the country is 
undergoing a climatic change as the rainfall is constantly growing greater west, I 
am of the opinion that when the seeds are put in at the proper time we will have no 
trouble in raising g ood crops on the bottom-lands, and when the san<ly soils <lemand 
min for t he growing crops it will come. It seems that the individual should be con-
tent to leave the future in the hands of God. 
CATTLE. 
The cattle business under favorable circumstances is a paying business, but it is 
questionable if it will pay the Government to enter into it on their own account, and 
it is extremely doubtful if these Indians will for many years to come be successful 
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.stock-raisers. They cannot wait for the natural increase, and if they are possessed of 
a cow, whenever they are hungry and there are no stray stock handy they at once kill 
their own. The idea of these wild beef-eaters raising cattle is out of the question 
until they have made further advancement; still there are a few exceptions, and two 
or three full-bloods have small herds started. The experience of the Government 
the past year should satisfy most any one that it will not pay to continue the busi-
ness, as out of 801 cows and 25 bulls purchased one year ago but 509 cows and no 
bulls could be found this spring, the balance having been killed, it is supposed, by the 
Indians, or died from starvation, as they are compelled to subsist entirely on the range 
the year round. Seven hundred and fifty of these cows cost $37.50 each and the 25 bulls 
cost $91; each; the 292 cows lost, $37.50 each, cost $9,950; the bulls cost $2,450; add to 
these amounts the actual pro rata per head of cost of herding the same for one year, i..e., 
$740, and we have a net loss of $13, 140. The results .in some other cases have been 
nearly as disastrous, and I am safe in saying that the loss of cattle-men by depreda-
tory Indians on the reservation was the past year not less than $100,000; add to t.his 
the annual tax received by the Indians of $75,000 for the use of a sparsely occupied 
range, and it can readily be seen that the cattle business hal::! other than bright sides. 
So general has this practice of depredating become, that I am compelled to note that 
a returned Carlisle boy led a party who shot down seven oxen from a t rain that was 
freighting on the western part of the reservation . 
Twenty acres are considered necessary for each animal, taking the year through, 
as there is such a small per cent. of winter range, and in my opinion i t is only a ques-
tion of time when all stock must be provided with feed during the severe winter 
weather. The expense attending the management of the cattle business iA quite 
large, especially during t he spring "round-ups," which might be described about as. 
follows, viz: All cattle on a certain section of country are collected together without 
1·egard to owners, and the different cattle-men interested work extremely hard, work 
their horses harder, and nearly kill their cattle in their efforts to separate their vari-
ous brands, as the cattle are kept constantly moving by some one riding through the 
herd looking for their particular brand. At one of these "round-ups!' in April last I 
saw 100 men, and it was said there were about 6,000 cattle that had survived the 
severe storms of winter. This manner of wintering stock is nothing less than slow 
starva,tion, a test of stored flesh and vitality against the bard storms until grass comes 
again. The skeleton frames of last winter's dead dot the prairies within view of the 
agency wit,h sickening frequency. Still, this is in t he h eart of the great grazing 
regions of the West, and, until we have a greater rainfall or can irrigate, the country 
must in the main remain a paradise to stock-raisers . 
The great loss of agency cows and bulls noted above does not include the loss of 
beef steers received last January for issue to Indians. 
The Cheyennes aud Arapahoes have but 2,318 ponies and mules and but 1,694 cat-
tle- 1,000 of the latter belong to a half-breed Cheyenne-which shows these tribes to 
be very poor, considering the great number interested. 
SANITARY. 
The health of these people has been remarkably good, considermg their condition 
and habits. Their filth an I general neglect of health invite. disease as a natural 
consequence, and if the cholera or any epidemic disease should get a start the mor-
tality would be most fearful. Cleanliness is insisted upon as being next to godiiness, 
but advice on this subject will be required for years to come. The romance and 
beauty is all taken away from an Indian village by a personal visit. The dirt, stag-
nant water, offal from slaughtered beef, &c., the year around, makes a mess of stench 
more than a white man can stand. In fact, they seleP-t most unwhole!lome localities 
for ca,mps, and it is a wonder that the death-rate is not greater. Syphillis is common 
among them, most especially the Arapahoes, who have little regard for virtue. Be 
it said to their credit that they are generally temperate, and I have yet to bear of a 
full-blood who bas been under the influence of liquor. 
TRANSPORTATION AND ' LABOR. 
I desire to give credit to the Indians when it is due, and it is worthy of note that 
they haul their supplies from Kansas, 135 miles awa,y . It is true the Government 
pays them liberally for hauling the goods \vhkh are purchased wholly for their own 
use, but this is a step far in advance ef their former life and will lead to better results 
in the future. Th ey must be encouraged in this way, and those who show a desire to 
help themselves should be assisted in many other ways. 
The young men in our shops deserve credit for their perseverance and steady habits, 
and they should be paid increased wages as they become proficient in the trades. 
We only issue beef and flour to these Indians; all other supplies are purchased by 
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them, from sales of beef hides, grazing-tax funds, and the pay for their labor in trans-
porting supplies. 
The education of the mind makes the training of the hand speedy and easy, and it 
can be readily seen that the young men who have been in school and learned to talk 
make much more rapid aclvancement in the shops, on the farm, or in other branches 
of work tl.Jan those who have not had such advantages. The immediate demands oi 
these people is a practical knowledge of how to supply thei.r wants, and the tran por-
tation of supplies, coupled with farm work, under competent instruction, is a good 
school for them. 
EDUCATION AND SCHOOLS. 
The two Government schools from Aprill to June 30 were certainly little credi t to 
teachers, Indians, or any one else connected with the work. They were not more than 
half filled, and the children came and went about as they pleased. In the latter part 
of June the Arapaho chiefs issued an edict that their schools must be tilled up, and the 
dog soldiers were called upon to execute it, which they did, be it said to their credit, 
and for a few days before the close of the term that school bad a good attendance. 
But the Cheyennes, having taken a dislike to the superintendent in charge of their-
school, did nothing to build it up, but rather tried to tear it down. Like all other 
branches of tl1e agency work, the lack of power to compel the Indians to do as we 
think best is fully manifested here. 
What I have said of the Government schools proper will not apply to the two-
schools controlled by the Mennonite Society. Their schools, although having a small 
number of pupilR, have been quite successful; but they want more children than they 
can induce to attend, and the necessit.y for the strong arm of the•Government to ad.opt 
compulsory attendance is fully understood. 
At no period in our l1istory bas the education of the Indian been so generally and 
earnestly discussed as during the past year, and t.he failure of schools to confer the 
benefits expected has dissatisfied some who are now led to question the advantages of 
edu<lat.ion, holding it responsible for the sins of ignorance. But the good resnlt8 from 
school training can only be seen where the Government continues to instruct after the 
pupils have left school, and I claim that the $1,000 spent on a boy at Carlisle or else-
where is of little value unless it is followed with an additional expenditure of, say,. 
$250 per year for at. least two years after his return in assisting him in opening and 
making a home. 
It is desirable that every child should have the benefit of school training, and we 
have reached the point that fully warrants the Governmen,t in enforcing compul ory 
education among these people. Every means bave·been used to induce them to k eep-
their children in school, without good results, and they can have no excuse other than 
want of appreciation. If their children were at•work, and their labor necessary to· 
keep poverty from the door, the situation would be changed; buit I can see no earthly 
excuse for their non-attendance, neither can I see why they should be abandoned 
when they leave school. The few good results that I have noticed are clue to the per-
sonal energy and benevolence of a few of the teachers, who have manifested unsur-
passed fidelity under the most discouraging difficulties. 
Tbe heavy. dr:tfts for children for Carlisle, Chilocco, and other schools deplete the 
agency schools, and aside from the discouragement to teachers, it is bard to fill the 
places of children from the camps. 
The industrial branch has been neglected; but it is my intention to, so far as po si-
ble, follow the wishes of the honorable Secretary Teller, whose views on this subject 
I consider as pure and sound as gold. 
The average attendance of children at school is as follows: 
Cheyenne Indian boarding school. _____ ·---------------------------·----------· _ 71 
Arapaho Indian boarding school _. __ . _______ . _ .. _. _______ ...... ___ .. _ •. _____ .. _ _ 66 
Mennonite mission at agency _____ .. _ ... . ___ .. _. __ . _________ . ____ . ___ .. ___ . __ . _ 28 
Mennonite mission at cantonment ...•.. _____ ...... _ ... __ ....••...•• _ ..... __ .. _. _ 22 
Reports from superintendents of these schools herewith, except Cheyenne-the 
superintendent having left the service. 
RETUHNED CARLISLI<~ PUPILS. 
The Government seems ready and willing to educate the Indians at school; but after 
a boy has been at Carlisle for three years he is sent back to the filth and dirt of camp 
life with nothing to do or do with. If I could have my own way I would give these 
boys a practical education in farming. I would break and fence for them 40 acres of 
good lanrl, build thereon a small house, and in other ways assist them to a start in the· 
world. One energet-ic farmer as instructor could look after a dozen of them and keep 
them going; the cost would not be great, but the results would be lasting, and in the 
end $250 that have been spent per year on each one while at school would not b e lost. 
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What I would do would cost. no more than to continue them in school for hYo yenr. 
longer, and would certainly do much more good, and render what has been done use-
ful, instead, as in most cases, a dead loss. It can hardly be expected that the Govern-
ment will furnish all these young men employment when they return from school, a~:> 
blacksmiths, tiuners, <.:arpenters, harness makers, &c., but the~' can all eng<tge iu agri-
culture, and should, I think, be encouraged to do so. They exereise a most potent 
influence with the tribe, the old signif.ving their approbation and seeming to :wqui--
esce in t.beir d~sire for nwre knowledge and better homes. 
INDIAN POLICE, CRIMES, ETC. 
The police force of the agency consists of 40 men, 25 Cheyennes and 15 Arapnhoes. 
They are not drilled or disciplined, and while soltte are good men many are practi-
cally worthless and cannot be depended upon in any contest with their own people. 
They are only used to prevent the driving of unauthorized cattle over the reserva--
tion, lookiqg for whisky peddlers, and in rounding up whites generally who are on 
the reservation without authority. 
The pay of all Indian police is too small, and it would be better to reduce the nllm-
ber by half if the pay could be doubled. They should have two cowplete uniforms 
per year; their ponies should be fed, and full rations for themselves and families. 
should be issued to them . 
The court of Indian offt>nses has never been -established here, and I don bt its prac-
tical workings at the present time. • 
Few crimes outside of depredations have been reported. A white man was mur-
dered while herding cattle on the range of Robert Bent, a half- blood Cheyenne. It; 
is supposed that be came upon an Indian wlJile in the act of skinning a beef, and the-
Indian, to birle his crime, deliberately and in cold blood. shot him. 
AGENCY AND OTHER BUILDINGS. 
Here at the agency proper are the agent's residence, a one-and-half story structnre, 
27 by 36, with kitchen attached, 14 by 14; it is in good repair, but the ceilings :ue too. 
lo.v, and there is not enough room for a residence of this kiud. Eight. other resi-
dences for employes (all out of repair); a physician's office, 16 by 30; a large brick 
commissary, 60 by 120, with office in second story, adequate in every respect for the-
.bn~iness of the agency; a blacksmith and carpenter shop of brick, 30 by Sf>, bot.h 
roomy and complete; a large barn for agency work-teams, which neecls repairs; a 
stable and carriage-bouse at a[ent's residence, 2L by 3:~; a saw-mill building, 28 h~r 
96, not in ~ood repair, but sumcient in size for all requirements; a corn-crib, 27 uy 
33-this building is nearly rotted dbwn; a boarding-school building for Arapahoes,. 
60 by 120, much out. of repair; a neat litt.le brick laundry; a large brick school builrl-
ing used by the Mennonites for both Cheyenne and Arapaho children, all of 'vhic ll 
are the property of the Government. There are also three large trading stores, wtth 
residences for employes employed therein; a hotel, :L livery stable, and residenet>, a 
printing office, and a neat little cottage belonging to and occupied by the agency in-
terpreter. Two anrl a half miles to t.he southeast and across the river is our large cat-
tle corral, 277 by 586, \-vith scales and scale bonse, all nearly rotted down anJ unfit 
for use. To the north, three miles away, at the Caddo Springs, stands the large Chey-
enne school, on a beautiful hill skirted on the south by a tine natural grove of black-
jack timber. Sixty miles to t-he uorthwest, on the bank of t.he Nort.h Canadian, we 
have a group of old abandoned buildings formerly occupiecl by the military,hut now 
used by the Mennonites for school purposes; all of these buildings are out of repait 
ancl many of them entirely worthless. Very few of the buildings of the Governmeni 
a.nrl nOll~'· of the fences are in proper condition, and many additions tq the mission 
school buildings are needed to make them convenient and comfortable, and to attain 
the best results. 
FORT RENO. 
Fort Reno is only It miles southwest of the agency, on the south side of the river, 
situated on the summit of a gracefully sloping bill. It stands within full view. The· 
parade ground is in tbe center of the inclosure, ancl is large enough to make quite a 
park. The large stone, brick, a.nd frame structures surround it, broad graveled roads 
with stone wa.lks lie betweP.n t.be buildings and the grasRy square, and on eitht>r 
side healthy trees are fast growing to beautify the place. The residences of the offi-
cers, fronting as they do the drive about the parade grounds, are of brick and fram e. 
They are large square strncturrs, built in the P ~nthern style, with entrances in the 
center, and appear large enough for small hotr with wide piazzas. They are be:I.u-
tifully furnished. West. of t.he paraclu gronn a broad road separates the corrals, 
wagon and ft•ed lot, and rnus ~South past the immense establi hment 0f the '' post 
trader." To the west of this and clown the slope are the white tepees of the Indian 
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couts and their families. This is a splendid little post, :fitted as it is with all the 
4~omforts for six companies, and as we daily hear the bugle's melodies and the boom 
:from the :field-piece proclaiming the military day ended, we are reminded by their · 
thrill that Nation with a big "N" is a reality. Only a little over 200 men are regularly 
stationed here, whose duties include scouting in Oklahoma, so at the p1·esent time 
there are less than 150 men at the post. Such a force to compel obedience among six 
thousand wild Inrlians amounts to a farce. One thousand men would be little enough, 
and I doubt if there is another place in the United States where they are needed as 
much. 
:MISSIONARIES. 
The faithful missionaries among the Indians seem at last to be reaping the reward 
-of their toils they have been undergoing for the last generation, in seeing a growing 
demand all over the country for schools of instruction for Indian youths. The prej-
udice against educating the Indian is fast leaving the minds of hoth white and red, 
and it appears that the labors of many who have devoted their lives to efforts among 
this race have succeeded in making a lasting impression. During my short residence 
here I have found the Mennonites who are engaged here most earnest and faithful 
})eople, who seem to have but one object in view, i.e., the raising of the Indian to our 
civilization. The Presbyterian society· have also had a young man here who has ren-
dered valuable service; but the main. purpose of all who accomplish any good here 
must be to teach the Indian how to make a living. 
In coud'lusion, let me say that I shall carry out the policy of the Government as far 
as possilJle according to your wishes and with avoidance as far as possible of all com-
plications with the Indians. I must, however, hope that the Government will give 
me support and consideration should I be unable to fill all their expectations. I am 
profoundly grateful for the confidence which the Interior Department has reposed in 
me, and in the future, as in the past, I shall do your bidding, believing that my 
t ransfer from Quapaw Agency is a compliment for faithful services .rendered. I ask 
your forbearance, t.rusting it will be extended to me, and hoping that each recurring 
year I may be able to feel that I have done my duty and advanced the Indians under 
my charge. 
I am your obedient servant, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
D. B. DYER, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Decernbe1· 26, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of letter from the Commissioner 
-of Indian Affairs of the 24th instant, and of its inclosure, on the subject of the con-
duct of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians in t he Indian Territory, for your informa-
tion and consideration in connection with my letter of the 24th instant, requesting 
that a sufficient force of troops be stationed at the military posts in the vicinity of 
that agency for the purpose of co-operating with the agent in compelling compliance 
with the instructions of this Department on the part of the Indians. 
Very respectfully, 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF WAR. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, December 24, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit herewith a communication from D. B. Dyer, agent 
for the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians in the Indian Territory, which, taken in con-
nection with other statements made by Agent Dyer and information of a similar 
<Character derived from other sources, leaves no doubt on my mind that the condition 
of affairs at that agency imperatively demands prompt aud decisive action. 
This tribe of Indians can muster pn a few hours' notice 1,200 or 1,300 fighting men, 
armed and equipped with the most approve<l pattern of lJreech-loaders, with an 
abundance of fixed ammunition. All the evidence goes to show that they are bold, 
insolent, and defiant, committing at will crimes and depredations only limited by 
their own inclinations. Some few of these Indians are disposed to be quiet and 
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p1~accable, and willing to engage in some kind of work for their own support, but the 
vicious and turbulent element is very largely in the majority, and terrorize the others 
to such an extent that no farms can be opened, no fences built, and absolutely no im-
provement in the civilized pursuits of life made, or can be made unless the lazy, 
wicked, and turbulent members of the tribe are compelled to abandon their villain-
ous practices and settle down to a peaceable and honest mode of living. As the mat-
ter now stands the agent is utterly powerless to control these Indians, and the few 
troops in that vicinity are held in contempt by the Indians because of the smallness 
of their number. 
There is but one remedy for this bad condition of affairs, and that is to place under 
the direction of a brave and prudent officer a sufficient number of troops in the vi-
cinity of that agency, Vl·ho can surround simultaneously the different camps of the&e 
Indians and disarm them before any general alarm is given. The number of troops 
sent should not be less than 3,000. That number would convince the Indians that 
resistance would be useless, and conseqnent.ly there would be no contest and no loss 
of life. A small number of troops would be worse than none. If the Indians were 
disarmed and no means left for them to procure arms, the road to their improvement 
wonld be open, and there would be some hope of making th em self-supporting, but 
unlc s this is done there is no hope. In this connection allow me to call attention 
again to the fact that there is no law to prevent parties outside of an Indian reserva-
tion from sel1ing arms and ammunition to Indians, and unless Congress passes such a 
law these Indians will soon be in possession of arms again, and the trouble and ex-
pense of disarming them now will be labor and expense for nothing. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. M. TELLEH., 
Sec·retary of the Interior. 
H. PRICE, 
Cornmissione1·. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
, Washington, Decembm· 24, 188,4. 
Sm: In compliance with your verbal request of yesterday evening, I have the honor 
to call your attention to additional facts in connection with the situation of affa.irs at 
the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Indian Territory. · 
In my several letters especially reviewing the disposition of the I ndians, I have 
fully recited the condition of affairs there and reported important matters as they 
were presented. 
The killing of Running Buffalo, a Cheyenne Indian, by a white man who was driv-
ing horses through the country from Texas, and the taking of a large part of his herd 
by the fi·iends of Buffalo as payment for his death, and our inability to protect the 
property, are facts fully known to your office. 
The action of the "dog soldiers" in compelling the attendance of all members of 
their tribes upon their medicine-making, their opposition to any one opening farms 
at the agency, their threats against those who havo undertaken to do so, are matters 
already reported and of record in your office. 
I left the agency for this cit.y the early part of this month. Events transpired shortly 
before my departure that only add to the statements already made, showing the neces-
sity for United States troops. At my request you furnished a large lot offence-wire with 
which to inclose a pasture for the Government herd and land for farms for Indians. 
On the arrival of thi& wire at the agency the Indians called a council and decided that 
they wanted none of it for fencing farms, and that they did not want me to use it to 
inclose a pasture for stock; they wanted it sent back to you and exchanged for beef, 
as they could not eat it. I told them that it was for them and their good that we 
were doing these things, but they refused to consider anything for their good that 
would lessen their supply of food or compel them to labor. I told them the plan was 
to build the pasture 1ence for the better protection of their cattle, but they t hreat -
ened to destroy the fence if I put it up, and refused to allow their young men to work 
for me. I persuaded them not to do this, and supposed I had a fair understanding 
about the matter; but no sooner was the fe111~e completed around 25,000 acres than 
they went out to the range and set tire to the grass, destroying the whole winter range 
inside of this inclosure in two days. The purpose of this was to scatter the cattle so 
that they could more easily depredate upon them. They burned this same range last 
year and scattered the ca,ttle, so that the Government's loss was over $13,000 from this 
herd that I was t ryin g to protect. What the result will be this year can only be judged 
from the past. The beef contractor claims that his loss the past year and a half has 
not been less than 1,500 head of cattle, a,nd I am certain that $100,000 would not pay 
for the property tlcstroyed by these people the past year. 
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Scarcely a week pas&es that does not bring notices of uepl'eflntions, intimid ations. 
& c. These facts are known to every one in that section. Our police force, composed 
of their own people, are powerless to r igh t these wrongs, and t.he condition caUs for a 
speedy remedy. 
It is a notorious fact t.hat these Indians have never been controlJeu, and that in 
every instance of difference bet.weeu them and the Government thev have iuva.ri~tlJh· 
been' fonnd to be masters of t.he situation. The small force of United States troop.R-
at .Fort Heno, Ind. T ., know full well the folly of provoking these Indiuns, and for laC'k 
of numbers are compelled to sit quietly by a11d allow such a sta.t e of aua.rc.Uy to exisr . 
One of our Cheyenne Indians (Roman Nose) says h e b as an enemy whom be wishes 
to kill, at Fort. Reno, and this Cheyenne ou tlaw rides about the country watching for 
his man, and bas, on at ]east one occasion, made a. soldier hold up his hands when 
outside of the post, and bas fired a round from his Winchester into the garrison. 
This man rides about the agency, and is considered by tho Indians to be a medicine 
ma.n; but it bas not been thought prudent to have him arrested unless fonn d within 
the post, as any other crmrse woulfl mvre than likely provoke a. quarrel with his tr ibe, 
in which event the smaJI force of United States troops at Fort Reno would be power-
leP.s to cope with the 1,200 to l,:wo well-armed and equipped Indiaus of this reserva-
tion; and it is not strange that prudent officers should guard so carefully the deli-
cate and great responsibility intrusted to them of dealing wit.lt such people, anu, 
cautiously weighing the facts, submitting to wrongs that they cannot right rather 
than rnsb carelessly into a difficult.y which could only result in utter defeat, as did 
Major Randall's attempt a few years since to arrest Mad Wolf, who rallied his 
"dog soldiers" about him in snch superior numbers that the troops were humili-
ated by being compelled to withdraw. I say it would not be prudent for the safety 
of the lives of the white people or the property of the Government for eithPr my-
self or the commanding officer a.t Fort Reno to antagonize these Indians to an~· consid-
able extent, situated as we now are. It if; my duty and has always been a pleasu re 
to inform you of the Indians and the genera.! requirements of the service. I greatly 
deplore such a lawless state of affairs, but I am not responsible for it, and as it ha~ 
been growing for years, I am powerless to correct the nearly daily abuses. These In-
dians llave never been under thorough restraint, and cannot now be without the pres-
ence of a large military force. They daily boast that they could wipe us all out; 
but the presence of 3,000 soldiers would have the moral effect to cause~ tllem to re · 
spect the power of the Government, and I am sure would secure perf<~ct ordtr with-
out the firing of a single gun, without which all the patience and kindness in the. 
world will not christianize them or civilize them. I am not able to state the causes 
which have led to this state of affairs , My opinion is that any community of igno-
rant, idle people, who are provided with 1oocl without cost and let to run wild: will 
develop the worst part of their natures, and the longer they are left without auy re-
straint the worse they will become. That the condition of affairs at the Cheyenne 
and Ara.paho Agency is outrageous will not be questioned by those who are at all 
familiar with the facts. The constant depredations on the herds of the Government 
and beef contractor, and on passing herds, the reckless burning of the range for pul' 
poses of plunder and intimidation, the daily threats of violence against those who 
manifest a disposition to labor for their own support-these ~mel other causes have 
compelled me to state that the situation is such as calls for the st.rong arm of the Gov-
ernment to be exerted at once. 
I am your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
D. B. DYER, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
Commissioner of Ind-ian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
[Senate Ex. Doc. No. 17, Forty-eighth Congress, second session.] 
Letter f1·om the Secretary of the Interio1·, transmitting, in answer to Senate resolution of 
December 3, 1884, 1'eport 1'elative to the leasing of Indian lands in the Indian Terri-
tory. 
JANUARY 6, 1885.-Referred to the Committee on Indian Affairs and ordered to be printed. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOH,, 
Washington, Janua1'y 8, 1885. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of a r esolution of the Senate on 
the 3d ultimo, of wbicl.t the follo,v iug- is a copy: 
''Resolved, That the Committee on Indian A:ffairs be instrnctcd to inquire what; 
]eases of lands in the Indian Territory or Indian reservations for grazing or other 
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purposes have been made by the tribes t herein, the number of acl'es embraced by each 
of said leases, the terms thereof, and the persons, corporations, or associations named 
therein as les ees. Also, that the committee inquire as to the circumstances under 
which 'aid leases were made, and the means used for obtaining the same, and whether 
·aid lea es a rc authorized by existing legislation, or are conducive to the welfare of 
the Indians in said Territory or Indian reservations. 
''That the committee have power to send for persons and papers and employ a stenog-
rapher, and report by bill or otherwise ; and that the actual and necessary expenses 
of said investigation be paid, on the approval of the chairman of said committee, out 
of the contingent fund of t.he Senate." 
This resolution does not call for any report from me, but as the chairman of the 
Committee on Ind ian Affairs has sent a copy to me and requested me to make sug-
gestions, I trausmi t herewith copy of the report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
of the 3d instant, inclosing copies of correspondence on the subject, and beg leave to 
·ubmit the following: 
For many years the people living in the vicinity of an Indian reservation have 
been accustomed to look upon the reservation as public property, and to pasture their 
cattle thereon, cut hay and timber therefrom, with little or no compensation to t he 
Indians. This bas been trne of the Indian lands within the Indian Territory as well 
:-1s the resen7 ation outsi<le of that Territory. 
The Indian Territory produces valuable black-walnut and other timber. This tim-
ber bas been cut off iu large quantities and carried out of the Territory without pay-
ment to the Indians, who are the legitima.te owners thereof. Thousands of cattle 
have been pastured on the Indian lands of that Territory by cattle-men, who have paid 
in some few instances a small sum per head for the cattle so gra.zed, or more frequ ently 
nothing at all. E ven where the cattle-men have pretended to pay, they have rarely 
]laid on the true number of cattle pastured, but on a small p roportion, giving to some 
Indian chiefs a few dollars to keep t h em quiet. Just how the old system worked can 
be seen from the following extract from Agent Dyer's let ter of March 16, 1883, con-
cerning t he Qoapaw Agency. He says . 
"In 1 i9 Maj. J. M. Httworth was sent h ere to take charge of this agency. He found 
large herds of Texas cattle ou the range, and the stockmen deahng diJ:ectly wi th the 
Indian . At that time t.be stockmen pretended to pay 10 cents per hea<l per year, but 
as the Indians collected the tax themselves the.y were paid in beef cattle or a few 
groceries (hardly ever getting cost) at the stockman's own price; so they virtually 
did not get over 5 cent per head per year. After Major Haworth made report of the 
case your Department established a rate of 10 cents per bead per month, which rate 
bas been carefully collected from that time from all parties who have herded ctock 
on any of the reserves of tile agency, but large droves of cattle, sheep, horses, and 
hog oelonging to farmers or stock-dealers who live on the Kansas and Missouri lines 
run in here, free from any tax; as they are not herded we cannot get at their owners, 
and I know of no law to compel a payment of the tax. This special matter was pre-
ented to you last sea on. Under the old system, where the Indians collected t,he 
tax, a a rule what little stuff they received the larger part went to the chiefs, who 
have in a manner been opposed to the Government colleeting the tax, as I have stated 
to you in former lett ers on this subject." 
The r ight to pasture cattle on t.he Indian lands with the eon sent of the Indians has 
never been doubted until very r ecently. It canr:;.ot be seriously contended by any 
one that section 2103 of the Revised Statutes is an interdiction to the granting of 
uch grazing privileges. That provision of t ho statute has no relation to the use or 
occupation of t.he lands of the Indians, but l'efers to contracts made for serv>ice t o 
be rendered to the Indians by whites. That the section refers to service, and s~rvice 
alone, can be readily seen by a n exa.minatiun of section 2104, which ust be taken iu 
<:onsiderat ion with section 2103. 
eotion 2116 of the United States Revi sed Statutes reads as follows: 
"No pnrch:1se, grant, or lease, or other conYeyauce of lands, or of any title or claim 
thereto, from any Indian nation or tribe of Indians, shall be of any validity in law or 
equity, unless the same be made by treaty or convention entered into pursuant to the 
Constitution." * * " 
Tbi section applies to purchase, grant, lease, or other conveyance of lands, but it 
makes no reference to the products thereof. No prohibition is imposed upon the In-
dians as to the disposition of the products of the soil. They are not prohib1ted from 
di posing of t.he grass growing upon their lands any more than they are prohibited 
from disposing of the wheat, corn, or vegetables raised thereon as the fruits of their 
labor. 
''United States ci rcuit court, Saint Louis, Boudinot 1.· . Hunter, Evans, et al. 8uit 
bronght under section 2116, Revised Statutes. Judge Brewer held that section 2116 
did not probi4it Indians from granting grazing privileges." 
~ection 2117 of the Rcdse<l Statutes provides as follows: 
"Every person who drives or otherwise conveys any stock of horses, mules, or cattle 
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to range and feed on any land belonging to any Indian or any Indian tribe, witlwnt 
the consent of such tribe, is liable to a penalty of one dollar for each animal of such 
stock." 
This section recognizes the rights of the Indians to dispose of the gra.ss growing 
upon their lands; for if their consent be given to graze ~tock thereon, the statute is 
not violated, and the owner of the stock is not liable to the penaHy imposed. If this 
conclusion be correct, by parity of reasoning it would seem that they wonlcl have the 
power to enter into agreement fixing the price to be paid and for the protection of 
their interests. 
Now, if any doubt exists as to the right of the Indians generally to dispose of the 
grass growing on their lands for grazing or other purposes, I think the doubt will be 
removed by applying the principles enunciated by the Supreme Court in the case of 
the Unit.ecl States v. George Cook (19 Wall., 591). 
In this case the court held-
" The fee was in the United States subject only to the right of occupancy. This is 
the tiLle by which other Indians hold their lands. * * * The right of use and 
occupancy by the Indians is unlimited. They may exercise it at their discretion. 
* "" * These are familiar principles in this country, and well settled, as applicable 
to tenante for life and remainderman. But a tena.nt for life has all the rights of occu-
pancy in the lands of a remainderman. 'l'he Indians have the same rights in the lands 
of their reservations. What a tenant fm· life may do upon the lands of a 1·ernainderman 
the Indians may do upon thei1· 1·eservations, but no 1no1·e." 
It is a well-settled principle of law that a tenant for life may rent or lease the free-
hold. There is no restriction as to his disposition of the products of the soil, except 
in certain cases denominated waste, such as the cutting of timber, &c.; and he is not. 
liable to the remainderman except for w::tste. If we are to be governed by the priu-
.ciples laid clown by the Supreme Court, we must conclude that an Indian has the same 
rights; and it must be remembered, too, that this decision was rendered with the 
knowledge that t,he ninth section of the act of 1834 was upon the statute-book. The 
ninth section of the act of 1834 is section 2117 of the Revised Statutes. In this case 
the Government had not conveyed the land to the Indians. Right of occupancy alone 
was recognized, and while this applies to the most of the Indian tribes and properly 
described the tenure by which they hold, it does not apply to the tribes holding a 
patent from the Government. The privilege to graze cattle is but a license and not 
a lease. It conveys no interest in the lands occupied. It is true that the Indians did 
attempt to make leases with a fixed period during which the parties would, if the. 
power existed, have all the rights of lessees, but doubting the power to make as well 
as the policy of such leasing, I declined to approve the same as a lease, but did treat. 
them as amounting to a license to be revoked by the Indians at will. All applications 
to the Department to lease lands have been uniformly denied for want of authority 
in the Department, but such refusal did iil no wise interfere with the rights of the 
Indians to make such use of the lands as wa:s consistent with the character of their 
title. The permits now complained of as having been given by the Cherokees were 
given without even notice to the Department, and neither the Cherokee Nation nor 
the parties holding such permits have ever asked the Department to approve the same. 
The Cherokees have a fee-simple title to their land~>, and they do not recognize the 
right of the Department to interfere in the management of their affairs with reference 
thereto. Patent was issued to this nation of Indians, December 31, 1838, for their 
lands in the Indian Territory, under the provisions of articles 2 and 3 of the treaty 
of 1835 (7 Stat., 428), and in accordance with the terms of the act of May 28, 1830 (Id., 
412). 
The United States Supreme Court, December term, 1872, in the case of Holden v. 
Joy (1~ Pet., 250), in referring to the clause in the patent issued to the Cherokees, 
which provides that the lands covered thereby shall revert to the United States if 
the Indians become extinct or abandon the :same, said:: 
"Strong doubts are entertained whether that condition in the patent is valid, as it 
was not authorized by the treaty under which it was issued. By the treaty the United 
States covenanted and a.greed to convey the lands in fee.simple title, and it may well 
be held that if that condition reduces the estate to less than a fee it is void." 
In the case of the United States v. Ben Reese, at the May term 1 1879, of the United 
States district court for the western district of Arkansas, after revie·wing the various 
treaties and laws and decisions of the courts with reference to the Cherokee lands in 
the Indian Territory, the court held that there is no limitation on the title conveyed 
by the United States to the Cherokees by the treaty of 1833, and that if said treaty 
was inconsistent with the act of 1830 it repealed so much of it as was inconsistent; 
that the language of the second article of the treat.y of 1835 was a recognition of the 
cession of these lands, and that if they bad already been ceded to the Cherokees by 
the treaty of 183:{, the agreement by the United States, by the third article of the 
treaty of 1835, to give them a patent for these lands according to the provisions of 
the act .of Congress of May 28, 1830, was a me1•e nu.dl£nt pacturn. It was an attempt to 
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place a restriction upon the title which had already passed, ·and which, according to-
the first article of the treaty of 1833, was to be evidenced by a patent. The court, 
after discussing the question upon the supposition that the condition in the patent is-
valid, says : . 
· "This Indian title being a base, qualified, or determinable fee, with only the lJOS-
sibilily of Teversion, and not the right of reversion in the United States, all the estate is in the-
Chm·olcee Nation of Indians." 
Attorney-General Devens, in his opinion of January 21, 1880, in the Kansas school 
lanu-grant indemnity cal}e (16 Opinions, 430), speaking of the 800,000 acres purchased 
by the Cherokees under the last clause of the second article of the treaty of 1835, and 
which are included in the patent issued to the Cherokees as provided by article 3 of 
that treaty, says: 
"The effect of the conveyance by. the United States to the Cherokee Nation of this 
tract of land upon the purchase made by them under the treaty of 1835 was to vest in 
the tribe a fee-simple to said tract (Holden v. Joy, 17 Wall., 2Ll). This tribe did not 
bold this tract of land by the ordinary Indian title, which is one of occupancy onlyr 
which may be continued indefinitely. In such case the fee-simple to the land is in 
the United States. The effect of this sale (to the Cherokees) was to separate distinctly 
the tract from the public lands of the United States and vest it in private owner-
ship." 
The sixteenth article of the treaty of 1866 (14 Stat., 804) provides that-
" The United States may settle friendly Indians in any part of the Cherokee coun-
try west of 96°, to IJe taken in a compact form, in quantity not exceeding one hun-
dred and sixty acres for each member of said tribes thus to be selected, the bound-
aries of each of said districts to be distinctly marked, and the land <:onveycd in fee-simple-
to each of said tribes, to be held in common or by their members in severalty, as the 
United States may decide, * * * the Cherokee Nation to retain the right of pos-
session and Jurisdiction over all of said country west of 96° of longitude until thus 
sold and occupied, after which their jurisdiction and right of possession to termi-
nate forever as to each of said districts thus sold and occupied." 
The article does not change or modify the title of the Cherokees or vest any title in 
the United States to the lands west of 96°. It simply gives the United. States the 
right, with certain conditions to follow, to settle friendly Indians in that country. 
This is the country which is supposed to have been leased. Judge Parker, of the 
United States district court for the western district of Arkansas, in a letter of July 
17, 1883, in answer to one addressed to him by one C. W. Rogers, says that "if per-
sons take cattle into their (the Indians') country t.o graze them, they (the Indians} 
have the right to collect a grazer's tax." · 
The Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, in a report made June 22, 1874,. having 
had under consideration the petition of sundry citizens of Kansas remonstrating 
against the imposition by the Chero~ee Nation of a tax upon cattle ,driven through 
their territory from Texas to northern markets, say, after quoting the ninth section 
of the act of June 30, 1834, regulating trade and intercourse with the Indians, now 
section 2117 of the Revised Statutes : 
"Now, this it> conclusive in regard to that portion of. the tax exacted for the privi-
lege of grazing stock within the limits of the Cherokee reserve. The tax is within 
the amount of the penalty fixed by law for grazing stock without the consent of the 
nations, even though the stock should be kept upon their grazing land full three 
months. It only remains, then, to inquire into the legality of the tax imposed for 
the right of way through the country." * * " (Senate Ex. Doc. 74, Forty-fifth Con-
gress, second session, p. 2.) 
Under the decisions of the courts as to the title to which they hold their lands, and the 
guarantee pledged them by the United States in the sixteenth article of the treaty of 
1866, can any one question or doubt their right to make such a disposition of the grass 
growing on their lands as they have rna de, whether it is called a lease, license, or per-
mitT 'l'he land is theirs and they have an undoubted right to use it in any way that 
a white man would use it with the same character of title, and an attempt to deprive 
the nation of the right would be in direct conflict with the treaty as well as the plain 
wo1·ds of the patent. They are quite capable of determining, without the aid of the 
Interior Department or Congress, what is to their advantage or disadvantage, and 
the Government cannot interfere with their rightful URe and occupation of their lauds, 
which are as rightfully theirs as the public domain is that of the United States, sub-
ject only to the provisions of article 16 of the treaty of 1866, which at most is only a 
contract to sell certain portions of the land; but until the Government settles friendly 
Indians thereon and pays for the land the right of possession and occupancy is es-
pecially reserved. 
It has been said that the permits or leases from the Cherokee Indians were ob-
tained by fraqd and corruption. On this subject the Interior Department has no in-
formation not possessed by the public at large. The fifth article of the treaty of 1835 
with the Cherokees provides as follows: · 
"The United States hereby covenant and agree that the lands ceded to the Chero-
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. kee Nation in the foregoing article shall in no future time, without their consent, be 
included within the territorial limits or jnrisdiction of any State or Territory. But 
t shall secure to the Cherokee Nation the right by their national councils to make 
~n'- .... arry into effect all such laws as they may deem necessary for the government 
and protection of the persons and property within their own country belonging to 
their people or such persons as have connected themselves with them: Provided always, 
That they shall not be inconsistent with the Constitution of tho United States and 
such acts of Congress as have been or may be passed regulating trade and intercourse 
with the Indians; and also, that they shall not be considered as extending to such 
dtizens and Army of the United States as may travel or reside in the Indian country 
by permission, according to the laws and regul::ttions established by the government 
<>ftbe same." 
Under provisions of the t.ren.ty of 1835 the Cherokees adopted a constitution and 
<>rganized a government, not on the plan of the former Indian government, but on a 
plan very nearly resembling that of the several State governments. This constitution 
provides for an elective chief and the election of members of the council and house of 
representatives. By the provisions of the treaty of 1846 the Cherokees were recog-
nized as a nation, and the Government stipulated with them that-
"Laws shall be passed for equal protection, and for the security of life, liberty, and 
property; and full authority shall be given by law to all or any portion of the 
Cherokee people peaceably to assemble and petition their own government, or the 
Government of the United States, for the redress of grievances, and to discuss their 
rights. All armed police, light horse, and other military organizations shall be abol-
ished, and t.he laws enforced by the civil authority alone. 
"No one shall be punished for any crime or misdemeanor except on conviction by 
a jury of his country, and the sentence of a court duly authorized by law to take cog-
nizance of the offense. And it is further agreed all fugitives from justice, except those 
included in the general amnesty herein stipulated, seeking refuge in the territory of 
t he United States, shall be delivered up by the authorities of the United States to the 
Cherokee Nation for trial and punishment." 
This was in consequence of some disorders that had arisen among the different bands 
of this tribe. The right of the Cherokee Nation to control its property is especially 
guaranteed by the provisions of article 5 of the treaty of 1835 and the subsequent 
treaties. This is especially the case in the treaty of 1866, as may be seen by reference 
to article 16 uf that treaty, wherein it is stipulated that the lands to be taken by the 
United States to sett le friendly Indians on should be paid for at such price as the 
Cherokees and such frien dly Indians might agree on, subject to the app1·oval of the P1·esiclent 
<Jj the United States. The rights reserved to the United States are clearly expressed 
in the several treat,ies, and the right of the United States to contrul the Cherokee 
property a.nd prevent the nat.ion ti·om having the full and absolute cont~ol of the 
producti:l of these lands is not even suggested. On the contrary; the Government 
guarantees, in article 26, as follows: 
"The United States guarantee to the people Qf the Cherokee Nation the quiet and 
peaceable possession of their country and protection against domestic feuds aud insur-
rections, and against hostilities of other tribes. They shall also be protec~ed against 
interruptions or int rusion from all unauthorized citizens of the United States who may 
attempt to settle on their lands or reside in their territory. In case of hostilities 
among the Indian t1 ibes, the United States agree that tbe party or parties commenc-
ing the same shall, so far as practicable, make repamtion for the damages done." 
The Department has not considered the duty of t Le Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
Dr the Secretary of the Interior to interfere with the affairs of the Cherokee Nation, 
except in the case especially provided for by treat.y with that nation. 
It has been asserted that the military power of the Government has been used to 
keep the parties claiming leases in possession of the premises claimed by them, and 
to keep those not having such permits from the Indians from interfering with them. 
This is an error. 'l'he Department h;:ts not been called on to take any measures to pro-
tect: the parties in possession, nor to keep off parties who are intruding on such pos-
session, nor in any manner to interfere, except in one instance, when it was claimed 
that t.he Kiowas and Comanches bad interfered with the stock on the Cheyenne and 
.Arapaho Reservation ; but in that instance the Department did not consider it a 
matter for interference, and nothing was done. There has been n~ conflict, so far as 
I am aware, between the parties holding permits and those not holdinO' permits, and 
the Indians have not asked to hav(nemovals made, either of parties hoiding permits, 
<>r occupying the country with stock without such permits. 
The title to the lands occupied by the Osages, Kaws, Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Perces, 
Otoes, and Missourias, in the Indian Territory, is held by the United States in trust 
for such Indians, by deed from the Cherokee Nation. Tho Government is the trustee 
without interest, and the Indians are the ce&tuis que tr·ust, being tLe real owners of such 
land. But these Indians are not the tenants of the trustees and cannot be dispos-
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sessed, because their right of occupation and use of the Janus was fixed in the statute 
creating the trust; the United States is the naked trustee, and whatever the Indians 
might do with the fee in them they may do with the fee in the United States in trust 
for them, except to sell tho lands. Some of the Indians named ha>e bought :md paid: 
for their lands, and are entitled under the treaty with the Cherokees to a fee-simple 
title in themselves. Their right to occupy and control the possession of such lands 
and to receive the products thereof cannot be questioned; and Congress cannot inter-
fere to prevent the cestuis que trust from having the usual and nat.ural use of the lands 
so occupied by them. Any attempt to do so would be a confiscation of the lands. The 
laws excluding white men from Indi an reservations were enacted for the benefit of the 
Indians. In all cases where the Department has felt that the pre~ence of white men 
on the reservation was injuriouH to the Indians, they have been removed. In all case 
where the Indians have a~ked their removal, the Department has acc1- ded to the wishes. 
of the Indians and caused their removal, without reference to the question whether· 
their presence was injurious or not. On the other hand, if the Indians favored their· 1 
remaining, t h ey have rarely been disturbed, and never, unless as before stated, their 
presence was clearly injurious to the Indians. This applies to the uncivilized tribes~ 
But it is manifestly unHdr to the Indians to exclude white men from their midst whose 
presence they desire and declare to be beneficial to them, and it should not be done 
unless their presence is clearly injurious to the Indians. It cannot be demonstrated 
that the permission giveu by the Indi ans to the owner of cattle to graze them ou the 
Indian lands is injurious to the Indians. Isolation of the India.n from the white. 
man was once thought necessary to protect him from the vices of civilization, . 
but such isolation , even if desirable, has now become impossible. But such isola--
t.ion is not desirable, an<l the Indian will become civilized much more readily· 
when he comes in d.,:~.ily contact with white men, and certainly so if such contact is. 
of his own chc:rice and seeking. If the lands so occupied by cattlemen are not re-
quired for the grazing of the herds of the Indians or for agricultural purposes, th~ 
Indians are not only benefitted by contact with the whites, but by the compensa-
tion received for such grazing privileges. Prior to 18tl3 the Indians received but a. . 
small amount for the privileges of grazing ou the lands to wha.t t hey have receivedl. 
during the years -18733 aml18t:l4. I have no data by which I can arrive at the amount. 
received by the Cherokees or other civilized tribes prior to 18~4, bnt t h e Cheyennes. 
and Arapahoes, Osages, Kiowas, Sac and Fox, Pottawatomies, Absentee Shawnees,. 
and Quapaws, for the year 1881-'82, only received the sum of $1,922.38: while the-
whole number of persons who had cut grass and grazed cattle on said Indian reser-
vation was one hundred and twenty individuals and firms. During the year 18tH-
'~2 the Cheyennes and Arapahoes received nothing except a few uollars paid to their 
chiefs, notwithstanding a large number of cattle were graz<>d on the reservation during 
the greater part of botll years. It is this class of persons who grazed the cattle ou 
Indian lands without pay to the Indians who are now complaining of favoritism in 
allowing the Indians to exact a suitable compensation for the privileges granted; and 
notwithstanding the fact that the Indians are now -receiving fifty dollars for (;)very. 
dollar received under the old system, they insist that there must be a return to the' 
old system, because the statute is being violated. Free pasturage was not com-
plained of. Lawless persons might, and ·did for years, invade the Indian lands,. 
stealing their r.imber and feeding their cattle on the grass, without any warning cry 
being raised; but when the Indians are compensated partially at least for these· 
privileges, the cry goes up from their former despoilers that the statute is being 
violated. 
During the year 18t:l4 there bas been paid to the Cheyennes and Arapahoes., 
$77,351,£10; to the Ponca s, $1,700; to the Otoes, $2,100; Pawnees, $4,500 ; Sac and Fox., 
,4,000; Osages, $1:~, 160; Quapaws, $~,000; Kiowas, $2,080; making a total of$107,t;91.60. 
In addition to this, the Cherokees have received $100,000 for grazing on the land 
known as the Cherokee strip, or outlet.. 
It will be seen 1Jy the foregoing that the Interior Department has for years recog:.. 
nized the right of the Indians to receive com1,ensation for the pasturage of stock on 
the reservation; that such right has been recognized by the courts and by a Senate 
committee. In my report of November 1, 1883, I called attention to these proposed 
leases, and recommended that Congress should legislate on the subject both in the 
interest of the Government and the Indians. Again, in my report of November 1,. 
1884, I called attention to this subject, and said : 
"In my last report I called attention to the occupatiOn of certain Indian r eservation . 
by stockmen with tl.l eir herds. under an arrangement made with the Indians . l 
declined to treat these arrangements as J ea~es made on the part of the Indians, but 
did treat them as licenses on the part of the Indians 1·ecognized by section 2117 ofth · 
Revised Statutes. I do not understand that the parties so occupying these lands with. 
the consent. of the Indians are there in violation of law, but their condition is not a, 
satisfactory one either to themselves or the Department. The Depar+.•nent, in allow-
ing them to r Pmaiu, reserved the right to put them off of such rese.t . tion, uotwith-
S. Rep. 1278--35 
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standing such permit or license, if the Department considered jt necessary to do so in 
the interest of the Indians. How far the Government may disregard the license so 
given by the Indians is a question that need not be discussed until it is presented, but. 
should the Department attempt such exclusion against the wishes of the Indians, it 
would certainly lead to trouble. The amount paid for such privHeges is understood 
to be about two cents per acre for the lauds so occupied. This amount is not a fair 
compensation at this time for the use of such lauds, or for at least a considerable por-
tion thereof. Much of the land so occupied could be leased at from four to six cents 
per acre. The Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians attempted to lease 3, G7,880 acres of 
their reservation, leavinO" unoccupied by stockmen about 430,000 acres. F the 
land so occupied by stockmen the Arapahoes and Cheyennes received last yea1 two 
cents per acre, amounting to $77,357.60, or an average of $12.33 per capita. As it is 
believed that this reservation might be leased at from four to six cents per acre, the 
amount may be increased to $24.66, or $36.99 per capita. It is believed that the cat-
tlemen will very readily consent to double or treble the price now paid if they can 
have some assurauc that they will not be disturbed at the whim or caprice of the 
Indians. The amount now received, $12.33 per capita, is a sum quite Rufficient, if 
the Department could control its payment to the Indians, to aid very materially in 
their support and civilization. A family of five persons would receive $61.65 per 
annum at 2 cents per acre. At 6 cents per acre the amount realized would go far 
toward their support without further aid from the Government. Other tribes also 
have good grazing- lands that might be leased at profitable rates leaving the Indians 
a sufficient quantity of land for their own use, either for agriculture or grazing. 
Some legislation should be had on the subject to enable the Government to demand 
and receive for the Indians the full val•'e for the occupation of their lands, and to 
prevent conflicts bet"·een rival claimants holding such licenses or privileges. Such 
<>ccupants are not on the reservatiou in violation of law if they have t he consent of 
the Indians; yet, should their conduct be sueb as to convince the Department that 
their presence is injurious to the Iudiaus, it is quite difficult to say what would be 
the result of an attempt on the part of the Department to remove them if the Indians 
continue to consent to their remaining. While ther e can be no objection to allowing 
the Indians of the Indian Territory to lease their lands for grazing purposes, there is 
a serious objection to allowing the Indians on reservations outside of the Indian Ter-
ritory to lease lands valuable for agricultural purposes for the purpose of grazing 
<>nly. If the reservation is larger than is required for the use of the Indiaus occupy-
ing it, there should be a reduction thereof, and all that is not nee-Jed for the use of 
the Indians should be opened to settlement. The time has passed when large and 
valuable tracts of land fit for agriculture can be held by Indians for either bunting 
or grazing lands to the exclusion of actual settlers." 
I desire to emphasize what I then said about allowing Indians to control large and 
valuable tracts suitable for agricultural purposes, of which they make but little or no 
use, a;-_d thus prevent the settlement and development of the country. I do not pro-
pose that the Government shall confiscate these lands, or open tbem to settlement 
without proper eompensation to the Indians, and while the title is held either by the 
Indians, or the Governrnent for them, they 8hould be prohibited from intrusion by 
unauthorized persons, and allowed to receive all the advantages that can be had from 
the ownership or oecupation of such lands. But the interest of the Indians and peo-
ple of the United States demands that they should not be allowed to own large and 
valuable tracts t o the exclusion of the settlers, when such lands are not needed by the 
Indians. It is a misfortune to any country to have its lands held in large tracts by 
few· owners, and it is the more so if held hy owners who neither make use of it tbem-
sel ves nor allow others to do so. 
Very respectfully, 
The PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE OF TH:E SENATE. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Sem·etm·y. 
DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTERIOR, 
O FFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Jarmm·y 3, 1885. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt by Department reference, for re- . 
:port and copies of such papers in relat ion to the subject as may be on file in this office 
<>f a copy of a resplution of the Senate adopted December 3, 1884: 
"That the Committee on Indian Affairs be iustrncted toinqurewhat leases of lands 
in the Indian Territory or Indian reservatious for grazing oro her purposes have bfen 
made by the tribes of lndiaus therein, the number of acres embraced by each of said 
leases, t he terms ther eof, and the persons, corporations, or associations named therein 
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as lessees; also, that the committee inquire as to the circumstances under whichsaid 
leases were made, and the means used for obtaining the same, and whether said leaselil 
are authorized by existing legislation. or are conducive to the welfare of the Indians 
in said Territory or Indian reservations. " " "" 
In reply thereto, and in accordance with the form suggesterl. by the chairman ofthe 
committee in his letter to this office dated the 9th ultimo, I have the honor to t.rans-
mit herewith-
A tabulated statement or schedule, marked Exhibit A, of all leases of lands in the 
Indian Territory or Indian reservations for grazing or other purposes, which have been 
made by Indian tribes, so far as the same have come· to the official knowledge of this 
office, showing the date, names of parties, description and quantity of lands, terms, 
and rental embraced in such leases, respectively, with references to the sources from 
which such information is derived. 
A copy, marked Exhibit B, of a certified copy of a lease dated July 5, 1883, 
made between Dennis vV. Bushyhead, principal chief of Cherokee Nation, on behalf 
of said nation, and E. M. Hewins et al., directors in trust for the Cherokee Strip Live 
Stock Association, a corporat ion of Kansas, of 6,000,000 acres of unoccupied lauds of 
the Cherokee Nation, west of the ninety-sixth meridian, and west of Arkansas River, 
Indian Territory. 
A copy, marked Exhibit C, of a certain paper writing purporting to be a copy of a 
lease dated January 8, 1883, made between the chiefs and headmen of t.he Cheyenne 
and Arapaho tribes of Indians, and Albert G. Evans, of Saint Louis, Mo., of 456,960 
acres of land of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, Indian Territory. 
A copy, marked Exhibit D , of a certain paper writing purporting to be a copy of 
a lease dated January 8, 1883, made between the chiefs and headmen of tbe Cheyenne 
and Arapahoe tribes of Indians and Robert D Hunter, of Saint Louis, Mo., of 500,000 
acres of land of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Reservation, Indian Territory. 
A copy, marked Exhibit E, of ,a certain paper writing purporting to be a copy of 
a lease dated March 19, 1884, made between Charles Quapaw and the Quapaw tribe 
of Indians and H . B. Crowell, of Kansas, of a part (quantity unknown) of the Qua-
paw Reservation, Indian Territory. 
A copy, marked Exhibit, F, of a certain llaper writing purporting to be a copy of a 
lease dated April25, 1884, made between the Prairie Band of Pottawatomie Indians 
living on the Diminished Pottawatomie Reservation, in Jackso n County, Kansas, and 
'I'. J. Anderson & Co., of Topeka, Kans., of about 20,000 acres of land of said Dimin-
ished Reserve. 
Copies, marked Exhibit G, of extracts from official reports of United States Indian 
inspectors and Inrl.ian a.gents for 1883 and 1884, relating to leases made by Indian 
tribes; a1so copies of sundry documents and correspondence on file and of record in 
this office and the Indian Division of the Department, touching the subject-matter of 
the resolution, classified as follows, viz: 
No. 1. Copies of miscellaneous documents and correpondence (supplemental to that 
hitherto furnished by this office January 11, 1884, in reply to Senate resolution of 
Decernber 4, 1883, as printed in Senate Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-eighth Congress, 1st 
session, pp. 2-53) relating to leases of lands made by various Indian tribes in the 
Indian Territory, and embracing the following-named Indian lands or reservations, 
viz: Osage, Otoe, Ottawa, Pawnee, Peoria, and Miami, Citizen Pottawatomies, Qua-
paw, Sac and Fox, and unoccupierl. lands in the Indian Territory. 
No. 2. Copies of documents and correspondence (:supplemental to that hitherto 
furnished by this office January 11, 1884, in reply to Senate resolution of December 4, 
1883, as printed in Senate Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-eighth Congress, 1st session, pp. 53-
126) relating to leases of land in the Indian 'l'erritory made by the Cheyenne and 
Arapaho Indians; the action of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Indians on the 
same general subject; also, of correspondence relating to the boundary lines between 
the respective reservations of said tribes. 
No. 3. Copies ot documents and corresponrl.ence (supplemental to t hat hitherto 
furnished by this office January 11, 1884, in reply to Senate resolution of December 
4, 1883, a~ printed inS. Ex. Doc. No. 54, 48th Congress, first session, pp. 126-160) relat-
ing to a lease made by the Cherokee Nation of lands west of 96th meridian, Indian 
Territory, for grazing purposes; also of correspondence showing the action taken by 
the Department in opening cattle trails through the leased lands. 
No. 4. Copies of miscellaneous documents and correspondence in reference to leases 
and applications for leases of Indian lands or reservations, other than those in the 
Indian Territory, and em bracing the following reservations, viz: 
Diminished Pottawatomie Reserve, Kansas; Siletz Reserve, Oregon; Sioux Reserve, 
Dakota; Uintah Reserve, Utah; Southern Ute Reserve, Colorado; Lnmni Reserve, 
·washington Territory; Old Winnebago Reserve, Dakota; Jicarilla Apache Reserve, 
New Mexico; Wind River Reserve, Wyoming; San Carlos Reserve, Arizona; Omaha 
Reserve, Nebraska; Klamath Reserve, Oregon; Quinaielt Reserve, Washington Ter-
ritory. 
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Copies of all papers and correspondence in relation to leases on the Crow Reserve, 
Montana., supplemental to those hitherto furnished and appearing inS. Ex. Doc. No. 
13Y, 48th Congress, :first session, were transmitted by this office to the Department on 
the 29th ultimo, in answer to a resolution of the Senate calling for such information 
adopted on the 17th ultimo. 
I also transmit. herewith a map of the Indian Territory, with explanatory refer-
ences, for use of the committee, in connection with the Schedule A. In some respects 
the map is necessarily imperfect, but it is the best that can be compiled from the data 
in possession of this office. 
It will be observed that the papers herewit.h transmitted relate almost exclusively 
to leases and attempted leases of Indian ·lands, or parts of Indian reservations in the 
Indian Territory and elsewhere. There are numerous instances of record in this office 
where temporary grazing privil eges on Indian reservations have been granted with 
the consent of the Indians upon payment of a " stipulated tax of so much per head for 
the grazing season, but as such privileges have never approached or assumed the 
form of a lease they are not deemed as coming within the scope of the resolution, and 
hence the correspondence relating thereto, which is also voluminous, is omit.ted . It 
can, however, be supplied if required by the committee. 
I will add that the action of tllis office in connection with the general subject of 
leasing has been governed by t he views of the Department as expressed in Department 
letter to E. Fenlon of April 25, 1883 (S. Ex. Doc. No. 54, 48th Congress, first session, 
p. 99). 
The copy of the Senate resolution is herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 




Schedule of leases purpm·ted to have been made by various Indian tribes of lands in the Indian. Territm·y and Indian reservations fm· r.,attle-grazing and 
othet• pmposes, to accompany Repm·t of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, January 3, 1885, in answer to Senate resolution of inquiry Decetnber 3, 1884 
(Forty-eighth Congress, first session). 
o. Date. By what tribe made. To whom made. Description and loca- Acres. Term. Annual rental Remarks. tion of lands. or price per acre. N· 
INDIAN TERRITORY. 
1 July 5, 1883 DennisW. Bushyhead, E . . M. H ewins et al., .All the unoccupied 6, 000,000 5yearsfrom $100,000 per an- Leased for grazing purEoses (seeS. 
Erilicipal chief, on be- directors, in trust for lands of the Chero- October!, num, payable Ex. Doc. No. 54, 48t- Conj!., 1st 
alf of the Cherokee the Cherokee Strip k ee Nation west of 1883. semi-a~ually sess., Pll· 126-160). Certified copy 
Nation. Live Stock .Associa- 96th meridian and in advance. oflease filed by Cherokee delega-
tion, a corporation of west of Arkansas tion in Interior Department June 
Kansas. River, not including 24, 1884; referred to the Office of 
a~J.Y portion occu- Indian Affairs same date. For 
p1ed, sold, and con-
I 
copy thereof, see Exhillit B, here-
veyed to the Paw- with; see, also, copies supple 
n ees, Poncas, Nez mental correspondPnce, &c., relat-
Perces, Ot0es and ing to leases of Cherokee lands 
MissoU:rias, Osages, west of 960, I. T., No. 3, also fur-
and Kansas Indians, nished herewith. 
or the salines set 
apart to be leased 
separately under act 
of Congress ap-
proved .August 19, 
1883 .. 
L Jan. 8, 1883 Cheyenne and Arapa- E. F enlon, Leaven· Part of Cheyenne aDll 564,480 10 years ..... 2 cents per acre. Leased for grazin~ purposes. 
ho. worth, K ans. Arapaho Reserve Neither the originals nor copies 
established b:v Exec- of these leases on file in the In-
utive order of Aug- dian Office. This data is compiled 
ust 10, 1869. 
... do . ..... . 
from Agent Miles' official letters 
~ Jan. 8, 1883 . ..... do ............... Wm. E. Mallaley, ...... do . ...•.......... 564,480 . ••. do ... .... ... dated .February 2, ,1883, and .April 
Caldwell, Kans. 
.. .. do .... .. . 
2, 1883, and map as printed on pp. 
l Jan. 8, 1883 .. .... do------ -·---·- -· Hampton B. Denman, ...... do . . ............. 575,000 .... do ........... 88, 90,93 of S. Ex. Doc. No. 54, 48th 
~ ...... do-----·······-·· 
Washington, D. C. 
...... do----------·-··· 138,240 . ... do .... do -- --------· 
Congress, 1st session. .Also from 
Jan. 8, 1883 Jesse S. Morrison, ------ officia-l reports of United StateA 
Darlington, lud. T. 
. •.. do-------
Indian Inspector Gardner, dated 
i Jan. 8, 1883 ...•.. do---·--········· LewisM.Biiggs, Mus- ....• . do ..•••.•.•...•.. 318,720 . •.. do ........... November24, 1883, and September 
cotah, Kans. 23, 1884, extracts furnished here-
with. Exhibit G, pp. 1, 2. See, 
•, 
also, copies supplemental corre-
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INDIAN TERRITORY-
Continued. 
6 Jan. 8,1883 Chiefs and headmen .Albert G.Evans, Saint Part of Cheyenne and 
of the Cheyenne and Louis, Mo. A.rapabo :Reserve 
Arapaho tribes of established by Exec-
Indians. utive order of A.ug-
ust 10, 1869. 
7 Jan, 8,1883 ...... do ............... Robert D. Hunter, ...... do ............... 
Saint Louis, Mo. 
•••.•. do •.•. . .•••••.... 8 Oct. 15, 1883 Cheyenne and Arapa- Unknown ............. 
holndians. 
1 Sept. 29, 1883 
. ~s-~~~~-~ ~ :·.: ~::: :::::: Florer & Pollock ...... Osage lands ........... 2 Nov. 7,1883 E. M. Hewins ......... ...... do ............... 
3 Nov. 8, 1883 ... : .. do ............... Leahy & Carpenter ... ...... do ...... . ........ 
4 Nov. 8, 1883 ...... do ..... . ......... Waite & King ........ ...... do .............. 
5 Nov. 8, 1883 ...... do ............... John Sodestran ....... ...... do ............... 
6 Nov. 8,1883 ..... do ............... Crane & Lorimer .. .... .. .... do ............... 
1 Oct. 1,1883 Kansas or Ka.w •.••••• T. J. Gilbert .......... Kan88.8 or Ka.w lands. 
Acres. Term. .Annual rental Remarks. or price per acre. 
' 
456,960 10 years ..... 2 cents per acre. Leased for grazing purposes. See 
S. Ex. Doc. No. 54, 48th Congress, 
1st session, pp. 92, 93, and map. 
Copies of these two leases filed 
500,000 .... do ....... 
3,117,880 
.... do ........... 
in Interior Department by H. M. 
Pollard, June 30,1883, and referred 
to office of Indian Affairs, Docem-
ber 10, 1884. For copies thereof, 
see Exbibit.s C and D. See, also, 
copies supplemental correspond-
ence, &c., relating to Cheyenne 
and Arapaho Reserve, &c. (No. 
21), furnished herewith. Also 
official reports of' Inspector Gard-
ner above referred to. Exhibit 
G, pp, 1, 2. 
714,000 Unknown ... .... do .......... Taken from official reports of In-
3, 831,880 spector Gardner, November 24, 
1883, and September 23, 1884. Ex-
~~b~t~j-il~~~i;~ <fffic~~py of lease 
75,000 Unknown ... 3 cents . ......... Leased for grazing purposes. See 
80,000 .. .. do ....... 3i cents .... .. ... official reports of Agent L. J. 
50,000 .. .. do ....... 3 cents .......... Miles, December 4, 1883, and In-
45,000 .. .. do ....... 3 cents ......... . spector Gardnfl!', January 1, 1884. 
50,000 .... do ....... 3 cents .......... S. E x. Doc. No. 54, 48th Cong., 1st 
80,000 . ... do ....... 3 cents ....... . . sess., pp. 49. 52, and 53, and map. 
---- .Also extract from Inspector Gard-
380,000 ner's official report, November 11, 
1884. Exhibit G, pp. 3, 4. There 
are no copies of these leases on 
file in the Indian Office. 
52,000 ..•. do •.•.... 4 cents . .. •...••. Leased for grazing purposes. See 
official reports of Agent L. J. 
Miles, September 13, 1883, and Jn .. 
. spector Gardner, January 1, 1884. 
S. Ex. Doc. No. 54, 48th Cong., 1st 
sess.,Ef" 45, 46, 53. Also extract 
from ~ector Gardner's official 
. report, ovember 11, 1884. Ex-
































21 Unknown. --j------do ------ __ -- ----- ~ W.J.Pollock --. ·· ···l·----do- ---
1 I Mar. 19, 1884 I Charles Quapaw and I H. R. Crowell, Kansas I Part of Quapaw Re-
the Quapaw tribe of serve. 
Indians. 
1 I Unknown ... ! Ottawa 
1 !. ... do ....... \ Miami 
... ...•••. do Pa.rt of Ottawa Reserv~ 
J. W. Preston .••...... \ PartofMiarniReserve. 
Unknown ............. \ One-half of the Nez 
Perce Reserve. 
One-half of the Ponca 
Reserve. 
1\June 1,18841 Pawnee ............... l ...... do Part of Pawnee Re-
serve. 
1\ ..•. do •...... \ Otoeand Missonria . .. J ..•••. do .........•..... \One-half of Otoe and 
Missouria Reserve. 
300 l .. .'.do -------150 cents ........ . 




5, 000 I Unknown . •. 112! cts. per acre . 
8, 640 1- ••. do ....... J lO cents per acre. 
... 45, 000 I 5 years ..... -I $2,000perannum. 
*50, 000 1- .. . do .... . -I $1,700perannum. 
150,000 J .... do ------- 1 3centsperacre. 
65,000 J ..•• do . ...... 1 $2,100perannum. 
Under cultivation. :::iee extract from 
Inspector Gardner's official report, 
November 11,1884. Exhibit G, -p. 
4. No copy of this lease on file in 
the Indian Office. 
Leased for grazing purposes. For 
copy thereof see Exhibit E; see 
also report of Special A.gent Robb, 
May 3, 1884, copied in supplement-
a.! miscellaneous correspondence, 
&c., relating to reservations in 
Indian Territory, No, 1. 
SeeS. Ex. Doc., No. 34, Forty-eighth 
Congress, first session, pp. 30-36; 
also report of Agent Dyer, Jan-
nary 14, 1884, copied in supple-
mental miscellaneous correspond-
ence relating to reservations in 
Indian Territory, No.1. No copy 
of lease on file in Indian Office. 
See report of Agent Dyer January 
14, 1884, copied in supplemental 
miscellaneous correspondence re-
lating to reservations in Indi:.tn 
T erritory,No.l. Nocopyoflease 
on file in Indian Office. 
Presumably for grazing purposes . 
See extract from Inspector Gard-
ner's official report, October 17, 
1884, Exhibit E, p. 3. No copy of 
the lease on file in Indian Office. 
Presumably for g;rnzing purposes. 
See extract from Inspector Gard-
ner's offi cial report, October 17, 
1884, Exhibit G, p . 3. No copy of 
this lease on file in Indian Office. 
For grazin,~r purposes. See extract 
from Insnect.or Gardner's official 
· r eport, October 17, 1884, Exhibit 
G, p. 3. No copy of this lease on 
file in Indian Office. 
Presumably for grazing pnrJ>oses. 
See extract from Inspector Gard-
ner's official report, October 17, 
1884, Exhibit G, p. 3. No copy of 
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1 Oct. 10,1884 SacandFox ......... . Warren, Lambert and Part of Sac and Fox 209,000 10 years . ... $4,000perannum Leased for grazing purposes. See 
Moore, Kansas. Reserve. extract from officiRl report of 
Inspector Gardner, October 28, 
1884, Exhibit G, JI: 3; also copy 
letter from Agent aylor, Novem-
ber 10, 188~. Supplemental mis-
cellaneous correspondence, &c. 
(No.3). No copy of this lease on I fllo in tho Indian Oflioo. 
1 Unknown . . . Iowa .................. C.C.PickettandE.B. PartofiowaReserve, Unknown ... Unknown . . . Unknown . ...... For grazing purposes. See extract 
Townsend. Ind. Ter. from official report of Agent 
I 
Taylor, August 11, 1884, ExhilJit 
G, p.12. No copy of this lease on 
T.J.An<lo,on& Co., I P..-t of tho Dimin· l •20,000 l lOyo""from 
file in the Indian Office. 
KANSAS. 
1 Apr. 25,1884 Prairie Band ofPotta· $3,000 per Rn· Leased for grazing and stock-raising 
watomie Indians Topeka, Kans. ishedPottawatoroie J January 1, num, payable Em·poses. For copy of a copy of 
~~Tf~f:3gtt:~~f~f~ Re~>ervationinJack- 1884. semi-annually. ease see Exhibit I•' ; see also copies . •on County, Ran""'. I of miscellaneouR documents. &c., 
Reservation inJ ack- relating to leases of lands on In-
son County, Kansas. dian reservations other than those 
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EXHIBIT B. 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, CHEROKEE NATION, 
Tahlequah, June 19, 1884. 
I, John L. Adair, assistant executive secretary, hereby certify that the transcripts 
hereunto attached are correct copies of the origimi.l papers now on file in this depart-
ment, the lease of the Cherokee lands west of the Arkansas River, various powers of 
attomey, authorizing the signing of certain n ames thereto, and a resolution of the 
Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association confirming the action of attorneys. 
Witness my hand and seal of the Cherokee Nation, this the day and year first above 
written. 
[SE'\L.] JOHN L. ADAIR, 
Assistant Exemttive Sec'teta1·y. 
This indenture, made the fifth day of July, in the year of our Lorrl one thousand 
eight. hunured and eighty-three, by and between Dennis W. Bushyhead, p:t;incipal 
chief of the Cherokee Nation, for and on behalf of said Cherokee Nation, party of the 
first part, and E. M. Hewins, .J. M. Hamilton, A. J. Day, R. Tuttle, M. H. Bennett, 
Ben. S. Miller, A. Drumm, E. W. Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, directors in trust for 
and on behalf of t.he Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, a corporation organized 
and existing under and by virtue of the laws of the State of Kansas, for themselves, 
as directors in trust and assigns, parties of the second part, 
Witnesseth, That the said party of the :first part, for and in consideration of the 
rents, covenants, and agreements hereinafter mentioned, reserved, and contained on 
the pe-nt and on behalf of the party of t.he second part, and their successors in trust 
and assign!'!, to be well and fait.hfully kept and performed, doth, by au t.hority of law 
in him vested as principal chief, by and through an act of the national council, which 
said is evtitled "An act to amPnd an act to tax stock grazing upon Cherokee lands 
west of the 96th meridian," approved in special session May l!:Jth, A. D. l~R3, which 
said act is especially referred to and macle part of these presents, does by these pres-
ents lease for grazing purposes only unto the aforesaid E. M. Hewins, J. V\~. Hamilton, 
A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, M. H . .Bennett, Ben. S. M1ller, A. Drumm, E . W. Payne, aud Charles 
H. Eldred, directors in trust as aforesaid, their successors atHl assigns, parties of the 
second part, all and singular, the unoccupied lands of and be longing to t.he Cherokee 
Nation, being and lying west of the 96th ''meridian" and west of the Arkansas River, 
not including any portion occupied, sold, and conveyed to the Pawnees, Poncas, Nez 
Perces, Otoes, Missourias, Osages, and Kansas Indian<J, or the Salines, set apart to be 
leased separately noder act of Congress approved August 7th, A. D. 18132, as hereinafter . 
set forth; the said portion herein leased for grazing purposes containing six million 
(6,000.000) of acres, more or less, and lying east of the one hundredth meridian, and 
the said h ereinbefore named parties of the second part, tbeir successors and assigns, 
shall, for the purpose herein set forih, have and hold the above mentioned and de-
scrihE>cl premises from and after t.he first day of October, one thousand eight huuclrecl 
and eighty- three ( 1883 ), for and during the term and period of :five years t.hence next 
ensuing from said elate, subject to the qualifications hereinafter provided for, and upon 
yielding and paying for the same the amounts of money as hereiuaft,er provided for; 
and the said E. M. Hewins, J. W. Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennett, Ben. 
S. Miller, A.. Drumm, E. W. Payne, and Cha.s. H. Eldred, directors in trust as aforesaid, 
hereby covenant and agree, on behalf of themselves, as such directors in trust for said 
C!.terokee Strip LiYe Stock Association, their successors in trnsL and assigns, and not 
otherwise, in consideration hereof, aucl of the leasing aforesaid, to pay, on the order of 
the principal chief aforesaid, into the treasury of the Chel'okee Nation at Tahlequah, 
Indian Territory, yearly, and for each and every one of said :five years, the annual 
sum of one hundred thousand dollars ($100,000.00) lawful money of the United States, 
the same to be paid in two equal semi-annual payments, to be made and so paid in 
advance, to wit: On the first day of October and the :first day of April in each and 
every year during the said term . Provided always, and it is further covenanted and 
agreed between the said parties hereto, that·if the said semi-annual payment in ad-
vance, or any part thereof, shall remain unpaid after the expiration of thirty days 
after the date t.he same becomes clue as herein agreed to he paid; or if default shaH he 
made in any of the covenants herein before or hereinafter set fo,rth, or as contained 
and required by the act of the national council approved May 19th, A. D. 1883, as 
aforesaid, on the part and in behalf of the said parties of the second part., then and 
from henceforth, it may be lawful, and is agreed that said principal chief, or his suc-
cessors in office, may declare the lease to be f01'i'ei t, and a.nnullecl, aucl the said party 
of the first part may enter into and resume possession of the premises herein leased . 
.And it is further agreed, in accordance with the act of said national council, that 
in case the lands hereinbefore described, or any part of them included in the terms 
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of tlds lease, shall be disposed of under present existing la,,s, or laws hereinafter to 
be passed by the Congress of the United States, by the said Cherokee Nation, that on 
the part.y of the first part giving six months' notice thereof to tbe party of the second 
part·, that then, and in that event, the terms and conditions of this lease and the lease 
thereof sh all terminate on the expiration of the said six months from the date of said 
notice, to all or any pori ion of said tract of unoccupied Cherokee land thus sohl or 
disposed of, and the parties to whom said lands or any portion of theni should then 
be disposed of or sold to may enter into and t.ake possession of the same; but then, 
and in that event, the said part.y of the second part, their succesRors and assign~'>, 
shall not be chargeable with rent on the lands so sold, but shall be allowed a rebate 
on all subsequent payments made on account of this lease at the rate of one and two-
thirds (ltc.) cents per acre per annum on the lands so sold or disposed of. 
Further, it shall be the privilege of said party of the second part, their successors 
or assigna, to erect on said htnds such fences, corrals, and other improvements as may 
be necessary and proper and convenient for the carrying on of theh business and for 
utilizing saidla.nds for the purposes for which they are leased. Anu in case this lease 
shall be terminated as to all or any part of l:laid lands by the disposal of the same as 
heretofore provided and set out, the said party of t.he second part shall have the right 
to rembve all of said improvements, fences, and corrals, except such portions thereof 
as may be made from the timber or other property of the Cherokee Na.tion, or tnnber 
for which bas been oht~lined from the afnresa.id tract. It shall further bet he privilege 
of said party of the second part, their successors and al:lsigns, to cut from the tt-rritory 
herein leasetl such timber as may be necessary for the [Jnrpose of building the fences, 
corrals, and improvements h ere before authorized to be erected on said leaseu prem-
ises, and to cnt from said lands such timber as may he necessary for firewood and 
fuel, but not otherwise, and to commit no waste thereon. 
And the sa.id part.y of the second part doth further covenant antl agree with the 
said Dennis W. Busbyhead as afore&aid, and as parts and conditions of this lease or 
rontract, well and trnly and without deduction or delay, to make all payme·nts as re-
quired in the foregoing, in the manner limited and prescribed; and in case of any 
failure as aforesaid, the sa.id party of the second part agree that they will peaceably 
surrender the premises herein leased, and all improvements or erections thereon; and 
tho said party of the second part, their successors and assigns, further agree and 
obligate themselves, and this is one of the conditions of this lease, to make no perma-
nent improvements(the improvement, the right to make which is hereinbefore granted, 
being considered temporary improvements) on the aforesaid premises or leased tract, 
a,nd vnly such temporary improvements as are authorized by the act of the national 
couucil approved May 19th, 1883, hereinbefore referred to; and on the expiration of 
the lease or its being declared forfeited by default in the payments, as hereinbefore 
provided, then, and in eit.her event, all improvements, structures, or erections thereon 
shall be and become the property of the Cherokee Nation; and said nation shall have 
possession of the same, and all and singular of such erections and improvements shall 
absolutely revert to and become the property of the Cherokee Nation. party of the 
rl~pM~ . 
And the second party of the second part further covenants and agrees with the said 
part,y of the first part, as one of the conditions of this lease, that they will cut no 
timber for removal from said lands, or take or remove any material or property IJcing 
part of the premises so leased; 9r remove or ship matAri:tl thereJrom; and that they 
will use all due diligence to prevent the cutting or removing of any timber or other 
material therefrom; and that. they will faithfully observe the intercourse laws of the 
United States; that they will obstruct no mail or stage line, and that they will not 
interfere with the salines, located or to be located, under the provisions of the act 
of Congress, before mentioned, approved August 7th, 1882. And it is further agreed 
between the parties of the :first part and the second part, that tbe grounds excepted 
and reserved from, and not included in, the terms of thil:l lease, necessary for the man-
ufacture of salt at the said salines, may and ~Shall uot exceed in the aggregate for said 
salines, and all of them, one hnndred thousand acres, with a right of way to and 
from said salines, such as may be required properly to work them; and the said party 
of the second p art do h ereby obligate themselves, for themselves as directors in trust 
aforesaid, their successors and assigns, will and truly to observe and faithfully exe-
cute all and singular of t h e foregoing agreements and covenants, which are declared 
to be part of the agreement, in consideration of which this lease is granted. And 
the said party of the first part, principal chief of the Cherokee Nation, in accordance 
with the act of the national couucil, as aforesaid, and on condition of the faithful 
payment of the sum of money as hereinbefore stipulated, in the manner and with the 
conditions hereinbefore prescribed, and as the further condition that the said party 
of the second part will well a.nd truly fulfill all of the conditions, covenants, and agree-
ments herein ~Set forth, doth hereby covemmt and agree by these presents that the 
said E. M. Hewins, J. W. Hawiltoo, A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennett, Ben. S. 
Miller, A. Drumm, E. W. Payne, aml Chas H. Eldred, directors i.n trust for the Chero-
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kee Strip Live Stock Association, their successors in trust, and assigns, shall and may 
at all times during the said term, subj ect to the conditions as aforesaid, peaceably 
bold and enjoy all the privileges of lt·ase on the said premises, free, clear, and harm-
less from any let or hindrance whatsoever, together with all the privileges aml rights 
of said party of the first part, in reference to the same, according to law and treaty 
stipulation. 
In testimony whereof the said party of the first part, the said D. W. Busbyhead 
prindpal chief, bas signed his name as such principal chief and caused the seal of the 
- Cherokee Nation to be affixed to these presents, and the said parties of the second 
part, the said E. N. Hewins, J. W. Hamilton, A. J. Day , S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennett, 
Ben. S. Miller, A. Drumm, and E. W. Payne, director!'~ in trust, have cause(!. these 
presents to be signed on their behalf by Chas. H. Eldred, their true and lawful attorney 
in fact, evidence of his authority being attached to the lease retained by the party of 
the first part, and the said Chas. H. Eldred, director in trust, signing his himself. 
Done in duplicate, at Muscogee, Indian Territory, this the seventh day of July, in 
the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and eighty-three. 
Signed and sealed in the presence of-
J. G. VOSE. 
EDWIN E. WILBON. 
JNO. F. LYONS. 
D. W. BUSHYHEAD, [SEAL.] 
Principal Chief. 
E. M. HE WENS, [SEAL.] 
By CHAS. H. ELDRED, 
Attorney in Fact. 
J. W. HAMILTON, 
By CHAS. H. ELDRED, 
(SEAL,) 
A. J. DAY, 
Attorney in Fact. 
(SEAL.j 
By CHAS. H. ELDRED, 
S. TUTTLE, 
.Attomey in Fact. 
(SEAL.) 
By CHAS. H. ELDRED, 
Att01·ney in Fact. 
M. H. BENNETT, [SEAL.] 
By CHAS. H. ELDRED, 
.Att01·ney in Fact. 
BEN. S. MILLER, [SEAL.] 
By CHAS. H. ELDRED, 
Attorney in Fact. 
A. DRUMM, 
By CHAS. H. ELDRED, 
(SJ<JAL.] 
Attm·ney in Fact. 
E. W. PAYNE, [SEAL.) 
By CHAS. H. ELDRED, 
Attorney in Fact. 
CHAS. H. ELDRED. [SEAL.] 
Resolved, That the action of Chas. H. Eldred, acting under separate and individ-
ual power of attorney from the member of this board, in signing and executing on 
behalf of the board of directors and the asso.ciation, the lease of the Cherokee strip 
made between the principal chief of the Cherokee Na-tion and the board of directors 
be, and the same is hereby, confirmed, fully ratified, and adopted as the act and 
deed of the board of directors, acting for and on behalf of the Cherokee Strip Live 
Stock Association, and the secretary is directed to forward a copy of this resolution, 
duly certified and sealed, to Chief Bushyhead, to be by him attached to the original 
lease in his possession. 
Attest, 
(SEAL.) 
CALDWELL, KANS., July 10,1883. 
Power of attorney. 
JOHN A. BLAIR, 
Sedy C. S. L. S. Asso. 
Know all men by these presents that I, J. W. Hamilton, of Summer County, in the State 
of Kansas, have made, constituted, and appointed, and by these premises do make, 
constitute, and appoint, Chas. H. Eldred and Andrew Drumm, or either of them, of 
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Barber County, in t,be State of Kansas, my true and lawful attorney in fact, for me 
and in my name, place, and stead, and to my use, to sign my name as director to any 
papers relating to the leasing of grounds known as the Cherokee lands west of !:J6 
by or for the "Cherokee Strip Live 8tock Association." 
Giving unto the said attorneys, or either of them, full power to do everything what-
soever requisite and necessary to be done in the premises as fully as I could if person-
ally present. With full power of substitution and revocation, hereby ratifying and 
confirming all that my said attorney shall lawfully do or cause to be done by virtue 
hereo( · 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand this 25th day of June, 1883. 
J. W. HAMILTON. 
Execnted in presence of-
HENRY S. CARTER. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
Sttrnmcr County, 88: 
Be it remembered that on this 25th day of June, 1883, before me, the undersigned, a 
notary pnblic in and for the county and State aforesaid, came J. W. Hamilton, who 
is personally known to me to be the same person who executed the within instrument 
of writing, and such person bas duly a.cknowledged the execution of the same. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my band and affixed my notarial seal the 
day and year last above written. 
Com. expires January 19, 1884. 
Powe1· of attorney. 
HENRY S. CARTER, 
Nota1·y Public. 
Know all men by these presents that E. W. Payne, of Barber County, in the State 
of Kansas, have made, constituted, and appointed, and by these presents does make, 
constitute, and appoint Chas. H. Eldred, A. Drumm, Ben. S. Miller, or either of them, 
of Summer County, in the State of Kansas, his true and lawful attorney in and for 
him and in his name, place, and stead, and to his use to sign his nam~ as director of 
the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, to a lease of the Cherokee lands, west of 
the 96 meridian on the east to the 100 meridian west, as provided for 'n a hilt passed 
by the Cherokee council, entitled "An act to amend an act to tax stock grazing upon 
Cherokee lands west of the 96 meridian." 
Giving unto the said attorney full power to do everything whatsoever requisite and 
necessary to be done in the premises as fully as I could if personally present. 
With full power of substitution and revocation, hereby ratifying and confirming all 
that * * ,. said attorney shall lawfully do, or cause to be done, by virtue hereof. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto set may hand the 20th day of June, 1883. 
Executed in the presence of-
F. B. CHAPIN. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
Ba1·bm· County, 88: 
E. W. PAYNE. 
Be it remembered that on this 20th day of June, A. D. 1883, before the undersigned, 
notary public in and for the county and State aforesaid, came E. W. Payne, who is 
personally known to me to be the same person who executed the within instrument 
of writing, and such person has duly acknowledged the execution of the same. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto set my hand and affixed my official seal the 
day and year last above written. 
Power of attorney. 
GEO. GEPPAL, 
Nota1·y Public. 
Know all men by these presents that we, E. M. Hewins, S. Tuttle, A. J. Day, M. 
H. Bennett, and Ben. S. Miller, of the county of Summer and State of Kansas, have 
made, constituted, and appointed, and by these presents do make, constitute, and 
appoint, Chas. H. Eldred of [or ~ ] Andrew Drumm, or either of them, true and law-
ful attorneys for us, and in our names, places, and stead, and to my use, to sign our 
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names as directors to any papers relating to the leasing of ground known as the Cher-
okee lands west of 96, by or for the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association. 
Giving and granting unto our said attorneys, or eit.her of them, full power and au-
thority to do and perform all and every act and thing wha.tsoever requisite and neces-
sary to be done in and about the premises, as fully to all intents and purposes as we 
might or could do if personally present, with full power of substitu tion and rev 'lca-
tion, hereby ratifying and confirming all that our attorneys, or either of them, shall 
lawfully do or cause to be done by virtue thereof. 
In witness whereof we hereunto set our hands and seals this -- day of---, A. 
D. 1883. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
County of Surnmer, 88: 
M. H. BENNETT. 
E. M. HEWINS. 
BEN. S. MILLER. 
S. TUTTLE. 





' r SEAL.] 
On this-- day of June, A. D. 1883, before me, a--- in and for said county, 
came E. M. Hewins. S. Tuttle, A. J. Day, M. H. Bennett, and Ben. S. Miller, to me 
personally known to be the identical persons described in, and whose names 'are 
affixed to, the above power of attorney, and duly acknowledged the execution of the 
same to be our own voluntary act and deed for the uses and purposes therein set 
forth. 
In testimony whereof I have hereunto subscribed my name and affixed my seal of 
office on the day and year last above written. · 
Power of attorney. 
Know all men by these presents that I, A. Drumm, a director of the Cherokee Strip 
Live Stock Association, of Caldwell, in the State of Kansas, have made, constituted, 
and appointed, and by these presents do make; constitute, and appoint, Charles H. 
Eldred my true and lawful attorney, irrevocable, for me and in my name, place, and 
stead, to sign my name as director to a certain lease to be entered into between said 
association and the Cherokee Nation, giving and granting to my said attorney full 
power and authorit.y to do and perform all and every act and thing whatsoever re-
quisite and necessary to be done in and about the premises as fully to all intents and 
purposes as I might or could do if personally present at the doing thereof, hereby 
ratifying and confirming aU that my said attorney may or shall lawfully do or cause 
to be done by virtue hereof. . 
In witness whereof I hereunto set my hand and seal this 3d day of July, 1883. 
CHEROKEE ' NATION, 
Illinois District : 
A. DRUMM. 
He it known that on this third day of July, in the year eighteen hundred and eighty-
three, before me, the undersigned, deputy clerk in and for the district of Illino:!s, 
Cherokee Nation, personally appeared A. Drumm, the identical person who executed 
the foregoing letter of attorney, and the same having been read over to him, acknowl-
edged the same to be his act and deed. 
In witness whereof I have hereunto se1; my hand and affixed my seal of office the 
day and year last above written. 
Sworn to and subscribed to before me on this the third day of July, 1883. 
T. J. THORNTON, 
Ass't Cl'k Illinois Dist., Cherokee Nation. 
EXHIBIT C. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHOE AGENCY, I. T., 
January 8, 1883. 
In pursuance of a council held December 12, 1882, by the chiefs and headmen of 
our tribes to consider the propriety of leasing a portion of our reservation, we, the 
undersigned chiefs and headmen of Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes of Indians, I. T., 
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do hereby authorize Jno. D. Miles to enter into and make arrangeme:p.ts to lease all or 
any portion of the land designated or mentioned in the proceedings of council of De-
cember 12, Hlo2. 
(Signed by:) 
Cheyennes.-Big Horse, his x mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; Bob Tail, his 
x mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Rock, his x mark; White .Antelope, 
his x mark; Howling Wolf, his x mark; Plenty Horses, his x mark; Flucco, 
his x mark; Little Chief, his x mark; Star, his x mark; Wolf Chief, his x 
mark; Red Wolf, his x mark; Big Man, his x mark;· Big White Man, his x 
mark; Wolf Feat.hers, his x mark; Wolf Robe, his x mark; Left Hand Squaw 
his x ma:rk; Elk Horns, his x mark; Bull, his x mark; .Antelope, his x mark; 
Bad Face, his x mark; Whirlwind, his x mark; Robert Bent . 
.Ampahoes.-Powder Face, his x mark; Left Hand, his x mark; Bird Chief, his 
x mark; Tall Bear, his x mark; Black Crow, his x mark; Little Raven, his 
x mark; Coming-in-the-Road, his x mark; Black Wolf, his x mark; Big 
Mouth, his x mark; Sitting Bull, his x mark; White-Eyed .Antelope, his x 
mark; Grant-Left-Hand, his x mark. 
In the presence of-H. C. Mann, Jno. F. Williams, 0. J. Woodard, T. Connell, 
F. B. Hutchinson. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHOE AGENCY,- I. T., 
January 8, 1883. 
This agreement, made and entered into this 8th day of January, A. D. 1883, by and 
between the chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes of Indians, In-
dian Territory, and Albert G. Evans, of Saint Louis, Missouri, his heirs or assigns, 
witnesseth: 
That for and in consideration of the sum of two cents per acre per annum, payable 
semi-annually, we, the undersigned chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and .Arapa-
hoe tribes of Indians, I. T., do hereby lease to the above-mentioned Albert G. Evans, 
of Saint Louis, Missouri, his heirs or assigns, for the term of ten years from this date, 
the following described land : 
Commencing at a point on the lOOth meridian, fifty-one miles south of the north-
west corner of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Reservat.ion (Executive order August 10, 
1869), thence running east forty-two miles to a point for place of beginning; thence 
running north twenty-one miles; thence east thirty-four miles to the west. line of 
"unratified agreement with the Wichitas, October 19, 1H72"; thence south on said 
line twenty-one miles; thenee west thirty-four miles to place of beginning; eontain-
ing four hundred and fifty-six thousand nine hundred and sixty acres ( 4G6,960), more 
or less. 
Thfl terms of this lease are as follows, to wit : 
Payment of rent shall be made semi-annually to such person or persons as may be 
designated, and iu such manner as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior 
or the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with t.hc consent of the Indians. 
The Indians shall have the privilege of taking all or any portion of the said rental 
in cattle at the cash value of said cattle at the time and place of delivery, and said 
cash value shall be determined as follows: 
The Indian agent in charge shall appoint one person, who shall meet with a person 
select('d by said Albert G. Evans, his heirs or assi~ns, when the ca.ttle are to be deliv-
ered, and shall then and there assess the value of all cattle so to be delivered, and '1f 
they cannot agree, they, the parties so appointed, shall select a third an<l disinterested 
person, and the decision of a majority of such board of appraisers shall fix or establish 
the price. 
Said cattle shall only be delivered twice each year, to wit, not earlier than May 
15th for the first delivery, and during the month of October for the second delivery in 
each year. And upon the delivery of said cattle by the said Albert G. Evans, his 
heirs or assigns, they shall all be counter-branded, and t.he brand so used shall be 
and remain in t.he possession of said Albert G. Evans, his heirs or assigns. 
The said Albert G. Evans, his h eirs or assigns, shall have the privilege of fencing 
the land included· in this lease, and to use any timber necessary for said fences, and 
for all ranch buildings, corrals, and fire-wood, but no privilege is granted to sell or 
dispose of any timber. 
'l'hc said Albert G. Evans, his heirs or assigns, shall have the privilege of employ-
ing, under the duection of the agent in charge, any number of Indians as herders. 
And it shall be the duty of the Indian Department and the Indians to see that the 
said .Albert G. Evans, his hflirs or assigns, shall have the exclusive privilege of hold-
ing cattle on within-described tract of 1and as long as he or they shall faithfully 
comply with the terrus of this lease. 
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At the expiration of said lease all improvement!:! made on said land shall revert to 
and become the property of the Indians. 
It is agreed and understood that the rent shall begin ninety da~'S from elate of the 
approval of this lease by the Secretary of the Interior. 
lt is further agreed by and between the parties to this lease, that the cattle and 
horses and other stock owned and held by the said Albert G. Evans, his heirs and 
assigns, on the above described land shall be held as a guaranty for the prompt pay-
ment of the rental specified in this lease. And further, that this lease shall be known 
as lease No. 6, as designated on the office copy of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agency 
map, on file at the agency office, at the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agency, Indian Ter-
ritory. 
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands this 8th day of January, A. D. 
1883. 
(Sigoed:) 
Oheyennes.-Big Horse, his x mark; Little Bi.~ Jake, his x mark; Bob Tail, his 
x mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Rock, his x mark; White Antelope, 
his x mark; Howling Wolf, hisx wark; Plent.y Horses, hisxmark; Flucco, 
his x mark; Red Wolf, his x mark; Big Man, his x mark; Big White Man, 
his x mark; Wolf Peatbers, his x mark; Wolf Robe, his x mark; Left 
Hand Squaw, his x rna.· k; Elk Horns, his x mark; Bull, his x mark; Ante-
lope, his x mark; Little Chief, his x mark; Star, his x mark; Wolf Chief, 
his x mark; Bad Face, his x mark; Whirlwind, his x mark; Robert Bent . 
.Arapahoes.-Powder Face, his x mark; Left Hand, his x mark; Bird Chief, his 
x mark; Tall Bear, his x mark; Black Crow, his x'mark; Little Raven, 
his x mark; Coming on the Road, his x mark; Black Wolf, his x mark; 
Big Mouth, his x mark; Sitting Bull, his x mark; White-Eyed Antelope, 
his x mark; Grant Left Hand, his x mark. 
In the presence of-A. C. Mann, Jno F. Williams, 0. J. ·woodard, T. Connell, 
l!.,. B. Hutchinson. 
ALBERT G. EVANS. 
WHnessed by-Park PulF"ifer and Henry L. Howman. 
I do hereby certify on honor that I have fully explained ·to the Indians who have 
signed the above lease the nature and character of the same, and that they fully 
understood the meaning thereof, and that they fully understood the meaning thereof, and 
that I witnessed their signatures to the same. 
GEO. BENT, 
Interp1·etn·. 
I hereby certify, on honor, that the above lease granted to Albert G. Evans, for 
grazing purposes, has been granted in strict accordance with the request of the Chey-
enne and Arapahoe Indians, in council assembled, under the date of Decemlwr 12th, 
1882 (copy hereto annexed), and that the conditions and specifications of this lease 
have been fully explained and accepted by them, and that the same has been made 
subject to such regulations as may be made or prescribed by the Secretary of the In-
terior and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Ind. Agent. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHOE AGENCY, I. T., 
Darlington, I. T., Dec. 12th, 1882. 
We, the undersigned chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes of 
Indians, Indian Territory, constituting the recognized authority of the tribe above 
named, being assembled in council, this 12th day of December, A. D. 188~, for t.he 
purpose of transac6ng such business as may properly come before the council for 
act,ion or consideration, would respectfully represer:.t the following for your consider-
ation and action of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to wit: 
The usual :;carcity of rainfall in this locality rende:r:s agricultural pursuits ver~ un-
certain and unprofitable. And as our people cannot (as experience has taught them) 
rel.v upon securing a crop oftener than one out of every three years, they have become 
quite discouragec.l, and are now considering what they can do to supplement the 
scanty rations furnished by the Governmelit, by our own efforts through any and all 
lawful and legitimate means placed at our disposal by the Government. And in this 
connection we come to tho matter of onr reservation and its utilization. 
Some of us ha,·e noticed, when passing through the States and on tbe border, that 
a \\·bite man only cuJtiv[ttCA a Arnall portion of his soil and utilizes the remainder for 
grazing purposes, which will bring him e<)ually good if not better returns than the 
land cultivated, and with less labor. 
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Now, we only ask the same privilege, and in consideration of this subject won ld re-
spectfully represent that there is a large portion of onr reservation, amounting to 
about 2,400,0UO acres, ·which is almo:st wortllless for agricultural purposes, and unoc-
cupied by our people, excepting a few families, whicll is bringing us no revenue, and 
as our cattle henls at present are very small we cannot with our own means aud 
facilities make it u&eful to ourselves by farming and grazing. And "'ith an exposed 
line of over 300 miles on our north and west, by large herds of ca.ttle by authority of 
the Cherokees on the north and by white settlers in the pan-handle of Texa", it is 
impossible to prevent cattle from grazing on our reservation, for which we receive no 
compensation. 
Now, in order that this grass may ue used for our benefit, and in conformity with 
the inferred privilege vouchsafed to the various Indian tribes, as set forth in section 
2117, Revised Statutes, we would respectfully request that authority be given to carry 
out the following request, viz: 
To lease to some responsible party or parties that portion of our reservation de-
scribed in Executive order dated Aug. lOth, 1869, lying west of the reservation 
granted to the Wichita Indians by a.greementl dated October 19th, 1872, and south of 
the main Canadian River, and also that portion lying north of the main Canadian 
River, and west of Cottonwood Grove, embracing about two million four hundred 
thousand acres. Said lease or leases to date from January 1st, 1883, or as soon there-
after as may be practicable, and to continue for a term of not less than five nor more 
than fifteen years. subject to be revoked by the Hon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
with the approval of the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, at any time the necessities 
of our trilles may require, or our relations with the Government may be changed. 
After gmnting a lease or leases covering the lands embraced in the above request, 
we will still have ample country to accommodate our present herds, and on which 
are located all the farm and other improvements of our tribes, and will not interfere 
with a full enjoyment of our tribes in every legitimate effort or enterprise at self-
support in ot,her industries. 
In consideration of the use of the lands above described it is expressly understood 
by us that the rate to be paid for the use of said lands per annum, and for the pur-
pose indicated, shall not be less than two cents per acre, and payable semi-annually, 
at the discretion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and to such person or persons 
as he may designate, and one-half to be applicable for the purchase of young heifers 
or young cows and sufficient young bulls for breeding purposes; and the other one-
half of the funds thns derived to be expended for the berefit of the Cheyenne and 
Arapahoe tribes in such manner as may be prescribed lly the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs with the consent of the Indians. 
The party or parties to whom such lease or leases may be granted will be permitted 
to build post and wire fence in tracts of not less than 20 to 30 miles square, so as to 
include sufficient water and good grass for the stock, and so divided as to embrace all 
the la.nds above described; and will be authorized to cut from the lauds only suf-
ficient timber to build the necessary fences as above described, and corrals and 
ranches necessary for the accommodation of their cattle and men during the contin-
uance of such lease or leases, and to leave all such improvements on the premises at 
the expiration of such lease or leases. 
Subscribed this 12th day of December, A. D. 1882. 
(Signed:) 
CheyenneB.-Whirl wind, his x mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; White Shield, 
his x mark; White Antelope, his x mark; Bad Face, his x mark; vVolf 
Chief, his x mark; Bob Tail, his x mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black 
Rock, his x mark; Cloud Chief, his x mark; Old Crow, his x mark; Flue-
co, his x mark; Big Man, his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Red Wolf, 
his x mark; Spotted Wolf, his x mark; Big Owl, his x mark. 
AmpahoeB.-Left Hand, his x mark; Powder Face, his x mark; Tall Bear, his 
x mark; White Man, his x mark ; Bear Robe, his x mark; White Buffalo, 
his x mark ; ChP.yenne Chief, his x mark; Medicine Dismounting, his x 
mark; Packed Up, his x mark. 
In presence of witnesses-Chas. E. Cambell, W. W. Charles. 
I certify on honor that I explained to the Indians herein named, and am satisfied 
that they understood, the nature of the request made by them, and that the contents 
of the document fully expresses their own wish in the premises. 
CHEY. & ARA.P. AGENCY, I. T., Dec. 12, 1882·. 
GEO. BENT, 
Interp1·eter. 
I hereby certify on honor that I was in attendance at the council named herein and 
heard t,he Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians discuss the subject of leasing a. portion of 
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their reservution for grazing purposes, and am satisfied that the inclosed request 
embodies the wish of the two tribes on this subject, and that the request is made at 
their own instigation and purely as a matter of business, looking to their own ad-
vantage. 
CHEY. & ARAP. AGENCY, I. T., Dec. 12, 1882. 
EXHIBIT D. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
.Indian Agent. 
CHE YENNE AND ARAPAHOE AG'CY, I. T. , 
J anua1·y 8, 1883. 
In pursuance of a council held December 12, 1882, by the chiefs and headmen of 
our tribes to consider the propriety of leasing a portion of our reservation, we, the 
undersigned, chief's and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes of Indians, I. 
T., do hereby authorize John D. Miles to enter into and make arrangements to lease 
all or any portion of the laud designated or mentioned in the proceedings of council 
of December 12, 188~: 
Che1Jennes.-Big Horse, hisx mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; Bob Tail, his :X 
mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Rock, his x mark; White Antelope, 
his x mark; Howling Wolf, his x mark; Plenty Horses, his x mark; l!'lucco, 
his x mark; Red Wolf, his x mark; Big Man, his x mark ; Big White Man, 
his x mark; Wolf Feathers, his x mark; Wolf Robe, his x ma1·k; Left 
Hand Squaw, his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Bull, his x mark; Ante-
lope, his x mark; Little Chief, his x mark; Star, his x mark; Wolf Chief, 
his x mark; Bad Face, his x mark; Whirlwind, his x mark; Robert Bent . 
.Ampahoes.-Powder Face, his x mark; Left Hand, his x mark; Bird Chief, his 
x mark; Tall Bear, his x mark; Black Crow, his x mark; Little Raven, 
his x mark; Coming jn the Road, his x mark; Black Wolf, his x mark ; 
Big Mouth, his x mark ; Sittin~ Bull, his x mark ; White-Eyed Antelope, 
his x mark; Grant Left Hand, nis x mark. 
In the presence of~H. C. Mann, John F. Williams, 0. J. Woodard, T. Connell, 
F. B. Hutchinson. • 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHOE AGENCY, I. T., 
Janua1·y 8, 1883. 
This agreement, made and entered into this Eth day of January, A. D. 1883, by and 
between the chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes of Indians, In-
dian Territory, and Robert D. Hunter, of Saint Louis, Mo., his heirs or assigns, wit-
nesseth: 
That for and in consideration of the sum of two cents (2 cts.) per acre per annum, 
payable semi-annually, we, the undersigned, chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and 
Arapahoe tribes of Indians, I. T., do hereby lease to the above-mentioned Robert D. 
Hunter, of Saint Louis, Mo., his heirs or assigns, for the term of ten years from 
this date, the following-described land: 
Commencing at a point on the northern boundary of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe 
Reservation (Executive Order, Aug. 10, 1869), fort.y-two ( 42) miles east of the lOOth 
meridian, or west line of the said reservation; thence running south thirty (30) 
miles; t hence east thirty-four miles (34) to the west line of" unratified agreement 
with Wichitas, Oct. 19, 1872 ; " thence north on said line to south bank of the Main 
Canadian River; thence meandering the south bank of and up the Main Canadian 
River to a point due south of Cottonwood Grove; thence north to north boundary 
line of Cheyenne and Arapahoe Reservation; thence west on said north boundary 
lin6 to the place of beginning, containing :five hundred thousand acres (500,000), more 
or less. 
The terms of this lease are as follows, to wit: 
Payment of rent shall be made semi-annually to such person or persons as may be 
de&jgnated, and in snch manner as may be prescribed, by the Secretary of the Interior 
or Commissioner of Indian Aifair>S, with the consent of the Indians. 
The Indians shall have the privilege of taking all or any portion of said rental in 
cattle, at the cash va1ue of said cattle at the time and place of delivery, and said cash 
value shall be determined as follows : 
The Indian agent in charge shall appoint one person, who shall meet with a person 
selected by the said Robert D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, when the cattle are to be 
delivered, and shall then and there assess the value of all catt.Ie so to be delivered; 
and if they cannot agree, they, the parties so appointed, shall select a third and dis· 
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interested person, and the decision of a majority of such board of appraisers shall fix 
or establish the price. 
Said cattle shall only be delivered twice each year, to wit, not earlier than May 15th, 
nor later than June 15th, for the first delivery, and during the month of October for the 
second delivery in each year. 
And upon the delivery of said cattle by said Robert D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, 
they shall all be counter· branded, and the brands so used shall remain and be in the 
possession of said Robert D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns. 
The sn.id Robert D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, shall have the privilege of employ-
ing, nnder the direction of the agent in charge, any number of Indians as herders, and 
it shall be the duty of the Indian Department and the Indians to see that the said 
Robert D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, shall have the exclusive privilege of holding 
cattle on the within described tract of land, so long as he or they shall faithfully com-
ply with t.he terms of this lease. 
The !laid Robert D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, shall have the privilege of fencing 
the land included in this lease, and to use any timber necessary for said fences and 
for a.ll ranch buildings, corral~;, and fire-wood, but no privilege is granted to sell or dis-
pose of any timber . 
.A.t the expiration of said lease, all improvements made on said land shall revert to, 
and become t.he property of, the said Indians. 
It is agreed and understood that t,he rent shall begin ninety days from the approval 
of this lease by the Secretary of the Interior. 
It is further agreed by and between the parties to the lease that the cattle, horses, 
and other stock, owned or held by said Robert D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, on the 
above described land, shall be held as guarantees for the prompt payment of the rentn.l, 
as specified in t.h i t:~ lease. And further, that this lease shall be known as lease No. 7, 
as designated in the office copy of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Reservation map, on 
file i:n the agency office, at the Cheye11ne and Arapahoe Agency, Indian Territory. 
ln witnes;; whm· ·of we have hereunto set our hands this 8th day of Jn.nuary, A. D. 
H:lSJ. 
(Signed:) 
Cheyennes.-Big Horse, his x mark; Little Big J~tke, his x mark; Bob Tail. his 
x mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Rock, his x mark; White Antelope, 
hisxmark; Howling Wolf, hisxma,rk; Plenty Horses, hisx mark; Flucco, 
his x mark; Red Wolf,.his x mark; Big Man, his x mark; Big White Man, 
hisx mark; Wolf Feathers, his x mark; Wolf Rohe, his x mark; Left Hand 
Sq naw, his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Bull, his x mark; Antelope, his 
x mark; Little Chief, hisx mark; Star, his x mark; Wolf Chief, his x mark; 
Bad Face, his x mark; Whirlwind, his x mark; Robert Bent. 
A.rapahoes.-Powder Face, his x mark; Left Hand, his x mark; Bird Chief, his 
x mark; Tall Bear, his x mark; Black Crow, his x mark; Little Raven, his 
x mark; Coming-on-the-Road, his x mark; Black Wolf, his x mark; Big 
Mouth, his x mark; Sitting Bull, his x mark; White-Eyed Antelope, h1s 
x mark; Grant Left Hand, his x mark. 
In the presence of-H. C. Mann, Jno. :F. Williams, 0. J. Woodard, T. Connell, F. 
B. Hutchinson. 
ROBERT D. HUNTER. 
Wit.ne sed by-Park Pulsifier, Henry L. Newman. 
I hereb~1 certify upon honor that I have fully explained to the Indians who have 
signed the above lease the nature and character of the same, and that they .fnlly un-
derstood the meaning thereof, aud that I witnessed their signatures to the same. 
GEO. BENT, 
In te?JJreter. 
I hereby certify on honor that the above lease granted to Robert D. Hunter !or 
grazing purposes has been gmnted in strict accordance with the request of the Chey-
enne and Arapahoe Indians in council assembled, under the date of December 12th, 
18Cl2 (copy hereto annexed),, and that the conditions and specifications of this lease 
have been fully explained and accepted by them, and the same has been made subject 
to such regulations as may be made and prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior 
and the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHOE AGENCY, 
Darlington, 1. T., Dec. 12th, 1882. 
We, the undersigned, chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes of 
Indians in the Indian Territory, constituting the recognized authority of the tribes 
above named; being assembled in council this 12th day of December, A. D. 1B8~, for 
the purpose of transacting such business as may properly come before the council for 
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action and consideration, would respectfully represent the following to your consid-
eration and action of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, viz: 
The usual scarcity of rainfall in this locality renders agricultural pursuits very un~ 
certain and unprofitable, and as our people cannot (as experience has taught them) 
rely upon securing a crop oftener than about one out of every three years, they have 
becom• quite discouraged, and are now considering what they can do to supplement 
the scanty rations furnished by the Government, by our owu efforts, through any and 
all lawful and legitin1ate means placed at onr disposal by the Government, and in 
this connection we come to the matter of our reservation and it.s utilization. 
Some of us have noticed while passing through the States and upon the border that 
a white man only cultivates a small portion of his soil and utilizes the remainder for 
grazing purposes, which will bring him equally as good, if not better, returr.s than 
the land cultivated, and with less labor. 
Now, we only ask the same privilege, ar..d in consideration of this suujecL would 
respectfully r epresent that there is a large portion of our reservation, amounting to 
about 2,400,000 acres, which is almost worthlesr:> for agricultural purposes, and unoc-
cupied by our people excepting by a few families, which is bringing us no revenue; and 
as our cattle herds at present are very few and small, we cannot with our own means 
and faciliti es make it useful to oursel ves by farming or grazing, and with an exposed 
line Of over three hundred miles on the north and west, by large herds of cattle by 
authority of the Cherokees on the north, and white settlers on the pan-handle of 
Texas, it is impossible to preYent cat,t.le from grazing upon our reserYation, for which 
we receive no compensation. 
Now, in order that this grass may be used for our benefit, and in conformity with 
the inferred privilege vouchsafed to the various Indian t.ribes, as set forth in sec. 2117, 
Revised Statutes, we would respectfully request that authority be given to carry out 
the following req nest, to wit: 
To lease to some responsible party or parties that portion of our reservation de-
scribed in Executive Order dated Aug. lOth, 1869, lying west of the reservation 
assigned to the " Tichita Inllians, hy agreement under date October 19th, 1872, and 
south of the main Canadian River, and also that portion lying north of the main 
Canadian River and west of Cottonwood Grove, embracing about 2,400,000 acres, said 
lease or leases to date from January 1st, 1883, or as soon thereafter as may be practi-
cau le, and to continue for a term of not less than five nor more than fifteen years, 
subject to be revoked by the Hon. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with the approval 
of the Hon. Secretary of tire Interior, at any time the necessity of our tribe may 
require or our relations with the Government may be changed. 
After granting the lease or leases covering the land em braced in the above req nest, 
we will still have ample country to accommodate our present herds, and on which are 
located all the farms and other improvements of our tribes, and will not interfere with 
a full enjoyment of our tribes in every legitimate effort or enterprise at self-support in 
other industries. In consideration of the nse of the lauds above described, it is ex-
pressly understood by us t.hat the rate per annum to be paid for the use of the said 
lands and for the purpose indicated shall not be less than two cents (2 cts.) per acre, 
and payable semi-annually, at the discretion of tb'e Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
and to such person or persons as he may designate. And one-half to be applicable· 
for the purchase of young heifers or young ~ows and sufficient young bulls for breed-
ing purposes. And the other one-half of the funds thus derived to be expended for 
t he benefit of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe tribes in such manner as may be prescribed 
by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with the consent of the ~ndians. 
The party or parties to whom such lease or leases may be granted will be permitted 
to build post and wh·e fence in tracts of not less than twenty to thirty miles square, 
so as to inclose sufficient water and good grass for the stock, r.nd so.divided as· to 
embrace all the lands above described, and w ill be authorized to cut from lihe lands 
only sufficient timber to build the necessary fences, as above described, and corrals 
and ranches necessary for the accommodation of their cattle and men, during the con-
tinuance of such lease or leases, and to leave all such improvements on the premises 
at the expiration of such lease or leases. 
Subscribed· this 12th day ofDecember, A. D. 1882. 
(Signed :) 
Cheyennes.-Whirlwind, his x mark; Little Big Jake, hisx mark; White Shield, 
his x mark; White Antelope, his x mark; Bad Face, his x mark; Wolf 
Chief, his x mark; Bob Tail, his x mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black 
Rock, his x mark; Cloud Chief, his x mark; Old Crow, his x mark; Flucco, 
his x mark; Big Man, his x mark; Elk ,Horns, his x mark; Red Wolf, his x 
mark; Spotted Wolf, his x mark; Big Owl, his x mark. 
Arapahoes.- Left Hand, his x mark; Powder Face, his x mark; Tall Bear, his 
x mark; White Man, his x mark; Bear Robe, his x mark; .White Buffalo, 
his x mark : Cheyenne Chief, his x mark ; Medicine Dismounting, his x 
mark; P acked Up, his x mark. 
Witnesses, Chas. E. Campbell, W. W. Charles. 
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I hereby certify on honor that I was present at the council herein named and heard 
the Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians discuss the subject of leasing a portion of their 
reserYation for grazing purposes, and am satisfied that the inclosed request embodies 
the wish of the tribes on this subject, and that ·the request is made at their own in-
stigation, and purely as a matter of business, looking to their own advantage. 
JOHN D. MILES~ 
In dian Agent. 
CHEY. AND ARAP. AGENCY, I. T., Dec. 12th, 1882. 
[Endorsement.] 
DEP'T .OF THE INTERIOR, Dec. 10th, 1884. 
· Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
GEO. M. LOCKWOOD, 
Cltief Clerk. 
EXHIBIT E. 
Articles of agreement made and entered into at . the Quapaw Mission, in the Quapaw 
Reservation, Indian Territory, ·on the 19th day of March, 1884, by and between 
Charles Quapaw and the Quapaw tribe of Indians located in the Indian Territory, 
of the first part, and H. R. Crowell, of the State of Kansas, of the second part. 
The parties of the first part, for the consideration of three thousand dollars to them 
in hand paid by H. R. Crowell at the times hereinafter stated, have leased and rented, 
and by these presents do lease and rent, unto H. R. Crowell all that tract of land lying 
and being in the Quapaw ReserYation, and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at 
the Miami Reserve where said reserve joins the State of Kansas, thence east along 
the Sta.te line of Kansas to a point where a north and south line will strike the Qua-
paw Mission, and t·hence run due south. to the north line of the Peoria Reserve. Said 
leased line to leave Quapaw Mission out, or east of it, being the entire west part of 
said Quapaw Reserva~ion. 
To have and to hold the said tract of land unto the said H. R. Crowell for grazing 
purpose for the term of two years from the date of this lease, with the privilege of 
renewal every two years as long as said H. R. Crowell makes said payments as agreed 
upon. 
It is further agreed that said H. R. Crowell may fence said la.nd and make such im-
proveu•ents as may be necessary to carry on a general live-stock business. . 
It is further agreed that said H. R. Crowell is to make the payments for this lease 
as follows: Seven hundred and fifty dollars at the date of this, and seven hundred 
and fifty dollars every three months thereafter, beginning April 1st, 1884. 
It is further agreed that said H. R. Crowell may take his fences and improvements 
away at any time he wishes to give up said land, said fences and improvements being 
his exclusive property and under his sole control. 












J. W. EARLY. 
J. W. EARLY. 
J. W. EARLY. 
J. W. EARLY. 
J. W. EARLY. 
J. W. EAHLY. 
J. W. EARLY. 
J. ,V. EAHLY. 
Signers' names. 
CHARLES (his X mark) QUAPAW. 
JOHN (his X mark) MEDICINE. 
JOHN (his X mark) HUNKER. 
JAMES (his X mark) SILK. 
ANTWINE (his X mark) GHEENBACK. 
JOHN (his X mark) QUAPAW. 
BIG (his x mark) GEORGE. 
TOM (his X mark) CRAWFISH. 
WIDOW (her x mark) CRAWFISH. 
Wmow (her x mark) CEDAR. 
W\IDOW (her X mark) DAYLIGHT. 
FRANK (his x mark) BUCK. 
JOSEPH (his X mark) WHITEBIRD. 
RICHARD BUCK. 
ALPHONSO VALLIER. 
PASCHAL (his X mark) ~"ISH. 
JIMMIE (his X mark) YOUNG. 
DICK (his X mark) QUAPAW. 
H. R. CROWELL. 
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This is to certify that I, as interpreter of the Quapaw tribe of Indians on the Qua-
paw Reserve, Indian Teuitory, met with the tribe at the time they signed a lease of 
a tract of land to H. R. Crowell, of Kansas, and that I duly interpreted said lease to 
them, so that they individually understood what they1were signing, and all agreed 
and did sign said lease in rriy presence and in the presence of others. 
QUAPAW MISSION, 
Indian Ten·itory, Marek 19, 1884. 
ALPHONSO VALLIER, 
Acting lntm-p1·eter. 
Man. I Woman. Boy. Girl. I Total. 
Chief Charley Quapaw....... . . . ........ ..... .... .... ...... 1 1 1 1 I 4 
J ohn Medicine... .. ......... ... ...... . ... . . . . ... . .... .. . . . 1 1 1 .. . ..... , 3 
~~~~;rsw:~~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :: : : i i ~ ··· ·· ··· ! 
.Antwine Greenback... ... ............... . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 1 1 2 · 4 
~ltGJi~!i:: :: :  ~:: ~::::: ~:: ~::::: :: :::::: ::::: ::::::::: ~ i ~ ... .. . ~. i 
Widow Crawfish . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 1 2 4 
Widow Cedar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 
~~:: fu~Tl~~~~ ::: : ::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ... ... i ....... .. ~ . ...... ~. :::: ::: . i 
J oseph Whitebird. .. . . .. ... ...... .. . ...... .. . . ............ 1 1 . . . .. ... 3 
RicbardBuck . . . . .. .... ....... ........... .... .. . ...... .. . . . 1 .. . . .. .... ..... ... . ... .... 1 
.Alphonso Vallier ........ ~ . . .......... .. . .. .......... ... ... 1 ... ....... ... ..... . .. . .... l 
FrankVallier........ . ........ .. .......................... 1 . ....... 3 . .. . .... 4 
Paschal Fish........... ..... .. . .. . ..... ............... . ... 1 .: ..... .. : ....... . ···-- --- ~ 1 
'&~:~.;;::•.:::::::::::: ::::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::::::: i ........ i :::::::: ::::::::- .: 
We, the undersigned, have this 19th day of March, 1884, received the sums t~et op-
posite our resp~tive names, being in full for three months' rent of the Quapaw leased 
land: 
Witness. Names. I No. in I A.mt. re-







:nntt -_-_·_·_ '_· __ ··_·_·_ ·_· __ ·_-·-.·_·_·_-_·_·_·.·. · .. ·.·.· .· Charles (hisx mark) Quapaw .......... . ! 41 $60 00 
John (his x mark) Medicine .... .. . .. ... 3 45 00 
11 George Flint . ... . ......... . . , ........... John (hisxmark) Hunker....... .... . .. 3 I 45 00 
George Flint . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . James (his x mark) Silk . .. . .. .. .. .. 4 1 60 00 
George Flint . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .Antwine (his x mark) Greenback.. ..... 4 60 00 
George Fl!nt ....... ..... ... .. .... ...... . , .T ?hn (_his x mark) Quapaw .. .. .. . .. .. .. 5 75 00 
George Flmt .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Big (his x mark) George .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. 3 45 00 
George Flint . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . Tom Ibis x mark) Crawfish............ . 2 30 00 
George Flint . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Widow (her x mark) Crawfish..... . .... 4 60 00 
George Flint . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . Widow (her x mark) Cedar . . .... ....... 1 15 00 
George Flint . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. Widow (her x mark) Daylight.. ........ 2 30 00 
George Flint . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Frank Buck . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . 1 15 00 
George Flint . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . Jo,.eph (bis x mark) Whitebird......... 3 45 00 
~~~~:~: ~t~~~::: :: :~ ::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~t~~~~~~tlie~- --_· ·_·_·_ ·_ ~~---_ ~~:::: ·.-.-.~ ·_ i ~~ ~g 
George Flint .... , .......... ........... . ·1 Paschal (hi ~P x mark) Fish . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 15 00 
George Flint . .. .... ... ... .... .... ..... .. Ji_mmie (his x mark) Young............ 1 1 15 00 




This article of agreement made and entered into this 25th day of April, 1884, by and 
between the Prairie Band of Pottawatomie Indians now living ancl residing on the 
Diminished Pottawatomie Reservation , in Jackson County, Kansas, party of the first 
part, and T. J. Anderson & Co., of Topeka, in the County of Shawnee and State of 
Kansas, party of the second pa.rt, witnesseth: That the party of the first part has 
this day demised and leased, and by these presents doth demise and lease, unto the 
party of t-he second part, all of the following-described premises, being a portion of 
the Diminished Pottawatomie Reservation situated in J ackson County, Kansas, de-
scribed as follows : . 
Commencincr at a point on the eastern line of said Diminished ReservatiOn three 
miles north ol' the southeast corner of said reservation, thence due west about one 
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m1le to a wagon-spoke stake on top of ridge west of creek at intersection of wagon-
trail; thence north·westerly about one-fourth of a mile along crest ofridge near waO'on-
road to spoke or stake No.2; thence northwesterly in nearly the same course about 
two and a half miles to ~take No. 3, at a large granite boulder lying near crest of 
ridge, being about one-third mile west of a small willow tree; thence nearly north 
about one mile to stake No. 4, at a granite boulder at interseotion of wagon-trail 
where a gate is to be provided; thence in the same direction one-fourth mile further to 
take No.5; thence northwesterly about one-third mile to stake No. 6, at the top of 
mound near the crossing of Bridge Road, being about three miles from the east line of 
said reservation, thence nearly northwest about two miles to intersection of Holton 
wagon-road, where stakes for gate were set; thence on a line in the direction of 
P erry's Grove, on north line of said reservation, one-half mile, where stake was set; 
thence outhwesterly to a large tree with forked top on Little Soldier Creek, one-third 
of mile to stake at the head of draw; thence continuing the same course three-
fourths of a mile to stake at top of ridge ; thence nearly west one and one-.fourth 
mile to stake, said stake being on top of a ridge, a ridge about three miles south of 
Perry's Grove; thence nearly west, passing spring on the left to top of ridge where 
stake was set ; thence one and one-fourth miles farther in the same d~rection to 
crest of ridge, about two and a half miles from west line of said reservation; thence 
n01·thwest about one mile to intersection of wagon-road where stake for gate was set; 
thence in the same direction one mile farther to road crossing where stake for gate 
was set; thence continuing about the same course to north line of reservation one 
and one-fourth miles to top of bluff of Mes-que-wahk Creek where stake was set 
near cedar tree, being near the farm lines, between Page and Little ; thence on the 
north line of the original and Diminished Reservation to the northeast corner of 
said Diminished Reservation ; thence due south on .east line of said Diminished 
Reservation to place of beginning, excepting the east half of Section 28, T. 7, R. 15 
E. , occupied by Charles Sheppard. 
This lease is to exist and continue for a period of ten years, beginning on the first 
day of January, 1884, and ending on the thirty-first day of December, l tl93. During 
the continuance of this lease the party of the second part shall have peaceable and 
quiet possession of said premises and may use the same for pasturage, grazing, 
stock-raising, and stock-breeding, but for no other purpose, and may erect thereon 
such fences, yards, and other improvements as will promote the objects aforesaid. 
The party of the second part agrees to inclose the entire tract of land above de-
scribed with a substantial fence of at least three-double barb-wires, to keep the same 
in good repair until the end-..of this lease, and will complete the southern or curved 
and eastern lines of said fence on or before the tenth day of J nne, 1884, ancl the north-
ern line on or before the twentieth day of June, 1884; they will allow the party of the 
first part uninterrupted passage through the leased territory in all directions, and to 
that end they agree to and will make the necessary number of gates in their in-
closure. 
No portion of the leased land can be broken or cultivated; no rock, stone, coal, or 
timber found thereon can be disposed of or used by the party of the second part, ex-
cept rock or stone for building purposes on said premises, and down wood for fuel on 
said premises, and said party of the second part shall not introduce more white or 
other persons on said premi es than are necessary for the prosecution of the business 
objects before mentioned, and such pe1;sons shall be selected from the friends and not 
from the 'enemies of the party of the first part. 
No building or fences of any kind or description shall be removed from said premises 
during the continuance of this lease, and at its expiration the party of the second part 
shall deliver up to the party of the first part, without evasion, reservation, or equivo-
cation, the peaceable and quiet possession of said premises, with all of the houses, 
sheds, fencing, and other appnrtenances and improvements thereon. 
In considerat.ion for the use 'of said premises the party of the second part hereby 
promises and agrees to pay unto the party of the first part the sum of three thousand 
dollars ($3,000.00) per annum until the termination of this lease, in semi-annual in-
stallments of fifteen hundred dollars ($1,500.00) each, to be deposited in the First Na-
tional Bank of Topeka, in the State of Kansas, on the first day of May and on ·the first 
day of October of each and every year, subject to the order of check of the actmg head 
chief of said Prairie Band, which installments shall then be paid per capita to the 
party of the first part at their semi-annual annuity paymeDts made to them next sub-
sequent to the payment of installments by the party of the second part, by the agent 
of said band or by some pHsons elected by the council of aid band, and any failure/ 
on the part of the part.y of the second part to make the payments of fifteen hundred 
dollars ($1,500.00) each on the dates above named will render this lease void, the time 
of makiug said payments being of the essence of this contract, the first payment to 
be made May 1st, 1884. 
This leai'e cannot be transferred, neither can any interest in it be assigned, without 
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the consent of the party of the first part, and any attempt to make any transfer or 
assignment otherwise shall immediately render this lease null and void. 
It is expressly agreed and understood that the said party of the second part shall 
not allow any cattle or other stock, whether owned by them or others, to go through 
or from the premises hereby leased upon the remainder of the Djminished Reservation, 
and that if this provision of the lease is willfully or intentionally violated or broken 
by the said party of the second part, then this lease shall immediately become null 
and void . 
It is expressly agreed and understood that the members of the Prairie band resid-
ing upon said reservation are to have the right to remove and take from said leased 
premises any and all rock, stone, or coal, and whatever hay Charles Sheppard may 
require for his own use; and to cut and carry away any timber they may wish to use 
for buildings or other improvements upon t,he lands occupied by them, and their right 
of entry for said purposes is hereby reserved. 
It is expressly understood by the party of the first part that they are to receive the 
consideration for this lease of three thousand dollars ($3,000.00) per annum per capita, 
at their semi-annual annuity payments, as above stipulated, and it is only with that 
understanding that they sign this contract. 
It is expressly agreed and understood that an intentional violation of any of the 
provisions of this contract by the party of the second part will immediately render 
this lease null and void. 
For t he Prairie B~nd of Pottawatomie Indians: 
Shough (his x mark) nesse, Chief; Mas (his x mark) quas, Speaker; Pis-she 
(his x mark) dwin, Speaker; Nas-se (his x mark) Kah, Chief; Koch (his x 
mark) Koch, Brave; Weis (his x mark) Kah, Youngman; N-wahk (his x 
mark) tote, Youngman. 
T. J. ANDERSON & CO. 
(T. J. Anderson, J.D. Burr, J. B. Johnson, Engine Hogan.) 
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we were present when the foregoin~ con-
tract was signed; that the Indians whose names are signed hereto had authonty to 
sign for the tribe. That they fully understood the contract, and that the marks at-
tached to their names are genuine and were made in our presence, and that they are 
the same parties named. 
W itnesses-
ELI G. NEDEAU. 
GEORGE W. JAMES. 
JAMES V. BLANDIN. 
ExmBIT G. 
EXTRACTS FROM REPORTS MADE BY U. S. INDIAN INSPECTORS, UPON 
VARIOUS INDIAN AGENCIES, WITH REFERENCE TO LEASES MADE BY 
THE INDIANS FOR CATTLE-GRAZING PURPOSES. 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Insp. Gardner. Nov. 24, 1883. 
" * * * 3,117,880 acres of reservation have been leased by Indians t o certain par-
ties for grazing purposes for 10years from January !:i, 1883, at 2 cents per acre, equals 
$62,357.60, and 714,000 acre.s to other parties at same rate from Octobar 15, 1883, 
$14,800; total, $77,157.60; first payment all in cash. It is a small moiety of what the 
land is worth. Leases not for best interest of Indians and cash paymen ncourages 
idleness, dependency, gambling, & c. They now refuse to haul supplies as formerly. 
Do not care to work while they have money. Subsequent payments are to be half 
cash and half in stock cattle. * * *" 
Sac and Fox Agency, Insp. Gardner. Dec. 5, 1883. 
" * * * The Sac and Fox have decided not to lease l ands for grazing purposes." 
Quapaw Agency, Insp. Ga1·dner. Dec. 17, 1883. 
" * ~ * Chicago Cattle Company's privilege will expire March 1, 1884. They 
have nearly 700 acres fenced, within which they are feeding 1,000 cattle. The Qua· 
paws desire this fence removed on and after Aprill, 1884. The agent will so advise 
and instruct the company. ~ * *" 
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Kiowa, Cmnanche, and Wichita Agency, I. T., Insp. Benedict. June 28, 1884. 
" * * , * 75,000 head of Texas cattle on the reservation; they have no permit, the 
Indians refusing to lease their lands." 
Cheyenne and Ampaho Agency, I. T., Insp. Gardner. Sep. 23, 1884. 
11 The reservation contains 4,297,771 acres, of which 3,867,880 acres al'e leased for 
grazing pul'poses at an annual rentn,l of $76,357.60, paid semi-annually at the rate of 
$5 per capita. 
''Four hundred and seventy Indians under Stone Calf and others objected to the 
leases, and do not participate in the funds. Of the 430,000 acres remaining but little 
use is made by the agenC'·Y Indians. Only about 75 or 80 Indians have attempted. to 
cultivate small patches from one quarter to 20 acres, each aggregating about 480 acres, 
the yield from which is nothing but weeds and fodder. The Indians have no desire 
to become farmers, or to try to become self-supporting so long as the Government 
supports them in idleness, and they receive a cash payment of $10 per head from 
leased lands. 
"Th~ dog soldiers prevent those inclined to work-from working, consider them-
selves masters of the situation, and have defied the agent and the military at Fort 
Reno." 
Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita Ag'cy, I. T., Insp. Gardner. Oct. 3, 1884. 
"The reservation is well adapted to grazing purposes. It has been grazed by out-
side parties and sq ua wmen who pay no tax. ' 
Ponca, Pawnee, and Ot.oe Ag'cy, I. T., Insp. Ga1·dner. Oct. 17, '84. 
NEZ PERCE. 
"One-half of the reservation bas been leased at $2,000 per year in advance; lease 
runs 5 years. Asks if it would be void if t.he Indians are removed." 
PONCAS. 
"101,894 acres, one-half of which has been leased for 5 years at rental of $1,700. 
Lease does not interfere with Indian allotments; 700 acres are cultivated by the In-
dians." 
OTOES AND MISSOURIAS. 
"129,193 acres, one-balfleased at rental of $2,100; rent. paid to Oct. 1, 1885; lease 
does not interfere with farming operations. Otoes' reserve not adapted to agricult-
ural purposes." 
PAWNEES. 
11 283,020 acres, of which 150,000 acres have been leased at 3 cts. per acre. The In-
dians have under cultivation about 2,000 acres." 
Sac and Fox Agency, I. T., Insp. Gm·dner. Oct. 28, '84. 
"200,000 acres have been leased by Sacs and Foxes, at a rental of 2 cts. per acre 
Indians but little disposed to agricultural pursuits." 
Osage Agency, Ind. Ty., Insp. Gardner. Nov. 11, '!34· 
OSAGES AND KA WS. 
"Osage reservation has 1,470,000 acres, or which 376,000 are leased for grazing pur· 
poses at 3t cts. per acre per annum. Only a small moiety of remaining 1,100,000 acres 
is utilized by the Indians." 
KAWS. 
"Reservation has 100,137 acres, of which 52,000 acres leased at 4 cts. per acre, and 
50 cents for broken and cultivated land. The O~Sages should have made a similar 
stipulat,ion, but Juwe not. 
"W. J. Pollock, one of the Osage lessees, has 300 acres under cultivation." 
I' 
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Pottawatomie a~td G-reat Nemaha Agency, Kans. (Jackson Co.), Inspector Gat·dner. Nov. 
26, 1884. 
POTTA W ATOMIES. 
'' Indians have made grazing lease of portion of reservation at renta.l of $3,000, pay·-
able to head chief." 
EXTRACTS FROM ANNUAL REPORTS OF INDIAN AGENTS FOR 1883, IIA VING REFERENCE 
TO SAME SUBJECTS. 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, I. T. , Agent J . .D. Miles, .August l R, 1883. 
" * * * For a number of yea.rs the western portion of the Cheyenne and Arap, 
abo Reservation has been occupied by unauthorized cattle-men and their herds, who 
have been grazing without remunerating the Indians therefor, and in violation of 
Department orders. The parties thus holding cattle claimed to have secured the 
right to so hold by gaining the consent of a few individ11al Indians located on or in 
close proximity to the range occupied, and by paying them for the pl'ivilege. The 
reservation is held in common, and in justice to the Indians it is due that all hare 
alike in the advantages to be derived from this reservation. Ordel's have been 
promptly issued to such cattle-men to remove their cattle beyond the re ervation 
limits, and the orders were in most instances as promptly obeyed, but the reservation 
lines are only imaginary, and in a short time cattle would again be feeding on the 
lands they had so recently vacated. Troops have been called into action for the pur-
pose of enforcing the orders, all with the same result. 
On the 12th of December last the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians called a gen-
eral council to consider the propriety of leasing to responsible cattlemen for grazing 
purposes that portion of the reservation lying west of the Cantonment, the most of 
which they do not at present occupy. The action of this council was decidedly in 
favor of r ealizing from that part of the reservation. The facts were elicited that the 
country was not adapted to_ agricultnre; that freqnent droughts occurred; that they 
could not rel~· upon secllring a (lrop oftener than once in three years; tha.t in passing ' 
t hrough the States and on the Territory border they had noticed that white men 
only cultivate a part of their land, reserving a portion for grazing purpose . They 
deemed it policy to follow the example of white men. In accordance with the de-
cision of this council, on the 8th da.y of Jan nary, 1883, the Cheyennes and A.rapaboe , 
in open council, entered into agreements with the following-nam ed persons for graz-
ing privileges, and leased to each individual named, for a term of ten years, t.he num-
ber of acres set opposite his name, viz : 
Ed. Fenton, Leavenworth, Kans-·-·-······· ··········-·-· · ···· ·-···· .... 
William E. Malaley, Caldwell, Ks .. . .. ....... - ..........••......... -.- .. 
H. B. Denman, ·washington, D. C ...... --. _ ..•....•...... .... .... --·. _ .. 
J. S. Morrison, Darlington, Ind. Ter .............. _ ................ _ . ... . 
Lewis M. Briggs, Muscotah, Kans ............ _ .......... _ ............... . 
A. G. Evans, Saint Louis, Mo ... _ ......... _ ............................. . 









Total number of acres .............. _ .............................. 3, 117,880 
" At an annual rental of 2 cents per acre, amounting to $62,350.60, to be paid them 
in cash and cattle. On the 21st of May the :first semi-annual payment wa.s made to 
the Cheyennes and Arapahoes, amounting to $31,178.80, which amount was.received 
by them with no little pride and satisfaction, feeling that they are now actually earn-
ing money, which in fact becomes their own. They made judicious expenditures of 
the money thus received in purchasing needful articles. They realize that they will 
be compelled to purchase their own clothing and much of their subsistence the pres-
ent year. The next payment of rental will occur in October, and will consist largely 
of cattle. 
"In leasing these lands the Cheyennes and Ara11ahoes are deriving great benefits as 
tribes, in that they are receiving large.cash and cattle payments for g rass that has here-
tofore brought them no income, and all unauthorized cattle-holders are compelled to 
move their herds in compliance with Department orders and instructions, while it 
11rther relieves the Department of the necessit.y for an oversight of these lands. 
" The parties holding cattle under lease will not be encroached upon by those havin 
no agreement with the Indians, thereby settling a question that has been a source of 
much annoyance and one not easy to conirol. It is a prttctical move in the direction, . 
arld will at the expiration of the lease place the Cheyenne and Arapahoe lndjans be-
yond the necessity of assistance from the Government." 
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K ·iowa, Comanche, and Wichita Agency, I. T., Agent E. B. Hunt. Aug1tst li, 1883. 
' '"" * * The grass question seems to be the most difficult thing I have to contend 
with. I find it impossible to keep trespassing cattle entirely off the reservation and 
we are now crowded on all sides. It seems to do very little good to put them off, for 
jt ls found that cattle that have just been driven off will come back on the reservation 
as soon1as the police force advances. Our Indians are not disposed to rent the grass; 
yet if it is ll!;jed, it seems they should be paid for it. The greater portion of the 
4,300,000 acres grows up and is burnt down, but that along the border of the ref'lerva-
tion is consumed by trespassing cattle. The grass should be utilized in some way that 
will benefit the Indians, and if it is not possible to supply them with herds sufficient to 
consume it, it does seem as if the grass should be rented and the Indians receive the 
money for it." 
I 
Quapaw Agency, I. T., Agent D. B. Dyer. Aug. 16, 1883. 
OTTAWAS. 
" * * * A large part of their reservation is a wilderness which has never felt the 
tread of the plowman. They greatly desire to lease a part of it for grazing purposes, 
and thereby create at once a home market for their surplus crops and a handsome 
revenue for the tribe. They can read.ily rent it at ten cents per acre per year." 
Union Agency, I. T., Agent J. Q. Tufts. Aug. 31, 1883: 
CHEROKEE LEASED LANDS. 
11 * * * The Cherokees have collected tax from cattle-men for grazing on lands 
known as the' Cherokee strip,' lying in the northwest corner of the Indian Territory, 
for several years. Last year the sum received was over $40,000, and collected by the 
Cherokee authorities. In June last,· at the extra session, the Cherokee couneilleased 
the above-mentioned lands to a cattle company for a term of :five years, at lHl annual 
rental of $100,000. The company is entirely responsible, and as they pay the rent six 
months in advance, the action of the council was certainly wise. 
"The unoccupied lands ceded by the Creeks to the United States are covered with 
cattle on which tax is paid to no one. The owners of these cattle, and those whore-
fuse to pay taxes to the Indian authorities, are violently opposed to leasing Indian 
lands for grazing purposes, because, when the lands are leased, those oecupying them 
are compelled to pay for grazing or get out. There is no sense in permitting hundreds 
of thousands of dollars to burn up every year or go into the pockets of a few cattle-
owners, who will not pay a farthing for the feed, when it could be let to the hight>.-st 
bidder and a large revenue realized." 
FROM ANNUAL REPORTS OF AGENTS FOR 1884. 
Sonthm·n Ute,' Colo., Wm·1·e1t Patten, ag't. Aug. 25, 1884 . 
. "Last October these Indians leased a portion of their reservation to Mr. Edward 
Wheeler, of Fort Lewis, Colo., fOr grazing purposes, subject to the action of the Dep't, 
and were to receive $10,000 per year in advance for the privilege. This amount of 
money equally divided among the Indians, as it would have been had the lease been 
approved, would have gone far towards their support. The Department r efused to 
recognize any agreement of this kind, and of course it went by default. At the 
same time there is, and has been since the establishment of this agency, eattle graz-
ing on the reservation, for which the Indians receive no benefit." * * * 
Osages and Kaws, I. T., L. J . Miles, agent. Sept. 1, 1884. 
I 
"The Indians, realizing that they were being continually imposed on by stockmen 
allowing their cattle to drift over on to the reservation, and the difficulty of collect-
ing taxes for the same, determined to make some leases, along their borders, of lauds 
that were not occupied, both as a means of securing a greater income and as a pro-
tection to the balance of their reservation, the Kaws leasing the north half of their 
reservation, and the Osages making six leases, one on the west, three on the north, 
one on \he east, and one on the south, in all about 350,000 acres, for the- term of ten 
years, payable quarterly in advance, at from 3 cents to 4 cents per acre per annum. As 
a result the Kaws receive annually about $2,100, whereas under the ulcl system of 
charging for grazing the most they ever collected in any one year was $340, results 
at Osage being equally favorable. All these leases have been fenced b:r the parties 
securing them." * * "" · 
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Pawnees.-Ponca, <j·c., Ag'cy, I. T., J. W. Scott, ag't. Aug. 15, 1884. 
"* "' * ·During the past winter the reservation was overrun with range cattle, 
to the inconvenience of quite a number of Indian settlers. There being so many 
miles of open line exposed, and so great a number of cattle, it was impossible tore-
strain them. Where damage to Indian property was done by such stock, ample com-
pensation was, in nearly all cases, made . 
. "To avoid any inconvenience from this source in the future a majority of the tribe 
consented to lease, and leased about 150,000 acres of the reservation to responsible 
parties for a period of five years from June 1, 1884, at an annual rental of 3 cents per 
acre, payable in advance. The parties leasing have erected a good and substantial 
fence along the boundary line of tract so occupied, so there need be no excuse for 
trespassing stock hereafter. The tract of land leased was entirely unoccupied, ex-
cepting by two small settlements, to which wire will be furnished with which to fence 
all cultivated land. All the Arkan~;as River bottom within the limits of the reAerva-
tion, the Bear Creek, and Camp Creek Valleys are not included within the leased 
tract, and these afford ample room on which to locate every family belonging to the 
tribe on t he best farming land on the reserve." * * * 
"* * * All the tribes connected with this agency (Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe) 
have within the last six or seven months leased their unoccupied lands for grazing 
purposes, and the lands so leased have been inclosed with substantial wire fence. 
The income derived from theAe leases of lands, otherwise entirely unproductive, repre-
sents a substantial item in the support of the Indians. The Poncas receive $1,700 a 
year; the Pawnees about$3, 700; the Otoes $2,100, and the Nez Perces $1,000." * * * 
Iowas.-Sac and Fox Agency, I. T., I. A . Taylor, ag't. Aug. 11, 1884. 
"* * * Some time previous to my taking charge of· this agency, the Iowas en-
tered into a contract of lease for · cattle-grazing with Mess. C. C. Pickett, a licensed 
trader at this point., and E. B. Townsend, late United States special Indian agent, a 
copy of which lease is on file in this office." * " * 
Pottawatomies in Kansas.-Pottawatomie and G1·eat Nemaha Ag'cy, H. C. Linn, agent, 
Sept. 10, 1884. 
"* · " * The Pottawatomie Indians have a fine tract of land of 77,357 acres; they 
have more land than they require for their use ·from the fact that a portion of this 
band , numbering about 280 persons, reside in Wisconsin and Iowa. These Indians, 
therefore, leased to T. J. Anderson Company last March a tract for grazing purposes, 
comprised of the northeaAt corner of the reserve, containing about 20,000 acres, for a 
period of ten years, to receive a rental of $3,000 per annum, to be paid them semi-
annually as per capita." * * 
No.1. 
Copies of miscellaneous documents and co1-respondence on file and of record in the office of 
Indian ilffai1·s and Indian Division of the DtJpartme11t of the Intm·ior relating to leases 
of lands made by vm·ious Indian t?·ibes ·in the Indian Tm·t·itory to citizens of the United 
States fm· cattle-gmzing purposes. 
[Furnished in obedience to Senate resolution dated December 3, 1884 ; supplemental to S. Ex. Doc. No. 
54, Forty:eighth Congress, firRt session ; and embracing the following-named Indian lanc1s or reser-
vations, viz: Osage, Otoe, Ottawa, Pawnee, Peoria, and Miami, citizen Pottawatomies, Quapaw, and 
Sac and Fox, and unoccupied lands in the Indian Territory.l 
OSAGE AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY. 
OSAGES. 
OSAGE AGENCY, 
January 14, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: I ani in receipt of office letter L 21581, of December 4, 1883, referring to 
certain leases made by the Osage council to citizens of the United States of lands for 
grazing purposes, and transmitting a copy of a protest made by Ne-ka-ke-foh-nee 
and others against the action of said Osage council in making said leases, and especi-
ally one known as the Tulsa lease, and directing that I investigate and report on the 
m~~ . 
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In reply, allow me to say that the matter of leasing some unoccupied lands along 
the border of the Osage Reservation was agitated by the most enterprising cibizens 
among the Osages in the early part of the summer of 1883 for two reast,ns : 1 t. To 
give protection to stock-raisers of the nation; and 2d. As a matter of revenne to the 
nation from lands unoccupied. 
When the leases came to be located it was found impossible to make them in such 
a shape as woulcl be desirable and accomplish the end in view without inclosing the 
claims of a few Osage citizens. 
As the whole plan of making leases was to locate them, so they could be connected 
on the border of the reservation with a fence, and thus protect the entire reservation 
from outside stock, a protection that has been a growing necessity for years, and is 
apparent that if some means of protection cannot be instituted the citizens of the na• 
tion must give up their stock interest. 
The entire system of leases was discussed at length by the Osage National Council, 
and they determined to grant six leases, as has already been described in a previous 
communication on this subject, and to exempt the claims of parties belonging to the 
nation that were found to be inside of boundaries of said leases. 
I have met with nearly all the parties whose claims are thus situated, and not one 
of them so far has made any serious objections when they understand the matter. 
The claim made in above referred to petition that some of these were the most 
prosperous stock-growers in the nation is incorrect, as I know all the parties well, have 
visited them at their houses, and but one of them have any stock to speak of, and 
this one only from 50 to 100 head. None of them have improvements beyond a small 
house and field· of a few acres. Parties taking the lease are practical stock-men , and 
. are anxious that they should improve their claims that are accepted, and will take all 
the grain they can raise at a good price, and are perfectly satisfied that what stock ' 
they have shall run on the range where it is unmolested. · 
From all the information that I can gather, the only parties that are dissatisfied in 
regard to the whole matter are Mrs. Captain and h~r daughter, Mrs. Newman, whose 
claims are situated on Hominy Creek, several miles north of the north line of afore-
said lease, and whose cattle sometimes run up on Delaware Creek, which runs not far 
from and furnishes the water for the northern position of said lease. 
I have taken the affidavits of a number of parties that signed the aforesaid peti tion, 
and of officers of the Osage council. By affidavits numbered 1 and 2 of E. M. Math-
ews and Paul Aker, I think the truth is clearly established that no written pro~s t of 
parties signing said petition was withheld from the council except at the request of 
parties themselves; that they had an opportunity to enter their protest in person, and 
did so, which was duly considered by the council; that they made no proposit ion t o 
take the aforesaid lease themselves or any portion of it; that all the Osage Nat ion 
was duly representecl in said council, and that to their knowledge no improper influ-
ence was used in securing said leases. From the evidence, as shown by the affidavits 
of Ne-ka-ke-fah-na, Ne-koh-ko-la, and Mo-thah-ke-tah, numbered 3, 4, and 5, and I 
... will say by all others that I have conversed with on this subject, including near ly all 
those living within the boundaries of said lease, it will be seen that the only person 
t.hat manifested any interest in this matter was Mrs. Captain; that she went from 
place to place securing the signatures to a paper upon various representations, offer-
ing as an excuse that she would rather pay for the land herself or a portion of it, 
rather than have it pass into the hands of other parties. 
After carefully inquiring into the matter, I conclude: 
1. That Mrs. Captain and her daughter are the only ones that are dissatiPfied ; t hat 
they had ample opportunity to lay their claims before the counci.l ; t~~at the council 
acted, after due deliberation, as they thought for the best interests of the nation. 
2. That the Osage Nation was duly represented in said council. 
3. That no evidence of fraud or improper influence was used in securing said leases, 
and I recommend that the action of the council be sustained1 believing that they 
acted in good faith, looking to the best interests of the entire nation wit hout unduly 
infringing upon the rights of individual members thereof. 
Yours, very respectfull;y, 
Ron. HIRAM PRICE, 
Indian Comrni88ionet·. 
OSAGE AGENCY, 
Indian Territory, 88: 
[Inclosure No. 1.] 
L . J . MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
Edward Mathews, being fluly affirmed, deposes and says: That I am a member of 
the Osage Nation; that I reside at the Osage Agency, in the Indian Territory, and am 
thirty years of age ; that I was present at all the sessions of the Osage national coun-
ril, held the fore part of November, 1883~ and that I acted as secretary of the same; 
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tha t during said council a number of leases were made to white men of Osage lands, 
for grazing purposes, by said council ; that, among others, one lease was made to 
Crane & Lanim, of Independence, Kans., of land lying along t he creek border, known 
as the Tulsa lease ; that I have seen the petition forwarded to the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, signed l>y Ne-ka-ke-fa-na and others; that prior to the consideration 
of that lease by the council Mrs. Jane Captain gave me a written protest, signed by 
Mrs. Newman, against said lease; that Mrs. Captain and Bell Newman were present 
at all sessions of said council during the consideration of aforesaid leases; that when 
the Tulsa lease came up for consideration I went to Mrs. Captain and asked her if I 
should read her protest, and she said "No"; that said Mrs. Captain personally made 
her objections to said council; that said objection!! were duly considered by said coun-
cil, and council determined that the granting of said lease would not interfere with 
the legitimate rights of any one, and am satisfied that the council was not unduly in-
fluenced in any way by outside parties or members of the nation in the granting said 
leases; that parties obtaining leases were not permitted to have anything to say be-
fore said council. 
That I am acquainted with all the parties signing said petition, and that none of 
them ever made an.Y proposition to said council to take this lease, or any part of it. 
That said Delaware Creek was included in said lease in order to get water inside 
lease; that I am acqttainted with all the parties whose claims are excepted in said 
lease, and know that they have but little stock and little improvements. 
That the Osage council was duly elected by the entire nation, and that the claim 
that one band was not 1·epresented in sa.id nation, as stated in said petition, is false. 
That I was one of the clerks of the elect.ion of said council, near two years ago, and 
have been secreta:ry of said council since its organization. 
That said council acted in good faith in the granting of all s:1id leases, on behalf of 
the nation, and for the best interests thereof. That all the parties whose claims are 
within the limits of the aforesaid Tulsa lease have been notified, and not. one of them 
have made any claims or complaints to the council about the same. 
E. M. MATHEWS. 
Subscribed and affirmed to before me this fourteenth day of January, 1384. 
O SAGE AGENCY, 
Indian Territm·y. 
[Inclosure No.2.) 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
Paul Aken, being duly affirmed, deposes and says: That I am an Osage Indian; that 
I reside near Osage Agency, Indian 'l'erritory, and am - years of age; that I was 
present at all the sittings of the Osage national council, held the fore part of Novem-
ber, 1883, and acted as interpreter for the same; that during said council several leases 
were made to citizens of the States of land for grazing purposes, among others one to 
Crane & Lanim for a tract of land on the south part of the reservation , known as 
t he Tulsa lease ; that I am acquainted with all the parties signing a petition to the 
Qommissioner of Indian Affairs, against the action of the council in this lease; that 
during t he session of the council or at no other time was there any petition from any 
of said parties, or any oth er person, against the granting of said lease; that Mrs. 
J ane Captain was present during all the sittings of said council, when the lease ques-
tion was under consideration, and made personal objections to the granting of said 
lease; that her objections were made direct to the councH, she speaking good Osage ; 
t.hat the council fully considered her objections, and determined that the granting of 
said lease would not interfere with her legitimate rights; that all the parties living 
within the boundaries of said lease were duly considered and their claim accepted; 
that I am acquainted with all the parties within the bounda1·ies of said lease and 
know tbat they have not now nor ever have had much stock; that said lease was made 
to cross Delaware Creek for the purpose of getting water; that I do not think that Mrs. 
Capt ain has any reasonable grounds of complaint, as she has one of the best ranges 
in t he n ation outside of said lease. 
PAUL AKEN. 
Subscribed and affirmed to before me this 16th day of January, 1884. 
OSAGE AGENCY, 
Indian Ter1·itm·y, ss: 
[Inclosure No.3.] 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Ne-kah-ke-fah-ne, being duly affirmed, deposes and says, that I am an Osage Indian ; 
that I am about eighty years old; that about two months ago Mrs. Captain came to 
me with a paper that she wanted me to sign. I had her read the paper to me, and 
said it was a petition to the Commissioner of Indian Afl'airs against the action of the 
' 
/ 
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Osage council in leasing some Osage lands to white men for grazing cattle on; that 
the lease on the south part of the reservation took in several members of the Osage 
Nation that have stock; that she and her son-in-law would pay the nation three and 
one-ha1f (3t) cents per acre for all that on the north side of Delaware Creek if the 
Osages wanted to lease it, to graze their cattle on. I told her the council had the au-
thority to lease the Osage lands, and did not think it would do any good; she wanted 
me to sign, and I signed it, thinking it would be for the benefit of tho people inside. 
I have seen several of the persons that are inside the pasture since the lease was let, 
and they made no objections about the matter. 
L.A. WISMEYER, I 




Subscribed and affirmed to before me this fourteenth day of January, 1884. 
L. J. MILES, 
Indian Agent, 
I certify that I have fully explained the foregoing to the ps,rty signing the same: 
and am satisfied that he understands the same. 
OSAGE AGENCY, 
Indian Territory, 88: 
[Inclosure No. 4.] 
AUGUSTUS CHANTANE, 
Interpreter. 
Ne-ka-ko-lay, duly affirmed, deposes and says, that I am am Osage Indian; that I live 
on Hominy Creek, about 15 miles from Osage Agency; th~t about two months ago 
I was at Mo-sha-ke-tas, in the South part of the reservation, with other Osages; that 
while there Mrs. Jane Captain came where we were with a paper she wanted us to 
sign ; that she said the Osage council had made a lease of part of our land to graze 
cattle on ; and that they were going to inclose the land with a wire fence; and that 
she wanted the fence south of Delaware Creek; that she would pay for part of the 
land at 3t cents per acre rather than let them fence north of Delaware Creek; that 
t hese white men were treating the Osages just like children. 
I have seen several of the parties whose claims are inclosed in said le~se, but never 
heard them say anything about the lease. I signed the petition upon the representa-
tion made by Mrs. Captain that it would be better to have the fence south of Dela-
ware Creek. That a number of others signed it at the same time. 
L. A. WISMEYER. 




Subscribed and affirmed to before me this fourteenth day of January, 1884. 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
I hereby certify that I have fully explained the foregoing to the party signing the 
same, and am satisfied that be understands the same. 
OSAGE AGENCY, 




Mo-sha-ke-tah, being duly affirmed, deposes and says, that I am an Osage Indian, 
and live about three miles above Mrs. Captain, on Hominy Creek; that about two 
months ago she came .to me with a paper she said was a petition to the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs at Washington; that some white men were going to build a fence 
south of us, and that it would interfere with our range, and that she wanted me to 
sign the paper. I told her I did not want to sign the paper, and she went on to 
where some Osages where camped; and when she came back I saw that N e-ka-ke-fa-na 
and others had signed the paper, . and thought they knew what was best for the 
Osages, and she asked me to sign it, and I signed. Mrs. Captain said she wanted the 
fence to go sout.h of Delaware Creek. Mrs. Captain said she would pay 3t cents per 
acre if the council would give the lease to her. I have seen a number of the parties 
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living inside the boundaries of which they say this pasture is to be, and have never 
beard them make any objections to the lease; only beard Mrs. Captain and her son-
in-law objecting to it. 
L. A. WISMEYER, 




Subscribed and affirmed to before me this 14th day of January, 1884. 
L. J. MILES, 
United States Indian Agtmt. 
I hereby certify that I have fully explained the foregoing to the person signing the 
same, and am satisfied that he understands the same. 
PETER BIGHEART. 
I nterpi·eter. 
PONCA, PAWNEE, AND OTOE AGENCY, INDIAN 1'ERRITORY. 
OTOES AND MISSOURIAS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
February 2, 1884. 
SIR: I inclose herewith copies of letters received in this office from C. M. Warren, 
November 30, W. D. Barnes, December 1, and C. M. Warren, December 8, 1883, rela-
tive to certain leases of lands on the Otoe reserve for grazing purposes, and conflict-
ing interests arising thereunder. 
Yon are directed to make a thorough investigation into the several matters com-
plained of and report thereon to this office as early as practicable. · 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN W. SCOTT, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissi<nurr. 
Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency, 
Indian Territory. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency, March 6, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to office letter, L. 22227-83, dated 2d ultimo, inclosing copies of 
communications addressed to the Department by C. M. Warren and W. D. Barnes in 
relation to grazing leases on the Otoe Reservation, I have the honor to 8Ubmit the 
following statement: The whole trouble originated in a rivalry between Warren and 
McClellan as to which should secure a lease of the Otoe reserve for grazing pur-
poses. 
Some of the statements in Warren's long communication are correct, but most of 
them are mere surmises. McClellan has fenced a portion of the Otoe Reservation, in-
cluding a strip along the south line half a mile wide and four or five miles long. 
This was done without consulting the Indians or the agent, and for the purpose of 
including in his range some springs situated on the strip in question. McClellan did 
feast the Indians in order to sec me their good will, and W aiTen did the same; and 
each bad a faction in the tribe friendly to his interests. I believe it is true that my 
predeces or and his on ditl what they could to favor McClellan; at least, they were 
hostile to Warren ; but I have no reason to suppose they bad any pecuniary interest 
in the matter. 
The charges against the interpreter are gratuitous, and some of them I know to be 
unfounded. Derwin, I am informed, was removed on the recommendation of In-
spector Benedict, and the present interpreter, Kirwan Murray, was sent by him from 
the Iowa Resel'Vation, ha.ving been previously unknown to Mr. Woodin. This matter 
was stm in agitation at the time I assumed charge of the agency. 
The proposition of both Warren and McClellan was for a general lease of the reser--
vation, without fencing or restriction of any kind. This, it appeared to me, would 
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put a stop to all farming on the part of the Indians by exposing their crops to inevi-
table destruction. I therefore stated to the Indians, and to the parties wanting this 
lease, that any arrangement of the kind should confine the lessee to a specified por-
tion of the reservation, and require an effective fence around the same. All partied 
:finally agreed to this, but it was found impossible for the Indians to agree among 
themselves as to which party should have the lease, and the matter seems to have 
quietly dropped. 
W. D. Barnes is a young quarter-blood Otoe, who has a few cattle on the reservation, 
just as many of the Indians have. He has a perfect ri~ht to keep them, and I am only 
sorry more do not exhibit the same thrift and enterprise. 
Very respecUnlly, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
PAWNEES. 
JOHN W. SCOTT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
PAWNEE AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
May 15, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: We, the undersigned chiefs, headmen, and members of the Pawnee tribe, 
do hereby protest against the leasing, viz, any part of our reservation, for grazing 
purposes to cattle companies. . 
Two general councils were held at· this agency not long ago by Mr. Bennett (who 
owns the cattle) with the Indians before Reese Pickering (clerk in charge) about 
l easing part of our reservation for grazing purposes. 
At the :first council a proposition was laid before the Indians by Mr. Bennett at 2 
cents an acre for the term of ten years. Some of the Indians (the interested parties) 
wanted to lease at that price without taking anything into consideration. dome op-
posed it on the grounds which will be given below. 
A proposition was then made at 2i cents ; then: at 3 cents per acre for the term of 
:five years, but still the majority opposed it. Then the interested parties tried to stop 
some of 'the leading members from speaking against the lease. When they failed (the 
so-called civilized Indians) they then told the Indians to ask Mr. Bennett for 10 
beeves, which they well knew would turn the Indians in their favor. Mr. Bennett 
promised to give them the 10 beeves they asked for when the lease was made all right. 
That turned good many for lease; but it was finally decided to hold another council 
before our aO'ent, Dr. J. W. Scott. 
The second council was held soon afterwards in the office, before Reese Pickering 
(clerk in charge). Agent Dr. J. W. Scott somehow could not a;ttend. At the second 
council it was decided by a majority of the chiefs and people that they did not want 
to lease any part of our reservat.ion. 
The interested parties then behaved shamefully, cowardly, unmanly, unworthy to 
be called gentlemen. Some of them threaten the lives of persons who differ and op-
posed their scheme. One man (a lieutenant whom we thought was there to see that 
the council went on all right) tried to create a disturbance in the council. He made a 
fiery personal speech and tried to assault a member of the council who opposed the 
scheme. 
Had it not been for some of the more manly and cooler headed police (who put him 
down), would have made a success of it. One man went so far as to challenge any-
body (who opposed him) to go out and fight him. Our interpreter then tried tore-
sign his position as an interpreter just because he was defeated in his scheme with 
the monopolists. Another man (called civilized) tried to injure a member of the tribe 
who opposed the lease while in the store. These old parties having the power care 
not for the rights of the people, but are ambitious for more power. We know the 
educated, enlightened, rising generation is springing up in our midst, and these par-
ties know of it. They are very much worried. They fear that their power will soon 
have to be taken from them. This is their object f.:>r bulldozing and brute force, 
which is the old way of doing things. When they cannot accomplish that, then 
feasting, apologizing, bribing is their object. 
We have it on good authority that some of the strongest men for lea,se were bribed 
by these cattle-men-money to be paid to them if t,he scheme went through all right. 
The scheme was a failure. The bribed parties are now making feasts and bribing 
among the Indians in the interest of the same cattle company, Hewins and Bennett, 
the object being to raise the question of leasing our lands for grazing purposes to the 
same company again. Therefore we call your attention to these facts: 
1. We oppose it because it would be a disadvantage to the progress of civilization of 
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our people, and against the wishes and welfare of the people of the United States. 
We feel that they (Pawnees) will depend upon the few beeves or the little rental 
money they (Pawnees) should receive from the ?Ompany. 
With this object in view they would not be advanced any, but rather put them at a 
standstill for many years. And suppose they did lease, and fence part of our reserve 
now in question, what benefit would the Indians get from it f 
2. We oppose it because the part where the company want to lease is the best part 
for farming purposes, and the majority of our people have claims there, living on 
them; but they need protection from the encroachment of cowboys and cattle. With 
the experience we h ave had with cattle on this reservation in the past two years is 
enough proof to convince any one with common sense that it would not do to lease our 
land to cattle companies. 
3. We oppose it because it is a scheme of the money corporation, whose sole object 
is to further their own interest, and not for the welfare of the Indians and the Gov-
ernment of the United States. 
4. We oppose it because we ha>e not enough ---lands more than we can use. 
The whole Pawnee tribe oppose the lease, and, in the situation they are in, compare 
the small rental money or beeves to t.hat of damages by cattle to crops and hay; and 
the trouble that would bring on with cattle men, besides the trouble t,o the Govern-
ment in trying to promote civilization and peace. · 
Therefore we say the Indians and the Government of the United States would de-
rive nothing for leasing to cattle companies. It would far more be worse than now. 
The Indians would be discouraged, except a few who would get the full benefit from 
it. 
So we, the undersigned chiefs, head-men, and braves, and others do implore upon 
the Department not to notice or approve of any letter from the Pawnee Agency, In-
dian·Territory, about lease. 
We remain your obedient servants. 
(Signed:) 
Commanche (his x mark) Chief, principal Chief Skeedee band; Tek-tay-sah-
coddie (his x mark), Chief Kit-ka-hock; Good (his x mark) Chief, Chief 
Kit-ka-hock; Lone (his x mark) Chief, Chief Kit-ka-hock; Frank (his x 
mark) White, Chief Chowee; L e-sab-re-cha-rox (his x mark), Chief Petaw-
haw-erat; Chu-ca-ah (hit> xmark), Captain of Police; Charlie White (his x 
mark), Policeman; Knife Chief (his x mark); Charlie Murie ·(his x mark); 
James Murie, jr. (his x mark); William Bayhylle; Mark L. Rutter; McPher-
son Janney; Roo-rah-ree-ray-sah (his x mark); George Susie (his x mark); 
Clark (his x mark) Rickets; Albert Long; Bob White (his x mark); Dick 
(his xmark) Lushbaugh; Pipe (his x mark) Chief, Chief Chowee band. 
We, the undersigned, witnessed the signatures above, and the story they have told 
you is all true. 
Very respectfully, 
HARRY COODS. 
JAS. R. MARIE. 
Hon. COMMISSIONER OF I NDIAN AFFAIRS. 
ANDALPSIA, ROCK ISLAND COUNTY, ILLINOIS, 
March 23, 1884. 
SIR: Again I feel compelled by a sense of duty to intrude on your time and atten-
tion, not for personal ends, but to prevent a grievous wrong, preparing by nefarious 
means to be inflicted on poor, deserving, ignorant people, who have always been in 
fri endship with the United States; I mean the Pawnee Indians. 
Cattle companies are now trying to get control of the P awnee Reservat,ion, and are 
working, as I think, by bribery, through Baptiste Bayhylle, a half-breed Mexican and 
Pawnee, and Nelson Rice (who calls himself a full-blood, but I think is not). 
These men are the most unprincipled men in the tribe. They have been the fruit-
ful source of most of the difficulties th at agents have encountered, and have done more 
to convert inspectors and those who listen to them into official and moral cesspools 
than all others in the tribe. Their aim and constant effort is to prey off the Govern-
ment and people. 
Baptiste Bayhylle is one of those persons express1y excepted by name in the only 
treaty now existing with the Pawnees, and to whom 160 acres in scrip was set apart 
and accepted by him in lieu of all claims as an Indian on the United States. Yet this 
man sold his scrip, stole back to the tribe, and has been receiving full rations and 
annuity and official pay ever since, and as interpreter for most of the 'time. 
· Bayhy lle, or Bat, as he is familiarly called, has been the terror of agents, bulldozing 
all the Quaker agents ever sent until I became agent. He tried it on me and signally 
S. Rep. 1278-37 
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failed. Then he raised hell generally and I had a stormy time. But I got my grip 
on him and held him the .balance of my time as agent. Since then be bas been re-
gaining his hold on tl:.e wilder part of the tribes by occasi<mally making a feast 
(slaughtering a beef) and inviting them. 
Now, to lease the reservation to cattle companies would be to undo all that has been 
so laboriously accomplished for the civilization of this people, by inducing them to 
scatter out from the villages and locate and improve farms. I commenced that pro-
cess at once on t aking charge of the agency. I completely broke up one village and 
badly demoralized all the remaining ones. · 
Now the people are scattered alono- Black Bear Creek, from the west line of there-
serve to its month, also all around the northern part of the Arkansas River, also a 
settlement in the south end of the E'rank White settlement, on Lagoon Ureek, south-
east from the agency, and one band is scattered in the middle and on the west side. 
The only salvation for the Pawnees is to keep the cattle men out until the reserva-
tion is inclosed with a barbed wire fence on the east and west line from the Arkansas 
to the Cinnamon, aucl then every individual Pawnee farm separately inclosed b~1 the 
same kind of fence. Then the Inclia.ns would be safe to take in eat;tle to pasture by 
the head at so much per month. But in no case would it do to let cattle men have 
control inside, unless it is the policy (which I don't believe) to give over those poor 
people to certain destruction. Let me entreat you to interpose your just authority 
to prevent the infliction of such an undeserved calamity upon them. 
The amount of one year's annuity I am sure would inclose the two sides and the 
south end and each individual farm with a substantial three-wire fence. This would 
give the Pawnees a mighty lift on the road of civiliz-ation. That can nevet· be accom-
plished hy the present system of annual distribution of goods that are largely squan-
dered and wasted. · 
Please excuse my boldness in thus a-ddressing you . I have no personal interest to 
serve in this, but write because there does not seem to be any one else to tell you the 
unvarnished facts . I send for your perusal a letter fi·om Chu-caah, captain of Pawnee 
police, a man whom I am proud to know claims me as his brother. He is as honest, 
truthful, faithful, and brave a man as I ever had the honor to kno·w. James Murie, 
mentioned in the letter, is a bright young Pawnee, who returned home from Hampton 
after I left the agency. · 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. H. M. '!'ELLER, 
Sem·eta1·y of the Interior. 
E. H. BOWMAN, 
Late United States Indian Agent for Pawnees. 
[Inclosure.] 
PAWNEE AGE,NCY, -IND. T., Ma1'ch 12, 1884. 
DEAR BROTHER: I was glad to receive your good letter, and I am sorry I did not 
answer it soon. I thank you for your picture; it is before me clay and night. For I 
like to see you, for I used to get good advice from you. . 
Last spring I planted some corn, and now I see that labor brings money. I had 
plenty money this winter because I had plenty corn. 
Last faU Capt. R. Pickering help11llle, and I sowed some wheat. Bro., I want you 
to k:riow one thing, that is, there's many cattle on the reservation belonging to cattl~ 
comp.anies. They are a great t rouble to us. Some cattle companies "\Yantecl to lease 
part of our r eservation. We did not lease it to t.hem. Bro. Baptist, Rice are now 
working among· the Pawnees. They were bribe by white men . 
They are working among Indians, holclin'g fea~t, bulldozing, :tncl tryin~ brute force 
to get others to get on their "side. Mr. Rice tried to take James Murie's life just be-
cause he spoke for his people. We are having quite an excitement here lately. 
Brother Ralph is on that side, and is in favor of leasing, and I do not agree with him. 
He does not speak, or even notice me. He would not read the letter to me, so I got 
James to read it for me. 
You know I promised to w1·ite to you if there was any trouble at this place. Write 
to our agent, and tell him what you think. Bro., help me. I know you will. I do 
not want to lease just; may after while. I have found a good friend who is 'now 
writing for me. 
If you would like, or if you think would be best to say something to Commissioner 
at Washington about our trouble, please do so . 
. You know Indians do not like me. I heard· Baptiste was trying to discharge me 
just because I was not in favor of lea~es . I know agt. has more to do with it than 
Bat., so I don't trouble myself about it. 
Remain your bro., 
CHA-CAAH. 
Dr. E. H. BOWMAN 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Ponca, Pawnee, and Otoe Agency, MaTch 31, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to submit the following report of affairs at Pawnee Agency 
for the month of March, 1884. 
On the 19th instant t he chiefs anclleadiug men of tl1e tribe again met to consider 
the advisability of l ,asing for a term of years (five) the unoccupied portion of their 
lands tor grazing purposes, sa.icl l:wd.s to be inclosed with a go.od substantial fence. 
The general feeling w'us favomble to snch lease, the contract. for which was signed 
by a m~1jority of the cl1iefs n,ncl leading men of the tribe. Some opposition to the 
lense exists in the Pntnk ·white band, who have located within the proposed line of 
fence, a ud who do not relish the idea of snbm.itting to the will o.f the mnjority of the 
tribe. 
I think that with time o deliberate there will be but slight dissatisfaction in this 
party: While being anx ious that peace and harmony should exist nmong this peo-
ple, desiring thai they should legislate this question among themselYes without iniiu-
ence from outside sources, I am conJiclent that in leasing their lands they have actetl 
in accordance with good judgment and for the best interest of a maJority of their 
people. * • * * * 
Very r espectfully, 
JOHN W. SCOTT, 
U. S. 11tc1ian Agent. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of .lndian Affairs. 
SAC AND FOX AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY. 
CITIZEN POTTA W ATOMIES. 
SHAWNEETOWN, INDIAN 'rERRITOR:Y, 
Janua1·y 7, 1884. 
SIR: There is a talk going the rounds of the people of this country about leasmg 
the Pottawatomie reserve to cattlemen. Now, the act of Congress says that the Pot-
tawatomies cannot lease, rent, nor sell, of which every one plainly sees and knQws, 
but those parties that are wantillg the Lflase went to work and appointed a committee 
of five men to rule the tribe against the wishes, and effected a lease ·without the con-
sent of the Indians. 
The committee thus appointed repeived money direct from cattlemen to go on with 
the business, and u.lso appointed their own delegates to go to Washington to consult 
the Secretary of the Interior about approving the lease for them; also about getting 
moneys clue t.he Pottawatomies from the Government, but the delegates that are there 
at Washington are· not legally elected; only one man was elected, and that was Ste-
phen Negumkwet; he was elected by the Indians, not by cattlemen. 
But for all that the Indians clone, the cattlemen's party hurried off in order to see 
that the lease be approved by the Secretary of the InteriorJ also by the President, 
without saying a word to tl1e Pottawatomies. Now, the parties leasing the Potta-
watomies reserve in the Indian Territory are not residents of the Territory; they re-
side in the town of Wichita, county of Sedgwick, State of Ka,nsas. 
This is not all; the ma,jority vote does not carry nor elect a person to· any office in 
this Indian Territory on tside of the five nations; it has to l1e a solid vote or none at 
all. 'l'he Potta,watomies do not want any lease; it will be a ruin to the country as it 
is at the present; the country is made a rendezvous of by outlaws and whisky peddlers 
from the States, a,ncl bringing or leasing the country to cattlemen would make it 
altogether a white man's country, and where would the Indians go toV This is what 
those cattlemen and their committee an<1 delegates want. . 
Even the agent of the Sac and Fox Agency is concerned in the affair ; he does not 
know anything about the Pottawatomi.es and their country, although he is there to 
sec to Indian affairs; but still he, the agent, grants permits to white people to reside 
in the Indian country ag:.tinst the wishes of the Inrlians. ' 
I hear some of the whites boa,sting as to how they received permits merely by pay-
ing a, few dollars to said agent. The Pottawatomies do not want any lease, nor do 
not waut any whites to reside within their reserve. 
The Pottawatomies are at peaco with the neighboring tribes, a,nd by leasing their 
country ·would cause trouble. . 
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rrhe Shawnees, on the s:tme reserve, are diss:.ttisfied as to the leasing of said reserve; 
it wortld cause them to lose most of their stock, for reason an Indian cannot stand 
competition with a white man. 
The white traders arc causing enough trouble among the Indians without h tw ing 




Hoping you will take this matter into consideration, and see that the Indian is 
t reated rightly. , 
W ASHINGTQN, D. C., .ilp1·il 23, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to ille herewith a copy of a leaSe (or permission to graze), of 
date the 28th day of No vern ber, 1883; entered into by and between the Citizens' band 
of Pottawatomies of the Indian Terri tory, of the first part, and Catherine Greiffen-
stein, of Indian blood, and a resident of fottawatomie reserve, In"lian Territory, of 
the second part, wherein and whereby there is a permission given to said Catherine 
Greiffenstein, of Indian blood, as aforementioned, the right to gmze and to herd cattle 
over and upon a tract of land consisting of about 400,000 acres of land, tho same being 
the surplus lands of the Pottawatomie reserve, in the said Indian Territory, at the 
annual rental of 2t cents per acre. 
This lease (or permission to graze), as you will observe, is signed by Anthony F. 
Navarre, John Whitehead, Davis Hardin, and Peter Pamn)are~ke-duck (Peter the 
Great), and P eter Moose, for and on behalf of the Citizens' band of Pottawatomies, 
and Catherine Greifl'enstein for herself. 
It would be, perhaps, proper for me to state so mew hat the history of this transaction, 
·that you may have a clear idea of the preliminary proceedings prior to the execution 
of this lease. . 
It seems that one George L. Young, a resident of Kansas, h :td entered into a bar-
gain or agreement with certain persons, citizens of the State of Kansas, by which he 
agreed, for and in consideration of a certain sum, that he would procure a lease from 
the Citizens' band of Pottawatomies for such ·persons as he had bargained and agreed 
with. 
This mformation coming to the knowledge of the Pottawatomies, a meeting was 
held of the council, near Sa·cred Heart Mission, in the Indian Terri1,ory, and upon the 
Pottawatomie reserve, the object of the meeting being to get an expression of senti-
ment in regard to leasing the surplus land of their reserve for t.he grazing of cattle. 
At sn0h meeting, which was h eld on the 29th day of October, 1883, such meeting 
being a geueral council of the Citizens' band of Pottawatomies~ notice having been 
previously given to all the bands, together with those residing on the reserve, tbe 
question arose whether the council were in favor of leasing to Reford R. Bertrand, 
which said lease had been procured f1'0rn two Indians, nembers of the Citizens' band 
of Pottawatomies, and without any a uthority from the council, :tnd which bad been 
• procured by the said George L. Young. 
A motion having been put in the uouncil whe~her the said council were in favor of 
the allegeu lease, tho vote resulted una.uimously against the lease, and a direction 
was given, and a committee appointed fur that pnrppose, by which Anthony 1<'. Na-
varre, Peter Moose, Davis Hardin, Peter the Great, and Johu Whitehead were consti-
tuted a committee to negotiate a lease for and on behalf of the Citi?":ens' band of Pot-
ta,watomies, and to execute the same. ; 
Snch committee was instructed to publish a noti ce requesting the parties intere~tecl 
in the gmzing of cattle to bid openly for the permission to graze their cattle upon tb('. 
surplus 1ands of the Citizens' band of Pottawatomies. This notice, it appears, was 
published for three consecutive weeks between the date ot the council and the date 
of the permission to graze (a copy of which is herewith transmitted). ' 
The bid of Catherine Greiffenstein, of India.n blood, having been the highest bid, 
she having bid at t he rate of 2t cents per acre for the permission to graze cattle upon 
the surplus lands of the Pottawatomie tribe, was accepted, and as herein shown by 
the copy of lease (or permission to graze), which is transmitted herewith, a lease (or 
permission to graze) was entered into by and between the Citizens' b~nd of Potta-
watomies, acting through their duly elected committee, and saicl Catherine Greitfen-
stein. 
By an act of May 23, 1872 (17 Stat., p. 159) , an act entitled ."An act to provide 
homes for the Pot.tawatomies a.ncl absentee Shawnee Int1ians of the Iudian Territory," 
it is, among other things, provided th:o~t the Secretary of tbe Interior be, and he is 
h ereby, authorized to issue certificates by which allotments of land lying within a 
thirty-mile-square tract, heret.ofore selected by the Pottawatomie I11tli~Lns, and lying 
next to the Seminole reservation in the Indian Territory, shall be nwllo a part of the 
reserve of the Potta\vatomie band, known as the Pottawatomie Citizens' band. 
It was further provided that certificates of such allotments should be made in sev-
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eralty, specifying the names of the individuals, and that such tracts should be set 
apart for the exclusive and perpetual use and be e:fit of such assignees and their 
l1eirs. · 
A.nd it further provided that until otherwise provided by law such tracts should be 
exempt from levy, taxation, or sale, and should be alienable iu fee or lease, or other-
wise disposed of, only to the United States, or to persons of Indian blood lawfully 
residing within said Territory. 
It seems tbat the act 9f May 23, 1872, has not been fully complied with on be-
half of the United States; that c~ti:ticates of allotment have not issued, as therein 
directed, except in a few instances; and although the Pottawatomie Indians have 
paid in full for their lauds, and bold under said act the exclusive and perpetual use 
of the land, there is a large surplus of land still remaining which is not covered by 
1 he certificates of allotment which should have been issued under the act of May 23, 
1872. This land then being outside of the lands allotted, is land held in common for 
the perpetual use and benefit of the Citizens' Band of Pottawatomies, and that in 
equity, in justice, and in law they are entitled to as full and free possession and use 
of snch laud as any citizen of the United States; and among other uses is the right 
of agricultural pursuits and grazing cattle upon the lands, the latter right whieh 
they have exercised by a lawfully and legally executed permission given to a member 
of t.heir tribe, and in direct confm·mity with the act of May 23, 1872, which provides 
in terms that a lease or a sale of lands in fee can be made by the Pott:1watomies in. 
severalty, or as a tribe to the United States, or to a per,;on of Indian--
Allow me to state, Mr. Secretary, that in my opinion the right of the citizen band 
of Pottawatomies to give a permission to ~raze is a right that not only should be 
recognized by yourself, but shoulcl be approved under the act of Ma,y 23, 1872, and 
while I agree with you in your letter of January 12, 1884, found upon page 1 of Sen-
ate Executive Document No. 54, that it is a good policy to deeline to r ecognize any 
leases entered into by individuals, I desire to state that an examination of the several 
laws relating to the Indian tribes has not so far shown to me the affirmative right on 
the part of an Indian tribe or indiyidual to make a lease, as is set forth in the act of 
May 23, 1872. . 
The annual rental is more than has been paid or offered by others seeking the same 
permission on other Indian lands, and it would seem to me to be an injustice to the 
Indians to refuse to allow them to give such permission to graze, and tllns take from 
them a revenue and leave them in their now dependent condition, a burden on i l1e 
charity of the Government, whereas they should be self-sustaining. 
I am, very respectfully, yours, 
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interior, City. 
A.. A.. THOMAS, 
Attm·ney for Catharine G1·eijfenstein, 
Membtrr of the Citizens' Band of Pottawatornies. 
No.8 GRANT PLACE, 
WASHINGTON, D. C ., .Ap1·il 31, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: A large number of the Indians who live in the Indian Territory are of 
the opinion that by virtue of leases or contracts with cattlemen for grazing purposes, 
that members of the tribe will not have, after the execution of such leases, the right 
to bring in cattle or graze them upon the commons or lands so leased, even if they 
own such cattle. 
'rhere are pretended leases of the Pottawatomie Indians in the Indian Territory, and 
some of the tribe think that a lease will prevent their grazing all the cattle they may 
own upon said lands. 
I take the position, and so stated to our people, tbat a majority of our tribe have no 
right to sign any lease or agreement that would· prevent any member of the tribe from 
accumulating cattle or having free grazing privileges upon our public domain; tha,t 
no contract can be made to bind the citizen band of·Pottawatomie to keep stock off ot 
our surplus lands; that parties signing such contract ca,n only give the right of their 
own allotments to outsiders to the exclusion of the cattle of other allotments (see act 
of May 23, 1872). 
I believe we should have the right to derive revenue from our surplus lands, but not 
to exclude the stock of our people from the same. 
Will you please, if not improper, give me as explicit an answer as possible to the 
above. 
If not out of place I desire to express to you now the high appreciation we have·for 
your just rulings in the past. 
I _am, very respectfully, &c., 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secreta1'Y of the Interior. 
J. E. CLARDY. 
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NEWTON, KANS., May 1, 1884. 
DEAR SIR : Ron. Wm. Griffensten, of ·wichita, Kans., who presents this letter, has 
some business with you, touching his wife's interests in Indian Territory. My long 
and favorable acquaintance with him enables me to assure you that he is a geutlem;m 
of high standing and integrity, in whose claims, representations, and good faith you 
may safely impose the utmost confidence. 
Anything you may find yourself able to do in furtherance of his interests will be 
services well bestowed. • 
Yours, very respectfully, · · 
J. W , ADY. 
·The Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, . 
Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure.) 
UNITED STATES LAND OFFICE, 
Wiphita, Kans., May 2, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: Ron. William Griffenstein, who presents this letter, is the husband of 
Catherine Griffenstein, a member of the Pottawatomie Indians~ now r esiding on their 
re~ervation in the Indian Territory. Mr. Gri:ffeustein will appear before your honor 
in behalf of his wife to secure the indorsement of the Department of the Interior to a 
lease made to his wife by the Pottawat0mies of their lands in the Indian TerrHory. 
I desire to say, in behalf of Mr. Gri:ffenstein, that my long acquaintance with him 
enables me to say that no Irian in t:he community in which he lives stands higher as 
an honorable, honest, and just man, and any favor extended by your honor will be 
greatly appreciated by the people of the Arkansas Valley, as his cause is looked upon 
as a just one. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, . 
The Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
R. L. WALKER. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
01!'FCE OF INDiA AFI!'AIRS, 
Washington, May 7, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt, by Depa.rtment reference, of a letter from A. A. Thomas, esq., 
of this city, attorney at law, dated 2~d ultimo, submitting for approval of the Depart-
ment a copy of a -lease (with accompanying papers) purporting to have been made 
November 23, 18t!3, by the Citizen Band of Pottawatornie Indians, acting by a commit-
tee thereof, to Catharine Grieftenstein; "of Indian blood, and a residcn t of the Potta-
watomie reservation * * * her heirs, successorA, assigns, and legal representa-
tives," of ' 1 about four hundred thousand acres of land; the same being the surplus 
lands of the Pottawatomie reserve in the Indian Territory," for stock grazing pnrposes, 
with the right to fence and put up necessary corrals and houses on said lands, and to 
cut timber therefor, for a term of ten (10) years from the date of approval of the lease 
by the Secretary of the Interior and the Presirlent, at a yearly r ental of 2! cents per 
acre, or $10,000, for the entire tract, payable to said Citizen Baud of Pottawatomies, 
through the United States Indian agent, semi-annually in advance, and subject to 
certain covenants, stipulations, and agreements therein contained, amongst which is 
the following: "Nothing herein contained shall be construed to i.n any. manner impair 
the rights and privileges of the 'Absentee Shawnees, or in any numncr to confli ct with 
an act of Congress entit.Jed 'An act to provide homes for the Pottawatomie and Ab-
sentee Shawnee Indians in the Indian Territory;' saitl act having been approved May 
23, 1872." 
Under ordinary ciTcumstances the question of the approval by the Department· of a 
Jease of this character would readily be decided by the ruling of the Department, as 
expressed in the Fenlon case, April 25, 1883, and in Department letter to Senator Logan 
on the general subject of leasing Indian lands, March 6, 1f:l84, but inasmnch as it is 
contended on behalf of the parties in interest that this lease has been made in exer-
cise of a right reserved to the Pottawatomiel:l whether in severalty or as a tribe, under 
the provisions of the act of May 23, 1872, and is in direct conformity with the terms 
of said act, it appears necessary to give the subject a more extended consideration, 
and to ascertain from the legislation itself and the causes which led to it, how far the 
claim to such right is well founded. Upon examination of the records and files of this 
office it appears that, in a.nswer to certain communications addressed by this office 
to . the Department on August 11, 18il, and March 6 and 12, 1872~ respectively, 
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as to the rights of the Pottawatomies with reference to their changed condition as 
citizens of the United States, in the reservation selected for them as a tribe in tlle 
Indian country, nn<ler the provisions of artic le 1 of the treaty of February 28, 1867 
(15 Stat., 531), the Secretary of tlle Interior, in a letter to this office of March 16,1872, 
r endered his opini01i as follows: 
'' * 7:- 7<· I am clearly of opinion after reviewing the treaties of 1861, 1866, and 1867, 
that it was the intention of Congress to permit all of said tribe (the Pottawatomies) to 
become citizens upon the conditions therein prescribed. 
''I am equally clear in the opinion that it was not anticipated that all of said Indians 
would avail themselves of the privileges of citizenship, an<l hence the provisions of the 
first article of the treaty of 1867, which required the territory to be selected for said 
tribe in the Indian country, to be conveyed by patent to the nation. 
· '' It is very ·manifest that hy the amendmeri.t to the second article of said treaty the 
Prairie Band of said tribe was excepted from any tight to any part of the land in the In-
dian country, which was provided for the Pottawatomie nation. By a report from your 
office dated the 12th instant, I am informed that all the Pottawatomies except the Prairie 
Band have been naturalized and are now citizens of the United States. 
"This nation, therefore, is extinct, and not being in existence, the land iri the Indian 
country cannot be conveyed to the Pottawatomies pursuant to orin compliance with the 
provisions of the treaty before referred to. I have communicated these views to Con-
gress, with a recommendation foJ; legislative action. * * -:.. '' . 
In his communication to Congress on the subject, after reviewing the several treaties 
with the Potta.watomies, and adverting to the fact that they had all, with the exception 
of the Prairie Band, became citizens of the United States, the Hon. Secretary proceeds : 
"'l'he expectations of the contracting parties at the date of the treaty have not been 
realized. The Pottawatomies are now all citizens, the nation is extinct, and no patent 
can be issued to the nation as such, according to the text and unequivocal meaning of 
the treaty of 1867. · 
" A tract ofland 30 miles square in the Indian country has been surveyed, and many 
of the Pottawatomies, now citizens, have removed to it andarenowresidingthereon. It 
bas not been paid for, because it has never been conveyed by patent, as contemplated by 
the treaty, and I am of opinion that, under existing circumstances, the Secretary of the 
Interior bas no power to cause the tract to be conveyed to the Pottawatomies. It cer-
tainly cannot be conveyed to the nat,ion, because there is no nation. It cannot be con-
veyed to individual members of what was once the nation, or to a trustee for the benefit 
of the nation for want of authority. 
'' In consequence of these difficulties it seems to me that there is necessity for further 
legislation, in order that justice may be done to the Pottawatomies who have r~moved 
to this land. 
"I have the honor, therefore, to recommend such legislation as will secure to· the 
Pottawatomies a portion of the tract of land before referred to, equal to eighty acre for 
each individual; and as these Indians have become citizens and hence possess the right 
of alienation, I suggest that this legislation be so regarded as to secure this land to the 
Pottawatomies so long as they remain together as an organized body, and no longer, and 
that it be not accompanied with any provision wh:i'ch will permit them or any of them 
to alienate their title, and that they may be permitted to hold their lands in severalty 
or in common as they may elect.'' 1See Department letter to Hon. J. G. Blaine, Speaker 
of the House of Representatives, March 15, 1872.) With this light before it, Congress 
passed the act of May 23, 1872 (17 Stat., 159). 
This act, which is entitled "An act to provide homes for the Pottawatomie and Ab-
sentee Shawnee Indians in the Indian Territory,'' provides for the issuance by the Sec-
retary of the Interior of certificates by which a.Uotments of land lying within the thirty-
miles square tract theretofore selected for the Pottawatomie Indians, and lying next west 
of the Seminole H.eservation in the Indian Territory, shall be made to each member of 
the Pottawatomie band, known as the Pottawatomie Citizen band, as follows, viz: 
To each head of a family, and to each other member 21 years of age, not more than 
one quarter-section, and to each minor of the tribe not more than 80 actes, such allot-
ments being made to include, as far as may be practicable for each family, the improve-
ments which they may have made. Certificates of allotments are to be made in severalty, 
specifying the names 9f individuals to whom they have been assigned, and that said 
tracts are set apart for the exclusive and perpetual use and benefit of such assignees and 
their heirs. . · 
The act then provides: "Until otherwise provided by law stwh tra1ts shall be exempt 
from levy, taxation, or sale, and shall be alienable in fee, or leased or otherwise disposed 
of only to the United States or to persons of Indian blood, lawfully residing within said 
Territory with permission of the President and under such regulations as the Secretary 
of the Interior shall prescribe. 
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"Provided, That such allotments shall be made to such of the above-described persons 
as have resided, or shall hereafter reside, three years continuously on such reservation, 
and that the cost of such lands to the United States shall be paid from any fund now 
held, or which may be hereafter held, by the United States for the benefit of such In-
dians, and charged as a part of their distributive share, or shall be paid for by said Indians 
before such certificates are issued: Provided, said Pottawatomie Indians shall neither 
acquire nor exercise, under the laws of the United States, any rights or privileges in said 
Indian Territory other than those enjoyed by the members of the Indian tribes lawfully 
residing therein; and for the protection of the rights of persons and property among 
themselves, they may enforce the laws and usages heretofore enforced among them as an 
Indian tribe not inconsistent with the laws and Constitution of the United States, and 
shall be entitled to equitable representation in the general Territorial council, and sub-
ject to the general laws which it may legally enact." 
The second section of the act provides that when any Indian of pure or mixed blood 
of the Absentee Shawnees being the head of a family, or over twenty-one years of age, 
can show to the satisfaction of the Secretary of the Interior that he or she has resided 
continuously for the term of three years within said 30 miles square tract, and has made 
substantial improvements thereon, it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Interior 
to issue to such Indian a certificate of allotment for 80 acres of land, to include as far as 
may be practicable his or her improvements, together with an add.i.tion of 20 acres for 
each child under twenty-one years of age belonging to the family of said Indian, such 
certificate to include the same provisions as are included in the certificates of allotments 
of lands provided for in the first section of this act. It appears that the provisions of 
the act have been partially carried into effect by allotments in severalty to some 327 of 
the Absentee Shawneee Indians by Special Agent J. J. Knox, November 12, 1875, a list 
of which was approved by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs November 22, 1875; and 
by the Secretary of the InteriorNovember23, 1875, but for some reason not apparent no 
action looking to the issue of certificates was had by this office until last wint r, when 
it was found upon examination of the papers that it was impossible to determine in 
many instances the head of the family to whom the children belonged, and that it would 
be necessary to have the list corrected and revised before anything further could be done. 
In like.manner allotments were made to some Pottawatomie Indians by Special Agent 
Knox, November 9, 1875, a schedule of which was also approved in this office and the 
Department on the same dates as those mentioned in the case of the Absentee Shawnees. 
A list was also submitted by the special agent of some 43. Pottawatomies claiming lands 
under the provisions of the act, but who had not resided o.n the land the necessary time. 
This list was also approved on the same dates with the oondition that certificates should 
not be issued until the parties had resided upon their l'espective tra.cts for a period of 
three years as provided in the act. 
No certificates have ever been issued to the citizen i\).ttawatomies upon either of the 
above-mentioned lists, for the reason, as it appears, toot they had no funds with which 
to pay for their lands as required by the act,!although at the date of its passage they had 
annuities which it was supposed could be used for that purpose. The absentee Shaw-
nees had no such annuities, and were therefore not required to pay for t.J"'le lands allotted 
to them. 
On the 20th January, 1883, the several lists of allotments so made to the absentee 
Shawnees and citizen Pottawatomies were referr~d to SpecialAgentTownsend, then pro-
ceeding on a mission to the Indian Territory in connection with other tribes with in-
structions to visit the Sac and Fox Agency for the purpose of correcting the allotment 
lists and making additional allotments to such persons as had since become entitled. 
On April 30, 1883, Special Agent Townsend reported to this office that the absentee 
Shawnees now refused to accept the allotments already made Qr to take their lands in 
severalty, owing to some superstitious feeling that it would be unwise and wrong for 
them to do so. In regard to the Pottawatomies, he reported t lbat owing to the disap-
pearance of the original corner stones or monuments, it would be necessary to retrace . 
and re-establish the lines before any new allotments could oo made, and recommended 
that a competent surveyor be employed and ordered to repo:rt to Agent Carter at the Sac 
and Fox Agency to carry out the work. 
July 18, 1883, Agent Carter was directed to submit an estima ,te of the probable cost 
which would be involved in rerunning the lines and re-marking corners, in reply to 
which he reported (September 3) that it would cost from $6, 000 ·to $8,000. There being 
no funds at the disposal of the Department applicable to the pui'pose, the matter has of 
necessity since remained in abeyance. This is the position of thfa allotment question in 
respect to these lands at the present time. The citizen ll>and ofPc•ttawatomies now claim 
the right under the act of 1872 to exercise excltt,Sive c9ntrol over and lease the surplus 
lands of the thirty-mile square tract, and in order; :it is pi11esume d, to a literal! compli-
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ance with the terms of the act as they interpret it, have executed a lease thereof to a 
person of Indian blood residing within the Territory . . 
I think it is clear from the wording of the act that Corgress realized the fact that the 
provisions of the treaty with the Pottawatomies of February 27, 1867 (15 Stat., 531), 
which contemplated the setting apart of the thirty-mile-square tract as a reservation 
"for the exclusive use and occupancy of that tribe, " and the subsequent patenting 
thereof to the Pottawatomie Nation, had been rendered inoperative by reason of the 
Pottawatomies having become citizens; but that recognizing the dependent condition of 
quite a number of them, who had tried citizenship, and having found it a failure, were 
desirous of returning to their former mode of life. Congress by act of 1872 permitted 
them, in commo'n with the absentee Shawnees, to take homes in severalty upon the tracts 
which had been originally designed for their separate use and occupation as a tribe, to 
the extent al;ld upon the terms and in manner meutioned in the act, coupled, however, 
with a condition that such individual Pottawatomie allottees should have no rights or 
privileges in the Indian Territory other than those enjoyed by the members of the In- . 
dian tribes lawfully residing therein, with authority for the protection of the rights of 
persons and property among themselves, to enforce the laws and usages theretofore en-
forced among them as an Indian tribe, not inconsistent with the Constitution and Jaws 
of the United States. Notwithstanding this provision, which in~ a measure would seem 
to restore the citizen Pottawatomies to their normal condition as a tribe, in respect of 
the right of self-government, it will be observed that the act throughout, so far as the 
question oflands is concerned, proceeds altogether on the severalty principle. The very 
title of the act-" An act to provide homes," &c.-proclaims this. Individual allotments 
are to be made to both Pottawatomies and absentee Shawnees having fulfilled certain 
conditions as to residence, &c. Certificates are to issue to each individual allottee as 
evidence of sole and exclusive title in him and his heirs. The allotted tracts are to be 
exempt from levy, taxation, or sale, and inalienable in fee or otherwise, except to the 
United States or persons of Indian blood, lawfully residing within the Indian Territory, 
with . permission of the President, and under such regulations as the Secretary of the 
Interior shall prescribe; and in the.case of the Pottawatomies the cost of such allotted 
tracts to the United States is to be paid by the individual allottees before the issue of 
the certificates. {See Department decision affirming this view in the Clardy case, De-
cember 23, 1883.) Occupancy in common by either tribe, according to the accepted theory 
of the ordinary Indian title, was not in contemplation of the act. 
Assuming it to have been intended that the act should have a continuous operation, 
the surplus lands are subject to future allotments to such individual Pottawatomies and 
absentee Shawnees as may hereafter become entitled, upon the terms and conditions men-
tioned in the act, and such additional allotments being satisfied, or otherwise provided 
for by the appropriation of a sufficient quantity of land for the purpose. I see nothing 
in the act to prevent the Government, should it see fit to do so, from settling other 
friP-ndly Indians upon any surplus lands which may remain after the intention of the 
act shall have been satisfied. I certainly perceive nothing in the act that leads me to 
suppose that Congress intended that this large area of land ( 575,775 acres) should be de-
voted exclusively to these two small remnants of tribes, whose numbers to-day, accord-
ing to the latest statistics, do not aggregate over 1, 220 souls. If every man, woman, 
and child amongst them was to-day provided with an allotment as defined by the act, 
there would still be a very large surplus, over 400,000 acres, of land remaining. 
I am of opinion that under the act of 1872, the rights of the citizen Pottawatomies 
and absentee Shawnees in the thirty-mile-square tract are clearly limited to individual 
rights only ; that neither the Citizen band of Pottawatomies in their qua~;i-tribal ca-
pacity, or the absentee Shawnees as a tribe, or both collectively, have any power unde.r 
the act to make a lease of the surplus lands; and further, that the lease now presented, 
although purporting to be made to a person of Indian blood residing iu the Territory, 
is not such a lease as was contemplated by the act, which, when it uses the term ''leased,'' 
manifestly refers to individual allotments only. I would also remark that although the 
lease expressly declares that the rights and privileges of the absentee Shawnees shall in 
no manner be impaired thereby, they are practically ignored by the Citizen band of Pot-
tawatomies, who, as before stated, have assumed the exclusive right to make the lease 
and to reap all the benefits thereof for their sole and separate use as a t ribe. 
With these views I return the papers for your action. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, May 15, 1884. 
SIR: I have considered your report of the 17th instant on the request submitted by 
Mr. A. A. Thomas ior approval by the Department of a copy of a lease purporting to 
have been made November 28, 1883, by the citizen band of Pottawatomie Indians, rep-
presented by a committee thereof, to Catherine Griffenstein, her heirs, &c., for about 
400,000 acres ofland, stated to be" the surplus land of thePottawatomie Reserve in the In-
. dian Territory,'' for stock-grazing purposes, with the right to fence and put up necessary 
corrals and houses ou said lands, and to cut timber therefor, for a period of ten years from 
date of approval of the lease by the Secretary of the Interior and the President, at a 
yearly rental of 2t cents per acre, 01• $10,000 per year for the entire tract, &c. 
It is claimed that this lease has been made in accordance with the provisions of the 
law of May 23, 1872 (17 Stat., 159), and that it should be approved as required by that 
law. 
You report that the alleged lease presented is not such a lease as is contemplated by • 
the law referred to ; that the law conferred no such right in the parties thereto as would 
entitle or warrant them in making such a lease of tQe lands described, and that it should 
not be approved by the Department. 
As you have for reasons stated declined to approve the alleged lease, it is returned 
without approval by tP.e Department. 
Very respectfully, 
The CoMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
[Inclosure.] 
To the honorable Secretary of the Interior: . 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
We, the undersigned, delegates of the Citizens' Band of the Pottawatomie Indians 
now residing in the Indian Territory, were instructed by our people to see to theap-
proval of a lease entered into between ourselves and one Catherine Griffenstein, there-
fore respectfully pray your honor may grant the same. 
The interests of the people entitled to settlement in the said reservation, and do so, 
are provided for and at the same time derive some benefit for the use of our surplus 
lands. · 
The approval of said lease will justify the lessee to put up fences with safety and 
thereby protect our own stock in a large measure against being stolen or straying off, and 
will thus aid us in establishing a market for our stock and produce. 
We furthermore desire to state that all our business has been done in open council, to 
the perfect satisfaction of our people, who have the utmost confidence in the lessee, and 
hope that your honor may grant the prayer of our petHion. 
Yours, most respectfully, 
A. F. NAVARRE, 
JOHN ANDERSON. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, May 20, 1884. 
SIR: I return herewith, unapproved, the copy of a lease, with accompanying papers,· 
submitted by you for approval of the Department, on the 23d ultimo, said lease pur-
porting to have been made November 28, 1883, by the Citizens' Band of Pottawatomie 
Indians, represented by a committee thereof, to one Catherine Grieffenstein, her heirs, 
&c., for about 400,000acresofland, alleged to be the ''surplus laud ofthe Pottawatomie 
reserve in the Indian Territory," for stock-grazing purposes, with the right to fence and 
put up necessary corrals and houses on said lands, and to cut timber ther.efor, for a period 
of ten (10) years from date of approval of the lease by the Secretary of the Interior and 
t.he President, at a yearly rental of 2~ cents per acre, or $10,000 per annum for the en-
tire tract payable to said Citizens' Band of Pottawatomies semi-annually in advance, 
and subject to certain covenants, stipulations, and agreements therein contained. 
I also inclose .for your information copies of the Hon. Secrei(ary's letter of the 15th 
instant to this office on the subject; and of office report of the 7th instant therein re-
ferred to. 
Very respectfully, 
A. H. THOMAS, Esq., 
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DEPARTl\:IENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF I NDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., July 3, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 28th ultimo, transmitting two communications 
from certain citizen Pottawatomics of your agency, protesting against the recognition by 
the office of a business committee appointed at a council of said Indians held on the 6th 
May last to enter into a contract wit.h Anthony F. Navarre and John Anderson for the 
prosecution of certain claims which the Pottawatomies have against the Government, 
and calling attention to the fact that parties are endeavoring to procure the approval of 
a lease for cattle-grazing purposes upon the thirty-mile-square tract which is subj ect to 
allotment to the Pottawatomie and·Shawnee Indians through the agency of ~:>aid Navarre 
and Anderson, whose expenses are borne by the intending lessees, I have to say: 1st. ' 
As to the proposed lease, being a lease} to Catherine Grieffenstein for about 400,000 acres 
ofland for stock-grazing purposes for a period of ten years at a yearly rental of $10,000 
per year, the honorable Secretary of the Interior on 15th of May last , upon the recom-
mendation of said office declined to approve the same, of which action the lessee's attor-
ney was duly notified. 2d. The protest referreq to in your letter will receive clue con-
sideration when the contract with Navarre and Anderson, which bas only just been filed, 
comes up for examination. 
You will keep yourselves advised of any further attempt by the Pottawatomies or 
Shawnees to lease tbe lands in question, and report to this office at once. 
Very respectfully, 
A. TAYLOR, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Sac and Pox Agency, Indian Territory. 
SAC AND FOlc. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, SAC AND Fox AGENCY, 
Tama County, Iowa, October 16, 1884. 
SIR: Our chiefs and head men have just received intelligence from the Territory that 
the other branch of the tribe are about leasing the lands belonging to the Sac and Fox 
tribes to some company for the term of ten years, for the sum of $4,000 a year, to graze 
cattle on. 
The tribe here ask the honorable Commissioner to see that their interests are protected 
and that they shall receive a proper share of the income received from said lea-se or leases 
as ·shall be just and proper, and that the agent in the Territory be instructed to withhold 
the Rhare properly belonging to this branch of the tribe. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
GEORGE L. D AVENPORT. 
United . States Ind'ian Agent. 
DEP ARTl\:IENT t>F THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF I NDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 22, 1884. 
SIR: That portion of the Sac and Fox tribe resident, and who by express provision.of 
the treaty of February 18, 1867 (15 Stats., 495), receive their share of annuities, &c., in 
Tama County, Iowa, and which claims to be interested in the reservation lands in the 
Indian 'l'erritory, has reported to this office, through its agent, that information has been 
received that the other branch of the tribe attached to your agency is about leasing said 
lands, or a portion thereof, to some company for grazing purposes, for a term of ten (10) 
years, at an annual rental of $4,000. . 
You will ascertain whether there is any foundation for this reportj and advise this 
office thereon. 
Very respectfully, 
ISAAC A. TAYLOR, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian .Agent, Sac and Fox .Agency, Indian Territory. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Sac and Fox Agency, Ind. '1'., November 10, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to Department letter "L" 20168, '84, of date October 22, 1884, I have 
the honor t o inform you that the Sac and Fox tribe of Indians of the Mississippi , in 
the Indian Territory, did, on or about t be lOth day of October, 1884, grant a grazing 
permit to Messrs. Warren, Lambert and Moore, citizens of Kansas, for a period of ten 
years, for the consideration of $4,000 per annum, to a part of their reservation. A copy 
of the contract will be presented, I understand, soon to your office. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. H . PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Ajfai1·s. 
I. A. TAYLOR, 
United States Indian Agent. 
• DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
December 3, J 8 4. 
SIR: I have received your letter of the lOth ultimo, stating that under date of Octo-
ber 10 last, t he Sac and Fox Indians of the Mississippi, attached to your agency, granted 
a grazing permit to Messrs. Warren, Lam bert and Moore, citizens of Kansas, for a period 
of t en years at an annual rental of $4,000 per annum. 
The instrument ref~rred to has not as yet been presented to this office. 
Without passing an opinion as to the va.lidity or otherwise of the transaction, I desire 
to call your attention to t he tact that that portion of the tribe resident in Iowa claims a 
proportionate share in the income arising un·der any such agreement, and has requested 
this office to protect its interests by directing the agent to withhold the amount "prop-
erly belonging' ' to that branch of the tribe. . . 
Before taking any action in the matter it would seem desirable to ascertain the views 
of the tribe thereon, for which purpose it is accordingly refarred to you for report. 
Very respectfully, 
I. A. TAYLOR, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Sac and Fox Agency, Indian Territory. 
SHAWNEETOWN, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
March 6, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: In latter part of May or :first part of J une last, in a letter to you stating 
certain facts in reference to some malicious charges made against myself by Agent 
J acob V. Carter, and as I claimed for him by his clerk, prompted in so doing by D. C. 
Pickett, one of t be firm of Whistler, Pickett & Co., Sac & Fox agency traders, in which 
letter I called your attention to the fact that employes of the Government under your 
Department were trying to negotiate a lease of the Sac and Fox reservation of the In-
dians, and asked that said honorable gentlemen be also all investigated, of which I have 
heard no more, except to be called on to know if I had wrote such a letter by the prin-
cipal par ty accused , E . B. Townsend, special agent. In which conversation said spedal 
agent swore vengeance against the party who bad, in short, dared to oppose him. 
Now, honorable Commissioner, I hereby and herein proceed to lay charges S{Jecific 
ag! inst said Special Agent E . B. Townsend, C. C. Pickett, li censed trader, and E. N. 
Gauze, agency clerk. 
1st. That in the latter part of May, 1884, or th~reabouts, Special Agent E . B. Town-
send formed a par tnership with the said C. C. Pickett, a licem;ed Indian trader, and E . 
N. Gauze, a son-in-law of the agent's, and agency clerk while in the employ of th~ Gov-
ernment. 
2d. That said company was formed for the purpose of obtaining a lease of the Sac and 
Fox Indians for a large tract of land for grazing purposes. 
3d. That th l:l position of special agent of the Government was used by said company 
to induce the Indians to sign said lease, it having been madeto appearasifitwasthe de-
sire of the Department t hat they lease to this particular company. 
4th. That E. B. Townsend offered to bribe Chjef Keokuck juto favoring said lease 
by promising to build him a fine house, &c. 
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5th. That the position of spedal agent has been used to intimidate and terrorize those 
opposing said lease. 
6th. 'rhat said official company was counseling _and advising the Indians to lease to 
therri for from~- to 1 cent per acre per annum less than other equally responsible parties 
were offering for the same lease. • 
7th. That said 'rownsend .has spent a large part of the time since June last at and 
around said agency endeavoring to procure a lease from the Sac and Fox Indians and 
other tribes. 
The Iowa Indians, who were led to believe the Government would not give them a 
-r~~~n'a.t1.~n. a~ n.~-w ~~t 'a>))'a."tt ~':J'"Y."t..~~'\1-t\.."11~ ~"ti:\~1:'\1-n.\~~ t'n..~':J' 'i>'\1-~m.\.t \() \~t\m~ t'n..\.~ ~tll.c\.'a.l 
company above mentioned put a wire fence around it, and hold cattle on it. 
8th. That C. C. Picke~t, one of said company, offered cash bribes to one of the chiefs 
of Iow:1 tribe, to induce him to sign a lease. 
All of which we claim is against the policy of the Department and· contrary to law 
while in the employ of the Government; we therefore submit them to you before going 
further, as said officials have used their position to punish those with whom they were 
not in harmony. 
We therefore 1·emain yours, &c., 
Ron. H. PRICE, . 
THOS. E. BERRY, 
Licensed trader, Shawneetown, Ind. Ter. 
Commissioner of Indian Aj}tli1·s, Washington, D. 0. 
QUA.PA W AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY. 
PEORIAS, OTTAWAS~ AND MIAMIES. 
QUAPAW AGENCY, IND. T., 
January 14, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to reply to yours of the 30th of November last, file marked 
'' L 2168-41883, '' in which you state that you are in receipt of a letter from E. C. 'Ly-
kins, who claims to be a member of the Paoli Indians, and protesting against the fur-
ther fendng of their domain. More than likely the letter you refer to is from E. W. 
W. Lykins, a white man, adopted into the Peoria tribe of this agency, as about the 
time the letter is dated he called here and stated he was intending sending you a letter 
on the su~ject mentioned. 
To get a fi:tir and correct understanding of this fencing business on the Peoria lands, 
it will be necessary for me to give you in detail a history of the matter from the start-
i. e., something like ~t year and a half ago, in riding over the Peoria lands, west of Spring 
River, I noticed that J. P. McNaughton, a white man (who married a Peoria girl some 
two years since), was fencing in with wire a pasture of from 300 to 400 acres, in connec-
tion with his farm. I at once notified the chiefs of what Mr. McNaughton was doing, 
although they, as well as other membe1:s of the tribe, were well aware of the fact, and 
stated to them that if it was their wish I would stop the further construction of the 
fence, at the same time stating that I did not wish to interfere with the efforts of any 
one at making a good home. And right here I wish to state that Mr. McNaughton had 
up to that time ::~~nd since displayed considerable energy in arranging and putting in shape 
his ilum; but knowing that be did not have much 1i ve-stock, and being of the opinion 
that he was building the pastures so as to take stock for others, and I thought then as I 
do now, that no member of the tribe should be allowed to fence up the range to the ex-
clusion of others; but as there was no objection raised by any one, I allowed Mr. Mc-
Naugh;ton to complete his fence. Since that time other members of the tribe have fenced 
pastures of a much greater area, and have inclosed much of the best grazing land; this 
ba.s been done by some of the leading men, and has never been objected to, until Mr. 
Lykins C.'ltlled here, as above stated, after all the work was completed. 
Those who have fenced have done so by first obtaining the consent of parties who cbim 
the lund they wished to fence-of conrse, until there is an allotment, no such claims can 
be legally laid on uuimprove\'J. lands; but the consent of such claimants has been first 
obtained and then the fence built. The chiefs tell me that if their lands were allotted, 
they would have about 250 acres per capita. On this basis, if a member of the tribe 
wished to fence 2,500 acres, he would secure enough claims besides his own family's to 
make ten. 
This is not just, as those who have so taken claims have taken the best; but it has all 
been done with the full knowledge of all the tribe, an~ Mr. Lykins was the first one to 
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object, because, as he says, "some parties were about to fence up what he has staked off 
as his own claim." 
On receipt of your letter, I notified the chiefs to call a council and have the people 
express themselves about the matter. They did so, but only a few attended, and noth-
ing definite was done; and, although a month has passed, I am still unable to get them 
· to give me their views as expressed in council. 
I advised that each member or' o>.;her party who had already, or wished in the future, 
to fence lands on their reservation for grazing, be compelled to pay to the agent, for the 
people, a certain rate, say 10 cents per acre, for such land. By this means each member 
could receive their per capita share. · 
When they finally get the matter settled among thtmselves, I think this will be the 
plan decided upon ; in the mean time I shall not allow tliem to fence any more until the 
matter is satisfactorily ad~usted . As I understand it, the fencing that was contemplated 
by James Charley, sr., and Ed. H. Black (chiefs) of the lands east of. Spring Hiver was 
particularly objected to by Mr. Lykins, as it included such lands as he claims, and he 
was to receive no benefit from it. It is clearly just that whatever land is inclosed by a 
member of the tribe or other party, that they should pay a ;reasonable sum into the 
tribal treasury for the use of the same, and for the benefit of all. 
The lands that have been fenced for pastures during the past season on the Peoria res-
ervation are as follows: 
John Wadsworth (estimated) ________________ -----------------· _______ ____ _ 
Thomas Peckham and W. C. Lykins (estimated)- ----- ----------- ------ -----
Moore and Labadie (estimated) ____ -· ----- -- ------- -- _____________________ _ 






. Total.- -- ___ ··-·- --- --·--------------- ____ · __ --------------- ______ ·-----_ 10, 800 
In addition to the above, the land::~ that have been fenced on the other reservations of 
the agency are as follows: · 
On the Ottawa Reservation, by the Ottawas, for the use of H. R. Crowell, of Baxter 
Springs, Kans., 5, 000 acres. This case was presented to your office for approva-l of lease, 
which was refused. The Indians then held a council and unanimously agreed to let Mr. 
Crowell have the land and do the work necessary to fence it, provided .he would furnish 
the wire and pay them for the labor. This was done. The price allowed for the use of 
the land is 12~- cents per acre per year. Moses Pooler, an Ottawa Indian, has also fenced 
1,500 acres, which is all that has been done on. the Ottawa reservation or lands. 
The Miami Indians, as a tribe, made the posts and fenced 8,640 acres, for which they 
receive from J. W. Preston $864 per year, whichamount (10 cents per acre) is distributed 
per capita. 'l'he only other pasture fence that there is on any of the reservations, out-
side of those built by Government for Modocs and at the missions, is the 600-acre lot 
fenced by Mr. Naylor for a corral for his 1,000 head c..<tttle, all of which has be~n fully 
reported. None o.f the above-mentioned pastures have been in use yet, but will be: I sup-
pose, during the coming grazing season. 
Without any expense to the Indians, if properly managed, their surplus lands can be 
made to yield a very large revenue, as most of the land of this agency will rent for 10 to 
12} cents per acre. 
If when the Peorias have a council they make any definite decision as to what they 
wish done, I shall at once repo:rt the same. 
I alll:, very respectful•ly, your obedient servant, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Oom1nissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
D. B. DYER; 
United States Indian Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, QUAPAW AGENCY, 
lJfay 23, 1884. 
SIR: A petition from certain Peoria Indians. was presented to me on the evening of 
the 21st instant, and I inclose it herewith. 
In connection with this it is proper for me to say I learned from reliable sources tl1at 
a few of the Peorias and some whites that have m:-trried into the tribe arc fencing large 
tracts of the lands, and are taking stoek to graze, and are receiving compensation there-
for, using moneys thus received for their own benefit. · This practice seems to have 
originated and grown up within the last year~ and i~ detrimental, especially to the poor 
and feeble and to the widows. . 
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I inclose a partial list of those who have pastures fenced, to show the state of things. 
I think the whole matter could be remedied by a little energy on the part of the agent, 
co-operating with ihe tribe. The tribe needs some attent10n; the mles, such as they 
have, are not strictly enforced, and the triba1 government is demoralized. I suggest 
that some correspondence might be had directly with these folks by addressing a letter 
to Thomas MilJcr and David Geboe, at Keel ville, Kans. Until such time as an agent is 
secured at. this place, whether any foundation exists or not for the belief among the In-
dians that their n:latters are not properly communicated by the agent here, it neverthe-
less exists, and I have not encouraged it but referred them to the acting agent. They 
would be pleased to have some direct communication. .It is a question, however, whether 
it is best 1or the service to encourage or allow this, even in exceptional cases. 
I remain, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissione-r, &c., Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure No. 1.] 
W. H. ROBB, 
Special Agent. 
List of parties hav·ing pastures. 
Names. Character. No. of acres. 
John Wardsworth and George Finley ... ........................ Indians ...... ~ ..................... :..... 2,000 
William Labadie ... ............... .... ............... ........ .... : ... . .. .... Indian....... ... ........ .................. 1,500 
James Moore ............. ................ . .... .. .......... .... .......... .. .. .. White, married Indian girl... 3,000 
Pekham & Likins................................................... ... .. ... Indians........... .. ......... ............ 2 400 
J.P. McNaugton ............. -. ............................... ............... "\Vhite man, married Indian.. 4;000 
[Inclosure No.2.) 
PEORIA AND MIAMI RESERVE, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
May 21~ 1884. 
To the honorable United States Indian Inspectors and Special Agents, Baxter Spr·ings, Kans.: 
DEAR SIRS: We, the undersigned members of the '' Peoria,'' &c., Indian tribe of In-
dians, would respectfully represent that a large tract of our land is fi:mced up with post 
and wire fences by few individuals, and the proceeds or rent of it goes to only few of 
our people, and larger number are deprived of having any benefit from it whatever, and 
we are ibrced to protest it. 
If our lands are to be :fenced for grazing purposes to speculators, then we request your 
honorable body to present these facts to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs 
and the Secretary of Interior, that our said lands be leased at a fair price per acre, and 
the proceeds of it be paid per capita to each and all the members of our tribe in the 
same way and manner as the Miami tribe gets the proceeds of their pasture or grazing 
lands. 
We remain, yours, most respeGtfully, 
(Signed:) . 
Mrs. Jane Wascoolie; Mrs. Sarah Welsh; Mrs. McLean, her x mark; Miss Ella Mc-
Lean, her x mark; Mrs. Mary Sicto, her x m:trk; Mrs. Margaret Mobly; Almina 
Miller; Nancy Geboe; Bally Wheeler, ~r x mark. 
Witness: 
JOHN ·MILLER. 
DEP ARTM:ENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFiCE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., August 25, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of May 23d last, inclosing a petition, signed by 
certain members of the Peoria, &c., tribe of Indians, representing that a large tract of 
their reservation lands is fenced in with post and wire fences by a few individual mem-
bers of the tribe, who reap the proceeds thereof to their own use, to the exclusion of 
others of the tribe ha,ving a com.mQn. jn.tere~t iu the lands, and asking the interposition 
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of this Department to secure a fair and equitable division amongst the members of the 
confederated tribes of all revenue derived from pasturage on the unoccupied lands. 
The facts alleged in the petition are confirmed in your letter of transmittal , in which 
you state that the practice seems to have originated and grown up wit hin the last year, 
and is detrimental, especially to the poor and feeble, and widows of tlie t ribe. A part ial 
list submitted by you shows that five Indians have 5, 900 acres, and two white men , with 
Indian wives, have 7,000 acres under fence, or a total of 12,900 acres-about one-fourth 
ofthe entire reservation-inclosed and controlled by seven individuals. 
The tract of country now occupied by the United Peorias and ~iamis contains 50,301 
acres, and was originally purchased by the Government from the Senecas and Qua paws 
and granted and sold to the Peorias, Kaskaskias, Weas, and Piankeshaws under the 22d ;, 
article of the Omnibus treaty of January 23, 1867 (15 Stat., 519). 
By the 26th article of the same treaty the Peorias, &c. , agreed that the Miamies might 
be confederated with them upon their new reservation, and (inter alia) own an individ-
ual right therein in proportion to the sum paid, upon payment by t he Miamies of an 
amount which, in proportion to the number of Miamies who should join them, would be 
equal to their (the Miamies) share of the purchase money in said treaty provided to be 
paid for the land. 
The 6th section of the act of Congress, approved March 3, 1873 (17 Stat., 633) , au-
thorized and directed the Secretary of the Interior to examine a contract made between 
the Western Miami Indians, of Kansas, and the confederated Wea, Peo-ria, Kaskask ia, 
and Piankeshaw Indians, on the 15th January, 1872, and to approve the same with such 
modifications as justice and equity might require; and for the purpose of carrying into 
effect; said m;rangement might withdraw from the consolidated fund of t he Miami Indians, 
and pay to the confederated Wea, Peoria~ Kaskaskia, and Piankeshaw Indians a sum 
sufficient to pay said Weas, &c., according to said contract, for an interest·in the lands 
of the last-named confederated tribe, for all of said Miamis, electing, as aforesaid, to unite 
with said confederated tribe. 
By a. subsequent agreement between the confederated tribes and the Miamis, dated 
September 23, 1874, the agreement of January 15, 1872, was modified in so far as the 
payment of interest on the purchase money for lands sold to the Miamis was concerned. 
This modified agreement was approved by the Department November 19, 1874 . . 
By the Indian appropriation act, approved March 3, 1877 (19 Stat. , 292), the sum of 
$24,952.03, chargeable to the Miami tribal fund, was appropria~ed to pay the P eorias, 
&c., for a pro rata share ofthelandsso purchased bytbe Miamis. Ofthissum$15,385.20 
was for principal due in respect of such pro rata share; the balance, $9,566.83, being in-
terest on deferred_ purchase money. The entire amount was, on May 3, 1877, placed to 
the credit of .Agent H. W. Jones for distribl;l.tion amongst the several members of the 
confederated tribes of Peorias, &c., Indians entitled thereto. 
Until allotments in severalty are had the lands of the reservation are the common 
property of the Peorias, &c., and Miamis, in proportion to their respective tribal inter-
ests therein, the ratio apparently being about two-thirds Peorias, &c., and one-third Mi-
amis, or, at the date-of the modified agreement of 1874, 140 Peorias, &c., and 72 Miamis. 
In this state of facts the n.ction of the parties complained of, especially that of James 
Moore and J. P . McNaughton, who, it is stated, are white men with Indian wives, and 
have inclosed 7, 000 acres of land, is an unwarrantable oppression of the weaker members 
of t he tribe, and will not be tolerated by this Department. The t ribal government, if 
any such in fact exists, must be sadly demoralized to have permitted such a condition of 
things to prevail. 
You will notify the chiefs of the tribe that this. system of monopoly must at once be 
broken up. Whilst the lands remain in their present unsurveyed and unallotted condi-
tion, and in order to encourage individual labor and improvements, a member of the 
tribe may, as a provisional arrangemen~ until allotments are made, with consent of the 
tribal authorities and under direction of the agent, inclose and use for his own benefit 
an equitable proportion of the lands, not e¥ceeding 160 acres, arid a like quantity for each 
member of his 1amily, but no more. If the present system of unlimited appropriation 
by individuals is permitted, it is easy to see· the rest,1lt. The entire. reservation will at 
no distant date be practically in the hands of a few wealthy members of the tribe, and 
the poor and weak will be driven to the wall. This you will tell the chiefs is not the 
intention of the Government, neither will it be permitted. The lands of the reservation 
are intended for the benefit of the entire tribe~ so that each member thereof may ulti-
mately receive his j ust and proper portion thereof; and where locations and improve-
ments (upon th~ basis of an equitable proportion only, and not exceeding 160 acres) have 
not already been made, the lands arc the common property of the tribe, who are entitled 
to share in any benefits arising therefrom by pasturage or otherwise. You will notify 
the chiefs t hat ;:t.ll fences which inclose an excess of land in the hands of individut\1 mem-. 
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bers of the tribe beyond 160 acres must at once be removed and the lands restored to 
their normal condition. 
All grazing tax accr.ding from such unselected and unoccupied lands must, irrespective 
of any pretended agreement with any Indian or Indians claiming to bold the same, be 
collected for the benefit of the tribe, and in this connection your attention is called to 
the provisions oftbe general deficiency act approved March 3,1883 (22Stat., 590) which 
requires that "the proceeds of all pasturage and sales of timber, coal, or other product 
of any Indian reservation, except those of the :five civilized tribes, and not the result of 
the labor of any member of such tribe, shall be covered into the Treasury for the benefit of 
such tribe under such regulations as the Secretary of the Interior shall pt·escribe, and the Sec-
retary shall report his action in detail to Congress at its next session." 
In the collection of this tax you will be careful not .to recognize any lease made by the 
Indians, conforming your action to the views expressed in Department letter of April25, 
1883, to Mr. E. Fenlon, copy of which was sent you April17, 1884. 
I inclose herewith a copy of a letter received from Mrs. J. L. Palmer, claiming to be 
a member of the Peorias and Miamis, dated 5th instant, desiring to locate a claim for 
herself and child upon the reserve, and representing the difficulties she encounters by 
reason of the fencing monopoly. 
You will submit this letter to the chiefs, and if she is found to be entitled, assist her 
in making the desired location. 
You will report your action hereunder, and for furt.her instructions if found necessary. 
Very respectfully, 
W. H. ROBB, Esq., 
Special Agent, Quapaw Agency, Seneca, Mo. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, QuAPAW AGENCY, 
July 25, 1884. 
SIR: I have had a great deal of ' difficulty this summer in regulating the pasture ques-
tion and the collection of the cattle tax, especially among the Peorias, Miamis, and Ot-
tawas. Much of the land bas been fenced by members of the tribes and by whites who 
have marriage relatiQns among them, and take in cattle and other stock to graze, and 
collect and use the money for their own benefit, thus depriving the greater number of 
the members of these tribes of any benefit from the cattle tax. I have made an order, 
to be in force during this summer, that where such pastures exist they will be disre-
garded and the tax collected for the benefit of all the members of the tribes on all stock 
not belonging to the Indians. 
Moses Pooler, a member of the Ottawa tribe, resists this order. He has fenced about 
1, 500 or 1, 600 acres of the lands of the tribe, and has taken in cattle to pasture, and has 
converted the moneys so collected to his own use. He has a son, lately married, whom 
he says he has associated with him. He is not angry or unruly about the matter, but 
be does not think the order a reasonable one, and we have agreed that his case shall be 
submitted to you as a test case and for your decision. He says that tbe Government en-
courages fencing and improvement, and it seems bard now to be deprived of the fruits of 
his energy. While I admit the force of this argument, I think it was not the intention 
of the Government to encourage the strong to consume the weak. Suppose he bad 10,000 
acres fenced out of this small reservation, would the order seem unreasonable? Some 
have as high as 3,000 or 4,000 acres of the best of the lands inclosed. It is but an ex-
ceptional few who can fence these pastures. In the absence of any rule by the tribe as 
to the amount any member may inclose and use for his own benefit, I think it should be 
limited to what he can reasonably cultivate, and enough pasture for a reasonable num-
ber of cattle of his own; but it has been a perplexing question for me, and I will be 
pleased to bear from you at as ea.rly a day as your convenience will permit. 
Respectfully, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Wasltington, D. C. 
S. Rep. 12';:8- 38 
W. H. ROBB, 
Special Agent in charge . . 
• 
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DEPARTMENT Oli' THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August 25, 1884. 
SIR: lam in receipt ofyourletterofthe 25th ultimo, whereinyou state that you have 
had great difficulty in regulating the pasture question and the collection of the cattle 
tax, especially amongst the Peorias, Miamies, and Ottawas, much of whose lands have 
been 1Emced by individual members of the tribes, and by whites who have intermarried 
~mongstthem, and who take in cattle and other stock to graze, and collect and use the 
money for their own benefit, thus depriving the greater number of the members of these 
tribes of any benefit from the cattle tax, and that you have made an order, to be in force 
this summer, that where such pastures exist they will be disregarded, and the tax col-
lected for the benefit of all the members of the tribe on all stock not belonging to the 
Indians. 
This order, it appears, is resisted by Moses Poole:J:, an Ottawa Indian, who, in con-
nection with his son, Munford Pooler, has fenced some 1,500 or 1,600 acres of the tribal 
lands, and has taken in cattle to pasture, and converted the money collected therefrom 
to his own use, and it has been agreed that his case shall be submitted as a test case for 
the decision of this office. Others, it appears, have as high as 3, 000 or 4, 000 acres of the 
best of the lands inclosed. 
The present Ottawa reservation, which was established by the omnibus treaty of Feb-
ruary 23, 1867 (15 Stat., 519), contains 14,860 acres, of which the outboundaries only 
have been surveyed. · 
In the last annual report ofthe agent, their numbersare stated to be 125, but it is re-
ported that some few are living off the reservation. The average quantity of land to 
which eacl~ person would be entitled appears to be in the neighborhood of 100 acres . 
. The views of this office upon the general subject will be found in office letter to you 
of the 25th instant, in reply to your letter of the 23d May last, in which the same ques-
tion was presented in connection with the Peoria and Miami reserve. Those views mrty 
be considered as applicable to the Ottawas, and you will take similar action as regards 
them. Mr. Pooler is undoubte~ly correct when he says that the Governmpnt encour-
ages improvements by the Indians. That is so; but the Government does not encourage 
the Indian to appropriate that which does not rightfully belong to him simply because 
he happens to have got along better than his fellows. While such an one is entitled to 
credit for his industry and good example, he is not entitled to more than his proportion-
ate share of the land, and the Department will see to it that the rights of others not so 
fortunate are protected, and that they are not deprived of the right to make locations, 
or of any benefits from pasturage or otherwise to which, as having a common interest in 
the lands, they are justly entitled. . 
In this connection I may remark that I am in receipt of a letter from Mr. Pooler upon 
this subject, in which he claims that his family consists of ten persons, and that his 
share of the lands would be over 1,000 acres, counting non-residents, while his share, 
counting actual residents, would give over 1,400 acres. 
I do not find this statement supported by the rolls on file in this office, Mr. Pooler's . 
family, including Munford Pooler, aggregating four persons only. 
At the last session of Congress bills (S. 610, H. R. 2052) were introduced for allotments 
in severalty to the Peorias and the Miamies; also, a bill (H. R. 2055) for allotments to 
the Ottawas. 
Congress adjounied, however, without taking action on either. The passage of meas-
ures of this kind would undoubtedly tend to relieve the present difficulty and place mat-
ters upon a proper basis. 
In the mean time you will endeavor to carry out the views of this office as set forth in 
the letter to you with reference to the Peorias' and Miamies before referred to, and notify 
Mr. Pooler thereof. 
Very respectfully, 
WM. H. ROBB, Esq., 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
Special Agent, Quapaw Agency, Seneca, Mo. 
POOLER POST-OFFICE, INDIAN T ERRITORY, 
Jttly 19, 1884. 
SIR: I am by birth a member of the tribe of Ottawa Indians of Blanchard Fort and 
Rock de Bouf, now re:;;iding in the Indian Territory upon a reservation purchased with 
our money from the Shawnee Indians. Under the last treaty we became citizens of the 
United States, although we now have a chief and council (see opinion of the Attorney-
• 
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General). When the war broke out I enlisted as a private in the 1st Kansas Battery, 
and served through the war, and have an honorable discharge. I am now postmaster of 
this place. · When we moved from Franklin County, Kansas, to our reservation here, 
we each located · ourselves and opened our farms, and I and my son, HaJ?.ford Pooler, 
have under cultivation over 200 acres of land, together with all necessary improvements, 
and we own the necessary tea,ms to cultivate the land. I have 50 head of cattle now, 
but very frequently have over a hundred head belonging to myself and son, and bought 
with our own money. I know that I have what is properly considered the best farm on 
the reservation, and I. have endeavored to make it and my work as a model for my In-
dian brothers to copy after. · 
I have been losing stock every year because I had no pasture to confine them, and they 
were driven off by cattlemen. I then concluded to fence a large pasture upon open 
ground lying adjoining north and west of my farm. Before I commenced work upon the 
pasture I asked privilege or permission of our chief, John W. Early, and he granted me 
the privilege of f(mcing as much as I wished. 
Under this grant I purchased the wire with my own money that I procured by selling 
my own cattle, and with my own hands, aided by my son, I inclosed a pasture. I did 
not inclose within said pasture any other than grazing land. As the land I inclosed was 
rough and broken, not suitable for farming, I did not include in my pasture any land 
belonging or claimed by any other member of my tribe, nor did I cut off access to water 
for stock of any person. I proYided large and suitable gates at the most convenient 
points for the free -passage of every person that chose to pass through the pasture. 
Our reservation is estimated to contain 14,000 acres of land, and the total number of 
our tribe is 135. Of this 135 but 100 are residents of the reservation, the balance resid-
ing some in Canada, Kansas, and the Sac and Fox reservation in the Indian Territory . 
If our reservation was equally divided between each member they would be entitled to 
about 100 acres each; and if it were to be divided between the actual residents of the 
reservation, each person would be entitled to about 140 acres. 
The family of myself and son contains ten persons, and their actual share would be 
over 1,000 acres of land. An open share as among the actual residents would give us 
over 1, 400 acres. 
Our tribe leased to Crowell & Co. 5,000 acres of land for grazing purposes, at an an-
nual rental to be paid to the tribe. Crowell & Co. are white men, and are not mem-
bers of our tribe either by birth, marriage, or adoption. · 
On July 11, 1884, I was summoned before the council of our tribe and an effort made 
to compel me to pay the tribe rent on my pasture, erected by the proceeds of the labor 
ofmyown hands; and to this I object, and appeal now to you for an adjudication of my 
rights. · 
First. I claim as a member of my tribe that I am entitled to inclose the pasture with 
my own fence, and claim that as I have not exceeded my proportionate share of the res-
ervation that it is unjust and unlawful to collect a rental of me qn my own land. 
I have been taught by the missionaries and the Indian agents to adopt the habits and 
customs of my good white neighbors, to keep faithfully all my contracts, to pay rriy 
debts, and be a good citizen, and have read the reports of the honorable Secretaries of 
the Inte1·ior and the honorable Commissioners of Indian Affairs, and by them I learned 
that they desire all Indians to become prosperous farmers. I have adopted the habits 
of the white people. I educate my children and teach them to be good citizens. I have 
by my example shown to my brothers of the tribe that an Indian can compete with the 
white man. I can say with pride that I have paid my honest debts and fulfilled my 
contracts, and believe that I have the respect of my brothers of my tribe, as well as those 
of the white men. 
Why I should be so treated by my people is more than I can tell, but think that it 
arises from envy of my success; for I can say that I never wronged my people out of a 
cent, and when adversity overtook them I have always assisted them during the hard 
times, and am again ready to give them a helping hand. In making my appeal to you 
for justice to myself and my family, I pray that you may be guided in doing right to me. 
Respectfully, yours,_ 
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. 0. 
MOSES POOLER, 
Pooler, Indian Territory. 
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[Inclosure.] 
Census list of the lands in cultivation and pasture.-Nttm.ber of lwad of i~orses and cattle. 
Name of family. 
---------------------------------
M. Pooler and Manford Pooler................................. ........ ............... ......... ...... 200 1, 280 44 
H.Clay... ......................................................................................................... 20 2 
Soboke............................................................................................. ............... 2 .. ... ... ...... ... ...... . 
Mrs. Wilson............................................................... .. .................................... 40 10 
I--. S. Dagnctt........................... .................................................................... ..... 50 40 65 
L. Supenar.. ... ................................................... ........ ....................... ................ 50 11 
S. Donnally........... ....... .. .... ...... ............................................................... ... ...... 20 2 
A . Lee..... .......... ............................................................................................... 21 32 
S. Williams ......... .. ..................... ......................... .................... .................. ...... 40 ...................... .. 
Joe King...... ...... ......... ....................................... ..................... ......... ...... ..... .. .. 80 ............... ..... ... . 
I. Supenar ................. ... .. .. .. ............... ............................................. ... ............... 40 4 
E. Stratton................. ...................................................................................... 60 6 
.J. vV. Early...................................................................................................... 10 ........ ............... . 
L. King ............ ............... .. .......... ................................. . :.... .............................. 25 ...... ......... ........ . 
A. Letus .. ....... .... .................. :. .. ............................................................... ... .... .. 25 ...... ... ...... ........ . 
vVilliam Jones ............ .. ... ........ .. .. ............ .. ........ :...... ............................... ........ 25 2 
vVesley Jones.............. ..... ... ............ ... ...... .............. ................................. ... ..... 16 .... ..... ......... ..... . 
E. Condry ... . . ......... ......... ........... .... .. . ...... ...... . ..... ... ... .. . . ........ ......... ...... .... .. .. ... . 60 ........ .. .... ... . ..... . 
~.ta~j'~~~"{~~~·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: J :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
L. Gokey ....................................... :.................. .. ............................................. 25 ....................... . 
J.Wind.......... .............................................................................................. .... 40 ....................... . 
~i~s~~~~.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.·.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:·::::::::.:·::·::·::.::·:.:·:::::.:::·::::.:·::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~ :::::::::::: :::::::::::: 
C. Hudson .. : ............................... ............................... ...... .. ................ :.............. 60 ....................... . 
Jno. 1-Iurr... ........................ ...... ...... ...... ...... .. ... . ...... ...... .. ............. .. .... ............... 35 ...................... .. 
Crowell & Co............ .. .................................... ............. .................................... .... .. ...... 5, 000 ..... ...... . 
1, 038 6, 280 177 . 
Number of acres, 14,000; pasture and cultivation, 7,318; vacant, 6,682 acres for the 
support of 17~ head of cattle, horses, and 300 head of hogs. · 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
0EFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August 25, 1884. 
SrR: Replying to your letter of the 19th ultimo relative to inclQsing pasture lands on 
the Ottawa Reservation, I have to say that I have addressed a communication to Special 
Agent W. H. Robb, at the Quapaw Agency, giving the views of this office upon the gen-
eral subject in connection with a similar state of things on the Peoria and Miami Re-
serve, and to whom you are referred for information. 
Very respectfully, 
Mr. MOSES POOLER, 
Pooler, Indian Territory. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Cormnissioner. 
PEORIA AND MIAMI RESERVE, 
Quapaw Agency, L T. 
DEAR SIR: You will please allow me to trouble you for a little information in regard 
to my rights here as a member of said tribes. My mother is a Western Miami and my 
father is a Peoria Indian, but is dead. I have just moved from Miami County, Kansas, 
where I was born and raised, neve:r living here before. I now want to locate a claim for 
me and my child; and as every bit of land ·is fenced up into big pastures, only those that 
has claims improved, and when I go into those pastures to locate a claim some one will 
say that claim belongs to such a person, and not one sign of improvements or stick on 
them to show that they ev~r were t~kenl and those :peTsons will h~v~ two or t:P.ree claim& 
• 
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in different pastures and leave them to white men to get pay for pasture, and even in 
some cases I do not believe it has all been claimed by any Indian, but these men will 
say so to keep me from improving and interfering with their pasture. 
Now, they have had the benefitofthose lands heretofore as far as my rights went. I 
want to know if I have not got a right to go in those pastures and locate for me and my 
child, where there is no signs of a claim being located~ or must I go to the trouble to go 
to every member of the two tribes, and ask them where they have their claim located, 
and wait till those leases' time bas expired. Some of those pastures are leased for five 
years by the thieves. I could buy out some of those persons that has claims located, but 
for them to bold two or tbrre claims to the head to speculate, I do not think it right; and 
besides I am not able to pay $50 or $100 to get them to give way to let me go and im-
prove it, when I have just as good a right as they rlo; it is claimed by some few, all you 
have to do is to claim or locate, and it is yours, but by the majority they say you have 
to break round it or put a foundation on it to hold yonrclaim. Now, I have 1,500 posts 
made, and 2,000 rails, but can't build, hqt would like to f€mce and break some hnd, if 
I can be assured to go in those pastm;es, and go to work, or have it do without being put 
out of those pastures. The two tribes hold their land together, something like 53,000 
acres. Hoping you will give this due consideration, 
I remain as ever, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PlUCE, 
Washington, D. 0. 
MRS. J. L. PALMER, 
Baxter Springs, Cherokee Omtnty, Kansas. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August 25, 1884. 
MADAM: I have received your letter, dated the 5th instant, in which you claim to be 
a member of the Peoria and Miama tribes of Indiaus, and state your desire to locate a 
claim for yourself and child upon the Peoria and Miama Reserve, which you are prevented 
from doing by reason of large tracts of land upon the reserve being f(mced in by individ-
ual members of the tribe for speculative purposes, to the exclusion of other members 
having a common interest therein. 
In reply I have to say that this matter has been made the su'Qject of an extended com-
munication to Special Agent W. H. Robb, now in charge at the Quapaw Agency, and 
incidentally your case has been mentioned, with instructions to lay the p1atter before 
the chiefs of the tribe, and if it is found that you are legally entitled to ·a share of the 
lands, to assist you in making the desired location. 
I would suggest that you apply to Mr. Robb for further information. 
Very respectfully, · 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Mrs. J. L. PALMER, 
. Acting Commissioner. 
Baxter Springs, Cherokee County, Kansas. 
OCCIDENTAL HOTEL, 
]3axter Sp1·ings, Kans., September 6, 1884. 
SIR: Will you please inform me if the agent of the Quapaw Agency can compel me 
to pay. t¥ on my cattle when I am a Peoria Indian, and hold my stock on Peoria unoc-
cupied lands. You will do_ me a very great favor to answer at an early date, as the 
agent says I must pay or move out. 
I remain, respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Wa.sMngton. 
W. G. LABADIE. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 17, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 6th ultimo, asking to be informed as to your liabil-
ity to pay grazing tax on cattle held by you on unoccupied lands of the Peoria Reserve, 
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you are referred to Agent Ridpath, at the Quapaw Agency, who has been duly advised 
of the views of this office upon the subject, and who will give you all necessary infor-
mation. 
Very respectfully, 
Mr. vV. G. LABADIE, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Peoria Reserve, care of Quapaw Agency, Seneca, Mo. 
• 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Q·uapaw Agency, September 18, 1884. 
SIR : I respectfully ask if any modification of section 267 of instructions to Indian 
agents of October, 1880, has been authorized by you. The agency physician and others 
teH me that the reservation settlements are full of white people. 
I can and will enforce the rule unless you authorize a modification. 
Please advise me fully, and I will carry out your wishes as fully and promptly as pos-
sible. · 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
C01nmissioncr of Indian Affairs. 
W. M. RIDPATH, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEP AR'J'MENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, October 17, 1884. 
SIR: I have received your letter of the 13th ultimo, asking if any modification of sec-· 
tion 267 of instructions to Indian agents, of October, 1880, has been authorized by this 
Qffice, the agency phy::;ician and others having told yon that the reservation settlements 
are full of white people. 
The section to which you refer relates- . 
1. T.o the non-competency of the Indians to lea.<se their lands to white men for farm-
ing and grazing purposes. This regulation has undergone no change except in so flu 
perhaps as it may be deemed to be somewhat modified by the ruling of the Department 
in the Fenlon case as given in Department letter of April 25, 1883, a copy of which is 
herewith furnished for your ·information, subject to the conditions therein mentioned. 
The Department holds that whilst the Indians in their tribal capacity have an implied 
right under section 2117, Rev. Statutes (Comp. Indian Laws, ed. 1883, p. 48), to grant 
temporary privileges on the unoccupied lands of their r((servation, they have no right to 
lease such lands or create any incumbrance thereon, or in any manner give to parties 
rights the existence Of which may be disputed after the land ceases to be a part of the 
reservation, and no such leases or agreements have or will receive authoritative approval 
of the Department. . 
2. An exception to the general rule has, however, been authorized, notably at the Qua-
paw Agency for some years past in the case of widows, minor children, orphans, sick, 
aged, crippled, and infirm Indians whose wants and circumstances make it absolutely neces-
sary that they should have white labor to carry on the work of cultivating and improv-
ing their farms. In such cases contracts are required to be entered into and ex~cuted in 
accordance with the provisions of section 2103, Revised Statutes. (See regulations for 
details.) This portion of the section bas not been repealed or modified in any manner. 
It has been the custom of the agent to forward all such contracts to this office for ap-
proval' during the early summer of each year, but with one exception {Jackson to Wal-
lace, returned to you 13th ultimo), none have been received here for the current year, and 
as last year's contracts all expired by their own limitation on March 1, 1884, it follows 
that all persons claiming to bold under such contracts are on the reservations without 
authority and are liable to immediate removal by the agent. 
You will make an immediate investigation of this matter, with a view to ascertaining 
what unauthorized persons are within the limits of your agency, and report to this office 
. for further instructions. It seems somewhat singular that no contracts should have been 
forwarded for this year, but it maybe due to the fact of the transfer of the late agent, 
and the result, so far as the immediate parties are concerned, of ignorance or oversight. 
I therefore delay the order for remov~l until further dev~lopments. You will traQsmit 
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a complete list of nll persons other than officers of the resm·ve and Indi::tns who may be 
on the several reservations, with explanatory remarks, showing by what authority they 
claim to be thereou, in order that steps may be taken for the removal of all willful in-
truders. 
Very respectfully, 
W. M. RIDPATH, Esq., 
United States lnd'ian .Agent, 
Quapaw Agency, Seneca, Mo. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington November 7, 1884. 
SIR: In your letter to this office, L 100057, of date August 25, 1884, you say "you 
will notify the chiefs that all fences which inclose an excess of land in the hands of in-
dividual members of the tribe beyond 160 acres must at once be removed and the lands 
at once Testored to their normal condition.'' 
I will state that I believe it is to the interest of our Indians to allow them to fence 
their lands if the proper restrictions are observed. 
It is a fact that the fencing of the lands prevents the spread of disease among the cattle 
of the reservation. Stock which has been kept in fenced pastures during the last season 
have been healthy, while cattle up on the range have died . . If each head of family is al-
lowed to fence 160 acres of land for each member of his or her family, then I would 
recommend that they be allowed to fence their lands in tracts not exceeding 640 acres, 
observing section lines, except in such exceptional cases as the agent may in his judgment 
make. I recommend also that the fences be built at least fifteen feet from the section 
lines, that suffident roadways may be made for accommodation of travel. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
W. M. RIDPATH, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, November 17, 1884. 
SIR: I have received your letter of the 7th instant wherein referring to so much of 
office letter to you of the 25th August last, upon the subject of fencing monopolies ex-
tant on the United Peoria and Miami Reservation, as directs you to notify the chiefs that 
all fences which inclose an excess of land in the hands of individual members of the tribe 
beyond 160 acres must at once be removed and the lands restored to their normal condi-
tion. You state that you believe it to be to the interest of the Indians to allow them to 
fence their lands under proper restrictions as a prevention of disease among the reserva-
tion cattle, which, when kept in fenced pastures, is healthy, whilst stock left upon the 
range dies. 
Yon recommend that if each head of a family is permitted to fence 160 acres of land 
for each member of his or her family, they be required to fence their lands in tracts not 
exceeding 640 acres, observing section lines, except in such cases as the agent may, in 
his. judgment deem best to make any variation, and that4the fences be built ::j,t least 15 
feet from section lines in order that sufficient roadways may be made for the accommo-
dation of travel. 
Your recommendation has the approval of this office, and you will take measures to 
have the same carried into effect upon the basis stated. In doing so you will be careful 
to impress upon the Indians that this is only a temporary expedient to prevent the mo-
nopoly of the ln,uds in tlie hands of a few individuals, and that the whole matter will 
be subject to such action as Congress may take whenever the question of allotment comes 
before it. · 
Very respectfully, 
WM. M. RIDPATH, Esq., 
United States Indian .Agent, Quapaw Agency, 
Seneca, Newton County, .JJfissouri. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
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QUAPAWS. 
BAXTER SPRINGS, KANS. 1 March 17, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: Herewith I send you a lease that the Quapaw council made for the Govern-
ment farm; the man to whom the lease is made is a white man and a good farmer. He 
had the land last year and gave to our people general satisfaction. 
The agent refuses to ratify this lease, and without the consent of the Quapaws has 
leased the lands to several negroes that our people don't know and don't want, and won't 
have; the agent has ordered our lessee off the land, and our people order off the negroes. 
We want your honor to approve our lease, let us have the man we want on our farm, and 
let us live in peace. 
Yours, very respectfully, 
Hon. H. M. 'l'ELI:ER, 
L. J. FISH, 
..Attm·ney in Fact. 
Secr~tary of the Interior, WasMngton, D. 0. 
[Inclosure.] 
Article of agreement made and entered into this :fifth (5th) day of Feb., 1884, A. D., 
by and between the councilmen, chiefs, headmen, representing the tribe, and members 
of the Quapaw Nation residing in the Indian Territory, the councilmen, chiefs, bead-
men, p~rty of the :first part, and William Carr, party of the second part, witnesseth, that 
the parties of the :first part, in consideration of one-third of the crop and one-third of the 
corn to be husked and cribbed, by the parties of the second part, we the chiefs have this 
day leased to the parties of the second part the right and the full andexclusivepowerto 
farm, to enter upon the land hereinafter described: That is to say, two hundred acres of 
land known as the Government farm, a part of the one hundred and :fifty sections of land 
west of the State line of the State of Missouri, and between the lands of the Senecas and 
the Shawnees, as the same are mentioned ·and described in article second of the article 
of agreement between the United States and the Quapaw Indians, bearing date May 13, 
1833. This lease is only given for one year from date. 
When said article of agreement. shall be null and void, it is also agreed and understood 
that the party of the second part can sublet such portions of said land hereinafter men-
tioned in said contract: only for the term of one year from date. 
CHARI"EY QUAPAW, Chtef, hisx mark. 
ALPHONSO V ALlER, First Councilm·. 
JAMES SILK, Second Councilor, his x mark. 
BIG GEORGE, his x mark. 
I hereby certify that the chiefs and headmen whose names appear above acknowledge 
that they signed the above article of lease; that the same is their own free act and deed; 
that the lease so made is for the best interest of the Quapaw Indians, and they are satis-
fied with said lease and they ask the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, or Secretary of In-
terior, to approve of said lease; and I further certify that the agent for this agency refuses 
to ratify this contract of lease to the damage and injury of the Quapaws, as I am in-
formed by the said Quapaws in council. 
Witness my hand thie 8t:Q day of March, 1884. 
W. R. WAGSTAFF, 
Judge; Tenth Judicial District for the State of l{ansas. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
Wash-ington, April15, 1884. 
SIR: I inclose herewith a copy of a letter dated 17th ultimo, received in this office 
from L. J. Fish, claiming to be attorney in fact for the Quapaw Indians, transmitting a 
lease (copy also inclosed) dated February 5, 1884, purporting to be signed by Charly 
Quapaw, chief, Alphonso Valier, :first councilor; James Silk, second councilor, and Big 
George, to William Carr, to 200 acres of land, known as the Government farm, for a 
term of one year, at a rental of one-third of the crop and one-third of the corn to be 
husked and cribbed, with power to sublet portions of said land . . 
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Mr. Fish states that the agent refuses to ratify this lease, and that he has leased the 
land in question to several negroes against the wishes of the tribe. 
A report is desired from the agency point of view. 
Very respectfully, 
G. D. WILLIAMS, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Acting United States Indian Agent, Quapaw Agency, 
Seneca, Newton County, Missouri. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Quapaw Agency, Indian Territory, April 28, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of office letter "L 6271," of the 15th 
instant, requesting a report in the matter of a lease of 200 acres of land kpown as the 
"Government farm," given by Charley Quapaw, Alphonso Valier, James Silk, and Big 
George, to one William Carr, on the 5th day of February last. 
In reply thereto I would say that Jack Fish has been thoroughly and fully written 
up, not only by this office but by Col. George F. Towle when in command of United 
States troops stationed here, that I ·do not know that I can more fully explain his mo-
tives in connection with his adoption and business with the Quapaws. . . 
Your office must be fully convinced that such a man can be of no benefit to the tribe, 
but on the contrary a great disadvantage. He is a demoralizer, and his only object is 
to get sometping without an equivalent. That such an irresponsible party should have 
such an influence with these misguided people is to be regretted. But it it is not strange 
when you know that to accomplish his purpose with these Quapaws he will tell them 
any falsehood, no matter how absurd. 
The history of the 't Government farm,'' as it is called, is this: In 1876 the Department 
concluded to remove the Cheyenne and other captive Indians to this agency, and with 
this object in view sent Agent C. F. Larrabee to make an agreement with the Quapaws 
for some land for their occupancy. At that time he broke out and fenced at the expense 
of the Government about 300 acres of the tract agreed upon, and also erected a ware-
house and made some other improvements. The Cheyennes were not sent, but in the 
course of about a year the Poncas and Nez Perces were brought here, and under the old 
agreement a part of them were placed upon this land. They remained for some time, 
during which the Government cultiYated the 300 acres for their benefit. The year be-
fore the Poncas came the crop was given to needy Indians, but neither the Quapaws nor 
any other tribe had control of the farm. After the Poncas left the agency, the farm and 
all other improvements were turned over to Agent H. W. Jones. The farm being SQ far 
distant from the agency and the Government having no use for it, Agent Jones allowed 
citizens from the State of Kansas (it being but one and a half miles from the line) to 
cultivate it and give one-third of the crop to the Quapaw people. The Qnapaws cer-
tainly had no claim on the farm, as the improvements were made at the expense of and 
by the Government, but as it is on their reservation, it was thought best to let them 
have the benefit. The agent, I am informed, did not give any personal attention to 
renting it, but allowed the Indians to do as they wished in making contracts and col-
lecting the rent.'lls. 
Upon the arrival of Special Agent James M. Haworth, he found that the Indians got 
literally nothing for their share, the renters taking nearly the entire crop. 
When Agent Dyer took charge he determined to correct this wrong by taking the 
management into his own hands, and to personally know who worked the land, and that 
one-third of the crop was honestly harvested and delivered to the Indians. 
Each year since he has laid off the farm into tracts of from 20 to 80 acres, and issued 
permits to farmers, both black and white, to cultivate the lands. This spring the same 
course was pursued, and there are now five each, negroes and whites, engaged at work 
thereon, with the understanding that at the close of the season one-third of all crops is 
to be delivered, under direction of the agent, to the Quapaw Indians. 
At about the time the agent was arranging for tenants for this year he found that Mr. 
Carr, who had workecl sixty acres last year, and not the ·wholr! farm, as J. Fish states, 
had been dealing directly with the Indians, and had secured millet hay and other forage 
from them at about half value; he at once decided that Carr should have no part of the 
farm in the future; also that he should leave the reserve, which he ordered, and the order 
was obeyed. However, before Carr left, he, through the instrumentality of Frank Valier, 
induced the Quapaws to make the lease in question. Carr, thinking to give this lease 
additjonal force1 secur~d the acknowledgment of it before Judge Wagstaff1 who came intq 
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the Indian Territor,y, and on this farm 'w>·ote the a.cknowledgment. It might be pertinent to 
ask by what right he did this? It can ea8ily be inferred that the acknowledgment of 
this lease was but a small part of his business in the Territory. A judge is not likely 
to come from Paola, Kans., away down into the Territory to take such simple acknowl-
edgments when the same can be accomplished at Columbus, a town near by, at an ex-
pense of $1, unless urged by some other important business, and that, too, of a nature 
closely allied to the Indians. 
1st. The acknowledgment is not legal. 2d. If it were, it would be poor policy :fur the 
Department to allow these ignorant Indians to make such contracts without the advice 
and consent of their agent. 3d. If the Government allowed the Indians to manage this 
farm, the result would' be simply a repetition of what Agent Ha.worth found- that is, no 
part of tne crop for the Indian, all for the renter. 
Fish states that the agent refused to ratify the lease. In this he is conect., and I am 
convinced that the Department would not have had him done otherwise. 
Jack Fish's conduct does not astonish those that know him, and to make an appear-
ance of friendship for these people he will do this and kindred pieces of work as their 
"attorney," for it is necessary for him to make some show of honesty of purpose; but 
to know that judges and other men would so far forget their manhood as to lend their 
aid in deceiving these darkened minds for the sole purpose of gain causes one to lose con-
fidence in his fellow-man. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
G. D. WILLIAMS, 
Acting Indian Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Office of Indian Affa·irs, May 8, 1884. 
SIR: Referring the office letter of the 15th ultimo, and to yollr reply thereto of the 
28th ultimo, touching the lease of the Government farm on the Quapaw reserve made by 
Charley Quapaw, Alphonso Vallier, and others, to William Carr, on the 5th of February 
last, I have to say that in view of the facts disclosed in your letter said lease will not be 
approved by this Department, and you are directed, in the event of Carr, or any one 
claiming in his behalf, to exercise any rights or privileges under said pretended lease, to 
at once remove him from the reservation. Care should be taken that the Indians get 
their due proportion of crops from the present tenants. 
Very respectfully, 
G. D. WILLIAMS, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Acting United States Indian Agent, Quapaw A,qency, Ind. T. 
710 ELEVEN~ai STREET, N. W., 
Washington, D. C., April19, 1884. 
SIR: Inviting attention to the attached letter I respectfully ask to be furnished with 
your ruling in the matter of the leases mentioned therein, together with any other in-
formation on the subject which you can properly communicate. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
CAMPBELL W. BUSHNELL. 
Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, Present. 
[Inclosure.] 
BAXTER SPRINGS, KANS., March 28, 1884. 
FRIEND BusHNELL: You may think by this time that I was numbered with the past, 
but I am still above ground. I am married and have as fine a woman as any one needs 
to have. My brother-in-law and I are living in Cherokee County, Southeastern Kansas, 
and are engaged in the cattle business; we have two hundred and .ninety bead at present; 
we graze our cattle on the Indian Territory, on the Quapaw Reservation. The reserva-
tion has lately been leased by a banker named Crowell. Now he proposes to sub-lease 
to the stockmen along the line, and we are at a loss to understand whether h~s lease is 
legal or not1 or whether the Secretary of the Interior will sign it or not. 
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Now, Bushnell, I wish you would confer a favor on me by sending me a copy or copies 
of the Indian repo(t, Indian laws, or anything that will give me some information con-
cerning the laws governing them and their lands, &c. As we have some dealings with 
them it will be of help to us to know what we are doing. I got your address of Peck. 
He has been taking Com at the Sem this winter. We correspond regular, but Bine has 
not written in two years. 
Write· and let me know how you are getting along and what business you are in, and 
I will ·give a better account of myself in my next. 
Yours hastily, but truly, 
F. N. MOORE. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
April 21, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
. AMOS HADLEY, 
--- WILLIAMS, 
fTelegram.] 
Acting Chief Clerk. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
May 7, 1884. 
In charge Quapaw .Agency, Seneca, Mo.: 
Notify parties now building fences to stop immediately or military will remove them, 
and their fences torn down . . Give Vallier, the interpreter, notice of this telegram. This 
order to remain in force until further orders. 
To COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
H. PRICE. 
INDIAN TERRITORY, 
Via Baxter, Kans., May 6, 188-. 
Our Quapaw Reserve is being fenced Sundays and days and nights against our wishes. 
Must we protect ourselves, or will you protect us? 
FRANK and ALFONZA VALLIER, 
Interpreters .for the tribe. 
QUAPAW RESERVE, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
May-J 1884. 
Sm: Again to our sorrow we feel that to you alone can we go for any protection in our 
rights on this, our Quapaw Reserve. We are. annoyed day by. day with people from the 
State of Kansas, and from some of the small reservations, running around amongst our 
tribes urging our Quapaw members to permit their friends, who are general citizens of 
• the United States, to be adopted into our tribe, and in a great many instances offering 
and gives our boys money for the same, very much to our annoyance; One man, John 
W. Early by name, who has been head chief of the Ottawas, by his dishonest dealings 
amongst his own people was impeached and\ put out of office before his time had been 
served: another man known as Captain Charley Tabodie, a member of the Peorias by 
adoption now, and captain of the police force, employed and paid by the Government of 
the United States, has been spending his time daily riding about with citizens of the 
United States and of pure white blood, urging and insisting on our Quapaws to adopt 
several of his friends, who are white men, and their families, and they are causing great 
trouble amongst our own members, a great many of whom do not know or understand 
what they are talking about, and by the use of a few cigars, &c., obtain promises from 
some of our peopLe and young men, giving our tribe trouble beyond your imagination: 
to quiet our boys. 
Before such people came amongst us we lived in peace, and could live in peace with 
each other in friendship again was jt not for their apnoyances. We, in behalf of our 
tribe, most humbly ask you what measures are best for us to adopt; we cannot stand all 
this trouble much longer, and pray to you for advice and protection from being annoyed 
by" such men. 'l'hcse·.rnen, Early and Tabodie, by the assistance of white men now re-
siding in Kansas and elsewhere, have not let us have any peace, urging our tribe to con-
sent to give leases of our reserve to certain white men, and have been repeatedly refused, 
but a refusal does not satisfy t.hem, and again and again to the cause amongst us after 
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being forbidden to repeat such visits on any such business; we want to live orderly and 
be peaceable by bringing their people among us. Our people are very much disturbed 
and distressed at such proceedings, and pray that your honor adopt such measures as will 
protect our tribe in their homes and lands. There is but one way by which we can pro-
tect our people, but we prefer leaving the matter in your hands, hoping to hear from 
you at your earliest convenience, and very much oblige your obedient servants, 
The Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. 0. 
FRANK V ALlER~ 
Interpreter for the tribe. 
P. S. If it were possible we would like to visit you in person, but have pot the means 
for passes. Could we not get an appropriation of say $500 to defray expenses to and 
from Washington? In that way we could more fully explain our true condition, and 
rest the case in your hands. Our tribe is not satisfied with the way in which Mr. Robb 
conducted the investigation. Only one man was allowed in the room at the &'\,me time, 
and as we had very short notice some of our best men were not present. One other 
reason for being dissatisfied is that we thought we ought to have copies of all statements 
made for our own benefit; and when we, the Quapaws, requested Mr. Robb to leave 
copies he flatly refused, even if we furnished a man to do the work. All of this our 
people cannot understand, wherein there could be anything wrong in having copies; 
frequently our report a:~d statements made on similar occasions were destroyed, if the 
truth was written down at all, and always to the detriment of our Qua paws. Our· peo-
ple want copies, and most respectfully request that we are furnished with the same as 
soon as possible, that we may know for ourselves that all the truth and no more has 
been written down. 
Very respectfully, yours truly, 
Hon. H. M. TELT .. ER, 
Secretary of the Interior: 
FRANK V ALlER. 
BAXTER SPRINGS, KANS., March 28, 1884. 
SIR: I own a farm in Kansas, joining the Indian Territory, and live upon the same; 
have about 300 head of cattle which I graze on the Quapaw Reservation, and pay the 
Indian agent 10 cents per head pP.r month, and occupy a ra,nge set off to me by the 
agent; have always complied with all their laws and customs. Now some parties have 
loosed said reservation of the Indians (all the Indians have signed the lease but two). 
Can the leaser dispossess us of the range we now occupy, provided we continue to pay 
the 10 cents per head as heretofore? 
Yours, most truly, 
F. N. MOORE. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
April 1, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
AMOS HADLEY, 
Acting Chief Clerk. 
BAXTER SPRINGS, CHEROKEE COUNTY, KANS., 
March 28, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: I wish to ask you if the Quapaw Reservation, Indian Territory, has been 
leased · for grazing purposes, or can it be? You :w-Dl confer a favor by letting me know, 
as I have cattle on the range and am personally mterested. 
Very respectfully, 
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. 0. 
L. C. WILBUR. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
April 1, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
AMOS HADLEY, 
Acting Chief Oltrrk~ 
• 
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DEP ART.lYIENT OF THE INTERIOR, OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
.April 17, 1884. 
SIR: The Quapaw tribe of Indians in the Indian Territory numbers 250, of whom 
about 55 only reside on the Quapaw Reservation, the remainder being principally located 
with the Osages. The Quapaw Reservation, containing an area of 56,685 acres, is held 
under treaties of May 13, 1833 (7 Stat., 424), and February23, 1867 (15 Stat., 513), and 
is attached to the Quapaw Agency, now temporarily in charge of Mr. G. D. Williams, 
agency clerk, pending appointment of a successor to Agent D. B. Dyer, transferred to the 
Cheyenne and Arapahoe Agency, Indian Territory. The Quapaws have been semi-civil-
ized for many years, but hitherto have made no material progress. The majority are 
reported to be indolent and beyond the cultivation of small truck patches manifest but 
little ability or disposition to work. . 
Within the past year one Leander J ackRon Fish (commonly known as ''Jack Fish''), 
of Indian blood, has est..'llblished a claim to rights by adoption in the Quapaw tribe, 
which rights have been confirmed by the Department, conditionally that he spall re-
side on the Quapaw Reservation and commit no offense justifying his removal there-
from. Agent Dyer's opinion of this man was not such as to inspire this office with too 
great an amount of confidence in him. 
Within the past few days there has been presented to this office for approval a power 
of attorney and contract entered into with Fish by Charley Quapaw, Johtt Medicine, 
Alphonso Valier, and James Silk, chiefs and councilmen of the tribe, appointing him 
(Fish) as their attorney in fact for a period of ten (10) years; (1) to manage all their 
business as a tribe and people; (2) to examine and adjust all accounts of the Quapaws 
with the United States and all others at Washington or elsewhere; (3) to settle all con-
troversies present or prospective in relation to the use or occupancy of their present reser-
vation, with power to protect the unoccupied portion thereof against all trespassers or 
intruders in respect of pasturage, timber, mineral, and other valuable materials and in-
terests, and with full authority on said unoccupied reserve touching pasturage, &c., and 
to make all arrangements in regard to the best disposition of the same, lease, contract, or 
otherwise, as in his judgment may seem best; ( 4) to secure a patent to the tribe in com-
mon for its lands; (5) to employ counsel to assist him and pay such counsel for his serv-
ices, with full power and authority in the premises, andpowerofsubstitution, &c. The 
fees and expenses of said Fish to be paid by the tribe, if it has the means to do so; if not, 
then he is empowered to secure by loan, or otherwise, upon the credit of the tribe, such 
sums of money for ordinary reasonable fees and expenses as may be deemed necessary. 
This power of attorney and contract is without date, but it appears by the judge's certi-
ficate to have been acknowledged March 8, 1884. 
Fish appears to have lost no ·time in proceeding tO put into execution the extraordi-
nary powers vested in him by these Indians, for with said power of attorney there are 
also submitted for approval of this Department two leases executed by Fish in the names 
of his constituents, and as their attorney in fact, to one Nicholas McAlpine, whose ad-
dress is not given, one being a lease of general mining privileges, unlimited as to time, on 
the entiTe Quapaw 1·eseTvation of 150 sections of land, at a rental payable to said Indians, or 
thek agent appointed in council, of 5 per cent. of the crude mineral products, or 5 per 
cent. of the net income derived from the gross mineral products of said lands, the other 
being a lease of exclusive grazing and herding privileges on all the unoccupied and unim-
proved lands of the Quapaw reservation for a term of twenty years from April1, 1884, at 
a yearly rental of $4,000, payable quarterly to said Indians, or their agent appointed in 
council, with the right to make such inclosures and improvements as may be necessary 
for the care of the stock and shelter or protection of the herders employed. 
Filed with said power of attorney is also a petition addressed to the Secretary of the 
Interior from said Indians, pra.ying for the issue of a patent for their lands in common; 
also a power of attorney dated March 8, 1884, executed by Fish, substituting Mr. Thomas 
J. Logan as his attorney, for a period of six months fromApri11, 1884, with all the pow-
ers and authority originally vested in him (Fish) in the premises, limited and restricted, 
nevertheless, as in said substitute power of attorney mentioned. 
Apart from the fact that the powers of attorney and contract referred to are not pre-
pared and executed. according to statutory requirements, and for that reason alone, in-
dependent of any other consideration, are not entitled to approval, this office does not 
recognize the necessity for the intervention of any a,ttorney or attorneys on the Quapaws' 
behalf. Whatever claims they may have against.the United States, whether of unsettled 
accounts, claim for a patent to their lands or otherwise, whatever grievance they may 
have by reason of trespass on their lands, or otherwise, can be adjusted by this Depart-
ment upon a proper presentation of the fact<; through the Government agent, and with-
out expense to the Indians. Considered npon its merits, therefore, also, the power qf 
attorney rmd contract mad with Fit'lh will :p.ot be a.p.proved by this office! 
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In regard to the leases-
First, as to the mining lease. Irrespective of the question of the ~mthority of the 
Quapaw Indians to act in the matter, which is not conceded, such leases are deemed to 
be against public policy as subversive of the peace and welfare of the Indians, and are 
expressly prohibited by Department order of February 7, 1872, which is still in force. 
Acting Agent Williams has been instructed that under no circumstances must prospect-
ing for oils or minerals of any description by outside parties on the reservation be per-
mitted, and that if any persons are so engaged, whether claiming under leases or other-
wise, to notify them to at once cease operations and depart, under penalty of removal by 
the military. 
Second, the lease for cattle-grazing purposes. Whilst the Department recognizes the 
right of the Indians to a11ow _grazing privileges on their reservation under the provisions 
of section 2117, Revised Statutes, it does not recognize their right to lease the lands, or 
create any incumbrance, or in any manner give to parties rights of a permanent nature 
thereon, and no agreements or leases of the. character. mentioned will be recognized by 
the Department to the extent of approving the same. For your information and guid-
ance I inclose herewith a copy of Department letter of April 25, 1883, to Mr. E. Fenlon, 
as indicating the views of the Department on the subject, from which you will perceive 
that grazing privileges can only be recognized when granted by the proper authority of 
the tribe and for the equal benefit of all. Your attention is also especially drawn to the 
conditions prescribed by the Department respecting the erection of improvements, ob-
. serv.ance of the intercom;se laws, mode and manner of payment, forfeiture of privileges, 
and future action of Congress, in regard to which last-mentioned condition it may be 
remarked that the whole subject of leasing Indian lands for cattle-grazing purposes is 
now pending before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs for investigation. 
For the reasons above stated neither of these leases would, even if made by a recognized 
attorney of these Indians, receive the authoritative approval of the Department. 
I have stated this much for your general information on the subject. 
The facts disclosed upon the papers referred to as having been filed in this office at the 
instance of L. J. Fish, and the extent of power sought to be conferred upon him by the 
Indians in the management of their affairs, have excited a grave suspicion on the part of 
this office that matters are transpiring on the reservation to which they have unwit-
tingly been made parties, and which will result to their ultimate prejudice, if not arrested. 
In saying this I do not make any reflection on the management of the agency, as there is 
nothing before me to warrant it, or to indicate that the agent bas any knowledge of the 
facts disclosed. 
It is for the purpose of ascertaining the true condition of affairs on the reservation as 
regards Fish's action, the cattle-grazing and other leases referred to, and the complaints 
of the Indians, that you have been specially detailed to make this investigation. 
Upon your arrival, therefore, at the Quapaw Agency you will take all necessary meas-
ures to familiarize yourself with the subjects specially referred to. Yon will ascertain 
by personal investigation what, if any, steps have been taken by the lessees under the 
pretended leases executed by Fish in the prosecution of their claims under such leases, 
whether of mining enterprises or cattle grazing, and the extent of such operations. You 
will, if necessary, hold a council or councils with the Quapaw Indians, and hear what 
they have to say in relation to their alleged claims against the Government, their griev-
ances, &c. You will also ascertain from the tribe their views and wishes in regard to 
granting grazing privileges on their unoccupied lands, . but without seeking to influence 
t.hem one way or the other in the slightest degree. You will also end&wor to ascertain 
the extent and character of Fish's influence over the Indians, his probable motives and 
actions since he has been on the reservation, and how far he actually possesses the con-
fidence of the tribe, and you will eru body aU the fads so ascertained by you in a report 
to this office, with such suggestions as you may deem pertinent. It is not, however, in-
tended that you should in any manner interfere with the general management of the 
agency, or take any action which would of right properly appertain to the agent. 
I will add that there have also been filed in this office two protests signed by Charley 
Quapaw, first chief, Alphon8o Vallier, Paschal Fish, Frank Vallier, Big George, Richard 
Puck, ,John Hunneker, and some fifteen other Indians of the Quapaw tribe, against the 
approval of a lease alleged to have been obtained from certain of the tribe on the 20th 
March last, by the Cherokee LiveStock Association, or H. R. Crowell, of BaxterSprings, 
on its behalf, of certain lands west of. the Quapaw Mission, for grazing purposes for a 
term of two years at a rental of $3,000 per annum, which lease, they allege, was pro-
• cured through misapprehension and compulsion. This lease has not been presented to 
the Department, and, for the general reasons before stated, will not be authoritatively 
approved. You will investigate this matter also, and include ~11 the facts and the ac-
tion, if any, of the lessees had thereon, in your report. 
• 
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Copies of the several treaties with the Quapaws hereinbefore referred to are herewith 
inclosed for reference if necessary. 
Edward H. Black is the Government interpreter at the Quapaw Agency. . 
Very respectfully, 
H. PRICE, Commissioner. 
W. H. ROBB, Esq., 
Special United States Indian Agent, Quapaw Agencg, Ind·ian Territory. 
DEP .ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Office Indian Affiairs, April 18, 1884. 
SIR: I telegraphed you on the 14th instant to notify all persons claiming to have leases 
for lands on the Quapaw Reserve that no leases had been approved here, and that all 
such persons were liable to be forcibly removed at any time. 
This action was induced by the recent presentatian to this office for approval by Mr. 
Thomas J. Logan of two leases purporting to be made by Charley Quapaw, John Medi-
cine, Alphonso Vallier, and James Silk, by Leander Jackson Fish, their agent and attor-
ney in fact, to one Nicholas McAlpine (address not given), one being a lease of general 
mining privileges, unli1nited as to time, on the entire Quapaw Rese1·vation, at a rental payable · 
to said Indians of 5 per cent. of the crude mineral products, or 5 per cent. of the net in- . 
come derived from the gross mineral products of said lands-the other being a lease of 
exclusive grazing and herding privileges on all the unoccupied and unimproved lands of 
the Quapaw Reservation for a term of twenty years from the 1st day of April, 1884, at a 
yearly rental of $4,000, payable to &'lid Indians, with the right to make such inclosures 
and improvements as may be necessary for the care of the stock and shelter or protection 
of the herders employed. 
There have also been filed in this office two protests signed by Charley Quapaw, first 
chief, Alphonso Vallier, Paschal Fish, Frank Vallier, Big George, Richard Buck, John 
Hunneker, and some fifteen other Indians of the Quapaw tribe, against the approval of 
a lease alleged to have been obtained from certain of the tribe on the 20th March last, 
by the Cherokee Live Stock Association, or H. R. Crowell, of Baxter Springs, on its be-
half, of certain lands west of the Quapaw mission, for grazing purposes, for a term of 
two years, at a rental of $3,000 per annum, which lease they charge was procured through 
misrepresentation and compulsion. 
Neither of these leases have been or will be approved by the Department under exist-
ing regulations. 
In regard to the mining leases. Irrespective of the question of the authority of the 
Quapaw Indians to act in the matter, which is not conceded, such leases are deemed to 
be against puqlic policy as subversive of the peace and welfare of the Indians, and are ex-
pressly prohibited by Department order of February 7, 1872, which is still in force. (See 
office letter to Agent Kist, October 16, 1879, on agency files; also section 266, instructions 
to Indian agents, 1880.) 
Under no circumstances will prospecting for oil or minerals of any description by out-
side parties be permitted on the reservations under your charge, and if any persons are 
so engaged, whether claiming under leases or otherwise, you will notify. them to at once 
cease operations and leave the reservation, under penalty of being removed by the mili-
tary, should your police force be inadequa,te to the purpose. You will advise this office 
of the existing condition of things in this respect and your action in the matter. 
With reference to leases for cattle· grazing purposes, whilst the Department recognizes 
the right of the Indians to allow grazing privileges on their reservations under the pro-
visions of section 2117, H.evised Statutes, it does not recognize their right to lease the 
lands or create any incumbrance, or in any manner give to parties rights of a permanent 
nature thereon, and no agreements or leases of the character mentioned will be recog-
nized by the Department to the extent of approving the same. For your information 
and guidance, I inclose herewith a copy of Department letter of the 25th April, 1883, to 
Mr. E. Fenlon, as indicating the views of the Department upon tB.e subject, from which 
you will perceive that grazing privileges can only be recognized when granted by the 
p1·oper a-uthority of the tribe, and for the equal benefit of all. Your attention is also es-
pecially drawn to the conditions prescribed by the Department respecting the erection 
of improvements, observance of the intercourse laws, mode and manner of payment, 
forfeiture of privileges, a,nd future action of Congress, in regard to which last-mentioned 
condition it may be remarked that the whole subject of leasing unoccupied lands for 
cattle·grazing purposes is now pending before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs 
for im;estjgation. 
In connectjon with these lea,ses there has also been presented to this office for a,pproval 
a power of attorney and contract entered into by the chiefs and councilmen first above 
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mentioned with said Leander J. Fish, appointing him as their attorney in fact for a 
period of ten years, with unlimited authority during that period to manage all their 
affairs, adjust all accounts with the United States and aU others at Washington or else-
where, protect their interests in the unoccupied part of the reservation as regards pastur-
age, timber, and other valuable interests, to lease, contract, or otherwise, as in his judg-
ment may seem best, obtain a patent from the U:jlited States for their lands, &c., with 
power to raise money on the credit of the tribe ~y loan or otherwise for such fees and 
expenses as may be deemed necessary. Under this power of attorney Fish has substi-
tuted Mr. Thomas J. Logan as his attorney for a period of six months from April1, 1884. 
Apart from the fact that these powers of attorney and contracts are not prepared and 
executed according to statutory requirements, and for that reason alone, independent of 
any other consideration, are not entitled to approval in' their present shape, this office 
does not recognize the necessity for the intervention of any attorney or attorneys on the 
Quapaws' behalf. Whatever claims they may have against the United Sta,tes, whether 
of unsettled account, claim for patent to their lands, or otherwise-whatever grievances 
they may have by reason of tresspass on their lands, or otherwise-should and can. be 
adjusted by this Department upon a proper presentation of the facts through the Gov-
ernment agent, and without expense to the Indians. Consirlered upon the merits, there-
fore, also, the power of attorney and contract with Fish will not be approved by this 
office. 
The facts disclosed upon the papers filed in this office tending to show a condition of 
a:fiairs upon the Quapaw Reservation in connection with the subjects mentioned, which 
is not altogether satisfactory to this office, a special agent (Mr. W. H. Robb) bas been 
detailed to make au investigation thereof and is now on his way to your agency. You 
wilJ please furnish him with all necessary information and assistance in the prosecution 
. of his inquiries. 
Very respectfully, 
C. D. WILLIAl\fS, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Acting United States Indian Agent, Quapaw Agency, 
Seneca, Newton County, Missouri. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Wa..'lhington, April 23, 1884. 
SIR: I have received by Department reference the undermentioned papers filed by you 
on the 3d instant, viz : . 
1. Power of attorney and contract (without date) executed by Charley Quapaw, John 
Medicine, Alphonso Vallier, and James Silk, chiefs and councilmen, and Frank Vallier, 
interpreter of the Quapaw tribe of Indians in the Indian Territory, to Leander Jackson 
Fish, an adopted member of said tribe, appointing him, said Fish, their attorney, in 
fact, irrevocable, for the term of ten years from date, (1) to manage all their tribal 
affairs; (2) exam.ine and adjust all accounts of said Indians with the United States and 
all others, at Washington or elsewhere; (3) to settle all controversies present or prospect-
ive in relation to the use or occupancy of their present reservation, with power to pro-
tect the unoccupied portion thereof against all trespassers or intruders, in respect of 
pasturage, timber, minerals, n.nd other valuable materials and interests, and with full 
authority over said unoccupied reserve, touching pasturage, &c., and to make all 
arrangcmen:s in regard to the disposition of t.b~ same, lease, contract, or otherwise, as 
in his judgment may seem best; ( 4) to secure a patent to the tribe in common for its 
lands; (5) to employ counsel to assist in procuring such patent and in the removal of 
trespassers, and prevention of trespassers on their reservation, and to pay such counsel 
for his services; with full power and :wtbority in the premises, power of substittrtion, 
&c., the fees and expenses of said Fish to be paid by the tribe, if it has the means to do 
so; if not, then he is empowered to secure by loan or otherwise upon the credit of the 
tribe such sums of money for ordinary reasonable fees and expenses as may be deemed 
necessary. 
2. An agree!uent dated March-, 1884, executed in the names of said chiefs and council-
men by said L. J. Fish, as their agent and attorney in fact, with Nicholas McAlpine, grant-
ing to him exclusive and general mininp: privileges without limit as to time, with the right 
to erect buildings, machinery, &c., on 150 sections ofland west of the State line of the State 
of 1iissomi, and between the lands of the Senecas and Shawnees, as described in article sec-
ond, of the treaty between the United States and the Quapaws of May 13, 1883, at a roy-
qlt!, :pa~able 0 said l.p.diap.s or their agent ap:pointecl. in council1 9f 5 :per ce~t. of tP.e 
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<!rude minentl products, or 5 per cent. of the net income derived from the gross mineral 
products of said lands. 
3. An agreement dated March-, 1884, executed in the names of said chiefs and coun-
cilmen by said L. J. Fish, as their agent and attorney in fact, with said Nicholas McAl-
pine, granting him exclusive and herding privileges on all the unoccupied and unim-
proved lands of the Qua,paw Reservation for a term of twenty years from April1, 1884, 
at a yearly rental of $4,000, payable quarterly to said Indians or their agent. appointed 
in council; with the right to make such inclosures and improvements on said reservation 
as may be necessary for care of the stock and shelter or protection of the herders em-
ployed ; also the right to cut, make and carry away hay on the premises thereby demised. 
4. A petition of certain members of the Quapaw tribe, praying for the issue of a patent 
to the tribe in common for the lands mentioned in the treaty of May 13, 1883, and for 
protection against interruption or disturbance from any other tribe or persons whatsoever. 
5. Power of attorney, dated March 8, 1884, executed by said L. J. Fish, substituting 
Thomas J. Logan as his attorney for a period of six months from April 1, 1884, with all 
the powers and authorities originally vested in him (Fish) in the premises, limited and 
restricted, nevertheless, as in said substitute power of attorney ment.ioned. 
Aside from the fact that the powers of attorney and contract referred to are not pre-
pared and executP-d in conformity with statutory requirements, and for that reason 
alone, independent of any other consideration, are not entitled to approval in their pres-
ent shape, this office does not recognize the necessity for the intervention of any attorney 
<>n the Quapaws' behalf. 
Whatever claims the Quapaw tribe of Indians may have under tren,ty stipulations with 
the United States, whether of unsettled account, claim for a patent to their lands, or 
-otherwise ; whatever grievances they may have by reason of trespass on their lands, or 
.otherwise, should and can be satisfactorily adjusted by this Department upon a proper 
presentation of the facts through the Government agent for the Quapaws, and without 
expense to them. For these reasons I decline to approve the powers of attorney which 
have been submitted. 
In regard to the agreements purporting to have been entered into with McAlpine, I 
will state generally, (1) that mining operations upon Indian reservations by United 
States citizens are deen~.ed to be against public poliey as subversive of the peace and wel-
fare of t.he Indian tribes, and are expresiily prohibited by Department order of February 
7, 1872, which is still in force. (2) That whilst the Department recognizes the right of 
the Indians, when exercised by the proper authorities of the tribe, to allow grazing 
privileges on their reservations under the provisions of section 2117, Revised Statutes, 
it does not recognize their right to lease the lands, or create any incumbrance, or in any 
manner give to parties rights of a permanent nature thereon, and no agreements or leases 
of the character mentioned will be recognized by the Department to the extent of ap-
proving the same. I will add that the entire subject of leasing unoccupied Indian lands 
for cattle-grazing purposes is now before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs for 
consideration. 
The papers filed by you and hereinbefore enumerated are herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, 
THOMAS J. LOGAN, Esq., 
Washington, D. C. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., .April5, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: I have just received information from the Quapaw t.ribe of Indians by a 
messenger sent here by them for that purpose that a lease of a portion of the Quapaw 
Reserve has been obtained by a gross a'nd villainous fraud practiced upon them by parties 
acting for and being inte-rested in what is known as the "Cherokee Live Stock Company," 
represented by one H. R. Crowell, of Baxter Springs, Kans. The fraud has just lately 
been discovered by the Indians, and they have taken the present action to prevent the 
approval of that lease or any other paper that may have been presented to your honor 
for approval, or that may be presented hereafter by that company, or by any one for that 
eomplmy or for H. R. Crowell. 
I have the honor herewith to inclosed the protest of said tribe. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
S. Rep. 1278-39 
THOS. J. LOGAN, 
Attorney in fact for said tribe by substitution. 
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[Inclosure.l 
SIR: The undersigned members of the Quapaw tribe of Indians, residing on the Qua-
paw lands granted to the Quapaw Indians under the second article of a treaty between 
the United States and Quapaw Indians, bearing date May 13, 1883, most respectfully rep-
resent that they are of late much disturbed and annoyed by unauthorized persons enter-
ing and coming upon their lands and disturbing their possessions and exciting fear and 
terror in many members of the Quapaw tribe of Indians; and your petitioners further 
represent that the persons so unlawfully entering upon said Quapaw Reserve have made 
threats to shoot and kill certain members of said tribe of Indians, if they, the said In-
dians, should in any way interfere with the possessions so unlawfully obtained and with-
out the consent or knowledge of said Quapaw Indians. 
The undersigned further represent that on or about the '20th day of March, 1884, no-
tice was given to a few members of said Quapaw Indians to meet at the Quapaw Mission 
on the Quapaw Reserve. That the notice was given by designing men under the em-
ploy of a stock company for the purpose of obtaining a grass lease from said Quapaw 
Indians. That the notice was not general, but purposely kept from any of the inter-
preters and other members of the said Quapaw Indians having an equal individual in-
terest in and to the Quapaw Reserve referred to. That said lease was in favor of the 
Oherokee Live Stock Association, of Baxter Springs, and State of Kansas, or H. R. 
CroweH; that the lease was not read or explained to the said Quapaw Indians, and that 
the names of said Indians were placed on the lease without any knowledge or consent of 
said Indians, said lease being for the period of two years, including all lands west of the 
Quapaw Mission on the Quapaw Reserve; the consideration mentioned in such lease 
being the sumof$3,000 per annum, payablequarterlyin advance; and that when money 
was handed to said Indians they were told that it was a payment and belonged to said 
Indians, and that said Quapaw Indians did not have any knowledge of the contents or 
nature of the document until after receiving the money. That said Quapaw Indians did 
not take the money with any understanding that it was paid for the purpose of taking a 
lease. The undersigned further represent that they are ready and willing to return all 
money thus received of said H. R. Crowell, and most earnestly and solemnly protest 
against the approval of the honorable Secretary of the Interior to such lease. That the 
undersigned further represent that under the second article of said treaty they are the 
owners of said land and entitled to a patent for the same under provisions of said treaty, 
and they most respectfully and earnestly request the United States to convey said lands 
by patent in common as provided in said treaty. The same to be delivered to Leander 
Jackson Fish, who is a member of our tribe and attorney in fact for said tribe of Quapaw 
Indians. The undersigned most respectfully ask the protection of the United States 
against any further annoyance or interruptions. by said live-stock company or H. R. 
Crowell. 
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals this the 31st day of 
March, A. D. 1884. 
(Signed:) 
Charley (his xmark) Quapaw, First Chief; Alphonso Vallier, Paschal Fish, Frank 
Valier, Big (his x mark) George, Jimmie Young, Frank Buck, Green (his x 
mark) Back. 
Witness-
WM. G . .ACKMAN. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR : 
LEANDER J .A.CKSON FISH, 
Attorney in Fact. 
The undersigned members of the Quapaw tribe of Indians residing on the Quapaw 
land granted to the Quapaw Indians under the second article of a treaty between the 
United States and the Quapaw Indians, bearing date May 13, 1883, most respectfully 
represent that they are of late much annoyed by unauthorized persons entering upon 
their lands without the consent of said Quapaw Indians or their agent in fact. And on 
or about the 19th day of March, 1884, H. R Crowell, of Baxter Springs, and State of 
Kansas, obtained a lease for two ye.:'trs, including all land west of the Quapaw Mission 
on the Quapaw Reserve in the Indian Territory. And further, that said lease was not 
read or explained to said Quapaw Indians, and that said Quapaw Indians did not under-
stand that they, the said Indians, had signed a perpetual lease at the option of said H. 
R. Crowell, as the annexed copy of lease would indicate; that they were led to believe 
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that the money at that time paid to said Indians was a payment, and should be so ac-
cepted when they, the said Quapaw Indians, were ordered to go in and receive said 
money. The consideration of which lease will appear in copy herewith attached. The 
undersigned further represent that at the time of signing said lease they were forced or 
compelled to sign lease by designing men not members of said .Quapaw Indians, andes-
pecially employed by H. R. Crowell for the purpose of obtaining said lease from said 
tribe of Indians. The undersigned further state that they are ready and willing to re-
turn all money thus received from H. R. Crowell, and most solemnly protest against the 
approval of the honorable the Secretary of the Interior to such lease. .A,nd most re-
spectfully request the protection of the United States against any further trouble and 
annoyance or interruption by said H. R. Crowell. 
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands and seals this 3d day of April, 
A. D. J884. 
Attest: RICHARD BUCK. 
Attest: Wl\L G. ACKMAN. 
Att,est: FRANK VALIER. 
Attest: FRANK VALIER. 
Attest: W:rtL G. ACKMAN. 
Attest: WM. G. ACKMAN. 
Attest: RICHARD HUCK. 
Attest: RICHARD BUCK. 
ALPHONSO VALIER. 
RICHARD BUCK. 
JOHN (his x mark) HUNKER. 
WIDOW (her X mark) CEDAR. 
NANCY VALIER. 
TOM CRAWFISH. 
HARY (his x mark) CRAWFISH. 
WIDOW (her x mark) CRAWFISH. 
SUSIE (her x mark) CRAWFISH. 
SARAH (her x mark) CRAWFISH. 
WIDOW (her x mark) DAYLIGHT. 
MARY L. (her X mark) GREENBACK. 
JAMES (his x mark) SILK. 
JOSEPH (his X mark) WHITEHEAD. 
JOHN (his X mark) QUAPAW. 
QUAPAW RESERVATION, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
April 7, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: Very much do I regret to be compelled to write you on this occasion. For 
a long time our Quapaw friends has been led to believe that we had a perfect right in 
and to a certain tract of land known as the Quapaw Reserve in the Iridian Territory; 
lately we have been caused a great. deal of uneasiness on account of strange people forc-
ing themselves upon our reserve, the protests of the Quapaws notwithstanding. When 
we, the tribe, refuse to be influenced by our agent to lease our reserve for grazing and 
other purposes, we have been sworn at and called cursed lazy Indians. We are Indians, it 
is true, and some of our tribe are not much advanced in civilization, all of which could be 
easily accounted for, you see the way in which our reserve has been conducted. But 
although we are of Indian blood I am only too proud to be able to say to you, the hon-
orable Commissioner of Indian Affairs, that were we allowed to have full and peaceable 
possession of our land, and handle it as we deem best for our advancement, that we would 
each and every one of our tribe be comfortably living in decent buildings, and our children 
well fed, clothed, and educated, instead of being reduced to almost pauperism and naked-
ness. 
Very few of our tribe have houses fit for a hog to live in, were the hog to he the prop-
erty of the ordinary white man. We have timber in abundance and plenty of willing 
bands to take hold and erect good substantial buildings, if we were to be allowed to do 
so, and had any assurance of even allowing a patent for our land, and not be kept in 
constant fear of losing our reserve any day. Our reserve is, I assure you, of good quality 
of soil, and if we are not all physically able to cultivate all our proportionate share we 
could hire help, as white people do, and be self-sustaining instead of being a burden to 
our Government. . Thousands of dollars could we realize every year for the grass alone, 
say •nothing of the vast amount of money that a great many, if not all, of our tribe could 
make if we were allowed to engage in raising cattle, hogs, sheep, as white citizens do. 
Our school-house located entirely beyond the reach of our children to attend and board 
at home, thereby causing the tribe in general double the amount of money it would cost 
us if we were allowed the management of the school for ourselves. This extraordinary 
expense is taken, of course, out of our tribe funds, and large part of it goes to support 
and educate white children. We do not object to white children attending our school, 
if we, the tribe, receive the proceeds for the same; but we do o~ject to being imposed 
upon any longer, as we have for years; a great many of our older people cannot write 
their own name, but indeed, Mr. Price, these people are not to blame. It is the wishes 
of our tribe to be educated as white people do their children, and have them fitted to 
understand business and take care of themselves. We have enough timber wasting and 
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decaying every day to furnish us with all the building material we could saw, but as the 
saw-mill is located several miles from our timber, we do not receive any benefit from the 
game. From the annual report of the local Indian agent you will readily see that we 
have not been regarded as having much, if any, rights on this reserve. The sale of our 
reserve has been recommended by our agent, Mr. Dyer, and in his reports he has stated 
it -was the wishes and will of the tribe to have our reserve sold and annexed to the State 
~f Kansa , all of which we assure you is false. We do not want to sell our land; we 
want a patent in common for our land. Then, and not till then, C<'tn we feel safe to 
Tnake any permanent or valuable improvements. 
· We, the tribe of Quapaw Indians, would pray give this subject due consideration and 
give u.s even a few moments of your valuable time, and, if you deem this a subject of an /' 
investiga.tion, we would most respectfully request that we be notified in time to gather 
cur people together and let each one speak for himself or herself. Of late it bas been 
the practiee of inspectors to go to the agency and, spending several days strictly in com-
!_)allionship of our agent, and taking a few pleasant rides over our country, without giv-
ing any notice of his presence in the country, be returns to the city of Washington wit.b-
cmt ever hearing a single word direct from the mouth of any member of our tribe on our 
:reserve. Though we have been shamefully treated for several years past, we feel that it 
is not wishes or intentions of the Department to deal wrong or unfairly with us. We 
have repeatedly applied to you through our local agent, Mr. Dyer, but that was the last 
we ever heard of it; but now we see plainly tpat to your generosity alone we must go 
for protection, and trust that you will give us an opportunity to show you and all our 
·white friends in Washington that we can be self-sustaining if we are only given half a 
chanoo. Our attorney in fact, Leander Jackson Fish, who is a member of our tribe, will 
deliver t his letter to you, and who can more fully explain our general condition. 
Hoping you will pardon us for taking so much of your valuable time and that we will 
bear from you soon, we are yours, most respectfully, 




UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Quapa1o Agency, Indian Territory, April 22, 1884. 
SIR: In answer to that portion of office letter "L" 6415, April 18, 1884, relative to 
prospecting for oil or minerals on any reservation under this agency, and directing me 
' to notify any such person to at once cease operations and leave the reservation, I have 
the honor to state that no mining or prospecting bas ever been attempted for oil or min-
eral of any description whatever on any Teserve under this agency within four years past. 
The remaining subjects of the letter regarding leases of the Quapaw lands, powers of 
attorney, &c., are now undergoing investigation at the bands of Special Agent W. H . 
.Robb, together with all a.ssistance and information that can be furnished him by this 
offioo. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Onrunissi()ner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. 0. 
G. D. WILLIAMS, 
Acting Indian Agent. 
QUAPAW AGENCY, 4, 26, '84. 
SIR: After leaving Washington on the 16th instant, I arrived here on the 19t·h, since 
which time I have been working here under instructions, but am not yet done. 
Respectfully, 
lion. H. PRICE, 
W. H. ROBB, 
Special Agent. 
Oommissioner, Wasltington, D. 0. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Quapaw Agency, Indian Territory, June 17, 1884. 
IR: Mr. H. R. Crowell, of Baxter Springs, Kansas, lessee of one-half of the Quapaw 
lRe~erYe, requests this office to ascertain whether his lease will be allowed to stand. 
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The terms of said lease are $3,000 per annum, payable quarterly in advance, one pay-
ment having been made; the second is due July 1, and prior to making it he desi1·es to 
know if be will be allowed to occupy the land for grazing purposes during the next. 
three months. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. 0. 
To the Commis.q£oner of Ind-ian Affairs : 
G. D. WILLIAMS, 
Clerk in Ck trge~ 
SIR: Following instructions, bearing date April 17, 1884, in which I am direeted 1o 
inquire into the facts concerning certain leases of lands on the Quapaw Reservation and 
hear and learn of complaints of the Quapaw Indians, and to report to you my findings 
and recommendations, I beg leave to submit the following: 
That on the 19th day of April I arrived at the agency and immediately entered upon 
the work. On the 24th day of April I called upon the chief men of the tribe to meet me 
at the Quapaw mission, at which time and place I examined them separately touching 
the several matters to be inquired into, aml reduced the substance of their statements to 
writing, and the same is herewith reported and referred to, marked '' Statements of In-
dians made at the Quapaw mission.' ' 
At this meeting I used Alphonso Vallier as interpreter. 
After I was done with this examination I consulted the Indians as to their desire for a 
further conference, and they expressed a desire to hold an open council on the 2nth day 
of April on the premises of Frank Vallier, and that I should be present, and not being 
able to get an earlier meeting I consented. 
Under this arrangement I met with them and informed them of the things I desired to 
know about. At this meeting Alphonso and Frank Vallier both acted as interpreters~ 
both members of the tribe. Most of the men expressed themselves, and the substance 
of their statements I reduced to writing, and the same is herewith reported , marked 
·' Statement of Indians in open council.'' 
I have made general inquiry concerning the character and conduct of L. J. Fish, and 
the probable motives in joining the Quapaws, &c. 
I have made personal inspection of the reserve as to occupancy under all leases, &c.~ 
and have taken the statement of J. C. Naylor and H. R. Crowell, which are also re-
ported he1·ewi th. 
After carefully reviewing all these statemants, and from personal observation and all 
sources of information I could use, I submit as findings of facts the following: 
Relating to the Mc.Alp'in-Fish leases. 
I find there is no occupancy under them, and there is no present attempt to oeeupy_ 
Relating to the Crowell lease. 
I find that some time in March, 1884, H. R. Crowell was instrumental in calling a 
council of the Quapaws at the Mission House on the Quapaw Mission, with the inten-
tion of procuring a lease of land for grazing purposes. That Mr. Crowell there met the 
lndians in council and the subject was talked among the Indians. Mr. Finnerty, wh() 
is connected with th~ school, was present, and John Early, one of the Ottawa tribe, was 
there and working in the interest of Crowell. A. A. Whiting, formerly connected with 
the Mission, was also present and favored leasing, although he does not seem to bave 
been very active. John Medicine, Second Chief Jack Fish and Frank Vallier were not 
present. After the lease was interpreted to the Indians, Alphonso Vallier, acting 
as interpreter, the Indians present unanimously consented, but some gave only reluctan 
consent .. 
Crowell was present and ready to pay $750 as first payment on the lease, and I have 
no doubt the presence of the money had an influence upon the Indians in procuring their 
consent. 
The primary ohject of the lease was to make money, 'out the compensation wus a 
fair and reasonable one, and was intended for the benefit of all the tribe except Jack 
Fish. Crowell wanted to treat fairly with the Indians and pay reasonably for any priv-
ileges, but wanted a basis upon which to make investments in cattle and be safe, and 
pur ·uing this object I think he used his superior knowledge to induce the Indians to 
sign tho lease. 
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This lease em braces all the reservation lying west of a line parallel with the west line 
of the :Mission farm, and is now inclosed wW1 wire fence and occupied. by the Cherokee 
Live Stock Company, the members of which are H. R. Crowell, Robert Milne, J. C. 
Perkins, and B. L. Naylor, of Baxter Springs; J. M. Preston and Charles W. Daniels, 
of Chicago. 
Relating to the Naylor lease. 
I :find that one J. C. Naylor who has been interested with the Cherokee Live Stock 
Company, wanted a lease on the reserve for grazing purposes, and applied to Frank 
Vallier for aid in getting it, but failed to interest him. 
Afterwards he applied to John Honka (or Hunneker) one other of the tribe, and 
from him obtained a lease, a copy of which is attached to the statement of J. C. Nay-
)or. This lease was not understood by Honka, and was not intended for the benefit of 
the tribe. Under this lease Naylor inclosed about 600 acres of land ou Tar Creek, 
west of the Qtmpaw Mission farm, and joined the fence to that belonging to the premises 
of Jack Fish, and the Fish premises were used in connection with the Honka lease. 
The facts concerning this lease were not known to the Indians generally. Sixty dollars 
rent were paid to Honka and he used it himself. (See statement of John Honka in open 
council, page 44.) 
The Crowell fence now surrounds this lease or tract. Several lots are fenced. and used 
in connection with this, and they have erected a temporary barn or stable for the shelter 
of horses, near the house of Jack Fish, and the cultivated land and house claimed by 
Jack Fish is now used by said Naylor and said live stock company. 
Soon after Jack Fish was put out of his possessions this man Naylor, by tacit consent, 
at least, of Jack Fish went into possession of the Fish premises, and used them; be paid 
Jack a little money for such use, up till last year, when he claims to have purchased the 
whole improvemeflts from Jack's wife and her father. She and Jack were not then liv-
ing as man and wile, and have'not done so since. 
Since this pretended purchase Naylor has not recognized any claim Jack has, and has 
ordered him to keep away. 
'fhis embraces all the facts concerning the leases that I have been able to gather. 
Relating to the said Jack Fish. 
I find that his reputation for truth is bad, and his reputation for business integrity is 
equally bad, and that the prevailing opinion is that his motive for joining the Quapaws 
was a sinister one. I :find he has never resided on the reservation since his adoption, al-
though the Chief Charley and others here requested him to do so. I :find that he induced 
the Quapaws to adopt him under promises that he could and would attend to all their 
business. I .nnd that his presence and influence with them has not resulted in any good 
to the tribe, his conduct and example have not been worthy of a following; be does not 
Jabor, does not keep his promises, occasionally uses intoxicating liquor; he shows no 
habits of industry and thrift. 
In regard to his influence over the tribe and their confidence in him, I find neither 
exists with any permanency. He obtained the power of attorney referred. to by telling 
the Indians they had a hnge amount of money due them from the Government, but were 
about to lose it, and it was necessary to give him this power and. he could save it for 
them, but only a few days had passed till they revoked the power, so unsteady was their 
confidence in him. He was probably used by other designing men who seek through 
him to make money out of the Quapaws. He aspires to leadership and control of the 
tribe. He has but little learning and has not the intellectual ability to plan or execute 
·chemes of' plunder, but has the cupidity, and undoubtedly could .be used by designing 
men. He has some excuse 1or not living with the tribe for the last year; he had an im-
provement on the reserve but was unable to get possession of it. 
Relating to the confidence the Indians place in Jack Fish, I :find their action toward 
him can be accounted for more through a hope that something good might come to 
them through such action than through any confidence they had either in his integrity 
or ahi.lity. 
This tribe of Indians are very much discouraged and demoralized. For some reason 
they have for years had no confidence in the good intentions of the agents, and have 
doubted the friendliness of t.be Secretary and Commissioner.. They complain that they 
could get no response from the Commissioner when they would. appeal to him, and they 
.suspicion that their letters never reached him. 
Some years ago the citizens about Baxter and Seneca had a rumor that this reservation 
was ahout to be opened for settlement, and they went night and day pouring into the 
reserv<' until within twenty-four hours there was a claim made on every quarter sec-
tion in the reserve, or substantially so. This greatly alarmed the lndtans, and not with-
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standing these squatters wt:-re summarily removed by the military it has greatly un-
settled the Indians. The Indians are told that there is an organization of white men at 
Baxter Springs who have a plot of the whole reserve and each quarter section assigned 
to some individual, and are constantly watching the first opportunity to seize upon the 
lands, and this is true, I am told. They are impressed with the idea that the Govern-
ment is withholding the patent for their lands, and by some means they have gained the 
impression that if they had the patent that Congress could not take the title away from 
them. With this feeling of unrest and doubt, and in their ignorance they have naturally 
sought counsel from outside parties, and this is the source of much of their trouble. 
Numerous parties have only been too glad to council with them, and try to obtain their 
confidence and through this some advantage. I learn they do not work and try to ac-
cumulate as much as they once did, and the most intelligent reason assigned is that they 
do not know that they will be allowed to keep what they have, or may have. 
Another result of this outside counsel is the building up of factions among them and 
then strife for supremacy, so that what one council may do to-day almost the same coun-
cil to-morrow may be just the revE<rse; for this reason it is difficult to discover just what 
policy they want to pursue in relation to 
The general subject of leasing. 
I conclude, however, that the feeling would rather faYor leasing for grazing purposes 
if they could be assured that the lessees had no designs further. Just now there is a 
warm discussion among them relating to the Crowell lease. It seemed pretty satisfac-
tory to them until. some one or more persons, Jack Fish among the rest, got out the im-
pression that this stock company was intending to extend the railroad through there-
serve, lay out a town, build cattle-yards, &c., and that they would never get possession 
of their land again, but this excitement is dying out. You will see they are unanimous 
in the opinion that the Government farm should be controlled by the Indians. 
Recommendations. 
In view of all the foregoing I venture to make the following suggestions relating to 
L. J. FISH. 
In view of the fact that he has been kept out of his improvements unjustly, as I think, 
I would allow him to take possession of them at once, crop and all, without reference to 
any lease or purchase by Naylor or the stock company or anybody else, with right 
of ingress or egress over the lease of the said company, and that he have the right to 
pasture Ids own stock within the limits of said lease, &c., but with the distinct and 
emphatic understanding that he will work, and remain and reside upon the reservation, 
and not be guilty of any immoral conduct, and upon failure of any of these conditions 
that he shall forfeit his adoption, and remove from the reservation. 
NAYLOR LEASE. 
As this is now embraced in the Crowell lease, and the Cherokee Live Stock Associa-
tion is controlling all of it, I would require said Naylor, or the said company, to at once 
put L. J. Fish in possession of his premises, with the privileges I have already indicated, 
and pay the said Fish $50 damages for wrongful detention of the premises during the 
summer of 1883, and I would not permit them to make any contract with said Fish that 
was not approved by the agent. In case Fish is not permitted to remain on the reser-
vation I would require the said Naylor, or said stock company, to pay said Fish $20Q 
ood own the house belonging to Fish. · 
CROWELL LEASE. 
In view of the fact that this contract was generally agreed to, and that the price paid 
is full, if the conditions as to the Fish property are complied with, and the lessees prop-
erly conduct themselves, I would not remove the posters at present. There has been 
$750 paid in good faith, I believe, and I believe the $3,000 per annum is largely in ex-
cess of what they have been receiving for grazing on all the reservations, and the pre-
vailing feeling among the tribes is that the lease should stand for two years, but I would 
require the payment to be made through the agent. 
--=---~-~- - -------~ 
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In conclusion I would suggest that the confidence of this tribe should be restored, if 
possible, and that the agent urge them to wo1·k. I told them you were very kind ~ 
t.hem, and wanted them to have happy homes for them and their' children, but it grieved 
you to hear they did not want to work good and would sometimes get drunk. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
MAY 3, 1884. 
W. H. ROBB, 
Special Agent. 
I think it would be well to make it plain to the Indians how they have only ·56, 68& 
acres of land now, and how the balance was disposed of, and how the money was ac-
counted for. 
STATEMENTS OF QUAPAW INDIANS MADE TO SPECIAL AGENT ROBB AT THE QUAPAW 
MISSION, APRIL 24, 1884. 
Statements of Charley Quapaw, first chief, ?'elating to the Orowell lease. 
We have been so much bothered about leasing that we got all confused and did not 
know what to do. We met here at the Mission. The interpreter read the lease to the· 
Indians and told them it was not good, not closed; but the man came up and paid about 
$i50, and of course the boys were hard up, and took the money and signed the lease. 
After they found out the tribe wanted to be honest with the man, but he was not at all, 
but was trying to beat the Qnapaws out of their lands, I protested and expected that 
lease to be done away. · 
After the lease was made I heard it was an everlasting lease, and I and the tribe un-
derstood it was only for two years. 
Jack Fish never lived with us on the reservation. Wedid·give himpowerofattorney. 
We heard there was a good deal of money back the Government owed us. We hear 
Jack has hired Logan to help him, and we have no money to pay for this kind of busi-
n~ss. Jack made us believe there was a good denl of money back, and then we gave him 
the power of attorney. 
We haveno money to pay out for that kind of business, and we have had no satisfac-
tion about the back money. Jack called a council, and told the tribe he wanted to go to. 
Washington and stop this Crowell lease; but we had no money to pay him, but we are 
told he went anyway. 
When he got ready to go he told Alphonso Va.llier and me that we must be ready, for 
he would get a free pass and have us come to 'Vashington and explain to the Commis-
sioner. We have tried to get Jack to live with us, hut he never would; he wanted to· 
live in town. My understanding was that .Jack was to do our business for his adoption, 
and did not think he could charge us. 
I did not know anything about the leases to McAlpin. Jack tried to make lease for 
mining through some men at Kansas City, and I told him if he did not stop talking to. 
the boys that way I would have his papers thrown up. This was last summer. 
We have small land and we know we got title, but it looks like t];J.e white men are-
more than willing to get hold of it. It looks like they work day and night to ~et it, and 
always crowding us. 
Frank Vallier. 
CROWELL LEASE. 
I was not present when the Crowell lease was signed; there were three or four others 
who were not there, and never signed the lease, and no one had a right to sign it for them. 
The second chief was one of them. Afterwards I went and got the lease, and I asked 
the Qnapaws if they knew what they we:~;e doing, and they said the lease was for two 
years as they understood, and was not perpetual. I asked them if they knew how to 
break it. I told them I could tell them. I drawed up a protest, and we got more names 
to t.he protest than they had to t,he lease. 
Crowell paid $750. I and Jack were left out; all the others got. Crowell is fencing. 
Jack never told me about the McAlpin leases; that is a new wrinkle on my home. I 
want the Crowell leases annulled and Crowell removed. 
GOVERNMENT F AR~f. 
I think the Qua paws ought tQ lease the farm and collect the rents; the rrlggers are not 
doing good. 
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JACK FISH. 
I understood there was annual appropriations for school and blacksmithing, and if Jack 
bad the power of attorney be could look up all that business; we have to go 16 miles for 
blacksmithing. 
Statement of Paschal Fish, made at Quapaw Mission, .Apr. 24, 1884. 
CROWELL LEASE. 
We metatthemission. Ididnotunderstand whatwasgoingon. Iknewitwassome-
tbing about a lease, but I thought we could not lease. I thought it was not legal. I got 
- some of the money, $15.50. They did not read the lease. I think Crowell did not make 
it plain to us, but I think he ought to have his money back. I think John Early did 
not do right. I think he worked for Crowell, and not for the Qua paws. 
JACK FISH. 
We wanted Jack Fish to break this lease, and wanted to get a patent for this land. 
Statement of John Honka. 
CROWELL LEASE. 
I signed the Crowell lease. I understood he wanted for two years, and pay us $3, 000· 
per year. I did not understand it ran longer. I got $15.50. I think he ought to be 
allowed to use the land to get his money back. 
JACK FISH. 
Jack Fish bas not lived with us. We asked him to, but he bas lived most of his time 
at Baxter. 
GOVERNMENT FARM. 
I think the Indians ought to rent the Government farm, and collect rents. 
Statement of .Alphonso Vallier, April 24, 1844. 
CROWELL LEASE. 
I was at the council when the Crowell lease was given, and I acted as interpreter. 
Crowell had writing, but I saw be wanted to fence in about9 miles long and 6 miles wide, 
and I objected, because it was too much. Crowell said be wanted to make the lease iC 
the boys were willing. They then got up another article, and it was to commence at 
the west end of the mission farm and run to the west end of the reserve, and all the way 
across it. I still objected, because I did not think it was legal, but·he paid $750, and 
the boys let him have it. I took my share of the money. I think Crowell knew it was 
not legal, and I think he ought to be stopped now. The Quapaws have no money to 
pay him back. About a week after this Frank Vallier got up a protest and said we must 
not lease that way; the Government would not allow it. So we signed the protest. 
JACK FISH. 
The boys thought it was necessary to giv13 a power of attorney. I did not think it 
was, especially an adopted man. It was against the usage of the Quapaws, but to keep 
out hard feeling I signed. I never heard of the McAlpin leases till to-day, when Agent 
Robb told me. 
Jack never livecl with us. I think the Indians ought to lease the Government farm 
and collect rents. 
Statement of Big George at the mission, April 24, 1884. 
CROWELL LEASE. 
I signed the Crowell lease; I thought it was for two years; I took my share of the 
money; I want the lease to run two years, but no longer. 
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J.ACK FISH. 
I think Jack ought to be our attorney. 
I never heard of the McAlpin lease till to-day. 
GOVERNMENT FARM. 
I think we ought to have a good white man on the farm, and not negroes. 
STATEMENT OF INDIANS IN OPEN COUNSEL AT THE HOUSE OF FRANK VALLIER, 
APRIL 29, 1884, IN THE PRESENCE OF AND TO SPECIAL .AGENT W. H. ROBB. 
Statement of Charley Quapaw. 
We have been bothered so much about leasing, but we don't want to make any min-
ing leases. This land belongs to the Qua paws, and we want to live on it, and don't want 
to be drove around like a dog from place to place. . 
Statement of Frank Vallier. 
I want the tribe to have the patent for the land as provided for in the treaty of 1833. 
CROWELL LEASE. 
Crowell called the council and paid money on his own account. I want him off, and 
if we see :fit to pay him money back we will do it. I never asked for my share, and 
never got it. 
M' ALPIN LEASE. 
I don't want the McAlpin lease to stand. 
NAYLOR LEASE. 
I was present when John Honka made lease to J. C. Naylor. Honka came to me and 
said he did not want to sign it, and I told him that was right, for the Quapaws did not 
want to make any leases, and I went away. It was at Crowell's bank, in Baxter. I 
then went away, and thought it was all right, but John told me afterwards that he 
.signed the lease. 
Statement of James Silk. 
CROWELL LEASE. 
If the Cr<>Welllease is going to do good I want it to stand. 
PATENT. 
1 want a patent for the lands, but I want the agent still to protect us. 
GOVERNME1:9"T FARM. 
1 think we ought to be allowed to control the farm. 
Wants blacksmith shop near Charley Quapaw's spring. 
Statement of L. J. Fish. 
I would like to have the possession of my farm and the improvements. The Crowell 
lease covers it, and I cannot get it. I went-there to live, but before I knew it I was put 
.out. 
Agent Kirt told me to select a place, I think it was in 1880, and I asked him to go 
with me, and he did, and we selected a place, and I went to work and built me a house 
and broke out some land and thought I was all right, but when agent Dyer came he 
-told me I was not recognized by the Commissioner as a Quapaw, and I had better get 
.away and take my improvements or they might get burned up. 
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J. C. Naylor tried to get me to give a lease, and I told him the Quapaws did not want 
to give a le.:'lse. He afterwards obtained a lease from John Honka, and fenced in about 
600 acres ofland, and it took in my improvements; he then told me I had better keep 
away from there or he would shoot me. This was about nine months ago. I saw we 
were going to have trouble and I went to McAlpin; he is a friend of mine, lives at Wy-
andotte, and I made the leases to him for the protection of the Quapaws. I took a 
writing back from him showing that nothing should be binding unless agreed to by the 
Quapaws in council. These leases were not intended to be used. 
CLAIMS AGAINST THE GOVERNMENT. 
The Qua paws think they were to have 150 sections of land and they have only 56,000 
acres now, and they only know about 12 sections sold .on the Kansas line and about 18 
sections to the Peorias, on the west end of the reservation, and they think they have a 
claim against the Government for the rest. of the 150 sections. The Indians don't know 
when or how thfl money for the land sold to the Peorias was paid nor whether it was 
ever paid. They do not know how or when they received the money fur schools and 
blacksmithing, and it was mainly for the purpose of having these matters looked up that 
the power of attorney was given me. 
Statement of John Honka. 
THE NAYLOR LEASE. 
I leased 140acres to John C. Naylor for :fiveyears, at$60peryear, about a year ormore 
ago. 
Charlie Laberer came down aft,er me, and I went up to Baxter's. I did not go to the 
bank, but Naylor came to me and got me to go. I signed the lease, Preston signed it, 
and Charley witnessed it. I did not get a copy. I got $60 and used the money myself 
for groceries and clothing. 
CROWELL LEASE. 
I am like the rest; I think the Crowell lease ought to stand t":o years. 
GOVERNMENT F AR:M:. 
I think the Indians ought to have the management and rent of the Government farm, 
Staternent of J. 0. Naylor concerning premises of Jack Fish and the Naylor lease. · 
I made a lease with John Honka, a Quapaw Indian, last summer, for about 600 acres 
of land on the Quapaw reserve, for the benefit of the Cherokee Live Stock Association. 
I was to pay him 10 cents per acre per year, as long as we used it, or for five years; am 
not certain; have not the lease at hand just now; the object in getting it was to make a 
corral for the stock and some shelter for the herders, and I took the lease from the Indian 
because we thought the Indians would respect it, and would not if it was all in the 
whites' name. . 
We aimed to fence in about 600 acres, but think we did not fence quite that much. 
I paid John $60 on the lease. It is now included in what is known as the Crowell lease. 
Jack l''ish was there the day I commenced fencing, and I insisted on him showing me 
where his pretended claim was, and he did. 
Dr. Gregg, of .Baxter City, was with Jack. I bought the Jack Fish improvements from 
his wife last summer, or rather it was this way: I was ranching on Tar Creek. Jack 
claimed the improvements as having made them as an Indian about the time of the Payne 
raids, but the agent put Jack off the premises, and I then went there at the solicitation 
of Jack to keep his place from being destroyed, and paid him rents from time to time 
until about June last. I then received word from W. 0. Parks (Jack's father-in-law) 
that he owned the premises and for me not to pay Jack any more rents. I went to see 
Parks and he held an assignment from Jack's wife of all her interest in the premises, and 
I bought ii:om Parks ann paid him $110. I had learned that Parks had furnished the 
money that made the improvements, and Jack had always told me that the premise~ 
were his wife's property. I am in possession, using the premises, cultivating the 5 acres 
of ground, and occupying the house, which is ~board house about 14 by 18, one story. 
Signed this 1st day of May, 1884. 
A copy of the lease is hereto attached. 
J: C. NAYLOR. 
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Articles of agreement made and entered into at Baxter Springs, Cherokee County, State 
of Kansas, this seventeenth day of July, 1883, by and between John Hunk, of the 
Quapaw tribe of Indians, residing on the Quapaw Reservation, Quapaw Agency, Indian 
Territory, party of the :first part, and J. C. Naylor, a white man, and citizen of the 
United States, of Cherokee County, State of Kansas, farmer by occupation, party of 
the second part, witnesseth: 
That the party of the :first part agrees to rent his farm, situated on 'l'ar Creek, in the 
Quapaw Heservation, and containing six hundred acres of arable land, to the party of 
the second part, for a period of one year, from the seventeenth day of July, 1883, to 
the seventeenth day of July, 1884, on the following terms and conditions, viz: The party 
of the second part agrees to cultiva~, work, and raise grain and other crops upon said 
farm, and agrees to pay to the said party of the :first part, one-third (t) of all the grain 
and other crops produced on the aforesaid farm; the work to be done in a good and work-
manlike manner, and the grain and other crops to be harvested and cribbed or housed 
by the party of the second part, to the full satisfaction of the said party of the :firRt part. 
The said party of the :first part agrees to give the party of the second part the privilege 
of breaking up and opening, for farming purposes only, as many acres of raw land as he 
can work in addition to said farm, for which he is to pay sixty dollars rent, for the term 
of one year_ 
The said party of the second part fhrther expressly agrees to render to the said party 
of the :first part a full and true acc.ount of all crops raised on sa.id land, and that he will 
not unnecessarily cut or waste the timber thereon. The said party of the second part 
further agrees that, in case of his failure to comply with all the terms hereof, then , and 
in that event, the United States Government may treat him as a settler upon Indian 
lands wit.hout right, and, through its officer or agenh\ remove him and his property from 
said land and from said Territorv without notice. 
In witness whereof the said parties have, to duplicate parts of this agreement, set their 
hands and seals the day and year :first above written. 
Sealed and delivered in the presence of-
CHARLES LABECHI. 
JOHN (his + mark) HUNK 
J. C. NAYLOR. 
Statement of H. R. Crowell. 
I am the person who obtained a lease of land from the Quapaw Indians for grazing 
purposes March 19,11884. I had tried before that to obtain a lease, and at one time, 
about a month previous to this, went with Jack Fish and Mr. Preston to Chief Charley 
for this purpose, but failed to accomplish anything. Jack seemed anxious to help me. 
I then got John Early, an Ottawa Indian, to see if he could obtain the lease for me, but 
I had not much hopes until I was requested to meet the Qua paws in council at the Mis-
sion on the 19th of March last. I met them there. I told them I was willing to take a 
lease at 10 cents per acre if they wanted to lease. I then waited about one hour for them 
to talk among themselves; I did not know what they were saying. They then proposed 
to lease me all their lands west of the Mission farm at $3,000 per year, payable quarterly 
in advance. I wanted it for :five years, but they were afraid I could not pay the rent, 
and wanted it for two years, with the privilege of keeping it as long as I kept the rents 
paid promptly. So the lease was drawn that way. A copy of the lease is hereto at-
tached. I wrote the lease in an adjoining room in duplicate. The Indians, meantime, 
were making out the pay-roll, which is attached to the lease. 
Alphonso Vallier acted as interpreter for them, and he took the lease and consumed 
about one hour in reading the lease and interpreting it to the Indians, and they then 
signified their willingness to sign the lease, and iu my presence they signed it. Pro-
fessor Finnerty, A. A. Whiting, and John Early were also present. 
Charley Quapaw andAlphonsoVallier madeoutthepay-roll and reported :fifty names. 
I acted upon this and supposed it was correct. I did not know all the Indians person-
ally, arid did not know how many there were. I knew Jack Fish, but I was informed 
...they did not recognize him as a member of the tribe. I paid them, as per pay-roll at-
tached, $15 per capita., but after the payment was made they discovered that there was 
in fact only forty-eight; so I paid them more, making $15.43 per capita. I did not know 
at the time that John Medicine was not present. I had nothing to do with the signing 
by the Indians. I saw them sign the lease, but I did not know John Medicine nor who 
signed the lease for him. I am hard of hearing or perhaps I would have discovered that 
John Medicine was not there. 
I took the lease myself, but since have transferred it to the Cherokee Live Stock Com-
pany, the members of whkh are myself, J. l\1. Preston, of Chicago, Ill.; Charles W. 
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Daniels, Chicago, Ill.; Robert Milne, Baxter Springs; J. C. Perkins, Baxter Springs; B. 
L. Naylor, Baxter Springs. I am the largest shareholder, and I am both secretary and 
treasurer. I have inclosed the land with wire fence. 
H. R. CROWELL. 
MAy 2, 1884. 
Articles of agreement made and entered into at the Quapaw Mission, in the Quapaw Reserva-
tion, I ndian 1'e'rritory, on the 19th day of March, 1884, by and between Charles Quapaw 
and the Quapaw tribe of Indians, located in the Indian Territory, of the first part, and H. 
R. Crowell, of the State of Kansas, of the second part. 
The parties of the first part, for the consideration of three thousand dollars to them 
in hand paid by H. R. Crowell at the times hereinafter stated, have leased and rented, 
and by these presents do lease and rent, unto H. R. Crowell all that tract of land lying 
and being in the Quapaw Reservation and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at the 
Miami Reserve, where said reserve joins the State of Kansas, thence east along the State 
line of Kansas to a point where a north and south line will strike the Quapaw Mission, 
and thence run due south to the north line of the Peoria Reserve. Said leased line to 
leave Quapaw Mission out, or east of it, being the entire west part of said Quapaw Res-
ervation. 
To have and to hold the said tract of land unto the said H. R.. Crowell for grazing 
purposes for the term of two years from the date of this lease, with the privilege of 
renewal every two years as long as said H. R. Crowell makes said payments as agreed 
upon. 
It is further agreed that said H. R. Crowell may fence said land and make such im-
provements as may be necessary to carry on a general live-stock business. 
It is further agreed that said H. R. Crowell is to make the payments for this lease as 
follows: Seven hundred and fifty dollars at the date of this and seven hundred and fifty 
dollars every three months thereafter, beginning April 1st, 1884. 
It is further agreed that, said H. R. Crowell may take his fences :tnd improvements 
away at any time he wishes to give up &'l·id land, said fences and improvements being his 
exclusive property and under his sole control. 












J. W. EARLY. 
J. W. EARLY. 
J. W.EARLY. 
J. W. EARLY. 
J. W.EARLY. 
J. W.EARLY. 
J. W. EARLY. 
J. W. EARLY. 
Signers' names. 
CHARLES (his X mark) QUAPAW. 
JOHN (his x mark) MEDICINE. 
JOHN (his x mark) HUNKER. 
JAMES (his X mark) SILK. 
ANTWINE (his X mark) GREENBACK. 
JOHN (his X mark) QUAPAW. 
BIG (his x mark) GEORGE. 
TOM (his X mark) CRAWFISH. 
WIDOW (her x mark) CRAWFISH. 
WIDOW (her x mark) CEDAR. 
WIDOW (her x mark) DAYLIGHT. 
FRANK (his x mark) BUCK. 
JOSEPH (his X mark) WHITEBIRD. 
RICHARD BUCK. 
ALPHONSO VALLIER. 
PASCHAL (his x mark) FISH. 
JIMMIE (his X mark) YOUNG. 
DICK (his X mark) QUAPAW. 
H. R. CROWELL. 
This is to certify that I, as interpreter of the Quapaw tribe of Indians on the Quapaw 
Reserve, Indian Territory, met with the tribe at the time they signed a l~se of a tract 
of land to H. R. Crowell, of Kansas, and that I duly interpreted said lease to them so 
that they individually understood what they were signing; and all agreed and did sign 
said lease in my presence and in the presence of others. 
ALPHONSO VALLIER, 
Acting Interpreter. 
QUAPAW· MISSION, INDIAN TERRITORY, March 19th, 1884. 
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--------------------------------------l--~-a_n_. __ ,_vv __ o_m_a_t_'·~~~ Total. . 
Chief Charley Quapaw.......................................... 1 1 1 1 4 
John ~edicine................. ....................................... . 1 1 1 3 
John 1-Iunker.......................................................... 1 1 1 3 
James Silk .. ....................................................... ..... 1 1 2 4 
Antwine Greenback.............................................. . 1 1 2 4 
John Quapaw...... ........... .. .................... .................. 1 1 1 2 5 
Big George............................................ .......... ..... ... 1 1 1 ............... 3 
Tom Crawfish......................................................... 1 1 ............... 2 
Widow Crawfish............. ..... .............................. ..... ........ ....... 1 1 2 4 
Widow Cedar........... ... ....... ........ .. .................. ..... .............. .... 1 ............... ............ ... 1 
Widow Daylight... .................................................. ............ ... 1 1 . .............. 2 
Frank Buck.................... ................ ........................ 1 ......... ............... . ....... 1 
Joseph vVhitebird .......................................... : ... ,.... 1 1 ....... ."....... . . .. i. 3 
Richard Buck......................................................... 1 ...... ......... .. ............. .... .......... . 1 
Alphonso Vallier................................................... .. 1 ............... ... .. ..... .... . ...... ..... .... 1 
Frank Vallier........... .. ............................. ... ............ 1 3 ............... 4 
Paschal Fish........................................................... 1 ............................................. · 1 
Jimmie Young.................. ..... ................................. 1 ··············· ~··· ··········· ......... ..... 1 
Diek ~::.~:.::: ·:::::: : :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::: ............ • ............ • .. :::::: ::: ::r:::::::::::: ----i. 
We, the undersigned, have this 19th day of March, 1884, received the sums set oppo-
site our respective names, being in full for three months rent of the Quapaw leased 
land: 
Witness. 
George Flint ......... ...... ...... ................................ . 
George Flint ................... . ................. ........... .. ... . 
George Flint ..................................................... . 
George Flint ..................................................... . 
George Flint ........................... ........ ........ ..... ..... . 
George Flint ........ ............................ ........ .. ....... . 
George Flint ..................................................... . 
George Flint ..................................................... . 
g~~~~: ~~t~!:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 
George Flint ..................... ........ ....................... .. 
George Flint .................................................... . 
George Flint ..................................................... . 
George Flint ............ .............. .......... ................. . 
George Flint ..................................................... . 
George Flint ................ ..................................... . 
George Flint ..................................................... . 
George Flint ........................ ....... ......... ...... ....... . 
Names. 
Charles (his x mark) Quapaw ..... . 
John this x mark) ~edicine ....... . 
.John (his x mark) Hunker ......... . 
James (his x mark) Silk ............. .. 1 
Antwine (hisxmark) Greenback. 
• John (his x mark) Quapaw ........ . 
Big (hi~ x ma.rk) George; ............. 
1
1 
Tom (lns x mo.rk) Crawfish ........ . 
Widow (her x mark) Crawfish .... . 
Widow (her x mark) Cedar ........ . 
Widow (her x mark) Daylight .... . 
Frank Buck .................... .... .. .. .... . 
Joseph (his x 111.ark) Whitebird .. . 
Richard Buck ............................. . 
Alphonso Vallier .. ....... .. ...... ... ..... . 
P!-~Sch~l (h~s x mark) Fish ........ ... . 
J1mm1e (Ins x mark) Young ... .... . 
Dick Quapaw ............................. .. 



































DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
Washington, August 8, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to somuchofyour report of grazing lands made by the Quapaw Indians 
to H. R. Crowell, in March last, your attention is directed to office letter of instruct.ions to 
you of 17th April last (pp. 11, 12, 13), and particularly to the copy of Department 
letter of April 25, 1883, to Mr. E. Fenlon, therewith inclosed, as indicating the views of 
the Department upon the general subject, and which will governyou in any action to he 
taken by you in the matter. 
Very respectfully, 
E. 'L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
WILLIAM H. ROBB, Esq., 
Special Agent, Quapaw Agency, Seneca, Newton County, Missouri. 
MISCELLANEOUS.-INDIAN TERRITORY. 
CHICAGO AND LAKE SUPERIOR RAILROAD COMPANY, 
Saint Louis, Mo., Not,ember 23, 1883. 
MY DEAR SIR: I address you for the purpose of inquiring if the Indian nations on 
the different reservations in the Indian 'Territory can, by authority of their chief and 
council, lease any portion of their reservation to outside parties from the States, or else-
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where, for cattle ranges or other purposes, and would such lease, given by the chief of 
the Nation, be valid, and not in conflict with the Revised Statutes of the United States 
or the treaties with the Indians. ·x- * * · 
Most respectfully, 
WM. R. CHADSEY, 
Hon. LAND COMMISSIONER, 
No. 2612 La Olede ~venue, Saint Louis, Mo~ 
Department of the Interior, Washington, D. G. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
· January 30, 1884. 
SIR: Your letter of the 23d November last, addressed to the honorable Commissioner 
of the General Land Office, has been referred to this office. 
In reply to that portion which inquires whether the Indian nations on the different 
reservations in the Indian Territory can, by authority of their chief and council, lease 
any portion of their reservation to outside parties from the States, or elsewhere, for cattle 
ranges or other purposes, and whether suoh leases would be valid, and not in conflict 
with the Revised Statutes of the United States or treaties with the Indians, I have to 
say that outside of the five civilized tribes, viz, Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chicka-
saws, and Seminoles, who under the several treaties with them have full jurisdiction 
over their respective territories and regulate their own internal affairs, there is no pro-
vision of law authorizing the Indian tribes in the Indian Territory to lease their reserva-
tion lands to citizens of the United States for cattle ranges or other purposes. On the 
contrary, section 2116 of the United States Revised Statutes expressly prohibits the mak-
ing of any grant, lease, or other conveyance of lands or of any claim or title thereto by 
any Indian nation or tribe of Indians, unless by treaty or convention entered into pur-
suant to the Constitution. 
Whilst certain of the Indians resident in the Territory, not included in the five civil- , 
ized tribes above mentioned, have assumed to grant leases of lands to United States citi-
zens for grazing purposes, such leases have not received the authoritative approval of 
this Department. The attention of Congress was called to the matter by the honor-
able Secretary of the Interior in his annual report for 1883, with the recommendation 
that some system be provided by which the unoccupied lands could be leased for the 
benefit of such tribes. 
The remaining portion of your letter, as to permits to trade in the Indian Territory t 
will be answered by the division of this office to which it appropriately belongs. 
Very respectfully, 
WILLIAM R. CHADSEY1 Esq., 
2612 La Olede Avenue, Saint Louis, Mo. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
LAWRENCE, MASS., February 5, 1884. 
SIR: I have ·been informed there are Indian trust lands, which can be leased for graz-
ing purposes. If there are such lands, will you kindly inform me of their location and 
what steps to take to obtain a lease. 
Hoping to hear from you soon, I am, very respectfully, 
MATHER H. HOLMES, 
Lawrence, Mass. 
COMMISSIONER OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
Washington, D. 0. 
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
February 9, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs through the honorable 
Secretary of the Interior. 
N. C. McFARLAND, 
Commissioner. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
February 14, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your postal card inquiry of the 5th instant, addressed to the Com-
missioner of the General Land Office, and referred through the Department to this 
Burea.u, I have to say that I know of· no " Indian trust land " which, under existing 
laws, can be leased by citizens of the United States for grazing purposes. 
Very respectfully, 





Paxton, Ill., March 18, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: Please inform me whether a lease with any of the tribes in Indian Ter-
ritory for ten years will be respected by United States, and whether individual Indians 
have the right to choose parts and have it inclosed and lease the same for ten years any 
time; if so, what Indians? Can you inform me where there is good grazing not already 
leased? Please send me maps of Indian Territory showing grazing lands, timber, streams, 
and hills, and tribes and boundaries, and any reports that I may obtain information about 
the rights of Indians, &c. If you desire any information about, I refer you to General ' 
Logan, or Ron. Joseph Cannon, M. C. Please address me at Paxton, Ford County, 
Illinois, where I reside. 
Very respectfully, 
CALVIN H. FREW. 
Ron. F. PRICE, 
Indian Commissioner, Washington, D. 0. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
.April 5, 1884. 
SIB: In reply to your letter of the 18th ultimo, asking for information asto tberigbt 
Qf the Indian tribes, in the India:rt Territory to lease their lands for grazing purposes, the 
most desirable location, &c., I have to say that the whole subject of leasing unoccupied 
Indian lands for such purposes bas been referred by the honorable Secretary of the In-
terior to Congress for such legislation as it may deem advisable. Pending such refer-
ences, this office deems it inexpedient to express any opinion which may be calculated to 
embarrass the action of Congress in the matter. 
Very respectfully, 
CALVIN H. FREW, Esq., 
Paxton, Ford County, Illinois. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
[Wilson & Greene, bankers, Tallula, Menard County, Illinois.] 
MARCH 15, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: Being desirous of engaging in the cattle business, can you inform me 
whether or not the Government bas any lands in the Indian Territory that could be leased 
for such purposes? If not, will any of the tribes of Indians there lease for such purposes? 
If this should not properly come under your Department, will you oblige me by putting 
me in correspondence with the proper persons ? 
Hoping these inquiries will not intrude upon your valuable time, I am, 
Yours, most respectfully, 
J. 0. WILLSON. 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of Interior, Washington, D. 0. 
DEPARTMENT INTERIOR, March 21, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner Indian Affairs. 
AMOS HADLEY, 
.Acting Chief Clerk. 
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DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF .AIRS, 
April 5, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 18th ultimo, addressed to the honorable Secretary 
of the Interior, and by him referred to this office, inquiring whether the Government has 
any lands h1 the Indian Territory that can be leased for cattle-raising purposes, and if 
not, whether any of the Indian tribes can so lease, I have to say that the whole subject 
involved in your inquiries has been referred by the honorable Secretary to Congress for 
investigationJ and such legislation as may be deemed advisable. 
Pending such reference it is not deemed expedient by this office to express any opinion 
which may be calculated to embarrass the action of Congress in the matter. 
Very respectfully, 
J. 0. WILLSON, Esq., 
1'allula, Menard Co'unty, Illinois. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
OKLAHOMA, INDIAN TERRITORY. 
DEP .ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Febr1wry 11, 1884. 
SIR: It has been represented to this office that the Oklahoma di'3trict is full of cattle, 
and that much of it is fi:mced up. You are directed to ascertain from the best available 
sources the probable number of cattle on those lands, by whom owned, quantity of fenc-
ing done, and by whom, reporting result ·to this office as early as practicable. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN Q. TuFTS, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Ind,ian Agent, Union Agency, M~tSko.qee, Ind. 1'. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
UNION AGENCY, 
M~kogee, March 5, 1884. 
SIR: Refurring to office letter, dated February 11, 1884, L, I have the honor to report 
that I have not visited the Oklahoma country since last summer. At that time there 
were a number of large herds and small bunches, apparently about the same number 
that are on the country adjoining. The owners were with some of the large herds and 
stated, that they were driving throu.gh. It is the custom of cattlemen, grazing on the 
adjoining lands, who do not fence pastures, to "turn loose" at certain seasons of the 
year, an~ the cattle drift to all points of the Territory. When branding time comes they 
gather the beef cattle, brand the calves, and again "turn loose." 
There is nothing to prevent these cattle from feeding on Oklahoma lands, and they are 
there in large numbers during .the grazing season. I have never heard of any fencing or 
established ranches on the Oklahoma lands. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian A.OaiTs, Washington, D. 0. 
.JNO. Q. TUFTS, 
United States Indian Agent. 
UNITED STA'.rES INDIAN SERVICE, 
UNION AGENCY, 
M~kogee, May 21, 1884. 
Sm: I have the honor to report that Mr. Cadwallader, a correspondent of the Globe-
Democrat, at Saint Louis, who has just returned from. the Oklahoma country, was at 
this office to-day, and report<> that he saw wire fences on that part of Oklahoma lying 
north of the Cimarron River, and that the officers of the Army, who were there remov-
in<Y the "Oklahoma boomers," told him that they traveled through large pastures, 
fe~ced with wire, on Cottonwood Creek, just north of he Cimarron River, on the west· 
S. Rep. 1278-40 
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ern portion of Oklahoma. These fences, it appears, have been ere~ted during the last 
few months. I also learned from other sources that I believe to be reliable, that the 
whole of Oklahoma is occupied by cattle companies, who have the bounds of their 
''claims'' marked by creeks"-and hills, and permit no others to encroach on their '' prem-
ises." They have no fenc~ or other· improvements, except a "dug-out," and in some 
cases a corral pen. • 
On the appearance of troops the cowboys disappear and remain out of sight tmtil the 
troops pass, but the catt~.remain there. 
Very respectfullY117.Your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. Pm:cE, 
JNO. Q. TUFTS, 
United Stata Indian Agent. 
Oommissitmer of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR. 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF Ams, 
May 27, 1884. 
Sm: I have the honor to inclose herewith, for the information of the Department and 
such action thereon as may be deemed necessary or advisable, a copy of a letter from 
Agent Tufts, Union Agency, Indian Territory, dated 21st instant, reporting certain in-
formation received by him and deemed to be reliable of the existence of wire fence.<; and 
the occupation of the entire Oklahoma country by cattle companies. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, UNITED STATES, 
Washington, D. C., December 8, 1883. 
SIR: Several of my constituents have written to me inquiring "if they could obtain 
leases to graze cattle in the ' Oklahoma country,' or if they would be interfered with if 
they drove their stock into' that section to graze.'' 
Very respectfully, 
SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
R. W. FYAN, M. C., 
Thirteenth District of Missouri. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
December 15, 1883. 
SIR: Your letter of the 8th instant, addressed to the honorable Secretary of the In-
terior, on behalf of several of your constituents, inquiring whether they ean obtain 
leases to graze ~ttle in the Oklahoma country, or whEtther they would be ·interfered 
with if they drive their stock into that section to graze, has been referred to this 
office. 
In reply I have to state that I am unable at this time to give you any definite infor-
mation or im;truction in reference to grazing cattle in the Indian Territory, the whole 
subject having been referred by the honorable Secretary to Congress for such action as 
may be deemed necessary. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. R. W. FYAN, 
HO'UM of BepresentntifJett. 
H. PRICE, 
Oommissioner. 
DEP .A.RTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, May 22,1884. 
SIR: Complying with your request on the subject, I have the honor to inclose here-
with a draft of a bill '' t.o authorize tne leasing of surplus Indian reservations for grazing 
~mrpoAe&, '' 
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On this subject I stated in my last annual report that "Congress should provide some 
system by which the unoccupied lands can be leased by the tribe or the Department for 
the benefit of such .tribes, and the money expended f(H' the tribe without covering it into 
the Trersury." 
I think the Indians can better be protected from outside influence of interested parti{lS, 
and much trouble and annoyance can be avoided, if such leases are made by the Secre-
tary of the Interior with the consent of the Indians, and the bill is drawn in accordance 
with that view of the matter. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. L. DAWES, 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
Chairman Committee on Indian Affairs, United States Senate. 
No.2. 
Copies of documents and correspondence on file and of 'record in the Indian · Office and Indian 
Division of the Department of the Interior relating to leases of lands in the Indian Territory 
made by the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians to citizens of the United States for grazing 
purposes, the action of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Indians in the Indian Territory 
on the same general subject; also of correspondence relating to the boundary lines between the 
1·espective reservations of said tribes. 
[Furnished in obedience to Senate resolution dated December 3, 1884, and supplemental to Senate 
Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-eighth Congress, first session.] 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO RESERVE, INDIAN TERRITORY. 
CHEYENNE, WYO., June 15, 1882. 
SIR: In behalf of the Standard Cattle Company, whose general manager I am, I have 
the honor herewith to make application for the privilege of holding and grazing cattle 
in the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indian Reservation of the Indian Territory, where we are 
now occupying range under an amicable agreement with the Indians of the tribes above 
named. 
I beg also to respectfully ask that such leases as we may be able to negotiate with 
these tribes, with or without right to fence, conditioned upon our payment of an annual 
rental of a fixed amount per acre or a per capita annual tax upon cattle held on such 
range, may be confirmed by you, and I would make particular application for such use 
of all lands in the above reservation lying between the third and fourth standard parallels, 
bounded on the west by the Texas line and on the east by the Wichita Reservation, con-
taining about 1,000,000 acres, for tbe use of which we propose to pay such annual rental 
or tax as will be satisfactory to the Indians interested as well as to your Department. 
I further respectfully ask that our first occupation of these lands, under existing ami-
Elable agreements with the Indians, may be regarded by you as constituting a right su-
perior to those which may be negotiated by later comers. 
I have the honor to be, respectfully yours, 
A. T. BABBITT, 
General Manager Standard Cattle Company. 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
r concnr and will have pleasure in presenting additional facts to your Department at 
an early day. 
G. R. BLANCHARD, 
Presidem. 
NEW YORK, January 18, 1883. 
DEAlt Sm: 1 have the ho.nor to inclose herewith application in behalfoftheStandard 
Cattle ComJ)any for the con:tirmation of such arrangements as we may be able to con-
summate with Indians for occupancy of their lands in Indian Territory, concerning 
which you will r~member my personal application. I have thought it fair to date this 
. 
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application contemporaneously with our occupation of these lands. 1 am informed by 
wire that parties represented by Campbell have negotiated some lea.ses with these Indi-
ans covering nearly the whole of the reservation referred to. I rest in the promise so 
clearly made to Senator Platt., Mr. Blanchard, and me, also to Colonel Hunter, that no 
such monopoly should be gmnted, and that we would be protected in the occupancy of 
our range. 
Very respectfully, 
The Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
A. T. BABBITT, 
General Manager. 
Secretary of the Interim·, Washington D. C. 
WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH COMPANY, 
Anadarko, Ind. T., January 22, 1883. 
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C.: 
Withhold action on Cheyenne grazing lease until Wachita is heard from through 
Agent Hunt, by letter to Commissioner of this date. 
W. SHIRLEY, 
Interpreter. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, May 25, 1883. 
SIR: I have your letter in which you say, '' I inclose herewith copy of lease made and 
executed by the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes of Indians on the 8th day of January, 
1883, and properly certified by the agent of said tribes, giving to me, my heirs and as-
signs, the exclusive right, on terms and conditions 11:amed therein, to pasture cattle on a 
certain tract therein described, being part of the tract occupied by said tribes in the In-
dian Territory. I respectfully request that you will approve and file this lease (the origi-
nal of which I will hand you for this purpose), and also take suchfurtherofficialaction 
as may seem to you expedient to give and secure to me, my heirs and assigns, peace-
able possession of the lands covered by.my said lease." 
I inclose you copy of an answer sent some time since to Mr. E. Fenlon, who holds a 
lease of similar character to yours. The act making appropriations to supply deficiencies 
in the appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1883, &c., passed at t:Q.e last ses-
sion of Congress, appears to recognize the Tight of the Indian tribes to grant privileges 
of the character you claim; that is, the Tight to graze cattle on tbe 'reservation: Yet 
such occupation by the permission of the Indians must be subject to the supervision of 
the Department to the extent of protecting the Indians and public from imposition lw 
parties securing such privileges, as well as to see that the laws of the United States are 
not violated. I do not desire to discourage the Indians in their attempt to secnre some 
benefit from what has heretofore been of but little value to them. On the contrary, I am 
of the opinion that such arrangements, when fairly made and honestly performed, will 
aid the Indians, not only in a financial way, but by inciting them in the desire to acquire 
and hold property as their white neighbors do. I can but repeat in substance what I 
said to MT. Fenlon in my letter of the 25th of April last, that the rights of persons 
holding agreements of the character you mention, when fairly made with the tribe, and 
for the benefit of all, will he protected so far as possible by the Department against the 
intrusion of persons who hold no such agreement, and are attempting to secure like privi-
leges without the sanction of the Indians, and to see that justice is done to those holding 
such agreements, so long as the laws of the United States are not violated, and the rights 
of the Indians respected. ' 
~hould I receive and approve onr agreement or contract, as you request, tbe money to 
be paid under it must, in accordance with the provisions of the act before quoted, be paid 
into the Treasury of the United States. I think this might make trouble with the. In-
dians, and it would be difficult to IDake the Indians understand that they were deriving 
actual benefit from the ownership of their reservation, as they would confound the money 
received for such use, if it reached tbem through the Treasury, with gratuities or annui-
ties paid them by the Government. • 
For this and other reasons, I cannot receive or approve of your agreement with the 
Indians in the manner and form yon desire. But as it may be in the future necessary 
to have referen<:e tQ it for the purpose of settling any controversy that may arise b~-
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tween yourself and the Indians or the Department, I see no o~j ection to your depositing 
it in the Indian Office for the purpose I have mentioned . 
You must consider thiH letter in connection with the one written to Mr. Fenlon as 
expressing the views of the Depart;ment on the subject. 
Very respectfully, 
H. B. DENl\fA N, Esq. , 
New Ym·k. 
H . M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
WASHINGTON, Feb1·uar.11 28, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: As attorney for parties holding eontracts for grazing purposes in the 
Indian Territory, made with the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians, I have procured from 
your Department certified copies of records and documents pertaining thereto, and' now 
beg to call your attention to certain matters affecting the interests of my clients and the 
public service. 
These contracts were made in good faith and in conformity to law. The right of 
the Indians to grant grazing facilities bas, as I understand, been long recognized in 
the Department, and is sanctioned by various provisions of the statqtes of the United 
States. The· making of the contracts was duly reporte<l to the Department, and the 
Secretary's approval requested. For reasons mentioned in the honorable Secretary's 
letter of April 25, 1883, to E. Fenlon, and May 25, 188:~, to H. B. Denman, a formal 
and affirmative approval of said contracts was refused. But the views of the Depart-
ment, and the policy that would be pursued in respect to such contracts, were stated 
with great clearnest> and precision. 'rbe wisdom and expediency of allowing the Indians 
to make these contracts were distinctly affirmed, and the promise of the Department 
extended that it would ''endeavor to see that parties having no agreement with the In-
dians are not allowed to interfere with those who have.'' These views were again clearly 
set forlh in a letter of instruction to the agent of the Crow Indians by Mr. Joslin, Acting 
Secretary, August 11, 1883. 
On the faith of these contracts, and the assurances of the policy to be pursued by the 
Department, my clients have made the stipulated payments, and h:we invested large 
sums of money in herds which are now grazing on the lands which by virtue of the 
contracts were allotted for that purpose. 
Notwithstanding all these facts, which would seem, both legally and equitably, to 
clothe my clients with the strongest safeguards for the protection of their rights and 
their property, suits have been instituted against them by an informer using the name 
of the Government, in the district court of the United States at Saint Louis. These 
suits are brought under iCCtion 2124 of the Revised Statutes, for a violation of section 
2116. It is entirely plain that the negotiation of the contracts mentioned does not in 
the slightest particular conflict with the section mentioned. o purchase of the land 
was made or attempted to be made, and no title obtained or attempted to be obtained. 
:Nothing but a license or privilege of grazing was involved in the agreements. The 
very next section of the Statutes, 2117, necessarily implies the power of the Indians to 
grant such privileges, as does also the act making appropTiations to supply deficien-
cies in the appropriation for the fiscal year ending June 30: 1883. · 
These suits are annoying and vexatious, and my clients cannot believe the-y have 
received your approval or sanction. 
I beg to inquire whether such is the case, and to respectfully represent that the a.'l-
sistance of the Government ought not to be given in ai.d of such prosecution. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEO. H.. PECK. 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Intf'tior, Washington, D. C. 
Dll~P ARTlVIENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, JJfarch 4, 1884. 
SIR: I have your letter of the 28th ultimo concerning the leasing of lands in the In-
dian Territory for grazing purposes. 
You say the right of the Indians to grant grazing facilities has, as I understand, been 
long recognized in the Department, and is sanctioned by various provisions of the Stat-
utes of the United S~<tte~;. . 
I understand that a large number of persons have from time to time pas~ured their 
herds on the lands of the Indians within the Indian Territory, and cut grass and ex-
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ercised other privileges with the consent of the Indians without the formal approval of 
the Department. During the year 1881 sixty-three persons were reported as then occu-
pying some portion of the Indian Territory for the purposes above indicated. During 
the year 1882 forty-six persons were reported. All o~ these persons compensated the In-
dians for their pTivileges granted them, although the amounts paid were quite inconsid-
erable. The above does not include the persons who were on the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Reservation during the year 1881, but at the time of the making of the so-called le~e 
or agreements refeiTed to by you there were on the reservation thirteen persons, firms, 
or corporations, grazing cattle with the consent of the Indians, and in most cases, I un-
derstand, under some sort of an agreement made with the Indians, ana the number of 
cattle were estimated at 51,200 head. Some of the cattle were kept o~ the Cbey~me 
and Arapaho Reservation, but ran over on to the Cherokee strip. Some compensation 
was made to the Indians by these parties, but it was not commensurate with the privi-
leges granted and enjoyed by the cattle owners. On the Cherokee lands, called the Cher-
okee Strip, there were reported sixty-six persons, firms, or corporations holding cattle 
under an arrangement made either with the Cherokee Nation or t,he individual members 
thereof. It is believed that the Cherokee Nation received about $20,000 per year, and 
some small sums were paid to the individual Indians. It has not been the policy of the 
Department to interfere with the Indians in their efforts made in this way to d~rive some 
benefit from the use of their lands, and in all cases, whenever the Indians were &'ttisfied 
with the compensation paid them, and with the general treatment received, the Depart- . 
ment has taken no steps. to dispossess such oc~upant.<o; when the Indians have complained 
of the persons as intruders and have desired their removal , the Department bas acceded 
to such demand, and called on the War Department to remove the intruders. 
·A history of the so-called leasing can be found in my report, of which I copy the fol-
lowing: . 
''In April last, certain parties alleging 'that they had made leases or agreements 
with the Cheyenne and Arapaho and other Indians of the Indian Territory for the priv-
ilege of grazing cattle on the reservation of said Indians, by paying therefor 2 cents per 
acre per ann urn, applied to the Department to have the ·leases or agreements approved 
by the Department, and to be put into possession of the lands included in said leases or 
agreements. It was understood that quite a large amount and nearly all the lands so 
occupied by the Cheyennes and Arapahoes were included in such leases or agreements. 
It was urged by the parties desiring the approval of such leases or agreements that the 
Indians could derive a large revenue from the use of the lands, and be otherwise bene-
fited by such occupation. I did not find authority for the making of such leases or agree-
ments by the Indians, or by the Department, and I therefore declined to approve them, 
and informed the parties that I saw no objections to allowing the Indians to grant per-
mission to graze cattle on their reservation at fair and reasonable terms; that the au-
thority to so occupy must be given by the tribe, and not an.individual member, and 
the whole tribe must participate in the benefits thereof; that the Department would not 
feel call~d on to remove the occupants under such leases or agreements provided the In-
dians made no complaints and the Department was satisfied that the Indians were prop-
erly treated; that the parties and their employes conformed strictly to the statutes and 
rules of the Department with respect to the intercourse laws, with reference to the in-
troduction ofliquors, fire-arms, ammunition, &c.; that the Department would, when it ap-
peared to be desirable for the public interest to do so, exercise its right of supervision to 'the 
extent of removing all occupants without reference to such leasE's or agreements, on snch 
notice as might be right and proper under the circumstances; and that all parties, in ac-
cepting such agreements from the Indians, must accept tbe same subject to such condi-
tions and to the future action of Congress.'' 
The privilege thus recognized appears to be within both the letter and spirit of section 
2117, Revised Statutes, and I do not consider it contrary to the provisions of section 2116 
of the Revised Statutes. That section was inserted in the statute for the purpose of pro-
tecting the Indian and to make his claim to land, whatever it might be, of value to him. 
To now invoke the statute to prevent the Indian from allowing grazing privileges in 
land claimed by him, and thus derive a benefit from his land, is to use the statute m:1de 
for his benefit to his injury and hurt. This is opposed to all canons of interpretation. 
It was made for his benefit, and must be construed in his favor when it can be done. 
It is to the interest of the Indians that they be allowed to receive from the occupants of 
their lands a fair price for the privilege of grazing them, and such appears to be the in-
tention of section 2117 of the Revised Statutes. You say: 
''These suits are annoying and vexatious, and my clients oannot believe they have 
received your approval or sanction. I beg to inquire whether such is the case, and to 
respectfully represent that the assistance of the Government ought not to be given in aid 
of such prosecution. '' 
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The Department bas in no manner encouraged the bringing of the suits you mention, 
and does not desire the prosecution thereof, for the privileges so granted are in no man-
ner injurious to the Indians, but, on the contrary, highly beneficial to them. 
Very respectfully, 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary . 
• EORGE R. PECK, 
Topeka, Kans. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington Oity, .April19, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith for your information a copy of a communi-
cation dated the 21st ultimo, received through military channels from the commanding 
officer of the post of Fort Reno, Indian Territory, and also a copy of an applic..'\tion of Mr. 
J. D. Miles, agent for the Cheyennes and Arapaho Indians, for troops to eject certain 
Kiowa Indians who have been committing depredations on the leased lands of the Chey-
enne and Arapaho Indians. 
Attention is invited to the indorsement, copy herewith, of the commanding general 
of the Department of the Missouri, from which it will be seen that the post commander 
at Fort Reno bas been instructed, for reasons set forth in sn,id indorsement; not to send 
troops for the purpose asked for by Agent Miles, until the views of this, Department on 
the matter are made known. • 
The views of the department commander on this subject are concurred in by the Lieu-
tenant-General of the Army. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secretarry of War. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Inclosure No.1.] 
FORT RENO, IND. T., March 31, 1884. 
Sm: I have the honor to inclose herewith an application of Agent J. D. Miles, for the 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians for troops to eject certain Kiowa Indians, who have been 
committing depredations on the leased lands of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians. 
I would respectfully state that these Indians (Kiowas) belong to the Wichita Agency, 
at Annadarko, Ind. T., and further that the agent of the Indians (Kiowas) shoul.d be 
the proper party to. control them. 
I respectfully ask for instruction . 
. I am, sir, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
'rHOS. B. DEWEES, 
Major Ninth Cavrzlry, Commanding Post. 
The ADJUTANT-GENERAL, 
Department of the Missouri, Fm·t Leavenwm·th, Kans. 
UNITED STATES I NDIAN ~RVICE, 
Cheyenne and .Arapaho .Agency, Ind. T., May 22, 1883. 
SIR: In conformity with a letter from the Hon. H. M. Teller, Secretary of the Inte-
rior, dated the 25th ultimo, and instructions from the Indian Office dated-the 5th instant, 
I have to inform you that on January 8, 1883, the Indians of this agency, the Cheyennes 
and Ar9-pahoes, in a full council, and representing the two tribes, entered into agreement 
with the following-named persons for grazing privileges on the western portion of their 
reservation for a term of ten years, at an annual rental of 2 cents per acre, payable to the 
tribes in cash and cattle, viz: 
1. Ed Fenlon, Leavenworth, Kans ________________ ----------------------
2. William E. Malaley, Caldwell, Kans _____________________________ ___ _ 
3. H. B. Denman, Washington, D. c _____________ :. ___________ _ _: ________ _ 
4. J. S. Morrison, Darlington, Ind. T -----------------------------------
5. Lewis M. Briggs, Muscotah, Kans--- -- ---- ---------------------------
6. A. G. Evans, Saint Louis, Mo _______ , --------------------------------









TotU --------------· -~· ------------------------------------ - -- 3,117,880 
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The above leases or agreements were made in strict accordance with council proceed-
ings held in due form and according to law, under date of December 12, 1882, in which 
the two tribes were fully represented and attested. In this connection I may call your 
attention to the following language of the honorable Secretary in his letter above cited: 
"Such pl'ivileges can only b.e recognized when granted by the proper authority of the 
tribe {or tribes), and the benefits must be participated in by all Lhc tribe (or tribes), not 
by a favored few only.'' Also, '' While the Department will not recognize, the agree-
ment or lease you mention, nor any other of the like character, to the extent of approv-
ing the same, nor to the ext-ent of assuming to settle controversies that may a-rise between 
the different parties holding such agreements, yet the Department will endeavor to see that 
parties having no such agreement with the Indians are not allowed to interfere with 
those who have." 
The Ron. H. Price, Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in transmitting his instructions 
to this office, says: "Iri conformity therewith you are directed to exercise a careful su-
pervision of the matter of cattle grazing upon the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reserve to the 
extent indicated in the said letter, taking care that the Indians are fairly dealt with and 
that the conditions pres€ribed by the Department are scrupulously observed." 
The leases or agreements above referred to embrace all the lands the Indians of this 
agency desire to lease for grazing privileges, and at their Tequest and in conformity with 
the instructions and letter above referred to, notice is hereby given to all persons who 
are not parties to said leases or agreements and who are holding cattle or other animals 
on this reservation under .any pretext whate:cer, whether it be on the lands embraced in 
said leases or not, to at once remove said cattle or other animals from and beyond the 
limits of this reservation. Further notice in this re.spect will not be necessary, and the 
parties holding such leases have this day been notified to proceed at once to occupy the 
leased lands. 
Very respectfully, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., llfa1·ch 30, 1884. 
· Sm: I am this day informed by T. J. Webb and F. M. Tate, foreman, representing 
the cattle owners occupying the grazing lands leased by the Indians of this agency to J . 
S. Morrison, L. M. Briggs, and others, as per inclosed circular letter dated May 22, 1883, 
that on or about 26th instant a party of Kiowa Indians came on the above leased lands 
and drove off about 200 head of cattle belonging to the said lessees, and in a defiant 
manner killed 7 head of the said cattle, and iu the effort to protect the property and 
rights of their employers some shots were fired at the party of Indians thus depredating, 
and it was reported one Kiowa Indian was wounded. 
Frequent depredations by these Kiowas have been reported to this office, and these 
raids have become a source of very great annoyance as well as loss to the lawful occu-
pants of the lands thus leased in good faith from the Indians of this agency, and to 
whom they ha.,e paid their semi-annual ren"k'll, as agreed upon, and they now ask for 
protection. 
The letters referred to in my circular letter above referred to indicate the readiness of 
the Department to give the ''parties holding such agreements'' the proper protection, 
and in a communication to this office dated December 3, 1883, tbe honorable Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs says: ''The Kiowas who are said to be camped outside the 
northern boundary (on Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation) should be required to reside 
on their reservation.'' 
}rom the above it will be seen that the Kiowas have no rights upon this reservation; 
and as Agent Hunt claims to be powerless to prevent the Ki,owas from interfering with 
the affairs and property lawfully on this reservation, I have the honor to hereby make 
request for the detail of one company of cavalry from your garrison to proceed as' soon as 
practicable to " Seventh Cavalry Creek," or such other suitable location on the said leased 
lands, for the purpose of protecting the interests of such persons as may be lawfully oc-
cupying the said grazing lands embraced in the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation as-
signed them by executive order, August 10, 1869. 
I would suggest that a competent interpreter accompany the party. A suitable r·epre-
sentative of the Indian Department will be detailed from this office to represent the agent, 
as required by law and regulations. I will also suggest that this detail should be 
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rationed for at least 30 days, and my impression is that the pTesence of the troops in that 
vicinity will hav the. desired effect in preventing further trouble from the Kiowas or 
any other Indians. I will thank you to inform this office of the date troops can be ready 
to proceed. 
Very respectfully, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Maj . THOMAS B. DEWEES, 
Convmarndinu Fo'rt Reno, Ind. T. 
[1st indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE . MISSOURI1 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., .April7, 1884. 
1-{espectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army (through headquarters 
Division of the Missouri) for the action ofthe·War Department(. 
As the Interior Department has declined to commit itself to these cases byrecognizing 
or approving them, it was not thought proper for the milit.ary authorities to do so by send-
ing troops to enforce their provisions. 
The commanding officer of Fort Reno has been instructed not to send troops for the 
purpose asked for by Agent Mi1el3 until the views of the War Department on the matter 
are made known. 
[2d indorsement.] 
C. C. AUGUR, 
Brigadier-Geneml, Commanding. 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, .April10, 1884. 
Respectfull forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the AI·my. 
[Inclosure No.2.] 
J. M. SCHOFIELD, 
Majm·-.General, Commanding. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, .April22, .1884. 
Sm: I have yours of the 19th instant concerning the application of John D. Miles, 
late agent of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians, for troops to eject certain Kiowa In-
dians who are interfering with certain grazing privileges granted by said Cheyenne and 
Ampaho Indians to certain parties. Mr. Miles had no authority to call for military aid 
for this purpose. It is not the intention of the Department to attempt to protect the 
· parties having permits for · grazing privileges from the Indians in their possessions except 
so far as it may become necessary to protect the Indians in the right to grant such per-
mission as is given them by the provisions of section 2117 of the Revised Statutes. The 
difficulty doubtle§S arises on account of a difference of opinion as to the location of the 
boundary line between the tribes. It is hoped that this question may soon be settled. 
Iu the mean time Agent Hunt, of the Kiowas, will be notified of the complaint. I do 
not thiuk there is any occasi for m:iti.t.ary in)erference. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secretary of War. 
[Indorsement.] 
.H. M. TELLER, 
Set-Telary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
April 23, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with copy of Department 
reply hereto. 
AMOS HACLEY, 
. Acting Chief Clerk. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, April24, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to the War Department communication on the subject of application 
of Agent J. D. Miles, of the Cheyen»e and Arapaho Agency, · for troops to protect les-
sees of grazing lands within that reservation from alleged depredation by Kiowa In-
dians, which was referred to you on the 23d instant, with copy of Department reply 
thereto, you will please furnish a copy of the reply made to the War Department to 
the agent for the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians, together with a copy of Department 
.letter of Aprilll, 1884, to Agent Armstrong at the Crow Agency, for his information. 
Copies of the same letters should also be furnished to the agent of t he Kiowa, Co-
manche, and Wichita Indians for his info1·mation. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
April 25, 1884. 
SIR : By direction of the honorable Secretary of the Interior I inclose herewith, for 
your information, a copy of a letter addressed by him to the honorable Secretary of 
War on the 24th instant, in reply to an application made by (late) Agent J. D. Miles, 
on the 30th of March last, to the military authorities at Fort Reno, for troops to protect 
lessees of grazing lands within the Cileyenne and Arapaho Resel'vation from alleged 
depredation by Kiowa Indians. 
By the like direction I also inclose a copy of the honorable Secretary's letter to Agent 
Armstrong, Crow Reserve, Montana, dated 11th instant, as indicative of his views as to 
the agent's duties and responsibilities in regard to the pasturage question. 
Very respectfully, 
D. B. DYER, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Cheyenne and ArapahfJ Agency, Darlington, Ind. T. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, April25, 1884. 
SIR : By direction of the honorable Secretary of the Interior I inclose herewith, 
for your mformation, a copy of a letter addressed by him to the honorable Secretary of 
War on the 24th instant, in reply to an application made by (late) Agent J. D. Miles, 
on the 30th of March last, to the military authorities at Fort Reno, for troops to protect 
lessees of grazing lands within the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation from alleged 
depredations by Kiowa Indians. , 
By the like direction I also inclose a copy of the honorable Se·cretary's letter to Agent 
Armstrong, Crow Reserve, Montana, dated 11th instant, as indicative of his views as to 
the agent's duties and l'esponsibilities in regard to the pasturage question. 
Vm·y respectfully, 
P. ·B. HUNT, Esq. , 
H. PRICE, 
Oommiss-iuner. 
United States Indian Agent, Kiowa, Comanche· and 
Wicltita Agency, Anadarko, Ind. '1.'. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, April25, 1884. 
SIR: Complying with your verbal request of this date to be furnished with a copy of 
one of the leases for grazing purposes made by the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians 
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with individuals, I inclose copy of a copy of such a lease found upon the :files of this De-
partment. 
None of the original leases are on :file here, and it was not discovered until you had 
departed this morning, that any copy thereof was on :file. 
Very·respectfully, 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secreta1·y. 
JoHN L. McATEE, Esq., 
(care Ron. A. P. Gorman, U.S. Senate). 
To ADJUTANT-GENERAL, U.S. A., 
Washington, D. 0.: 
CHICAGO, May 20, 1884. 
Major Plv.tt repeats the following telegram: Cantonment Ind. T., May 18, '84-7.50 
p.m. 
Commanding officer, ·Fort Reno: Party here for wire from Hunter & Evans's lease 
were stopped at their own gate on Canadian yesterday by Little Robe's band, and a toll 
of $5 demanded before the Indians would allow them to pass through. · 
The men being without arms paid the Indians $3, and were told not to come again. 
This has been going on tor a month past, and several parties have been stopped at thiR 
date. SIMPSON, 
Operatm· in Cllarge. 
DEWEES, 
Ma:fm· in Charge, in the absence of the Major-General Commanding. 
[Indorsement.) 
H. C. CORBIN, 
Assistant Adjutant-General. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington Oity, May 21, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the honorable Secretary of the Interior for his inforp1ation. 
S. V: BENET, 
Brigadier-General, Chief of Or·dnance, and Acting Secretary of Wm._ 
SAINT LOUIS, Mo., June 28, 18~3. 
DEAR SIR: Please :find inclosed a copy of a letter to H. B. Denman, esq., of date 
May 25, 1883. 
At the instance of Col. R. D. Hunter and Capt. A. G. Evans I inclose you the above, 
and ask that you write them each a similar letter, or one more strongly indorsing their 
leas!'s, copies of which we here inclose. We hope you may by this time see your way 
clear to give us the unqualified indorsement of the Department. 
Colonel Hunter has just returned from the Indian country, where he and Ed. Fenlon, 
esq., paid to the Indian5l $31,000 on his and other leases. He found them entirely e1• 
mpport with the scheme. He made a speech to 7,000 of them, and then, after doing 
what most speech-makers would hesitate to do, viz., swearing to the truth of his speech 
and smoking the pipe of peace, the money was paid and everything was quite satisfactory. 
Please let me hear from you at as early a day as possible. Colonel H. desires to be re-
memb eel and to thank you for many courtesies. 
With pleasant recollections, I remain, yours, truly, 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Seereta1"!J of the Interim·. 
H. M. POLLARD, 
Attorney Jm· R. D. Hunter and A. G. Evans. 
[Inclosure No. I.) 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, May 25, 1883. 
SIR: Have your letter in which you say: · " I inclose herewith copy of lease made and 
exe.cuted by the. Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes of Indians on the 8th day of January, 1883, 
and properly certified by the agent of said tribes, giving to me, my heirs and Msigns, the 
exclusive right, on terms and conditions name@!. therein, to pasture cattle on a certain 
tract therein described, being part of the tract occn pied by said tribes in the Indian Ter-
ritory. I respectfully request that you will approve and file this lease, the original of 
which I will hand you for the purpose, and also take such fU1'the1· official action as mg.y 
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seem to you expedient to give and secure to me, my heirs and a.c;;signs, peaceable posses-
sion of the lands covered by my said lease. '' 
I inclose you copy of an answer sent some time since to Mr . .E. Fenlon, 'vho holds a lease 
of similar character to yours. The act making appropriations to supply deficiencies in 
the appropriations for the .fiscal year ending June 30, 1883, &c., passed at the last session 
of Congress, appears to recognize the J?ight of the Indian tribes to grant privileges of the 
eharacter you claim, that is the right to graze cattle 01;1 the reservation. Yet, such occu-
pation by the permission of the Indians, must be subject to the supervision of the De-
partment to th.e extent of protecting the Indians and public from imposition by parties 
securing such privileges, as well as to see that the laws of the United States are not vio-
lated. 
I do not desire to discourage the Indians in their attempt to secure some benefit from 
what has heretofore been of but little value to them; on the contrary I am of the opinion 
that such arrangements when fairly and honestly performed will aid the Indians not 
only in a financial way, but by inciting in them the desire to acquire and hold property 
as their white neighbors do. 
I can but repeat in substance what I said to Mr. Fenlon in my letter of the 25th of 
April last, that the rights of persons holding agreements of the character you mentioned, 
when fairly made with the tribe, and for the benefit of all, will be protected so far as 
possible by the Department against the intrusion of persons who hold no such agreement, 
and are attempting to secure like privileges without the sanction of the Indians, and to 
see that justice is done to those holding such agreements, so long as the laws of the 
United States are not violated and the rights of the Indian respected. 
Should I receive and approve your agreement or contract, as you request: the money 
to be paid under it must, in accordance with the provisions of the act before quoted, be 
paid into the Treasury of the United States. I think this might make trouble with the 
Indians, and it would be difficult to make the Indians understand that they were deTiv-
ing actual benefit from the ownership of their reservation, as they would confound the 
money received for such use, if it reched them through the Treasury, with gratuities or 
annuities paid them by the Government. 
For this and other reasons I cannot receive or approve of your agreement with the 
Indians in the manner and form you desire. But as it may be in the future necessary 
to have reference to it, for the purpose of settling any controver$y that may arise between 
yourself and the Indians 'or the Department, I se~ no objection to your depositing it in 
the Indian Office for the purpose I have mentioned. 
You must consider this letter in connection with the one written to Mr. Fenlon, as 
expressing the views of the Department on the subject. 
Very respectfully, 
H. B. DENMAN, Esq., 
.New York. 
[Inclosure No.2.) 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHOE AGENCY, I. T., 
Ja.nuary 8, 1883. 
In pursuance of a couneil held December 12th, 1882, by the chiefs and headmen of our. 
tribes, to consider the propriety of leasing a portion of our reservation, we, the under-
signed chiefs and headnien of the Cheyenn·e and Arapahoe tribes of Indians, I. T., do 
hereby au,thorize Jno: D. Miles to enter into and make arrangements to lease all or any 
portion of the land designated or mentioned in the proceedings of council of December 
12th, 1882. 
(Signed:) 
Oheyennes.-Big Horse, his X mark; Little Big Jake, his X mark; Bob Tail, his X 
mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Rock, his x mark; White Antelope, his 
x mark; Howling Wolf, his x mark; Plenty Horses, his x mark; Flucco, his 
x mark; Little Chief, his x mark; Star, his x mark; Wolf Chief, his x mark; 
Red Wolf, his x mark; Big Man, his x mark; Big White Man, his x mark; 
WolfFeathers, hisx mark; Wolf Robe, his xmark; Left Hand Squaw, his x 
mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Bull, his x mark; Antelope, his x mark; Bad 
Face, his x mark; Whirlwind, his x mark; Robert Bent, signed . 
.Ara.pahoes.-Powder Face, his x mark; Left Hand, his x mark; Third Chief, his x 
mark; Tall Bear, his x mark; Black Crow, his x mark; Little Raven, his x 
mark ; Coming-in-the-Road,hisxmark; BlackWolf,hisxmark; BigMouth, 
his x mark; Sitting Bull, his x mark; White-Eyed Antelope, his x mark ; 
Grant Left Hand, his x mark. 
ln the presence of H . C. Mann, Jno. F . Williams, 0 . J . Woodard) T. Conn~ll, P. 
B. Hutchinson. 
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CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHOE .AGENCY, l. T., 
Janua'r'!J 8, 1883. 
This agreement, made and entered into this 8th day of January, A. D. 1883, tJy and 
between the chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe·tribesof Indians, Indian 
Territory, and Albert G. Evans, of Saint Louis, Missouri, his heirs or assigns, wit-
nesseth: · 
That for and. in consideration of the sum of two cents per acre per annum, payable 
semi-annually, we the undersigned chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapahoe 
tribes of Indians, I. T., do hereby lease to the above-mentioned Albert G. Evans, of St. 
Louis, Missouri, his heirs or assigns, for the term of ten years from this date the follow-
ing described land: 
Commencing at a point on the lOOth meridian fifty-one miles south of the northwest 
corner of the Cheyenne and .Arapahoe Reservation (Executive order Aug. lOth, 1869), 
thence running east forty-two miles to a point for place of beginning; thence running 
north twenty-one miles; thence east thirty-four miles to the west line of "unratified 
agreement with the Wichitas, Oct. 19th, 1872"; thence south on said line twenty-one 
miles; thence west thirty-four miles to place of beginning; containing four hundred ancl 
.fifty-six thousand nine hundred and sixty acres (456,960), more or lest:~. 
The terms of this lease are as follows, to wit: 
Payment of rent shall be made semi-annually to such person or persons as may be 
designated and in such manner as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior or 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with the consent of the Indians. 
The Indians shall have the privilege of taking all or any portion of the said rental in 
cattle, at the cash value of said cattle at the time and place of delivery, and said cash 
value shall be determined as follows: 
The Indian. agent in charge shall appoint one person who shall meet with a person 
selected by~id Albert G. Evans, his heirs or assigns, when the cattle are to be delivered, 
and shall then and there assess the value of all cattle so to be delivered, and if they can 
not agree they, the parties so appointed, shall select a third and disinterested person, 
and the decision of a majority of such board of appraisers shall fix or establish the price. 
Said cattle shall .only be delivered twice each year, to-wit, not earlier than May 15th 
nor later than June 15th for the first delivery, and during the month of October lor the 
second delivery in each year. And upon the delivery of said cattle by the said Albert 
G. Evans, his heirs or assigns, they shall all be counter-branded, and the brand so used 
shall be and remain in the possession of said Albert G. Evans, his heirs or assigns. 
The said Albert G. Evans, his heirs or assigns, shall have the privilege of fencing the 
land included in this lease and to use any timber necessary for said fences, and for all 
ranch buildings, corals, and fire-wood, but no privilege is granted to sell or dispose of 
any timber. 
The said .A+ bert G. Evans, his heirs or assigns, shall have the privilege of employing, 
under the direction of the agent in charge, any number of Indians as herders. And it 
shall be the duty of the Indian Department and the Indians to see that the said Albert 
G. Evans, his heirs or assigns, shall have the exclusive privilege of holding cattle on 
within described tract of land as long as he or they shalJ ii:tithfully comply with the 
terms of this lliase. 
At the expiration of said lease all improvements made on said land shall revert to and 
become the property of the Indians. 
It is agreed and understood that the rent shall begin ninety days from the date of the 
approval of this lease by the Secretary of the Interior. ' 
It is further agreed by and between the parties to this lease that the cattle and horses 
and other stock owned and held by the said Albert G. Evans, his heirs and assigns, on 
the above described land shall be held as guaranty for the prompt payment of the rental 
specified in this lease. And further that this lease shall be known as lease No. fi, as 
designated on the office copy of the Cheyenne and Ampahoe Agency map, on file at the 
agency office at the Cheyenne and .Arapahoe Agency, Indian Territory. 
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our hands this 8th day of January, A. D. 
1883. 
(Signed:) 
Cheyennes.-Big Horse, his x mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; Bob Tail, his x 
mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Rock, his x mark; White Antelope, 
his x mark; Howling Wolf, his x mark; Plenty Horses, his x mark; Flucco, 
his x mark; R.ed Wolf, his x mark; Big Man, his :x: mark; Big White Man, 
his x mark; Wolf Feathers, his x mark; Wolf Robe, his x mark; Left Hand 
Squaw, his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Bull, his x mark; Antelope, his 
x mark; Little Chief, his x mark; Star, his x mark; Wolf Chief, his :x mark; 
Bad Face, his x mark; Whirlwind his x marki Robert Bent, signed. 
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Arapahoes.-Powder Face, his x mark; Left Hand, his mark; Bird Chief, his x 
mark; Tall Bear, his x mark; Black Crow, his x mark; Little Raven, his x 
mark; Coming-on-the-Road, his x mark; Black Wolf, hisx mark; Big Mouth, 
hisx mark; Sitting Bull, his xmark; White-eyed Antelope, his xmark; Gmnt 
Left Hand, his x mark. 
In the presence of A. C. Mann, Jno. F. Williams, 0. J. Woodard, T. Connell, .F. 
B. Hutchinson. 
ALBERT G. EVANS. 
Witnessed by Park Pulsifer, Henry L. Newman. 
I do hereby certify on honor that I have fully explained to the IncHans who have .../" 
signed the above lease the nature and character of the same, and that they fully under- ( , 
stood the meaning thereof, and that I witnessed their signat rres to the same. 
GEO. BENT, 
Interpreter. 
I hereby certify on honor that the above lease, granted to Albertr G. Evans for grazing 
purposes, has been granted in strict accordance with the request of the Cheyenne and 
Arapahoe Indians in council assembled, under the date of December 12th, 1882 (copy 
hereto annexed), and that the conditions and specifications of this lease have been fully 
explained and accepted by them, and that the same has been made subject to such regu-
lations as may be made or prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and the Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Ind: Agent. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, IND. T., 
Darlington, Ind. T., December 12, 1882. 
We, the undersigned chiefs and head men of the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes of In-
dians, Indian Territory, constituting the recognized authority of the tribe above named, 
being assembled in council this 12th day of December, A. D. 1882, for the purpose of 
transacting such business as may pi'opeTly come before the council for action or consid-
eration, would respectfully repl'esent the following for your considemtion and action of 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, to wit: 
The usual scarcity of rainfall in this locality renders agricultural pursuits very uncer-
tain and unprofitable. And as our people cannot (as experience has taught them) rely 
upon securing a crop oftener than one out of every three years, they have become quite 
discouraged, and are now considering what they can do to supplement the scanty ration · 
furnished by the Government, by our own efforts, through any and aU lawful and legiti-
mate means placed at our disposal by the Government. And in this connection we come 
to the matter of our reservation and its utilization. 
Some of us have noticed; when passing through the States and on the border, that a 
white man only cultivates a small portion of his soil and utilizes the remainder for graz-
ing purposes, which will bring him equally good, if not better, returns than the land cul" 
tivated, and with less labor. 
Now, we only ask the same privilege, and, in consideration of this subject, would re-
spectfully represent that there is a large portion of our reservation amounting to about 
2,400,000 acres, which is almost worthless for agricultural purposes, and unoccupied by 
our people (excepting a few families), which is bringing us no revenue, and as our cattle 
herds at present are very few and small, we cannot, with our own means and facilities, 
make it useful to ourselves by farming and grazing. And with an exposed line of over 
three hundred miles on our north and we.st, by large herds of cattle, by authority of the 
Cherokees on the north, and by white settlers in the Pan-Handle of Texas, it is impos-
sible to prevent cattle from grazing on our reservation, for which we receive no compen-
sation. 
Now, in order that this grass may be used for our benefit, and in conformity with the 
inferred privilege vouchsafed to the various Indian tribes as set forth in section 2117, ~ 
Revised Statutes, we would respectfully request that authority be given to carry out the "-~ 
following request, viz: · 
To lease to some responsible party or parties that portion of our reservation descTibed 
i.n Executive order dated August 10, 1869, lying west of the reservation granted to the 
Wichita, Indians by agreement dated October 19, 1872, and south of the Main Canadian 
River, and also that portion lying north of the Main Canadian River, and west of Cot-
tonwood Grove, embracing about two million four hundred thousand acres, said lease or 
leases to date from January 1st, 1883, or as soon thereafter as may be practicable, and 
-~-
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to continue for a term of not less than five nor more than fifteen years, subject to be 
revoked by the honorable Commissioner of Indian .Affairs, with the approval of the hon-
orable Secretary of the Interior, at any time the necessities of ouT tribes may requiTe, or 
our relations with the Government may be changed . 
.After granting a lease or leases covering the lands embraced in the above request, we 
will still have ample country to accommodate our present herds, and on which are 
located all the farm and other improvements of our tribes, and will not interfere with a 
full enjoyment of our tribes in every legitimate effort or enterprise at self-support in 
other industries. 
In consideration of the use of the lands above described, it is expressly understood by 
us that the rate to be paid for the use of said lands per annum and for the purpose indi-
cated shall not be less than 2 cents per acre, and payable semi-annually at the discretion 
of the Commissioner of Indian .Affairs, and t<> such person or persons as he may desig-
nate, and one-half to be applicable for the purchase of young heifers or young cows, and 
sufficient young bulls for breeding purposes. .And the other one-half of the funds thus 
derived to be expended for the benefit of the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes, in such man-
ner as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs with the consent of the 
Indians. 
The party or parties to whom such lease or leases may be granted will be permitted 
to build post and wire fence in tracts of not less than 20 to 30 miles square, so as to in-
clude sufficient water and good grass for the stock, and so divided as to embrace all the 
lands above described . 
.And will be authorized to cut from the lands only sufficient timber to build the rieces-
sary fences as above described, and corrals and ranches necessary for the accommodation 
of their cattle an<I. men, during the continuance of such lease or leases, and to leave all 
such improvements on the premises at the expiration of such lease or leases. 
Subscribed this 12th day of December, A. D. 1882. 
(Signed:) 
Cheyennes.-Whirlwind, his x mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; White Shield, 
his X: mark; White Antelope, his x mark; Bad Face, his x mark; Wolf Chief, 
his x mark; Bob Tail, his x mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Rock, his x 
mark; Cloud Chief, his x mark; Old Crow, his x mark; Flucco, his x mark; 
Big Man, his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Red Wolf, his x mark; Spotted 
Wolf, his x mark; Big Owl, his x mark . 
.Arapalwes.-Left Hand, his x mark; Powder Face, his x mark; Tall Bear, his x 
mark; White Man, his x mark; Bear Robe, his x mark; White Buffalo, his x 
mark; Cheyenne Chief, his x mark; Medicine Dismounting, his x mark; 
Packed Up, his x mark. 
In presence of witnesses-Charles E. Campbell, W. W. Charles. 
I certify on honor that I explained to the ·Indians herein named, and am satisfied that) 
they understood the nature of the request made by them, and that the contents of the 
document fully expresses their own wish in the premises. 
GEO. BENT, 
Interpeter. 
CHEYENNE AND .A.RAP.A.HO AGENCY, IND. T., .December 12, 1882. 
I hereby certify on honor that I was in attendance at the council named herein, and 
heard the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians djscuss the subject of leasing a portion of their 
reservation for grazing purposes. and am satisfied that the inclosed request embodies the 
wish of the two tribes on 'this subject, and that the request is made at their own instiga-
tion and pmely as a matter of business, looking to their own advantage. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
CHEYENNE ND ARAPAHO AGENCY, IND. T., .December 12, 18 2. 
[Inclosure No. 3.) 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, IND. T., 
Janua·ry 8, 1884. 
In pursuance of a council held December 12, 1882, by the chiefs and headmen of our 
tribes to consider the propriety of leasing a portion of our reservation . 
· We the undersigned, chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes of In-
dians, I . 1'., do hereby authorize Jno. D. Miles to enter into and make arrangement.s to 
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lease all or any portion of the land designated or mentioned in the pTOceedings of coun-
cil of December 12th, 1882: 
(Signed:) 
Oheyennes.-Big Horse, his x mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; Bob Tail, hisx 
mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Rock, his x mark; White Antelope, his 
x mark; Howling Wolf, his x mark; Plenty Horses, his x mark ; Flucco, his 
x mark; Red Wolf, his x mark; Big Man, his x mark; Big White Man, his 
x mark; Wolf Feathers, his x mark; Wolf Robe, his x mark; Left Hand 
Squaw; his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Bull, his x mark; Antelope, his 
x mark; Little Chief, his x mark; Star, his x mark; Wolf Chief; his xmark; 
Bad Face, his x mar.k; Whirlwmd, his x mark; Robert Bent, signed . . 
Arapahoes.-Powder Face, his x mark; Left Hand, his x mark; Bird Chief; his x 
mark; Tall Bear, his x mark; Black; Crow, his x mark; Little Raven, his x 
mark; Coming in the Road, his x mark; Black Wolf, his x mark; Big Mouth , 
his x mark; Sitting Bull, his x mark; White Eyed Antelope, his x mark; 
Grant Left Hand, his x mark. 
In the presence of-H. C. Mann, John F. Williams, 0. J. Woodward, T. Connell, 
and F. B. Hut-chinson. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, IND. T., \ 
January 8th, 1883. 
This agreement, made and entered into this 8th day of January, A. D. 1883, by and 
between the chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes Of Indians, Indian 
Territory, and Robert D. Hunter:, of St. Louis, Missouri, his heirs or assigns, witnesseth : 
That for and in consideration of the sum of two cents (2 cts.) per acre per annum, pay-
able semi-annually, we, the undersigned, chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arap-
ahoe tribes of Indians, I. T., do hereby lease to the above-mentioned Robert D. Hunter , 
of St. Louis, Missouri, his heirs or assigns, for the term of ten years from this date, the 
following described land: 
Commencing at a point on the northern boundary of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reser-
vation (Executive Order Aug. 10, 1869) 1 forty-two (42) miles east of the 100th meridian, 
or west line of the said reservation, thence running south thirty (30) miles, thence east 
thirty-four miles (34) to the west line of '' unratified agreement with Wichitas, Oct. 19, 
1872," thence north on said line to south bank of the main Canadian River, thence me-
andering the south bank of and up the main Canadian River to a point due south of 
Cottonwood Grove, thence north to north boundary line of Cheyenne and Arapaho Reser-
vation, thence west on said north boundary line to the place of beginning, containing 
five hundred thom>and acres (500,000), more or less. 
The terms of this lease are as follows, to wit: 
Payment of rent shall be made semi-annualJy to such person or persons as m:;Ly he 
designated, and in such manner as may be prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior 
or Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with the consent of the Indians. 
The Indians shall have the privilege of taking all or any portion of said rental in 
cattle, at the cash vaJue of said cattle, at the time and place of delivery, and said cash 
value shall be determined as follows: 
The Indian agent in charge shall appoint one person who shall meet with a person 
selected by the said Robert- D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, when the cattle are to be de-
livered, and shall then and there assess the value of all cattle ~o to be delivered. And 
if they cannot agree, they (the parties so appointed) shall select a third and disinterested 
person, and the decision of a majority of such board of appraisers shall fix or establish 
the price. 
Said cattle shall only be delivered twice each ye..'tr, to wit, not earlier than May 15 nor 
later than June 15 for the first delivery, and during themonthofOctober for the second 
delivery, in each year. 
And upon the delivery of said cattle by said Robert D. Hunter , his heirs or assigns, 
they shall all be counter-branded, and the brands so used shall remain and be in the 
possession of said Robert D. Hunter, his he~rs or assigns. 
The said Robert D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, shall have the privilege of employ-
ing, under the direction of the agent in charge, any number of Indians as herders, and 
it shall be the duty of the Indian Department and the Indians to see that the said Robert 
D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, shall have the exclusive privilege of holding catt.lc on 
the within described tract ofland so long as he or they shall faithfully comply with tbe 
terms of this lease. 
The said Robert D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, shall have the privilege of ftmcing the 
land included in this lease, and to use any tim.be1· necessary for said fences and for all 
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ra.nche buildings, corrals, and :firewood, but no pri-rilege is granted to sell or dispose of 
any timber. · 
At the expiration of said lease, all improvements made on said land shall revert to 
and become the p1·operty of the said Indians. 
It is agreed a.nd understood that the rent shall begin ninety days from the approval of 
this lease by the Secretary of the Interior. 
It is further agreed by and between the parties to the lease that the cattle, horses, and 
other stock owned or held by said Robert D. Hunter, his heirs or assigns, on the above-
described land, shall be held as guarantees for the prompt payment of the Ten tal, as spe-
cified in this lease. And further, that this lease shall be known as lease No.7, :18 desig-
nated on the office copy of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation map, on :file in the 
agency office at the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Indian Territory. 
In witness whereof we have hereunto set our bands this 8th day of January, A. D. 
1883. .• . 
Oheyennes.-Big Horse, his x ·mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; Bob Tail, his x 
mark; Wolf Face; his x mark; Black Rock, his x mark; White Antelope, his 
x mark; Howling Wolf, his x mark ; Plenty Horses, his x mark; Flucco, his 
x mark; Red "Wolf! his x mark; Big Man, his x mark; Big White Man, his x 
mark; Wolf Feathers, his x mark; Wolf Robe, his x mark; Left Hand Squaw, 
his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Bull, his ;x: mark; Antelope, his x mark; 
Little Chief, his x mark; Star, his x mark ; Wolf Chief~ his x mark; Bad Face, 
his xmark; Whirlwind, his x mark; Robert Bent, signed. 
A.rapalwes.-Powder Face, his x mark; Left Hand, his x mark; Bird Chief, his x 
mark; Tall Bear, his x mark; Black Drow, his x mark; Little Raven, his x 
mark; Coming on the Road, his x mark; Black Wolf, his x mark; Big Mouth, 
his x mark; Sitt.ing Bull, his x mark; White-eyed Antelope, his x mark, 
Grant Left Hand, his x mark. 
In the presence of-H. C. Mann, Jno. F. Willi~ms, 0. J. Woodard, T. Connell, 
and F. B. Hutchinson. 
Witnessed by-
pARK PULSIFER and 
HENRY L. NEWMAN. 
ROBERT D. HUNTER 
I hereby certify upon honor that I have fully explained to the Indians who have 
signed the above lease the nature and character of the same; and that they fully under-
stood the meaning thereof; and that I witnessed their signatures to the same. 
GEO. BENT, 
Interpreter. 
I hereby certif~ on honor, that the above lease granted to Robert D. Hunter for grazing 
purposes, has been granted in strict accordance wi~h the request of the Cheyenne and 
Ampaho Indians in council assembled under the date of December 12th, 1882 (copy hereto 
annexed), and that the conditions and specifications of this lease have been fully ex-
plained and accepted by them, and the same has been made subject to such regulations 
as may oe made and prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior and the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian A.qent. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. Ter. , December 12, 1882. 
We the undersigned, Chiefs and Headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes of 
fndians in the Indian Territory, constituting the recognized authority of the tribes above 
named, being assembled in council this 12th day of December, A. D. 1882 for the pur-
pose of transacting such business as may pmperly come before the council for action and 
consideration, would respectfully represent the following to your consideration and action 
of the Commissioner of Indian .A:ftillrs, viz: 
The usual scarcity of rainfhll in this locality renders agricultural pursuits very un-
certain and unprofitable, and as our people cannot (as experience has taught them) rely 
upon securing a crop oftener than about one out of every three years, they have beeome 
·quite discouraged, and are now considering what they can do to supplement the scanty 
rat.jons fnrniRlwd hy the Gov<'rnmeut, by our own eflort<;, through any and all lawful 
S. Rep. 1278-41 
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and legitimate means placed at our disposal by the q-overnment, and in this connection 
we come to the matter of our reservation and its utilization. 
Some of us have noticed while passing through the States and upon the border, that a 
w bite man only cultivates a small portion of his soil and. utilizes the remainder for graz-
ing purposes, which will bring him equally as good, if not better, returns than the land 
cultivated, and with less labor. 
Now, we only ask the same privilege, and in consideration of this subject would Te-
spectfully represent that there is a large portion of our reservation, amounting to about 
2,400,000 acres, which is almost worthless for agricultural purposes, and unoccupied by 
our people, excepting by a few families, which is bringing us no revenue, and as om cattle 
herds at present are very few and small, we cannot with our own means and facilities 
make it useful to ourselves by farming or grazing, and with an exposed line of over 
three hundred miles on the north and west, by large herds of -cattle by authority of the 
Cherokees on the north, and white settlers on the pan-handle of Texas, it is impossible 
to prevent cattle from grazing upon our reservations, for which we receive no compen-
sation. . , 
Now, in order that this grass may be used for our benefit and in conformity with the 
inferred privilege vouchsafed to the various Indian tribes, as set forth in Sec. 2117 Re-
vised Statutes, we would respectfully request that authority be given to carry out the 
following request to wit: 
To lease to some responsi"Qle party or parties that portion of our reservation described 
in Executive Order dated Aug. lOth, 1869, lying west of the reservation assigned to the 
Wichita Indians, by agreement under date October 19th, 1872, and south of the main 
Canadian River, and also that portion lying north of the main Canadian River, and west 
of Cottonwood Grove, embra0ing about 2,400,000 acres. Said lease or leases to date 
from January 1st, 1883, or as soon thereafter as may be practicable, and to continue for 
a term of not less than :five nor more than fifteen years, subject to be Tevoked by the 
Ron. Commissioner of Indian Affairs, wi~h the approval of the Ron. Secretary of the 
Interior, at any time the .necessity of our tribes may require, or our relations ·with the 
Government may be changed. 
After granting the lease or leases covering the land embraced in the above request, we 
will still have ample country to accommodate our present herds, and on which are located 
all the farms and other improvements of our tribes, and will not interfere with a full 
enjoyment of our tribes in every legitimate effort or enterprise at self-support in other 
industries. In consideration of the use of -the lands above described, it is expressly 
understood by us that the rate per annum to be paid for the use of the said lands, and 
for the purpose indicated, shall not be less than two cents (2 cts.) per acre and payable 
semi-annually, at the discretion of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, and to such per-
son or persons as he may designate. And one-half to be applicable for the purchase of 
young heifers or young cows and sufficient young bulls for breeding purposes, and the 
other one-half of the funds thus derived to be expended for the benefit of the Cheyenne 
and Arapaho tribes in such manner as may be prescribed by the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, with the consent of the Indians. 
The party or parties to whom such lease or leases may be granted will be permitted 
to build post and wire fence in tracts of not less than twenty or thirty miles square, so 
as to inclose sufficient water and good grass for the stock, and so divided as to embrace 
all the land above described, and will be authorized to cut from the lands only sufficient 
timber to build the necessary fences as above described; and corrals and ranches neces-
sary for the accommodation of their cattle and men during the continuance of such lease 
or leases, and to leave all such improvements on the premises at the expiration of such 
lease or leases. . 
Subscribed this 12th day of Decem her, A. D. 1882. 
Cheyennes.-Wbirlwind, his x mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; White Shield, 
hisx mark; White Antelope, bisxmark; Bad Face, his x mark; Wolf Chief, 
hjs x mark; Bobtail, his x mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Rock, his x 
mark; Cloud Chief, his x mark; Old Crow, his x mark; Flucco, his x mark ; 
Big man, his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Red Wolf, his x mark; Spotted 
Wolf, his x mark; Big Owl, his x mark. 
Arapahoes.-Left Hand, his x mark; Powder Face, his x mark; Tall Bear, his x 
mark; White Man, his x mark; Bear Robe, his x mark; White Buffalo, his 
x mark; Cheyenne Cb,ief, his x mark ; Medicine Dismounting, his x mark; 
Packed Up, his x mark. 
Witnesses: Chas. E. Campbell, W. W. Charles. 
I hereby certify on honor that I was present at the council herein named and bea1·d the 
Cheyenne and Arapahoe Indians discuss the subject of leasing a portion of their reserva-
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tion for grazing purposes, and am satisfied that the inclosed request embodies the wish 
of the tribes on this subject, and that the request is made at their own instigation, and 
purely as a matter of business, looking to their own advantage. 
JOHN D. MILES, 
CHEY. & ARAP. AGENCY, I. T., De~. 2th, 1882. 
Indian Agent. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF T H E INTERIOR, 
Dec. 1 Otlt, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
GEORGE M . LOCKWOOD, 
Chief (Yle~ ·k. 
ST. LO U1S1 July 10, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: On the 28th ultimo I wrote you inclosing copies of leases from Indians to 
Col. Hunter and Captain Evans, and asked for a· reply from you stating your views of 
such leases, &c. As so long a time has elapsed since writing said letter and no reply 
having been received, I fear you may not have seen it. · 
Please,let.me hear from you. 
Yours truly, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary interior. 
H. M. POLLARD. 
BOUNDARY LINES BETWEEN CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AND KIOWA, COMANCH.K AND 
APACHE RESERVES, INDIAN TERRITORY. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., November 17, 1883. 
SIR: The Kiowa and Wichita Indians having made objection to the survey of the 
boundary lines running east and west and north and south, dividing the Kiowa, Co-
manche and Apache and Wichita Reservation,- which is now being prosecuted by parties 
who have leased lands from the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians for grazing purposes, 
it was suggested by Inspector R. S. Gardinerthat representatives of the Kiowa tribe pro-
ceed to Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, in company with Agent Hunt and himself~ to 
conier with the Cheyennes and Arapahoes and their agent, with the view that a fair 
understanding be arrived at concerning said lines. 
At a full council of the said Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians and representatives of the 
Kiowa tribe, the boundary question was fully expla.ined by Inspector Gardner, after 
which the Indians were given opportunity to express their views and feelings on the sub-
ject. The Cheyennes and Arapahoes expressed themselves as being well satisfied with 
the reservation by boundaries as described in ''Executive order, dated August 10, 1869, '' 
less the anwunt assigned the Wichitas by an "unratified agreement, dated October 19, 
1872,'' and were willing to abide by its results. 
The Kiowas, however, object very decidedly to the survey of the air line from the 
Wichita to the North Fork of Red River, claiming that it cuts off a strip about 12 miles 
in width from the north side of their reservation, on which some of them are now camped. 
With the view to establish the exact point ''in the middle of the main chann~l of the 
Wichita River, 30 miles west from Old Fort Cobb," where the said east and west bound-
ary line leaves the Wichita River, thence west to where it strikes the North Fork of Red 
Hi ver; ann to settle a question of no small importance now in dispute between these In· 
dians, it is respectfully submitted that the Department designate some Government sur-
veyor to proceed without delay t<> establish this point, and to survey the said line west 
to the North Fork of Red River, and also to survey the line from this point north to the 
main Canadian River, all in the Indian Territory. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affa.irs, Washington, D. 0, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
P. B. HUNT, 
Indian Agent. 
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CHEYENNE AND ARAPAllO AGENCY, I NDIAN TERRITORY. 
November 17, 1883. · 
I respectfully recommend that the request of Agent Miles and 1-funt be granted, and 
that the lJoint be established and the survey made. 
ROBERTS. GAH.DNER, 
United States Ind·ian In.~pedor. 
DEP ARTl\1ENT OF INTERIOR, OFJWJJ~ IND1 AN AFF Al&S, 
December 3, 1883. 
SIR: 1 have received a joint letter from Agent Hunt and yourself~ dated the 17th 
ultimo, relative to a dispute existing between the Kiowa and Comanche and the Chey-
enne and Arapaho Indians as to the dividing line between their respective reservations, 
as now defined, from the Wichita to the North F ork of Red River, cuts off a strip about 
12 miles in width on the north side, on which some of them are now camped. 
You recommend that wit·h ~ view to settlement of the dispute the Department desig-
nate a Government surveyor to establish the initial point ''in the middle of the main 
channel of the Wichita River, 30 ~les west from Old Fort Cobb" (as described in the 
treaty with the Kiowas and Comanches of October 2, 1867, 15 Stats., 581), and to survey 
the said line from this point north to the main Canadian River. . • 
In reply, I have to say that the exterior boundary lines of both the Kiowa and the 
'Vichita Reservations have been surveyed and establish ed·-the Kiowa in 1874 and the 
Wichita in 1873-'74-and copies of the :field-notes are on .(ile in this office. The bound-
aries are defined on the Government map of the Indian Territory, and (except as to the 
eastern boundary, which is designated by the 98th meridian, as will appear on a new 
map now being prepared) are believed to be correct. I see no reason whatever :t\:x' recom-
mending to the Department that a resurvey should be made, even if there are any funds 
available for the purpose, which there are not. 
The Kiowas, who are said to be camped outside the northern boundary, should be 
l'eltuired to reside on their reservations. . 
In reference to that portion of your letter which states that partie: who have leased 
lands. from the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians are now prosecuting a survey of the 
dividing line between the reservation of those Indians and that of the Kiowas, your 
attention is called to section 2118, Revised Statutes, making it a penal offense to survey 
Indian lands. 
Duplicate of this letter bas been sent to Agent Hunt. 
Very respectfully, 
JoHN D. MILES, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commillsioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Cheyenne and 
Amp!Jho Agency, lnd·ian Territory. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF I NDIAN AFFAIRS, 
December 3, 1883. 
SIR: I have received a joint letter from Agent J. D. -Miles and yourself, dated the 17th 
ultimo, relative to a dispute existing between the Kiowa and Comanche :;tnd the Chey-
enne and Arapaho Indians as to the dividing line betwe~n their respective reservations, 
the former contending that the northern boundary line of their reservation, as now de-
fined from the Washita to the North Fork of Red River, cuts off a strip about 12 miles 
in width on the north side, on which some of them are now camped. You recommend 
that, with a view to settlement of the dispute, the Department il esignate a Government 
surveyor to establish the initial point ''in the middle of the 'main channel of the Wash-
ita, River, 30 miles west from Old Fort Cobb," as described in the treaty with the 
Kiowas and Comanches of October 2, 1867 (15 Stat., 581), and to survey the said line 
west to the North Fork of l~ed River, and also to survey the line from this point north 
to the main Canadian River. 
In reply, I have to say that the exterior boundary lines of both t he Kiowa and 
·wichita Reservations have been surveyed and established- the Kiowa in 1874, the 
Wichita in 1873- '74- and copies of the :field notes are on file in t his office. The bound-
aries are de:fined ·on the Government map.of the Indian Territory, and (except as to the 
eastern boundary, which is designated by the 98th meridiall, as will appear on a new 
map now being prepared) are beHeved to be correct, I e no reason whatever for 
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recommending to the Department that a resurvey should be made, even if there were 
any funds availahle for the purpose, which there are not. The Kiowas, who are said 
to be camped outl:-lide the northern boundaxy, should be xequired to reside on their 
reservation. 
In reference to that portion of your letter which states that parties who have leased 
lands from the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians are now pwsecuting a survey of the 
dividing line between the reservation of those Indians and that of the Kiowas, your 
attention is called to section 2118, Revised Statutes, making it a penal offense to survey 
Indian lands. 
Duplicate of this Jetter bas been sent to Agent Miles. 
Very respectfully, 
P. B. HUNT, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Cmnmissioner. 
United States Indian A:gent, Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita Agency, Indian Territm·y. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEY~NNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, In£1. Ter., December 13, 1883. 
SIR : Referring to youx communication of 3d inst.""tnt, '' L. 21- 485, '83, '' ''relative to a 
dispute existing between the Kiowa, Comanche, and Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians as 
to the dividing lines between theil' respective xeservations, &c.," I have the honor to in-
close herewith copy of letter from this office, dated 8th instant, addressed to Agent Hunt 
on this subject, and also Agent Hunt's reply (copy) thereto, dated lOth instant; and in 
oxder to proceed to settle said dispute, I would respectfully ask that this office be fur-
nished with a copy of the "field notes" now on file in your office, which define the ex-
terior boundaries of the Kiowa and Wichita reservations, in order that this office may 
be able to designate the same to the Indians of this agency as they have been established. 
The office will obsexve the necessity of some fi.'Ced object as a starting point, such as a 
'' cornex stone,'' '' mound,'' or ''marked tree,'' as imaginary lines tVVill not convinoe or 
satisfy the Kiowa Indians. 
I have not so construed tlte running of these division lines as being in violation of 
"section 211!:!, Revised Statutes," as the only object sought after is the effort to ascer-
tain .where the line is located which has al1·eady been established by the Government, 
and that eaclt tribe of Indians nu1~r not encroac]t upon each other. Similar surv-ey 
work is being prosecuted on the Cherokee strip, and has been going on by authority 
of the military in fixing the boundary lines around the military reservation at Fort 
Reno, Indian 1'erritory, on this reservation. The mark or'· corner-~;tones" of the Gov-
er_nruent survey are so near all gone and so indistinct that in order to arrive at an 
intelligent conclusion as to the exterior boundaries it is absolutely necessary to em-
ploy a skilled surveyor. If, as yon indicate, there are no funds applicable for the 
employment of a Government surveyor to perform the work indicated in our joint 
letter of the 17th ultimo, I will submit that the Indians of this agency are so anxious 
to have this matter settled peaceably that they authorize me to say that they will pay 
the surveyor, and only ask that you designate the man. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
Cont'11_ti8sioner, WashingtmL, D. C. 
[Inclo~ure No.1.) 
UNITED STATES INDIAN OFFICE SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Da1·lington, Ind. T., December 8,1883. 
DEAR SIR: I presume you are i.n receipt of Department Jetter of the 3d instant re-
lating to the fixing of tbe reservation lines dividing the Kiowa, Comauche and Wi-
chita, and Cheyenne and Arapaho lands, and referring to our joint letter on this sub-
ject. If the field notes refened to as being on :file in the office fulhj designates by some 
fixed object the point of verging where it leaves the Washita River, then there is 
something tangible to lay hold of in deciding the question. Otherwise we are just as 
much at sea as ever, so far as will enable us to satisfy your Indians. I do not so con-
strue or interpret the effort of the recent survey party as being in violation of section 
2118, Revised Statutes, the only" object being to ascertain the exact location of an im .. - . 
aginm·y line dividing two reseryatwns, and for the benefit and jnterests of the In-
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dia.ns only. Of course our Indians are willing to accept as correct and binding the 
lines as they have been fixed and established by the Department, and we only seek to 
find where that line is. In the mean t.ime we shall expect the Indians of your agency, 
the Kiowas, "who are said to be camped outside the northern boundary, should be 
required to reside on their reservation." 
Let us hear from you. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
Agent P. B. HUNT, 
Kiowa,' Comanche and Wichita Agency. 
[Inclosure No. 2.] 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
K., C. AND W. AGENCY, 
Anadm·ko, Ind. T., Decernber 10, 1883. 
SIR: I have your letter of the 8th instant. You claim some of the Kiowa Indians 
are in the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservations. The Kiowas claim they are on their 
ow:o reservation, and if you will ~ow me that they are not, by pointing out the 
division line, I will endeavor to comply with your request and keep my Indians off 
the Cheyenne and Arapaho land. 
Very truly, yours, 
JOHN D. MILES, 
P. B. HUNT, 
Indian Agent. 
United States Indian Agent, Da1·lington, Ind. T. 
I 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Dec&mber 26, 1883. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 13th instant I this day forwa1·d to you by mail 
copies of the :field notes of the survey of the exterior northern boundary line of the 
Kwwa, Comanche and Apache Reservation, from the point where said line leaves the 
Washita River, thence due west to the North Fork of Red River, as defined by the 
treaty with those Indians October 21, 1867 (15 Stats., 582), to aid you in designating 
the boundary line as established to the lndians ·of your agency. · 
The :field notes sent include the following townships, viz: (1) Township 8, range 
14 west, I. M. (2) Township 8, range 15 west, I. M. (3) Township 8, range 16 west, 
I. M. ( 4) Township 8, range 17 west, I. M. (5) Township 8, range 18 west, I. M. (6) 
Township 8, ran~e 19 wese, I. M. (7) Township 8, range 20 west, I. M. (8) Township 
8, range 21 west, I M. . 
If, upo11 investigation, it should be found that the monuments of the Government 
survey are so near all gone, or are so indistinct as to be practically worthless for 
the purposes for which they were set up, you will report the facts to this office, in 
order that steps may be taken to have t.bem restored. 
You will please see that the copies of field notes herewith sent are carefully pre-
served, and return them to this office as soon as they can be dispensed with, in order 
that the full set may be transmitted to th_e Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Agency, 
where they properly belong. • 
Very respectfully, 
JoHN D. MILEs, Esq., 
H . PRICE, 
OommisBioner. 
Unittd States Indian agent, Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Da1·lington, Ind. T. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Decembm· 28, 1883. 
SIR: Under date of the .20th ultimo, United States Indian Inspect01· Be.nedict re-
ported to this Department as follows: · · · . 
"" " * The Kiowas, Caddoes, and other agency Indians appear to not under-
stand the lines dividing the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency from theirs. I explained 
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to them the provisions of the treaty and the map of the Indian Territory relating to 
their reservation as defined by the honorable Commissioner of the General Land Office; 
they don't understand it iu that way, but claim a strip of lanu about 12 miles farther 
north than the present boundary lines given them. Would respectfully recommt'nd 
that the lines be definitely located, and the starting points west and north from Wi-
chita River be properly and permanently monumented in such manner by authorized 
Gqvernment surveyors as will forever settle the point in controversy." "" "" * 
The boundaries of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache, Cheyenne and Apache, and 
·wichita, Ca:ddo, ann other affiliated tribes' reservations are designated in the several 
treaties, &c., under which they are created, as follows: 
Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reserve. Treaty, October 21, 1867. (15 Statutes. at 
Large, 582.) · · 
"Commencing at a point where the Washita River crosses the 98th meridian west 
from Greenwich; thence up the Washita River, in the middle of the main channel 
thereof, to a point 30 miles by river west of Fort Cobb, as now established; thence 
due west to the North Fork of Red River, provided said line strikes said river east 
of the lOOth meridian of west longitude; if not, then only to said meridian line; and 
thence ::,outh on said meridian line to the said No:rth Fork of Red River; thence down 
said North Fork in the middle of the main channel thereof, from the point where it 
may be :first intersected by the lines above described to the main Red River; thence 
down said river, in the middle of the main channel thereof, to its intersection with 
the 98th meridian of longitude west from •Greenwich; thence north on said me!'idian 
line t? the place of beginning." "" * *' 
"Cheyenne and Arapaho Reserve. (Executive o1·der, August 10, 1869.) 
"Commencing at the point where the Washita River crosses the 98th degree of west 
longitude; thence north on a line with said 98th degree to the point whe>re it is crossd 
by the Red Fork of the Arkansas (sometimes called the Cimarron River); thence up 
said river, in the middle of the main channel thereof, to the north boundary of the 
country ceded to the United States by the treaty of June 14, 1866, with the Creek Na-
tion of Indians; thence west on said north boundary and the north boundary of the 
country ceded to the United States by the treaty of March 2, 1866, with the Seminole 
Inclians, to the lOOth degree of west longitude; thence south on the line of sai~ 100th 
degree to the north boundary of the country set apart for the Kiowa and Comanches 
by the second article of the treaty concluded October 2l, 1867, with said tribes; thence 
east along said boundary to the point where it strikes the Washita River, in the mid-
dle of the main channel thereof, to the place of beginning." 
Wichita Reserve (unsatisfied agreement, October 19, 1872). 
"Commencing at a point in the middle of the main channel of the Washita River 
where the 98th meridian of west longitude crosses the same, thence up the middle of 
the main channel of said river to the line of 98° 40' west longitude~ thence on said 
line of 9~0 40' dne north to t he middle of the main channel of the main Canadian 
River, thence down the middle of said main Canadian River to where it crosses the 
98th meridian , thence due south to the place oi beginning." 
It appears from correspondence on :file in this office that the Kiowa Indians object 
very decidedly to the survey of the ai·t· line from the Washita to theN orth Fork of Red 
River, claiming that it cnts off' a strip about 12 miles in width from the north side of 
their reservation, on which some of them are now camped, and it is for the purpose 
of establishing the exact ''point" in the middle of the main channel of the Washita 
River, 30 mHes west from old Fort Cobb (as defined by the treaty with the Kiowas, 
&c., of October 21, 1867), where the said. east and west boundary line leaves the 
Washita River, thence west to \vhere it strikes the North Pork of Red River (which is 
the line in dispute between the Indians), that the survey is desired. 
Inasmuch as there are no funds at the disposal of this office from which the ex-
penses of such a survey can be defrayed, I have the honor to recommend that the 
1 honorable Secretary of War be requested to cause some competent officer of the Army 
to be detailed to establish the point aforesaid, and to survey the said line (or exterior 
northern boundaa:,y of the Kiowa Reserve) west to the North Fork of Red River, aud 
also to survey the line from said point north to the main Canadian (or western 
boundary of the Wichita Reserve), and to designate said lines by such proper and 
durable monuments as will permanently settle the controversy. 
I inclose a copy of this report, also a copy of thn latest map of the Indian Terri-
tory, issued by the General Land Office, showing the boundaries of the reservations 
in question as now defined and understood. · 
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Copies of the field notes of the general survey of the Indian Territory, so far as the 
same indicate the exterior northern boundary of the Kiowa Resen'-e, made in 1874, 
under the direction of the General Land Office, have been transmitted to Agent 
Miles, at the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Contmissiontn·. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
0Fl!'ICE INDIAN AFl!~AIRS, 
December 2!:1, 18A3. 
Sm: In connection with office letter to you of the 26th instant, transmitting copy 
field notes of survey of the Indian Territory, so far as the same tend to indicate the ex-
terior northern boundary line of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reservation, I 
have further to say that under date of the 28th instant I have recommended to the 
Department that a competent officer be detailed, under authority of the War Depart-
ment, to survey said line from the "pcint" in the Washita, thence 'vest to the North 
Fork of Red River, and also to survey the line from saicl point north to the Cana-
dia'l1, and to permanently mark the same, with ·the view of settling the question in 
dispute between the Indians of the respective reservations. 
I would therefore suggest that yon take no steps in the matter until the War De-
partment is heard from. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN D. MILES, 
U'Jtited States Indian .Agent, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Cheyenne anif, .Arapaho .Agency, Darlington, Ind. T. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, December 31, 1883. 
SIR: I ha,ve the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a letter dated the 28th in-
stant, from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, recommending, for reasons therein 
assigned, that a n officer of the Army be detailed, under authority of your Depart-
ment, to survey the exterior northern bonndary of the Kiowa, Comanche! and Apache 
Reservation in the Indian Territory between the point,s named in the Commissioner's 
letter, as also the western boundary of the Wichita Reservation, running north from 
the Washita to the main Canadian River, as therein also mentioned. 
In this .recommendation I have the honor to concur, and to request that you will 
cause the necessary orders to issue in the premises. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF WAR. 
H. M. TELLER, 
SecTetary. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington City, Feb1·um·y 8, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of December 31, 
inclosing a copy of one of December 28 last from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
recommending that, with t he view to the settlement of an e~isting controversy, an 
officer of the Army be detailed to survey the exterior northern boundary of the Kio\'i'a, 
Comanche, and Apache Reservation in the Indian Territory between certain described 
points, in which recommendation you express concurrence, and ask that the necessary 
orders in the premises be issued. 
In reply, I beg1 to state that, the matter having ·been carefully considered with the 
view of ascertaining what expense would attend the desired survey, it is found that 
the attendant expense would be about as follows: 
2 assistant recorders, 1 month, at $100 per month .......... _. _ .. ____ .. __ .. . 
Telegraph operators ............. _ .......... ________ . _ .... ___ .. _. _ ..... _ .. 
2 observatory attendants, 1 month, at $45 each per month ____ . ____ . _____ . _ 
Lamp oil, &c .. ...... ____ .... _ .... ___ .. _. __ .. ___ .... ____ . __ •••.•...... _ .. . 
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2 axmen, 1t months, at $45 each per month ...................... .•. ..... _. 
Monuments (5 miles apart) ......... ..... ...... ..... ............. , ....... . 
Incid!3ntal e~penses ............. . ... .... . ............... ... ............. . 






Total ..............•................ _ ........................... _.. 1, 168 70 
This Department can provide a detail of two officers of the Army for the scientific 
work, and also a four-mule wagon, for the transportation of provisions, tents, and 
instruments while in the :field, the cost of which can be borne from the appropriation 
for the support of the Army; but it will be necessary for your Department to provide 
for the other expenses above mentioned, aggregating $1,168.7(1, as this Depa.rtment 
has no funds under its control applicable to the purpose in view. 
Please advise me of your further wishes in the matter. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
0 
' ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
· Secretm·y Qj War. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
February 21, 1884 . 
SIR: Referring to office letter of the 29th December last, relative to the survey of 
the exterior northern boundary line of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reserva-
tion, I have now to inform you that upon application to the War Department for· the 
detail of an officer of the Army to survey said line, the honomble Secretary of War, 
iu a letter to the honorable Secretary of the Interior, dated the 8th instant, proffers 
the readiness of the War Departmerrt to provide a detail of two officers for the scien-
tific work, and certain facilities for tmnsport~tion whilst in the :field, the cost Of •;vhich 
can be bome from the appropriation for the support of the Army, but states that it 
will be necessary for this Department to provide for certain incidental expenses enu-
merated, amounting to the sum of $1,168. 70. . 
As this DeparLment has no ftmds under its control applicable to that purpose, I d.o 
not see that anything further can be done in the matter at present. 
Very respectfully, 
J OIIN D. MILES, Esq., 
United States· Indian Agent, 
H. PRICE, 
Comrn'issioner-. 
Che.lJenne and Ar-apaho Agency, Darlington, Ind. T. 
DEPARTMENT 01!' THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF lNDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Februa1·y 21, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to previous correspondence had with you on the subject of the sur-
-vey of the exterior northei·n boundary ine of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache 
Reserve, I have now to inform you that upon application to the War Department for 
the detail of an officer of the Army to survey said line, the Hon. Secretary of War, in 
a letter to the Hon. Secretary of the Interior, dated the 8th instant, proffers the readi-
ness of the War Department to provide a deta.il of two officers for the scientific work, 
and certain facilities for transportation whilst in the :field, the cost of which can be 
borne from the appropriation for support of the Army, hut states that it will be nec-
~ssary for this Department to provide for c~rtain iucidental e:xpensos enumerated, 
amounting to the sum of $1,168. 70. 
As this Department bas no funds under its control applicable to that purr,ose, I do 
not see that anythin&' further can be done in the matter at present. · 
Very respectfUlly, . · 
H. PRICE. 
P. B. RUNT, Esq., 
U. S. Indian Agent, Kio1oa, Comanche, and Wichita Agenc.lJ, 
AnadaTlco, Ind. 1: 
Comrnissioner. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
. Febnw,ry 21, 1884. 
SIR : Referring to a suggestion informally made by you some days back, that the 
exterior northern boundary line of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reserve, which 
divides it from the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reserve, might possibly be surveyed 
througl.t the agency of the War Department, I have now to inform yon that. upon ap-
plication to that Department, for the detail of an officer of the Army to survey said 
line, the honorable Secretary of"' ar, in a letter to the honorable Secretary of the In · 
terior, dated the 8th insta.nt, proffers the readiness of the War Department to provide 
a detail of t ·wo officers for the scientific work, and certain facilities for transportation 
whilst in the field, the cost of which can be defrayed from the appropriation for sup-
port of the Army, but sta.tes that it will be necessary for this Department to provide 
for certain incidental expenses enumerated, amounting to the sum of $1,168)0. 
As the Department has no funds under its control applicable to that pu1;pose, I do 
not see that anything further can be done at present. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. P. B. PLUMB, 
United States Senate. 
H. PRICE, 
C01nmissioneT. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
DaTlington, Ind. T., February 22, 1884. 
SIR;. Referring to office letter dated December 29, 1883. "L. 22924, 1883,".relating 
to the boundary lines between Cheyennes and Araphaoes, and Kiowas, Comanches, 
and Wichitas, and "with the view to settling the dispute between the Indians," I 
would respectfully ask if the War Department has been heard from. 
This question should be settled at once, and I fully concur with your views in the 
request to have the survey made under the direction of the War Department. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
Cormnissim~er Indian Affai'rs, Washington, D . C. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. T., March 6, 1884. 
Sm :. Replying to office letter elated 21st ultimo, "L. 2874, 1884," relative to the 
survey of the lines dividing the Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita, and Cheyenne and 
Arapaho Reservations, in which you inform me that vVar Department "proffers its 
readiness to provide a detail of two officers for the scientific work, and certain facilities 
for transportation whilst in the field, the cost of which can be borne from the appro-
priations for the support of the Army, but- states that it will be necessary for this 
Department to provide for certain incidental expenses enumerated, amounting to the 
sum of $1,168.70," and in which you sa,y, "As this Department has no funds under its · 
control applicable to that purpose, I do not see that anything further can be done in 
the matter at present,'~ I now have to inform you t hat the above amount, $1,168.70, 
has been placed to my disposal and is available at any moment for the purpose indi-
cated in your letter, and at any time the officers thus (letailed can be pla.cecl in pos-
session of these funds. 
In order that the dispute now existing between the Indians of this and the Kiowa, 
Uomanche, and vVichita as to the exact location of the division lines, and have the 
honor to request that the detail be made at the earliest practicable date, in order that 
the survey be promptly made. I am sure prompt action will save trouble. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Ccrmrni!Jsioner Indian Ajfai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
JNO. D. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
March 17, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to office letter of the 28th December last, recommenping that the 
honorable Secretary ofWarbe r equested to cause some competent officer of the Army 
to be detailed to resurvey the exterior northern boundary of the Kiowa, Comanche, 
and Apache Reserve, also the western boundary of the Wichita Reserve, in the Indian 
Territory; also to a. letter from th e honorable Secretary of War to the Department of 
t b dth ultimo, proffering the readiness of his Department to furnish a detail of two offi- · 
cers for the scientific work, and certain facilities for transportation whj]~;t in the :field, 
the cost of which could b e borne from the appropriation for the support of the Army, 
but stating t hat it would be necessary for this Department to provide for certain in-
cidental expenses enumerated, amounting to the sum of $1,168.70, I have the honor 
to state that on the 21st ultimo I caused Agents Miles and Hunt, respectively, to be 
advised of such communication, and informed them that as there were no funds at 
the disposal of the Department applicable to the payment of such incidental expenses, 
lJOI,lling further could lJe done in the matter of survey at present. · 
I now inclose a copy of a letter received from Agent Miles, dated the 6th instant~ 
wherein, referring to said office letter of the 21st ultimo, he states: 
"I now have to inform you that the above amount, $1,168. 70, bas been placed at 
w y disposal, and is available at any moment for the purpose indicated in yonr letter, 
and at any time the officers detailed can be placed in possession of these funds. 
" In order that the dispute now existing between the Indians of this and the Kiowa, 
Comanche, and Wichi ta (reservations), as to the exact location of division lines, I 
ktve the honor to request that the detail be made at the earliest practicable date, in 
order that the survey be promptly made. 
• ''I am s.ure prompt action will save trouble." 
It will be observed that Agent Miles does not state from what source the fund in 
qnestion is derived, and in view of the peculiar circumsta,nces of the case, I respect-
fully submit the matter for the decision of the Department as to what. further action 
shall now be taken in the premises. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Ron. SECRETARY OJ<, THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Cornrn'issionm·. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Ma1·ch 18, 1884. 
SIR: I have considered your report of the 17th instant, on the subject of the survey 
of the boundary line between the Kiowa and Comanche and the Wichita Reserva-
tions, for which there is no appropriation available, and asking what further action 
shall now be taken in view of Agent Miles's statement that the necessary funds, 
$1,16R.70, have been placed at his disposal, without stating from what source the 
funds are received. 
Incidental expensas to the amoun above named, which may be incurred in the pros-
ecution of the work, would have to lJe paid by this Department, as shown by the 
War Department. 
'l'bere is no appropriation to the credit of this Depart~ent applicable to the pay-
ment of such expenses; to incur such expenses in the absence of appropriation is a 
violation of law. 
'l'be matter in dispute is of too great importance to tl1e Indians and to the general 
public to warrant this Department in authorizing it to be done by the aid of means fur-
nished by private individuals whose names and their int~rest in the matter are not 
macl\3 known. 
Unless such full information is furnished as will enable this Department to judge 
of the propriety of the whole matter, the work will not be authorized. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONE~ OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Sem·etat·y. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, April10, 1884 .. 
Srn: We desire again to call your attention to the question of surveying the lines 
between the Cheyenne, Arapaho, and Wichita Indians' lands on one side and the Kio-
was and Comanches on the other, in the Indian Territory. 
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Our association has the money, and will pas the entire cost and expemw of the 
survey. 
We desire these lines run, and at once, for the follo"· ing reasons: The Kiowas and 
Comanches are daily passing nol'th of what we believe to be their north line, and aro 
not only disturbing the Cheyennes, Arapahoes, and Wichitas, and commitLing depre-
dations on their stock, but they are also stealing, driving off, and killing our stock 
on pastures occupied b:y us with the consent of said last-named t.ribes. 
They are committing these depredations under the pretense that they m·e still on 
. their own land, and that the stock so taken is trespassing thereon; and until these 
lines are located by the Government, they will, we fear, continue to make trouble. 
We are, very respectfully, your obedient servants, 
Ron. HIRAM PRICE, 
THE CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO Liv:E-STocK AssociATION, 
By H. M. POLJ,ARD, 
Its Agent and Atto1'nCIJ. 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
April 15, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to Department letter of the 18th ultimo, on the subject 'Of ~he survey 
of the boundary line between the Kiowa and Comanche and Wichita and Cheyenne 
and Arapaho Reservations, wherein it is stated that the matter in dispute is of too 
great importance to the Indians and the general public to warrant the Department in 
authorizing it to be done by the aid of means furnished by· privnte individuals whose 
names and their interests in the matter are not made known, and that unless such full• 
inform~tion 1s furnished as will enable the Department to judge of the propriety of 
the whole matter, the work will not be authorized, I have the honor to inclose here-
with, for your further consideration in connection with the subject. involved, a copy 
of a letter filed in this office on the IOtl1 instant by Mr. H. M. Pollard, agent and 
attorney for the Cheyenne and Arapaho Live-Stock Association, which appears to 
supply the information required. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Cmmnissioncr. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
WaBhington, Aprill7, 1884. 
SIR: I have considered your report of the 15th instant~ submitting copy of state-
ment of H. M. Pollard, agent and attorney for the Cheyenne and Arapaho Live-Stock 
Association, as to the survey of the dividing line between the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
and the Kiowa and Comanche and Wichita Indian Reservations, and their willingness 
to bear the expense of such survey, for 1·easons t erein stated. 
I am not prepared to allow this smTey to be done by the parties named, uor under 
their direction, nor at their expense. 
It is of great import.ance that the line should be properly run, and it should be done 
by the Government,· and no't at t:qe expense of private individuals. 
Very respectfully, . 
The COMMISSIONER OF JNDIAN AFFAIRS. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Searetary. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, IND. T. 
Ap1·ili2, 1884. 
SIR: I beg leave to be info1·med when the surveying party intend to establish the 
south line of this reservation. The Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians say that this 
matter should be settled at once, as the Indians south of here are continually occu-
pying part of this country, and encourage lawlessness. If the lines are established 
it is thought that the Indians can be kept on their own lands, as they respect the de-
cisions of the Government. 
I am, very respectfully, 
D. B. DYER, India.n Agent. 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Cornmissioner of Indian ~{tfairB, Washington, D. C. 
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DEPAHTMENT OJ? THE lNTEHIOH1 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF Ams, 
A.pt·U 22, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 12th instant, inquiring whether the surveying 
party intend to establish the south Hne of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation, 
I inclose a copy of the honorable Secretary's letter to this office, of the 17th instant, 
in which, referring to a recent proposition of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Live-Stock 
Association, relative to snch survey, he states that whilst it is·of importance that the 
line should be properly run, the survey can only be made by the Government and not 
by or at the expense of private individuals. At the present time there are no funds 
at the disposal of the Depa1-tment applicable to the purpose. 
Very res-pectfully, 
D. B. DYEH, Bsq., 
H. PRICE, 
Contrnissiooer. 
United States Indian Agent, Cheyenne and Arapaho AgenmJ, 
Darlington, Ind. 11• 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WITJHITA AGENCY, 
Anadarko, Ind. T., July 1, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to a joint letter of Agent John D. Miles and myself, of November 
17, 1o83, I have t.he honor to again call your attention to the boundary line between 
the Kiowa and Comanche and the Cheyenne and the Arapaho Reservations. 
There can be no peace until this line is definitely fixed by proper la.ndmarks, so I 
feel it is my duty to again m:ge that the miLtary be requested to send a competent 
officer to esta.blish the line, and also the meridian of 98° 40' between the Washita 
and the Ca.u ad ian Rivers. If done by the military I feel quite sure it will be respected 
by the Imlians. 
Very respectfully, 
P. B. HUNT, 
United States Indian -Agent. 
The Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAms, 
Washington, D. C. 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND APACHE RESERVE, INDIAN TERRITORY. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., December 15, 1883. 
DEAR SIR: I make this a.pplication to you in regard to leasing a part of the Kiowa, 
Comanche, ~tnd Wichita reservation. Starting at a point on the west line of the 
Chickasaw Nation, and run a western direction to a point on the nort.h fork of Red 
River, taking the southern portion of the res~rvation, the line to run near Fort Sill 
on the south. The proposed line will start from the Chickasaw line at a point where 
the stage road from Fort Sill to Fort Arbuckle crosses the said Chickasaw line, and 
follow said road to Fort Sill; then a western direction to a point on the north fork of 
Red River. Said land is of uo benefit to said Indians, as most of them live north of 
1he proposed line. T.lle Indians have no stock of account on this part of the reserva-
tion. Will file a contract made with the Indians at an eai'ly day in your office. I 
have lived in the Indian Territory for sometime; I know most of the Indians-all of 
any note. I am so situated a.s to get along on good and friendly terms with the In-
Wians, allowing them the same mte per acre as the Cheyennes and Arapahoes receive 
for their lands leased. This would bring them in a considerable revenue;- where they 
do not recehe a cent as it il'l now. A few white men live on this part of the reserva-
tion. The Indians receive nothing from them. The amounttheyreceive forthelease 
will be a net profit to them. 
Hoping your honor will take this matter into consideration, and allow me the same 
privilege as others that have leased of other Indians in this TeiTitory, will comply 
strictly with the contract, and will be governed entirely by your orders as to the man-
ner and time -of paytl'tent, and in all things conform strictly to your instructions in the 
matter. Hoping this to receive your attention as early as possible, with an answer 
to me, 
I am, mosl; respectfully, yours, &c., 
'I'be Hon. SFX:RETAHY OJ? THE INTEHIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
AB. B. WALKER & CO., 
Anadarko, Ind. T. 
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KIOWA, CoMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Indian Tm·ritory, February 5, 1884. 
8IR: Tab-a-nan-a-ka and White Wolf are here and want, to send their talk to you, 
and to tell the Secretary what they think about leasing their grass. They say when 
they were at Washington they had a talk with him, and told him they were there to 
talk about their land. They were told that this country was given to them, and that, 
no one would take any of it from them; that they ought to take good care of it, 
and for that reason we do not want to lease, but want to keep it for our own use. 
We think more than half are opposed to it. Tab-a-nan a-ka says we called a coun-
cil amongst ourselves, and a good many were opposed to it, but the parties who 
wanted to lease would not wait to hear what they had. to say, but jumped up and 
commenced to halloo, and ran ofi'. Another thing we wish to speak about is, that 
white men's cattle are crowding along the lines of our country and eating our grass, 
and we cannot help oursolve:;. 
While in Washington we were told tha,t the cattle should be moved out of the 
eountry if we wished-it, but now we can hardly find a place to hold onr own little 
bunches of cattle: on account of all the grass being grazed and bQrned off. 
White Wolf says when we were at Washington we were well pleased with the 
talk we bad with the Secretary, but on arriving at home he was taken sick and was 
not able to look after the interests of our country for a long time, but after getting 
well we requested the agent to have the cattle kevt off our country, bnt he has not 
succeeded yet. 
Tab-a-nan-a-ka says he wanted to go and put the cattle off, but did not go because 
he did not wanttogetin trouble. We want to do what Washington wants us to do; 
but the Qua-had-das are an unsettled band, and want to run around all the time; 
they don't settle down like the rest of us, and don't farm or try to do anything like 
thl} rest of us. 
We think that Fox and Cleveland are crowding things on us. They come up and 
embrace us and say give us some grass. 
We think that as Cleveland is in the store here he should be satisfied with that 
without grass, or get out of the country. 
We think Fox is doing us no good, and we think he should stop bothering us. 
We think Qua-nah is bought by the cattlemen, and don't come and talk with the 
r·est of us chiefs. 
l<""'rizzle Head says he will talk for the Kiowas; he is satisfied a majority of them 
are opposed to the lease. 
Fox and Cleveland are like two little boys, and he is afraid they will cause trouble 
amongst our people if they don't st.op. 
The most of our chiefs are opposed to the lease, and he thinks it ought to ue stopped 
for awhile. We have not much ]and left, and love it as we do our flesh, an.d wonld 
not think of selling our grass any quicker. . 
We have sent our children off to school, and when they learn the white man's road 
and what is best for us to do, and they say it is best, then we will be ready to lease. 
He used to have a heart like stone, but now he has some feeling for his people, and · 
whenever Washington talk comes here be always tells it to the young men and ad-
vises them to do as they are instructed,, but the Qua,-bad-das cton't rlo that; they have 
but one talk, and that is to sell grass, and this makes us feel very bad. 
Wt:> are very tired of this, and don't know what to do, as Cleveland and Fox are all 
the time bothering us.about the lease. 
Please send them away and send some white men here who will set us a better ex-
ample. We don't feel good or sleep good at night worrying so much about the state 
of affairs our country is iu. · 
We think the white men's cattle will soon be here so thick that there will be no 
room for the Indians who have small bunches of stock; this is why we are so very 
much worried. , 
Sometimes we think that Fox has some understanding with Washington, and don't 
tell us or the agent anything about it, or if Qua-nah has any such instructions we 
would like to know, as the most of us are opposed to it. 
This is not his talk alone, but of many, and if any other talk should reach Wash-
ington, he says to pay no attention to them, as they are not true. 
We don't know but what Washington's talk has been sent, a.nd not got to us yet. 
If not, he hopes he will come to our relief soon. We want this talk to go to Wash-
ington, al).d not fall short of there, and beg that Washington will listen to our talk, 
and send us a reply, that we may feel safe, and ~ettle down in our homes and rest, 
after so much worry and fuss amongst our people. 
Tab-a-nan-a-ka requests that the agent go out this spring· and see for himself who 
are farming and trying to get along, and who are not, and then he can see who are 
the most industrious. 
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At the request of Tab-a-nan-a-ka and White Wolf I have written down their wishes, 
and the foregoing is a correct interpretation of their statements made to me. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Col. P. B. HUNT, Agent. 
THOS. F. WOODARD, 
Ernploye a~d Interpreter for Indians. 
[Indorsement.] 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
February 8, 1884. 
At the urgent solicitation' of White Wolf and Tabaua.naka, their protest against 
leasing grass is respectfully forwarded to tl.Je Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with 
their request that it should reach the Ron. Secretary of the Interior. 
I do not think they represent the views or wishes of a majority of their people, 'Or 
of the Indians on their n3servation , but owing to the incessant importunities of W. 
H. Cleveland and G. W. Fox, in the manner indicated in their protest, and as alleged 
by other undue influences, these Indians have been worked up to an unnecessary 
state of excitement and bad blood on tl.Je grass question. 
Ever since the Cll(·yenne leases were made . my Indians have come to me to talk 
about it. I have steadily held to a policy of non-intervention on the subject of leas-
ing, advising them to discuss this quest.iou in a friendly manner among themselves, 
and if they decided to lease to come to me and I would help them to the best advan-
tage. 
G. W. Pox, some years ago, was in the employ of the Indian tra.der at Fort Sill, and 
is now interested in the cattle business along the western border of the reservation, 
and has unlimited opportunities to confer with the Indians who visit or are located 
near there. 
W. H. Cleveland is an employe of one of the traders at. this agency, and has equal 
opportunities to talk and confer with the Indians. 
I would be glad to have a letter on this subj ect. 
P. B. HUNT, 
Indian Agent. 
A NADARKO; IND. T., 
February 26, 1884. 
SIR: I take the liberty of wrighting you the details of a council that was held here t 
to-day by the Kiowa and Comanches t.o see whether they would lease their land or 
not. I was at the council myself. There was about 250 or 300 persons present, in-
cluding whites and Mexicans. Out of this No. t here was five in favor of the lease, 
and the ballance said they was not ready to lease. I suppose the agent will send in 
his report as leased. I understand that is the talk. The agent and some other partie~ 
have been making arrangements for a stock company for some time, as I got holt of 
a statement yesterday with the names of the stockholders, &c. The Kiowas a:re all 
against the lease at present; they wanted yo n to know about this. The men that is 
working the lease business is men that have bad cattle on this reservation for a No. 
of years to my own knollege. The agent is knowen to this, and has.knowen it all the 
time. They are 75,000 or 100,000 head of cattle on this reservation that belongs to 
white men that bas no right here. I heard one man say t.his morning he would stay 
on this reservation as long as be wanted 1 oo with his catt.le, whether it was leased or 
not. The Indians that opposed the lease to-day at the council is very angry. Since they 
heard the agt said it was leased, a band of them· has gone to the agent's office to see 
about the matter. I can't say what the result will be. I will wright you again by to-
morrow's ruail a.nu tell you wllat the result is.. I think it wiU be a bad result if some 
change is uot made in the matter. I · can give you all the particulars about this coun-
try and tb.e way business is carried on here if you wish me too. It is quite different 
to what you think it is, I suppose. I will let you know all I can find out to-morrow. 
I am, very respectfully, yours, &c., 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Comrnissioner of Indian .Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure.] 
AB. WALKER. 
ANADARKO, IND. T., 
Februm·y 28, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: I wrote you a few lines two days ago conceming the council held here 
by the Kiowas and Comanches in regard to leasing their land. They were in council 
yesterday and to-day. I was present at both. There are a good number of the 
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Comanches in favor of leasing their land; almost the entire Kiowa tribe is opposed 
to the lease. The Comanches want to lease without the consent of the Kiowas. The 
men that want to lease have had their cattle on this reservation for three or four 
years. They have used a considerable amount of money with the Comanches, and 
gave them presents for their influence and consent to lease, and are still at, it to-day. 
Th(ll men that want to lease are trying to force the lease through withour. t.b_e consenL 
of the Kiowas. The Comanches that are in favor o~ the lease have decided to send 
two of their men (Indians) that are in favor of the lease to see you. Tho aw·nt in-
formed the Indians that he had a letter from the honorable Secretary of the Interior 
stating they could lease their lands. The agent said to them it was the best for them 
to lease. The Kiowas say they are not ready to ]ease. I will IJe at Washington, D. C., 
by the 15th or 20th of March. The Comanches that want to go to sec you will not do 
any good by going to Washington, D: C. They will send to yon for permission to go 
to see you. I think it wonld be a good thing to stop the lease matter at present here. 
I can explain matters to you satisfactorily. You can use yonr pleasure about letting 
the Comanches go to Washington, D. C. The agent is urged to lease by the intruders 
or the white men that have cattle on this reservation. I will see yon soon aud ex-
plain matters to you in full. 
I am, most respectfully, yours, &c., 
AB. WALKER. 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Commissione1· of Indian A.ffai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
FEBRUARY 29, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that fo~ and in behalf of my people, that I 
have a large majority of all the people to whom this reser,7 ation was granted, who 
have agreed and are anxious to utilize the grass that is now going to waste, by (\ffect-
ing a lease to certain stockmen, who have agreed with us to pay us for the use of our 
grass, and who will give us substantial guarantees to protect our rights in the prem-
ises, and we have offered those of our people who have objected to the leasing of our 
lands to leave the entire question to a vote of all t.he people to whom the lands to ue 
leased belonged, said lands being only a part of the lauds owned by us. Yet the oppo-
nents have refused to thus allow a majority to avail themselves of this opportunity 
of benefiting ourselves. We are poor and in our present condition are unable to use 
these lands ourselves, and, we hope by these means to better our condition and 
t se.cure the money with which to stock our lands, and as soon as possible enable us to 
become self-supporting. There is now no authority existing among us to determine 
this matter and we have no way by which we can settle this contest, and ·we there-
fore come to you, our lawful agent, and appeal to you to refer this matter to the 
proper authorities at Washington, that they may instruct us what to do, and how we 
may legally avail ourselves of these our rights and privileges. 
I have the honor to remain, your obedient servant, · 
Signed in presence of-
H. KuHN. 
Col. P. B. HUNT. 




.Kiowa, Comanche, ancl A.paclw Agency, Anadarko, Ind. T. 
I hereby certify that I have explained to Quanah Parker, a Comanche Indian, the 
contents of the within and foregoing letter, and am satisfied that he fully understands 




KIOWA, COMANCHE, .AND WICHITA AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
March 1, 1884. 
Respectfully forwarded to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Afl'airs, with the 
request that he make some kind of a decision in this matter. 
If the question of leasing a portion of the s~1rplus grass cotlld be decided by a test 
vote of Indians, it seems to me it would be well. ' 
P. B. HUNT, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFJCJ;_; OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Mat·ch 14, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to protest of Tab-a-nan-a-ka and White Wolf, dated 5th ultimo, 
against leasing any portion of their reservation lands, also to letter of Quanah 
Parker, favoring a lease, and to your several indorsements thereon, dated respectively 
the 8th ultimo and 1st instant, the latter requ,esting that the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs" will make some kind of a decision in this matter," I have to say that on Jan-
uary 12 last, in response to a resolution of the Senate, dated 4th December, 1e83, 
copies of all documents and correspondence on file and of I'ecord in this Department 
relating to leases of lands in the Indian Territory to citizens of the United Sta,.tes for 
cattle grazing and other purposes were transmitted by the honorable Secretary to the 
President of the Senate, and on the 14th of January last were r eferred to the Com-
mittee OJ}. Indian Affairs. 
Pending such reference this office does not feel at liberty to make any decision or 
express any opinion calculated in the slightest degree to embarrass any action Con-
gress may t.ake on the·subject involved, further than to again call your attention to 
the fact that the Department declines to recognize any such leases. 
Very res_Rectfully, 
P. B. HUNT, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agont, K iowa, Cornanche, and Wichita Agency, Indian Territory. 
UNITED STATES SENATE, 
COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., March 19, 1884. 
DEAR SIR:· Inclosed are the original memorials of the Caddoes and Wichitas, and 
Kiowa and Comanche delegate, presented to the Senate, and referred to this com-
mittee for investigation. Will you do the committee the favor to communicate to 
them, in a.dvance of such investigation, all evidence you have in the Department 
bearing upon the same, and such views as you choose to sn bmit to them in reference 
thereto ' The committee are called upon by a resolution of Congress to make an. in-
vestjgation into this matter, and would desire your co-operation in order that the 
exact facts of the case may be presented. ·As these are the original memorials, you 
will do us the favor to return them to the committee; and we would be obliged for 
an early reply. 
_Truly yours, 
Hon, H. M. TELLER, 
Seo1·etary of the Interior. 
H. L. DAWES, 
Chairman. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Ma·roh 21, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for report. 
. ' M. L. JOSLYN, 
.Aotinq Se<,-retary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Ma·rch 28, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by Department reference for re• 
port, of a letter from Hon. H. L. Dawes, chairman of the Senate Committee on Indian 
Afl'airs, dated the 19th instant, transmitting two memoria.]s, one of certain Indians 
claiming to be chiefs and headmen of the Caddo, Keechi, and Wichita bands oflndians1 
the otha')r of ,Joseph Leonard, claiming to be delegate and agent of the Kiowa and 
Coman~he tribes of Indians, all in the Indian Territory, which have been presenterl 
to the Senate and referrerl to said cqmmittee for investigation, and requesting to be 
furnished with all evidence in possession of the Department bearing upon the same, 
:and the views of the Department in reference thereto. 
The memorial first referred to purports to. be signed by .Jake Tiner and She-she~ 
·kinoshe ofthe Caddo, Ka-a-cado, andNow-as-to-wee, ofthe Wichita, andNi-noshofthe 
Keechi bands of Indians, and protests against the il1egal invasion and fencing in by 
white men, for cattle-grazing purposes, of certain lands claimed by the ·wichitas and 
:affiliated bands lying west of the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation, and between the 
S. Rep. 1278--42 
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main Canadian and Red Rivers (now partly occ~pied by the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Indians), under so-called leases obtained fi·om a port.ion of the Cheyenne and Arapaho 
Indians with the corrupt connivaueo of some of their chiefs, and their agent, John 
D. Miles. Tho memorialists then proceed to state genera11y upon what grounds the 
said band8 of I:odians rest their claim of title to the lands in qnestion, and in Yoke the 
interposition of Congress to finally adjust and determine the boundaries of their 
country, the title to which they ask may be secured to them hy patent, and that all 
their just claims may be paid. 
The other memorial, that of Joseph Leonard, delegate, &c., on behalf of the Kiowa 
and Comanche tribes of Indians, after reciting the presence of large bodies of cattle, the 
property of persons not citizens of either of said nations, kept grazing in their country 
without their cont>~nt and g,gainst their wishes and objections, and without any bene-
fit accruing to them therefrom; charges that said cattle are so kept in their country 
with the knowledge and approval of the United States Indian agent for said tribes 
(P. B. Hunt), ;tnd that he and the owners of said cattle are the only parties benefited 
and profiting thereby. 
The memorialist further.states that the said Indians are opposed to leasing their 
lands for pasLurage pur1\oses, believi11~ such a course to be impolitic and inimical to 
their best interests, and charges their said_ agent, whom he pronounces to be dis-
honest and incompetent, with aiding and abetting the effort& being made to secure 
leases of said la11ds, and with giving countenance to bribery and corruption incident 
t-bei·eto. Wherefore he prays an investigation, &c. -
I have the honor to report thereon :-ts follows: 
First. The memorial of the Caddos and Wicbitas, as to the claim of the Wichitas 
and 11ffili1tted bands to lands west of the rt:lservation now occupied by them and be-
tween the main Canadian aDd Red Rivers. 
On the 9th of October, 1o83, I had the honor to make a full report to the Department 
on this subject, in which, after a thorough exarnination of the papers submitted and 
the records and correspondence on file, I reached the conclusion that the only obliga-
tion now resting upon the Government is that of confirming to these Indians a secure 
and permanent title to tbe lands they now occupy, and to this end I recommended that 
the agreement of October 19, 1872, with the Wichitas and affiliated bands be ratified 
by Congress and tlJe title confiTmed by patent. I also recommended that in view of 
the length of time the Cheyennes and Arapahoes have been permitted to occupy their 
present reservation (established by Executive ordeJ:of August 10, 1869), and the failure · 
of Congress to act n.pon certain agreements mentioned in my said report, the best aud 
wisest plan would now be for the Government to confirm their title to tho same, less 
the Wichita Reservation, and to declare the resnvation established for the Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes hy the treaty of October 2s: 186i (15 Stat., 5Y4), restored to the status 
it held prior to said treaty. . 
With my report was submitted a draft of a bill for the issuance of patents to the 
Wichitas and affiliated bands, and to the Cheyennes and Arapahoes for the reservation 
now occupied by t hem, respectively, with the condition that the lands shall revert to 
the United States if the Indians become extinct or abandon the same. Said report 
and accompanying papers were transmitted by the Department to the President De-
cember 4, U:lB3, and by t-he President to Congress on the 17th of the same month, and 
the bill as prepared (S. 1249) bas since been reported from the Senate Committee on 
Indian Aft'airs. (SeeS. Ex. Doc. No. 12, :E'orty-eighth Congress, first session.) 
As to the complaints of the Caddos and Wichitas, in reference to cattle grazing, it 
will be observed that their memorial only refers to grazing on the lands which they 
claim west of their present reservation. As stated in my report of October 9,1883, above 
l'efcrrecl to, '' there is uo question in my mind that the Wichita aud affiliated bands, 
by the agreement of October 19, 187:!, relinquished all claim which they might have had 
before that date to any and all lands within the United States, except the reservation 
now occupied by them." If the view I have taken be correct, the question of cattle 
gra-zing outside the limits of said reservation is one wh1ch cannot possibly a-ffect them, 
except so far as it conflicts with their rights in said reservation alone. Until their 
title to the lands additionally claimed by them be established, I do not perceive that 
they have any right to interfere. 
With reference to the pecuniary claims of the Caddos and Wichitas against the 
Uu ited States, a settlement. of which is prayed for in their memorial, I again beg leave 
to refer to my report of October 9, 1883. My views on this subject will be found on 
page 10 of S. Ex. Doc. No.l3, before referred to. 
Second. The memorial of J osepb Leonard, delegate, &c., of the Kiowa and Comanche 
tribes of Indians. As to Mr. Leon~rd's status as such delegate, Mr. Leonard claims to 
dcri ve his authority to act in the premises under a general power of attorney, dated 
Febrnnry 11, 1884: given and executed to him for that purpose by Big 'free, Lone Bull, 
and Big· Head, Kiowa chiefs and headmen, and Black Raven and Mah-he-c6-be, Coman-
che chiefs, all of the Kiowa aud Comanche Reservation, Indian Territory, "on behalf 
of the Kiowas and Comanches represented by us." (See copy power of attorney at-
tomey at.tached to memorial.) 
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Annexed to this power of attorney is a copy of an affidavit of even date made by 
the same Indians in which they state "that the Kiowas and Comanches, represented 
by them, have e~powered them to make Joseph Leonard, of Anadar~o, Indian Terri-
. tory their delegate" &c. Beyond the power of attorney and affidavit, the aut~onty 
alleged to be delegdted to said individual Indians by tbe Kiowas and Comanches lS not 
shown. 
As opp0sed to Mr. Leonard's credentials, I inclose herewith a copy of a letter from 
Agent Hunt, dated the 7th instant, transmitting a prote.st signed by Paul Isart Ko-
peta, Paul C. Zoturn, "Big Tree" (w~ose name appears I.n the :power ~f attorne~r to 
Leonard), and some sixteen othe!s, chiefs a1;1d ~eadmen. of the Kwwa tn?e of Indians 
in council assem!Jled onthe6th mstant,wherem,referrmgto the memonalpresented 
by said Leonard to c'ongress, they repudiate h~s action as wholly without. ant~ority 
from them, and state -that his assumed agency m that or a~y other ma;t.ter IS wlthou t 
their knowledge or consent; also that any paper purportmg to be ~1gned by the.m, 
giviug · or dele()'ating authority to ~im (Leona~d) to act fo~ them m any capac1~v 
whatever is a forgery, or was obtamed by falsely represeutmg the contents of said 
paper. . . 
I also inclose a copy of a letter from Agent Hunt, ~ated t~e lOth Instant, transmit-
ting a similar protest signed by Wild Horse, Nam-mi-wad-die, Eck-her-by, Tooah-vo-
ney, and one hundred and forty-three others, ch!efs and ~eadmen of the Co~anche tribe 
of Indians. Copies of these-protests are herewith submitted. I fii_J-dno evidence on file 
in this office of the authority of M:r. Leona-ra. to 1:ep-resent tb.e K1o-w a and Comanche . 
tribes of Indians in this or any other matter.' 
With reference to the cattle grazing on the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation and 
the charges made against Agent Hunt in connection therewith, which appear to be 
the foundation of Mr. Leonard's memorial, I have to say that for the past two years 
great trouble bas been experienced by the a~ent with cattle on the reservation along 
the line of t.be Texas border and t·hat of the Chickasaw Nation. This tro.uble, be 
states, is likely to continue until a fence is put up between the reservation and the 
countries named. 
In response to Senate resolution of December 4 last, copies of all documents and 
correspondence on file and of record in the Department in relation to leases of lands · 
in the Indian Territory to citizens of the United States for cattle grazing and other 
purposes were transmitted by the Department to the Senate on the 12th of January 
last, heii1g S. Ex . Doc. No. 54, Forty-eighth Congress, first session, to pages 53 to 
126, inclusive, of whiCh I r(>spectfully refer for such papers and correspondence as 
pertain to the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation. . 
I also inclose for the information of the committee co.pies of additional paper~ and 
correspondence on file and of record in this office since the date of said S. Ex. Doc. 
No. 54, upon the same subject, in connection with said reservation. 
The views of the Department upon the cattle-grazing question are fully set forth 
in Department letter of April 25, 1883, to Mr. E. Fenlon, (page 99 of said S. Ex. Doc. 
No. 54), and in the last annual report of the honorable Secretary of the Interior to the 
President (pp. 15, 16), in which he recommends that ''Congress should provide some 
·s.ystem by which the unoccupied lands can be leased by• the tribe, or the Department, 
~or. the benefit of such tribes, and the money expended for the tribe without covering 
It mto the Treasury" and to which report I have the honor also to refer. 
In accordance with Department instructions contained in said letter of April 25 
1883, a copy thereof was transmitted by this office to (amongst others) Agent Hunt' 
at th~ Kiowa, Comanche,, a;nd A:~mche Agency, on May 7, 1883, and he was directed t~ 
e~er01se a careful superv~s10~ of t~e ma;tter of cattle grazing upon the lands within 
h~s agency tc;> the extent. mdiCated m sa1d Department letter, taking care that the In-
dians are fa.uly dealt With, and that the conditions prescribed by the Department are 
scrup~lously ob~erved. (Senate Ex. D~:>e .. No. 54, p. 101.) 
In h1s lette1: of March 7, 1884, transmittmg the protest of the Kiowas against Mr. 
Leonard's actwn, before referred to, Agent Hunt remarks: 
''As to the Indians leasing grass, I have been governed entirely by your letter of 
May 7, 1E83, and the letter of the honorable Secretary which you inclosed therewith. 
"I. have never ad~ised them ~o lease, but have left it fortheirown decision, though 
I beheve I had the right to advise them to do so if I had seen fit. 
"As .Leo~ard charges that I am reaping so·me benefit from these trespassing cattle, 
I consider It due me that the matter be investigated, and I respectfully ask that it 
be done." 
I will add that there is 110 evidence on file in this Department of any leMes having 
been made of lands of the Kiowa and Comanche Reservation . 
. Mr .. Dawes's .Je.tter and accompanying memorials are herewith returned, and a copy 
of this report IS mclosed. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servantJ 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
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DEPARTMENT OF TH11: INTERIOR, 
Washington, March 29, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the 19th instant, 
inclosing the memorials to Congress of certain Caddo and Wichita Indians, and of 
Joseph Leonard, delegate and agent of the Comanche and Kiowa Nations .of Indians, 
relative to certain abuses alleged to be existing in regard to grazing leases and fenc-
ing on lands claimed and occupied by said Indians, respectively, which have been pre-
sented to the Senate and referred to yonr committee for investigation1 and requesting 
to be furnished with all evidence in the Department bearing upon the same, and the 
views of the Department in reference thereto. 
The memorials in question having been referred to the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, !have the hon01··to transmit herewith his report, which, with accompanying 
papers therein referred to, it is believed contains all the information in possession of 
this Department on the subject, also its views heretofore expressed upon the matter 
involved. 
The memorials are herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
.Acting Secretary. 
The CHAiRMAN COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS~ 
United States Seruxte. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Anadarko, Ind. T., March 7, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a memorial of Joseph Leonard, 
who claims to be" delegate and agent, Kiowas and Comanches," presented to Con-
gress by G~,meral Rosecrans on the 26th of February. 
I received this paper in Wednesday's mail, and on Thu.rsday the Kiowas came to 
my office in full force, surprised and indignant at the action of Leonard, and signed 
t,he inclosed let,ter to yon on the subject. 
-The Comanches were not present, but those who have heard of Leonard's action 
declare it to be a fraud, and I am informed their protest as a tribe will be forwarded 
~rlw~k. . 
You are aware that . my correspondence for more than a year shows the trouble I 
have had with trespassing cattle along the border of Texas, and the border of the 
Chickasaw Nation, and the same trouble will exist until a fence is put up between this 
and the two countries named. 
As to the Indians leasing grass, I have been governed entirely by your letter of 
May 7, 1883 (L. 7594), and th~ letter of the honorable Secretary, which you inclosed 
therewith. · 
I have never advised them to lease, but have left it for their own decision, though 
I believe I had the right to advise them to do so if I had seen fit. 
As Leonard charges that I am reaping some benefit from these trespassing cattle, I 
consider it due me that the matter be investigated, and I respectfully ask that it be 
done. 
Very respectfully, 
The Ron. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
[Incloanro No.1.] 
P. B. HUNT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA
1 
AGENCY, IND. T., 
March 6, 1884. 
SIR: Having heard of the unwarrantable action of one Joseph Leonard, who pre-
sents, through General Rosecrans, a memorial to Congress1 signed by him as delegate 
and agent of the Kiowas and Comanches, we have come together in council to remon-
strate. 
The said memorial h~1ving been read in our hearing and uxpla,ined to us by our inter-
pteter we fully understand its object and purport, ancl we hereby desire to repudiate 
the action of said Leonard, as wholly without auy authorjty from us; and his assumed 
agency in this or any other matter is without our knowledge or consent, and that 
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any paper purporting to be signed Ly us giving or delegating authority to him to act 
for us in any capacity whatever is a forgery, or was obtained by falsely representing 
the contents of said paper. 
Signed: 
Paul Isart Kopeta, Kiowa; Paul Z. Zoturn, Kiowa, witness ; Big Tree, his x 
mark; Reid-sick, his x mark; Little Robe, his x mark; Gori-ka-do-ta, his 
x mark; l'oor Buffalo, his x mark; Black Bear, his x mark; Dangerous 
Eagle, his x mark; Frizzle Head, his x mark; Chaddle-kaung-ky, his x 
mark; Tau-kaung-ky, his x mark; La-bile, his x mark; Fea,ther Head, 
his x mark; 'fa-Boodle, his x mark; Esa Hoken, his x mark; 0-het-toint, 
lu~:;xmark; Kan-ta-bo, his x mark; Ladle-ge-at, his x mark. 
Witness: 
JOHN NESTELL. 
I certify on honor that the memorial to Congress of Joseph Leonard, referred to iu 
the foregoing protest signed by the chiefs and headmen of the Kiowa Indians in coun-
cil, was by me read, translated, and fully explained to the saidindians, and· I am sat-
isfied they fnlly understand the purport and meaning of the same, and I further 
certify that the foregomg protest signed by them is a true and correct translation of 
their wishes, as told and expressed in open council. 
THOS. F. WOODARD, 
Interpreter. 
To the Ron. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure No. 2.] 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Tuesday, February 26, 1884. 
By Mr. Rosecrans: Memorial of Joseph Leonard, delegate of the Kiowa and Co-
manche Nations, for investigation of abuses of officers practiced in Indian Territory; 
to the Committee on Indian Affairs. 
MEMORIAL OF JOSEPH LEONARD, DELEGATE AND AGENT OF THE COMANCHE AND 
KIOWA NATIONS OF INDIANS. 
To the CongTess of the United States : 
The undeisigned delegate and agent of tho ,Kiowa and Comanche Nations of In-
dians, and vresenting herewith his credentials as such, respectfully represents on 
their behalf, that there are now and for a long time past have been, la-rge numbers of 
cattle, the property of persons not citizens of either of said nations, kept grazing in 
the country of said nations without their consent and against their wishes and ob-
jections, and witbont any consideration being paid therefor to said nations or either 
of them, and without any benefit whatever accruing to them therefrom, but to their 
great wrong, oppression, and injury. · 
That tbe said cattle are and bavo been kept in the country of said nations with 
the knowledge and approval of the United States Indian agent charged with the duty 
of enforcing tbe United St.ates intercourse laws enacted by you in t.h e interest of the 
Unitetl States and said nations; said ao-ent and the owners of said cattle being the 
only parties benefited and profiting by the pasturage of said cattle on the lauds of said 
nations. · 
That the said nations are and have been opposed to making leases of their lands for 
the pa:sturage of cattle thereon to monopolies and for indequate consideration. 
They believe the making of leases to be impolitic and calculated to do injury to 
their best interests, and though their opposition to the leasing of their lauds is well 
known to said Indian agent, he, at once dishonest and incompetent, aids and abets 
the efforts that are being made to secure leases of the lands of said nations, and gives 
countenance to the bribery and occupation resorted to to secure such leases. 
Your mc;noralist presents herewith, and as part hereof, the affidavit of certain chiefs 
and headmen in respect to the opposition of said nations to the leasing of their lands. 
Your Jaw of March:~, 1883, requii:ing the proceeds of the pasturage of Indian lands, 
except those of the Cherokees, Creeks, Choctaws, Chickasa.ws, and Seminoles, to be 
covered into the Treasury of the United Stat es for the benefit of the particular nation 
or tribe, is made a dead letter; not the slightest attempt being made to enforce it by 
the United States officials charged with the duty of seeing to its enforcement. 
Your memorialist respectfully asks your honorable body to cause an investigation 
to be made in respect to the matters and things herein alleged by your memorialist, 
and to ta~e s-uch action in the premises as to you may seem fit and proper for securing 
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obedience to the laws enacted by you for the protection and welfare of said nations, 
and for the welfare of the United States, and for preserving harmony within said na-
tions, and peace between them and the United States or citizens thereof. · 
JOSEPH LEONARD, 
Delegate and Agent Kio~oas amd Comanches. 
LUTHER H. PIKE, 
Attorney. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Anadarko, Ind. T., March 17, 1884. 
Sm: In my letter of 7th instant, reference was made to a protest which the Co-
manche Indians intended to make against the action of Joseph Leonard. 
I now have the honor to transmit herewith a paper signed by their chiefs and head-
men, repudiating the acts of Mr. Leonard; the names embrace the principal men of 
the tribe, who signed wimngly, and expressed considerable indignation thatthey· had 
been subjected to such misrepresentation. 
P. B. HUNT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. CoMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, WaBhington, D. C. 
[Inclosure.] 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Indian Territory, Mat·ch 10, 1884. 
SIR: Having heard of the unwarrantable actio.n of one Joseph Leonard, who pre-
sents through General Rosecrans a memorial to Congress, signed by him as delegate 
and agent of the Kiowas and Comanches, and the said memorial having been read in 
onr hearing, and explained to us by our interpreter, we fully understand its object 
and purport; we hereuy protest and repudiate the action of said Leonard, as wholly 
without any authority from us, and is without our knowled~e or consent, and that 
an~r paper purporting to be signed by us, giving or delegatmg authority to him to 
act for us in any capacity whatever, is a forgery, or was obtained by ia.lsely repre-
senting the contents of said paper. 
We do not recognize any other to act for us uut our lawfully and dulj· accredited 
agent, to whom we always apply for the redress of our grievances, and through him to 
you in all matters of importance, and we do not need nor do we ask the help of design-
ing white men who come among us surreptitiously for sinister purposes and who have 
no character to lose. 
Very respectfully, 
Signed (wit.h x-mark) by the following: 
'Vild horse, Nam-mi-waddie, · Eck-her-by, Tovah-vo-ney, Wood-ah-ohoptb, 
Timer, Mah-cho, Chay-ka, Er-ya, Ten-ne-quer, Hoah-koy-pitty, Tis-son, Mi-
ke-suab, l'o-mo-cho, 0-ni-ditty, E-to-vits, Yan-ny-vit-too-ah, Pat-r;ho-ko-to-
ho-vit, Au-hue, A-se-tick-a-per, E-sa-clovah, Quah-se-a-ta-my, 0-nard-ney, 
Peach-nab, Wook-see, Pau-vo-ti-vo, Ko-he-yah, Moo-sy-wau, " rood-a-peop, 
Njm-sey, Po-hau-dooah, Chap-pey, A-se-nap, At-ta-wyfper, Re-vah, Cbain-
na-po-hau-cut, Nan-nas-so-yo, Cof-ty, Ma-a, E-on-ah, Eaut. Tan-hau-ve-yah, 
Wer-wau-ney, Tav-cy-up, Ne-bi, A-se-tock-a-per, Black Horse, To-sa-wovs-
a-we, Quas-se-che-key, He-cho-vah, Kah-tah, Little Crow, Ka-wer-tzeme, 
1 Win-chop, Pah-woonard, Pah-ke-kumma, Ki-wher-by, Wah-bof-py, Ah-do-
sey, E-sa-roie, Oda-peah, Au-ty, Tid-do-ny, Wah-ka-qua, To-wack-ney, 
Che-yeck-wey, Esananaka, Che-woon-ney, At-tock-ney, Ko-mah, To-cas, 
San-ti-a-go, Pes-che-pappy, Atch-kav-vy1 Che-ko-vi, Pah-da-pony, Ko-se-
moo-da-wau, Perk-aquanah, Kiowa, Yacky-po-by, Wer-a-dy, Tovah-nipper, 
Po-hau-put-cho-ko, Me-sa-rah, Pah-ke-h er, Quas-seyah, Quer · dy, 'l'ab-uy-
kin-ney, Pat-cho-ko-paddowah, Per-dab, Is-sa-ta-quon, Tarcy-pok-a-dovah, 
Mo-che-rook, Ten-a-ma-ki, Wer-whe, Pe-chu-ney, Tar-whekah, Nin-sey, 
Kar-no, No-nar-te-mo, Tab-bo-er, Wur-ke-nie, Tis-che-coddy, Tah-beas-cbip, 
Wy-ko, 'faw-wer, Ah-cut, Coas-cho-qnitta, Tah-ko-ney, Quana4, Ka-habby-
wite, 'l'o-whis-cbey, Tab-by-yet-chey, A-toe, Weck-ea-bitty, Pi-ty, I-nee, 
Pe-si-u-nah, Tah-bo-ko, Mam-suk-awat, Tah-su-dy, Wug-yeah, Tin-a-ver-ta, 
Chaht, Coas-cho-et-ivit, Tah-cha-cha, Toke-heah, Nan-ants, Po-e-wat, High-
tos-cha, Chicken, Pow-vo-neithk, Chah-tarcy, Eck-see, Tah-doey-vis-chy, 
Wah-bof-py, 0 -haw-woonard, Yo-ah, Wa-sis-chy, Parrica-eck-i-vit, Titchy-
wy, Po-e-mock-eah, Toth-ko-yan, To-sa-ma-reah, Tim-ma-wurky, Han-no-
vich. 
Signed in presence of E. L. Clark, 'l'hos. }1,, Woodard, 
'l'he Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAms, WaBhingtcm, D. 0. 
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We certify on honor that the memorial to Congre~s of Joseph Leonard, referred to 
in the foregoing protest, signed by the chiefs, headmen, and others of the Comanche 
Indians, was by us read and translated a,nd fnlly explained to the said Indians, and 
we are satisfied they fully understand the purport and meaning of the ~:>arne; and we 
further certify that the foregoing protest signed by them was also fully explained to 
them before signing, and we are satisfied they fully understand the purport and object 
of the same. 
E. L. CLARK, 
Interpreter. 
THOS. F. WOODARD, 
Interpreter. 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Anadm·ko, Ind. T., .Marek 18, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: Referring to my letter to you of the 8th instant, I herewith inclose a 
copy of the protest of the Comanches against the action of Joseph Leon;ud, addressed 
to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs, which I will thank you to fil-e with 
the protest of the Kiowas already forwarded to yon. 
Very truly, your obedient servant, 
P. B. HUNT. 
Hon. J. C. S. BLACKBURN, Washington, D. C. 
[Indorsement. J 
Respectfully referred to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
Very respectfully, 
JO. C. S. BLACKBURN. 
MARCH 26; 1884. 
(See Protest of Comanche Indians, copied ante, p. -,) 
MARCH 25, 1884. 
We learn with surprise that one Joseph Leonard, a white malil, is now in Washing-
ton pretending that he has been sent there to represent the wishes of the Kiowa and 
Comanche Indians. In behalf of a large majority of all the Indians of this reserva-
tion, we pronounce Leonard's statements to be false, malicious, and in nowise repre-
sent.ing the sentiments of our people. 
We look upon Leonard as a fraud, a scoundrel, a bad and dangerous man, who, if' 
allowed to go on as he has been doing with his bad advice to the Indians, will in a 
short time be the cause of very serious trouble among the Indians themselYes, and also 
between the Indians and white people, who are properly residing in the Indian country. 
Leonard has repeatedly advised the Indians to burn the grass and destroy the fences 
on the lands leased by the Cheyennes and Arapahoes. The Indians havefollowed 
Leonard's advice in this matter, and have burned the range in a great many places 
and destroyed the fences, besides killing large numbers of cwttle, the property of citi-
zens of the United States. This has already caused bad blood between the Cheyennes 
and Arapahoes on one side, and the Kiowas and Caddoes on the other, and may at any 
time lead to a very serious outbreak. 
This has all been brought about by the bad advice given to the Indians by Leonard, 
who has made some of the Indians believe that the agent and all other white men but 
himself are rascals. He is not actuated by the desire to benefit the lttdians, but 
thinks he will better his own condition by his false statements. 
, Aside from this, he is always begging money from our people, which they can very 
ill spare, taking the bread out of the mouths of our woruoo and children, in order 
that he may enjoy himself at our expense in the East. 
Many of our people are ignorant, and easily influenced by a man who has as little 
regard for the truth as Leonard. We hope the Government will take some steps 
towards preventing him (Leonard) from interfering wifu our people with his bad ad-
vice, before it leads to serious trouble, and to that end we request you, our agent, to 
forward this, our talk, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
Witness: 
THOMAS DONNELL. 
Col. P. B. HUNT, 
QUANAH (his X mark) PARKER, 
O'l!TER (his x mark) BELT. 
E-SA- (his X mark) NAN-NA-KA. 
TIS-CHA- (his X mark) COD-DY. 
WILD (his x mark) HORSE. 
EAs-A- (his x mark) wo-wo-u. 
EsA (hi~ x mark) HABIT. 
United StateB Indian Agent for Kiowa, Co'mancke, and Apache. 
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I hereby certify that I have interpreted all of the foregoing, and have witnessed 
the signature of t.he Indian chiefs, whose names and i:narks are affixed. 
PHILIP McCUSKER. 
[Indorsement.] 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, IND. T., 
March 28, 1884. 
The within letter of Quanah Parker and other Comanche chiefs is respectfully for-
warded to the honorable Commissioner of Indian-Affairs, as requested. I gladly em-
phasize all they say, for I believe it can be substantiated by affidavit jf necessary. 
The matter needs attention. 
P. B. HUNT, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTf"'ENT OF THR INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Ap1·il 5, 1884. 
SIR: In connection with my report of the 28th ultimo upon the subject of a memo-
rial presented to Congress by Joseph Leonard, on behalf of the Kiowaand Comanche 
Indians, in reference to the leasing of their lands for grazing purposes, &c., I have 
the honor to inclose herewith a copy of a communication, dated 25th ultimo, signed 
by Quanah Parker and other Indians of said tribe, with the indorsement of Agent 
Hunt thereon, which has been re.ceived in this office since the date of my said report, 
and respectfully recommend that the same be transmitted to the Senate Committee 
on Indian Affairs for its further information on the subject. 
A copy of this letter is also inclosed. · 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Com·missioner. 
DEPARTl\:IENT OF THE 'INTERIOR. 
April 7, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to Department letter of the 29th ultimo, transmitting a report of 
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs on the subject of a memorial presented to Con-
gress by Joseph Leonard, on behalf of the Kiowa and Comanche Indians, in relation 
to leases of their lands for cattle-grazing purposes, I have the honor to inclo~e here-
wit.h, for the further information of the committee, a copy of a Jetter from the Com-
missioner of Indian Afi'airs, dated 5th instant., inclosing a copy of a communication 
from certain of said Indians, with indorsement of the agent. thereon, which has been 
received in the Indian Office since the date of said original report on the subject. 
Very respectfully, 
The CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
Acting Sem·etm·y. 
United States Senate. 
POST-OFFICE DEPARTMENT, 
Washington, D. C., May 2, 1884. 
SIR~ The contractor on route 32123, Caddo to Anadarko, Ind. T., under d&te of the 
28th ultimo, states that ''I wish to draw your attention to the fact that parties are 
building fences across the road on route 32123, Caddo to Anadarko, Ind. T., and not 
putting in bars or gates, making it about impossible to go from one office to another. 
In one })lace we have to go 5 miles farther and no road at all, '* .,. " " 
Will you please advise this Department as soon as practicable whether this fencing 
up of roads which have long been: used for mail transportation purposes is authorized; 
and if it is not, will you please cause the obstructions to be removed, so t.hat the mail 
service may be performed in accordance with the contract. 
Very reRpectfnUy, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. C. 
H. D. LYMAN, 
Acting Postmaster-General. 
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DEPARTMENT OF•THE INTi·.::.IoR, 
OFFICE OF INDL:-:.; AFFAIRS, 
Washington, May 5, H:l84. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt, by Department reference of the 
3d instant, of a communication, dated the ~d instant, from the Acting Postmaster-
General, relative to persons buHding fences across the road on route a2123, from Caddo 
to Anadarko, Ind. T., and not putting in bars or gates, thereby making it almost im-
possible to go from one office to the other, &c. · 
In reply I beg to say that in office letter of this date, Agent P. B. Hunt, of the 
Kiowa, &c., agency, at Anadarko, has been instructed to give immediate attention to 
thii:! matter, aud under no circumstances to permit the obstructions mentioned, but in 
every instance to see to it that the proper gates are put in, and in the event of any 
delay to comply with these instructions on the part of the persons offending, to im-
mediately report the facts to t.his office. · 
I respectfully ask that the Post-Office Department be informed of the action taken 
by this office. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. PRICE, 
Cornmissioner. 
The Ron. the SECRETARY OF THE I~TERIOR. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, May 5, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt, by Department reference, of a communication dated the 2d 
instant, from the Acting Postmaster-General, calling attention to the fact that parties 
are building fences across the road on mail route 32123, from Caddo to Anadarko, and 
are not putting in bars or gates, making it almost impossible to go from one office to 
the other. · 
You will give this matter yonr immediate attention, and under no circumstancf\s 
11ermit the obstructions mentioned, but in every instance see to it that the proper 
gates are put in. In the event of any delay to comply with these instructions on the 





P. B. HUNT, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, Anadarko, Ind. T. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washingttm, May 6, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your letter of 2d instant in re-
la,tion to the obstruction on mail route in Indian Territory, caused by fencing across 
the roads and neglecting to place gates or bars to facilitate passage. 
In reply your attention is respectfully invited to the inclosed copy of letter of 5th 
instant from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in which he states the action taken 
by him to correct the evil complained of. 
Very respectfully, 
The Bon. PosniAsTER-GENERAL. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
DALLAS, TEX., August 26, 1884. 
DEAR SIR : I invite your attention to the inclosed newspaper clipping, to inquire if 
it represents correctly the attitude of your Department touching the lands referred to. 
There are certain gentlemen here who contelJlplate leasing some of these lands, when-
ever it can be done by the authority and with the sanct.ion of the Government. 
RespectfuUy, 
QLIN WELLBORN. 
Hon. H. M. TELLEH, 
Washington, D. C. 
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• ADVISED TO LEASE THEIR LANDS. 
A~ting Se~retary of the Interior Joslyn to-day directed the Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs to wnte a letter for the delegation of Kiowa, Wichita, and Comanche Indians 
t,o take to the Indian Territory, advising their tribes to lease portions of their land 
for a few yea:rs. . The Indians .expressed the opinion that the leasing of their lands to 
cattlemen will yield them an meome and be the means of teaching them how to graze 
a.u.d c~re for cattle. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
September 4, 18~4. 
SIR: Yotlr letter of the 26th ultimo, addressed to the honorable Secretary of the In-
terior, inclosing newspaper slip that "Acting Secretary of tho Interior Joslyn to-day 
directed the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to write a letter for the delegation of 
Kiown, Wichita, and Comanche Indians to take to t,he Indian Territory advising their 
tribes to lease portions of their land for a few years," and inquiring whether such 
statement in the public press represents correctly the attitude of this Department 
touching- the lands in question, has been referred to this office. 
In r.-ply I have to say that upon inquiry of the honorable Acting Secretary, he in-
forms me that he gave no such directions as he is represented to have done, but told 
the Indians that a special agent of the Department would be sent to the Kiowa Agency 
to confer with the t·ribe, and ascertain their views on the subject, and this was the 
understanding of this office. 
Very respectfully, 




FoRT WORTH, TEx., June 28, 1884. 
SIR: We are desirous of obtaining a lease in Indian Territory of a large tract of 
grazing lands, say 50,000 to 100,000 acres, and not knowing just what steps are neces-
~:~ary to secure the same, we write this to you to ask for information. . 
If you will take the trouble to write us a letter on this subject we will be greatly 
obligetl tQ you. 
Yours, &c., 
A. F. TRUITT, &o. 
J:Ion. HIRAM PRICE, 
yQ1np~issione1· of Indian Ajfai1·s, Washington, D. C. 
DALLAS, TEX., July 23, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: We notice in the report of Indian Agent P. B. Hunt a recommendation 
that the lands composing a portion of the reservations of the Kiowas, Comanches, and 
Wichita Indians be leased . If there is any legal way by which a lease can be made 
wit,h these Indians or their legal representatives and afterwards be fully protected 
by tho Government. we are ver:v- desirous to effect such a lease, if you will be kind 
enough to send uB ~uch documents or other information as will give us all the neces-
sar~~ information with regard to the matter. . 
By giving this your attention yon will great.ly oblige, 
Yours, very r espectfully, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
• Secretary Inte1·ior, Wash-ington, D. C. 
S. W. S. DUNCAN. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August. 25, 1884, 
SIR: In reply to ·your letter oft be 23cl ultimo, addressed to the honorable Secretary 
of t.be Interior, and by him referred to tbis office, inq niring whether "there is any 
legal way by which a lease can be made with these (Kiowa) Indiuns 01~ their legal 
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:representatives, and afterwards be fully protected by the Government," T have to say 
that this Department finding no authority for the making of such leases by the In-
dians has uniformly declined to approve them. ' • 
The whole subject has been laid before Congress for its consideration and action. 
Very respectfully, 
S. W. S. DUNCAN, Esq., 
Dalla8, Tex. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Co1mnis8ioner, 
' ·· ~ .. -
KIOWA; COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Au.guBt 1, 1884. 
Sm: In connection with my duties at this agency I have the honor to state that a 
"Very respectable number of Kiowa and Comanche Indian chiefs, in council to-day, 
Tequested me to write to you in their behalf in reference to leasing for pasturage a 
portion of the reservation allotted to them. 
They respectfully represent that Quanah, a half-breed, and Permamsee Jack, fnll 
Indian, with others, have gone or are about to go to Washington upon permission 
given by the Department for the purpose of seeking an approval of their scheme of 
leasing, without their knowledge or consent, without showing them the permission 
referred to, without consulting them in council, without notifying them of their in-
tended depart.ure, and in face of their solid objection to leasing the land. 
They respectfully ask that no approval be granted Quanah until they have ·been 
heard and represented, as they claim to have a majority opposed to the lease. A count 
was made last fall which was not based on council action or actual vote, and which 
should not be considered. 
They also desire to bring before the Department the methods that are being used 
to secure this lease, and beg that no hasty action may be taken in the matter. 
Not having had the time or opportunity to thoroughly examine the merits of the 
case, I shall not presume to advise or make recommendations as to the best manner 
of using the southern portion of this reservation. But I have observed that Mr. 
McCusker, Quanah's interpreter, is a success as an adroit attorney, and much less of 
aJ! interpreter than attorney. 
I have observed also that two of r.he traders here ar~ exercising improper influences 
among the Indians in referel'lce to this lease business. Mr. Fred, who wants 700,000 
acres, states in an application to the agent, of February 26, 18d4, which yuu may se(l: 
"I have spoken to a number of the leadmg men of t he different tribes, who have each 
and all promised that if they ever leased that they preferred I should have a large 
tract. " . 
W. H. Cleveland, who represents Mrs. Hutchin's interest in Cleveland & Co., traders, 
is very active in huymg b~· pretty gifts, and soliciting the influence of Indians in 
leasing. 
This causes so much disturbance, complaint, and uneasiness among the Indians, 
such a species of uncalled-for rivalry among a class of traders, which sets;_~ Lad ex-
ample to the Indians, and it~ so pernicious in its effects of unduly influencing Indians, 
that it should be stopped. 
It is enongh for t,raders -to trade. I therefore recommend that no trader or person 
connected with a trader's store be allowed to lease land or grass fi·om the Indians, or 
to engage directly or indirectly in leasing lancl or grass for or on behalf of other 
persons. 
Whatever conclusion may be arrived at in respect to this land, I trust that the 
utmost care and caution will be exerted in the disposition of it. 
Very respectfully, sir, your obedient servant, 
Ron. HIRAM PRICE, 
PARIS H. FOLSOM, 
Special Agent, 
Commissionm· of Indian Affai1'8, Wa8hington, D. C. 
DEP .ARTMENT OF THE INTERIC>R, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
• Octobm· 25, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to your communication of the 1st August last relative to the graz-
ing question in connect,ion with the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reservation, yon 
aro advised that; ~hortly after the dare th(!reof a delegation of Kiowa and Comanche 
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Indians, consisting of Quanah (Porker), Permansur (Black Star), Big Bow, Howling 
·wolf, aud Tabawson and wife, accompanied by Interpreter McCusker, arrived hero 
and bad an interview with t.hc honorable Acting Secretary and the Acting Commis 
sioner of Indian Afl'airs relative to leasing port.ions of their reservation for grazing 
purposes, representing that cattle-owners were willing to lease their unoccupied lands, 
and to employ Indians as herders. 
In view of the representations made in your letter that a majority of the Indians 
were opposed to leasing, and desired to be heard before the project received official 
sanction, the honorable Acting Secretary directed that the sentiment of the Indians 
generally be ascertained prior to any definite action by the Department. 
The views of the Department on the general subject will be found iu the inclosed 
copy of Department letter to E. Fenlon, April 25, 1883, a copy of which was tram;-
mitted to Agent Hunt May 7, 1883. · 
Yon will observe. from this letter that whilst the Department recognizes an implied 
right of the Indians, under section 2117 Revised Statutes (Comp. Indian Laws, ed. 
18'H3. p. 48), in their tribal capacity, to grant permission to parties to graze cattle 
on the unoccupiud lands of their reservations, on fail: and reasonable terms, sub-
ject to such supervision as the Department may consider proper to prevent the In-
llians from being imposed upon, it does not recognize their right to lease t.he lancts, 
or to create any incumbrance thereon, or in any manner give to parties rights, the 
existence of which may be disputed after the lands shall cease to be a part of the 
reserva.tion; and no leases or agreements looking to that end haye been approved, or 
will receive the authoritative approval ofthis Department. 
Mter you have carefully perused the honorable Secretary's letter, you will assem-
ble the Kiowa and Comanche Indians in council (taking care to insure a full repre-
sentation), and make. known to them the views of the Department on the general sub-
ject.. Yon will invite from them a full and unrestrained expression of opinion, and 
transmit the record of proceedin~s, with your report thereon, to this office, for such 
fnrther action as may he deemed advisable. 
The general deficieJ}cy act, approved March 3, 1883 (22 Stat., 590), provides that 
"the proceeds of all pasturage and sales of timber, coal, or other prodnct of any 
Indian reservation, except those ef the five civilized tribes, and not the result of tho 
labor of any membe-r of such tribe, shall be covered into the Treasury, for the benefit 
of such tribe, under such regulations as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe.'' 
Circular No. 135 from this office, of September 10, 1884 (copy inclosed) instructs the 
agents as to their duties under t.his sect!on. 
Referring to that part of your letter of August 1 which alludes to the action of the 
traders at the Kiowa, &c., agency, in soliciting the Indians for leases of grazing 
lands, I have issued a circular requiring all Indian traders and persons engaged with 
or employed by them to confine themselves strictly to their legitimate business con-
fGrmably to the license issued from this office, and prohibiting all such persons from 
holding herds of cattle on the reservation for private purposes or from attempting lio 
obtain concessions from the Indians of the use of lands for cattle-raising, grazin~, or 
other purposes under penalty, on proof of the facts to this office, of an immed1ate 
revocation of the license. 
This circular (a copy of which is inclosed) has been transmitted to all agencies 
where traders arc located. 
Very respectfully, 
PARIS H. FoLSOM, Esq., 
Speaial Agent, Indian Service, 
H. PRICE, 
Comntissioner. 
Kiowa, Comanclle, .and Wichita Agency, Anadm·ko, Ind. T. 
Accounts, 1884.] 
To United States Indian Agents: 
[Inclosure.] 
[Circular No. 135. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., September 10, 1884. · 
In order to comply with the requirements of that clause of the act to supply defi-
ciencies, &c., appro-ved March 3, 1883, in reference to "miscellaneous receipts," yon 
will commence October 1, 1884, to divide all fnnds of that character received by you 
into four classes. 
Class 1 will include all moneys received from ;rent of Government buildings and 
from sale of condemned Government property, or of any material exclusively the 
property of the Government, which propertywas received at your agency since Juty 
4,11::!84. -
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Funds of Class 1 cannot be used by sou, but must be covered into the United 
States Treasury at the end of each quarter, under sections :3617 and ::ltil i:l, Revised 
Statutes. 
Class~ will include all funds derived from proceeds of sales of forage and subsist-
ence belonging to the Government, and of hides. 
These moneys will be brought into your accounts, with full explanation of sources 
whence derived; and will be carried back upon the books of this office to t.he appro-
priations from which the purchases were originally made, and be again ava.ilable for 
the same purposes as the original appropriations, if needed, upon your properly ap-
proved estimates and recommendations. Those derived from sales of subsistence must 
be disposed ofin accardauce with section 30, Jm,t.rucLions to Indian Agents, October 
1,1880. 
Class 3 will include funds derived from any product of an Indian reservation with-
out Indian labor, such as grazing tax, right of way for herds to cross, nght to out-
siders to obtain hay, and to use or remove timber, minerals, &c. 
:From funds of Class 3 yon will first dednct the actual necessary expenses when · 
authorized; such as for advertising, sale, collection, &c., and deposit the net proceeds 
in the Treasury at the end of each quarter for the benefit of t he Indians entitled thereto, 
accompanying each deposit with a statement showing the tribes or bauds to which 
the several sums belong and with such recommendation as to manner of expenditure 
for their benefit as you believe to be best. 
All deposits of either of the above classes must be made m conformity with office 
circular No. 90, as far as its requirements are applicable. 
Class 4 will include all funds derived from the following .sources on Indian reserva-
tions, viz: Sales under section eleven, of act of July 4, 1884, making appropriations 
for this department of Government property which was at your agency on that date, 
and also, from sales of ha,y cured, bops, and other produce raised; standing timber 
cut by Indians to clear land for cultivation; dead and down timber prepared for 
market by Indians; brick or lime manufactured, and all articles fabricated, ::UH.l also 
from '''ork done in agency shops, and toll in grist or saw mills where Indian appren-
tices are employe1l, b eing such funds as are in any degree the result of the labor of 
Indians alone, or of Indians assisted by a.gency employes; also from the sale of hides 
from cattle, the increase of school herds, and receipts from fines in punishment of In-
dian o:tl'enses. 
You will retain funds of Class 4, reporting to this office at the end of etich quarter, 
or oftener, the amoun~ on hand and .tbe sources whence derived, wit.b such recom -
mendation as to manner of expenditure as would in your opinion be best for tbe In-
dians and the service, for the approval of this office. 
The foregoing ay fail to state every source from which "miscellaneous" funds 
muy come in to yonr bauds, but it is believed to be sufficient to indicate the class to 
which any belongs. If you are uncertain, however, as to any of your receipts, apply 
to this office for in truct,ions iu time to render your quarterly accounts properly. 
As you are responsible under yonr official bond for al l mont'ys coruinl-{ into your 
hands by reason of your position as Indian agent, all funds referreQ to in this circular 
must appear in your accounts and every expenditure therefrom be properly author-





[Circular No. 140. 
DEPARTMENT 01<, THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, October 18, 1884. 
Information having reached this office that certain persons are availing themselves 
of their positions as Indian traders to influence, by gifts and otl1erwise, leading men 
of Indian tribes to lea.se to them large tract.s 'of reservation lands for grazing pm-
poses, all such pmctices are hereby strictly prohibited. 
Traders at the various agencies, and all persons engaged wit.h or employed by them, 
will confine themselves to their legitimate busiut>ss conformably to the license issued. 
by this office, and any deviation therefrom, whether fn the holding of the herds of 
cattle on the reservatiou for private purposes or in the attempt to obtain concessions 
from the Indians of the use of lands for cattle-raising, grazing, or other purposes, will, 
on proof thereof to this office, be promptly followed by a revocation of the license. 
Agents will notify this office of any infraction of this regulation. 
H. PRICE, 
Cornmi<~sionn·. 
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FORT WORTH, TEX., Septernbt·1· 19. 1884: 
DEAR SIR: I am desirous of obtaining a lease of 100,000 acres of land in the 
Comanche and Kiowa territory for grazing. Would be pleased to know if the In-
dians have the power to lease their lands. Would also ask what course to pursue to 
obtain a valid lease. of their lands. 
Very respectfully, 
~ECRETARY INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. 0. 
C. T. HERRING. 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Decentber 16, 1884. 
Ron. HIRAM PRICE, Commissioner: 
SIR: Respecting cattle and grass affairs at this agency, I have the honor to make 
the following report : 
The orders contained in your instructions of October 25, L. 14318, 1884, I conveyed 
to the Indians in repeated councils and frequent meetings in my room. 
Quanah, Comanche chief, says he never took put a pistol to threaten cow-boys. He 
only asked for yearlings that were fagged out. He carried a paper to show who be 
was, a.nd gave information as tow here the best grass was to be found1 and which way they should travel. If be saw any stock that was la~me he asked tor that, as they 
would have to drop such stock some place. He says he will obey the Commissioner's 
orders., 
Otter-belt says he will not ask anything more from cattlemen; he will stop it. 
Lone Wolf, Kiowa chief, has talked to Indians about killing cattle; be has had 
trouble wit-h three or four of his men, and says, if they do not stop killing cattle he 
will turn them over to the Government himself. 
White Horse, Kiowa chief, says if the catth3 were kept off the reservation and prop-
erly herded they wonld not be killed. "Cattlemen lie about the Indians." They 
blame th._, Indians for all the cattle stolen, strayed, or lost. Cattlemen say Indian.s 
draw cattle over the lines to catch and kill them; this be disputes1 and says it is not 
so. Indians have killed cattle when astray and white men do just the same thing. 
White men kill stock, alter bran1ls, and steal bo11ses, and Indians get blame for all 
that going on in the country. 
The cattlemen from the Cheyenne and Arapaho lease have r epeatedly asked Indians 
to take bands o~ cattle on this reservation and herd them; that tyy will give them 
good wages for It. 
The Kiowas will not agree to that; they want the cattle driven off the reservation. 
White men drive their cattle on the reservation and then threaten the Indians if they 
molest them. Lone Wolf well says, "The white cattlemen get mad quick, and that 
they are as ugly as Indians." I have heard from many sources that white men give 
cattle to Indians for one reason and another, and in so doing t hey will "cut out" one 
not belonging to themselves, a jitray beef, and kill it, and then cut of!' the ears, and cut 
out the brand to destroy all trace of ownership. White men seeking favor with Indi-
ans to get cattle on the reservation for free grazing will often do this. The Indians 
are bad enough, but not so bad as represented. Indians, like whites, learn badness 
more rapidly than goodness, and unfortunately many of the whites coming in cont.act 
with the Indians are skilled in deviltry, and they transfer it to the Indians with won-
derful alacrity. · 
I beg you to excuse the digression, sir, but, "for ways that are dark and tricks that 
are vain," the white man beats the Indian. 
The policy of the agent in looking after these border matters should be aggressive; 
it is lamentably weak, negative, and ineffective. · 
There are some Indians who will. possibly have to be dealt with severely; the 
majority and principal chiefs are not so. They need attention, sympathy, and encour-
agement from the agent. This they do not get in any measure. The agent is petty, 
distant, and repelling in his intercourse with the Indians. A large number, I firmly 
l)elieve a majority, are not welcomed to the agent's office; they go there when com-
pelled to on business; never for advice or conference. This dissatisfaction with the 
agent is wide-spread; it is demoralizing in its tendency, because Indians require the 
utmost patience and a continued incitement to habits-of industry, thrift, and honest 
livelihood. The great majority of the Indians here are well-meaning, and would pro-
gress rapidly with the assistance an agent should extend to them. 
To the subject contained in your letter also of October 25, L. 149a9, 1884, I paid 
careful attention. It was impossible to hold council with all the .Indians interested 
in the matter at once, and the two opposing parties preferred to talk separately. 1 
therefore wrote out what I had to say (inclosure A), in order to have the same speech 
for both sides and all t.be Indians, and to prevent dispute and misunderstanding: 
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'rhere is no doubt about the Jndia.ns comprehendiHg the statements ,conveyed to them. 
Both sides produce some good arguments. 
The anti-Jcaser~:~ came forward first; their points for opposition to selling grass are 
that many Indians want to learn to farm; if they leased, they would have to freight, 
and there is not enough of that work for aU; that they can work for money and stock, 
and will soon be able to get a living without selling land or grass, and that is the 
reason they want the reservation left as it is; they know there is money in the ground. 
Some Indians are takint; cattle to herd, and it should ]lOt be done; that they want 
plenty of room to move their cattle about so they will do well, and come out in the 
spring with plenty of increase; that they want plenty of room to cut hay for their in-
creasin~ herds of cattle and ponies; that most of the anti-leasers have stock, more in 
proportiOn than the leasers; that many of the Indians, anti-leasers, are getting large 
corn-fields, and they want room so they can keep the cattle away from the cultivated 
lands; that if grass is sold, they will have their pockets full of money one day, and in 
a few days it will be all gone; cattle and crops stick all the time; do not use them like 
money; that they want cattle and land so they can herd and learn to work, an.d be 
ready to meet the time when their annuities and supplies stop; some Indians have 
good bunches of cattle now and many acres in corn; several Indians have 40 or 50 
acres in corn; that they have :fields of corn and some cattle now, and want white men 
to stay off the 1·eservation; want Indian cattle to have Indian grass; that there is a 
good living irr the ground, waiting to be dug ont of it; some Indians are not now de-
pendent; one :first carries rails on his shoulder to make fence; that they want land as 
much as white men for increase of stock; that money would make their young men 
gamble more than they do; it would draw them away from learning to work-to gam-
ble; that they do not want to sell grass, because they believe they will have catt.le 
and ponies eno~gh to require it all; want to keep cattle fat; when Washington gave 
land, nothing was said about leasing land; that they want their land for range; that 
they want their young men to learn to work as they grow up; that they think they 
are doing well now, and money would just put them back, and make them illle; tllat 
if cattlemen get grass they have to pay for; after they once get on the reservation 
they will be after more that they do not pay for, just as they act now; they will crowd 
the Indians back further and further all the time. · 
The strong points given in favor of leasing are, that their gra.ss is being eaten up for 
uothing, and the Indians are tired of it; that in four or :five years they have lost a large 
amount of money by not leasing, as cattle have been on the la.nd anyhow; that cattle 
ranches in Texas are only one-half mile from line of reservation, and they caunot keep 
cattle off; that Quanah and his men have been in favor of a lease a long time, and 
mauy are with him; that some Indians wanted to lease several years ago, and have 
not cllauged their lllinds about it; that as they have to look out for themselves some 
time, they should begin now and lease, and have restriction that Indians should be 
employed as herders; that they should be allowed to do as they please about their own 
lands, and ]ease to whoever they select-people they know; that they should. be al-
lowed to try leasing grass, as they think it is best; that they should be allowed also 
to lease to. the cattlemen they have known a Ion~ time; they feel UQder obligations to 
them; have received a good deal from them; that the tribes should be divided, let 
those who want to lease take a part of the reservation and lease it, and try it, and if 
the rest see it and like it, let them come in too; that they ought to be allowed to lease 
if they want to do so. 
A.. final council was appointed by the leasers, and two Indians were selected· to give 
the final talk; they asked to have their speeches written out in full, which was doue. 
Quanah, chiefleaser, had to go home before this council, a.nd he told me Jack would 
act for him, and that he (Jack) had his (Quanah's) talk. I ask to have these speeches, 
inclosures B, carefnlly read and examined. Quanah sent me the inclosure C, purport-
ing to be the result of a council; this note was read in council as part of Quanah's 
speech; it was written by a cattleman, Dick Saunders, aud it was molded by him, 
and not by the Indians. 
Wllile councils were in progress I began the vote. The method established was to 
take the agency census-book as a basis of the count; to allow chiefs or headml'\n to 
claim those not present; to have the same rule for both sides; not to allow either 
party to see the result; in case of dispute to have the party in dispute, as claimed by 
IJotll sides, come forward and speak for himself; not to allow boys under twenty to 
vote unless they were actually at work; to mark those claimed by both sides "doubt-
ful," where they could not be seen. 
The Penetethka Comanches have been ranked among the affiliated tribes of the 
Caddo and Wichita Reservation for many years; they were there before the agencies 
were consolidated; their ration aud annuity day are the same as the rest of the affil-
iated tribl's, and not witp tlle Comanches; t he agent ranks t.hem in his report with 
the affiliated tdbes,· and in no wa.y connects them with the Kiowas, Comanches, and 
Apaches, on south side of Washita River. · I therefore decided to vote the Penetethkas 
separately; if they continued with tlle affiliated. tribes and received annuity goods 
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with them, they could not come over and again J'eceive another share with the Co-
manches. If voted, counciled, and shared b\:lnefits, such as receipts for sales, with the 
affiliated tribes, they could not do the !iarue thing for the same time with the Coman-
che Indians. 
The vote stands thus : 
Kiow,. ... . .................... ........ .................. ....• . . ••....•..•. : ..•..... :I L~~ 
~~~~~:~~------- ~~: :::: ::~ ~: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 13!1 1:~ 
. 3~ 200 
Majority a.gainst leasing, 141. 
Now, voting the Penetethka Comanches and giving leasers all the doubtful v·otes, 
this result follows: 
Anti-
lease. Lease. Doubtful. 
------------------------------~---------------------- 1------------------
Kiowas ........................................................... · ... · · · !. 
Comanches ......... ................ ... .... .................... ... ........ .. 
.Apaches .................................. ...... .. .. ...... ...... ....... ... . 






182 ......... . 
60 11 
34 ........ .. 
290 14 
Majority against leasing, 98. 
I have tried to represent to the opposing parties the advantages of the sides oppos-
ing them, and have la,bored and labored to get them started towards each other, with 
:1 view of settling the matter, soth~tt all would be satisfied. But they stand stubbornly 
apart, the leasers being particularly uncompromising and arbitrary in all their de-
mands. This struck me as being so very unsual that I examined into the matter, 
and am satisfied of a strong ring back of the leasers, who are managing things with 
au eye to business. . 
At the time of the first council in regard to the lease, in February, 1883, I believe, 
the agent and his clerk, Kuhn, both announced that" the Indians had leased," they ' 
pushed the Indians forward, :)nd gave judgment for thum, and in such a manner as to 
make the India.us SJISpicious. They naturally resisted being crowded into a project 
upon which t.hey had not deliberated, and in which the whites about them had such 
a peculiar, persistent interest. • 
A clay or two before this council a paper was seen in the possession of Clerk Kuhn, 
amply now identified as a paper which I recently held in hand, the writing of which 
I at once recognized as Clerk Kuhn's, a11d of which I gave you a copy, made by my-
self, inclosure D. · . . 
This paper conclusively proves that Clerk Kuhn was party in principal to a move-
ment here recorded to capture the whole business of leasing at that time, all set 1;1p 
by a ring movement. · 
You must see how and why the Indians were disturbed and agitated. Do yon 
wonder at it 'f 
The jealousies of white men that they were being outdone by others, made them 
take auy chance of influencing or soliciting Indians t,o their siile. This pape~· is tlle 
key to the continued disturbance amwng the Indians. 
Instead of the Indians volnntarily meeting i.n council and decidirig what to do with 
their lands for their immediate and fu t nrc interests, they are pushed, headed off, 
coaxed, driven, and shn.buily manipulated by this following uand of designing cattle-
men and agency employes. 
Instead of usi11g hi s high office of trust on behalf of all the Indians for their united 
welfare and f)eltel'al good, the ageut employs it in petty partisanship. 
I do not question the beli ef, t.he opinion of the agent, or anybody else, as to whether 
it is best for the Indians to lease or not lease, but I do insist that Agent Hunt and his 
clerk should have stood alooffi:om all w bite mf'n, and all friendships, and all pecuniary 
interests, that might influence them one iota in this matter, which should be dis-
cussed purely of Indian concern, without remote reference to the gains, losses, or 
interests of cattlemen or agency employes. 
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Several of the names on this list are those of men owning cattle on Texas lands, 
!)ordering the reservation; several are those of very poor persons; they could not 
themselves hold one share, and consequently it was those shares, held in name, that 
were to be eli vided among the "silent partners." 
That this plot exists now, to run the lease by a ring, remains for me to prove, which 
I beg your patience to follow, as it partly governs my recommendations. 
Inclosures B and C show the same organization for the same purpose, in another 
form. In C, Dick Saunders states that he himself and the rest of their cattlemen 
friends are "good. honest men." I asked Quanah if it was true, as stated inC, that 
he and the agent had tried to get the Indians to lease f He said it was true, that the 
agent was on their side. 
I submit that paper as evidence that the agent is still directly associated with the 
determinedlearsers. Inclosure B is a ver;v remarkable document In order to he sure 
. that this paper was rendered as given by Jack and Saddetaker, I questioned the in-
terpreter, these Indians, and others Yery carefully. They intended to convey just 
what is stated. 'l'bey "will not lease if the money goes into the hands of the Secre-
tary for disbursement." 
I read the law to them, fortunately quoted in your letter, and explamed it fully. I 
told them the law made it the dnty of the honorable Secretary to take the money and 
account for it; the result is expressed· in B. 
Quanah told me before be left that most of his Indians would go against leasing if 
tbr money was not paid into their own bands for their own personal disposition. 
Wlly is this so? 
A few days ago Burnet and Waggoner called on me; heard I was going to lea,se, 
and they wanted grass. They spent most of their time with me in inquiries, sug-
gestions, and ad vice in relation to the disposition of the money received from the 
lease. 
Jack has openly asserted in the agent's office that he is going to lease anyhow. · One 
cattleman went to Washington with Quanah last summer to be on hand in case a lease 
could be effected then and there. 
While Quanah and Jack were here, they were in close intercourse with the whites 
of the agency. Together they had the Penetetbka Comanche issue day changed; they 
are endeavoring to bring the Penetethka Comanche over to this side of the reserva-
-tion; they changed their annuity day; that is all right in itself, but it shows the 
concerted action of certain parties, and that the leasing Indians have l>een skillfully 
managed by the cattlemen and agency employes, so that they are all solidly bound 
together. 
Only one conclusion presents itself, and that comes with force. Here is a bold at-
tempt, made with threats to the Department, to control pasturage at their own rates 
per acre, and to divide the unaccounted for proceeds, and to expend them as those few 
dictate. This is not the work of Indians; the suggest.ion comes from white men. 
Jack and the other leasers agitate only that one matter, and they will not yield a 
point. They boldly say that if Washington does not :fi~ up the matter they will go 
ahead and lease themselves. (Inclosure B). 
The anti-leasers come forward and present their reasons for not leasing with another 
spirit; they say that if Washington thinks it best for them to lease after they hear 
what the Indians think and say, why they will listen to Washingto1;1, and counsel 
upon what is said to them. 
This ring would run the lease and crowd all opponents to the wall, giving them a 
slender share of money-a regular Indian division. 
While there are some good 1·easons I~r selling grass, they surely cannot be considered 
until the dignity of the Department is sustained aud respected. 
I therefore have the honor to recommend that this reservation be cleared of tres-
passing cattle without delay, and that the Indians be made to understand by the 
prompt, unfaltering action of the Department that neither they, nor persons usi-ng 
them as catrs-paws, can assume control of the reservation or dictate unlawful terms to 
the Government. 
I recommend a law providing a penalty for trespassing with cattle upon this ter-
ritory. · · 
For the peace and good order of the re!lervation, the welfare and friendly feeling of 
the Indians with each other, and for their protection from designing men, I ask your 
immediate consideration of these matters. 
I have the honor to add that there are possibly one and a half million acres of land 
of this reservation now unoccupied by the Indians, but being partly possessed by tres-
passers forming a crescent line along the south and southwestern border of this res. 
ervation. 
With the current ratio of increase of cattle among the Indians this belt of land 
will be a surplus beyond Indian requirements for the next five years at least. 
If it is the policy of the Government to allow Indians to sell grass from their sur-
plus lands, to assist the United States, in their substantial support, this strip of land 
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can be utilized. If the Department will take the grass letting into its own bands, 
superintend it in all details, and protect and provide for the interests and representa-
tions of all Indians alike, I am sure these Indians will be glad to follow the advice of 
the Department by a g1·eat majority and to accept its proposition at once. 
The Indians were stampeded by the jealous eagerness·of designing men. They are 
not unreasonable, bard to control, or troublesome; but against the crowding and forc-
ing of a grab game upon them they simply revolted. 
Nobody can blame them for doing otherwise than to revolt. 
Respectfully submitted. 
PARIS H. FOLSOM, 
· Special Agent. 
[Inclosure A.] 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
November, 1884. 
Indian .Friends in Council assembled: 
You say you are glad to see me here among you again; that you have been waiting 
for me to come and help you out of your troubles, and many of you come to shake 
hands with me. 
This makes me happy, of course, and I am gl'ad to ue here again, but you must re-
member well that I cannot make peace and stop yonr troubles alone, all by myself. 
You must do your part-you have uig work to do yourselves-and that is to stop dis-
pute and shake offthe hold that some white men have on you, who give you money, 
and beef, and canned fruits, a1Jd tobacco to talk their way, for their good. 
I waut ~you to go to yourselves, anu talk and counsel, and then come to me with 
what you have to say. That is the way I want you to help and do your pnrt. 
·when you raise corn and work bard to make it grow, you do not pick tbe ears off 
green to put. away to feed yonr stock and make meal, it would soon dry up and rot 
and be no good. But you wait until it gets fully ripe and hard and then it makes 
good meal, good food for stock, and it is rich and big with fat. 
Now it is the same way with the t. oughts in tbc head-uefore you take t.hem out 
and give them to me, you must wait until they are ripe, and hard, and big with fat. 
I uo not want any green thoughts. Green thoughts, like green corn, soon change 
and rot. Work your thoughts nntil they are full and ripe and then give them to me. · 
And remember well that what you say I shall write down on paper, and send to the 
Commissioner at Washington. 
The Commissioner directed me to bring you together in council, and to explain 
some matters to you which be has written. What he has put on ·paper and sent to 
me, is just what be would say to you if be was here himself, or if you went to see him. 
It is the same talk. 
Now, hear what I say-H is what the Commissioner has written-it is what he 
:speaks to .you . 
First. thing. About Jetting cattlemen have the grass on the reservation to feed their 
herds of cattle. Washington says if all or many most of the Indians want to sell the 
:grass, it is all right; if many most of the Indians say not to sell the grass, then that is 
all right. He wants all the same mind. Indians cannot sell or lease land-not do that. 
They may sell or lease what grows on the land-that is, the grass that is eut off by 
horse mowir.Jg-machine or eaten off by cattle-they can sell that if many most of the 
Indians say so. If many most Indians say not sell grass, then Washington says that is 
a.ll right . Washington wants to hear your minds. Yon mu st not keep anything 
back. I do not want night talk about this, in the dark, out of sight. I want talk in 
the light so everybody can see ~rour acts and bear what you say. Commissioner tells 
mfl to put what you say on paper and send it to him. I shall do that., and I want 
your talk to be like ripe corn. 
Now, the next thing, what is paid for the grass, what is paid to let cattle go along 
·on the trail, and what is paid for l1ay, or timber and wood, all that money must go 
to Washington, and it wHI come back and be used for a.ll the Indians in the way 
Washi11.1 gton think-s oost for the Indians. That is law made b:v Congress-Indians 
cannot ooJlect the money themselves. It will not be given to only a few Indians; all 
Indians will get the good of it. 
The next thing, the Commissioner says that traders must attend to their own bus-
iness in stores, and have nothing to do with holding herds of cattle on reservations, 
and traders must not talk to Indians about grazin~ or leasing grass. 
Traders must let <Ca.ttle business alone and shck fast to selling goods in storeR. 
Traders cannot be cattlemen and cattlemen cannot be traders. The Commissioner 
will not allow trad-ers to be two kinds of men at one time. 
Now, the lust thing I hav.e to tell you about at this time is the catt-le trail and the 
trouble the Indians mak-e tbe bosses and cowboys. Commissioner says the Indians 
must stop asking for cattle .ou the trail; tbcy must not ask the bosses and cowboys for 
money for passing <Over the trail; they must stop stampeding cattle and horses. 
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That is, Indians must just let alone cattlemen and cattle and horses on the trail 
through and along the west side of the reservation. Indians must stop stealing and 
shooting cattle-mnst stop tronbling catt le and cat.tlemen. They must not do that 
any 111ore. That is the Commissioner's talk. 
Many ·hosses went to Dodge City in Kansas and wrote down on paper all about bow 
the India.ns treated them, and what Indians did with the cattle and horses on the 
trail, and sent papers to Commissioner at Washington. 
It made the Commissioner feel very bad to think his Indians would do ,so. 
Commissioner will look after the Indians now, and he will make heap trouble for 
them if they do that any more. 
When cattlemen go through reservation on trail they will pay money for the right 
to go through on trail and for the grass the cattle and horses eat while on the trail 
on the reservation. That money will go to ·washington and Washington will spend 
it for the Indians the way Washington thinks best. 
I do not know what the Commissioner will do with those Indians who have made 
this bad road , but if all the Indians come in and promise me they will stop going 
that bad road, I will ask Commissioner not to punish them for what they have -done 
in the past. Any more bad way like that will bring heap trouble on the Indians. I 
want to tell you that good. 
I think if there is any more trouble like that that Washington will make all the 
Indians out there come in near the agency, and that he win let other good Indians 
go out near the trail. 
I have explained this matter to you many times; have talked it over and over. If 
you do not understand any part of it, I will explain again what I have said. 
If you understand it I am ready to hear what you have to say. 
[Inclosure B.) 
(''JACK" PERMANS;EE' S SPEECH.) 
P. H. FOLSOM, 
Specia l Agent. 
fHe says may be he will give you a long talk. Substance of his address to his people.] 
We have been trying to get along, that is, some of us, while others are not. He 
says some goes around and gamble off their property and are going down hill all the 
time. He says we must look ahead and take advantage of the opportunity given us 
aud go ahead and not split up in parties and work different ways. We must pull to-
gether and work together and follow the road as the white Chief has laid the road out 
for us. In working this way all of us will have something. 
All you see here are Quanah's men and have Quanah's talk, and there are some of 
the Kiowa chiefs that have the sawe talk. Quanah is away off, may be in Texas. 
'l'he talk we will give you Quanah knows; he has heard the talk. Some of the chiefs 
have not come, but they know of their talk. ·wild Horse is one of the chiefs. He 
says White Eagle is not here but his father is. He says the talk he is going to give 
you is the talk of all the men. He says we have two roads, Tabi-nan-na-ka and Qua-
nah's, and we are going to talk about them, and which is the best. He says Quanah 
and myself, Big Bow and Black Star, Howling Wolf and Little Mountain went to 
Washingt.on. We did not find the Secretary or Commissioner there. He says when 
we got into the Commissioner's office we found another man in his place. He says 
that man in the Commissioner's place said, what are you hunting, what do you want. ~ 
He says yes we told him our homes are south of the monntain and we have two roads 
and we have come to find out which is the best. That man says, why do yon have two 
talks. I told him our party talks about selling grass, and that is the reason we have 
two talks. That man says what is the reason you make two talks; the country is 
vonrs and you must decide. He says be told him we wouldn't have two talks if it 
was left to ourselves, but Joe Leonard, a white man, came between us and caused us 
to split and separate. Before that we were one way. And the Acting Commissioner 
said, how many white men go with Joe Leonard and advise you in his [Leonard's] 
way ~ I told him two, George ConoverandMcKenney. He says the Acting Commis-
sioner told Quanah, if yon want to sell your g:ttass go ahead, go slow and make it 
straight and then sell your grass. He also says [the Acting Commissioner], said, I 
can' t tell you to quit talking about selling your grass or to sell your grass, for I have 
not the power. He then said about selling your grass, that is good and for your bene-
fit. He also said, your father is not here, he has gone fishing, but I will put down 
your talk and your father will see it when he comes. He also said [the Acting Com-
missioner], I have told you about your grass, and do the best you can, and when you 
go home tell Tabi-nan-na-ka what I have said and may be he will sell grass. And 
Qua.nah said no, he has Joe Leonard as a big chief and he won't listen to us. He also • 
said [Acting Commissioner], I will send you a good man who will work to the interest 
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of the Indian like myself, he has gone on. He also said, you must not look to Wash-
ington, but to that man, and he will write all down and send it to us, that is, what you 
say to him. He also said, now, you go home and Jookforthatman, and any business you 
have to do he will attend to it for you. That man I sent he bas all of Washington's 
talk on his back. When you go home yon must look for that man, and you will h ear 
all of Wash mgton talk. When I come home I see you I thought yon was the man 
withallofWashington'stalkon yourback. He also said [Acting Commissioner] the 
man that has got Washington's talk on his back when he gets there he will make two 
talks, you got one. But instead of making one and putting all together it seems as 
if there is two talks yet. He says that man at Washington, the mau that had gone 
ahead, would make one talk, but have two yet. Now, I am going to say what I think 
would make one. He says Tabi-nan-na-ka talks in this way, Quanah's talks this way-
we are red men, this country is ours, and I am going to talk what I think is good for 
all of us. The Acting Commissioner said the country yours-white men can't talk-
it is your country, and what you think is right you must do. He says the Acting 
Commissioner told him that is your country, and we won't let any white man cheat 
yon, and if you sell your grass we will see that it is all right, and if any white man 
does wrong to you we will run him out of the country. He also said fthe Acting 
Commissioner] t he country and grass is yours, and you can't sell your grass to man 
away off, and that has no cattle. He also said [Acting Commissioner] you have an 
agent there, and he will see whatever you do is right. He also said your agent can 
sell your grass, and whoever buys your grass your agent will see that it is done right. 
He also said you have a big country and the grass and everything belongs to you. 
He told us go ahead, go slow, and afterwhUe you will come out all right. Thisisthe 
t.alk I give you now, and this is the talk I want you to give the Commissioner. Th1s 
country is ours, we had a big country, and Washington come along and cut it off, and 
may be Washington cut more, and we bad better make use of it before that happens. 
He says here is the mountain and ' south of the mountain we want to sell the grass 
and get something for it. He says b e knows all the country, but he wants to sell a 
small portion, and afterward if it good, be will sell more. H e says I told you the 
conntry and grass is ours, and it seems as if Washington can't fix it up for us, there-
fore I will sell all the gratss and tell Washington whom be is going to sell it to. 
Maybe sell two years or more, and when the time is up be will ask Washington to 
send soldiers and drive them out. That is what Washington told him-told him to go 
ahead, make it straight and sell your ~rass, and what you get from selling your grass 
is for the benefit of your people-that IS Washington talk, and that is the reason I am 
going ahead. He says vVa~;hington always gives them a good talk, t ells him to go 
ahead and advance themselves. He says he takes hi s talk, and here is big cattlemen 
on the other side of the river that wants to buy grass, they have plenty money, ·and 
if we sell to them, and when they bring cattle on our conn try our people will herd 
for them and make something t.hat way and soon learn the white man'l:l road. The 
men whom I have r eferred to I have been with them five or six years. I see them, 
and they are good men. I know them. He says Washington don't know these men. 
I have been with these men. I know the country is ours, and we are doing this here. 
He says a long time ago I didn't know much, but Wasllington talk to me, and I see 
Washington road now, and I understand. He says one thing about Washington talk 
I don't like. He says one thing be don't like that be will tell you, that is about when 
I sell grass Washington wants me to put money into the Treasury. He says Washing-
ton first gives them a road and they begin to find out w bite man's road, and that is the 
rea on he wants to sell grass to benefit his people. They want the money; all of the 
young men wa.nts it, and their people can buy ca-ttle with it or they can take the cattle 
instead. He says that one thing, taking the money to Washington, b e don't like, but 
all the rest of Washington talk h e likes and follows. That is the talk of all here, that 
is, the chiefs. He says they can let him keep the mone.v- here, and if they don't do 
right wit-h it then Washington can take it and put it in Treasury. He says that one 
thing he don't like, that is, Washington wants the money to go there, and if that is so 
they won't sell grass; be says the grass belongs to the red man, white men have got 
nothing to do with it. You [the special agent ·) has nothing to do with it; Tom Wood-
ard has got nothing to do with it;· Hayworth bas got nothing to do with it, or any 
white man, nor does it belong to George Conover; the country is ours. He says about 
a year ago Hayworth came here, right in this house, and be told the chiefs he wanted 
to bny grass. He says not long ago Hayworth sent two men down here looking for 
children. Haywort-h told them, after get chilclen, to bring two Kiowa chiefs, two 
Comanche chiefs, two Apache chiefs, two Wichita chiefs, and Caddo chief, and Wood-
ard to interpret. Then I thought may be so they will talk to these men a. bout selling 
grass again. He says be don't know what I think of that Hayworth; wants nine 
chiefs to go up there and Tom Woodard to go along with them; about a year ago he, 
Hayworth, talked about buying grass, and I think he wants to talk to them again 
about it. H e says Sun Boy told him [me] that Hayworth sent for him. He says some 
time ago Sun Boy lost forty-three horses, and Hayworth told him that he had that 
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money for him. He says he don't know what to think; may be that money is to bny 
grass or may be it is for the ponies; be don't know what to think. He says be also 
heard that Tom Woodard sent for Tabi-nan-na-ka, and that be [Tabi-nan-n:t-ka], Sun 
Boy, and 'fom Woodard is going to see Hayworth. He says we Indians are doing 
this; we are selling grass, but some white men interest themselves, like Hayworth; 
be is away up there; he is got no cattle. The men I want t6 sell grass to I know, 
and they have git cattle. He says he bas been traveling the white man's road a long 
time, and when a white man don't talk straight be can tell and is the reason he acts 
for himself. He says all the men you see here are Quanah's meu, thP- Apaches are 
with us. He say I told you I want to swap grass, and the men whom I want to sell 
grass to I will give you their names. He says away out where Quanah lives is Gen-
eral Grooms. I know that man's heart; I know him well. Again there is another, 
a little south, George Fox, I know what kind of a man be is. Off that way is another 
man, his name, Tom Waggoner; he says he knows that man's heart; and another man, 
a big cattleman, that is Burnett, he says he knows him well. He says another is 
Suggs; he says he knows him well; and another is Addington, and knows him well; 
an<1 another is Huntley; and that is all the men he knows. He says also my inter-
preter Nack-toa [E. L. Clark]. · 
The above is as given to me by the interpreter, James H. Deere. 
SADIE-TETH-KA1S SPEECH. 
HUGH L. TOBIN, 
Agency Phys-ician. 
He says when we had a councH last Saturday Otter Bolt told you that they give all 
the talk to two men; that is all of the men in the room. Jack gave it to you Satur-
day; I will to-day. He says the Great Spirit gave him this country ; it belongs 
to the red men; he Ray he don't want to say a heap; he wants to tell you what he 
is going to do. He says he calls you friend ; when you come he beard you talk. 
He beard that you talked to other Indians; that the Penetaker had no right on this 
side,nor the Apaches, and he will tell you about it afterwards. He says on this side 
they have got traders here; the traders are here to trade, and that is all they are 
here for. He says we Comanches are brothers: we are one. Me and Qnanah and 
others are trying to travel together; Tabi·nan-na-ka bas a•other road. He says he 
bas been looking for the best way for us all to travel; that is the best road he is look-
ing for. He says while he is bunting a good road for the best for his people, Tabi-
nan-na-ka is counciling in the brush. He says when he sa.w you be called yon friend; 
he thought you was a big chief and sent here to make everything straight. He says 
yes, I have been traveling a good road. I know a little; Sun Boy and 'l'abi-nan-
na-ka bas done something that is not right; that is what I think. He says yes, I 
will tell you about a wbjte man here. That is Conover. When I first saw him be 
was poor, and in our country be made something of himself. He says Tom is a clerk; 
he thinks Tom is not doing right. He says Hayworth some time ago-a year ago-he 
come and he told the chiefs lie wanted to buy grass. He says when he beard that he 
didn't feel good; he don't want Hayworth to talk that way, and be says be. wants 
you know that Tom, Hayworth, and Conover and you who have been talking tba.t 
way to stop; this country belongs to rue-tho red man. I am going to tell you my 
heart. He sayl:l he bas been following Tabi-nan-na-ka for some time, but can't ' keep 
up with him; now be is going to make a road for himself. Now, I will tell you I 
want to swap grass because it will benefit us. He says, Tabi-nan-na-ka I don't want 
to talk bad to him; I love him. He says the country belongs to himself and he wants 
to tell you what be is going to do. He says all of us red men take Washington's talk, 
and when be sends his talk we take aud follow it. He says Washington says sell yonr 
grass and Washington says send the money here. I say hold on, and then I will be 
all right. He says Tabi-nan-na-ka says be has got heap people and we have none; 
he don't talk straight; that is not so; be talks crooked. He says Per-man-see told 
you the names of the men that they want to sell grass to. Those are the men I want 
to sell grass to. I know them, too. He says the cattlemen are right on the edge of 
my county. They are close, and that is the reason I w~Lnt to sell the grass to them. 
He says I don't want to sell grass to a man away oft'. I want to sell to men close. He 
says Washington says want the money to go to the Treasury. If Washington do that 
I won't swap grass. He says he has been working with these men; he knows them, 
and if Washington keeps talking about sending the money to the Treasnry and if that 
is the case all of his people will have one heart and we will all stick to our talk and 
not sell the grass. He says white people steal horses from u's, and I never heard that 
Washington says be would give us money for those horses stolen; I have never heard 
that yet. He says Sun Boy told me that Hayworth sent for him to come and that 
he bad $1,500 for him that Washington give him for the horses stolen a, long time age. 
He says that is what he ~eard. He says Sun Boy said to me the 43 bead of horses 
he lost he is going to get $1,500 from Washington, and if that is the case we have all 
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lost horses and we will all get money. He says I have been studying over this thing 
for some time. Hnyworth wants to get these ehiefs up there and do something 
crooked, I think. He says I tell you this is my country-the red ma11's country-and 
what I \Yant to do I am determined to do. He says you have been counting Coman-
ches and you have got. it down. He says be thinks that Tabi-nan-mt-ka give it to you 
wrong. That is what I am trying to tell you. Tabi-nan-na-ka, the men be tolrl you 
is not so and be wants you to rub out. He says when we sell the gra.ss a.11d after we 
sell, then is the time to count. 
The above is as given to me by the interpreter, James H. Deere. 
H. L. TOBIN, 
Agen<Yy PhyBician. 
[Inclosure C.} 
QUANAH'S CA:\!IP, I?\TJ>lAN TERRITORY, 
Novemb(11· 13, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: At the council held here to-day we decide to lease our grass. 
I know there are a great many of the Indians who do not want to lease, but we have 
a majority of all t.he Indians who are more than anxious to make the lease. 
There is one objection we have to make, and that is, we decidedly object to any 
lease money being paid into the Treasury or to a.ny one but ourselves, as the treaty 
of 1867 binds the Government to furnish us rations and annuities for thirty years. We 
have still thirteen years of the treaty lUt, and by that time we want to make our-
selves self-supporting, and we take this means of doing it. And for that reason we 
• Lject to our money being used for any other purpose or retained from us. The men 
we want to lease to we know very well, and they have ranches aU along the line in 
Texas bordering our reservation, and as we know t.hem to be good honest men, and 
t hat they will always be there at their respective ranches, and we select them as the 
men to whom we want to lease. 
There are some Indians that do not want to lease. The agent and myself have 
talk ed to them time and again, but they refuse to li.sten or take advice, and we to-day 
decided to lease the country, that which is unoccupied. We do not want to divide 
the country unless it is absolutely necessary, but let them remain where they are, and 
not to interfere with us. 
Yours, respectfully, 
QUANAH PARKER. 
R on .. PARI H. FOLSOM. 
(:Memorandum written on above in pencil:) Dick Sanders, cattleman in Texas, as 
interpreter. Council was held at Quanah's, west of Sill. Written by Dick Sanders, 
and read to Quanah afterwards in council at school-house. · 
[Inclosure D.] 
"Memm·andttrn-Union Cattle Company (or any other name to be agreed upon)." 
To lease 2,000~000 acres, all south of Sill, from Chickasaw line to North Fork, and 
west side of reservation (to make 2,000,000 acres). 
Capital stock ----··------ ------ ···-------------··-- ------- ·--···- .••••. 
Waggoner (in shares of$100,000each) .. -- ·--~-· --.--. ----- .. ----- ___ - ---
Burnett . _ .•.. __ .- ... --- - -. - -- . -- -.. --- .•. - •.. --- .. -. ---. -.-- ... --. ----
Ikard ______ ..•••. ______ . ___ . ____ ... - -.- -- _- . _- ... --- ...... --- ..••. . ----
Groom_ .. _ .. ______ . _ .. __ ____ . _. __ ~ •••. _________ . _ .• ". _ ....• _ .. __ .•• _ .. _ 
Hunter . . . • __ . ____ - .. - - - - - - - . - _ - - - -. - - - . - - - -.. - .. - - . - . • • . . - - . - - - - - - - . Wilson ___ . ______ . __ . _. _. _________ ... ____ •...... __ . ____ . __ ...• ________ _ 
Reynolds ___ . ____ _ . ___ ... __ ..•••. ____ - ...•••. __ -.. ... -- . _ . - _ - _ - ______ --
Hood ___ - - - - . ·- - - - - .. - - - .••• -- - ...•. - . --- - . -- -- · - -- - · • ·- • · · · - · - · - - · - -- · -
Conov-er . _ ... ___ . _. _ .. ___ . __ . _ . _. _ . - .. -. __ .•..•••....... _. -.- .. ____ .... 
Clark __ ._ : _ ..... ______ ..••••• ___ . __ . _ • _ ...••.•••. __ . _ . _ .. ______ . _ .. _. __ 
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ANADARKO, December 16, 1884. 
A correct copy. 
• P. H. FOLSOM, 
Special Agent. 
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No.3. 
Copies of documents and correspondence on file and of record in the Office of Indian Affairs 
and Indian Division of the Department of the Interior, relating to lease made by the Cher-
okee Nation of lands west of 96° Indian Territo1·y~ to citizens of the United States jo1· 
cattle-grazing purposes; also of co1Tespondence showing the action taken by the Depm·t-
ment in opening cattle t1·ails through the leased lands. 
(Furnished in obedience to Senate resolution, dated December 3,1884, and supplemental to S. Ex. Doc. 
No. 54, Forty-eighth Congress, first session.] 
In the matter of application of Peter Hollen beck et al., to secure prior rrghts to stock 
ranges on Cherokee Strip. 
PETITION AND ABSTRACT OF TESTIMONY. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, District of Columbia, ss: 
Humbly petitioning, Peter Hollenbeck, Jasper D. Love, William T. Estus, James 
C. Weathers, Newton J. Thompson, for themselves and others associa.ted, represent 
that they are residents of the State of Kansas, and citizens of said State and the 
United States; that they are farmers and live-stock raisers, and that they, each of 
them, have their stock, consisting of cattle, sheep, and horses gmzing on what is 
known and calleu the Cherokee Strip; that they put their stock on said strip under 
permits or licenses, before issued to them or their grantors by tbe authorities of the 
Cherokee Nation, as is by the statutes and laws of said nation made and provided; 
and that these petitioners have so held and grazed live !:!tock on said strip, and on 
designated pieces of land, known as ranges, and have expended large sums of money 
to purchase stock, and holding or herding in bands or herds; that the permits or 
licenses were or are i!:!sued to gra.zers for the period of one year, and from year to year, _ 
and renewed to the former person holding permits. Petitioners represent that in May, 
Hltl3, t.he Cherokee national council passed an act pretending to authorize the leasing 
of the aforesaid strip t o a company or association of men alleged to be incorporated 
under the laws of the State of Kansas, and organized about March i:l, 188:~, · under the 
name of the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Company, and that afterwards to wit, on the 
5th day of July, 1883, the Cherokee Nation did go through the form of executing a 
lease for five years, but which lease is not now, and never has been, a& these petitioners 
are i11formed and believe, duly approved and authorized by the executive officers ofthe 
Interior Department, as is by the statutes in such cases made and provided; and these 
petitioners further state that prior to the time of said company taking possession of 
such tract of land, and prior to the passage of the aforesaid acts a.nd extension of said 
lease, they were on said "strip" with their bands or herds of stock, and had paid to, 
and were, and are now willing, able, and anxious to pay to the Cherokee Nation, or 
any duly authorized person, any money or moneys due for permits or privileges to graze 
their stock thereon; but your petitioners state that the aforenamed Cherokee Strip 
Live Stock Association, to injure and ~reatly damage these petitioners in their rights 
aforesaid, have, and are colluding with the officers of the Cherokee Nation, and with 
a company known as the o'l company, composed, so far as these petitioners know, of 
two men, whose names are Windsor and Roberts, and that the aforesaid Cherokee 
Strip Live Stock Association, without authority of law, or the approval of this Depart-
ment, have established at a place known as Caldwell in Sumner County, in the State 
of Kansas, their headquarters, where they held a court, claiming to and exercising 
full jurisdiction over the territory embraced in the aforesaid pretended leases, and all 
persons grazing cattle or stock of any kind thereon, and that such court is held in t'he 
interest and to promote and further the designs of the aforenamed oil company, to 
deprive and to debar these petitioners of their prior and just rights in the premises. 
In consideration thereof, and that justice may be done, these petitioners present here 
the affidavits of themselves, the acts of the Cherokee Council, l;he lease aforesaid, 
and such other papers as will throw light on this subject, and respectfully ask that 
this Department will secure to these petitioners all such rights and privileges as are 
justly due to them, and which are so unjustly withheld from them. 
To the Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
PETER HOLLENBECK, 
JASPER D. LOVE, 
WILLIAM T. ESTUS, 
JAMES C. WEATHERS, 
NEWTON J. THOMPSON, 
JOHN J. ROACH, 
Petitioners. 
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In the matter of application of Peter Hollenbeck et al., fbr right to graze on the Cher-
okee Strip. 
Abstract of the affidavit of Peter Hollenbeck. 
He is forty-two years old, lives in Sumner County, Kansas, is a farmer and stock 
raiser, purchased three farms in 1882, adjoining Cherokee Strip, on the northern side, 
with these farms had privilege to graze stock ou the strip adjoining farms, which his 
grantor held by a permit from the Cherokee Nation, and had paid to Cherokee Nation 
all taxes due; and that be ptoceeded to expend large sums of money, to wit, $5,000, 
and put the same on this range; and that afterwards, to wit, on t.his 6th day of July, 
1883, affiant went to Caldwell, Kans., where the Cherokee national treasurer was, and 
tendered him all the money due the Cherokee Nation for taxes that was then due and 
payable, and demand a renewal of his former permits to graze his stock, bnt the officer 
refused any money, and refused to issue any permit, giving as his reason that before 
the time t.he coUector or treasurer had issued permit to graze stock on affiant's range 
to persons known as Windsor and Roberts, or as the oil company, and that such permit., 
if any was issuerl, was issued after the time affiant took, and while in possession of 
his aforesaid range, and without notice to affiant, and that all the stock owned by 
said Windsor anil Roberts, or oil company, was some sheep, and which were held 
some twelve miles miles from affiant's range. Affiant is acquainted with the custom 
arnong stockmen who have and hold live stock by permits, and that they are trans-
ferable by purchase and assignment, aud that such rights are recognized by the Cher-
okee Nation in ~tpplications for renewals of permits; that be is ready, willing, and 
will pay to the Cherokee Nation all money due for tax, but he cannot do so unless the 
same will be received, and that the refusal js iu some wa~· to favor the aforesaid oil 
company and to injure this affiant in his rights, which are prior in the premises, hav-
ing no adequate remedy, prays rdiefto the Indian Bureau, and prays protection, and 
that he r.ave permits issued to him for purpose aforesaid; has made application to be-
come a memuer of stock association, paid all moueys for dues, but that his certificate 
of membership is withheld because the collector refuses to issue his permit to graze as 
aforesaid. 
Subscribed and sworn to before J. H. Bonsaill, July 17, 1883. 
Abstract of the affi.davit of Jasper D. Love. 
He is thirty years old; resides in Arkansas City; occupation, a stock dealer and 
raiser. In June, 1882, put 300 head of cattle on UhP.rokee Strip to graze; made ap-
_plication to Cherokee tax collector, and informed him of the number of head affiant 
had; requested him to issue permit; no reply; in February, 1883, went to see col-
lector, tendered him all money due for his tax ; collector refused to receive same and 
to issue permit, assigning as a reason that the Secretary of the Interior was invest,i-
gating matters, and that on the 5th of March affiant made another effort to pay tax 
and have his permit issued, but was again refused, and t.hat all tenders he made to 
collectoT was to pay all tax due from his first entry on the strip up to the date of 
tender; about July 6, l!:l80, he met tax collector again, and tendered hi w .l1ll tax due 
and applied for his permit, but. tax collector refused, givi'Ug as his reason for refusing, 
that he had before, on the 17th of March, 1883, issued to a con:ipany known as Windsor 
and Roberts, or the oil company, a permit for affiant's range. Affiant states that if 
E:uch permit was issued it was in collusion with oil company to injure affiant in his 
prior rights and without notice to this affiant, and full notice to <;ollect0r, that affiant 
did occupy the range and was applying for permit, and that as the oil company had 
no stock of any kind on his range, aud had no rights, prior or equitable, to have such 
permit issued; that he has always been, and now is, ready, willing, and able to pay 
all the taxes due to the Cherokee Nation for grazing his stock, but that by reason of 
collusion of the aforesaid oil company and tax collector affiant is prevented from pay-
i~g an~ receiving his permit, a?cl that he is ~p-eatly dama;ged in his pr?p~rty and 
nghts m the prem1ses; that he 1s a member of cherokee Stnp Stock Assoc1atwn, and 
that to recover his rights he filed a contest against the oil company, and brought the 
testimony to show in his favor, but the board being iu collusion with the oil company 
and tax collector, decided that this affiant had no range, attempting to declare affiaut 
an intruder, when in truth and fact affiant has prior rights to the oil company and 
the Cherokee Strip Stock Association ; the course pursued by the oil company is to 
ride over all other occupants of the strip and not to observe prior rights, claiming 
right to make metes and bounds, and to designate where we shall be allowed to go 
with stock, not respecting any person prior located thereon. 
Subscribed and sworn to before J. H. Bonsaill, July 17, 1883. 
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.Abst1·aot of affidat•it of Willimn T. Estus. 
He is thirty-seven years old; resides in Cowley Count.y, Kansas; post-office Silver 
Dale; occupation, live-stock raiser; June, 1881, put 400 head of cattle on Cherokee 
St.rip, on a small strMm known as Cattle Creek or Rodock Creek; paid tax during 
summer, and permit was issued to graze; in the month of September paid all taxes 
due to J uly, 1!::8:3, to Cherokee tax collector, and in June, 1883, before expiration of' 
time of former permit, he went to his bank and instructed cashier to write tax col-
lector informing him the number of stock affiant was liable for, and when reply was 
received cashier to pay amount out of funds affiant had on deposit at the bank. 
About 29th of June, 18~3, received a writing signed Pink Fouch, manager for Wind-
sor and Roberts, to appear at Caldwell, Kans., on the 5th of July, before the arbitrat-
ing committee of the Cherokee Live Stock Association, to have the lines on affiant's 
range settled. 
Affiant went to the place on the 4th of July; nothing was done next day, and not 
until the 11th of July was anything done, when Windsor came to affiant and wanted 
the trial put oft~ as he had to go an~ recefve and brand cattle; affiant would not as-
sent. "'Went to place of holding court and made a writing that he waf> ready for trial. 
The president of the board requested Windsor to appear, and the board extended the 
time to 23d of July. Committee wanted us to agree as to the time. Affiant refused. 
The board arbitrarily set the time July 5, 1883. Affiant t endered to Cherokee tax 
collector all taxes due from affiant. · Tax collector asked if affiant had any contest 
before the board or committee; affiant said yes. Tax collector refused to take tax 
and issue permit. Affiant says Windsor and Roberts has not. now, nor never had, any 
rights prior to affiant's on his range, and he is informed and believes tha.t all the 
claim Windsor and Roberts have to affiant's range is by purchasing of an intruder on 
affiant's range. Affiant states on 2d of July he received written notice from Chero-
kee tax collector to come to Caldwell, ' Kans., an <l pay his tax, and that his applica-
tion and tender aforesaid was within the time mentioned in the notice. Affiant is a 
member of the Cherokee Strip Stock Association. 
Subscribed and swo n to before ,J. H. Bonsaill, notary public, on the 17th of July, 
1883. 
.Abstract of the affidavit of James C. Weathers. 
He is forty-three years old; resides in Cowley County, Kansas; in Ma!ch, 1881, put 
65 head live stock on the Cherokee Strip by consent of authorities of the Cherokee 
Nation; April following paid tax collector all money due for his stock and received 
a stock-grazing permit; in March, 1883, applied to Cherokee collector for renewal of 
permit, and tendered amount of tax; was furni shed with blank and :filled it up and 
mailed to the post-office of the collector as instructed; no reply was ever by affiant 
r eceived; afterwards, in July, learned that tax collector had issued permit convey-
ing affiant's range to William Estus a.nd Brothers, without notico to this affiant. In 
July, 1883, went to tax collector and made personal application and tender, but was 
r efused; be has been, and now is, willing and desirous to pay to Cherokee Nation all 
amounts of money due for affiant's grazing tax, and has a right to have his permit 
issued prior to any other person or company; that he is a member of the Cherokee 
Strip Stock Association, and that to be now compelled to move his · stock from his 
range would greatly damage and injure him. 
Subscribed and sworn to before J. H. Bonsaill, July 17, 1883. 
Abstract of the affidat•it of Newton J. Thompson. 
His age is forty-nine years; resides in Cowley County, Kansas; occupation, farmer; 
early in 1881, through George W. Gardenhire, he located a .permit to graze cattle on 
the strip. On 15th of Au•rust, 11:!8~, affiant and Gardenhire divided cattle. Affiant 
had130 head, and he applied to the authorities for permit to graze said cattle, and 
be was informed that his permit was granted and his taxes paid, bat in the following 
March was infmmed that his taxes were not paid, when this affiant went to treasurer 
of Cherokee Nation, tendered money dae to renew his applicat.ion, but at this time 
was refused, the treasurer sayin~ that he had before leased affiant's range to a corpo-
ration known as the Pennsylvama Oil Company by metes and bounds. The said com-
pany had no catt.le at said time, nor have they now on said range. About the 5th of 
July, and again about 9th of July, affiant made tender again of money to pay his tax, 
but was refused. Affiant is a member of the Cherokee Strip Stock Association; is 
willing 1o pay all tax dne Ito Cherokee Nation, but by reason of the unjusts acts of the 
aforr.said treasurer he is about to be deprived of his prior rights aforesaid. 
Subscribed and sworn to before EdwardS. Redilion on the 14th of July, 18R3 
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.Abstract of affidavit of John J. Beach. 
He is thirty-nine years old; resides in Arkansas City, Cowley County, Kansas; occu-
pation, dealer in cattle; first put stock on strip October, 1881; tax was paitl uy t;he 
man affiant bought his stock of; paid first tax from July, 1882,-to Jnly, 18!-H, to the 
treasurer of Cherokee Nation; permit was issued to the firm of Beach & Wdch for 
the number of 186 head. On the 3d of June, 1883, paid to D. W. Lipe, treasurer of 
Cherokee Nation, $47, and took his receipt, and was to pay him $26 wl.Jeu I got home, 
making $73, and he agreed to send me a license for 700 head of cattle when he received 
the $26; July 2 gave Mr. Love the $26, and on the 3d of July he offered the amount to 
D. W. Lipe. and be refused to receive it; refused to issue me my license, and has not yet 
issued said license, and retains the$47 affiant before paid him, June 30, 1883. Received 
a letter from Lipe, dated July 2, 1883, in which he gives as a reason for not issuing 
l icense was because Winsor and Roberts had :filed complaint against affiant in regard to 
affiant's ranges before the board of arbitration, and he, Lipe, was bound to respect them. 
, Affiant states that he has complied with ap conditions in his agretment, and tendered 
balance due; tb'at D. W. Lipe still holds same. 
Subscribed and sworn to on the 24th of July, before J. H. Bonsaill, notary public . 
.Abstract of supplemental affidavit of Jasper D. Love. 
He knows J. J. Beach; beheld stock on the Cherokee Strip, on WolfCreek; saw them 
first in August, 1882: they were putting up hay; said Beach gave me $26, instructed 
me to pay it to D. W. Lipe, and get his license to graze cattle. I handed him said sum 
of money; says he told Beach that he would send balance of'money if he would send 
grazing license to him; he refused to accept money from me; said Robert and Windsor 
had :filed contest with board of arbitration, and he would not do anything until they 
decided. I tendered this amount-to Lipe, July 3, 1883. Lipe told me that Beach had 
paid him $47 and that 'he had promised to give Beach his license when he paid the $26, 
which I tendered to him for Beach. • 
Suhscribed and sworn to on the 24th day Q.f July, 1883, before J. H. Bonsaill, not.'lry 
public . 
.Abstract of d~position of Ishmael Davi.s, prod'nced and re£td in a trial before the board of arbi-
tration, in case of Windsor et al. v. J. J. Beach. 
Witness owned range on Walnut Creek, and sold it to Beach & Welch, in March, 1882; 
never sold range to any one else; took possession of the range in the fall of 1880, and 
held; I sold it to Beach & Welch, in 1882; no one else held cattle then. I claimed to the 
east line of the Beach & Welch range; was known as the Davis range, and west to the 
Puncha road; there is no other shelter that amounts to anything, except Hacldy's grove 
on this range. 
When I sold my hogs and corn to D. Warren, I sold to him no certain amount of 
range. 
D. Warren said h e would crowd Beach & Welsh off the range; I told him they had a 
right to the range, as I had sold it to them, and to get them shut off then they must go 
and buy their cattle. Windsor asked me if I had any interest in the range; I told him 
I had not as I sold to Beach & Welch, and would assist in holding it, as they were en-
titled to it. He asked me when I was going home? I answered to-night. Cannot you 
stay to-night and go with me to Hunnewell to-morrow? I told him I would let him 
know in a few minutes; I told him I would. He offered to pay my expenses. Next 
morning we started in a buggy; had not got over two miles; he said are you going to 
come back to Caldwell to the tl'ia.l? I told him I did riot know if Beach wanted. me. 
He said, is he paying you anything? I told him no, I charged him nothing. He said 
I will give you seventy-five. No, says he, I will pay you $100 and pay your expenses 
on home if you will not come back. I told him I would have to study on that. Before 
we got to Hunnewell, he says what do you think about that; you have had time enough 
to make up your mind. I told him I did not know what to think about it. He ~aysi 
will give you $150, and you pay your own expenses, if you will not appear before the 
arbitrators. I told him he could not buy me; I said you offered Beach $650 for the 
range-you cannot buy me for$150. Thenhesays how much willyou take? We can't 
aftord to spend no thousand or twelve hundred dollars, if we can get it for :five or six 
hundred dollars. I told him I would meet him in Arkansas City the next morning. 
The conversation took place on the 23d day of July, 1883. 
Certificate of the notary pnhlic taking the deposition. 
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Abstmct of affidavit of G. W. Scott. 
I am acquainted with Roberts and Windsor; they are the men known and held up to 
the public last fall as the oil company who attempted to fence up a portion of the Cher-
okee Strip, of whom complaint was made to the Interior Department. 
Subscribed and sworn to on the 27th day of August, before .J. L. Holly, notary public. 
(Indorsement.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
March 4, 1883. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs for :file. 
GEO. M. LOCKWOOD, 
Chief Clerk. 
Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, the cltm·ter and by-laws of association, adopted at 
CheTokee Strip meet'ing, held at Caldwell, Kans., March 6, 7, and 8, 1883. 
CALDWELL, KANS., March 8, 1883. 
'l'o the president, officers, and members of the 
Cherokee Strip Stockmen's Association: 
We, your committee, heretofore duly appointed for the purpose of preparing and re-
porting for your consideration a constitution and by-laws for this association, or a char-
ter for incorporation of this association, unuer and by virtue of the laws of the State of 
Kansas, and by-laws in conformity thereto, do and now most respectfully beg leave to 
report as foHows, to wit: 
That having your interests always in mind, we induced A. Drum, E. M. Hewins, C. 
H. Eldred, S. Tuttle, E. W. Payne, M. H. Bennett, A. J. Day, Ben. S. Miller, and 
James ,V. Hamilton, on the 7th day of March, A. D. 1883, to prepare sign and acknowl-
edge a charter of and for a corporation of which the following is a copy: 
CHARTER OF THE CHEROKEE STRIP LIVE STOCK ASSOCIATION. 
We, the undersigned persons, of competent age, do hereby associate ourselves together 
for the purpose of forming a private corporation under and by virtue of the laws of the 
Htate of Kansas, the purpose of which is and shall be '' the improvement of the breed of 
domestic animals,'' by the importation, grazing, breeding, sale, barter and exchange 
thereof. 
First.-The name of such corporation shall be "The Cherokee Strip Live Stock Asso-
ciation." 
Second.-The purpose for which the corporation is formed is the improvement of the 
breeu of domestic animals by the importation, grazing, breeding, selling, bartering, and 
exchange thereof. 
Thi1·d.-The principal office and place of business of the corporation shall be at the 
city of Caldwell, in Sumner County, Kansas, but its place or places of and for holding, 
breeding, grazing, selling, bartering, and exchanging·the domest~c animals, for the im-
provement of the breed, for which the corporation is as aforesaid organized, shall be 
wherever the same can be,· in the opinion of the directors or such other body of the 
stockholders or members of the corporation, most advantageously loca.ted. 
Fourth.-The term for which the corporation is to exist shall be for forty years. 
F1fth.-The number of the directors of the corporation shall be nine, and the following-
named stockholders are appointed directors for the first year, viz: E. M. Hewins, whose 
residence is Cedarvale, Kans. ; J. W. Hamilton, whose residence is Wellington, Kans.; 
A. J. Day, whose residence is Caldwell, Kans.; S. Tuttle, whose residence is Caldwell, 
Kans. ; M. H. Bennet, whose residence is Caldwell, Kans.; Andrew Drum, whose resi-
dence is Caldwell, Kans.; Ben. S. Miller, whose residence is Caldwell, Kans.; E. W. 
Payne, whose residence is Medicine Lodge, Kans.; Chas. H. Eldred, whose residence is 
Carrollton, Ill. 
Which said charter was on said date duly transmitted,. postage prepaid, to the hon-
orable secretary of state, at Topeka, Kans., and on said date the by-laws for the regula-
tion of the business of said corporation were by your said committee formulated, and 
that thereafter, to wit, on the 8th day of March, 1883, the board of directors of said cor-
poration met in pursuance of the provisions of sa.id charter, and in conformity of law 
elected Ben. S. Miller, one of said board of directors, president of said corporation, and 
at the same time appointed John A. Blair as secretary, and M. H. Bennet as treasurer 
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thereof, and duly ratified and accepted the by-laws hereinbefore referred to. Wherefore 
we respectfully suggest that our action in and about the matter aforesaid be approved 
and accepted as the fulfillment of the duties by you imposed upon us as your committee 
for the purposes aforesaid, and that we be now discharged from further duty. 
J. W. HAMILTON, 
For satd Committee. 
BY-LAWS OF THE ASSOCIATION. 
SECTION 1. The name and style of the corporation shall be " The Cherokee Strip Live 
Stock Association.'' 
SEC. 2. The object of the association is to provide for and promote the improvement 
of the breed of domestic animals by all lawful means, such as providing for the purchase, 
importation, barter, sale, and exchange thereof at such place or places, within or with-
out the territocial limits of this State, as shall be or seem to be most conducive to the 
advancement of the interests of the association; in pursuance of the purpose and object 
of which the same has been and is as aforesaid organized, inclusive of the right by which 
and on behalf of said association to purchase any and all of whatsoever domestic ani-
mals it, the said association, may see fit or desire to purchase, or in any lawful manner 
acquire, together with the right to purchase or lease any or all parcels or tracts of land, 
wheresoever situated, as may be necessary for the holding, keeping, grazing, breeding, 
handling, selling, bartering, or in any lawful manner, whatsoever, exchanging anyorall 
of any or all kinds of domestic animals, so, as aforesaid, purchased, imported, handled, 
bred, grazed, obt.'l!ined by barter or exchange, by or on behalf of said association. 
SEc. 3. All persons, corporations, or companies who now occupy undisputed range in 
the Cherokee Strip, and who agree to pay the assessments which may be hereinafter 
levied upon them by persons empowered by the association to make levies for any and 
all purposes, may be eligible to membership in this association upon the payment of 
membership fees as hereinafter provided. . 
SEC. 4. All corporations, stock associations or companies becoming members of this 
association, shall do so in the name of the corporation, stock association or company by 
which they are known, and in all elections or business which is to or may be decided by 
votes of members of this association, such member or representative of any and all other 
corporations, stock associations or companies being members of the association shall be 
entitled to one vote, and no more. 
SEC. 5. Any party holding an undisputed and prescribed range, whether of one per-
son, a company, corporation, or pool, shall be entitled to one membership; that is to say, 
if one person holds a certain prescribed range alone, he shall be entitled to one member-
ship, and the same rule as to corporations and companies; if, for convenience, two or ' 
more individuals, holding each a prescribed range, hold such range in common, each of 
such ranges shall be entitled to one membership, and each membership to one vote. Any 
person possessing the qualifications hereinbefore mentioned and desiring to become a 
member of this association, shall first pay to the treasurer the sum of $10 and take said 
treasurer's receipt therefor, and upon presentation of said receipt to the secretary of this 
association, and subscribing to the by-laws, shall be entitled to a certificate of member-
ship, which said certificate shall thereupon be issued in the name of the association; pro-
vided that persons owning ranges or holding cattle contiguous to the range occupied by 
the members of this a:;;sociation in the Indian Territory may be elected honorary mem-
bers of this association upon the recommendation of the board of directors. 
SEC. 6. All transfer of ranges by purchase or otherwise shall be recorded by the secre-
tary of this association in a book to be by him kept for that purpose. 
SEc. 7. All members of this association are required, within thirty days from their 
admission to membership, to furnish to the secretary a plain and accurate description of 
the ''marks and bmnds" of all domestic animals owned or held by such member; which 
said description of said marks and brands shall be plainly and fully recorded by said sec-
retary in a book to be by him kept for that purpose. · 
Board of Arbitration.-A board of arbitration shall be appointed, to consist of three 
members of the association, such board to be appointed by the directors and to hold their 
office during the pleasure of said board of directors, who shall have power to settle all 
questions in dispute between members of this association, and from the decision of such 
boa1·d of arbitration either party in interest may appeal to the board of directors by giv-
ing, upon the rendition of said decision, immediate notice of his intention to so appeal, 
and by entering into and undertaking a bond to the opposite party in such sum as said 
board of arbitrators shall deem sufficient for the payment of all costs and expenses neces-
sarily incurred by reason of such appeal. In the event of the decision of said arbitrators 
being affirmed by the board of directors, whereupon the chairman of said boar\1 of arbi-
trators shall immediately notify the board of directors of the pendency of such appeal. 
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and state the time and place, when and where said board of directors shall meet to hear 
and determine the same; which shall not be less than ten nor more than sixty days from 
the time of taking such appeal, and the time and place of sitting of said board of direct-
ors to hear said matter shall be at such point as said board of arbitrators may direct; pro-
vided, always, that in no event, except by consent of parties, shall the place of sitting of 
said board of directors for such purpose be other than at the city of Caldwell, in Sumner 
County, Kansas, or at some well-known and convenient ranch upon the grazing lands of 
the association; and the chairman of the board of arbitrators, upon the giving and accept-
ance of the appeal bond hereinbefore provided for, immediately noti(y the parties in in-
terest of the time when, and the place where, the board of directors shall be called to 
meet to hear and determine said appeal; and the decision of the board of directors shall 
be final. 
EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, CHEROKEE NATION, IND. T., 
Tahlequah, June 19, 1883. 
I hereby certify that the copy hereunto attached, of an act of the Cherokee national 
council, entitled ''An act to amend an act to tax stock grazing upon Cherokee lands 
west of the 96th meridian,'' approved May 19, 1883, is a correct transcript from the rec-
ord of this department. 
[Senate bill No.7.] 
JOHN L. ADAN, 
Assist£tnt Executive Secretary. 
AN ACT to amend an act to tax stock grazing upon Cherokee lands west of the 96th meridian. 
Whereas the unoccupied lands belonging to the Cherokee Nation lying west of the 
96th meridian, held for Indian settlement under the provisions of the 16th article of 
the treaty of July 19, 1866, and set apart to produce revenue from grazing by the act to 
which. this act is amendatory; and 
Whereas the authorities of the United States have called upon the authorities of the 
.Cherokee Nation for the enactment of more complete regulations to prevent abuses 
thereon; and ' 
Whereas it is desirable that these lands should produce revenue nearly equal to their 
real value, so long as they remain in possession of and under jurisdiction of the Chero-
kee Nation: 
1. Therefore be it enacted by the national cmmcil, That the principal chief be, and he is 
hereby, authorized and directed to execute a le..<tse for all of the unoccupied lands of the 
, Cherokee Nation heing and lying west of the Arkansas River, to E. M. Hewins, J. W. 
Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennet, Ben. S. Miller, A. Drum, E. W. Payne, 
Charles H. Eldred, directors in trust of the ''Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association,'' 
for the term of five years, in consideration of a yearly rentnl of one hundred thousand 
dollars for the entire tract. 
2. Be it fu,.ther enacted, That the said E. M. Hewins, J. W. Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. 
Tuttle, M. H. Bennet, Ben. S. Miller, A. Drum, E. ·v•.,r. Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, 
directors in trust for the aforesaid Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, entering 
into the lease, obligate themselves that there shall be no permanent impro,ements on 
any portion of the lands so leased, and only such temporary structures as may be ab-
solutely required for the safe and profitable grazing of the stock thereon and that all 
such temporary improvements, including corrals or wire fences are hereby held and 
declared to be the property of the Cherokee Nation, and the said lease may be ter-
minated on six months' notice being given, in case the said land shall be disposed of 
by the Cherokee Nation; and the said party leasing shall obligate themselves not to 
cut, use, or take any timber or other material from these lands but by agreement 
with the authorities of the Cherokee Nation, and in all cases to faithfully observe 
the intercourse laws of the United States, and that they shall do all in their power to 
prevent the stealing or removal of any timber or other material from the lands so leased 
by any other person or persons whomsoever; and further, that the tract herein leased 
shall not obstruct any mail or stage line or other necessary public highway, and said 
lease shall also contain a provision that on failure of the said party leasing to meet all 
payments required by the lease, or in any other manner violating its express terms or 
conditions, the said lease shall be void, and may be so declared by the principal chief of 
the Cherokee Nation, which failure shall work forfeiture of any and all rights orinterest 
thereon: Provided, That none of the three salines reserved to the Cherokee Nation by 'act 
of Congress, on the land reserved therewith, shall be included in such lease, but shall be 
specially excepted therefrom. ' 
Be it further enacted, That the said one hundred thousand dollars, required under the 
provision of this act, shall be payable semi .. annually in advance, n.t Tahlequah, on t.he 
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order of the principal chief, into the treasury of the Cherokee Nn,tion, and the said semi-
annual payments shall be made on the :first day of October and April of each. year, the 
first payment to be made on the :fir.:'t day of October, 1883; and that the rio-hts of any 
person nuder any tax license issued befbre the passage of this act shall terminate with 
the date np to which such persons have paid. 
4. B e it fuTtlter r-nacted, That a perfect record of the lease authorized under the pro-
visions of this act shall be kept in duplicate in the office of the principal chief who is 
charged with the execution of said lease, and one in the office of the treasurf'r of the 
Cherokee Nation, and a, report thereof shall be submitted to the council of the Cherokee 
Nation at each annual session. 
5. B e it f urther ('nacted, That should the lease herein granted be clecl[ued by th e prin-
cipal chief vacant by default, a fresl1 lease may be executed to any responsible ccmpanj', 
in accordance with the provisions with this act; and, Provided, That in defh ult of a 1y 
and all payments which may be due, the lease shall terminate, and all r ights, priYileg s, 
or interests in any portion of such, or temporary improvements thereon, shall all cea•e. 
G. Be it furth er enac'cd, That no person not a. member of the Cherokee Strip Live St,x:k 
Association, shall be permitted to graze any kind of stock upon any of the Cherokee lamis 
lying west of the Arkansas River without the consent of said association, and the priu-
cipal chief is hereby authorized to cause the remoYal of all such persons as intruder,.:. 
7. B e -it further enacted, The said Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, by any or 
either of the before-named directors, shall, within thirty days after the approYal ot this 
act by the principal chief; file with him in the executive department of the Cherokee 
Nat.ion their acceptance of the same. Whereupon the principal chi ef sha11 cause to be 
issued to the said E. M. Hewins, J. Vv. Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tut1le, M. H. Bennet, 
Ben. S. Miller, A. Drnm, E. W. Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, directors in trust ior: the 
aforesaid Cherokee Sti·ip LiYe Stock Association, a lease in accordance with this act . 
8. B e 1:tjurtlter enacted, That the treasurer, whenever payments are made to him by 
said Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, he is hereby required to reta.in the sa.me in 
the treasury until the same shall amount to three hnnclrecl thousand dollars and to pay 
the same out "percapita," under directions of the national council. 
9. B e it .fw·ther enacted, That all acts or parts of acts in conflict with the provisions of 
the foregoing act is hereby repealed. 
Tahlequah, C. N., May 14; 1883. 
Concurred in by national council Mn,y 15, 1883. 
Approved May 19, 1883. 
ROACH YOUNG, 
Pres't Senate. 




W. L. CORDREY, 
Clerk Council. 
D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
Principal Chief. 
THE CHEROKEE STRIP LEASE. 
This indenture made this fifth clay of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight 
hundred and eighty-three (1883), by and between Dennis W. Bushy head, principal chief 
of the Cherokee Nn,tion, for and on behalf of said nation, party of the first part, and E. 
l\L Hewins, J. W . Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennet, Ben. S. Miller, A. Drum, 
E. W. Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, directors in tru~t, for and on behalf of the Cher-
okee Strip Live Stock Association; a corporation orgn,nizecl and existing under and by 
virtue of the laws of the Stn.te of Kansas, for themselves as directors in trust, their suc-
cessors in trust, and assigns, parties of the second part, witnesseth: 
That the said party of the :first part, for and in consideration of the rents, covenants, 
and agreements hereinafter mentioned, reserved and contained on the part and in behalf 
of the pa.rty of the second part, and their successors in trust, a,ncl assigns, to be well and 
faithfully kept and performed, doth by authority of ln,w in him vested, as principal chief, 
by n,nd through an act of the national council, which said act is entitled "An act to 
amend an act to tax stock grazing upon Cherokee lands west of the 96th meridian," ap-
proYecl in special session May19t.h, A. D. 1883, which said act is speci:tlly referred to and 
made part of these presents, does by these presents lease for grazing purposes only, unto 
the aforesaid E. M. Hewins, J . vV. Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tnttle, l\L H. Bfmnet, Ben. 
S. Miller, A. Drum, E. W. Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, directors in t rust as aforesaid, 
their successors and assigns, pn,rties of the second part, all and singular, the unoccupied 
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lands of, and belonging to, the Cherokee Nation, being and lying west of the 96th meridia~, 
and west of the Arkansas River, not including any portion occupied, sold, and conveyed to 
the Pawnee, Poncas, Nez Perces, Otoes and Missourias, Osages and Kansas Indians, or the 
Salines, set apart to be leased separat.ely under act of Congress, approved August 7th, A. 
D. 1882, as hereinafter set forth; the said portion herein leased for grazing purposes con-
taining six million (6,000,000) of acres of land, more or less, and lying east of the one 
hundredth (lOOth) meridian, and the said hereinbefore-named parties of the second part, 
their successors and assigns, shall, for the purposes herein set forth, have and hold the 
above mentioned and described premises from and after the :first day of October, one 
thousand eight hundred and eighty-three (1883) , for and during the t~rm and period of 
:five years, thence next ensuing from said date, subject to the qualifications, restrictions, 
and forfeitures hereinafter provided for, and upon yielding and paying for the same 
the amount of money as hereinafter provided for. And the said paTties of the second 
part, the said E. M. Hewins, J . W. Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennet, Ben. 
S. Miller, A. Drum, E. W. Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, directors in trust as aforesaid, 
hereby covenant and agree on behalf of themselves, as such directors in trust for said 
Cherokee ~trip Live Stock Association, their successors in trust and assigns, and not 
otherwise, in consideration hereof and of the leasing aforesaid, to pay on the order of the 
principal chief aforesaid, into the treasury of the Cherokee Nation, at Tahlequah, Indian 
Territory, yearly, and for each and every one of said five years, the annual .sum of one 
hundred thousand dollars ($100,000), lawful money of the United States, the same to be 
_ paid in two equal semi-annual payments, to be made, and so paid in advance, to wit, on 
the first day of October and first day of April in each and every year during the said terp1: 
Provided altvays, and it is further covenanted and agreed between the said parties hereto, 
that if the said semi-annual payment in advance or any part thereof shall remain unpaid 
after the expiration of thirty days after the date of the sam~ shall become due as herein 
agreed to be paid, or if default shall be made in any of the covenants hereinbefore or 
hereinafter set forth, or as contained and required by the act of the national council ap-
proved May 19th, A. D. 1883, as aforesaid, on the part and in behalf of the said parties 
of the second part, then and from thenceforth it may be lawful, and is agreed that said 
principal chief, or his successors in office, may declare this lease to be forfeited and' an-
nulled, and the said party of the first part may enter into and resume possession of the 
premises herein leased. 
And it is farther agreed, in accordance with the act of said Cherokee council that in 
case the lands hereinbefore described, or any part of them included in the terms of this 
lease, shall be disposed of under present existing laws or laws hereafter to be passed by 
the Congress of the United States, or by the said Cherokee Nation, that on the party of 
the first part giving six months' notice thereof to the party of the second part, that then 
m1d in that event, the terms and conditions of this lease and the lease thereof shall ter-
minate on the expiration of the said six months from the date of said notice, to all or any 
portion of said tract of unoccupied Cherokee land thus sold or disposed of, a,nd the par-
ties to whom the said lands or any portion of them should then be disposed of or sold to 
may enter into and take possession of the same, but then and in that event the said party 
of the second part, their successors and assigns, shall not be chargeable with rent on the 
lands so sold, but shall he allowed a rebate on all subsequent payments made on account 
of this lease at tlie rate of one and two-thirds (li ) cents per acre per annum on the lands 
so sold or disposed of. 
Further, it shall be the privilege of said party of the second part~ their successors and 
assigns, to erect on said lands such fences, co:r;rals, and other improvements as may be 
necessary and proper and convenient for the carrying on of their business, and for utiliz-
ing said lands fbr the purpose for which they are leased. 
And in case this lease shall be terminated as to all or any part of said lands: by 
the disposal of the same as heretofore provided a.nd set out, the said party of the second 
part shall have the right to remove all of said improvements, fences, and corrals, except 
such portions thereof as may be made from the timber or other property of the Cherokee 
' Nation, or timber for which has been obtained from the aforesaid tract. 
It shall further be the privilege of the said party of the second part, their successors 
and assigns, to cut from the territory herein leased, such timber as maybe necessaryfor 
building the fences, corrals, and improvements heretofore · authorized to be erected on 
said leased premises, and to cut from said lands such timber as may be necessary for 
fire-wood and fuel, but not otherwise, and to commit no waste thereon. 
And the said party of the second part cloth further covenant and agree with the said 
Dennis W. Bushy head, as aforesaid, and as parts and conditions of this lease or contract, 
well and truly, and without deduction or delay, to make all payments as required in 
the foregoing, in the manner limited and prescribed; and in case of any failure as afore-
said, the said par~y of the second part agrees that they will peaceably surrender the 
premises herein leased and all improvements and erections thereon. And the said party 
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of-the second part, their successors _and assigns, further agree and obligate themselves, 
and this is one of the conditions of this lease, to make no permanent improvements (the 
improvements, the right to make which is hereinbefore granted, being temporary im-
provements) on the aforesaid premises or leased tract, and only temporaryimprove~ents, 
as authorized by the act of the Cherokee council approved May 19, 1883, hereinbefore 
referred to; and on the expiration of the lease, or its being declared forfeited by detault 
in the payment, as hereinbefore provided, then, and in either event, all improvements, . 
structures, or erections thereon shall be and become the property of the Cherokee Na-
tion and said nation shall have possession of the same, and all and singular of such 
erect, ions and improvements shall absolutely revert to, and become the property of, said 
Cherokee Nation, party of the first part. 
And the said party of the second part further covenants and agrees with said party of 
the first part, as one of the conditions of this lease, that they will cut no timber for re-
moval from said· lands, or take or remove any material or property being part of the 
premises so leased, or remove or ship material therefrom, and that they will use all due 
diligence to prevent the cutting or removing of any timbers or other materials there-
fro~, and that they will faithfully observe the intercourse laws of the Un~ted States; 
that they will obstruct no mail or stage line, and that they will not interfere with the 
salines, located or to be located, under the provisions of the act of Congress beforemen-
tioned, approved August 7, A. D. 1882. 
1 And it is agreed between the parties of the first and second parts, that the grounds ex-
cepted and reserved from, and not included in, the terms of this lease, necessary to the 
manufacture of salt at the said salines, may and shall not exceed in thfl aggregate, for 
· said salines and all of them, one hundred thousand acres, with a right of way to and 
from said salines, such ru;; may be required·properly to work them. And the party of 
the second part do hereby opligate themselves, for themselves as directors in trust afore-
said, their successors and assigns, well and truly to observe and faithfully execute all 
and singular of the foregoing agreements and covenants, which are declared to be part 
of the agreement in consideration of which this lease is granted. 
And the said party of the first part, principal chief of the Cherokee Nation, in accord--
ance with the act of the national council as aforesaid, and on condition of the faithful 
payment of the sums of money as hereinbefore stipulated, in the manner and with the 
conditions hereinbefore prescribed, and as the further condition that the said party of 
the second part will well and truly fulfill all the conditions, covenants, and agreements 
herein set forth, doth covenant and agree by these presents that the said E. M. Hewins, 
J. W. Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, .M. H. Bennett, Ben. S. Miller, A. Drum, E. W. 
Payne, and Charles H. Eldred, directors in trust for the Cherokee Strip Live Stock As-
- sociation, their successors in trust, and assigns, shall, and may at all times dming the 
said term, subject to the conditions as aforesaid, peaceably hold and enjoy all the privi-
leges of lease on the said premises, free, clear, and harmless from any let or hindrance 
whatsoever, together with all the privileges and rights of said party of the first part in 
reference to the same according to law and treaty stipulation. 
Signed and sealed this 5th day of July, A. D. 1883. 
D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
Principal Oltief of the Cherokee Nation. 
E. M. HEWINS, 
A .. J. DAY, 
. M. H. BENNETT, 
BEN. S. MILLER, 
J. W. HAMILTON, 
S. 1'UTTLE, 
ANDREW DRUM, 
E. W. PAYNE, 
CHARLES H. ELDRED, 
Directors of the Clwrokee Strip Live Stock Association . . 
BRIEF AND ARGUMENT IN THE MATTER OF APPLICATION OF PETER HOLLENBECK 
ET AL. TO SECURE RIGHTS TO STOCK RANGES ON CHEROKEE STRIP. 
These petitioners bring these cases before the Interior Department for the purpose of 
securing to them prior and equitable rights to graze live stock on a tract of land known 
M. the Cherokee Strip; they present their cases, :first, the petition; secopd, affidavits; 
and third copy of the charter and by-laws of an association or corporation known or called 
the "Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association"; copy of an act o.r the Cherokee council, 
p~ed May 19, 1883; and a copy of what is known as the "Cherokee Strip Lease." 
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This tract of land is a portion ofland patented' to the Cherokee Nation "forever," on 
the 31st day of December, 1838, under and by virtue ef an act before passed by Congress 
and approved and signed by President Van Buren, during his adm4tistration; the land 
has, from this time, been held and regarded as belonging to these Indians, and nothing 
was done by the United States or these Indians to change the status or relations to the 
Indians' title until .July, 1866, when it became necessary to effect a treaty with these 
Indians, and in the treaty these Indians agreed to a cession of this part of their territory, 
to settle friendly Indians on. See Art. XVI, "The Cherokee Nation to retain the right 
of possession of, and jurisdiction over said country * * * until thus sold, after 
which their jurisdiction and right of possession to terminate forever, as to each of said 
districts thus sold and occupied''; creating and supporting a trust for the purpose as 
stated. The question forced upon us and .fir~t to be settled is, what jurisdiction is there 
given to the Cherokee Nation, and to what extent does it preclude all other claims to ju-
risdiction over this territory. Or in other words, is the jurisdiction co-ordinate or sub-
ordinate. 
The argument here is, that it is subordinate to the Department of the Interior, as 
prescribed in section 463 Rev. Stat. This act was passed by Congress a.nd became a law 
July 9, 1832, and f$ives to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, under direction of the 
Secretary of the Interior Department, the management of all Indian affairs and all matters 
arising out of Indian relations. Language too broad to require discussion as to the con-
struction and intent of Congress. If this is undisputed, then these petitioners bring 
their cases to the proper place for redress and justice. For it cannot be questioned 
but what they show that this is an Indian affair, arising out of Indian relations. See 
the testimony of the witnessss in printed abstract, and, if the jurisdiction of the Cherokee 
Nation is subordinate, then, in passing the act by their council for the leasing this tract 
of land, and in execution of the lease as is shown the Cherokee Nation could not confer 
morepower over this tract of land than what it, the Cherokee Nation, -possessed at the 
time of the passage of the act and the execution of the lease. Discussions of great length , 
could be indulged in, in questions arising under this act and lease, as to the validity, 
and further, or other powers eonterred, but it. would be beyond the intent of those peti-
tioners in these cases to now attack the legality or validity of the act. or the lease; suffi-
cient for the purpose of putting this application is to refer to section 2 of the -act, on 
page 8 of the book, binding the aforesaid Cherokee Strip Stock Association ''to faithfully 
observe all the intercourse laws with the United States," and on page 15 of the book, 
the said Cherokee Strip Association covenant to observe and faithfully execute all agree-
ments · in accordance with this act of the Cherokee national council, thus continually 
conceding and acknowledging the supervising power, conferred by laws and treaties to 
the Interior Department. 
It is not to be understood that these petitioners claim that they have legal and ex-
clusive rights, or that they wish to oppose the Cherokee Nation in this effort to secure 
as much revenue as can possibly be made out of this tract of land. But what they do 
claim and try to show is, that they have equitable rights and prior dghts to those who 
are setting up claims against them_and excluding them, and who are shown to be an 
organized, disturbing element, having no rights, but intruding, and being supported by 
this organiza.tion or corporation un.justly and illegally. And in view of the facts and 
the situation these petitioners have a right, here, to ask that an order be issued and di-
rected to this association or corporation that if they continue to exercise the high po-
sition and power they assume under this act and lease, they must do so unbiased, im-
partial, and justly, observing ·and supporting and protecting rights, discountenancing 
and punishing wrongs and evils, and that these petitioners have their rights to graze 
and occupy their range with their stock so long as they comply with all legal and equit-
able laws and rules made by this corporation for the purpose of effecting and carrying 
on business for which it is organized and corporated. · 
C. ·BROWNELL, 
Attorney for fetitioners. 
ARKANSAS CITY, KANS. 
SIR: I would like to know if the oil company or the stockman"s association has any 
right to claim and tax any one in the Clierokee Strip in the Territory or not, and if a 
man goes in there to hold st{)ck who has got t.he leasing, or is it to be leased at all. 
Yours, truly, 
. Hon. SECRETARY OF ·THE INTERIOR 
Washingto~, D. G. 
Receive~ March 14, 1884. 
Sr R~p. 1278-44 
E. B. BROWN . 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE · INTERIOR, 
Washington, April26, 1884.· 
Srn: Referring to your letter of the 24th instant, requesting to be furnished with a 
number of copies of pamphlet containing certain correspondence on the subject of leas-
ing lands for cattle-grazing purposes in the Cherokee country, I have the honor to inform 
you that Senate Ex. Doc. No. 54, Forty-eighth Congress, first session, contains the cor-
respondence on this subject. 
Beginning at page 26 of said document will be foun~ the Special correspondence to 
which you refer, so far as the records of the Department contain it. 
Mr. Cratty's letter is herewith r&turned. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. N. E. WORTHINGTON, 
House of Representatives. 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
Acting SecreUJ!ry. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, 
Washington Oity, April 23, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith for your information a copy of a commu-
nication dated .April 5, 1884, from Mr. W. H. Miller, of Wichita, Kans., addressed to 
the commanding gen~ral ofthe Department of the Missouri, stating that he, with other 
persons, contemplate going into that portion of the Indian Territory known as south of 
the :fifty-seventh mile strip, or "Cherokee Outlet," on Government lands, for stock-rais-
ing and other purposes, and inquiring as to what attitude the military will assume to-
wards them if they enter that Territory, &c. 
I have also to transmit herewith a copy of the reply of the department commander, 
dated the lOth instant .. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Inclosure.] 
General .AUGUR, 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secretary of War. 
WICHITA, KANS., April 5, 1884. 
COmmanding Department of Missouri, Fort Leavenworth, Kans.: 
Srn: I contemplate going into that portion of the Indian Territory known as south of 
the :fifty-seventh-mile strip, or "Cherokee outlet," on th~ lands the title to which is in 
the Federal Government for stock-raising and other purposes. Other gentlemen propose 
going with me, but before going I would be obliged to know from you-
1. If section 15 supplement to Rev. Stats. U.S. will be respected byyoun.scommand-
ing officer, which section reads as follows: 
''From and after the passage of this act it shall not be lawful to em:ploy any part of 
the United States .Army a..<; a posse comitatus or otherwise for the purpose of executing 
the laws, except in such cases and under such circumstances as such employment of such 
forces may be expressly authorized by the Constitution or by the acts of Congress, and 
no money appropriated by this act shall be used to pay any of the expenses incurred in 
the employment of any troops in violation of this section, and any person willfully vio-
lating the provisions of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on 
conviction thereof shall be punished by fine, not exceeding $10,000, or imprisonment not 
exceeding two years, or both such fine and imprisonment. 
· "SEc. 16. That all acts and parts of acts inconsistent with the provisions of this act 
be, and are hereby, repealed." 
2 . .A.re you aware if, or not, the United States courts having jurisdiction of the coun-
try are in regular session; and if not, at what time and for what reason their functions 
have been discontinued for any time, and for how long? 
3. Has martial law been declared in that T-erritory? If so, when was it so decla.red, 
and for what length of time will it be continued? I ~ean that part of said 'rerritory 
t he title to which rests in the United States Government, , and which has not been re-
.served by the Federal Government for any other or some specific purpose. 
Hoping for a speedy answer from you, 
I have the honor to be, yours, with respect, 
W. H. MILLER. 
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We, the undersigned, hereby certify that W. H. Miller is well known in this commu-
nity as an honest, upright, and honorable gentleman, whose motives and purposes are 
good and unquestionable. 
Believing him sincere in this, as we have known him in all other transactions, any in-
formation you can give him will be duly appreciated by the undersigned. 
(Signed:) 
W. W. 'l'homas, jr., J. F. Lauk, A. A. Glenn, police judge, Wichita, Kans.; D. 
M. Daly, county attorney; John Folkinstein, W. F . Walker, attorney; C. 
A. Van Ness, clerk district court; W. J. Hobbs, J. P.; E. B. Allen, repre-
sentative 89th district, Kansas; J. D. Caldwell, city school; M. L. Mun, 
0. D. Kirk, James L. Dyer, 0. H. Bentley, attorney; H. C. Sluss, judge 
district court; Frank Day, deputy county attorney; D. A. Mitchell, attorney; 
Geo. E. Harris, ex-mayor. 
(First indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fm·t Leavmtworth, Kans., April 10, 1884. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Assistant Adjutant-General, Headquarters Division of 
the Missouri, with a copy of the reply. It has been assumed that all the orders and in-
structions referred to are still in full force. 
C. C. AUGUR, 
Brigadier-General, Commanding. 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., April 10, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: I have received your letter of the 5th instant, in which you say that ''I 
contemplate going into that portion of the Indian Territory known as south of the fifty-
seventh mile strip, or 'Cherokee outlet,' on the lands the title of which is in the Federal 
Government for stock-raising and other purposes." Before doing so, however, you de-
sire me to answet certain interrogatories, the object of which seems to be to learn what 
action, if any, would be taken by United States troops in case yon carried your project 
into effect. 
In reply to your letter and to your questions I ill close you a copy of a proclamation of 
the President of the United States, made on the 12th day of February, 1880, in which 
all persons intending and preparing to move into the Indian Territory without permis-
sion of the proper agent of the Indian Department. are warned and admonished not to do 
so, and giving due notice what they are to expect in case the warning and admonition 
are not heeded. I inclose, also, a printed copy of a letter addressed ·by General Pope, 
at that time in command of this department, to officers and troops engaged in carrying 
into effect the President's proclamation. I also inclose a copy of the orders sent March 
6, 1880, to officers and troops charged with preventing intrusion into Indian Territo1·y. 
This proclamation and these orders are all in full force at this time. 
Should you go into the Indian Territory with your friends, as you propose, it would 
be in violation of law and against the prohibition of the Preaident's proclamation, and 
would.Jresult in orders being given to the troops to arrest you and turn you over to the 
United States civil authorities. 
I inclose you a printed copy of the decision of the United States district judge, J . C. 
Parker, on the status of lands in Indian Territory. 
It is hopeil tlmt after a full consideration of these various documents that you and 
your friends will conclude that your proposed move into the Indian Territory would be 
wrong, and in violation of law, and su~jectyou to so much annoyance and inconvenience 
~tnd expense as to make it hardly worth while to make the attempt. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Official copy. 
Mr. W. N. MILLER, 
WicMta, Kans. 
C. C. AUGUR, 
Brigadier-Ge1teral, 001nrnanding. 
E. R. PLATT, 
Assistant-Adjutant Ge1teral. 
[Second indol'liemcnt.] 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, April 15, 1884 . 
.Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General ofthe Army. 
J. M. SCHO~'IELD, 
Jfqj(YI'~(}enmal, _ CommaRdin.g. 
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WASHINGTON, D. C., April 25, 188·1. 
SIR: The Cherokee Nation, having under authority of law leased their unoccupied lands 
lying west of 96° for grazing purposes to the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, the 
principal chief has received a letter from the president of said as)5ociation, iniorming him 
of ~1 certain intrusion on their lands. The offenders are a Captain Nipp, and Love and 
Son, who are there grazing herds of stock on our 'lands in the Indian Territory in defi-
ance of all law and authority. We inclose the letter. 
We would respectly ask that the United States agent, with one or two police, be sent 
thither to remove these intruders. 
Section 2117 ofthe Revised Statutes provides: "Every person who drives or otherwise 
conveys any stock of horses, mules, or cattle to mnge or feed on any land belonging 
to an Indian or Indian tribe without the consent of such tribe, is liable to a penalty of 
one dollar for each animal of such stock.'' 
In addition to the removaJ. we think it would be wise to exact the penalty upon the 
stock being driven therefrom. 
Since the lease was executed no rights have been granted to anypersons, and these in~ 
truders are openly and willfully defiant. 
Very respectfully, 
· Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
Commit'1sioner of Indian, Affairs. 
[Inclosure.] 
D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
Principal Chief. 
L. D. BELL, 
JOHN G. SCHRIMSHER, 
Cherokee Delegation. 
WM. A. PHILLIPS, 
Special Agent and Counsel. 
Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, incorporated under the laws of tl~e State of Kansas, 
March 8, 1883. 
Directors: E. M. Hewins, J. W. Hamilton, A. J. Day, S. Tuttle, M. H. Bennett, A. 
Drumm, Benjamin S. Miller, E. W. Payne, Charles H. Eldred. 
CALDWELL, KANS., Ap1·il14, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: Your telegram and letter of 9th instant received. I can name two par-
ties who are not members of our association, and who are at present located inside of 
'\Vindsor and Roberts' range, hence are intruders upon the lap.ds leased and occupied 
by the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association. The names of said parties are one Cap-
tain Nipp and Love and Son. These men have been repeatedly warned to leave, both 
by Windsor and Roberts and by the proper officers of our association, yet they do not go, 
and say they will not under any circumstances. Now, our board of directors, having 
this case in view, and without any desire to put you, the Cherokees, or the United StateR 
Government to any unnecessary trouble, have postponed this matter just as long as they 
deem it advisable. 'l'he time, in our estimation, has come for us to assert our rights and 
to C<..-..,ll upon you, the proper authority, to protect us in our rights. 
In suggesting, I would say that far more could be accomplished if the matter could be 
quietly attended to with as little ''red-tape'' business as possible. Should the matter 
be published broadcast, those parties in the neighborhood of Arkansas City would quietly 
pull up into the State of Kansas, watch the " boys in blue," n march up the hill, and 
then march down again," and laugh in their sleeves. 
Of course, if the matter can 't be attended to without being made public, there is not 
much use in a movt} being made at all, unless it might be to have a small troop go into 
camp on the range of Windsor and Roberts, and near the Kansas line, for two or three 
weeks. I am of opinion it would have a most excellent influence. I beg of you don't 
think of me as presuming to advise; I am only venting an opinion. Anything that you 
may see fit to do in the aforesaid matter will be satisfactory to the board of directors of 
the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association. I may say this in regard to our internal 
affairs, our association is progressing :finely, and at present writing our differences are all 
adjusted and we are as calm and serene as a May morning. Begging your pardon for 
the trouble we have have already caused you, and trusting in any event that no co~pli­
cations will arise which will discommode you, I am, 
Very truly, yours, 
Ron. D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
rinci:pal Chief Cherokee Nation. 
BEN. S. MILLER, 
President 0. 8. L. 8. A.. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, May 1, 1884. 
GENTLEMEN: I have received your letter of the 25th ultimo, inclosing one from the 
president of the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, complaining of the presence of 
certain unauthorized persons, one Captain Nipp and Love and Son, who, it is alleged, 
are grazing herds of cattle on the lands of the Cherokees west of 96°x which lands have 
been leased to said assocjation for grazing purposes, by virtue of an act of the Cherokee 
n~tional council, approved by the principal ch ief, May 19, 1883. 
You ask that the United States agent with one or two police be sent to the lands in 
question to remove the intruders, and that they also be prosecuted under section 2117 of 
the Revised Statutes. 
Amongst other provisions of said act, I find the following: 
''Be it further- enacted, That no person, not a member of the Cherokee Strip Live Stock 
Association, shall be permitted to graze any kind of stock upon any of the Cherokee 
lands lying west of the Arkansas River, without the con~ent of the said association, and 
the principal chief is hereby authorized to cause the removal of all such persons as 
intruders." 
It does not appear from your letter what, if any, steps looking to the removal of these 
intruders, have been taken by the Cherokee authorities under the provisions of the act 
above cited, or that if any such steps have been taken, they are unable of themselves to 
effect the removal. Neither is it shown at what date, or under what authority, the per-
sons complained of first entered upon the lands in question. 
When the Cherokee Nation has used all the lawful means in its power, and failed to 
accomplish the desired object, this office will be willing to render an_y assistance which 
can properly be given. · . 
Very respectfully, 
Messrs. D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
Principal Chief. 
L. B. BELL, 
JOHN G. SCHRIMSHER, 
Cherokee Delegation, Oity. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., May 31, 1884. 
SIR: I file herewith duplicate copies of mortgage from the Southwestern Land and 
Cattle Company toW. M. Murray and C. C. Leeds, and will be obliged if yon will re-
tain one copy and return the other to me duly certified. 
Any charges will be promptly paid upon stating the amount. 
Very respectfully, 
SAM'L V. NILES, 
perW. M. 0 ., 
1733 I street. 
ffon. COMMISSIONER OF' INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, June 13, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 31st ultimo, inclosing one from Mr. C. C. Leeds, of 
New York, dated 24th ultimo, transmitting a mortgage deed dated March 1, 1884, pur-
porting to be executed by the Southwestern Land and Cattle Company, to William M. 
Murray and C. C. Leeds, trustees of "the whole of the lands, tenements, hereditament.,, 
leases, rights of lease, range, range rights, cattle, horses, mules, equipments, and all 
other property of every name and description of said party of the first part, which it now 
owns or may herea,fter acquire," in trust for certain purposes therein set forth, which 
mortgage, Mr. Leeds states, includes property situated in the Cherokee Nation, Indian 
Territory, and desires that it may be filed in this office, and accompanying copy certified 
as such, I have to say that upon reference of the papers to the Cherokee delegation now 
in this city, they disclaim all knowledge of the Southwestern Land and Cattle Company, 
with which they say they have never had any dealings whatever. 
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I will also add that this office also having no knowledge of said company, or of any 
rights which it claims to have in the Indian Territory, declines to place said mortgage on 
its files. 
The papers submitted with your letter are herewith returned. 
V ecy respectfully, 
8. . NILES, Esq. , 
1733 I atreet N. W. , Oity. 
Maj. T. B. DEWEES, 
Fort Reno, Ind. T.: 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
CALDWELL, KANS., May 18, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: The Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association having been notified by the 
Cherokee Nation that the southeastern boundary of their lands, west of 96°, is the Cim-
arron River, and members of said association being located on said lands without im-
provement, other than wire fences, would most earnestly request the countermanding of 
the order tearing down said fences, until a full and thorough investigation can be bad, 
and the rights of aforesaid association to lands north of the Cimarron River under their 
lease with the Cherokee Indians be fully and clearly defined. 
Stockmen firmly insi<!t that wire fences, without buildings, are in no sense improve-
ments, but are merely an aid in holding and keeping· cattle from straying. 
) 
An early reply is most earnestly requested. · 
Yours, most respectfully, 
B. S. MILLER, Esq., 
:BEN. S. MILLER, 
President Oherokee Strip Live Stock Association. 
FORT RENO, IND. T ., May 18, 1882. 
Pres't Cherokee Strip L ive Stock .Ass'n, Caldwell, Kans.: ...J 
DEAR SIR: Your letter of the 18th is received. In reply I would respectfully state 
that the records of my office show that the north line of the Oklahoma country is a con-
tinuation of the south line of the Cherokee Strip, from the crossing of Red Fork, on 
Cimarron River, east to the Pawnee Reservation. 
I, therefore, cannot admit your claim to this part of the Oklahoma. I shall,. how-
ever, suspend the orders for the destruction or removal ofthe.fEmces in that part of the 
Oklahoma north of the Cimarron until I receive instructions from the department com-
mander. 
Very respectfully, 
THOS. B. DEWEES, 
Major Ninth Oavalry, Oommanding Post. 
[First indorsement.] 
FORT RENO, IND. T., May 18, 1884. 
Respectfully f01:warded to headquarters Department of the Missouri : 
The land in question is that part of the Oklahoma country north of the Red Fork, or 
Cimarron River. 
All Government maps in this office show that the southern boundary line of the Cher-
okee strip in the Indian Territory west of the Red Fork, on Cimarron River, extends 
east on the same line to the Pawnee Reservation. 
The claim of the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association represents that the line fol-
lows the Red Fork, on Cimarron River, to the Pawnee Reservation, and that they p3y 
the Cherokee Nation for the le::~.se of this land, and under this lease have inclosed the 
land with wire fences. I have directed Captain Carroll to suspend the order to destroy 
the fences north of the Cimarron River until further orders. 
I earnestly ask that I may receive instructions as to the extent of the Oklahoma land 
north of the Cimarron River, and what action I shall take in this matter. 
THOS. B. DEWEES, 
Major Ninth Oavalry, Oommanding Post. 
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[Second indorsement.] 
HEADQUARTERS DEPARTMENT OF THE MISSOURI, 
Fort Leavenworth, Kans., May 23, 1884. 
Official copy respectfully forwarded for the information of higher authority. 
In the absence of the department commander. 
[Third indorsement.] 
E. A. PLATT, 
Assistant Adjutant General. 
HEADQUARTERS DIVISION OF THE MISSOURI, 
Chicago, May 26, 1884. 
Respectfully forwarded to the Adjutant-General of the Army. 
J. M. SCHOFIELD. 
Major-General Commanding. 
WAR DEPARTMENT, Washington Oity, June 4, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the honorable Secretary of the Interior for his information. 
ROBERT T. LINCOLN, 
Secretary of War. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
July 3, 1884. 
Sm: I am in receipt, by Department reference, of copies of certain correspondence, 
dated the 18th May last, had between Mr. B. S. Miller, president of the Cherokee Strip 
Live Stock Association, and Major Dewees, Ninth Cavalry, commanding post at Fort 
Reno, Indian Territory, transmitted through the regular channels to the War Depart-
ment, with request for information on the subject therein referred to. 
It appears that the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association has requested the counter-
manding of certain orders issued by the War Department, for the removal or destruction 
of the fences in that part of Oklahoma north of the Cimarron River, claiming that the 
· south boundary line of the lands west of 96°, leased by the said association from the 
Cherokee Nation, follows the Red Fork, on Cimarron River, to the Pawnee Reservation, 
and that they pay the Cherokee Nation for the lease of their lands, and under this lease 
have inclosed the land with wire fencing. 
In reply I have to state that the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association is entirely 
mistaken in its premises; and that, as stated by Major Dewees, the southern boundary 
line of the Cherokee lands in the Indian Territory west of the Red Fork or Cimarron 
River extends east on the same line to the Pawnee Reservation. (See map and copy 
patent to the Cherokee Nation contained in Senate Ex. Doc., No. 124, Forty-sixth Con-
gress, second session, herewith.) 
According to a certified copy of the lease on file in this office the Cherokee Nation 
leased (July 5, 1883) to the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association for a term of five 
years from October 1, 1883, determinable, nevertheless, as therein mentioned, and 
· subject to the payment of the yearly rent thereby reserved, "all and singular the 
unoccupied lands of and belonging to the Cherokee Nation being and lying west of 
the 96th meridian, and west of the Arkansas River, not including any portion occu-
pied, sold, and conveyed to the Pawnees, Poncas, Nez Perces, Otoes and Missourias, 
Osages and Kansas Indians, or the Salines, set apart to be leased separatlilly under 
act of Congress approved August 7, A. D. 1882, as hereinafter set forth; the said 
portion her~in leased for grazing purposes containing 6,000,000 acres, more or less, 
and lying east of the 100th meridian." * * .;<-
Whatever may be the understanding of the Cherokee Strip LiYe Stock Association as 
to the boundaries of the lands leased, it is clear that the Cherokee Nation could lease no 
other lands than those to which they have title, and as they have not and never had title, 
and do not, in fact, claim title to the lands in question north of the Cimarron, it is equally 
clear that the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association can have no claim thereto under said 
lease, as is alleged, and hence are not exempt from the operation of the orders of the War 
Departm~nt with regard to the fences in Oklahoma. 
I will add that the tract of country referred to forms a portion of the territory ceded 
by the Creek Indians to the United States under the p:r:ovisions of article 3, treaty of 
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June 14, 1866 (14 Stats., 785), for the settlement of other civilized Indians thereon, 
and is held by the United States expressly for those purposes. 
I inclose a copy of this letter for transmission to the honorable Secretary of War. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Ron. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
H. PRICE, 
Com1nissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE I NTERIOR, 
Washington, .July 5, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to War Department reference, dated 4th ultimo, of copies of certain 
correspondence had by the commanding officer at Fort Reno, Indian 'rerritory, with 
the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association in reference to the southern boundary of the 
Cherokee lands west of 96 d-egrees, I have the honor to transmit herewith a copy of a -
communication, dated 3d instant, received from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, 
with accompanying executive document upon the subject, which furnishes the informa-
tion desired. 
Very respectfully, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF WAR. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., Jwne 23, 1884. 
SIR: We herewith inclose copies of lease and accompanying documents relating to the 
leasing of the unoccupied portions of the Cherokee land lying west of Arkansas River 
for grazing purposes only: . 
We also inclose copies of correspondence between the officers of the Cherokee Strip 
Live Stock Association and the principal chief of the Cherokee Nation touching the 
question of the boundaries of these lands. 
The law of the nation authorizing the lease limited it to the land unoccupied arid 
unsold belonging to the nation lying west of the river. No other land was leased except 
that portion of Cherokee land. 
If any company or other persons have tried to claim land outside of our limits they 
have done so on their own responsibility. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H . M. TELLER, 
Secretar.11 of the Jntmior. 
Referred to Indian Office June ~4, 1884. 
L. B. BELL, 
J. G. SCHRIMSHER, 
Cherokee Delegation. 
WM . .A.. PHILIPS, 
Special .Agent £tnd Cou'nsel. 
NOTE.-.-For copy lease (inclosure No.1) see exhiQit B accompanying Commissioner's. 
report. 
[Inclosure No. 2.] 
TAHLEQUAH, Decernbm·14, 1883. 
SIR: . I have been requested by the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association. to 1·equest 
you to certify the boundary lines of the lauds of the Cherokee Nation in the Indian Ter-
ritory, and particularly the lands west of the ' 96th meridian. · 
The association desires this information for the purpose of definitely ascertaining the 
southern boundary line of the lands leased by them west of the Arkansas River. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, 
Hon. D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
JNO. F. LYONS, 
Counsel for Cherokee Strip Live Stock A~som:ation. 
Principal Chief Cherokee Natio-n. 
A true copy. 
WM. BOUDINOT, 
Ex. Secretary Cherokee Nation. 
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT, CHEROKEE NATION, 
Tahlequah, December 18, 188H. 
SIR: In reply to your communication of the 1Hth instant, informing me that you have 
been requested by the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association to request me to certify the 
boundaTy line of the Cherokee Nation in the Indian Territory, and particularly west of 
the 96th meTidian. 
1 find by reference to treaties and patent that, under t1·eaty of May 6, 1828, and also 
by supplemental treaty of February 14, 18H3, the United States guaranteed and secured 
to b conveyed by patent to the Cherokee Nation of Indians a n·act of 7,000,000 acres, 
and in addition to the 7,000,000 acres thus provided for and bounded, "the United 
Htates further guarantees a perpetual outlet west, and a free and unmolested. use of all 
the country west of the western boundary of said 7,000,000 acres, as far west as the 
~overeignty of the United States extends.' ' Under the provisions of article 3 of the treaty 
of 29th December: 1835, and in accordance with the act of May 28, 1830, the United 
States by patent, dated at the cityofWashington, the 31st day of December, A. D. 1838, 
conveyed to the Cherokee Nation, after having thetractof7,000,000 acres, together with 
the perpetual outlet, as provided in t.reaties of 1828, and supplemental treaty of 1833, 
surveyed in one tract, 13,574,135.14 acres. 
I find from a careful perusal of the treaties and patent that starting-to use the lan-
guage of the patentr--36 chains and 50 links west of the southeast corner of the O~ges, 
witnessed by a mound of rocks on the west bank of the Neosho River; thence west on 
the southern boundary of the Osage lands to the line dividing the territory of the United 
States from that of New Mexico, 288 iniles 13 chains and 60 links, to a mound of earth 
6 feet square at base and 5~- feet high, in which is deposited a cylinder of charcoal 12 
inches long and 4 inches diameter ; thence south along the line of the territory of the 
United States and Mexico, 60 miles and 12 chains to a mound of earth 6 feet square at 
,base and 5t feet high, in which is deposited a cylinder of charcoal18 inches long and 3 
inches diamete~; thence east along_ the northern boundary Of Creek lands 273 miles 55 
chains and 60 links to the beginning; containing within the survey 13,574,135.14 acres. 
The lands leased by the Cherokee Nation to the Cherokee St·rip Live Stock Association 
are tho~~ unoccupied lands of the Cherokee Nation lying west of the Arkansas RiveT or west 
of the 96th meridian, and, as you will perceive from the foregoing description of bound-
:\ry quoted from the patent to the Cherokee, extends from their northern boundary, the 
. . ou th line of the State of Kansas, south 60 miles and 12 chains to the northern boundary 
of the Creeks, which boundary line is the southern boundary line of the Cherokee lands, 
particularly west of the 96th meredian. · 
Very respectfully, 
JNO. F. LYONS, Esq., 
D. W. BUSHYHEAD; 
!1-incipal Chief Cherokee Nation. 
Of Counsel for Chm·okee Stri:p Live Stock .Association. 
[Inclosure No. 3.) 
EXECUTIV~ DEPARTMENT, CHEROKEE NATION, IND. T., 
1"ahlequah, June 17, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: In repl to yours of the 14th instant, inclosing "copy of a letter (with 
indorsements) ii·om Ben. S. Miller, president of the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Associa-
tion, referred to us [you.] for information by the Department of the Interior." 
You state that " it will be seen by Mr. · Miller's letter that he, in the name of the as-
~ociation of which be is president, claims a large tract of land under the terms of his 
lease from the Cherokee Nation not embraced in the titles of the nation, on the authority 
of a notification bv the Cherokee Nation." 
Referring to tll'e eopy you inclose of the letter of the president of the association, I 
observe that he st.ates that tbe Cherokee Nation bas notified the Cherokee Strip Live 
Stock Association that the '' southectste?-n boundary of their lands west of 96° is the 
Oiman·on R1:'ver. '' 
The ''southeastern '' boundary, or in other words, the southeastern '' l{mit, '' the two 
words being often used synonymously. More ~tdctly speaking, the word boundary is 
''the o~ject indicating the limit." Pre~ident Miller's assertion is, therefore, that the "as-
sociation,'' of which he is president, has been informed or '' notified' ' that the object 
indicating the limit of the t!herokee lands west of 96° on tlte southeast, is the Cimar-
ron RiYer. Upon consulting the ' official map in this department I find that the 
Cimarron River is indeed the object indicating the limit of the Cherokee lands west 
of the 9o0 on the sontheast, and was at the time the lease to that association 1.cas made. 
But how President Miller or anv member of the association construe the mention of the 
'' southeastern '' boundary or limit to refer to any other boundary than the southeastern, I 
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am unable to say. A statement that the southeastern corner or boundary of the Cher-
okee lands west of the 96° is on the Cimarron River does not, in my opinion, justify 
the statement that the same river forms the southern boundary of those lands. · 
Inelosed please find copies of all the correspondence between this Department and the 
Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association that is of record here in reference to the subject 
of the boundary lines of the Cherokee lands west of 96° since the law authorizing lease 
of those lands was passed. 
I also inclose, as requested, a copy of the lease made by this nation to the Cherokee 
Strip Live Stock Association, dated July 7, 1883, and a copy of a communication dated 
June 15, 1883, from Hon. E. L. Stevens, Acting Commissioner of Indian Affairs, which 
gives a statement of the number of acres remaining at that date in the possession and 
under the jurisdiction of the Cherokee Nation according to treaty proYisions. 
It may be proper also to state that I have in reply to inquiries made of me in regard 
to the ownership of the lands lying north of the Cimar::.-on River and south ofthe Cher-
okee line, by parties connected with· the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, dis-
tinctly stat.ed that the tract did not belong to the Cherokees and compose part of the 
leased tract. 
I remain, very respectfully, 
Hon. L. B. BELL, 
Cherokee Delegate, Washington Oity. 
D. W. BUSHYHEAD, 
Principal Chief. 
[UnitedSta.teslndia.nservice, Indian industrial school, Cbilocco, Indian Territory.] 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
CHILOCCO, I. T., June 5,1884. 
SecretarJJ of the Interior, Washington, D. C.: 
SIR: The cattle for this institution have not yet been offered for delivery, but are ex-
pected the first of next week. · 
Mr. Hadley is having arrangements made for caring for them. It will be necessary to . 
keep herders with them until the lands are fenced. 
The oil company, who had leased from the Cherokees, or rather from the Kansas Cattle 
Company, had put up a wire fence around the lease hold, making their line a fourth of 
a mile south of the State line. The people living along the line in one night cut the 
wire, took up the posts, and carried both wire and posts away, so that notping but the 
post-holes were left to tell where the fence had been. • 
I will have the fence for school lands made on a line a half a mile south of State line, 
and I do.not believe it will be disturbed. I will send you a plat of the land selected as 
soon as I can get a surveyor to determine the corners. 
A very bitter feeling has grown up with the people along the line against the oil com-
pany. The mention of the company has very much the same effect upon the line people 
as shaking a red flag before a cross bull has upon him ; they get ready for battle at once. 
The country looks very beautiful. Eight or ten or more sections of good tillable and 
grazing land can be selected adjacent to the school land, and will be a magnificent -body 
of land. 
I have the honor to be, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. H . PRICE, 
Commiss-ioner of Indian Affairs: 
J . M. HAWORTH, 
Superintendent of Indian Schools. 
WASHINGTON, D. C. , June 27, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 13th instant, relating to the mortgage of the 
"Southwestern Land and Cattle Company," to W. l\1. Murray and Charles C. Leeds, 
trustees, I file herewith a lett.er received from C. C. Leeds,.esq., one of the trustees of 
said company, for your consideration, and will be obliged if you will advise me in view 
of the facts stated if the mortgage referred to can be recorded in your office. 
With great respect, 
SAMUEL V. NILES. 
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[Inclosure.] 
NEW YORK, June 26, 1884. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of 13th inst., to Samuel V. Niles, esq., I begtosaythat 
a corporation of the State of Kansas, known as ''The Cherokee Strip Live Stock Asso-
ciation,'' holds a lease from the Cherokee Indians of a large tract of land in the Indian 
Territory, which is used for grazing cattle. The various persons and corporations who 
at the time of the formn,tion of that association were occupying ranges in the leased tract 
were thereby made eligible to membership in the association and to continual use of their 
respective ranges. The Southwestern Land and Cattle Company is a member of theas-
sociation, having succeeded by purchase to the rights of the New York Cattle Company, 
limited, which in turn bought out the Jackson Cattle Company. 
The Cherokee Indians .receive their rents from the Cherokee Strip L ive Stock Associa-
~a • . . 
As one of the trustees under the first mortgage of The Southwestern Land and Cattle 
Company, I am anxious to have the mortgage filed and recorded in every necessary or 
appropriate office, and it seemed to me that the office of the Commissioner of Indian 
Aflhirs was such. . 
Any documentary evidence of the facts stated in this letter will be filed in your office 
if Tequired, and I now ask to be advised whether in view of the facts herein stated (to 
be authenticated if desired) you will place the mortgage on your files. 
Truly, yours, 
C. C. LEEDS. 
H on. E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commiss'ioner Office of Indian Affairs, Was!tington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
July 17, 1884. 
SIR: I received your letter of the 27th ultimo, inclosing a letter, dated 26th ultimo, 
from C. C. Leeds, esq., of New York, addTessed to the Acting Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs, wherein, referring to office letter to you of the 13th ultimo, he states that the 
Southwestern Land and Cattle Company is a member of the Cherokee Strip Live Stock 
Association, and requests to be advised whether, in view of the facts stated in his let-
. ter, the mortgage referred to in his previous communication will be placed on record in 
t.l1is office. • 
In reply I have to saythat the lease to the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association, re-
feued to by Mr. Leeds, has never received the authoritative approval of this Department, 
and, further, that the Department declines to take any aotion which may in any man-
ner tend to conflict with or prejudice the right."! reserved to the Government in respect of 
the lands in question undeT existing tTeaties with the Cherokees. 
For these reasons I must again decline to place the mortgage on record in this office. 
SAMUEL . J. ILEs, Esq., 
Attorney, 1733 I st. N . W. , Oity. 
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington Oity, D. C.: 
H . PRICE, 
Commissione-r. 
OFFICE OF CITY MARSHAL, 
Hunnmvell, Kans., June, 21, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: Will you please let me know your decision in regard to opening up the 
Cherokee strip in the Indirm Territory. There is a great deal of controversy here in re-
gard to it. By letting me know your last decision upon this 1ba\teT you will confer a. 
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To SECRETARY INTERIOR,_ 
Washin,qton, D. C.: 
CALDWELL, KANS., Ju.ne 27. 
Hn. ve you authorized the closing by association renting Cherokee strip up the left bank 
of the Cimarron River, from southern boundary of Cherokee strip at Chesh9me's Trail to 
Dodge City. · 
· Please answer at once. 
To C. GARNER, Caldwell, Kans. : 
C. GARNER. 
[ Tel~~ra.m.] 
DEP A RTME T OF THE INTERIOR, 
·wa.'lllingfo'n, .Jnne 28, 1884, 
I have not authorized any parties to fence, either in the Indian Territory or any-
where else. The trails should be kept open. 
[Telegram.] 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
CALDWELL, KANS., J1tl;lj 291 1884. 
To COMMISSIONER -OF THE GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
· Washington, D. C.: 
Does the Department recognize the lease of the Cherokees to the Cherokee Live Stock 
Association? And in event of arrests in the Territory becoming necessary, where does 
i urisdiction lie, at Wichita or Fort Smith? 
Answer. 
A. R. GREENE, 
[Telegram.) 
A. R. GREEN, 
l'M}Jector G. L . 0. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, July 30, 1884. 
Inspector of United States Land Office, Caldwell, Kans. : 
Department neither recognizes nor disaffirms leases from the Cherokee national-au-. 
thorities for grazing privileges. Parties occupying under such leases are not included 
in the Department request for the removal of intruders. 
Jurisdiction north of the Canadian River, and west of the lands of the Cherokees, 
Creeks, and Seminoles, pertains to the United States courts at Wichita, Kans. 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
Acting Secreta·ry. 
C.A.LDWELL, KANS., A1tgust 9, 1884. 
SIR: It appears that certain members of the Ch~rokee Live Stock Association, to wit, 
Messrs. Hewins & Titus, Underwood & Clark, Dean & Broderick, and the McClellan 
Cattle Company, have temporary inclosures extending a few miles beyond the limits of 
the Cherokee lands to the south, toward the Cimarron River and into Oklahoma proper. 
It is very desirable on their part that these inclosures remain int-act for the present, for 
two reasons. First, on account of the impracticability of setting posts for the proposed 
new line on the south boundary while the ground is dry and hard; and, second, because 
they have large numbers of ''through cattle,'' one tirm alone, the first named, having 
no less than 11,000 head of steers direct fi·om Texas which should not be mixed with 
acclimated cattle and which cannot be held on the range while fences are being removed. 
It may be urged in behalf of Messrs. Hewins & 'l'itus that they did not erect their fence 
but bought it of prior occupants, and that before the consummation of the lease from the 
Cherokees. They paid a tax for the use of the grazing grounds under the belief that 
these lands were included in the Cherokee strip. 
The other firms built their inclosures themselves, under the impression that the Cimar-
ron River below the point where the thirty-sixth parallel crosses the same formed the 
southern boundary of th~ Cherokee lands. 
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It is p1·oper to state that these gentlemen recognize the authority of the Government 
and will cheerfully acquiesce which any order the honorabl"e Secretary may see fit to 
issue, but they respectfully request to be allowed to remain for the present until such 
time as the order for the removal of the fences may be complied with without subjecting 
them to g1·eat hardship and probable loss, which permission I respectfully· recommend 
be granted them. · 
Your answer, either by mail or telegraph, may be addre.'i!sed to me at this place. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of tlte Interi9T. 
A. R. GREENE, 
Inspector General Land Ojfice. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Augu.st 21, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt by Department reference, for report, of a letter from A. R. 
Greene, inspector General Land Office, dated the 9th instant, stating that certain mem-
bers of the Cherokee Live Stock Association, viz, Hewins and Litus, Underwood and 
Clark, Dean and Broderick, and the McClellan Cattle Company have temporal.'y inclosures 
extending a few miles beyond the limits. of the Cherokee lands to the south toward the 
Cimarron River and into Oklahoma proper; that for the reasons specified they desire that 
these inclosures shall remain intact for the present and recommending that their request 
be granted, and that they be allowed to remain until such time as the order for removal 
of the fences may be complied with without subjecting them to great hardship and 
probable loss. 
In reply I have the honor to invite your attention to office letter to the Department 
of the 3d ultimo, relative to the occupation of the lands north of the Cimarron River and 
south of the Cherokee line, by the Cherokee Strip Live Stock Association; also to De-
partment letter of the 15th ultimo, to the honorable Secretary of War, in which it is 
stated that no authority has at any time been given by the Secretary of the Interior to 
parties to graz~ cattle in the Ip.dian Territory: 
As the parties making the request are already on the lands in question without au-
thority, it is respectfully suggested that no reason exists for Department interference in 
their behalf: 
Inspector Green's letter is herewith returned. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
_Acting Comm-issioner. 
CORRESPONDENCE RELATIVE TO OPENING UP OF CATTLE TRAILS CLOSED BY LESSEES 
OF CHEROKEE N 4 TION IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY. 
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 
Washington, D. C., .February1, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: We beg to invite your attention to the fact that the cattle trail between 
Texas and the Indian Territory, and the usual route along which cattle from T~xas 
are driven through the Indian Territory, has been closed by parties leasing land in the 
Indian Territory, and that Agent Miles has given notice that cattle will not be allowed 
to pass over it. 
This is the only outlet for cattle driven from Texas to northern points, aud the closing 
thereof will operate a very great hardship to the cattle interests of Texas, there being 
annually driven over this trail from 250,000 to 350,000 head of cattle from Texas. We 
respectfully request and urge that such steps be at once taken through your Department 
as will remove the obstruction complained of, and that the &'lid trail be kept open. The 
season for driving from Texas will commence about the 1st of April next, and it is most 
important that immediate measures be taken in the premises. 
We would further complain at the instanc~ of cattle raisers and drivers in our State, 
that the Indians in said Territory have been accustomed to marauding upon herds of 
Cj:llttl~ ~riv~~ through the same, and to demand from drov~rs cattle out of tQ.eir herds for 
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, the privilege of passing through. These demand:s have, in inany instances, been com-
plied with rather than have hostile engagements ; such a course, unlawful and spolia-
fury on the part of the Indians, ought to be restrained. We earnestly invoke your con-
sideration of these matters at your earliest convenience. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
S. W. T. LANHAM, M. C., 11th District, Texas. 
J. W. THROCKMORTON, M. C., 5th District, Texas. 
TOM. P. OCHILTREE, M. C., 7th District, 'l'exas. 
CHAS. STEWART, M. C., 1st District, Texas. 
JOHN H. REAGAN, M. C., 2d District, Texas. 
J. F. MILLER, M. C., 8th District, Texas. 
OLIN WELLBORN, M. C., 6th District, Texas. 
Secretary of the Interior, Washington, D. 0. 
The fac~ as stated accord with my information and knowledge of the facts. As to its 
conduct of the Indians, I :filed some time ago the statement of Pryor Bros., large cattle 
owners, making the same point, February 1, 1884. 
S. B. MAXEY. 
[Telegram.] 
DEP.AB.TMENT INTERIOR, OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
January 17, 1884. 
To MILES, 
.Agrnt Cheyenne and .Arapaho, 
Via Dodge Oity, Km-,sas: 
Keep all cattle trails open until· further orders. 
JOHN D. MILES, 
United States Indian Agent: 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
DEP ABTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
• OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Feb1-uary 7, 1884. 
SIR: On the 17th day of January last you were instructed by telegram to "keep all 
cattle trails open until further orders." You will not iail to observe strictly this order, 
and allow no cattle trail to be closed unless specially so ordered by the Hon. Secretary of 
the Interior. If any cattle trail has been closed before the date of the said telegram the 




DEf ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFI!'ICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
1 Febrna?'!l 7, 1884. 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
· SeoretaTy of the Interior : 
SIR: In reference to the subject matter of the letter adchessed to the Hon. J. H. 
Reagan by a committee of the Southern Texas Live Stock Association, and by you 
informally referred to me, I have the honor tA> reply that on the 17th of January last I 
telegraphed Agent Miles, of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, as follows: '' Keep all 
cattle trails open until further orders.'' 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Darlington, Ind. 1'., Feb'ruary 19, 1884. 
SIR: Replying to your letter of 7th instant in relation to cattle trails leading through 
this reservation, and your order to '' keep all cattle trails open until further orders,'' I 
may inform that I know of no authorized cattle trail through this reservation being closed. 
The Secretary's instructions on this subject' will be strictly complied with as indicated 
by you. · 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian Agent. 
Commis&oner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. 0. 
[Telegram.] 
To SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. 0.: 
WICHITA FALLS, TEX., 
April 29, 1884: 
Is the old Chesholm trail open from the Simirone to Dodge City, through the Chero-
kee Nation? · 
Hon. H. M. TELLER, 
Washington, D. 0.: 
BAREFOOT & BRYANT. 
At a meeting of the Colorado Cattle Growers' Association, held April12, 1884, the 
following preamble and resolutions, previously adopted by the Wyoming Stock Grow-
ers' Association, were indorsed by the Colorado Cattle Growers' Association: 
Whereas the vast ranges of Colorado, Wyoming, Nebraska, Montana, and other north-
western States and Territories depend largely for their supply of young cattle upon the 
far southern ranges of Texas and adjoining States; and 
Whereas hundreds ofthousandsofyonng cattle have been driYen from those States to 
the more northern ranges, which are better adapted to the wintering of beeves than the 
warm climate of the South; and 
Whereas the trail over which i;he cattle have been driven for many years through the 
western part of the Indian Territory and the State of Kansas is fast being closed by 
fencing, thereby seriously interfering with the movement of these cattle from their market 
north; therefore, be it 
Resolved, That it is the unanimous sentiment of the association that it is incmpbent 
upon the National Government to protect this great industry in securing to them forever 
a highway through the Indian Territory and the States of Kansas and Nebraska, of a 
width not less than 4 miles, to enable the herds to graze and water unembarrassed upon 
the lands over which they pass. That in . view of the few settlers upon the lands at 
present, and of the constantly increasing number, that a speedy action is necessary. That 
the settlers already in the district along the line of the present trail shall be compensated 
for their claims and removed therefrom; that the land now owned by the United States 
within the district embraced shall be withdrawn from settlement and set apart as a na-
tional high way forever, and that some arrangement be made whereby the trail may be 
kept forever open through the Indian Territory; therefore, be it 
Resolved, That the secretary of this association shall forward to the Secretary of the 
Interior a copy of these resolutions, and earnestly request him to give the matter the at-
tention that its magnitude demands. 
On motion of J. W. Bowles, the Secretary wa8 also instructed to forward copies of these 
resolutions to our Representatives in Washington. 
L. R. TUCKER, 
Secretary. 
C. E. WETZEL, 
Assistant Secretary. 
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(Wyoming Stock Growers' Association, Office of Se~retary and Executive Committee.] 
CHEYENNE, WYO., April 22, 1884. 
DEAR SJR: In accordance with the action of this association, I herewith inclose copy 
of resolutions passed at the annual meeting AprilS, 1884: 
Whereas the vast ranges of Colorado, Wyoming, NeBraska, Montana, and other nol'th-
western States and Territories depend largely for their supply of young cattle upon the 
flu southern ranges of Texas and adjoining States; and 
Whereas hundreds of thousands of young cattle are ;1-;:mually driven from these States 
to the more northern ranges, which are better adapted for the maturing of beeves than 
the warmer climate of the south; and . 
Whereas the trail over which cattle have been dt iven for many years through the 
western part of the Indian Territory and the State of Kausas is fast being Closed by fenc-
ing, thereby seriously interfering with the movement of these cattle and threatens to 
shut out entirely these eattle from the market north: Therefore, be it 
Resolved, That it is the unanimous sentiment of this association that it is incumbent 
upon the National Government to protect this great industry by securing to them for-
ever a highway through the Indian Nation and the States of Kansas and Nebraska of a 
width n()t less than four miles to enable the herds to graze and water unembarrassed 
upon the lands over which they pass; that in view of the few settlers upon the lands at 
present, and of the constantly increasing number, a speedy action is necessary; that the 
settlers already in the district along the line of the present trail shall be compensated 
for their claims and remove therefrom; that the land now owned by the United States 
within the district embraced shall be withdrawn from settlement and set apart as ana-
tional highway forever, and that some arrangement be made whereby the trail may be 
kept forever open through the Indian Territory: 'l'herefore, be it 
Resolved, That the secretary of this association shall forward to the Secretary of the 
Interior a copy of: these l'esolutions, and earnestly request him to give the matter the 
attention that its magnitude demands. · 
Respectfully, 
THOS. STUREGS, 
Sccreta'ry Wyorning Stock Growers' Association. 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interim·, Washington, D. 0 . 
[Telegram.l 
DoDGE CITY, KANS., June, 1884. 
We, a committee representing the drovers of Texas cattle, having herds now en ?'mtle 
North, and grazing over the indicated cattle trail in tl1e Indian Territory, Tespectfully 
l'equest that you call the immediate attention of honorable Secretary of the Interior to 
the fact that we are being unreasonably, unnecessarily, and unjustly depredated upon 
by the various t.ribes of Indians along said route in the manner of taking our property 
by force of arms, and endangering the lives of our employes. We first deem it our duty 
to appeal to the proper authorities for relief and protection rather than resort to means 
of self-protection. We l'espectfully request and demand that the proper authorities 
nearest at l1and be directed to extend the necessary relief and protection without delay, 
and that such propel'ty as has thus been taken, and can be identified, be restpred to the 
respective owners, and that we be advised by wire of such action as may be taken . 
The honorable Senators CoKE and MAXEY, 
From Texas. 
Hon. JOHN HANCOCK, 
.JNO. L. LYTLE, 
IKE T. PRICER, 
H. C. DOTY, 
M. C. LEWIS, 
R. G. HEAD, 
S. W. LOMAX, 
Committlle. 
and Associate Members of HotUJe of Representatives frmn Texas, 
Washington. 
.l -., I ~:, ·-•• 
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[Telegram.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Jttne 30, 1884. 
To LYTLE, LEWIS, and others, 
Committee, Dodge Oity, Kans.: 
Your telegram to Coke, Maxey, and others, handed this office, not sufficiently defi-
nite. On what trail are cattle referred to, and by what Indians are depredations com-
mitted? 
[Telegram.] 
r.ro C. H. PRICE, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
DODGE CITY, KANS., Jttly 1, 1884. 
Oom1nissionm·, Washington: . 
Depredations committed on western trail by Kiowas and Comanches, principally by 
Kiowas, and on Cheyenne Reservation. 





OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C, July 1, 1884. 
Agent Kiowa, Comanche, via Dodge City, Kans.: 
Cattlemen complain that your Indians are committing depredations on their stock. 
You must see to it that the established trails are kept open and cattle not interfered 
with on them. 
To Inspector BENEDICT, 




DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, July l, 1884. 
Complaints received from Lt\.llenton, Spencer, Little, and others at Dodge City, Kans., 
that their cattle bound northward, through the Indian Territory on established trails, 
are stopped by armed force controlled by Cherokee Stock Association. Confer by tele-
graph with parties named. Go ·at once to region of disturbance, and take active measures 
to open and keep open all established cattle trails that may be found closed. Acknowl-
e~ge receipt. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secreto:ry. 
HEADQUARTERS DISTRICT OF OKLAHOMA, 
In the field, Caldwell, Kans., June 28, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to request that the honorable Secretary of the Interior will 
establish the cattle trails in addition to the general thoroughfares to be open to the pub-
lic in the Cherokee Strip. Presuming the lease of Cherokee Nation a valid one of their 
grazing lands to the Live Stock Association, granting occ11pation with fenced inclosures 
contemplates providing only reasonable passage through this Territory, that the occu-
pants have, by Jeaving ::tll roads open and providing two trails from one to four miles 
wide with extensive quarantine grounrls for droves of cattle, sufficiently met all that 
shoulrl be required of them. 
S. Rep. 1278-45 
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The land allotted is liberal for all transient parties crossing the Territory with cattle 
to Fort Dodge, Caldwell, Hunneville, Coffeeville, Kansas Railroad terminus. 
A glance at the map will show the territory known as the Cherokee Strip is covered 
by a net-work of trails, many made by Indians passing from band to band, followed 
later by the whites, others by the inclination of drovers seeking grass and water, many 
old Army trails created by troops marching on scouting parties. 
It will not be treating the lessees properly now that they have liberally provided for 
the public, to compel them to open these pastures to any drover who may seek, under 
the cover of an old trail, new or better grazing ground for his cattle en route, or while 
waiting sale for his cattle, to quarter upon the lessees of the land. 
An early decision is required. It is important, as the Cherokees will unquestionably 
sustain the rentees in resisting armed men who will attempt destruction of fences 
wherever a trail is known. 
As commander of the district of Oklahoma, which includes the Cherokee Strip, pa.rties 
on the way north with cattle have appealed for a decision. Though not consi,dering it 
in the jurisdiction of the commanding officer, at the request of interested parties I now 
lay the ma.tter before the honorable Secretary of the Interior, and 1·espectfully ask a 
decision, whether a reasonable provision for transit shall be set aside by the occupants 
of Ch~rokee Strip, or parties who wish passage shall be allowed their own option of route, 
irrespective of any right of possession the occupants may have secured in leasing these 
Indian lands. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
EDWARD HATCH, · 
Colonel Ninth Cavalry, Commanding. 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D . C. 
[Telegram.} 
ROCKPORT, TEX., July 1, 1884. 
To MILLER and 0CHILTBEE: 
Indian agent will not pass my cattle through. . See ·what can be done. Answer at 
Victoria. 
(Telegram.] 
F. H . MATHEWS. 
INTERIOR DEPARTMENT, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
July 2, 1884. 
DYER, .Agent, Cheyenne and .Arapaho, Indian Territory: 
Mathews telegraphs that agent ha.·; stopped .his cattle and will not allow them to pass. 
If you have done this you must see to it at once that all cattle be allowed to pass as 
heretofore. Answer now. 
[Telegram.] 
To PRICE, 
Commissioner, Washington, D. 0.: 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
FORT RENO, IND. T., July 3, 1884. 
I have stopped no cattle. The trails on my agency are all open. Math's herd is north 
of here, on Cherokee Strip, outside of my jurisdiction. 
To Agent DYER, 
DYER, Agent . . 
[Telegram.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, July 3, 1884. 
Cheyenne and .Arapaho Agency., Dodge Oity, Kans.: 
Parties driving cattle through the Indian Territory on established trails claim that 
they o,re obstructed by fences of parties having cattle in the Territory under license from 
the Indians. 
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Notify such parties that such license does not authorize fencing and obstruction of 
such trails, and if continued the War Department will be asked to Temove all obstruc-
tions as well as the offenders and their cattle from the Terriwry. 
true copy. 
JULY 3, 1884. 
To Inspector BENEDICT, 
Fort Reno, 1nd. T. : 
[Telegram.] 
H. 1\'I. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
B. V. BELT, 
hief Indian Divisio11 . 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, Jt~ly 3, 1884. 
You will see that instructions this day telegraphed to Agent Dyer, as follows, are 
carried out: 
Parties driving cattle ·through the Indian Territory on established trails claim that 
they are obstructed by fences of parties having cattle in the Territory under license 
from the Indians. Notify such parties that such license does not authorize fencing and 
ohstruction of such trails, and if continued the War Department will be asked to remove 
all obstructions as well as the offenders and their cattle from the Territory. 
To Inspector BENEDICT, 
Fort ReM, Ind. T.: 
[Telegram.] 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE lNXERIOR, 1 
Wash1:ngton, July 4, 1884. 
Investigate and report whether there has been any obstruction to established trails 
through the "Cherokee strip." You can then go to Dodg~ City if necessary ; but 
claimants must present their depredation claims to this Department in the usual way 
under the law. 
To Secretary TELLER, 
Washington, D. C.: 
[Telegram.] 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
FORT RENO, IND. T. , July 8, 1884. 
The trails are all open and no cattle have been stopped anywhere on this reservation. 
The trouble is on Cherokee strip, outside of my jurisdiction; Inspector Benedict left 
this morning to adjust the matter. 
To Inspecto1· BENEDICT, 
Fort ReM, Ind. T.: 
DYER, .Age.nt. 
[Telegram.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, July 8, 1884. 
Emory A. Storrs, of Chicago, telegraphs that a large drove of cattle belonging to 
Samuel W. Allenton has been stopped 70 miles south of Caldwell, near Turkey Creek, 
by a pasture fence which closes an old-established trail from Turkey Creek northwest to 
the junction ofthe Western Dodge trail. You will see that the obstruction, ifupon an 
.established trail, is removed at once. Report facts and action taken by you. 
H. M. TELLER, 
• Secretary . 
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WASHINGTON, D. ., July 8, 188'1. 
SrR: We un<;lerstand that certain parties who drive cattle across our lands have been 
making complaint about the facilities. Our lease requires that all lawful thoroughfares 
and post-routes be kept open, and we understand that they :ue so. 
The Cherokee Strip Live Stock .Association have left the roads very wide, or suitablQ 
tor drjvin~ large herds of cattle. They l1ave also, we learn, left a quarantine ground of 
10,000 acres near Caldwell. We do not know that they make any charge for the privi-
lege, but, of course, they have a right to do so. 
What these complainants really want is the privilege of pasturing for nothing. Up to 
last October, when we leased our lauds, they were not in the habit of following any trail. 
Occasionally they paid for their grazing, but very often did not. 
In the adjacent States they are confined to the highways and have to pa.y for their 
grazing, and we do not understand that they have any right to graze in our country for 
nothing. 
We have not the slightest doubt but what they can have all the grazing privileges they 
want by paying to the parties to whom we lease what it is worth. The Cherokee Strip 
Live Stock Association is made up of practical cattlemen, and are very willing to accom-
modate. 
No broad cattle trails of2 or more miles in width were ever established in our county. 
The attempt so to appropriale our property has been made but a1 ways failed, and no such 
broad grazing belts were ever established in our lands, and we respectfully protest against 
any such a disposition of our property. . 
Thoroughfares which have been lawfully established we do not o~ject to, but our graz-
ing privileges have a commercial value and we cannot consent that they be taken for 
nothing by any one. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interior. 
[Telegram.] 
To SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR: 
L. B. BELL, 
J. G. SCHRIMSHER, 
Cherokee Delegat-ion. 
WM . .A. PHILIPS, 
Special .Agent and Omtnsel. 
ANADARKo; IND. T . , Jttly9, 1884. 
Before receiving your telegram the post commander Fort Sill had been requested to 
send troops to cattle train to aid in stopping depredations. My Indians have been re-
peatedly warned with the military if they did not cease molesting herds passing over 
the trail. Troops should be used to patrol trail ftom Red River to Cheyenne Reserva-
tion. 
HUNT, Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
UNITED STATES INDIAN INSPECTION SERVICE, 
Caldwell, Kans., .Tttly 9, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that I have been employed under special instruc-
tions of the Department, of July 4, 1884, since my last semi-weekly report. as fol!ows: 
In opening all established trails on Cherokee Strip, those parties who had closed Dodge 
City trail, from Red Fork ranche northwest, have complied with demands made, and will 
offer no further resistance. 
My telegraphic address for the next three days from this date wi1l be Dodge City, 
Kans. My post-office address for same time will be, very respectfully, 
S. S. BENEDICT, 
United Sta;tes Indian Inspector. 
REPORT ON OPENING OF CATTI,E TRAILS IN CHEROKEE NATIO , RY 1 1-lPP.CTOR Rl<~NE­
DICT, ,JUT,Y 15, 1884. 
Learned at Port Reno that partieR driving cattle by Uhislom or Eastern Trail hai 
heen stopped by armed men near Hed FmJ,, where the trai l c1ivides, one going to Caltl-
well, Kans., and the other west through t.he Cherokee Strip, joining the Dodge City trai 1 
near Kansas State line. • 
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Found the Dodge City tmil closed by B. F . Tuttle's fence. Found near by 2,800 head 
of cattle belongil1g to Mr. Mathias. The foreman told me he had been stopped by armed 
men at the Tuttle fence. Hemoved the wires from the fence and told the foreman to fol-
low me; passed along the tmil18 miles, where found a gate opening into pasture of Mr. 
Beale. Visited Mr. Beale's headquarters and was informed that they did not object to 
the trail being open. Passed through pastures of Campbell and Thompson, whose em-
ployes were present at t he s-toppage of Mat.hias herd. They claimed to be acting under 
orders of Cherokee Association, who had determined to close the Dodge City trail. 
As they had'left a trail3 miles wide through the Cherokeestrip south of DodgeCity, 
and had also left a trial to Caldwell and Hunnewell, their obj.ections were that but few 
cattle come over this trail, and that it runs diagonally through ten leases and would re-
quire 220 miles of fence to make a lane for trail, and tha"C Texas cattle would give their 
graded cattle Texas fever. 
These gentlemen assured me they would conform to' the orders of the Department, and 
put in 100-feet openings at the gates. · 
At Caldwell met president and secretary of Cherokee Association, and read the orders 
of the Department to them, and while they regretted that drovers were not satisfied with 
the trails left open for them, reconsidered theiraction andnotifiedJl>lllesseesthatdrovers 
be permitted over ol"~ ~,· ;.~,il, and assured me there would be no further complaint on any 
established trail through the Cherokee Strip. 
This trail was opened in 1876, and bas been 'in continuous use ever since. 
Respectfully submitted. 
R. V. BELT, 
Ohicf Indian Division, 1884. 
JULY 15, 1881. 
In obedience to telegraphic instructions of July 4, " to see that all established cattle 
trails through territory controlled by Cherokee Stock Association were opened," I sub-
mit the following report concerning my action in the premises: · 
Before leaving Fort Reno, Ind. T. , I learned that· parties driving cattle from Te«as to 
northern markets on what is known as the Chisholm or eastem trail had been stopped by 
armed men at a point near tbeRedFork, wheretbetraildivides, onetrailrunningalmost 
due north to Caldwell arid Hunnewell, Kans. , the ot;her running nearly northwest through 
the Cherokee Strip, and joining the western or main Dodge City trail near the State line 
of Kansas. 
On the morning of the·5tb I started for the region of disturbance, arriving there on 
the 6th. I found the Dodge City trail closed by a pasture fence belonging to B. F . 
Tuttle, who is one of the lessees of the Cherokee Strip. ·when the fence was built a gate 
had been put in where the fence crossed the trail, but had recently been removed and 
eight wires stretched across the opening and crossed in every direction to make a strong 
barrier. I found a herd of cattle grazing near by, belonging to a Mr. Mathias, number-
ing about 2,800 bead. The foreman told me he had been stopped by armed men at 
the pasture fence above referred to, and was waiting for the owner of the herd to arri e 
from Texas. 
I informed the foreman of my instructions, and told him to iollow me and i would see 
that be was not interfered with. I then proc eded to the ferice crossing the trail, re-
moved the wires :fi·om the gate opening, and passed on up the trail; 18 miles farther on 
brought me to the western line of said Tuttle's pasture, where I f-ound another gate, 
which was in good working order. This opening led into the pasture of Mr. Beale. I 
visited the headquarter camp of Mr. Beale, about 3 miles from the trail, and informed 
the foreman of my business, who told me that they did not object to the trail being 
open, and would offer no resistance. Passing through the pasture of Mr. Beale, I came 
to the pasture of Mr. Campbell and Thompson, the trail passing through both of their 
pastures, but near their dividing line. These men were represented by some of their 
employes. When Mr. Mathews's herd was stopped at the first fence across the trail, 
they claimed they were acting under the authority of the Cherokee Association, which 
had determined to close the Dodge City branch of the eastern trail, as they bad left a 
trail 3 miles wide through the Cherokee Strip south of Dodge City, and bad a4;o left a 
trail to Caldwell and Hunnewtll for the accommodation of drovers to those points. Their 
,objections to keeping the trail open was that there _were only a few cattle to come ove1' 
that trail, and as it run diagonally through his different leases, it would require over 
220 miles of fence to make a lane for trail, and unless fenced the through cattle would 
<:ontaminate their herds, many of which were graded cattle, with Texas fever. Neither 
of the gentlemen, however, assumed a threatening attitude, but assured me they would 
conform to tbe order of the Department. I requested them to put in 100-feet openings 
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I 
at each gate, so drovers would have no difficulty in passing through them, which they 
agreed to do. 
On learning from these gentlemen that their action resisting the opening of the trial, 
had been. taken under the authority of the Cherokee Association, I deemed it best to 
procee.d at once to Caldwell, Kans., where the officers of the association resir1e, and have 
the president of the a.."!Sociation immediately inform all parties interested of the action 
of the Department in reference to this trail, and warn all lessees that drovers on said 
trail must not be interfered with, and suitable openings made for their conveniences. 
At Caldwell I found the president and secretary of the association. The orderS of 
the Department were read to them, and while they regretted that drovers were not 
satisfied with the trails that the association had left for their convenience, they recon-
sidered their action, and immediately notified all lessees bordering on the trail that / 
drovers must be permitted to pass over the old trail without resistance, and openings 
made wheTever trail had been fenced, for their accommodation, and assured me there 
would be no further cause for complaint by drovers on any established trail through the 
Cherokee Strip. 
I will say that this trail was :first used in 1876, and has been in continuous use e'\'er 
since. 
All of which is respectfully submitted. 
Hon. H . M. TELLER, 
Seeretary, Washingtoa, D . C. 
S. S. BENEDICT, 
United States Inspector. 
WELDO, ANDERSON COUNTY, KANSAS, 
June 18, 1884. 
I have 800 head of sheep I would like to drive from Caldwell, Kans., through United 
states Indian Territory to Texas. Is there any one authorized to grant permits or passes 
that· will insure any safety to parties driving through? If so, please give me their 
address. I understand parties driving through are having trouble with the Indians. 
I want to know before I start whether or not I have any rights, and whether Indians 
have a right to levy or exact tax or tolls for driving through, and ifpasses are required, 
who are the proper· persons to grant the same. Address, 
Yours, truly, 
HENRY M. TELLER, 
Secretary Intm·ior, Washington, D. 0. 
R. HERRINGTON, 
Weldo, Kans.-
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
OFFICE INDI.A.N AFFAIRS, 
. August 11, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of inquiry of the 18th June last, addressed to the hon-
orable Secretary of the Interior, having reference to the driving of 800 head of sheep 
from Caldwell, Kans., through the Indian Territoryto Texas you are iniormed that this 
office is officially advised that the Chisholm or eastern trail from Caldwell is open. 
It is not apprehended that there. will be any difficulty with the Indians so long as 
· the established trail is adhered to, and the herd kept away from Indian settlements. 
· E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Gmnmissionm·. 
R. HERRINGTON, Esq., 
Weldo; Anderson Gownty, Ka'l...sa8. 
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No.4. 
Copies of miscellaneous documents and correspondence on file and of record in. the Office of 
Indtian Affairs and Indian division of the Depm·tment of the Interior, in reference to leases 
and applications .fm· lease.<~ of Indian lands or reservations, other than those in the Indian 
Ter1·itory. 
(Furnished in obedience to Senateresol uLion dated December 3, ll:l84, and embracing the following 
· named Indian reservations, viz : Diminished Pottawatomie Reserve, Kansas; Silety Reserve, Ore-
gon; Sioux Reserve, Dakota ; Uintah Reserve, Utah; Southern Ute Reserve, Colorado; Lummi 
Reserve,'\Vashington Territory; Old Winnebago Reserve. Dakota ; Jicm·illa Apache Reserve, New 
Mexico; Wind River Reserve, \Vyom ing; San Carlos Reserve, Arizona; Omaha. Reserve, Ne-
braska; Kla:D?-athReserve, Oregon, and Quinaielt Reserve, Washington Territory.] t 
DIMINISHED POTTA W A'IOMIE RESERVE IN KANSAS. 
HOLTON, KANS., May 25, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: At a large mass meeting of the citizens of Jackson County, Kansas, held 
in Holton on the 17th instant, I was appointed on a committee to investigate the legality 
and scope of the lease of a large portion of the Diminished Pottawatomie Indian Reserva-
tion in our county. . 
· At a similar convention held in the same place on the 24th instant the Indians were 
invited to attend; and over one hundred Indians, consisting of headmen and from the 
rank and file, were present and expressed their disapproval of the leases in the most em-
phatic ::tnd unanimous terms. At this meeting the inclosed petition was presented to 
the Indians and signed by their leadr:lrs <tnd prominent men. The petition was read 
over and interpreted to them, and they requested that their names be signed thereto, 
At the convention on the 17th the committee was requested to ask the Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs to come or send a representation to inquire into the state of the affair, 
and in the meeting on the 24th the Indians to a man demanded that the investigation be 
made. · 'l'he lea e held by Anderson & Co., it is said, is signed bythechiefs of the band; 
but it is claimed, and I suppose is a matter of proof, that they received large sums of 
money for it. You know how these things are accomplished. 
Now. unless the Department does something, trouble is likely to follow. The rank 
and file of the Indians are likely to cut tbe fence and otherwise interfere with the pos-
session of Anderson & Co. Blame will he attached to citizens; trouble will follow. The 
Indians become dissatisfied and bad results follow. 
We desire you to present this petition to the Commissioner· of Indian Affairs, and ask 
that proper investigation be at once made and advise us of the result of your interview. 
I am aware that you have been written to upon the subject, and perhaps considerably 
annoyed, but you will perhaps not have a better opportunity to serve the people of this 
county, and in a manner that they will fully appreciate. 
Hoping that you may be so situated as to enable you to give the matter personal at-
tent.ion, I am, yours, very truly, 
Hon. E. N. MORRILL, 
Washington , D. 0. 
[Inclosure.] 
To the Oommissione?· of Indian Affai·rs, WrtShington, D. 0.: 
A. D. W .A.LKER. 
Whereas a company of white men are, under a claim of lease or contract, proceeding 
to inclose by fence a large portion of the Diminished Pottawatomie Indian Reservation, 
situated in Jackson County, State of Kansas, we, members of the Pottawatomie band of 
· Indians; and 1·esidents on said diminished reservation, represent that we have never 
given our consent to the lease of any portion of said reservation, and we do hereby enter 
our most earnest protest against said lease or pretended lease, and against the fencing of 
any portion of said diminished reservation, believing that our interests and the interests 
of our entire band will be best served by the use and product of said reservation in the 
unfenced condition in which we and our fathers have enjoyed it. , 
And we ask that such parties so fencing, threatening and preparing to fence, and occupy 
said Indian reservation, may be, by the proper authority of the United States, caused to 
desist from further proceedings toward such fencing and occupancy, and that they be 
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further caused to remove all fences and other obstructions from said reservation that 
tend to prevent a full and free use and occupancy of said Indian r~ervation as they have 
heretofore enjoyed. 
(Signed:) 
W. C. Wakavmskuk, W. C. Matseptel, C. Copen Halfday, L. C. Kockquackee, 
Kockalquivet, Wamame, Wascukcashcuck, Skishkee, Keesus, Weequash, 
Kawbatch, Kummaba, Shoptis, Wakah, Nanemnuckkuck, Mandoki, Bam-
neckcuck, Nannaquava, Pamaskqua, Jim Thompson, Teequaket, Schupshe-
waren, Schucknake, Nashkaobe, Macktaw, Charles Shepard, Puckkee, Jim 
I4cklove, Weechewa, Cheakabe. 
[Indorsement.] 
Respectfully referred to honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
LINN, .A. gent, 
Saint Mary's, Kans. : 
E. N. MORRILL. 
[Telegram.] 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
· May 26, 1884. 
It is reported here that Prairie Band Pottawatomies have leased their reservatio:n for 
grazing purposes, and that by June 1, there will be 12,000 ht>.ad of cattle thereon, and 
30,000 acres fenced. Have any Indians made any such lease, and, if so, have you for-
warded same to this Department, or what action, if any, have you taken? Answer. 
LINN, Agent, 
Saint Mary's Kans.: 
[Telegram.] 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT Oli, THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
May 29, 1884. 
Answer immediately telegram of 26th, relative to Prairie Band Pottawatomies leasing 
reservation for grazing purposes. 
[Telegram.] 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
May 29, 1 84. 
ROBB, Special Agent, 
Saint Mary's, Kans.: 
Make thorough investigation of alleged lease of reservation by Prairie Band of Ji'otta-
watomies. Suspend all operations under alleged leases until your report is received and 
acted upon. 
tTelegram.j 
To COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C.: 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
ATCHISON, KANS., May 30, 1884. 
Prairie Band Pottawatomies leased 20,000 ~res land not fenced. About 4,000 head 
cattle on land. Indians wrote letter stating reason for lease. Will forward letter. 
Never counciled with Indians about lease. 
H. C. LINN, 
Indian.Agent. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
POTTAWATO.MIE AND GREAT NEMAHA AGENCY, 
Jnne 3, 1884. 
SIR: Inclosed please :find copy of agreement, or lease, between the Pottawatomie In-
dians and T. J. Anderson & Co. 
Also please :find letter from the head men of Pottawatomie tribe explaining their rea-
sons for making t.he lease. 
Very respectfu11y, 
Hon. H . PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure No.1.) 
H. C. LINN, 
Uwited States Indian Agent. 
This article of agreement made and entered into this 25th day of Aplit 1884, by and 
between the Prairie Band of Pottawatomie Indians now living and residing on the Di-
minished Pottawatomie Reservation in Jackson County, Kansas, party of the :first part, 
and T. J. Anderson & Co. , of Topeka, in the County of Shawnee and State of Kansas, 
paxty of the second part: 
Witne seth-that the party of the .first part bas this day demised and leased, and by 
these presents doth demise and lease, unto the party of the second part all of the follow-
ing-described premises, being a portion of the Diminished Pottawatomie Reservation, 
situated in Jackson County, Kansas, described as follows: 
Commencing at a point on the eastern line of said diminished reservation , three miles 
north of the southeast corner of said reservation, thence due west about one mile to a 
wagon spoke stake on top of ridge west of creek at intersection of wagon trai.l, thence 
northwesterly about one-fourth of a mile along crest of ridge near wagon road to spoke 
or stake No 3, thence northwesterly in nearly the same course about two and one-half 
miles (2~). to stake No. 3, at a large granite bowlder lying near crest of ridge, being 
about ± mile west of a small willow tree, thence nearly north about one mile to stake 
No. 4, at a granite bowlder at intersection of wagon trail where a gate is to be provided, 
thence in the same direction one-fourth mile farther, to stake No.5, thence northwesterly 
about one-third mile to stake No. 6, at top of mound near the crossing of ridge road, 
being about three miles fi·om the east line of said reservation, thence nearly nOitbwest 
about two miles to intersection of Holton wagon road, where stakes for gate were set, 
thence on a line in the direction of Parry 's Grove, on north line of said reservation, one-
half mile, where stake was set; thence southwesterly to a brge tree with jorked top on 
Litt.le Soldier Creek~ mile to stake at head of draw, thence continuing the same course 
i mile to stake at top of ridge ; thence nearly west one and one-fourth miles to stake, 
said stake being on top of ridge, a ridge about 3 miles south of Perry's Grove; thence 
nearly west passing spring on the left to top of ridge where stake was .set; thence 
one and one-fourth 1nii6s further in the same di.Tection to crest of Tidge about 2¥ miles 
fTom w.est .line of said reservation: tbehce northwest about one mile to intersection of 
wagon road, where stake for gate was set; thence in the same direction one mile further 
to road crossing where stake for gate was set; thence continuing about the same course 
to north line of re ervation one and one-fourth miies to t9p of bluff of Mes-qua-walk 
creek where stake was set near cedar tree, being near the farm lines between Page and 
Little; thence on the north line of the original anddiminished reservat.ion to theN. E. 
corner of said diminished reservation; thence due south on east line of said diminished 
reserva.tion, to place of beginning, excepting the east half of sec. 28 T. 7, R. 15 E., occu-
pied by Charles Sheppard. 
This le..'\Se is to exist and continue for a period of ten (10) years, beginning on the :first 
day of January, 1884, and ending on the thirty-first day of December, 1893; during the 
continuance of this lease, the party of the second part shall have peaceable and quiet 
possession of said premises and may use the same for pasturage, grazing, stock raising, 
and stock breeding, but for no other purpose, and may erect thereon such fences, yards, 
and other impw..;rements as will promote the objects aforesaid. 
The party of the second part agrees to inclose the entire tract of land above described 
with a substantial fence of at least three (3) double-barbed wires, to keep the same in 
good repairs until the end of thj.s lease, and will complete the southern, or curved, and 
eastern lines of said fence on or before "the tenth day of .Tune, 1884, and the northern 
line on or before the twentieth day of June, 1884; they will allow the party of the, first 
part uninterrupted passage through the leased territory in all directions, and to that end 
they agree and make the necessary num her of gates in their inclosure. 
No portion of the leased land can be broken or cultivated. No rock, stone, coal or 
t.imber found thereon can be disposed of or used by the party of the second part, except 
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rock or stone for building purposes on said premises, and down wood for fuel ou said 
premises, and the said party of the second part shall not introduce more white or other 
pe!Sons on said premises than are necissary for the prosecution of the business objects 
before mentioned, and such persons shall be selected from the friends and not from the 
enemies of the party of the first part. · 
No building or fence of any kind or description shall be removed from said premises 
during the continuance of this lease, and at its expiration the party of the second part 
shall deliver up to the party of the first part, without evasion, reservation, or equivoca-
tion, the peaceable and quiet possession of said premises, with all of the houses, sheds, 
fencing, and other appurtenances and improvements thereon. 
In consideration for the use of said premises the party of the second part hereby prom-
ises and agrees to p~y unto the party of the first part the sum of three thousand ($3, 000) 
dollars per annum until the termination of this lease, in semi-annualinstallmentsoffifteen 
hundred ($1,500) dollars each, to be deposited in the First National Bank of 'ropeka, in 
the State of Kansas, on the first day of May and on the first day of October of each and 
every year, subject to the order or check of the acting head chief of said Prairie Band, 
which installments shall then be paid per capita to the part.y of the first part at their 
semi-annual annuity payments made to them next subsequent to the payment of install-
ments by the party of the second part, by the agent of said band, or by some person se-
lected by the council of said band ; and any failure on the part of the party of the second 
part to make the payments of fifteen hundred ($1,500) dollars on the dates above named 
will render this lease void, the time of making said payments being of the essence of 
this contract-the first payment to be made May 1, 1884. 
This lease cannot be transferred, neither can any interest in it be assigned without 
the consent of the party of the first part, and any attempt to make any transfer or 
assignment otherwise shall immediately render this lease null and void. 
It is expressly agreed and understood that the said party of the second part shall not 
·allow any cattle or other stock, whether owned by them or others, to go through or from 
the premises hereby leased upon the remainder of t he diminished reservation, and that 
if this provision of the lease is willfully or intentionally violated or broken by the sa.id 
party of the second part, then this lease shall immediately become null and void. It js 
expressly agreed and understood that the members of the Prairie Band residing upon said 
reservation are to have the right to remove and take fr.om said leased premises any and 
an rock, stone, coal, and whatever hay Charles Sheppard may require for his own use, 
and to cut and carry away any timber they may wish to use for building or other im-
provements upon the lands occupied by them, and their right of entry for said purposes 
is hereby reserved. 
Jt. is expressly understood by the party of the fiTst part that they are to receive the 
consideration for this lease of three thousand ($3,000) dollars per annum per capita at 
their semi-annual annuity payments, as above stipubted, and it is only with this under-
standing that they sign this contract. It is expressly agreed and understood that an in-
tentional violation of any of the provisions of this contract by the party of the second 
part1 wiU immediately render this lease null and void. 
For the Prairie Band of Pottawatomie Indians: 
T. J. Anderson & Co.: 
SHONGH-(his X mark) NES-SEE, chiej: 
MAs-(his x mark) QUAH, speaker. 
PIS-SHE (his x mark) DIVIN, speaker. 
NAS-SI (his X mark) KAH, chief. 
KACK-(his x mark) KACK, brave. 
WEIS (his x mark) KAH, young rnan. 
NE WAHK-(his x mark) TOTE, youngrnan. 
T. J. ANDERSON, 
J.D. BURR, 
J. B. JOHNSON, 
EUGENE HAGAN. 
We, the undersigned, hereby certify that we we1·e present when the foregoing contract 
was signed; that the Indians whose names are sigued thereto had authority to sign for 
the tribe; that they fully understood the contract, and that the marks attached to their 
names are genuine and were made in our presence, and that they are the same parties 
named. 
Witnesses: 
ELI G. NADEAU, 
GEORGE W. JAMES, 
JAMES V. BLANDIN. 
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Inclosure No.2.] 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SE:&VICE, 
Pottawatomie Agency, June 3, 1884: 
SIR: We, the undersigned, chiefs and headmen of the Prairie band of Pottawatomre 
Indians, desire to state in behalf of our people their reasons for leasing about 20,000 ~cres 
· of their reserve to T. J. Anderson & Co., of Topeka, Kans., as follows, viz: 
1. There are ftbout 300 of our people absent from the reserve in Wisconsin and Iowa, 
where they have resided since the late war. Their absence may be prolonged for years, 
which lea\ es the tract of land. leased, located in the northern portion of the resene, un-
occupied. 
2. In the last few years grazing land has become so valuable that the stockmen of 
Jackson County have abandoned their individual pastures and tracts of unoccupied land 
with a view of saving them, and with the expectation of grazing on our lauds without 
compensation therefor. While the farmers living on the northern and eastern lines of 
the reserve grazed a reasonable number of cattle, we made no complaint, but during the 
last two years they have mortgaged their farms to buy cattle; subdivisions of land have 
been sold out in 20 and 40 acre lots to_ cattle speculators, not only to Kansans but to Mis-
sourians; and in addition to this, la~e numbers of cattle were daily driven to and from 
the reserve by farmers living from one-half to 3 miles from the reserve. 
3. One year ago, when a man was authorized by our agent to visitfarmersaud collect 
for graziug, a few, after great protest, gave their notes; but a majority of those living on 
the line. of the reserve, and all of them located at a distance from it, pronounced the re-
quest as an outrage and not worthy of attention, unless the land was fenced, which they 
professed to hope might be done. In a short time after the demand was made meetings 
were called at HoltOn, which were continued for some time. At these meetings the vilest 
:~busewas heaped upon us and all who attempted to protect our interests. Severalfarm-
ers having been arrested and taken to Topeka, the charges against them were dismissed.· 
After this they defied the agent, his employes, and the law, and boasted that they did 
not fear prosecution, protected as they were by the ablest attorneys in the State of Kan-
sas. 
4. It was plain that the evil was growing rapidly worse; that they intended to over-
run us; and that if protected at all it must be by constant recourse to law, which it 
seems very difficult to have executed when Indians are the injured party. When our 
stock gets among the whites, they immediately post it, or run it .. out of the country. 
Whenever opportunity offers they steal our rock and our timber, and, indeed, were 
beginning to act, and did act, as if they intended to ta,ke possession of the tract now 
leased. 
5. It is provided in the lease that 10 miles of the north line of the reserve and 8 miles 
of the east line shall be. fenced, and that the whole of the inner or curved line shall be 
li:mced; this will keep all our stock inside and the white people's out, and afford us more 
protection than twenty men could. There is but one of our people living in the limits 
of the leased tract. and he is entirely satisfied with the provision of land made for him. 
6. Speculators in Holton have for years conspired to sell our reserve. While we have 
enriched many of its merchants by our trade, and treated all its citizens with uniform 
courtesy they are continually striving, by gross misrepresentation, political barter, and 
e ery other means at their ·command, to deprive us of our dearest consolation-our 
homes. 
For the past year a prominent attorney, a banker, and a merchant, of Holton, have 
made persistent efforts to lease the tract referred to. Though they offered a rea8onable 
considemtion, we feared the men and the town, and leased to Anderson & Co., who gave 
a greater consideration, and in whom we have some cause to feel confidence. 
The lease was decided upon after a number of councils, in which the whole subject 
was discussed and the provisions of the lease fully explained. 
Wah-quoh-bosh-kuck, claiming to be a brave, hitherto almost unknown in the coun-
cils of the tribe, and M-ce-pin, for many years a resident of Iowa, objected to the lease · 
on the ground that it was a depa1·ture from "Indian ways," but no other opposition was 
developed; and when the lease was decided upon and executed Wah-quoh-bosh-kuck 
stated that he had no more to say on the subiect. 
Immediately after the lease was made, the Holton banker who wanted it visited the 
reserve and intormed Wah-quoh-bosh-kuck that it was illegal; in a short time a meet-
ingwas called in Holton, at which a committee of five was a.ppointed to visit the· In-
dians and create discontent among them, and another committee was appointed to in-
quire as to the legality of the lease. ' · 
Another meeting was called for the succeeding Saturday, at which the committees 
were to report, and to be attended by as many of our people as could be induced to do 
so: A few irresponsible young men attended the meeting, and many of our people were 
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in Holton trading who had no connection whatever with it. We have been reliably in-
formed by one of our educated people that a gentleman whom we know to be an appli-
cant for the position of our agent wrote down the names of all the men, women, and 
chi1dren present, and very likely the names of all those in town. We are further in-
formed that M-co-pin objected to signing until he saw his clhefs and the agent, but we 
suppose all the names have been forwarded as protesting against the lease. 
As to the means used ·to effect the purpose of the white people, we only wish to say 
that one of our young men who speaks English was offered $100 to participate in the 
fight against the lease; and that a feast was given to the Indians in Holton the day of 
the meeting. 
The opposition to the lease is trifling, and originates from causes entirely foreign to 
it. No one has influenced us or our people in making it, and nothing would gratify us 
more than an investigation that will fully develop all the facts in the case. 
In addition, we have to say .that the men who are holding the meetings, and de-
moralizing our young men, while professing to be their good friends, are now engaged 
in fencing a line of fractions lying on the north line of our reserve, which, it is well 
known by every citizen of Jackson County, belong to our reserve. The fractions amount 
to about 560 acres, and are embraced in the boundaries of the original Pottawatomie 
Reservation. 
The verywhite people engaged in this fraud doubtless have informed some of our peo-
ple that we have sold the fractions, as they so charge us. 
As we have stated many times to our agents, to Indian inspectors, and in Washing-
ton, we wish quietly to remain on our eserve and enjoy the homes which we have 
made by our industry; and we wish our children to enjoy them when we are dead. It 
is our unalterable decision to hold our land, and nothing· but death shall deprive us 
of it. 
We intend to fully regard the requirements of the Government, treat all men justly, 
and advance ourselves as rapidly as possible. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servants, 
SHOUGH-NES-SEE (his + mark), OMej, 
MAS-QUOS (his + mark), Speaker, 
NAS-SE-KAH (his+ mark), Chief, 
PIS-SHE-DIVIN (his +mark), Speaker, 
AT-CU-WAH DUK (his+ mark), Speake1·, 
Full Oouneil of Pmi·rie Band of Potawattomie Indians. 
Hon. H . PRIOE, 
Oomn~issioner of Indian Affairs, Waskington, D. 0. 
I hereby certify on honor that the foregoing ietter was dicta, ted by the council of the 
Prairie band; that I have fully interpreted it ; that they understand it; tha~ the marks 
of the chiefS and others are genuine and were made in my presence. 
ROBB, Speeial Agent, 
White Cloud, Kans. : 
JOHN A. ADEAU, 
Interpreter. 
DEPARTMENT OF' THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
J~vne 4, 1884. 
. Have you investigated Pottawatomie lease' question, as directed in telegram of May 
29? )lave you received instructions of May 27 relative to certain deeds? 
LINN; Agent, _ 
Saint Mary's, Kans.: 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
June 11, 1884. 
Suspend all proceedings under alleged lease of Pottawatomie Reserve to Anderson & 
Co. until investigation is had by special agent. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Oommissione1-. 
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J)EP ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRB, 
June 11, 1884. 
SIR: As soon as matters at the Quapaw Agency are in such shape that you can leave 
the agency in charge of the clerk for a few days, yon will proceed to the Pottawatomie 
Agency and investigate the question of an alleged lease for grazing purposes ofthe Pot-
tawatomie Reservation to Anderson & Co., of Topeka. This is a matter that is creating 
much excitement and may lead to se;rious trouble if not attended to at once. 
Agent Linn has been telegraphed to suspend all operations tmder alleged lease until 
investigation is had. 
You will report the 1lwts with your recommendations to this office. 
On the 27th ultimo, a letter was addressed to you in care of Agent Linn, directing 
you to make investigation and report in relation to a deed of conveyance of certain lands 
in Kansas. If that letter has not been forwarded to you by Agent Linn, you will ob-
tain it from him when at his agency, and make the investigation therein directed as soon 
as possible. 
Very respectfully, 
W. H. ROBB, Esq. , 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
United States Special Indian Agent, Sl'Jneca, Mo. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Quapaw, Ind. '1'. Ageru.,'Y, June 14, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of office letter of the 11th instant, 
directing me to proceed to the Pottawatomie Agency and make investigation of certain 
alleged leases. In view of these im1tructions I shall place the clerk in charge of this 
agency, and leave for Topeka, Kans. , on the 16th instant, where any further communi-
cations may be addressed. 
Veryrespectfully, &c. 
Ron. E. L. STEVEN!:!, 
Acting Commissioner Indian Affairs, 
Washington, D. 0. 
W. H. ROBB, 
Special United States Indian Agent. 
NORTH TOPEKA, KANS. , .htne 24, 1884. 
To Hon. H. PRICE, 
Cmmnissionel' of Indian Affairs, 
Washingt~n. D. C. : 
I will recommend uo interference with the Anderson lease. Will report by mail. 
ROBB. 
I Confidential.l 
TOPEKA, KANS., June 19, 1884. 
Mv DEAR SENATOR: Our lease of the Pottawatomie Reservation, about 18,000 acres, 
was a square, open contract, matured in council and drawn by the Indians, submitted 
by them to x-Judge Morton, and in evexy way made satistiwtory to them. We are do -
ing a hand:some thing by the Indians, and will keep faith and stand by them as against 
an unscrupulous set or shysters in Holton, who have robbed the Indians systematically 
for years. They are now debauching the Indians, finding them whisky, and making 
feasts for them, to induce them to protest against the lease. Mr. Corning, now here, 
can give yon the t.rue state of. affairs. The Indians compelled us to fence, because they 
wanted to guard against the parties who have been robbing them. Our fence is almost 
completed- cedar post.'> and foul' wires; it costs us $5,600, and the semi-annual rental 
has been iu hank to credit of acting principal chief, Shough-ne-sa, since May 1. Mr. 
Hyan understands the case fully. 
Very re.<:~pect.full y, 
'1'. J. ANDERSON. 
llou. H. M. TELLER. 
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UNITED STATES lNPIAN SERVICE, 
Quapaw Agency, Jwne 28, 1884. 
On yesterday I received a letter from W. W. Walker, of Holton, Kans., referring· to 
my investigation of the lease of Pottawato.mies reserve, and in view of its contents T 
deem it proper to submit a copy for your consideration, which is herewith inclosed. 
And in connection I desire to say that I went out to the reservation on 'Thursday even-
ing, and on Friday morning I sent word to the objectors tbat I would be at Topeka on 
the following Monday, where they could appear and present their objections; and at 
noon on Friday I saw the gentleman who acted as secretary in their meetings, and no-
tified him of the same, and also by his hand sent directly to this Mr. Walker a letter, 
requesting them to be present and present their case. On Sunday previous I l'eceived 
notice of authol'ity to make some open-market purchases at this place, and was badly 
needed here. Notwithstanding I waited thirty-six hours, and up till Tuesday morning 
for their appearance, and they failed to come, then I notified them they could present 
t heir objections and arguments in writing, and I got this reply. I deem the reference 
to Agent Linn a serious charge, and have notified him and asked explanation, and I 
have called upon Mr. Walker for the proof. • 
I have the honor to remain, your obedient servant, 
I inclose also a copy of my letter to Walker. 
Ron. H. PRICE. 
Commissioner .of Indian A.ffai,r.s, Washingt,on, D. C. 
[Inclosure No. 1.) 
W. H. ROBB. 
HOLTON, KANS. , June 24, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: Your first communication was received late Saturday evening, June 21. 
Judge Hoaglin left here for Topeka this a. m. to confer with you in regard to lease of 
the Pottawatomie Indian Reservation. Your telegram of last night and letter, both 
from Topeka, dated 23d instant, came to-day. We have been deprived of an opportunit-y 
to present this matter as we view it. We had direct word from Washington that you 
would come to this place. 
In view of the manner of the investigation it is thought to be not worth while in pre-
paring and sending you affidavits. 
We understand that the statement was made to you that on the day of the mass meet-
ing of farmers (citizens) and Indians at this place, the Indians were (a large numbel' of 
them) drunk, and t hat the liquor was provided by the citizens. · 
It is a matter of unquestiomtble proof that the whole story is fah;e, and that thel'e 
were no drunken Indians in town on that day. But on a day subsequent, when the citi-
zens had a · meeting: quite a number of Indians were in town and quite a number of 
t hem were drunk. It is also a matter of proof that the main body of Indians were 
kept from protesting to you against the lease by the claim of Dr. Linn and others on the 
reservation, who are interested in· the lease; t hat if the lease was defeated the Indians 
would have to pay for the posts, wire, and labor, &c., and that the pay would come out 
of the annual payment. It is hoped that you w!ll not report as having made an investi-
gation. 
Yours, very truly, 
W. W. WALKER. 
W. H . ROBB, 
Spuiallndian Agent, Seneca, Mo. 
[Inclosure No.2.) 
QUAPAW AGENCY, IND. T., June 28, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of June 24 referring to the lease question. It is 
hardly worthy of reply except for one statement, which I must take as a direct and 
serious charge against Agent Linn, and I write now asking for the proof of the charge, 
for, if sustained, Dr. Linn should not remain in his position. I refer to your charge that 
''the Indians were kept from protesting to you against the lease · hy the claim of Dr. 
Linn and others on the reservation, who are interested in the lease; that if the lease 
was defeated the Indians would have to pay for the posts, wire, labor, &c., and that the 
pay would come out of the annual payment.'' You will agree with me that this is a 
serious charge, and I have written Dr. Linn, giving a copy and asking an explanation. 
If anything of this kind occuned I must know it; ifit did not and you are iri error you 
will need to explain to Dr. Linn. If any man was on the reservation not properly there 
during my interview with the Indians I WflS not aware of it. I would not have :permitted 
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either the lessees or objectms to be present, either in person or by attorney, but I invited 
you to appear at Topeka, and remained over thirty-six hours waiting for you when my 
presence here was badly needed, and you could have presented your proofs or argument 
by mail just as well. 
Respectfully, 
W. W. W .ALKER, Esq. 
W . H . . ROBB, 
Sp ecial Indian .Agent. 
QU.AP.AW AGENCY, June 28, 1884. 
SIR: Pursuant to instructions contained in your telegram of May 29, 1884, directing 
me to make investigation of alleged lease on reservation by Prairie Band of Potta-
watomies. · 
I did, on the 20th day of June, 1884, call a council of said Indians. at the <}OUncil 
bouse at the mission on said reserve, at which time and place I made plain to them. the 
object of my presence, &c. , and requested of them a full and free expression of their 
wishes regarding the said lease, and inquired into the manner of obtaining it, their de-
sire relative to the removal of the fences, &c. The meeting was reasonably attended, I 
think about fifty being on the ground; among them were the following: Shough-nes-see, 
first chief ; Mas-quas, secondchief; Pis-she-divin, speaker; Kack-K~ck, young man; Cow-
Batch, young man ; Ship-she, young man; Na-co-pen, young man; Noe-se-kah, young man; 
Che-quah-me, young man; Weig-was, youngman; Ne-do, interpreter, allofwhomspoke. 
The others declined to do more than give an assent. I report herewith the substance of 
the Indians speeches. (See Ex., 1 to 9 inclusive.) 
I found the chiefs and business men quite intelligent, and of good~ strong sense. 
I then informed them that I would remain at the Mission House until noon of the 
21st, and would be pleased to have a talk with any of them privately, if they would pre-
fer to see me that way. 
Next morning early three men came; one was a Kickapoo who had been brought in 
from New Mexico. All three wanted all fences removed, including those built by the 
Indians. They wanted the reserve as it was before any improvements were made. No 
others came. · 
I procured a copy of the lease and made personal inspection of the location and sur-
roundings. 
I file herewith a plat of the reserve, showing location of the lease, m~11rked Ex. 10. I 
find the lands adjoining the reserve on the east and north thickly settled, the farms be-
ing divided up into small tracts, :trom 15 to SO acres, and I have marked i'l) pencil on the 
plat a section of houses to indicate to your. mind how it is almost the whole distance on 
the east and north of the reserve. These farmers were interested in keeping cattle and 
allowing them to graze on the reserve free of tax. They simply wanted a small tract of 
land upon which to :teed in winter and corral in summer, and when turned from the 
corral would at once enter upon the reserve to graze, the theory being that there was no 
law to prevent this. Last year these men, with others around Holton, formed them-
selves into an organization to resist the collection of the. cattle tax. Naturally they were 
very much disturbed when they found a lease made which was liable to defeat their ob-
ject, and considerable talk was had, but when they learned that they would be per-
mitted to graze their cattle by paying reasonably for the privilege much of the excitement 
was allayed. I find the lease was fairly obtained, and compensation to the Indians is 
reasonable at present. I think there is about 1,800 acres included in the lease., The 
lessees are carrying out their obligations in good faith apparently, and I coincide with 
the business men of the tribe in the opinion that the lease is in the interest of the In-
dians, and at present should not be disturbed. The Indians say these white settlers 
along the line threatened to kill them if they undertook to drive their cattle off their 
range, and the fence will settle this difficulty. I think the grazing reserved outside of 
the lease is the best, and contains all the water. The lessees will be compelled to dig 
for water, and the herds that want to graze and pay for it have plenty of room outside. 
I inclose herewith a copy of the lease. I also inclose two clippings from Holton papers 
referring to the subject. 
I inclose also a letter from Charles A. Sheppard, one of the Indians. 
Respectfully submitted. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Gommissioner of Indian Affairs, WasTLington, D. 0. 
W. H. ROBB, 
Special Agent. 
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[Holton Signal, May 21, 1884) . . 
THE POTTA W ATOMIE RESERVlJ) LEASE. 
There was a meeting of ~he citizens of Jackson County at the conrt -house last Satur-
day, and the alleged lease of a portion of t he Pottawatomie Reserve was thoroughly dis-
cussed. While there was considerable feeling over the injustice done our citizens in the 
matter, the question was fairly considered, and all talk of using violent measures to de-
feat the pmposes of the parties pretending to hold the lease was condemned. There is, 
however, a determination to do something if it can be legally done. The men who came 
here ten or twenty years ago, and who have, by improving their farms, made the reserve 
more valuable to the Indians, believe it an injustice that men who have no property in-
terests in our CQunty should step in at this late day and deprive ·them of grazing priv-
ileges, for which they are willing to pay the Indians a reasonable price. By rea,ding the 
pruceedings of the meeting it will be seen that two very important questions in connec-
tion with this matter are to be settled-
1. Is the lease legal? 
2. Do the Indians favor the lease? 
If negative answers are given to these questions, then there is hope of justice being 
done. 
[Holton Recorder, June 12, 1884.] 
Pursuant to call, a mass meeting of the citizens of Jackson County was held at the 
court-house in Holton June 7, at 2 o'clock p. m. , to take action upon the so-called leas-
ing of the Pottawatomie Reserve. The meeting was called to order by the .chairman, 
Jacob Thornburg, with R. G. Robinson acting as secretary. 
A. D. Walker made a report of the committee appointed at a previous meeting to in-
vestigate the legality of the alleged lease. H e stated that the committee had made a 
full investigation of the lease in question, and that in their opinion it was illegal and 
void. 
Several communications from our Congressman, Hon. E. N. Morrill, were then I'ead 
by the secretary, the purport of which was that there was no record whatever of the 
alleged lease in the Departments at Washington, and that a special agent bad been sent 
on to t horoughly sift and investigate the matter, and that until he (the special agent) 
made his report all operations under the alleged lease should be suspended. 
W . S. Hoaglin, being called upon , in a few well-timed remarks explained the action 
of the aforesaid committee, and t he re~ults at which they had arrived. 
Upon motion, the report of the committee was approved and the committee dis-
charged. 
George Bates, a member of the committee, appointed to consult with the India,ns and 
ascertain their views on the lease question, reported that t,he Indians were nearly all 
dissatisfied , and wished the lease to be vacated and set aside. 
Upon motion, report approved and committee discharged. 
Afte~ a mutual intercha-nge of opinions it was moved and carried that the Chair ap-
point a committee of four~ consisting of himself, M. M. Beck, W. S. Hoaglin, and A. D. 
Walker, to consult with the authorities -at ·washington for the purpose of ascertaining 
where the special agent appointed to investigate can be reached, and the reason why 
work under the so-called lease had not been suspended as ordered. 
M. M. Beck, being called upon, read a couple of communications received by him 
from Senator IngalJ s and Congressman Morrill , to the effect that there was no record or 
k nowledge of the alleged lease in the office of Indian Affairs at Washington, and that 
the Commissioner would order a thorough investigation of th~ matter. 
After interpret.ing the contents of the letters and telegrams aforesaid to the Indians 
present, who expressed their approvl:").l of t.be same, J. D. Poling was elected treasurer ; 
and, upon motion, a collection was taken up to defray necessary expenses. 
On motion, it was ordered that a copy of the minutes for publication be furnished the 
Holton Recorder and Holton Signal by the secretary. 
Upon motion, meeting then adjourned to meet at the call of the chairman. 
STATE~IENT OF MAS-QUAS. 
J. THORNBURG, 
Chairman. 
R. G. ROBINSON, 
Secretary. 
In the first place, some Holton men wanted a lease, but they did not ptler enough; 
and then once they tried to buy some of our land, and we were afraid of them; then the 
Topeka men wanted to lease, and we talked it over among ourselves, and we thought it 
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would be good. There was lots of land not in use, and some of our people met here and 
we called a council and we talked it over among ourselves, and concluded to make the 
lease. I thought it was a good thing, and think so now. 
STATEMENT OF PIES·SHE-DWIN (SPEAKER). 
We had several meetings and talked it over. We all thought it a good thing. I was 
a little afraid of the Holton men. I think the lease is good. One object was to cut off 
the farmers on the east line who would not pay. I begrudge them our grass and hay 
without pay. I think it is best for the lease to stay. 
STATEMENT OF NA-CO-PEN. 
I am not a chief, only a young man. I speak for one of our braves; he is now away 
with a show; be is not here; we object to this lease; the Government pays us annuities; 
we are happy, and we want to live like we used tu; we don't want fence; I .was atHol-
ton when council held; did not sign paper; did not see any Indians sign paper. 
STATEMENT OF KACK-KACK. 
I am glad to have lease investigated; I understand better now; I hope it will be man-
aged satisfactorily. 
STATEMENT OF SHIP-SHE. 
I am a young man, not a chief; these are our busiuess men; they do our business and 
we trust them-our chiefs-and if we object they will sign the objection; I am satisfied. 
STATEMENT OF COW BOTCH. 
You are sent to find out; now if the lease is good for the Indians I want it, and if it 
is not, I do not; I want best for the Indian. 
STATEMENT OF SHOUGH-NES-SEE. 
I thought the lease was good; I think so yet; I have not changed my mind. 
STATEMENT OF NAE-SE-KAH. 
I gave my consent, and I think the lease good. 
HOLTON, KANS., June 21, 1884. 
SIR: Owing to sickness, I could not see you this morning as I promised. The farmers 
living near Holton offered me money to fight the lease made to Anderson & Co. by the 
Prairie band, of which I am a member. 
I live in the northeast corner of the reserve, and am acquainted with all the people 
who held meetings last summer to protest against paying fqr grazing their cattle on the 
reserve. They arc the identical persons who are now holding meetings in Holton to 
protest against the lease. 
I was in Holton June 7, when a meeting was held there. At least a dozen Indians 
were drunk, and I helped to load a number of them in wagons. 
I umlel'stand my name was signed to a protest against the lease, which was forwarded 
to Washington. I never signed any paper of the kind, and never authorized anyone to 
sign it for me. I ·was at home sick at the time. When the meetings were held last 
spring the farmers said they would not pay for grazing, and that they had a right to it. 




United States Special Agent. 
S. Rep. 1278-46 
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THE HOLTON RECORDER, 
Holton·, Kans., July 1, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: By request of the committee I write to give you a statement of the fact 
about the recent investigation (?) of the alleged lease of the Indian reserve. When we 
received your first communication, informing us that Mr. Robb, of Saint Mary's, bad 
been instructed to make the investigation, the committee addressed Mr. Robb at Saint 
Mary's, but received no response. Finally the committee was informed by the post-
masteratSaintMary's tbatnosucharnan bad been there. I make this statement to show 
you that the committee were desirous of and made efforts to see Rob b. When your 
second communication was received, stating that Robb had been ordered to come to 
Holton to make the investigation, we· simply waited until he should make his appearance. 
We have ascertained that Mr. Robb arrived in Topeka on Monday, 16th, and proceeded 
from there in company with members of the lease company, and proceeded with the in-
vestigation(?), riding over the reservQ, and comingwitbin3miles of Holton. Saturday~ 
June 23, after the investigation was made, he sent a note to the committee, requesting 
them to meet him at Topeka the fore part of the next week. 
This was received Saturday evening, the 21st, and was the first intimation any of the 
committee or any one else interested in this country had, that Robb was in the State. 
Arrangements were made at once to sewl a subcommittee to Topeka, but on account of 
other business matters, the subcommittee could not go until Tuesday. Monday evening 
a telegram was received from Robb, announcing that he bad to leave Topeka for Seneca, 
Mo., Monday evening. Judge Hoaglin went to !Topeka on Tuesday, but could only learn 
that Robb had been there and left Monday, and incidentally learned further that he had 
made a favorable report to the company who held the lease. Tuesday, the committee 
received a letter from Robb, asking them to transmit what evidence they had, verified 
by affidavits, to Seneca, Mo. This; of course, the committee declined to do. These are · 
the frozen facts, every word of which can be substantiate~ by sworn testimony, in refer-
ence to the iRvestigation (?) . 
There are rumors well authenticated that the one-sided investigation made on there-
serve was a roaring farce. One of these rumors is that the dissatisfied Indians were 
informed that if the lease was revoked the -expense of the posts and wire that bad been 
purchased, and all the work done, would be deducted from their annuity. Another 
is that the agent was informed by parties to the lease on the reserve, that when the In-
dians met the committee here in Holton, that they (the Indians) were made drunk, 
and in that condition signed the remonstrance to the lease: and other stories equally un-
founded. 
The citizens here are terribly, and I might say justly, indignant at the manner in 
which they have been treated by Robb, and denounce the so-called investigation as a 
farce and fraud. 
Respectfully, 
Hon. E. N. MORRILL, 
Washing-ron, D. C. 
M. M. BECK. 
[Indorsement.] 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
E. N. MORRILL. 
Since writing above, I have read Mr. Robb's report. I am satisfied it contains gross 
misstatements, one of which is, that only 1,800 acres is leased. I am informed that it 
embraces over 30,000 acres. I ask that Hon. S. Be;nedict, Indian Inspector, be sent to 
make a special examination. E. N. MORRILL. 
JULY 8, 1884. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, July 24, 1884. 
SIR: In compliance with the request of Hon. E. N. Monill, I have the honor to 
transmit herewith the papers in the matter of the lease made by the Prairie band of Pot-
tawatomie Indians of a portion of their reservation in Jackson County, Kansas, toT. J. 
Anderson and others, of Topeka, Kans., and in connection therewith I beg to make the 
following report: 
On the 29th May last Mr. Morrill referred to this office a letter dated May 25, from 
A. D. Walker, esq., Holton, Kans., transmitting a protest purporting to be signed by 
some thirty Indians, members of the Prairie band of Pottawatomies, against a lease 
which it wa·s alleged bad been entered into by certain chiefs of said band, of a portiou 
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of the Pottawatomie diminished reserve in Jackson County, Kansas, to T. J. An-
ders.on and others, of Topeka, Kans., and requesting that an investigation be bad 
by this office into all ~he circumstances attendant upon saitl lease and the procurement 
thereof. · 
On the 30th May last, Agent Linn, :in charge of the Pottawatomie Agency, having 
been telegraphed by this office, sent the following dispatch: 
"Prairie band Pottawatomies leased twenty thousand acres land not fenced. · About 
four thousand head of cattle on land. Indians wrote letter stating reasons for lease; will 
forward letter. Never counseled with Indians ahout lease." 
June 3, Agent Linn forwarded copy of agreement or lease between said Indians and 
T. J. Anderson & Co., with explanatory letter from the headmen of the band. 
The lease in question, which bears date April 25, 1884, and purports to be made be-
tween the Prairie band of Pottawatomie Indians now living on the diminished Potta-
watomie Reservation in Jackson County, Kansas, of the first part, and T. J. Anderson 
& Co., of Topeka, Kans., of the second part, leases to the party of the second part a por-
tion of the said reservation as therein described, for a period of ten years from the 1st of 
January, 1884, for the purposes of pasturage, grazing, stock-raising, and stock-breeding, 
with liberty to erect such fences, yards, and other improv ~ments as will promote said 
objects, at a rental of $3,000 per annum, pa able semi-annually, on 1st May and 1st 
October of each year, to be deposited in the First. National Bank of Topeka, Kans., sub-
ject to the order or check of the acting head chief, and to be paid per capita to the Prairie 
band, at their semi-annual annuity payments next subsequent to the payment of such 
rental installments, by the agent for said band, or some person selected by the cou:o.cil, 
with a condition for forfeiture of the lease in case of non-payment of said rent, the first 
payment to be made May 1, 1884, and under and subject to the following covenants and 
stipulations, viz: 
The lessee to inclose the entire tract of land leased with a substant1al fence of at least 
three-double barbed wire; keep same in good repair., and to complete the southern or 
curved and eastern lines of sai~ fence on or before J nne 10, l 884, and the northern line 
on or before June 20, 1884; to allow the lessors uninterrupted passage through the leased 
territory in all directions, and to that end to make the necessary number of gates in 
their inclosure. 
No portion of the leased land to be broken or cultivated; no rock, stone, coal, or tim-
ber found thereon to be disposed of or used by the lessee, except rock or stone for build-
ing purposes on said premises, and down wood thereon for fuel; and that no more white 
or other persons shall be introduced on said premises than are necessary for the prosecu-
tion of the business objects before mentioned; such persons to be selected from the 
friends, and not the enemies, of the. lessors. 
No building or fences of any kind to be removed from said premises during the contin-
uance of the lease, and at the expiration thereof peaceable possession of the premises, 
with all improvements thereon, to be surrendered to the lessors. 
Stipulation against transfer or assignment of said lease or any interest therein, with-
out consent of the lessors, and any attempt to make any transfer or assignment otherwise, 
to worl{ a forfeiture of the lease. 
Lessees not to allow any cattle or other stock, whether owned by them or others, to 
go through o.r from the premises leased, upon the remainder of the diminished reserve, 
and for forfeiture of the lease upon willful or intentional violation of this provision. 
Stipulation that the members of the Prairie band residing upon the reservation shall 
have the right to talre from said leased premises any and all rock, stone, coal, and what-
ever hay Charles Sheppard may require for his own use, and to cut and carry away any 
timber they may wish to use for building or other improvements upon the -l11nds occu-
pied by them, and their right of entry for said purposes, is thereby reserved. 
Any intentional violation of any of the provisions of this lease to work a forfeiture 
thereof. · 
Said lease purports to be signed by seven of the chiefs, speakers. braves, and young 
men for the Prairie Band of Pottawatomie Indians; also by T. J. Anderson & Co., com-
posed ofT. J. Anderson, J. D. Burr, J. B. Johnson, and Eugene Hogan. Signatures of 
the Indians verified and certificate attached. 
The letter of the Indians accompanying said copy lease is dated J nne 3, 1884, and pur-
ports to be signed by certain chiefs, &c., of the band, the majority of whom appear to 
have executed the lease to Anderson & 9o. The reasons for their action, briefly stated, 
are stated to be as follows: 
1. The absence of about 300 of their people in Iowa and Wisconsin, and the large 
quantity of land they consequently have unoccupied. 
2. Continual encroachments bv stockmen of Kansas and Missouri on their reserve. 
3. The refusal of such stockmen to pay a grazing tax when demanded, and the failure 
of t4e courts to afford any relief therefor, or against trespasses committed. 
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4. Repeated loss of Indian stock, ti~ber, and material from the reservation. 
5. The protection afforded by the lease in fencing, thus protecting the Indian stock. 
6. Attempts of speculators in Holton, Kans., to sell their reserve and deprive the In-
dians of their homes. Persistent efforts of others to lease the tract, and -their -preference 
for and confidence in the present lessees, who pay a greater consideration than that of-
fered by others. 
The letter then proceeds to state that the lease was decided on after a number of 
councils, at which the whole subject was discussed and the provisions of the lease fully 
explained, there being but a trifling opposition manifested; that after the lease was m.'lde 
the disappointed applicants called a meeting and appointed a committee to visit the In-
dians and create discontent amongst them; that at a subsequent meeting a few irrespon-
sible young men of the tribe attended, and many of their people were in Holton on the 
day of meeting trading who had no connection with the meeting; that they are reliably 
informed that the names of those Indians present, and possibly the names of all those 
in town, were written down by a person whom they knew to be an applicant for the po-
sition of agent; that attempts at bribery were made-one Indian speaking English being 
offered $100-to participate in the fight aga.inst the lea-se, and that a feast was given to 
the Indians in Hqltop the day of the meeting ; that the opposition to the lease proceeds 
from causes entirely foreign to it, and thltt no one bas influenced them or their people in 
making it, and concludes by asking for an investigation to develop the true facts in the 
case. 
On the 11th of June last Special Agent W. H. Robb was directed by this office to pro-
ceed to the Pottawatomie Agency, Kansas, and make a full investigation of all the facts 
and circumstances connected with the lease . 
On the 28th June last Special Agent Robb made his report to this office (original here-
with), stating that on the 20th June he convened a council of the Prairie Band of Pot-
tawatomies at the mission house on their reserve, which was fairly attended by the In-
dians, about fifty being present, including the first and second chie1s, speaker, and other 
leading men of the tribe therein named, all of whom spoke. The others present de-
clined to do more than give an assent. The substance of the Indians' speeches will be 
found appended to the report. 
Agent Robb states that he found the chiefs and business men quite intelligent and of 
good strong sense. He offered an opportunity for any desiring to talk to him privately 
on the subject. Only three Indians presented themselves, one being a Kickapoo. All 
these wanted the fences removed and the reservation restored to its original condition, 
without assigning any reason. No others appeared. ' 
Agent Robb states that he procured a copy of the lease and personally inspected the 
location and surroundings (see plat attached to report). He finds the land adjoining 
the reserve on the east and north thickly settled, the farms being divided up into small 
tracts-from 15 to 80 acres. (See section of houses penciled on plat, indicating the con-
dition of things almost the whole distance on the east and north of the reserve.) These 
farmers were interested in keeping cattle and allowing them to graze on the reserve free 
of tax. It appears that last year these men, with others around Holton, formed an or-
ganization to resist the collection of the cattle-tax, and were naturally much disturbed 
when they found a lease made which was liable to defeat their object, and considerable 
talk was had; but when they learned they would be permitted to graze their cattle by 
paying reasonably for the privilege much of the excitement was allayed. 
Agent Robb finds that the lease was fairly obtained, and that the compensation to the 
Indians is reasonable at present; that the lessees a,re apparently carrying out their obli-
gations in good faith, and he coincides with the business men of the tribe that the lease 
is in the inte:~;est of the Indians, and should not at present be disturbed. He further states 
that the ·Indians say that the white settlers along the line threatened to kill them if 
they undertook to drive their cattle off the range, and that the fence will settle this dif-
ficulty. He thinks the grazing reserved outside of this lease is the best and contains all 
the water; and states that the lessees will be compelled to dig for water, and that the 
herds that want to graze and pay for it have plenty of room outside. 
Accompanying the papers will be found a letter from Mr. Anderson, dated June 19, 
1884, to the honorable Secretary in support of ·the lease, asserting the good faith of the 
lessees, and stating that they have expended a sum of $5,600 in erecting fences, and that 
the semi-annual rental has been deposited in bank to the credit of the acting principal 
chief since May 1. 
Also a letter from Special Agent Robb to this office, dated 28th June last, inclosing 
copies correspondence had by him with W. W. ·walker, of Holton, on the subject of the 
investigation, and as to certain charges preferreu against Agent Linn, to the effect that 
he was interested in the lease, and kept the Indians from protesting against it by telling 
them that if the lease was defeated they would have to ·pay for the posts, wire, labor, 
&c., which would be deducted from their annuities. 
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Also a letter :filerl in this office by Ron. E. N. Morrill, daten the 1st instant, from M. 
M. Beck, of Holton, Kans., denouncing the investigation had by Spedal Agent Robb, 
and the manner of conducting it as a farce, and denying the allegations made that the 
Indians were improperly influenced against the lease, &c. 
In referring Mr. Beck's letter, Mr. Morrill remarks as follows: 
"I have read Mr. Robb's report. I am satisfied that it contains gross misstatements; 
one of which is that only 1,800 acres is leased. I am informed that it embraces over 
30,000 acTes. I ask that Ron, S. Benedict, Indian inspector, be sent to make a special 
examination. '' 
In view of Mr. Morrill's request I have the honor now to submit the papers for such 
action as the Department may deem advisable. 
I will add that I think upon investigation it will be found that the :figures "1,800," 
used in Special Agent Robb's 1·eport to denote the quantity of land leased, aTe a clerical 
error, and were intended for 18,000. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, · 
H. PRICE, 
Comm-issioner. 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. ' 
DEP AR'l'MENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
July 14, 1884. 
SIR: In a letter of Shough-nes-see and others, relative to the lease to Anderson & Co., 
which was transmitted by you on the 3d ultimo, I :find the following statement: 
"In addition we have to say that the men who are holding the meetings, and demor-
alizing our young men, while professing to be their good friends, are now engaged in 
fencing a line of fractions being on the north line of our reserve which it is well-known 
by eYery citizen of Jackson County belong to our reserve. The fractions amount to 
about 560 acres and are embraced in the boundaries of the original Pottawatomie Reser-
vation. The very white people engaged in this 'fraud doubtless· have informed some of 
our people that we hav~ sold the fractions, as they so charge us.'' 
You will at once investigate the truth of this allegation, and if you find the facts to 
be as stated and that these fractions are properly a part of the Pottawatomie Reserve, 
you will notify the parties engaged to at once remove the fences and to desist from oc-
cupation of the lands included therein; and in default thereof report them to this office 
for proceedings under the statute (Sec. 2118, Revised Statutes). • 
Very respectfully, · 
H. C. LINN, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Pottawatomie Agency, St. Mary's, Kans. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Sac and Fox Agency,· Ind. T., July 1, 1884. 
SIR: The Prairie Band of Pottawatomies in Kansas are trying to sell or lease the strip 
of land on the north side of their reservation, which piece of land was reserved for any 
of the Pottawatomies in Wisconsin, Mexico, or.the Territory who might desire to return 
there to live. It is the desire of the Pottawatomies who are here with the Mexican 
Kickapoos that the land should not be sold or leased, but if it should be sold or leased, 
then we respectfully ask that your honor see that our people here get their part of the 
sale or lease money. 
Very respectfully, 
Witness: 
CHE-QUAW-MO-KO-HA-KO, his x mark. 
I. A. TAYLOR, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
(]Qmmissicmer of Ind-ian Affairs, W{Ulhington, D. 0. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agene-71, July 23, 1884. 
SIR: Your letter dated July 14, 1884, marked L 10778, 1884, is received, in reference 
to some parties who were engaged in fencing a line of fractions on the north line of the 
reserve. 
I will state that the statement made by the Pottawatomie Indians in their letter was 
true; that several farmers living adjacent tothe northlinefenced several tracts; thePot-
tawatomie Indians complained to me. 
I visited the parties and informed them that they were trespassers, and explained the 
matter fully to them; they seemed satisfied with my explanation and agreed to remove 
their fences, and relinquish any claim they had entertained, with which agreement they 
have complied. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
H. C. LINN, 
United States indian Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, W:ashington, D. 0. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, July 28, 1884. 
SIR: Your request of July 28,1884, to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, for another 
special examination, to be made by Inspector Benedict, of the ruat.ter of making a lease 
by the Prairie Band of Pottawatomie Indians of Kansas, of a portion of their lands for 
grazing purposes, has been submitted to this Department with full report by the Com-
missioner. 
The whole matter has been carefully examined and the necessity for any further in-
vestigation by this Department is not found. 
Special Age t Robb states the quantity of land leased as 1,800 acres, when he evi-
dently intended to state it as 18,000 acres, which is the quantity sta!ied elsewhere in the 
papers. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. E. N. MORRILL, 
Hiawatha, Kans. 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
Acting Secretary. 
·HIAWATHA, KANS., July 28, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: The excitement in Jackson County in relation to the lease of the Potta-
watomie Indian Reserve still continues, and I again ask most emphatically that some 
action be taken by you. The investigation by your special agent, Mr. Robb, was a one-
sided, partial affair-in fact, it was no investigatio·n at all, and might just as well have 
been conducted by the lessees themselves. The people ask that some honorable man be 
sent who will meet them at Holton and take the evidence which they wish to submit. 
They claim that the lease was fraudulently obtained from the Indians by bribing lead-
ing members of the tribe to sign and induce others to sign the lease. That the Indians 
are now dissatisfied and want the lease annulled. When I was last in your office, about 
the 9th of July, you assured me that a full investigation should be made; that you would 
ask Secretary Teller to send Hon. S. S. Benedict to make a thorough examination of 
this suqject. I again urge that this be done at once. 
I am, very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
Oommissioru.r of Indian Affairs. 
E. N. MORRILL. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
· Angust 1, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 28th ultimo, I have to say that your request for an 
investigation by Inspector Benedict, of the lease made by the Prarie band of Pottawa-
tomies toT. J. Anderson & Co., was duly submitted with all the papers in the cnse, i<l· 
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the Department en the 24th ultimo, and I inclose herewith a copy of the letter addressed 
to you by the Hon. Acting Secretary on the 28th ultimo, stating that the necessity for 
any further investigation by this Department is not fuund. 
Very :vespectfully, · 





UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Pottawatomie Agency, August 7, 1884. 
SIR: During the night of the 28th ultimo 6 miles of fence, inclosing in part the tract 
ofland recently leased toT. J. Ande~on & Co., was entirely destroyed, the post..~ bein~ 
cut off just above the ground, and the wire separated at every other panel. 
It is well known that the outrage was perpetrated by a body of white men living near 
the east line of the reserve where the fence was located, yet M. M. Beck, editor of the 
Holton Recorder, has intimated, in an Associated Press dispatch, that it was done by 
the Indians. 
When Mr. Beck and others in Holton were endeavoring by every questionable method 
to induce a portion of our people to :fight the lease, they were classed as excellent peo-
ple, but having failed in that purpose they are now charged with a heinous crime, that 
the actual perpetrators, citizens of Jackson County, may be screened and discredH cast 
upon the Indians and the lease. 
By the terms of the lease the fence belongs to us, and we respectfully request that 
measures may at once be taken to prevent the destruction of the fencing in the future, 
and to punish the pa.rties guilty of destroying the 6 miles referred to. 
A number of our people living in the southeast corner of the reserve are now overrun 
by cattle belonging to white people living on the line of the reserve and adjacent to it. 
These cattle running at large r~nder the grass entirely unfit for hay, break down the 
fences, destroy crops, and keep continually among us white people that we want nothing 
to do with. We do not want cattle in this locality at any price for grazing. 
We now have the posts and wire-purchased with proceeds of grazing-to fence in this 
corner and relieve our people living there from the present outrageous state of affairs; 
if built, will it be protected? 
The white people are now, and have for years, been trespassing upon us, almost with-
out question; they now destroy our property with impunity. 
We earnestly hope you will present these matters to the Hon. Commissioner of Indian 
Affairs for his consideration, and that he will :find it convenient at an early date to in-
form us what to expect in rega.rd to the fencing. 
Very respectfully, 
Dr. H. C. LINN, 
SHOUGH-NES·SEE, his X mark. Chief. 
MAS-QUAS, his x mark. Speaker. 
NAS-SE-KAH, his x mark. Chief. 
KACK-KACK, his x mark. Brave. 
AT-EN-WAH-DUCK, his x mark. Speaker. 
Prs-SHE-DWEI, his x mark. Speaker .. 
Full Council, Prairie Band, Pottawatomie Indians. 
United States Indian Agent. 
I hereby certify on honor that I interpreted the foregoing letter to the pe:vsons whose 
names are signed thereto; that they fully understood itj that the marks attached to their 
names are genuine, and were made in my presence. 
JOHN A. NADEAN. 
Interprete,·. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
POTTA WATOMIE AND GREAT NEMAHA AGENCY, 
August 13, 1884. 
SIR: Inclosed please find a communication from Pottawatomie Indians to me, with the 
request that I submit their complaint to the Department. 
The statement made by the Indians that 6 miles of their fence has been destroyed is 
correct; the posts, which were 16 feet apart, being cut off close to the ground for an un-
interrupted distance of 16 miles. Excepting one-third mile of oak posts, those destroyed 
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being cedar, the wire was cut at every other post, rendering entirely worthless both posts · 
and wire. · 
It is a notorious fact that a majority of the white people living around the reserve have 
been committing depredations on the reserve aud resisting every effort to compel the pay-
II_lent of the merely nominal sum taxed them for grazing their cattle on the reservation. 
When requested to pay, they stated that the Indians must fence the reserve if they did 
not wish their cattle to graze upon it. 
The prime movers in the destruction of the fence are said to be people living from 
one-half to one and a half miles hack from the reserve, but it does seem like the united 
eftort of the people of Jackson County to compel the Indians to surrender their hom~s. 
The Indians leased their reserve with the expectation of protecting themselves from the 
intrusion of said white people surrounding the reserve, but it seems that any effort of 
the Indians to protect themselves from these intrusions are futile. . 
At the request of the Indians, I reported the case to the United States attorney, and 
he still claims, as he always has, that there is no United States law that will1·each the 
case, and it will be impossible to convict them before any jury in the State courts. 
'l'he Indians have purchased posts for the purpose of fencing along the east line of the 
reserve not occupied, the lease to Anderson & Co., for the protection of their hay and 
crops from stQck which has been trespassing for years by destroying the &'lime, but they 
now declare that it is useless to erect this fence unless they are assured of protection 
from the Department. 
R~pectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
H. C. LINN, 
Un,ited States Indian Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian .A.(fairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEP Al'tTl'tiENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
August 30, 1884. 
SIR : I have the honor to submit herewith a copy of a letter, dated the 13th instant, 
from Agent -Linn, in charge of Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency, Kansas, trans-
mitting a communication (copy also inclosed) from the council of the Prail"ie band ·of 
Pottawatomie Indians, dated 7th instant, stating that during the night of the 28th 
ultimo, six miles of wire fence, inclosing in part the tract of land recently leased by 
them toT. J. Anderson & Co., was entirely destroyed, the pq_sts being cut offjustabove 
the ground, and the wire separated at every other panel. 
In confirming the Indians' statement, Agent Linn remarks that the prime movers in 
the outrage are said to be people living close to the reserve, but that it rather appears 
like a united e:ffortof the people of Jackson County to compel the Indians to surrender 
their homes. 
The Indians have now purchased posts for the purpose of fencing along the east line 
of the unoccupied portion of the reserve for the protection of their hay and crops from 
trespassing stock, but they declare that it is useless to erect this fence unless can be 
assured of protection from the Department. · 
I am at loss to know what to recommend in this matter. There appears to be no 
United States law which will reach the case, and, from what Agent Linn says, the 
United States attorney for the district has stated that it will be impossible to convict 
before any jury in the State courts. 
I would, however, respectfully suggest that it might be well to dispatch an inspector 
of the Indian Service to the agency, with instruction to examine into the causes and 
circumstances of the outrage-, with authority, if necessary, to confer with the United 
States district attorney in the premises, to the end that some measures may, if possible, 
be taken to protect these Indians in the quiet enjoyment of their lands. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, SeptemJJe,- 19, 1884. 
SIR: Upon receipt of this letter you will proceed to make thorough and careful in-
spection of the affairs of the following Indian agencies in the Indian Territory, viz : 
The Sac and Fox Agency, the Osage Agency, the ~~9Wfl: .and Comanch Agencyl the 
1Jnion A~ency1 the P9)1Ca; Paw;nee, ~gq. Q~o~ A"e~cy; 
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When these inspections shall have been completed, you will proceed to inspect the 
affairs at the Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency, in Kansas, and while there you 
will make special report upon the complaints of the Indians as to the cutting of fences 
upon the reservation, regarding wbich a report, with papers, from the Commissioner of 
Indian Affairs, of August 30, 1884, is inclosed. 
Very respectfully, 
ROBERTS. GARDNER, Esq., 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
United States Indian Inspector, Darlington, Ind. T. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, . 
Topeka, J(ans., November 25, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit special report upon the leasing of land by Potta-
watomie Indians to Messrs. T. J. Anderson & ·Co,, with inclosures. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
ROBERT S. GARDNER, 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
United States Indian Inspector. 
Secretary of the Inte1·ior, Washington, D. 0. 
[Inclosure No. 1.] 
Report of Inspector G~rdner on leasing of Pottawatomie Indian lands toT. J. Ander-
son & Co. 
NOVEMBER 25, 1884. 
Is of opinion of that the lease was made with the knowledge and consent of the bet-
ter class of Indians upon the reserve, and that the same was done in a free, frank, and 
open manner, both on the part of the Indians and lessees; and that it would be to the 
best interests of the reservation Indians that this lease should remain in full force and 
effect. 
The fence destroyed was some six miles on the east line of the reserve, and was con-
structed by the lessees. The destruction was a species of vandalism, and the lessees 
should most certainly have the protection of the United States, and it is hoped that the 
present Congress will take action to p;rotect cases of this character. 
Respectfully submitted, · 
R.. V. BELT, 
Chief Indian Division. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Topeka, J(ans., November 25, 1884. 
SIR: In compliance with instructions contained in Department letter of September 
19, 1884, I have the honor to report that I have made diligent inquiry relating to the 
lease made by the Prairie band of Pottawatomie Indians toT. G. Anderson and Com-
pany on the 25th day of April, 1884, for a term of t,en (10) years, at an annual rental 
of $3,000, payable semi-annually. Copy of said lease is herewit.h; Department num-
ber 2704; Indian Office No. 12432; and as a result of my observations, respectfully sub-
mit the following: I arrived at Pottawatomie Agency on Tuesday, 18th insta,nt, andre-
quested Agent I. W. Patrick, in writing, that I desired to hold a general council with 
agency Indians on Thursday, the 20th instant. Agent Patrick sent out written request 
that agency Indians assemble at the agency and meet me as requested. In accordance 
with these requests the agency Indians met me in their council house at one o'clock p. 
m. of 20th instant. There were present some forty or more. I inclose herewith minutes 
of the council, Exhibit No. 1. 
The princ~pal chief, Shough-nes-see; Mas-quas, Pis-she-duin, speakers, and Kack-
kack, a brave, were the principal speakers. '' Their names also appear signed to the 
lease.'' These men acted in good faith, and signed the lease with what they supposed 
was the wishes of the tribe, as they had had many and frequent councils among them-
selves tou«;:bin~ tni~ :JD~tter, and no objections w t}l~ir so doing was interposed or sug-
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gested by any members of the tribe. After the lease was duly executed, and properly 
signed and witnessed, objections to the lease by some of the agency Indians was made. 
From the best information I am able to obtain, no such objections on their part would 
haYe been made had it not have been suggested and prompted by certain evil and selfish 
disposed persons residing near the east line of the reserve, who desired to lease the land 
themselves or have the use of that certain portion of the reserve at a nominal rental per 
season, or free gratis for nothing-principally the latter? 
It will be seen from Exhibit No. 1 that I inquired of those present in the council-
room their views regarding the lease, and asked each and every one present to inform 
me whether they were in favor of a lease or against a lease. '' There were four present 
that I did not ask their opinion, to wit, Eli G. Nadeau, his clerk, Mr. Maddin, and Mr. 
James, a white man adopted into the tribe. It was an oversight on my part at the 
time. I afterwards asked them their opinion, and they told me they favored the lease.'' 
The minutes show 15 for lease, 18 against lease, a_nd 3 had no choice. With the four 
above alluded to vote would stand 19 for and 18 against lease. It might be well to state 
that those who favored the lease were of the most intelligent men of the tribe and those 
who have made the most progress towards civilization and self-support. On the day 
following November 21, the principal objector, Wah-quoh-bosh-kuck, and some several 
others, who were present at the general council of the day previous, presented himself 
and asked for a talk, which was granted, a succinct memoranda of which is herewith, 
Exhibit No. 2. llf:l adYanced no reasons why he objected to the lease, other than that 
he did not want that portion of the reserve fenced. He says he directed his name to be 
signed. to paper numbered 10325, Indian Office, July 26, 1884. He also says he signed 
paper herewith marked Exhibit No. 3, as did also all of the Indians whose names are 
signed thereto. 
Mr. Samuel Fields, who acted as interpreter, and swears to the same paper, was also 
present. I propounded to him certain questions, which appear -upon the paper Exhibit 
No. 3. There is a discrepancy in the statement and oath of Samuel Fields; also in the 
statement of Wah-quoh-bosh-kluck and Samuel Fields. I inclose herewith affidavit of 
Richard Rice, Exhibit No. 4, who swears he was not present at the council, did not sign 
the protest, nor authorize any one to sign his name to same. Upon examination of an-
nuity pay-rolls for second quarter, 1884, I find that two of the alleged signers to thili 
paper; Exhibit 3, were reported as having died in April, 1884, to wit, number on roll, 17, 
Pam-a-go; No. 25, Wahb-mun; and No. 269, Kee-sh-kos, went to Indian Territory in 
June, 1884, and has not returned. This protest bears date of having been made October 
21, 18R4, and tliose dead men could not have signed it. In addition to this it will be 
seen from statements made to me by Samuel Fields. that only about half of those whose 
names are signed were present, and that be signed the names of those absent, at the re-
quest of those present, and that he, Fields, wrote all the names on the paper, Exhibit 3. 
In his affidavit he swears, "they were all present and touched the pen to the x appear-
ing against his name.'' I believe this to be false, as two dead men were not there, and 
R.ichard Rice swears he was not there. Samuel Fields also swears ''he is a member of 
the Pottawatomie tribe of Indians," who are occupying the ~eserve situate in Jackson 
County, Kansas. · 
I examined the records of the office, and the retain rolls do not show the name of Sam-
uel Fields as a member of the tribe. He is a citizen Pottawatomie unlawfully upon the 
reserve; therefore his affidavit in this particular is false. It will appear from the official 
jurat of Mr. James H. Lowell, that same was acknowledged October 24, 1884. I am at 
a loss to know why Mr. "Yf alker did not forward this paper to the Department, instead of 
retaining it, and giving it to me, in person, on Tuesday, November 18th, instant (at noon). 
I have carefully looked over the whole matter, and am firmly of th~ opinion that the 
lease was made with the knowledge and consent of the better class of Indians upon the 
reserve, and that same was done in a free, frank, and open manner both upon the part of 
Indians and lessees. I am further of opinion that it would be to the best interest of the 
reservation Indians that this lease should remain in full force and effect. It was inti-
mated that ex-Agent Linn was interested in this lease. I am firmly of opinion that he 
has no interest whatever in this lease. I inclose herewith communication from T. J. An-
derson, esq., Exhibit No. 5, which explains itself. 
There has· been no fence belonging to the Reservati,on Indians that has been destroyed. 
The · only fence destroyed was some six miles of fence on the e~t line of the reserve, that 
had been constructed by the Jesses, under their contract or lease of April 25, 1884. The 
destruction of this fence was a species of vandalism upon the part of those who did it. 
The lease was made in good faith, and fence was constructed as required by terms of the 
lease. The lessees should most certainly have the protection of the UnitM States, 
when they are lessees of Government wards, and fence located upon land title to which 
is in the Government of the United States. There appears to be no law upon the United 
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Statutes books governing cases of this kind. It is to be hoped that this present Con-
gress may take such action as will protect and punish cases of this character should they 
occur again. · 
The original papers in the..case are herewith respec~fully returned. 
Very respectfully, &c., · 
ROBERT S. GARDNER, 
United States Indian Inspector. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. G. 
[Inc~sure Exhibit No.1.] 
Memoranda of a council held with the Pottawatomie Indians at their Council-House at 
their Agency in Kansas, Thur~day, November 20, 1884. 
Lease to T. J. Anderson read· and explained and a full expression of opinion by each 
and all requested. 
Mas-quas, speaker.-When we were called together before by our chiefs we talked it 
over; after we talke<iit over we asked Nadeau, James, and Blandin what they thought 
of it, and they told us they thought it would be a good thing. We also thought it a 
good idea; the fence would be a protection; did not care so much for the money as hav-
ing the fence; thinks outsiders think we have more land than we ought to have, and 
Holton parties have tried to buy land of us. After we talked the matter over, there 
seemed to be a fair understanding about it, and at the time no objection was raised to 
making the lease and we feel more ease and rest from the protection of the fence. I 
signed the lease and we received one payment thereon; satisfied with the lease to remain 
as it is, or was when I signed. 
Pis-she-duin, speaker.-! can't say :;tnything contrary to 'what my friend has just said. 
We signed the lease, and are ·satisfied, and don't want to make any change or disturb-
ance al;>out it; want it to remain in force. 
Shough-nes-see, chief.-Have no fight to make against the lease; want it to remain in 
force. 
Nas-se-kah, chief.-You have heard what our chiefs have said, and we are all in favor 
of what we have done-signing the. lease. We want it to remn,in in force as it is, until 
the time expires; ten years was time agreed upon. · 
Koch-kach, brave.-You have heard what our chiefs have said. After I heard what my 
chief said about the lease, I supposed it was all right; I signed the lea.."!e. Am glad you 
came here to look through this, and see whether everythingisstraightornot; bopeevery-
thing will be unanimous and go on peaceably; don't see why I should make any fight 
over this lease after my chief had decided it was a good thing and signed the lease. I 
am satisfied and hope the Commissioner will protect us in our views, and am happy to 
see some one here who will make things straight. 
Mas-quas, ''Speaker.' '-Our chief was ignorant of any one being against the lease, is why 
he did not pick out every one, and have him sign it. After this reserve wa,s set aside, 
the chief supposed he was to do the best he could for the protection of his people, and be 
thought it was his duty to sign this lease, as it was a protection for the tribe. We under-
stood that it was not required that every one of the tribe was to sign tl;J.e lease. We had 
a council among ourselves and agreed to lease; there was no objection raised, and sup-
posed every one approved it. 
Nelco-pen, ''Half-day. "-I speak in favor of all these young men; my brave not here 
to-day ; if we bad got the news who was here, you might have seen more of us ; those 
on the paper protesting against the lease. I sent this paper to the Department (No. 
10325), asking the Department to assist him in having it stopped-the leasing of the 
land. We were told not to lease the reserve by the chief that selected it ; it was under-
stood t.bat anything of this kind was to be submitted to all of us and acted upon by the 
whole tribe. We were all present when the lease was spoken of. I ~aid nothing then; 
day after the geheral council, Wah-qua-bosh-kuk (brave), called a council at his house, 
and after that we had a council at Sbaugh-nes-see ; at that time my brave spoke-he 
had not spoken before. He said: My chief, I don't think same way you do; listen and 
hear what I say, and this is the reason we object. We did not see the parties ther.e (T. 
J. Anderson & Co.). This was the only reason he was against the lease then, and why 
he is against it now. The last three or four years we have about been on a lease practi-
cally ; but we are not in favor of having it fenced. The cattle-grazing on reserve for 
past four years has done us no good; don't know what became of the money. Mr. 
James told me last fall that some $6,000 had been collected du:Jjng the three years, and 
don't know what became of it. We want to fence our reserve ourselves; don't want 
the fence of Anderson on reserve; want to live pleasantly with all in and off there-
serve. 
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Ku-sus.-At the time the lease was made was ignorant ofwhatmychiefhad done. It 
was rumored around that bribes were offered for the young men to favor the lease. 
After I heard that I sided against the lease. Nothing else put me against it. · 
Did not take my per capita oflease money tllis time or "year." 
The inspector, R. S. Gardner, then asked each and every Indian present at the council 
whether or not he was in favor of the lease made to T. J. Anderson & Co., which re-
sulted as follows: In favor of lease, 15 ; against the lease, 1.8 ; no choice, 3. 
I certify that the foregoing minutes of council were interpreted correctly by me. 
ELI G. NADEAU, 
· .Act'ing Interpreter. 
POTTA ATOl\HE AGENCY, KANSAS, 
November 20, 1884. 
I certifY that the foregoing was written by me and interpreted by Eli G. Nadeau. 
[Inclosure. Exhibit No.2.] 
R. S. GARDNER, 
United States Indian Inspector. 
Wah-quoh-bosh-kuck.-Paper numbered 10325, Indian Office, July 26, 1884, shown and 
explained to him. He says a white man made this paper for them and he authorized 
him to sign his name. 
The other paper, certHied to by Samuel Fields, was made at my bouse. The names 
of all on the paper were at my bouse and signed this paper. Am sure they were all 
there. This was about October 21, 1884. · 
I don't know why this fence was put up. There has always been cattle there before 
fence was put up. 
I am not in favor, or it is against my desire, to have this fence on the reserve.; have 
never made any remarks or objections to my chief before since my fornier chief died, 
that bad this reserve set aside for us. Now, I have said something. After I heard 
some of the young men talking about the object of this fencing, I then called them to-
gether at my house and told them one and all to speak what they bad to say on the sub-
ject. I got Samuel Fields to interpret for me. It seemed to be the general talk that 
everybody wa." against the lease. I did not know of any one in whom I bad confidence 
in to send the paper to . Washington, and this is the reason I went to Holton and saw 
Mr. Walker, who sent the paper numbered 10325; it was also my intention that the 
paper interpreted by Samuel Fields and given to Mr. Walker was to have been for-
warded to the Department in Washington; it seems it was not, but was given to you by 
Mr. Walker. 
Question. Where were you last summer-when Special Robb·was here last summer? 
Answer. Was on a trip, traveling in Ohio and Kentucky; was in Cincinnati, Ohio, 
and Louisville, Ky. 
Samuel Field being present, the following questions were asked of and answered by 
him: 
Question. Did you prepare this protest, the one certified and sworn to you? 
Answer. Yes. 
Question. Where? 
Answer. At Wab-quoh-bosh-kuck's house, on the Pottawatomie reserve, in Kansas. 
Question. I find the names of 74 persons signed to it. Did you obtain the signatures 
of each and all of them; and who wrote their names? 
Answer. About ba.lf of them were present, and those present told me to sign or put 
down the names of tbose that were not present, as they had told them that they wanted 
it done. I wrote all of the names on this paper. 
Question. Are you a member of the Pottawatomie tribe of Indians of, this reserve? 
Answer. I am a I;>ottawatomie; I call myself one; I am not enrolled with the Prairie 
band of Pottawatomies. I am a naturalized or citizen Pottawatomie. 
I certify that I interpreted the foregoing correctly, and that the same was under-
stood .. 
ELI G. NADEAU, 
Acting Interpreter. 
I certify that foregoing was written by me in the presence of all the parties, and that 
same is correct. 
POTTA. W ATOl\!IE AGENCY1 Npvember 21, 1884. 
ROBERTS. GARDNER,· 
United States Indian Inspector, 
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[Inclosure. Exhibit No.3.] 
We, chiefs, counsellors; and members of the Potta.watomie tribe of Indians, hereby 
signify by our names and signatures our opposition and emphatic protest against the con-
tinuance of the use and possession of any portion of our reserve under the claim of a 
lease. That we have never consented to such lease, and here repudiate it. 
The following signed with au x mark: 
Wesh Know, Coppen half day, Kock asaw, Matt Sap to, Wor qua boskec, Puck 
kee, Pam os kaw, She oc pee, Nar Nem nex Kuc, Shis-Kee, Sboptees, New-
actoo, Kee-sus, Pam Nee neck, Topennabe, Kobach, Wor kaw, Quo-toos, Pee-
Kokas, Cee Cee tab, vVee-quas, Wee che wa, Pick Nack, Ac Namee, Shop 
watuc, Com mar pna, Wee Skic Ka Kuc, Koo See wife, Tee qua keet, Mee 
yanKee, Quar quar ta, Wor Worksom, Hop mee mee, Peanish, Wocsinnee, 
War Wor such, Mis Non see, Shon Na quoc, Nar Narquabee, Sba-ton-cot, 
Shop-par-yan, Me nar os now, Mar Shaw, NashKa bee, KitchKamee, James 
Thompson, Wapsar gon, Man do ca, Pot tees, Meche know, Me-Mee, Opnar-
ga, Yob-ba, Moe Seet, Weep Konnee, ·Shop Nee, No Sbacoru, Wop-Skinnee, 
Knock-Kabeet, Ship shewono, Nos-win, Seec-mack, Pam-o-go, Ship-Sbee, 
Oshears, Shignage, Gowwas, On ox saw, Na-sba-Ka-see, Wol Num, CheQuas, 
Dick Rice, Kee shkos, Chee-Cono. 
STATE OF KANSAS, 
County of Jackson: 
I, Samuel Field, being duly sworn, on oath depose and says: I am a member of the 
Pottawatomie tribe of Indians who are occupying the reserve situate in Jackson County, 
Kansas; that a council was called by the chiefs and counsellors of said tribe, and held 
on 'l'uesday, October 21, 1884, and the matter of the occupation of a portion of said re-
serve under lease was discussed; and it was determined at said council that all who were 
oppo~d to said lease should sign, or cause to be signed, a paper signifying their opposi-
tion thereto, and the foregoing wa.."' agreed upon as a proper statement for the signatures 
of the·members of the tribe, and I expJained to each one whose name is above written 
the exact purport and meaning of said written statement; and each one whose name 
appears freely and voluntarily signified his indorsement of that statement by requesting 
me to sign or write his name, and each one did touch the pen to the X appearing against 
his name, and in this way the signatures and names of all the foregoing Indians were af-
fixed to this paper. And I do solemnly swear that there remains of the male members 
of said tribe on said reserve b11t thirty-six members resident and living on said reserve, 
as near as we have been able to ascertain-and among them are the white men-'-and a 
large part of these thirty-six people are neutral and ta.ke no side whatever in the mat-
ter; that at said council, and at the procuring of said signatures, there were no white 
men present or allowed to interfere or participate ·in the matter; that all the names 
above are of male members of the tribe. 
SAMUEL FIELDS. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 25th day of October, 1884; and I certify that 
Samuel Fields is a well-educated Indian and of good repute in his tribe and among the 
whites. 
My commission expires November 30, 1885. 
JAMES H. COWELL, Notary Public. 
[Inclosure. Exhibit No.4.] 
Personally appeared before me Dick Rice, who, being sworn to make true answers to 
such questions as are hereinafter asked him, upon his oath deposeth and says, as follows, 
to wit: 
Qut:stion. What is your age and nationality? 
Answer. Am twenty-nine years old, in my thirtieth; am a half-blood Pottawatomie 
Indian. 
Question. Did you sign a protest to the leasing of land to T. J. ,A._nderson & Co., or 
others, by Pottawatomies? 
Answer. No, sir; I did not. I am in favor of the lease. 
Question. Did you sign, or authorize any one to sign, by mark X, your name to a 
certain piece of paper writing signed· by Samuel Field, as interpreter, and now shown you, 
protesting against the lease? · 
Answer. I neither signed or authorized any one to do so. 
Question. Were yon at this council of October 21, 1884? 
Answer. No, sir; I was not. 
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Question. Is there any one else on this reserve whose name is Dick Rice, besides your-
self? 
.Answer. No, sir; not to my knowledge. 
And furthermore deponent saith not. 
RICHARD RICE. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 20th day of November, 1884, at Pottawatomie 
.Agency, Kans. -
ROBERT S. GARDNER, 
United States Indian Inspector. 
[Inclosure. Exhibit No. 5.) 
TOPEKA, KANS., November 12, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: J.D. Burr and T. J . .Anderson own a stock farm in Jackson County, near 
the Pottawatomie Diminished Reserve. We found our range being cut off and applied 
to the Indians for a lease of a small tract of grazing land on south line of the reservation 
near our ranch. We were informed that they did not desire to lease any land in that 
portion of the reservation, but that parties in Holton bad been trying for years to lease 
a large tract in northeast corner; that they feared the influence of the Holton party 
would be used, if once a foothold was secured, to extinguish the Indians' title, but if we 
wanted the land and would take it on north and east line, as they dictated, they could 
probably make a lease. .After mature consideration we interested J. B. Johnson and 
Eugene Hagan, of this city, and made the lease, a copy of which you have. This lease 
was drawn by the Indians, submitted to Hon. John T. Morton, ex-judge of this district, 
in whom the Indians had confidence, and then duly executed in the presence of all the 
chiefs and headmen of the tribe. The whole transaction was open, .thir, and frank, and 
we have nothing to conceal. The lease requires us to fence, and we built the best fence 
in the country; cedar posts, four-barbed wires, with gates and everything comnlete. 
The interior line of fence was located by the head chief, so as not to interfere with the 
Indi&ns' improvements or range for their stock. We propose to act in good faith with 
t he Indians and protect them in any legitimate way. The newspapers of Holton, acting 
in the interest of the defeated Holton ring, immediately resorted to all sorts of misrepre-
sentations and personal abuse of the lessees. Irresponsible parties were introduced to 
destroy some 8 miles of the fence. We intend placing our own stock on the land and 
will build up a large personal property, subject to taxation, in Jackson County, if we 
are allowed to enjoy peaceful possession. If our property is to be destroyed by vaga-
bonds and thieves, it is because the Holton ring failed to secure the lease, or because the 
settlers want grazing for their cattle for nothing. The same spirit would poison om 
cattle and we do not care to take any chances in that direction. There is plenty of grass 
for the settlers and for us, and they can have what pasture they need at '$1 per bead per 
annum, which ought to satisfy any man who is not a colossal hog. But for the action 
of the Holton parties, I think we would have no trouble in making such terms with the 
residents as would secure permanent peace. 
Very respectfully yours, 
T. J . .ANDERSON & CO. 
ROBERT S1 GARDNER, Esq., 
United States Indian Inspector. 
SILETZ RESERVE, OREGON. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
SILETZ INDIAN AGENCY, 
Toledo, Oreg., October 21, 1881. 
SIR: I forward your office, for consideration, copy of a letter from one George E. Aiken, 
of Salem, Oreg., in reference to leasing a tract of land on this reservation for a term of 
years to pasture stock. 
The Indians inhabiting the portion of country of w bich he speaks are by far the wildest 
on this reserve, and most difficult to bring into subjection; all the murders that have 
been committed of late years on this tract of country- three in number-took place up 
there. While the distance in direct line from the agency is but 15 miles, by river, as 
well as around the coast, it is some more than 50. Judging the future by the past and 
present, I am of the opinion that the bringing of white men and these Indians together, 
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and especially in that portion of the co11ntry, would be ill-advised and dangerous. I 
doubt not that differences . would arise, and evil results follow. Therefore I would 
recommend a non-compliance with the wish of the applicant. However, I await your 
pleasure in the matter. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, 
Washington, D. G. 
E. A. SWAN, 
United States Indian Agent. 
[Inclosure.] 
SALEM, OREG., September 24, 1881. 
DEAR SIR: I wish to make application for a leave of a tract of pasture land on your 
reservation south of the mouth of Salmon River, on the coast, for a term of years-eight, 
ten, or fifteen years. Gen. John F. Miller informs me that it is capable of carrying two 
thousand bead of sheep; that at present there is no stock on the land, and tba.t you are 
not receiving any revenue from it; that it is shutoff from the agency by high mountains. 
It would unquestionably be an advantage to you to have a responsible man that would 
act with you and look after the few scattering Indians on that part of the reservation, 
even if you did not take into consideration the amount of rent received. 
I am willing to pay a reasonable consideration, and promise to put a man in there that 
would abide by the rules and work to the best interests of the Indians. 
In regard to myself, I can furnli;h you any number of references, if required. For con-
venience, I would respectfully refer you to Mr. M. G. Royal, who has known me anum-
ber of years. Hoping to receive an early and favorable reply, 
I am, very respectfully, 
GEO. E. AIKEN: 
Hon. E. A. SWAN, 
Agent Siletz Reservation, Siletz Agency, Oregon. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
. November 11, 1881 . 
. SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of the 21st ultimo, inclosing a copy of a letter from 
one George E. Aiken, of Salem, Oreg., dated the 24th September last: in reference to 
leasing a tract of land on the Siletz Reservation for a term of years to pasture stock. 
In forwarding the application you express the opinion that the bringing of white men 
and the Indians of that particular locality (who are exceptionally wild) together would 
be ill-advised and dangerous, and that differences would surely arise and evil results 
follow, and. you recommend a non-compliance with the applicant's wishes. 
I entirely concur in your views, and the application will therefore be refused. 
Very respectfully, 
E. A. SWAN, Esq., 
U,nited States Indian Agent, Siletz Agency, Oregon. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., December 2, 1881. 
SIR: I understand a lease to G. E. Aiken, a merchant of Salem, Oreg., was made 
some time ago by Mr. Swan, Indian agent at Siletz Agency, Oregon, of a sma11 unused 
and unoccupied portion of said agency reservation; that such lease was some time re-
cently forwarded to you for approval. I desire, on behalf of Mr. Aiken, to inquire 
whether the same has been approved, and if so, when; and if not, I respectfully ask the 
present status of the same. 
Please address me, care Ebbitt House, Washington, D. C. 
Respectfully, 
JOHN H. MITCHELL. 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AI•'I•'AIRN, 
December 6, 1881. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of inquiry of the 2d instant, relative to the approval of a 
lea-se of a portion of the SHetz Reserve, alleged to have been made by Agent Swan to 
one G. E. Aiken, of Salem, Oreg., I have to say that on the 21st October last Agent 
Swan submitted to this office an application from Mr. Aiken to lease a tract of land 
upon said reservation for a term of years ior the purpose of pasturing stock. 
In forwarding the application the agent expressly states that in his opinion the bring-
ing of white men and Indians of the particular locality in which the lands were situ-
ated together, would be ill-advised and dangerous; that differences would surely arise, 
and evil results follOW) and for these reasons he ad vised against granting the application. 
In these views this office concurred, and the agent was, by letter of the 11th ultimo, 
instructed that Mr. Aiken's application should be refused. 
I scarcely think it possible that the facts relative to the granting of any such lease 
have been correctly represented to you. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. JOHN H. MITCHELL, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Ebbitt House, Washington, D. C. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Siletz Indian Agency, JJfarch 5, 1884. 
SIR: There is a piece of tide land, in area about 200 or 250.acres, so separated from 
the rest of the tide land by a slough that a ttmce is not needed to keep cattle on that 
piece. This land is :J?.Ot used at all; scarcely a hoof of stock runs on it all the year 
round. A man, by name John Crowley, lives just across the river off the reserve, has a 
band of cattle, and wishes to hire this piece of land spok en of above, and oflers rue $50 
a year for three years, and will go into bonds to keep his ·cattle on that particular spot 
and pay the money therefor. Now, I said to these Indians, I will make you this propo-
sition: If you give your consent, and the Government consents, I will rent this piece of 
land and the proceeds I .will buy seed grain, seed potatoes, and garden seeds with it for 
you; not for the whole agency, but for this people alone. 
At the mouth of the Siletz and Salmon River these Indians voted for it every man. 
They h~ld a council over it :fi.rst. I assured them that if this thing was- done I would 
see that they were not defrauded. 
Now, I recommend that this piece of land be rented and the p1·oceeds be used for the 
purpose above named, and for nothing else. That people need seed potatoes, seed grain, 
and garden seeds, and I know of no way to get them except this. 
If the land is rented not one cent of the money should go for any other purpose. 
I would ask your early attention to this matter, and ask t hat I be allowed to rent 
this land and use the proceeds for the purpose stated above, and for no other. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
F. M. WADSWORTH, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF' THE INTERIOR, 
0 1!'FICE INDIAN AFF' AIRS, 
March 29, 1884. 
Sm: In reply to your letter of the 5th insta~t, asking authority to lease for a term of 
three years a piece of tide land-about 250 acres-on the the Siletz H.eservation to one 
John Crowley for pasturage purposes, you are advised that the whole subject of renting 
unoccupied Indian lands for such purposes has been referred by the Department to Con-
gress, and that pending such reference this office deems it inexpedient to take any steps 
calculated to embarrass the action of Congress in the matter. 
Very respectfully, 
F. M. WADSWORTH, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, Siletz Agency, 
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SIOUX RESERVE, DAKOTA. 
BuFF.ALO, N.Y., May 13, 1882. 
DEAR SIR: Will you please inform me if you have granted leave to ranchmen to 
graze their bands west of the Missouri River on the Sioux Indian Reservation by their 
paying 10 cents per head per year; and, if so, do you :fix any boundary limit for such 
grazing? 
I have just invested largely in young cattle in Minnesota, in company with others, and 
will soon drive the herd to Dakota. We wish to secure a permanent location, where we 
are not likely to be disturbed for the next ten years. Can you point us to such a location, 
and can we remain there by paying yearly for grazing? 
Is the recent order for removal of white men who have married into the Indian tribes 
to apply to the whole of this reservation, or only to the vicinity of the agencies; if so, the 
limit? 
Will yon please state the northern and western boundaries qf this Sioux Reservation 
west of the Missouri River, or be so kind as to send me a map showing such lines? 
We start in with 2, 000 head. 
My mference, Ron. Charles G. Hammond, Chicago, Ill. 
Very respectfully, yours, 
HENRY H. HALE. 
Hon. HIR.AM PR'ICE, 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. 0. 
DEP .ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDL-1..N AFF .AIRS, 
May 25, 1882. 
SIR: Replying to the inquiries contained in your letter of the 13th instant, I have to 
say: 
1. That no authority bas been granted by this office to ranchmen to graze cattle on the 
Sioux Indian Reservation west of the Missouri River, neither is any such arrangement 
contemplated. , · 
2. A recent order from this Department has, for sufficient reasons, directed the re-
moval of all squaw-men ('i.e., white men who have married into Indian tribes) from the 
Standing Rock Agency, and prohibits their settlement at any of the other agencies or 
within the Sioux Reserve. Under existing laws all white men, except such as are espe-
cially authorized by the Government, are forbidden to enter or settle upon Indian reser-
vations under penalty of removal and prosecution as trespassers. 
3. The northern and western boundaries of the Sioux Resexvation are' defined as fol-
lows, viz: 
West boundary, from the south boundary of the Territory of Dakota, north on 103d 
meridian west of Greenwich, to South Fork of Cheyenne River, down the same to junc-
tion with North Fork of Cheyenne l{iver, up the same North Fork to intersection with 
103d meridian west of Greenwich, thence north along 103d meridian to intersection with 
Cannon Ball River (South Fork), thence n01·th boundary, along Cannon Ball River to 
junction with Missouri River. I would send you a map, but both this office and the 
General Land Office are entirely out of copies. -· 
4. I am not sufficiently acquainted with Dakota to be able to point you to any location 
for grazing purposes. 
Very respectfully, 
HENRY H. H.ALE, Esq., 
.Buffalo, N. Y. 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acting_ Omnmissione:r. 
UNITED ST.ATES INDI.AN SERVICE, PINE RIDGE AGENCY, D.AKOT.A, 
Ma.y 24, 1882. 
SIR: I have the honor to inform you that the leading chiefs, headm.en, and Indians of 
this agency held a general council on Tuesday, May 2, and requested me, as agent, to 
inform your office on the following points: 
S. 1~ep . 1278-47 
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That they have been informed that some of the people of the Black Hills wish to 
make arrangements to graze cattle on a portion of the-reserve, and that the S..'\me, for 
various reasons, does not meet with their approval. 
That when the matter can be arranged they would like more stock cattle. 
* ·l!- ·l!- * ·X. ·x- ·X· 
Very respectfully, 
Ron. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner of Indian .Ajfai1·s. 
. V. T. McGILLICUDDY, 
United States Indian Agent. 
UINTAH RESERVE, UTAH. 
SALT LAKE CITY, July 28, 1883 . 
. SIR: I desire your opinion on the following subject: 
1st. I wish to enter into an agreement with the , Uintah Indians for a term of ten to 
twenty years, securing their consent with written agreement for exclusive right and 
privilege to turn from 5, 000 to 20,000 head of cattle on their reservation, and graze thereon 
summer and winter for a specified sum per head, as may be now agreed upon between 
myself and the Indians themselves. 
2d. Can the Indians enter into such an agreement, if they so desire, that would be 
valid and secure to me thereafter, without any probability of the Department request-
ing the stock removed before the expiration of the time specified in the agreement, that 
my cattle may remain, provided I make faithful payments annually under agreement 
for the number grazed thereon? 
3d. Shall such cash paym.ents be made direct to the Indians or to the agent? 
4th. After a council by the Indians and they agree to enter into such an agreement as 
above by causing th~ir proper Tepresentatives ·to sign the same, is it necessary that such 
agreement shall be forwarded to your Department for ratification? 
5th. If so, does the Department require bonds for the faithful payment annually un-
der the agreement entered into? · 
I desire all information you can give as to this subject-matter. It being under-
stood that the Indians will enter into such an agreement, first, for the money it would de-
rive; second, that there is ample territory for said cattle both summer and winter without 
encroaching upon their wants for their own horses, cattle, &c., else they would not en-
tertain such a proposition. 
This agreement is to be with the Uintahs and White River Indians at Uintah Agency, 
and not the Colorado Indians east of Green River, and the cattle to run west of the 
Uintah Agency, 60 miles, to the western line of the reservation. ' 
Please reply at your earliest convenience as fully as you may, and oblige, 
Yours, truly, 
JOHN N. WHITNEY. 
Ron. H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary of the Interior Department, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF . THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
October 5, 1883. 
SIR: Referring to your letter of the 25th April last, to Mr. E. Fenlon, wherein it is stated 
that it is not the present policy of the Department to affirmatively recognize any agree-
ments or leases entered into by the Indians in relation to grazing lands in the Indian Ter~ 
ritory, but that no o~jection exists to allowing the Indians to grant permission to parties 
desiring to graze cattle on their reservations to do so on fair and reasonable terms, subject 
to such supervision as the Department may consider proper to prevent the Indians being 
imposed upon; I have the honor to inquire whether the views expressed iu said letter 
are to be taken as applicable to Indian reserva,tions outside of the Indian Territory where 
the lands are held in common under the ordinary occupancy title. 
:My inquiry is prompted by the fact that applications have been presented to this office 
by parties desiring to lease large tracts of land, on Western Indian reservat,ions, for terms 
of years for grazing purposes, notably that of one John N. Whi~ney (herewith inclosed), 
desiring to enter into an agreement with the Uintah and White River Indians at Uintah 
Agency, Utah, for the exclusive right and privilege of pasturing from 5,000 to 20,000 
head of c::tttl~ on that part of ~he Uintah Res~ry~ wl1i~h lies west of tl:te agency, extendinp; 
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60 miles to the western line of the Uintah Reser:vation, for a term of from ten to twenty 
years, at a specified sum per head to be agreed upon between the Indians and himself: 
Other instances of similar applications to this office can be given, but the above will 
serve as a fair illustration. 
As your letter to Mr. Fenlon refers specifically to the Indian Territory I do not feel 
warranted in putting a broader construction upon it without your authority. 
As a matter of fact it may be stated that for a long time past limited grazing privileges 
on some of the Western reservations, where there is a great surplus of bnd unoccupied 
by the Indians and available only for grazing purposes, have been sanctioned by the De-
partment, but the matter seems now to have assumed more formidable proportions both 
as to area of lands required by individual stock owners, and period for which such lands 
are desired, and it would appear desirable that some definite and harmonious rule should 
be adopted. 
Un~er section 2116, Revised Statutes, Indian nations or tribes are prohibited from mak-
ing any grant, lease, or other conveyance of lands, or of any title or claim thereto, ex-
cept under authority of the United States. This wouJd.appear to effectually preclude 
any agreement by individuals with tribal authorities in respect of lands looking to an 
extended term of years-in effect a lease. 
Should it be decided that the Fenlon letter applies to reservations outside the Indian 
Territory, I respectf111ly ask that this office be favored with an expression of the views of 
the Department as to the propriety of sanctioning exclusive grazing privileges to one in-
dividual over such a large tract of country as that applied for by Mr. Whitney on the 
Uintah Reserve. 
The return of Mr. Whitney's letter to the :files of this office is respectfully requested. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
[Indorsement.] 
DEP ART:M:ENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Office of the Secretary, November 5, 1883. 
I said very plainly in the letter to Mr. Fenlon that the Department would do nothing 
to recognize such lease in the Indian Territory; much less can it be done in other sections. 
I shall refer the matter of leasing lands to Congress and await its action. I do not 
think that any leasing privileges should be given on the Uintah, Ouray, or Southern Ute 
Reservations even if an act of Congress authorizes it. 
These reservations are required for the Indians themselves if they are to become stock 
raisers, for the range is rather limited. NotifY Whitney that he must not put his stock 
on that range. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
UINTAH VALLEY AGENCY, 
Utah, September 26, 1883. 
SIR: Numerous applications have been made to me for leases of distant and unoc-
cupied parts of this reservation. 
This would certainly be a source of revenue to the Indians, but once allow w bites and 
espedally the Mormons to lease any part of this reserve, it would be difficult to move 
them off. It does not seem to me advisable to grant any leases, but I would respectfully 
refer the matter to you and ask to be advised in the premises. 
Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. C. 
ELISHA W. DAVIS, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
[Indorsements.] 
No leases should be made. 
H. M. TELLER. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
October 8, 1883. 
Respectfully referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, inviting attention to 
indorsement ofthe Secretary. 
GEORGE M. LOCKWOOD, 
Chief Clerk. 
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DEP ARTl\:IENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, October 12, 188~. 
SIR: Your letter of the 26th ultimo, asking for instructions in the matter of numer-
ous applications made to you for leases of distant and unoccupied lands of the Uintab 
Reservation, has been referred to ·this office by the honorable Secretary of the Interior 
with his indorsement thereon that " no leases should be made." 
Very respectfully, 
ELISHA W. DAVIS, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commi8si.oner. 
United States Indian Agent, Uintah Valley Agency, Utah. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
November 8, 1883. 
SIR: Yo~r letter of the 28th July last, addressed to the honorable Secretary of the 
Interior, in which you express a desire to enter into an agreement with the Uintah a d 
White River Indians, at.the Uintah Agency, Utah, for the exclusive right and privilege 
of pas~uri ng from 5, 000 to 20,000 head of cattle on that part of the Uintah Reserve which 
lies west of the agency, exte~ding 60 miles to the western line of the Uintah Reserva-
tion, for a term of from ten to twenty years, at a specified sum per head, to be agreed 
upon between the Indians and yourself, and inquire whether such an arrangement will 
receive the sanction of this Department, has been referred to this office. 
In reply, I have to inform you that the honorable Secretary has decided in previous 
applications of a similar nature that it is not the present policy of the Department to 
affirmatively recognize any agreements or leases of the charact.er mentioned. 
I am furtl1er instructed by the honorable Secretary in this particular instance to state 
that all the reservations set apart for the several tribes of Ute Indians are required for 
their individual use, with a view to their becoming stock-raisers, and to caution you 
against placing any cattle thereon. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN N. WHITNEY, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Clift House, Salt Lake Oity, Utah Territory. 
DEPARTMENT OJJl THE INTEIUOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
November 8, 1883. 
SIR : For your informaliion I inclose herewith a copy of a letter addressed from this 
office to John A. Whitney, esq., in reply to one written by him to the honorable Secre-
tary relative to grazing privileges which he seeks to obtain on the Uintah Reserve. 
In• view of the honorable Secretary's conclusions, that all the reservations set .apart for 
the Utes will be required for their individual use, with a view to their becoming stock-
raisers, you are directed to see that no outsiders are permitted to pasture cattle upon the 
reserva.tion lands of your agency. 
Very respectfully, 
ELISHA W. DAVIS, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States lnd·ian Agent, Uintah Valley Agency, Utah. 
SOUTHERN UTE RESERVE, COLORADO. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
SOUTHERN UTE AGENCY, 
Ignacio, Colo., December 1, 1883. 
SIR: I 11:1.ve the honor to report that, in addition to attending to the regular business 
of the agency during the past month, I finished taking testimony in the claim of J. H. 
ll..lderson thr depredations alleged to have been committed by Ute Indians in 1881, of 
which I made special report on the 24th ultimo. I have purchased and issued to the 
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Indians at their agency :fifty-five (55) bucks, under authority contained in your letter, 
dated September 20. In view of the facts stated in my letter of the lOth ultimo, in 
which I informed you that the Indians were killing their sheep for subsistence, I did not 
consider it necessary to purchase the 200 bucks, as authorized by your letter before re-
ferred to. 
I would respectfully inform you that ori the 14th ultimo the Indians in council assem-
blecl decided to lease a portion of their reservation to Mr. Edward Wheeler, of Fort 
Lewis, Colo., for grazing purposes. A lease was executed in triplicate, one copy re-
tained in this office ::tnd two copies given to Mr. Wheeler, one copy to be given to the 
honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the other retained by him. This lease 
was made subject to the approval of the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs and 
· the honorable Secretary of the Interior. I consider the approval of the lease would be of 
good ben·e:fit tQ the Indians, as they would then be receiving a revenue for which they 
are now receiving nothing. 
The employes have been engaged in their regular routine of duty. 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
WARREN PATTEN, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. 0. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
December 17, 1883. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 18th instant (monthly report for November), re-
ferring to a lease recently granted by the Indians of your agency of a portion of their 
reservation to Mr. Edward Wheeler, of Fort Lewis, Colo., for grazing purposes, subject 
to the approval of this office and of the Department, I beg to call your attention to the 
following indorsement of the hon<?rable Secretary upon office report accompanying an 
application recently made by one John N. Whitney for a lease of a portion of the Uintah 
reserve for similar purposes: · 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY, 
November 5, 1883. 
I said very plainly in the letter to Fenlon that the Department would do nothing to 
recognize such lease in the Indian Territ.ory, much less can it be done in other sec-
tionrs. I shall reJer the matter of leasing lands to Congress, and await its action. I 
do not think any leasing privileges should be given on the Uintah, Ouray, or Southem 
Ute reservations, even if an act of Congress authorized it. 
These reservations are required for the use of the Indians thereon, .if they are to be-
come stock raisers, for the range is rather limited. Notify Whitney that be must not 
pnt his stock on that reservation. 
H . M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
In view of the above the lease in question will not be approved by the Department, 
and you will so notifY Mr. Wheeler, and if he has already entered into possession, re-
quire him to remove his cattle forthwith from the. reservation, conforming your action in 
all similar cases to the views of the honorable Secretary. 
You will report your further action in the matter to this office. 
Very respectfully, 
WARREN PATTEN, Esq:, 
United States Indian Agent, 
Southern Ute Agency, Ignacio, Colo. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
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LUMMI RESERVE, WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
AURORA, ILL., January 26, 1884. 
SIR: I am in treaty with the Lummi band or tribe of Indians (Washington Territ01y) 
for a lease for twenty years for about 1, 000 acres of the northeast corner of their reserva-
tion. I own the land adjoining this reservation upon the east, the ot,her boundary lilies 
being upon Bellingham Bay, Hale's Passage, and <the Gulf of Georgia, except the north-
ern line, which is a township line. The reservation altogether contains between 12,000 
and 13,000 acres. 
This east boundary of the reservation is wholly an artificial one, a section between Sees. 
5 and 6 and 7 and 8, T. 38, R. 2 E. Near the south line of my lands in section 8 a creek 
or slough, large enough for the passage of the largest size of row-boats and canoes, ex-
tends nearly northwest between the channels of the Nootsack River, emptying respect-
ively into Bellingham Bay and the Gulf of Georgia, the latter of which was the only 
channel of the river until about 35 years ago, as the Indian account is, when a jam in the 
old channel forced a passage through hard land into Bellingham Bay, forming what is 
now the main navigable channel of the river. The lands sought to be leased of the In-
dians are northeast of this creek or slough, and if surveyed would be contained within 
Sees. 6 and 7, T. 38, R. 2 E., and Sec. 1, T. 38, R. 1 E. . 
They are mainly swamp lands, overflowed from 12 to 30 inches in June and Decem-
ber of each year ( ~cept small portions), and are of no use to the Indians, and can be 
made of none except by an elaborate and expensive system of diking and drainage of a 
district which will cover nearly all of the northeastern portion of the island, called in 
the treaty Chah-choo-sen, in which my lands mentioned above are also situated. 
The higher portions.of this part of the island, possibly I should term it the northern 
island of the two (three?) islands making up Chah-choo-sen on th.e northerly parts of 
it, and the part of it near the branch emptying into Bellingham Bay. It will be seen 
that while the northern and eastern lines of the reservation are wholly artificial, the 
1,000 acres proposed to be leased is wholly separated by a natural boundary from the 
remainder and main bulk of the reservation. Within the limits of this 1,000 acres, 
however, allotments have been made (though not confirmed) to three to five Indians, 
who have homes there, upon what may be termed islands in the swamp. The remain-
der of the tribe live upon the higher land south of the creek or slough, where they have 
over 11,000 acres. It will be seen that for the purposes of improvement the lands are 
interdependent; not only must the dikes surround the entire district, but the ditches 
must be dug from one part through the other in order to secure drainage. If improved 
upon a comprehen~ive and intelligent plan the lands will be made very valuable and 
productive, well rewarding the la.bor and capital invested. 
I have_proposed to the tribe to lease of them for twenty years the portion of the island 
northeast of this creek or slough, at a rental of fifty cents an acre ::Jnnually, payable in 
advance; allowing, however, the three to five Indians having homes on these islands in 
the swamp to retain with them from 10 to 15 acres (or as much as they may desire) 
around them as they may selec~ when the survey shall be made, with proper ways from 
each reserved tract to the main body of the reservation and the channels of the river, 
to be selected by themselves under the approval of the Indian agent. 
I am to covenant in the lease to dike thoroughly the entire district so as to prevent 
the overflow of the June freshet and control it during the December ones (by means of 
which. the fertility of the land will be perpetually renewed) within three years, and within 
six years clear, ditch, drain, and put in good farmer-like condition the leased lands, and 
build a fence between them and the other lands in the drainage di~trict, and these im-
provements maintain and keep in thorough repair until the termination of the lease. A 
failure to pay rent or perform the other covenants as to improvements promptly, at the 
option of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, to work a forfeiture of the lease. I am ready 
also to give any reasonable amount of security, should it be exacted. 
While it is fair to assume that I expect the proposed lease will prove remunerati..-e to 
myself, though only by the investment of a considerable amount of C.'tpital, it will prove 
a great advantage to the Indians. 
1. They now get nothing and can make nothing from the lands proposed to be leased, 
which are treaty lands. ' 
2. With the lands improved as I propose, the one thousand .acres will be worth yearly, 
after the expiration of the ·lease, enough to support the tribe. 
Besides, I am convinced from the experience I have had there and near there the last 
year that these Indians are not only able. but willing, to perform good labor. The im-
provement of a 2,500-acre farm there will give them an opportunity, and one better 
suited to them, than the odd jobs in the new bustling and growing city seven miles 
away. 
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The permanent improvements to which this lease, if effected, will render absolutely 
necessary seems to be inhibited by the words of the letter of the Acting Secretary of 
August 11, 1883. I respectfully ask that the ruling of the Department may be modified 
so as to permit the proposed lease. 
Very respectfully, &c., 
The Hon. SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, D. G. 
[Indorsement.] 
Referred to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs. 
JANUARY 29, 1884. 
EUGENE CANFIELD. 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Februa'ry 4, 1884. 
S~R : I am in receipt, by reference to the honomble Secretary of the Interior, of your 
letter to him, of the 26th ultimo, asking that the ruling of the Department in regard to 
leases of lands by Indian tribes, as expressed in a letter of the honorable Acting Secre-
tary, dated August 11, 1883, referred to by you, be so modified as to permit of your en-
tering into a lease with the Lummi tribP,, or band, of Indians, of Washington Territory, 
for a term of twenty years, of about 1,000 acres of their reservation lands, upon which 
you contemplate putting certain permanent improvements. 
In reply I have to say that since the date of the Acting Secretary's letter the general 
subject has been referred by the honorable SecretaTy to Congress, in his annual report 
accompanying the President's message, with the recommendation that Congress should 
provide some system by which unoccupied Indian lands can be leased by the tribes or 
the Department for the benefit of such tribes. 
Until some action is had by Congress in the matter, it is safe to say that there will be 
no change in the present policy of the Department. 
I will add that under section 2116 of the Revised Statutes of the United States Indian 
nations and tribes are prohibited from making any grant, lease, or other conveyance of 
lands, except by treaty or convention entered into pursuant to the Constitution. 
Very respectfully, 
EUGENE CANFIELD, Esq., 
A urm·a, Ill. 
H. PRICE, 
Oom1nissioner. 
OLD WINNEBAGO RESERVE, DAKOTA. 
WASHINGTON, D. C., 
January 21, 1884. 
SIR: Will you have the kindness to inform me whether private parties can secure the 
privilege of pasturing cattle upon the Winnebago Indian Reservation, lying in Hughes 
and Hyde Counties, Dakota Territory, either for herding at large or on certain defined 
portions of the same, and if so, what steps are necessary, in order to obtain such priv-
ilege? 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. COMMISSIONER GENERAL LAND OFFICE. 
Oity. 
[Indorsement.] · 
F. G. COLDREN. 
GENERAL LAND OFFICE, 
January 18, 1884. 
Respectfully referred to the honorable Commissioner of Indian Affairs. · 
N. C. McFARLAND, 
Gommiss,ioner. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
February 13, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt by reference from the Commissioner of the General Land Office 
of your letter of the 21st ult., inquiring whether private parties can secure the privilege 
of pasturing cattle on the Winnebago Indian Reservat.ion in Hughes and Hand Counties, 
Dakota Territory, either for herding at large or on certain defined portions of the same, 
and if so, what steps are necessary in order to obtain such privilege. 
In reply; I have to say that the subject of leasing unoccupied Indian lands to citizens 
of the United States for grazing purposes was referred by the honorable Secretary of the 
Interior to Congress in his last annual report, accompanying the President's message, 
with the recommendation that some system be provided by which the unoccupied lands 
can be leased by. the tribes interested, or by the Department for the benefit of such 
tribes. 
Pending such reference, this office deems it inadvisable to take any steps calculated to 
embarrass the action of Congress in the matter. 
Very respectfully, 
F. G. COLDREN, 
322 Second StreetS. E., Oity. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissione'r. 
JICARILLA APACHE RESERVE, NEW MEXICO. 
DEL NORTE, CoLO., May 8, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: If consistent with the practice of your Department, I would like to obtain 
a lease of the Jicarilla Apache Indian Reserv:ttion, in Rio Arriba County, New Mexico, 
for grazing purposes only. As it is probable that this reservation may b& opened for 
settlement at any time, I should expect a lease, if made, to provide for its termination 
whenever the reservation is restored to the public domain. I should not expect the 
lease to confer any privileges except such as are essential to its use ior grazing purposes 
only. 
This reservation is unoccupied and unproductive, and it seems to me that while it re-
mains in its present condition it might be used for the purpose heretofore mentioned with 
advantage both to the Government and the lessee. 
I should be pleased to learn the views of the Department with reference to leasing the 
reservation for grazing purposes until such time as it may be otherwise disposed of. 
I am, very respectfully, 
HENRY FOOTE. 
Ron. HENRY M. TELLEI-t, 
&C'retary of the Interior, Washington, D. ,0. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
JJ:lay 21, 1884. 
Srn: I am in receipt, by Department reference, of your communication dated May 
8, 1884, in which you state that you would like to obtain a; lease of Jicarilla Apache· 
Indian Reservation in New Mexico, for grazing purposes, said lease ~o terminate when-
ever the reservation is restored to the public domain. 
In reply I have to inform you that by Executive order dated May 14, 1884, the said 
reservation was restored to t.he public domain. 
Very respectfully, 
HENRY FOOTE, . Esq., Del Norte, Colo-
H. PRICE,· 
Commissioner. 
WIND RIVER RESERVE, WYOMING. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Shoshone .Agency, Aprill1 , 1884. 
Srn: Soon after taking charge of this agency I caused to be sent a notice to everyman 
living upon or running cattle on the reservation to report to meat once, either in person 
or by letter, the time at which they located on the reservation, and the number of cattle 
they own running at large on the same. 
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The information gained I now report to the Department, and await its action in the 
matter: . 
Willia,m Jones: Bought out a squatter named Trimble since the setting aside of the 
reservation. He is contract butcher at Fort Washakie. He has 23 acres under fence, 
mostly broken. Has running on the range about one hundred and fifty head of cattle. 
Is a married man with .five children. I believe him to be a good citizen. 
William Evans: Settled here in the spring of 1868, prior to setting aside the reserva-
tion. Has 75 acres under fence, 60 acres broken. He has about fifty head of cattle on 
the range. Values his real estate at $4,000. 
Nelson Larnall: Has 80 acres under fence, about 50 broken. Bought right from Doty 
in 1880. Is interpreter at fort. Values property at $2,000. 
James Rogers: Located in 1867. Has under ience 90 acres, 60 acres broken. Has 
about two hundred head of cattle. Is a good old citizen, and has Washakie's permis-
sion to run his cattle. Value $5,000. 
Charles Losell, Frenchman: Has lived fifty-one years in these mountains; mme when 
he was fourteen years old; has Indian wife; two unmarried children; several married. 
Has about two· hundred head of cattle and thirty head of horses. His son bought out 
a squatter named Lamereaux, adjoining place. Gave twelve cows and calves purchase-
money. I am afraid bad men use the old man's place for a retreat-more sinned against 
than sinning. 
William O'Neill: Come on in 1875; 80 acres meadow under fence; 600 head; married 
half-breed Shoshone. 
J. D. Woodruff: Caught on the reservation by snow last fall with 6,000 sheep; has 
paid the Indians, and they are satisfied with him. I have told him to move as soon as 
possible. He would like to stay and pay for privilege. 
John Lee: Cabin on Upper Wind River; cattle came on reservation in winter; runs 
about 700 head, and is willing to pay per head for grazing. 
Boyd & Stephenson: Is on the northwest corner of reservation by permission ofWash-
akie; is willing to pay per head, • 
Speed Stajner: Is on the northeast corner of reservation; came on in 1878; wife is 
' half·breed; ·hasfenced 80acres meadow; hasover500head; isfriendly with the Indians. 
James Irvin: Has 2,000 sheep. They winter on the reservation, but I believe at 
present are not on it. 
Robert Bragg: Is herding sheep on shares with or for a man named Amoratti, a man of 
means in London; has about 2, 000 in band. 
Phillip Vidau: Ranges on Upper Wind River; most of time not on reservation, but 
in winters the cattle came down to the bottom land on the river; has permission from 
Washakie; has about 70 headcattleand 60 horses. 
Some others have been on the reservation, but I believe the above list covers the 
present squatters. 
The subject-matter is now before you, and I await your decision. It is a hard mat-
ter to determinejust what ought to be done. Some of the earlysettlersmay havesome 
right; the others none. 
All of which I respectfully submit. 
The Ron. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
S. R. MARTIN, 
United States Indian Agent. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERI<:>R, 
OFFICE INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
May 15, 1884. 
SIR: I have received your letter of the 11th ultimo, wherein you submit a list of set-
tlers, squatters, and cattle-rangers on the Wind River Reservation, and ask what action 
shall be taken with regard to them. 
In reply I inclose herewith a copy of House bill No. 1712, introduced at the present 
session of Congress, "for the relief of certain settlers in the W"ind River Valley, Wyo-
ming Territory;'' also a copy of a report made by this office thereon to Congress on the 
7th of February last, in which reference is had to an estimate submitted by late Agent 
Irwin, February 12, 1876, of the value of the improvements made by nine settlers therein 
named, including William Evans, James Rogers, and ·william Jones, severally men-
tioned in your letter, prior to the ratification of the treaty with the Shoshones and Ban-
nacks, of July 3, 1868 (15 Stat., 673). . 
These claims were favorably reported upon by this office May 2, 1876. 
Subsequently, May 21, 1880, the claim of William Jones, $500, was disapproved by 
this office on the ground that his settlement and improvements appeared to have been 
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made subsequent to the ratification of the treaty. This action, you will perceive, was 
substantially confirmed by this office, in its report on the present bill, hy ~ recommend-
ation that the amount thereby provided to be paid should be reduced to $9,371.50, 
No definite action has as yet been taken by Congress on the bill. 
Pending such action, however, I think that William Evans and James Rog~rs, al-
though having no legal claim against the Government hy reason of having made their 
improvements on unsurveyed lands, may be permitted to remain temporarily, during 
good behavior, with the consent of the Indians and subject to your approval, with the 
understanding, however, that they shall make no further improvements, and hold them-
selves in readiness to move off the reserve as soon as their claims have been adjusted hy 
Congress. 
William Jones, contract buther at Fort Washakie, bought out squatter right since the 
reservation was set aside; has 23 acres under fence, mostly broken; ranges about 150 
head of cattle; married man, with 5 children; believed to be a good citizen. This man, 
for reasons above stated, appears to have no legal claim on the Government, but consid-
ering his occupation, may also be permitted to remain temporarily with the Indians' 
consent. He should, however, be required to compensate the Indians for the privilege 
of grazing, and be cautioned against making fnrther improvements. Let him under-
stand that he is only on the reservation by sufferance. 
Nelson Yarnall, interpreter at post. Bought right from Doty in 1880; has 60 acres 
under fence. about 50 broken; values property at $2,000. See remarks in case of Will-
iam Jones. 
Charles Sorell, William 0. Neill, Speed Stagner, all reported to have Indian wives, and 
to have made more or less improvements in the way of fencing, &c. If these men are 
recognized by the tribe into which they have married, and their presence is not objec-
tionable to the Indians, I do not think they should be disturbed, so long as they behave 
themselves and have a proper care for their wives and families. If you know of any 
reason to the contrary yo~ will advise this office. 
J . D. Woodruff, John Lee, Boyd and S:tephenson, James Irvin, Robert Bragg, Philip 
Vedace, all reported to be grazing cattle on the reserve. 
The views of the Department upon the grazing question are substantially as follow~: 
Whilst the Department recognizes the right of the Indians in their tribal capacity to 
allow temporary gra.zing privileges under the provisions of section 2117 Revised Statutes, 
it does not recognize their right to lease the lands or create any encumbrance thereon, or 
in any manner give to parties rights that will exist after the lands cease to be a part of 
the Indian reservation. 
If the Indians of their own motion choose to allow stockmen to pasture cattle on the 
reservation, paying therefor a fair sum, they have the right to do so under the statute. 
Such privileges can only be recognized, however, when granted by the proper authority 
of the tribe, and the benefits must be participated in by all the tribe, not by a favored 
few only. No permanent improvements can be put up by the stockmen, and they must 
be held to a rigid observance of the intercourse laws and regulations of the Department 
touching the introduction of liquor, fire-arms, ammunition, &c. Under no circumstances 
should the agent initiate any movement looking to the granting of grazing privileges; 
all that he should do is to look after the interests of the Indians to see that they are not 
cheated or imposed upon. Of course all who are not willing to pay the Indians a fair 
price for the privilege of grazing should be removed from the reservation. 
Very respectfully, 
S. R. MARTIN, Esq., 
E. L. STEVENS, 
Acttng Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Shoshone Agency, Wyoming. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Shoshone Agency, May 29, 1884. 
SIR: The following is a copy of letter I have written and sent to every one running 
cattle or sheep on this reservation, trusting it will meet with your approval: 
"SIR: Below you will find the views of the Department upon the grazing question; 
also, the schedule of prices for grazing privilege adopted by me for the reservation. 
"Jn coming at a proper compensation I have consulted most, if not all, enjoying the 
ad vantages of this reservation, and believe tbe prices per head fixed upon is just and 
fair, be~th to the cattlemen and Indians, viz: 
"All cattle dropped prior to October 1 must be counted on the following spring round-
up, and the number of the herd so constituted must be returned to the office of this 
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agency on or before J nne 30 of each year. Every herd so counted and returned shall 
pay to a fund for the benefit of the Indians the sum of 20 cents per head. 
"All sheep dropped prior to Jan nary 1 shall be counted and a return made to the office 
ofthis agency on or before June 30 of each year of the number of sheep in band so con-
stituted, and for every sheep so -counted and returned a charge of 5 cents per head will 
be made, to be paid into a fund for the benefit of the Indians. 
"Any one making an intentional false return of-the number of cattle or sheep be is 
running on this reservation, or neglect to make the proper return on or before the 30th 
day of .June, will be considered to have iorfeited all right. to remain, and prompt meas-
ures will be taken to see that his herd or band be driven off this reservation. 
"As every one who pays for the privilege is interested in seeing that the men who do 
not pay do not consume the grass, I trust all interested will give me their assistance in 
enforcing this order. 
"The views of the Department are as follows: 'The Indians may allow temporary 
grazing privilege-they have no right to lease the lands or in any manner give parties 
rights that will exist after the lands cease to be a part of the Indian· reservation. No 
permanent improvements can be put np by the stockmen and they will be held to a 
Tigid observance of the intercouTSe laws and regulations touching the introduction of 
liquor, fire arms, ammunition, &c.' " 
Very respectfully, S. R. ]\fARTIN, 
United States Indian Agent. 
To Hon. COMMISSIONER OF DIAN AFFAIRS. 
LANDER, WYO., June 27, 1884. 
SIR: The stockmen of Fremont County would respectfully represent that the tax im-
posed on them by the Department of Interior will work a great hardship as the sum of 
25 cents per head is demanded from them by the agent at the Shoshone Agency for all 
cattle, horses 50 cents, or sheep 5 cents, that may stray upon the said reservation or by 
any m&'"tns be found on said reservation; and the stock growers of Fremont County do 
hereby protest against the payment of said tax so levied by the agent in behalf of the 
tribes located thereon, unless said Indians shall be confined to their reservation and not 
al lowed to roam over the body of the connty·of Fremont, killing and destroying the 
game in violation of law, and passing through farms and inelosures to the injury of the 
owneTS of ranches, and to the annoyance of all settlers. While the Shoshones and Arap-
aho tribes are l'equired to transport their own supplies from the N. P. R. R. to their 
ag~ncy along the main thoroughfares there is no excuse for 100 or more n'lale Indians of 
said tribes, saying nothing of women and children, who are at thi..c; time hunting south 
of the south line of their reservation. 
In view of these facts, we appeal to you for such relief as the Government of the 
United States, through its representatives, can give in such cases. A double tax, one 
paid to the Indians, another to the county, will be detrimental to the interests of stock-
men generally. We do not intend this grievance to apply in any way to parties resid-
ing on the Shoshone Reservation; it only covers the case of those living adjacent to the 
said reservation. 
In behalf of the people, I am, very respectfully, yours, 
The Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. 0. 
BENJ. F. LOWE, 
Sheriff. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D. C., July 18, 1884. 
SIR: I inclose herewith a copy of a letter received from the sheriff of Fremont County, 
dated the 27th ultimo, protesting against the tax imposed upon all cattle, horses, &c., 
straying upon the reservation, unless the Indians shall be restrained from roaming over 
Fremont County, killing game and trespassing upon the property of settlers. 
An early repo1·t from you on the subject is desired, and measures fi.,hould be promptly 
taken to confine the Indians to their reservation. 
Very respectfully, 
S. R. MARTIN, Esq., 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Shoslwne Agency, July 29, 1884 .. 
DEAR SIR: Yours Land 12420, '84, with inclosures received, and I hasten to answer. 
I have seen Mr. Benjamin Frank Lowe, sheriff of Fremont County, and have asked him 
to give me the names of the stockmen he assumed to represent, and who were objecting 
to the tax I had levied upon cattle and horses feeding and. living on this reservation, not 
those that have ''strayed'' onto it. He declined giving any names. I will, therefore, 
confine myself to facts. 
Sec. 269, printed instructions to Indian agents, says : No white persons permitted under 
any circumstn,nces to graze cattle or other stQck upon Indian reservations without having 
first obtained the consent of the Indians and the approval of tbe agent thereto; and sub-
j ect to such rate of compensation as may be prescribed by the agent, &c. By letter 
7718, I was ordered to carry out the above instructions. In furtherance of the above 
object, I notified such cattlemen as were known to keep their herds upon the reserva-
tion, and the prices fixed upon was that agreed upon as rigllt and just, after consulta-
tion with most of them. And to the creditofthose usingthe reservation it'maybesaid, 
that I have yet to learn of one who objects to pay his tax to the agent for the benefit of 
the Indians. Now, who are those objectors, if any? They are a set of men who for 
sixteen years have been making their living by stealing from the Government and from 
the Indians, robbing the Government by the wagon load, according to their own state-
ment made in the presence of witnesses, and the In ·ans, by branding their calves 
whenever found. This was all done in the days that are no more. They acknowledge 
· that there is nothing left to steal , and that they must now do an honest day 's work for 
an honest day's pay, and as the county has now been organized into the county of Fre-
mont, taxes will have to be paid, and they will haYe to pay their share. 
This reservation forms a large part of the new territory they wish to include in the 
county, but as the organic law which made the Territory of Wyoming declared this 
reservation no part or parcel of the said Territory of Wyoming, the county commissioners 
are trying to find some way to collect taxes on this reservation, and they think that if 
they can get the cattlemen relieved of the grazing tax t hey will be willing to pay county 
tax on their cattle. If county officers are to be allowed to overrun Indian reservations, 
assess taxes, and distrain for the collection of the same, the authority of the Department 
will soon be usurped by the civil officers of the Territory, and power and control pass 
out of the hands of agents. 
This reservation is no part or parcel of Fremont County, Wyoming, and the sooner the 
officers of said county are so notified by proper authority the better for all concerned. 
In answer to the assertion that "there is no excuse 1or one hundred or more male In-
dians of said tribe, ~aying nothing of women and children, who are at this time hur;~.ting 
south of the south line bf their reservation,'' I state that it is a falsehood. Last week 
I took the census of the Arapahoes and I do not think there were as many as five ab-
sentees. Some Shoshones . are out hunting, but this growl of the sheriff of Premont 
County is the :first complaint I have heard, and all men know t hat Indians do not hunt 
game "on farms and in inclosures," and I would call your attention to the fact that 
they are not there ''in violation of law," for you will find hy reference to page 934, 
Article 4, Revision of Indian Treaties, lines 41,638-39-40-41, "but they shall have the 
right to hunt on the unoccupied lands of the United States so long as game may be found 
thereon and so long as peace subsists among the whites and Indians on the borders of 
the hunting districts. ' ' 
Trusting I ha\re fully answered the complaint of Benjamin F. Lowe, I have the honor 
to be, 
Yours, very respectfully, 
The Hon. COl\11\HSSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
S. R MARTIN, 
United States Indian Agent. 
SAN CARLOS RESERVE, ARIZONA. 
KANSAS CITY, Mo., ,July 14, 1884, 
904 Harrison Street. 
DEAR SIR: During my residence in Arizona I became somewhat interested in the re-
sotuces ofthe San CarJos Reservation, and write you to knowiftherewould beanyproba-
bility of obtaining permission by leave, or otherwise, to utilize any portion of same for 
grazing purposes. At present t,here is a vast territory entirely unoccupied, or in any 
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manner used by the Indians for any purpose, which is capable of susta,ining and fatten-
ing vast herds of cattle. 
If any agreement to occupy these ranges with cattle could be had, it could be made ad-
vantageous to the Government in producing a direct revenue for use of lands, and by 
furnishing beef for the Indians on the reservation, at a figure much less than now paid 
by the Government. 
If such an agreement is possible, you can, no doubt, give me the desired information, 
and put me iu communication with parties with whom I would have to deal in order to 
secure such a contract or lease. 
Trusting I am not trespassing upon your time or good nature by my inquiry, I am, 
Very respectfully, yours, &c., 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
Washington D. C. 
A. E. CAMPBELL. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
.August 18, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to inclose herewith a letter from W. E. Campbell, of Kansas 
City, Mo., asking to be advised as to whether any arrangement can be made, by lease or 
otherwise, giving him permission to graze cattle on the San Carlos, or more properly, the 
White Mountain Indian Reserv::ttion, in Arizona Territory. 
In view of the unsettled condition of affairs on s::tid reservation, I respectfully ask to 
be informed whether in this particular case it would be expected that this office would 
be governed by the views of the Department as expressed in letter of April 25, 1883, 
upon a certain lease or agreement .made by E. Fenlon, esq., with the Cheyenne and Ara-
pah'o Indians in Indian Territory. . 
In the judgment of this office, it would be unwise to permit the introduction of cattle 
by stockmen on said reservation. 
The return of M1~. Campbell's letter is requested. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. the SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOR. 
L. E. STEVENS, 
Acting Commissioner. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, September 12, 1884. 
SIR: I return herewith the letter of W. E. Campbell, of Kansas City, Mo., which 
accompanied yours of 18th ultimo, asking whether any arrangement can be made, by 
lease or otherwise, giving him permission to graze cattle on the San Carlos or White 
Mountain Indian Reservation in Arizona. 
I eoncur iu the views expressed by you that, owing to the present unsettled condition 
of affairs on said reservation, it would be unwise to permit introduction of cattle by 
stockmen upon these lands, and you will so inform Mr. Campbell. 
Very respectfully, 
The COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
M. L. JOSLYN, 
Acting Secretary. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
September 29, 1884. 
SIR: In Teply to your letter of July 14, 1884, asking whether any arrangement can be 
made, by lease or otherwise, giving you permission to graze cattle on the San Carlos or 
White Mountain Indian Reservation in Arizona Territory, I have to say that the matter 
having been referred to the Depa1:tment with a statement of the views of this office 
thereon, the honorable Secretary of the Interior· replied, under date of the 12th instant, 
as follows: ''I concur in the views expressed by you tl)at, owing to the present condition 
of affairs on said reservation, it would be unwise to permit the introduction of cattle by 
stockmen upon these lands, and you will so inform Mr. Campbell." 
Very respectfully, 
W. E. CAMPBELL, 
No. 904 Ha1·rison Street, Kansas Oity, Mo. 
H , PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
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OMAHA RESERVE, NEBRASKA. 
/ UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Omaha and Winnebago Agency, Nebraska, A -ugust 7, 1884. 
SIR: Herewith I inclose application of Mr. Edward Farley for lease of unallotted lands 
on the Omaha Reservation. 
These lands are surrounded on three sides by lands allotted to Omaha Indians, on 
which improvements are being made; many of them have broken considerably, and have . 
planted trees and put in crops. 
The herders who were permitted to bring cattle on the reservation have permitted their 
cattle to trespass on the Omaha settlers to their great detriment. , 
These depredations have caused troubles which have been very difficult to adjust. 
These difficulties will increase each year as the settlers improve and occupy their lands, 
until very soon, perhaps next year, their lands will be unoccupied and they receive no in-
come from them. These lands for which Mr. Farley asks lease must of necessity be 
fenced before they can be used as herding grounds, and no one can fence lands for which 
they have the precarious tenure of yearly permits. · 
The proposition of Mr. Farley will give the Omahas a greater income from herding 
privileges than they have been receiving heretofore from all their lands. 
I have the honor to recommend that Mr. Farley be granted a lease of the lands for 
which he applies. 
· Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
GEO. W. WILKINSON, 
United States Indian Ag~t. 
The Ron. CuMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
·Washington, .D. C. 
[Inclosure.] 
OMAHA AGENCY, July 28, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to ask to lease for a period of twenty years from the Govern-
ment the unallotted lands on the Omaha Reservation, in township 25, range 8 east, 
embracing 18,000 acres, more or less, at the rate of 4 cents an acre, each year in ad vance, 
beginning with January 1, 1885. 
Very respectfully, 
;EDWARD FARLEY. 
The Hon. COMMISSIONER OF INDIAN AFFAIRS. 
DEY ARTME T OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Washington, D, C. , October 2, 1884. 
SIR: I am in receipt of your letter of August 7, 1884, inclosing the application of 
Edward Farley to lease the unallotted lands of the Omaha In,dian Reservation in N e-
braska, in township 25, range 8 east, for the period of twenty years, at the rate of 4 
cents per acre per annum. 
In submitting the application yon recommend for certain reasons given that the lease 
be granted. · 
In reply, I have to say that by the act of August 7, 1882 (Stat. 22, p. 341), the on-
allotted lands of said reservation are held in trust by the United States, and are to be 
held for a period of twenty-five years. 
The act also provides that to each Omaha child who may be born prior to the expira-
tion of that period allotments shall be made and patented out of the unallottecl lands in 
question. 
The heads of families of such children as may be .thus entitled to future allotments 
would undoubtedly have the right to select their children's allotments from the whole 
body of unallotted lands, and I think that is a sufficient reason, if there were no other, 
for keeping the lands unincumbered. It would be unwise to take t he risk of becoming 
involved in obligations or liabilities in respect of any portion of said lands . 
Why cannot the Indians turn their attention to stock-mising to some extent them-
. selves? There is great profit in the business, and a start can be made with very small 
beginnings. They have excellent opportunity, having an immense area of unoccupied 
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land, and when the proceeds from the sale of their lands on the west side of the railroad 
become available they might be assisted in their stock-raising, both in the purchase of 
stock and in the improvement of what they have. 
I t.hink they should be encouraged to do more in stock-raising. 
I see by your last year's report that they have altogether 800 head of cattle. -With 
the facilities they have this number might be largely incre.."l.sed. 
Very respectfully, 
GEO. W. WILKINSON, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian .Agent, Omaha .Agency, Nebr. 
KLAMATH RESERVE, OREGON. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Klamath .Agency, Ore,qon, September ,11, 1884. 
SIR: 1\Ir. Matt. Obenchain, a citizen of good repute and well liked by the Indians, de-
sires to rent for the pasturage of frorr.. 400 to 500 head of cattle a portion of this reserva-
tion, adjoining his ranch and hope in Sprague River Valley. The part of the reservation 
is described by natural boundaries, and is about 10 miles by an average of 5 or 6 miles. 
It is only fit tor grazing purposes, and is but little' used by the- Indians themselves. 
There are in this vicinity several white settlers that are continually allowing their cattle 
to trespass upon this part of the reservation, especially during the winter, causing the 
Indians a good deal of trouble. One of these parties has been recently sued for such 
trespass. 
Mr. Obenchain makes the following offer: He will pay $300 per year for the privi-
leges asked for confining his cattle to the limits described in the agreement ; he will keep 
all other whiie settlers' cattle from trespassing upon this part of the reservation; neither 
will be debar any Indian stock from pasturing Jtt any time upon the land thus rented, 
or any Indian from cutting all the hay that may be included within the prescribed lim-
its, or from fencing such hay land. 
These are outlines of a proposed agreement. Mr. Obenchain would like- to know 
whether such an agreement would be allowed, as soon as possible, in order todo consid-
erable needed fencing this fall to keep off the reservation the stock of other settlers. 
If necessary for this purpose he will be willing to pay the expense of a telegraph to 
me if such an agreement will be approved by your office. I would respectfully ask that 
such telegram be sent. 
I heartily <tpprove such an agreement, and would be glad to have its avails set apart 
for the purpose of building a saw-mill for the Indians on the Yainax part of the reserva-
tion. These Indians are anxious for such an arrangement or such .<tn agreement. 
Very respectfully, 
LINUS M. NICKERSON, . 
United States Indian .Agent. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
Oommi8sioner of Indian .Affairs, Washington, D. G. 
DEP .ARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFF .AIRS, 
Washington, October 16, 1884. 
SIR: I have received your letter of the 11th ultimo submitting a proposition of Mathew 
Obenchain, "a citizen of good repute and well liked by the Indians," to rent, ior the 
pasturage of from 400 to 500 bead of cattle, a portion of the Klamath Reservation ad-
joining his ranch in Sprague River Valley, defined by nat.ural boundaries, and cover-
ing an area of about 10 miles by an average of 5 or 6 miles, for which be offers to pay 
the sum of $300 per year, confining his cattle to the limits prescribed, and keeping an 
other white settlers' cattle from trespassing thereon, and reserving to the Indians the 
right to pasture their stock and to cut all the hay on said tract and the right to fence 
the hay land. 
It appears from the letter that the tract in question is only fit for grazing purposes, and 
is but little used by the Indians themselves, who are nevertheless continually disturbed 
by the trespasses of cattl~ of adjoining settlers thereon. 
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Mr. Obenchain's proposition meets your approval, and the Indians, you state, are de-
sirous that the arrangement should be perfected. 
In reply, the views of the Department on the grazing question may be substantially 
stated as follows: 
1. While the Department recognizes an implied right of the Indians, under section 
2117, Rev. Stat. (Comp. Ind. Laws, Ed. 1883, p. 48) , in their tribal capacity to grant per-
mission to parties to graze cattle on the unoccupied lands of their reservations, on fair 
and reasonable terms1 subject to such supervision as the Department 1nay consider proper, . 
to prevent the Indians from being imposed upon, it does not recognize their right to 
lease such lands or to create any incumbrance thereon, or in any manner give to parties 
rights, the existence of which may be disputed after the lands shall cease to be a part 
of the reservation; and no leases or agreements looking to that end will receive the ap-
proval of the Department. 
2. Grazing privileges can only be recognized when granted by the proper authority of 
the tribe, and the benefits thereof must be participated in by all the tribe_:_not by a 
favored few only. . 
3. It is not desirable that a large number of white herders should be allowed on the 
reservation, as their presence will be of doubtful ad vantage to the Indians. A few re-
sponsible men can easily oversee Indian 1erders, who, it is believed, can be employed 
advantageously .to the cattle-owners as well as to the Indians. 
The Indians so employed will soon become skillful herders, familiar with cattle-raising, 
and may avail themselves of the knowledge thus acquired and become stock-raisers them-
selves. 
4. No permanent improvements can be put up by the stockmen, and they must be held 
to a rigid observance of the intercourse laws and regulations of the Department touching 
the introduction of questionable characters, liquor, fire-arms, ammunition, &c. 
5. By the general defiCiency act approved March 3, 1883 (22 Stc'l.t., 590), "the pro-
ceeds of all pasturage and sales of timber, coal, or other product of any Indian reserva-
tion, except those of the five civilized tribes, and not the result of the labor Df any mem-
ber of such tribe, shall be covered into the Treasury for the benefit of such. tribe, under 
such regulations as the Secretary of the Interior shall prescribe.' ' 
In this connection your attention is invited to office circular No. 135, September 10, 
1884. (Misc. Receipts, Class 3.) 
6. Whenever there shall be any just cause for dissatisfaction on the part of the Indians, 
or when it shall appear that improper persons are on the reservation under cover of graz-
ing privileges, or tor any reason, the Department shall consider it desirable for the public 
interest to do so, it will exercise its right of supervision to the extent of removing all 
occupants from the reservation on such notice as shall be right and proper under the cir-
cumstances, and all persons seeking grazing privileges on an Indian reservation must 
clearly understand that they accept the same subject to the foregoing conditions and to 
any future action of Congress, with reference to such reservation and in the premises 
generally. 
Of course, all persons who are not willing to pay a fair consideration in cattle or money 
for the privilege of grazing <Should be removed fro·m the reservation, nnd in the event of 
t heir. return and failure to comply with the conditions prescribed by the Department, 
will be reported to the United States district attorney for prosecution, under section 2117, 
Rev. Stats., abo;ve referred to. · · 
You will acknowledge receipt hereof. 
Very respectfully, 
L. M. NICKERSON, Esq., 
United States Indian Agent, 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Klamath Agency, Lake County Oregon. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Klamath Agency, Oregon, November 10, 1884. 
SIR: I have the honor to report that your office letter dated October 16, 1884, file mark, 
Land, 18323-84, has been received. In a few days I will make copies of a contract in 
accordance with instructions, obtain Mr. Obenchain's signature, and forward a copy to 
your office for your action thereon. 
Very respectf~ly, 
l-Ion. H. PRICE, 
Commissioner Indian A,tfairs, Washington, D. G. 
LINUS M. NICKERSON, 
United States Indian Agent. 
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UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE, 
Klamath Agency, Oregon, November 29, 1884. 
SIR: Inclosed please find copy of contract with Mr. Matt Obenchain of Sprague River 
for the privilege of pasturing cattle upon the reservation as per your' office letter of oc: 
tober 16, 1884, in answer to mine of September 11, 1884. 
Trusting that this agreement will be approved, I am, 
Very respectfully, yours, &c .. 
Hon. H. PRICE, 
LINUS M. NICKERSON, 
United States Indian Agent. 
Commissioner Indian Ajfai·rs, Washington, D. C. 
[Inclosure.] 
This agreement, made this 1st day of November, 1884, between Linus M. Nickerson, 
U. S. Ind. agent, for and on behalf of the United State::;; of America, party of the .first 
part, and Matt Obenchain, of Bly, Klamath Co., Oregon, party of the second part, wit-
nesseth: 
That the party of the .first part agrees to lease for a term of .five years from November 
1, 1884, to the party of the second part, for the purpose of pasturing not more than five 
hundred ( 500) head of cattle, the personal property of the party of the second part, that 
portion of the Klamath Indian Reservation defined by natural boundaries, as follows: 
Beginning at the north bank of Sprague River on the eastern boundary line of the res-
ervation, and from thence along said boundary line north to t.he e~tent of ten miles; 
from thence due west to the Sican River, thence down the east hank of the Sican River 
to its junction with Sprague River, thence easterly along the north bank of Sprague 
River to the place of beginning, for the sum of three hundred dollars 'per annum, paya-
ble semi-annually at Klamath Agency, Oregon. 
It is further agreed that the party of the second pa.rt shall build and maintain a sub-
stantial fence upon the reservation along the eastern boundary of the above-described 
tract, and upon the expiration of this agreement he shall be allowed to remove said fence 
from the reservation. 
The party of the first part reserves the right to c..<tncel this agreement and cause the 
remo,,al of all cattle grazing on the reservation under this lease whenever there shall 
be just cause fot dissatisfaction on the part of the Indians, or when it shall appear that 
improper persons a;re on the reservation under cover of this agreement, or whenever for 
any reason the Indian Department shall consider it desirable for the public interests to 
do so, or whenever any future action of Congress may make it necessary, on such notice 
as shall be right and proper under the circumstances. . 1 
It is further agreed that the Indians shall not be deprived of the privilege of grazing 
their stock upon said portion of the reservation in such numbers as would naturally of 
their own accord graze thereon; and furthermore, the Indians shall have the privilege 
of cutting any or all the bay that may be grown on said tract and shall retain the privi-
lege of fencing any or all of the hay land on said tract for their exclusive benefit. 
And the party of the second part hereby agrees to pay semi-annually at Klamath 
Agency, Oregon, to the party of the first part, or his successor in office, the sum of three 
hundred dolJars ($300) per annum, payable semi-annually at Klamath Agency, Oregon, 
on or before the first day of Decemqer and the first day of April of each year durjng the 
continuance of this agreement. 
The party of the second part further agrees, from April 1, 1885, to the expiration of 
this agreement, to keep the cattle of all .other white settlers from trespassing on said 
tract, and to conform, from the date of this agreement, to such regulations as the Interior 
Department may deem proper for the protection of the Indians. 
Dated this first day of November, 1884. 
Witnesses: 
GEO. W. LOOSLEY. 
GEO. GILBERT ANDERSON. 
Klamath Agency, Oregon. 
Witnesses: 
WILLIAM T. LEEKE. 
CASSIE QUIGLEY. 
J{lamath Agency, Oregon. 
S. Rep. 1278~48 
LINUS M. NICKERSON, 
United StfJtes lndia'n Agent. 
MATT. OBENCHAIN. [sEAL.] 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
Decernber 22, 1884. 
SIR : I have received your letter of the 29th ultimo, transmitting for approval an 
agreement dated November 1, 1884, made between yourself, ns United States Indian 
agent, on behalf of the Unjted States, and Matt. Obenchain, of Klamath County, Oregon, 
whereby you agree to lease to him for a term of :five years from November 1, 1884, at a 
rental of $300 per annum, for the purpose of pasturing not more than 500 head of cattle, 
a portion of the Klamath Reservation, as therein described. 
In my letter of October 16 last, informing you of the views of the Department on 
the grazing question, I expressly stated that the Dep~.!·tment ''does not recognize their 
(the Indians'.) right to lease such lands, or to create any incumbrance thereon, or 
in any manner to give to parties rights the existence of which may be disputed after 
the lands shall cease to be a part of the reservation; and no lease or agreements look-
ing to that end will receive the approval of the Department." And again, "Grazing privi-
leges can only be recognized when granted by proper authority of the tribe." * * * 
It was not to be inferred from this that the agent could make a lease, as you seem to 
have assumed in the present instance. The honorable Secretary :finding no authority 
for the making of leases or agreements by the Indians or by the Department, .has uni-
formly declined to approve any such without the sanction of Congress, and in this view 
of the matter referred the entire subject to Congress, where it is now undergoing inves-
tigation. · 
Pending such investigation, this office deems it inexpedient to take any action in the 
matter other than to return the lease without approval, and to disa.vow your action as 
unauthorized. You will notify Mr. Obenchain accordingly and prohibit him against 
erecting any fences on the reservation, or the exercise of any privileges sought to be 
conferred by the lease, which is herewith returned for cancellation~ 
Very respectfully, 
L. M. NICKERSON, Esq. 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
United States Indian Agent, Klamath Agency, Oregon. 
QUINAIELT RESERVE, WASHINGTON TERRITORY. 
OFFICE OF THE 
CHEHALIS VALLEY VIDETTE, 
JJ1ontesano, Wash., 11-15, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: I write you with reference to securing the privilege of pasturing stock on 
the Quinaielt Indian Reservation, which lies just north of Gray's Harbor, in Washing-
ton Territory, and first it will be proper for me to introduce myself. I am a newspaper 
man by profession, and some two years since located a Republican newspaper in this 
Gray's Harbor region, my journal being the pioneer enterprise of its kind west of Puget 
Sound, in this Territory , and an institution which, without boasting, can be said to 
have done excellent service both for the party and in the way of advertising this new 
country. My publishing business is still prosperous, but overwork and too close con-
finement to indoor business has broken my health, and I am assured by my physicians 
that a change of occupation, and especially out-door life, is essential to my recovery. 
This is a timbered region, and the facilities for stock raising are extremely limited. 
There are, however, upon the reservation in question several small prairies which an ex-
penditure of a few hundred dollars, in clearing trails to them from the coast, would 
render avai1able for stock-raising purposes upon a limited scale. If I could secure a 
permit to use them, paying to the Indians the usual, and I believe stipulated, price per 
head for grazing stock upon them, I think I could, in the course of two or three years, 
render them profitable to myself and the Indians as well, whereas at present they ar~ 
a source ·of revenue to no one, the whites not being al.lowed to us~ them, and the Indians 
upon the reservation being few in number and entirely too poor to own stock. 
These Indians are very poor and often reduced to the verge of starvation; this winter 
especially, t.he outlook ior them js very dismal, their agent, Captain Willoughby having 
told me a few days since that tl1ey have no provision and no money, and that if relief 
does not come to them from sotne source they must suffer severely during the coming 
winter. 
If I could make th~ fll:rt~ngem()Ut in question I am confident that I could help them 
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some, very shortly, and could within the year make the rental of their lands a source of 
permanent revenue to them. 
As to my character and reputation I can refer you to Governor Squires and Ex-Gov-
ernor Newell, of ihis Territory; also to Secretary Owings, Surveyor-General McMicken, 
and to any of the other leading men of the Territory whom you may wish to consult. 
Hoping to hear from you at your earliest convenience, and that you may feel disposed to 
consider favorably the proposition I have submitted, 
I remain, yours, very truly, 
Hon. HIRAM PRICE, 
JOHN W. WALSH, 
Montesano, Chehalis County, Wash. 
Commissioner Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
OFFICE OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
December 5, 1884. 
SIR: In reply to your letter of the 15th ultimo, applying for the privilege of pasturing 
stock on the Quinaielt Indian Reservation, you are informed that the whole subject of 
letting grazing lands on Indian reservations is now being considered by Congress, and 
that pending the decision of that body action by this office on all applications of this 
character is suspended. 
Very respectfully, 
JOHN W. WALSH, Esq., 
H. PRICE, 
Commissioner. 
Office Ohelutlis Valley Vidette, JJfontesano, Wash. 
UNITED STATES INDIAN SERVICE,· 
PONCA, PAWNEE AND 0TOE AGENCY, 
January 19, 1885. 
DEAR SIR: During my examination recently before the Senate Committee on Indian 
Affairs the chairman asked me if I had suggested to the Department any disposition 
other than payment to the Indians per capita of the funds arising from the grazing 
leases on the several reservations of my agency:. 
I was obliged to answer that I had not, for the reason that I had no suggestion to make. 
I am satisfied that paying the money to the Indians direct is the best and the only right 
and proper thing to do with it. 
I infer from the question that Senator Dawes is favorably impressed with Mr. Pen-
Ion's suggestion that the funds be placed in the hands of certain parties to be invested 
in stock cattle for the Indians under the detusive idea that in a few years they will in-
crease so as to replace the supplies of beef now furnished by the Government and will 
probably recommend legislation to that effect. Among the Cheyennes and Arapahoes 
and other wild tribes such an arrangement would doubtless be a good thing for the cat-
tlemen, but I most sincerely hope that nothing of the kind will be attempted in regard 
to the Indians under my charge. They actually need the money for the support of them-
selves and families. To take from them and divert it toany other purpose,howeverlaud-
able, would be an act of injustice that ought not to be thought of for a moment. 
A brief statement of the conditions and circumstances of the several tribes will, I 
think, fully justify this view. ' · 
The Poncas have already agreed to relinquish all their subsistence next year provided 
the Department will furnish them an equivalent amount in horses and stock cattle, and 
this will undoubtedly be done. 'rhis stock with the 1,500 or 1,800 head of horses and cat-
tle they already own will be all they are prepared to take care of and will in a few years 
render them self:.supporting. But in the mean time they will be thrown entirely on their 
own resources for subsistence, and these are extremely limited. Their little crops are as 
yet inadequate to supply their wants for more than one-fourth of the year. Theircash 
annuity amounts to about $4.70 per capita or $23.50 for a family of five persons, a very 
small amount toward the support of a family for a year. Aside from these they have 
no means of subsistence whatever without selling their immature stock, which wouldnot 
be permitted. Thy $1,700 which they receive from the rent of their lands forms a much 
needed addition to theRe slender means. It was largely in view of this addition to their 
income that they wereindnced to give up their subsistence. To take it away from them 
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for any purpose would inflict on them a disappointment and injustice to which I should 
be sorry to see them subjected. 
The Pawnees receive no subsistence from the Government, and are entirely dependent 
upon their own resources. They are very poor. During the severe drought last sum-
mer their crops were a~most a fl:tilure. Their cash. annuity amounts to about·$13 each, 
which goes but a little way in supplying the wants of a year. Many of them are in 
actual distress for want of the necessaries of life, parched eorn being in many cases their 
only food. I think I may truthfully say a large proportion of the tribe are in a chronic 
state of hunger. Their rents amount to something over $4,000, a compamtively small 
amount, it is true, but enough in extremity to stand between them and starvation. 
The Pawnees are gradually dying ont. At the present rate of decrease in ten ye..·us 
there will be but a handful of them left. This decadence is largely due, in my opinion, 
to the want of proper and sufficient food; to take away from this money which they 
sorely need to eke out their scanty living for the sake of some future good which they 
may never live to enjoy would be nothing short of cruelty. The Otoes are less destitute 
than the Pawnees, as they are furnished about half-rations and have in addition about 
$2,000 of cash annuity, and yet with the amount received from theirlease they have no 
superabundance of means, :mel are barely able to subsist. There is already a consid-
erable herd at that agency which will fully keep pace with the advance of their knowl-
edge and skill in the care and management of stock. To place any more cattle under 
their care would only be to run the risk of losing them. 'fhe Nez Perces are furnished 
about half:rations, and must make up the deficiency as best they can, as they have no 
other resources whatever. · 
The rent money is an important and much needed addition to their means of subsistence. 
There is no propriety in starting a herd for them, as they will probably return to their 
former homes next spring, and no justice·in arbitrarily depriving them of a legitimate 
addition to their means of support which costs the Government nothing. But in addi-
tion to all this the proposition appears to me, on general pr~ciples, arbitrary and wrong. 
These people are no longer children. They understand the value of money. I under-
take to say that no community of whites will spend their means more prudently or eco-
nomically than these Indians. Necessity, in fact, compels them to be prudent. 
These reservations belong to the Indians occupying them; they bought them.and paid 
for them with their own money. The land is theirs absolutely except for sale. They 
have a perfect right to lease it on the best terms they can get, and to receive the proceeds 
direct, and to dispose of them according to their judgment and necessities without in-
terference from any quarter. In view of these considerations I respectfully but earnestly 
urge that you will use your influence as a member of the committee to defeat any ar-
rangement looking to any other disposition of these .rents than their payment to the In-
dians direct, so far at least as it concerns the tribes connected with the Pone.."~!, Pawnee, 
and Otoe Agency. · 
Very respectfully, 
Hon. J. J. INGALLS, U. S. S., 
Washington, D. 0. 
JOHN W. SCOTT. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, January 3, 1883. 
In pursuance of a council held December 12, 1882, by the chiefs and headmen of our 
tribes to consider the propriety of leasing a portion of our reservation, we, the under-
signed chiefs and headmen of the Cheyennes and Arapaho tribes of Indians, Indian Ter-
ritory, do hereby authorize J no. D. Miles to enter into and make arrangements to lease 
all or any portion of the land designated or mentioned in the proceedings of our coun-
cil of December 12, 1882. 
(Signed:) 
Cheyennes-Big Horse, his x mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; Bob Tail, his x 
mark; Wolf Face, his x mark; Black Ror:k, his x mark; White Antelope, his x 
mark; Howling Wolf, his x mark; Plenty Horses, his x mark; Flacco, his x 
mark; Red Wolf, his x mark; Big Man, his x mark; Big White Man, his x 
mark; Wolf Feathers, hisx mark; Wolf Robe, his x mark; Left Hand Squaw, 
his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Bull, his x mark; Antelope, his x mark; 
Little Chief; Sii.o'1r. 
Arapahoes-Powder Face, his x mark; Left, Hand, his x mark; Bird Chief, his x 
mark; Tall Bear, his x mark; Black Crow, his x mark; Little Raven, his x 
mark; Coming on the Road, his x mark; Rlack Wolf, his x mark; Big Mouth, 
his x mark; Sitting Bull, his x mark; White Eyed Antelope, his x mark; 
Grant ~eft Hand, his x mark. 
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CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, INDIAN TERRITORY, January 8, 1883. 
This agreement made and entered into this 8th day of January, A. D. 1883, by and 
between the chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes of Indians, of In-
dian Territory, and Edward Fenlon, of the State of Kansas. · 
Witne."8eth that for and • in consideration of the sum of 2 cents per acre per annum, 
payable semi-annually, we, the undersigned chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and 
Arapaho tribes, In<lian Territory, do hereby lease to the above-mentioned Edward Fen-
loo, his heirs or assigns, of the State of Kansas, for the term of ten years from this date, 
the following described land: 
Beginning at a point on the northern boundary of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reser-
vation (executed order August 10, 1869), 42 miles east at the orie hundredth meridian or 
west line of Indian Territory and Pan Handle of Texas; thence running west to the one 
hundredth meridian; thence south on the one hundredth meridian 21 miles ; thence east 
42 miles; thence north 21 miles to place of beginning containing 564,480 acres, more or 
less. 
The terms of this lease are as follows, to wit: Payment of rent shall be made semi-
annually to such person or persons as may be designated, and in such manner as may be 
prescribed by the Secretary of the Interior or Commissioner of Indian Affairs, with the 
consent of the Indians. 
The Indians shall have the privilege of taking all or any portion of said rental in cattle 
at the cash value of said cattle, at the time and place of delivery, and said cash value 
shall be determined as follows : 
The Indian agent in c:Q.arge shall appoint one person, who shall meet with a person 
selected by the said Edward Fenlon, h:L.'l heirs or assigns, when the cattle are to be de-
livered, and shall then and there assess the value of all cattle so to be delivered; and if 
they cannot agree they, the parties so appointed, shall select a third and disinterested 
person, and the decision of a majority of said board of appraisers shall fix or establish 
the price. Said cattle only be delivered twice each year, viz: Not earlier than May 15 
for first delivery and during the month of October for second delivery in each year. An"d 
upon the · delivery of said cattle by the said Edward Fenlon, his heirs or assigns, they 
shall all be counter-branded, and .the brand so used shall bf\ and remain in the posses-
sion of the said Edward Fenlon, his heirs or assigns. 
The said Edward Fenlon, hi~ heirs or assigns, shall have t~e privilege of employing, 
under the direction of the agent in charge, any number of Indians as herders, and it shall 
be the duty of the Indian Department and the Indians to see that the said Ed ward Fenlon, 
his heirs or assigns, shall have the exclusive privilege of holding cattle on the within de-
scribed tract of land as long as he or they shall faithfully comply with the terms of this 
lease. 
The said Ed ward Fenlon, his heirs or his assigns, shall have the privilege of fencing the · 
land included in this lease and to use ·any timber necessary for said fences and for all 
ranch buildings, corrals, and :firewood, &c., but no privilege is granted to sell or dispose 
of any timber. 
At the expiration of said lease all improvements made on said land revert to and be-
come the property of the Indians. 
It is agreed and understood that the rent shall begin ninety days from date of approval 
of this lease by the Secretary of the Interior. 
It is further agreed by and between the parties to this lease, that the cattle and horses 
or other stock owned or held by the said .Edward Fenlon, his heirs or assigns, on the 
above-described land shall be held as guaranty for the prompt payment of the rental .as 
specified in this lease. 
And further, that this "lease will be known as Lease No. 1, as designated on the office 
copy of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation map, on :file in the agency office at the 
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Indian Territory. 
Witness our hands this 8th day of January, A. D. 1883 . 
. (Signed:) · 
Cheyennes.-Big Horse, his x mark; Little Big Jake, his x mark; Bob Tail, his x 
mark; vVolfFace, his xmark; Black Rock, his x mark; White Antelope, his 
x mark; Howling Wolf, his x mark; Plenty Horses, his x mark; Flacco, his 
x mark; Red Wolf; his x mark: Big Man, his x mark; Big White Man, his 
x mark; Wolf Feathers, his x mark; vVolf Robe, his x mark; Left Hand 
Squaw, his x mark; Elk Horns, his x mark; Bull, his x mark; Antelope, his 
x mark; Little Chief; Star. 
Arapahoes:-Powder Face, his x mark; Left Hand, his x mark; Bird Chief, hisx 
mark; Tall Bear, his x mark; Black Crow, his x mark; Little Raven, his x 
mark; Coming on the Road, his xmarl~; Black Wolf, hisx mark; Big Mouth, 
his x mark; Sitting Bull, his x mark; White-Eyed Antelope, his x mark; 
Grant Left Hand. 
In presence ofH. C. Mann. EDWARD FENLON. 
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I certify on honor that I have fully explained to the Indians who have signed the above 
lease the nature and character of the same, and that they fully understood the meaning 
thereof, and that I witnessed their signatures to the same. 
GEO. BENT, 
Interpreter. 
I hereby certify on honor that the above lease granted to Edward Fenlon for grazing 
purposes has been granted in strict accordance with the request of th.e Cheyenne and 
Arapaho Indians in council assembled, under date of December 12, 1882 (copy hereto 
attached), and that the conditions and specifications of this lease have been fully ex-
plained and accepted by them, and that the same bas been made subject to the approval 
of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs and the Secretary of the Interior . 
. JNO. D. MILES, 
Indian .Agent. 
CHEYENNE AND ARAPAHO AGENCY, 
Indian 'I f"i?i"(ory, ss: 
I do solemnly swear that the foregoing is a true and correct copy of the lease from the 
chiefs and headmen of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Indians to Edward Fenlon, now on 
file at the agent's office at said agency and Territory. 
W. H. H. CURTIS. 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this the 8th day of January A. D. 1885. 
D. B. DYER, 
United States Indian .Agent. 
OFFICE OF CHEYENNE AND .ARAPAHO CATTLE COMPANY, LIMITED, 
17 Burling Slip, Nmo Ym·k, December 30, 1884. 
DEAR SIR: According to the latest reports received from you, dated November 30, 
1884, the Cheyenne and Arapaho Cattle Company, Limited, has expended to that date 
at the West, for-
Rent ofleased lands for two years------------------------------- - ·---
General expenses, management, and superintendence·-------------------
Wages of employes __________________________ ------ ______ . ____ --------
Feed and supplies __________ ______________ -· ·- _____ ---- _ _: ____________ _ 
'J"ag?ns, harness, and equipment __________ ------------------_--------
1' enclng_____ _ _____________________ ··--- --------- _ ------,.--- ·-- ___ _ 







2, 226 ,46 
115,155 78 
295 horses and mules (deducting sales)-------------------------------- 16,329 00 
19, 562 cattle ______________________ ----··_----------------·-_________ _ 344, 839 93 
476,324 71 
If to the above amount you add-
Expenses at New York office-about __ ·--··----------------------------- 3, 000 00 
Interest at 6 per cent. on amount advanced to the company to improve 
and stock its leased lands-about.--·· ·----- _____________________ ·- __ 33, 000 00 
Making a total oL ________________________ . --- ·-- ___ :_ ____ _ __ __ 512, 324 71 
· and estimate the live-stock (which is its only actually convertible asset) at present 
market values, you will readily see that the operations of the company so far have not 
only failed to return any profit but have resulted in a heavy loss. 
This loss, unless retrieved by more favorable results in future years, will necessarily 
fall upon those who have advanced to the company the cash capital required to stock its 
leased lands. 
Yours, truly, 
EDWARD FENLON, Esq., 
. Manager. 
A. F. CHILDS, 
Secretary and Treasurer. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR, 
Washington, February 7, 1885. 
SIR: I have the honor to transmit herewith fpr yourinformation a copy of a paper sub-
mitted to this Department by a delegation of Indians from the Kiowa, Comanche, and 
Apache Reservation, Indian Territory, purporting to be a lease made by the chiefs n.nd 
headmen of said tribes of Indians with B. 1B. Groom, of Lexington, Ky., et. al. , of a por-
tion of their reservation for grazing purposes for the period of six years, at 6 cents per 
acre per annum., in cash or cattle, at option of t.he Indians, &c. 
I also inclose a copy of a paper showing a council held by me on the 5th instant with 
the visiting delegation of these Indians on this subject, &c. 
Very respectfully, 
H. M. TELLER, 
Secretary. 
The CHAIRMAN COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, U.S. Senate. 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND APACHE RESERVATION, INDIAN TERRITORY, 
Deep Red Oreek, December 23, 1884. 
This indenture made and entered into by and between the chiefs and headmen of 
the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache tribes of Indi~ns of the Indian Territory, of the first 
part, and B. B. Groom, Lexington, Ky.: Geo. W. Fox, jr., S. B. Burnett D. Waggo-
ner & Son, and F. P. Knotts, of Texas, E. C. Suggs & Bro., Addington & Smith, S.M. 
Huntley, and E. L. Clark, of the Indian Territory, their heirs and assigns, of the second 
part, witnesseth: 
That for and in consideration of the sum of 6 cents per acre per annum, payable semi-
annually, we, the undersigned, chiefs and hendmen of the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache 
tribes of Indians of the Indian Territory, do hereby lease to the said parties of the sec-
ond part, their heirs and assigns, for the full period of six years, the following described 
lands, to wit: Commencing where the first standard parallel crosses the west boundary 
line of the Chickasaw Nation, thence in a southwesterly direction about 15 miles to 
where the Caddo wagon road, the West Fork of Beaver Creek, thence to the township 
corner, about 1 mile southwest of the mouth of Indian Creek, thence southwest, about 7 
miles to Cache Creek, thence to a point on West Cache Creek, 5 miles above the mouth 
of Deep Red Creek, thence a little south of west about 8 miles to a point on Deep Red 
Creek, thence up Deep Red Creek to the Otter Creek and Fort Sill road crossing, thence 
west about 4 miles to Otter Creek, thence in a northwesterly direction about 18 miles 
to a point on Elk Creek 2 miles north of the first standard parallel, thence up the West 
Fork of Elk Creek about 18 miles to the south boundary line of the Cheyenne and 
Arapaho Reservation, thence west along said boundary line to the North Fork of Red 
River, thence with the meanderings of theN orth Fork of Red River to Red River, thence 
with the meanderings of Red River to the west boundary line of the Chickasaw Nation, 
thence north about 56 miles to the place of beginning. · For tb'e better description of 
said lands reference is made to the field notes when surveyed. 
The terms of this lease n.re as follows, to wit: The payment of rents for said lensed 
lands shall be made semi-annually, the first payment to be made six months from the date 
of the approval of this lease by the agent of said Indians, and the payment shall be made 
in cash or cattle, optional with the Indians; if the payment be made in cattle they shall 
consist of one and two year old female cattle, n.t their market value at the time n.nd place 
of delivery on the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache Reservation, Indian Territory, n.nd 
the delivery of cattle shall be made only between the 1st day of June and the 1st· day 
of October, and all payments shall be made under the supervision of• the agen~ of said 
Indians. 
Now, therefore, in consideration of all the above, the parties of the first part hereby bind 
themselve and agree to protect the parties of the second part, as follows, to wit, in the 
full and exclusive right of the lands herein leased, for the safe and profitable grazing and 
raising of cattle, and to protect them from all intruders or depredators, and to ~ject at 
once all trespassing cattle or stock of any kind, or persons, and, if necessary, to demand 
of the agent whatever assistance may be necessary to comply with the express terms of 
this agreement, and the parties of the first part further grant unto the . parties of the 
second part the right to use whatever timber may be necessary for the erection of cor-
rals, or whatever improvement may be necessary in the profit..q,ble grazing of cattle and 
horses; and in consideration of the above privileges whatever improvements made by the 
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parties of the second part shall, at the expiration of this lease, six years, revert to the 
Indians. 
With a full explanation and thorough understanding of all herein contained, in testi-
mony whereof we have hereunto set our hands this 24th day of December, A. D. 1884. 
(Signed:) 
1, Quanah Parker, his x mark; 2, Permamsu, his x mark; 3, Esetigh, his x mark; 
4, Sardee"tethca, his x mark; 5, Wild Horse, his x mark; 6, Little Crow, his 
x mark; 7, Ka-wertz-me, his x mark; 8, 0-han-woon-ard, his x mark; 9, 
Tehausen, his x mark; 10, Eonah, his x mark; 11 , 'l'ah-chah-chah, his xmark; 
12, Pahdie, his x mark; 1:1, Ko-mah, his x mark; 14, To-cas, his x mark; 15, 
Ko-rose, his x mark; 16, Is-sa-ta-quon, his x mark; 17, Tarcy·a-porko-.dooah, 
his x mark; 18, Pariea-eckivit, his x mark; 19, Pom-oh-tonop, his x ma1·k; , 
20, Komah-theet, his x mark ; 21, Belt-whip, his x mark ; 22, Ta-yeh-per, his 
x mark; 23, .Ma-ah, his x mark; 24, Chay-ka, his x mark; 25, \Venk-yeah, 
his x mark; 26, Kahably-wite, his x mark; 27, Esananaka, his x mark; 28, 
Addo-sey, his x mark; 29, Tarcy-up, his x mark; 30, Pah-woon-ard, his x 
mark; 31, Oda-pe:ih, his x mark; 32, Kas-sa-seah, his x.mark; 33, Nan-oats, 
his x mark; 34, Wah-bofpy (1), his x mark; 35, Black Star, his x mark; 36, 
Pies-tischy, his x mark; 37, Esa-dooah, his x mark; 38, Kahin-a-watchy, his 
x mark; 39, Pah-ke-kummah, his x mark; 40, Howeah, his x roark; 41, 
Yoke-suwy, his x mark; 42, Tiddi-yanney, his x roark; 43, Yacky-wuh-take-
won, his x mark ; 44, Tah-pony, his x mark; 45, 1\iluder-ky; 46, Marcus Poko; 
47, Phillip Snow; 48, \Vah-ha-tona, hisx mark; 49, Che-mard-nie, his x mark; 
·50, Pariea-quit-top, his x mark; 51, Wah-bofpy (2) hisx mark; 52, Katse; 53, 
Nene-cabor; 54, Mashe-bad, his x mark; 55, San-with-ky, his x mark; 56, Chat, 
his x mark; 57, Wam-ah-quayen , his x mark; 58, Tau-hau, his x mark; 59, 
Cha Chah Chawta-nah, -his x mark ; 60, Savy-oah, hisxmark; 61, Pais-ko-ah, 
his x mark; 62, Kling-ko-le, his x mark; 63, Ah-chil-tah, his x mark; 64, 
Yeahonto, his x mark; 65, Ab-late, his x mark; 66, Pueblo, his x mark; 67, 
Atch-hav-vit, his x mark; 68, Hova-reah-ka, his x mark ; 69, Ache laco; 70, 
Tably-yetchy, hisx mark; 71, Quoc-an-on, hisxmark; 72, Janey, hisx mark; 
73, Otter Belt, his x mark; 74, Che-woon-ney, his x mark; 75, Cavayo, his x 
mark; 76, Winchop, his x mark; 77, Quahada-wop, his x mark; 78, Na-he-
mah, his x mark; 79, Kahbastlah his x mark; 80, Na-coo-son, his x mark; 81, 
Clayetsa; 82, Tabboer, his x mark; 83, Aker-be, his x mark; 84, Parwe-tipe, 
hisxmark; 85, Chichen, hisxmark; 86, See-me-no,hisxmark; 87, Jemima, 
88, Quit Quip, his x mark; 89, Taber-coniverster , his x mark; 90, Chick-my-
chy, his x mark; 91, Vlooder-pe-ep, his x mark; 92, At-ti-ny, his x mark; 93, 
Tapa-to-sarpit, his x mark; 94, Peah-kose, his x mark; 95, Ad-ose, his x 
mark; 96, Par-che-co-noa, his x mark; 97, Bi-boy, his x mark; 98, Warkine-
co-do-co, his x :~p.ark; 99, Par-che-ne-co, his x m~rk; 100, Tar-watche-mumso-
carwun, his x: mark; 101, Pi-yo, his x mark ; 102, Tart-se-var, his x mark; 
103, Con-i-veech-i-ni, his x mark; 104, Aki-hoie, his x mark; 105, Co-cho-
quasi, his x mark; 106, 0-nar-ty, his x: mark; 107, Wash-ash-ie, his x mark; 
108, Her-ner-se, his x mark; 109, Paw-nee, his x mark; 110, Mo-yer-yer-ke, his 
x mark; 111, 'l'ur-ker-per, his x mark; 112, Quit-co, his x mark; 113, To-nar-
ve-to, his x mark; 114, \Ver-yerk-wee, his x mark ; 115, Quas-i-er-tim-e, his x 
. mark; 116,Poko-tu-a, hisx mark; 117, Cha-na-po-er-cot, hiRxmark; 118, Sor-
wur-turk-wa, his x mark; 119, Not-o-te-ah, his x mark; 120, Quar-de, his x 
mark; 121,Woo-ma-c.o-ny, his x mark; 122, Par-chi-ar-to-sar-pit, his x mark ; 
·123,0-ni-a-ve-ta, bisx mark; 124, No-yo-se, his xmark; 125, Tu-so-ne-ni-di, his 
mark; 126,Wur-~ar-wee, his x mark; 127, Pe-ki-yo, his x mark ; 128, Shoddy-
pi-ip, his x mark; 129, Quas-se-vart, his x mark; 130, Sol-ti, his x mark; 
131, Tar-kar-per, his x mark; 132, Po-ah-tu-ah, his x mark; 133, Char-tar-se, 
his x mark; 134, Ten-nah-ver-ka, his x mark; 135, George~ his x mark; 106, 
Es-se-pum-me, his x mark; 137, Car-nu-ie, his x mark; 138, Nun-sie, his x 
mark; 139, Cor-te, his x mark; 140, Tar-to-e-vese-chy, his x mark;,141, Ech-
i-ro-e-nah, his x mark; 142, Mo-che-bar, his x mark ; 143, Po-cho-key, his x 
mark; 144, Wee-kee, his x mark ; l45, No-mi-ne, his x mark; 14G, Too-wah-
kin-ie, his x mark; 147, Too-wah-kin-nie, his x mark ; 148, Es-se-wur-take-
wur, his x mark; 149, Me-si-di, his x mark; 150, Pah-di-pony, his x mark; 
151, 'rar-si-ki, his x mark; 152, Pah-di-har-be, his x mark; 153, Ur-der-ti-
vor, his x mark; 154, Wer-ser-che, his x mark : 155, Pee-wee-no-ket, his x 
mark; 156, Ah-ko, his x mark; 157, Way-sis-chy, his x mark; 158, Po-e-
moc-e-ah, his x mark; 159, Tino-ah-wah-ky, his x mark; 160, Ho-no-vich; 
his x mark; 161, Toth-to-yan, his x mark; 162, Tit-cha-wy, his x mark; 
163, We-chi-ni-kah, his x mark; 164, To-as-ma-ie-ah, ,his x mark; 165, 
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Sic-wahwahwah, his x mal'k; 166, A-se-co-no, his x mark; 167, Tah-mi-i-
nop, his x mark; 168, 0-kah-keny, his x mark; 169, Sar-dy-o-coom, his 
x mark; 170, Woom-ah-beet-se, his x mark; 171, Ton-nock-o-ah-wite, his ' 
x mark; 172, Mie-yah-bee-tah, his x mark; 173, Ho-ah-keem-ah, his x 
mark; 174, Cha-hah-duer, his x mark; 175, Pe-kah, his x mark; 176? 
Se-ar-se-na-kah, his x mark; 177, Kah-nah-wi-ah, his x mark; 178, Ter-
nab-wutty, h~s x mark; 179, 0-tip-po-by, his x mark; 180, Pen-a-teth-ka, 
his x mark; 181, Per-da-sof-pa, bis x mark; 182, Cah-co-quannah, his x 
mark; 183, Sa-aut, his x mark; 184, Ho-on-ti-ke, his x mark; 185, Aung-
ko-to-ye, his x mark; 186, San-koy-tike, his x mark; 187, Di-ace-brot-ley, 
his x mark; 188, Apache, John, hif:l x mark; 189,' Pey-chndle, his x mark; 
190, To-quoa-kie, 'his x mark; 191, Wah-soh-thla-ne, his x mark; 192, To-
mah-ah-thley, hi3 x mark; 193, Koo-gah-rea-the, his x mark; 194, Sit-de-
zon-dy, his x mark; 195, Da-va-ko, his x mark; 196, E-zoz-ziz-e, his xmark; 
197, Wechishlehe; 198, Kos-tah, his x mark; 199, Audle-kin, his x mark; 
200, Wesbe-tah, his x mark; 201, Di-ace-ly, his x mark; 202, To-bah, his x 
mark; 203, Biz-an-a-ra-ta, his x mark; 204, Bit-tu-way-lit-shea, his x mark; 
205, Chis-tiU-ko, his x mark; 206, See-tah-ty, his x mark; 207, See-lit-she, 
his x mark; 208, Chut-shon-nah-bit-she, his x mark ; 209, Cha-cha-aye-le, 
his x mark; 210, Klah-sit-ty, his x mark; 211, Klay-hee, his x mark; 212, 
Mi-ziz-zoon-dy, his x mark: 213, Mo-cha, his x mark; 214, Mock-su, his x 
mark; 215, Kal-thly, his x mark; 216, Eat-tooth, his x mark; 217, Dost-
lalh-la, his x mark; 218, Doan-kah-co, his x mark; 219, Es-te-at-thlu-ah, 
his x mark; 220, :Gah-zah- elm, his x mark; 221, Chin-tab-chin, his x 
mark; 222, As-chal-re-cos-say, his x mark; 223, Da-ge-tse-lsi-sah, his x 
mark; 224, Be-klay-ah, his x mark; 225, Pah-be, his x mark; 226, Kle-
ze-sah, his x mark; 227, Cha-tel-lent-ly, his x mark; 228, Ko-ziz-zin-da, 
his x mark; 229, Cha-tos-contly, his x mark; 230, Yea-paw, his x mark; 231, 
Zoon-tay, his x mark; 2~~2, Cab-lay-so, his x mark; 233, Hot-chin-co, his x 
mark; 234, Cha-cha-lit-su-ah, his x mark; 235, Kol-tah-way, his mark; 236, 
Lah-cos-er, his x mark; 237, Lah-ha-kis-show, his x mark; 238, Pay-se-ace, 
his x mark; 239, Diz-ze-nah, his x mark; 240, Kah-tly, hisx mark; 241, Cha-
sit-tis-ze, his x mark; 242, Towho, his x mark; 243, Kle-rate-shay-ray, his x 
mark; 244, Ba-a-at-la, his x mark; 245, Cha-cha-goots, hisx mark; 246, Che-
wath-lan-e, his x mark; 247, Bet-see-dy, hisx mark; 248, Clay-yet-chy, his x 
mark: 249, Goo-nea-ha, his x mark; 250, Di-a-che, his x mark; 251, Kiowa, 
his x mark ; 252, Perk-a-quan-ah, his x mark; 253, Pas-su-a-rab, hisxmark; 
254, Nuyah, his x mark; 255, Che-ko-vi, his x mark; 256, To-shah-kno-no, 
257, Pas-si-po-nee,.his x mark; 258, To-sah-nab-o, his x mark; 259, Ko-mah-
che, his x mark; 260, To-i-napper, his x mark; 261, Pah-vo-neith-ke, his x 
mark; 262, Tan-napp-per, his x nrark; 263, Tome-ah-tu-ah, his x mark; 264, 
Que-toch, his x mark;. 265, Que-ni-pi-at, his x mark; 266, Tah-kah-per, hisx 
mark; 267, Mah-sut, h1sxmark; 268, To-he-nab, hisxmark; 269, Tome-o-der-
ty, his x mark ; 270, Par-ri-a-o-baw-pithe, his x mark; 271, An-to-ni-o, his x 
mark; 272, 'l'u-ah-per-ne, his x mark; 273, Wer-se-ke-yah, his x mark; 274, 
Maw-wat, his x mark; 275, Hoas-cho-eck-i-vit, his x mark; 276, Tarcy, his x 
mark; 277, Wecky-ah-bitty his x mark; 278, Pacb-o-co-tohoot:·it, his x mark; 
279, A-se-to-yar, his x mark; 280, Ho-bah (1) hisxmark; 281, Ta-a-we-ite, his 
x mark; 282, Ho-bah (2) hisx mark; 283, Ab-chale-too, his x mark; 284, Nah-
che-tah, his x mark; 285, Ko-cleh, his x mark; 286, Bah-sah-ie, his x mark; 
287, No-nad-dy-mo, his xmark; 288, Eck-i-moo-da-wa, his x mark; 289, E-to-
vitch, his x mark; 290, Park-ep-su-er, his x mark; 291, Wah-che-kah, his x 
292, Wur-take-wa, his x mark; 293, Ko-we-muer, hisx mark; 294, Sass-cut, 
his x mark; 295, Wah-kin-ne, hisx mark; 296, Ton-ka-i-he, hisx mark; 297, · 
Pba-dle-ty, his x mark; 298, Tsa-lo, his x mark; 299', Mo-po, his x mark; 
300, Cat, his x mark; 301, Moo-na-to-boy, his x mark; 302, Do-rna, his x 
mark; 303, As-lone-to, his x mark; 304. Man Sie, his x m:uk; 305, Mo-
beadle-ky , his x mark. 
I, Emmet Cox, certify on honor that. I was present at the request of the Indians (Apa-
ches, Kiowas, ~and Comanches) at their council held at Deep Red Creek, on their reser-
vation south of Fort Sill, on the 23d of December, 1884, and witnessed the signing of 
the foregoing indenture by the individuals named on pages 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 
and numbered from 1 to 3. ' ' 
That the agreements and stipula.tions therein expressed were made by them of their 
*Numbers of pages in original manuscript. Pages of copy 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8. 
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own volition, without interference of other persons, and written down at their request, 
which was then carefully read and explained to them before signing. 
• That the Indians signing as herein stated n.re adult males and fully understand the 
nature and purport of the instrument of writing signed by them. 
*EMMET COX. 
I hereby certi(y on honor that I was present at the council of Apaches, Kiowas, and 
Comanches on the ~3d of December, and at their reques t interpreted for them. That 
the conditions and agreements set forth in the foregoing indenture signed by them are 
correctly stated as clearly expressing .their wishes, and which were fully explained to 
them before signing, and that they have entered into the same of their own free will. 
Witness signature of E. L. Clark : 
H. P. JONES. 
(Signed:) 
E. L. CLARK, 
Interpreter. 
1, 'l'ay-a-way-kut, his x mark; 2, Sat-te-a-wah, his x mark; 3, Pia-pe-epp, his x 
mark; 4, Piach-che-pass-pe, his x mark; 5, Ner-ma-sa, his x mark; 6, Tie-vo-
co, his xmark; 7, Wet-se-bough, his x mark; 8, Moch-che-doe, his x mark; 9, 
Kos-to-que-tup, his x mark; lO,Te-doe-na, his x mark ; 11, Otta, his~ marie 12, 
Kio-wib-be, his x mark; 13, Po-i-wee, his x mark; 14, Ten-ni-muc-ki, his x 
mark; 15, Pud-dia, his x mark ; 16, Wes-ah-wee, his x mark; 17, Nan-ni-so-
yoe, his x mark; 18, Wum-suk-a-wu, his x mark; 19, Ti-so-ta, his :X mark; 20, 
Tal-by-keen-eye, his x mark; 21, Tis-sis-qba-ber, his x mark; 22, Sir-sy-
wya, his x mark; 23, To-e-poe, his x mark; 24, Mo-tuer-ma, his x mark; 25, 
Pats-so-co-pi-wie, his x mark; 26, Che-yu-que, his x mark; 27, Es-he-napp, 
his x mark; 28, Se-voic, his x mark; 29, Ny-watz, his x mark; 30, Yac-ke-
po-ba, his x mark; 31, Toats-si-woe, his x mark; 32, Peats-so-mo, his x mark; 
33, Po-i-way-kee, his x mark; 34, Po-i-pacb-i-co, his x mark; 36, Yan-i-ve-
tu-a, his x mark; 36, Tu-i-voo-na, his x mark; 37, See-an-na•vo, his x mark; 
38, Is-ri-do-e, his x mark; 39, At-tra-wi-e-per, his· x mark; 40, Ech-i-dore, 
his x mark; 41, Nem-mi-wad-die, his x mark ; 42, Trat-tu-i-napper, his x 
mark; 43, Mach-so-wa, his x mark; 44, Hy-tau-cbau (1), hi::; x mark; 45, 
Kiowa (1), his x mark; 46, Quach-e-yar, his x mark; 47, Mece-si-dar, his x 
mark; 48, Nan-no-yo-hoe, his x mark; 49, Po-e-wah, his x mark; 50, Mo-di-
wand, his x mark; 51, Nim-er-bi-auk, his x mark; 52, Par-key-ert, his x 
mark; 53, Qur-er-dee, his x mark; 54, Teetc;-so-vak, his x mark; 55, Quesh-
e-cheekia, his x mark; 56, Tally-o-hoppett, his x mark; 57, Wesh-ko-nee, his 
X mark; ,58, Tau-qua-ab , his X mark; 59, At-tac-co-nee, his X mark; 60, Co-
we-no, x his mark; 61, Tau-wer~h , his x mark; 62, Tas-cos-ne.v, his x mark; 
63, Ech··co-pet, hisx mark; 64, Ka-pi-e-wat, his x mark; 65, Po-i-da-ker, his 
x mark; 66, Pi-e-tas-ty, his x mark; 67, Por-o-ti-wab, his x mark; 68, Wesh-
mo-nay, his x mark; 69, O-bi-wader, his x mark; 70, Es-si-o -hoppett, his x 
mark; 71, Horse, his x mark; 72, Ic-cop-pet-ty, his x mark; 73, Piche-e-
tie, his x mark; 74, Is-si-don-sm-, his x mark; 75, Weash-suer, his x mark; 
76, E-a-baut, his x mark; 77, Ti-ah-ti-vah, his x mark; 78, E-ha-tau, his 
x mark; 79, 'l'ay-qua-quer, his x mark; 80, Tau-we-ah, his x mark; 81, 
Pe-sy-you, his x mark; 82, Hoston-ech-i-pet, his x mark; 83, So-so-ny, his 
x mark; 84, Cbe-vab, his x mark; 85, Pakw, his x mark; 86, Ti-se-wah- · 
coniverth, his x mark; 87, vVy-e-coe, his x mark; 88, Peacs-cbief, his x 
mark; 89, Yellow Bear, his x mark; 90, Ti-me-ner, his x mark; 91, Mi-
des-swoth, his x mark; 92, Aye-yer, his x mark; 93, Ten-e-quer, his x mark; 
94, Tits-e-to-qua, his x mark; 95, Tah-i-wer-ker, his x mark; 96, Weur-i-
vias, his x mark; 97, Nap~pe-waih, hisx mark; 98, Coo-we-yar, his x mark; 
99, Es-si-toipett, his x mark. 
Written and w\tnessed by J. W. Humphrey, and interpreted by R. P . Sanders. 
J. W. HUMPHHEY. 
R. P. SANDERS. 
I certify on honor that I witnessed the signing of the foregoing lease by tbe individ-
uals named on pages 14, 15, and 16, and numbered from 1 to 99, and that the nature and 
purpose of said written lease or agreement, and the signing of same, was fully explained 
to them before signing. ' 
tHUMPHREY. (?) 
-----·---- ------------
* Original signed in pencil. 
t N arne on original in pencil. 
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I hereby certify, on honor, that I have .fully explained to the Indians, who have signed 
the above lease and whose names appear on pages 14, 15, and 16, and numbered from 
1 to 99, the nature and character of the same and that they fully 11nderstand the mean-
ing thereof, and that I witnessed their signatures to the same, and that the signing was 
done without any restraint or c~erciob, and of their own free will. 
o*SA UNDERS, (?) 
Interpreter. 
It is fgrther agreed by and between the parties hereto, that the cattle, horses, and 
other stock owned. or held by the said parties of the second part, their heirs or assigns, 
shall be a gmnanty for the ta.ithful payment of the rental specified in this lease. lt is 
agreed by and between the parties hereto, that the stock owned or held by the parties of 
the second part, their heirs or assigns, are responsible only for their individual rents. 
And it is further agreed by and between the parties of the second part, that they will 
retain during the full term of this lease the whole number of men specified in this lease 
at a salary of $35 per month for the chiefs and $20 per month for the young men. 
We, the undersigned parties of the second part, do hereby <!ertify that we will make 
the payments semi-annually in cash or cattle as stipulated in the terms of this lease; 
that we will not use or cause to be used any timber on the above-leased lands more than 
is absolutely necessary for the erection of cattle and horse corrals, dug-outs, and other 
improvements necessary in the grazing of cattle and horses, and at the expiration of this 
lease we will not remove or cause to be removed any improvements so made; that we 
will not erect any wire, rail, or other fence for the pasturage of cattle, horse, or other 
stock, or for farming purposes; that we will employ :fifty-four chiefs and young men of 
the Kiowa, Comanche, and Apache tribes for the full time of this lease. 
In testimony whereof we have thus set our hands this 24th of December, A. D. 1884. 
Witness: 
EMMET COX. 
R. P. SANDERS. 
ELE SUGG & RHO. 
D. WAGGONER & SON. 
B. B. GROOM. 
S. B. BURNETT. 
ADDINGTON D. SMITH. 
S. M. HUNTLEY. 
GEO. W. FOX, JR. 
F. P. KNOTT. 
E. L. CLARK. 
KIOWA, COMANCHE, AND WICHITA AGENCY, 
Indian Territory, January 21, 1885. 
The within written agreement made by the Indians of this reservation, . at a council 
held by them near Red River, on December 23, 1884, has this day. been presented to me 
by a delegation of Indians headed by Quanah Parker, Permam-see and "Shod-dy-teth-ka 
of the Comanches, Big Crow, Cat and Loud Talker of the Kiowas, and Dava-ko and 
Che-wath-lane of the Apaches, for my information. 
' It is a lease or agreement made with certain cattlemen, to occupy a portion of their 
reservation for grazing purposes for a period of six years, for which 6 cents per acre per 
year is to be paid the Indians, besides the cattlemen are to give employment to 54 In-
dians as herders at a stated salary of $20 and $35 per· month, each. 
The price to be paid the Indians is larger than that of any other lease or agreement yet 
marle by the Indians, and is fairly in their interest. The parties with whom the agree-
ment is made are known to me to be reliable and responsible. 
The section embraced in the agreement is on the border of their reservation, and has 
never in any way been used by the .Inrlians, but to a great extent has been depredated 
upon by trespassers and the most of it is unsuitable for tarming, even if the indians bad 
no other lands for that purpose. 
I believed it a wise thing for the Indians to make this agreement, as it will be a source 
of considerable income, will give employment to many young men, and will notdeprive 
them of any lands needed by them for grazing their own stock and for farming pur-
poses, and in addition it will protect them from the inroads made by trespassers both 
upon their grass and timber. 
It is clear the paper is signed by a niajority of the adult male population, embracing 
*Name on original in pencil. 
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chiefs, headmen, and others, and is their own act, made in conformity with the conceded 
right given them under the provisions of Section 2117 Revised Statutes. 
The certificates of E. L. Clark, Emmet Cox, J. W. Humphrey, n,nd R P. Sanders, 
who are personally known to me, are entitled to full credit. 
P. B. HUN'l.', 
United St.ates lncl·ian Ager,tt. 
PROPOSED LEASE BY KIOWAS AND COIIIANCHES. 
DEPARTMENT OF THE I NTERIOR, 
Washington, D . C., Feb1·uary 5, 1885. 
Present: Quanah Parker, chief of the Comanches; Sar-dee-teth-ka, Comanche; Pnr-
mamsu, Comanche; Loud Talker, Kiowa; Horace P. Jones, interpreter ; Mr. Geo. W. 
Fox, and Mr. E. C. Suggs, on the part oflessees; and Mr. James lYI. Haworth, superin-
tendent o(. Indian schools. · 
The SECRETARY. I wiil hear what they have to say. 
QuANAH PAI~KER, Chief of the Kipwas. I have come on to talk about the lease the 
Kiowas, Comanches, and Apaches have made. I am somewhat acquainted with the ways 
of the w bite people, and I think I have made a good lease. 
The SECRETARY. Let him go on and tell just what his lease is as he understands it. 
We have got a copy. 
QUANAH PARKER. We have only lensed a small portion of it, and that on the borders; 
we have reser~ed more farming bndR t!.un we need for ourselves. 
The SECRETARY. Bordering on what side? 
QuANAH PARKER. On the Chocta,w Nation, on the ninety-eighth meridian. It is 
leased at 6 cents per acre for six years. Another good feature in the contract, these cat-
tlemen have agreed to employ fifty-four Indian men at a fair and reasona.ble price to herd 
cattle. Other tribes out there have leased land very cheap, and we wanted our people to 
live and have something to live on, and I think we have made 'a good lease. 
The SECRETARY. He thinks it is enough, does he? 
QUANAH PARKER. Yes. 
The SECRETARY. How much money does he calculate he will get out of this each 
year? 
. QUANAH PARKER. Do not know exactly; have not figured that up, because the land 
has not been surveyed. There are different m en ; some might have two hundred thou-
sand acres, some more. 
The SECRETARY. What is your estimate of the piece described here? 
Mr. E. C. SUGGS. About 1,400,000 acres. 
The SECRETARY. I see you have provided that it is to be surveyed. That would come 
to somewhere in the neighborhood of $84,000. Does he want to say anything more 
about it ? · 
QUANAH PARKER. We have leased to the wlJite men named in that lease for the reason 
that they have lived T.ight on the border there for a number of years, and I kno'Y them 
and they a.! ways treated me well, and. that is the reason I made the lease to these parties. 
Now I am done talking about grass and want to say something else to you. 
* * * •* * * * 
The SECRETARY. Ask him if all the Indians are agreed to this lease. 
ANSWER. No; they are not all agreed to it. There are two parties there now all the 
time. One party opposed to it and one in fhvor of it, but we have a majority. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him what objection the other Indians make to it. 
QUANAH PARKER. I really cannot tell what objection they have to it, unless they have 
not got sense. They are kind of old fogy, on the wild road yet. I asked them what ob-
jection, but I have not made up my mind yet, unless they have not got brains enough 
to sabe the advantage there is in it. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him if they think' the price is too small. 
QuANAH PARKER. No; they have no o~jection to that, they are just opposed to the 
lease. · 
The SECRETARY. Ask whether the young men or the old men are opposed to the 
lease? 
QUAN .A.H P .A.RKER. Some old men and a good many young men. 
The SECRETARY. Have they plent.y of land left for their own stock? 
QuANAH PARKER. I think there is enough left for all the animals, horses and cattle, 
and we were very particular in making the lease not to lease any land that came within 
the neighborhood of any of our tarm settlements, and there is enough left for all the 
horses and cattle we have now. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him how the money they are to get for this lease will be di-
vided? 
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QUANAH PARKER. I want the money divided fair and equitably among all those op-
posed and in favor of the lease, pro rata, according to the ration tickets. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him if he and others get anything more than the other people 
d~ . 
QUANAH PARKER. I do not take any advantage of those that opposed the lease at 
all. Haworth knows how they make out the ration tic1\:ets; so it is to be divided. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him if he and others were paid anything to get this lease. 
QUANAH PARKER. No; I made this lease myself, according to my own notions of 
right. . 
The SECRETARY. Doe he mean by that he was not paid anything? 
QuANAH PARKER. They have not paid me anything ior making the lease. 
The SECRETARY. Do these others want to say anything? 
PURl\iAMSU. I expect you have seen some of these older Kiowas, Comanches, and 
Apaches, but I think this is the :first time you have met any of these young men like us. 
For a number of years these old chiefs have been going before in everything, but I never 
saw any good they have done at all. This has been done in council, but we have con-
cluded the young men have a little better sense than they have. The old Comanches 
have always been a horse-raising people, and I think their heart is rather that way yet. 
I am not a chief myself partic-ularly; I am a young man. We arc divided on this ques-
tion, the grass business, but I think I have perhaps as many followers as some of these 
old fellows, and I helped make this lease. After studying it over, and for the benefit of 
the children of all the Indians, I thought the best way was to lease this country that we 
arc not using. It would do them some good now. The Indjans are a good deal like 
a blind man, and ca not see very iar ahead; they are not like the white people who can 
sec a good deal ahead and what will be for their good. Particularly the old Indians, 
they cannot see what will be for their future good. The reservation given to me by the 
treaty is just like my own flesh. I love it,. We have a good piece of country there. We 
do not make much use Qf it. I was always giving them good advice before many of 
them got to know anything at all . Haworth knows about that. I have always tried 
to carry out the instructions of the Government. But older chiefs have been foolish 
about this, and did not do exactly what they were told by the agent; but I used my 
influence for the Government always. I understand they did not want to sell their 
land, but just to sell the grass. I know the difference between selling the grass and 
selling the land. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him if all the Indians understand the difference between let-
ting these men come here and pasture their cattle and selling the land to them. 
PuRMAMSU. Yes; they all understand the difference between renting the grass and 
selling the soil. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him if this ground they have set apart for these cattlemen in-
terferes with any farms the Indians have opened. 
PURl\i.AMSU. No; it does not come near any of their cultivated landsat all. They were 
parti~ular about that. Some "of those chiefs were here a few days ago-Tahananica. 
We were having council about this land, and they came right off without having the 
council and rushed right off here, and they are opposed to it. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him why they are opposed to it. What reason do they·give? 
PuRMAMSU. I do not believe these four men that come here were as much opposed 
to it as you might suppose, but I think the white men that carne with them were op-
posed to it, because they came with white men. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him why they are opposed to it; what reason they give. 
PURMAMSU. I do not believe thoy are opposed to the lease, but they want to lease to 
somebody else; that is what I think. I never heard them give any particular reason 
against it. · 
The SECRETARY. Ask him if there are any C.:'tttle on this land named in the lease 
now. 
PURMAMSU. Yes. 
The SECRETARY. Whose cattle are they? 
PuRMAMSU. Col. E. B. Groom has some of his cattle there. He is in Greer County. 
Mr. Fox, here1 has cattle here; Mr. Waggoner, old Dan. Waggoner, has some cattle 
there. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him if he gets any pay for the cattle that are now there. 
PURMAMSU. Yes; right along the border there. There is an imaginary line there and 
many cattle come across and go back, and they have been very liberal to us and have 
given us beef and employed some of our young men. 
The SECRETARY. Do they give them any stipulated sum-any price? 
PURl\iAMSU. No; if a party come clown hungry and want beef, they will give it to 
them. · 
The SECRETARY. Is that all'? 
:RuRMAMSU. Yes, except the young men employed. 
The .SJi:C~ETAR¥.· When they employ the young men what do they pay them? 
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PuRMAMSU. Thirty-five dollars a month. 
The SECRETARY. How many does be understand they are to employ under this new 
lease? 
PuRl\fAMSU. Fifty-four. 
The SECRETARY. What do they pay them? 
PURMAMSU. Some are to get $20 and some $35. 
The SECRETARY. What are these young men to do? 
PURl\IAMSU. The idea is to make them herd the lines to keep the cattle ba~k off the 
land that is not in the lease instead of using the wire fences, and to keep Indian cattle 
back from the unleased land. 
The SECRETARY. Who does this lease run to? 
PuRMAMSU. E. C. Sugg, Mr. Fox, Waggoner, and Burnett, &c. We preferred to lease 
to these men because their cattle are right there and cannot be kept off anyhow. 
The SECRETARY. Are they acquainted with these men? 
PURMAMSU. I know them all and know they are good men. I have known them 
quite a number of years, every one of them. 
The SECRETARY. Who read the lease to the Indians, explained it and read it? 
PURMAMSU . I think Mr. E. L. Clark. 
The SECRETARY. Was be interpreter? 
PURMAMSU. Yes; he ~as Haworth's interpreter. 
Mr. HAWORTH. I think he is a reliable man. 
The SECRETARY. Say to these people that just now I cannot say anything about the 
lease, because Congress bas all this question of leasing Indian lands betore them and I 
do not want to say anything about it until they dispose of it. 
PURMAMSU. I would like to have you give your opinion whether it is a good lease or 
not. 
The SECRETARY. He wants my opinion? I will give him my opinion. I think this 
is a very good lease if they have reserved as much land as they. want for their own farm-
ing and cattle purposes. If they have not I would not regard it as a good lease. 
PURMAMSU. I think the time t.bat lease is out we will have lots of cattle there our-
, selves, and we can do well at the end of that time. Part of. it will be paid to us in cattle. 
The SECRETARY. Tell .them I think they should raise cattle themselves as much as 
they can, and have their own cattle. 
PURMAMSU. If the lease is consummated, I want whatever is paid in money or cattle 
paid directly to them. I do not want it put in this big Treasury up here. I want it 
paid to our agent. 
The SECRETARY. And not up here? 
PURM.AMSU. Yes; that is our idea. With regard to the payment of money into the 
Treasury, some of the Indians not getting any money into their hands, they won't real-
ize that they are getting anything. But if their money is paid them, they . will appre-
ciate that they are getting something for their land that they are giving away. We are 
not afraid to trust t:Q.e payment of this money to these men in the lease. We believe 
they are honorable. That is what I think about it. · 
The SECRETARY. Ask him what they will do with this money when they get it. 
PURMAMSU. We will spend it for things like anybody else; buy some clothes, buy 
something to eat, anything that is necessary for us and our children. When they have 
got these things they will buy cattle. If you will examine that treaty you will see 
alternate payments are to be maae, one in money and one in female cattle. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him what they will do with these female cattle. 
PURMAMSU. Keep them to mise cattle from, and by doing that at the end of six 
years we will have enough cattle ourselves to get rich. 
The SECRETARY. ·Ask him if he thinks the Indians will take care of this cattle if 
they get them. 
PURM.AMSU. I think theywilJ take care of them now. I do not think they will kill 
them, but try to raise horses. 
The SECRETARY. Ask him whether they will divide them up or keep them as a · herd 
for the tribe. 
J;>URM.AMSU. Divide them up as fair as we can. The soldiers gave us some a long 
time ago and divided them up according to the number of people, and we will do the 
same way, all get together and make a fair divide. 
W .A'SHINGTON, D. C., Ja.nuary 9, 1885. 
For mvself and such other ranch owners .and lessees of Indian lands as I have con· 
versed with on the subject, I desire to suggest the following legislation, viz: 
(1) The ratification hy the Government of existing leases, with such modifications af. 
will insure the prompt and faithful execution of all the terms and conditions in the 
leases imposed on the lessees, and, if Congress deetn& it just, such increase of the rental 
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for the unexpired terms of 1~ leases, not to exceed 4 cents per acre ~er annum, as may 
be decided upon. That the rental be paid as follows, viz: One-half as it is now, i. e., 
on ration-checks to the individual Indians, and the other half to the Indian agent at the 
agency where the respective lands lie. 
(2) That all lands in the Indian Territory not actually necessary for the occupancy 
of the Indians and not now covered by leases, as well as ,that now leased when the ex-
isting leases expire, be leased to responsible persons, firms, or corporations in such tracts 
as are most desirable, and 1or the largest possible rental, 1or a term of not less than ten 
years, bindmg the lessees to the faithful execution of the terms and conditions of the 
leases by bond ; the rental to be paid as above indicat~d. If the rental of the present 
leases is raised, my associates and I and all future lessees would expect and require the 
Government to protect our persons and property from molestation by Indians as well as 
white people. · This, in our opinion, can only be done by a sufficient military force to 
promptly and certainly punish any one, white, ·red, or black, for any and all offenses 
against the law. . 
To this end a United States court should be established in the Territory, whose process 
should be enforced by the military, if necessary. No discrimination in the execution of 
the laws should be made between the white man and the Indian. All should be tried by 
the same law. · 
We would further advise that the rental to be paid to the Indian agents, as above sug-
gested, should be annually invested in young cattle for the tribe, which cattle, if properly 
managed and cared for, would in ten years relieve the Government from furnishing a 
pound of beef to the Indians of the Territory. . 
We believe that if legislation is had covering these points not only ourselves but the 
Government, and most especially the Indians, would be benefited. 
Very respectfully, your obedient servant, 
The Hon. COMMITTEE ON INDIAN AFFAIRS, 
United States Senate. 
R. D. HUNTER. 
21 SEARS BUILDING, 
Boston, January 21, 1885. 
SIR: The undersigp.ed officers of the Standard Cattle Company respectfully submit to 
your honorable committee the following statements, to wit: 
First. That in the belief that the leases granted in the year 1883 by the Cheyenne 
and Arapaho Indians were in the interest of good order in the Indian Territory, and 
alike in the interest both of these Indians and the parties thereby acquiring grazing 
privileges, and also in the faith tliat such leases were so fair and advantageous to the 
Indians as to merit the approval .of the Government, this company did acquire title to 
the principal portion of one of the leases referred to. 
Second. That this company at once purchased various bands of cattle previously held 
on these lands without authority, for the grazing of which cattle no payment had been 
made to the Indians, and has since stocked the range covered by the lease referred to 
with 'Other cattle, representing a large investment; 
Third. That these.leases were made and the rental rate fixed in the year when cattle 
were at their maximum value, which values have since declined, and that aside from 
disbursements for rental the expense of conducting the business in the-location referred 
to is much greater than in Texas on the one hand or in northern grazing districts on the 
other, this being occasioned chiefly by two causes: (A) this section being extensively i 
fested with cattle thieves and at the sa.me time unprovided with local officers and tribunals 
of justice, we are subjected to the necessity of employing an extraordinary force for the care 
and protection of our stock; and (B) the fact that the winter grasses of the Indian Ter-
ritory (unlike those further north) are unsuited to the maintenance of horses, entailing 
the neceRsity of providing grain for our horse herds, which is obtained at great cost; 
Fourth. That for these reasons the rental rate, as fixed in these leases, is as great as 
is consistent with a fair return upon capital invested; 
Fifth. vVe respectfully suggest that in view of the gradual and steady relative dimin-
ishment of the worldJs beef supply, which is shown hy reliable statistics, that these 
grasses should not be abandoned to annual decay, but that the lands on which they are 
grown and which are denied by nature tlie moisture requisite for agriculture uses should 
be utilized for contribution to the country's food supply, and that this source of produc-
tion should not be subjected to an unjust burden of taxation, as would be the case in the 
event of any increase of the present rate of annual rental; and 
Sixth. We believe that for the considerations herein set forth it will be deemed rea-
sonable that the very large interest represented on these grazing grounds should receive 
the protection of the Government in so far as to require of. the tribes granting these 
leases (under which rentals are always promptly paid) a 1ull compliance on t,heir part 
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with the contract tentered into by them, both as to rate ;. rental, of which we believe 
they make no complaint, and as to depredations which on the part of roving individuals 
of the tribes have been frequently committed. 
Respectfully, yours, 
STANDARD 
Ron. HENRY L. DAWES, 
CATTLE COMPANY, 




Chairman Committee on Indian AjJai1·s, . 
U11,ited States Senate, Washington, D. C. 
CROW INDIAN RESERVATION, 
Montana Territory, January 15, 1885. 
We, the undersigned, chiefs, headmen, and adult inales of the Crow tribe of Indians, 
would respectfully represent that at the time a portion of the adult males of the Crow 
tribe of Indians signed .a lease or ag··eement with one J. T. Blake and others, granting 
an exclusive privilege to graze live-stock on that 1jart of the Crow Indian Reservation 
lying west of the Big Horn River, the Crow Indians, signers before mentioned, did not 
fully understand the nature of said lease or contmct, or the value of the privileges con-
ferred thereby upon the aforesaid J. T. Blake and others; that many, if not all, of the 
Crow Indians who signed such lease or agreement were induced to do so by misrepre-
sentations made by the interpreter at the Crow Agency and others concerned; and we 
have also reason to believe that many names were signed to said lease or license without 
the know ledge or consent of t he Indians whom they purported to represent. 
Therefore we urgent ly request and demand that t he Crow Indians be granted are-
hearing in the matter of such lease or contract, and · that such rehearing be had as soon 
as possible, in open council, at the Crow Indian Agency, and that such white friends as 
the undersigned chiefs, headmen, a.nd adult ma.les of the Crow Indians may desire shall 
be notified and permitted to be present in such council for rehearing. 
Respectfully sub:q1itted. 
(Signed:) 
Spotted x Horse (wa.r chief); Crazy x Sisterinlaw ~chief); Pretty x Eagle (chief); 
Old x Crow (chief); Big x Ox; Big x Medicine; White Bull; Antelope Ha.t; 
Side x of Mountain; Medicine x Pipe; Good x Tail; Spotted x Tail; Old x 
Snake; Little x Wolf; Bull x Tongue; 1'he x Hidden; Cnrly x; Strong x 
Man; YoungxDog; F inexThings; OnexHead; OldxCoyote; ThexRiver; 
StoxKoshe,orBadEyes; Wrapx Around Stickx; Antelopex; Lifts the 1'ail 
x; Small x Boy. 
Hon. HENRY L. DAWES, 
Chait·man Committee on Indian Affairs, U. S. Senate. 
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, 
Territory of ])fontana, County of Y ellowstone, ss: 
I , F. W. Lee, county clerk, in and for said county, do hereby certify tha.t F. S. Whit-
ney, before whom the annexed instrument in writing was proved or acknowledged, was 
at the time of taking the same a. justice of the peace in and for said county, duly author-
" zed to take the same; and that I am well acquainted with his hand-writing, and verily 
believe the signa.ture to the said certilicate is genuine, and that the annexed instrument 
is executed a.nd acknowledged according to the laws of the Territory. 
Witness my hand and seal of said. county, affixed this 16th day of January, A. D. 1885. 
[SEAL.] FRED W. LEE, 
TERRITORY OF MONTANA, 
County of Yellowstone, ss: 
Oonnty Clerk. 
I hereby certi(y that Thomas H. La Farge is personally known to me and that he was 
present and interpreted the within petition to the Crow Indians whose signatures are 
herewith signed, and that the within wa.s interpreted word for word as herein written. 
Witnesses present: 
A. M. QUIVEY. 
E. L. BROWN. 
Subscribed and sworn to before 
THOMAS H. LAFARGE. 
F. S. WHITNEY, 
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